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p. 46

Seneca Indians, June, p. 6

Sheep, mountain, Oct., p. 24
Sky maps, Jan.. p. 67; Feb., p. 37; Mar.,

p. 63; Apr., p. 61; May, p. 35; June,

p. 45; Aug., p. 52; Oct., p. 51; Nov.,

p. 53; Dec. p. 90

Sky Reporter see Astronomy

Snake, king, Jan., p. 56
Snouters. Apr., p. 8 ; June, p. 76 ; Aug.. p. 82
Sounds, marine, comparison of, Apr., p. 20
Sun, observation of, Aug., p. 60
Sundews and caterpillars, June, p. 32
Surtsey, island, Iceland, Mar., p. 22
Te Vega, graduate school at sea, Aug., p. 24

Telescope

List of objects, Aug., p. 66
Setting up of, Jan., p. SB

Tide pool photography, Aug., p. 68

Timbering operations, elephant work. May,

p. 38

Time scale, geologic, Feb., p. 52

Trance, IKung Bushmen, Nov., p. 30

Turtles, Aug., p. 46; Oct., p. 40; Dec, p. 106

Uranus, Mar., p. 48 ; p. 54

Venezuela, Yanomamo Indians, Jan., p. 22;

Dec, p. 44

Venus, Mar., p. 54; June. p. 44

Warfare, Dec, p. 39

Waterworks, ancient Nabataean, June. p. 36

Weather control, Dec, p. 82

World population, Nov., p. 10

Yanomamo Indians, Venezuela, Jan., p. 22;

Dec, p. 44

Year 2000, Nov., p. 10

Zebras, Nov., p. 58

Books in Review
^na"en(/n(/ia,Jan.,p.70

An of Ancient /ran. The, Jan., p. 72

Australia and the Paci-fic Islands, Mar., p.

64

Beyond the Observatory, Oct., p. 68

Biological Techniques, Oct., p. 66

Biology of Ultimate Concern. The, Oct., p.

62

Birds of Colorado, The, Apr., p. 74

Birds of Tikal, The, Oct., p. 69

Continent in Danger, A, Mar., p. 64

Diary in. the Strict Sense of the Term, A,

Aug., p. 72

Draught of Fishes, A, Mar., p. 66

Earth, The, Aug., p. 78

Etruscan Art, Aug., p. 77

Fantastic Trees, May, p. 63

Field Guide to the Birds of New Zealand, A,

Aug., p. 74
Forever Wild: The Adirondacks, Feb., p. 68

Gree/.-^r(.Aug.,p.77

Gypsies, The, Dec, p. 98
Rands on the Past, Feb., p. 69

Herculaneum, Apr., p. 72

Human Evolution, June, p. 68

Khmer Sculpture and the Angkor Cimliza-

tion, Jan., p. 70

La Vida, Apr., p. 70

Life of the Cave, The, Aug., p. 74

Life of the Desert, The, May, p. 64

Life of the Forest, The, Mar., p. 67
Living World of the Sea, The, Feb., p. 68
Man-Apes or Ape-Men, Oct., p. 64
Many a Green Isle, Mar., p. 64

Maya, The, Aug., p. 78

Men and Pandas, Oct., p. 67

Modes of Reproducion in Fishes, Feb., p.

66

My Friends the Wild Chimpanzees, Dec, p.

99

Nimrud and Its Remains. Jan., p. 68

Olympic Rain Forest, The, Mar., p. 67
Patterns of Life, Feb., p. 70
Peary: The Explorer and the Man, Oct., p.

68

Primate Behavior, Jan., p. 71
Red Giants and White Dwarfs, Dec, p. 104
Red Land, Black Land, Apr., p. 76
Savage Mind, The, May, p. 58
Science and Survival, Apr., p. 75
Science of Gems, The, June, p. 71
Shell Collecting, Mar., p. 66
Shoshoneans, The, Oct., p. 65
Strangers in High Places, Apr., p. 73

Territorial Imperative, The, Mar., p. 68

This Land Was Theirs, Oct., p. 65

Understanding Evolution, June, p. 68

Wild Flowers of the United States, Vol.

The Northeastern States, Feb., p. 18

Wilderness and the American Mind, Dpi

p. 96

Wings in the Meadow, Dec, p. 102

World of Reptiles, The, Feb., p. 67

Worid of the Moon. The, June, p. 72

World of the Polar Bear, The, Oct., p. 67

1967 Science Books for Young People

November
Adventure of Man, The, p. 29

Africa: Past and Present, p. 29

African Elephant, Th-, p. 82

African Lion, The, V.S2

Animal Appetites, p. 84

Animals of the North, p. 78

Art of the Ancient Peru, The, p. 29

Bears Around the Worid, p. 79

Black Duck Spring, p. 79

Charies Darwin, p. 72

China & the Chinese, p. 29

Discoverer of the Unseen World, p. 72

Exploring Other Planets, p. 66

Exploring the World of Archaeology, p. 28

First. Book of the Moon, The, p. 66

First Farmers, The, p. 2S

From Bush to City, p. 29

Home is the Sea: for Whales, p. 83

How Animals Tell Time, p. 84

In- the Steps of the Great American Zool,

gist, William Temple Hornaday, p. 82

Innocent Assassins, The, p. 28

Islands of the Deep Sea, p. 71

Land of the Mayas, p. 29

Life of Animals With Backbones, The, p.

Life of Animals Without Backbones, T
p. 75

Man and Insects, p. 75

Microbes in Your Life, p. 74

Moon in Fact an-l Fancv, The, p. 29

Morning of Mankind. The, p. 29

Mounds, Towns awl Totem, p. 29

Ocran Advnture. The. p. 70

Onr Polluted Worid. p. 69

Plant World, The, p. 6&

Plants in Time. p. 68

Plants Without L'-aves, p. 68
Racoons Are the Brightest People, p. 85
Raven's Cry, p. 28

River.-;, p. 69

Rock, Time, and Landforms, p. 71
Science Beneath the Sea, p. 70
Seeing Near and Seeing Far, p, 74
St/n, rAe,p,84
Small Mammals Are Where You Find Tin

p. 83
Strange World of Reptiles. The, p. 85
To the Rock of Darius, p. 29
7'ree Called Moses, A, p. 68
Vanishing Thunder, A, p. 76
Water Crisis, The, p. 69
Waves, Tides and Currents, p. 71
Wildlife in Danger, p. 76
Wildlife of South America, The. p. 78
Window on the Unknown: A History of (.

Microscope, p. 74
World of Plants,The,p.6'&

World of the Black Bear, The, p. 19
JForld of the Woodchuck, The, p. 83
Yosemite Story, The, p. 71
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A science-fiction buffwith straight'A" in math...

now Blair Tyson plots a course to the moon.

From simple addition to analytical

geometry, math was a snap for

Blair Tyson. He was not only a

whiz kid at mathematics, but he
had an absorbing interest in any
and all types of science fiction.

Graduating from the Milwaukee
School of Engineering in 1958,

Blair began working with comput-
ers for an electronics company.
Here is where his background in

science fiction and his aptitude
for mathematics merged and were
given direction. This combination
of interests led him one way . . .

to the AC Electronics Division of

General Motors in Milwaukee.
Now he works on airborne dig-

ital computers, it is AG's job to

integrate these computers into

the guidance systems for space
project, Apollo.

The goal is the moon, and GM's
Blair Tyson helps chart the way.

General Motors is people making better things foryou-L!!;!!!
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3 trial member of the

Theatre Recording

Society

rated Production
and full 116-page text

d as separate volumes

ALSO FREE
if you act promptly

Richard Burton reads
THE LOVE POEMS OF
JOHN DONNE

$5.95 Retail Value

DETACH AND MAIL CARD TO RECEIVE COMPLETE
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i ] THEATRE RECORDING SOCIETYm^ 505 Eighth Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10018

Please send my free 3-record set of MARAT/SADE
including illustrated Production Folio and separately
bound 116-page text ($18.85 retail value). Also send
my first Society selection (chosen from those listed

below) for which you will bill me later—and enroll me
as a trial member in the Theatre Recording Society.
In addition to my first selection, my only obligation is

to accept as few as four plays over the next two years
at the Society's low price of just over $4.00 a record
plus shipping and handling. (Same low price for
Stereo or Monaural.) If 1 am not completely delighted
with MARAT/SADE I may return my introductory
shipment within 10 days and my membership will be
cancelled without obligation.

n FREE BONUS: Please include RICHARD
BURTON reading THE LOVE POEMS OF
JOHN DONNE as my bonus for prompt action.

Name

City_ _State_ JZip_

Please send records in n Mono n Stereo
I have checked my first Society selection below:

D Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams. Retail
price $12.90. My price only $8.90 plus shipping
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G Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller. Retail
price $18.85. My price only $12.90 plus shipping
and handling.

n Macbeth by William Shakespeare. Retail price
$17.85. My price only $12.90 plus shipping and
handling.
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Tke Tkeatre Recording Society invites you to take

Nfow enjoy tke greatest works of

tlieatre from Skakespeare to

Tennessee Williams in original cast

recordings yon will treasure forever.

ro receive at once your uncut origin
cast recording of MARAT/SADE—on

Ihree 12-inch longplaying records— mail
he coupon below. This $18.85 retail value
i yours as a free gift to introduce you to
he benefits of membership in the Theatre
'ecording Society

Broadway startled by
new kind of drama

f you were lucky enough to
ealirst-nighterat MARAT/
ADE you will never forget
le shattering force with
'hich this play hit the un-
Jspecting theatregoer. Even
ritics emerged visibly
hitened—and called it the
;ost soul-shaking experience
f their professional careers.
Now this exciting adven-

ire in "total theatre" has
;en captured for all time
I superb longplaying rec- Jessica Tandy

ds. Here in turbulent drama, wry politi-
il satire, and bawdy Brechtian song is the
ethmg lunatic asylum at Charenton, pre-
Jed over by the most fascinating lunatic
all — the Marquis de Sade. And every

lit of opening-night electricity is now
ought to your living room—by the same
spired cast that brought it to the Broad-
ay stage.

eat plays, recorded by great stars, for those
who love and appreciate great theatre.

i a member of the Theatre Recording
iciety you will have an opportunity to
llect the world's greatest plays by Soph-
ies, Shakespeare, Ibsen, Shaw, Chekhov,

The finest players of our time

Tennessee Williams, Arthur Miller, Jean
Genet and other masters of drama. Fea-
tured performers include Laurence Ohvier,
John Gielgud, Julie Harris, Rrlph Rich-
ardson, Judith Anderson, Lee J. Cobb,
Siobhan McKenna, Paul Scofield and many

others afnong the most im-
portant stars of our time.
Each complete play will be
beautifully boxed and con-
tain a lavishly illustrated

Production Folio with notes
by eminent authorities. The
full text of the play will be
included, handsomely bound
as a separate volume.

Members pay only the Society's

low price — and save 33'/) %
Though Society recordings
sell for up to $24.80 per set

at retail, members pay only
the low price of just over

Montgomery cnn J4 qq per record plus ship-
ping and handling. Your only obligation is

to accept as few as four plays over the next
two years from the many offered. There is

no extra charge for Stereo.

Claim your free MARAT/ SADE -
retail value $18.85

Mail attached card to receive free 3-record
set of MARAT/SADE plus first Society
selection (chosen from card) for which
you will be billed later. If not completely
delighted, return shipment within 10 days
and trial membership will be cancelled
without obligation. If card has been used.
Write to: Theatre Recording Society, 505
8th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10018.

A.J_/SO x* l\.li/E if you act promptly •

RICHARD BURTON reads the love 1 i

POEMS OF JOHN DONNE
BETAIl $C95 12-inch 331/3 RPM
PRICE O longplaying record

Enthusiastic Acclaim
from ttie Critics

"One of the most vivid and effective spoken-
word albums of all time!"

—American Record Guide
"The inmates of the !8th century madhouse —
which could be our world — circle from speaker
to stereophonic speaker, now dancing a grisly

gavotte, now whirling in brutal frenzy. Fasci-
nating!" —Chicago Tribune

"A brilliantly produced album. As a recording
feat, it is as remarkable as the drama."

—Milwaukee Journal

"The 'original cast recording" of a most original
play and performance explodes and detonates
without mercy ... it is a spoken-word landmark."

-Cue
"The most haunting voice is Patrick Magee as de
Sade. He cuts through the fiery speeches and the
outcries with the calm, sorrowful certitude of a
man who has come to warn and knows he will
not be heeded." —The New York Times
"If you've seen Marat/Sade, this set is a must;
if not, here is a chance almost to do so!"

—The New Records
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mamo practice a "graded form of violence"—a formal type of escalation. Ches
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raid or the "trick" (an ambush). While living with the jungle people, Chagnoi:

met photographer Karl Weidmann, who helped with illustrating this articlef
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ONE OF THE MANY FOOD CHAINS THAT FASCINATE ECOLOGISTS
1.A dragonfly seizes a butterfly 2. A bullfrog captures and eats 3. A water snaKe surprises the 4. A hawk flies off with the snake .

and devours it in mid-air. the dragonfly. frog and swallows it whole. end of a food chain.

WHYdoesn't the kangaroo rat of the

southwestern deserts need to drink water?

WHYdo the frog, crocodile, and hippopotamus have

strikingly similar profiles even though they are unrelated?

WHY is the koala bear found only

where there are eucalyptus trees?

Now HIH Nature Library invites you to

explore the "whys" of Nature
See through the eyes of the Ecologlst the intricate pattern

that links life to life, and all living things to earth, water, and air.

Ii



THE QVESTAR TELESCOPE IS A VALUABLE TEACHING TOOL

It is indeed gratifying that every month more
and more elementary schools, high schools,

and colleges are buying Questars. Many
educators have realized that it isn't always

necessary to spend hard-won tax dollars to

build an observatory with a large, expensive

telescope in order to provide an astronomy

course. If you have $10,000 to spend, for

example, 10 Questars would furnish a whole

class in astronomy or general science with

superfine telescopes, with the added advantage

of being able to use them in the daytime for

safe solar work and nature study. Moreover,

today's fine plate-glass windows permit flaw-

less views of the heavens, except near the zenith

and for this a skylight might be utilized. A
south-facing window will permit following of

the moon and many other important sky

objects.

Recently we received a letter from Mr. Curtis

W. Gable, an eighth-grade science teacher who
decided to experiment with his own Questar

in his classroom. He used it for teaching the

types of astronomical instruments and for

studying the sun with Questar's safe, external

solar filter.

The students responded with such delight

and exuberance that a regular program involv-

ing other science teachers and approximately

200 students was developed. The course helped

to identify several students who proved to be

capable of high-quality work in astronomy.

This student interest led next to the forming
of an astronomy club which met several times

a month. Its wide range of activities included

a discussion of current events in astronomy,

a presentation of special reports on astronom-
ical subjects, the showing of 35-mm. slides,

practice in the use of the telescope, and special

observation sessions. While club members
brought in their own telescopes, the Questar,

because of its being so easily set up as an
equatorial, and because of its clock drive and
setting circles, was the most useful for teaching.

We were particularly interested in the in-

struction course each student was put through
before he was permitted to use the instrument.

First he was given some typed pages of infor-

mation to read, which included a numbered
diagram of the Questar and a correspondingly

numbered list naming and describing the parts

of the telescope. Another page explained the

optical system, comparing it with conventional
telescopes. There were directions for locating

a celestial object, and, finally, a list of club rules.

Group instruction in the handhng of the

Questar was followed by the individual guid-

ance of each member. He was given several

"dry runs" in its use and was permitted to

touch only the control knobs. Great emphasis
was put upon keeping fingers off the optical

surfaces. The safety factor of the sun filter

was particularly stressed, and any violation of
the safety rules resulted in dismissal of the

club member. Teaching was thorough, leaving

nothing to chance. Each club member had to

demonstrate that he had mastered the tech-

nical information and had skill in its use.

Mr. Gable says the results were well worth
the precautions; that with proper instruction,

and strict discipline on the part of the owner
or teacher, groups of children can use the

Questar without damage to it or themselves.

Actually, Questar is a rugged little giant of
a telescope, so well built that it can stand
considerable abuse. Some have been out in

the schools now for nearly ten years, and
occasionally one comes back for cleaning and
inspection. We seldom find anything seriously

wrong. Even one or two that had been dropped
sustained only minor damage. The drives will

show wear, just hke the brakes on your car,

in proportion to their hours of use, but this

is a simple replacement for which our charge

is five dollars for each drive. Furthermore, we
have a special low-rate service charge for all

educational institutions, which the schools
have found most reasonable.

Indoor Comfort With Questar

Time was when trying to see through a windowpane
with a 6ne telescope would have been out of the

question. But today's plate glass is so temafkably

plane parallel that anyone can have an observing corner

like this. The glass happens to be the double insula-

tion type, yet no distoition of image occurs at high

power, and the light loss is so negligible that we can

still see the companion of Polaris with a Questar.

WORLD'S FINEST. MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPE. FROM $795.
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR -lO-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE IN NORTH
AMERICA. BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE. $2.40, EUROPE
AND NORTH AFRICA, $2.50, AUSTRALIA AND ALL OTHER PLACES, $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 60, NEW HOPE. PENN. 18933

One hardly need introduce MaR!

TON Bates, naturalist and autho:

whose article on human drug us

marks a significant appearance i,

Natural History. Next montii

Professor Bates will begin a re^

ular coliunn for the magazine, to H
called "A Naturalist at Large." Bi

fore assuming a professorship i

zoology at the University of Michi

gan in 1952, he had served in the iii

ternational health division of tl!

Rockefeller Foundation for 1

years. His research in the tropics c

diseases such as malaria and yello

fever led to several well-know

books, including The Natural Hi;

tory of Mosquitoes and The Fore:

and the Sea.

Napoleon A. Chagnon spe;|

more than a year in Venezue,

among the Yanomamo, studyirj

their demography, kinship, soci'

organization, warfare, and popul

tion genetics. From his work can

his article, "Yanomamo— Tl

Fierce People," and a Ph.D. in a,

thropology from the University
;

Michigan, from which he also i!

ceived his undergraduate degrei
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;nd where he has been a teaching

ellow. He will continue to study

iouth American Indians, specifi-

ally the Yanomamo who he feels

re "the most significant remaining

arge populations of undisturbed

American Indians in either conti-

lent."

John C. Moser is seen above

I'ith a clay model of an ant nest

sed in the study on which his ar-

icle, "Trails of the Leafcutters," is

ased. His finger touches a scaled

epresentation of a cavity that was

dually large enough for him to

rawl into. Dr. Moser is a research

ntomologist for the Forest Insect

lesearch Project of the U.S. Forest

ervice in Alexandria, Louisiana,

le received a doctorate in insect

cology from Cornell University

nd is the author of numerous
lapers.

David L. Dineley, author of

Ancient Fishes of Escuminac
!ay," is Chairman of the Geology
)epartment of the University of

'ttawa and has done extensive

'ork on the rocks and fossils of

•evonian times. Born in England,

Dr. Dineley received his Ph.D. in

geology from the University of

Birmingham. He has written more
than thirty articles for scientific

journals in Europe and North
America and has recently returned

from a field session on Somerset Is-

land, Northwest Territories, where
he studied fossil fish hitherto un-

known in the Canadian north. His

particular interest is Arctic geol-

ogy, geography, and wildlife.

Christopher J. Schuberth is a

senior instructor in the Department
of Education at The American
Museum of Natural History and is

on the geology faculty at Hunter
College and Fairleigh Dickinson

University. Author of "The Hud-
son's Six Geologies," he has done
extensive field research in New
York and New Jersey. He also con-

ducted a four-year field study near

The American Museum's South-

western Research Station in Ari-

zona. Mr. Schuberth, who holds an

M.S. in geology from New York
University, is presently working on

three books on geology to be pub-

lished by the Natural History Press.

from Micro

to Astro
From micro to astro, there's an

infinite universe to explore with

the aid of a responsive Yashica

35mm single lens reflex and its

variety of interchangeable
lenses and accessories. Superior

design and construction, includ-

ing such options as thru-the-

lens exposure control, bring the

fascination of truly creative

photography within reach of all.

TL Super with thru-the-lens expo-
sure, automatic f/1.4 lens, under
,$260; with f/1.7. under .$225. 1-7

with external CdS meter, automat-
ic f/1.4 lens, under $220; with
f/1.7, under $185. J-P with auto-

matic f/2 lens, under $140; with
preset f/2. 8, under $110: clip-on

CdS meter, .$25.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC, 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD.

WOODSIDE. NEW YORK 11377 Dept.O



This article is an

excerpt from a forth-

coming book. Gluttons

and Libertines, copyright ©
1966 by Marston Bates. Begin-

ning in the February issue, sub-

scribers to Natural History will

have the pleasure of reading Marston

Bates in a regular column that will be called

"A Naturalist at Large." We welcome him to these

pages and wish him and our readers bon voyage on this

new and, we trust, adventurous journey.



'The desire to take medicine is perhaps the greatest

feature which distinguishes man from animals."

William Osler

By Marston Bates

Along with his continuous non-

periodic sexuality, his addiction to in-

ternecine strife, and his use of weapons,
tools, symbols, and fire, man has the

habit of resorting to medicine. Man
the drug taker—//omo medicans.

A drug, in the widest and most
proper sense, is any substance used in

medicine. But the word also has a nar-

row and special meaning that covers

substances presumed to be habit form-

ing and harmful. We have drug as in

drugstore, and drug as in drug addict—
which is confusing. There is further

confusion in that we seem to have no
clear basis for determining which sub-

stances are drugs in the bad sense, ex-

cept that they are substances socially

disapproved of in our present culture.

Cigarettes made from tobacco are cur-

rently not classified as a drug, but

cigarettes made from marijuana are.

Yet all the evidence suggests that

tobacco is both more habit forming and
more unhealthy than the product of the

hemp plant. Marijuana, to be sure, has
a more dramatic effect than tobacco. In

this respect it is comparable to alcohol,

which, whatever our attitude toward it,

is not ordinarily thought of as a drug.

There is also a nice problem of dis-

tinction between materials taken to

cure or alleviate some disease—medi-
cines—and materials taken for kicks.

Alcohol, again, may be a valuable

medicine in many situations, but it is

not ordinarily thought of as medicinal
when taken at a cocktail party. And
then there are all the tranquilizers and
stimulants that are prescribed by physi-

cians as medicine but that have been
taken up by the American public as

avidly as have cigarettes and alcohol.

I suppose we could use the word
"drug" to cover all materials taken for

other than nutritional reasons, or we
could expand the meaning of "medi-

cine" to include materials taken for ills

of the spirit as well as for ills of the

flesh. Osier's dictum then becomes more
meaningful. The variety of materials

eaten, drunk, smoked, chewed, rubbed
on the skin, or otherwise used for non-

nutritional purposes by different

peoples is extraordinary. Every known
culture has a system of medicine that

includes the use of animal and plant

products. Even the Australian abor-

igines, generally considered to have the

simplest of technical cultures, have a

considerable pharmacopoeia, which in-

cludes items such as the inner bark of

eucalyptus for congestion, pollen from
bee nests for constipation, and mu-tir
tree leaves for headache.

The dope-taking habit of man is so

universal that it must have a long his-

tory, but since drugs rarely leave fos-

sils we cannot be sure when it started,

let alone how. When I try to think of

anything comparable in other animals,

I am driven back to the addiction of

cats to catnip or of sick puppies to

eating grass, which are pretty feeble

precedents. Maybe animals coming to

salt licks would be a better parallel,

except that salt has nutritional value.

I can recall nothing comparable with
medicine taking among wild primates.

My guess would be that the use of

non-nutritional materials by man goes
back at least to the time when fire was
first tamed, and the use of drugs may
at first have been purely magical, as I

think was the case with fire. However
he got started, primitive man in the

long run did a thorough job of ransack-
ing the plant and animal kingdoms for

materials that were useful or that were
thought to be so. And we are discover-

ing that many items in the primitive

pharmacopoeia really were useful.

Civilized man hardly added anything
to the list until the modern develop-

ment of the chemical industry and the

systematic testing of drugs on animals.

Even now, our debt to the past is tre-

mendous. We have aspirin, that most
useful and mysterious of drugs, be-

cause of a prehistoric discovery of the

effectiveness of willow bark in treat-

ing rheumatism. Most recently, the

whole array of tranquilizers comes
from the discovery of the chemical na-

ture of the juice of Rauwolfia, a plant

common in the pharmacopoeia of India.

I wonder again whether our ances-

tors tried out natural products so ex-

tensively that there is nothing left for

modern science to discover. Or whether
chemistry and medicine have become so

insulated in the urban environment of

the modern world as to have no interest

in continuing the exploration of nature.

But my interest here is not so much
in drugs taken as medicine to cure

physical disease as it is in drugs used
as "shortcuts to happiness"—drugs that

dull the hard edges of reality, that pro-

duce excitement and heightened per-

ception, or that lead the taker into a
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I he list of drug types is a long one

and the naturally occurring substance:

were all discovered by our prehistoric

ancestors. The great German toxicolo

gist Louis Lewin classified them int(

five groups, and his classification is sti!

commonly used by pharmacologists.

I. Euphorica: Sedatives of mentaf

activity, inducing in the person taking

them a state of physical and mental!

comfort. Here belong opium (and itJ

components, morphine, codeine, etc.l

and cocaine.

II. Phantastica: Hallucinating

stances (we would now say hallucino

gens). Here belong a number of vege

table products differing greatly

chemical constitution, which bring

visions, illusions, and hallucination

and which may be accompanied or fol

lowed by unconsciousness or othe

symptoms of altered brain-functionin"

Examples are mescal buttons and hem]

(hashish, marijuana).

III. Inebriantia : The drugs of drunli

enness. "A primary phase of cerebra

excitation is followed by a state of de

pression which may eventually extem

to complete temporary suppression o

the functions." (I suppose that Lewir

by this last, means passing-out.) Th
inebriating drugs include alcoho.

chloroform, ether, and benzine.

IV. Hypnotica: The sleep-producin;

agents or sedatives. Lewin lists chlora

veronal, and sulphonal. I suppose nc
we would add some of the barbituratei

V. Excitantia: Mental stimulants

now more commonly called analeptic

"Substances of vegetable origin whic

produce without alteration of coi

sciousness a generally more or less a]

parent excitation of the brain." Hei

belong the plants containing caffein

lO
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I
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of art (and many more) in this exciting new volume.
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|
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|
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quire the volumes you want for the astonishingly low
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'
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obligation, landmarks of the world's art, McGraw-Hill
Book Company. 351 W. 41st St., New York, N. Y. 10036.
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nicotine, and the like—coffee, tea,

tobacco, betel.

Today, we would need to add a sixth

group, the tranquilizers or, in medical

jargon, the ataraxics. The ataraxics are

not really new, they are just new to

Western science. They stem from the

discovery by Westerners in 1947 of

sarpaganda, a drug that had been used

for many centuries in India by practi-

tioners of a system of medicine known

as the Ayur-Veda. Sarpaganda is the

powdered root of a small bush, Rau-

wolfia serpentina, and it appears to

have been regarded by the Ayur-Vedic

physicians as an almost universal pan-

acea for human troubles.

The story of the discovery of Ran-

ivolfia by Westerners has been told by

the American biochemist Robert S. de

Ropp in his book Drugs and the Mind.

It started with the curiosity of a British

biochemist. Sir Robert Robinson, and

the enterprise of a Swiss pharmacolo-

gist. Dr. Emil Schittler, who persisted

for five years in attempts to isolate the

sedative substance of crude Rauwolfia

extracts—a white, crystalline chemical

that he named reserpine. Since 1952,

when reserpine was announced, a series

of other ataraxics has been synthesized

by ingenious chemists in various parts

of the world and tested on troubled

mankind. Spectacular results have been

obtained with psychotics and neurotics

—and with just ordinary people. Mil-

lions of Americans are now tranquilized

•^with what consequences no one can

be sure, because the time has been too

short for possible long-term effects to

show up. Perhaps we have already

reached Huxley's Brave New World,

where life was made bearable by soma,

a drug akin to an Indian beverage.

I he ataraxics are, for us at least,

the newest of the shortcuts to happi-

ness. The oldest, the most widespread,

and still by far the commonest of the

chemical shortcuts is alcohol. That

early man should have discovered alco-

hol is not surprising, since sugar-con-

taining fruits ferment easily and

quickly enough, especially in the

tropics. All one would have to do would

be to taste the fermenting fruit and

discover the surprising and pleasant

effects. The discovery of the fermenta-

tion of grain to make beer seems less

obvious, as does the cutting of palm

flower stalks to get a sweet sap for

palm wine—practiced with different

palms in widely separated parts of the

tropics. Most curious of all is the cus-

tom of chewing starchy materials so

that they are mixed with saliva and

spitting the mixture into a bowl where

it rapidly ferments to make an alco-

holic beverage. The saliva, of course,

converts the starch into sugar. The

chewing technique is practiced by such

widely different peoples as South

American Indians with manihot and

Formosan tribes with rice. It is also

the method of preparation of the non-

alcoholic Pacific kava.

The use of alcoholic beverages is so

widespread among living peoples that

the exceptions seem curious. The Aus-

tralian aborigines had no fermented

drink, the Indians of North America

north of Mexico apparently made little

use of alcohol before European con-

tact, and alcoholic drinks were un-

known in large areas of the Pacific. The

case of the North American Indians is

particularly puzzling because they took

to alcohol readily enough when they

learned about it from Europeans. The

Indian tribes of tropical America had

a variety of ways of fermenting many

different materials, and one would

think that the agricultural tribes of the

north would have learned about the

virtues of fermentation. As for the

Pacific, islanders almost everywhere

now make toddy from the sap of the

cut flower stalks of coconut palms.

Alcohol goes back as far as we have

recorded history—and surely much far-

ther. Barley beer is mentioned in the

oldest cuneiform writings of Mesopo-

tamia, and some students consider it

possible that grains were first culti-

vated for the purpose of making beer.

The Mesopotamians also had wine

made from dates and from sesame

seeds, and they imported some grape

wine from vine-growing regions. Their

own vines grew poorly because Diony-

sus had cursed Mesopotamia. The

Egyptians had wine and beer, and

drunkenness seems to have been com-

mon. The first temperance tracts ap-

pear among the papyruses. Wine is also

frequently mentioned in the Bible, gen-

erally with approval.

The discovery of how to distill strong

drink from the weaker wines and beers

is relatively modern. Credit for the dis-

covery is generally given to an Arabian

alchemist, Jabir ibn Hayyan, known to

the West as Geber, who lived about

A.D. 800. The possibilities of distilled

alcohol, however, were hardly realized

until toward the end of the thirteenth

century, when Geber's writings reached

Arnaldus de Villa Nova, a professor of

medicine at the University of Mont-

pelHer. Arnaldus, trying the distilling

technique, felt he had discovered the

philosopher's stone, the key to life ever-

lasting. "Water of life" he called the

distillate, and aqua vitae or aquavit it

remains to this day for many people.

Arnaldus' liquor, of course, was

brandy, a distilled wine.

The origin of other distilled liquors

is obscure, ahhough it is easy enough

to see that once the source of the water

of life had been discovered, people

would try distilling anything they

could ferment. The Dutch discovered

gin, flavoring their clear aqua vitae|

with juniper—the Dutch junever, or

jenever, or the French genievre, under

English adaptation became first geneva,

which was then quickly shortened.

Whiskey probably started in Ireland;

the word derives from the Irish-Gaelic

equivalent of aqua vitae. The ascend

ancy of Scotland apparently dates fromj

the discovery, in 1860, by an Edin-

burghian named Andrew Usher that

Highland malt whiskey and Lowland

grain whiskey made a particularly,

satisfactory blend. The idea of distilling

water of life from fermented molasses

seems to have occurred first to the early

European settlers in the West Indies.

and rum consequently became mixed

up with the slave trade and with the

early history of the American colonies.

Bourbon, a purely American drink dis-

tilled from a mash of maize, did noi'

become popular until after 1776.

I he human animal, then, has recog-

nized the virtues of alcohol for a Ion

time. He has probably recognized iti

evils for almost as long, although i

most ancient writings the strictures an

against drunkenness rather thar

against drinking itself. The Chines(

attitude, as stated in the Shu Ching

or Canon of History, about 650 B.C.

sums this up nicely: "Men will not d(

without beer. To prohibit it and securqu

total abstinence from it is beyond thtj

power even of sages. Here, therefore'

we have warnings on the abuse of it.

Total prohibition was, however, triec

by Mohammed. He acknowledged tha'

wine had uses, "but the sin is mori

heinous than the usefulness." Devon

Muslims have in general refraine(

from alcoholic drink, just as they re

frain from eating pork. Yet there ha

always been a pleasure-loving strain i

the Muslim world—witness Omar Kha

yam and his jug of wine, his loaf o

bread, and thou.

But attempts to control the drinkin

of alcoholic beverages reached thei

greatest extreme in the legislation o

English-speaking countries and Scan

dinavia. Finland and the United State;

both tried total legal prohibition, witl

equally dismal results.

Americans are still suspicious o

alcohol, hedging it about with all sort^

of restrictions, perhaps reasonably so

although surely more regulatory con

sistency among states would do ni

harm. The other pleasure-giving drug

are all either completely prohibited n

available only on medical prescription

except for Lewin's class of Excitantia

tobacco and the pickup drinks liki

coffee and tea.

Attitudes toward tobacco have gun
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ARTE, PHOENICIAN
IDESS OF LOVE
istine, circa 800 B.C.
acotta original at
Idin House, Ltd. New York

Astarte, the Phoenician Goddess of
Love — known as Ishtar to the
Babylonians and Aphrodite to the
Greeks — was the great goddess of
motherhood and fertility. Personi-
fying all the reproductive energies
of nature, she was worshipped
under different names, but with a
similarity of myth and ritual by
many peoples of Western Asia and
the Mediterranean.

The terracotta Astarte plaque re-
produced here dales from circa 800
B.C. and comes from ancient Pales-
tine, homeland of the Phoenicians.
Pottery plaques of this type, a com-
mon class of religious objects in the
Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages,
were probably used as votive offer-

ings. Mounted on red velour in

gold antiqued frame.

AT-35, 7" high including
frame $1 0.50
Plus 350 handling and shipping
cost.

SCARAB -SYMBOL OF LIFE ETERNAL
Egypt, 12th-26th Dynasties
(2060-525 B.C.)

Original at
Aladdin House, Ltd., New York

ever popular Scarab, used for centu-
to guard against misfortune and sym-

i:e eternal life, is presented here in a
:. ptured relief plaque handsomely
yUted on velour in gold antiqued frame.
I que design shows in exact replica, both

1 of a 2000 year old Egyptian Scarab
I;
nst a background of hieroglyphic

( 'iptions.

tl, 5V2"x7" including frame. $12.50
]' 35<f handling and shipping costs.

\D OF A MAN, Egyptian

:k Granite, <:irca 945 B.C.

Walters Art Gallery,

:imore, Maryland

culously carved black granite
copied from the solemn, pow-
figures of the great Middle

;dom about 2,000 B.C. The
rt craftsmanship displayed in
recise carving of this very hard
: must have defied any tools
e period. Arrangement of the
in cross bands without a cen-
)art, impossible in real life is a
tor's pattern device.

I, height 103^" includins
'e $32.00
$4.50 handling and shipping

LAUGHING HEAD FROM VERA CRU2
Brown clay. Mexican, Pre-Columbian

Presumably Totonac,

(800 A.D.-1300 A.D.)

Philadelphia Museum of Art

This cheery head from Southern N
Cruz is one of the very few humorous
ures found in American antiquity. V\

culture it represents is not yet known,
the fact that it is mold-made dates i

late Classic. Warm and whimsical, witf

mysterious single right earring, it m
a reaUy provocative piece.

PH-11, height aVa" including black

base $20
Plus $2.50 handling and shipping co

MAYAN FIGURINE
Island of Jaina, approx. 6th Century A.D.
Terracotta original at
Aladdin House, Ltd., New York

Dressed in a typical Mayan ex or breecn-
clout, and wearing an elaborate headdress
complete with ear plugs, this figurine is

representative of the noted clay sculptured
figurine art of the island of Jaina, off the
Campeche Coast of Yucatan. Tastefully
mounted on moss green velour in an
antiqued gold frame, it is ready to hang
and admire.

AT-28, 8" high including frame
$10.50

Plus 750 handling and shipping costs.

STATUETTE, DRAPED WARRIOR
Greek, 6th Century B.C.

Bronze original at

Wadsworth Atheneum

Graceful and Symmetrical statuette

of a draped Greek warrior. Beau-
tifully rendered in flat, stylized

planes, this small figure is con-
sidered one of the finest examples
of small bronze Archaic Greek
Sculpture in America. Several simi-

lar figures found in Sparta are pre-

sumed to have been votive offerings.

WA-20, height 71/2" including

base $18.00
Plus $1.50 handling and shipping
costs.

FACE OF BUDDHA
Siam, 15th - 17th Century A.D.
Bronze original at
Aladdin House Ltd., New York

The serenely contemplative features and
quiet repose reflected in the face of this

classical Siamese Buddha is characteristic

of the bronze sculpture of 15th-17th
Century Siam.
The weathered bronze color of the head is

magnificently set off by a rich red velour
background and antiqued gold wooden
frame.

AT-34, 7W high including frame
$17.50

Plus 750 handling and shipping costs.

VALUABLE GIFT CATALOG
Illustrated and annotated catalog of outstanding works of art
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Chinese, Indian and Pre-Columbian, covering a span of 4900
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tions, these "Treasures" are now available for your personal
enjoyment. Each work of art masterfully reproduced and hand-
finished in every detail. For tasteful gifts for home and office

request catalog N-l-B 100!

SITTING IBIS

Egypt, about 600 B.l|

Bronze original at

Oriental Institute of

University of Chicag(l

This long-legged, golden-bronze wading bj

was regarded as sacred by the Egyptians.

The ancient Egyptians always placed a er

emphasis on the hereafter. When they \oo\.,

at the gentle Ibis, they saw not a bird, 1

their god Thoth,- who was supposed to h-

on Judgement Day and to have kept rcco

of both men and the gods. Thoth was of

depicted as a man with the head or neck

an Ibis, or, as here, entirely as an Ibis.

OR-4, height 41/2" $15.i

Plus $1.50 handling and shipping costs.

Aladdin's Treasures, Inc. Dept. N-l-B

648 Ninth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036
Gentlemen please send me the following:
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through almost as many changes as

have those toward alcohol. There have

been sporadic legal prohibitions, and

in many places it remains illegal to sell

tobacco to minors, although the law is

largely a dead letter. It is amusing to

see cigarette machines in a college

dormitory, where almost everyone is

under 21, with a sign saying that no

minors are allowed to operate the ma-

chine. The Catholic Church at first

tried to stop the spread of the tobacco

habit, and it wasn't until 1725 that

Benedict XIII, who liked to take snuff

himself, rescinded the edicts against

"dry drunkenness." Louis Lewin cites

several countries, including Turkey.

Persia, and Russia, in which the death

penalty was imposed for smoking.

Smoking in the streets or other public

places has often been prohibited, and

it is still not customary to smoke in

places of dignity like churches or law

courts. Women who smoked in public

in the U.S. before the First World War
were not considered respectable.

About the bad effects of smoking
there can be no doubt. The link between

cigarette smoking and lung cancer

seems clearly established, smoking is

an important cause of chronic bron-

chitis, and there is evidence of a rela-

tionship between smoking and coro-

nary disease. It is, all in all, a nasty

habit and a great nuisance, trying al-

ways to keep cigarettes on hand. Yet I

haven't been able to break the habit,

and the cigarette industry continues to

flourish despite all the health warnings.

The use of tobacco is classed as "drug
habituation" rather than "drug addic-

tion" because there is no demonstrable

physical dependence on the drug, with

physiological withdrawal symptoms—
the symptoms are chiefly a nasty tem-

per and an inability to think about

anything except cigarettes. These, how-
ever, can be severe enough, as I know.

Tobacco may be chewed, taken as

snuff, burned in a pipe, or the dried

leaves may be rolled and burned by
themselves as in a cigar or with a

wrapping of some other substance as

in a cigarette. There are endless vari-

ations on each of these five basic tech-

niques; particular tribes or regions

have often developed their own peculi-

arities in the use of tobacco. But all

five basic methods of use were dis-

covered by the American Indians long

before Columbus first dropped anchor

off San Salvador and saw the curious

habit of "drinking" smoke from burn-

ing, rolled leaves. How on earth did the

Indians discover all these ways of get-

ting a kick from the dried leaves of the

tobacco plant?

But the mystery here is no greater

than that surrounding man's discovery

of other shortcuts to happiness. Take
caffeine, for example. In Asia, Africa,

i6

and America early man discovered how
to use several different kinds of plants,

whose only common link is that they

contain this drug. Coffee and kola are

African, tea is Asiatic, and mate and

guarana are American. Of these, only

coffee and tea have conquered the

modern Western world (unless Coca-

Cola really depends on an extract of

the kola nut for its appeal) . Why these

two have spread, while the others have

not. is as mysterious as how they were

all discovered in the first place. Mate

is a tealike drink commonly used over

large parts of Brazil. Argentina, and

neighboring countries. It seems to me,

at least, as pleasant and refreshing as

coffee or tea, but all efforts to develop

a wider market have failed, while coffee

and tea support great industries and

have become the mainstay of the

economy of many tropical countries.

Coffee conquered the Near East and

then Europe with surprising speed,

coming out of the hills of Ethiopia

about the year 1000. It has been re-

marked that if Mohammed had known
about coffee, he probably would have

prohibited it. but as it is, Muslims,

forbidden to drink alcohol, are left with

something they can drink to provide a

basis for conviviality and stimulation.

The coffeehouse takes the place of the

saloon. Coffee, to be sure, met some
opposition, but nothing comparable to

that against alcohol or tobacco.

^^ther pleasure-giving drugs listed

by Lewin among the Excitantia are

cocoa, betel, and kava. Cocoa was the

drink of the Aztecs and Mayas, but its

great popularity in the outside world

depends on the European discovery of

the combination of cocoa (from Middle
America) with sugar (from the sugar

cane of India or the Pacific). One
could argue whether it should be

classed as a drug or as a food, but theo-

bromine is definitely a stimulant, al-

though weaker than caffeine.

The betel nut provides the chief

stimulant for millions of people living

around the shores of the tropical Pacific

and Indian oceans. The preparation

of morsels for betel chewing is a some-

what complicated process, involving a

piece of areca nut (the fruit of a palm

tree. Areca catechu), a fresh betel leaf,

burnt lime, the leaf of another plant

{Piper betle) , and sometimes other

materials. Methods of preparation of

the morsel vary from place to place,

but once made up it is chewed eagerly

until nothing is left. Betel chewing, ac-

cording to Lewin, arouses a greater

craving in the addict than any of the

other Excitantia. "The greatest priva-

tions and sufferings of human life, in-

sufficient or bad nourishment, hard

work, rough weather, and illness lose

their disagreeable character before

the comforting action of the betel."

One wonders why this soothing mor-

sel has not spread farther afield. Per-

haps it is because the betel leaf must
be fresh to be effective, or perhaps it

is because its various effects are re-

pugnant to European manners. Betel

causes copious saliva flow, and we are

against spitting (except for those of

us who chew tobacco) ; it results in a

bad breath; and it produces a bright-

red, bloody-looking mouth, which I find

repulsive as well as startling. But for

millions in the Pacific tropics, it makes
life bearable.

Kava is another Pacific drug, used

chiefly by the Melanesians. The drink

is based on the fibrous root of a

plant, Piper methyisticum, which is

thoroughly chewed, usually by the

young men and boys with strong teeth;

the masticated product is spat into a

bowl and diluted with water for drink-

ing. There is no fermentation, so the

process is quite different from that of

chewing starchy roots to make alcohol.

Here the active principle is a resinous

substance that Lewin named yangonin.

This drug produces a euphoric state,

"refreshes the fatigued body and
brightens and sharpens the intellectual

faculties," to quote Lewin. "Kava has

a soothing effect. Those who drink it

are never choleric, angry, aggressi\e

and noisy, as in the case of alcohoL"

It sounds like a pleasant and innocu-

ous shortcut to happiness, but it was
bitterly denounced by the missionaries,

who succeeded in abolishing the use

of kava on many of the islands. It

seems to have been largely a social

and ceremonial drink used when enter-

taining guests, discussing public af-

fairs, negotiating with other tribes, or

celebrating some event like the plant-

ing of trees or the building of houses
Europeans have tried to prepare it by
substituting grinding and mashing for

the chewing process, but the end prod-

uct in this case is said to be inferior

to the more traditional preparation.

Here I have already written exten-

sively on drugs and hardly mentioned
the products of hemp, of poppy, or of

the coca tree, nor any of the odd prod-

ucts that various peoples have used to

find illusion, heightened perception, oi

peace of mind. There remains always

the puzzling problem of how our ances-,

tors discovered these pleasure-giving

drugs. And the problem, still with us.

of whether they are good or bad;

whether they should be prohibited by

society, controlled, or freely indulged

in. It is clear that we cannot look at

these drugs without prejudice, and thai

our attitudes are as much a conse-

quence of our culture as they are a

consequence of the properties of the

drugs themselves.
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In 1818, an expedition searching for

natural wonders made its way through

the uncharted hill country of Su-

matra. Its leader was 37-year-old Sir

Thomas Stamford Raffles, one of the

many British colonialists whose assign-

ment to a remote land led to an appre-

ciation of natural history. He was the

lieutenant-governor of the outpost of

Sumatra and was accompanied on this

arduous trip by his wife, and by Dr.

Joseph Arnold, a botanist; Edward
Presgrave, a local official of the British

East India Company; six native offi-

cers; and fifty coolies.

On the second day the expedition

came upon the extraordinary plant

whose discovery won Raffles a place in

the annals of botany. It bore a vast,

red flower, more than a yard across

from petal tip to petal tip. that seem-

ingly sprouted without a stem from a

host plant. Of its blooming pattern he

wrote: "It appears at first in the form

of a small round knob, which grad-

ually increases in size. The flower-bud

is invested by numerous membrana-
ceous sheaths, which surround it in suc-

cessive layers, and expand as the bud
enlarges, until at length they form a

cup round its base. . . . The inside of

the cup is of an intense purple, and
more or less densely yellow, with soft

flexible spines of the same colour; to-

wards the mouth it is marked with

numerous depressed spots of the purest

white. . . . The petals are brick-red with

numerous pustular spots of a lighter

colour. The whole substance of the

flower is not less than half an inch

thick, and of a firm fleshy consistence."

This enormous, parasitic plant,

adorned with the world's largest flower,

now bears the name of Rafflesia am-
oldii in honor of its two discoverers.

Raffles' later studies showed that its

seeds, generally carried by elephants'

feet, lodge in surface-lying roots of the

shrub Cissus angustijolia, penetrate

the bark, and germinate, forming a

ring of tissue. In time, buds sprout

from the bark and grow as big as cab-

bages, unfolding into spectacular, foul-

smelling blooms. The flower weighs
some fifteen pounds, and its central

cup can hold six quarts of water.

Raffles represented a type of natural-

ist now virtually extinct. He was a

gentleman amateur who mastered the

disciplines of science and made contri-

butions of enduring value to botany. By
profession he was an empire-builder,

responsible for much of the vast exten-

sion of British power in Southeast Asia.

Born on shipboard in the West In-

dies in 1781, Thomas Stamford Raffles

was the son of Benjamin Raffles, a cap-

tain in the English West Indies trade.

He was an intelligent child, but be-

cause of family poverty had to abandon
his formal education at the age of four-

The Rise

and Fall of

Sir Stamford

Raffles:

Colonialist,

Naturalist
by Robert Silverberg

teen to take a clerkship in the London

ofiice of the East India Company. He
scribbled away from ten in the morn-

ing until eleven at night, handling doc-

uments concerned with remote, roman-

tic places, such as Calcutta. Malacca,

Penang. and Bombay. After office

hours he mastered French and studied

natural science. His earnestness, dili-

gence, and probably also his shrewd

cultivation of influential superiors won
liim preferment over the years, and in

1805 he was sent out to the Malayan
colony of Penang to be assistant sec-

retary to the new governor. He was
twenty-four years old and had just

married a widow ten years his senior.

In the month before his departure

Raffles began his studies of the Malay
language. His ability to act as an in-

terpreter aided him in Penang, and his

clear-minded approach to administra-

tive problems enabled him to under-

take an increasing amount of respon-l

sibility. The Dutch were then the
J

leading colonial figures in Southeast;

Asia, and Raffles saw himself as the ar-
i

chitect of countervailing British power

there. He became secretary to the gov-

ernor at Penang in 1807, but because

of ill health was ordered to Malacca,

which was being dismantled as a post

for the East India Company. There he

urged the retention of the post, ex-

plaining its great importance in a long

report to the governor-general, Lord

Minto. The report did its work, and the

company decided to reverse its plans.

He moved from post to post with|

increasing authority—from Malacca to!

Calcutta and from Calcutta back to

Malacca. There, often failing to move

his superiors to action. Raffles consoled'

himself with the study of natural his-

tory. Abdullah, a Malayan interpre-

ter, later wrote that he kept four

persons on wages, "one to go to the

forests in search of various kinds of

leaves, flowers, fungi, pulp, and such

like products. Another he sent to col-

lect all kinds of flies, grasshoppers,

bees in all their varieties, as well a?

scorpions, centipedes, and such like,

giving him needles as well as pins witli

a box to stick the creatures therein. An-

other he sent with a basket to seek foi

coral, shells, oysters, mussels, cockles

and such like; also fishes of various

species; and another to collect animal?

such as birds, jungle fowl, deer, stags

mouse-deers and so forth. Then he hac

a large book with thick paper, whost

use was for the keeping of the leaves

and flowers. . . . He kept a barrel ful

of arrack, or brandy, and when he hac

got snakes, scorpions, centipedes, oi

such like, he would put them into it til

they were dead, before putting then

in bottles."

The amused people of Malaccc
brought Raffles specimens of every

thing that flew, swam, or crawled. Lo
cal potentates sent tigers, orangutans

gibbons, and other handsome gifts

Raffles' diplomatic assignment at Ma
lacca was to wean these sultans awaj

from the Dutch and get them to sup

port British colonial ambitions, and hi^

tact and understanding earned hin

their warm co-operation in his studies

When Napoleon annexed Holland

a gradual process that culminated ir

1810, the Dutch overseas possession;

came into the hands of the French-
England's adversary. Raffles suggestec

to Lord Minto that the British seize

the rich island of Java, occupied by i

thin garrison of French troops, anc

hold it "in safekeeping" against tht

day the Dutch might regain their inde

pendence. This was done, and Mintc

appointed Raffles lieutenant-governoi

of the island. From 1811 to 1816 he wa:

absolute ruler there, taking bold, imag
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inative steps to increase the island's

revenues and streamline its adminis-

tration. His sweeping moves-perhaps

for their dash alone-earned him the

enmity of more conservative officials,

however, who denounced him to the

home office. He was constantly com-

pelled to defend his actions to the far-

off, not always sympathetic directors of

the East India Company in London.

The death of his wife Olivia in 1814

plunged Raffles into a gloom that he

alleviated only through study. Despite

the trying climate, which had greatly

impaired his strength, he explored Java

endlessly: observing a volcanic erupt-

tion at close range, examining the

ruined monuments of jungle-swallowed

dynasties, and collecting strange ani-

mals and plants. He undertook various

excursions inland from the coast and

eventually crossed the island from one

sea to the other. On one of these jour-

neys he discovered Rafflesia arnoldii.

With the downfall of Napoleon, Java

reverted to Dutch control, and Raffles

was ordered back to London in 1816 to

account for certain details of his ad-

ministration. He acquitted himself well

enough to become governor of Ben-

kulen, Sumatra, but the settlement was

small, and he knew that, in actuality,

he had been sent into political exile.

Fortunately, Sumatra held attractions

for him as a scientist—with its rain-

soaked forests, volcanic peaks, and

wealth of living ceatures.

At thirty-nine, ahhough harried by

tropical fevers and withered and yel-

lowed like a man twice his age. Raffles

continued to explore tirelessly, usu-

ally accompanied by his second wife,

Sophia. Rafflesia was the most remark-

able of his finds, but there were many

others, including the plant Nepenthes

rafflesiana. Once he visited a cannibal

tribe, the Bataks (or Battas). report-

ing that they ate human flesh "raw

or grilled, and generally dipped in

Sambul [a preparation of chili pepper

and salt], which is always in readi-

ness." He wrote a friend that he was

forming a collection of skulls—"some

from Battas that have been eaten."

His house, he wrote, was "on one side

a perfect menagerie, on another a per-

fect flora ; here a pile of stones, there a

collection of seaweeds, shells, etc." By

1820 there were three Raffles children,

and Lady Raffles, in her Memoir of Sir

Thomas Stamford Raffles, told of how

the doting father gave them two tiger

cubs and a bear for pets. "It was rather

a curious scene to see the children, the

bear, the tigers, a blue mountain bird

and a favourite cat all playing together,

the parrot's beak being the only object

of awe to all the party."

Raffles busied himself assembling

mammals to ship to London. His bo-

tanical and anthropological collections

also grew steadily. "I have thrown poli-

tics far away," he declared, "and since

I must have nothing more to do with

men have taken to the wilder but less

sophisticated animals of the woods."

One of his triumphs was the discovery,

in 1818. of the hitherto unknown Asi-

atic tapir, Tapirus indicus, although

the famous French zoologist Georges

Cuvier had declared in 1812 that "there

is little hope that we shall discover

further new species of large mammals

in the future." Convinced that there

was such a tapir after coming upon the

skin of a specimen shot by his prede-

cessor, Raffles confounded Cuvier by

tracking down a live one. "It is the most

docile animal I ever met with," he ob-

served, "and is more like the hog than

any other animal. . .
."

About 1818. Raffles was visited by

two itinerant Frenchmen on a collect-

ing expedition. One, Alfred Duvaucel,

was the stepson of Cuvier. Duvaucel

sent back to Paris the news of the

tapirs existence and wrote detailed

descriptions of the other creatures in

Raffles' private zoo, including two

handsome clouded leopards (Neofelis

nebulosa) "which allow themselves to

be stroked and petted and have a con-

tinual desire to play, like domestic

cats." Raffles was pleased to display his

treasures, his gibbons and siamangs,

his champagne-drinking Malayan sun

bear, and his colorful Sumatran birds.

But his pleasure vanished when he

found that Cuvier, using Duvaucel's re-

port, had published a scientific account

of the tapir, robbing him of priority.

Greater misfortunes were ahead. His

eldest son died of dysentery in July,

1821. Another child died on January 3,

1822, and a third twelve days later.

Raffles placed a surviving child, an in-

fant, on a ship bound for England and

made plans to leave the tropics him-

self. Before he left, however, he was

ordered to set up a system of govern-

ment in Singapore, which he had

founded for trade purposes in 1819,

and which, in a few years, had become

the most important commercial center

between Calcutta and Hong Kong. In

1822 he found the island flourishing,

and among his many other activities

he found time to establish a botanical

garden there. Meanwhile, he engaged

Abdullah to assemble a collection of

Malay books and manuscripts, musical

Dr. Arnold, who accompanied Sir Stamford Raffles on a tour in the island

of Sumatra in the year 1818 . . . called "[the plant] the greatest prodigy of
I

the vegetable ivorld. . . . I had ventured," he continues, "some way from the
\

party, when one of the Malay servants came running to me with wonder in

his eyes, and said, 'Come with me, sir, come! A flower, very large, beautiful,

ivonderful!' I immediately went with the man about a hundred yards in the

jungle, and he pointed to a floiver groiving close to the ground, under the

bushes, which was truly astonishing. My first impulse ivas to cut it up, and,

carry it to the hut. I therefore seized the Malay's parang, a sort of instru-^

ment like a ivoodmans chopping-hook, and finding that it sprang from a,

small root which ran horizontally (about as large as two fingers, or a little

more), I soon detached it, and removed it to our hut. To tell you the truth,

had I been alone, and had there been no witnesses, I think I should have

been fearful of mentioning the dimensions of this flower, so much does it

exceed every floiver I have ever seen or heard of."

The Gardener's Chronicle

January 17, 1874!



instruments, paintings, and sacred im-

iges to take back to England.

He then returned to Benkulen for a

rear and early in 1824 supervised the

oading of his collections on board the

Ungland-bound Fame. The tame tapir

vent aboard, and the clouded leopards,

he birds and the stuffed animals, the

vlalay books and manuscripts, thou-

lands of drawings, notes for a history

if Sumatra and Borneo he hoped to

vrite. a map of the island that had

aken six months to prepare, and the

kulls of former cannibals. The Fame
ailed at daybreak on February 2. That

:vening, fifty miles out at sea, a stew-

ird carrying a torch went to draw

irandy from a cask. A spark flashed,

ind in ten minutes the ship was in

lames. The passengers escaped in

)oats. leaving all their belongings be-

lind. and by the light of the conflagra-

ion Raffles watched his animals and

lossessions destroyed. The ship, which

le had called "a perfect Noah's ark."

vent down and nothing was salvaged.

Back on Sumatra the following morn-

ng Raffles set to work collecting more

nimals. But the old vigor was gone,

le engaged another ship to return to

England and landed at Plymouth in

iugust. 1824. In London he busied

limself with his last great work, the

ounding of the Zoological Society of

,ondon, of which he was the first presi-

ent. The British East India Company
yelcomed him in chilly fashion, com-

lending him austerely for his years of

ervice and for his Singapore enter-

rise, but presenting a numbing bill for

22.000 supposedly drawn without au-

aorization from company coffers dur-

ig his career. He drew up a statement

f his administration during the pre-

ious twelve years—principally from

lemory—but even this did not justify

im in the eyes of the directors.

The failure of Raffles' Malayan bank-

rs wiped out the remainder of Raffles'

apital. and although he was only in

is early forties, his strength gradually

bbed. On the morning of his forty-

fth birthday, July 5, 1826, he was
jund dead of a stroke at the foot of a

aircase in his home.

To political historians. Raffles' en-

uring monument is the thriving city

f Singapore, which he so shrewdly

nd foresightedly created on his own
litiative. To natural historians, how-

ver. he is remembered by two less

lajestic tributes: his name attached

) a certain malodorous and gigantic

umatran flower, and his bust serenely

irveying the Lion House in the Lon-

|on Zoo he helped found.
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This Is the Ultimate Shaver—we think this is

the finest shaver made in the world today.
Cordless or otherwise. In our opinion it mokes
oil others obsolete. Here, (or your considera-
tion, are the principal reasons why we be-
lieve the ACCUMEN to be "the ultimate".

1. Powerplant: High-potential Ni-Cd battery
will give you at least 10 to 15 good shaves
before recharging. As for as we know. It Is

the only shover battery in the civilized world
that is rechargeable directly from any wall

socket— no transformers, no "power cords."

2. Motor: "Synchromesh" motor is 6000 rpm.
morvel of German engineering. Ba-Fe perma-
nent magnets, self-lubricoting bearings and
copper-carbon brushes assure long, hard-
working life.

3. Shaving Head: Shoving oreo 2I/2 times
larger than that of any other rotary shaver.

Ultrothin foil (0.003 15"). Four stainless steel

cutters ore Individually sprung and balanced
and Independently adapt to the minutest
contour of your face. (A truly radical innova-
tion— have you ever noticed that your pres-

ent shaver is built on the some principle os a
lawn mower?)
4. Marvelous Extras: Patented LumiRing spot-

lights working area for perfect shaves in any
light. Vocuum action keeps whiskers from
your clothing. The ACCUMEN Is lockoble to

keep it exclusively yours (sorry, teenagers).
Finally, women ore wild about the ACCU-
MEN, because the shaving head Is round
and smooth and has no sharp edges. (But,

please, buy her one of her own.)
Still more. The ACCUMEN is not just the fin-

est shaver in the world. Optional ottochments
make it o complete system. Look at the cou-

pon and help yourself.

Should You Buy a Shaver by Mall— Sight

Unseen? It may be unorthodox, but the only

way to buy this shaver (on this side of the

Atlantic) is from us, the exclusive importer/
distributors. Be that as It may—why not?

What's the risk? You order the ACCUMEN
not only with the one-year new shaver guar-

antee; not only with the $12.95 LifeTime

Shaver Plan, but with this added assurance:
Unconditional promise: Try the ACCUMEN
for two weeks. Then, If you don't agree it is

indeed "the ultimate", send it bock to us.

We'll return your money by air moil and
write you a nice thonk-you letter.

That's it. For the price of on ordinary shaver you
can now shove with the pride of Europe. The
ACCUMEN. The ultimate shaver. The only electric

shaver thot shoves close enough (in the woods or
ot home) to satisfy "blade men". And the only
shaver in the v/orld that will never be repaired,
but thot offers the exclusive ACCUMEN LifeTime
Shover Plon.

FREE!
Order the ACCUMEN and



Vanomamii-

ThE Fierce People

Bizarre duels and treacherous internecine warfare

are chronic in tribe of South American Indians

who take pride in violence and in the idea that

they were the first people created, and the finest

by Napoleon A. Chagnon

I he Yanomamo Indians are a tribe

in Venezuela and Brazil who prac-

tice a slash-and-burn way of horticul-

tural life. Traditionally, they have

been an inland "foot" tribe, avoiding

larger rivers and settling deep in the

tropical jungle. Until about 1950 they

had no sustained contact with other

peoples except, to a minor extent,

with another tribe, the Carib-speak-

ing Makiritaris to the northeast.

I recently lived with the Yano-

mamo for more than a year, doing

research sponsored by the U.S. Pub-

lic Health Service, with the co-opera-

tion of the Venezuela Institute for

Scientific Research. My purpose was

to study Yanomamo social organi-

zation, language, sex practices, and
forms of violence, ranging from

treacherous raids to chest-pounding

duels {as shoivn above)

.

Those Yanomamo who have been

encouraged to live on the larger riv-

ers (Orinoco, Mavaca, Ocamo, and

Padamo) are slowly beginning to re-

alize that they are not the only people

in the world; there is also a place

called Caraca-tedi (Caracas), from

whence come foreigners of an en-

tirely new order. These foreigners

speak an incomprehensible language,

probably a degenerate form of Yano-

mamo. They bring malaria pills, ma-
chetes, axes, cooking pots, and co-

petas ("guns"), have curious ideas

about indecency, and speak of a ne^v

"spirit."

However, the Yanomamo remair

a people relatively unadulterated b)

outside contacts. They are alsc

fairly numerous. Their population i:

roughly 10,000, the larger portion o

them distributed throughout south

ern Venezuela. Here, in basins of the

upper Orinoco and all its tributaries
[

they dwell in some 75 scattered vil

lages, each of which contains fron

40 to 300 individuals.

The largest, most all-embracinj

human reality to these people is hul

manity itself; Yanomamo means

true himian beings. Their conceptioi

of themselves as the only true "do



lestic" beings (those that dwell in

ousesi is demonstrated by the con-

!mpt with which they treat non-

anomamo, who, in their language,

re "wild." For instance, when re-

jrring to themselves, they use an

onorific pronoun otherwise reserved

)r important spirits and headmen;
hen discussing nahds ("non-Yano-

lamo"), an ordinary pronoun is

lough. Again, in one of the myths

bout their origin, the first people to

3 created were the Yanomamo. All

:hers developed by a process of de-

meration and are, therefore, not

iaite on a par with the Yanomamo.
1 In addition to meaning "people,"

anomamo also refers to the lan-

guage. Their tribal name does not

designate a politically organized en-

tity but is more or less equivalent to

our concept of humanity. (This, of

course, makes their most outstanding

characteristic—chronic warfare, of

which I shall speak in detail—seem

rather an anomaly. 1 Sub-Yanomamo
groupings are based on language dif-

ferences, historical separation, and

geographical location.

For instance, two distinguishable

groups. Waika (from waikao—"to
kill off") and Shamatari, speak

nearly identical dialects: they are

differentiated mostly on the basis of

a specific event that led to their sep-

aration. The Shamatari. the group I

know best, occupy the area south of

the Orinoco to, and including por-

tions of, northern Brazil. Their dif-

ferentiation from the Waika prob-

ably occurred in the past 75 years.

According to the Indians, there

was a large village on a northern trib-

utary of the upper Orinoco River,

close to its headwaters. The village

had several factions, one of which

was led by a man called Kayabawa
(big tree) . A notably corpulent man,

he also had the name Shamatari, de-

rived from shama, the "tapir," a

robust ungulate found throughout

tropical South America. As the story

goes, Shamatari's faction got into a

fight with the rest of the villaa;e over
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vith his own kinsmen, and the tend-

incy is for postmarital residence to

le patrilocal (with the father of the

;rooni). If a village is rich in axes

ind machetes, it can and does coerce

ts poorer trading partners into per-

iiitling their young women to live

leiinanently with the richer village.

lie latter thus obtains more women,

iliile the poorer village gains some

etui ity in the trading network. The

loor village then coerces other vU-

ages even poorer, or they raid them

nd steal their women.

The patrilineages that maintain

he composition of the villages, rich

r poor, include a man and his broth-

rs and sisters, his children and his

mothers' children, and the children

f his sons and brothers' sons. The

deal marriage pattern is for a group

f brothers to exchange sisters with

notlier group of brothers. Further-

lore, it is both permissible and

esirable for a man to marry his

lother's brother's daughter (his

latrilateral cross-cousin) and/or his

lather's sister's daughter (his patri-

titeral cross-cousin) and, as we have

sen earlier, to remain in his parents'

illage. Hence, the "ideal" village

fould have at least two patrilineages

lat exchanged marriageable people.

jihere is a considerable amount of

idherence to these rules, and both

I
rother-sister exchange and cross-

's
ousin marriage are common. How-

ver. there are also a substantial

umber of people in each village who

I
re not related in these ways. For the

iiost part they are women and their

ihildren who have been stolen from

ither villages, segments of lineages

hat have fled from their own village

)ecause of fights, and individuals—

inostly young men—who have moved

n and attached themselves to the

lousehold of one of the lineage

jnashi) leaders.

I Even if the sex ratio is balanced,

here is a chronic shortage of women.

\ pregnant woman or one who is still

mrsing her children must not have

exual relationships. This means that

(Or as many as three years, even al-

owing for violations of the taboos,

I woman is asexual as far as the men
re concerned. Hence, men with

'regnant wives, and bachelors too,

re potentially disruptive in every

Although violent, Yanomamo have
close, often warm, ties with kinfolk.

This man plays with his sister's son.

Below, village women go fishing in a

dammed creek. After mild poison stuns

the fish, they are captured in baskets.



village because they constantly seek

liaisons with the wives of other men.

Eventually such relationships are dis-

covered and violence ensues.

The woman, even if merely sus-

pected of having affairs with other

men, is beaten with a club; burned

with a glowing brand; shot with a

barbed arrow in a non-vital area,

such as the buttocks, so that removal

of the barb is both difficult and pain-

ful; or chopped on the arms or legs

with a machete or ax. Most women

over thirty carry numerous scars in-

flicted on them by their enraged hus-

bands. My study of genealogies also

indicates that not a few women have

been killed outright by their hus-

bands. The woman's punishment for

infidelity depends on the number of

brothers she has in the village, for

if her husband is too brutal, her

brothers may club him or take her

away and give her to someone else.

Ihe guilty man, on the other hand,

is challenged to a fight with clubs.

This duel is rarely confined to the

two parties involved, for their broth-

ers and supporters join the battle. If

nobody is seriously inj ured, the mat-

ter may be forgotten. But if the in-

cidents are frequent, the two patri-

lineages may decide to split while

they are still on relatively "peace-

able" terms with each other and form

two independent villages. They will

still be able to reunite when threat-

ened by raid from a larger village.

This is only one aspect of the

chronic warfare of the Yanomamo—
warfare that has a basic effect on

settlement pattern and demography,

intervillage political relationships,

leadership, and social organization.

The collective aggressive behavior is

caused by the desire to accent "sover-

eignty"—the capacity to initiate fight-

ing and to demonstrate this capacity

to others.

Although the Yanomamo are

habitually armed with lethal bows

and arrows, they have a graded sys-

tem of violence within which they can

express their waiteri, or "fierceness."

The form of violence is determined

by the nature of the affront or wrong

to be challenged. The most benign

form is a duel between two groups,

in which an individual from each

group stands (or kneels) with his
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Chest-pounding duel is gfiillcst form

of violence—a formalized fist fight.

Opponents take turns. Here, kneelii

Indian is accepting a powerful bio

In preparation for duels, the Indians

take their hallucinatory drug, ebene.

Above, one blows ebene up the other's

nostrils through a long hollow tube.

Club fighting is a bloodier duel thi

chest pounding, and it often becom]

a free-for-all. Yanomamo grip cluh

below, as their tempers grow hCj



chest stuck out. head up in the air,

and arms held back and receives a

hard blow to the chest. His opponent

literally winds up and delivers a

closed-fist blow from the ground,

striking the man on the left pectoral

muscle just above the heart. The im-

aact frequently drops the man to his

cnees, and participants may cough up

Dlood for several days after such a

;ontest. After receiving several such

dIows, the man then has his turn to

strike his opponent, while the respec-

ive supporters of each antagonist

;ather around and frenziedly urge

heir champion on.

All men in the two villages are

bliged to participate as village

epresentatives, and on one occasion

saw some individuals take as many

IS three or four turns of four blows

h. Duels of this type usually re-

ult from minor wrongs, such as a

illage being guilty of spreading bad

umors about another village, ques-

ioning its generosity or fierceness, or

ccusing it of gluttony at a feast. A
ariant of this form of duel is side

lapping, in which an open-handed

low is delivered across the flank just

bove the pelvis.

More serious are the club fights.

Ithough these almost invariably re-

ult from cases in which a wife has

een caught in an affair with another

lan, some fights follow the theft of

ood within the village. The usual

rocedure calls for a representative

rom each belligerent group. One
lan holds a ten-foot club upright,

races himself by leaning on the club

nd spreading his feet, then holds his

ead out for his opponent to strike,

ollowing this comes his turn to do

kewise to his adversary. These

uels, more often than not, end in a

ee-for-all in which everybody clubs

verybody else on whatever spot he

an hit. Such brawls occasionally re-

It in fatalities. However, since

eadmen of the respective groups

and by with bows drawn, no one

ares deliver an intentionally killing

low, for if he does, he will be shot,

he scalps of the older men are al-

ost incredible to behold, covered as

ley are by as many as a dozen ugly

elts. Yet, most of them proudly

lave the top of their heads to dis-

ay their scars.

Also precipitated by feuds over

omen are spear fights, which are

even more serious than club fights.

Members of a village will warn those

of the offending village that they are

coming to fight with spears. They
specify that they are not planning to

shoot arrows unless the others shoot

first. On the day of the fight, the at-

tackers enter the other village, armed

with five or six sharpened clubs or

slender shafts some eight feet long

and attempt to drive the defenders

out. If successful, the invaders steal

all the valuable possessions—ham-

mocks, cooking pots, and machetes—

and retreat. In the spear fight that

occurred while I was studying the

tribe, the attackers were successful,

but they wounded several individuals

so badly that one of them died. The
fighting then escalated to a raid, the

penultimate form of violence.

3uch raids may be precipitated by
woman stealing or the killing of a

visitor (visitors are sometimes slain

because they are suspected of having

practiced harmful magic that has led

to a death in the host's village) . Raids

also occur if a man kills his wife in

a fit of anger; her natal village is then

obliged to avenge the death. Most
raids, however, are in revenge for

deaths that occurred in previous

raids, and once the vendetta gets

started, it is not likely to end for a

long time. Something else may trig-

ger a raid. Occasionally an ambitious

headman wearies of peaceful times—

a rarity, certainly—and deliberately

creates a situation that will demon-

strate his leadership.

A revenge raid is preceded by a

feast in which the ground bones of

the person to be avenged are mixed

in a soup of boiled, ripe plantains

(the mainstay of Yanomamo diet)

and swallowed. Yanomamo are endo-

cannibals, which means they con-

sume the remains of members of

their own group. This ceremony puts

the raiders in the appropriate state

of frenzy for the business of warfare.

A mock raid—rather like a dress re-

hearsal—is conducted in their own
village on the afternoon before the

day of the raid, and a life-size effigy

of an enemy, constructed of leaves or

a log, is slain. That evening all the

participants march, one at a time, to

the center of the village clearing,

while clacking their bows and arrows

Proud oj iheir courage, most of the In-

dians shave the top oj the head to dis-

play scars and welts that resulted from
blows accepted in a formal club duel.

and screaming their versions of the

calls of carnivorous birds, mammals,
and even insects.

When all have lined up facing the

direction of the enemy village, they

sing their war song, "I am a meat-

hungry buzzard," and shout several

times in unison until they hear the

echo return from the jungle. They

then disperse to their individual sec-

tions of the village to vomit the sym-

bolic rotten flesh of the enemy that

they, as symbolic carnivorous vul-

tures and wasps, partook of in the

lineup. The same thing, with the ex-

ception of the song, is repeated at

dawn the following morning. Then

the raiders, covered with black paint

made of chewed charcoal, march out

of the village in single file and col-

lect the hammocks and plantains that

their women have previously set out-

side the village for them. On each

night they spend en route to the

enemy they fire arrows at a dummy
in a mock raid. They approach the

enemy village itself under cover of

darkness, ambush the first person

they catch, and retreat as rapidly as

possible. If they catch a man and his

family, they will shoot the man and

steal the woman and her children. At

a safe distance from her village, each

of the raiders rapes the woman, and

when they reach their own village,

every man in the village may, if he

wishes, do likewise before she is

given to one of the men as a wife.

Ordinarily she attempts to escape,

but if caught, she may be killed. So

constant is the threat of raids that

every woman leaves her village in the

knowledge that she may be stolen.
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More savage than club fighting is the

revenge raid, preceded by feasting,

above. Raiders here take turns with a

soup containing ground human bones.

\

Preparing for a raid, the Yanomamo
dance in the village compound ivhile

frenziedly leaving their bous and
busily clacking their arrous.

As a result, she always takes he

smaller children with her, preferrin;

that they be abducted, too, rathe

than remain to die from starvation

I he supreme form of violence is th

nomohoni—ihe "trick." During th

dry season, the Yanomamo do a gre£

deal of visiting. An entire village wi

go to another village for a ceremon

that involves feasting, dancin

chanting, curing, trading, and jus

plain gossiping. Shortly after arriva

the visitors are invited to recline i

the hammocks of the hosts. By custoi

they lie motionless to display thei

fine decorations while the hosts pri

pare food for them. But now suppo

that a village has a grudge to setd

with another, such as deaths

avenge. It enlists the support of

third village to act as accomplice

This third village, which must be o

friendly terms with the intended vie

tims, will invite them to a feast. Whil

the guests recline defenseless in th

hammocks, the hosts descend on thei

with axes and sharpened polei

treacherously killing as many as the

can. Those that manage to escape th

slaughter inside the village are she

outside the palisade by the villa

that instigated the nomohoni. Th

women and children vnll be share

between the two accomplices.

Throughout all this ferocity ther

are two organizational aspects of vie

lence. One concerns leadership:

man must be able to demonstrate h

fierceness if he is to be a true leade

It is equally important, however, th;

he have a large natural following-

that is, he must have many male kin

men to support his position and

quantity of daughters and sisters t

distribute to other men. Lineaj

leaders cannot accurately be d

scribed as unilateral initiators of a(

tivities; rather, they are the vehicle

through which the group's will is e

pressed. For example, when a certai

palm fruit is ripe and is particularl

abundant in an area some distanc

from the village, everybody kno\A

that the whole village will pack il

belongings and erect a temporar

Treachery is a highly rated fori

violence. These dancers are

who have come for a feast that

develop into a planned massacre.





Usual time jot a. massacre to begin

is when guests, awaiting the promised
feast, recline in hammocks of their

hosts and display their decorations.

One wrong breeds another among
the chronically violent Yanomamo.

A band of revenge raiders is shown,

below, as it starts out at dawn.

camp at that spot to collect the fruit.

The headman does little more than

set the date. When his kinsmen see

him packing, they know that the time

has come to leave for the collecting

trip. True, the headman does have

some initiative in raiding, but not

even this is completely independent

of the attitudes of his followers,

which dictate that a death must be

avenged. However, when the purpose

of a raid is to steal women, the head-

man does have some freedom to act

on his own initiative.

As a general rule, the smaller his

natural following, the more he is

obliged to demonstrate his personal

qualities of fierceness and leadership.

t:-^" -•«
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Padudiwa, the headman of one of the

lineages in Bisaasi-tedi, took pains to

demonstrate his personal qualities

whenever he could; he had only two

living brothers and four living sisters

in his group. Most of his demonstra-

tions of ferocity were the cruel beat-

ings he administered to his four

wives, none of whom had brothers

in the village to take their part.

Several young men who attached

themselves to his household admired

him for this.

"adudiwa was also responsible

for organizing several raids while I

lived with the villagers of Bisaasi-

tedi. Every one of them was against

Patanowa-tedi, a village that was

being raided regularly by some seven

or eight other villages, so that the

danger of being raided in return was

correspondingly reduced. On one oc-

casion, when three young men from

Patanowa-tedi arrived as emissaries

of peace, Padudiwa wanted to kill

ithem, although he had lived with

them at one time and they were fairly

close relatives. The murder was pre-

vented by the headman of the other—

and larger—lineage in the village,

who warned that if an attempt were

made on the lives of the visitors he

himself would kill Padudiwa.

Obviously then, Padudiwa's repu-

tation was built largely on calculated

acts of fierceness, which carefully re-

duced the possibility of personal

danger to himself and his followers,

and on cunning and cruelty. To some

extent he was obliged by the small-

ness of his gathering to behave in

such a way, but he was certainly a

man to treat with caution.

Despite their extreme aggressive-

ness, the Yanomamo have at least two

qualities I admired. They are kind

and indulgent with children and can

quickly forget personal angers. (A
few even treated me almost as an

equal—in their culture this was a con-

siderable concession.) But to portray

them as "noble savages" would be

misleading. Many of them are de-

ightful and charming people when
confronted alone and on a personal

basis, but the greater number of them
ire much like Padudiwa—or strive

be that way. As they frequently

old me, Yanomamo tdba waiteri!—

'Yanomamo are fierce!"

Ferocity can wear various faces. The
face here, typically daubed with a
paint made from chewed charcoal, is

of a Yanomamo, already a killer, ivho

is leading his raiding band through
the jungle toward an enemy village.
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The heavy traffic of ivorker ants on a trail in Brazil resembles

a rushing stream of liquid chlorophyll. The ants, Atta cephlo-

tes, transport leaf sections to their underground gardens.

Below, wielding in its mandibles a leaf section much larg

than itself, a ivorker ant of another species—Atta. texana, tl

town ant—moves toward its nest. Worker at left is outboun



Trails of the Leafcutters
These industrious ants transport vast amounts of vegetation
to their subterranean gardens. They establish and maintain their
impressively long roadways by laying down chemical road signs

BY JOHN C. MOSER

i I he trails of leaf-cutting ants are

among the most conspicuous and

long-lived of all ant roadways. In

tropical America, where such ants

are abundant, paths leading from

derground nests are often a foot

wide and extend for 100 yards or

more to trees or other plants whose

eaves the ants gather. The ants com-

nonly carry their forage above their

leads, and when the trails are in full

jse, parades of busy worker ants

esemble running streams of chloro-

)hyll. The ants form permanent

clonics underground where they

ultivate extensive fungus gardens

Natural History, January, 1962)

.

-"^hey use their trails constantly, for

lonths at a time, and transport hun-

Ireds of pounds of green vegetation

3 their subterranean stores, thereby

roviding the "soil" to feed the fun-

us, which, in turn, feeds the ants.

The odor-trail substance, which

nables the leaf-cutting ants to es-

iblish and maintain such gigantic

"ails, is a chemical that belongs to

group of biological agents known
s "pheromones." A pheromone, ac-

ording to E. 0. Wilson of Harvard,

1 a substance that, when produced

y an individual, excites behavioral

r physiological changes, or both, in

nother member of the same species,

•r. Wilson considers that "unlike

Iue
hormones, which are secreted in-

irnally to regulate the organism's

wn physiology, or internal envi-

pnment, pheromones are secreted

eternally, and help to regulate the

"ganism's external environment,

[oreover, pheromones may affect

embers of other species, but here

:ie term can be applied only if such

ijents first affect members of the

>ecies from where the chemicals

iainate."

The method of chemical trail

marking can be illustrated by the be-

havior of a laboratory colony of the

town ant, Atta texana, at Alexandria,

Louisiana, where I have been mak-
ing ecological studies of this insect

for the U.S. Forest Service. When a

supply of green leaves is placed near

a nest, scouting workers locate and
examine it, and as they return to the

nest they touch their abdomens to

the ground and deposit the phero-

mone substance at regular intervals

of two or three millimeters. Presently

other workers follow the trail to the

food supply, where they cut leaves

and then carry the pieces back to the

nest. The ants detect the trail by tap-

ping the ground with their antennae,

and they reinforce it by marking it

frequently while carrying the forage

nestward. Marking is sporadic on the

outbound trip. Once a trail is well

established, foragers cease touching

their abdomens to the ground.

The odor substance is insoluble in

water, and in the field, foraging ac-

tivity continues even on wet trails

and during light rains. The splash-

ing action of a thundershower, how-
ever, temporarily disrupts the ants'

efforts. At the beginning of a shower,

workers moving to the foraging area

quickly reverse direction and start

back toward the nest. If the rain con-

tinues to be heavy, the ants simply

drop their leaf sections and move to

the side of the trail, there to mill

about in the grass until the storm

subsides to a drizzle. Then they pick

up the leaves and resume one-way

travel to the nest, taking alternate

routes around puddles. Immediately

after the rain stops, movement to-

ward forage areas resumes.

Leaf-cutting ants, which belong to

the tribe Attini, occur only in the

New World and range from New
Jersey to California and south to Ar-

gentina. They number about 250 spe-
cies, of which about thirteen are in
the United States. All Attini presum-
ably possess the same basic odor-trail

substance. In the laboratory, for ex-
ample, specialized species, such as
those of the genus Atta, readily fol-

low trails marked by substances
from the tribe's less complex genera
—and vice versa. In the field, how-
ever, although the trails of various
species cross, the workers generally
find their own trails easily. Indeed,
when I placed ants of one species on
the trail of another, they wandered
about until they encountered their

own trail. Possibly each species pro-
duces some other chemical, in addi-

tion to the basic odor-trail substance,

that attracts only members of its own
species. Members of different tribes

do not follow attine trail substances.

The main odor-trail pheromone is

secreted by the gland that produces
poisonous substances in other ant
species. It is deposited by a modified
stinger; that is, the mechanism prob-
ably once used by the Attini for de-

fense or attack has evolved into a
device whose sole function is com-
munication. Most other ants of the

subfamily Myrmecinae (to which the

Attini belong), such as the fire ant,

have retained functional stings, but
these species are either scavengers or
predators, and Attini are vegetarians.

The structure of the attine poison
apparatus is almost identical in four
representative genera that I have ex-

amined, and is evidence of a close

relationship among species of the
group. The odor-substance is formed
in the true poison gland and is stored

in the poison sac, a bladder-like

structure with a crinkly surface. A
tube connects this sac to the stinger;

a large Dufour's gland also connects

to the stinger. The Dufour's gland
supplies the basic odor-substance of
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In the leaf-cutting ants, the odor-trail

substance is a pheromone that is pro-

duced in the poison gland and stored in

fire ants and perhaps for attines fur-

nishes a secondary substance that

distinguishes their trails. The latter

point is speculative, however, and if

the secondary substance exists, it

may be an anal emission.

The substance that attines lay on

trails is a clear liquid that forms a

milky-white suspension in acetone,

alcohol, or water. When exposed to

the air on a glass slide it quickly

solidifies into a hard, shiny, amor-

phous material resembling clear fin-

gernail polish. Only a fraction of the

poison sac contents may actually con-

stitute the odor-trail pheromone.

To test the potency of this sub-

stance, I extracted poison sacs from

attines of several species, crushed

each sac in one milliliter of carbon

tetrachloride, and then progres-

sively diluted the resulting solution.

Smaller-sized workers—large work-

ers are simply too excitable for tests

of this kind—readily followed a cir-

cular line scribed on paper with a

1/100 dilution of the original solu-

tion, and a few of the W'Orkers could

detect a 1/10,000 dilution. Sacs of

large workers were obviously bigger

and hence contained more odor-sub-

stance than the sacs of small workers,

but the potency did not vary signi-

ficantly per unit of volume. The sub-

stance is remarkably stable and per-

sistent. Contents of Atta texana

poison sacs crushed in carbon tetra-

chloride and kept at room tempera-

ture, for example, retained high

potency for several months.

In the town ant, poison sacs first

appear in pupae. They are empty at

that stage, and when macerated in

carbon tetrachloride do not attract

workers on artificial trails. Sacs in

young adult workers are only par-

tially full and the contents have

DUFOUR'S GLAND

the poison sac. It is deposited on the

trails by a modified sting apparatus

located at the tip of the abdomen.

limited potency, but by the time the

insect achieves the full red color of

an adult, the sacs are full. Queens,

both virgin and fertile, have a com-

plete poison apparatus, but the sacs

are always empty. Males, on the other

hand, have no poison apparatus.

Males and queens, however, avidly

follow odor trails in the laboratory.

The genus Atta is the most special-

ized group of attines and forms the

largest colonies. Main trails, a foot

and sometimes more in breadth, radi-

ate from the nest, usually branching

as they approach foraging sites. In

the large nests of some Atta species,

the trails originate from "feeder

holes" that form entrances to tun-

nels perhaps 100 yards from the cen-

tral part of the colony. Thus, part of

the trail is underground, usually at

a depth of 1 to IV2 feet, which could

help to prevent leaves from desiccat-

ing as they are carried to the fungus

gardens. The tunnel-and-trail combi-

nation greatly extends the foraging

range of the workers and permits the

development of huge nests having

1,000 or more underground cavities,

covering perhaps a half-acre on the

surface and penetrating to a depth

of at least 15 feet. Some one million

ants may occupy a single large nest.

I he foraging trails are not always

busy and are not used by all ants in

a nest. For example, workers of Atta

texana in Louisiana leave their nests

only when trail temperatures (not air

temperatures) are between 52° and

85° F. Thus, foraging usually occurs

during the day in winter and at night

in summer. Species of Atta, unlike

other attines, produce polymorphic

workers—workers that vary greatly

in size. The smaller workers, from

two to three millimeters in length.

rarely appear aboveground, as they

are primarily occupied in tending the

fungus gardens. Similarly, the largt

workers, eight to sixteen millimeters

long, which seem to be the nest pro-

tectors, rarely appear on the trail

Thus the trail-making and foraging

Atta are the medium-sized workers

The leaf-cutting attines show pref

erences for certain plants as forag«

material. Workers in laboratory colo

nies of Atta texana like wild ger

anium, hackberry, sweet clover

beech, and mushrooms, and thai

sometimes carry pine, dock, whiti

ash, and redbud to the nests. Ho\v

ever, they refuse lettuce, Persiai

clover, sycamore, and rye grass. Cer

tain types of breakfast food—con

flakes, for example—are highly fav

ored, even though they are dry am

crisp. The ants can carry the leaflib

cereal flakes easily, and they readil;

add them to fungus gardens—whicl'

solves the problem of providing win

ter forage in the laboratory if th

supply of frozen leaves becomes ex

hausted.

In the wild the primary foragin

material in winter is Geranium care

linianum and certain other forbs ; i:

summer, oak, hickory, and swee

gum are gathered. Pine needles, al

though not favored, are harveste

extensively during January and Fel

ruary when they form the onl

abundant source of green forage.

warm winter days the ants may stri

the needles from pine seedlings an

saplings (hence the interest of th

Forest Service in this insect) . Work

ers always cut forage at the tops c

trees and work down; this habit

most evident on pines twenty t

thirty feet high, the tops of whic

may be clipped while the lower par

are left intact. Pines over thirty fei

tall are rarely attacked, even thoug

their branches may touch the nes

Strictly speaking, many genera (

Attini are not "leaf-cutting" ant

Less specialized members of tl

group, such as Cyphomyrmex, fo

age only for in^ct feces—caterpilli

droppings, for example. In rare ii

stances, workers of Atta texana wi

forage almost anything. They will ci

and carry aluminum foil from di

carded lunch wrappings and w:

even take small stones when the trai

are near gravel roads. If a cow, fo

or some other animal dies on (

near a nest, workers may cut ar|
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carry bits of the flesh into their nests.

In laboratory colonies workers will

sometimes dismember small frogs or

insects and add them to the gardens.

Tropical species of Atta use trails

for the removal of leafy matter that

has been depleted of nutrients by the

fungus in nest gardens, piling the

refuse in heaps a short distance away
from nests. Colonies of Atta texana

bury their refuse underground and

use their trails only for foraging.

An unexpected discovery in the

Louisiana research was that a com-
mensal—a "guest" insect living with

Atta texana—readily followed the

lants' artificial odor trails. This was
the small roach, Attaphila jungicola,

I

which inhabits fungus gardens only

in the nests of Atta texana and pre-

sumably behaves in the same way as

roaches do in human habitation.

*^^lthough the roach follows artifi-

3ial trails almost as readily as do the

ants, this behavior has been observed

only once on a field trail. In this in-

itance, three female roaches were

seen about 100 yards from an ant

lest, traveling toward the nest on a

rail heavily occupied by foraging

Yorkers. Since this roach species is

vingless, it may use the odor-trail

iubstance as a means of getting from

one ant nest to another. More effec-

tive dispersal, however, occurs dur-

ing the ant mating flights in spring,

when numerous roaches attach them-

selves physically to queens and ride

to the new nests.

Roaches are only distantly related

to ants, but the ability of Attaphila

to follow the odor-trail substance at-

tests to its close associations with

the ant, and is an excellent demon-
stration of how the evolution of the

behavior of one animal can parallel

that of another. The relationship also

shows how one animal can use the

pheromone of another to regulate its

own behavior. It is interesting that

the roach also follows artificial trails

of at least one other leaf-cutting ant,

Trachymyrniex septentrionalis, al-

though it does not live in the nests,

which are often superimposed on
the larger nests of Atta texana. Other

species of Attaphila do live in the

nests of some South American spe-

cies of Acromyrmex. Curiously, how-
ever, they have not been reported

from nests of South American Atta.

Perhaps the next step in research

on the attines will identify their

pheromone chemically. This is a task

for a biochemist, but perhaps not

an extremely difficult one. Sacs

from large workers of Atta are only

slightly bigger in diameter than the

period at the end of this sentence,

and a skilled technician can remove
them from ants at the rate of one per

minute. The contents of the sac prob-

ably are a mixture of compounds,
and although the amount of actual

pheromone may be small, there are

now models for such "eliminative"

research—one of them being the suc-

cessful identification of the sex-at-

tractant pheromone of Ips conjusus, a

bark beetle found on ponderosa pine.

Leaf-cutting ants of the genera
Atta and Acromyrmex are serious

pests in some areas of the New
World. In fact, in parts of Louisiana
and Texas, Atta texana is respon-

sible for killing more pine seedlings

than are forest fires. In South Amer-
ica Atta sexdens must be locally ex-

terminated before coffee and citrus

crops can be grown; in Paraguay
this ant has been cited as the primary
reason for the poverty of many
farmers. Perhaps the addition of the

odor-trail pheromone to a lethal bait

will aid in effectively controlling

these ants where they compete eco-

nomically with man.

Toivn ant, perhaps under the illusion

that the pebble it carries is a leaf,

detects the odor-trail substance by
touching the trail ivith its antenna.
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AND THE EXPANDING

M,ost astronomers conceive of the

universe as being in a state of ex-

pansion, in which all galaxies are

receding from a yet-to-be-defined

center. This is a relatively new idea,

for before the late 1920's, astrono-

mers were in general, if not entirely

omfortable, agreement that the

universe remained essentially un-

changed with time. Now, however,

with the discovery of those strange

elestial objects known as quasars,

he concept of an expanding uni-

verse is being questioned again.

The earliest references to the pos-

ibility that we live in an expanding

jniverse are found in the theories of

osmology published by the Russian

nathematician Alexandre Fried-

nann in 1922. In deriving models for

he curvature of space, Friedmann

eached the conclusion that a uni-

erse continually increasing in size

vith time was a mathematical possi-

)ility. His work was not generally

nown, however, until it was re-

iewed after a similar conclusion was

eached independently, in 1927, by a

Belgian astronomer-mathematician,

^bbe G. Lemaitre. Lemaitre went

ven further and predicted that one

onsequence of an expansion of the

iniverse would be "an apparent

)oppler effect" in the spectra of dis-

ant galaxies.

The Doppler effect is named after

he German physicist Christian

)oppler, who explained, in 1842,

low the effect of motion could

hange the pitch of sound by chang-

ag the frequency of the sound waves

ietected by an observer. An example

f this is the sudden change in the

itch of a train whistle as it ap-

roaches you and then rushes past.

)oppler foresaw that the effect could

Iso apply to light, since light be-

byThomas Nicholson

haves as wave energy in certain

ways. In 1848 a French physicist,

Armand Fizeau, described what the

effect of motion would be on the light

of a star. In the same way that the

wavelength of sound determines its

pitch, the wavelength of light deter-

mines its color. Although motion (of

either the star or the observer)

changes the wavelength of the star's

light, the color of starlight is not

changed because the star emits light

with a wide range in wavelength.

Some of the energy radiated by a

star will always be observed at wave-
lengths appropriate to the colors seen

in starlight, even though the energy

may have been shifted, because of

motion, from the wavelength at

which it was emitted from the star.

The shift can easily be noted from
observing the change in position of

the dark lines (called absorption

lines) in the spectrum of a star.

These lines result from certain chem-
ical elements present in stars, which

absorb energy, causing dark lines to

appear on the spectrum. Each of

these lines represents a single wave-

length or a narrow range of wave-

lengths, and the correct or normal
wavelength at which the dark lines

should be located is known from
theory and laboratory experiments.

The Doppler-Fizeau principle

states, therefore, that dark lines in

the spectrum of a star will lie farther

toward the blue end of the spectrum

when the distance between the star

and the observer is decreasing. If this

distance, between the star and the

observer, is increasing, the dark

lines will lie farther toward the red

end of the spectrum than their nor-

mal position. Note that the effect is

caused by a continuing change in

distance, this being the same whether
the star is moving, the observer is

moving, or both are moving. The
amount by which the lines are dis-

placed will be proportional to the

relative velocity at which the ob-

server and the star are approaching
or separating, but—and this is im-

portant—it will also be proportional

to the wavelength at which the dark
line is normally located. The dark
lines will be shifted in the spectrum,

therefore, not by an absolute amount,
but by a ratio (or percentage) of

their wavelength, the exact ratio

being dependent upon the rate of

relative motion between the observer

and the star.

^3 ince its discovery, this principle

has found wide application in as-

tronomy, as well as in other fields of

science and technology. In astron-

omy it can be used to measure the

rotation of the earth, the rotation of

a planet or the sun, the revolution of

the earth around the sun, and the

motions of the stars. For example, we
can measure the speed of the earth's

revolution by obtaining the spectrum

of a suitable star at six-month inter-

vals : when we are moving toward the

star and, six months later, when we
are moving away from it. If the mo-
tion of the star itself is uniform over

that period of time, then we should

find the lines in its spectrum dis-

placed, over the six-month interval,

by an amount proportional to the

speed at which the earth travels

around the sun, as shown in the il-

lustration on page 38.

One of the most familiar applica-

tions of the Doppler-Fizeau principle

on earth is the radar speed trap used

on many highways. Although the en-
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Dr. Nicholson, the regular author of this

'eature, is also Chairman of the Ameri-

can Museum-Hayden Planetarium.

ihift (indicating a velocity of reces-

lion) in the spectra of the galaxies

ncieases uniformly with their dis-

ance. In this first statement of the

elationship, Hubble gave the figure

)f 100 miles per second per million

iulit-years. In other words, the spec-

ra of the galaxies he had studied

showed a red shift, indicating a ve-

locity of recession from earth that in-

creased by 100 miles per second for

every million light-years distance to

the galaxies.

In the years following the an-

nouncement of the Hubble Law, the

abservation of galactic spectra was

pressed forward by his colleague at

the Mount Wilson Observatory,

M. K. Humason. By 1936 the list of

objects for which recession velocities

liad been obtained had grown to

(146, including one that exhibited a

Jvelocity of 26,000 miles per second-

about 14 per cent of the velocity of

light. In other words, in the spectrum

pi this galaxy, the dark lines were

[shifted toward the red end of the

spectrum by about 14 per cent of

their normal wavelengths.

'! An additional 620 galaxies were

included in a catalogue of red shifts

published in 1956, based on work at

the Mount Wilson and Palomar and

the Lick Observatories. These in-

'cluded the largest red shift observed

in a galaxy, about 38,000 miles per

second, for a bright member of the

distant Hydra cluster of galaxies.

1 The evidence seemed conclusive;

sthe Hubble Law did seem to apply

universally as far as we could ob-

I serve in space. It seemed to support

'the concept that the universe was ex-

'panding. Then, in 1963, the first

quasar was identified by Maarten

Schmidt at the Mount Palomar Ob-

servatory. Since then several others

'of these strong sources of radio emis-

sions have been located, and still

larger red shifts have been observed

for them. With these observations

have come doubts concerning the

validity of Hubble's Law and, thus,

questions concerning the whole con-

cept of an expanding universe. These

doubts and questions will be the sub-

ject of next month's column.

The "Sky Map" is on page 67.

One of the brightest members of the faint distant cluster of galaxies in

the constellation Hydra is pointed out by the arrow, above. The arrow in

the spectrum, below, shows the extent of the red shift for this galaxy.



Ancient Fislxes
of Escnminac Bay

This famous Canadian site is unrivaled for its

diverse fossil fresl:i-"*vater fishes, incliiding' >vhat
may be the forerunners of the earliest amphihians

On the northern shore of Cha-

leur Bay—a sharp indentation

between the provinces of Quebec and

New Brunswick in Canada— is Escu-

minac Bay. Here, between Fleurant

Point and Miguasha, can be found

one of the most prolific and im-

portant collecting grounds for fossil

fishes in North America. Formed

about 360 million years ago in the

Late Devonian, the Escuminac For-

mation is comprised of gray shale

and sandstone some 400 feet thick,

and the fossils of the Escuminac Beds

afford an unusually complete view of

a unique Late Devonian fresh-water

lake fauna. Not only are there large

numbers of fishes in a fine state of

preservation but the rather unex-

pected assemblage includes what may
be the forerunners of the amphibians.

These fossils first attracted attention

nearly 100 years ago, and since the

1880's more than 70 scientific ac-

counts have dealt with them in one

way or another.

The gray cliffs that rim the bay

make an impressive southward-

facing sweep almost a mile and a half

long. A constant supply of new blocks

and boulders falls to the beach as the

cliffs above are eroded by winter

and spring tides and storms. Some of

the best fossils are found in these

blocks, encased in gray, silty shales

or in large, flat, or bun-shaped

nodules. Plants, as well as fish armor

and scales, are often beautifully pre-

served in the rock, and traces of the

soft parts of one of the fishes have

been found. The absence of any sort

of marine fossil confirms that we are

dealing with the deposits of a fresh-

water lake or river flood plain. They
are comparable to fossils found in

Late Devonian Old Red Sandstone

deposits in Britain, the Baltic coun-

tries, and Greenland, all of which are

also apparently fresh-water types.
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Near the top of the formation lie

some thick, coarse sandstones con-

taining masses of mud pebbles or

shale flakes (torn up from a dried

watercourse ) and broken fossil fish

remains. These are indications of

sudden violent floods that flushed

out part of the local river system and

deposited its detritus in the quieter

waters of the Escuminac Bay area.

We have no firm idea of the size of

this lake, where the waters that fed

it came from, or where it drained.

There was certainly land vegetation,

reflecting climatic conditions that

were reasonably humid.

Earth movements and erosion

have obscured much of the

story, but what remains tells a great

deal about some of the earliest fishes

to possess lungs as well as gills. Many
specimens show us delicate scales and

tiny bones still in place. From their

appearance, the fishes died quietlv,

and perhaps quickly, in waters where

mud and other sediment soon en-

gulfed the bodies. Scavengers seem

to have left the corpses alone, for the

most part. Many of the lungfishes

and the active swimmers are found

lying on one side, and if the embed-

ding rock is split open the fish fos-

sils are also neatly split down the

middle, so that bones and scales are

all revealed. The flesh, of course,

leaves no trace, but the scales are

often preserved and, in a split speci-

men, are seen '"from the inside."

Tw o of the Escuminac fishes were

apparently among the last of the

ostracoderms—armor-plated, j awless.

little animals that lived before and

during Early Devonian times, up to

about 400 million years ago (Nat-

ural History, August-September.

1964) . Few ostracoderms are known
from younger, more recent rocks,

and the group may have no descend-

ants today, although the modern
lampreys and hagfishes are held by
some scientists to be their distant

relatives. Thus, the Escuminac speci-

mens from the Late Devonian come
as a surprise.

One of their kind (the cephal-

aspids) was about ten inches long,

with a spade-shaped, flattened, bony
head shield and a scaled body. Be-

cause the mouths were on the flat

underside of the head, and there

were no pelvic fins, we know they

w ere certainly bottom-dwellers. Lack-

ing jaws, they existed on a diet of

small particles of food, perhaps algae

and minute animals sucked off the

bottom. Cephalaspid ostracoderms

are well known in Early Devonian
and older rocks in other parts of

North America and Europe, but from
younger strata very little material

has been collected. The evidence ap-

pears to point to their decline some-

time during the Devonian Period. It

is frustrating not to have more ma-
terial from the Escuminac Bay area,

but it is probable that these animals

had become something of a rarity in

the lake fauna.

There are also two species of an-

other rare, ancient, and primitive

group of ostracoderms, the anaspids.

These were minnow-sized and min-

now-shaped little fishes, covered with

a fine mosaic of bony plates and

scales. They probably had small,

sucker-like mouths, prominent eyes,

and a diagonal line of gill holes along

the side of the head. So far no

anaspid head has been found here, or

at least none has been reported. Like

modern lampreys and hagfishes. the

anaspids had only one nostril. Hag-

fishes todav seem to have a strong
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Most of the best fossil material in the

Escuminac Formation comes from the

sandstone layers and nodules at the

foot of the cliffs. The scales of one of

the larger bony fishes are at right; they

are of bony tissue ivith an outer coat-

ing of shiny enamel. Light part is where
organic tissue ivas replaced by iron

, -V^^"*"*^'-

pyrite. Below, a piece of coarse sand-

stone contains crinkly fragments of

plates of an armored fish, Bothriolepis,

as well as pieces of other fishes and

plants. Fish remains may be the result

of a flash flood that swept a dry flood

plain where fish had become stranded.

* '.
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At top are two jawless, armored fish

that were quite rare. They probably

sucked food from the lake floor. At

bottom are two representatives of the

acanthodians. These were active swim-

mers, with functional jaws and teeth.

sense of smell by which they locate

their food—corpses of fish or other

animals lying on the sea floor. The

anaspids may have been similar in

habit. It has also been suggested that

they fed in an almost vertical, tail-

up position, sucking food from the

lake floor. One scholar, however, has

thought that these animals so re-

semble modern lampreys that they

may even have had the rasping

tongue and parasitic habits of that

animal, but the evidence for this is

tenuous. To judge from the number

of fossils found so far, the anaspids

were not prolific. As far as we know,

these anaspids, like the cephalaspids,

were the last of their kind.

Another group of small fish pres-

ent was the acanthodians, although

they are not common fossils. They

were cigar-shaped creatures only

three or four inches long, with each

fin supported by a bony spine along

the leading edge. The body was

covered with a coat of tiny, lozenge-

shaped bony scales. Acanthodians

had large eyes placed well forward

on the head. In many of the acantho-

dians the teeth were mere conical

bony projections from the jawbones.

No doubt these fish were active swim-

mers, able to pursue smaller creatures

for food. The first-known acantho-

dians appeared in Silurian times and

the last occur in the Permian—

a

history of some 170 million years.

They are known in marine deposits

and in fresh-water beds; thus, alto-

gether the acanthodians seem to have

been a successful group.

The other animals present in the

lake included a large number of the

varied, extinct group known as placo-

derms ("plate-skinned"). Most, al-

though not all of these, had head and

shoulders encased in armor, pos-

sessed primitive jaws, and had some

kind of paired fins. The biggest plac-

oderms were the arthrodires, pre-

dators known by their large jaws and

the conspicuous joint between head

plates and shoulder armor. At Escu-

minac, Plourdosleus was one of these.

This fish, some thirty inches long,

had a blunt head and shoulder

regions enclosed in stout armor,

while the spindle-shaped body ap-

pears to have lacked plating. The

head of this creature seems to have

been jointed to the shoulder in such

a way as to allow- the w^hole of the

skull to rise as the lower jaw dropped.

In this way its mouth had an enor-

mous gape, so the fish could seize

relatively large prey. The jaws were

not lined with true teeth, but had

Perhaps the most abundant remains at

Escuminac Bay are of Bothriolepis, a

15-inch fish ivith four pairs of prim-

itive gills, plus "lungs," as shown in

the diagram. The head and foreparts

were armored, as were the two flipper-

like appendages, which most likely

served the animal as sculling oars.

Plourdosteus was a 30-inch predator

whose heavily plated head and shoul-

ders were jointed, allowing the whole

skull to rise as the lower jaw dropped.

Its mouth thus had an enormous gape

that permitted this fish to seize rela-

tively large prey.

bony projections that may have been

used for cracking bony armor and

shearing flesh. Plourdosteus had

large eyes and was, we think, an

active carnivore ready to snap at

anything moving. Other species of

Plourdosteus occur in the Baltic Old

Red Sandstone.

Very different placoderms were

the antiarchs, which had a

solid box of head and body armor

and a pair of remarkable boneplate-

encased fins, or "flippers." Perhaps

the most abundant and famous re-

mains at Escuminac Bay are one

species of antiarch called Bothrio-

lepis. Behind its armored parts, a
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tapering body and long, low, ap-

parently scaleless tail gave the fully

grown creatures a length of up to

fifteen inches.

This fish had nostrils, and its small

eyes were placed close together near

the top of the head. Between the eyes

was a small pineal opening, a light-

sensitive spot found in other prim-

itive vertebrates. On the sides of the

head were small, movable plates,

which covered the gill channels.

Similar plates occur in other anti-

archs, and we think that fishlike

respiratory movements took place;

that is, gulped-in water passed

through the gill cavities and was then

pumped out rhythmically from under

the gill covers.

Flipper-like appendages were

joined to the sides of the body shield

by an ingenious joint and were also

hinged in the middle. The muscula-

ture of the appendages bore a strik-

ing resemblance to that of the limb

of an arthropod (such as a beetle

or crustacean)—a feature seen in no

other group of vertebrates. All this

gave a considerable range of up-and-

down movement and some sideways

movement, as well. We know also that

the flippers could be twisted on

a ball-and-socket joint so that the

broad plane may have been almost

vertical for a swimming stroke and

then brought forward horizontally

and flat for the least possible water



curs in Scotland. Both seem to belong

to the ancestral stock from which

ray-finned fishes (as distinct from

sharks and rays) developed.

The comparatively modern-look-

ing lobefin. or crossopterygian. fishes

were well represented in the Escumi-

nac waters by several species. One of

their most interesting and character-

istic features is the internal structure

of the paired fins—a basic pattern

from which the tetrapod limbs may
have developed.

Of these lobefins, Eusthenopteron

The Escuminac Beds have several more

advanced creatures, early members of

the true bony fishes. Cheirolepis is

the only example of the rayfins. The

rest are lobefins, and of these Fleur-

antia and Scaumenacia are lung-

fish that could probably ivithstand

long periods of foul water or drought.

Eusthenopteron is a lobefin that could

possibly make its way from one body

of ivater to another, representing an

early step on the way to amphibians.

has become the most famous, because

it lies close to the main ancestral line

of the tetrapods. It was a strong,

cigar-shaped fish covered with thick,

bony scales. The skull was made up

of relatively large, strong bones and

powerful jaws. The several rows of

small, sharp teeth show a remarkable

similarity to those of the early

amphibians. When Eusthenopteron

snapped at its (perhaps armored)

prey, the unusual skull structure may
have served as a shock-absorbing

mechanism or increased the force of

the bite.

The less well-known and some-

what different lobefins Glyptolepis

and Holoptychius are most often

represented by isolated scales or

patches of scales, but some complete

specimens have been found. They
were relatively plump fishes some

twelve to fifteen inches in length.

Their rounded and overlapped scales

had a distinctive ornamentation of

fine ridges and tubercles. Like others

in the group, they had powerful jaws
with sharp teeth and, clearly, they

|

were carnivores.

Two genera of lungfish, or dip-

noans, occur in the Escuminac
fauna and have not been found else-

where. Lungfishes are a well-known

group that has had a long, slow evo-

lution. Appearing first in Early

Devonian times, they occupied both

marine and fresh-water environments

in the Middle and Late Devonian.

After this, they were largely, if not

entirely, restricted to fresh waters.

Each of the Escuminac lungfish

was about six to eight inches long

with a pointed head, stout body, and

tapering, upward-tilted tail. Paired

fins spring from the body on scaled,

muscular stems, like those of typical

lobe-finned fish. The eyes were large

and the jaws were armed with small,

but effective, teeth. It seems probable

that, like modern lungfish. these ani-

mals had functional lungs and could



withstand periods of foul water or

drought. They have, over the millen-

niums, largely lost their ability to

form hard bones, but they retain a

cartilaginous skeleton. In addition,

luiigfish today are probably slower

moving and more sluggish than those

tliat lived in Devonian times, be-

cause they no longer possess separate

unpaired fins.

Most modern lungfishes are also

characterized by the lack of teeth at

(the edges of the jaws and by a few

broad, flat, crushing teeth over the

mouth floor and roof. One of the

Escuminac genera, Scaumenacia, had

this kind of dental pattern, but the

other, Fleurantia, possessed rows of

sharp, compressed teeth for shearing

and piercing. In another way, too, the

' latter fish was unusual : its long snout

and general construction suggest that

it was capable of catching fast-swim-

ming food. The lungfishes may have

been omnivorous, also feeding on

soft-bodied invertebrates or plants.

As Professor A. S. Romer of

Harvard's Museum of Comparative

Zoology has noted, in any good

sample of the "catch" from the Escu-

minac Beds, over 95 per cent of the

specimens consist of lungfishes, lobe-

fins, and rayfins. It is interesting to

see such a diverse collection of aqua-

tic animals equipped with lungs, the

means of surviving drought or foul-

water conditions. Indeed, lobe-finned

fishes and lungfigh could possibly

make their way from one body of

water to another across mud flats or

dry land. Professor Romer and Pro-

fessor E. Jarvik of Sweden have

each described what an important

step (literally
!

) this was in the evolu-

tion of vertebrates. It was the begin-

ning of the development of legs.

There are few other sites where we
find comparable Late Devonian con-

ditions and faunas. None matches

that at Escuminac in its preservation

of so remarkable and varied a group

of aquatic animals.

Skeletal patterns in fins, top, an-

ticipate those in amphibian limbs.

Bottom shows similar cross sections

of lobefin (left) and amphibian teeth.
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by CHRISTOPHER J.

SCHUBERTH

Many rivers are much

longer. But few can

match the story we

read in the terrain

traversed by this

picturesque 300-mile

link between the

lonely lake called

Tear of the Clouds

and the bustling- island

called Manhattan

The Hudson's

Six Geologies

Henry Hudson exulted as he

sailed the Half Moon past the

tranquil, green island shore of what

is now the heart of New York City.

In finding this waterway the English

navigator was entirely certain that

he had also discovered the long-

sought Northwest Passage to the fab-

ulous, exotic lands of the Far and

Middle East. His employer, the

Dutch East India Company, would

reward him bountifully.

The inevitable rude awakening did

not come until the island of Man-

hattan was far astern, until Hudson

noted the lessening tides and fresher

water near the present site of Albany.

Just another river! So he turned

back. That was in 1609.

But discovering this river that was

to bear his name was hardly trivial.

The Hudson became an important

corridor of history, and today it re-

mains very much in the news. For

instance, it is a focus of national con-

cern over the proper care of our riv-

ers; this vital part of New York
State's massive program for con-

trolling water pollution will be a

bellwether for similar programs

throughout the nation. Meanwhile,

bitter controversy clouds a power

company's proposal to build a huge

hydroelectric plant along the river's

west shore at the foot of Storm King
Mountain, a major peak in the pic-

turesque Hudson Highlands. The
fate of this project will significantly

affect the future of many still rela-

tively unspoiled areas along our

major waterways.

But the Hudson offers more than

a dramatic controversy; more, too,

than a series of remarkably beauti-

ful and varied landscapes. There are

few rivers in North America that we
find traversing a terrain of such

geologic diversity and complexity in

such a short length (the United

States alone has more than sixty

other rivers that travel farther than

the Hudson). Yet in its course of

three hundred miles the Hudson
flows through five distinct geologic

regions and past a sixth.

Cartographers place its source at

a point about 3V2 miles north of the

village of Tahawus, N.Y., in the High
Peaks region of the Adirondack
Mountains. There, about 1,800 feet

above sea level, the courses of Indian

Pass Brook and Calamity Brook
join into one stream, the Hudson
River. But if the highest body of

water feeding a river is considered

its true head, then one must follow

the east fork. Calamity Brook, which

leads to Lake Colden, perched in the

more remote portions of the Adi-

rondacks. But continue. Opalescent

Brook, tributary to Lake Colden and
Calamity Brook, fingers its way still

higher into the thick, evergreen-cov-

ered slopes of the High Peaks. Final-

ly, Feldspar Brook, tributary to

Opalescent, reaches into a small body
of water that is a blue-green gem
called Lake Tear of the Clouds, 4,322

feet above sea level. Recognized as

the ultimate source of the Hudson, it

nestles in a basin on the southwest

flank of New York's highest peak,

5,344 foot Mount Marcy.

In its passage through the Adiron-

dacks, the Hudson flows over some
of the oldest rock in North America.

The Adirondacks are the southern-

most extension of the Canadian
Shield—a broad region of primarily

metamorphic rock dating back to

Precambrian times of more than

1,100 million years ago. In those

times, various kinds of igneous rock

deep under the surface of the earth

Sparkling, gay Feldspar Brook tumbles

out of nearby Lake Tear of the Clouds

on its way to become the Hudson River.
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Above, large garnets (pen shotvs their

size) enrich Precambrian rock at Gore

Mountain in Adirondacks. Mineral is

quarried for use as natural abrasive.

Below, evidence that Saratoga Springs

uas once part of an intertidal zone:

rahhagr-lil:c stnirtiirrs irrrr hiiilf up

hv i/lsnr nixiiil '>'2(l iiullinn yi-dis ago.

were subjected to enormous pres-

sures and intense heat. Subsequent!

crustal uplift brought these meta-F

morphosed rocks to the surface.!

There, over vast periods of time, they]

were eroded by wind and weatherl

and, more recently, gouged and^

scarred by glaciers, producing the

wild and rugged landscape that per-

sists today.

When examining the bedrock of

the Adirondacks, it is evident that

metamorphic rock predominates. A
mountainous core about 100 miles

in diameter appears to have been,

before metamorphism, of igneous

origin. This type largely forms the

bedrock of the High Peaks region.

Noteworthy is an extensive body of

anorthosite that also occurs here.

Measuring 40 to 50 miles across and

covering more than 1.200 square

miles, this massive rock type under-

lies Mount Marcy, Mount Whiteface,

'r



and other outstanding summits of the

High Peaks. Plagioclase feldspar,

such as the strikingly beautiful va-

riety called labradorite {see Nat-

ural History, October, 1965), is

its essential mineral component, al-

though anorthosite may include mi-

nor amounts of other minerals such

as garnet, hornblende, ilmenite, mag-

netite, and apatite.

The actual origin of many of the

rock types in the Adirondacks is

still a matter of considerable con-

jecture. This problem is not unique;

it applies to all terrains where deep-

seated regional metamorphism was

in effect during the long Precam-

Inian history. Often, important eco-

nomic mineral deposits develop in

such bedrock, and it is not unusual

for such rock to exhibit some unique

features. An example is Gore Moun-
tain, on the west shore of the Hud-
son River near North Creek, which

contains one of the largest garnet

deposits in the world. Because of its

))li\sical properties, the mineral gar-

net is valuable as a high-grade, nat-

ural abrasive. At the Barton Mines,

the garnet crystals average four to

five inches in diameter. Frequently,

the open-pit digging has brought up
crystals of the semiprecious red type

measuring three feet in diameter.

Surrounding the large garnet crys-

tals, called porphyroblasts, is a dis-

tinct rim of either hornblende or

plagioclase feldspar. Although the

rock with its garnet content is the

product of metamorphism, the na-

ture and the times of the metamor-
phic events are still controversial.

Continuing south along the Hud-
son, the complex Precambrian

geology of the Adirondacks is left

behind at Glens Falls. Now comes
a noticeable change in the terrain

through which the Hudson flows:

the lower, gentler hills of the second
geologic province—the Folded Ap-
palachian Mountains (called in this

region the Hudson or Great Val-
ley). Much narrower in the Hudson
Valley than their extension farther

south in Pennsylvania, West Vir-

ginia, Tennessee, northeastern Ala-

bama, and northwestern Georgia, the

Folded Appalachians are underlain

by folded and faulted (fractured)

marine sedimentary rock of Early
Paleozoic times—which ranges from

6 Tsar of tho ClouOs

Course of the Hudson, from its source on a flank of Mount Marcy to its end at Nei,
York City. South of Albany, ocean tides make it "the river that flows in two ways'
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Treelike ferns (above) thrived over 370

million years ago in swampy lands that

later became the Catskills, one of the

noted geologic areas along the river's

course betiveen Albany and Neiv York
City. At right is another—the Hud-
son Highlands. Its panoramic sweep

is shown eastward across the gorge.

Among fossil fishes discovered in abandoned quarry at North Bergen, N.J., near

the Hudson, was this coelacanth. A living form has been found in African waters.

From the same New Jersey Lowland quarry covered the remains of a unique
winged reptile. It was named after one of the three schoolboys who found it.

600 million to 400 million years ago.

Here, unique to the resort town of

Saratoga Springs, twelve miles west'

of the Hudson's shores and renowned-

for its mineral springs, is evidence

that at one time the now gently roll-

ing hills were apparently an isolated

part of an intertidal zone. With no

outlet to the ocean, this basin devel-

oped a salinity somewhat higher

than the open sea. Saratoga's reef

limestones, known as stromatolites

(layer stones), are a graphic re-

minder of these ancient times. Con-:

structed almost solely by certain

colonial algae, the stromatolites re-

semble fossil cabbages or large Brus-

sels sprouts. Since glacial erosion

has planed these reefs, the algal

heads, two feet or more in diameter,

are magnificently displayed in hori-

zontal sections. On the other hand,

vertical joints (fissures) in the lime'

stone reveal them in cross section.

Stromatolites are still being

formed by algae in some present-day

lakes and seas. By comparing the

fossil versions with modern forms

it appears that they are the work ol

simple blue-green algae (cyano-

phytes) , which live in chains or mat^

and hold themselves together with

jelly-like substance, on which a pre
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cipitate of calcium carbonate settles.

In this way the organisms build

stony replicas of their colonies. As
successive colonies are buried, new
ones are continuously formed. In

this manner great reeflike replicas of

the colonies have become preserved

in the rock record.

It
is also notable that although the

stromatolite Cryptozoon prolifer-

'im at Saratoga Springs is only of

L,ate Cambrian age (about 520 mil-

ion years old), other stromatolites

)ccurring elsewhere in North Amer-
ca come very close to representing

he earth's oldest remains—some
!,000 millions years old. So here, not

ar from the west shore of the Hud-
on River, we discover a preserved

example of what biologists and pale-

mtologists consider to be one of the

•riginal forms of life on our young
ilanet of two billion years ago.

About 20 miles south of Saratoga
iprings, and now about 160 miles

'elow Lake Tear of the Clouds, the

fudson River formally loses its in-

ependence. Here, beginning at the

ity of Troy and for the remaining
50 miles to its mouth, the Hudson

|i an inlet of the sea—an estuary,

his fact is not a discovery of mod-

ern science. The Algonkin Indians,

realizing that ocean tides were
sweeping up and down the broad
valley, described the Hudson as

"the river that flows in two ways."
Oceangoing vessels that ply the estu-

ary's 32-foot-deep channel and dock
as far north as Albany rise and fall

on a 41/2-foot tide. It is small wonder
that Henry Hudson thought the North-
west Passage was at last a reality.

A few miles southwest of Albany
the waters of the Hudson glide past

the historic and statuesque Catskills.

It was in these rolling mountains
immediately west of the Hudson Val-

ley that Washington Irving's mythi-

cal Rip Van Winkle met the ghosts

of Henry Hudson's legendary crew
in "old Dutch dresses playing at

nine-pins in the hollow of the moun-
tains . . . the sounds of their balls

like distant peals of thunder." In

1860, about two hundred years after

Rip's return to his home town, a se-

vere thunderstorm sent waters racing

down the upper valley of Schoharie

Creek, which flows from the Cats-

kills northward into the Mohawk
River, an important tributary of the

Hudson. The flash flood not only

washed out bridges, roadbeds, and
culverts, it also exposed for the first

time some strikingly distinctive fos-

sils near the little village of Gilboa.

Paleontologists soon recognized these

as the stumps of tree ferns similar

to those that grow in the tropics to-

day. The sedimentary strata in which

these fossil stumps occurred are of

the Devonian Period, some 370 mil-

lion years ago. This was an exciting

discovery—never before had rocks

of such vintage shown evidence of

recognizable trees.

Then, in 1920, during excavations

by the New York City Board of Wa-
ter Supply for the Gilboa Reservoir

Dam, several hundred additional

stumps, trunks, and even fronds of

the same tree fern were uncovered.

Evidently these were the remains of

a forest that is still the oldest ever

discovered. It seems to have con-

sisted of a single kind of tree, known
as Aneurophyton. The tree had a

straight trunk twenty to forty feet

high; a swollen, onion-shaped base

three to four feet thick; and a crown
of large, drooping, fernlike fronds

surmounting the unbranched trunL
It probably grew in swampy areas

and was reproduced by means of

spores from seed-shaped cases.

Today the Catskills rise abruptly

about 3,000 feet from the floor

of the Hudson Valley. Their sedimen-

tary strata reveal the constantly shift-

ing patterns of Devonian streams

that flowed westward into the shal-

low but elongated arm of the sea.

Accumulating along the western

foothills of an ancient mountain
range that existed farther to the

east, these Devonian sediments ap-

pear to have spread westward as

broad, coalescing deltas—like sev-

eral Mississippi deltas that form one

much larger delta. It was along these

shores that the lush forest of tree

ferns flourished. Many of the fossil

trees were found in an upright posi-

tion, buried by sand and mud that

the ever spreading deltas brought
down from the adjacent highlands

farther east.

South of Kingston, the Hudson
(only an estuary here, but still popu-
larly called a river) continues domi-
nating the Great Valley of the Folded
Appalachian Mountains. But now it

strikes obliquely across this broad
and fairly level expanse of tilted

limestone and shale that dates back
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to the Early Paleozoic, about 450

million years ago. In contrast, be-

tween Newburgh and Peekskill, its

course winds through an imposing

gorge eroded into bedrock. Here are

the Hudson Highlands—the fourth

geologic region associated with the

river's flow to the sea. The High-

lands, a chain of low but rugged

mountain ranges, extend about 140

miles from Reading, Pennsylvania,

northeastward through New Jersey

and southeastern New York into

western Connecticut. For the most

part the Precambrian rocks under-

lying this region represent an an-

cient belt of once much higher moun-
tains whose original sedimentary

strata were folded and faulted, then

metamorphosed and intruded by
magmas of granitic composition dur-

ing several cycles in the mountain-

building phases of the Precambrian.

Gneiss, schist, and some marble

are the Highlands' major metamor-

phic rock types. However, an igneous

intrusion, known as Storm King
Granite and noticeably more resist-

ant to erosion, forms the crests of

most of the highest ridges. Recent

radioisotope dating (by the potas-

sium-argon method) of feldspars
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and micas from the different rocks

of the Highlands indicates that the

metamorphic sequence of gneiss,

schist, and related rock is about a

billion years old; Storm King Gran-

ite is about 400 million years younger.

To cross this belt of ancient crys-

talline rocks, the Hudson enters the

Highlands through the Storm King-

Breakneck Ridge gateway near New-

burgh at the northwestern margin

and emerges through the Dunder-

berg-Anthony's Nose gap near Peeks-

kill at the southeastern border.

Many of these highland summits,

rising boldly from the river to well

over 1,400 feet, are familiar to the

region's many visitors.

One of the largest of New York's

state parks is at Bear Moun-
tain, opposite the sheer bluff known
as Anthony's Nose. According to

Washington Irving, sturdy Peter

Stuyvesant named this stout promon-

tory in honor of Anthony Van Cor-

lear, nicknamed "Anthony the Trum-
peter" because his nose was of a

"very lusty size, strutting boldly

from his countenance like a moun-
tain of Golconda" and because he

slew a mighty sturgeon by means of

Nearing its tcrjniniis, the UinlsDii glid

past New Jersey's Palisades, a line

almost vertical cliffs revealing stone €<

umns hundreds of feet high that we
formed by fissures. The Indians nam
them the "rocks that resemble treet

a beam of sunlight refracted fron

this "refulgent nose." Far above thi

river level. Storm King Highwa
skirts the flank of Storm King Moun
tain—the proposed site for the cor

troversial hydroelectric plant—ani

farther south in the Highlands th

military academy at West Poir

stands on a small extension of lani

jutting into the river.

The southeastern gateway of th

Highlands is left behind near Peeks

kill. Now the waterway follows

course that separates the last two o

the geologic regions associated wit

the Hudson: on the east the Nej

England Upland; on the west th

New Jersey Lowland.
j

Bedrock of the New England Ujj

land, which includes New York Cit;

is almost entirely a durable met;

morphic rock, with some later i;

neous intrusions, mostly granite an

granite pegmatite. The bedrock rej

resents remnants of a long-vanishej

mountain range created about 40



million years ago. Most important

of the bedrock components is a mica

schist; it is the firm foundation for

Manhattan's skyscrapers.

Because of its kind of rock foun-

dation, New York City—and par-

ticularly Manhattan Island—has at-

tracted active mineral collectors for

over a century. More than 170 min-

eral varieties have been reported

from Manhattan alone. Also, it is

probable that no other area on the

face of the earth has been subjected

to such extensive artificial removal

of rock through engineering enter-

prises. Because of this, and because

metamorphic and associated igneous

rocks can offer a wide variety of

mineralogioal associations, the min-

eral record of metropolitan New
York exceeds that of any other

known area of similar dimension.

For example, one of the finest col-

lections of garnet crystals was ob-

tained at Broadway and 65th Street—

now the site of Lincoln Center's

Philharmonic Hall. Farther down
Broadway, at 35th Street, one of the

largest, most complete crystals ever

found on Manhattan measured six

inches in diameter and weighed just

under ten pounds. On upper Broad-
way, at 168th Street, a fragment of

garnet crystal twice as large was
recovered from still another granite

pegmatite vein in the mioa schist

where the Columbia Presbyterian

Medical Center is now located. A
thirty-pound specimen of black tour-

maline crystal, one foot long and a

half foot in diameter, was found in

jgranite pegmatite dike at Fort Wash-
ington Avenue and 171st Street.

Now inspect the opposite shore.

The New Jersey Lowland is mostly
gently inclined sedimentary strata of

sandstone and shale formed during
the Late Triassic Epoch, about 195
million years ago. They provide mas-
sive beds of a fairly hard sandstone

known commercially as "brown-
stone," which is essentially quartz

and unweathered feldspar, together

with occasional fragments of mica.

This is the brownstone, once a popu-
lar and fashionable building mate-

rial, that can be seen in some of the

brownstone houses still standing

along Manhattan's West Side and in

some of Brooklyn's residential areas.

Because of its feldspar content it is

called arkose sandstone. Also, it

often contains hematite, which gives

the rock a strikingly blood-red color.

Fossils recovered from these sedi-

mentary strata include part of a

reptile skeleton, Clepsysaurus man-
hattanensis. The specimen was col-

lected along the shore at Fort Lee,

New Jersey, in 1910, one-half mile

south of what is now the west pier

of the George Washington Bridge.

Clepsysaurus belongs to the reptile

group called phytosaurs, which van-

ished at the end of Triassic time.

Similar to the crocodilians of Juras-

sic and later ages, they probably
lived in sluggish streams and swamps
of the Late Triassic landscape.

Numerous fossil fishes have been
discovered in black shales of an
abandoned quarry at North Bergen,

New Jersey. Exceedingly common is

the fresh-water Diplurus newarki,

member of a unique suborder of

fishes called coelacanths. Today they

are represented by only one living

form, recently discovered in deep
waters off the east coast of Africa.

During Late Triassic time, the coela-

canths were abundant in ponds,
lakes, and swamps; then came the

black mud that buried them.

It was in the same quarry that

three New Jersey high school boys
uncovered, in the fall of 1960, the

almost complete remains of a unique
reptile. Particularly distinctive were
the exceptionally elongated ribs ap-

parently attached to a membrane
used by the animal for gliding. Since
the fossil represented an organism
hitherto unknown to science, paleon-

tologists were quite excited by this

discovery. Dr. Edwin H. Colbert,

Curator of the Department of Verte-

brate Paleontology, The American
Museum of Natural History, has de-

scribed the fossil as a completely
new genus and species of the sub-

order Lacertilia (lizards) and gone
on to name it Icarosaurus siefkeri

( Icarus, from the Greek myth about
the youth who tried to fly and fell

into the sea; saurus, meaning lizard;

and the species name in honor of

Alfred Siefker, one of the fossil's

three discoverers)

.

In addition, an almost complete
skull and other fragmentary re-

mains of a phytosaur were uncovered
in the fall of 1963 from this site.

Today the fruitful quarry has been
all but destroyed by encroaching
civilization. It now serves as the

foundation for several stores and
industrial sites.

The Late Triassic happened also

to be a time of considerable igneous

activity in the New Jersey Lowland.
From deep reservoirs, magma moved
up along deep-reaching faults into

the sandstones and fossil-bearing

shales on the surface. The most
striking product of this activity is

seen today as a line of almost ver-

tical cliffs, the Palisades. Only com-
paratively recently, perhaps by the

Cretaceous Period, about 80 or 90
million years ago, has it been ex-

posed to view by forces of erosion.

As an extensive igneous body, ap-

proximately 1,000 feet thick where
it underlies Upper Triassic sedimen-
tary rock in the easternmost part of

the Hackensack Meadows, it is one
of the finest examples of how gravity
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sorts out minerals because of differ-

ences in their densities. Thus, a con-

centration of olivine, one of the first

minerals to crystallize from a solidi-

fying magma, segregated and ac-

cumulated in the lower portion of the

intrusion. The remaining igneous

rock of the Palisades is composed

largely of pyroxene minerals such

as augite and plagioclase feldspar.

They are arranged in a characteristic

pattern. The plagioclase occurs as

lath-shaped crystals, oriented at ran-

dom to yield an interrupted three-

dimensional meshwork. Pyroxenes

occupy the space between the feld-

spars. Rocks that show this mineral

pattern are described as having an

ophitic texture; when the minerals

present are small but visible without

magnification, such rocks are specifi-

cally called diabases.

Another distinctive feature of the

Palisades is its line of giant diabase

columns that are especially visible

from the east shore of the Hudson
and have long reminded observers of

the palisaded villages and log forts

built by the Indians. In fact, the

Indian name for the Palisades seems

to have been Weh-awk-en; awk, the

middle syllable, means "rocks that

resemble trees." Close up. one sees

that what appear to be roughly poly-

gonal, often hexagonal, columns sev-

eral feet in diameter and hundreds

of feet high are formed by vertical

fissures that run up through the en-

tire thickness of diabase rock. Thev
were produced by the cooling and
subsequent contraction of the solidi-

fying magma. Exceptionally geo-

metric hexagonal columns can be

seen at Devils Tower or the Devils

Postpile in Wyoming and Califor-

nia; elsewhere, the Giant's Cause-

way, near Portrush, County Antrim,

Northern Ireland, is an example of

this phenomenon. Of course, the per-

fection of the columns varies greatly,

depending on many factors.

Horizontal joints usually intersect

the vertical contraction joints that

form the columnar pattern, and with

subsequent weathering and erosion,

the Palisades ridge tends to break
down into masses that look like giant

stairways. Trap rock is the standard

term for rock masses that show this

steplike pattern (trap is the Swedish
word meaning "step").

The geologic journey here ap-
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proaches its end. Soon, three hun-

dred miles from its source, the wa-

ters of the Hudson join with those

of the East River (also an estuary)

to form Upper New York Bay and

flow with the rising and ebbing tides

under the longest suspension bridge

in the world, the Verrazano-Narrows

Bridge. The Narrows itself illus-

trates one other geologic event that

occurred in this region, the incursion

of a huge and extremely thick lobe

of glacial ice—a continental glacier

of such proportions that it covered

Canada and the northern United

States. Metropolitan New York was

covered, until 11.000 years ago, by

this continental glacier. The ice

front advanced as far south as the

center of Long Island and Staten

Island and probably attained a maxi-

mum thickness in the metropolitan

New York region of at least 3,000

feet. The tremendous mass of mov-

ing ice carried within it large quan-

tities of rock material in the form of

clay, sand, pebbles, cobbles, and

boulders of all types.

When the ice sheet finally melted

northward, the enclosed rock

material was left strewn in the form
of glacial till. At the point of the

glacier's farthest advance this till

piled up to form a distinct line of

low hills that constitute the terminal

moraine. This terminal line crosses

the mouth of Upper New York Bay,

and the Narrows is where the en-

circling belt of hills is breached by
the combined flow of the Hudson
and East rivers.

This breach is vital to the Port of

New York. Beyond, the Lower Bay
feels the full effects of swells sweep-

ing in from the open Atlantic. In

contrast, the Upper Bay is protected.

Here, ships of all sizes and types ride

at anchor while awaiting their turn

to load or unload cargoes alongside

the array of docks extending from

the shores of Manhattan and Brook-

lyn. Here, where water from Lake

Tear of the Clouds has grown from

brook to river to estuary, is one of

the world's remarkable harbors.

Passing George Washington Bridge (in

foreground} the Hudson s waters sweep

on beyond Manhattan, left, and vanish

far off at Verrazano-Narrows Bridge.
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Shedding King Snake
When a snake's body takes on a slightly bluish

hue and its eyes opalesce, as they have in the

above photograph of a king snake, it is a sign that the

snake will soon cast its skin. The opacity, or "blueness,"

in the eyes, which partially impairs vision, reaches a

peak intensity and then gradually fades. A few days after

the eyes have again become clear, the skin is cast.

Lizards and snakes, which together comprise the rep-

tilian order Squamata, periodically slough off the outer

layer of the epidermis as growth and repair take place

in the continuous process of cell replacement. Most liz-

ards cast their skins in patches. But snakes, as the photo-

graphs to the right show, normally shed the outer

epidermis—the stratum corneum—in a single, intact

piece. In addition to the stratum corneum,, snake epider-

mis has an inner layer, the stratum germinativum. Some
investigators think that the opacity, or blueness, that

precedes exuviation is the result of a substance, perhaps

a hormonal discharge, that is secreted between the two

epidermal layers to loosen the stratum corneum.

Many factors determine the frequency of shedding. A
primary one is growth and maturation: young snakes

shed more often than old. Other factors include the

amount and nutritive value of food; temperature an

humidity; and the presence of wounds or abrasions o

the skin, which in some instances have been reported 1

accelerate the onset of exuviation. Snakes do, of cours

shed more often than the once a year claimed by trad

tional rattlesnake folklore. Indeed, shedding may occi,

as frequently as every three or four weeks, although til

time will vary even with a given individual living und«

stable conditions.

The external anatomy of snakes is, obviously, ideaU

suited to a one-piece exuviation, since obstructive a]

pendages are lacking. At the time that actual sheddir

is to take place, a snake perhaps will yawn a time or tv\i

(while this often occurs upon waking, it is thought thai

just prior to shedding, yawning helps stretch and loose

the skin) , and may begin nosing or burrowing in san

or dirt. A hard or rough surface is frequently used I

abrade and break loose the extreme anterior part of tf

snout so that peeling can begin. Once the head is fr«!

and the skin is folded back, shedding proceeds with eas

the snake simply creeping out of the skin. Often at th>

stage, however, the skin is rubbed and hooked on roug

surfaces as it is peeled back inside out.
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Photographs by Robert H. Wright

This king snake began the skin-loosening process by

pressing its snout firmly against a rock and rubbing

and pushing for ten minutes. The skin about the

nose broke loose first, then that around the lower

jaw. The photograph immediately to the right shows

the skin snagged, which aids shedding. As the skin

turns inside out, the concave "pits" of the inner side

of skin are exposed. These readily snag on rough

surfaces, giving additional friction for exuviation.

The entire shedding process took thirty minutes.

V
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-*>^> The Magic

oj the

ountaing
Gorgeous color photography and lyrical

words immortalize the eternal beauty of

the Swiss, German, Italian and Austrian

Alps. The majesty of the mountains, the

charm and nobility of the people, the ani-

mals, birds, flowers, and trees that dwell

in these craggy realms are dramatically

and sensitively encaptured. The informa-

tive text by Max Albert Wyss enriches and
complements this work of Europe's finest

photographers. Every scenic, mountain,
and nature lover will cherish this superb

photographic collection containing more
than forty full color plates, together with

equally captivating block and white pic-

tures. Both of these books are available

at leading bookstores everywhere, includ-

ing Doubledoy and Brentano's.

BOOK ADVENTURES, INC.

Dept. 504, 437 Fifth Ave.
New York, N.Y 10016

Please rush

at pre-pubiication price

Magic of the Mountains @ $6.95

I enclose $ payment in full.

If I am not delighted, I may return the

book(s) within 10 days for a full re-

fund. Please add 300 for posfoge ond
handling.

NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

A $2.00 deposit is required for C.O.D.
shipment. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s outside

U.S.A. (Candian residents, please re-

mit in U.S. funds or add 10% for

exchange.)

BACKYARD ASTRONOMER

Setting up a telescope
by James S. Pickering

An essential auxiliary for every

.telescope is a finder, generally

mounted on two rings fastened to the

tube of the telescope. Each ring usu-

ally has three machine screws that

permit accurate alignment and adjust-

ment. Most finders are equipped with

fine cross hairs. When finder and tele-

scope are properly collimated, the cen-

ter of the field of view of the finder is

marked by the juncture of these cross

hairs and is also the center of the field

of view of the telescope.

The faint object you are seeking will

invariably be in or near a recognizable

group of visible stars. You will be able

to pick up all or much of this key

group in your finder. Place the meeting

of the cross hairs so that your object,

usually not visible in the finder, is at

the location estimated from the star

chart. Then, when you transfer your

eye from the finder to the eyepiece of

the telescope, the chances are that your

quarry will be somewhere in the field

of your telescope. A slight adjustment

will bring it to the center of this field

for the best viewing. Here, as in all

details of using a telescope, practice

and experience will soon make the

transfer from finder to telescope a

matter of easy routine.

Eyepieces

There are a wide variety of eyepieces

for every type of telescope. The basic

principles of eyepieces—the ratio of

their focal lengths to the focal length of

the telescope objective lens or mirror,

their magnifying powers, the fields of

view they produce, and so on—have
been discussed in an earlier article

(November, 1966). It might be well,

however, to review these principles.

The magnifying power of the tele-

scope is the ratio between the focal

length of the eyepiece and the focal

length of the objective of the telescope.

Most backyard refractors have a focal

length that is about 15 times the

diameter of their objectives. A 2-inch

lens will have a focal length of about

30 inches. An eyepiece with a focal

length of 1 inch will then magnify 30

times; a Va^inch eyepiece, 60 times.

The usual focal length of the back-

yard reflector is about 8 times the

diameter of the objective mirror. A 6-

inch reflector will have a focal length

of about 48 inches. The 1-inch eyepiece

will provide a magnifying power of 48,

while an eyepiece that has a focal

length of % inch will magnify 96 timj

There are several varieties of e;

pieces, known usually by the names
the men who devised their optical s

tems. Eyepieces are manufactured

many different firms, but each firm us

the standard identifying name for t

eyepiece. Each type has advantages a

disadvantages and is best-suited to

particular type of telescope and a p
ticular observing purpose.

The Huygens eyepiece, invented

Christian Huygens in the seventeei

century, has two lenses separated

an air space. It is a negative eyepie

that is. the image seen by the obser

is formed between the two componi

lenses. The Huygens eyepiece is b

for telescopes with longer focal lengl

—with refractors.

The Ramsden eyepiece, devised

Jesse Ramsden in the eighteenth ci

Four different eyepieces are, from t

Ramsden, Kellner, Erfle, and Hiiyg

tury, also has two lenses, but the f

image that the observer sees is fori

on the eye side of the eye lens, mali

the Ramsden a positive eyepiece, 'j

Ramsden is best-suited for reflecl

and shorter-focus telescopes.

The Achromatic Ramsden, or A'

ner, eyepiece is a modification of '
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e eagerly sought, but difficult to find. A year of patient, knowledgeable searching rewarded us with this

nail but distinguished collection of twenty rugs we now offer you. Each rug is a singular work of art.

and-loomed, it is the weaver's individual interpretation of traditional style and design. Because of the

nited quantity available, please list alternate selections on your order. A complete listing will be sent

I request.

Diamond and triangle pattern. Red, white, black, and brown on gray

ckground surrounded by black-and-white border. 58" x 37" $75

(illustrated) Ceremonial dancers rendered in sand-painting style. Pri-

arily white, black, and gold with red, blue, and green accents on gray

ckground. 56" x 36" $180

iCIassic geometric worked in brown, white, gray, and white. 39" x 35" $36

Indian maidens rendered in sand-painting style. Turquoise, black, gray,

:d red on white background. 31" x 30" $50

, Indian maidens rendered in sand-painting style. White, brown, and gray

tan background. 29" x 32" $45

Seometric pattern in black, gray, and white. 69" x 48" $100.00

MEMBERS OF THE MUSEUM ARE ENTITLED TO A 10%
DISCOUNT. PLEASE ADD $1.50 FOR POSTAGE AND
HANDLING AND TAXES WHERE APPLICABLE.

PLEASE SEND YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO . . .

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024
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LINDBLAD TRAVEL Inc.

< ONE EAST 53rd STREET

^-^^£ NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

PLaza 1-2300

LfNDBLAD TRAVEL TOURS are distinctly different. They are creatively planned fori

tfje intelligent traveller ^Nho is more than superficially interested in peoples and cul-l

tures. Try travelling with Lindblad Travel for the time of your life. We will take youl

from the Antarctic in the south to Lapland in the north, through the steppes of Mon-«

golia and the wilds of Brazil. Here are examples of our tours in 7967

ON THE INCA ROAD. A combination of glorious scenery and arcliaeology.

Trace the ancient civilization of the Incas and their conquerers, the Con-

quistadores. The golden relics and the mummified remains of the warriors

illustrate an era dating back more than 1500 years. Monthly departures

from Mar '67. Cost Complete from New York $1835.00

BETWEEN THE NIGER AND THE CONGO. An unforgettable expedition to

Africa to become acquainted with the rites, dances and art of ancient

tribes like the Kirdis, Fulanis, Hausas, Ashantis, Scnoufus and others.

Also visits to spectacular game parks. Monthly departure from Dec. 1966-

22 days Cost Complete $2300

JOURNEY into ANTIQUITY: Accompanied by guides trained in archaeology,

you will have a personal insight into the mysteries of Egypt, the world's

finest ruins at Baalbek and Petra, the beauties of ancient Greece, and the

Holy City of Jerusalem. Monthly departures. Cost from $139/

EAST AFRICAN WING SAFARIS enable you to cover more African lands in

less time and at lower cost. These safaris 'wing' via Piper aircraft to the

tribal country of the Northern Frontier District, game reserves and some

of the most beautiful settings in the world. Restricted to 9 persons on

each departure. Cost Complete $2284

VALUE SAFARIS. On these safaris you stay in a lodge at the foot of Mt.

Kilimanjaro, motor across the Serengeti Plains, spend a night in the

branches of a tree, watching elephant, lion, zebra, giraffe, etc. in their

natural habitat. Also fascinating tribal life. The 22-day safari offers an

extension to Ethiopia and the 44day safari includes Zambia, South Africa

and Nigeria in addition to East Africa. Monthly departures.

Cost from $1594

THE HOLY LAND. This tour to the Lands of the Bible has been very popu-

lar for the last five years. It takes you to Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Jordan,

Israel and Greece. We use luxury hotels throughout and the total cost

from New York back to New York is only $1061. Frequent departures.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC., l East 53rd Street, N. Y., N. Y. 10022

Please send me the following folders:

Inca Road D Wing Safari D
Niger to Congo Q Value Safari D
Antiquity D Holy Land D

(Mr. or Mrs. or Miss)

Address:

City:. . State:.

Zip Code-

Ramsden. It contains a third lens thai!

is intended to eliminate the last traces

of color aberration caused by the'

failure of the telescope objective tc!

bring light waves of various lengths tc

a focus at one point. The achromatic

is best for shorter-focus objectives sue!

as reflectors, but it has a tendency tc

produce ghosts— faint duplicate images

The Euryscopic, Ploessel, and Ortho

scopic eyepieces may be used with tele

scopes of any focal length. These eye

pieces have three elements and are de

signed to give a wider field of view thai

others. The Erfle and Koenig eyepiece

also have this third element and should

give a wider field.

The Barlow lens is a relatively simpl

negative lens that is inserted betwee

the telescope and the eyepiece. Th

single lens of a Barlow is in a tub

about 4 inches long and may be move

up or down in this tube to its most e

fective position. With medium-powe

eyepieces, the Barlow will double th

power of the eyepiece. It also permil

those of us who wear spectacles to kee

them on while observing, which is nc

always possible when the eyepiece

used alone.

Remember that the general limit:

tion of the magnifying power that

telescope will accept in an eyepiece

about 50 times the diameter of the ol

jective lens or mirror in inches. A .

inch objective will yield about II:

power with the proper eyepiece. Wil

a 6-inoh reflector, about 300 power

possible. The general rule, howeve

is to use the loivest power, not the big

est. Remember that higher power r

duces the field of view and the amou

of light that reaches the eye. A smi

field of view also shortens the time

which the object will be carried aero

that field by the motion of the eart

In the conventional backyard te

scope, the medium eyepiece producii

about 40 to 60 power should give a fie

of view about 30 minutes of arc, abo

half a degree. This is nearly the al

parent diameter of the full moon,
jj

Resolving Power and Focusin

Another factor that should be und'

stood by the backyard observer is t

resolving power of his telescope. Tl

is the ability of the telescope to sej

rate closely associated objects, such

the components of double star syste:

which produce one point of light to

eye alone. There is a formula for

resolving power of a telescope, knoil

as Dawes's Limit. To find Dawes

Limit, divide 4.56 by the diameter i

inches of the telescope's objective.^

6-inch reflector, for example, shoulde

able to separate two stars whose an

lar distance from each other is ab

0.76 seconds of arc, and a 3-inch ref

tor should resolve two stars will

1
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FREE Gift Catalog available illustrating:
Crosses, Buddhas, Amulets, Weapons, Lamps,
Scarabs, Jewelry, Figurines, Masks, Roman
Glass, Pottery, Coins, Shawabtis, Coptic Tex-
tiles and mucli more!

Folio Series - collections of mounted photo-
graphs of available works of ancient art in the
above $500 category. Issued periodically.

48 page COLOR Catalog of over 150 antiquities
and archaeological artifacts, illustrated and
fully annotated. A valuable reference book for
collectors, students, gift givers and the Intel-
lectually curious 50^.
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4. Ancient God Coin

D 1. Trilobites: Intricately sculptured extinct sea life fossils (Va billion

years old) blend with silver to form prehistoric jewelry. Tie Tack.
$5.95. Cuff Links. . .$9.95. Earrings. . .$9.95. Charm. . .$5.95.

Roman Empire Perfume Flask: Delicately blown glass flasks once
containing precious perfume oils and cosmetic ungenfs. Unearthed in

area that was Ancient Palestine, they date from the 1st-4th Cent. A.D.
Roman Period. Select Specimen 4" higli. . .$23.50. Average speci-
men 3" fiigh. . .$17.50. Mounted on walnut base. . .$1.00 extra.

IVIiniature Opium -Weights: Stylized bronze lions, ducks & elephants
Vi" to 1" high from 17th-19th Cent. Siam, make exotic paperweights.
Weight Vj" h. on walnut base ... $5.89. Weight 1" h. on lucite
base. . .$9.50.

Ancient God Coin: Intriguing 13th Century bronze coins from myste-
rious Ceylon show an abstract figure of Hindu God VISHNU, pre-
server of energy and destroyer of evil, holding a lotus flower.
Pendant... $8.95. Charm ... $7.75. Tie Tack. . $5.75. Cuff Links...
$9.95. Key Ring.

. .$9.95. All come in handsome jewelry gift boxes.
D 5. Holyland Oil Lamp: Terracotta lamps from Ancient Palestine (4th-7th

Cent. A.D.) used by Jews and early Christians to light homes and
places of worship, make unique archaeological displays for home
and office. On walnut base. . .$10.00. With Cross motif. . .$23.00.

Coin of India: l^agnificent silver coins of the Shah Jahan, famed
Indian ruler who built the Taj Mahal in memory of his beloved wife.
Transformed into regal jewelry, they symbolize immortal love
Pendant.

. .$23.50. Charm. . .$19.50. Cuff Links. . .$28.50.

Cleopatra Age Jewelry: Ancient Egyptian faience beads from time of
Cleopatra (3rd-1st Cent. B.C.) in muted tones of blue, green, buff, red.
24" Necklace... $15.00. Drop Bead Earrings set in silver. . .$5.75.
Matching Set of Necklace & Earrings. . .$19.75. In jewelry gift boxes.

• All items come post paid, with 2 week money back guarantee and
parchment certificate of authenticity.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD., Dept. N-1E • G48 Ninth Avenue • New York, N. Y. 1003S
Please send me the Items checked:

1. Triloblte: Tie Tack Q $5.95. Cult Links D $9.95. Earrings Q $9.95 Charm D $5 9S.
2. Roman Empire Perfume Flask: Select Flask Q $23.50. Average Flask D $17 50

Mount n $1.
3. Miniature Opium Weight: V2" on walnut base n $5.89. 1" on luclte base n $9.50.
4. Ancient God Coin: Tie Tack Q $5.95. Cult Links D $9.95. Pendant D $8 95

Charm D $7.75. Key Ring Q $9.95.
5. Holyland Oil Lamp D $10.00. With Cross motif Q $23.00.
6. Coin of India: Pendant D $23.50. Charm D $19.50. Cuff Links n $28.50.
7. Cleopatra Age Jewelry: Necklace D $15.50. Earrings Q $5.75. Set Q $19.75.
Also please send: D FREE Gift Catalog. D Color Catalog... 50*.

D Information about Folio Series. Enclosed is my check lor $
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C»y State -Zip.



separation of 1.52 seconds of arc.

Dawes's Limit is possible only when

the two stars involved are nearly equal

in brightness and when observing con-

ditions are ideal. I have never been

able to reach Dawes's Limit in the

northeastern part of the United States.

Don't expect perfection here and you

will not be disappointed.

An eyepiece slides snugly into the

telescope's drairtube until it is stopped

by the wide flange that holds the opti-

cal system of the eyepiece. Focusing is

usually accomplished by one and some-

times two knurled knobs that move

the drawtube, and the eyepiece it con-

tains, in or out until the image is clear

and sharp. Stars should show as clean

points of light when the focus is cor-

rect, with possibly a faint ring of light

around the sharp image of the star.

This diffraction ring is not always pres-

ent, but it is normal when seen.

Objects larger in apparent dimension

than stars—clusters, nebulae, and the

like—should show some detail. The

moon is probably the best object on

which to start observing and to prac-

tice the technique of pointing, follow-

ing, and focusing. The moon is easy to

find and easy to follow as it moves

across the field, and it is easy to deter-

mine when the various features-

craters, mountains, dark maria, and so

on—are clear and distinct. Incidentally,

the worst time to observe the moon is

when it is at full phase. Then the sun

is directly above the surface of the

moon that is presented to the earth, and

there are no shadows. The surface ap-

pears flat: about the only lunar features

that show best when the moon is full

are the rays that extend outward in

all directions from some of the larger

craters. The full moon also feeds an

abundance of light into the telescope,

and this may ruin your eye adaptation

to the dark. If you wish to observe the

full moon, it is well to reduce the size

of the telescope's aperture to admit

less light. Make a cardboard cap that

will fit over the outer end of the tele-

scope tube. In the center of this cap,

cut a circular hole about half the

diameter of the objective. Another dis-

advantage of the full moon is that its

light drowns out all but the brightest

stars. When the moon is full, my advice

is to get a good night's sleep.

When you shift from observing the

moon or the planets and pick up stars,

you may have to change the focus

slightly. Here, as with all the mechani-

cal factors of the telescope, practice

makes perfect. Don't be disappointed

or frustrated if you have minor diffi-

culties at first. Practice focusing until

you can almost automatically find the

position that will give you the sharpest

image with each of your eyepieces, and

remember that the lower the power of
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James S. Pickering, Astronomer Emer-

itus and a lecturer at the American
Museum-Hayden Planetarium, is the

author of "1001 Questions Answered

About Astronomy" and "Asterisks."

your eyepiece, the longer the focus will

be—you'll have to rack out for low and

rack in for high.

Location of the Telescope

The whole purpose of our project

is to see the sky, so it is logical to select

a location for the telescope from which

as much of the sky is visible as possible.

Your backyard may be ringed with

trees, and the houses of your neighbors

may loom on all sides, but do the best

you can. If possible, put your telescope

on any naturally elevated location, with

as little obstruction in the form of trees,

buildings, and so on as you can find.

At some time during the year, the full

round of the sky will be visible over-

head from your latitude, and the nearer

an object is to the zenith—the point

directly overhead—the brighter it will

appear. Remember, when you are look-

ing at a star near your horizon, you are

looking horizontally through many
miles of the densest layer of the earth's

atmosphere, loaded with water vapor

and dust particles. When you look

straight up, you are looking through

the atmosphere in the most direct man-

ner and there is less interference with

the brightness of objects.

Choose as dark a place for your tele-

scope as possible. Ideally, you should

be at least 50 miles from any consider-

able city or town. Industrial haze and

the glow that city lights cast into the

sky make observing near large centers

of population frustrating, if not futile.

If you live in the suburbs, make the

best of it, and unless you are so un-

fortunate as to have a city both east

and west of you, you wU have one

dark and one bright side to your sky.

Time, again, will move the stars into

the best possible position.

Avoid as much extraneous light—

from house windows, street lamps, and

the like—as you can. Try to find shelter

from a street or highway, for the head-

lights of passing automobiles can cause

annoying distractions.

You will need some sort of table on

which to put your eyepieces, star

charts, notebooks, and other auxiliary

equipment. Provide yourself with a

flashlight that has a red filter. Red

light interferes less with eye accommo-

dation than does white light. It takes

from 15 to 20 minutes for your eyes to

adapt to the darkness after you have

been in a normally lighted room.

In the winter, if you keep your tele-

scope in a heated room, it will take

about half an hour for the lens

mirror to settle down after be

brought into the cold of out-of-do

Set up your telescope before sup

and leave it out with, of course, the

jective protected. Then, when you

ready to observe, the lens or mii

will have gone though its contract

and all will be well. If you try to

your telescope during its metan
phosis. the star images will look

excited spiders.

You will occasionally have fine, e

nights with a spanking breeze blow

Wind will cause vibration that is

the least, annoying, and some sor

windbreak will offer shelter from

breezes and from this vibration. Tl

is an axiom that the best telesc

mounting is a battleship gun tui

Actually, all the great telescopes

housed inside domes that are ch

except for the slit at the top thro

which the sky may be seen. Tl

domes are not heated; a telescope n

always be at the same temperaturi

the outside air. It is not possible

use a telescope from inside a he;

house with the telescope tube sticl

out of a window. In this case, the w;

air of the house passing up the t

of a refractor or through the tub

a reflector will create air currents

produce the same effect you might

if you sighted across the top of a cl

ney. The images of the stars will

shattered beyond recognition.

Star Charts

The best way to learn the star

to go out some night with some

who has been through the mill,

let him take you, literally, by

back of the neck and point you at

constellations. Failing that, I sug

the simple planisphere, which car

bought for about a dollar. This

circular map of the sky that si

only the more prominent stars bee

of its small size. The edge of this ci

lar section is marked with the da)

the year. Fastened at its center

frame, this piece can be rotated,

frame, usually square, covers all

an elliptical section of the circ

piece, revealing the stars for a spt

date. The square is marked with h

so that when the circular sectio

turned to the date and time des

the stars seen at that time are reve

through the opening.

Here, we depart radically fron

convention of terrestrial maps, w
are drawn with the north at the

south at the bottom, east to the r

and west to the left. Such maps ai

oriented because we are looking

at the earth—we are on the out

looking in. With star charts, we
looking up. We are inside an im,

ary sphere, looking out at it



mcy and John Seletti aren't trying to save the worl
;t a little piece of it.

I
About a mile outside the Ko-
1 village of Ku Am there are a

:
dozen young, still-tender mul-
y trees growing on a small hill,

iieday these trees and their suc-

int leaves will be the heart of a

village industry— a silk raising

1. That day is still many months
ibut it doesn't stop the village

[ from making daily inspection

s up the steep hill, just in case.

in case something miraculous
happened since yesterday. After

It wouldn't be the first miracle

appen in Ku Am. Everyone in

nllage knows the story of Chang
c, the daughter of the widow.
iPen years ago Chang Sook's

ices of survival were as slim as

vas. Her father had disappeared

ing the family's flight from
ih Korea. Her mother, a seam-
s, worked a backbreaking day
most of the evening to earn
a month. Barely enough to keep
i from starving.

But today that's all changed be-
i an American couple named
;ti are sharing a little of their ^

fortune with a girl to whom a
! means everything. Nancy,
and five-year-old Alexandra

ti areNew Yorkers.They're not
:ously wealthy as the villagers

a Am believe. But, they're not
either. Comfortable probably
ribes them best. They have
^thing they really need, but
them ten minutes and they'll

up with ten things they want
M 5 a month would buy. Luck-
.ey thought of Chang Sook first,

'hrough Save the Children
ration, the Seletti's $15 a
h is doing a remarkable num-
f things. First, Chang Sook's
diate needs and future school-
e being taken care of. The fam-
getting help, too: Enough to
e Chang Sook's mother to start
ill knit shop.
ind with all this, there is still

money left over. This money,
her with money from other
ors, was borrowed by the vil-

o start its precious mulberry
Someday silk raising will
a permanent increase in the
3's income—and permanently

i^^%>

»

end the need for charity. That's
what Save the Children Federation
is all about. Although contributions
are tax-deductible, it is not a charity.

The aim is not merely to buy one
child a warm coat, a new pair of

shoes and a six month supply of vita-

min pills. Instead, your contribution
is used to give the child, the family
and the village a little boost that
may be all they need to start help-
ing themselves.

Sponsors aredesperatelyneeded
for children in Korea, Viet-
nam, Latin America, Africa
and Greece. You can select

the child's nationality. You
will receive a photo of the
child, regular reports on his

progress and, if you wish, a
chance to correspond.

Chang Sook writes to the
Selettis. She also sends small
homemade gifts to Alexandra.
And she tells them of her
dreams of becoming a nurse.

She'll probably make it. If she

does, the Seletti's investment in one
girl will be repaid a thousand-fold

The Selettis know they can't

save the whole world for $15 a

month. Just a small corner of it. Bui
maybe that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough people
like the Selettis. How about you?

National Sponsors (partial list)
j

FaithBaldwin, JamesBryant Cnnant,
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,
Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,

\

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT06852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLYTO HELP A CHILD
a KOREA D GREECE D VIETNAM D LATIN AMERICA D AFRICA
DWHERETHE NEED IS GREATEST.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
D $15 MONTHLY D $45 QUARTERLY
D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY n $180 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD. ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE- ZIP-

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



4-WAY "HUMMER" FEEDER
Hummingbirds, those jewel-like rascals, love to

play and sip 4-at-a-time at the one and only

"Hummy-Bird Bar"® (See actual photo). Other

birds or bees can't reach the sugar-water. Drip-

less, rustless, so easy to clean! The heart-

warming gift for yourself, family, friends (and

Hummingbirds!) for all occasions. Money back

guarantee. Full instructions. .$2.95 plus 24<' post-

age. In Calif, add 12.(t tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N Apperson

St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042 (Makers of

the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-loving

Orioles!)

Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, skis, and camping

equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2067J SPORTS BUILDING

TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

ADVENTURE

POSTPAID

SAVE

ESCAPE FROM

THE ORDINARY

THROUGH 80 PAGES

OF EXCLUSIVE

EXCITING SPORTS

CLOTHING AND EOUIP-

MENT FOR ACTIVE

OUTDOOR MEN AND

WOMEN! JUST OUT!

, SEE HOW YOU CAN

SAVE UP TO ONE-

THIRD ON DISTINCTIVE

IMPORTS AVAILABLE

EXCLUSIVELY THROUGH

NORM THOMPSON.

MOST EXTRAORDINARY

CATALOG OF ITS

KIND ANYWHERE!

ON D/RECT
IMPORTS FROM

BR/TA/N
^t^i

NORM THOMPSON
1805 N.W. Ttiurman • Portlanil, Ore. 97209, Oept.36

surface. North is still at the top and

south at the bottom of star charts, but

east is to the left and west to the right

and you must stand facing south to use

most charts. Those in "Sky Reporter'"

are to be "rolled around" the horizon.

As the stars are moved from rising to

setting by the rotation of the earth,

they come in from your left and move

across the sky to set on your right when

you are facing south. The planisphere

is built to show this motion. Hold the

planisphere up before you as you face

south, and if it is properly set as to

date and time, you should be able to

recognize the constellations and the

arrangement of the brighter stars.

There are many excellent star charts

for more detailed work. Our criterion

will be that of ease in handling them.

It is hardly possible, for example, to

take into the backyard large, table-

sized charts such as Antonin Becvar"s

Skalnate Pleso Atlas of the Heavens.

This magnificent set of 16 charts, 2iy2

by 151/2 inches, is, however, invaluable

for reference and shows objects as

faint as magnitude 7.5.

Less-detailed but more manageable

is Norton's Star Atlas and Telescopic

Handbook. This book is 81/2 by 11

inches and has good charts of the en-

tire sky. Stars to the 6th magnitude are

shown, together with even fainter clus-

ters, nebulae, and galaxies that may be

picked up by your backyard telescope.

Norton's is also a good, working hand-

book of astronomy, with lists of double

stars, clusters, nebulae, and galaxies,

as well as essential tables and sug-

gestions for observing.

Terrestrial maps are marked w:;

lines of positions, the co-ordinates

latitude and longitude, which are usi

for measuring distances and locatii

objects on the surface of the ear

Latitude is measured north or south

the Equator and longitude east or wt

of the prime meridian, which n
through Greenwich, England. S'

charts are similarly arranged. Declii

tion, which takes care of north a

south measurements, is calculated fr

the celestial equator, which lies ab(

the terrestrial Equator. Divided ill

degrees, minutes, and seconds of ^

which are divisions of the circumj

ence of a circle, declination re;

from zero, at the celestial equator.

90 degrees at either the north or sd

celestial poles, which are above

terrestrial poles. South declinatioi

minus and north is plus.

East and west direction is calculai

from an arbitrarily selected point

the star sphere. This point is the s

position about March 21, when it

pears to cross the celestial equator

its way north for the summer. Thi

where the path of the sun around

earth through the year-a path ca

the ecliptic—crosses the celestial ec

tor. East and west distances are ca

lated from this point, which is the

nal equinox. The east-west dimeni

is called right ascension. Right as^

sion is divided into hours, minutes,

seconds of time. Right ascension

declination, then, are the co-ordin

that correspond roughly to terresi

latitude and longitude and are th

ordinates given in our list of objf

WINTER OBJECTS FOR SMALL TELESCOPES

is a list of objects that may be found in December and January.

M-38
M-37
M-36
Theta

M-45
Hyades
M-1
Aldebaran

M-42
M-43
Rigel

Theta
Sigma

Zeta
Lambda
lota

M-35
Castor

Lambda

M-41
Nu
Epsilon

25m
50m
32m
56m

45m
18m
32m
33m

5h 33m
5h 33m
5h 12m

33m
36m

Type of Object Remarks

In the constellation of Auriga

-f35.8° Open cluster Definite cross-shape.

+32.5° Open cluster Loose and widespread.

-1-34.0° Open cluster Similar to M-27.

-1-32.6° Double star Mags. 2.7, 7.2. Sep. 3".

In the constellation of Taurus

-1-24.0' Open cluster The Pleiades.

4-15.5° Open cluster Around Aldebaran.

4-22.0° Planetary neb. Faint. Debris of supernova.

-1-16.4° Double star Mags. 1 and 11. Difficult.

In the constellation of Orion

5h

38m
32m
33m

- 5.4°
- 5.0°
- 8.2°
- 5.4°

- 2.0°

- 2.0°
-1- 9.9°
- 5.4°

Diffuse nebula

Diffuse nebula

Double star

Quadruple star

Quadruple star

Double star

Double star

Double star

Great Nebula in Orion.

Lower part of Great Nebul

Mags. 1 and 8. Difficult.

Inside Great Nebula.

Striking group. Mags. 4, 7,

7.5, 10.

Mags. 2 and 5. Sep. 3".

Mags. 4 and 6. Sep. 4".

Mags. 3.2 and 7.3. Sep. 1!

In the constellation of Gemini

6h 07m 4-24.4° Open cluster Stars in streams.

7h 15m 4-32.0° Double star Mags. 2.7 and 3.7. Sep. 5"

7h 15m +16.6° Double star Mags. 3.2 and 10.5. Sep. 1(

In the constellation of Canis Major

6h 45m —20.7° Open cluster Below Sirius.

6h 34m -18.6° Double star Mags. 6 and 8. Sep. 17".

6h 56m -28.9° Double star Mags. 1.6 and 8. Sep. 8".
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bu are invited to receive

"^the spectacular art volume

The Age of Baroque

]y$2
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price^i

with your trial subscription to McGraw-Hill's hew
rnatieng) artprograjqi, Landmarks of theWprld's Art

VERTISEMENT IN THIS ISSUE



Among forthcoming volumes in

Landmarks of the World's Art
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Last Quarter January 3, 9:19 a.m., EST
New Moon January 10, 1:06 p.m., EST SC
First Quarter January 18, 2:41 p.m., EST
Full Moon January 26, 1:40 a.m., EST

January 2: The earth is at perihelion, at a distance of
91,396,000 miles from the sun.

January 2-3: Mars is near the last-quarter moon in the
morning sky, to the left and below the moon on the 2nd,
and to the right and above on the 3rd.

January 3: The Quadrantid meteor shower, a brief one
producing 40 meteors per hour, reaches maximum, but the

i last-quarter moon will brighten the after-midnight sky.
January 11: If the western sky is exceptionally clear

tonight, it may be possible to see the 30-hour-old crescent
I moon, with bright Venus nearby.

January 15: Saturn is the bright planet above the north
'cusp of the crescent moon. Conjunction of the moon and
Saturn is at 6:00 p.m., EST.

January 17: Mercury is at superior conjunction, moving
into the evening sky.

January 18: Mars and Spica are close in the sky this
(morning, both rising in the east as dawn approaches. On
subsequent mornings. Mars will move to the left of Spica,
until March 8, when the planet becomes stationary. It

^' TIMETABLE
January 1 10:30 p.m.

January 15 9:30 p.m.

January 31 8:30 p.m.

(Local Mean Time)

then begins to retrograde, approach Spica again, and pass
to the right of the star on April 23. After moving to the
west (right) for a time, Mars will again become stationary
on May 27, resume direct motion, and pass Spica for the
third time this year on July 3.

January 20: Jupiter is at opposition, exactly opposite the
sun in our sky, rising in the east at sunset, highest about
midnight, setting in the west at dawn.

January 24-25: The bright object you will see within the
glare of the high, brilliant, nearly full moon on these nights
is Jupiter.

January 30-31: The moon passes close to Mars in the
morning sky for the second time this month. An occulta-
tion, visible in the Antarctic, occurs at 4:00 p.m., EST, when
the moon and Mars are in conjunction.

All Month: The evening sky Includes Saturn—toward the
southwest at dusk; Venus—low in the west and seen with
difficulty; and Jupiter—rising in the east. Jupiter may also
be seen in the west before dawn, together with Mars-
higher and toward the south. Mercury is not visible.



a\r photogravVv^

An extraordinary book

showing nature and man

in a new perspective

THE USES OF Air

Photography
Edited by

J.K.S. ST JOSEPH
Cambridge University

In authoritative text and 84 re-

markable photographs, this pio-

neering work describes the wide
scope of air photography—today
and tomorrow. Each chapter is

by a specialist who shows how
aerial survey can be applied to

speciiic problems in such fields

ARCHAEOLOGY

CONSERVATION

ECOLOGY

GEOGRAPHY

GEOLOGY

HISTORY

TOWN PLANNING

ZOOLOGY

The techniques and special

equipment required by air pho-

tography are brilliantly ex-

plained by British and American
experts. The photographs were
provided by the Committee for

Aerial Photography, Cambridge
University.

"Impressive, a fine volume . . .

Twelve qualified contributors . .

.

The uses to which aerial pho-
tography can be put are shown
to be surprisingly varied . . . The
84 large halftone reproductions

have an exceptional clarity."

— Times Literary Supplement

Examine The Uses of Photog-
raphy — a handsome, oversized

volume, WA" x 9%" — at your
bookstore or use the coupon.

THE JOHN DAY COMPANY
Sales Office: 200 Madison Ave.
New Yorli, N.Y. 10016

BOOKS IN REVIEW

The Uses of Air Photography, St Joseph,

at ?15.00 per copy.

My n check money order is enclosed.

New York residents, pie

The excavation at Nimrud
by Cyrus H. Gordon

Nimrud and Its Remains, by M. E. L.

Mallowan. Vol. I and II. Dodd, Mead
and Co., $60.00; 680 pp., illas.

THERE are many archeological excava-

tions in progress, and countless

archeological reports are being pub-

lished. However, few excavations have

yielded the rich harvest of finds that

Professor Mallowan has unearthed at

Nimrud, and few reports are as thor-

ough, interesting, and handsome.

As one reads this book he comes

across translations of texts discovered

at Nimrud in which the Assyrian kings

who ruled there call themselves "King

of the Universe." This title is fraught

with meaning because the monarchs of

Assyria not only claimed but imple-

mented to a considerable extent the doc-

trine that the pantheon headed by Ashur

had destined them to rule the world.

Shalmaneser III, Tiglath-pileser III, and

other kings conquered far and wide into

Iran, Anatolia, Syria, and Palestine.

Under the Sargonids, Egypt was incor-

porated into the Assyrian Empire dur-

ing the reigns of Esar-Haddon and

Assur-bani-pal. Accordingly, the capi-

tals of Assyria (Assur, Nineveh, Nim-

rud, and Dur Sharrukin) were not

merely national capitals; they were

capitals of a world empire. In all of

Europe and America there is only one

famous city that can make such a claim:

Rome. In Assyria there are four, and

Nimrud is one of them. In the finds

described in Mallowan's account there

are texts that refer to widespread con-

quests, and some of the handsomest

works of art were trophies of war

brought to the capital from afar by con-

quering monarchs.

In the mid-nineteenth century there

were pioneers, like Austen Henry Lay-

ard, who first excavated quantities of

ancient treasure from the capitals of

Assyria and inaugurated the age of

archeological discovery in Mesopotamia.

Layard's Nineveh and Its Remains (2

vol., London, 1848-49) is a model of im-

portant subject matter fascinatingly de-

scribed. Excavation has meanwhile be-

come a highly specialized discipline, and

archeologists are no longer pioneers like

Layard, but instead are meticulous

academicians. As a result, the general,

discriminating reader is not likely to

pick up an archeological report and read

it for pleasure (nor even in the hope of

much edification). Emulating Layard,

Mallowan has consciously sought to re-

capture the spirit of the local environ|

ment as well as describe the materia

interestingly. The very title Nimrud am
Its Remains is patterned after Nineve,

and Its Remains.

One of the most attractive forms o

ancient Near East art is the Phoenicia:

ivory. These carved ivories were highl

prized, and they have been found a'

many sites. They were often used tj

adorn beds, chairs, tables, boxes, an

trays ; many were carried off as trophie

to Nimrud from western centers sue

as Carchemish, Hama, Damascus, Tyr(

and Samaria. Mallowan's excavatio

has yielded by far the greatest know
collection of these ivories; among my
iads of fragments are hundreds of large

pieces. Here we have quality as well <

quantity. A head carved out of an eli

phant tusk has been nicknamed "Moi

Lisa"; it is the outstanding masterpie^

of Phoenician ivories. Just as "Tl

Lady of Elche" (see cover. Nature

History, January, 1966) is the superi(

sculpture of the western Phoenician

this "Mona Lisa" is the finest sculptui

bequeathed by the eastern Phoenician!

The color plates and the black-ani

white photographs of these ivories aloi

are worth the price of the book.

The first volume deals with the ma:

mound of Calah (as Nimrud is called

Genesis 10:11; the Assyrians called

Kalkhu) : palaces, temples, zig

private houses, treasure-laden wells, a

individual finds. The second volume

scribes the construction and contents

Fort Shalmaneser, built a short distam

from the great mound. An importaJ

collection of ivories was also found

the Fort. Fort Shalmaneser was i

ordinary building. Covering eightei

acres it served as a fortress, arsen;

and palace. To become and remain

world empire, Assyria had to conce,

trate on militarism; this is why tl

government and the army were ine

tricably intertwined at Nimrud.

The author has provided the profe

sional archeologist with a precise repc

that will stand as a permanent reco

and, at the same time, has given t

reading public a lively narrative. F

example, the hinged and folding ivo

boards with waxed, sunken surfaces

the inside for writing are interesting

themselves. Few people have been awa

of cuneiform written on any permaneni

soft material. (Clay tablets were

scribed when wet and soft, but on

they dried no more cuneiform could
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A Special Winter Offer
for Readers of

Natural History

DOUBLEDAY
NATURE
GUIDES

You are invited to use any or all of these world-famous field guides

for two full weeks ... to judge for yourself - without cost or obli-

gation — whether or not these invaluable, portable [Wz" x JVz")
handbooks can increase your enjoyment of nature hobbies. One
million DOUBLEDAY NATURE GUIDES have been sold; now, for the

first time, all of these remarkable books are offered for a special

free field trial. The secret of the series' popularity is simple. Each

sturdy, hardcover DOUBLEDAY NATURE GUIDE is written in non-

technical language by an expert in the field, and illustrated with

beautiful, scrupulously accurate drawings. The popular Audubon
Bird Guides, for example, give you nearly 1500 illustrations cover-

ing 700 species — the vast majority in full color! For fisherman or

birdwatcher, professional naturalist or layman, DOUBLEDAY NATURE
GUIDES are among the most comprehensive handbooks available —
at practical, budget-minded low prices. Choose the ones you'll want
to take on your next field trip, and send the no-risk coupon today.

1) WILD FLOWER GUIDE
by Edgar T. Wherry, Ph.D.

Illustrated by Tabea Hofmann
TechnicaMy accurate, yet easy to use and follow - a handbook
to all wild flowers of tfie Nortfieastern and Midland United
States. With common and scientific names, range, habitat, and
cultivation data for over 500 species (192 illustrated in full
color and 236 in black and white). $4 95

2) THE INSECT GUIDE
by Ralph B. Swain, Ph D.

Illustrated by Su Zan N. Swam
his lavishly illustrated handbook tells how to recognize major
isect families; how to distinguish between adult and immature
pecimens; how to find, capture, observe, and preserve differ
nt kinds of insects. With background data, and 454 illustra

'ons (330 in full color) of 251 insect species in the U. S. and
anada. $4 95

3) NORTH AMERICAN GAME FISHES
by Francesca La Monte
IHustrated by Janet Roemhild

An original, non-technical guide to both fresh and salt water
game fishes, with 153 accurate illustrations of every fish - 81
ir> full color. Includes complete data on nomenclature, geog-
raphy, size, color, living habits; I.G.F.A. Rod and Reel charts
of record catches; and special "identification-at-a-glance
chart" for anglers. $5.95

AUDUBON BIRD GUIDES
by Richard H. Pough
Illustrated In full color by Don Eckelberry,

with black-and-white text figures.
With these guides - covering every bird seen on the North
American continent - identification is just the beginning of the
pleasure you can get from really knowing about birds. There are
full notes on nesting, song, foods, habits, range, and birds' past
and present status. Never before has so much fascinating infor-
mation about birds been presented in suchconvenient, compact
form.

8) EASTERN LAND BIRDS
With 400 full color illustrations. $4.95

9) EASTERN WATER BIRDS
With 458 illustrations in full color, 138 line drawings. $4.95

10) WESTERN BIRDS
With 340 illustrations in full color, 60 line drawings. $5.50

4) THE MAMMAL GUIDE
by Ralph S. Palmer

Illustrated by the author

Written expressly for the layman, this is the most complete,
fully illustrated guide to the mammals of North America (north
of Mexico) ever published. It deals fully with habitat, range,
reproduction characteristics, behavior patterns, conversation,
and common and scientific nomenclature. The author has drawn
250 full-color figures of 182 species, 37 line drawings and 145
maps. $5.50

5) MARINE GAME FISHES OF THE WORLD
by Francesca La Monte

Illustrated by Janet Roemhild

The first guide of its kind ever written, this book identifies
marine game fishes throughout the world. Whether you are
angling for Sailfish or Striped Pargo, whether fishing off Florida
or in the Persian Gulf, it tells what you need to know about
description, distribution, seasons, and appropriate tackle. With
138 illustrations (80 in full color). $4 95

6) THE FERN GUIDE
by Edgar T. Wherry, Ph.D.

Illustrated by James C. W. Chen
The clearest, most convenient information available on ferns
of the Northeastern and Midland United States and adjacent
Canada. Drawings and photographs show each of 135 different
species, from the most common fern to the rarest clubmoss.
Text includes names, features, range, habitat, and garden
culture. $4.95

7) THE SOUTHERN FERN GUIDE
by Edgar T. Wherry, Ph.D.

Illustrated by James C. W. Chen and C. Y. Chen
Newest volume in the series and the only available, up-to-date
book on ferns of the Southeastern and South-Midland United
States. Following the successful Fern Guide format, this book
capsules data on more than 150 species, each one illustrated,
and includes identification keys, cultivation directions, and
technical and colloquial nomenclature. $4.95

IHFREE EXAMINATION COUPON I ^
To your bookseller or to

DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 7-NH-l Garden City, New York 11531

Please send me the DOUBLEDAY NATURE GUIDES circled below. 1 under-
stand I have 14 days after the books arrive to decide whether or not to
keep them; if I wish I may return them in good condition and owe noth-
ing. Otherwise, I'll be billed for the cost of the books plus shipping
charges.

1) $4.95



Overseas
]\ature Tours
-1967-

For six years we have been organizing group

trips to investigate the natural history' of Europe,

Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose

so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-

priate. Here is the program for 1967.

- EUROPE -
MEDITERRANEAN: Height of spring from Por-

ugal to Turkey, stressing Mediterranean birds

and flowers. April 16; 4 weeks. (See next).

IRON CURTAIN: Little-visited areas of Turkey,

Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland, plus Russia from
Leningrad to the Black Sea. May 13; 4 weeks.

BRITAIN: Nature highhghts of England, Wales
and Scotland at peak of bird nesting season.

May 27; 3 weeks.
. , , t-

SCANDINAVIA: ThrilUng circuit of the tar

North: Norway's mountains, fjords and islands;

North Cape and the midnight sun; Lapland and
Sweden. Two departures-June 18 & June Z-i;

ICELAND: Arctic wildflowers, nesting birds and
seabird cliffs against a weird background of vol-

canoes, geysers and waterfalls. Two departures-

June 4 & June 25; 2 weeks. Optional e.\cursion

to Greenland after each tour.

- AFRICA -
SOUTH AFRICA: Southwest Africa, Kalahari

Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Kruger Park. July
22- 3 weeks. Connects with next.

EAST AFRICA: Rich bird & mammal regions

of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Aug. 12; 3 weeks.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLUMBIA: Intensive bird observation in the

world's top bird country. July 15; 3 weeks.
PERU-ECUADOR: Birds of the upper Amazon

and Andes, incluring Machu Picchu & Bolivia.

Aug. 5; 3 weeks, plus optional Galapagos trip.

- AUSTRALASIA -
The following 4 trips connect in sequence, re-

peating the highly successful South Pacific ven-

ture of 1965. Expert local bird leadership.

BIRDS OF MELANESIA: Fiji, New Caledonia,

New Hebrides, Solomon Islands and 2 weeks in

New Guinea. Sept. 9; 4 weeks.
AUSTRALIA WEST & NORTH: Perth to Darwin

and Ahce Springs. Oct. 7; 3 weeks.
AUSTRALIA EAST & SOUTH: Barrier Reef,

Queensland, southern Australia and Tasmania.
Oct. 28; 3 weeks.
NEW ZEALAND: South with the spring from

Auckland to Stewart Island, including Mt. Cook
and Milford Sound. Nov. 18; 3 weeks, plus op-

tional 2-week botany trip up west coast.

- NORTH AMERICA -
TEXAS-MEXICO: Bird highlights of Texas coast

and N.E. Me.iico. Mar. 26 (Easter); 2 weeks.
ARIZONA: Richest part of U.S. for rare bird

species, desert flora. May 13; 2 weeks.
The following 4 tours constitute a connected

series visiting nature highhghts of the Pacific

Coast from Slexico to Alaska, emphasizing Na-
tional Parks, Forests & Wildlife Refuges. 2 wks.

SIERRAS, San Diego to San Francisco; June 10.

CASCADES & COAST RANGE, San Francisco to

Vancouver; June 24. One-week interval for In-

side Passage cruise. ALASKA, including Glacier

Bay, Katmai and Mt. McKinley; July 15. ALASKA
OUTPOSTS, the Arctic Coast east of Barrow, the

Pribilofs and two spots in the Aleutians; July 29.

- COMING LATER -
ASIA: (1) India & Nepal; (2) Thailand &

Malavsia; (3) Philippines; winter 1968-69. Also

(4) japan, May 1968. Three weeks each.

AFRICA: (1) No. Africa, Atlas Mtns.; (2)
West Africa, Senegal to Angola; (3) Central

Africa & Madagascar; (4) Ethiopia North. In

1968 and 1969; 3 weeks each. Also see above.

SOUTH AMERICA: (1) Chile & Tierra del

Fuego; (2) Argentina; (3) Brazil; (4) Vene-
zuela, Trinidad & Guianas. Also repeat 1967
tours.
MIDDLE AMERICA: Six routes in Mexico, in-

cluding Yucatan, two in Central America, two in

West Indies. Two weeks each; details on request.
NORTH AMERICA: ( 1 ) Florida; ( 2 ) Newfound-

land & Labrador; (3) Great Basin; (4) Rocky
Mtns.; two weeks each. And in 1969 a retracing

of the Peterson-Fisher "Wild America" route
from New England to Mexico to Alaska, in 4
3-wk. segments.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert

leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

written on them.) The writing boards

found at Nimrud were made for an

astrological text of omens to be set up

in the palace of Sargon at Dur Shar-

rukin. Mallowan's discussion of the

waxed writing boards is not only tech-

nically satisfying; it is also an engag-

ing comparative study of wax tablets

throughout history and literature. More-

over, the story forms part of an unfor-

gettable account of how treasures are

extracted from ancient wells.

There is a lot of cultural and politi-

cal history in Nimrud and Its Remains.

A background in that history will cer-

tainly make this work more meaningful.

However, the book will open so many
vistas for the curious, although un-

initiated, reader that it is a good place

to begin the study of Mesopotamian

and Near Eastern archeology. Too many
books on this subject are written by

popularizers with few, if any, profes-

sional qualifications. Here is an authori-

tative but readable book by a master

of the craft.

It was as neighboring archeologists in

Assyria that Mallowan and this reviewer

became acquainted. Accordingly, it is a

pleasure to review the crowning achieve-

ment of M. E. L. Mallowan's distin-

guished career so far: a career that I

have followed from its early promise to

mature fulfillment.

Cyrus H. Gordon is Chairman of the

Department of Mediterranean Studies,

Brandeis University, and a specialist on

the origins of Western civilization.

Ancient India, by D. D. Kosambi. Pan-

theon Books, $6.95; 243 pp., illus.

No matter what approach an author

takes in describing ancient Indian

history and culture, whether philosophi-

cal, political, culinary, environmental, or

archeological. the end result is almost

invariably encltanting. The teeming

world of India's past has so many facets

and is colored with so many prime hues

that authors would appear to have their

initiative taken away, as the subject it-

self, motivated by some incredible ener-

gizing mystique, takes over and writes its

own account. This is almost an axiom of

Indian historiography, and the present

author is a fine example of its verity.

The book is divided into seven basic

parts: a review of the problems of writ-

ing Indian history and a definition of In-

dia; three sections on the rise to civiliza-

tion out of a prehistoric background;

and three engrossing sections on the me-

dieval India that arose out of the Vedic

period and closed with the Islamic con-

quests. In the latter sections, much is

written about the cultural background

out of which arose Jainism, Buddhism,

w

Khmer Sculpture and the Angko
Civilization, by Madeleine Gitea

Harry N. Abrams, Inc., $25.00; 301 pi

illus.

SINCE the chance discovery in 1860 i*

the amazing ruins of Angkor, nume!

ous publications by French archeol

gists have made increasingly familiar t'

monuments of the ancient Khmer civi

zation that flourished in the jungles

Cambodia from about the seventh to t^
,,

fourteenth century. The majority of t]
j

publications dealing with Khmer aj
^

have concentrated on the enormous ecj

fices of the temple complexes, convii^

ing symbols of the power of the Khm
empire and its god-kings. The prese

lavishly illustrated volume—24 plates

color and more than 100 in black ai

white—attempts a closer view of t!

stylistic development of Khmer scul

ture through some sensitive, though c

casionally oversimplified, analyses of i

dividual masterpieces. The auth(

Madeleine Giteau, has excellent crede

tials for writing a popular survey of tl

kind; she has lived in Cambodia f

eighteen years and has served as Cc

servator of the National Museum
Phnom Penh. Unfortunately, althou.

the plates are magnificent, the text fa

short of expectations, providing neitli

a connected introduction to the subjf

nor an adequate commentary on the

lustrations. Furthermore, many imp

tant sculptures discussed in the text i

not illustrated at all, and among the

that are, too frequently only a sm
detail is given.

The organization of the text is logic

enough. The sculptures are arrang

into three sections according to ma
rial: stone, bronze, and wood. Howev

neither bronze nor wood sculptures s

vive in sufficient numbers to warrant c

cussion in a separate context and 1

seventeenth-century wood pieces that

;

illustrated are unenthralling as well

late. Mile. Giteau's poetic attempts

evoking the "subtle, gay and measure

mood of the sculptures occasionally £

fer in translation from the origi
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'rench. The text is concerned primarily

ith an appreciation of the style of the

ulptures, and the few attempts to re-

ite them to the broader context of

hmer "civilization" seem an after-

lought and do not come off. The eight

)ldout tables of "Comparative Chronol-

y" appear pretentious since the text

so general and largely unhistorical.

hough seemingly intended to illumi-

ate aspects of Khmer civilization, the

ipplementary Catalogue of 135 illustra-

ons (arranged under such baffling

adings as "Life in the Palace," "Wom-
s Skirts," and "Emotion") is of

abious value.

When weighed in the balance, the

3ok—despite its substantial appearance

is found wanting; its price is too steep,

en for such beautiful illustrations.

Wayne E. Begley
University of Iowa

Irimate Behavior, edited by Irven

leVore. Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

ic, $10.00; 654 pp., illus.

"^RY as hard as we may to view research

. on apes and monkeys with objectiv-

/, we tend to apply our human behav-

ral criteria to these closest phylogen-

ic relatives of man. That is why the

aightforward descriptions in Primate

havior are particularly welcome. The
ok provides a useful, up-to-date refer-

ee source on a number of species of

n-human primates and gives us the

portunity to examine group behavior

d individual interactions within sev-

il societies of apes and monkeys under

Itural conditions.

The obvious scientific value of field

idies has been apparent for a consider-

le time, but only since the 1950's have

ncerted efforts been made to fill the

;d. Investigators have literally taken to

; woods and have set up housekeeping

der frequently arduous conditions in

! midst of gorilla, chimpanzee, rhesus

'nkey, and baboon societies. They have
mt months observing, measuring, and
wording. Some grew to know their ani-

ls fairly intimately. For example, this

:rom Jane GoodalPs chapter on chira-

izees: "Sneezing was heard on four

larate occasions and three individuals

re heard coughing . . . one male suf-

ed for at least two weeks from what
jeared to be a cold. His nose was con-

aally running, he wheezed, coughed
average of twice per day for one

3k. . .

."

^rimate Behavior is the result of a

thesis that took place at the Center

Advanced Study in the Behavioral

ences, in Stanford, California, where,

nine months, the twenty-two authors

luated, re-evaluated, examined, and
lyzed the data that had resulted from

jir many hours of study and observa-

I in the field. They agreed on the

nat to be used so that, although many

This is the new Nlikkormat FT
35mm singie-lens reflex with thru-the-lens meter system

Developed by Nikon, built by Nikon, and designed by Nikon for use with Nikon lenses.

The only other camera that can claim as much is the Nikon itself.

Need better references? See your Nikon dealer, or write.

Nikon inc., Garden City, N. Y. 1 1533, Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Montreal, P.Q.) Under $270 with 50mm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens.

THE GREAT

NATURE TOUR
OF THE WORLD

The World oi Birds 1967

July 10th to August 25tii, 1967

Leaders: JOHN BULL, American Museum of Natural

History, New York

EDGAR M. REILLY, New York State IVIuseum,

Albany, N.Y.

Moscow— Lake Baikal, Siberia— Kashmir— Kheoladeo

Ghana Bird Sanctuary-Shivpuri National Park-Agra,

Delhi, Madras, Calcutta-Ceylon with Gal Oya Valley,

Ruhuna National Park and Kumuna Lagoon Bird Sanc-

tuary-Thailand with National Park of Khao Yai and

Bangkok-Hongkong-Japan with the National Park

of Matsushima and the Island of Kinkazan in the

Tohoku-Niihama Bird Sanctuary -Nikko National

Park-Fuji Hakone National Park-Kyoto and Tokyo.

Cooperation of National Wildlife Societies in all

countries, local ornithological leadership everywhere.

Cost: all inclusive from New York to New York:

US $2,840.00. Oe luxe and first class hotels, all

expenses paid.

For further information please apply to:

JOHN BULL
American Museum of Natural History

Bird Department

79th St. at Central Park West, New York, N.Y. 10024

Organizers: TREASURE TOURS INTERNATIONAL
Inc.—Office of Academic Liaison. 1010 St.
Catherine St. West—Montreal, tlue.—Canada.

^^
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Share me MIS
01 Exploring

outer Space
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-S, 6-inch available

on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4

' Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.

® TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-71, 331 Church St., Hartford 1, Conn.

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address.

City
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/j Sheep
Lined

Slippers

1 «. i^,!..!. „..J Women. A full grain
leather, no-sole moccasin slipper lined
with sheepskin. Ideal for warmth and
comfort. Color, Dark Brown. Ladies'
sizes 4 to 10, whole sizes only. Price
$9.50 postpaid. Men's sizes 6 to 13,
whole sizes only. Price $9.90 postpaid.
Send for Free Catalog.

L. L. Bean, Inc.
385 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

Hunting, Fishing and Camping Specialties

liinen Calendar Towels
A delightful

f e a the red
friends
- Chicadee.
Cardinal, Eve-
ning Grosbeak,
Robin, Bobo-
link, Blue Jay-
hand screened
in lifelike col-

ors. (Also avail-

able - Siamese

Cats). For you
or as a gift.

17"x3:". Com-
plete with hang-
er, $1.25 ppd.
Have your towel

personalized
with VIP dates

(birthdays, etc.)

—up to 6—only
Si. addtl.

DOROTHY H. BECKER
Box NH, 1378 E. 8th St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$6.95 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.
Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,
Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal
(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,
Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale,
Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker; Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting.

OTHER IVORY AVAILABLE

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd.

Wilmington, Del. 19803

CRYSTALAIRE
CAMP FOR GIRLS

Michigan dune country. Riding, sailing, creative arts.
Waterfront. Individual program, experienced stall.
Trips and nature stressed. Island outpost. ACA ac-
credited. Al| races and creeds welcome. Catalog.

primates are described in separate chap-

ters, the book has continuity. Each

author, wherever possible, covers basic

ecology, group organization, interrela-

tionships of the group members, gen-

eral and specific behavior, normal food

preferences, living quarters, locomotion,

reproductive cycles, versatility and

adaptability in new situations, and infant

and juvenile development. Locale maps,

photographs of activities, and corrobo-

rating technical data are included. Cer-

tain statistical inadequacies and inaccu-

racies appear among the technical details

and tables scattered among several chap-

ters, but they do not mar or impair the

over-all usefulness of the book, nor do

they interfere with its readability.

The book is divided into three sec-

tions: one on monkeys, one on apes, and

one on the comparative aspects of the

various groups discussed. In each case

highly qualified men present their find-

ings on baboons, rhesus monkeys, bonnet

macaques, langurs, howler monkeys,

lemurs, mountain gorillas, chimpanzees

of the Budongo forest, and chimpanzees

of the Gombe Stream Reserve. Compara-

tive reviews include one on the apes by

George Schaller, whose special area of in-

vestigation was the mountain gorilla. Dr.

Schaller also presents a short chapter on

the methodology of field studies, which is

somewhat surprising. I should think that,

rather than having a set routine to guide

one, the emphasis should be on the need

for great adaptability and flexibility on

the part of the investigator. Each field sit-

uation must call for its special methods.

Lancaster and Lee present data on

comparisons of annual reproductive cy-

cles that, incidentally, had not been

known from laboratory studies of several

groups. Social development among mon-
keys and apes is compared, and various

aspects of communication are discussed.

Other features include a preface cover-

ing classification and phylogenetic rela-

tionships of apes and monkeys, and a

summary of the adaptiveness of the be-

havioral repertoire of the non-human
primates. This last chapter, unfortu-

nately, is wishy-washy and written with-

out conviction.

There are over four-hundred original

research references listed at the end, in

addition to the index. This book will be

consulted often and may serve as the

final arbiter in arguments about what
apes and monkeys do and do not do.

Evelyn Shaw
The American Museum

The Art of Ancient Iran, by Edith

Porada. Crown Publishers, Inc., $6.95;

279 pp., illus.

ANIMALS were often the subject of an-

• cient Iranian art, but decoration

rather than representation was their pur-

pose. Dr. Porada is doubly qualified to

do this "animal art" justice. Besides e?

celling in the analysis of ancient ai

styles, she derives an intimate knowledg

of wildlife from her childhood in th

Austrian Alps, where she still maintair

a second home.

In addition, she brings inform;

tion from contemporary enthnographi

sources to bear on her topic in an a

tempt to establish the meaning of certai

recurrent themes, such as a tree flanke

by ibexes. In the remotest Indo-Irania

speaking corner of central Kashmir, tl

cult of a goddess of childbirth and hun

ing, associated with ibexes and junipi

trees, survives to the present day.

The recurrence of such motifs revea

the underlying continuity of much
Iranian art, and the author cleverly us^

these as threads to guide the readi:

through the wealth of material—fro

royal treasures to peasant pottery.

Scorning the conventional treatme

of Iran as a historical and cultural va

uum into which the splendor of the Pe

sian Empire burst forth without prep

ration. Dr. Porada has condensed tl

well-known Empire periods (Achaem
nid to Sasanian) in the last four cha

ters of the text, followed by exhaustii

notes, bibliography, charts, and inde

In the first eleven chapters she brin

"prehistoric" Iran of the sixth to t;

early first millennium B.C. into foci

and we learn to distinguish a group

interrelated cultures, in close conta

with the neighboring centers of Mesop
tamian civilization, but early manife

ing certain native preferences.

Iranian archeology is in a consta

state of flux, as new excavation repoi

are published or new objects appear

the market. Presenting many recent fin

in this lavishly illustrated volume of ti

"Art of the World" series. Dr. Porai

lets the reader participate in buildi

the latest available clues into a m
picture of early Iranian civilization.

As a result, The Art of Ancient h
is not only an essential reference wo

for the scholar but a joy to the eye a

entertaining reading for the layman.

Maurits Van Lqi

The Oriental Institute, U. of Chico

This list details the photographer, art

or other source of illustrations, by pa

COVER-Napoleon A.

Chagnon
8-9-AMNH
18—Zoological Society
of London

34-AMNH after Philip :

Callahan
35-John C. Moser
36-39-Mount Wilson ai

Palomar Observatories
20-N.Y. Botanical Garden except 38-top, AMNH '

22-23-Napoleon A.

Chagnon
24-top, AMNH after

Chagnon; center, N. A.

Chagnon; bottom, Karl

Weidmann
25-top, N. A. Chagnon;
bottom, K. Weidmann
26-27-N. A. Chagnon
28-29-K. Weidmann ex-

cept 28-bottom, N. A.

Chagnon
30-31-N. A. Chagnon
except 30-top, K.

Weidmann
32-Courtesy of Paul A.

Zahl, National Geographic 58-AMNH
Society 67^AIVINH

41-45-D. L. Dineley ex-

cept diagram and map,'
AMNH
47— Laurence Pringle '

48-Christopher J.

Schuberth
49-AMNH after
Schuberth
50-AMNH Archives
51—Laurence Pringle
52— Palisades Interstat
Park Commission
53-AMNH after
Schuberth
55-Port of N.Y. Authoi
56-57-Robert H. Wrigh
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Jfamilj]

arms
Direct from England

genuinely embla-

:oned from old

ecords filed under

100,000 British & Eu-

opean surnames. In relief

md full colour on immaculate OAK
OCALL SHIELDS for mural decoration.

7" X 6" $ 9.00 14" X 12" ..$25.00

12" X 10" $20.00 22" X 18" $40.00

.ostpaid. Your check is returned if the Arms
annot be traced. School, Ship, Regimental

;hields Trade Marks, etc., similarly repro-

luced. Write Britain direct. Dept. NH.

'ORK INSIGNIA LTD., YORK, ENGLAND

.RROW
CANOE TRIPS

young men, ages 11 to 18. Five trip

)ups placed according to age and ex-

rience. Seven weeks (six weeks Junior

oup). Separate Survival and Ecology

lups. Series of lake, white water, &
n. trips in Maine. Allagash, St. John,

Croix River, Grand Lake-Machias,

tahdin. Base camp located on Grand

ke, Maine.

i^ampcraft training. One week post sea-

work camp. Quaker leadership.

FAMILY CANOE TRIPS
PLANNED AND OUTFITTED

Write: George N. Oarrow
780 Millbrook Lane

Haverford, Penna. 19041

Phone: area code 215 Ml 2-8216

BEECH CLIFF ?^,rs'
*iigh Adventure in heart of
ilAINE'S CANOE COUNTRY.
(tnall groups — Boys ages 14-17.

ase camp Mt. Desert, Maine nr.

ar Harbor. Stimulating & Action-
led trips—lakes, rivers, Allagash,

. John (white water) inc. instruc-

3n in Swim., Survival, Nat. Sci-

ices, Archaeology, photog, 8 wk.
,mp — 6Vi wk. tripping. Exp.
Jadership — 14th Season. Write:
A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd.,

oncord, Mass.

ill to Harlan Publications

Shore Drive, Greenlawn (Long Island)

w York 11740
ave enclosed $ (cash, check or money
er). Please send me the books checked on a
ney back guarantee if not satisfied.

TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND THE WORLD. $1.
BARGAIN PARADISES OF THE WORLD. $1.50.
HOW TO TRAVEL WITHOUT BEING RICH. $1.50.

Special Offer: All three ($4 value for $3.)

AMERICA BY CAR. $2.50.
OFF THE BEATEN PATH. $2.

Special Offer: All five books for $6.

nt name

eet address „

/, State & Zip Code # _

Suggested
Additional Reading
MAN THE DRUG TAKER

Liquor, the Servant of Man. M.
Chafetz. Little Brown & Co., Boston,

1965.

Drugs and the Mind. R. S. de Ropp.
Grove Press, Inc., New York, 1957.

Phantastica: Narcotic and Stimulat-
ing Drugs. L. Lewin. E. P. Dutton &
Co., New York, 1964.

YANOMAMO-
THE FIERCE PEOPLE

People of the Rain-Forests. G. Seitz.

Heinemann, London, 1963.

Red Cloth and Green Forest. A. Vinci.

Hutchinson, London, 1959.

TRAILS OF THE LEAFCUTTERS
Insect Gardeners. N. A. Weber. Nat-

ural History, January, 1962.

FuNcus-CROwiNG Ants. N. A. Weber.
Science, Vol. 153, No. 3736, pages 587-

604, 1966.

Pheromones. E. O. Wilson. Scientific

American, Vol. 208, No. 5, pages 100-

114, 1963.

Ants, Their Structure, Development,
and Behavior. W. M. Wheeler. Co-

lumbia University Press, New York,

1960.

ANCIENT FISHES
OF ESCUMINAC BAY

Evolution of the Vertebrates. E. H.

Colbert. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1955.

The Fossil Book. C. L. Fenton and M.
A. Fenton. Doubleday & Co., Garden
City, 1958.

The Early Evolution of Fishes. A. S.

Romer. The Quarterly Review of Biol-

ogy, Vol. 21, pages 33-69, 1946.

Life of the Past. G. G. Simpson. Yale

University Press, New Haven, 1953.

Time, Life and Man. R. A. Stirton. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1959.

THE HUDSON'S
SIX GEOLOGIES

Genesis of the Gore Mountain Gar-

net Deposit. P. Bartholome. Eco-

nomic Geology, Vol. 55, pages 255-277,

1960.

A Gliding Reptile From the Triassic

of New Jersey. E. H. Colbert. Amer-
ican Museum Novitates, No. 2246,

1966.

Historical Geology. C. 0. Dunbar.

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,

1960.

Adirondack Igneous Rocks and Their
Metamorphism. a. F. Buddington.

Geological Society of America Memoir
7, 1939.

The Upper Devonian Forest of Seed
Ferns in Eastern New York. W.
Goldring. New York State Museum
Bulletin 251, pages 50-72, 1924.

Make this your garden year-round

No hobby matches year-round greenhouse
gardening for leisure, pleasure, whole-
family fun. And L&B has dozen of even
span and lean-to models to make green-
house gardens practical for every home-
site, every budget. Priced from $300 to

.$2000 (window greenhouses from $75),

they're prefab for do-it-yourself assembly;
all aluminum for lifetime enjoyment with-

out upkeep. Write for free 4S->iage Green-
house Gardening Catalog #740.

LORD & BURNHAM
div. Burntiam Corp., Dept. 740, Irvington, N.Y. 10533
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EASY TO DO . .

.

W
no special skills required. W
EASY TO SELL ...

'

because your creations are

different - no two need
be alike!

SELL your creations for 2 to 5 times as much j^ ^S
as you paid for them. Make jewelry in your ^K^ i

This FREE CATALOG contains eventhing ^ ^88
you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the ^ X^/
parts and by adding your spare time helps ^^.^J*^
you create easy saleable jewelry.

I
> /^

Start today . . . don't delay. Send for the ^'^J (^
hobby-crafts biggest and best catalog. Get W ^\Z
your FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG V. IV
now. No obligation - contains over 10,000 li

* &
items . . . loaded with pictures. H^. -^

fflWBmtnT iJ:iJi/wiMJ![.iuii\

GRIEGER'S INC

CATCH THEM
ALIVE

AND UNHURT!
Amazing HAVA-
HARTtrap captures
raiding rats, rabbits,
squirrels, skunks, pigeons, sparrows, etc. Takes
mink, coon without injury. Straying pets, poul-
try released unhurt. Easy to use—open ends give
animal confidence. No jaws or springs to break.
Galvanized; many in use 20 years. Sizes for all

needs. FREE illustrated practical guide with
trapping secrets.

Ipi^-^Y^ Catches more!
.^\\N"^ Easy to use I

HAVAHART
158-J Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562

Please send me FREE new 4S-page guide and

73



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

.^^%

3" Astronomical Telescope

See the stars, moon, phases of Venus,

planets close up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-
fiized and overcoated 3" diameter f/ID pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Equartonal
mount with locks on both axes. Equipped
with 60X eyepiece and mounted Barlow

lens. 3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod.

Included FREE: "STAR CHART"; 272-

page "HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS"

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor

Projects illustrations up to 3" x S'A"—en-
larges them to 35" X 30" if screen is G'/a ft.

from proiector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on il5 volts A.C. cur-
rent

,

" '"
"

inclu( . _. . ...
eluded. Size 12" x 8" x 4'/2" wide. Weight
I lb. 2 ozs. Plastic case. S7.95 ppd. Order
stock No. 70, igSE. Edmund Scientific Co..
Barrington. New Jersey 08007.

Giant Surplus Balloons

"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers
for stcres, terrific for amateur meteorolo-
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation.

Great backyard fun. Exciting beach attrac-

tion. Amateur meteorologists use to meas-
ure cloud heights, wind speed, and temp.
Made of heavy black rubber. Infiate with
vacuum cleaner or auto air hose; or locally

available helium for high rise. 8" diam.
$2.00 Ppd. Order Stock No. 60.568E.
Edmund Scientific Co.. Barrington, N.J.
08007.

New Model Digital Computer
Solve problems, tell fortunes, play gan
with miniature version of giant electroi

brain! Adds, subtracts, multiplies, shif

;

complements, carries, memorizes. Color'
plastic parts easily assembled. 12^' x 3',

X 4%". Incl. step -by-step assembly di,

grams. 32- p. instruction book cover!
operation, computer language (binary sy
tem) programming problems & 15 expei

ments. S5.98 Ppd. Order No. 70,68?
Edmund Scientific Co.. Barringtoi
08007.
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The Only Camera That SolvesM the

Exposure Problems in Nature Photography:

Introducing the Beseler Topcon D-1

TELEPHOTO:
make distant

subjects close

Use a D-1 wit

this Beseler

Topcon 100m
f/2,8

f^
WIDEANGLE and
FILTER: get

breadth, space,

perfect cloud

rendition wit

this Beseler

Topcon 25mn
f/3.5 and Y-2

filter

CLOSEUP: fill

the entire D-1

viewfinder with

an insect's eye; use ,

this Beseler Topcon
\

135mm f/4 Macro
with Focusing

Ext. Tube

LENS
INTERCHANGE:
get every shot; in

only 3 seconds

change from the

normal 58mm f/1.4

(top) to the 200mm
f/5.6 (bottom)

LIGHT CHANCE: get

instant reaction to

all light changes

with the

Beseler Topcon
Patented

Meter-in-

the- Mirror

There are 5 situations in nature photography that require special exposure handling:

1) using a teiephoto lens, 2) using a wideangle lens, 3) using filters, 4) making extreme

closeups, 5) compensating for light changes as the changes occur. The ONLY camera to

give you absolutely perfect pictures in these 5 situations, or any combination of them, is

the new Beseler Topcon D-1.

An exposure meter built in behind-the-lens (the Patented Meter-in-the-Mirror) operates

with all lenses, filters, attachments, types of light, tubes, extensions, films. It tells you the

100% correct exposure for a snow-capped mountain at 40 miles, or an insect's eye at 1 inch,

or a passing flight of birds. This exclusive D-1 exposure system reacts INSTANTLY to light

changes and automatically tells you the very moment the change occurs.

The Beseler Topcon D-1 is incredibly

accurate. It is the smoothest-working,

fastest-operating 35mm single-lens-reflex in

existence (interchange lenses in 3 seconds).

The only camera designed for nature.

it is a magnificent instrument, gives you in-

escapably beautiful pictures-all the time.

It is the only camera designed for nature.

Beseler Topcon D-1

Camera shown is with 58mm f/1.8 Topcon

Automatic. Under $269.50. At better stores

or write Charles Beseler Company, Dept.

NH-1, East Orange, New Jersey 07018.
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micro, 1

macro &astr
photograph

exemplifies the almost unlimited versatility of the Nikon

Even beyond its role as an art form, a news-gathering medium,

a personal record of people and places— photography is a tool.

And the Nikon F automatic reflex has become an invaluable aid

to science, to industry, to education, and to countless other en-

deavors which make up the fabric of progress in our modern

society and technology. For it is in this realm that

the Nikon F reveals its fullest capabiHties.

The Nikon F commands a complement of more

than twenty interchangeable lenses upon which

it can draw to meet the most critical and most

unusual picture problems. And it is further imple-

mented by an almost endless variety of accessory

aids to fit it for photo micrography, macro and

telescopic photography, and for every conceiv- i

able close-up and copy requirement. The scope and versall

of the Nikon F automatic reflex are virtually unlimited. Its i

ture capabilities extend from the infinitesimal to the infi:

A battery-operated motor drive can be used for completely

;

matic operation—in-hand or remote, wired or by radio cor:

Any impulse canbe used to fire themotor-equi] '

Nikon F, and any phenomenon can be use

originate the impulse. Rapid sequences, 1

lapse and motion studies, automatic surveill:

data documentation—are a few of the more

'

ous apphcations. If you have a photographic )i

lem you consider especially challenging, l'

show you how capably it can be handled wit

'

Nikon F. For further details, write to Dept.

NIKON INC. Garden City, New York 11533. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada; Anglophoto Ltd., P.O.)



McGraw-Hill

Color Slide Program
of the Great Masters

vites you to enjoy this entirely new

Color SUde
Art Lecture

in your own home for i

with trial

subscription

lew 20 masterpieces i

by Leonardo da Vinci. '

Read fascinating I

commentary about i

the artist and each
J

painting. I



McGraw-Hill Color Slide Program

of the Great Masters, Dept. AY-104

351 West 41st Street, New York, N. Y. 10036

PLEASE enter my trial subscription to this

completely new Color Slide Program and

send me the Leonardo da Vinci Album (mclud-

ing 20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lec-

ture). Bill me only $1, plus a few cents shippmg.

If 1 am not delighted with this mtroductory

package, I may return everything within 10 days,

cancel my subscription, and owe nothing.

If I do continue, you will send me a new Color

Slide Album approximately every two months

(for 10 days trial examination) and bill me at

the subscribers' low price of $6.95, plus ship-

ping. My only obligation is to accept at least

two Albums during the next year.

State Zip No.

Check here if you wish the Minolta Mini 35

Projector included and remit $14.95 with thi.s

card in envelope addressed to McGraw-Hill Color

Slide Program of the Great Masters. If not de-

lighted, return within 10 days for full refund.

OSer good in U.S.A. only Ay-104

Imagine thethriuof _
viewing the famous "Mona Lisa" in the true colors t

artist's palette and the same size as the original I

Louvre! This work is just one of the priceless pai r

by Leonardo da Vinci you and your family will ij

when you receive your introductory Color Slide A ii

MAIL ATTACHED CARD TOD'

SEND NO MONEY-NO POSTAGE REQUI il



ENJOY THIS SPECTACULAR NEW

Color Slide Art Lecture
IN YOUR HOME FOR $1

You will view 20 famous

masterpieces by the great

LEONARDO DA VINCI
each one projected on your wall in

THEFULL GLORY OF THE ORIGINALS

You will receive fascinating commentary

on each painting and its place in the

life of the artist. You will discover a new
way to increase your enjoyment and

understanding of the world's great art.

A special demonstration offer from tiie new ColOf SHdC PrOgTaiTI Of tHC GrCat MaStCFS
PHERE IS NO EXPERIENCE in the World of
I art more thrilling than to stand before a
agnificent painting—and to learn about it

om someone who knows the work well,
jddenly everything you see takes on new
eaning, as you begin to understand fully
hat the artist is communicating through
s particular choice of color, form, brush
roke, and theme.
Now, your family can share this exciting
perience-and important cultural advan-
ge-at home, through the entirely new
ylor Slide Program of the Great Masters.
)u view world-famous works of art pro-
:ted on your own wall in the full glory of
e original canvases—v/hi\e a noted author-
points out the significant aspects of each

inting, and gives you fascinating back-
:>urid on the man behind the masterpiece.
This method of art education-the color
de art lecture-is widely used by leading
iseums and universities. It has never be-
e been made available to families at home,
ew way to deepen your appreciation of art and artists

a subscriber, you are offered a series of un-
al albums, each containing 20 color slides of
^'^ss paintings by a celebrated master. These
erb 35mm slides were created by specialists
rt photography working in leading museums
collections throughout Europe and Amer-

,
The authentic colors of the original paint-

', every subtle line and detail, are brUliantly
'aled on these slides. They can be shown on

any standard home slide projector. (If you do
not own a projector, you may obtain one at low
cost with your trial Album. See the special offer
at the right.)

The color slides, however, are only one part
of the Album. Bound into the center of each
Album is an illustrated 40-page guided lecture
which discusses the artist's life as well as each
of the 20 paintings presented: its place in the de-
velopment of the artist, its importance in the
history of art, its reflection of the tastes and atti-
tudes of the period.

As you view the paintings projected on your
wall and read the absorbing commentary, you
and your family will discover a whole new di-
mension in the enjoyment of art. If you have
been disappointed by the inadequacies of small
prints and art reproductions, you will be de-
lighted with the thrilling visual experience of-
fered by the Color Slide Program of the Great
Masters. It is very much like taking your own
"private tour" with an art expert guiding you
through the world's finest collections.

The Program is flexible-the cost is low

Approximately every two months, you are of-
fered a complete new Color Slide Album of 20
distinctive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forth-
coming Albums will be devoted to the lives and
works of such great masters as Michelangelo,
Rembrandt, Goya. Gauguin, and Picasso, as
well as Rubens, Caravaggio, Van Gogh, Lau-
trec, Chagall, and other outstanding artists from
every major period.

If the slides were available from museums,
you would expect to pay as much as $15 a set.
Yet, as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $6.95 for each complete Album-including
20 color slides and 40-page illustrated lecture.
You may take as few or as many as you like,
and may stop whenever you wish.

Accept this f 1 demonstration offer

To introduce you to the Color Slide Program of
the Great Masters, we will send you the Color
Slide Album, Leonardo da Vinci (described
above), for 10 days trial. If you are delighted
with the demonstration, and wish to continue
with the Program, send only $1, plus a few cents
for shipping. Thereafter, you will be offered a
new Album approximately every two months
at the low price of only $6.95. If not thrilled,
however, simply return everything within 10
days, tell us you do not wish to continue, and
you will be under no further obligation. Mail
the attached card today.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A PROJECTOR.here'a an unusual op-
portunity. We have obtained a limited supply of the sen-
sational new Minolta Mini 35-11. with Rokkor F2.5 wide
angle projection lens. This top-
rated portable slide projector
shows all 35min slides. List
price $37.50—subscribers' price
only?14.95. Because the supply
is strictly limited, orders will
be filled as received and remit-
tance must accompany trial
subscription form. If you are
not completely delighted with
the projector, you may return

If Reply Card has been removed, write Color
Slide Program of the Great Masters, Dept.AY-104
351 West 41st St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
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COVER- Having in typically feline fashion successfully stalked and kill

healthy adult wildebeest in the Ngorongoro Crater in northern Tanzania

lioness whose photograph is reproduced on this month s cover takes an u.

red r^oment for personal hygiene. As discussed in Richard D. Estes two

article on relations between certain African predators and scavengers,

initial instalhnent of which begins on page 20 the Uoness may shortly en.

ter significant competition for the remains of the wildebeest not only

roving and often aggressive bands of hyenas but from other lions as

The American Museum is open to the public without charge every d;

during the year. Your support, through membership and contributior

helps make this possible. The Museum is equally in need of suppcj

for aU of its work in the fields of research, education, and exhibitio

no; Tl,, n^frican MuBEum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79di Street, Ne>

K"l00"4.°?uM;sL'-a rXToctX ..rou^h May: M.O.M. lune to Septe.... Su.scr.p..on:

"° ^^"-1
a'nd i'uust"o.r:ub'j,,"STo re^dTto''rial'office":il. be haodled with care, but we caouo^



Birds that fly
2400 miles nonstop

Birds that can spot

food a mile away

Birds that

hibernate

Birds that can
iy backward

charts and diagrarr
pages in full color. Complete
index and bibliography.

Enjoy these and 1001 other wonders of THE BIRDS
for 10 days as a guest of the [HB Nature Library

iiRDs have fascinated mankind since the
J dawn of time. Ancient priests sought omens
their entrails. Rome was saved by the warning
les of geese. Until recently coal miners used
manes to warn them of lethal gas.
But the birds that inhabit our earth-100 bil-m slrong-puzzte as well as fascinate. How
n a bird perch without falling off? How can
hummingbird hover in air like a hehcopter'
pw can a kiwi lay an egg that weighs one
ird as much as the kiwi itself?

In recent years our scientific knowledge of
as has multiplied, many times over. Now
)m this growing treasury of knowledge, the
litors of Time-Life Books bring you the whole
iry of THE BIRDS . . . how they evolved
,mniunicate, migrate, reproduce and the rea-
ls for their immense diversity. You'll learn
iny astonishing facts:

Some fowls provide a temperature-regu-
lated incubator by amassing exactly the
proper amount of decaying leaves trash
and sand.

Vultures, once reputed to be plague car-
riers, actually have an important func-
tion as efficient sanitary squads.

A ruby-throated hummingbird beats its
vvings at the fantastic rate of 50 to 70
times a second, while the ponderous peli-
can flaps its wings as slowly as 1.3 times
per second.

Only the resources of TIME and LIFE could
have produced THE BIRDS -could mobilize
such a distinguished team of writers, photog-
raphers, painters, and researchers, and draw
upon such a vast file of great photographs. The
book gleams with 200 iridescent photographs
paintings, drawings and maps of which nearly
100 are m full color. The careful blend of pic-
tures with vivid text makes THE BIRDS a
delight to look at and read. But it is also a
highly authoritative, carefully indexed reference
work complete with bibliography of research
and reading materials.

ROGER TORY PETERSON, who wroteTHE BIRDS with the Editors of Time-Life
Books, IS the world's best-known ornithologist
inventor of the Peterson System of field identi-
fication which revolutionized bird-watching
EXAMINE IT FREE. You are invited to

accept THE BIRDS for free examination.
Share it with your children and their teachers.

Some of the other
volumes in the

»NJ NATURE LIBRARY

INDERGARTENS" are organized by
peror penguins for young ones

;; enough for collective care.
'iguins fight to mother a stray.

CHANGING OF THE GUARD. Present-
ing a twig, a common egret hands
mate the job of guarding eggs, a task
at which male and female take turns.

Then you may, if you wish, return it within 10
days and pay nothing. Or you may own it for
much less than such an expensively prepared
and illustrated book would ordinarily cost,
thanks to our tremendous printing and distri-
bution capabilities -only $3.95 plus a small
delivery charge.
You will then also have the opportunity of

examimng other volumes in the LIFE NATURELIBRARY which will be mailed to you at the
rate of one every two months and to keep them
if you wish, at the same low price. You may
take a few or as many as you like and you may
cancel at any time.
To receive your copy of THE BIRDS, simply

mail the coupon below.
r ^
I
TO: TIME-LIFE BOOKS, DEPT. 5306

I TIME & LIFE BUILDING

I

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

I
Please enroll me as a subscriber to the LIFENATURE LIBRARY and send me Volume I(THE BIRDS) for a 10-day Trial Examination.

I

If, at the end of that time, I decide not to con-
I

tinue the series, I will return the book, canceling

I i^y„5",'""^"P"°"- 'f ' '^'^''P "i^ book, I wUl pay
I $3.95 (plus shipping and handling). I understand
I that future volumes will be issued on approval

I « 0?'°:?;°"','?, 'nte^als. at the same price of
I JJ.ys. I he 10-day Free Examination privilege
. applies to all volumes in the library, and I
I
may cancel my subscription at any time.

I City State

I

(Please include Zone or Zip Code no. if known)

I

Schools and Libraries:
Address orders to Silver Burdett Co.,

I
Morristown, N. 3.

4A



Richard D. tste. ABOUT THJE AUTHORS

Richard D. Estes spent two and

a half years living in the Ngoron-

goro Crater in Tanzania, studying

the animals about which he writes

in his two-part aiticle, "Predators

and Scavengers." Presently finish-

ing his Ph.D. thesis for Cornell Uni-

versity, Mr. Estes plans to return to

Africa in June for a two-year study

of the ecological niches filled by

various African animals. He hopes

also to compare sable and roan an-

telopes. His professional goal is a

career in international conserva-

tion, specializing in rare, endan-

gered, or key African species. His

doctoral thesis on the behavior and

life history of the wildebeest will be

published as a book in 1968.

John D. Palmer was a National

Science Foundation Postdoctoral

Fellow to the University of Bris-

tol, England, in 1963-1964. While

there, he studied the migratory life

of the Euglena. He is presently As-

sociate Professor of Biology at New

York University and is a corpora-

tion member of the Marine Biologi-

cal Laboratory in Woods Hole,

Massachusetts, where he has been a

summer researcher for the past

seven years. Dr. Palmer holds a

Ph.D. from Northwestern Univer-

sity. His primary research interests

are the biological rhythms in algae,

crabs, and birds.

Gerald H. Grosso has been

called a "semipro" archeologist. Al-

though his vocation is that of mili-

tary affairs editor of the Bremerton

[Washington] Sun, his avocation

has long been archeology. Mr.

Grosso spent several years as an as-

sociate member of the Marmes

rock shelter archeological dig,

about which he wrote "Cave Life on

the Palouse." He is currently pre-

paring articles on a new archeologi-

cal investigation of the Ozette In-

dians. Mr. Grosso also studies

marine biology and geology, col-

lects northwest history, and works

on stained-glass windows.

Miriam Rothschild was born in

Ashton, England, a member of a

famous banking family, many of

whom were keen amateur natural-

ists. As a child, she spent much of

her leisure studying in the Tring

Museum in England, where her

uncle had amassed a worldwide,

collection of animals and insects

including two and a half million but-i

terflies; thus she became a natural

ist at an early age. Miriam Roths

child has written over a hundrec

papers on varied subjects, from dis

eases of snails to mimicry in seen

and sound. She was also joint au

thor of a popular book. Fleas

Flukes and Cuckoos.

Elwyn L. Simons, who wrot

"Unraveling the Age of Earth an

Man," is Associate Professor of Ge

ology and Curator of Vertebrat!

Paleontology at Yale University. H

is also curator of Yale's Peabod

Museum of Natural History. D:

Simons holds a Ph.D. in biolog]

geology from Princeton and

D.Phil, in primate paleontolog

from Oxford University. He h

written numerous papers and is

member of several scientific soci|

ties. Dr. Simons is also a Resean

Associate at The American M|

seum of Natural History.



Regular $1785 Retail Value
•

Your choice of
Stereo or Monaural

INCLUDED AT NO EXTRA COST
COMPLETE 83-PAGE TEXT OF

mocbetln
Separately bound and pointed for read-
ing aloud, with original second Quarto
and First Folio punctuation. Annotated
and edited by Shakespearean scholar,
G. B. Harrison.

For the first time . . . Paul Scofield, Richard Burton, John
jigud, Rex Harrison, Claire Bloom offer you unbowdierized
Shakespeare in the finest performances ever recorded
o receive at once your full-length
"dream" performance of MAC-
TH on three 12-inch longplaying
ords-mail the coupon below. This
'.85 retail value is yours as a free
to introduce you to the benefits

membership in the Shakespeare Re-
ding Society.

The "definitive" MACBETH
n the most important role of his
inguished career, Anthony Quayle
;s us a many-faceted Macbeth of
rweening ambition — and gnawing
-doubt. You are able to follow, ex-
y as if you sat among the players
Tiselves, all the whispered plottings,
ry outrageous pun, each frenzied
ii and softly uttered soliloquy. A
Irish of trumpets ... the clash of
|is . . . and the bawdy, boisterous

I

Id of Shakespeare springs to life
rarely possible even at the finest
;e production.

whole of Shakespeare—for those
10 like their Shakespeare whole
it last lovers of the bard can own
nitive performances of all the works
•hakespeare-even, if they wish, the
:-known works many scholars have

' heard. No "excerpts" these, nor
Jdern" abridgements for the
:amish. Here are full-length, full-
', full-blooded dramatic produc-
s recorded exclusively for the
cespeare Recording Society. Fea-
i performers include John Gielgud,

Richard Burton, Jessica Tandy, Siob-
han McKenna, Edith Evans, Ralph
Richardson, Stanley Holloway and
many others among the greatest play-
ers of our time.

A priceless gift for any home
Educators will tell you there is no

finer introduction for any child to the
glories of living literature. Often, just
such an impetus as this will inspire
your child to new success in school
today that may help open the door to
college tomorrow.

Members save 33V3 °/o

Though Society recordings sell for up
to $23.80 per set at retail, members
pay only the low price of just over
$4.00 per record plus shipping and
handling. Your only obligation is to
accept as few as four plays over the
next two years from the many offered.
There is no extra charge for stereo.
SPECIAL BONUS: With every second
selection you accept after fulfilling

your initial membership commitment,
you will receive-free-a $5.95 record-
ing from the famed Caedmon "spoken-
word" library of great poetry and
literature.

Mail the coupon to receive your free
3-record set of MACBETH plus your
first Society selection, for which you
will be billed later. If not completely
delighted you may return the shipment
within 10 days and your trial member-
ship will be cancelled without obliga-
tion. Mail the coupon today.

Siobhan McKenna

Richard Burton Rex Hai

An exceptional opportunity to possess one of the
great plays of the English language as a free gift-featuring

Anthony Quayle, Cwen Ffrangcon-Davies, Stanley Holloway

"Double, double toil and Dunsinane", and that he
trouble". . ."Nothing in his cannot be slain by man
life became him like the born of woman-only to
leaving it"

. . . "Is this a find them tragically possi-
dagger which I see before ble indeed,
me?" . . . "Out, damned c „ ^ , . , ^

spot!" . . . "Lay on, Mac- V°™ "'" '° '"5 '',°" '°'"

duff'" '"^ "^^"y ™°'"'' of every
,, scene with the complete
Memorable poetry, mem- 83-page Director's Text,
orably performed! Perhaps It is annotated by Shakes-
no other work of literature pearean scholar G B- except the Bible - has Harrison, and incliided
given so many quotations free with your full-length
to the English language, recorded play
And this unforgettable
performance brings you
every memorable phrase-
complete—on three brilliant
longplaying records.

Once more Macbeth con-
fronts the witches on the
heath and hears the fateful
prophecy that pushes him
from murder to bloody
murder. Here is iron-willed
Lady Macbeth, whose
ruthless ambition sancti-
fies the foulest crime of all.

Here is Macbeth reassured
by seemingly impossible
predictions-that he shall
not be overthrown "till

Birnam Wood do come to

All productions are re-
corded exclusively for
Shakespeare Recording
Society by Caedmon
Records. For each play,
leading directors who
are masters at creating
"motion in sound" join
forces with the finest
players of our time
to capture on records
award-winning per-
formances. Together
they provide the first-

night excitement of
theatre in your living
room.

ALSO FREE
if you act promptly

A Special Society

Bonus Record:

Selected

Shakespearean
Songs and Sonnets.

JOHN GIELGUD
reads the sonnets.
The songs are per-

formed in Eliza-
bethan settings
with instruments
of that time.

$5.95

e
Shakespeare Recording Society
505 Eighth Avenue, NH-27
New York, N.Y. 10018

Please send MACBETH free and first
Society selection (for which you will bill me
later) and enroll me as a trial member. In
addition to first selection, I need only accept
four plays in two years at Society's low price
of just over $4.00 per record plus shipping
and handling. If not delighted I may return
introductory shipment within 10 days and
membership will be cancelled,

n FREE-Selected Songs and Sonnets by
Shakespeare. JOHN GIELGUD reads the
sonnets. The songs are performed in Eliza-
bethan settings with instruments of that time.

Name

City- _State_ _Zip_
Please send records in Q Mono Q StereoJ
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NE\AA ERA

AMERICAN
INDIAN

The plight of "The Enduring Indian"

was eloquently described in our November issue. Here,

a Washington administrator—himself of Indian descent-

explains the reform program, now under way.

By Robert: L. Bennetsi:

Commissioner of Indian Affairs

Relationships between the fed-!

eral government and the'

American Indian tribes of this coun-

try have fluctuated drastically ovei,

the past century or more. Most o:

the policies over the years have had

the best interests of the Indian peo|

pie at heart. But regardless of moi

tives, it can be said with certaintij

that not all the answers have ye]

been found to the ultimate questioi

in the minds and hearts of America)

Indians: How can one become a par

of the total American scene withou

ceasing to be an Indian?

It is my sincere hope, bolstered b

meetings with tribal groups durin

the past few months, that a new er

in federal—Indian relations has corr

menced—an era in which the e?

pressed wishes and hopes of a

Indians will be fulfilled throug

their own active participation in th

making of policy and law.

There are more than 550,0C'

American Indians in the Unite

States today. Approximately 38C

000 of them live on, or adjacent t

Indian lands for which the Secretai

of the Interior is trustee. The B

reau of Indian Affairs is therefo

directly concerned with this group
j

Indians.

In trusteeship status are mo
than 50 million acres of India

lands, stretching from the Florii

Everglades to Alaska. The vast bu'

of the holdings is in the westei

states. For the most part these Ian

are owned tribally, but individu

ownership is frequent (this is almcl

wholly the situation in Oklahoma!

The allotments to individu;

were made under the Allotment /

of 1887. Its ultimate goal w.

to terminate federal responsibili]

However, a subsequent law—the \

dian Reorganization Act of 193'|

halted the allotment process, pay

the way for establishment of tril,

organization, and broadened fede,

responsibility for providing techj

cal and economic aid to devel

tribal resources.

For the sake of easy discussior

is commonly said that about 250

dian reservations are still in e:

tence. These range from the v

Navaho territory—24,000 squ
j

miles—to the tiny rancherias of C

fornia, which are gradually be

terminated under a 1958 law.

told, approximately 700 differ



tribal groups are eligible for federal

service; these include the many far-

flung village groups of Eskimos,

Aleuts, and Indians in Alaska.

Many Indians remain much as

Alexis de Tocqueville saw them more
than a century ago—"a people
apart." The population has mush-
roomed since the turn of the century,

am of those people. . . .

have knoivn the pangs of trying

live in two worlds,

aderstanding one with my heart,

e other with my head."

lid its birth rate is now nearly dou-
|e the national birth rate. The land
se of most reservations is too small

support the population. Many of

e reservations are in depressed
eas of the country, and become
ubly conspicuous as pockets of

verty in regions already economi-
lly limited. Average family in-

me on the reservations is less than
,000 per year—below the "poverty
e" of $3,000 established by the
See of Economic Opportunity,
blessness may range from 40 per
It to 80 per cent, depending upon
season and the locality.

Many of the Indian land areas

^e potential for development far

TonA the present level. The Bureau

of Indian Affairs has made an inten-

sive effort to attract industries to

reservation areas, and about 80 are
now established. In recent months,
electronics firms have become highly

interested in Indian workers, whose
manual skills and attention to detail

make them highly sought after for

precision work.

At the same time, the Bureau has

concentrated heavily on educational

opportunity. During the past five

years, about $500 million has been
appropriated for school construction

and improvement of programs in

federally operated schools for In-

dians. Some of these funds have also

gone for aid to public school districts

serving Indian children, and there

has been an acceleration of grants

and scholarships for higher educa-
tion. For example, scholarship funds
are now an integral part of many
tribal budgets.

"A Culture of Poverty"

Still, the Indians of the reserva-

tion communities remain among the

lowest on the scale of social and eco-

nomic progress in recent years. A
culture of poverty has contributed
to the dependency attitudes that

characterize many of the people of
these isolated communities.

I am of those people. I grew up
on the Oneida Reservation in Wis-
consin. I have known the pangs of

trying to live in two worlds, under-
standing one with my heart, the

other with my head. In my new role

as Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

I am trying to open the doors wider
to the Indian people than ever be-

fore; to give them the opportunity
to become the decision-makers, not
merely the passive followers that

they have been for so long.

On April 27, 1966, when I was
sworn in as Commissioner, President
Johnson said to me:

"The time has come to put the

first Americans first on our agenda.
Begin work on the most compre-
hensive program for the advance-
ment of the Indians that the gov-

ernment of the United States has
ever considered. I want it to be real-

istic, progressive, venturesome and
farsighted. I am going to depend on
you to tell me what needs to be done
not only by your Bureau but by the

other departments and agencies in

this government. If you fulfill this

charge, you will have the full power
of the institution of the Presidency
of the United States behind you."

This is a heady challenge. With-
out the active participation of the

Indian people, no Commissioner of
Indian Affairs could hope to meet it.

It is for this reason that the past
few months have witnessed a series

of meetings with tribal groups in the
various parts of the country where
Indian population is concentrated.

These meetings have helped provide
the insight to develop far-reaching

legislative proposals that will be of-

fered to the 90th Congress. We hope
this Congress will become known
among American Indians as the one
that loosened the shackles binding
380,000 or more citizens in a condi-
tion of benevolent oppression.

Never before has the government
actively sought the recommendations
of Indian groups on the making of

legislation. Tribal leaders have told

me they regard the meetings as an
"expression of faith" by the federal

government in fulfilling its moral
and legal responsibilities.

The Reservation Indian

The issues and the problems are
manifold, and for the most part they
derive from the trusteeship status

of Indian lands. The advantages to

the Indian in this trusteeship situa-

tion are protection of title to his land
and freedom from land tax. But the
disadvantages are many: The tribe

or individual is not allowed to dis-

pose of lands without approval; de-

velopment is inhibited by inability

to mortgage trust properties for in-

vestment; with land passing from
one generation to the next, fraction-

ated ownership has resulted in high
costs to the federal government to

administer parcels that offer little

income to any single individual.

The trusteeship responsibility of
the Secretary of the Interior includes

responsibility for overseeing the use
of Indian monies. During the past
few years more than $200 million
has gone into the Treasury in the
name of numerous tribes—awarded
by the Indian Claims Commission in

tribal suits against the United States

for lands taken in the last century.

Moreover, the development of In-

dian lands, although still insufficient,

has resulted in many more millions

to certain tribes—from mineral

7



leases, lumbering, ranching, and

commercial farming. The use of

these funds is subject to review by

the trustee. Trustees are noted for

their conservatism, and the tendency

to gamble is not one of their traits.

Yet investment "risk-taking" is one

of the things that tribal governments

must do if they expect to get maxi-

mum returns from their estates.

There are ways that the trustee-

ship hold can be relaxed, while still

protecting the less financially sophis-

ticated tribal groups. Behind the

—is alive because the previous two

or three generations clung, for sheer

survival, to a way of life they under-

stood. The reservation Indian today

is confronted with a dawning reali-

zation that not all of the old way of

life is practicable; yet he does not

have the breadth of experience to

make a happy adaptation between

old and modern. The burden is par-

ticularly upon the shoulders of the

young people, who need to know

who they are and where they are

going. Bewilderment is great for the

'It is my sincere hope, bolstered by meetings

with tribal groups during the past few months,

that a new era in federal-Indian relations has commenced.

problem of restrictive trusteeship

patterns, however, is the problem of

Indian uncertainty. Generally, those

who still cling to reservation life fear

a termination of federal responsi-

bility, knowing full well that they

are not equipped to compete un-

guided in the complex socioeco-

nomic structure of the outer com-

munity. This fear should be seriously

considered in any efforts we make.

It is not a groundless fear. It is

rooted in a sense of reality. It is

one of the prices that the Indian

people have had to pay for clinging

to the remnants of a culture that

faced obliteration.

The average reservation Indian-

including those who leave the reser-

vation but still "think" reservation

Indian youngster who has lived

most of today's common experi-

ences only vicariously, through

movies and television, through an

occasional trip to town, and through

readings in his school books.

The Indian Bureau's history of

protective paternalism has also been

one of unilateral concern for the

welfare of the Indians of this coun-

try. For decades it was the only gov-

ernment agency that assumed any

responsibility for their welfare. State

governments usually maintained a

hands-ofi policy. Local governments

decried the lack of tax revenue from

Indian lands and therefore took the

position that their responsibilities

did not extend to Indians.

But times have changed. The fed-

Special off



The Civil War" FREE

M
!"
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retail price $19.95

when you try a year of

AMERICAN
HERITAGE

»L at half price

* (ijOpen any American Heritage and
' "

'. you"re transported back to another

day where your tastes, your accent,

tyour American view of the world

were formed. Here, you don't "study"

your history, you live it. And there's

excitement and surprise on every page. -

You can find almost anything in

this Magazine of History — e.xcept a

dull moment. Try American Heritage

for half price and we will send you our '

Picture History of The Civil War
free with your subscription.

Bruce Catton traces the entire j,

course of the-^ar in this superb 632-

page book. The 836 illustrations (266 in

color) range from Brady photographs to

Winslow Homer sketches — with many un-

usual paintings, drawings, battle-picture

maps. The Civil War holds a special

Pulitzer Prize citation, retails at $19.95, is

yours absolutely free with your half-price

subscription to American Heritage.

Each issue of the magazine has

about 100 historical pictures,

many in color, a dozen lively ar-

ticles. This one-year, six-issue

trial offer is $11.85 - just half

what you'd pay for six magazines
at their $3.95 single-copy retail

price. The Civil War comes as a

gift as soon as you confirm your
subscription. Good idea to mail

this coupon promptly. Today?

American Heritage
383 W. Center St. • Marion. Ohio 43302

Please send me one year of American Heritage at

your $11.85 half-price rate. [Six issues bought singl>.

S23.70. Regular subscription, $15.] This purchase
entitles me to receive The Civil War, free.

D Enclosed is $11.85 for my subscription. Please
send my free book now,

n Bill me for $11.85.

D Bill in three monthly installments, $3.95 each.

Name



^ <ORM THOMPSON OUTFITTERS TO SPORTSMEN THE WORLD OVER brings you the

finest sports clothing and equipment from the markets of the world Each unique item is

laboriously field tested to assure your complete satisfaction. Know the pleasure of having

the best with fully guaranteed offers.

AVAILABLE ONLY BY MAIL EXCLUSIVELY AT NORM THOMPSON.

Hand Knit '

/!

THE NEW
RIVIERA
CASUAL

shoe

light

\

The most comfortable

you have ever worn oi

money back. This fine

weight is comfort-engir

of smooth supple elk tanned

glove leather, is fully leath-

er lined and has a foam in-

sole to make v^alking sheer

pleasure. Ripple soles put

a spring in your step. Color

olivp gray, also in rich jet

black

$18 00 per pair, 2 pr. $35.00.

A perfect fit guaranteed o

your money back. Just se

us your regular shoe size

SWEATERS
An Exclusive Import from

the Outer Hebrides o(

Scotland.

We pu chase the entire,

produ

nd

ction on these beauti

Afeaters from a group

of craftsmen located on the

Isle of Lewis in the outer

Hebrides. The rare natural

yarn is dyed by hand and

hand woven

—

no two sweat

ers are exactly the same.

Their beauty is matched by

their unusual comfort and
warmth. $39.00 postpaid.
Color Lovat Blue-green, wom-
en's also available in Cherry.

Men's sizes 38-46.

Women's sizes 36-42.

GENUINE IMPORTED WATER BUFFALO

SPACESETTER WALLET-a new revolu

TIONARY SLIM-TRIM WALLET SO CONVENIENT, SO COMPACT,

YOU'LL NEVER CARRY THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND AGAIN.

It measures just 2V2" x 3V2", and crammed full is only a

half-inch thick. It features a 16- window slip-out card-

holder and a sturdy clip for folding money. Made from

genuine Water Buffalo hide, a rugged, beautiful leather

that will give you years of handsome service. Available in

black or brown. ?5.00 ea. postpaid. Order two for only

$9.00 postpaid.

ife

ACCORDIAN TRAVEL KIT - made
DF GENUINE WATER BUFFALO HIDE. Its unique ac-

cordian feature lets it fold to less than two inches

thick. It fits into your narrowest suitcase. The kit

is lined with waterproof oil silk, fitted with an un-

breakable mirror, comb and nail file. It expands to

3V4 inches to hold all your toilet articles.

COLOR: Olive Brown $20.00 postpaid

Guaranteed the sharpest knite

you have ever used or your
money back!

THE MIGHTY MITE
Hand honed precision adjusted

blades of Premium Razor Blade

Stainless Steel give amazing cut-

ting quality. The Mighty Mite
weighs just % ounce and is only

234" long making it a mighty

comfortable knife to carry. The
handle is made of unbreakable

Stagalon. Schrade-Walden crafts-

manship assures this knife's su-

periority. You have to use it to

believe it.

$5.00 ppd. — two for $9.00 ppd.

THE NEW
SHIKARI KIT BAG

uch at ho let-

^
\

shed to the

back of a camel
made of the sti

water repellent canvas i ^
available, and reinforced \ /

with leather bands. The ^^~/
Grip-lock handles, nameplate and end resters are of

the finest cowhide. Jam-proof zippers seal the main

compartment and side pocket. Web straps and nickel

end loops for lashing down and securing equipment

add to its versatility. Beige with brown leather trim,

it's 30" long and weighs only 36 oz. $17.50 ppd.

SEND FOR OUR FREE 80 PAGE COLOR CATALOG.
EXTRAORDINARY SAVINGS ON THE FINEST IM-

PORTED SPORTS CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
DIRECT FROM THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD.
Each unique, quality item is fully guaranteed.

Everything from sportcoats, down jackets, sweat-

ers and slacks to knives, boots, luggage and

hundreds of other exciting items are available . . .

exclusively at NORM THOMPSON OUTFIHER TO
SPORTSMEN THE WORLD OVER.

^y^ NOR^rXHOMPSON €fy
1805 N.W. THURMAN . PORTLAND, OREGON 97209 • DEPT. 78

Quantity Item Name Size Price

n Please send free color catalog. D Check enclosed for_

Imported

BRITISH
TWEED
HAT

With distinctive styling, it

tailored of handloomed 100°/

tweed.
Roll this hat for packing and it springs

back into shape the instant it is removed

from your travel bag. Its soft quilted lining

and smooth headband add to its unsur-

passed comfort. You'll wear this truly dif-

ferent hat with pleasure.

No. 2230— Harris Small Check (brown and
tan with blue shading)

No. 1992—Scotch Check (white, tan, putty

and blue with maroon overcheck)

SIZES; 6%-?% Price $12.50 ppd.

tl

eral government now operatei

through myriad agencies to improvj

the health, welfare, education, anj

working opportunities and cond

tions of all Americans. The bulk c

federal expenditures is channele

through the states. The Bureau (

Indian Affairs is no longer alone i

its concern for Indians; therefore

is time for its role to change.

A Different Approach

The new era is already emergin

The Bureau is becoming an "ur'

brella agency" for co-ordinatii

government efforts in behalf of tl

Indian people, rather than a "sec

rity blanket" for tribal grouf

Reorganization of the Bureau

taking place right now to give prop

recognition to the importance

educational opportunity; to provi

for close and continual liaison wi

federal, state, and local agenci<

and with lay groups interested

Indian affairs; to hasten econon^

development of Indian resource

and to prepare Indian people fj

the day when they will want to fuij

tion as communities within

framework of our American syste]

The pace was set by Congres^

by the Appropriations Committ^

and the Committees on Interior aj

Insular Affairs of both Houses;

individual Senators and Represen

tives from "Indian country" wi

responded to the voices of thi

Indian constituents; and by otl

individual Congressmen reacting

the increasingly insistent demand

the general public that full sec

and economic opportunity be p)

vided to their Indian fellow citize

In the last half-dozen years Cc

gress has appropriated $1.5 billii

for aid to Indians. Also, last Oc-

ber 13, several members of Congrs

introduced a bill to provide foU

White House Conference on Ind i

Affairs. On the same day, three I

them introduced a resolution

Con. Res. 114) with far-reach

implications. Referring to "the

plorable conditions of American

dians and Alaska Natives," it caU

for "a sustained, positive and

namic Indian policy . . . offering s

determination and self-help featr

for the people involved." It rec;

nized that the new national Indi

policy should be continued "ui

the day when the nation's moral ;<

legal obligations to its first citi2



—the American Indians—are ful-

filled." It went on to declare that

their property be protected, that

their culture and identity be re-

spected, and that the Secretary of

the Interior should periodically re-

view the situation, submitting to

Congress an annual report indicat-

ing the manner in which the intent

of the resolution is being carried out.

This Congressional interest and

concern set the stage for widespread

response from tribal leaders to the

imitation from the Indian Bureau
to meet recently for the purpose of

creating new legislative proposals.

The meetings, each lasting three

da)s. were held in eight locales-

Washington, D.C., Minneapolis, Spo-

kane, Oklahoma City, Albuquerque,

Las Vegas, Billings, and Juneau.

'Represented were tribes in Michi-

'^an, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota,

iNorth and South Dakota, Nebraska,

iMfontana, Wyoming, Florida, Wash-
ington, Oregon, Idaho, Oklahoma,

Cansas, Mississippi (Choctaws),

^lew Mexico, Colorado, Nevada,

Jtah, California, Arizona, and
North Carolina (Cherokee), and
fiative Alaskan representatives from
Eskimo, Indian, and Aleut villages,

n all, more than 1,000 Indian rep-

esentatives attended.

These sessions gave tribal dele-

,ates a forum for airing their major
oiuerns as well as a chance to rec-

nimend new programs and policies

shape the future in federal—Indian

elations. The meetings were well

inied. They have helped the Indian

iureau shape legislative proposals

iito final form for the 90th Con-

1 ess, which convened this January.

Tlie major problems presented by
ach tribal delegation tended to fall

fato these general categories: low

ducational levels, substandard

ousing, poverty and unemploy-

lent, health and sanitation needs,

md problems resulting from frac-

onated ownership, and economic

evelopment of the reservations.

It is difficult to assign first prior-

y to any of these problems, and

ot realistic to believe that all will

e solved in a hurry. But of this we
Ire certain. Now that all three voices

!the Department of the Interior, the

longress, and the Indian people-
ire speaking similarly of "the de-

ilorable conditions," a new era is

deed dawning for America's "first

itizens."

This is the new Nikkormat FT
35mm single-lens reflex with thru-the-lens meter system

Developed by Nikon, built by Nikon, and designed by Nikon for use with Nikon lenses.

The only other camera that can claim as much is the Nikon itself.

Need better references? See your Nikon dealer, or write.

Nikon Inc., Garden City, N. Y. 11533, Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

(In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Montreal, P.O.) Under $270 with 50mm Auto-Nikkor f2 lens.

SOME PEOPLE WILL

THINK YOU'RE CUCKOO

TO PAY $25

FOR "JUST" A CLOCK

They're the same people who don't mind living with

"the approximate" time or walking into a Five-and-

Dime every six months to buy another new $8.95 wind-up

tick-tock.

Also, this clock is not "just" a clock. It is a most

elegant tabletop timepiece from West Germany with the

following attributes:

There is the calendar. When you wake, you'll know what

day it is! (This sometimes comes in handy!) Around back

you will see no handle for winding ... no cord for

plugging-in. An ordinary flashlight battery powers the

mechanisms—for a good year or more. When it begins

to lose its juice, red appears under the number "12".

Now, about the alarm. It's not the alarming kind. Just

effective. Reveille begins with four short but insistent

signals. If you don't shut off the alarm, there will follow

a continuous bzzzzz;z2Z that would stir Rip Van Winkle.

Furthermore, this timepiece is in excellent taste. Quite

handsome. Designed to "go" anywhere. You will think

so, too. The works of this TwelveMonth Clock are so

precise and perfect that you can adjust it to within two

seconds of being on-the-dot every 24 hours. It's a rare

wristwatch that can time itself to such a fine degree.

The usual Haverhill's 10-day money-back Guarantee ap-

plies (if you are not impressed in every way). Beyond

that, there is the Manufacturer's Warranty covering

parts and workmanship. This extends over a full year.

So if you can afford to indulge your appreciation of fine

Haverhill's goes to the ends of the earth

to bring you the finest things. This DIehl

TwelveMonth Clock is no exception.

things, this indeed is the timepiece that should bid you

"Good Morning" each day. This is also a pretty wonderful

gift to a son and daughter with early morning classes.

1 NO TIME LIKE THIS TIME
1

Mair to: HAVERHILL'S nh 2
526 Washington St.,

San Francisco, Calif. 94111

Please send me the Diehl TwelveMonth Clock.
Satisfaction or refund guaranteed.

Q I enclose check for $24.95 plus $1.00 for post-
age and insurance.

{Califo£nia residents add 4% sales tax.)

D Bill Diners' D Bill AmExp..

Acct. #

Searching fh

—(Haverhills-^
e World\^ fo faring you the Finest

II



a totally new concept

LEITZ TRINOTID®

BINOCULARS
Some binoculars never let you forget they're

weighing you down. Not Trinovids. They fit com-

fortably in your jacket pocket (taking little more

room than your sunglasses). The popular 7 x 35

weighs only I81/4 ounces. That's lighter than con-

ventional models of much lower power.

What makes Trinovid such a standout? Leitz, using

experience gained perfecting the renowned Leica®

cameras, designed Trinovid with a special prism

and an unusual arrangement of optical elements.

The result is not only leaner, lighter glasses, but

an image that is unusually clear and bright. At

1000 yards the viewing field of the Trinovid 7 x 35

is 150 yards wide— ,„

in a panoramic view

compared to conven-

tional models.

Dustproof and remark-

ably water resistant,

this lightweight is

good for a lifetime of

heavy duty. Choose trinovid usual glass
from 3 models, 7x35,

8 x 32, 10 X 40, at your franchised Leitz Binocular

Dealer. 6,ob66

^



hese Bronx teenagers have
lund a peaceful way to fight inVietnam.
ut they need your help.
ones Wong,JanetCrawfordand
irt Cirkiel are three of the lead-

gut there are 2400 more lite

1 at Olinville Junior High
bl in the Bronx. The youngest
I The oldest, 1 5. All of them are

ing a Vietnamese child and his

y in their fight against hunger
flespair

last year, the student council at

'ille voted to share some of its

fortune with a Vietnamese
and family struggling to sur-

in a refugee camp. Through
The Children Federation

-e giving $ 15 a month to help
guyen Huans—a family of five

two sons, eight and four, and a
iter six.

he Huans lost everything in

ar and for two years have been
ig a tiny room with another

^. There is no privacy, no elec-

', no running water, and one
loaf of bread between them,
ather works as a laborer for

day. The mother spends her
allecting firewood for cooking
sat. And the eight-year-old son
|care of the two little ones.

I

The $15 each
* month provided

by the children
from Olinville

7 Junior High has

already had star-

tling effects. It

is providing the
5 with desperately needed
s and food. With a small loan,

ther has teen able to start a
store in the family's half room,
loney left over, together with
' provided by other American
rs, was borrowed by the refu-

pp to help build a community
t place and, most important,
)ol. The Huans are still a
ray from winning the battles

'

t hunger and poverty. But
is giving way to hope,

ace may one day come to Viet-

ut for hundreds of thousands
sntual solution won't help
they get food and clothes
ow, and a reason to believe

|5 future will be brighter. Your
needed to give them a little

boost to help them to begin helping

themselves.

That's what Save The Children
is all about. Although your contribu

tion of $ 1 5 a month is tax-deductible,

it's not charity. The aim is not
merely to buy a child a warm coat,

a few meals and a new pair of shoes.

Instead your funds are used to give

a child, his family and a village a

chance to permanently increase
their income. And hopefully, perma-
nently end their need for charity.

As a sponsor you can select a

Vietnamese child. Or a child in

Korea, Latin America, Africa

or Greece. You will receive a
photo of the child, regular re-

ports on his progress, and if

you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with the child and his

family. Teenagers from the
Bronx are doing it. Can you,

your family, or your group do
the same?

We won't promise you
that your $ 1 5 a month is going

to save the world. Tust a small

piece of it. But, maybe that is the

way to save the world, if there are

enough of you out there.

Save The Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State
Department Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign Aid. Financial
statements and annual reports are
available upon request.

National Sponsors (partial list):

FaithBaldwin,Mrs.JamesBryantConai
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,

Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren.

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLY TO HELP A CHILD II

n KOREA n GREECE D VI ETNAMD LATIN AMERICA QAFRIC
QWHERETHENEED IS GREATEST.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
n $15.00 MONTHLY Q $45.00 QUARTERLY
D $90.00 SEMI-ANNUALLY Q $180.00 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD. ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION C

$ .Q PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATIOf

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



Another great bird photograph dem-

onstrates the resolving power of

Questar which reaches out to capture

distant wild life in such sharp detail

that it might be but a few feet away.

In the cover shot at left, the arrow

points to the little blue heron caught

in a dramatic pose on the dock. It is

200 feet from the Questar Field Model

shown in the foreground with the

Nikon camera attached and mounted

on the Linhof Heavy Duty Profes-

sional Tripod.
Exposure 1/125 sec, on Plus-X film.

Below, the N ikon F Photomic-T cam-

era is attached to the Standard Questar,

which is fully mounted to be used on any

sturdy table or other handy flat surface

and can eliminate the need for a tripod.

The right-angle viewer on the camera is

extremely convenient with this set-up.

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE SMALL
TELESCOPE. PRICED FROM $795 SEND $1

FOR 40-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE IN
NORTH AMERICA. BY AIR TO REST OF
WESTERN HEMISPHERE, $2.40, EUROPE AND
NORTH AFRICA, $2.50. AUSTRALIA AND
ALL OTHER PLACES, $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA 18938

Florida; my first job out of college

was with the United Fruit Company

in Honduras and Guatemala. I have

spent much of my life since then in

the tropics—and always loved it. We
lived for eight years in a little Co- !

lombian town named Villavicencio, i

at the headwaters of the Orinoco on

the edge of the eastern vVndes. East

of the Andes and West of Noivhere

was the title my wife used for a book

she wrote about our experiences. We
were 4 degrees north of the Equator,

i

and visitors used to ask us if we

didn't miss the changing seasons: we

didn't miss them a bit. But problems ,

like schooling for the children even-

tually led us to move north to a uni-

versity town, where daddy became a

professor (although I still have a

tendency to flinch when people call

me by that title).

The inteUectual climate of Ann'

Arbor is fine: my colleagues and the

students are endlessly stimulating.

But I have never been able to think
j

of anything nice to say about thai

weather, especially between October
j

and April or May. The geographers

locate Michigan in the Temperate,

Zone. But why "temperate"? Of this'

word, most dictionaries say "neither
j

excessively hot nor cold: mild." Andj

there is usually some further defini-

tion like "abstemious in the use ol

intoxicating liquors." This emphasis

on moderation seems singularly ir

appropriate for a region where

man may suffer from heat prostra-

tion in August and frostbite in Feb

ruary. I have never noticed, either

that the inhabitants of the regioi

were particularly abstemious,

looked the matter up the other day

fortified with a heavy sweater and i

hot toddy.

It began with the Greeks, o

course. Pythagoras developed a the

ory of the spherical earth about 50i

B.C.; Aristarchus, about 300 B.C.

described the organization of th

solar system, for which \ve usuall

give Copernicus first credit. Erato^

thenes in Alexandria, less than

hundred years later, applied thes

astronomical relationships to earthl

map making. He divided the spher 1

cal earth into the five zones that \s
\

still recognize, bounded by the linf

of the Arctic and Antarctic Circlf'i

and the two tropics. He called tlj

zones cliinata from the Greek woi

for incline, referring to the slope (

the earth's surface.

14



The Greeks, of course, were best

acquainted with the eastern Mediter-

ranean. They had heard about the

frozen seas beyond Thule, and they

knew about the cold winters of cen-

tral Europe. But quite logically, they

were not much interested in visiting

such barbarous places.

The eastern Mediterranean is mild
—as well as relatively abstemious—
and might well be called temperate.

The Arctic is also, for much of the

year, quite appropriately called

frigid. As for torrid: the ancients

knew the Tropic of Cancer where it

i crosses the Nile at Aswan, famous

j

now because of Nasser and his dam.

j

Torrid, according to my memory, is

ia good description of Aswan, at

I least in midsummer when I was
there. With such conditions at the

margin of the tropics, it is no wonder
that the ancients thought that life

might well be impossible because of

ithe heat farther south.

I
But our knowledge of the earth

i'has widened since the days of Era-

i;tosthenes. Temperate may be all

fright for the eastern Mediterranean,
put it hardly seems descriptive of the

|3limate of New York, Ann Arbor,
br Moscow. When you think about
|it a bit, though, the vocabulary prob-

em is easily enough solved: all that

s needed is the prefix "in-."

The Intemperate Zone—that's the

vay I feel about it in January as I

jeach for a warming toddy. Even
he automobiles need alcohol. Birds

/ith wings and persons with money
lanage to migrate south. Many ani-

lals avoid the issue altogether by
be prolonged sleep of hibernation.

!ut the rest of us have to keep going
nd stick it out. There are, of course,

eople who like winter; skiers and
iaters like it, and naturalists have
fine chance to photograph animal
acks in the snow. But I would
ither chase butterflies, and my op-

ortunities for that are limited.

There are many studies of the

Jography of temperature, rainfall,

id other aspects of climate, but I

m't find that any of the sociologists

ive carefully studied the distribu-

on of temperance in the Intemper-

e Zone. In the matter of alcohol, it

oks as though there were a nice

adient, clearest on the European
ntinent, from the light wines of

e Mediterranean (with or without

sin) to the aquavit of Scandinavia,

id toward the east vodka assumes

How to Get By in MEXICO
Listen for less than an hour
—do it a dozen times or so
then apeak the 700 words that lift vou o
lanRuage barrier in Mexico, Spain, and m

When $2.95 can make such a great difference
in ho\v you enjoy your trip in Spanish speaking
countries, it's not worth while trying to get
along without this record and word reminder.
So send for yours today.

ANNOUNCING: Harian's

12-inch Long Playing Record

The 700 Words You Need Most in

Spanish-Speaking Countries

complete with 32-page
vest-pocket size word reminder

These are the words to help you at the hotel, when
shopping, on the train, etc. Whether you want
to ask the price, say "Thanks," comment on the
weather, send away your laundry, or make your-
self understood as you wander around. Harian's
33 V3 R.P.M. long playing record really helps you
get what you want.

Psychologists say that if you li

//ou. (



from Micro

to Astro
From micro to astro, there's an

infinite universe to explore with

the aid of a responsive Yashica

35mm single lens reflex and its

variety of interchangeable

lenses and accessories. Superior

design and construction, includ-

ing such options as thru-the-

lens exposure control, bring the

fascination of truly creative

photography within reach of all.

TL Super with thru-the-lens expo-

sure, automatic f/1.4 lens, under

$260; with f/1.7, under $225. ]-7

with external CdS meter, automat-

ic f/1.4 lens, under $220; with

t/1.7, under .$185. J-P with auto-

matic f/2 lens, under $140; with

preset f/2.8, under $110; clip-on

CdS meter, .$25.

its proper perspective during a Mos-

cow winter.

The geologists assure us that pres-

ent conditions are a transitory phe-

nomenon. For most of its history the

earth has had what they call a

"genial" climate, with palms grow-

ing in Greenland and forests in

Antarctica. Some meteorological ac-

cident started the accumulation of

ice around the poles at the beginning

of the Pleistocene, about a million

years ago. The peculiar properties of

ice. which result in the storage of

coldness, have led to the present de-

plorable conditions of mid-latitudes.

As one geologist has pointed out,

"The real difference between the

center of Africa and the center of

The annual index for

N.\TURAL History. Volume LXXV
(January through December 1966)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N. Y. 10024

olo^din boase, ltd*
Cn^in. 7\f\,foc\^ onJ Ar,i;<j^;li.y

648 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10036

YASHICA
YASHICA INC ,

50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 Dept.O

Antarctica is that in the former,

water is water, and in the latter,

water is ice." It is thus perfectly

possible that, if we wait patiently

for a few hundred thousand years or

so, the normal, genial climate of the

earth will return. In the meanwhile,

we have to get what geniality we can

from wanning spirits and thoughts

of summer.

But such comfort is often transi-

tory. Unable and unwilling to mi-

grate to the tropics for the winter,

I solved the problem of life in Ann

Arbor a few years ago by bringing

a bit of the tropics to Michigan.

First we glassed in a screened porch

on the southeast corner of the house.

This conservatory-like arrangement

seemed rather dull, so we started

adding birds, lizards, and frogs.

This was fascinating, but limited, so

we were led to extend into a green-

house built all along the south side

of the house: this, officially, is called

my "experimental rain forest." You

can sit there under a hibiscus bush

and look at that cold white stuff

outside, while hummingbirds buzz

about your ears. But I'll tell you

more about it next month.

Marston Bates is a well-known author

who also teaches biology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. His column will

appear regularly in Natural History.

Jewelry gift boiei

certificate of attribution.

Prices include postage.

Money Bock Guarantee

ANCIENT, GOD COINS'
over 666 years old ...

from mysterious Ceylon ! These intriguinf

bronze coins show the abstract figure of the

Hindu God VISHNU, Preserver of Energy and

Destroj'er of Evil, standing on a lotus plani

holding a flower in his left hand, with hi^

right hand over an urn. As beatitijul /iil/smaiiic

jewelry, these rare coins are perfect ,^/fls foi

the goi or goddess in your life. Order todaj

. . . coin collection is limited !

*See "Coins of the World" by R. Carson oi

the British Museum.

FREE Gift Catalog
Available FREE: Valuable Gift Catalog illustratini

Crosses, Buddhas, Amulets, Weapons, tamps

Scarabs, Jewelry, Figurines, Masks, Roman Glass

Pottery, Coins, Shawabtis, Coptic Textiles am
much more!

Also available:

Folio Series—collections of mounted photograph

of works of ancient art in the $500 and abov
[

category. Issued periodically.

48 page COtOR Catalog of over 150 antiquitiej

and archaeological artifacts, illustrated and full

annotated. A valuable reference book for co

lectors, students, gift givers and the intellectuall

curious 50(

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD. I

Dept. N-2E, 648 Ninth Ave., New York, N.Y. 1003
'
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A revised

edition

ion

m^^JAM

"The facts bearing on evolution today,"
William Howells wrote in the first edition
of Mankind in the Making, "compared
to those known a century ago, are as a
whale to a mouse." In the seven years since
then, while Dr. Howells' book was becom-
ing the standard in its field, the "whale"
has grown considerably larger.

In modifying and enlarging the first edi-
tion, Dr. Howells, Professor of Anthro-
pology at Harvard University, has incor-
porated aU that has been learned recently
about the subject from finds in Asia, in
Africa, in Europe, and in the Middle East.

New discoveries and new interpretations

Just one example of these immensely
significant evolutionary discoveries are the
findings of Dr. Louis Leakey in Kenya.
They reveal a great deal about the emer-
gence of primitive man from his predeces-
sors, the man-apes of Africa. At the same
time, they tend to show that the date of
this emergence was earlier than had been
supposed, perhaps 1,500,000 years ago.

In addition, a number of important finds
of fossil apes of still earlier stages have
been made. One of these may represent
man in his earliest recognizable form —
perhaps 12 million years ago. Others show
some surprising developments among
rnan's predecessors — as early as 35 mil-
|lion years ago. New knowledge like this
;has changed anthropological thinking.

j

The marvels of the evolutionary process

j
The new edition of Mankind in the

Making, with revisions and a number of
fresh drawings, comprises the most com-
Dlete, and completely up-to-date, study of
human evolution available. The basic con-
:ept of the book remains unchanged — to
jive a clear and understandable picture of
he marvels of the evolutionary process
5y which man has emerged as man. Dr.

One of the
MAKING, :

ships, toqethe
solved.

any diagrams in MANKIND IN THE
wing the general pattern of evolu-
inships in primates. Dr. Howells dis-
Idence for such suggested relation-
r with problems still remaining to be

Howells shows us how small facts and a
few skulls can be put together to say some-
thing important about human history.
Thanks to persistent scientific work, we
know how man acquired a skeleton, mus-
cles, and a brain from fish; how he re-

ceived the gift of locomotion from rep-
tiles; and how, through continuing natural
selection in the process of mammalian de-
velopment, he became warm-blooded,
grew hair, and had offspring that are born,
not hatched.

"Enlivened with engaging touches of wit"

There is nothing "textbookish" about
the quality of Dr. Howells' writing. Mor-
ris E. Opler, Professor of Anthropology
and Far Eastern Studies at Cornell Uni-
versity, has said: "Although Dr. Howells
is one of our country's foremost physical
anthropologists and writes with the au-
thority and accuracy that specialists will
appreciate, he is also one of the most ef-

IlOAvj^
LLs

fective interpreters of scientific materials
to the general public. He writes with grace
and felicity and enlivens his account with
engaging touches of wit."

To add to the book's thoroughness,
Janis Cirulis has created some 180 stun-
ning line drawings. Included also are eight
pages of photographs illustrating racial
types, charts, a glossary, and an index.
The eagerly awaited revised edition of

Mankind in the Making belongs in the
permanent library of every reader of Nat-
ural History, to be read for the sheer pleas-
ure and intellectual excitement it contains,
and also to serve as a comprehensive and
authoritative reference. You may examine
a copy for two weeks without obligation.
If you decide not to keep it, you may re-
turn it within that time and owe nothing.

I FREE EXAMINATION COUPON^H
To your bookseller or to
THE NATURAL HISTORY PRESS
A division of Doubleday & Co., Inc.
Department 7-NH-2
Garden City, New York 11531

Please send me copies of Man-
kind IN THE Making, 1 understand
that I may return the book(s) within
two weeks and owe nothing. Other-
wise you will bill me just $5.95 plus
shipping charges as payment in full.

CITY STATE.

^iVF' Enclose payment now ;*"*'•
postage. Same return

efund guaranteed.

^|offer available only in the U.S.A. and Canada ^M
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Overseas
Nature Tours
-1967-

For six years we ha\-e been organizuig group

trips to in^estigate tile natural liistoo^ of Europe,

Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose

so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,

a fuU ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-

priate. Here is the program for 1967.

- EUROPE -
MEDITERRANEAN: Height of spring from Por-

ugal to Turkey, stressing Mediterranean birds

and flowers. April 16; 4 weeks. (See next).

IRON CURTAIN: Little-visited areas of Turkey,

Bulgaria, Hungari- and Poland, plus Russia from

Leningrad to the Black Sea. May 13; 4 weeks

BRITAIN: Nature highhghts of England, Wales

and Scotland at peak of bird nesting season.

\I'iv 'T' -3 ^veeks.
SCANDINAVIA: Thrilling circuit of the Far

North: Norivay's mountains, fjords and islands;

North Cape and the midnight sun; Lapland and

Sweden. Two departures-June 18 & June -3;

ICELAND: Arctic wildflowers, nesting birds and
seabird cliffs against a weird background of vol-

canoes, gevsers and waterfalls. Two departures-

June 4 & June 2.5; 2 weeks. Optional excursion

to Greenland after each tour.

- AFRICA -
SOUTH AFRICA: Southwest Africa, Kalahari

Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Kruger Park. July

22; 3 weeks. Connects with next.

EAST AFRICA: Rich bird & mammal regions

of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Aug. 12; 3 weeks.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLUMBIA: Intensive bird observation in the

world's top bird country. July 1.3; 3 weeks.

PERU-ECUADOR: Birds of the upper Amazon
and Andes, incluring Machu Picchu & Bolivia.

Aug. 5; 3 weeks, plus optional Galapagos tnp.

- AUSTRALASIA -
The following 4 trips connect in sequence, re-

peating the highly successful South Pacific ven-

ture of 196.5. E.xpert local bird leadership.

BIRDS OF MELANESIA: Fiji, New Caledonia,

New Hebrides. Solomon Islands and 2 weeks in

New Guinea. Sept. 9; 4 weeks.
AUSTRALIA WEST & NORTH: Perth to Darwin

and Alice Springs. Oct. 7; 3 weeks.
AUSTRALIA EAST & SOUTH: Barrier Reef,

Queensland, southern Australia and Tasmama.
Oct. 28; 3 weeks.

, . ,

NEW ZEALAND: South with the spring frorn

Auckland to Stewart Island, including Mt. Cook
and Milford Sound. Nov. 18; 3 weeks, plus op-

tional 2-week botany trip up west coast.

- NORTH AMERICA -
TEXAS-MEXICO: Bird highlights of Texas coast

and N.E. Mexico. Mar. 26 (Easter); 2 weete.

ARIZONA: Richest part of U.S. for rare bird

species, desert flora. May 13; 2 weeks.

The following 4 tours constitute a connected

series \isiting nature highliehts of the Pacific

Coast from Mexico to Alaska, emphasizing Na-
tional Parks, Forests & Wildlife Refuges. 2 wks.

each. _ ,

^

SIERRAS, San Diego to San Francisco; June lU.

CASCADES & COAST RANGE, San Francisco to

Vancouver; June 24. ()nr-u,-,k interval for In-

side Passage cruis.-. ALASKA, including Glacier

Bav, Katmai and Mt. McKinky; July 15. ALASKA
OUTPOSTS, the Arctic Coast east of Barro\v, the

Pribilofs and two spots in the Aleutians; July 29.

- COMING LATER -
ASIA: (1) India & Nepal; ( 2 ) Thailand &

Malavsia; (3) Philippines; winter 1968-69. Also

(4) Japan, May 1968. Three weeks each.

AFRICA: (1) No. Africa, Atlas Mtns; (2)

West Africa, Senegal to Angola; (J) Gentrai

Africa & Madagascar; (4) Ethiopia North. In

1968 and 1969: 3 weeks each. Also see above.

SOUTH AMERICA; (1) Chile & Tierra del

Fuego; (2) Argentina; (3) Brazil; (4) Vene-
zuela, Trinidad & Guianas. Also repeat 19b7

MIDDLE AMERICA: Six routes in Mexico, in-

cluding Yucatan, tivo in Central America, two in

West Indies. Two weeks each; details on request.

NORTH AMERICA: (1) Florida; (2) Newfound-
land & Labrador; (3) Great Basin; (4) Rockv
Mtns.; two weeks each. And in 1969 a retracing

of the Peterson-Fisher "Wild America" route

from New England to Mexico to Alaska, in 4
3-wk. segments.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert

leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and

the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night lite.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Harpers Fcrrv. V. Va. 23423

BOOKS IN REVIEW

A new botanical classic

By Edwin B. Matzke

Wild Flowers of the United States,

Vol. 1, The Northeastern States,

by Harold W. Rickett. McGraw-Hill

Book Co., $39.50; 572 pp., illus.

ONLY at intervals of many years are

great botanical works published,

in any nation. Certainly, Wild Flowers

of the United States will take its place

as one of these. This is the first of five

projected volumes. It covers the area

from Maine to Minnesota and south to

Missouri and Virginia. The second

volume will deal with the southeastern

flora, and the third, fourth, and fifth

with western wildflowers.

This book aims to include all the

wildflowers that properly belong in the

designated region. According to the

author. Dr. Harold W. Rickett, who is

Senior Botanist at The New York

Botanical Garden, there are some five

thousand kinds of flowering plants in

the northeastern United States. The

present volume does not include trees,

shrubs, grasses, sedges, rushes, and a

"number of unattractive weeds with

small greenish flowers'" in which the

amateur presumably would have little

interest. Flowers that enter the above

area but more properly belong in other

regions are mentioned but not de-

scribed. In all, some seventeen hundred

species are included, and this certainly

embraces those likely to be found.

The book is written in language that

can be comprehended by the layman,

for whom it is primarily intended. The

style is interesting, especially in those

parts which deal with the general

characters of the families and the

genera. "Iris in classical mythology

was a goddess whose visible sign was

the rainbow; the plants were so called

from their rainbow hues." Species de-

scriptions are relatively brief, but they

do give the essential and diagnostic

features. There is a minimum of scien-

tific jargon, tempered by an illustrated

glossary of six full pages, and aug-

mented by five additional pages de-

voted to the structural features of

flowers, inflorescences, fruits, leaves,

and stems.

The families of flowering plants are

treated in fourteen groups, each com-

prised of several or numerous families.

The sequence followed is not that ordi-

narily used in current manuals. In the

monocotyledons, which are considered

before the dicotyledons, the lily family

is taken up first in group 1, the orchids

last in group 2, and the callas, the cat-

tails and the bur-reeds in group 3. The

remaining eleven groups are devoted

to the dicotyledons, starting with the

lizard's-tail and ending with the

daisies. In all. 87 families are recorded,

of which 85 receive detailed attention.

To facilitate recognition these are ar-

ranged in artificial fashion, rather than

phylogenetically. The poppy family,

for instance, is placed near the begin-

ning of group 5. while the capers and

mustards, which are usually thought

to be related to them, are in group 6.

Similarly, the bluebells are considered

in group 11, the valerians in group 12,

the lobelias in group 13 (just before

the milkworts ) , the teasels and daisies

in group 14. Phylogenetically, these

families are usually considered to be

not far apart. This book, however, is

designed especially for the layman.

There is a chart which guides the

reader to the groups, a key in each

group which leads to the families, and

there are further aids to the genera

and species in the families. The plants

are designated by the accepted scien-

tific binomial genus and species name,

and if there is one, by the common
English name. Dimensions and descrip-

tions, the time of flowering, the geo-

graphic distribution, and the habitats

in which the plants grow are supplied

in addition to the diagnostic informa-

tion. A volume as pretentious as this

involves considerable original research

on the plants, the results of which are

embodied in its pages.

Interesting and informative mate-

rial concerning many of the genera

and species is presented. Thus, in

Solidago it is stated: "Goldenrods are

commonly believed to be responsible

for the distressing allergies known as

'hay fever'. Actually not much golden-

rod pollen is carried by the wind (the

flowers are pollinated by butterflies

and other insects) and in the flowering

season of these plants the air is likely

to contain plenty of ragweed and other

pollen known to be the principal cause

of the disease."

This volume is illustrated by some

1,200 color photographs, taken mostly

in natural settings. These are of great



;lp in identification and many of them
e superb. In general tliere is one fig-

•e for a species; in some instances

ere are two. They were largely con-

ibuted by amateurs. A list of 51 pho-

graphers is given. Special mention

lould be made of the photographs

ken by Charles Johnson (commis-

ijned by The New \ ork Botanical

arden I . Samuel H. Gottscho, William

Rhein. and Harold W. Rickett.

any of the finer details are delineated

some 350 line drawings from the

rile ]ien of Rachel Speiser.

For those who come to scoff—and by
idition a reviewer is expected to give

me unpleasant evidence of his good

I

th— the line on the drawing of the

long leaf on page 19 does not point

the midrib, the inflorescence of the

liden-club is more golden, the flowers

quaker-ladies are typically more
le. and the flowers of the fringed

itian are a purer blue than in the

istrations. But these are trivia.

7oT those who stay to pray, and this

1 include just about everyone, the

l-page color reproduction of the

dinal flower is breathtaking, that

the rose-mallow. Hibiscus palustris,

dly less so. The photograph of the

key-beard has an almost unworldly

.uty and those of the purple fringed

hid. Habenaria fimbriata, the twin-

ver. and the brown knapweed are

'uisite, to mention just a few among
idreds.

'rofessional botanists will still use

tton and Brown's Illustrated Flora

Gray's Manual. But they will also

r, perhaps clandestinely, to Rick-

> If ild Flowers.

ccording to the Foreword, this proj-

was conceived by Mr. Diarmuid C.

;sell. who interested his friends

and Mrs. David Rockefeller in it.

Rockefeller served as chairman

tie committee to raise the necessary

ds. Many individuals and a number
>rganizations contributed. The vol-

: is appropriately dedicated to

vid and Peggy Rockefeller, with-

whose enthusiasm and generosity

e books could not have been writ-

illustrated or published."

1 addition to the author, six collab-

ors are listed on the title page. Dr.

iam C. Steere, the distinguished

Continued on page 66
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Predators and
Scavengers
stealth, pursuit, and opportunism among

carnivores of Ngorongoro Crater in Africa

By Eichard D. Estes

Each year, as the number of

trained zoologists making field

studies in Africa multiplies, more
and more cherished popular con-
cepts about African wildlife are

called into question. Like many pop-
ular notions about animals, upon
critical examination they prove to be
misleading half-truths. Probably no
group of animals has been more
misrepresented than the predators

and scavengers. Lions, for instance,

are commonly credited with near-hu-

man intelligence in the way they col-

laborate in capturing prey. Manv
authors firmly assert that wild dogs
operate as a relay team to run down
antelopes, and are so fearsome that

game will totally abandon an area

in which a pack is active. As for

jackals and hyenas, they are often

pictured as loathsome scavengers on

putrid carrion and at lion kills, as

camp robbers, and as destroyers of

defenseless young and decrepit old.

The spotted hyena, in particular, has

the reputation of a skulking coward
that is capable of biting off natives'

faces and snatching unattended ba-

bies, but that can be routed by the

smallest creature brave enough to

stand up to it.

Some of these notions have a basis

in fact, but at best they offer mere
thumbnail sketches of the variable

and complex behavior of these ani-

mals. For example, in real life jack-

''After the initial bolt, the herd formed up
ill a hulf-circle and stood staring at

the lionesses, again from within fifty yards.'

als and hyenas—in addition to being
scavengers—are also predators. Nor-
mally, they greatly outnumber the

"big four" among African carni-

vores—lion, leopard, cheetah, and
wild dog—and are quite possibly

more important than all these carni-

vores combined in terms of their

effect on populations of prey species.

In this article, the ecological roles

and behavior of these four "pure"
predators are compared with those

of jackals and the spotted hyena,
in order to show how each species

fills a particular niche, and how the

dual role of scavenger-predator has
the great advantage of opening to

exploitation the widest possible va-

riety of food resources. As classic

examples of the predator and the

scavenger, the roles played by the

lion and the spotted hyena ivill be
given special attention.

I had an outstanding opportunity
to study predator-prey and predator
-scavenger relationships while liv-

ing on the floor of Ngorongoro Cra-
ter, Tanzania, between January.
1963. and July, 1965. One of the

world's largest calderas (a volcano
that has blown its top), Ngorongoro
is a giant "saucer," 10 to 12 miles
across, in which live approximately
2.5,000 large herbivores and over
1.500 carnivores. Not only is it one
of the most spectacular places in Af-
rica for viewing wildlife, it is also

one of the most rewarding study
areas for zoologists interested in the

behavior and ecology of large mam-
mals. The Crater is a simplified

microcosm of an open-plains ecosys-

tem, so richly endo\\ed with fertile

soil and perennial water supplies that

game can remain in residence
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throughout the year. Animals can

and do move out every November at

the beginning of the wet-season dis-

persal period, by ancient trails that

traverse the 1,500-foot walls. But

hardly more than 20 per cent mi-

grate, and all, or nearly all, return

in May, with the onset of the long

dry season. This means that the an-

imals, which must be marked for

any detailed study of behavior, can

often be resighted year after year for

as long as they survive, or for as long

as the marks endure. Peculiarities

like notched ears, stubby tails, bro-

ken horns, and, in species like the

lion, even different facial characteris-

tics also serve to identify unmarked

individuals. In the more typical

plains environment—as, for instance,

in the neighboring Serengeti Plains

—the huge herbivore populations

and many of the predators that de-

pend on them are forced by a semi-

arid climate to adopt migratory

habits, making the observation of

marked animals difficult.

The main subject of my research

was the white-bearded wildebeest.

Connochaetes laurinus, an antelope

that dominates the great game as-

semblages of the Crater and the Ser-

engeti Plains. Roughly 14,000 of

them live in Ngorongoro—a large

number for a 120-square-mile area,

but insignificant compared to the

400,000 "on the Serengeti. The Cra-

ter's four other principal grazers are

Burchell's zebra, 5,000-6.000; Thom-

son's gazelle. 3.500; Grant's gazelle,

1,500; and eland, 350-500. The Cra-

ter lacks such common steppe-sa-

vanna species as giraffe, wart hog,

topi, and impala, but it does support

small numbers of Coke's hartebeest,

waterbuck, bohor and mountain

reedbuck, bushbuck, steinbok, dik-

dik, and klipspringer in its high

grasslands, marshes, hillsides, and

forests. An alkaline lake and peren-

nial springs on the Crater floor

support a small hippopotamus popu-

lation. The cloud forests on the rim

and slopes contain hundreds of buf-

falos, elephants, and more than 100

black rhinoceroses. Rodents and

their allies are represented by plenti-

ful populations of mole rats, various

mice, spring-hares, and true hares.

There are also some 400 species of

birds, notably the denizens of high

cloud forest, the water birds and

waders, and the grassland species, in-

cluding the familiar ostrich.

All this abundance and variety of

wildlife supports, at the apex of the

food pyramid, a considerable num-

ber and variety of carnivores, rang-

ing from the arboreal little genet to

the lion. Cats, or felids, are particu-

larly well represented, with six spe-

cies in the Crater, including about

30 lions (down from a usual 60-70

since a biting fly epidemic drove

them out of the Crater in 1962
)

,

half a dozen leopards, up to that

many cheetahs, an occasional cara-

cal, numerous serval, and the ubiqui-

tous African wildcat, ancestor of the

domestic cat. There are several spe-

cies of civets and mongoose, includ-

ing the marsh mongoose, which

looks much like an otter. Of the

canine predators, the charming little

bat-eared fox is extremely common,

and for the last two years a pack of

wild dogs has remained in more or

less continuous residence.

For all this variety, jackals and

hyenas between them account for

over 90 per cent of the larger carni-

vores. Black-backed and golden jack-

als may number 500 each, and there

are between 600 and 900 spotted

hyenas. At approximately six per

square mile, this may well represent

the continent's densest resident hy-

ena population.

Living inside the Crater gave me

opportunities to observe predation

that are denied to those who see it

only by day. For even though some

of the carnivores are diurnal hunt-

ers, the majority of kills are made

from an hour before dark to an hour

after dawn. The yaps and wails of

jackals and the whoops, roars, and

chuckles of hyenas could be heard

from my cabin almost every night

and led me to many a kifl. In the

course of making night observations

of wildebeest, I often had the chance

to follow and watch lions and hyenas

hunt. From a hilltop vantage point

at dawn, two to six kills made dur-

ing the final hours of the night could

usually be spotted by the seething

clusters of hyenas competing for the

remains. The sight of wildebeest and

zebra all standing erect and staring

in one direction revealed the pres-
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ence of lions walking, heavy-bellied,

toward their resting places. At the
same moment the dog pack might
he setting out on its morning hunt,
its position and course revealed by
a bow wave of fleeing gazelles.

From the whole spectrum of pred-
ators and scavengers, both mam-

malian and avian, that live in

Ngorongoro, I have selected only
those of major importance in the

mortality of the larger plains game;
a discussion of the smaller predators
and the vultures would be beyond
the scope of this article. All those
selected belong to the order Carni-
vora: three are felids, three canids,
and one, the hyena, is considered to
be closely related to the viverrids

(civets), although it looks and be-
haves more like a canid.

It is a matter of adaptive evolu-
tion that cats capture their prey
through stealth—first stalking or am-
bushing, then pouncing—and that
canids capture theirs by tracking and
chasing. These methods are so inti-

"Although within seventy yards, the cheetah
never charged, no doubt because the
quarry was aware of its presence."

"Wild dogs are adapted to a pack
existence to such a degree that it is

questionable whether an individual dog
could survive for long on its oivn."

t
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mately related to phylogeny that it is

possible to reverse the description
and say that a carnivore that stalks
and pounces on its prey is a cat, and
one that trails and runs it down is a
canid. The remarkably similar con-
formation of nearly all cats is thus a
proof of basically similar predatory
behavior. They are the most anatomi-
cally specialized of all the carnivores
for a particular mode of predation.
The long body ; the powerful, quick-
reacting (but quickly exhausted)
"white" muscles; the relatively
short, thick limbs with padded feet
and hooked, retractable claws; fron-
tal eyes for good binocular vision;
and the short jaws armed with long,
stabbing canines are the main spe-
cializations that enable cats to stalk
so stealthily, to gauge distances ac-
curately, to make a lightning and
overpowering surprise attack, and to
grip and kill the prey. According to
Leyhausen, the German felid special-
ist, there is even a specific killing
bite common to the cats, directed to
the back of the neck. However, leop-
ards and lions, and particularly the
cheetah, also frequently kill large
prey by gripping the throat until the
animal suffocates. In either case it is

interesting that all cats direct their
attack at the front, whereas canids in
general attack large herbivores from
the rear. The cat is equipped by its

claws and powerful forelimbs to neu-
tralize the defensive weapons of its

victim, while canids are not. Al-
though less specialized for a carniv-
orous existence than the felids,

canids are nonetheless admirably
suited by their wonderful olfactory
powers, and by their long legs and
deep, narrow chest, to seek out and
run down the fleetest prey through
superior endurance.

While the basic predatory mode
has been determined by common an-
cestry, each species has evolved its

own variation on the family theme.
Diversification has even led, in a few
cases, to convergence between the
two family patterns. The cheetah, for
instance, is built more like a grey-
hound than a cat, has non-retractable
claws, and runs down its prey—but
only after a preliminary stalk. The
wild dog hunts primarily by sight,

and jackals, like foxes, usually sniff

out and pounce on their prey rather
than run it down.

The size of the predator is also
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a primary factor in its choice of

prey. The French mammalogist

Francois Bourliere has stated that

carnivores prey only on herbivores

that are approximately the same

weight as themselves. While innu-

merable exceptions to the rule may

be cited, particularly when pack

hunters are considered, a definite

correlation in size does exist. A
sound basis for this limitation lies

in the enhanced risks of attacking

animals too big to be handled safely

;

natural selection would operate in

favor of individuals that stayed

safely within their own capabilities.

Because lions and other carnivores

are demonstrably capable of killing

animals very much heavier than

themselves, it may be argued that

minimization of risks is behind their

selection, in normal circumstances,

of prey no more than twice their own

weight. When dealing with their nor-

mal prey, their striking power is so

overwhelming that once caught, the

victim has virtually no hope of

escape or retaliation. Indeed, the ap-

parent helplessness of the victim is

one of the most impressive features

of African predator-prey relation-

ships. But there is more to it than

sheer brute power: it is chiefly the

element of surprise on the part of

felid predators that disarms their

prey, and this is where individually

acquired skill counts heavily. Canids

achieve the same end of rendering

large prey defenseless by first run-

ning it to exhaustion.

The "Pure" Predators

Wild Dog
The Ngorongoro Game Biologist,

John Goddard, and I have witnessed

over 50 wild dog kills, and have

thereby gained new insight into

prey selection and hunting methods

of this most maligned of all African

predators. Wild dogs are adapted to

a pack existence to such a degree

that it is questionable whether an

individual dog could survive for

long on its own. As a hunting unit,

the pack is so successful that the

Crater dogs captured their quarry

in 85 per cent of all the chases we

observed. If they were not so sparsely

distributed, this species would be

among the most important preda-

tors. Yet we saw no evidence what-

ever to justify the charge that wild

dogs kill more wantonly than other

predators or that they cause undue

disturbance to game.

The pack had two well-defined

hunting periods per day—in early

morning and late afternoon—and

generally made one or more kills in

each period. As already noted, wild

dogs hunt mainly by sight. Team-
work is extremely important in their

hunting system, but not, as com-

monly portrayed, for running game
in relays. As a rule, the pack has a

regular leader that takes the initia-

tive in selecting and running down
a quarry. He is backed up by one or

two others that maintain distances of

100 yards or more behind him, while

the rest of the pack straggles far in

the rear. The leader has the speed

Prominent Mammals
in the Ngorongoro Crater

Lion Panthera leo

Leopard Panthera pardus

Cheetah Ac/nonyx jubafus

Wild Dog Lycaon pktus

Black-backed Jackal

Canis mesomelas

Golden Jackal Corn's aureus

Spotted Hyena Crocufa crocufa

Thomson's Gazelle

Gazella f/iomsoni

Grant's Gazelle Gazella granfi

Coke's Hartebeest

Alcelaphus buselaphus

White-bearded Wildebeest

Connoc/ioefes fourinus

Burchell's Zebra Equus burchelli

Eland Taurofragus oryx

African BufFalo Syncerus coffer

Black Rhinoceros D/ceros bicornis

and endurance to run down any Af-

rican antelope, usually within two

miles. Once overtaken, the quarry

begins dodging and doubling back,

and the dogs immediately behind are

then in a good position to intercept

it. As the quarry is seized, the pack

members close in and quickly tear

small prey to pieces by yanking in

different directions.

In a place like Ngorongoro Crater,

at least five or six dogs are necessary

to prevent hyenas from stealing their

kills, at which they are very adept.

Because of hyena competition, and

also because both large and small

packs tend to kill twice each day,

large packs are more efiicient and

make more economical use of t,

prey resource.

Throughout their range, wi

dogs tend to specialize on the m(
abundant small- to medium-sized a

telopes. In the miombo woodland

Central and South Africa, the i

pala heads the list. In the East Af
can steppe-savanna it is Thomsoi.

gazelle. Although "Tommy" rank

poor third in the Crater, they mai

up 59 per cent of the Ngorongoli

pack's kills, indicating a defini

preference for this species. Indei,

leaving out the kills we recordii

for January, 1965, adult Tommy i.

counted for 69 per cent of wild d;

kills in other months. January vi

the month in which 80 per cent :

the Crater wildebeest dropped th'

calves; during this period the pa:

subsisted entirely on this "windfal'

Cheetah

Like the wild dog, the cheetah ;

parently specializes to a consid'

able degree on gazelles of the step]-

savanna and desert in both Asia al

Africa. It is specifically adapted •

its build and hunting habits to ri-

ning down the fleetest prey of ti

open plains, of which none is fas'

than a gazelle. In addition to havi;

a rather doglike foot with non-

tractable claws, the cheetah is unl

the typical cat in being mainly

diurnal hunter, a special adaptat:

to its environment and predatory

quirements. Yet, like other cats,

must have the advantage of surpr

Ln order to overtake its quarry wi

in the limits of its own maximi

speed; it may be the fastest of

land animals, but it is a sprinter, i

a distance runner like the wild d

In the photograph on page 23

adult cheetah is shown stalking

female Grant's gazelle. Althou

within seventy yards, the cheel

never charged, no doubt because

quarry was aware of its presen

Nor did the gazelle flee. This s

gests that the cheetah was beyond

distance at which it could expect

run down an alerted gazelle.

Aside from gazelles, cheetahs a

take small game such as hares a

birds, and the young of the larj

antelopes, up to the size of juver

wildebeest. But, because it is soliti

and sparsely distributed over lai

areas, this carnivore is only a mil

factor in game mortality.
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"The cheetah . . .is built more like a greyhound
than a cat, has non-retractable claws,

and runs down its prey. . .
."

".
. . the pack members close in

and quickly tear small prey to pieces

by yanking in different directions."



Leopard

The leopard is not, properly

speaking, adapted to a plains envi-

ronment. It is really a forest animal

that spends much of its time in trees

when not actually hunting. Yet wher-

ever suitable cover is found adjacent

to the plains, it becomes a preda-

tor on plains game. This illustrates

the adaptability of this ubiquitous

cat, which inhabits the greater part

of Asia as far north as Siberia, and

almost the whole of Africa south of

the Sahara. Unlike the far-ranging

wild dog and the cheetah, it is very

local in its habits. It can get by in

almost any environment that affords

enough cover to conceal its presence,

and is the only one of the large cats

that can persist in thickly settled

areas, subsisting on domestic ani-

mals when wild game is unavailable.

Its natural prey includes everything

from birds to baboons and also ante-

lopes up to twice its own weight.

In August and September, 1964,

an adult female frequented a grove

of fig trees beside the main Ngoron-

goro watercourse, by means of which

a narrow tongue of dense vegetation

penetrates into the central grassland.

This was where I had my camp. She

paid almost nightly visits for a

month, adopting as her favorite van-

tage point and resting place an ob-

servation platform I had built in one

of the trees shading my cabin. With

the help of a flashlight, which did

not disturb the leopard at all, I could

observe her without leaving my seat.

Unlike the leopards depicted in old

jungle movies, she never used this

perch as an ambush from which to

leap upon unsuspecting prey, al-

though she might easily have done

so. She always came down to hunt,

stealing along the watercourse, or

lurking just inside the line of nettles

and high brush, as she scanned the

neighboring grassland for likely

prey. Within a two-week period she

succeeded in killing, among other

animals, two Grant's gazelle bucks,

members of a bachelor herd that

often browsed along the edge of this

natural ambuscade at night. After

throttling them to death, the leopard

dragged them back to her favorite

tree. Presumably unable to hoist

them to the platform—they weighed

about 160 pounds each—she left

both in turn right beside my Land
Rover, returning periodically to eat
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from them. But this leopard's main

prey appeared to be jackals, of

which she brought back eleven in a

matter of three weeks, carrying

them up to the platform as a cat car-

ries a mouse, and sometimes playing

with them in the same fashion, be-

fore finally biting into a vital spot

The preponderance of jackals in

the diet of this leopard is highly in

teresting in view of the species' noto

rious predation on domestic dogs

suggesting that jackals or othei

small canids, where abundant, may
be preferred prey. Leopards are also

known to take the occasional wild

dog. In view of a low population den-

sity—the result of its solitary and

"Unlike the leopards depicted in old jungle

movies, she never used this perch as an ambush

from which to leap upon unsuspecting prey. . .
."

"But all plains game, the zebra and gnu
in particular, are exceedingly nervous

and cautious at watering places. . .

."

antisocial habits—and its practice,

when undisturbed, of eating from the

same kill as long as it lasts, the leop-

ard may be considered highly con-

servative of its prey resources, and
through predation on other preda-

tors, as even indirectly benefiting

their prey.

Lion

Although the prey and hunting

methods of lions have been described

in hundreds of books on African

wildlife, there is really a decided

lack of reliable quantitative infor-

mation on hunting behavior and

prey selection in this species. They
have been known to pull down every-

thing from bull giraffe and buffalo

to Thomson's gazelle and still

smaller game. There are also many
reports of lions being killed in en-

counters with larger game, and in the

Crater last year, a lioness who was

rash enough to attack a rhinoceros

calf was killed by the mother. But

here, and perhaps wherever they

have the option, lions show a decided

preference, first of all for adult

wildebeest, and secondly for zebra.

In Ngorongoro these two prey

species probably accounted for more
than 90 per cent of all lion kills.

Much has been made in the lion

literature of the wonderfully intel-

ligent co-operation the members of a

pride display in the hunt. In a recent

issue of African Wild Life, for in-

stance, R. H. Ivy describes the way
lions collaborated to scare penned

cattle into breaking out of their

kraal, the male getting upwind and
roaring mightily, while the lion-

esses waited downwind for a cow to

jump the fence. Many other accounts

also mention the stratagem of a lion

showing itself or getting upwind in

order to drive game toward hidden

lionesses. I don't doubt that lions,

being intelligent and sociable carni-

vores, are capable of this kind of

teamwork, although I have never

seen an example of it in the Crater.

There is no question that members of

a pride hunt together, and in fact,

the black markings on the backs of

the ears look to be specifically

adapted to the purpose of maintain-

ing visual contact between them, sug-

gesting that group hunting may be a

behavioral trait of the species. But

bearing in mind the myth of relay

hunting by wild dogs, which started
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with the impressionistic observa-

tions of early hunters and achieved,

through subsequent repetition, the

status of estabhshed fact, it is only

prudent to remain skeptical until all

these cherished bits of folklore have

been thoroughly investigated by

trained field workers. For instance, I,

have my doubts, shared by some,

other observers, that lions roar for

the specific purpose of frightening

game. I have repeatedly observed,

that the Crater game pay no atten^

tion whatever to their roars, andj

have even played tape-recorded,

roars at full volume to wildebeest

and zebra from forty yards awayj

without causing any alarm. Also, 1

have never known hunting lions t(i

make any sound louder than a fainfi

"huh." Nevertheless, I would con|

"Toward sunset . . . the lionesses begin to sit up

and take notice of their surroundings, choosing

a good vantage point from which they stare

long and carefully at distant animals. . .
."

"The male lion, by all reports, rarely hunts

for himself, but lets the females do all

the hard work, then moves regally in after the

kill is made to claim 'the lion's share.'
"



ede the possibility of their learning

3 adapt their roar to hunting in spe-

ial circumstances, as when experi-

nce proved that roaring was ejffec-

ive in frightening such prey as

attle. And this know-how could be

assed on to succeeding generations

s part of a pride's traditions. But

de roar normally functions for in-

raspecific communication, perhaps

lainly territorial advertisement.

[n all the hunts I have observed in

the Crater, a single lioness took

le initiative in stalking and killing,

sually alone, but sometimes backed

p by other members of the pride.

7hat impressed me most was the pa-

ence and incredible fussiness they

isplayed. On a number of occasions

have sat for more than an hour

atching a lioness or young lion

aiting for a herd of gnus or zebras,

iready close, to come still closer to

1 ambush. Once two lionesses let a

le of gnus and zebras trek by with-

1 fifty yards of where they crouched,

1 plain sight but unnoticed. Sev-

times one or the other tensed

ir a spring when a member of the

e came slightly closer than the rest,

at still they waited, until a zebra

Qally spotted them and snorted an

arm. After the initial bolt, the herd

rmed up in a half-circle and stood

aring at the lionesses, again from
ithin fifty yards. The cats then re-

xed, sat up, and looked away with

)red expressions. Having witnessed

is performance every time a con-

aled lion was caught in the act, so

speak, it is hard to avoid being an-

ropomorphic about what looks so

lUch like a face-saving device.

Judging from this and other occa-

ons when lions failed to spring

though unsuspecting prey came to

ithin forty yards, and also because

ildebeest and zebra will stand star-

g at them from this distance, it ap-

ars that conditions are exactly

ght for the spring only if the quar-

has its head turned away, so that

e lion may launch its charge before

ing detected. It is not enough for

€ quarry to be partly turned and
oking away; apparently the pos-

bility that it will detect the lion's

St move from the corner of its eye
id have time to dodge, get a head-

irt, or simply be warned is enough
put off an experienced lioness. To
B this convincingly illustrates the

overriding importance of surprise in

the lion's hunting methods, not only

for the initial capture, but also for

reducing the risk of self-injury. If

not immediately overwhelmed, ani-

mals the size of wildebeest and

zebra are quite capable of hurting

even as powerful an animal as a lion.

The above observations were all

made by daylight, when the advan-

tage lies with the hunted rather than

the hunter. On the open plains fre-

quented by zebra and wildebeest,

there is seldom enough cover for a

concealed stalk, so that lions hunting

by day must usually wait in high

vegetation, often by a watering place

or ford, for game to come to them.

But all plains game, the zebra and

gnu in particular, are exceedingly

nervous and cautious at watering

places or when forced to enter high

grass, as when trekking to and from

grazing grounds. Darkness is thus

the most favorable time for lions to

hunt, and in the Crater probably

nine out of ten kills are made at

night. The lions are generally inac-

tive by day, lying up in streamside

vegetation or in a patch of high

gra'ss. Sometimes they lie in low

Erythrina trees along the edge of the

east wall of the Crater. The typical

sight tourists see are sprawling beasts

dead to the world—"poured out like

honey in the sun," as Anne Morrow
Lindbergh aptly put it.

But in late afternoon, the sleepy

lions undergo a gradual metamor-

phosis into nocturnal predators with

intent, fierce eyes. The members of

the pride greet by rubbing heads and

flopping down on top of one an-

other; then cubs and lionesses alike

(but not churlish old males) engage

in play, ambushing and chasing one

another in as wonderful a display

of family affection and good humor
as can be found anywhere. Toward
sunset, if they are going to hunt, the

lionesses begin to sit up and take

notice of their surroundings, choos-

ing a good vantage point from which

they stare long and carefully at dis-

tant animals as they evidently size

up the possibilities. Shortly before

dusk, they start to move down to-

ward the central plain. Here the

great concentrations of wildebeest

and zebra congregate every evening

on the short grass, trekking back in

single file from pastures where they

grazed during the day.

Often the only game remaining on
the outskirts of the main concentra-

tions are a few small herds of wilde-

beest, hartebeest, and gazelles, and
above all, solitary territorial wilde-

beest bulls that remain attached to the

same small piece of ground year in

and year out. The entire wildebeest

habitat is occupied by territorial

males, spaced out at intervals of 60
to 100 yards. Because they are usu-

ally alone, and likely to be the first

suitable quarry encountered by the

lions in their evening movement to

the central plain, territorial wilde-

beest are the most vulnerable of all

the Crater game to lion predation,

possibly making up as much as 60 to

70 per cent of their kills.

The male lion, by all reports,

rarely hunts for himself, but lets

the females do all the hard work,

then moves regally in after the kill

is made to claim "the lion's share."

The male, in effect, parasitizes the

female whenever the opportunity

arises. But obviously, as C. A. W.
Guggisberg points out in Simba,

solitary males or lions in bachelor

prides must kill to live, and are un-

doubtedly capable of hunting for

themselves. The biggest lion in the

Crater, an old fellow with a short,

jet-black mane who frequented the

area where 1 lived, lorded it over two
different prides that hunted within

his beat. One night, I watched him
gorge on a kill made by a lioness

from his regular pride. The very

next night he was seen on a kill-

quite near the first—that had been

made by the other pride (which had
no adult male). Although still too

satiated to have any real appetite,

he nevertheless kept the hungry lion-

esses and their cubs waiting while he

leisurely consumed the liver and a

few other choice tidbits. Then he
stalked off and left them. Judged by
human standards, the male lion

seems a shiftless bully. But is it rea-

sonable to apply human standards to

what is not, after all, an expression

of individual "meanness," but a trait

shared by all males of the species?

It would be more appropriate to in-

quire about the basis and function of

this behavior, for the chances are

that it serves some valuable purpose.

In fact, this trait can work to the ad-

vantage of the pride, for instance in

competition with hyenas, as will be
described next month in Part II.
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TheAntlers ofNara
In Nara, an ancient city and the first

permanent capital of Japan (from
710 to 784), Buddhist temples and
Shinto shrines are still prominent.

The Shinto ceremony of removing
the antlers from the sacred deer is

performed in the deer park here

every year. This practice, recorded

as far back as 1671, is ceremonially

religious, but its purpose is practical.

Every fall the mature male deer ac-

quire a pair of antlers that, in the

excitement and violence of the mat-
ing season, become dangerous. To

prevent injury to visitors, the antler

removal measure was adopted. The
skillful, rituahzed surgery has been

preserved as a Shinto rite in con-

junction with the city's renowned
Kasuga Shrine, which considers the

deer its sacred creature. The cere-

mony takes place in the middle of a

spacious deer park. Several deer at

a time are driven from adjoining

grounds to an arena. There, men
chase and capture each animal, hold-

ing it down while a priest dexterously

cuts off the antlers.

L/ii the iiHtuinn day appointed for

the antler-cutting ceremony

,

a representative of the seko
(the veteran deer catchers) goes
to the sanctum of the shrine to

worship before the Shinto priest

(in white). The seko will capture

the deer with three material

aids: asanawa (hemp rope), a jiiji

(crossed bamboo throwing device),

and a dampi (bamboo throwing
ring with network of rope).

1,J* **?? *

,
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Lhe seko, with asanawa ready

in his right hand, throws the

jiiji (above left) and captures

a deer by its antler (above).

The dampi can be seen lying on
the ground. After a struggle,

during which the deer usually

resists mightily, the seko will

draw the rope over to a tree

to steady the animal against

it, and the deer will gradually

become exhausted. He
also becomes bewildered as

he loses sight of the other

deer and sees, instead, only

pursuing seko. Eventually a team

of two seko manage to bring

this now quieted deer (left) to

the center of the arena. There

the captive animal is held down
on a straw mat in the middle

of the field, and a partition

is set up to keep away the

remaining uncaptured deer.

photographs

by

KONOSUKE
MURAMATSU
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Ihe downed deer is givet,

a drink of water to calm i

him, after which a sped
appointed priest in

ceremonial attire begins

to saw off the antlers.

All the antlers cut off

during the day's rites are

offered at the Kasuga Shrine.

This part of the ceremony
acknowledges the relation

between the "patron"

creature and the Shrine.

Ihe day's work done, the

seko stand together in

their uniforms with the

priest in his elaborate

Shinto attire. Here they

receive the appreciation

of the Shinto officials.
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When released, the deer

iprings up suddenly and runs

yff. The seko must jump up
ust as suddenly to get

•:afely out of the way.
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ByThomas D. Nicholson

As we discussed last month,

Bubble's Law provided what

seemed to be solid evidence of an ex-

panding universe. It stated that red

shifts in the spectra of galaxies in-

crease in proportion to the galaxies'

distance from us. It indicated also

that galaxies recede at a velocity now
accepted as about 19 miles per sec-

ond per million light-years.

However, the interpretation of the

red shift as an actual velocity indica-

tor can be challenged. Indeed, it was

even questioned by Hubble himself,

and it has again been brought into

question in the discussion of the na-

ture and distance of quasars: quasi-

stellar objects discovered recently.

When light is considered purely

as a wave phenomenon, the interpre-

tation of a spectral shift as an indi-

cator of relative velocity is clear and

simple. But light also has some prop-

erties that are not wavelike, proper-

ties that seem to resemble those of

a stream of particles in motion

—

sometimes called corpuscular radia-

tion. One of these properties is the

energy content of light, amply dem-

onstrated in a number of physical ex-

periments and observations. The en-

ergy content of light varies with the

total intensity of light, as though

light were made up of little packets of

energy, called photons, each one pos-

sessing a discrete amount of energy.

But the energy of light also varies

with wavelength, even though light

of any wavelength travels through

space with the same speed. Therefore,

a photon of one wavelength contains

a quantum of energy different from
a photon of a different wavelength;

differences in velocity do not exist to

account for their different energies.

34

The energy of a photon decreases

ivith an increase in wavelength. In

other words, red light contains less

energy than blue light.

When light is considered this way
—as composed of photons differing

in energy content with wavelength—
the red shift in the light of the galax-

ies can be considered in another way.

It represents a change in the energy

of the light. In other words, the light

from the galaxies that we observe on
earth has less energy than the same
light when it left the galaxies. This

could arise from a velocity shift,

caused by the actual recession of the

galaxies from earth. But it could arise

also from some entirely different

cause—unrelated to the motion of the

galaxies—that caused light to lose

some of its energy as it traveled. This

possibility was recognized and dis-

cussed by Hubble and by others in

the years since the red shift—distance

relationship became known.
What could happen to light to

cause it to lose energy in traveling

from the galaxies to earth? Among
the several proposals, there are two
main avenues of thought. One is that

light, in its energy content, possesses

some of the characteristics of gravita-

tional mass. In traveling through

long distances in space—throughout
which there is at least some thinly

scattered material—light photons will

give up part of their energy to the

material they encounter. Even a

very slight effect of this kind could

account for a large energy loss where
the distance traveled and the material

encountered was great enough. But
the effect could be so slight as to be

unnoticed in the relatively small dis-

tances within our own Galaxy.

Another proposal suggests that

light photons might be subject to a

"fatigue" when they travel, as though

they encountered a resistance. A vari-

ation on this is the suggestion that the

energy of a photon may vary with

time. In both cases, the time required

for light to travel the great distances

from, the galaxies would result in its

having less energy when received on

earth than it had when it was emitted

from the galaxy of origin, and it

would then be observed to have a red

shift. The amounts of the fatigue or

the loss in energy with time could be

so slight as to be undetected in nearby

space, but over the millions of years

that light takes to travel to reach

us from distant galaxies, the effect

on the light of the galaxies could still

be considerable.

These various theories can, in sum-

mary, be referred to as attempts to

explain the observed red shift—dis-

tance law by a progressive reddening

of light with its distance traveled, as

opposed to a recession hj'pothesis, in

which the reddening is actually

caused by relative velocities of reces-

sion in a universe now expanding. To
date there has been no generally ac-

cepted observational or theoretical



ndence for selecting between the

vo hypotheses.

A choice can be made, however, on

le basis of our present knowledge of

ature and its laws. Various theories

f progressive reddening are based

a the existence of physical laws that

innot presently be confirmed or

leasured. A recession hypothesis, on

16 other hand, is based on a readily

bserved, understood, and measur-

ble phenomenon of nature—the Dop-
ier effect observed in wave motion

hen there is a relative velocity be-

veen source and observer. On this

asis. astronomers prefer to accept

le recession hypothesis; to interpret

le red shifts in the spectra of the gal-

'cies as evidence of a recessional ve-

icity that increases with distance in

ti expanding universe. Cosmolo-
;ists, however, have still not made a

ear choice, for in some of their mod-
: s of the universe, a progressive

lange in the laws of nature is just

j logical as a continuing expansion

mong the galaxies.

In either case, of course, red shifts,

I

hether they are caused by recession

' the galaxies or by a progressive

lange in the energy of light, can be

liable distance indicators, for the

observational evidence of the Hubble
Law is still there. We observe red

shifts, in galaxies for which distances

are known, that increase at the rate

of a velocity equivalent to 19 miles

per second for each million light-

years distance to the galaxies. Thus
an observed red shift, in the light of

a newly observed galaxy, is taken as

a measure of its distance. But now
even this seemingly valid relationship

between red shifts and distance has

been brought into question with the

recent study of quasi-stellar sources—

the so-called quasars.

At first thought to be simply very

luminous hot blue stars located in

remote regions of our own Galaxy,

the quasars attracted attention as

being unique when, in 1960, four

such objects were found to coincide

in position with previously recog-

nized sources of radio radiation.

Until then, the sun was the only star

that had been observed by radio.

They were of immediate interest to

astronomers, for if they were stars,

the source of their radio energy must

be quite different from the sun's. In

relation to the sun, they were power-

ful emitters indeed: if the sun were

removed to the distance of even the

This group of objects in the constella-

tion Hercules includes mostly gal-

axies and not many stars. The average

brightness of these galaxies is evi-

dence of their distance, determined in-

dependently of the law of the red shift.

nearest star—Alpha Centauri—its

radio emission could not possibly be

observed on earth. Yet, these stars—

for they were still thought to be such

—were much more distant than the

nearest stars, and they were easily

detected by radio. Astronomers at the

Mount Wilson and Palomar Observa-

tories began to look for other data

about these suspect "radio stars."

It was already known that these ob-

jects had peculiar spectra. They
showed faint, diffuse emission lines

over a continuous background, but

these lines did not appear to coin-

cide in wavelength to the known emis-

sion lines of the atomic spectra, and
the pattern of the lines did not seem
to be consistent from one object to

another. Then, in 1963, Maarten
Schmidt noted something of interest

in the spectrum of one of the objects,

known as 3C273 (object number 273
in the Third Cambridge Catalogue of

radio objects) . Four of the emission

lines were separated in a manner that

resembled the spacing of four ultra-

violet lines produced by hydrogen.

These are normally invisible in the

spectra of celestial objects, since the

ultraviolet region where they occur is

absorbed by the earth's atmosphere.

But if these ultraviolet lines ivere

shifted toward the red end of the

spectrum by 16 per cent of their nor-

mal wavelength, they would then ap-

pear exactly as they were seen in the

spectrum of 3C273. By assuming

such a shift, Schmidt showed that

two other unknown lines were also

identifiable lines shifted by the same
amount. Soon, mysterious lines in

two other objects, 3C48 and 3C147,

were also matched with known lines

shifted toward the red end of the

spectrum by ever larger amounts.

If these red shifts were taken as

Doppler shifts, then 3C273 was reced-

ing from earth at a velocity equal to

15 per cent of the speed of light, 3C48
at 30 per cent, and 3C147 at 41 per

cent. The only known objects exhibit-

ing such large red shifts were galax-

ies. If these objects were indeed gal-

axies, rather than radio stars, the
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Five radio galaxies in Serpens are in-

terconnected with unusual clouds, in-

dicating that something peculiar is

happening—something future studies

may be able to determine definitively.

The most distant objects yet deter-

mined are those galaxies in Bootes

shown by the arrow. The arrow in the

spectrum shows a feature normally lo-

cated in the blue region, but that has

been shifted here to the red by an

amount equal to 47 per cent of its nor-

mal wavelength, suggesting that the

object is located at a distance of about

three billion light-years. This is not

definite, however, for there is no other

evidence of the distance.

In 1963, Quasar 3C273 was the first of

the quasars to be identified. Its large

red shift brought into question ivhether

the red shift law could be applied to

this and other similar objects.

Dr. Nicholson, the regular author of this

feature, is also Chairman of the Ameri-

can Museum-Hayden Planetarium,

Hubble Law would predict their dis-

tances at two, four, and five billion

light-years respectively. But at a dis-

tance of two billion light-years (pre-

dicted for 3C273), a bright galaxy

would be barely visible in the largest

of telescopes. However, 3C273 was

bright enough to be observed in

many amateur telescopes. If this ob-

ject were actually two billion light-

years away, it would have to emil

many thousands of times more en-

ergy than a bright galaxy. If it were

indeed a bright galaxy, then at its

observed brightness it would have to

be much closer. But a bright galaxy

close enough to have the apparent

magnitude of 3C273 would also be

large enough to permit its shape and

structure to be observed, and it would

not exhibit so large a red shift.

Thus, 3C273, and a few score of

similar objects since indentified,

were called, for want of a better term,

quasi-stellar sources, or quasars. Ex-

hibiting some features that are star-

like, some that are like those of galax-

ies, and some that fit neither kind ol

object, they may be a totally new and

hitherto unknown kind of celestial

body. The only clue to their dis-

tances, thus far, is the large red shifts

they exhibit, interpreted according to

the Hubble Constant. But if these are

truly unique objects, their large red

shifts may arise from some cause thai

has no relation to their distance. They

may be enormously massive objects,

several hundred thousand times more

massive than an ordinary star, but

comparable to a star in size. Light

emitted by such an object would have

to overcome an enormous gravita^

tional force in order to escape, and

the work expended in doing so would

appear as a loss of energy, a shift ol

wavelength toward the red.

As to the nature of quasars, and

the correct interpretation of their red

shifts, we stand again where we were

early in the twentieth century with

respect to the galaxies. Time, and a

good deal of work, will resolve many
of the problems, and in doing so may
result in some major revisions in oui

concept of the universe, the laws ol

nature that it reflects, and the manner

in which it came into its present state
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[.ast Quarter February 1, 6:03 p.m., EST
:Jew Moon February 9, 5:44 a.m., EST
irst Quarter February 17, 10:56 a.m., EST
uli Moon February 24, 12:43 p.m., EST

February 10-12: The early crescent moon moves past
lercury, Venus, and Saturn on these days, all three in the
vening sky, with the moon low in the west at dusk The
noon passes Mercury at 1:00 p.m., EST, on the 10th- it
asses Venus at 4:00 a.m., EST, on the 11th; and Saturn
t 8:00 A.M., EST, on the 12th.
February 11: The moon should be easily seen tonight

3w in the west after sundown. Look for Venus, a bright
tarlike object (about magnitude -3.3) to the right and
elow the moon. Mercury is farther right, lower, and much
iinter (about magnitude +-0.2). Saturn (magnitude
-i-.i) IS to the left and above the crescent moon
February 12: By this evening, the moon has passed Sat-

rn and will be high in the southwest as dusk settles. Soon
fter, you may be able to see the three planets, Saturn
-nus, and Mercury, in that order, to the right and below
ie moon, but Mercury may be difficult to see.
February 16: Mercury is at greatest elongation east of
e sun, and therefore in best position to be observed
)ok for It in the west from about one hour to one hour

TIMETABLE
February 1 11:00 p.m.

February 15 10:00 p.m.

. February 28 9:00 p.m.

(Local Mean Time)

and 30 minutes after sunset.
February 21: The waxing gibbous moon rises well before

sunset tonight, and Jupiter rises with it. The planet will
not be observed until dusk, however, when it will be below
and to the right of the moon. Conjunction is at 6-00 p m
EST, when Jupiter and the moon will be closest.

February 22: At about 9:00 a.m., EST, Mercury becomes
stationary in right ascension and begins to move retro-
grade (westward), approaching the sun rapidly.

February 23: Venus has been gradually approaching Sat-
urn all month. It finally catches up today, about 7:00 a m
EST, when conjunction occurs.

February 27-29: The waning gibbous moon can introduce
you to Mars. Look for the bright red planet (magnitude 0.0)
to the left of the moon in the morning sky of the 28th to
the right of the moon on the 29th.

All Month: Venus is becoming more prominent in the
sunset sky, as are Saturn and (until the third week) Mer-
cury. Jupiter is up in the east at sunset and sets before
dawn. Mars rises before midnight and remains till morning



The dismaying omen ivas this dam, left,

being constructed on the Snake River.

It catalyzed the efforts of scientists to

save Palouse evidence from inundation.

Cave Life on

the Palouse
Salvage archeologists win a race with dam

builders in the Pacific Northwest From a river

canyon, diggers bring out the record of a culture

that spanned more than 100 centuries.

by GERALD H. GROSSO

Having done all she could for her

dead son, the Indian mother

gently laid the still form in a shallow

grave at the back of the cave. The

father, equipping the untried war-

rior for the hereafter, placed five

matched knife blades alongside the

tiny body. Then they carefully cov-

ered the baby with earth and stones.

Turning from the grave, the Indi-

ans emerged from their rock shelter

and returned to the everyday chores

of gathering mussels from the river,

fishing, hunting, and preparing food.

This was life 7,000 to 8,000 years

ago below the steep cliffs of the Pa-

louse River Canyon in a remote cor-

ner of the state of Washington.
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Today's few Palouse Indians no

longer dwell in that canyon. The

remains of their ancient ancestors

have become clues for a team of ar-

cheologists working along an obscure

river in the southeastern part of the

state. The bereaved couple of long

ago could not know that their tender

act would be unearthed thousands of

years later and described as one of

the oldest human burials ever found

in the Pacific Northwest, or that their

child's grave would be counted

among the oldest in the New World.

Their story, part of a continuous

record of man's life for more than

100 centuries, now is being pieced

together after three summers of work

by a field crew under the direction

of Dr. Richard Daugherty, Professor

of Anthropology at Washington State

University.

To the casual observer, the Pa-

louse region seems an unlikely spot

for early man to have chosen. It is

dry and hot in the summer; it can

be bitter cold in the winter. The in-

hospitable brown-black lava rock of;^

the huge Columbia Plateau domi-:^

nates the landscape, as it has fori

millions of years. The present-day

population, which is non-Indian, is

sparse even along the rivers, which

here and there course through fertile

but narrow flood plains. Of the fewi

families who live there now many do



alvage work resulted in finding many
keletons and artifacts at the Marmes
ave and other sites. Below, skull of
relatively modern child is exhumed.

ivithout telephone, daily newspaper
iervice, or even mail delivery. Buses
ind private cars carry their children
IS much as 75 miles a day to school,

ancient times, however, man's
leeds were more basic—simply food,
vater, and shelter. And the lower
alouse River, where it joins the
arger Snake, was a good place to fill

bose needs. In fact, a few Palouse In-

ians (also spelled Palus) still lived

iiere as recently as 20 years ago, un-
ware of its historic importance.
The area is giving up its archeo-

)gical secrets just in time. Lower
lonumental Dam is taking shape on
le Snake River a few miles down-
ream from its juncture with the

Palouse. Sometime in 1968, when
this dam is completed, the rising wa-
ter will form a reservoir that will

drown the present mouth of the Pa-
louse River. A nearby Indian village
site and an Indian cemetery will be
inundated, the mouth of the cave will

be under water, and any more testi-

mony about the area's early inhabi-
tants will become unrecoverable.
Already, dam after dam block the
Columbia and its tributaries, pro-
viding the Pacific Northwest with
new sources of electric power, and
transforming the desert of the Col-

umbia Plateau into fertile farmland
through related irrigation projects.

But there is another result. These
dams, and the lakes that form behind
them, are spurring the archeologists

in a continuing race with the rising

waters. "Salvage archeology" be-

came a way of life for anthropolo-
gists in Washington after Grand
Coulee Dam created Roosevelt Lake
more than 20 years ago.

It is only fair to say, however, that
the researchers do not consider the
dams entirely bad. Their coming has
forced the financing of field excava-
tions that might otherwise have been
delayed indefinitely.

The extent of such support is not
impressive, of course, in these days
of billion dollar projects, but even
though the amounts obtained for

WSU's archeological work have been
as hard to get as seven-figure sums,
they have been helpful. Grants from
the National Park Service for work
at the juncture of the Palouse and
Snake rivers—including excavation
at the Palouse cave—totaled $12,000
for 1962, $15,000 for 1963, and
$18,000 for the 1964 summer's work.

In 1964, Daugherty's program was
further strengthened by a $30,000
contract from the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers for a related project:

excavating and relocating a modern
Indian burial ground. A field school,

in which students paid to enroll,

raised the on-site crew to 40. That
summer's race with the waters was
therefore especially productive.

Exploratory excavation of the cave
above the Palouse—technically a
"rock shelter" because its mouth is

about twice as wide as its depth—had
started in 1962. Actually, Daugher-
ty's main target that year was the old

village. It was chosen because of its

location at the juncture of the Snake

and Palouse, and was known to have
been the Palouse Indians' major vil-

lage. A preliminary archeological
survey in 1948, made in conjunction
with planning for Lower Monumen-
tal Dam, also pointed to the village
as a promising site.

Daugherty, however, knew of the
rock shelter's existence from previ-
ous treks to the area and decided,
since it was only a mile and a half up
the Palouse Canyon from base camp,
the shallow cave would be worth at

least a test excavation by part of his
group. In their first week's work they
knew they had a potentially rich ar-

cheological storehouse—ancient hu-
man remains were located in three
of the five test pits.

This contrasted with results at the
village site. There, diggers

found that the ground had been so
churned up in the past that modern
items were discovered deep in the test

pits alongside ancient artifacts. The
scientists concluded that disturbance
of the site had made it practically

impossible to establish a meaningful
relationship between artifacts and
geologic levels. It was thought best
to spend the rest of the summer of
1962 working in the cave, and an ex-
tensive series of pits was cut through
six to eight feet of the material that
had accumulated atop the original
cave floor.

This concentrated effort at the cave
was rewarded spectacularly. Within
two weeks, the exploratory digging
had penetrated a layer of volcanic
ash, and revealed portions of a hu-
man skeleton beneath it. Aware that
the ash might have been deposited
by fallout from an eruption of an-
cient Mount Mazama at Crater Lake,
Oregon—an eruption known to have
occurred about 6,700 years ago—
Daugherty realized this could repre-

sent one of the oldest human skele-

tons ever uncovered in the Pacific

Northwest.

A long-distance telephone call

brought geologist Roald Fryxell
quickly to the scene. A staff member
of the WSU Laboratory of Anthro-
pology and a specialist in Pleistocene

geology, he showed by careful strati-

graphic study that the volcanic ash
was indeed from Mazama, and that
it had covered the skeleton of an un-
buried adult who died face down on
the cave floor. In following weeks the
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Up from the floor of Marines rock shelter, a power winch

raises this half-ton "cocoon"-a plaster cast around human

bones thut remain undisturbed in their protective earth.

The load emerges from, the caie. \ow the hoisting vehicle i

ivill back down to the valley floor and transfer its cargo

to a truck for transport to WSU's archeology laboratory..

search was rewarded by locating one

skeleton after another. Of these,

some had been buried with grave

goods and benefit of a small cere-

monial fire. When it was time for the

diggers to quit their first summer's

work and return to school, the rock

shelter had surrendered the remains

of eleven prehistoric Palouse men,

women, and children—including the

powdery bones of the infant previ-

ously mentioned.

Then at WSU's campus, upstream

on the Palouse, at Pullman, began the

job of sorting evidence from the sam-

ple bags, counting and cataloguing

chips of flint, pieces of charcoal,

scraps of bone, and mussel shells.

Now also was the time to unwrap

skeletal material. Because the field

camp lacked laboratory facilities,

and time was short there, when skel-

etal evidence was found it was left

with its surrounding earth intact for

protection. Plaster of paris and sur-

gical crinoline were used to encase

the bone-filled earth. The next job-

moving the cocoon-like plaster casts

—was a nerve-wracking, back-break-

ing chore: nerve wracking because

of the fragility of the ancient bones;

back breaking because the larger

casts weighed up to 1,000 pounds.

Finally, the remains were power-

hoisted out of the rock shelter and

into a truck for transport to WSU
and careful examination in the lab.

Even before this was done it was

obvious that the next summer's work

should concentrate at the rock shel-

ter. By the spring of 1963, Daugherty

was receiving applications from

many parts of the country, and from

among them he chose a 10-man con-

tingent. In mid-June, the new crew

was at the lower Palouse, ready to

resume excavation. This time the

base camp was set up on Roland

Marmes' ranch, with the cluster of

tents less than 100 yards from the

rock sheher. To get in physical shape

for their summer labor, the crew set

up tents and flexed their muscles by

digging pits for sanitation needs.

After some valuable exploratory

work, nearly all digging was concen-

trated at the shelter. This produced

more than Daugherty and Fryxell

had anticipated. Instead of "bottom-

ing out" at bedrock, the crew dug

down past a bedrock shelf at the back

of the cave, through a layer of coarse

basalt fragments—and discovered

five or six older layers of material.

By
the time camp was closed at

the end of August, digging had

yielded the remains of four more

prehistoric residents of the rock shel-

ter. Obviously, much still had to be

done before this site could be aban-

doned to the waters that would fill

Lower Monumental Reservoir. It

was decided to concentrate again at

the rock shelter during the summer of

1964. A cave found across the Snake

River would also be tested, and nec-

essary agreements were negotiated to

excavate the graveyard near the Pa-

louse village site.

In 1964, with three simultaneous

dit's in progress, the race begun with

dam builders in 1962 had outgrown^

its simplicity. For the digging and

for the field school, a party of forty

young men and women were chosen

to come to the Marmes ranch. This^

co-ed aspect ended the free and easy,

camp life of previous summers. The

tent city was not only enlarged but

given separate living areas for men|

and women, as well as an integrated

area. Daugherty's wife, Phyllis,

joined the group as chaperone and

housemother. Now there was not only^

the cook tent but a larger mess hall

tent as well. Electricity brought to the

camp along a specially installed

power line operated a freezer chesi

and television set and fed a power]

driven screen—built by rancher Mar

mes and several crew members—thaj

sped the sifting of every wheelbar:

row load of excavated rock, earth

and ash produced by field foremai

Winston Moore's diggers. Electricit;

also allowed rigging up lights

Fryxell's stratigraphical observation^

could be recorded in the evening

when they would not interfere wit

daytime excavation. This meant th:

geologists' workday might run froi

6:00 A.M. to midnight-but time wa

precious in so short a digging seasoi

At the graveyard, meanwhile, ai

cheologist Roderick Sprague's ere'

of nearly two dozen workers was ha'

ing a busy summer. First, the ol

boundaries of the graveyard were d^

fined by stripping off the sod to 1'

cate the post holes. Then the grav

yard sod itself was methodically r

moved. The grave-digging Indiai
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had worked down through wind-

deposited loessial topsoil until they

struck a hard layer of white lime-

;emented soil. But as they dug, some
jf the lime mixed with the topsoil

and, during the subsequent filling,

jave the grave a lighter color—a clue

hat told the expedition exactly

vhere to dig.

At the beginning, Sprague esti-

nated he would unearth 60 burials.

Daugherty disagreed: "You'll find

aore than a hundred!" Altogether,

151 burials were located and re-

iioved during the season. Records

veie kept of beads, ornaments, cloth-

ng, and the orientation of each

:rave in relation to the sun, river,

nd compass direction. Skeletal re-

aains were studied to learn about

lie age, sex, diet, and ailments of

ae Indians. A pleasant surprise

fas finding a "peace and friendship"

ledal presented to these Indians by
re Lewis and Clark expedition a cen-

iry and a half ago. This is believed

) be the fifth medal that has been

jund of the dozen made for the ex-

plorers to take on their journey.

At the same time, archeologist

jhn Combes's small crew was work-

ig through an accumulation of dust

id debris at the remote cave across

le Snake River. Their work yielded

iveral varieties of fiber matting,

)me animal paintings on the walls,

id a number of other artifacts.

A high point in the same season

as the in situ unearthing of still an-

her ancient burial that was found
workers at the prehistoric dig in

e rock shelter.

\ ctually, it had been located dur-
'~\. ing the previous summer in

I

e bottom of a pit dug into the layer

I

heavy rockfall. Planks and other

(otection were placed over the

irial, and the find was left behind
stead of being encased in a plaster

St and removed to the lab. In 1964,
len diggers resumed work at the

ck shelter, they left the plank-cov-

ed burial alone for the time being
d worked in squares around it. As
cavation proceeded, the planks,

lich had been at the bottom of the

] , formed the surface of a shelf.

When time came to bring out frag-

ints of "Marmes Man," there first

1 s careful work with soft brushes

, uncover the fragments of bone.
"" came a coating of dilute

Inside Marmes rock shelter the control

block rose as excavation went deeper
into the past. It gave dated samples

of small botanical and animal remains.

Background shows the steep lava cliffs

at other side of Palouse River Canyon.
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Elmer's Glue. This preservative was

preferred because of the moisture

content of the bones—plastic resins

don't mix with water and would have

given a frosty appearance. Along

with this treatment, the fragments of

skull, legs, and feet were photo-

graphed, sketched on a three-dimen-

sional grid, and carefully labeled and

boxed. Several river mussel shells

found in layers above the skeleton

also were plotted on the grid, then re-

moved for radiocarbon dating at

WSU. There, Dr. Roy M. Chatter's

laboratory showed them to be about

7,500 years old—meaning the human

bones below must be even older.

Further study and evaluation is

still in progress. As far as the

Marmes rock shelter itself is con-

cerned, the salvage diggers feel they

have won the race with the builders

of Lower Monumental Dam. A quick,

final dig, made at the site in 1965,

confirmed that the work here had

"bottomed out."

Meanwhile the accumulated evi-

dence has been fitted into a wider pic-

ture. Although it has been up to the

scientific archeologist and geologist

to relate artifacts with geologic time,

the Indians themselves have left help-

ful clues to their long heritage. Lack-

ing a written language, they were

storytellers who passed legends from

one generation to the next.

One story, describing the creation

of Oregon's Crater Lake, seemed

total fabrication a few decades ago

Typical huddle comes after sifting a

load of rock, earth, and ash dug out of

cave. Screen is examined for hits of

bone, stone artifacts, and other finds.

when man's appearance in North

America was reckoned at from two

to three thousand years ago. It seems

that the chief of the Below World

lived inside Mount Mazama. There

was a great argument and battle be-

tween that chief and the headman of

the Upper World. Chunks of fiery

rock and clouds of ash were thrown

from Mazama, and great tremors

shook the vicinity. Finally, the Upper

World's headman pushed the top of

Mazama down to imprison his enemy

forever. The resulting mountains and

lake formed Crater Lake.

Re-creating the area's past, geolo-

gists have shown that Crater

Lake was formed about 6,700 years

ago when Mount Mazama erupted

violently, emptied its contents over

the countryside, and then collapsed.

Evidence in the Marmes rock shelter

helps to bear this out. About midway

down in the excavation is a broad,

clearly defined band of fine, pow-

dery volcanic ash, which has been

traced to the eruption of Mazama.

Signs of human habitation extend for

several layers below the ash, proving

that ancestors of the Indian story-

tellers could well have witnessed the

mountain's eruption, although their

explanation was hardly scientific.

And just what did the digging and

analysis reveal about those ancient

inhabitants and their culture? A
study of the vertical faces of the con-

trol block left in the center of the

rock shelter showed storage pits,

graves, and fire pits piercing several

layers. Prehistoric woven grass mat-

ting used for lining was still identifi-

able in some of the storage pits. The

diggers troweled and sifted their way

through layers of soil particles blown

into the cave by the Palouse winds;

through sand brought in by stronger

winds; through the now compact

foot-thick layer of Mount Mazama

ash that must have settled in a chok-

ing, gritty cloud; then below that,

through layers of silt mixed with

shells brought by man from the

river; and through dirt rich in frag-

ments of animal bone cracked open

for its marrow.

From the combined evidence, as

well as radiocarbon dating, it was

finally clear to the scientists that man

first visited Marmes rock shelter be-

tween 10,000 and 11,000 years ago.

Carl E. Gustalson, a WSU zool-

Exposed human bones are painted with

a preservative glue. This skeleton was

unearthed deep enough in the cave to

indicate it was about 8,000 years old.

ogist, has identified most of the

bones retrieved from the shelter.

They show that the important food

animals for the succession of natives

using the rock shelter during the

past 100 centuries included mule

deer, white-tailed deer, elk, prong-

horn antelope, bighorn sheep, the

cow, domestic sheep, cottontail rab-

bits, and jack rabbits. These all rep-

resent existing species, but the ante-

lope was not known as a native of

Washington in historic times, and the

elk is a stranger to the Palouse River

area in modern times, although

found farther south.

Other species identified by Gus-

tafson include various rodents. Prob-

ably figuring in the food supply for

the natives were the marmot and the

beaver. Remains of several carni-

vores—coyote, skunk, and badger-

were found in the rock shelter and

could have served as food for hu-

mans. Analysis of the midden-the

concentration of human refuse and

cave fill-indicates that early Palouse

man went through at least one period

when land game was scarce and the

rivers were relied upon for most of

the food.

In sum, after studying perhaps a

dozen identifiable geologic layers in

the rock shelter, Fryxell assigned

ages to them, and through the arti-

facts found undisturbed in them,

Daugherty, using radiocarbon dat-

ing, has pieced together something of

the way the Palouse have lived for

the past 10,000 years-a local history
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of man from bailing wire and car-

tridge cases back through a variety

of handmade stone tools. There is evi-

dence, for instance, that the Indian

didn't always use bow and arrow.

The early residents employed a

throwing stick, an atlatl, to fling

featherless, stone-tipped shafts with

speed and accuracy. All told, projec-

tile points for weapons used by
Marmes rock shelter inhabitants

range from the more modern, fancy,

corner-notched agate arrowheads, to

heavy, side-notched black basalt

spear points, to older willow leaf-

shaped points with no notches. Below
these are still older stemmed points.

Among the earliest points found

was one with broad parallel sides, a

ground edge, and a half-moon notch

at its base. Workmanship on this

and other early varieties indicates

that the rock shelter inhabitants of

80 to 100 centuries ago had time to

seek good raw materials; that the

struggle for existence was not so dif-

ficult that it destroyed pride in good
workmanship.

In contrast to the evolution of pro-

jectile points and other tools, the

archeologists noted some stability in

the presence of a kind of shell found
only on the salt-water beaches of the

Pacific Coast some 250 miles to the

west. The tiny shells could not have

provided a worthwhile amount of

food; they probably had decorative

value. Most are found pierced at the

end, apparently for beads, perhaps

for "money" necklaces. Other clues

to the ancient way of life are scrap-

ers indicating there was the time and
the need for preparing hides. A lack

of pottery indicates the Indians prob-

ably wove waterproof baskets to

carry water; flat mortars and pestles

show that they ground wild grass

seeds, berries, and meat for preser-

vation. Traces on some grinding im-

plements reveal that red and yellow

ocher were used for decorative pig-

ments. Leather clothing and water

bags also may have been made; some
sewing awls of bone have been found.

Because of this area's geologic

history, Fryxell believes that

no record of human habitation found
in the Palouse or Snake River can-

yons is likely to be older than 18,000
to 20,000 years ago, when the last of

a series of great Ice Age floods

surged through the canyons and

probably carried away any previous

human traces. The river beds previ-

ously cut into the basalt weren't big

enough to handle so much, so sud-

denly—perhaps 400 cubic miles of

water that had been stored in a lake

covering most of western Montana.
For perhaps only a few weeks, the

flood poured across the Columbia
Plateau, cutting away most of the

present-day Palouse Canyon and, of

course, bringing doom to any inhabi-

tants of the Columbia Plateau who
chanced to be in its path. Further-

more, even though Marmes rock
shelter was formed by flood waters

swirling through the canyon, it is un-

likely that it or any other portions of

the canyon floor were habitable un-

til much later. Following the great

flood the canyon of the Snake River

was occupied by a long, narrow lake;

not until after it drained, probably
about 12,000 years ago, could man
have moved in to inhabit the rock
shelter. However, there may still be
found the remains of some individ-

uals who, because they were on a few
high promontories, witnessed and
survived the flood, or who later lived

high on the canyon walls along the

ancient lake shore. Therefore, arche-

ologists working some still unfound
site may eventually discover that

Indian legends about a great flood

came from eyewitness accounts, just

as those about Mount Mazama now
seem true.

Meanwhile, they are concentrating

their salvage digging in lowlands
throughout the region to beat the new
flood of water that will erase what
has gone before, as did those cata-

clysmic floods of the Ice Age.

Examples of artifacts fashioned by the

cave's ancient inhabitants are shown
here in their relative positions on a

chronological table. From the top, in
order of antiquity: an olivella shell
bead, chalcedony point, and opal point.
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Several thousand papers have

been published that are directly

or indirectly concerned with mim-

icry. In the face of this appalling

volume of literature the amateur

naturalist might well feel dismayed—

but wrongly so, for this particular

field still affords him both the maxi-

mum pleasure and the maximum op-

portunity. Moreover, it requires no

expensive apparatus, no elaborate

laboratory facilities, no high-powered

university education, and not even a

particularly high I.Q.! A love of na-

ture and the open air and a talent

for keen, careful, and patient obser-

vation, coupled with a certain inde-

finable sense of affinity and sym-

pathy with the animals and plants

concerned, are the necessary quali-

ties for success. An irresistible incli-

nation to keep animals in one's own

home is also an added asset.

All the original and outstanding

discoveries relating to mimicry have

been made by the great naturalists.

Laboratory scientists have done

little more than confirm and oc-

casionally explain—somewhat labor-

iously—with the aid of modern tech-

niques the theories arrived at by

naturalists a century ago. Today the

field still remains wide open. Very

little is known, for instance, about

the habits and behavior of the preda-

tors concerned, and when mimicry

is looked at carefully, almost every

case—even if it can be squeezed into

one of the well-known categories-

presents a fascinating "special situ-

ation" that requires clarification. A
few of the problems particularly

suited to the naturalist who likes

dawdling about on sunny afternoons

with a net or watching birds or drag-

onflies in pursuit of prey are indi-

cated in the following paragraphs.

By virtue of mimicry an animal es-

capes detection or attack from its

enemies by resembling something

that is of no interest to them as prey.

Thus an insect that closely resembles

a leaf may be completely overlooked

by an insectivorous predator search-

ing for food, or it may be noticed but

actually mistaken for a leaf and

thereby escape attack. Similarly, a

harmless fly may so closely resemble

a dangerous wasp in general appear-

MIMICRY
The

deceptive

way
of life

by Miriam Rothschild

ance that it is deliberately avoided

by the predator for fear of being

stung. Today the term mimicry is

generally used in connection with

animals that "imitate" other animals

rather than plants or inanimate ob-

jects, but this is a somewhat confus-

ing restriction of the term. There

are also various types of mimicry,

of which perhaps the best-known are

Batesian and Miillerian mimicry.

Various animals (insects provide

an excellent example) have adopted

what may be described as the warn-

ing way of life. Having developed

some effective protective device, such

as a sting, a revolting stink, or a

poisonous or highly indigestible

body fluid, it pays them to advertise

these qualities. Instead of escaping

their enemies by evasion and con-

cealment they call attention to them-

selves (and simultaneously to their

dangerous attributes) by bright col-

ors, sound emissions, or a conspicu-

ous "exhibitionist" type of behavior.

A bird that has had one or two dis-

agreeable experiences learns to avoid

such brifliantly colored insects. The

slow flight, for example, of the mon-

arch butterfly (Danaus plexippus)

affords the predator time in which to

examine and recognize it, and re-

frain from attack.

Alfred WaUace first drew atten-

tion to the similarity in color scheme

common to many unrelated, but well-

protected, animals, and propounded

the theory of warning (aposematic)

coloration. Subsequently, the great

field naturalist Fritz MiiUer realized

that if several such species associate

together they improve their own
chances of survival. Thus, birds

quickly learn to generalize and will

avoid the whole complex of some-

what similar, gaudy species after at-

tacking only one or two examples.

Noxious insects that have evolved

such a general resemblance to one

another are therefore known as Miil-

lerian mimics.

While voyaging along the Amazon
Valley, another of the great natural-

ists, H. W. Bates, observed that min-

gling with the flights of well-pro-

tected, warningly colored orange or

black heliconid butterflies were a

few specimens of an unrelated pierid

butterfly, which had evolved a re

markable, but entirely superficial,

resemblance to the heliconids. Bates

deduced correctly that by develop'

ing this visual resemblance to the

highly protected model, this "sheep

in wolf's clothing" escaped preda

tion by thus associating with a crowd

of distasteful specimens. This type of

mimicry, by which a harmless edible

species is protected by the deservedly

bad reputation of its model, is called

Batesian, after its discoverer.

These categories are extremely

useful, but arbitrary; in nature they

merge into one another. Animals

that have adopted the warning way

of life generally have more than one

line of defense, for they have varied

enemies to contend with, and their

classification as Miillerian or Bate

sian mimics depends to some extent

on the reactions of the predators

concerned and on the choice and

abundance of available food.

For example, we have found that

certain inexperienced birds reject

both male honeybees (drones) and

their mimic, the drone fly (Eristalis

tenax), alter only tasting them, and

since both are refused after the ini-

tial experience (whichever is eatei

first), they should clearly be desig-

nated as Miillerian mimics. On thi

other hand, Drs. Jane and Lincoln

Brower (who have done more thai

anyone else to prove that mimicr)

actually works in the laboratory)

The buff tip moth rolls its iviri^

around its body and resembles c

twig broken at both ends. This motl

is also distasteful to many predator:

and is thus doubly protected
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This group of mainly African butter-

flies contains examples of Miillerian

and Batesian mimics, polymorphic

females and non-mimetic males,

and "pairs" in which the mimic is

distinctly smaller than the model as

in the monarch (1) and the viceroy (2).

I ^

Yellow blood oozing from the defensive

glands of the Jersey tiger moth.

The white spots on the thorax of the

monarch butterfly, far right, serve

as a warning pattern and as faked

bleeding points. The monarch

contains heart poisons in its blood.

Popt/io daidanus Irophonius

[Balesian mimic, polymorphic female)

Papilio dordonus hjppocoonoides

(Botesion mimic, polymorphic (emalel

Hypo/imnos dubius wohlbergi (Balesian m
Amouris niovius dominicanus Imodell

Papilio dordonus niobe

(Bolesion mimic, polymorphic female)

, Popilio dordonus dorippoides

(Botesian mimic, polymorphic female)

. Donous cfirysippus dorippus (model)

. Hypo/rmnos misippus form
ole)

Donous p/exipplis (model)
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showed that toads readily ate drone
flies until they had been stung by
bees, but thereafter avoided both.

At any rate, vis-a-vis the toads then,

the drone flies are Batesian mimics.

Birds and monkeys may also dif-

fer in their reactions to the

same prey. A highly distasteful but-

terfly that serves as a model for

many different mimics is Danaus
chrysippus. This is one of the com-
monest butterflies in the Old World,

a close relation of the monarch but-

terfly, and like it protected by the

presence in its body tissues of heart

poisons (cardenolides) . These are

obtained by the caterpillars directly

from food plants of the milkweed
family (Asclepiadaceae) and persist

in the chrysalis and adult. A well-

known effect of this poison is to in-

duce vomiting in various verte-

brates. One of the great English nat-

uralists working in Africa at the turn

of the century, C. F. H. Swynnerton,

demonstrated that certain birds that

ate Danaus chrysippus vomited vio-

lently 5 to 10 minutes after swallow-

ing it. However, the marvelous
mimic of this species, Hypolimnas
misippus, was eaten with relish and
no disagreeable aftereffects were ob-

served. The same two species were
offered to Professor Hale Carpen-

ter's tame monkeys [Cercopithecus

sp.) who would have none of them
and rejected both with every sign of

disgust after tasting them. Here,

again, the classification depends on
the reactions of the predators rather

than a fundamental difference be-

tween the two types of mimics.

It should be noted, however, that

a baboon ate the male Hypolimnas,
which looks entirely different from
the female and is not a mimic, with

evident pleasure. This draws atten-

tion to a situation that has always

presented something of a puzzle:

why are the females of certain

species Batesian mimics, while the

males are non-mimetic? None of the

theories put forward are entirely

satisfactory, and here is a clue that

might throw some light on the prob-

lem. It is possible that all warningly

colored mimics start on this partic-

ular line of evolution by being

slightly distasteful. This would help

in establishing any mutation that

might occur in the direction of re-

semblance to a model in either shape

or color. Such an insect would be, in

this sense, preadapted to mimicry.
Are females preadapted in that they

are more distasteful than males? I

believe this is very probable; the

literature is full of suggestive obser-

vations. Thus it is known that the

female of the warningly colored gar-

den tiger moth {Arctia caia) con-

tains a lethal protein in its abdomen
and eggs, totally lacking in the male;

the female goldtail moth [Porthesia

chrysorrhoea) , also warningly col-

ored and distasteful, contains seven

to eight times more histamine in the

body tissues than the male. It should

be a simple matter to test the relative

palatability of male arid female Lepi-

doptera, and this offers a piece of re-

search with considerable possibili-

ties for the field naturalist.

It was originally remarked by
Bates—and subsequently confirmed

by other observers—that the more
edible mimics are less numerous
than their models. A little reflection

shows that the mimicry situation

often demands that this should be so.

The protection of the mimic depends

on how effectively the predators

learn distaste and fear of the model.

It is important that they should have
as little experience as possible of the

edible mimic, otherwise their learn-

ing process would be retarded or ar-

rested. Consequently, the mimic is

safest when it is present in substan-

tially fewer numbers than the model,

yet if its numbers fall too low, it is in

danger of extermination in bad sea-

A flask containing the yellow blood

of the warningly colored cinnabar,

a very distasteful British moth.
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Thi iiili rpillar of the oleander hawk moth is a versatile mimic; which at

different periods can resemble many parts of the oleander bush. If disturbed

it jerks its hidden eyespots into lieic. which scares off the predator.

Resemblance of pills to candies is a frightening example of man-made mimicry.

Certain dangerous pills in this mixed group are even sugar-coated.
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sons or "crash" years. There is, as

Hugh Cott pointed out in his classic

book on animal coloration, "an opti-

mum proportion between the num-

bers of model and mimic and this

limits the spread of the latter." But

this optimum varies according to the

quality of the learning ability of dif-

ferent predators and the degree of

distastefulness of the model and

other factors. Although, broadly

speaking, the inedible model must be

common and the edible mimic rela-

tively rare in order to preserve the

mimicry situation, this need not al-

ways be so.

In the case of warningly colored

insects in general (and this of course

includes Miillerian mimics) the pres-

ence of adequate numbers of alterna-

tive prey is an absolute necessity if

this life style is to be successful.

Yet another notable British field

naturalist, Sir Guy Marshall, was the

first to realize this. He pointed out

that in Africa such butterfly mimics

were rare in the dry season, when

insects were relatively scarce and,

birds were very short of this type of
'

prey, but common in the wet season,

when butterflies swarmed in great

numbers. In Britain, where insects

are never as numerous as in the

tropics, it is remarkable how the

warningly colored species, particu-

larly the Lepidoptera, are on the

wing only during a brief period ir

midsummer. This interesting ques

tion of emergence dates has not, tc

my knowledge, been carefully stud

ied. It would seem probable that ii

areas where insect life is not particu

larly rich the most distasteful 0:

harmful of the Miillerian mimic

would emerge first. The Brower

have shown that the more disagree

able the model, the sooner the bir(

learns its lesson and the longer i

remembers it. In Britain the mos

distasteful warningly colored mot

we have so far tested is the cinna

bar {Hypocrita jacobaeae] , and thi

is on the wing well ahead of othe

similar, brightly colored Lepidof

tera. We have also found that bird;

unlike mice and spiders, have rek

lively long memories, and a lesso

learned in May would certainly b

remembered during the rest of th

summer. A somewhat later eme:

gence date than that of the modi

could also be expected for Batesia

mimics, which could then afford I



he more numerous than otherwise—

I hi' lesson having been learned be-

fore they emerged.

Ij; /|nce embarked on the deceitful

I \^^ way of life, the Batesian mim-
ics and the feebly distasteful Miil-

lerian mimics must resort to further

refinements in order to avoid their

numbers falling to dangerously low

levels. In this sense, as we have al-

ready pointed out, they are always

between the devil and the deep. Cer-

tain Batesian mimics have, accord-

ingly, resorted to polymorphism.

They have evolved several female

forms of the same species, each of

which imitates different distasteful

butterflies, thereby increasing their

numbers as a whole while remaining

scarce relative to their models. Thus
the mimicry situation is preserved.

Perhaps they can also afford to in-

?rease their numbers if their over-all

dze is reduced or was originally

below that of their models. Swyn-
lerton and Morton Jones both real-

ized that in many situations wild

jirds have a marked preference for

he largest insect available. We have
ound that hand-reared captive

)inls. which have had no experience

)f the insects in question, invariably

elected the largest of two species

Offered. This often resulted in a ri-

iliculous situation in which a chicka-

;lee struggled to eat a hawk moth
nrger than itself, instead of a species

i manageable proportions. This

iredilection for sheer size on the

•art of bird predators should result

II the really "good" Batesian mimic
ncreasing its numbers by sheltering,

to speak, under the larger wing of

le model. An inexperienced bird

"ould have a go at the largest insect

resent and would thus learn its les-

on. A development of this sort

'ould be most likely to occur if the

[lodel and mimic are a fairly iso-

lited pair, such as the monarch
Danaus plexippus) and the viceroy

LimenUis archippus) , and where
le situation is not greatly compli-

3ted by the presence of swarms of

liillerian mimics of varying de-

lees of interresemblance. As far as

know, no one has yet made a care-

il comparison of the relative size of
odels and mimics, and this appears
be another line of investigation

ide open to the field naturalist.

One of the unsolved puzzles of

warning color and mimicry is the

means by which a bird comes to as-

sociate unpleasant aftereffects with

a particular insect prey. It is obvi-

ously easy to associate a bright color

with a vile taste as both can impinge
on the senses simultaneously, but if

a bird makes a meal of several but-

terflies, how does it know which one

produced the vomiting or disagree-

able sensations that follow? If in-

sects such as Danaus chrysippus con-

tain cardenolides, the vomiting is

rapid and occurs soon after the meal,

but this is not always the case. I

once fed a tame, inexperienced crow
a lot of brown noctuid moths and
one specimen of the brilliantly col-

ored garden tiger moth for its tea

and again for its supper—all of

which it ate. But by breakfast time

the following morning it had devel-

oped a violent and, as it proved later,

a permanent aversion to garden tiger

moths, yet all the other dull brown
species that were included in the

meal remained in favor. Presumably
it had suffered some form of dis-

agreeable sensation an appreciable

time after these two repasts, but by
what means could it associate this

with the real culprit? This seems
mysterious and one can only surmise
and speculate. In certain birds one
may possibly find an inherited sen-

sitivity to the color red. I suspect

this could be true for the crow fam-
ily. The morning-after-the-night-be-

fore possibly the only object that

was imprinted clearly on the crow's

mind, apart from its pain or dis-

comfort, was the red moth. As a step

in the right direction it should be

relatively simple to devise an experi-

ment to show whether the crow fam-
ily learn to reject, for instance, meal-

worms "doctored" with quinine and
dyed red (aposematic coloring)

more readily than such doctored
mealworms dyed blue or green. Nor
should it prove too difficult to doc-

tor mealworms with tasteless car-

denolides, or any other substance

with delayed aftereffects, and check
if their color scheme enabled the

bird to identify them subsequently,

out of a handful of normal meal-

worms fed to it simultaneously.

It is quite probable that the pow-
erful and peculiar smell of the de-

fensive secretions of many apose-
matic species (which often ooze out

if the insect is alarmed) has special

I

memory-fixing qualities. It is notice-

able that these scents have a peculiar

evocative element, even for the

human observer, and people search
their memories and rack their brains
to recall where they smelled this

particular smell before. It has also

been remarked that, just as many
distasteful insects share a similar
color scheme, so various warningly
colored species share a similar smell;
in fact there is Miillerian mimicry in

scent as well as in color and pattern.

Possibly the smell of these defensive

secretions has a somewhat different

effect on the predators than has
hitherto been suspected. Once or
twice while hand-feeding large num-
bers of the monarch butterfly—a long
and somewhat laborious chore—

I

have been overwhelmed by the

strange experience of dejd vu. This
is the fleeting but unmistakable sen-

sation "that everything has hap-
pened before," and the person ex-

periencing this effect seems able to

anticipate what is about to occur in

the next few moments. It is now
known that the phenomenon of dejd
vu commonly occurs as a result of a
local discharge in a portion of the

brain known as the hippocampus
and can be reproduced by artificially

stimulating this area.

The first occasion on which this

happened to me while feeding

butterflies was completely forgotten

until it suddenly recurred about two
years later, when I was again han-
dling large numbers of this species

alive. This time the memory of the

previous occasion, on which mon-
arch butterflies were also the center
of the episode, came flooding back,
each detail more vivid than the last.

The effect was startling. I did not
know then, as I know now, that the

monarch butterfly contains cardeno-
lides (heart poisons) in its body
tissues and its blood. The medical
literature abounds with accounts of
the hallucinations and weird mental
aberrations produced in certain in-

dividuals by swallowing similar sub-

stances, such as digitalis. An excit-

ing idea has since occurred to me,
namely that the episodes described

above were possibly not mere coin-

cidences, and that inhaling some
substance emanating directly from
the butterflies initiated the dejd vu
phenomenon. If this is so—and it is
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by no means impossible—the insect

possesses an incomparable aide

memoire as one of its defense mech-

anisms. There is a great opportu-

nity here for looking more closely at

the insects feeding on plants that

produce hallucinogenic compounds

—such as Cannabis saliva (mari-

juana) and the Mexican peyote cac-

tus (mescaline).

One of the great fascinations of

mimicry is that it demonstrates

the fantastic details of specializa-

tions. No doubt all animals are

equally specialized, but the refine-

ments are not so obvious in most

cases. The buff tip moth (Phalera

bucephala) is a superlative mimic

of broken twigs. Since it rests on the

ground beneath trees, it has devel-

oped "broken ends" at both ex-

tremities instead of one, and it rolls

its wings round its body to simulate

the roundness of a twig. The buff tip

appears to be an example par excel-

lence of the cryptic way of life. \et

oddly enough the species, as shown

by Professor Poulton—and con-

firmed by me, because I could hardly

believe this published record and

had to see for myself—is a fairly dis-

tasteful insect. In fact, as a cater-

pillar it is clearly aposematic, and a

possible explanation is that its dis-

tastefulness in the adult is a sort of

automatic "carryover" from the lar-

val stages. It is more likely that these

qualities have been developed as a

protection against bats, since both

animals are nocturnal and on the

Vising together, and its cryptic ap-

pearance and habits protect it more

effectively against diurnal predators

such as birds. The spinach moth

(Lygris mellinata) . a small, highly

cryptic geometrid, beautifully con-

cealed when at rest by its resem-

blance to yellowing leaves, is also, so

we found, extremely distasteful to

bats. This species (and its relations I

all have well-developed timbal or-

gans (sound-receiving and sound-

producing mechanisms I , and it

would come as no surprise to find

that on the wing they emit super-

sonic clicks or pulses—as do certain

noctuid moths—to warn bats of their

disagreeable qualities.

To appreciate fully the specializa-

tions of mimics it is useless to con-

fine one's attention to dried speci-

mens; the insects, and if possible
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their predators, have to be studied

in the field. The oleander hawk moth

(Daphnis nerii) is a good example

of these refinements. In the Mediter-

ranean region the oleander bush on

which this caterpillar feeds is heav-

ily attacked by a bright yellow aphid.

These three—the plant, the aphid,

and the moth—must have traveled

down the ages together. The aphids

mass on the youngest shoots of the

bush and, as they grow, the insects

always move upward onto the new-

est growth, leaving their cast skins,

like a shower of little white lumps,

on the recently vacated leaves. The

caterpillar has evolved a color

scheme and behavior pattern that

exactly fits in with this arrangement.

Its body is the same green as the

leaves and stems, it has a bright-

yellow, tubercle-like "horn" on the

posterior end of the body, which is

the identical yellow of the aphids,

and along the sides are a sprinkling

of white dots, which resemble the

aphids' cast skins. Furthermore, it

can elongate the first segments and

its head region until the anterior end

of the body appears like a tapered

oleander twig. Quite often, as it sits

motionless on a young shoot, the

aphids crawl onto its body. The

caterpillar may then be seen snap-

ping at the aphids, much as a dog

would snap at flies, and this tends

to keep them toward the end of the

body where the yellow horn—look-

ing very like another large aphid—is

situated. Their camouflage is so su-

perlative that although their pres-

ence on a given bush is known for

certain, it is often impossible to find

them while they are resting. If by

chance, however, one of these mo-

tionless caterpillars is tapped, the

head is instantly tucked in and the

anterior end arched, suddenly ex-

posing two enormous blue-and-black

eyespots, which are normally con-

cealed beneath the flesh of an over-

lapping segment. The dramatic sud-

denness with which the "twig" is

transformed into a "something" with

glaring eyes must effectively startle

and scare off small birds and similar

predators. These caterpillars pupate

The lappet moth is un othenvi'Se

unprotected insect frequently mistaken

for a leaf and thereby overlooked.

underground, and before leaving the

oleanders they change color to match

the earth beneath the bush. During

the transition from green to brown

they become a dirty-pinkish color,

tinged with yellowish green, and

hide among the faded pink petals of
1

overblown oleander flowers—at this

period they nibble the flowers as well

as leaves. By the time they are ready

for their hazardous digging opera-

tions, they have changed to darkj

brown and exactly match the soil.

Beneath the bushes, where the dig-

ging takes place, the ground is gen-,

erally sprinkled with single, squar-i

ish. drum-shaped pellets of frass,^

dropped previously by the caterpil-i

lars while feeding. At this stage thei

caterpillar's eyespots are no longer

concealed and have changed in o\iX->,

line and color so that they resemble

two pieces of its own droppings!

A not dissimilar type of specialiv

zation is found in warningly colored-

species with markings that simulate i

their own defense mechanisms

Many poisonous insects have spe

cialized bleeding points, often vie

the opening of a gland that secrete;

a defensive fluid, through which the)

ooze or forcibly eject their owr

blood mixed with toxic secretions

It is clearly no coincidence that thi

blood of many aposematic insects i;



yellow and must form part of the

general scheme of warning colora-

tion. The drops of defensive fluid

often take the form of bright-yellow

droplets and bubbles. However, once

these defensive glands have ejected

their contents it takes some time for

them to be replenished; conse-

quently, various species have de-

veloped marks that simulate these

drops of yellow blood, so that even

if the secretion is exhausted—or for

that matter before it is actually

3xuded—it still appears to be pres-

3nt. Two such spots can be seen, for

nstance, on the thorax of the scarlet

, iger moth (Paiiaxia domiimla) . An
\frican butterfly, Acraea insignis

'and various other members of this

;enus), has well-marked bleeding

)oints at the tip of the antenna and

ound the mouth, and in this species

)oth the maxillary palps and also the

nds of the antennae are colored

lliright yellow. Another insect in

'fhich this type of specialization is

ound is Phyinaleus viridipes, a

rasshopper that exudes a poisonous

efensive froth along the sides of the

horax. The integument in this area

•, raised into various irregular

;" umps and little lumps that catch the

I

ght, giving the impression that the

I Dam is more extensive than it is or

lat it is permanently present. I

doubt if anyone has hitherto exam-

ined the blood of Batesian mimics

to see whether it is also yellow. Nor
do I know if any true Batesian mim-
ics are perfected to the point of pro-

ducing faked bleeding points. But

these are details that can easily be

checked in the field.

So fantastic are the specializa-

tions and refinements in the field of

warning coloration and mimicry

that it is easy to allow one's imagina-

tion to run riot. It is as well not to

be carried away! If an ardent natu-

ralist from some other world de-

scended on our planet today, well

versed, of course, in the current the-

ories of mimicry and evolution, he

would certainly be nonplussed by
the extraordinary resemblance be-

tween dangerous pills and children's

candies. At first sight the situation

might not seem so complicated. The
pills, such as the bright-yellow Nem-
butol capsule and the orange Seconal

are clearly the models—a few ex-

periments would reveal that they

are in fact very toxic. The candies,

British Spangles, Licorice Comfits,

Smarties, and Glees are, on the other

hand, extremely successful Batesian

mimics. Certain examples such as

the green, bomb-shaped Pantozyme

(a Swiss product for the relief of

flatulence) , the brown Codoform

Botol (an international remedy for

irritating coughs), or the orange,

spherical Tofranil would fit in quite

nicely as swarms of less well-per-

fected Miillerian mimics. A few
might prove a trifle difficult to clas-

sify, especially the more lethal pills

deceptively coated with sugar! But

when the Martian naturalist tried to

explain the phenomenon in terms of

natural selection, he would probably

find the situation extremely confus-

ing. Eventuafly he might well have

to be satisfied with the notion that

this was an example of an animal

with a built-in mechanism for the

regulation of its own members.

It is a sobering thought that even

today there are some first-rate biolo-

gists who are not convinced that

mimicry exists at all, except in our

imaginations. They are willing to

concede that animals have, in the

course of evolution, come to resem-

ble inanimate objects, such as a dead

twig or a bird dropping, but they

believe there is no proof that the re-

semblance between one animal and

another is due to any cause other

than shared environmental effects

and parallel evolution. That such

doubts still linger in some minds—
although I do not subscribe to them
myself—may add to the attraction of

mimicry as a field for investigation.
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Hocks contain

not only fossils but

radioactive elements

that supply

increasingly precise

lates for important

portions of the

geologic time scale

\} or thousands of years man has
iked and tried to answer a dual

uestion—how old is the earth and
owlong is it since the appearance of

imates and the emergence of mod-
n man? The answers have often

!en as interesting—and far ranging
as the riddle itself. It was not until

)out thirty years ago, however, that

searchers began offering reason-
ily satisfactory figures. And it is

ily since the late 1950's that an
undance of precise dates have he-

me available to chronologists who
al with the prehistoric past.

Previously, of course, there had
en no lack of estimates. They oc-

r, for example, in the sacred books
many religions. In India the Brah-
ns considered earth and time as

rnal, while some Hindu chronol-

ies indicate that thirteen million

OS had passed since their "golden
;" began. Manetho, the Egyptian
torian, listed dynasties of gods
1 demigods estimated to have
gned on earth for some thirty-six

usand years—from the first dy-
ty of the gods to the thirteenth

orical dynasty. Hebrew priestly

ters provided a chronology dating
ation at about 4000 B.C., and they
m to have based their creation

•y, in part, on earlier Babylonian
hs, some of which implied an
1 greater time since creation.

ong many Christians it was
ight that the Bible narrative and
ihronology could be taken liter-

; and in 1654 Archbishop Ussher
Lrmagh, Ireland, seemed to find

mcertainties in the Bible record
n he calculated from biblical

^alogies that the earth had been
ted in 4004 B.C. In fact, one of

Ussher's contemporaries determined
the precise time—the twenty-third

day of October at nine o'clock in the

morning. Jewish scholars, however,
studying the same Old Testament
sources, dated the world's creation as

October 7, 3761 B.C.; with this date
the Jewish calendar begins.

Many modern theologians have
challenged, sometimes ridiculed,

such literal interpretation of scrip-

tural sources. More than fifteen

hundred years ago, St. Augustine
proposed that the six days of creation

might signify only a logical rather

than real succession, and at present
even conservative Christian scholars
usually agree that one can interpret

the six days of creation as standing
for six general periods, or eras,

rather than for specific 24-hour pe-
riods. Meanwhile, with the growth of
scientific knowledge in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, it became
increasingly clear to scholars that

the earth must be much more than a
few thousand years old. A number of
ingenious procedures for estimating
the age of the earth, of life, or of the
oceans were attempted. All these,

however, involved relative methods-
no broadly applicable "absolute" or
"chronometric" ways of dating rocks
were yet known. In 1715, for in-

stance, when the astronomer Halley
proposed the first scientific proce-
dure for determining an approximate
age for the earth, he assumed that if

on initial condensation the primal
oceans were fresh water, one could
calculate their age by dividing the
total amount of sodium salts already
present in the oceans by the average
amount that is added to the oceans
each year from the rivers of the
world. Later scientists elaborated this

approach, but produced estimates

that were too small. We know now
that accurate determination of the

amount of sodium that land erosion

adds each year is uncertain, that the

amount added per annum has fluctu-

ated greatly and was probably un-
usually high during the Cenozoic
Era. We also know that salt is re-

moved in deep-sea sediments and as

salt deposits produced by evapora-
tion in large inland bays. If the ad-

dition of salt had always proceeded
at the present rate of about 400 mil-

lion tons of salt yearly, then one
would have to conclude that the seas

are only about 100 million years old;
the uncertainties are such that this
can only be a minimum estimate.

Another early procedure for es-

timating the earth's age involved
measuring the world annual rate of
deposition of sediment, which is

brought about by the agents of ero-
sion—principally wind and water—
and dividing this into the total

estimated thickness of sediments. For
if geologists can estimate the average
rate at which sedimentation occurs,
they can then determine how long it

has been depositing the measurable
thickness of geologic layers.

In 1799 William Smith, an Eng-
lish canal surveyor, announced one
of the basic concepts upon which the
science of geology depends. He
pointed out that each rock formation
he had observed contained fossils

peculiar to itself, and that the fossils

present in each formation "always
succeed one another in the same or-
der." Fossils thus became the chief
instrument for quickly identifying
the relative age and sequence of each
rock layer. Since the day of William
Smith, geologists have separated the
series of rock layers into six main
divisions or eras: the Azoic (without
life), Archeozoic (beginning life),

Proterozoic (early life), Paleozoic
(ancient life), Mesozoic (middle
life), and Cenozoic (recent life, in-
cluding development of mammals).

XXdding up the total known thick-
ness of rocks deposited during the
Cenozoic, Mesozoic, and Paleozoic
Eras, Professor James D. Dana of
Yale was able, as early as 1876, to

calculate that the relative durations
of these eras were in the ratio of
1:3:12. But not having an accurate
estimate of the average rate of sedi-

ment deposition throughout geologic
time, he was unable to successfully

convert these ratios to numerical
values. Moreover, parts of the sedi-

mentary sequence, called the "strati-

graphic column," were missing.

The divisions between geoloo^ic

periods come where early geologists

observed great unconformities. An
unconformity is a gap between two
layers of rock, usually caused by a
period of widespread erosion durin''

which all the strata that would have
filled the gap have been destroyed.
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One can easily see that when layers

of shale, sandstone, and limestone

are laid down on one another, like

layers in a cake, those on the lowest

levels are older than those above

them. But sometimes these relatively

flat layers become folded in the

processes of mountain-building, and

the crests of such folds may eventu-

ally be eroded away, leaving a series

of worn edges upon which new flat-

lying layers may be deposited. Con-

sequently, between the old, folded

layer and the newer one immediately

above it, the time required to build

and erode the mountain is repre-

sented only by a surface, seen in

cross section as merely a discontinu-

ity. Such a surface is an unconforrn-

ity, and such gaps make the geologic

record seem like a book from which

pages have been torn at intervals. So

far, it has been impossible to dis-

cover all these missing pages in ex-

isting deposits. And in the early days

of geology there was no way of

estimating the lapse of time corre-

sponding to these great unconform-

ities other than by noting the relative

amount of difference or the extent of

evolution between the fossils above

and below the gap.

Wi._ Jithin these limitations, by meas-

uring the greatest thickness of each

rock layer and adding up the results,

one finds that during the Paleozoic,

Mesozoic, and Cenozoic Eras, a total

thickness of about 681/2 miles would

have accumulated if deposition had

continued in one spot for the whole

period of time. This estimate does

not include the lapses of time during

all unconformities; if one allows for

them it would probably increase the

total height to nearly 100 miles. One

estimate of the average rate of sedi-

mentary deposition is about one foot

every 880 years, which would indi-

cate that the last three geologic eras

have lasted some 440 million years.

Accurate measurement of the older

three eras is impossible because of

frequent gaps in our knowledge of

sedimentary deposition, but it is

thought that they probably lasted

over three times as long, or about

one and a half billion years.

Despite their ingenuity, the sedi-

mentary methods of dating the age

of the earth or the oceans were never

too accurate. Their inadequacies
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were carefully analyzed in 1917 in

an important review of "Rhythms

and the Measurement of Geologic

Time," by Joseph Barrell. Among
other things, he pointed out that es-

timates of time lapse from sediments

are uncertain because erosional rates

have fluctuated in the past, and the

thickest sediments usually accumu-

late in narrow marine troughs that

contain little of the total product of

nearby continental erosion.

By the nineteenth century, a num-

ber of geologists had taken another

tack. They were estimating the length

of time since the development of

earliest life. In 1867 one of the

founders of the science of geology.

Sir Charles Lyell, conjectured that

240 million years might account for

the successional changes in animal

and plant species. But a contempo-

rary estimated only 60 million years

for the same span (since the Cam-

brian Period I . The smaller figure led

Charles Darwin to write that it could

hardly account for the total develop-

ment and evolution of organisms. At

about the same time, however, an

even younger age for the earth was

proposed by the physicist Lord Kel-

vin. His estimate came from deter-

mining the rate of cooling of the

planet from a state of completely

mohen rock to its present composi-

tion, with only a molten core. In a

series of papers, he decreased his

first estimate of 400 million to only

20 million years. Obviously, this lat-

ter figure greatly distressed most

contemporary geologists and pale-

ontologists—it did not allow enough

time for knoivn changes that had

taken place, particularly in earth's

fauna. Kelvin, however, had not

taken into account an extra source

of heat—unknow n to him—that would

keep the earth warm for a much

longer period: the heat produced by

radioactivity. Moreover, there is

growing agreement among investiga-

tors that the earth did not originate

as a mohen body. More likely, the

earth, as well as the other planets,

was accumulated through the grad-

ual accretion of smaller bodies and

subsequently warmed by heat from

radioactive decay.

It may be difficult for today's

reader to realize the impact of those

various estimates—not only upon

others but also upon such scientists

as Darwin, Lyell, and Kelvin them-

selves. They were forced to readjust

their thinking from the widespread

Christian assumption of a 6,000-

year-old world to one that could be

several tens of millions of years old.

When figures reach such an astro-

nomical scale, it does not require a

grand readjustment in thinking to

conceive of the world's age as 200

million or even several billion years.

Moreover, grasping the meaning of

such vast amounts of time is beyond

the capacity of most of us. Probably

as a consequence of this challenge,

twentieth-century geochronologists

appear to have been more interested

in the accuracy of their calculations

than in their antiquity.

iVLethods depending on radioac

tive processes have been by far the

most fruitful and accurate for deter-

mining the age of the earth. Only i

few of the more informative of thesi

methods can be briefly summarized

here, nor does space allow much dc'

tailing of the many intricate proC'

esses and complex considerations

by which geochemists and geophysi

cists now date rocks. Generally

speaking, progress in the past five 01 '

ten years has made it possible to ob

tain accurate dates for the formatioi

of many of the main types of rocks

The origins of geochemical datini

go back to 1905, when Bertram Bdlt

wood pointed out the universal pres '

ence of lead in uranium-bearinj 1

rocks and observed that the ratio be '

tween lead and uranium was oftei

more or less uniform for uraniuii

minerals from the same region. H
also expressed his belief that thi

must indicate lead of some kind i

the end product of the spontaneou

breakdown of the radioactive ek

ment uranium. Later he propose

that if lead was a product of thi

process of decay, the ratio of lead t

uranium should be the same for mii

erals of equal age. Consequently, :

in a given sample we learn both tli

amount of radioactivity-produce

lead and the amount of still-ui

changed uranium, the age of tl

rock can be determined by the rel.

tive proportions—if we know the ra

at which the uranium disintegrate

It happens that there are sever

types of lead, each differing slight

in atomic weight. Such varieties i,_

the same element are called isotope! f

i



M Comparative Geologic Time Scale K
ERA

QUATERNARY

EPOCH DISTINCTIVE FEATURES

PLEISTOCENE

PLIOCENE

CRETACEOUS

MAESTRICHTIAN -

LOWER

UPPER

MIDDLE LOWER

First primates (?)

First flowering plants;
climax of dinosaurs

and ammonites . followed
by extinction

First birds, first mammals;
dinosaurs and ammonites

abundant

UPPER

MIDDLE LOWER

UPPER MIDDLE

LOWER

PENNSYLVANIAN

MISSISSIPPIAN

UPPER

SILURIAN

ORDOVrciAN

CAMBRIAN

MIDDLE LOWER

MIDDLE LOWER

Sharks and amphibians
abundant. Large and numerou

scale trees and seed ferns

First amphibians
and ammonites;
fishes abundant

First abundant record
of marine life;

trilobites dominant

KULP
(1961)

- 1-

13-

25-

36-

--- 166-

181—

200 -

• (230) -

250-

280-

(365)

- 390 -

- 405-

(425) -

SYMPOSrUM
(1964)

190-
195-

430-

440

i m
500-

530
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FIRST
APPEARANCE,
YEARS BEFORE

PRESENT rH Dating Man K

The detailed chart of primate evolution, above, shows that even when man is

defined as any hominid ivho makes stone tools, evidence dates his arrival at

less than tivo million years ago. This explains why the complete geologic calendar

on page 55 alloius little space for late stages leading to modern man.

The isotopes of lead include: (1)

primal lead, atomic weight 204—

a

lead believed originally formed as

that element; (2j uranium lead, at.

wt. 206—resulting from the break-

down of uranium's predominant iso-

tope (U-238) ; (3) actinium lead,

at. wt. 207—end product of a break-

down sequence beginning with an-

other uranium isotope (U-235) ; (4)

thorium lead, at. wt. 208—from the

breakdown of thorium (Th-232).

The rate for uranium is so slow that

it takes over four and a half billion

(4.51 X 10"
) years for half of the

atoms in a starting amount of it to

disintegrate. This figure is the "half-

life" of uranimn. It would take even

longer, 13.9 x 10^ years, for half of

thorium's atoms to "decay."

But a timing method should be

accurate. How can science be so sure

that the disintegration of uranium

and other radioactive elements has

continued at the same rate through-

out geologic time? Here is how the
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not be changed by an outside influ'

ence such as pressure or temperature

There is no danger of confusing
|

primal lead (204) , which might alsc'

be present in a radioactive sample

with the products of atomic break

down, because the leads of differen

origin differ in atomic weight.

So far, the oldest rocks carefulb

dated (in North America) by th

uranium method are Precambriai

ones in the Minnesota River Valle}

The Morton and Montevedes granit

deposits in this valley contain zii,

cons indicating they were crysta

lized at least 3,300 million years age

In some parts of the world, rncl

giving ages of the same order <

magnitude are intruded into or ove

lay older rocks. It has not yet bee

possible to date these older rock

because they have been serious

altered by more recent events. Po(

sibly they were more immediately d

rived from the original crust of tl

earth, but geologists have not y

found a rock that could qualify

part of the earth's original crust.

rocks themselves indicate that the

rates of decay have remained unal-

tered. Dark mica, or biotite, acts as

a sort of photographic plate for the

alpha particles released during the

radioactive breakdown. If a micro-

scopic particle of uranium is trapped

in a piece of this mica, examination

under polarized light will show small

darkened rings around the central

particle. Such microscopic rings

form the so-called pleochroic halo

and are known from rocks of all geo-

logic ages. They are caused by the

discharge of alpha particles, and the

distance these particles will travel in

the mica depends on the energy of

atomic transformation. With ura-

nium, the pleochroic halo will con-

sist of eight separate rings. Very

accurate measurements have shown

that the energy of transformation,

and therefore the rate of breakdown,

is constant in all samples. In addi-

tion, numerous experiments have

confirmed that the constant rate can-

Luwever, some scientists belie:

that meteorites that contain lead m'

have the same age as the earth a I

the rest of our solar system. If ',

then the age of the earth, as indicall

by recently calculated uranium-lel

ages of meteorites, increases to •

proximately 4,500 million yee.

This figure can be considered witli

the framework provided by otr

probing for dates. For instance, '

cent studies based on radioacie

potassium indicate that about n

billion years ago such potassin

began breaking down into an isote

of calcium. Here may be a clue to e

age of our part of the universe.

Work with this potassium il;-

trates the usefulness for earthly c.aj

of radioactive materials other t n

uranium and thorium. Specific;)'

accurate determinations can be mie

on rock containing carbon, pcS'

slum, or rubidium. The two it'

named, both members of the alili

metals family, are especially sigfi'

cant. In the past seven to nine yE

improvement in dating geol;B

events has come through analys:0

the radioactive decay of potass n

(at. wt. 40) to argon 40, and ruJli

um (at. wt. 87) to strontium 87



These two geochronometric meth-
)ds have widely expanded the dating

)ossibilities because radioactive po-

assium and rubidium occur in many
nore rock types than datable ura-

lium and thorium. (And uranium
lates can be used as a countercheck
in potassium or rubidium dates if

wo or more analytical methods can
'6 run on the same rock.) Potassium-

3-argon dates are particularly use-

ul to paleontology because they may
e determined from rocks often

ound associated with fossils, such as

lauconites (greensands) , ash falls,

nd lava flows. The principle under-

'ing determination of potassium/
rgon and rubidium/strontium ages

f rocks is basically the same as that

f the uranium/lead and thorium/
ad dating methods, but the labora-

jry procedures for analyzing the

;ry small traces of these isotopes

e considerably more complex.

Combining all these various dat-

g methods, a reasonably accurate

ironology or geologic time scale is

)W available for the time during
lich development of plant and ani-

al life can be traced on earth from
j8 Cambrian Period to the present.

|iis is valuable because, although

jices of simple life—perhaps resi-

|;es of single-celled organisms—
jve been found and dated back to

):ee billion years ago, the Cam-
jian is the oldest geologic period in

jiich fossil organisms are abundant
d can be traced in detail through
!:cessive evolutionary stages. From
:n on, the geologic calendar can

I

dated with considerable accuracy,

e chart on page 55 shows dating
ne in 1961 by J. Laurence Kulp,
inent American geochemist, and
isions made by a Geological So-
ty of London symposium in 1964.

ow let us apply the foregoing
!iniques to a problem of general
n-est—to dating the main stages of
flution in the order of Primates,
inaxed by the arrival of modern

1. About six years ago. Dr. Ken-
1 Oakley, noted anthropologist of
British Museum, outlined an ap-
ximate dating of some of these
n steps, but so rapid has been
recent advance of knowledge-
only of dates, but of fossil pri-

es as well—that another analysis
ns warranted.

Until recently, the earliest known
primates were found in deposits of

Middle Paleocene age in western
North America, but in 1965, what is

probably a primate tooth was re-

ported from latest Mesozoic deposits
in Montana. This means that docu-
mentation of the emergence of this

mammalian order should be sought
in the faunas contemporary with the

last of the dinosaurs. The date of

the close of the Mesozoic Era, when
those earliest primates existed, is

indicated by several geochemical
dates. One was obtained from ash
falls in Alberta deposits of the latest

Cretaceous substage—on the order
of 63 to 66 million years ago. A
potassium/argon date, calculated by
J. F. Evernden and his associates at

the University of California, was de-

rived from a basalt rock near Den-
ver, Colorado. The basalt, which lies

above shales or mudstones contain-
ing mammals typical of the earliest

kinds of Paleocene fauna, shows an
age in excess of 58 million years.

Consequently, primates apparently
came into existence as a group be-

tween 60 and 65 million years ago.

The primate fossils so far ob-

tained from rocks laid down many
millions of years following that time

all resemble the present-day lower
primates, or prosimians—including
the lemurs, lorises, and tarsiers.

These were widespread in the Early
Tertiary, particularly in the North-
ern Hemisphere. They are abundant
in the Eocene rocks of western
North America and Europe, and are
beginning to turn up increasingly in

China, in rocks of similar age. Mem-
bers of the order Primates did not
reach South America until the Oligo-
cene Epoch. Although Eocene land
mammals are unknown in Africa, it is

probable that there were also early
primates on that continent, as the
ancestors of the Malagasy lemurs of

today presumably reached Madagas-
car early in the Cenozoic Era by way
of the African continent.

A second main stage in the evo-
lution of primates was the develop-
ment from prosimians of the higher
primates, or Anthropoidea (apes and
monkeys as well as men) . Among the

many common features of the An-
thropoidea that might signal the ap-

pearance of this level of primate
organization in the fossil record are

the characteristic closure of the orbit

behind the eye into an eye socket

and the reduction of the number of

premolar teeth from four to two on

Stratigraphic eiick-uce oj the earliest true man comes jrom deposits in Bed I of
OldiLvai Gorge, East Africa. Radioisotopes have dated its tool users as living 1.75
million years ago. Depicted here is bed sequence prior to faulting of rock.
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each side of each jaw. Both of these

features are first observed in fossil

"apes" from the Early Oligocene in

the Qatrani formation of the Fayum
province of Egypt. No geochemically

datable rocks have been found in

these Egyptian fossil fields, but they

are overlain by a volcanic rock that

may soon be dated. The animal

fauna with which these ancient apes

(Propliopitheciis, Aeolopithecus, and

Aegyptopithecus ) were recovered in-

dicate an earliest Oligocene land

mammal age. In North America,

Early Oligocene rocks are associated

with Chadronian fauna, which

Evernden, et al., have dated by the

potassium/argon method with ages

ranging from 33 to 36 million years.

By that time the higher primates had

definitely differentiated in Africa,

and perhaps elsewhere as well.

At least since Darwin's time, a

great problem confronting evolution-

ists has been: How close are apes

and men taxonomically, and when

did their ancestry split? Although

these questions remain partly unan-

swered, we can now determine the

age of the oldest clear-cut relatives

of man, as opposed to apes, from

data concerning species of the Mio-

Pliocene genus Ramapitheciis.

X. his primate,like both modern and

primitive man, had small canines and

front teeth, a short face, an arched

palate, and massive jaws with

crowded teeth arranged in a semi-

circle, rather than in a U-shaped

dental arcade with parallel cheek

tooth rows. I have recently placed

species of Ramapithecus in the taxo-

nomic family of man: Hominidae.

The oldest dated members of this

genus come from near Fort Ternan,

Kenya—from a deposit that the po-

tassium/argon method has shown to

be 14 million years old. How much

prior to this date the families of man
and apes separated is still unknown.

Much more is understood today

about the time when modern man's

forerunners first began to use stone

tools. Paleoanthropologists have usu-

ally adopted the definition of man
as any hominid that makes stone

tools to a set and regular pattern. So

defined, the earliest "men" are evi-

denced by living floors in Bed I of

the now-celebrated Olduvai Gorge

sequence of Early Pleistocene depos-

its in Tanzania, East Africa. The

deposits of Bed I, in which stone

tools first occur, have been dated by

the University of California group at

1.75 million years. This figure sums

up more than sixty separate potas-

sium/argon analyses. Its accuracy

therefore correlates with the accu-

racy of this dating method.

Admittedly, these oldest dated

human cultural sites at Olduvai are

not necessarily those of the first

actual users of tools. But it can be

assumed that tool using probably did

not become general much earlier. If

it had, archeologists would pre-

Prehuman Ramapithecus. dated at 14

million years ago, was probably the

first clear-cut relative of man. It had an

arched palate and crowded teeth in a

semicircular instead of U-shaped array.

sumably be able to document this

from sites of tool use and manufac-

ture elsewhere in Africa (apart from

East Africa) and in Eurasia as well.

Controversy about the toolmakers

at Olduvai has been stirred by the

unsound taxonomic procedures that

have been used to name them. Al-

though the names Zinjanthropus

boisei and Homo habilis have been

proposed for them, there is no clear-

cut evidence that hominids other

than two species of Australopithecus

—A. africanus and A. rohustus—

earlier named in South Africa, ex-

isted in Tanzania in Bed I times.

The next important stage in hu-

man evolution was signaled by the

appearance of large-brained homi-

nids of Pithecanthropus type—those

with brain volumes of more than 700

cc, as opposed to the earlier Austra-

lopithecus brain volumes on the

order of 400 to 600 cc. The first^j

these pithecanthropines, from Ja

was described in 1892 as Pilhec''-

thropus erectus. Investigators t

.

ally now consider it to be a spe(^

of Homo—H. erectus. The evoluti

.

ary emergence of H. erectus appe

«

to be documented also at Olduy
but is not as precise or certain ast

wish because the rock samples fij

this horizon do not have as suitc[|(

a composition for potassium/arji

(K/A) dating as do those from J
I. Drs. Curtis and Evernden h,^

recently rechecked their K 'k (!e

from sediments at the top of Be(i'

Olduvai and have determined n

approximate age of 500,000 ye

Inasmuch as the Oldowan pitheii-

thropines were all collected be

this horizon, they must be older

half a million years—which c

lates reasonably with the recent Y\

determination of 0.6 million

on tektites from the Djetis bed

Java, from which the earliest

erectus come.

For the time period within w
the completely modern H. sap

type of men evolved, another

chronometric method can be us

radiocarbon dating. But becausdie

half-life of radioactive carbo

only about 5,000 years, dates ir v

cess of 40,000 or 50,000 years r«

inaccurate. Also, the K/A dc ii

method is increasingly inaccurat

dates of less than one million y

Consequently, there is a period

ing Early and Middle Pleisto

times when dating human remai

difficult and uncertain. Durin

time, //. erectus populations pre

ably graded into the Neand

type of primitive man. a variei t

which most modern taxonoisl

would give only subspecific st Ji

H. sapiens neanderthalensis.

derthalers have been dated asjei

sisting in western Europe for t\y\

three hundred thousand years, k
seem to overlap with human f|il

that appear to be more like the «

modern man, of which the ones pi

Fontechevade and La Ferassi i

France are examples. These oj

probably represent only the "

progressive individuals and r

different race. The more abu

skeletal finds of Stone Age me:

about 30.000 to 40,000 yearsl

Many have been dated accurate

the radiocarbon method and, c
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quently, the structural and cultural

evolution of Late Paleolithic man is

well documented and dated. Suffi-

cient to say that within the period in

which radiocarbon dating of fossil

man is possible, only slight altera-

tions in skeletal anatomy have oc-

curred; as far as the main stages of

locomotor adaptation and evolution-

ary change are concerned, man's an-

:estors of 40,000 years ago were
;ssentially the same as man is today.

And what may the future reveal

ibout our prehistoric calendar? As
nore and more fossil-bearing sedi-

nents are dated, multiple cross-

checks on individual dates will be
possible, and this should eventually

lead to a nearly absolute chronology
for life of the past. Nevertheless,

some sediments will probably never

be datable, because many lack suffi-

cient concentrations of any of the

known unstable isotopes of common
elements. Even so, if such rocks con-

tain traces of past organisms, they

can be correlated in time with the

same organisms in dated rocks.

Some scientists have suggested

that when, and if, this geochrono-
logical "millennium" arrives there

would be great value in rearrangino

or renaming the divisions of geo-

logic time to correspond with fixed

time durations. Thus the Tertiary,

which lasted roughly sixty million

years, could be divided into six sub-

divisions of ten million years each.

Whatever the course adopted, it is

clear that geochemical dating will

eventually provide an accurate calen-

dar for placement of fossil species

in their proper temporal relation-

ships. Until this is done, science can-

not remain satisfied: uncertainties in

interpreting the exact course of evo-

lutionary history will remain among
almost all groups of organisms.
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Euglena
and the
Tides
These itinerant
one-celled protozoans
tinve their migrations
vrith a precise
clock nvechanism

By JOHN D. PALMER

The greatpyramids ofEgypt are not only the tombi

of a few godlike Pharaohs but also the final

ing place of literally billions of fallen protozoans

the pyramids are built from stone composed of th

compressed, chalky remains of fossilized Foraminifer

—single-celled animals that antedate the entombe
monarchs by millions of years. Similarly, the Ave
River in England is not only the site of a present-da

shrine to Shakespeare but also the past and preser

residence of a great horde of another type of protc

zoan, the chlorophyll-bearing unicell Euglena obtust

Few visitors to Stratford on Avon realize that at tf

point where the modest, somewhat stagnant, meande
ing river flows into the Irish Sea, there is a tidal e:

change of water second in height only to the famo)

tides of the Bay of Fundy in Nova Scotia. Avon tid

change, however, can be even more spectacular th;

its North American counterpart, for during daytin

low tides, the initially black mud of the exposed rive

bed takes on a dappled green appearance that grad

ally becomes mottled with splotches of golden brow
The verdant color is due to the presence of enormo
numbers (more than a hundred thousand organisi

per square centimeter during the summer months)
'

this chlorophyll-bearing Euglena. They are so abiil

dant that they form a living veneer of writhing eel,

piled one on top of the other, on the exposed nv
mud. During high tide they burrow a few millimetii

into the mud and are thus prevented from bei;

washed away; during daytime low tides they move )

onto the surface of the exposed mud. These mo-
ments, into and out of the substratum, are repeail

with such beatlike regularity that this behaviors

called a vertical-migration rhythm.

When compared to the long-distance, north-so h

migrations of many birds, the short journeys of e

Euglena seem relatively unspectacular. Nevertheli>,

although these tiny cells move a total distance eqii

to only 20 times the length of their bodies, the chan'S

they encounter in their travels are as rigorous as y



endured by migrating birds. They move from nearly

complete darkness to full sunlight, from cool subter-

ranean temperatures to midday heat, and from com-
plete submergence in water to an inspissate condition

—all in the span of a few minutes.

Sharing the subterranean habitat with the Euglena

are no less than six species of diatoms, which are pres-

ent in great numbers. These organisms also migrate

rhythmically, and their characteristic pigments add

1 golden-brown hue to the predominantly green back-

ground. Equally abundant—but not visible to the

laked eye—is Salmonella typhosa, the agent of ty-

jhoid fever.

An average Euglena cell is 1/200 inch long and

:ontains within its body numerous small chlorophyll-

;ontaining plastids that function in photosynthesis,

'n the middle of the cell is the large nucleus and at the

mterior end is the gullet, a channel containing the

wo flagella characteristic of most species of Eu-
>lena. In most species of Euglena, the flagella are

ong and whipUke, and as they flail about, they propel

he organism through the water. In E. obtusa, how-
iver, the flagella are reduced to diminutive stumps

hat do not project out of the protective gullet and are

herefore of no use in locomotion. In this species

lirectional movement is the result of crawling, earth-

rorm-like contortions that are well suited for pro-

lelling the organism through the soft mud. Also at the

nterior end is an agglutination of red granules called

le stigma. The Euglena will move toward a source of

ght (a behavior response of considerable adaptive

alue, as these cells construct a great majority of

ARAFLAGELLAR BODY
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eir food photosynthetically), and it was originally

ought that the stigma was a Polyphemus-Uke "cell

I

e" that guided the organisms toward the hght. This
ile was assigned to the stigma after it was observed
fat when a tiny beam of hght was flashed over the
','dy surface of a Euglena, the organism moved
iward the light only when the stigma was illuminated.
J :cent work, however, has shown that the stigma is

1, t the hght receptor; instead, this function is per-
^"med by the paraflagellar body, a shght swelling at
t; base of the flagella just beneath the stigma. The
s gma apparently acts as a light-absorbing shield that

jrmits directional responses to light by the intermit-

t;t shading of the paraflagellar body. Thus, in this

C^anism the flagella have lost their traditional loco-
ritive function and have become sense organelles,

lis is not as exceptional as it might seem: the rod
c Is—the retinal photosensitive structures in the eye

of man—are also flagella that have been remodeled by
evolution into light receptors.

The vertical-migration rhythm of Euglena is just

another example of a class of organismic behavior
patterns referred to as biological rhythms. Rhythmi-
cal behavior is quite common among plants and ani-

mals and can usually be classified into either solar-day

rhythms, in which the organism is active only once a

day (as with man), or tidal rhythms, in which an or-

ganism has two active periods during an interval just

slightly longer than a day (as with certain semiterres-

trial crabs that scurry about on the shoreHne during
each low tide). The Euglena rhythm is unique, how-
ever, in that the organism appears on the surface only
during daytime low tides. Appearance only during the

dayUght hours could be considered adequate grounds
to classify this migratory behavior as a solar-day rhy-
thm. This is not quite accurate, however, as the cefls

emerge only during ebb tides, which in turn come 50
minutes later each day. Because of this, the rhythm
could be deemed tidal, except that the cells never
emerge during nighttime low tides. Therefore, this

unusual rhythmic behavior is perhaps best considered
a quasi-tidal rhythm.

We had to develop a precise method of studying

this rhythm in detail and, after several futile attempts,

an exceedingly simple method was adopted. Just as

the ebbing tide uncovered a portion of the riverbank,

we placed numerous smaU pieces of porous paper
(similar in quality to household facial tissue) on the

damp mud. The Euglena, in their migratory ascent to

daylight, tunneled up through the black mud and
passed unwittingly into the interstices of the paper.

It was then a simple matter to remove a paper period-

ically, wash out the Euglena in a drop of water, and
count the number present under the microscope. This
procedure nicely separated the Euglena from the ty-

phogenic mud and gave quite reproducible results.

Some of the curves obtained using this method are

seen in Graph 1 {page 63). During the late winter

months, when the hours of daylight are hmited, the

cells appear on the surface of the mud only once a day
{Graph 1, A). Throughout the long days of summer,
the duration of dayhght is of sufficient length to en-

compass two successive low tides, and the migratory

rhythm becomes diphasic, that is, the cells emerge
both in the morning and evening hours {Graph 1 , B).

In order to study this rhythmic behavior in con-

trolled conditions, samples of Euglena-ho-mng
mud were carefully collected in small dishes and trans-

ported to the laboratory. They weathered this drastic

handUng quite well. When placed in culture rooms
where the hght and temperature could be rigorously

controlled, they lived for at least a month—continuing
their vertical migrations all the while. Here the dishes

could be viewed directly under the microscope, and
using light reflected from above, the number of cells

on the surface of the mud could be periodically de-

termined. This technique was much superior to the

squares-of-paper method used in field observations.
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because it made possible prolonged observations of

the same organisms in an intact and relatively un-

disturbed segment of their natural habitat.

In the initial experiments the lights in the culture

room were turned on between 7:00 a.m. and 5:30

P.M. to keep the cells in simulated day-night condi-

tions. The temperature was held constant, and there

was, of course, no tidal flow. Under these conditions

the vertical-migration rhythm continued. Soon after

the lights were turned on, the cells began to emerge

onto the surface, reached a constant maximum den-

sity (giving rise to the distinct, flat-topped pattern of

the curves in Graph 2, A), and then reburrowed into

the mud in anticipation of darkness. Surprisingly, in

these conditions, this was a strictly solar-day rhythm:

The Euglena appeared on the surface of the mud at the

same time each day, rather than emerging 50 minutes

later each day as they do in their natural habitat. The

quasi-tidal frequency had disappeared.

Since the tidal nature of the rhythm had disap-

peared when the cells were removed from the ebb and

flow of tidal waters, we could assume a direct cause

and effect relationship. Continuing this line of reason-

ing, it would seem to follow that since environmental

factors appear to control the rhythmic behavior, if the

day-night cycles were eliminated, then the vertical-

migration rhythm would also disappear. Thus, when

the cells were put in constant darkness, they burrowed

into the mud and never appeared on the surface again.

If, however, the cefls were subjected to continuous

light of constant intensity, the rhythm persisted for as

long as 28 days {Graph 2, B) in a form similar to that

observed in the alternating light-dark periods. A re-

markable feat!

The great majority of other plant and animal

rhythms studied in the laboratory also have this

enigmatic property of persisting in the absence of the

most obvious time-giving cyclic forces of the natural

environment: alternation of day and night and the

temperature fluctuations dependent on these light-

dark changes. This mysterious ability to keep track

of time is attributed to an autonomous timer mechan-

ism that resides within the organism and is popularly

called "the biological clock." At present, little is

known about the actual nature of this mechanism,

but following modern tradition, most biologists be-

lieve it to be a complex biochemical system that has

the over-all property of keeping time.

Thus far, all attempts at direct examination of the

clock, via chemical manipulations, etc., have been

unsuccessful. A less direct approach is to attempt to

manipulate experimentally the end product of the

clock's action-the overt rhythm—in hopes of eluci-

dating new properties of rhythmic processes. These

properties, in turn, may then be used together to con-

struct a hypothetical model of the clock that, hope-

fully, will be a reasonable facsimile. We chose this

latter approach and subjected the cefls to a variety of

environmental situations in order to see the effect of

these factors on the vertical-migration rhythm.

Light, of course, plays a paramount role in the ex-

6a

pression of the Euglena rhythm, for when the cells ail

maintained in darkness in the laboratory they wifl m
come to the surface. Therefore, the first series of e:

periments was designed to study the various roles i

light. By covering segments of freshly exposed mud c

the riverbank with opaque screens just as the tic

ebbed, it was found that the ceUs in these darkem

areas never emerged from the mud, although the e

posed neighboring muds soon became green with cell

When the covers were removed, however, the ce'

quickly wriggled up out of the mud into the dayligi

Covering cells already on the surface caused them '

reburrow. It is therefore obvious that Ught is intimate

involved in the manifestation of the rhythm and

necessary, first, to bring the cells to the surface, ai

secondly, to hold them there for some critical tiir.

In the next experiment the cells were brought in

the laboratory, and equal numbers of replicate sar

pies were placed in each of several constant light i

tensities (26, 98, and 212 foot-candles) at a consta

temperature. The rhythm persisted in each of the

conditions, but the shape of the daily curves varied

a constant and informative manner. In 212 foot-ca

dies, the Euglena appeared on the surface sooner, ai

remained there longer, than at the lower light inten

ties. Also, the number of cells amassed on the surfa

at the lowest intensity never equalled the concenti

tions in the two higher light intensities. These resu

are summarized in Graph 3, where for simplicity

presentation several response curves in each of t

test fight intensities have been averaged together.

In interpreting these results a rather interest!

possibifity arises. Suppose that the Euglena have

solar-day rhythm in their responsiveness to Ught a

that this rhythm is composed of a period in which lij

is attractive, alternating with a period in which t

Euglena are repelled by, or indifferent to, Ught. T
positive phase (when light is attractive) of such

hypothetical rhythm is represented graphicafly by t;

bold line superimposed over the curves in Graph 3 a

is intended to indicate that the intensity of photo:

sponsiveness gradually builds up to a broad maximii

(here centered over midday) and then decfines ag;i

to indifference. Comparison of the bold curve with tr

results obtained in the various Ught intensities suggei

that a rhythm of this nature may be a reaUty; thus,t

9:00 A.M. the cells would be in an initial, low pho-

responsive state and, therefore, only sUghtly attracll

to Ught. At this time, only bright Ught (212 foot-c:-

dies) could initiate emergence from the mud. Wi

time (at 9:30, for example), when the Euglena hi)

reached a higher level of photoresponsiveness, a lovr

light intensity (98 foot-candles) would also be su-

cient to bring about emergence. Only when the cti

were in their most responsive state would an intens/

as low as 26 foot-candles (a subthreshold amount r

some of the population) bring them to the surfa.

After the peak in the rhythm of photoresponsivens

is past, indifference ensues, and the cells are no lon.r

bound to the surface—they burrow. At night just :

opposite is true: Ught has no attractive effect ass

clearly shown in cells maintained under constant-

lumination {Graph 2,B); the cells never appear
'

J
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In field obseivalions, the vertical-migration rhythm
of the Euglena is governed by tides, and it changes according

to season. In late winter the cells appear on the
surface of the mud only once a day, but in summer,

daylight is of sufficient length to encompass two successive
low tides, and migratory rhythm becomes diphasic.

» 500U

Laboratory studies control light regimes and remove
tidal influence. In alternating light-dark cycle (A), the

rhythm is diurnal and not tidal, with the Euglena
appearing at the same time each day. Surprisingly,

under continuous illumination and constant temperature
the rhythm continues the same (B). Under constant

darkness, however, the cells burrow and do not reappear.

The effect of various, constant light intensities

is seen in response curves. With greater light, more
Euglena appear sooner and slay longer. The bold curve

represents a hypothetical solar-day rhythm based on
ahernating attraction and indifference to light.

i___M___J \ I \ |[B1W|W

The effect of different constant temperatures is

negligible, and the vertical-migration rhythm does not
noticeably alter under most temperatures. Thus
the Euglena'i clock must be either insensitive to

temperature or must compensate for it in some way.

the surface during the night. This certainly suggests

that the Euglena must undergo a daily change, a

rhythm, in responsiveness to light. The feasibility of

the existence of such a rhythm is indirectly enhanced
by the work of Dr. R. Pohl in Germany and Drs. Vic-

tor Bruce and Colin Rittendrigh at Princeton Univer-

sity, who have, respectively, described and confirmed

a pronounced photoresponse rhythm in a near relative,

Euglena gracilis. They found that during daylight

hours this species was strongly attracted to light, while

at night it was not. When plotted graphically the

curves they obtained for the positive phase of the

rhythm closely resembled the bold curve in Graph 3.

It is therefore possible to postulate that the vertical-

migration rhythm is a secondary and unavoidable

consequence of a more fundamental, diurnal photo-

responsive rhythm. The migration rhythm would also

have a diurnal period in nature if it were not for one

particular property of Avon water: its excessive tur-

bidity. So much silt and detritus is suspended in the

water that sunlight is virtually screened out in the top

few inches of water. Therefore, accompanying each

flooding tide is a curtain of darkness, and these dark

periods prevent the cells from appearing on the sur-

face, transforming the fundamental solar-day rhythm
into one of quasi-tidal frequency.

As a result of these experiments we have more
insight into the controlling factors of the migratory

rhythms of Euglena obtusa, but we still have learned

little about the actual working mechanism of the clock

that controls the overt rhythm. We therefore ap-

proached the problem from a different direction.

The tidal habitat in the higher latitudes is charac-

terized by extreme changes in several environ-

mental factors, one of the most profound being the

sudden changes in temperature. For example, the sur-

face-mud temperature on the Avon may drop from
30° to 6° C. (86° to 43° F.) in a matter of a few min-
utes as the mud flat is covered by the returning tide,

and the Euglena must weather these changes. Such
vicissitudes of temperature have, of course, profound
effects on the kinetics of metabolic systems. In gen-

eral, metabolic processes double or triple the rate at

which they run for every 10 degree rise in temperature.

Assuming that the causative mechanism of a rhythm
(the clock) is actually a biochemical entity within the

cell, then it should respond to changes in temperature

in a way similar to other ceOular chemical processes.

If, for instance, the body temperature of a Euglena is

raised, then the clock, just as the rest of the general

body metabolism, should run at an augmented rate.

With the speeding up of the clock, the overt rhythm
under its control will also change : The period of the

rhythm (the interval of time elapsed between con-
secutive daily appearances of the cells on the surface)

should be shortened, as there is an inverse relation-

ship between length of period and the rate at which
the clock is running. As the temperature is further in-

creased, the clock should run even faster, and the

period of the rhythm would be expected to become
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even shorter. By way of analogy,

envision a grandfather clock that

sounds the hours of the day with

chimes. If the pendulum-the pace-

maker governing the rate at which

the clock runs—is shortened, the

hands of the clock rotate faster and

the interval of time between succes-

sive chiming is decreased. The more

the pendulum is shortened, the

more contracted the interval be-

tween the signaled hours. Returning

to the Euglena rhythm, if we stud-

ied the cells for days at a time in a

host of different constant tempera-

tures and found that the period of

the rhythm changed accordingly,

we would have quite suggestive evi-

dence that our speculation is cor-

rect—the clock might well be a bio-

chemical oscillator.

The potential malleability of

the period of the vertical mi-

gration was treated in the following

way: Replicate samples of Eu-

g/(?/7a-bearing mud were placed in

constant temperature rooms at tem-

peratures of 5°, 10°, 15°, and

18.5° C; in constant hght (98 foot-

candles) and, again, away from the

influence of the tidal flow. The

rhythms were followed for periods

of up to 15 days in these conditions.

Between 5° and 15° C. the

period and amplitude of the rhythm

were unaffected {Graph 4). Since

the rhythm is only a vacillation of

the number of cells on the mud sur-

face, no difference in amplitude

would be expected. The period of

the rhythm is estimated to be about

24 hours at each of the tempera-

tures within this range. Therefore,

the clock was not affected by these

differences in temperature. This

means that the clockwork is either

built on something other than a bio-

chemical foundation or that inti-

mately associated with the clock is

a rather precise temperature-com-

pensating system-a kind of servo-

mechanism designed to maintain

the clock at a constant speed in

spite of temperature changes. Phil-

osophically, any clock, animate or

inanimate, must run at a constant

speed regardless of the ambient

temperature; for if it varied with

the caprice of the temperature, it

would no longer register time, but

instead, might function as a rathei

complicated thermometer. There*

fore, ah clocks must be insensitiv|

to temperature change or possess

compensatory mechanism to correc

for such changes. The latter ma
be the case in the Euglena rhythn

Returning to Graph 4, notic

that the period of the rhythm i

cells maintained at 18.5° C. (th

highest temperature obtainabl

with the facilities at hand) lengtl

ened, becoming approximately 24.

hours long. It is doubly surprisin

to find a lengthening of the perio

when a priori one would predict

shortening, or at most, no change i

all. This unexpected result certain]

provides substance for speculatioi.^

For example, it may well indicai

that a temperature-compensatir

mechanism is associated with tl

clock, for the lengthening of tl

period certainly suggests that

this highest temperature, the cor

pensating mechanism perform(

too well and that overcompensatiq

had taken place. Therefore,

until the compensating mechanisi

malfunctioned slightly was its prd

ence manifest. Final confirmatic

of the existence of a temperatur

compensating mechanism assoo

ated with the biological clock awa

biochemical inquiry.

It
should be quite apparent Ht

the study of the rhythmic joi

neys of Euglena obtusa is still in

initial stages and that many of t

conclusions drawn from the wo

are still highly speculative. Emei

ing from these pristine findin

however, is a distinct realization

the exceeding complexity of 1

daily lives of these minute en-

tures, organisms that, because th'

entire bodies consist of one o

are often erroneously considcil

"simple." In reality, these Httle co

are much more complex and ver •

tile than any of the cells in the bcf

of man. Still, they are useful sv

jects for study because, in spite

their complexity, they have vy

precise timing mechanisms and e

easily handled in the laboratc

Hopefully, we will someday be ae

to force them to reveal all the -

crets of how their tiny clocks ac-

ally work.
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MAJOR ADVENTURES FOR 1967

Experienced Leader-Driver-Outdoorsman with Asst. &
Hostess-Cook continues adventure-camping, sightsee-

ing tours, pack trips. A luxury limousine coach (ltd.

to parties of 10) & best motels are utilized enroute.

Activities, all optional, incl. climbing, walking in

mtns., glaciers, valley & desert plain, green forests,

fishing, birding, swimming, fossil hunts, horseback,

campfires, eating, loafing, sunning, Magnicent Pho-

tography. All destinations planned for max. seasonal

attributes; wildflower to foliage time, as detailed

itineraries reveal. All trips are fully and best
equipped. All Expense Basis.

CAMPING: 5:71. June 3 to 23. Grand Circle Camping-
Sightseeing. 21 days. So. Dakota, Wyo., Colo. Much
of what's best in the West, proven route of beauty
& Geo. Wonders. $645.

5:72. July 8 to 29. Wind River Wilderness Combina-
tion Camping & Pack Trip. 22 days with horses,
fishing, still camping, mtns., glaciers. A tip-top

adventure. $735.

4r73. Aug. 19 to Sept. 2. Camping in French Que-
bec, End-to-End. Lac St. Jean, Saguenay Valley,

Sept-Isles, all Gasp6 incl. Perce, Bonaventure Is.

Return via Arcadia Natl. Pk. $295.

:^74. Sept. 9 to 24. Canoe-Camping Cruise. Que-
tico-Superior Wilderness. Leisurely route, post-

tourist, foliage season. Only two 6-min. portages. 6

canoe maximum. $475.

NON-CftMPING: #75. Sept. 30 to Oct. 7. French Que-
bec Tour. Lac St. Jean, Saguenay Riv. Valley, Sept-

Isles, all Gaspe incl. Perce, Bonaventure Is. Return
via. N. Bruns. to Wayside Inn, Sudbury. Colorful

route of contrasts, post tourist. $245.

#76. Oct. 21 to 28. Great Smoky Mtns. Plus Blue
Ridge Mtns. & Monticello. Includs. Cade's Cove &
all points of interest. Our Hdqts.: Charming Little

Greenbrier Inn with superb meals, pastoral atmos-
phere, mtn. views, peace. $195.

#77. Dec. to 30. Christmas at Williamsburg! Fea-

turing unique decorations, seasonal music, Wassail
Bowl, Fine Xmas Dinner. See Jamestown, Richmond
and Annapolis too! A spirited jaunt in best tradi-

tion. $198.

Only the detailed itineraries reveal the surprises and
the values involved. Write right now for the modus
operandi, assured reservations.

Murray deCamp Spear, Director

71 1 Valley Road, Mahwah, N. J. 07430

Book Reviews continued from page 19

Director of The New York Botanical

Garden, served as general editor, and

the author admits that he "pulled me

out of many a hole." This book is pri-

marily the work of a mature and pro-

found botanical scholar. Dr. Rickett. It

has behind it the tremendous academic

resources of one of the world's great

botanical gardens, especially its li-

brary and magnificent herbarium.

The colored illustrations were made

at Ipswich. England, on special paper;

some required as many as seven print-

ings. The text and binding were done

in the United States.

There are a few botanical classics

that are such masterpieces that no one

has had the desire or audacity to try to

do them better; some have never been

revised. Wild Flowers of the United

States will find a niche among these.

At this time of increasing apprecia-

tion of conservation, it is entirely fitting

that the first copy of this book was pre-

sented to Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson.

Dr. Edwin B. Matzke, Chairman of the

Department of Biological Sciences at

Columbia University, specializes in the

morphology of flowering plants.

Modes of Reproductiox in Fishes, by

Charles M. Breder. Jr. and Donn Eric

Rosen. Natural History Press, $17.50;

941 pp., illus.

THIS remarkable and important book

constitutes an encylopedic refer-

ence-summary of what is known about

the breeding habits of all fishes, ar-

ranged according to the taxonomic

groupings into which fishes are usually

classified. The fantastic number of

publications combed for information is

indicated by the bibliography, which

alone runs to 232 pages; moreover,

citations included in Dean's "Bibliog-

raphy of Fishes." which covers the lit-

erature up to about 1914, are not even

included here. In addition, 56 pages are

given to tables that set forth briefly the

secondary sex characteristics, mating

data, kind of breeding sites, types of

eggs (or young in live-born forms),

parental care, and breeding migrations

for each family of fishes. The figures

used in the charts or tables— principally

small outline drawings to show the gen-

eral appearance of one typical member

of each fish family—are the only illus-

trations in the book. The 31-page sum-

mary briefly sketches the main types of

reproductive modes shown by the jaw-

less hagfishes and lampreys, the more

primitive jawed forms, and the teleosts.

A 31-page index is restricted to zoo-

logical names of species and families.

This is not, then, a "popular" book,

or one for leisurely reading, even by the

ichthyologist, although little of the te

would be beyond the ken of an intel

gent layman. It is a zoological referen

work, and one of the most importa

ever published on fishes. This is 1

cause, aside from short chapters

general books on fishes and a few cv

sory accounts of nest building and p

rental care, there has never been ;

extensive publication devoted to the i

productive habits of all fishes. As
result, even many ichthyologists ha

been unaware of the nature and varie

of breeding habits exhibited throug

out the twenty-five or thirty thousa:

species of living fishes.

The book does not cover the etholc

ical analysis of breeding behavi

physiology of reproduction, egg dev

Basil Ede's

Birds

in a

New York

Gallery

Full-color, bound reprints of '.

Basil Ede paintings that appeared i

the December issue of Natiil

History may now be purchased. 1

price of the entire reprint is c

dollar. Please mail your request c 1

1

check or money order

Natural History

The American Museum of

Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street '

New York, N.Y. 10024

opment, or larval forms. In each ce

the treatment covers breeding seasi,

breeding site, breeding migration, >

ondary sex characters, sex discrim i-

tion. competition for mates, courtsli,

mating, and parental care, if any, in-

far as these are known for any part i-

lar species or family. I had ranr

hoped to find some theorizing in reg'd

to the general taxonomic or evoluti'

ary conclusions that might be dm
from the first major attempt to desc le

the known types of breeding hatsr

found among fishes. However, r.

Breder decided that the theoretical

s

pects of the subject would be riglj

excluded from the book itself. Th i-'

disappointing, because each of theu-

thors has derived excellent and inteil'

ing theoretical results from oei

research.

I have often contended that prob'll

between one third and one half oihf

kinds of living fishes exhibit some 'H

of nesting or parental care of the f|S

or both, and that such habits are the il«

rather than the exception unless ^

mode of life (such as pelagic habit or
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'iviparity) prevents it. Many ichthyolo-

ists have doubted this, but because the

attern of breeding behavior is usually

'sasonably uniform within each family

'f fishes, the present book documents

16 contention in an impressive way.

'iven the lowly, jawless lampreys pre-

pare a simple nest, and the general

istribution of nesting and parental

jre among the more primitive seden-

iry bony fishes may be considered to

ive considerable support to the theory

lat parental care of the eggs is primi-

ve among them and that non-care is a

')ecialized, derivative behavior of

;;hes with specialized, derivative hab-

'5. There will undoubtedly be much
leorizing now that Drs. Breder and
'osen have provided the factual basis.

From perusal of the sections on those

ihes best known to me, the authors

)pear to have missed remarkably little

an important nature on the breeding

ibits of fishes. But there are excep-

)ns. The spectacular breeding migra-

)n of the famed dorados {Salminus)

South America, during which these

eat fish leap rapids and waterfalls in

e same manner as salmon, is unmen-
ned, although it is referred to in

/eral books published in South Amer-
i. This indicates the only weakness in

verage of the literature that I have
jnd in the book. The scientific and
uarium periodicals have been most
haustively covered, but a number of

nipopular (or semiscientific! ) books
blished elsewhere than in North
(lerica and Europe have been passed

;r. However, few users of this great

rk will have reason to complain
aut overlooked literature. What there

illy is to complain about is the num-
r of gaping voids in our knowledge
fish habits. Drs. Breder and Rosen
|)w clearly where and what those

j'ds are.

I

G. S. Myers

j

Stanford University

I

I'E World of Reptiles, by Angus
Hairs and Richard Carrington.
lerican Elsevier Publishing Co.,

f75;
153 pp., illus.

UBLISHERS have become aware of the
demand for authoritative books
ling with reptiles, and perhaps they

erve credit for having helped create

i demand. Until the turn of the cen-

{, when Hans Gadow's volume on
ohibians and reptiles appeared in

le Cambridge Natural History," few
iraHsts had access to comprehensive
ounts of the reptiles. During the
iiing decades virtually the only non-
mical books dealing with these ani-

s were those written by the late

mond L. Ditmars. Beginning in

h when The Viking Press issued
Ford H. Pope's Snakes Alive and

How They Live, the books by Ditmars
rapidly became outmoded. Pope pre-

pared an excellent account of the

turtles, which Alfred A. Knopf pub-
lished in 1939, and shortly thereafter

the Comstock Publishing Company
began to issue the useful "Handbooks
of American Natural History," inspired

and edited by A. H. Wright. In the next

few years first-rate books about reptiles

had been published by a number of

major publishing companies.

Each book that appears seems to

whet the demand for more. It can
scarcely be doubted that ready access

to information has aroused an unprece-
dented interest in reptiles. Amateurs
have organized countless herpetologi-

cal societies in the United States, and
several of these organizations now
issue journals. Articles dealing with

reptiles in technical journals are ap-

proximately four times as numerous
today as they were two or three decades

ago. Serious students in the field read
or scan at least 1.000 accounts annually

merely to keep abreast of the advances.

Any account that summarizes informa-
tion is welcome, therefore, and The
World of Reptiles is no exception. The
text was prepared by two able writers:

Bellairs is well known to graduate stu-

dents in the United States and Britain

as the author of a compact volume on
reptiles, and Richard Carrington, a pro-

fessional author and editor, has dealt

successfully with topics ranging from
elephants to a Biography of the Sea.

Plainly. Bellairs and Carrington have
the qualifications to write about rep-

tiles, and their book should meet the

requirements of those who want a con-

cise, informative, readable introduction
to this group of vertebrates. A larger

book would have been required for an
exhaustive summary. Little space is

wasted, however, in approximately 130
pages of well-illustrated text, to which
the authors have appended a discus-

sion of scientific names, a brief classifi-

cation, a bibliography, and an index.
An emerald tree boa is illustrated in a

colored frontispiece, and photographs
reproduced in 16 plates portray 32 rep-

resentative species.

Understandably, the authors of The
World of Reptiles emphasize those as-

pects of the habits, behavior, and struc-

ture of reptiles that have the widest

appeal. A short introduction mention-
ing extinct forms and the ancestries of

living reptiles precedes an excellent

chapter that discusses the attributes

and peculiarities of these vertebrates.

Thereafter, the text takes up living rep-

tiles group by group. A chapter deal-

ing with turtles is followed by one on
the lizards and the tuatara, by one on
snakes, and finally by a short chapter
on crocodilians.

Bellairs and Carrington employ a few
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DroL L Yankees Recordings have a quaLiiy
that endears them to everyone who
longs for the woods and streams. They

are pictures in sound that transport
one right there- it is as if you were

sitting on a mossy Log surrounded by
singing birds, croaking frogs and the
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outmoded scientific names, and in some
instances recent literature has escaped
their attention. It is disconcerting to

note that they use the adjective "rudi-

mentary"' to describe structures more
accurately called vestigial, and they

have inadvertently referred to a fang-

less water snake, Natrix maura, as

being "viperine."' Only the specialist

will be disturbed by trivial errors of

this sort, however, for few books are

more authoritative. Students will be

amply rewarded for the small amount
of time required to read The World of

Reptiles.

C. M. BOCERT
The American Museum

Forever Wild: The Adirondacks, by
Eliot Porter. The Adirondack Museum/
Harper & Row, $20.00; 164 pp., illus.

THIS is one of those books that sends

me to reference books even before I

have done with marveling at its superb

pictures and splendidly chosen cap-

tions. I suspect that was one reason for

the volume itself—to make one admire,

marvel, and want to learn more.

I found that New York's Adirondack

State Park, which comprises about

5,700.000 acres in 12 of New York's

northern counties, is the biggest state

park in this country. It is more than

twice as big as Yellowstone (the largest

of our national parks), two and a half

times as big as Mount McKinley Park

in Alaska, and more than ten times as

big as the Great Smoky Mountains

Park. It is more than twice as big as the

biggest national monument. Katmai. in

Alaska. And, in sheer acreage, the Adi-

rondack park is bigger than all of

Massachusetts or New Jersey. It is a

realm within the Empire State and,

miracle of miracles, it is, by constitu-

tional amendment, to be kept forever

wild. So much for the statistics, which

are too little known.
Forever Wild: The Adirondacks is a

book about that vast monument to con-

servation. It is primarily a picture

book, with splendid reproductions of

the superb color photography of Eliot

Porter. Except for a brief introduction

by Harold K. Hockschild. president of

the Adirondack Museum, its only text

is the caption material, taken from the

writings of the late William Chapman
White. The captions perfectly comple-

ment the pictures, yet they stand by

themselves as a sensitive, poetically

philosophical summary of the aspect

and ultimate meaning of the whole

Adirondack region. Consider the fol-

lowing examples:

'Tn a world where man finds little

permanence, he can always fix on his

mountains, forever unchanging, yester-

day, today and tomorrow. He may go,

but they remain." "The mountains of

the Eastern seaboard seem to have bee

in their places since time began. What,
more, they have been—at least the Ad,

rondacks, which probably are the olc

est mountains in America." "In th

Adirondacks a man is never marke
old until he is unable to get out an

walk the woods for at least one da

each year."

As for the pictures, they range froi

intimate details of leaves, grasses, w'
ter, wildflowers. and rocks to magni i

cent panoramas of mountains, lake

and forests. It seems impossible thJ

anyone has ever surpassed these pii

tures of mountains under storm cloud

woodland in autumn leaf, placid pon
;

at sunset, or birch trees. This is Eli I

Porter at his superb best. And the i
j

production is flawless.

The book leaves me with only o

question. Why was it not organiz

logically, spring to spring? Instea

particularly in the first half, it ski
j

about among the seasons, from fi

green of midsummer to icy white

midwinter, from autumn color to bi-

geoning spring again. If there was
,

photographic reason, I missed it. T
conservation message is there, and t

eloquence of appreciation; both woi
have been more emphatic with a

quence closer to that of nature itse

Hal Borlai
Author and Natural

The Living World of the Sea. by X*

liam J. Cromie. Prentice-Hall, S6.':

343 pp., illus.

IN recent years more and more att

tion has been given to the study!

the oceans, until today the field!

oceanology is a vast complex of msf

related disciplines, including mate

biology. An introduction to marine b

ogy for the layman is, therefore, n

order, and The Living World of the
.fi

is a model of clear, accurate, and tl

oughly entertaining writing aboua

complex scientific subject. In readg

the book one never loses the feeling III
i

the author was thoroughly fascincd

by his subject and sincerely wanted is

readers to share that fascination.

In a volume of this size only cci i

topics could be treated, and Cromie i-

made his choices well. The book bei,MJ

with the latest theories on how dj

when the earth was formed and the)

quences of events that led to the e\

tion of living organisms as we
them today. From here the author

ceeds with a discussion of the en

tions faced by marine organisms n

then treats the major groups of plU

and animals that occur in the sea. Fs

plankton to whales, each categor i

discussed in just the right amour

(

detail to keep the reader's attero

and at the same time give him the n^
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ching the

'(Haverhills
^ ' World to brina you IWorld to bring you the finest

important facts. Such flamboyant top-

ics as the coelacanth, sharks, and giant

squids and sea monsters are put into

their proper perspectives. The final

chapter is a reahstic appraisal of the

problems and possibilities of increased

use of the sea by mankind.

Throughout the book, matters of con-

jecture are clearly distinguished from
thoroughly established facts. This is

popular science writing at its best. It is

entertaining, yet precise, and there

are no wasted words—every sentence

counts. At the same time the style is

light enough to hold the reader's inter-

est. It is exactly what marine biology

needed.

C. Lavett Smith
The American Museum

Hands On the Past, edited by C. W.
Coram. Alfred A. Knopf, $8.95; 434

pp., illus.

KURT W. Marek, better known to his

readers by his pen name, C. W.
Ceram, is a most infuriating author!

As the editor of this anthology, his fa-

miliar storytelling genius shines

through both the introductions heading

each selection and the particular ma-
terial he selected for the volume. Not
even the most hardened professional in

the field of archeology, not to mention

the layman caught up by the spell of

the past, can muster enough objections

to this latest literary foray of Ceram's
to put it aside half-read. This, in spite

of the rather ponderous size of the

book and the often downright, com-
pletely boring nature of certain of the

selections. The "adventure" of archeol-

ogy, actual and spiritual, promised in

the Foreword is, indeed, met through-

out the entire volume.

As is common with other works of

this author, clear-cut divisions between
sections of content are cavalierly ig-

nored, and the seven major parts of the

anthology flow in and around each
other at will. Selection titles, too, often

completely hide the actuality of the

content, in typical Ceram fashion.

Hence, in Part One, "In Place of an
Introduction," Woolley's classic defi-

nition of an "ideal archaeologist" pro-

vides the basis for ringing in the Olym-
pia Convention, along with selections

on "How to Buy Antiquities" and "How
to Steal Antiquities." "The Book of the

Statues" (Part Two) includes some
famous discoveries along that line, but

also leaves room for W. Taylour's ar-

ticle on Ventris' decipherment of

Linear B. "The Book of the Pyramids"
(Part Three) keeps fairly to its avowed
subject (except for a coffee session

with Amelia Edwards at Abu Simbel)

while "The Book of the Towers" (Part

Four) goes from the decipherment of

cuneiform by Rawlinson to Hilprecht's
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A distributional check list with complete in-
troduction, sketches and maps. §1.00

r —

1

SCIENCE BOOK SERVICE n2
P.O. Box 366, Narberth, Pa. 19072
Fleai'e send ine:

copies Birds OF Colombia @S10.00
copies Birds of South America (« SIO.OO

Botli volumes $18.50

Parrots of Australia S12.50

Pennsylvania Birds $ 4.00

Check Enclosed Charge my account

ADDRESS.

STATE
dents add 5^o sales lax)

I _ _____J

arms
Direct from England

genuinely embla-
zoned from old

records filed under
100,000 British & Eu-

ropean surnames. In relief

and full colour on immaculate OAK
WALL SHIELDS for mural decoration.

7"x6" $ 9.00 14" X 12" .$25.00
12" X 10" $20.00 22" X 18" $40.00
postpaid. Your check is returned if the Arms
cannot be traced. Scliool, Ship, Regimental
Shields, Trade Marks, etc., similarly repro-
duced. Write Britain direct. Dept. NH.

YORK INSIGNIA LTD., YORK, ENGLAND

BEECH CLIFF ?S,rs^
High Adventure in heart of
MAINE'S CANOE COUNTRY.
Small groups — Boys ages 14-17.
Base camp Mt. Desert, Maine nr.

Bar Harbor. Stimulating & Action-
filled trips—lakes, rivers, Allagash,
St. John (white water) inc. instruc-
tion in Swim., Survival, Nat. Sci-

ences, Archaeology, photog, 8 wk.
camp — 6V'2 wk. tripping. Exp.
Leadership — 14th Season. Write:
C. A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd.,
Concord, Mass.
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HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$6.95 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,

Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,

Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale,

Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting.

OTHER IVORY AVAILABLE

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd.

Wilmington, Del. 19803

EASY TO DO . . .

110 special skilh required.

EASY TO SELL . . .

because yoitr creations are

different — no two need
be alike!

SELL your creations for 2

for them. Make jewelry

spare time ... /*l^
This FREE CATALOG contains ever>'thing ffi IW^
you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the 9 I"
parts and by adding your spare time helps

you create easy saleable jewelry.

Start today . . . don't delay. Send for tbe
'

hobbv-craft's biggest and best catalog. Get

your FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation - contains over 10,000

items . . . loaded with pictures.

Act now .

.

. and start earning hiem IJ.I:1'MII:1J:IJ1/»».IJ

GRIEGER'S INC.

Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, skis, and camping

equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2067J SPORTS BUILDING

TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

i

discussion of ancient teclinology. Also,

Part Six, allegedly having to do with

"Steps," discusses the pyramids of

Cholula, the problem of elephants in

America by G. E. Smith, and the bridge

of San Luis Rey. Part Seven of the

book does restrict itself to "New Meth-

ods in Archaeology," but, unfortunate-

ly, in so doing lacks the spark of the

preceding sections.

The selections vary individually, as

well—from the pedantic and the stuffy,

to the pompous and the extravagant.

They mirror the many-faceted range of

archeology (from Roman Britain and

the Near East to Yucatan) and the

often fantastic people engaged in it.

National differences also appear, as the

selections veer from the extravagantly

named finds of the British and the in-

ternal squabbles of the French, to the

minute obscurantism of the Germans

and the rather homespun style of

Americans. Ceram has driven home

some messages via his choice of selec-

tions: tales of early methods that bring

shudders down the spines of modern

professionals; the turmoil and bloody

rivalries of the field; the pathetic trag-

edies in the lives of famous archeolo-

gists; the struggles related to both se-

curing antiquities and to receiving

recognition for discoveries; and the

"trials" of field archeology conducted

amid fever, haggling, flies, cupidity,

and wet feet. The wide range of men in

the discipline is also clear, as the vol-

ume repeats the words of circus strong

men, millionaires, adventurers, scien-

tists, and a few fanatics. One consola-

tion, for those of us in the field, emerges

in the notation made in the author's

introduction of Jean de Waldeck—

he published at the age of 100!

The book is also a veritable Who's

{Fho of the discipline: WooUey, Schlie-

mann, Evans, Mariette, Belzoni, Mas-

pero, Petrie, Budge, Layard, Botta, Von

Humboldt, Cousteau, Bibby, and many
others are heard from. The notorious

along with the justly venerated figures

of archeology stand side-by-side. There

are fine selections of first-hand "inside

stories" of great discoveries (Brugsch's

classic hoard of mummies. Budge and

the Amarna Tablets, Carter and King

Tutankhamen's tomb, Wright at Hama,

Bossert at Kara Tepe, Ruz at Palen-

que) that combine the thrills, the un-

certainties, the workings of sheer

chance, and the often painstaking

months and years of labor that brought

them about.

This volume is also somewhat of a

reference work, with most of the major

discoveries reflected, most of the divi-

sions of the field represented. There is

broad coverage geographically and

temporally, admirable introductions

supplying biographical data, and an

excellent index to back it all up. One

could have wished that the tantalizing

vignettes of the careers of the archeq

ogists involved, which head each sele

tion, could have recorded how the woi|

being reported actually ended, but tl

source-bibliography at the end of tl

volume at least provides the reader wi

a place to follow up items of interest.:

I found the book highly informati\

interesting, and a distinct contributii

to the more general understanding ai

appreciation of the manifold facets :,

the adventure of this science, which J

also an art.

Philip C. H.\mmo
Brandeis Univers

Patterns of Life, by William M. H;

low. Harper & Row, $6.95; 128 p

illus. Nature as Designer, by Ber

Eager. Reinhold Publishing Cor

$12.50; 176 pp., illus.

Photographs of biological subje

fall into three general categories

textbook photograph of, say, a leaf

be used to show its over-all form, botj

ical parts, or internal structure, an

usually accompanied by arrows l[

labels. Another photograph of the sae

leaf might serve to provide the vievi'

with an insight that casual viewingjr

the textbook photograph could |t

show; a top view of leaves to illustisi

the spiral arrangement on a stem ia

common example of an insight pictU|

A third and equally valid approaclo;

the leaf is that of the photograflc

poet who wishes to fix intrinsic becijr

on the printed page. Of course, the if

photograph might fulfill all three ''ft

teria or categories. These are rare, It

they do exist.

When examining the two books i

der review, I asked myself whicljil

these categories the books or the i i-

vidual photographs would fit. Nei';i

are textbooks, although both have sie

printed information about each b-

ject. Neither attempts to present a n^

sistent picture of the form of planloi

their parts. Since the photograph ii

conventional, I didn't obtain any ;v

ideas about plants. Finally, the ,io

tography is pedestrian and a bit di

can only conclude that the books.n

essentially without merit or value. ' e]

are also overpriced.

Richard M. K:iii

The New York Botanical Gc'ei

This list details the photographe oi

other source of illustrations, by jgf

COVER-Richard D. 37-AMNH
Estes 38-42-Gerald H. 'SS

7-8-U.S. Dept. of the 43-AMNH after G si/

Interior, Bureau of 45-51-Miriam
Indian Affairs Rothscfiild
20-29-Richardp Estes 52_jack Brusca
ex^p.^ma^p, AMNH

|5.57 AMNH afte,

raU?S°ll5?kStar 's.^/TJ.Simo,
34-36-Mount Wilson 60-T. Page

and Palomar Observa- 61-63-AMNH afte

tories John D, Palmer
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t-WAY "HUMMER" FEEDER
immingbirds, those jewel-like rascals, love to

iy and sip 4-at-a-time at the one and only
lummy-Bird Bar"<8 (See actual photo). Other
ds or bees can't reach the sugarwater. Drip-
s, rustless, so easy to clean! The heart-

irminsr gift for yourself, family, friends (and
immingbirds! ) for all occasions. Money back
arantee. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 24t': post-

e. In Calif, add 12!' tax. Sorry no COD's.
JMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6S18-N Apperson
, TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042 (Makers of

! popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-loving
ioles!)

33 Qmmm-^'/o^

mported from strange lands of the mysterious

ar East — this valuable collection of 53 genuine

loslage stamps from Borneo, Burma, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, Nepal, Siam, Sarawak, Singapore, Viet

lam. etc. Supernatural Demon-God (half man, half

lird), ferocious wild beasts, ceremonial dancers,

/eird oriental idols, many others. Guaranteed worth

ver $1.50 at standard catalog prices—all for IOC.'

Iso, fine stamps from our approval service which

ou may return without purchases and cancel serv-

;e at any time — plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

amestown Stamp C0.C27NM Jamestown, N.Y. 14701

.RROW
CANOE TRIPS

( young men, ages 11 to 18, Five trip

g ups placed according to age and ex-

f ience. Seven weeks (six weeks Junior

Cmp). Separate Survival and Ecology

g ups. Series of lake, white water, fie

r. 1. trips in Maine. Allagash, St. John,

E Croix River, Grand Lake-Machias,

i lahdin. Base camp located on Grand
I- e, Maine.

'ampcraft training. One week post sea-

si work camp. Quaker leadership.

FAMILY CANOE TRIPS
PLANNED AND OUTFITTED

Write: George N. Darrow
780 Millbrook Lane

Haverford, Penna. 19041
Phone: area code 215 Ml 2-8216

Suffgcsted
Adtlitionnl Reading

PREDATORS AND SCAVENGERS
Africa: A Natural History. L.

Brown. Random House, Inc., New
York, 1965.

Wild Life in South Africa. J. Stev-

enson-Hamilton. Cassell and Co.,

Ltd.. London, 1947.

Specific Feeding Habits of African
Carnivores. F. Bourliere. African

Wild Life, No. 1, pages 21-27, 1963.

CAVE LIFE ON THE PALOUSE
Cultural Sequences at The Dalles,

Oregon. L. S. Cressman. Transac-

tions of the American Philosophical

Society, VoL 50, 1960.

The McNary Reservoir: A Study in

Plateau Archaeology. J. L. Shiner

Bulletin 179, Bureau of American

Ethnology, Washington, D. C, 1961.

Early Man in Washington. R. D.

Daugherty. Information Circular No.

32, Division of Mines and Geology,

Department of Conservation, Olym-

pia, 1959.

MIMICRY
Mimicry. G. D. H. Carpenter and E. B.

Ford. Methuen and Co., Ltd., Lon-

don, 1933.

Adaptive Colouration in Animals.
H. B. Cott. Methuen and Co., Ltd.,

London, 1940.

Insect Polymorphism. Symposium
No. 1. Royal Entomological Society,

London, 1961.

UNRAVELING THE AGE
OF EARTH AND MAN

How Old is the Earth? P. M. Hurley.

Anchor Books, Garden City, 1959.

The Phanerozoic Time-Scale: A
Symposium. W. B. Harland, A. G.

Smith, B. Wilcock. Quarterly Journal

of the Geological Society of London,

Vol. 120S, London, 1964.

Applied Geochronology. E. I. Hamil-

ton. Academic Press, New York,

1965.

EUGLENA AND THE TIDES

Circadian Clocks. J. Aschofl. North-

Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam,

1965.

The Physiology of Diurnal
Rhythms. J. E. Harker. University

Press, Cambridge, 1964.

Persistent, Vertical-Migration
Rhythms in Benthic Microflora.

I. The Effect of Light and Tem-
perature of the Rhythmic Be-

havior OF Euglena Obtusa. J. D.

Palmer and F. E. Round. Journal of

the Marine Biological Association of

the United Kingdom, Vol. 45, pages

567-582, 1965.

Make this your garden year-round

No hobby niatclies \X'ar-rouncl greenhouse
gardening for leisure, pleasure, whole-
family fun. And L&B has dozen of even
span and lean-to models to make green-

house gardens practical for every home-
site, every budget. Priced from ,$300 fo

.$2000 (window greenhouses from 375),

they're prefab for do-it-yourself assembly;
all aluminum for lifetime enjoyment with-

out upkeep. Write for free 48-page Green-
house Gardening Catalog #741.

LORD & BURNHAM
div. Burnham Corp., Dept. 741, Irvington, N.Y. 1ID533

HACKMATACK
CAMP FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

INTERESTED IN

SCIENCE AND NATURAL HISTORY

A wonderful spot for youngsters 7-12

years of age! Here in the beautiful

Berkshires our special facilities and
expert staff is ready to help those in-

terested in natural history subjects.

Geology, botany, birds, conservation,

the sky, and all that lives in the earth,

the air and water.

Swimming, riding, shop, crafts, daily
farm activities.

Eight week season only

• Write about your child to •

GEORGE F. DILLMANi
OTIS, MASS.

CATCH ANIMAL
RAIDERS!

Take them alive

and unhurt!
Foolproof HAVA-
HART traps capture
squirrels, rabbits,
chipmunl^s, mice, rats, opossums, skunlcs, animal
nuisances of all kinds. Take mink, coon without
injury to animal or pelt. Sizes for all needs.
Easy to use. No jaws or springs to break. Harm-
less to children, pets, poultry. Galvanized: many
in use 20 years Write for practical guide with
trapping information

Catches more!
Easy to use!

HAVAHART
158-F Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 4S-page guide and
price list.

NAME .

ADDRESS-

CITY
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MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by moil for reocfers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

'%

3" Astronomical Te/escope

See the stars, moon, phases of Venus,

planets close up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-

nized and overcoated 3" diameter f/IO pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Equartorial

/ith 60X
ith locks both

3X finder tel

Included FREE
pag "

'

Equipped
mounted Barlow
hardwood tripod.

, . STAR CHART"; 272-
„„„ HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS":
HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE"

book. $29.95 ppd. Order No. 85.050E.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrmgton. New
Jersey 08O07.

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor

Projects illustrations up to 3" x S'/i"—en-
larges them to 35" x 30" if screen is 6'/2 ft.

from projector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-
rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug
included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not in-
cluded. Size 12" X 8" X AV2" wide. Weigh!
I lb. 2 02s. Plastic case. $7.95 ppd. Order
stock No. 70, I99E. Edmund Scientific Co..
Barrinoton. New Jersey 08007.

Gjanf Surplus Balloons

"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers
tor stores, terrific for amateur meteorolo-
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation.

Great backyard fun. Exciting beach attrac-
tion. Amateur meteorologists use to meas-
ure cloud heights, wind speed, and temp.
Made of heavy black rubber. Inflate with

$2.00 Ppd. Order

New Model Digital Computer
Solve problems, tell fortunes, play gai
with miniature version of giant electro

brain! Adds, subtracts, multiplK
complements, carries, memorizes. Colo
plastic parts easily assembled. 12'

X 4%". Incl. step-by-step assem
grams, 32 -p. instruction book cover
operation, computer language (binary i

tem) programming problems & 15 expt

$5.98 Ppd. Order No. 70.68
I Scientific Co.. Barrington,

ents.

long and Short-Wave Ultra Violet Lamp
Photograph gem-like colors of 85 fluorescent

minerals, artwork, chalks, paints. Use for

prospecting, mineral collecting, etc. Sturdy,
compact, portable. Shortwave UV radiation

up to 2537 angstroms — long up to 3660
angstroms. Operates on AC or "D" Bat-
teries. Wt. I lb. 5 oz. Incl.: 9 ft. cord,
booklet, set of fluorescent minerals. $29.75
Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.259E. Edmund
Scientific Co.. Barrington. N.J. 08U07.

"Fish" With A Magnet
Go treasure hunting on the bottom! Fas*
cinattng fun &. sometimes profitable! Tie a
line to our 5-lb. Magnet—drop it overboard
in bay, river, lake or ocean. Troll it along
bottom—your "treasure" haul can be out-
board motors, anchors, other metal valu-
ables. 5-lb. Magnet is war surplus—Alnico
X Type—Govt cost S50. Lifts over 150 lbs.
on land—much greater weights under water.
SI2.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.571 E. Ed-
mund Scientific Co., Barrington, N.J. 08007.

Crystal Growing Kit

Do a crystallography project— illustrate with
large beautiful crystals you grow yourself.

Study & demonstrate factors affecting
growth, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-
metry, etc. Incl. book "Crystals & Crystal
Growing" plus generous supply of chemicals
to grow 7 large display crystals (clear,

purple, blue-green, green and red). $9.50
Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,336E. Edmund
Scientific Co.. Barrington, New Jersey
08007.

Wooden Solid Puzzles

Here's a fascinating assortment of 12 differ-

ent puzzles to provide hours of pleasure
and stimulate ability to think and reason.
Animals and geometric forms. Take them
apart and reassemble them. Lots of fun for

the whole family—young and old. Will test

skill, patience and ability to solve problems,

Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

Giant Free Catalog
Completely new 1967 Catalog. 148 pages
packed with nearly 4.000 unusual bargains.
Exciting new categories. Many new items.
lOO's of charts, illustrations. Many hard-
to<get war surplus bargains. Enormous selec-
tion of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars.
magnets, magnifiers, prisms, photo com-
ponents, etc. For hobbyists, experimenters,
workshops. Shop by mail. No salesman will

to Edmund

Black Light Magic-Glow Kit

Now collect fluorescent rocks, paint with
living light, write secret messages, learn
invisible detection methods even make a
fluorescent Christmas tree. Kit uses long-
wave block light causing fluorescence in
over 3.000 substances. Incl.: Magic Glow
Lamp, invisible water paints and ink, fluo-
rescent crayon, tracer powder, pen, 3 brushes,
specimens of fluorescent rocks: wernerite,
fluorite, willemite. Book of 40 experiments.
$14.50. Order No. 70.256E. Edmund Scien-
tific Co.. Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

r-To-Comera Holder
citing telephoto pi(

^^ „ith 7x50 bi

brings distant objects 7 times nearer. Ideal
for long-range photos of wild life, ships,
people, planes, etc. Attaches easily. Use
any binocular or monocular—and camera-
still or movie, color or black & white. Gray
crinkle and bright chrome finish. 10" long.
Full directions. $11.50 Ppd. Order stock
No. 70,223E. Edmund Scientific Co.. Bar-
rington. New Jersey 08007.

Science Treasure Chest
ndreds of thrilling experiments plus

Kit to make
opes. etc. Incl.: extra

ling filters.

powerful magnets,

lany otheifilm, diffraction grating.
$5.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,342E
Deluxe Chest: Above plus crystal growing
kit, electric motor, molecular set. and lots

Stock No. 70,343E.
, Barrington, New

Big Bargain—"tiff/e Giant Pump"
Use this extra rugged miniature pump for
ad and Christmas displays, table fountain,
bird bath, photo darkrooms, etc. Continuous
pumping for long periods—even pumps mild
chemicals. Runs on household current,

nps 28 gallons per hour to ht, of

II Lllon

ngs pri

$9.00 Ppd. Ord

to 2 ft. M
lubricated with year's supply

4" high. Wt. 8 oz.
). 60.607E. Edmund
ngton. New Jersey

if,'*

Terrible Lizards—Monstrous Mamn
Explore the fascinating prehistoric 1

of dinosaurs 200,000,000 years ago. I

kit contains 24 authentic scale models
urately deta

to 6". Also ins1

build your own dinosaur land and Woi
Book. $5.00 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,8

Barrington.

Pocfcef-Size Microscope, Telescop

New! Amazing 2-in-l combination of

power microscope and 10-power telescoi

one precision instrument. No larger tn

fountain pen — extra sharp focus at

range. Handy for sports (brings di H

$4.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 30.059E.
mund Scientific Co., Barrington, New J

08007.

Space-Age Nickel Cadmium Battti

Guaranteed rechargeable for 5 years
'J'

in flashlights, portable radios, toy or"'

guns. Obsolete all others! Low-cost k in-

cludes compact, highly efficient cJ*

and 2 "D' size Ni-Cd batteries. •«

output remains constant. I or 2 "I "^

•C" size batteries charge in 16 hrs. -S*

Ppd. Order Stock No. 60.591 E. C 0^

only. $5.98. Stock No. 60,592E.
"*

"D" cells only. $5.98. No. 60.593E
mund Scientific Co.. Barrington. New
08007.
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Now you may view the artistry o

on 20

beautiful color slides through

McGraw-Hill's new offering:

McGraw-Hill Book Company
351 West 41st Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

I*
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Youthftil chef for the outdoor set

now cooks up some answers for GM's Frigidaire

Dawn was breaking over Buckeye Lake
in the summer of 1920. Over a camp-
fire the tantalizing aroma of break-
fast was in the air. And breakfast was
the responsibility of young Lawrence
Howdyshell, top cook in the troop.

It was at Buckeye Lake that
"Howdy" developed his talent for

cooking that paid off in later years
when he became a range and oven-

tester at the Frigidaire Division of

General Motors in Dayton, Ohio.

Now, "Howdy" bakes cakes and
broils steaks— he cooks both fast and
slow, with heats high and low, to test

the performance of Frigidaire ovens
and ranges. "Howdy" is one of the

housewife's representatives at the
factory, searching for anything that

mightcause complaints in the kitchen.

He started with Frigidaire in 1931
as an inspector of refrigerators, but
for the past 13 years has devoted full

time to testing ranges.

"Howdy" and men like him play an
important part in the development of

Frigidaire ranges. We're glad he's

cooking for Frigidaire. His experi-

ments in the test kitchens can make
any housewife a better cook.

General Motors is people making better things for you.
OF EXCELLENCE



The Only Camera That SolvesM the

Exposure Problems in Nature Photography:

Introducing the Beseler Topcon D-1

TELEPHOTO:
make distant

subjects close

Use a D-1

this Beseler

Topcon 100m

f/2.8

th

WIDEANCLE and

FILTER: get

breadth, space,

perfect cloud

rendition with

this Beseler

Topcon 25mm
f/3.5 and Y-2

filter

ClOSEUP: fill

the entire D-1

viewfinder with

an insect's eye; use

this Beseler Topcon
135mm f/4 Macro
with Focusing

Ext. Tube

LENS
INTERCHANGE:
get every shot; in

only 3 seconds

change from the

normal 5Bmm f/1.4

(top) to the 200mm
f/5.6 (bottom)

LIGHT CHANCE: get

instant reaction to

all light changes

with the ^
Beseler Topcon^,3— ^i^i:

Patented

Meter-in-

the- Mirror

There are 5 situations in nature photography that require special exposure handling:

1) using a telephoto lens, 2) using a wideangle lens, 3) using filters, 4) making extreme

closeups, 5) compensating for light changes as the changes occur. The ONLY camera to

give you absolutely perfect pictures in these 5 situations, or any combination of them, is

the new Beseler Topcon D-1.

An exposure meter built in behind-the-lens (the Patented Meter-in-the-Mirror) operates

with all lenses, filters, attachments, types of light, tubes, extensions, films. It tells you the

100% correct exposure for a snow-capped mountain at 40 miles, or an insect's eye at 1 inch,

or a passing flight of birds. This exclusive D-1 exposure system reacts INSTANTLY to light

changes and automatically tells you the very moment the change occurs.

spiHH^

L

The only camera designed for nature.

The Beseler Topcon D-1 is incredibly

accurate. It is the smoothest-working,

fastest-operating 35mm single-lens-reflex in

existence (interchange lenses in 3 seconds).

It is a magnificent instrument, gives you in-

escapably beautiful pictures-all the time.

It is the only camera designed for nature.

Beseler Topcon D-1

Camera shown is with 58mm f/1.8 Topcon

Automatic. Under $269.50. At better stores

or write Charles Beseler Company, Dept.

NH-2, East Orange, New Jersey 07018.
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The 400-foot Bolex
So many people have told us that our Rex-4 I6mm camera

takes such great pictures, we hated to see them stop shoot-

ing. Even if it was just to reload.

That's why we decided to create the 400-foot Bolex.

We simply designed the Rex-5 so that it accommodated our

400-foot magazine. And we did it without upsetting a hair of

the precision and versatility of the traditional Bolex 16.

In fact, we made 400-foot cameras more manageable.

Our magazine is lighter and adds very little bulk or weight to

the camera.

Our separate interchangeable take-up motor lets you carry

three or four extra magazines without breaking your bsh

also lets you buy them without denting your wallet.)

Our electric grip makes "hand-held" filming easier ci

hands.

The 400-foot Bolex comes equipped with a sync-sound i

and lightweight rechargeable power pack. You can also

it into the most complete system you can buy. With i

lenses from iomm to i5omm. Macrotelephotos. A full 3
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Edwin S. DellUcfsen

Marvin Harris presented "T

Myth of the Sacred Cow" because

believes "the irrational, non-ei

nomic, and exotic aspects of i

Indian cattle complex are greai

overemphasized at the expense

rational, economic, and munds

interpretations." Dr. Harris is P

fessor of Anthropology at Columl

University, where he was chairm

of the department from 1963-66.

has written other articles on the e

nomic aspects of anthropology £

is currently preparing a history

the theories of cultural anthropolo

The original article on "The Cultu

Ecology of India's Sacred Catt

appeared in the February, 19

issue of Current Anthropology.

Paul A. Johnsgard is Associ

Professor of Zoology and Physioh

at the University of Nebraska. E

ing the past four summers his fi

research has taken him to Alas

Australia, South America, and

West Indies to study the comp;

tive behavior of the -waterfowl f

ily Anatidae. Grouse lek display

terests him because of its similar!



Paul A. Johmgard

HE AUTHOMS

jie social displays of waterfowl,

lohnsgard is the author of Hand-
1 of Waterfowl Behavior and
iial Behavior.

1 a 1964 trip to study Icelandic

I'gy,
Julian Kane flew over the

island of Surtsey when the red

I

ains of lava were still flowing.

Kane teaches earth science at

,en City (N.Y.) Senior High

J

si and geology at Hofstra Uni-

:y. With Brooks Ellis of The
ican Museum, he produced the

|Kane Models of Foraminifera

I'isplay and teaching purposes,

jjhotographs of Surtsey that il-

te Mr. Kane's article are from
:
book called Surtsey: The Neiv

I in the North Atlantic, by
dur Thorarinsson, to be pub-
i this month by Viking.

;h James Deetz and Edwin S.

[lefsen have spent a great deal
le investigating New England
yards for their work in North
'.can archeology and anthro-

f. Dr. Deetz, Professor of An-
alogy at the University of Cali-

fornia at Santa Barbara and acting
chairman of the department, is also

archeological advisor to the Plimoth
Plantation in Plymouth, Mass. He
received his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D.
from Harvard, where he spent 1965-
66 as a visiting associate professor.
Dr. Deetz's new book, Invitation to

Archaeology, is to be published by
Natural History Press this month.
Edwin Dethlefsen, who works with
Dr. Deetz, is Unit Director of the

Anthropology Curriculum Study
Project. He lives and works in Mas-
sachusetts. They are studying the
vital statistics of colonial New Eng-
land and the environmental influ-

ences on population growth, life-

span, gene flow, and so forth, and
frequently use gravestones for data.

Richard D. Estes concludes in

this issue his article begun last

month on "Predators and Scaven-
gers" in the Ngorongoro Crater in

Tanzania. Mr. Estes will complete
his doctoral thesis on the behavior
and life history of the wildebeest in

June, at which time he plans to re-

turn to Africa for several years.
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THE MYTH OF THl

NEW DELHI. Dec. 1 -Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi appealed today to India's

holy men to stop fasting and agitating

against cow slaughter.

^In an effort to halt the spreading wave

of fasts by the saffron-clad Hindu Sad-

hus Mrs. Gandhi wrote directly to Mum
Shushil Kumar, president of the All-

Party Cow Protection Campaign Com-

mittee. .

The Muni has announced his inten-

tion of starting a fast tomorrow to de-

mand a nationwide ban on the slaughter

of cows, which are revered by Hindus

as symbols of abundance but whose

meat is often eaten by India's Moslem

minority.
, . ,

On Nov. 7 thousands of demonstra-

tors, led by a group of holy men smeared

with white ash and draped with gar-

lands of marigolds, rioted in front of

Parliament. Eight persons were killed

and 47 injured.
The New York Times

December 2, 1966

Among the popular myths of cul-

tural anarchy, none is more widely

accepted than that of the Indian

sacred cow. Protected by Hindu

taboo from being slaughtered and

eaten, these supposedly useless ani-

mals wander about at will, imped-

ing traffic and, it is reported, damag-

ing crops. Indeed, in some parts of

India, aged cattle are even housed

in gosadans—ho\me old-age homes.

But the myth of the sacred cow

is part of a widespread overempha-

sis on the mismanagement of food

production by primitive and peasant

peoples. One often hears, especially

in these times of vast aid programs

for the underdeveloped countries of

the world, that irrational ideologies

and customs prevent the effective use

of available food resources.

In the case of the sacred cow, it

must be admitted that the Indian

dairy industry is among the least ef-

ficient in the world. In India, the

average annual yield of whole milk

per cow has been reported at 413

pounds, as compared with an aver-

age of over 5,000 pounds in Europe

and the United States. Furthermore,

of the 79.4 million cows maintained

in 1961, only 20.1 million were milk

producers. Among the 47.2 million

cows over three years old, 27.2 mil-

lion were dry and/or not calved. If

we go on to accept the proposition

that India can make no profit from

the negligible slaughter of its enor-

mous cattle supply, we have com-

pleted the case for the great cattle

bungle. Hence the conclusion of a

1959 Ford Foundation report on In-

dia's food problem:

"There is widespread recognition,

not only among animal husbandry

officials, but among citizens general-

ly, that India's cattle population is

far in excess of the available supplies

of fodder and feed. ... At least one

third, and possibly as many as one

half, of the Indian cattle population

may be regarded as surplus in rela-

tion to feed supply."

This view is endorsed by govern-

ment agronomists, and the Indian

Ministry of Information insists that

"the large animal population is more

a liability than an asset in view of our

limited land resource." Because of

the perpetual food shortage for hu-

mans in India, refusal to slaughter

cattle seems to prove that the mys-

terious has triumphed over the prac-

tical. Some would even have us be-

lieve that in order to preserve his cow

the individual farmer is prepared to

sacrifice his own life. Such is the

myth of the sacred cow.

A better understanding of the cow

complex in India involves the an-

swers to the following two questions:

(1) Is it true that the rate of repro-

duction and survival of the Indian

population is lowered as a result of

the competition between man and

cattle for scarce resources? (2)

Would the removal of the Hindu

taboo on slaughter substantially

modify the ecology of Indian foot

production ?

The answer to the first question i

that the relation between man an^

cattle—both cows and bullocks—

i

not competitive, but symbiotic. Th

most obvious part of this symbios;

is the role played by male cattle i

cultivation. Indian farming is base

on plow agriculture, to which catt:

contribute up to 46 per cent of tl

labor cost, exclusive of transport ar

other activities. Obviously, tracto

are not a realistic alternative.

Despite the existence of 96.3 mi

lion bullocks, of which 68.6 millic

are working animals, India suffe

"m m^'-**:

from a shortage of such animals. It

generally agreed that a pair of bu

ocks is the minimum unit for cul

vation. But a conservatively as

mated 60 million rural househol

dispose of only 80 million worki:

cattle and buffaloes. This woi

mean that as many as two-thirds

India's farmers may be short of t

technical minimum. Moreover, unc

existing property relations the bi

ocks cannot be shared among seve:

households without further loweri

the productivity of marginal fan

M. B. Desai. an Indian economist,

plains why: ".
. . over vast areas, s

ing and harvesting operations, by
^

very nature of things, begin sin^

taneously with the outbreak of
j

first showers and the maturing!



ACRED CaV\/ by Marvin Harris

rops respectively and especially the

)rmer has got to be put through

uickly during the first phase of

le monsoon. Under these circum-

ances, reliance by a farmer on an-

ther for bullocks is highly risky and

B has got. therefore, to maintain his

svn pair."

We see, then, that the draft ani-

lals, which appear to be superfluous

om the point of view of what would

3 needed in a perfectly engineered

iciety, turn out to be considerably

ss than sufficient in the actual con-

ixt of Indian agriculture.

But what of the cows? The first

ling to note is again obvious. No

lively expensive for the peasant fam-

ily. Thus, dung alone provides the

needed energy, and cattle provide the

dung on a lavish scale. Of the 800

million tons annually bequeathed the

Indian countryside, 300 million are

consumed in cookery. This amount
is the Btu equivalent of 35 million

tons of coal or 68 million tons of

wood, an impressive amount of Btu's

to be plugged into an energy system.

Of the remaining 500 million tons

of dung, the largest part is used for

manuring. It has been claimed that

160 million tons of this manure is

"wasted on hillsides and roads," but

it must be noted that some of this

reached that the sacred cow is a use-

less luxury.

Two additional contributions by
cattle, including cows, remain to be

mentioned. In 1962 India produced
16 million cattle hides. Much of this

output is consumed in the manufac-
ture of leather products vital to the

traditional farming technology. In

addition, despite the Hindu proscrip-

tion, a considerable amount of beef

is eaten. Those who stress the quaint-

ness of the beef-eating taboo fail to

give proper emphasis to the millions

of people in India who have no caste

to lose. Not only are there some 55
million members of exterior or un-

As ivell as milk, dung, beef,

and hide, India s cattle

provide vital traction

poiver. Most farms still lack

a pair of bullocks—the

minimum unit for cultivation.

ws, no bullocks. Of course, the

ue is not so easily settled. Although

need for bullocks establishes the

d for cows, it does not establish

need for 80 million of them. We
;, however, coming closer to the

5wer, because we now know that

the value of the milk and milk

)ducts produced by the cows, we
st add the value of the 69 million

le traction animals also produced.

^ong the other immediate and

iortant contributions of the cow is

dung. In addition to the relatively

lor value of dung as plaster in

ise construction, this material is

lia's main cooking fuel. India's

in crops cannot be metabolized

human beings without cooking.

J and oil are, of course, prohibi-

probably re-enters the ecological sys-

tem, since, as we shall see in a mo-

ment, the cattle depend upon hillsides

and roads for much of their suste-

nance. (Needless to say, the intensive

rainfall agriculture characteristic of

large parts of the subcontinent is de-

pendent upon manuring. So vital is

this contribution that one scholar

argues that substitutes for the ma-

nure consumed as fuel "must be sup-

plied, and lavishly, even at a finan-

cial loss to government.")

In the present context, the most

important point to note about the

fuel and manure functions of India's

cattle is that old, dry. barren animals

do not cease to provide dung. On this

score alone, one might expect more
caution before the conclusion is

touchable groups, many of whom
will consume beef if given the op-

portunity, but there are also several

millions more who are pagan. Chris-

tian, or Moslem. It seems likely that

a high proportion of the 20 million

bovines that die each year get eaten.

Moreover, it is quite clear that not

all these cattle die a natural death.

On the contrary, the very extent of

the agitation for antislaughter bills

reveals how widespread the slaughter

actually is.

We see that to the contribution of

the cow as a producer of milk, we
must add the production of meat,

bullocks, manure, fuel, and hides.

The extent of the symbiosis between

man and cow, however, is not there-

by demonstrated. There still remains

7
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i\either eaten nor fed,

this scrawny cow must

scavenge for its food.

the possibility that all these needs

could be met at a lower energy or

monetary cost per peasant household

by reducing the number of aged cows

that the peasant tolerates in his me-

nage. To prove that the ecosystem

under discussion is essentially adap-

tive for human life it must be shown

that resources consumed by the cows,

old and young, do not, from the point

of view of the peasant's balance

sheet, outweigh the enumerated con-

tributions. This proof is fairly easy

to establish.

Note, first of all, that one of the

most persistent professional com-

plaints against the sacred cow is that

the beasts wander all over the place,

cluttering up the markets, railroad

stations, and roadsides. Many au-

thorities seem not to inquire why all

this wandering takes place from the

point of view of the cow, since pre-

sumably she has remained unin-

formed of her sacred privileges. The

cow is wandering about because she

is hungry and is looking for food—in

the ditches, around the base of tele-

graph poles, between the railroad

ties, along the hillsides, in every nook

and cranny where something edible

has reared its head. The sacred cow

is an exploited scavenger, a mere

walking skeleton for most of the year

precisely because her ecological

niche is removed from that of humai
food crops.

An ecological explanation of wh]

so many cows are kept is now pos

sible: Each farmer needs his owi

pair of bullocks. Lacking cash, b:

cannot afford to buy these animals

Rather than risk going into debt j

usurious rates, he prefers to try t

breed bulls (which he will exchan:

later for bullocks ) . Since all t

available land is given over to huma|

food crops, the breeding cows mui

scavenge for their food. Being unde:

nourished, they breed irregularis

The farmer refrains from culling ui

calved animals since they conve

grain by-products and scrub veget;

tion into useful dung. Meanwhil

there is always a chance that the co

will eventually conceive. If a fema

calf is born, the scrub and chaff ai

converted into milk, while the calf

gradually starved to death. In tl

long run, the more cows an indivi

ual farmer owns, the greater tl

likelihood that he can replace h

bullocks without going into debt.

This explanation does not invol

references to ahimsa. the Hindu do

trine of the sanctity of life. Instea

the large number of cows and bu

ocks is seen as the result of ecologic

pressures generated by the hum:

population's struggle to maintain
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irpeted with petals, seeds, twigs'
athers, and leaves . . . meet gray fox
jps out on a training expedition
e a mountain lion carefully camo'u-
iging his catch for his next meal.
You will travel up to the treetops
lere the red-banded leafhopper a
Je gourmet, feeds only upon the
nder topmost leaves, and where a
termined woodpecker drills holes in
e trijnks, then methodically stuffs:m with acorns!

As you browse through these pages,u will learn why all plant and animal
- depends ultimately on the sun's

'of.^;'n' ,
^ ^^?^^^ '"'" different

^ors in autumn (and why they fall; • . . discover amazing "food

chains" in which energy is eventually
returned to the soil!

Explore the whole of America's great
outdoors. The Forest is offered for $1
to acquaint you with the remarkable
new program. Our Living World of
Nature. Developed by McGraw-Hill
liook Company and the publishers of
the famed World Book Encyclopedia
this unique series of books enables you
to see Nature as it actually exists -
in complete and distinct communities.
As a subscriber to this series you

will visit such fascinating communities
as The Desert - The Seashore - The
Moimtains ~ witness the courtship of
animals, the birth and growth of their
young their search for food, their funand play. This environmental ap-
proach to understanding Nature will
help your child develop a new appre-
ciatiori for the world of living things.He will treasure every volume for its
clear explanations of Nature's most
inspiring phenomena.
Each volume is written by a leading

L^IwT'f i'?"'^
'^'?"'''""^ hundreds of

beautiful illustrations-sparkling color
photographs, detailed line drawings
fascinating maps, informative dia^grams, and much more.

Enjoy the Forest for $1. To introduce
Our Living World of Nature, we
will send you The Forest for a 1 0-dayrKEE examination. If you are de-
lighted and wish to continue with the
program, send only $1. (Otherwise re-
turn the book, tell us you do not wish
to continue, and owe nothing.)

If you do continue, you will be sent
a beautiful new volume every two
rnonths (for a 10-day FREE examina-
tmn) which you may purchase, if you
wish, for the subscriber's low price of
only $3.95, plus postage. (Regular
bookstore price: $4.95.) You may take
as few or as many books as you like- and may cancel your membership at
any time. Mail the card today. Our
Living World of Nature, Box 3115
Chicago, Illinois 60654

imber wolf preys
sicl< deer, moose, carib- Iceeps herds healthy.

Among forthcoming volumes in ttie series

Leading Nature Authorities
Praise This Spirited Publishing Venture

o7s°"v!c? ancTldrron""'''
'°' """"'^^ing such a program

Stewart L. Udall
Secretary of the Interior

which s'hf!^JlH"hM,.^?''i
'"f°""''^'ie series of nature bookswnicii Should be useful m every home and school library."

Dr. Oliii Sewall Pettingill, Jr.
Author, lecturer, naturalist

IZmlcrd^-^ullt"^^ ""' ""^ ^I'^.onied ... Its modernapproach cleals with nature as a vinR coinmunilv Firhvolume ,s beautifully illustrated with photographs that nor^tray nature as it really is. I recommend it highly " ^

Richard B. Fisher
Associate Professor
Cornell University

iavishlv in'us'trate'd''in rL^°°^'^
magnificently planned and

wo"m of living .hfnB°"'" ' ""«'" "^" P"spective on the

Dr. Rupert L. Wenzel
Curator of Entomology
Chicago Natural History Museum



No(ORM THOMPSON OUTFITTERS TO SPORTSMEN THE WORLD OVER brings you the finest

sports clothing and equipment from the markets of the world. Each unique item is

laboriously field tested to assure your complete satisfaction. Know the pleasure of hav-

ing the best at real savings. Every quality item guaranteed, everything shipped postpaid.

THE JOHNSTON & MURPHY

RIVIERA
The most comfortable shoe
you have ever worn or your
money back. This fine light

weight is comfort-engineered
of smooth supple elk tanned
Riove leather, fully leather

lined with a foam insole for

sheer walking pleasure. Rip-

ple soles put a spring in

.our step. Color olive gray,
ISO in rich jet black. 20 oz.

if guaranteed comfort.

$18.00 per pair postpaid

2 pair $35.00 postpaid

A perfect fit guaranteed or

your money back. Just send
us your regular shoe size.

Hand Knit

SWEATERS
An Exclusive Import from
the Outer Hebrides of

Scotland.

We purchase the entire,
production on these beauti-

ful sweaters from a group
of craftsmen located on the '^i

Isle of Lewis in the outer
Hebrides. The rare natural
yarn is dyed by hand and
hand woven

—

no two sweat-
ers are eiactly the same.
Their beauty is matched by
their unusual comfort and
warmth. $39.00 postpaid.
Color Lovat Blue-green, wom-
en's also available in Cherry.
Men's sizes 38-46.

Wfomen's sizes 36-42.

GENUINE IMPORTED WATER BUFFALO

SPACESETTER WALLET-a new revolu-

tionary SLIM-TRIM WALLET SO CONVENIENT, SO COMPACT,
YOU'LL NEVER CARRY THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND AGAIN.
It measures just 2V2" x 3V2", and crammed full is only a

half-inch thick. It features a 16- window slip-out card-

holder and a sturdy clip for folding money. Made from
genuine Water Buffalo hide, a rugged, beautiful leather

that will give you years of handsome service. Available in

black or brown. $5.00 ea. postpaid. Order two for only

$9.00 postpaid.

ACCORDIAN TRAVEL KIT - made
OF GENUINE WATER BUFFALO HIDE.
cordian feature lets it fold to less than two inches
thick. It fits into your narrowest suitcase. The kit

is lined with waterproof oil silk, fitted with an un-
breakable mirror, comb and nail file, it expands to
31/4 inches to hold all your toilet articles.

COLOR: Olive Brown $20.00 postpaid

Guaranteed the sharpest knife you have
ever used or your money back!

THE MIGHTY MITE
Hand honed precision adjusted
blades of Premium Razor Blade
Stainless Steel give amazing cut-

ting quality. The Mighty Mite
weighs just 3/4 ounce and is only
2%" long making it a mighty
comfortable knife to carry. The
handle is made of unbreakable
Stagalon. Schrade-Walden crafts-

manship assures this knife's su-

periority. You have to use it to

^

Neve it.

$5.00 ppd. two for $9.00 ppd.

THE NEW
SHIKARI KIT BAG
As much at home on a
jetliner as lashed to the '

back of a camel. Incredi- -^
biy lightweight, this v> |/
sturdy bag is made of

'

the strongest water re- \ M
pellent canvas available, \ ^
and reinfoced with leath- \^ /

er bands. The Grip-lock
handles, nameplate and end resters are of the finest

cowhide. Jam-proof zippers seal the main compart-
ment and side pocket. Web straps and nickel end
loops for lashing down and securing equipment add
to its versatility. Beige with brown leather trim, it's

30" long and weighs only 36 oz, $17.50 postpaid.

\N

SEND FOR OUR FREE 80 PAGE COLOR CATALOG.
EXTRAORDINARY SAVINGS ON THE FINEST IM-

PORTED SPORTS CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
DIRECT FROM THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD.
Each unique, quality item is fully guaranteed.
Everytliing from sportcoats. down jackets, sweat-
ers and slacks to knives, boots, luggage and
hundreds of other exciting items are available. . .

exclusively at NORM THOMPSON OUTFITTER TO
SPORTSMEN THE WORLD OVER.

^ NORM THOMPSON^^
1805 N.W. THURMAN . PORTLAND, OREGON 97209 . DEPT. 78
Quantity Item Name Size Price

n Please send free color catalog. G Check enclosed for_

Name

Imported

BRITISH
TWEED
HAT

The most comfortable hat of its kind made.
Distinctively styled and flawlessly tailored

of feather weight 100% wool Scottish
Tweed. Roll this hat for packing and it

springs back into shape the instant it is

removed from your travel bag. Its soft

quilted lining and smooth foam backed
headband add to its unsurpassed comfort.
Tfie tweed is a neutral blend of blue,

green, gray and tan that goes with every-

thing. This great hat is made exclusively

for Norm Thompson, you'll wear it for

years with pleasure.

Sizes 6%-7''/8 Price $12.50 postpaid

self. Ahimsa may thus be regarded

as an ideological expression of these

pressures; in other words, ahimsa

itself derives power and sustenance

from the material rewards it confers

upon both men and animals.

In answer to the second question

under consideration, it would thus!

seem that the basic ecology of Indian!

cattle production is not a mere reflex

of the Hindu taboo on slaughter. Re-|

moving that taboo might temporarily
i

alter the ecosystem. In the long run,

however, the rate at which cattle are

presently slaughtered in India is gov-

erned by the ability of the peasantry

to slaughter them without impairing

the production of traction animals,

fuel, fertilizer, and milk. It is a well-

known fact that the least efficient way
to convert solar energy into comes-

tibles is to impose an animal con-
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verier Letween plant and man.
Hence, it is wrong to suppose that

India could, without major techno-

environmental innovations, support

any large number of animals whose
principal function was to supply ani-

mal protein. It has already been

shown that the supply of beef is now
one of the functions of the cattle

complex, but this must necessarily

remain a marginal or tertiary attri-

bute of the ecosystem. As a matter of

fact, it is obvious that any large-scale

drift toward animal slaughter before

the traction, fuel, and manure needs

of the productive cycle were met
would immediately jeopardize the

lives of tens of millions of Indians.

The relation of the sacred

coiv to man in India is

symbiotic, not competitive.

QUESTAR RECEIVES A LETTER
July 28, 1966

Questar Corporation
New Hope, Penna.

Gentlemen

:

I have now had a fair number of clear

good-seeing nights since purchasing the
Questar and can furnish you with some de-
tailed observational results I've obtained.
All of the planetary observations here men-
tioned have been forwarded to the Asso-
ciation of Lunar & Planetary Observers
(ALPO) of which I am a member. You
may quote anything I say here.
Double Stars: Zeta Bootis (1.2 seconds of

arc) and the closer component of Nu Scorpii

(1.0 second) are both easy at 160x with
good seeing. Eta Coronae Boreahs, which is

now only 0.5 sec, is more difficult, but not
as severe a test as I had expected. Based on
the above I would say that, given optimum
conditions, Questar could detect doubles at

0.4 sec. separation or even less.

Planets: Unfortunately, Jupiter was in poor
position in April and May for good viewing
as it was only 25° or less above the western
horizon. Despite this I saw delicate detail in
the NEB-EZ-SEB regions at 160x when Jupi-
ter was only 15° from the horizon. I was not
able to follow the detail due to bad weather
on other occasions.

Saturn is another story. I have been ob-
serving it since early June and the results
are amazing. On June 17, only 2 days after
the sun passed through the ring plane, I de-
tected the rings! This is truly a feat, since
in the Questar light is lost in passing through
all the glass elements. On Saturn's disk, de-
tail in the EZ seems almost to merge with
the rings where they cross the ball. The
space between this detail (very faint) and
the ring (very dark across the ball) cannot
be more than 0.3 to 0.5 sec. Yet at 200x and
160x Questar separates them. Mr. Hal Metz-
ger, a charter ALPO member with 35 years
of planetary observing, required a 6" f/12.5
and an 8" f/6 to do this same thing. He was
astounded that the Questar did it. My report
reached him first and he confirmed every de-
tail. This latter observation took place on
July 23, 1966. Both of his telescopes' mirrors
are by Joe Frisch. His 4'/2" reflector is too.
Moon: I have detected craterlets in Plato

(fairly easy) and also Archimedes (more
difficult) at 160x. Also I recently delineated
Hyginus N, a shallow craterlet north of the
well-known Hyginus. I also saw Linn6 as a
small pit standing on a dome.

In stellar observation the 12th-magnitude
star following the Ring Nebula is not diffi-
cult, and I have penetrated to below 13th
magnitude with Questar. My biggest surprise
came on Deep-Sky objects. I had expected
Questar to give only dim views of them, due

WORLD'S FINEST. MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPE, FROM $795 SEND
ONE DOLLAR FOR 40-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE IN NORTH AMERICA BY
AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE. J2.40. EUROPE AND NORTH AFRICA
52.50. AUSTRALIA AND ALL OTHER PLACES. $3.50

to its 3'/2" aperture, but instead the superb
contrast and very dark field give very vivid
views of these objects. We have seen stars
resolved right across the center of M13 and
M5 at 96x. Bill McHugh saw this too. Of
course, the dark sky at my location helps a
great deal. The center of M57 is not dark,
but pale and nebulous, indicating that we
are seeing some of the nebulosity there.
The above are samples from my observing

book of the results 1 have had. I am sure
you will be interested in these observations,
especially the lunar and planetary ones, be-
cause this is my specialty and my eyes are
trained for it.

Sincerely yours,

Rodger W. Gordon

QUESTAR NOTES
A Questar is on exhibit at the Hayden Planetarium

in the American Museum of Natural History, New
York City, in conjunction with the work of Robert
T. Little, an amateur astronomer and photographer
who takes pictures of a professional quality with his
Questar and Nikon camera.
Three cases in the upper hall of the Planetarium

contain a display of his beautiful photographs of star
clusters and clouds of glowing gas in our galaxy, and
of some of our extragalactic neighbors. Included are
the Horsehead Nebula and Great Nebula in Orion,
the Trifid and Lagoon Nebulae, and the Great Galaxy
in Andromeda. These were taken with a special setup,
using a Nikon camera and lens and the Questar as a
guide 'scope, its drive powered by the Varitrac. Ex-
posures were as long as 45 minutes.

Photographs taken with the telescope, showing fine
detail on the moon, are also on display.
The exhibit will continue through June.

BOX 60. NEW HOPE. PENN. 18938
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Marston Bates

NOVOFLEX PUT

ERWIN BAUER

UPTOIT!

Instant-focus telephoto lens

catches cat-napper out on a limb

If you want to sneak up on a big cat nap-

ping says celebrated wild-life photographer

Erwin A. Bauer, the safest (and surest) way is

to use a Novoflex Follow-Focus telephoto lens

system. This magnificent shot of an African

lioness was taken through a Novoflex 640mm

lens. It appears in Mr. Bauer's new book on

African animals to be published soon by

W. W. Norton.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

infinity-just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No

turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, includ-

ing interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and 16mm

movie and aVi-'-square reflex. Novoflex

lenses are noted for color correction, excel-

lent definition, superb resolving power and

highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420

Grand Ave., Englewood, N. J. 07631 N-i

.

NOVOFLEX
Instant, continuous focusing

from a distance

is yours witii Novoflex

A Naturalist at Large

When people are coming to visit

us for the first time, we point

out that our house is easily identified

because of the red front door and

the greenhouse on the side. The door

is easily explained. It is the conse-

quence of the actions of a guest, a

professor from Stanford University,

who had a long-suppressed desire to

paint something red—and the door

seemed a likely object. The green-

house is another story.

For years we talked about doing

something with the screened porch

on the southeast corner of the house

We sometimes used it in the sum

mer, but even then we usually pre

ferred to sit outside in the garden

During most of the year it simply ac

cumulated garden furniture and dust

Finally, in the fall of 1964, with win

ter not far ahead, we were moved to

action. We got hold of a contractor,

who did a most elegant job of con-

verting the porch into a conserva-

tory. The screens were replaced

with thermopane windows, the old

wooden floor was covered with green

tiles, fluorescent lights were installed

on the ceiling and screened with

what I believe is called an "eggshell"

grill. We arranged a laboratory-

like sink with hot and cold water in

one corner and installed an electric

heating system.

It was November before every-j

thing was in order and we could start^

to look for plants. I ordered a col-

lection of things from a Florida nurs-

ery, but they arrived during a coldj

spell-all dead. So we got the con-'

ventional sorts of plants that are|

handled by local florists; but we did'

find that near Detroit we had one

13



Overseas
]\ature Tours
- 1967-

For six years we ha\e been organizing group
trips ti> nnt-stigiite Ihe naluriil historv of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention
to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-
priate. Here is the program for 1967.

- EUROPE -
MEDITERRANEAN: Height of spring from Por-

ugal to Turkey, stressing Mediterranean birds
and flowers. April 16; 4 wei'ks. (See next).
IRON CURTAIN: Little-visited areas of Turkey,

Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland, plus Russia from
Leningrad to the Black Sea. May 13; 4 weeks.
BRITAIN: Nature highlights of England, Wales

and Scotland at peak of bird nesting season.
May 27; 3 weeks.
SCANDINAVIA: Thrilling circuit of the Far

North; Norway's mountains, fjords and islands;
North Cape and the midnight sun; Lapland and
Sweden. Two departures—June 18 & 25; 4 wks.

ICELAND: Arctic wildflowers, nesting birds and
seabird cliffs against a weird background of vol-
canoes, geysers and waterfalls. Two departures-
June 4 & June 25; 2 weeks. Optional excursion
lo Greenland after each tour.

- AFRICA -
SOUTH AFRICA: Southwest Africa, Kalahari

Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Kniger Park. July
.22; 3 weeks. Connects ^vitn next.

EAST AFRICA: Rich bird & mammal regions
lof Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Aug. 12; 3 weeks.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: Intensive bird observation in the

iftoilcrs top bird country. July 15; 3 weeks.
PERU-ECUADOR: Birds of the upper Amazon

and Andes, including Machu Picchu & Bolivia.
Aug. 5; 3 weeks, plus optional Galapagos trip.

-AUSTRALASIA-
The following 4 trips connect in sequence, re-
peating the highly successful South Pacific ven-
ture of 1965. E.xpert local bird leadership.
BIRDS OF MELANESIA: Fiji, New Caledonia,

Mew Hebrides, Solomon Islands and 2 weeks in
Vew Guinea. Sept. 9; 4 weeks.
AUSTRALIA WEST & NORTH: Perth to Darwin

md Alice Springs. Oct. 7; 3 weeks.
AUSTRALIA EAST & SOUTH: Barrier Reef,

Queensland, southern Australia and Tasmania.
Dct. 28; 3 weeks.
NEW ZEALAND: South with the spring from

Auckland to Stewart Island, including Mt. Cook
ind Milford Sound. Nov. 18; 3 weeks, plus op-
ional 2-week botany trip up west coast.

- NORTH AMERICA -
TEXAS-MEXICO: Bird highlights of Te.xas coast
nd N.E. Mexico. Mar. 26 (Easter); 2 weeks.
ARIZONA: Richest part of U.S. for rare bird

pecies, desert flora. May 13; 2 weeks.
The following 4 tours constitute a connected

jries visiting nature highlights of the Pacific
loast from Mexico to Alaska, emphasizing Na-
onal Parks, Forests & Wildlife Refuges. 2 wks.
ach.
SIERRAS, San Diego to San Francisco; June 10.
ASCADES & COAST RANGE, San Francisco to
'ancouver; June 24. One-week interval for In-
de Passage cruise. ALASKA, including Glacier
ay, Katmai and Mt. McKinley; July 15. ALASKA
iUTPOSTS, the Arctic Coast east of Barrow, the
ribilofs and two spots in the Aleutians; July 29.

- COMING LATER -
ASIA: (1) India & Nepal; (2) Thailand &
alaysia; (3) Philippines; winter 1968-69. Also
i) Japan, May 1968. Three weeks each.
AFRICA: (1) No. Africa, Atlas Mtns.; (2)
est Africa, Senegal to Angola; (3) Central
frica & Madagascar; (4) Ethiopia North. In
968 and 1969; 3 weeks each. Also see above.
^SOUTH AMERICA: (1) Chile & Tierra del
aego; (2) Argentina; (3) Brazil; (4) Vene-
(iela, Trinidad & Guianas. . . . Also see above.
MIDDLE AMERICA: Six routes in Mexico, in-
ifling Yucatan, two in Central America, two in
est Indies. Two weeks each; details on request.

i

NORTH AMERICA: (1) Florida; (2) Newfound-
id & Labrador; (3) Great Basin; (4) Rockv
tns.; two weeks each. And in 1969 a retracing
. the Peterson-Fisher "Wild America" routem New England to Mexico to Alaska.
WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southern
niispliere; Easter, Pitcaim, the great far-
ith bird islands, Antarctica. Winter, 1970.

Tie along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
dership. We seek out back-country routes, try
an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

ht life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25423

of the best orchid nurseries in the

country, where we were able to get

a nice collection of unusual species.

Winter set in. and I took to spend-
ing an increasing amount of time
in my "garden," to everyone's great

surprise since I had previously

shown no interest in cultivated

plants, even when living in the

tropics. But the place seemed static-

it needed animals.

A friend, returning from Mexico,
brought us some small lizards, which
we turned loose, feeding them on
fruit ifies and mealworms. For
Christmas, another friend gave us a

pair of small iguanas, which we
promptly named Abelard and Hel-

oVse. Iguanas are vegetarian, so

there was no problem in feeding

them, although we soon learned that

they are incompatible with some
kinds of plants in a small room—
poinsettias, for instance. The garden
was presently reduced to the kinds of

plants iguanas don't like to eat; for-

tunately, this still left a great variety

of things, and iguanas can be fed

with lettuce, cabbage, bananas, and
the like from the market.

But why not some birds? I thought
about finches as being small, easily

m.aintained. and unlikely to do much
damage to plants. I did nothing about
this, however, until I happened to

be in New York later in the winter

and got a list of animal dealers from
friends at the zoo.

My first visit was to a pet shop
specializing in rare birds, and they

suggested that hummingbirds would
do nicely in my garden. I hadn't

known you could buy humming-
birds, but it confirmed my suspicion

that you can get anything in New
York if you know where to look. A
graduate student at Michigan, Bob
Lasiewski, who had written his

thesis on hummingbird physiology,

kept his birds in a laboratory across

the hall from my office, which made
me realize that they could be main-

tained without too much trouble. So

I returned from New York with a

pair of Gould's Violet Ear Humming-
birds (Colibri coruscans) from the

upper Amazon and a pair of honey-

creepers (Cyanerpes caeruleus) from

Costa Rica—as well as a pair of

cotton-topped marmosets and as-

sorted lizards and frogs. The house-

hold has not been the same since.

That glassed-in room with the

hummingbirds and the honeycreep-

I passport
to

^Adventure

Scope optics offer the

nature and astronomy

entfiusiast a first-class

voyage through the

fascinating world around

us. And at remarkably

low prices. Custom built,

utilizing advanced optical

formulas, Scope instruments look, feel and perform like

costly professional equipment. Yet their superb quality is

matched by their superlative values.

Scope microscope kits from $7.50. Terrestrial telescopes
from $6.95. Astronomical telescopes from $48.95. It's never
been easier to watch the wonders of nature from a "front

row seat." Write for our free catalog of microscopes, tele-

scopes, binoculars and riflescopes.

SCOPE INSTRUMENT CORP., P L

BOX1031W ,Woodside,N.Y, 113771
P^'^*^^' ,̂ Canada: Spencer i

IkkJ Ltd.. Toronto 18,

1

|JH(| a BERKEY photo com

^ of
I mhat

A handbook to the birds of the

land of the Mayas—

the lowlands of Guatemala, Yucatan

and southern Mexico.

•

With 31 color plates.

•

$7.50-IVluseum Shop

The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024
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from Micro

to Astro
From micro to astro, there's an

infinite universe to explore with

the aid of a responsive Yashica

35mm single lens reflex and its

variety of interchangeable
lenses and accessories. Superior

design and construction, includ-

ing such options as thru-the-

lens exposure control, bring the

fascination of truly creative

photography vi^ithin reach of all.

TL Super with thru-the-lens expo-
sure, automatic f/1.4 lens, under
$260; with f/1.7. under $225. 1-7

with external. CdS meter, automat-
ic f/1.4 lens, under $220; with
f/1.7, under $185. J-P with auto-

matic f/2 lens, under $140; with
preset f/2. 8.. under $110; clip-on

CdS meter, $25.

VASHICA
YASHICA INC.. 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD.

WOODS IDE. NEW YORK 1)377 Dept.O

ers (we had to keep the marmosets

in a cage) was marvelous fun—but

obviously too limited a space. As

soon as weather permitted construc-

tion, we added thirty feet of green-

house along the side of the house.

Lots more plants, lots more birds—

a bit of the tropics in Ann Arbor. I

had my "experimental rain forest."

The problem became how to keep out

of it and get anything else done.

We have made many mistakes and

—I hope—learned something about

the management of plants and ani-

mals. The experience obviously de-

serves a book and, as usual, I have

the title first: A Jungle in the House.

In the beginning I really thought I

could have a little sample of rain for-

est, with monkeys, birds, lizards,

frogs, and various insects happily

mixed together in the trees. But this

didn't work: monkeys catch birds

and wreck plants simply by climbing

over them; birds are quite unpre-

dictable as to what they are likely to

tear up in search of nesting mate-

rials; small lizards make fine mon-

key food and also manage to escape

through very narrow openings.

The place is now divided into

three compartments. The original

porch is the Orchid Room, although

most of the orchids have been moved

out to be replaced by a variety of

shade-tolerant plants, along with

hummingbirds, honeycreepers, liz-

ards, and tree frogs. Ten feet of the

greenhouse is partitioned off to form

the Monkey Room, where the mar-

mosets live with plants they can't in-

jure, and the iguanas with plants

they won't eat. The remainder of the

greenhouse forms the Mango Room,

named for a flourishing tree from

which I hope presently to gather

some of my favorite fruit. The verte-

brate fauna there consists entirely of

small birds: tanagers, some finches,

and a pair of Long-tailed Blue-

backed Manakins, along with as-

sorted hummingbirds. The problem

is to resist temptation and not over-

crowd the place.

The hummingbirds remain my fa-

vorites. I now have seven species,

and there is an endless fascination in

sitting in the room with them and

watching what they do. They are

easy enough to keep except that they

require attention twice daily, since

they cannot go without food for any

length of time. For daytime feeding

I use a formula worked out by La-

siewski: brown sugar, 1 cup; Mel-

lin's Food, 1 tablespoon; Gevral Pro-

tein, the same; evaporated milk, 2

tablespoons; multiple vitamins, 16

drops; dicalcium phosphate, 2 cap-
j

sules; water to make 1 quart. The

feeding tubes are washed thoroughly

in the late afternoon, and filled with

one part sugar to three parts water

for the night.

People often ask if I feed honey

to the hummingbirds. The answer is

no. Dr. Augusto Ruschi of Brazil, ,

who has had more experience than
1

anyone else with hummingbirds in

captivity, found that honey is liable

to promote a fatal fungus growth on

the birds' tongues. People who try to

attract hummingbirds to their gar-

dens with honey solutions may thus

really be causing damage. John Vos-j

burgh has described the details onj

this in his column, "The EditoriaL

Trail," in the issue of Audubon Mag-i

azine for September-October, 1965.

Hummingbirds in the wild also eat

many small insects, and zoos and

people with aviaries try to keep themj

supplied with fruit flies. I remember!

vividly my first experience with this:

I had been growing fruit flies in thai

Orchid Room for the lizards, and

when I first introduced the pair of

Gould's Violet Ears, the birds

cleaned up the flies so rapidly that

the lizards starved to death. I noW'

grow large numbers of flies in all of.

the rooms in boxes of rotting fruit

under the benches. Fruit left over by

the tanagers, honeycreepers, ancj

manakins goes into the boxes, and]

the corner grocer gives me all of thf

fruit that goes bad on him. The flies

of course, get all through the house tc
j

some extent, and anyone having winf

or a drink with fruit juice is liablt

H



to find a few in his glass. But this

seems a minor inconvenience.
It is great fun to watch the differ-

ent species bathe. A sabrewing {Cam-
pylopterus villaviscensio) in the
Mango Room has the habit of sitting
on a wire under the light, where we
can watch him as we eat dinner,
catching the fruit flies that are at-

tracted there. At intervals he takes
ofl: to dive into the clear water of a
small fountain, going completely
under for an instant, and then flying
back to the wire to shake out his
feathers. The Rivoli's Hummingbirds
(Eugenes fulgens) usually prefer to

slither down the wet leaves of banana
plants under a mist nozzle, or some-
times simply to fly in and out of the
rainlike mist.

In the Orchid Room, where the
laboratory sink is. the Blue-throats
(Lampornis clemenciae) like to

dodge about under a drizzle from the
faucet. I put a flowerpot upside down

• with a sponge on it under the dribble
for their convenience. Brunhilde. a

most independent-minded Blue-
'throat (all the birds have personal
names), will frequently buzz me
while I am working there until I stop
and set things up for her bath. The
honeycreepers like this arrangement
too, and there is often some compe-
tition. I have fixed a small fountain
in the room with one of those circu-
ating electric pumps, which seems to I

-ne a perfect place for bathing. I have
ieen the birds try it sometimes, but
t is clear that they have a very defi-
lite preference for the sink. They
lave no esthetic sense at afl—prefer-
mg electric wires to branches, and
inks to fountains. It is hard, when
ou have a jungle in the house, not
3 be anthropomorphic.

|K|
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RGnOEZUOUS

THE lEK

Aggression,

territorial defense,

and sexual attraction are

central elements in the

communal display ceremonies

that several kinds of

birds perform

BV PRUl n. JOHnSGRRD
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In its classic sense, "lek" refers to

he traditional assembly ground or

lisplay area on which groups of Eu-

opean Black Grouse, LyTurns tetrix,

nales congregate in the spring and

all to defend territories and to at-

ract female grouse. In such leks

rom five to twenty-five males typi-

ally gather at dawn, each on its own
mall plot within the shared lek, to

ireaten one another with aggressive

ostures and to call and strut before

re females. Unlike typical avian ter-

itories, there is no nesting on the

;k and little foraging; rather, the

rea is used almost exclusively for

sproductive purposes. The word lek,

1 fact, is believed to have derived

•om the Swedish leka, which means
to play," but which also carries sex-

al connotations.

Of the seventeen other grouse

)ecies in the world, four North

merican species display socially in

assic lek fashion. Species of eleven

her bird families also perform com-
unally in recognizable, restricted

irenas," including numerous tropi-

il American manakins and various

ew Guinea birds of paradise. Aus-

alian bowerbirds perform similar

:remonies, but in larger arenas

here the individuals are more wide-

separated. Some forest-dwelling

ouse, such as the North American
ue Grouse, Dendragapus obscurus,

id the European Capercaillie, Tet-

o urogallus, also usually display in

xploded" leks where the males may
out of sight of each other but with-

hearing range. Such situations,

lere individual males are far apart,

ade imperceptibly into typical ter-

orial behavior.

Wherever classic lek ceremonies

ve evolved, they are associated

th certain other behavioral corre-

es. In all true lek species, the

nale performs incubation and rear-

;
duties; lek behavior is therefore

be expected only among those

;cies in which the female alone is

e to protect and rear the young,

e males are always polygamous or

)miscuous in their mating, and a

isiderable degree of sexual di-

rphism—differences between the

Ttly after sunrise, ttvo Greater

trie Chicken males threaten one
ther at the edge of their respective

itories. A third male walks by.

sexes—exists in structure, plumage,

and behavior. Thus, the males of lek

species are often brightly colored and
perform elaborate visual displays,

These are frequently associated with

vocal or mechanical methods ol

sound production. Indeed, some of

the most remarkable plumages and
displays known are found in birds

that participate in lek displays.

Several basic and still partly un-

solved biological problems are posed

by lek-forming species : What ecolog-

ical situations favor the evolution of

lek behavior in polygamous or pro-

miscuous birds? Why do males of

lek species often appear to perform
in an identical and synchronized

manner, when they are clearly sex-

ual rivals? Do females exhibit any
"choice" among the males when the

grounds are visited for mating pur-

poses, and, if so, are certain males
regularly favored by females? Since

the males appear to perform the same
displays in exactly the same way, can

sexual selection account for the evo-

lution of their remarkable plumages
and displays? Finally, how are the

dangers of predation reduced or

avoided by such vocally and visually

conspicuous congregations of dis-

playing birds?

H s mentioned, four species of North

American grouse perform in typical

lek fashion : these include the Greater

and Lesser Prairie Chickens {Tjm-

panuchus cupido and T. pallidicinct-

us), the Sharp-tailed Grouse (Pedioe-

cetes phasianellus] , and the Sage

Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus).

These species differ in appearance

from the Black Grouse in a few re-

spects. For example, excepting the

Sage Grouse, relatively little plumage
dimorphism exists in the North

American forms. But, unlike the

brushlands and woodland-edge habi-

tat of Black Grouse, all four species

are more open-country birds, and it

might be expected that the males

would retain a female-like, conceal-

ing coloration pattern that blends

well with grasses and low shrubs. On
the other hand, males of all four

As they strut about, Sage Grouse
males erect their tail feathers

and periodically inflate and deflate

their two esophageal air sacs.

species compensate for their lack of

conspicuous plumage by having
hidden air sacs in the neck region.

These are unfeathered areas of skin

that expand when the esophagus is

inflated with air, thus exposing the

colored skin and simultaneously pro-

ducing distinctive sounds in the dif-

ferent species. The relatively weak
sounds are supplemented by louder

notes and cackles, and by sounds

produced by stamping the feet, rat-

tling the tail feathers, or scraping the

wings against the breast feathers.

In all four species the males con-

gregate on their leks primarily in the

spring, but they also are active to a

lesser degree during the fall and at

other times as well. On their respec-

tive "booming," "gobbling," "danc-
ing," or "strutting" ground, male
Greater and Lesser Prairie Chickens,

Sharp-tails, and Sage Grouse estab-

lish and daily defend their territor-

ies, which are often only from 5 to

100 square yards in size. The leks are

always in relatively open vegetation
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and in many cases are located on

elevations where visibility is unre-

stricted in all directions. Most dis-

play activity occurs near dawn and

again at dusk, when the light is

Larely adequate for vision but when

few diurnal predators are active.

Ihe number of males on a particular

lek varies among species and with

population density. In Greater Prai-

rie Chickens from seven to ten males

are commonly present, but occasion-

ally there are as many as 40. In Les-

ser Prairie Chickens the average

number appears to be somewhat

higher, but 40 males are also appar-

ently about maximum. Sharp-tailed

Grouse frequently average seven to

ten males, but rarely, if ever, reach

A high, vertical jump is one

of the acts in the aggression

display repertoire of these

Lesser Prairie Chicken males.

30. In these three species leks are

usually no more than a mile apart in

good habitat and may be consider-

ably closer when populations are

dense. In the larger Sage Grouse,

strutting ground densities of about

one per five square miles have been

reported in Wyoming, and they are

usually well over a mile apart. The

number of participating males is

•greatly variable, from as few as six

to several hundred, and perhaps

averaging between 60 and 80. Some

Sage Grouse grounds containing

from 400 to 800 males have been re-

ported; such enormous congrega-

tions represent multiple leks within

•which as many as four or five centers

of mating activity may occur.

A remarkable feature of these as-

semblages is the presence of master

cocks—dominant males that occupy

central positions and often maintain

larger than average territories. This

situation was first reported for Sage

Grouse, but it is also present to vary-

ing degrees in Prairie Chickens! 1

Sharp-tailed Grouse, and Blacli 1

Grouse. At the peak of the breedini

season, such master cocks are oftei

surrounded by receptive females anc

are normally responsible for per

forming the majority of matings oi

an individual lek. I have observed ;

|

Sage Grouse master cock complet

seven matings in a presunrise perio(

of 33 minutes, while none were eve)
j

attempted by more than 60 othe
|

males on the strutting ground. Eacl
'

female that had been successful!

mated left the strutting ground with

in a few minutes, and only a few f«

males remained after the sun ha;

risen above the horizon. One or mor

major rivals, or subcocks, are ofte •

present, and a larger number of ac

jacent guard cocks may also partic

pate in a few matings ; however, few

if any, matings are performed by th

numerous peripheral males. i

In the Black Grouse a definite coi

relation between this social hierarch
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The bright-red combs of skin

ibove the eyes of European Black

Grouse males function prominently

n their sexual display.

iind age has been found: dominant

nales are three years old or older,

econd-rank males are two years old,

;nd males holding peripheral terri-

ories are yearlings. Whether females

re selectively attracted for their mat-

ng to specific master cocks or are

inly attracted to the center of the

ek is still a debatable point. In any

ase, it is clear that whatever their

exual attraction value, male displays

n grouse are largely aggressive in

unction, and they are primarily re-

ated to establishing and preserving

srritorial status.

nly a few grouse displays are

pecifically reserved for females,

hese include the "nuptial bow,"

'hich is typical of both species of

rairie Chickens and Sharp-tailed

-rouse. In these same species a short,

early vertical flight, or "flutter

imp," also occurs and apparently

;rves to advertise the male's terri-

iry to females. Both the Prairie

hickens and the Sharp-tailed Grouse

ave calls that are uttered only when
:males are on the lek. In Prairie

hickens this call is called the

ivhoop,"and in Sharp-tailed Grouse

le corresponding call is called the

sow." Recordings or imitations of

ese calls will usually stimulate sev-

eral males to begin flutter jumping.

Even though most grouse displays

probably are primarily concerned

with territorial establishment and

maintenance, and thus are essentially

aggressive in context, relatively lit-

tle actual fighting occurs in these

species. Rather, overt fighting is

largely replaced by ritualized fight-

ing, which occurs at the edges of

territories and occupies much of each

male's time and energy while on the

lek. In ritualized fighting, incom-

plete attacks, feints, and prolonged

glaring at the opponent greatly re-

duce actual combat when birds are

claiming and defending their terri-

torial boundaries.

In each of the four species a high

degree of species-specificity in male

displays and vocalizations occurs,

suggesting that the prevention of in-

terspecific hybridization may have

been a major factor in the evolution

of these display differences. For ex-

ample, in many respects the plum-

ages and displays of Greater Prairie

Chickens and Sharp-tailed Grouse

are direct opposites, suggesting that

they could readily serve in maintain-

ing reproductive isolation. The
Greater Prairie Chicken has a brown,

rounded tail, yellow air sacs, and

erectile pinnae on the neck. Sharp-

tailed Grouse have more grayish,

pointed tails, purple air sacs, and

lack pinnae. Sharp-tailed Grouse
"dance" forward in an erratic pat-

j^W
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Blue Bird of Paradise engages

in perhaps the most bizarre display

among birds by hanging upside

down from a branch and singing.

tern while rattling their tail feathers;

Prairie Chickens similarly stamp

their feet while remaining in a sta-

tionary position and alternately

spread and snap shut their tail feath-

ers. Yet, where man's activities have

brought these two once relatively

isolated species into contact, hy-

bridization has repeatedly occurred,

indicating that these structural and

behavioral differences are not com-

pletely effective in maintaining re-

productive isolation. This fact—and
the general absence of original over-

lap between the species of lek grouse

in most areas—suggests that sexual

selection or other factors have been

of primary importance in the evolu-

tion of these patterns. Additionally,

the species most thoroughly ecolog-

ically isolated from the others, the

Sage Grouse, has the most distinctive

male plumage and the most remark-

able displays of all.

The Sage Grouse is reported to be

anatomically distinctive from the

other lek grouse, and some ornitholo-

gists have suggested that perhaps it

is actually a forest grouse that be-

came adapted to a sagebrush habitat

and evolved a lek display and plum-

age pattern having convergent simi-

larities to those of the typical prairie

grouse. It is true that there appear

to be no flutter jumping, dancing, or

19
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A wing-spreading bow, accompanied by

the sounds of shaking tail feathers,

is an element of the courting

dance of Sharp-tailed Grouse males.

bowing displays in Sage Grouse, and

the air sac locations and rates of in-

flation are altogether different. But

some of these behavioral divergences

may be related to bodily size differ-

ences, ecological effects, or other in-

direct factors. Since it is reasonable

that an extreme behavioral and

structural sexual dimorphism in Sage

Grouse might be expected to have

developed through the intensive sex-

ual selection associated with large

average lek sizes and a rigid social

hierarchy dominated by a single mas-

ter cock, these differences in the Sage

Grouse may have little or no signifi-

cance. However, it does appear that

lek behavior in grouse is more likely

to evolve in open-country than in

forest-dwelling species, which usu-

ally are relatively solitary and per-

form their noisy displays from logs

or branches in trees. In leks of the

forest-dwelling manakins and certain

birds of paradise, the males usually

display in the upper levels of the

20
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trees or in cleared areas near the for-

est floor where sunlight penetrates

the leafy canopy.

Males of each of the grouse spe-

cies use the visual signals and sounds

produced by air sac inflation as a

major species-specific display. In

Greater Prairie Chickens this "boom-
ing" is accompanied by a soft, three-

part cooing note and an enormous
extension of the yellow air sacs. In

the Lesser Prairie Chicken a repeated

"gobble" is uttered, and the inflated

air sacs are crimson colored. A soft,

sometimes repeated "cooing" or

"hooting" sound is uttered frequent-

ly by Sharp-tailed Grouse, but their

purple air sacs are not greatly in-

flated. Finally, the Sage Grouse rap-

idly inflates and deflates its frontal,

greenish-yellow air sacs several times

in succession, producing strange

plopping sounds as the bird struts

about with its tail strongly cocked

and spread. The cooing of Sharp-

A rigid male hierarchy prevails

on Sage Grouse leks. The

dominant male is at center right facing

a group of receptive females.

tailed Grouse is subordinated in im-

portance and frequency to a tail-rat-

tling display that is performed in

conjunction with dancing. In this

unique performance a rapid, lateral
\

shaking of the tail produces a series

of clicking sounds at a rate reported

to be almost 50 per second, caused

by the inner webs of the tail feathers

rubbing over the adjacent feather i.

shafts. An equally unusual sound is
|

produced by the Sage Grouse during '

its strutting, by the repeated rubbing

of the folded wings downward and

forward over the stiffened, white

"cape" feathers of its breast.

The collective noisy activities of

the congregated males on leks may,

have several effects. First, it obvr

ously attracts mature females and

possibly stimulates their endocrine

glands to bring them into final re^

productive readiness for ovulation.

When such females visit the lek they

are given attention by many males

but usually congregate about the

master cock. Probably a female visits

the lek for several mornings prior to,'

and during the period of, laying, but



s point is still unproved. A second
obable effect of the displaying

lies is to attract predators. Presum-
ly a "safety in numbers" concept
plies here—at least some of the

my males are likely to observe a

3sible predator whereas a single

playing bird might not. In Sharp-
led Grouse there is a remarkable
ichronization of dancing on the
•t of the males, which alternately

ice in concert and stop motionless

nearly perfect synchrony. During
ting periods the birds appear to

very attentive to extraneous noises
movements. In all species, a flying

vk or other suspicious movement
1 cause a total cessation of display
ivity and a possible mass flight

ly from the lek area.

; advantages of lek display in

miscuous species would thus ap-

r to be several. Obviously, it pro-

;s for an efficient perpetuation of

species through allowing repro-
tion by only the males that are
iciently strong and virile to main-

tain their status as master cocks.

However, the aggregations of numer-
ous displaying males may perhaps
provide greater attraction value and
hormonal stimulation to females than
would lone displaying birds. Al-
though peripheral males are ex-

cluded from mating and do not
benefit from participating in social

display, the "apprentice" period they
serve on the outer limits of the lek

may better prepare them to hold
central territories in later years. Fur-
thermore, the peripheral males per-

haps constitute a buffer of expend-
able individuals that could be lost to

predators without reducing the popu-
lation's reproductive efiiciency. It

has been recently suggested that lek

aggregations also may have a popu-
lation dispersion effect and might
thus fulfill the spacing function of
more typical territories, and that leks

may function as a density-regulating

mechanism through their control of

reproductive success in the popula-
tion. However, this last point does
not yet appear to have been fully

demonstrated.

Whatever the primary and second-
ary functions of lek behavior, it is

pleasant to contemplate that all four
species of the American lek grouse
can still be observed and studied in

various parts of the United States.

Sadly, all of the species have greatly

suffered from the effects of land-use

changes in the last several decades,

and it is possible that one or more
of them will ultimately go the way
of the Heath Hen, the extinct eastern

form of the Prairie Chicken. Preser-

vation of fairly large areas of natural

grasslands will probably be the only
way to save the midwestern and Gulf
Coast races of the Greater Prairie

Chicken, which today are rapidly de-

clining in numbers and diminishing
in breeding ranges. As any person
can testify who has known the pleas-

ure of huddling in a blind during
the predawn beauty of a clear spring
morning, while listening to the weird
sounds outside and waiting for the
sun to illuminate the shadowy fig-

ures, the extinction of any of our lek

grouse would be an irreparable loss

to the American bird fauna.
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Heavily laden with dark volcanic ash,

an eruption column spews violently skyward

from the lips of one of Surtsey's vents.

By January, two months after eruptions began,

the island's altitude reached 670 feet.

Snow powders the crater's outer slopes.

'-^M-J^!

In the early morning of November 14, 196

Icelandic fishermen sailing near Vestmannaeyj

(Westman Islands), about twenty miles south

the Iceland coast, first noticed a strong sulph

smell in the air and then saw tremendous, loomir|

clouds of gases and ejected volcanic fragments ri^

ing from the sea. Their boat rolled irregularly; a}

engineer measured the ocean temperature anl

found it 9 Fahrenheit degrees higher than normal

A new island—subsequently named Surtsey, aftq

the mythical Norse giant that came with fire t|

Iceland—was in the process of birth and wou
emerge from the sea the following night. With

six weeks, continuous explosions of ash, cinde

and pumice had built up a cone that rose 500 fo

above sea level, and high, roiling volcanic clou

could be seen from the Icelandic capital, Reyl

javik, 75 miles away.

Spectacular thunderstorms, lightning displaj;

and tornadoes formed and re-formed over the i

land during this explosive stage of Surtsey's eru]

tion. The thunder and lightning indicated tl

potent electrical properties of volcanic clouc

Tornadoes resulted from rapidly rising ash p

tides caught in violently expanding updrafts
|

Billows of steam rise, as rivulets of glowing la

reach down to the cold waters of the North Atlant
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Its outer surface congealing in the cool air,

a new lava flow crawls slowly over a layer

of previously solidified lava.

escaping gases, whose temperatures, as measured

by Icelandic scientists, exceeded 2,000°F.

Five months after the birth of the island, the

continuing eruptions quieted and entered a lava-

flow stage, which covered the easily eroded cinders

with successive layers of durable basalt and scoria

(porous lava) . With the termination of the violent

:xplosive stage, the tornado features also ceased.

By then Surtsey had grown to nearly a square mile

in area, with about an acre of new land being

formed daily by the almost continuous lava flows.

Late one evening in the summer of 1964 I flew

over the island in a small plane to look at the erup-

ions. As we approached the volcano, rising gray

;louds of smoke and ashes floated downwind of

he crater in trailing, eddying plumes. Black ashes

kvere falling on the slopes and into the sea on the

leeward side. Every minute or so, bright-red foun-

ains of lava shot up dozens of feet above the

;rater and either dropped into the maw or were
)lown out of the crater by the stiff sea winds, fall-

ng as darkened, glowing fragments that tumbled
iown the black slopes. A break in the wall of the

;rater enabled several steady streams of molten
ava to twine their way down to the sea. Where
he various lava streams met the water, huge white

louds of steam formed and were blown for miles

lownwind of the island.

Lava ceased flowing seaward on May 17, 1965.

Jut on May 25, a column of volcanic steam rose

rom a submarine eruption a third of a mile east

if Surtsey—a new island was forming from an ex-

The sea-rocket, Cakile edentula, was the first

green vesicular plant on Surtsey, taking root more

than a year and a half after the island formed.

Ocean currents had probably transported the seeds.

tension of the Surtsey eruption. Magma that had

previously moved out through vents on Surtsey

had now found a less resistant path to the surface.

But Syrtlingur, the new island, which by Septem-

ber had grown to an area of about 35 acres, dis-

appeared shortly after eruptions ceased. Wind and

wave erosion, intensified by severe autumn

weather, undoubtedly accounted for its demise.

In all probability, Surtsey will be a permanent

island. In the spring of 1965, an international sym-

posium of scientists gathered in Reykjavik and

recommended that travel to the island be restricted

as much as possible to researchers. Surtsey was,

accordingly, declared a sanctuary. Botanists, zo-

ologists, and other biologists are now studiously

watching life develop on this new volcanic island.

As Surtsey lies dormant, eruptions to the east

begin to form Syrtlingur, an island that

eroded completely away after five months.
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By James Deetz;

& Eawin S. Detnlefsen

An unusual kind of archeological detective work yields new
insights into the spread of culture through colonial New
England. It also tests the science of archeology for accuracy

Enter almost any cemetery in east-

ern Massachusetts that was in

use during the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries. Inspect the stones

and the designs carved at their tops,

and you will discover that three

motifs are present. These motifs

have distinctive periods of popular-

ity, each replacing the other in a

sequence that is repeated time and
time again in all cemeteries between

Worcester and the Atlantic, and from
New Hampshire to Cape Cod.

The earliest of the three is a

winged death's head, with blank eyes

and a grinning visage. Earlier ver-

sions are quite ornate, but as time

passes, they become less elaborate.

Sometime during the eighteenth cen-

tury—the time varies according to

location—the grim death's head de-

signs are replaced, more or less

quickly, by winged cherubs. This de-

sign also goes through a gradual

simplification of form with time. By
the late 1700's or early 1800's, again

depending on where you are observ-

ing, the cherubs are replaced by

stones decorated with a willow tree

overhanging a pedestaled urn. If

the cemetery you are visiting is in a

rural area, the chances are quite good
that you will also find other designs,

which may even completely replace

one or more of the three primary de-

signs at certain periods. If you were

to search cemeteries in the same
area, you would find that these other

designs have a much more local dis-

tribution. In and around Boston,

however, only the three primary de-

signs would be present.

If you were to prepare a graph

showing how the designs change in

popularity through time, the finished

product might look something like

three battleships viewed from above,

the lower one with the bow showing,

the center one in full view, and the

third visible only in the stern. This

shape, frequently called a "battle-

ship-shaped" curve, is thought by

archeologists to typify the popularity

career of any cultural trait across

time. Prepared from controlled data

taken from the Stoneham cemetery.



north of Boston, where the style se-

quence is typical of the area around

this eighteenth-century urban center

of eastern Massachusetts, the graph

below shows such a curve.

It is appropriate here to interrupt

and pose the question: why would

an archeologist study gravestones

from a historic period?

Whether archeology can be con-

sidered a science in the strict sense of

the word is much debated. One of the

hallmarks of scientific method is the

use of controls in experimentation

that enable the investigator to cali-

brate his results. Since archeology

deals largely with the unrecorded

past, the problem of rigorous con-

trol is a difficult one. Much of mod-

ern archeological method and theory

has been developed in contexts that

lack the necessary controls for pre-

cise checking of accuracy and pre-

dictive value. For this reason, any

set of archeological data in which

such controls are available is poten-

tially of great importance to the de-

velopment and testing of explanatory

Stylistic Sequence

trom a Cemetery in

Stonenam, Massacnusetts

models, which can then be used in

uncontrolled contexts.

For a number of reasons, colonial

New England grave markers may be

unique in providing the archeologist

with a laboratory situation in which

to measure cultural change in time

and space and relate such measure-

ments to the main body of archeo-

logical method. All archeological

data—artifacts, structures, sites—can

be said to possess three inherent

dimensions. A clay pot, for example,

has a location in space. Its date of

manufacture and use is fixed in time,

and it has certain physical attributes

of form. In a sense, much of archeo-

logical method is concerned with

the nature and causes of variation

along these dimensions, as shown by

excavated remains of past cultures.

The spatial aspect of gravestones

is constant. We know from his-

torical sources that nearly all of the

stones in New England cemeteries of

this period were produced locally,

probably no more than fifteen or

twenty miles away; an insignificant

number of them came from long dis-

tances. This pattern is so reliable

that it is possible to detect those few

stones in every cemetery that were

made at a more remote town. Once

placed over the dead, the stones were

unlikely to have been moved, except

perhaps within the cemetery limits.

Needless to say, the dimension of

time is neatly and tightly controlled.

Every stone bears the date of death

of the individual whose grave it

marks, and most stones were erected

shortly after death. Like the spatial

regularity, this temporal precision

makes it possible to single out most

of the stones that were erected at

some later date.

Control over the formal dimension

of gravestone data derives from our

knowledge of the carvers, who, in

many instances, are known by name
and period of production, and who,

even if anonymous, can be identified

by their product with the help of

spatial and temporal control. Thus,

in most cases stones of similar type

can be seen to be the product of a

single person, and they reflect his

ideas regarding their proper form.

Furthermore, it is known that the

carvers of the stones were not full-

time specialists, but rather workers

at other trades who made stones for

the immediate population as they

were needed. We are dealing, then,

with "folk" products, as is often the

case in prehistoric archeology.

Other cultural dimensions can also

be controlled in the gravestone data

with equal precision, and with the

addition of these, the full power of

these artifacts as controls becomes

apparent: probate research often

tells the price of individual stones;

status indication occurs frequently

on the stones, as well as the age of

each individual. Since death is re-

lated to religion, formal variations

in the written material can be ana-

lyzed to see how they reflect reli-

gious variations. Epitaphs provide a

unique literary and psychological

dimension. Spatial distributions can

be measured against political divi-

sions. In short, the full historical

background of the seventeenth, eight-

eenth, and nineteenth centuries per-

mits both primary and secondary

control of the material, and with the

resulting precision, explanations be-

come quite reliable.

With such controls available to the

archeologist, the pattern of change

in colonial gravestone design and

style can be used with great effect to

sharpen our understanding of cul-

tural process in general.

To return to the battleship-shaped

curves to the left, what does this

mean in terms of culture change?

Why should death's heads be popular

at all, and what cultural factors were

responsible for their disappearance

and the subsequent rise of the cherub

design? The most obvious answer is

found in the ecclesiastical history of

New England. The period of decline

of death's heads coincides with the

decline of orthodox Puritanism. In

the late seventeenth century, Puri-

tanism was universal in the area, and

so were death's head gravestones.

The early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury saw the beginnings of change in

orthodoxy, culminating in the great

awakenings of the mid-century. In

his recent, excellent book on the sym-

bolism of New England gravestones,

Graven Images, Allan Ludwig points

out that the "iconophobic" Puritans

found the carving of gravestones a

compromise. While the use of

cherubs might have verged on her

esy, since they are heavenly beings

whose portrayal might lead to idol

atry, the use of a more mortal and
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neutral symbol—a death's head-
would have served as a graphic re-

minder of death and resurrection.

Given the more liberal views con-

cerning symbolism and personal in-

volvement preached by Jonathan
Edwards and others later in the

eighteenth century, the idolatrous

and heretical aspects of cherubs

would have been more fitting to ex-

press the sentiment of the period.

It is at this point that available

literary controls become valuable.

Each stone begins by describing the

state of the deceased : "Here lies" or

"Here lies buried" being typical

early examples. Slowly these are re-

placed by "Here lies [buried] the

body [corruptible, what was mor-

tal] of." This slightly, but signifi-

cantly, different statement might well

reflect a more explicit tendency to

stress that only a part of the deceased

remains, while the soul, the incor-

ruptible or immortal portion, has

gone to its eternal reward. Cherubs

reflect a stress on resurrection, while

death's heads emphasize the mortal-

ity of man. The epitaphs that appear

on the bottoms of many stones also

add credence to this explanation of

change in form over time. Early epi-

taphs, with death's head designs,

stress either decay and life's brevity:

My Youthful mates both small

and great

Come here and you may see

An aivful sight, which is a type

of ivhich you soon must be

or a Calvinistic emphasis on hard

work and exemplary behavior on the

part of the predestined:

He was a useful man in his genera-

tion, a lover of learning, a faithful

servant of Harvard College above

forty years.

On the other hand, epitaphs with

cherub stones tend to stress resurrec-

tion and later heavenly reward:

Here cease thy tears, suppress thy

fruitless mourn
his soul—the immortal part—has

uptvard flown

On ivings he soars his rapid way
To yon bright regions of eternal

day.

The final change seen in grave-

stone style is the radical shift to the

urn and willow design. It is usually

accompanied by a change in stone

shape; while earlier stones have a

round-shouldered outline, the later

stones have square shoulders. "Here
lies the body of" is replaced by "In
memory of" or "Sacred to the mem-
ory of," quite different from all

earlier forms. The earlier stones are

markers, designating the location of

the deceased or at least a portion of

him. In contrast, "In memory of"

is simply a memorial statement, and
stones of this later type could logi-

cally be erected elsewhere and still

make sense. In fact, many of the late.

urn and willow stones are cenotaphs,

erected to commemorate those actu-

ally buried elsewhere, as far away as

Africa, Batavia, and in one case—in
the Kingston, Massachusetts, ceme-
tery—"drowned at sea, lat. 39 degrees

N., long. 70 degrees W." The cultural

changes that accompany the shift to

urn and willow designs are seen in

the rise of less emotional, more intel-

lectual religions, such as Unitarian-

ism and Methodism. Epitaphs change
with design and in the early nine-

teenth century tend more to senti-

ment combined with eulogy.

This sequence of change did

not occur in a vacuum, unrelated to

any cultural change elsewhere; in-

deed, the sequence of three major

types also takes place in England,
the cultural parent of the Massachu-
setts colony, but about a half century

earlier. Thus cherubs have become
modal by the beginning of the Geor-

gian period (1715), and urns and
willows make their appearance, as a

part of the neoclassical tradition, in

the 1760's. In fact, the entire urn
and willow pattern is a part of the

larger Greek Revival, which might
explain the squared shoulders on the

stones—a severer classical outline.

Thus far we have been discussing

formal change through time, and
some of the fundamental causes. We
have seen that New England is

changing in harmony with England,

with an expectable time interval

separating the sequences. But we
have not identified the relationship

of all of this to archeological method.
The battleship-shaped curve as-

sumption is basic to many considera-

tions of culture process in general

and to such dating methods as seria-

tion. Seriation is a method whereby
archeological sites are arranged in

relative chronological order based on
the popularity of the different types

of artifacts found in them. The ap-

proach assumes that any cultural
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item, be it a style of pottery or a way

of making an arrowhead, has a par-

ticular popularity period, and as it

grows and wanes in popularity, its

prevalence as time passes can be

represented graphically by a single

peaked curve. Small beginnings

grow to a high frequency of occur-

rence, followed in turn by a gradual

disappearance. If such an assump-

tion is true, it follows that a series

of sites can be arranged so that all

artifact tvpes within them form sin-

gle peaked curves of popularity over

time. Such an arrangement is chron-

ological, and tells the archeologist

how his sites relate to one another

in time.

By plotting style sequences in this

manner in a number of cemeteries,

we find that the assumption, not pre-

viously measured with such a degree

of precision, is a sound one: styles

do form single peaked popularity

curves through time. By adding the

control of the spatial to the form-

time pattern explained above, we

gain a number of understandings

regarding diffusion—the spread of

ideas through time and space and

how this, in turn, affects internal

change in style. In looking now at the

three dimensions we will see that all

of the secondary cultural controls be-

come even more important.

The style sequence of death's head,

cherub, and urn and willow de-

sign is to be found in almost every

cemetery in eastern Massachusetts.

However, when we inspect the time

at which each change takes place,

and the degree of overlap between

styles from cemetery to cemetery, it

becomes apparent that this sequence

was occurring at a widely varying

rate from place to place. The earliest

occurrence of cherubs is in the Bos-

ton-Cambridge area, where they

begin to appear as early as the end

of the seventeenth century. Occa-

sional early cherubs might be found

in more distant rural cemeteries, but

in every case we find them to have

been carved in the Boston area and

to be rare imports from there. The

farther we move away from the Bos-

ton center, the later locally manufac-

tured cherubs make their appearance

in numbers. The rate at which the

cherub style spread outward has even

been approximately measured, and

shown to be about a mile per year.

It is not common in archeology to

make such precise measurements of

diffusion rate—the usual measure-

ments are cruder, such as hundreds

of miles in millenniums.

We can view Boston and, more

significantly, nearby Cambridge as

the focus of emphasis of Puritan re-

ligion with its accompanying values,

and inquire what factors might con-

tribute to the initial appearance of

cherubs and the change in religious

values in this central area. We have

noted that the change had already

been accomplished in England by the

early eighteenth century, so that

when the first cherubs begin to ap-

pear in numbers in Cambridge, they

were already the standard modal

style in England. While cherubs

occur in Boston, they never make a

major impression, and as many
death's heads as cherubs are replaced

by the urn and willow influx.

On the other hand, in Cambridge

cherubs make an early start

and attain a respectable frequency by

the late eighteenth century. Although

they never attain a full 100 per cent

level there, as they do in most rural

areas, they do at least enjoy a simple

majority. When the cherub stones

in Cambridge are inspected more

closely, we find that roughly 70 per

cent of them mark the graves of high

status individuals: college presi-

dents, graduates of Harvard, gover-

nors and their families, high church

officials, and in one case, even

"Gentleman from London." From
what we know of innovation in cul-

ture, it is often the more cosmopoli-

At left is the Joseph Grimes stone,

1716, Stratford, Connecticut.

The Margaret Hall stone, 1782, is in

T" The Granary, a burial ground in Boston.

Also located in The Granary is l'^
the John Hurd stone, 1784, at far right. '

~
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tan, urban stratum of society that

brings in new ideas, to be followed

later by the folk stratum. If this is

true, then the differences between
Boston and Cambridge indicate a

more liberal element within the pop-
ulation of Cambridge, reflected in the

greater frequency of cherub stones

there. This is probably the case, with
the influence of the Harvard intellec-

tual community being reflected in

the cemetery. It would appear that

even in the 'early eighteenth century,

the university was a place for inno-

vation and liberal thinking. Cam-
bridge intellectuals were more likely

to be responsive to English styles,

feelings, and tastes, and this could
well be what we are seeing in the

high number of cherub stones mark-
ing high status graves.

Introduced into Cambridge and
Boston by a distinct social class, the

cherub design slowly begins its dif-

fusion into the surrounding country-

side. Carvers in towns farther re-

moved from Cambridge and Boston
—as far as fourteen miles west in

Concord—begin to change their

gravestone styles away from the pop-
ular death's head as early as the

1730's, but fifty miles to the south, in

Plymouth, styles do not change until

the fifties and sixties and then in a

somewhat different cultural context.

We find, however, that the farther

the cemetery is from Boston, and the

later the cherubs begin to be locally

manufactured, the more rapidly they

reach a high level of popularity. The
pattern is one of a long period of

coexistence between cherubs and
death's heads in the Boston center,

and an increasingly more rapid

eclipsing of death's heads by cherubs
in direct proportion to distance,

with a much shorter period of over-

lap. One explanation is that in towns
farther removed from the diffusion

center, enforcement of Puritan ethics

and values would lessen, and resist-

ance to change would not be so

strong. Furthermore, revivalism and
the modification of orthodox Puri-

tanism was widespread from the late

thirties through the sixties in rural

New England, although this move-
ment never penetrated Boston. Such
activity certainly must have condi-

tioned the rural populace for a

change to new designs.

\i[/ e have, then, a picture of the

VV introduction of a change in the

highly specific aspect of mortuary
art, an aspect reflecting much of the

culture producing it. We see the sub-

sequent spread of this idea, through
space and time, as a function of so-

cial class and religious values. Now

we are in a position to examine in-

ternal change in form through time,

while maintaining relatively tight

control on the spatial dimension.

One significant result of the use

of gravestone data with its accom-
panying controls is the insight it pro-

vides in matters of stylistic evolution.

The product of a single carver can
be studied over a long period of

time, and the change in his patterns

considered as they reflect both on-

going culture change and his particu-

lar manner of handling design ele-

ments. The spatial axis extending

outward from Boston shows not only

systematic change in major style re-

placement rates but also a striking

pattern of difference in style change.

We find that in many cases, the far-

ther removed we become from Bos-

ton, the more rapid and radical is

change within a given single design.

This has been observed in at least

five separate cases, involving a num-
ber of the styles of more local dis-

tribution ; we can inspect one of these

cases closely, and attempt to deter-

mine some of the processes and
causes of stylistic evolution.

The design in question is found in

Plj'mouth County, centering on the

town of Plympton. Its development

spans a period of some seventy years,

and the changes effected from begin-
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ning to end are truly profound.

Death's heads occur in rural Plym-

outh County, as they do elsewhere in

the late seventeenth century. How-

ever, in the opening decade of the

eighteenth century the carver (s) in

Plympton made certain basic

changes in the general death's head

motif. The first step in this modifi-

cation involved the reduction of the

lower portion of the face, and the

addition of a heart-shaped element

between nose and teeth. The resuU-

ing pattern was one with a heartlike

mouth, with the teeth shrunken to a

simple band along the bottom. The

teeth soon disappear entirely, leav-

ing the heart as the sole mouth ele-

ment. This change is rapidly fol-

lowed by a curious change in the

feathering of the wings.

W/hile early examples show allW feather ends as regular scallops

crossing the lines separating indi-

vidual feathers, shortly after the first

changes in the face were made, every

other row of feather ends had their

direction of curvature reversed. The

resulting design produces the effect

of undulating lines radiating from

the head, almost suggesting hair, at

right angles to curved lines that still

mark the feather separation. These

two changes, in face and wing form,

occupy a period of 35 years from

1710 through 1745. During the later

forties this development, which has

so far been a single sequence, splits

into two branches, each the result of

further modification of wings. In the

first case, the arcs marking feather

separations are omitted, leaving only

the undulating radial lines. Rapid

change then takes place, and soon

we are confronted with a face sur-

mounted by wavy and, later, quite

curly hair. The heart mouth has been

omitted. We have dubbed this style

"Medusa." In the second case, the

separating lines are retained, and

the undulating lines removed; the

result in this case is a face with mul-

tiple halos. At times, space between

these halos is filled with spiral ele-

ments, giving the appearance of

hair, or the halos are omitted en-

tirely. The heart-shaped mouth is re-

tained in this case and modified into

a T-shaped element.

Both of these styles enjoy great

popularity in the fifties and sixties,

and have slightly different spatial
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distributions, suggesting that they

might be the work of two carvers,

both modifying the earlier heart-

mouthed design in different ways.

Yet a third related design also ap-

pears in the forties, this time with

tightly curled hair, conventional

wings, and a face similar to the other

two. Although this third design

seems to be a more direct derivative

of the earlier death's head motif, it

is clearly inspired in part by the

Medusa and multiple halo designs.

This tight-haired style has a markedly

different spatial distribution, occur-

ring to the west of the other two, but

overlapping them in a part of its

range. Of the three, only the Medusa

lasts into the seventies, and in doing

so presents us with something of an

enigma. The final form, clearly

evolved from the earlier types, is

quite simple { illustration, page 34 )

.

It has a specific association with

small children, and has never been

found marking the grave of an adult,

and rarely of a child over age five.

The carver of the fully devel-

oped Medusa was probably Ebenezer

Soule of Plympton; a definitive sam-

ple of his style is found in the Plymp-

ton cemetery. Normal Medusas, ex-

cept for the late, simple ones marking

children's graves, disappear abruptly

in the late sixties. In 1769, and last-

ing until the eighties, stones identical

to Soule's Medusas, including the

simple, late ones, appear in granite

around Hinsdale, New Hampshire.

Fortunately, a local history has iden-

tified the carver of some of these

stones as "Ebenezer Soule, late of

Plympton." This alone is of great

interest, but if Soule did move to

Hinsdale in 1769, who carved the

later children's stones in Plymouth

County? As yet, no answer is known.

This development raises two in-

teresting considerations. First, we

see that a style, the Medusa, which

had been used for the general popu-

lace, ends its existence restricted to

small children. This pattern has been

observed elsewhere, with children's

burials being marked by designs that

were somewhat more popular earlier

in time. In other words, children are

a stylistically conservative element

in the population of a cemetery.

While no clear answer can be given

to this problem, it may well be that

small children, not having developed

a strong, personal impact on the so-

ciety, would not be thought of in

quite the same way as adults, and

would have their graves marked with

more conservative, less explicitly de-

scriptive stones.

The second problem raised by the

Medusas is their reappearance in

Hinsdale. If, as archeologists, we

were confronted with the degree of

style similarity seen between Hins-

dale and Plympton in mortuary art,

might we not infer a much greater!

influence than a single individual

arriving in the community? After all,

mortuary art would be about the only!

distinctively variable element in ma-

terial culture over eighteenth-century

New England, and such a close paral-

lel could well be said to represent a

migration from Plympton to Hins-

dale. One man moved.

Placing this striking case of stylis-

tic evolution in the broader con-

text of culture change and styk

change in eastern Massachusetts, we

find that it is paralleled by other in

ternal modifications of death's heac

designs in other remote rural areas

The closer we move toward Boston

the less change takes place withir

the death's head design, and in Bos

ton proper, death's heads from 181(

are not that different from thos(

from 1710. Yet 1710 death's headi

in Plympton and elsewhere hac

changed so radically by 1750 that i

is doubtful that we could supply th(

derivation of one from the other iijj

the absence of such an excellentb

dated set of intermediate forms. Thi

difference in rate of change can b(

explained by referring back to th-

long, parallel courses of develop

ment of both death's head am

cherub in the diffusion area's Bostoi

center. However, culture change ii

the area of religion, marked by .

shift of emphasis from mortality t'

immortality, probably generated

desire for less realistic and less grin,

designs on stones. Given this basi

change in religious attitudes, wha

were the alternatives facing carverj

in Boston as opposed to the Ebenezd "^

Soules of rural New England? I

Boston it was simply a matter c ,

carving more cherub stones anii

fewer death's head stones; neithe '^

had to be altered to suit the ne*"

tastes. The choice between cheru

and death's head in Boston has bee "'

seen as ultimately a social one, an' "«



if there was a folk culture component
within Boston, there was nothing but

folk culture in the more democratic,

less-stratified rural areas. With no
one to introduce cherubs and to call

for them with regularity in the

country, carvers set to work modify-
ing the only thing they had—the
death's head. The more remote the

community, the later the local cher-

ubs appear, diffusing from Boston,

and the more likely the tendency to

rework the common folk symbol of

skull and wings. Thus we get Medu-
sas and haloed T-mouthed faces pop-
ulating the cemeteries of Plymouth
County until cherubs finally appear.

Even then, the waning popularity of

the death's head in this area might
he more the result of Soule's exit

! than their unsatisfactory appearance
compared to the new cherubs.

Only a few applications of grave-

stone design analysis have been de-

tailed here. A three-year program is

presently under way, through which
we hope to pursue numerous other

aspects of this fascinating study.

There is a large and important demo-
graphic dimension to these data;

since precise date of death is given,

as well as age at death, patterns of

mortality and life expectance
through time and space can be de-

tailed. The results of this work, in

turn, will add a biological dimension
of style to the cultural one described
above. Studies of diffusion rate, and
its relationship to dating by seria-

;ion will be continued. Relationships

Detween political units — counties,

;ownships. and colonies—and style

ipheres will be investigated to deter-

nine how such units affect the dis-

ribution of a carver's products,
"inally, a happy by-product will be
he preservation on film of over
!5,000 gravestones, a vital considera-
ion in view of the slow but steady
leterioration these informative arti-

acts are undergoing.

Aside from the value of this work
3 archeology and anthropology in

eneral, one final comment must be
lade. Compared to the usual field

'ork experienced by the archeolo-
ist, with all of its dust and heavy
boveling under a hot sun, this type
f archeology certainly is most at-

active. All of the artifacts are on
)p of the ground, the sites are close

' civilization, and almost all ceme-
ries have lovely, shady trees.
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Part II

Predators and

Scavengers
Jackals and hyenas feed on what other

animals kill, hut also take live prey

By Eichard D. Bstes

If
we consider what wild dogs,

cheetahs, leopards, and lions have

in common, not counting similari-

ties based on ancestry and size, we

find tliat all depend almost entirely

on what they kill for themselves, and

that perfectly fit adults of a few

species are their usual prey. This is

why I call them "pure" predators.

With the scavenger-predators the pat-

tern is almost reversed. As scav-

engers, they live as much as possible

on the kills of other species and on

carrion; as predators, they special-

ize on helpless young and unfit adults.

This kind of predation is rather typi-

cal of canids; the purest predators

are cats. The wild dog departs from

its family pattern—as it also departs

anatomically in having four instead

of the standard five toes on the front

feet. But jackals and hyenas fit the "

basic canid-predator pattern, de-



parting from it only to the extent of

their specialization as scavengers.

Jackals might better be called

predator-scavengers than scavenger-

predators, since they are anatomi-

cally no more specialized for scav-

enging than dogs. In appearance

and behavior they strongly resemble

foxes, which in certain regions are

also known for their scavenging hab-

its. In their readiness to capitalize

on whatever nutritional opportuni-

ties the environment affords, both

simply display typical canine adapta-

bility. Hyenas, on the other hand, are

structurally adapted for a specific

scavenging role by their remarkably

developed jaws and carnassial teeth,

which give them the capability of

cracking and eating all but the largest

bones. Where hyenas are relatively

scarce, as in Nairobi National Park,

lone often finds nearly intact skele-

tons of old kills. But in Ngorongoro

it is rare to find even an intact bone.

Only the principal bones of elephant,

rhino, and hippo, and the horns of

bull wildebeest (gnu) and eland,

with cranium attached, are too mas-

sive for the hyena to crack. To ex-

tract nutrients from bone and some
of the other objects that only hyenas

have the imagination to eat, they

probably also have a specialized di-

gestive system. But these specializa-

tions in no way detract from their

predatory capabilities; they merely

suijplement them.

The relative importance of scaven-

ging and predation in the lives

of jackals and hyenas must vary

enormously according to both time

and place. Where pure predators and

their prey are plentiful, they may live

largely as scavengers if they them-

selves are not too numerous. Where
pure predators are scarce, they may
be very active hunters; in fact, they

may even partially fill a predator's

vacated niche. Thus side-striped and

black-backed jackals in South Africa

are known to kill prey much bigger

than themselves and are considered

a serious menace to sheep; in East

Africa, where the whole array of

predators is still represented, jackals

rarely kill anything larger than a

gazelle fawn. Comparable examples

are found in Europe and America
where foxes and wildcats become

predators on juvenile and even adult

deer in the absence of wolves and

mountain lions. Clearly then, the role

of scavenger-predator is flexible and

opportunistic, so that the only rule

A foraging spotted hyena prowls past

wildebeest (gnu) cows and calves

ivithout causing a great disturbance.
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An adult ivildebeest moves away

from the path of a wild dog

that is searching for its usual

quarry, a juvenile wildebeest.

that might apply is one that recog-

nizes the carnivore's predisposition

to follow the path of least effort—as

long as carrion and the leavings of

other predators suffice, the scavenger-

predator will not engage in much

hunting.

From dead and crippled small

creatures of species not normally

vulnerable to them, right up to the

largest herbivores, almost every form

of animal protein that the environ-

ment produces ultimately becomes

food for scavengers. In the jackal's

case, but apparently not the hyena's,

a variety of berries and fruits is a

part of the normal diet. Both black-

backed and golden jackals came into

camp to eat figs when the trees rip-

ened twice a year, while I never knew

hyenas to eat them. Hyenas, however,

are willing to try many things that

have no appeal for jackals: pots and

pans, rain gauges, plastic hosepipe,

and nylon rope, to mention a few of

the items pilfered from my camp.

Thus, scavenging may be seen as

an added dimension that gives those

carnivores that practice it the po-

tential to increase far beyond the

bounds imposed on pure predators.

Of course, not every scavenging car-

The Grant's gazelle fawn, even though

caught and throttled by a black-

backed jackal—one of a hunting pair-

ultimately escaped through the efforts

oi IHO adult jcmale gazelles.

nivore succeeds equally. The striped

hyena, for example, is scarce com-

pared to the spotted hyena. Suc-

cess calls for precisely the right com-

bination of attributes ; a species with

antisocial, retiring habits, which is

largely restricted to habitats with

limited food resources, obviously will

not fare as well as a gregarious one

capable of exploiting a variety of

habitats. Such differences may ex-

plain why the striped hyena loses out

in competition with its bigger, bolder

relative. It must be their ability to

exploit scavenging to the limit, added

to their abilities as predators, that ac-

counts for the numerical ascendancy

of the spotted hyena and jackals.

^1

The scavenging activities of these

animals are so well documented that

there is no need here to give more

than the briefest account before go-

ing on to consider their largely ig-

nored predatory behavior. Jackals

and hyenas, vultures, and several

scavenging eagles all monitor one

another's activities and are highly

adept at interpreting behavior that

indicates the presence of food.

Hungry jackals and hyenas frequent-

ly scan the sky by day, and at the

sight of vultures spiraling down to

a kill, all within half a mile converge

on the spot, racing to get there in

time. For their part, vultures are so

alert to the movements of the carni-



vores that they may actually antici-

pate a kill by a wild dog pack by

alighting before the prey is even

pulled down.

The interdependence of the scaven-

gers may be seen most strikingly

during the wildebeest calving season,

when they congregate on the calving

grounds to consume the afterbirths of

the several hundred gnus born every

day. The hyena, being mainly noc-

turnal, is less in evidence by day than

the jackals and vultures. On the other

hand, the vultures are strictly di-

urnal; the heavier vulture species are

further limited to the period between

about two hours after dawn to one

hour before dusk by dependence on

thermal updrafts for soaring.

At kills there is a definite rank

order among scavengers, based on

size. All yield their places to the

hyena; jackals lord it over the vul-

tures; and when their turns come,

the big species push aside all the

lesser ones right down the line to

the smallest vulture, which must
make do -with the last gleanings. But

generally speaking, hyenas and jack-

als predominate by night, and vul-

tures by day.

As predators, jackals consume
everything from insects to young
gazelles. They hunt rodents, seek out

the nests of grassland birds, and
regularly forage under trees inhab-

ited by colonies of weavers and wad-
ers. When newly hatched tree ducks

flutter from the nest holes to the

ground on their way to the nearest

water, as often as not, some jackal

will be waiting below to receive them
with open mouth.

Between them, even though they

specialize on fawns alone, the two

dominant jackals probably kill more
of the Crater's gazelles than the other

seven or eight potential gazelle pred-

ators combined. This is simply be-

cause they are so numerous and so

active at their specialty. Hyenas, less

interested or less adept in hunting

gazelle fawns, apparently take them
only incidentally. But both jackal

species may be seen hunting fawns

at anytime of the day, and they often

hunt in pairs, which is much more
effective than hunting singly.

The habits of the two jackals are

similar but not identical. They
could not, in theory, coexist in the

same niche, although they seemingly

come close to it in the Crater. In over-

all distribution, however, their ranges

scarcely overlap, the golden's extend-

ing over much of Asia down through

East Africa, while the black-backed

is wholly African, predominating

farther south. Where they do overlap,

their habitat preferences also differ

somewhat, the black-backed being

found in more wooded country than

the golden. This implies differences

in food resources as well. The degree

of overlap and apparent competition

between them in the Crater is thus

not typical. Even here, intensive

study might well disclose differences

in food habits. About the only dif-

ference I have noted, though, is in

their activity periods, and even that

is not very clear. Judging by their

presence at kills, the black-backed

appeared more active by night, the

golden more active by day.

As soon as the predatory behavior

of hyenas is considered, controver-

sial questions arise. Whether hye-

nas resort to active predation is, of

course, hardly open to dispute; nei-

ther natural game mortality nor the

predation of 12-odd adult lions could

possibly support the 600 or more
hyenas in the Crater. The question

is, do they confine their predation to

the young and the very old, the crip-

pled and the diseased, or do they

also hunt and kill perfectly healthy

adults? This is a difficult point to

settle, simply because a human ob-

server can rarely be certain that an

apparently healthy animal selected by
hyenas is really perfectly fit. Dr. Hans
Kruuk of the Serengeti Research In-

stitute, after following Crater hyenas
on numerous moonlight hunts, was
nearly convinced that hyenas in

packs chase and capture healthy

adult gnus and zebras. I have also

followed nocturnal hunts and seen

them pull down the same prey, yet

I remain unconvinced—for several

reasons—that the animals were really

perfectly sound. Since those reasons

are based on the hyena's usual hunt-

ing methods and choice of prey, and
on the way game reacts, these must
be outlined before returning to this

special case. But perhaps the question

can never be settled to everyone's

satisfaction—certainly not without

really convincing evidence, which
would require great effort and in-

genuity to collect.

If I question the capacity of human
observers to detect some subtle flaw

in a healthy looking animal, it is

because I know that a hyena's powers
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of observation are greatly superior

to man's. I have seen too many dem-

onstrations of its almost uncanny

ability to select the vulnerable mem-

ber of a herd to doubt it. Consider,

for example, the way it singles out

newborn wildebeest calves, of which

Ngorongoro's hyenas kill many more

than all other predators combined.

Gnu calves, although able to stand

and run within seven minutes after

birth, are unable for the first two or

three days to keep up with their

mothers in a long chase. After that,

it is hardly worth a hyena's while

to chase them, unless one can be

separated from its mother and the

herd. Consequently, hyenas look for

newborn or orphaned calves and

largely ignore others. Having spotted

a new calf, a hyena will immediately

pursue and usually overtake it within

a quarter to half a mile. While older

orphan calves may lead them a merry

chase for miles, newborn orphans

will walk right up to a hyena or any-

thing else that moves-a disastrous

miscarriage of its innate following

response. Every one of roughly a

dozen calf kills that I have examined

proved to be newborn, as revealed

l3y the condition of the umbilical cord

and the softness of the hoofs. Al-

though I found it a practical impos-

sibility to single them out, once dry,

from among hundreds of slightly

older calves, hyenas evidently notice

something different about the new-

born, possibly a slight unsteadiness

and irregularity in the gait.

Even hyenas are often baffled,

however, when they set out to catch

a new calf in a big concentration.

At the first alarm the mother immedi-

ately leads its calf into the nearest

herd. The tactic of losing itself in a

herd is the gnu's first and most ef-

fective line of defense. Only if the

calf is overtaken is there any active

defense, and then only by the mother.

The habit of congregating on calving

grounds and the short peak calving

season itself are adapted to protection

of the young and may have developed

in response to hyena predation alone.

That calves born before the peak or

in small herds are the least likely to

survive supports this idea. During the

1965 calving season, the mortality

rate in the calving-ground concentra-

tions ran at an average of 20 per

cent, while in the smaller herds it

reached 50 per cent, practically all

of it attributable to hyena predation.

The basic hunting technique em-

ployed by the spotted hyena, whether

singly or in loose packs, is to run

at herds and make them move. This

is an effective way to spot an unfit

herd member, visually if it lags be-

hind the rest, or by scent-the hyena's

nose is a highly refined instrument.

While collecting data on the wilde-

beest's nocturnal behavior, I have

often seen large concentrations dis-

turbed in this manner.

The wildebeest, while resting in

their long, linear night-bedding for-

mations, would let hyenas prowl the

aisles between columns, until one ran

straight at them. The threatened ani-

mals would then rise together and

gallop off for perhaps 100 yards.

Once the group was started the hyena

usually stopped and stood looking

after them; having presumably failed

to see or smell a likely prospect, it

would continue prowling. I have

often seen hyenas work this method

in teams, one looking on from the

sidelines while the other loped into

the herd.

When they did follow through,

they quickly got among the

nearest gnus. This caused the group

to scatter in all directions but did

not, by any means, lead to panic.

To be sure, only the rare territorial

bull will stand its ground directly in

the path of a running hyena. But

wildebeest adults in general fail to

show symptoms of great fear and

exert themselves no more than is

necessary to get out of the way. In

the same circumstances, they react

in exactly the same fashion to wild

dogs, which rarely molest adult

wifdebeest. Zebras are even less in-

timidated by hyenas and wild dogs

and frequently attack them if they

come close. But this does not apply

to females with young or, probably,

to individuals that are handicapped

in some way—as by late pregnancy,

disease, parasite infestation, or an

injured leg. They are the ones the

hyenas are seeking. But as long as

they can stay in a herd they have a

chance, and one sees a surprising

number of animals with serious in-

juries, including even a few with

broken legs, that manage to evade

the hyenas and recover.

These considerations lead me to

doubt that hyenas pull down many

adults that are perfectly healthy. That

wildebeest and zebra show an other-

wise inadequate flight response to

hyenas argues that it is not a normal

occurrence. It is possible, of course,

that the Ngorongoro hyenas have

started something new and the game

simply hasn't adjusted. With so many

hyenas and so few lions, one could

well conceive of strong pressure in

favor of new methods for gaining

food. On the other hand, as anyone
|

can testify who has caught or cropped
^

normally protected game, it is re- >

markably quick to recognize new i

sources of danger.

The hunting method just de-

scribed, and especially pack hunting,

is quite distinct from the hyena's

usual foraging behavior. Indeed, its

behavior as a solitary scavenger is

so unlike this as to make the hyena

seem almost schizophrenic. The for-

aging hyena is the one with the rep-

utation of a skulking, craven coward.

It is in truth a remarkably timid

beast, easily routed by anything

showing fight. Yet it is also known

that the hyena is a notably persistent

animal, which is sometimes driven

by its appetite to take quite incredi-

ble risks. It will lie all day near an

ostrich nest, anticipating the time

when the eggs may be left momen-

tarily unguarded. Hyenas wait for

wild dogs or lions to start hunting,

and once the kill is made, continue

to wait—although not necessarily pa-

tiently-until they can fall upon the

remains. Defenseless young or small

crippled animals encountered while

foraging are seized on the spot, but

larger cripples may be followed for

days until too weak to resist.

Beyond this point the timid for-

ager becomes the daring predator,

but precisely what triggers the tran-

sition is not easy to comprehend.

Predatory behavior seems clearly to

represent a higher level of excitation

for the hyena, but what lifts its emo-

tions past the predatory threshold?

Surely the degree of hunger, the na-

ture and strength of the stimuli

coming from a potential meal are

important; so probably is the mutual

stimulatory effect hyenas have on one

another. But mutual stimulation is

not essential, since single hyenas also

run down prey. It is quite conceiv'

able, however, that strong competi

tion, even when not immediately

evident in the shape of other hyenas,
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A descending vulture is frequently a signal
to hyenas and jackals that food is

nearby. This is a White-backed Vulture.

At typical kills a definite rank order
among scavengers is maintained: hyenas first,

then jackals (here at right), then vultures.
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071 the site of a kill. Hyenas may
actually steal prey before lionesses have fed.

/;,/.. / ear of a loild dog pack, a hyena

nails lor a hunt to begin. It ivill, presumably,

trail along and look for a chance to scavenge.
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is nonetheless operative and may
serve to push the individual's emo-

tions over the predatory threshold

from the simple fear of losing pros-

pective food. While this may be hard

to demonstrate in the case of the lone

hunter, it is perfectly clear that hy-

enas in packs, unlike wild dogs, are

not so much co-operating with each

other as competing to be first. In

short, high population density may
be a major underlying factor in hy-

ena predatory behavior.

Even the lion, when very young,

aged, or unwell, is fair prey for hy-

enas. Cubs are vulnerable when left

alone, as they often are, but usually

they remain hidden in dense vegeta-

tion, never stirring until an adult

comes looking for them. I have myself

seen a lion in his prime, starving with

a broken leg, relentlessly followed by

hyenas. Another time, I watched 12

hyenas advance shoulder to shoulder

with tails erect—a sure indicator of

aggressive intent—to within three

yards of a pair of lionesses, one of

which was suffering from an abscess.

When the lionesses retreated, the hy-

enas spent minutes excitedly sniffing

their resting place. Amusingly

enough, they then got mixed up and

advanced on the wrong lioness, who
had only to turn her head and stare at

them with flattened ears to transform

them back into meek scavengers.

Clearly the spotted hyena is far

more resourceful and formida-

ble than its reputation would suggest.

It only remains to describe one other

food-gathering technique that tran-

scends all the rest in ingenuity and
daring. John Goddard and I have

photographic proof that hyenas rob

wild dogs of their prey at the moment
of capture; I also have good evidence

—although not final proof—that they

work the same trick on lions.

When wild dogs begin a chase, one
or more escorting hyenas often run
with them. While unable to match the

leader's pace, they are apt to end up
far ahead of the straggling main pack
when the quarry is overtaken. Hy-
enas passed en route may also dash
in at the finish. In this way they have
an opportunity to seize the quarry if

it doubles back on its tracks, or just

after one of the lead dogs has caught
it. If it is no bigger than a Thomson's
gazelle, they sometimes succeed in

running off with it; should it be too

big to carry, or if other members of

the pack are close behind, usually the

hyenas are quickly routed. Since the

latter, lacking the true pack instinct,

will not defend one another, they are

totally outmatched by a pack of wild

dogs. But the seemingly obvious risk

of being mauled never deters them
from trying, and quite often they suc-

ceed unless the pack keeps together

and on guard.

This technique, only slightly modi-
fied, is also used on lions, I believe,

with no greater risk and possibly

with better success. My evidence sug-

gests the following may be typical:

A lioness hunting at night is trailed

by several hyenas who remain close

as she stalks a wildebeest or zebra.

When the lioness finally charges, they

too rush forward, and as she grasps

the prey's head and shoulder, they

close in and begin tearing at its hind-

quarters. This interference may so

disconcert the lioness that she lets go

prematurely and the gnu or zebra

gallops away with more or less seri-

ous wounds. It would be untypical

lion behavior for her then to chase

after it, since following up an unsuc-

cessful charge is generally fruitless

(remember that felids rely on sur-

prise). But the hyenas now have an
instant cripple to follow, and waste

no time chasing, capturing, and fin-

ishing what the lioness began.

This trick might succeed only one

time in 20—or about as often as it

succeeds with wild dogs. But trying

it on a single lioness is conceivably

less risky than trying to rob a pack
of dogs. At the moment of capture,

the lioness's weapons are entirely

committed to its prey; before it can
strike at a hyena it must let go, and
this gives the hyena time to leap out

of the way. In my view, this "second-

hand" hunting is simply the ultimate

expression of the hyena's competi-

tiveness as a scavenger-predator, of

which progressively more extreme
examples have been given. One step

further—outright predation on fit

adult big game—and it becomes a

fully emancipated predator.

Since I have never actually seen

this technique enacted from start to

finish, probably it would be best to

present such firm evidence as I have
and let the reader draw his own con-

clusions. Of the two least ambiguous
incidents that will be cited, the first

took place on a dark night in May,

1965, when my wife and I were
watching a resting concentration of

some 500 wildebeest. We were taking

turns observing them through an in-

frared telescope at 15-minute inter-

vals, recording their activity with the

aid of a tape recorder. I happened
to be looking through the scope

when the main concentration, only 40
yards from our car, suddenly rose

and ran silently to a distance of about

300 yards. Swinging the scope in the

opposite direction, I caught a ghost-

like image of a running lion at the

outer limit of the infrared beam-
probably 100 yards distant. Then,
nearer at hand, I spotted several run-

ning hyenas and, just ahead of them,

a single fleeing wildebeest. As I

started the car and circled, more hy-

enas showed up in the headlights, all

running in the same direction. But I

continued in the direction of the lion

and we soon came upon two lionesses.

As we both remarked at the time, they

were looking about in a baffled way.
Presently they walked off. As we were
watching them go, a great clamor
broke out behind us; we drove over

to find some two dozen hyenas eating

a newly killed wildebeest bull.

Aweek later, at 9:20 p.m., while

I was out alone, the rallying

calls of hyenas again distracted me
from the rather tedious job of re-

cording gnu activity patterns. This
time I witnessed hyenas in the act

of killing a bull wildebeest. It was
still running, hyenas clinging to its

flanks, and just as I drove up it

jumped over a 10-foot bank into the

river—wildebeest regularly do this

when hard-pressed.

Some 20 hyenas proceeded to kill

it in the water, by pulling out and
eating its internal organs one after

the other as it still struggled on its

feet. More and more hyenas arrived,

and by the time 50 to 60 had collected,

the din was indescribable. I have
often wondered why the original par-

ticipants never learn to be quiet and
keep everything to themselves—the
fact that they are competing and not
co-operating may explain it. Their
rallying cries, screams, and hysteri-

cal "laughter" attract not only every
hyena within hearing, but sometimes
lions as well.

Before this wildebeest even went
down, a pride of five lions appeared
beside the car and remained watch-
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ing the scene by the glare of my spot-

light. The three lionesses and two-

year-old brother and sister were well

known to me. Their prompt arrival,

in addition to the muddy, possibly

even bloody look of two of the lion-

esses, suggested that they might have

caught the wildebeest first a little way
upstream. However, I had no proof.

Two of the lionesses edged forward

and lay crouched together within 30

yards of the kill, apparently not dar-

ing to go nearer. But presently 10 of

the numerous hyenas that could not

get to the kill for all the other strug-

gling bodies began to take an active

interest in them, advancing all to-

gether with tails arched over their

backs. The lionesses gave the most

appalling growls but were nonethe-

less clearly intimidated, for they gave

ground. Soon the whole pride walked

off downstream, leaving the hyenas

in undisputed possession.

I now drove to the edge of the

bank for a close look at the gnu.

thereby scaring off the hyenas and

gaining an unobstructed view with-

out getting out of the car—something

I was not about to do with lions

nearby. The spotlight showed a row

of what appeared to be claw marks,

clean and white, down the bull's

neck; a close-up view through bin-

oculars, from 20 feet away, con-

firmed this to my satisfaction. It now
seemed extremely probable that this

gnu had been first caught by a lion.

The hyenas had no sooner re-

grouped on the carcass than a tawny

form came shooting through the spot-

light beam and sent them exploding

from the water in all directions. I

couldn't even be certain it was a lion

until presently the huge, black-maned

male came striding back into the light

and approached the kill, looking im-

maculate. He gripped the gnu in his

jaws and backed with it onto a gravel

spit opposite the bank, moaning to

himself. Here he dropped the gnu

and stood over it; but instead of be-

ECOLOGICAL COMPARISON OF CARNIVOFJES

RANGE OF
ADULT WEIGHTS
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SKY REPORTER

THE EIMIGMA
OF PLUTO

ByThomas . IMicholson

The ninth planet in the solar sys-

tem, Pluto, has often been called

an enigma, and indeed it is. There

were some who said—and still say

—that it was not the planet astrono-

mers were looking for when it was

discovered, in 1930, after a 25-year

search. As more became known
about Pluto, the enigma only seemed

to deepen. It has the strangest orbit

of all the planets; it seemed to be

more like the earth and the inner

planets than the giant, gaseous outer

planets in the part of the solar sys-

tem where it was located; it was

found to be rotating slower than any

known planet; and its density, based

on estimates of its size and mass, ap-

peared to be far too great.

When Uranus, the seventh planet,

was discovered in 1781, the periodic

acceleration of its orbit was attrib-

uted to the gravitational attraction of

another, still-unknown planet. The

discovery of Neptune in 1846, how-

ever, did not satisfactorily explain

the orbital motions of Uranus;

rather, it seemed to demonstrate the

effects of still another planet. This

led Percival Lowell, the American

astronomer, to take up the search for

a trans-Neptunian planet in 1905, a

search that, after his death, was

carried on at the observatory he

founded, the Lowell Observatory, in

Flagstaff, Arizona. Finally, on March

13, 1930, the announcement was

made that the new planet. Pluto, had

been found among the stars of Gem-
ini, a dramatic climax to one of the

fascinating stories of astronomy.
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From the start, however, the dis-

covery of Pluto produced problems.

The basic one lay in reconciling what

seemed to be too small a diameter

for too large a mass. If Pluto were

the planet responsible for the ac-

celerations of Uranus and Neptune

that had led to its discovery, it would

have a mass equal to about 90 per

cent of the earth's mass. Now, if

Pluto nearly equals the earth in mass,

how large should it be? If it had a

density equal to that of earth, the

densest planet known, then Pluto

should be only a little smaller than

the earth in size. But the other

planets located, along with Pluto,

in the remote regions of the solar

system are much less dense than the

earth, half as dense or less. On this

basis. Pluto should be even larger

than the earth—in fact, it should have

a diameter as large as 8,700 miles.

There were other disturbing fea-

tures found in Pluto. Its orbit was

the strangest among the planet fam-

ily, much more inclined to the orbit

of earth, and much more eccentric

than that of any other planet. Even

more puzzling was its brightness. At

its great distance from the sun, the

new planet was not expected to be

very bright, but Pluto was only about

15th magnitude.

This was indeed surprising. Even

the larger satellites of the solar sys-

tem—earth's moon, Jupiter's Galilean

satellites. Saturn's Titan, and Nep-

tune's Triton—would be brighter

than 15th magnitude at Pluto's dis-

tance. Because it was so faint, some

estimates of Pluto's size placed it in

the class of Mercury, with a diameter

about half the earth's or less. This

seemed to be confirmed by Gerard

P. Kuiper's measurement of its angu-

lar diameter in 1950, using the 200-

inch telescope at Palomar, as 0.23

seconds of arc, equal to a linear di-

ameter of 3,600 miles. This conflicted

with the figure of 8,700 miles that

was also suggested.

If Pluto were as small as its

brightness and Kuiper's measure-

ment seemed to indicate, but had a

mass equal to nine-tenths of the

earth's, then its mean density would
have to be about 10 times that of the

earth, an almost impossible situa-

tion. If it had this mass, however,

and a more reasonable density (com-

parable to other planets), it would .

have to be much larger and much
brighter than measurements indi-

cated. One or the other, the diameter

or the mass, had to be wrong.

In recent years at least part of the

enigma has been lifted through the

combined efforts of several observa-

tories. Ian Halliday, of the Dominion
Observatory, in Canada, proposed

that the diameter of Pluto might be
determined by observing the occulta-

tion of a star by the planet as Pluto

moved slowly in its orbit between



A 25-year systematic search led to the

discovery of Pluto in 1930, hidden
among the many stars of Gemini, left.

Taken a day apart, the photos above
shoiv the movement of Pluto ( arroics)

in relation to Delta Geminorum.

the earth and distant, faint stars.

While it would not be possible to ob-

serve the star disappearing and re-

appearing during an occultation, it

would be possible to determine the

lime when the star disappeared and
Bmerged by measuring the change in

brightness that would occur. As
Pluto approached the star very

;losely, the two should merge into a

iingle object, and this merged image
)f Pluto and the star should be
)righter than the image of Pluto

done. At the instant the star dis-

ippeared behind the planet, however,
ts light would be subtracted from
he image, and the brightness should
hen dip to that of Pluto alone. When
he star emerged again, its bright-

ness would be added. The total dura-

ion for which the star was covered

y Pluto would, of course, indicate

he size of the planet, whose rate of

rbital motion was known.
More than one observatory was

ceded to carry out Halliday's plan,

owever. The orbit of Pluto is not

nown accurately enough to predict

whether the star would pass central-

y behind the planet or follow a
hord of the planet's disk. But if two
r more observatories were involved,

len any differences measured in the

eginning, ending, and duration of

the occultation could be used to cal-

culate an accurate figure for the size

of the planet.

To observe the occultation that he
predicted for April 28-29, 1965, Hal-

liday enlisted the co-operation of the

Dominion Astrophysical Observa-
tory, Victoria, British Columbia; the

Lick Observatory, Mount Hamilton,

California; the U.S. Naval Observa-
tory station at Flagstaff, Arizona;
and the McDonald Observatory at

Fort Davis, Texas. The last one was
the most southerly of the four—and
the most critical.

Observations were carried out at

all four observatories, but at none
was an occultation actually seen.

But it was deduced that, although it

did not occur at the observatories

involved, occultation would cer-

tainly have been observed from the

Southern Hemisphere. That an oc-

cultation did not occur at McDonald
was significant, for this made it pos-

sible to obtain an upper limit for the

diameter of Pluto. If Pluto, accord-

ing to Halliday's calculations, had a

diameter of more than 4,200 miles,

then an occultation would have oc-

curred at McDonald, and the records

clearly indicated that it did not.

Thus Pluto must be that size or

smaller; it cannot be larger.

This new value for the diameter

of Pluto, less than 4,200 miles, is

consistent with Kuiper's measure-

ment and with the brightness of the

planet. It points to the mass of the

planet as the suspicious datum.

Using a reasonable value for its

density (comparable to that of Mars
or Mercury), Pluto should have a

mass of only about one-tenth, rather

than nine-tenths, of the earth's. If

this is true, then Pluto cannot be

responsible for the observed effects

on the orbits of Uranus and Neptune.

If it is not Pluto causing these effects,

then what is it?

All of this seems to raise again

the question: Is there another planet

in the solar system? The chances are

good that there is at least one more
beyond Pluto. But the chances are

also good that it will never be found.

First of all, it was not found during

the 25-year search for Pluto, and it

certainly would have been if it were
much brighter than that planet. Also,

it does not seem likely that anyone
is about to duplicate that formidable

task asfain.

Dr. Nicholson, the regular author of this

feature, is also Chairman of the Ameri-
can Museum-Hayden Planetarium.
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SPORT CALENDAR WATCH
Originally designed for divers and
tested in depths of 169 feet. Swiss

movement. Shows date, antimagnetic,

electronically tested for accuracy, shock

resistant,
waterproof,
unbreakable
main spring.

60 minute
timer can be

set to show
elapsed time.

Waterproof
strap. 1 year

guarantee.

$14.50

2 for $27.50

6Q<i- post.

FLEXIBLE CABLE LOCK
Remarkably versatile new portable lock

will secure almost anything with 36
inch retractable airline cable. Reeled

from tamperproof stainless steel case,

the cable attaches luggage, tools, cycle,

boat . . . anything—to rigid object. Turn
of the key tightens cable and with-

drawal secures lock.

NATURE AND THE CAMERA

$3.95

2 for S7 50

351? post.

PEDOMETER
How many miles do you walk each day ?

Our Pedometer will tell you. Set it to

your normal stride, clip to your belt or

slip in the pocket.

Pedometer operates

on the pendulum
principle and tallies

every step. You'll

be amazed how
much walking you

do. Ruggedly con-

structed, 1 year
guarantee.

$7.95

2 for S14.90
35<- post.

Order by mail on our 100 day money back

guarantee.

Ship quant

Name

Address

end pay't Q Chg Diners Amer Express

accnt no

EASTMAN COMPANY
2 Industrial Building
Sausalito, Calif. 94965

Motion pictures of insect
by Paul Villiard

Motion pictures of insects and insect

life histories are a most rewarding

achievement. They are also frustrating

and difficult to obtain. One problem is

the small size of the subject. In still

photography, a small object is not too

hard to photograph. With the use of

close-up lenses, lens tubes, or long-

focus lenses at short distances, or even

by reversing the "normal" lens to pre-

sent its rear end to the subject and the

front element to the film plane, such

pictures are within the reach of any

serious photographer.

In movie taking, however, one has

a few other problems to contend with.

The first is the small viewfinder area—

and the resultant smaller image—which
makes it difficult to see when the in-

sect is in critical focus. Also, unless

you use a reflex movie camera, you

will be unable to follow the action in

the finder because of parallax, and

close-up focusing will have to be cal-

culated by table, so you will have no

real assurance that the entire field is

critically sharp.

For these reasons, a reflex movie

camera is almost a necessity in taking

movies of insects. With this type of

camera you are not limited to lenses

made especially for movies. With a

simple adaptor that can be made for

you in any good machine shop, lenses

from your still cameras can be used

to great advantage. They make superb

telephoto lenses, and excellent close-up

work can be done with them. Several

lens tubes can be used without vignet-

ting when large lenses are adapted this

way. The accompanying photograph

shows the 200 mm. Takumar from my
Honeywell Pentax adapted to the

movie camera. This, without lens tubes,

gives an image approximately eight

times as large as normal on the film.

Lighting

Another problem the movie photog-

rapher has to overcome is the lack of

light or. rather, getting enough light

concentrated on the subject to take

movies without cooking the insect. Al
the more heat the insect endures, up
a point, the more active it becomes. !

even though you are able to illumini

the field enough, you might cause t

subject to come suddenly to life a

run about or even depart.

Some compromise must therefore

made between optimum light and (

timum sharpness of image. In otl

words, you may have to work witli)

larger aperture so as not to undj

expose, thereby sacrificing a bit

sharpness or depth of field. This is
j

pecially true when using color film. ^

cause of its lower emulsion speed.

Sometimes the photographs can
taken outdoors in bright sunlight

place of a studio setup. When this

possible, there will generally

enough light to enable you to use t

smaller stops and get sharper movi
The big difBculty in photograph!

outdoors, of course, is finding a thea

exactly suitable to your needs and
those of the insect. Remember that y

have little, if any. control over the

sect under observation, and the

you are working with may be the oi

specimen available. It is better, the

fore, to set up indoors where at le

you do have control over the contr

lable factors—light, background, ai

A still-camera lens on a reflex mc

camera will give an enlarged, yet

sharp, image oj the smallest insects.
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. handtul oi people like Mary Garnwath
:*e trying to keep our promise to the Indians,
ut they won't make it without you.
The Hopi Indians' village of <i^^HHIIiHHH^HHIIIIiHIIIIIIIIHHIIII^^i^
paulovi in Arizona sits on land '^^^^^^^^^^^K^^^^^^Kmmm^^9 *" '

i
30or, infertile and inhospitable /j^H^^^^^^^^^^^^HJ^^H^^^^' *,/. ^

: so far nobody has tried to take

vay from them.

Electricity has not yet reached |

Hopis. Water must be hauled

1 three miles away. Jobs are few
far away. Only poverty and des-

are close-by and in abundance,
yet for the first time in genera-

s, Mary Carnwath and people I

her are stirring hope among the

•is.

Mary Carnwath works and
! two thousand miles away, in

ihattan. Her own daughter is

grown-up, and through Save ^|
'

Obildren Federation she is spon-

ig one of the village girls, 8-year-

jrace Mahtewa.
rhe Mahtewas (two parents,

e children, one grandmother
a sister-in-law) live tightly

zed in a tiny rock and mud f

le. The father who knows ranch
t but can't find any most of the

, isn't able to provide the family
even the bare necessities. I

Grace, bright, o
ambitious and in- will produce enough money to end world. If there are e

dustrious, would the Hopi's need for help. That is Carnwaths. How aboi

possibly have had what Save the Children is all about. Save the Children

to quit school as Although contributions are de- registered with the U.S

soon as she was ductible, it's not a charity. The aim ment Advisory Comn
old enough to do is not merely to buy one child a few untary Foreign Aid, a

a day's work. But, hot meals, a warm coat and a new of the International U
rlJy^ :: because of Mary pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu- Welfare. Financial stj

wath, that won't be necessary. tion is used to give the child, the fam- annual reports are {

'he $ 1 2.50 a month contrib- ily and the village a little boost that request.

by Mary Carnwath i? provid- may be all they need to start helping National Sponsors (parti
' remarkable number of things themselves. FaithBaldwin,Mrs.Jame
!race and her family. Sponsors are desperately needed Joan Crawford, Hon. Jan
jtrace will have a chance to con- for other American Indian children J^^y Lewis, Henry R. Lv

|: schooling. The family has -who sufl^er the highest dis-
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl

lable to make its home a little ease rate and who look for-

1 livable. And with the money ward to the shortest life span
(ver, together with funds from of any American group.

\
sponsors, the village has been As a sponsor you will re-

o renovate a dilapidated build- ceive a photo of the child, regu-
ir use as a village center. The lar reports on his progress and,
r now has two manual sewing if you wish, a chance to corre-

ines that are the beginnings of spond with him and his family.

11 income-producing business. Mary Carnwath kn6ws
ily a small beginning. More that she can't save the world
rand more people like Mary for $12.50 a month. Only a
i^ath are needed. With your small corner of it. But, maybe
perhaps this village program that is the way to save the

> i

world. If there are enough Mary
Carnwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart
ment Advisory Committee "on Vol
untary Foreign Aid, and a member
of the International Union of Child
Welfare. Financial statements and
annual reports are available on
request.

National Sponsors (partial list)

FaithBaldwin,Mrs.JamesBryantConar
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,
Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 05852

i WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.
ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

n $12.50 MONTHLY D $37.50 QUARTERLY
n $75 SEMI-ANNUALLY $150 ANNUALLY
I CANT SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.
ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $
a SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAM E'

CITY _STATE_ _ZIP_
CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



Reflection of Quality

v
Many people own

binoculars.

A particular few
own a TRINOVID

The lighter, brighter,

pocketable binoculars

by the makers of the

incomparable
LEICA® camera,

3 models:
7x35,8x32, 10x40

1^lU E. Leitz, Inc. ,468 Park Avenue South.N.Y. ,N.Y. 10016

Share me Thrills

01 Exploring f
outer space •

THOTH -ancient Egyptian God of intellect—

in exact reproduction of a rare faience statu-

ette from the 26th Dynasty. Depicted with
head of the sacred "Ibis" bird, inhabitant of

the Nile marshes, THOTH was inventor of writ-

ing and patron of scribes and magicians.

Hand crafted in lasting Terrastone, this stun-
ning replica has a bright Nile-blue glaze like

the original. THOTH statuette, 4" high,
mounted on a walnut base, makes an appro-
priate gift for students and professional

people $7.95
Add 350 for postage and handling.

CATALOG featuring life size reproduc-

tions from many famous museum collec-

tions . . . 10^.

Aladdin's Treasures, Inc.
Dept. NT-3B • 648 Ninth Ave.

New York, N.Y. 10036

All DYNASCOPES, includine this

superb RV-6, e-inch available

on easy terms!

Now It's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And

It's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

«• TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept. NH-73, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 0E101

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address.

City

of field, temperature to a degree, ar

so on.

Indoor props are not complicated,

twig, a small branch, in many i

stances a potted plant are exceller

since only a small portion of the fie

will be included in the film frame

Working with long-focus lenses

short distances, the greater portion

the background will be out of foci

anyway. Indeed, it should be; a baq

ground need only be used to supply

general over-all contrast of color

the subject. A background of mediu

to dark-green material or paper, plac

just outside the depth-of-field focusi

limit, is excellent. It may also be

deep blue, which, especially in t

case of color film, will give the

pression that the movies were tak

against the open sky.

It is not considered disparaging

take movies of wildlife in an artific

setup. To the contrary, a good phot(

rapher can manipulate his props

that it never enters the viewer's mi

that the pictures have been taken ai-

ficially. The great advantage is that I

extraneous matter can be excluded, i

that the entire attention centers on \:

point of interest—the actions of the si

ject. Nor should you go to great lengl

to build an entire ecological area

habitat in your living room in which

allow your subjects to perform. Pi

only is it unnecessary, it also clutti-'

up the working area.

If, on the other hand, you are tryi:

to take movies under almost impossil

conditions for the sake of being a

to explain the difficulties you ov

came in order to get them, that is

other thing. In that case, you are il

so much interested in portraying iH

life history of an insect as you are i

taking movies that another phot

rapher could not produce. If you ;:

interested in the insect, its life, and •

behavior, keep the props at a minim i

and the background simple. The inl

est in viewing will be centered direc-

on the subject anyway, and anyth

else included in the film will mer

be a distraction.

Get to Know Your Subject

It is best to learn about whateij

subject you are working with bef|

you start filming. Does the insect pn (

bare twigs or leafy branches? Doe
I

shun light or bask in the sunshine?

people, or does motion, frighten i

the extent that it will try to flee or

tempt to hide every time a move

made near it? Is it nocturnal or d

nal or crepuscular? Does it feed

quently or continuously? Does it

fer wet locations or dry ones? Tl*]

are some of the guides you have t

up before you introduce the speciri

When you learn as much as you
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about the species selected for your at-

tempts, gather whatever props are nec-

essary and arrange them in your pho-

tographing room. Set up your lights,

camera, and all accessories in place

and even run through a rehearsal,

focusing on anything approximately

the same size as the insect. Then, and

only then, get your subject and intro-

duce him to his new environment. If it

is a feeder, have its proper food right

there, or it will quickly try to leave in

search of something to satisfy its hun-

ger. If an insect attempts to quit the

photo field, there is little you can do

to stop it. You might catch it and re-

turn it to the field time and time again,

but you will not get much footage on

your camera, and what you do get will

'probably be a series of hasty depar-

ures and sudden reappearances.

Use one light source and several

small mirrors to focus the light on the

leld area. This is easier than a mul-

itude of lights and considerably

;ooler for the subject. It is optimum to

lave the lights turned on to the full

ntensity you intend to use when the

ubject is introduced to its new loca-

ion. If you deposit it there and then

urn on the blaze of light, the chances

re that the subject will immediately

ake wing, crawl off, or depart by what-

ver mode of locomotion is normal.

If you are attempting a life history,

ou must know enough or learn enough

bout the species to be able to deter-

line the insect's sex, to obtain speci-

lens of each sex, to maintain them in

aptivity long enough for the cycle to

e completed (usually one year), and

) handle them without frightening

lem to the point where they are to-

dly useless as movie actors.

Slow and deliberate motions when
orking with insects are much better

lan quick movements. If you speak,

so in a low voice, rather than calling

cross the room. Most insects can de-

ct vibrations and are startled into

ight by them. Avoid sudden changes

( conditions—drafts, light, heat. If the

isect feeds in the daytime, that is

hen the food should be offered to it.

'

it is a nocturnal feeder, you must

ipply food at night.

Mantlds as Models

It is a good idea to begin shooting in-

ct movies with subjects that are more
less tractable and manageable,

antids make excellent subjects for

irious reasons. They are easily main-

ined for as long as you require, pro-

ded you keep them supplied with

'Ough living food in the form of al-

ost any insect. Crickets are also

sily kept in captivity, and both man-
Is and crickets have the advantage

size—you are working with sonie-

mg you can see.

If you choose mantids, remember
that the female normally consumes
the male after copulation, so do not

attempt to save his life by pulling them
apart when she begins to feed on him.

Also, the oocyte, or egg case, must not

be handled until it has hardened, and
then it may be moved with the branch
or whatever the female used as a sup-

port. If kept in the house until hatch-

ing time, please be cautioned that the

egg case of a mantid does not hatch-
it erupts! The young mantids literally

boil out of the case when hatching

time comes around in the spring, and
unless you have kept the case in con-

finement, you are apt to have a house

full of baby mantids all hunting for

something to eat—be it whatever house

bugs you have, or each other. Theo-

retically, they will exterminate them-

selves down to one, but it is better to

keep the oocyte in a small cage when
hatching time is nearing. In order to

maintain continuity in the life cycle

movie, the case should not be detached

from wherever it was made, but al-

lowed to remain through the diapause

until hatching, when the camera could

be reset to film the birth sequence.

In taking life cycles that carry over

long periods of time, it is good prac-

tice to make accurate notes or even

This co-operalire mantid waves at the

camera. Shooting from a loiv angle with a
lens tube mahes a more dramatic movie.

diagrams of the camera locations, the

light positioning, the lens used, the

distance, focus, light intensity, back-

ground—in fact, everything that will

enable you to set up a duplicate envi-

ronment after a lapse of weeks or even

months. The end result will be a

smooth transition instead of a series of

seemingly unrelated incidents in the

life of an insect. The inconvenient

alternative, of course, would be to keep

the camera and props set up for the

entire life-span of the subject.

Paul Villiard is a free-lance ivriter,

photographer, and naturalist. A previ-

ous contributor to Natural History, Mr.

Villiard has written several books

ranging from a manual of veneering to

a candy cookbook.

All-time favorite
for excellent reasons

Swift's 7X,35 Triton gives you all the

power and brilliance of image you
need for nature study . . , plus a
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BACKYARD ASTRONOMER

Finding celestial objects
by James S. Pickering

By this time, your telescope will

have been set up in the best and most

convenient location, with as little inter-

ference as possible from trees, build-

ings, and extraneous light. You have

checked the collimation of telescope

and finder, you know the size of the

field of view of your various eyepieces,

and you are ready to begin.

Now, learn the sky. Go out—presum-
ably you have done this before setting

up your instrument—and observe the

sky without a telescope but, perhaps,

with a planisphere. Spend several eve-

nings getting acquainted. A good,

working knowledge of the skies at vari-

ous seasons will pay off in the end, and

there is no need to hurry. The stars and

their associated clusters, nebulae, and

galaxies will be there for a long time;

the moon and the planets will continue

their regular rounds. There may be a

comet or a nova, which are temporary

objects and usually unpredictable, but

if such a phenomenon should occur

before you are ready for it, do the best

you can.

Star charts show you the sky as you

face directly south and with all the star

patterns— the constellations— straight

up. In the sky itself, however, this is

the case only when a constellation has

reached its culmination—its highest

point in the sky—and it is on your

meridian. As a constellation rises, it

will appear to be tipped to the east, to

your left. If it is near culmination, it

will be upright, as shown on charts. As
it nears the western horizon, at setting,

it will appear to be tipped to the right,

to the west. For this reason, when you

are seeking a small asterism—a par-

ticular grouping of stars within a con-

stellation that may contain a nebula or

cluster below naked-eye visibility—tilt

your chart to correspond with the de-

gree of progress your object has made
at the time. I have spent some frustrat-

ing moments trying to recognize a

small gathering of stars that sur-

rounded my invisible goal until I re-

membered this trick. It is amazing how
a tilt of a few degrees will make an

elusive old friend recognizable.

Magnitude

"Magnitude" is a word used by the

layman to mean size or importance, but

to us it refers only to the brightness

of a star or other object. The lower the

magnitude figure, the brighter the star

Originally, the pioneer astronomers di-

vided the stars into six different de-

grees of brightness. The first magni-

tude stars were the brightest, and

the sixth magnitude stars were those

barely visible to the naked eye. When
the magnitude system was put on a

scientific basis, the division of six prin-

cipal magnitudes was retained. Now,
each magnitude is 2% times brighter

than the next fainter magnitude, and

so on. This works out neatly so that a

first magnitude star is 100 times a;

bright as a sixth magnitude star.

In the process of refining the system,

several stars were discovered to be tot

bright to be included in first magni

tude. Since the number designatint

their brightness had to be lower thai

1, zero was used, and for a few virtu

osos, minus magnitudes had to be es

tablished. The brightest star, Sirius

in Canis Major, is of magnitude —1.4

The sun is of magnitude —26.8; tin

full moon, —12.6. If each step in thi

magnitude scale is 2V2 times in bright

ness, the sun is, therefore, about 400.
J

000 times as bright as the full moorf

Some of the planets, when they are i:

their most favorable positions for otf

servation, also fall into the minus maj

nitude class.

Catalogue Designations

The star designations used in mo:

charts for the brighter stars are th

small letters of the Greek alphabet

first used by Johann Bayer in 160^

There is a wide belief that the orde
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of the Greek letters indicates the order

of magnitude of the stars in a given

constellation, but this is not always the

case. Bayer sometimes lettered the

stars in order of position, as in the

constellation of Ursa Major, where

Bayer began with the outer corner of

the bowl of the Big Dipper and lettered

the stars in order around the bowl and

out to the end of the handle, without

regard to their brightness.

The designations for clusters, nebu-

lae, and galaxies are usually taken

from one of the great catalogues of

these objects, and the catalogue num-

ber is appended to the symbol. The

Neiv General Catalogue, which con-

tains thousands of the brighter objects,

and the Index Catalogue, which is an

extension of the Neiv General Cata-

logue, are represented by numbers

preceded by the letters NGC or IC

respectively.

Norton's Star Atlas and Telescopic

Handbook also uses Messier's num-

bers, which indicate clusters, nebulae,

and galaxies from the first catalogue

of such objects put together by Charles

Messier in the late eighteenth century.

Messier catalogued 104 objects, the

brightest and most prominent of their

classes, and they are found in Norton

and in other catalogues as numbers

preceded by the letter M. All the Mes-

sier objects also have NGC numbers.

In any case, the designation of a

star—its symbol, Greek letter, or what-

ever is used— is followed, when speak-

ing or writing of the stars, by the geni-

tive (possessive) form of the Latin

name of the constellation. For exam-

ple, the alpha of the constellation Lyra

is Alpha Lyrae.

Some hundreds of the brighter stars

also have individual names that have

come down from many source lan-

guages. For example, this same Alpha
Lyrae is also Vega, but such names are

not official and are ordinarily used only

for convenience. AU symbols are in-

variably explained on star charts or in

star catalogues, and the magnitude

symbols are usually printed on the

margins of each chart.

Planets

Planets are not shown on star charts

because their positions change so rap-

idly. There are several publications

that give the positions of the planets

at various set times during the year.

The Observer's Handbook, published

by the Royal Astronomical Society of

Canada, shows the positions of the

planets for the 15th of each month, and

also lists their various aspects. The

World Almanac presents this informa-

tion in a slightly different form. In each

case, these and other almanacs will

tell you when the planets are in oppo-

sition, opposite the sun in the sky, ris-

ing as the sun sets, and visible all
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light; and when they are in conjunc-

ion, in line with the sun. rising and
letting at about the same time as the

.un, and therefore not observable.

For complete, detailed information

ibout the planets and. indeed, about

:very other prominent celestial object,

he American Ephemeris and Nauti-

al Almanac is by far the best source.

"his book is published annually by the

Inited States Naval Observatory in

Washington. D.C., and is invaluable.

jl'imes of various phenomena are given

ill the Ephemeris in either Ephemeris
'ime or Universal Time, but explicit

isiiuctions for converting these times

I liical mean time are provided, and
lei (' should be no difficulty in making

: le necessary adjustments.

Ill the cases of Mercury and Venus,
ho-e orbits are between the earth and

;
le sun. the times of their greatest

: luifiations, either east or west, are
sn given. These are the times when

,
e?e inferior planets are at their

'Ts can be seen by a patient backyard
Tonomer. Its diameter in a telescope

I be no larger tlian the end oj a pencil.

atest angular distances from the

I as seen from the earth, and can be
served best.

ilercury is the most elusive of the

ble planets. Because of its proxim-

to the sun, it can never be seen

re than 23 degrees east or west of

sun. This means that, at best, it

^s about 11/2 hours before the sun
sets 11/2 hours after the sun. Since

light can endure, in some seasons,

IV2 hours as well, Mercury can
lom be seen against a completely

Ik sky. Finding and observing Mer-

\f is a rare occurrence for the back-

i amateur.

J

enus is in a similar situation, but

iuse Venus is nearly twice as far

a the sun as Mercury, it is not at

difficult to find when it is favorably

ated. Venus is covered with a

ie, white cloak of clouds and, there-

reflects sunlight better than any

of the other planets. It can, at times,

be the third brightest object in the sky,

exceeded only by the sun or the moon.
Almanacs give the times of the great-

est brilliancy of Venus, which may be
15 times as bright as Sirius. These
times of greatest brilliancy do not coin-

cide with the greatest elongations.

When Venus is observed at its most
brilliant, it will appear as a slender
crescent without surface detail because
of its cloud covering. Venus will be
an evening object easily found from
March to September. 1967. It reaches
greatest eastern elongation on June 20,

when it will be 45 degrees from the

sun, setting about three hours after the

sun. Its greatest brilliancy occurs July

24. and will last for a few nights. It

will then slowly diminish and disap-

pear briefly as it passes between the

earth and the sun. It will be at its most
brilliant again in the morning sky on
October 6, 1967.

Mars is the most fascinating and the

most frustrating of the planets. It is

small, and in a telescope shows an ap-

parent diameter of one per cent of

the size of the full moon. It is defi-

nitely red, there is no mistake about
that, but it is usually subject to distor-

tion by the passage of its light through
the earth's atmosphere. When you find

Mars, stay with it. Use a low- or

medium-power eyepiece at first. The
planet will seem to boil and quiver,

but, hopefully, there will come a time

of relative stability in the atmosphere
and the tiny, dancing red object will

settle down. Be there when that hap-

pens, for the period of quiet will not

last long. The fuzzy, red bubble will

appear steady and clear and may show
a tiny white cap at its winter pole.

It is too much to hope that backyard
telescopes will be able to show either

the scattered green areas that appear
in a wide, irregular belt around the

equatorial regions of Mars or the

"canals." These are difficult to see

without professional instruments.

Jupiter is an exciting object for the

backyard observer and is not difficult

to find when it is favorably situated.

With good seeing conditions, the cloud

bands that mark the surface of Jupi-

ter's dense atmosphere should be vis-

ible, but the most fascinating feature

of Jupiter is its family of satellites.

Four of these, the largest of its twelve.

are easily seen, but not normally all

at once. Because the satellites are con-

tinually moving about Jupiter, one or

more of them are usually occulted by
Jupiter as they pass beyond it from our

point of view, or they are between us

and the planet and cannot be seen

against its bright surface.

Many almanacs will give the con-

figuration of Jupiter's satellites for

reasonably close time intervals, and
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"with luck, the observer may be able to

see one of them disappear behind Jupi-

ter or one suddenly emerge from its

passage beyond the planet. It will pay
the observer to stay with Jupiter on a

good night to watch the slow minuet of

these four bright satellites.

Saturn has always been the favorite

of backyard astronomers, for the great

golden ball of the planet surrounded

by its halo of slightly lighter gold rings

has been described as one of the truly

beautiful sights in nature. For the next

two or three years, however, the rings

will not be at their best. Although Sat-

urn's ring system has a diameter of

about 171,000 miles, the rings cannot

be as much as ten miles thick. Because

of Saturn's axial inclination and the

earth's position, Saturn presents its

ring system to us edge-on every fifteen

In three or four years, however, the

rings will be more open, and the back-

yard observer should easily see the tiny

black gap between the inner edge of

the rings and the planet. With excel-

lent seeing, Cassini's division, the

three-thousand-mile gap between the

two main segments of the ring system,

may be discerned. One and possibly

two of Saturn's satellites should be ap-

parent too—Japetus and Titan. Again,

under excellent conditions, the faint

cloud streaks that cross the surface of

Saturn's atmosphere may be made out.

Uranus and Neptune may be picked

up without too much difficulty when
they are well placed. The trick here is

to find them, and then to recognize

them when they are found. Uranus is

just at the border of theoretical naked-

eye visibility and presents a tiny, faint,

that of Uranus. It is in Libra, east o

Uranus, and in opposition this May.
Never mind Pluto. Even in the grea!

professional telescopes, Pluto is a tiny

faint dot. It can be identified only bi

its position and by its slight motioi

against the background of the stars.

Comets I

Instant astronomical fame await)

the observer who discovers a comett

The annual crop of about a dozeii

comets is not usually spectacular

These are the old stagers making theii

regularly appointed rounds, and mos
of them never attain sufficient bright

ness to be seen by backyard telescopes,

A fine, bright, startling comet ma-

move in, however, at any time.

Most of these visitors have been disi

covered by amateurs—backyard astrom

Peltier's Comet is one of many discovered

by amateurs. Leslie Peltier jound this

one and perhaps a dozen others in many
years of dedicated backyard observing.

years, or twice during its own slow

march around the sun. One of those

years was 1966, and for a brief time

the rings were practically invisible

even in the great telescopes, for any-

thing only ten miles wide simply can-

not be seen at a distance of nearly a

billion miles.

slightly greenish disk, with an appar-

ent diameter of about 4 seconds of arc.

It will not have the essential inner

visual vigor of the stars that will sur-

round it in the field of your telescope.

At the moment, Uranus is seen among
the stars of the western end of Virgo

and eastern end of Leo. It is in the

early morning sky this spring.

Neptune is even fainter and presents

a similar appearance, although its vis-

ible disk is less than half as large as

omers. Anyone owning and using

telescope is a potential discovere

From the nature of comets and of th

orbits they follow, they are more like]

to be found when they are near tlij

sun, for it is from the sun that the!

receive the energy that makes them bi
j

and visible. Sweep the western sky nes.j

the horizon as soon after sunset as ;j

feasible and cover the eastern horizol

in the morning before sunrise.
|

Begin your search as close to tl|'
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lorizon as seeing will permit, and
weep slowly across the sky, moving
long to take in the whole 180-degree
tretch of the horizon. Then raise the

nbe slightly, so that you will overlap
our previous track a little, and re-

erse your sweep. In this way, you will

over the entire region and. if some-
ling is there, you may see it. To rec-

iriiize your prey, you must be familiar

ilh the stars and other visible phe-
iimcna in the part of the sky you are
ivi ring. Study your charts before-

and and make a quick reference list

f the nebulae and clusters in the area
Du will be surveying. This may save
5U some excited trips to your charts

i you observe. In fact, Charles Mes-
er, the man who made the first cata-

igue of star clusters and nebulae
;arly 200 years ago, started out in this

ay—looking for comets. A comet, in

ie early stages of its excitation by the

in, may not have an appreciable tail.

It will be a faint, fuzzy object. Many
;bulae and star clusters are also

int, fuzzy objects without tails. Mes-
3r ran into these in his comet seeking,

id made a list to avoid disappoint-

ent and to prevent the loss of time
id eye-adaptation by constant referral

his charts. He did find many comets;
vertheless, he is famous, not for

em, but for his pioneer catalogue,

lis is known as serendipity, and it

uld happen to you.

Comets begin to brighten and to de-

lop their traditional tails when they

3 about 150 million miles from the

a. They may be faint, but they are

finitely not stars. If you believe you
ve caught one, be as certain as you
n by referring to charts with great
re. Determine the position of what
u have seen with reference to other
jects in the field and set down the
'estial co-ordinates and the times of

ur discovery as precisely as you can.

you have setting circles, note the

ordinates from them. Date your re-

ft, of course, and note the condition

the sky and the quality of the see-

;. If, after all this, you are still sure

1 have found a comet, telephone or

;graph all the details to the Harvard
liege Observatory, Cambridge, Mas-
husetts, the clearinghouse for this

t of information. Do not write. There

y be other eager amateurs also on
job and you must get in before the

h. The Ikeya-Seki comet of late

;ober, 1965, was found almost simul-

eously by two young Japanese ama-
jrs, each using a reflecting telescope

jiis own making. Airline pilots have
eral times reported the discovery of

lets, simply because in early morn-
or early evening flights, their occu-

ions placed them in favorable posi-

ts to see the critical part of the sky
he right time.

Two tigers

cannot live

on the

same hill."

— Old Chinese

Proverb

THE DEER AND THE TIGER
A Study of WUdlife in India
by George B. Schaller

This thorough scientific work covered a period of
nineteen months and provides a complete picture
of a large segment of Indian wildlife. Included are
the tiger, chital, barashingha, sambar, blackbuck,
gaur, leopard, jungle cat, sloth bear, striped hyena,
wild dog, bengal fox, jackal, and python. Data on
their geographical and ecological distribution,
population dynamics, general and social behavior,
reproductive seasons, communication, food habits^
and the response to man are included for the vari-
ous animals. Schaller is the author of The Moun-
tain Gorilla and The Year of the Gorilla. Thirty
photographs illustrate this study. $10.00

GENETICS AND THE SOCIAL
BEHAVIOR OF THE DOG
by John Paul Scott and John L. Fuller

Authoritative information on dog behavior, based on
nearly twenty years of research at the Jackson Labora-
tory. This is a classic in animal behavior literature.

$12.50

EVOLUTION AND MODIFICATION
OF BEHAVIOR
by Konrad Lorenz
Third Printing

The eminent zoologist and psychologist defends his

position regarding the concepts of "learned" and "in-
nate" elements of behavior — maintaining that a con-
trast of the two elements is misleading because they
are not mutually exclusive, as phylogenetically
acquired information is a basic prerequisite of any
learning process. $3.50

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
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plus closely related mineral descriptions

and identification tables make "sight identi-

fication" easy in this new book.

It enables you to identify common minerals — with-

out recourse to elaborate scientific equipment. The

photographs of some of the finest specimens avail-

able show you exactly what the minerals look like.

They were carefully selected to exhibit specific min-

erals features, such as characteristic crystal shape,

color, luster, cleavage, surface alteration, variation

in habit, and common mineral associations.

Stimulating discussions of many exciting aspects

of crystal growth and the physical and chemical

properties of minerals are also included.

3I6pagesp/us49fu//co;orp/ates. 8% x 9^/4. $11.95

Ask for VANDERS & KERR's MINERAL RECOGNITION at your booksellers or writ(

•lollll iVllCY & SSOIISy llIC* 605 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 1001

Lindblad Travel, Inc. announces
"On the Inca Road" --a unique 26- day

exploration of Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Argentina

On this meticulously planned ex-

pedition, we will trace the ancient
civilization of the Incas and their

conquerors, the Conquistadores.

The golden relics and mummified
remains of the warriors illustrate

a fascinating era dating back more
than 1500 years.

We will visit the descendants of

the Incas. Participate in their col-

orful fiestas. Observe their reli-

gious ceremonies. During the jour-

ney, Lindblad Travel will provide
for your every comfort. Cost com-
plete from New York; $1,835.00.

Departures monthly.

f^ail the coupon now for the brochure.

Send lo: LINDBLAD Travel In

139 East 55 St., New York, N. Y. 10022

IT-LT-3570

Nl

6o

Ne^v fron\ Lindblad Travel: an
expedition to the An\azon Basin

and Mato Grosso,

led personally by Andre RakoAvitsch

Our guide, who has lived in the
interior of Brazil for 16 years,
recommends this excursion .not
for the timid nor the tourist- but
for the adventurous explorer.

You will leave the legendary Mato
Grosso and green Amazon jungle
(with animals found nowhere else)

carrying memories and photo-
graphs of a world known to only a

handful of men.

Highlight of our 20-day journey: a
leisurely trip along the Araguaia
River in a "Safari Boatel" spe-
cially designed by l^r. Rakowitsch.
(Excellent fishing; bartering with
Indian tribes.) Cost complete from
New York: $2,135.00, Monthly de-
partures beginning in May.

"^'°aiNDBLAD Travel Inc.

139 East 55 St., New York. N Y
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LEAPIN' AMPHIBIANS!
IT'S BACK IN PRINT

Handhooh of
Salamanders

By SHERMAN C. BISHOP

"The appearance of this splendid
handbook removes another paradox
from American natural history. Sala-

manders, despite their great abun-
dance in many parts of the United
States, have been neglected by all but

a few specialists and popular books
about them have been nonexistent.
Now Dr. Bishop furnishes an excellent,

thoroughly documented treatise about
these little-known amphibians and
makes it possible for the most casual

layman to learn much concerning
them."— Fauna
Frontispiece, illustrations, maps.

596 pages. $12.50

Other Natural History-

Handbooks From Cornell

HANDBOOK OF FROGS AND TOADS
OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
By Albert Hazen Wright
and Anna Allen Wright
3rd Edition. Illustrations.

652 pages. $10.00

HANDBOOK OF LIZARDS: Lizards o{ the
United States and Canada
By Hobart M. Smith
Illustrations, maps. 578 pages. $10.00

HANDBOOK OF NATURE STUDY
By Anna Botsford Comstock
24th edition. Frontispiece, illustrations.

957 pages. $10.00

HANDBOOK OF SNAKES OF THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA
By Albert Hazen Wright
and Anna Allen Wright
Illustrations. 1,133 pages, two volumes

The set, $25.00

HANDBOOK OF TURTLES: The Turtles of
the United States, Canada, and Baja
California
By Archie Carr
Illustrations, maps, tables.

577 pages. $10.00

THE SPIDER BOOK
By John Henry Comstock. Revised and
Edited by W. J. Gertsch

Illustrations. 740 pages. $12.50

Cornell University Press
ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850

BOOKS IN REVIEW

Australia and the islands
By Hobart M. Van Deusen

Australia and the Pacific Islands,

by Allen Keast. Random House,
S20.00: 298 pp., illus. A Continent in

Danger, by Vincent Serventy. Reynal

& Company, $8.95; 240 pp., illus.

Many a Green Isle, by Judy Tudor.

Pacific Publications (Sydney), $3.92;

256 pp., illus.

HERE is one of the world's great

panoramas of islands: Australia,

the island continent (practically iden-

tical in size with the continental United

States) ; New Zealand with its fiords

and snow-capped mountains; New
Guinea, the largest tropical island in

the world; and some of the many thou-

sands of volcanic peaks, coral atolls,

and continental remnants that stud

the Pacific Ocean. This authoritatively

informative and beautifully illustrated

book is the latest in "The Continents

We Live On" series, so felicitously con-

ceived and published by Random
House. As the title page informs us,

it is '"a natural history." Fortunately

for the reader, whether casual or sci-

entific, the author, Allen Keast, has

long been one of the Pacific area's

finest naturalists. Through his eyes,

and with the aid of a meticulously

chosen group of pictures, we see quok-

kas and koalas, echidnas and platy-

puses, bowerbirds and kookaburras

numbats. wombats, and giant fruit bats,

golden wattles and snow gums, pen-

guins and seals, grass trees, kauri

pines, and tree ferns, petrels and alba

trosses, tree-climbing kangaroos, kaka^

pos, keas. and cuscuses. We have, then

a book that is at once a delight to

browse through and a valuable refer

ence source. The use of color photo

graphs is more than liberal, the quality

of the black-and-white pictures is high,

sectional relief maps keep the reader

well oriented (a scale with each map
would have been useful), scientific

names are given in addition to common
names, and there is an index. There

are many more species of Rhododen-
dron than the 48 species given (L.J.

Brass alone has discovered more than

this number), but mistakes like this

are understandable.

The residents of Melbourne, Sydney,

Adelaide, and Brisbane would have

visitors believe that their famous
coastal cities and surfing beaches are

Australia. But urban Australians are

now finding the fabulous "outback"

that the overland explorers, pastoral-

ists, graziers, and naturalists have been
praising for generations. They listen

with awakened interest to the verse of

"Banjo" Paterson, a famous Australian

balladeer:

The wattles are in bloom.

The breezes greet us as they pass

With honey-sweet perfume;

The parakeets go screaming by
With flash of golden wing;

And from the swamp the wild

ducks cry.

As Alan Moorehead in his Foreword
so aptly points out ". . . Australia is noli

a country that reveals itself very easily

or dramatically. . . . You must wait and
listen quietly . . . and then, little by

little, an awareness of another world'

which is antediluvian, shy, infinitely

subtle and sometimes a little sad. be-

gins to penetrate the mind. ... It is

the quietness and stillness of the lanci

that is so intriguing once you get usee,

to it. Nowhere else in the world car'

I remember this intense quality of time

,

lessness. . .
." As one who has for nearl)

twenty years "commuted" to AustraliJ

I can appreciate the truth of this genthl

instruction. With this admonition b;

Moorehead, and with Keast as a guid<

to the initially bewildering diversity o

unique flora and fauna, the visitor caj

see. with patience and intelligent plan

ning of his days (and nights, for man;

animals are nocturnal), many facets a :

the life of this isolated continent and tqf

the islands beyond.
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The Oxford
Book of

Flowerless

Plants
By F. H. Brightman, illustrated

by B. E. Nicholson. A com-
panion book to The Oxford Book
of Wild Flowers, this volume en-
ables the user to identify the
common seaweeds, fungi, mosses,
lichens, and ferns in Britain.
There are 96 pages in full color
with the relevant text on the
opposite page; at the end of the
book there is a section on classi-

fication, reproduction, and
growth. The book is arranged in
an ecological pattern, making
identification especially easy.

$10.00.

\C

A Sand
County
Almanac
With Other Essays on
Conservation from
"Round River"

By Aldo Leopold, n-itli illustra-

tions by Charles W. Schwartz,
and a new preface by Carolyn
and Luna Leopold. "It is a
beautiful job, and the addition of
the Round River essays was a
splendid idea. To me, Leopold
was one of the wisest and most
eloquently articulate of all our
conservationists, and 'The Alma-
nac' was his testament. We who
are trying to carry on the job
are all, in one degree or another,
his disciples. . . . More than a
classic — it is a basic and endur-
ing statement of principles that
should guide our whole conser-
vation program. Besides — and
this makes it a rare achievement
— Aldo Leopold was a highly
gifted writer."

— Hal Borland $6.50

At all bookstores

^OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
"^ ' New York

Man does not live by landscape alone
(although this would be open to debate
in parts of Australia and on many of

the Pacific islands! ). Of late, his ap-

preciation of the land and sea has be-

come more sophisticated as he begins
to look beyond the facies of the macro-
habitats, and to fathom the intricacies

of the many interlocking webs of life.

A Continent in Danger is more than
a dramatic, interest-catching title; it is

a simple statement of fact about Aus-
tralia. Serventy's main concern is the

future of wildlife in his country, but
basically this is the story of habitats,

many of which are today threatened
with partial or complete destruction. In
the twentieth century, man with his ad-

vanced technology is an uncertain and
unpredictable neighbor in the natural
world. Population and economic pres-

sures dictate constant physical and
chemical attack on the land. Man has
still to relearn the lesson of many of

his primitive forebears who lived in a
reasonable balance with nature. And
in the meantime he is losing or destroy-

ing irreplaceable plants and animals
that constitute his heritage.

Serventy introduces his readers to

the Australian fauna with brief descrip-

tions of the monotremes, or egg-laying
mammals, the famed marsupials, the
native bats, rodents, reptiles, birds, and
marine mammals. Many of these ani-

mals are shown in striking color and
black-and-white photographs. But this

book is much more than a faunal intro-

duction. We learn which animals are
endangered, and are given a truthful

picture of the circumstances leading up
to the present critical situation. No
punches are pulled, and herein lies one
of the great virtues of Serventy's writ-

ing. He gives an admirable summing-
up of the conservation picture as it

exists today in Australia.

Another strength of this volume is

the detailed reference to the studies of
biologists who are not only working on
the life histories of native animals but
who are also assessing and surveying
the impact of man and his domestic
stock (and introduced exotics) on the
land and on the indigenous fauna and
flora. J. H. Calaby, for example, has
just published one of the most impor-
tant papers ever written in this field

in Australia. After having completed a

field survey of the mammals in a 1.500-

square-mile district of northeastern

New South Wales, Calaby states, "It

is of considerable significance to mam-
mal conservation in Australia that such
a rich and varied fauna [45 indigenous

species] can still be found in an area

with a long history of European econo-

mic exploitation, and there is no doubt
that this situation is largely accounted

for by the combination of State Forests

and the local form of management of

The Stars

A New Way to See Them
Eighth Printing, Revised

H. A. Rey

With this guide, first pub-
lished in 1952 and by now a

classic, H. A. Rey has created

a revolution in practical star

recognition.

The book jacket unfolds
into a map of the sky meas-
uring 22 by 26 inches, and
contains directions for turn-

ing the map into a rotating

star finder. Detailed constel-

lation drawings, 40 sky
chartS) diagrams, map. $6.00

A Field Guide

to Western

Reptiles and

Amphibians

Robert C. Stebbins

In this guide will be found
marks and descriptive infor-

mation for all species of sala-

manders, frogs, toads, turtles,

lizards, and snakes in the

area west of the eastern
boundaries of New Mexico,
north to the Arctic Circle.

Over 1100 illustrations, 400
in full color, distribution
maps. $4.95

Houghton Mifflin Company

Publishers
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Follow the wild animals

that made these tracks!

^^W '

See how they live, hunt, hide,

train their young. All in these

LIVING WORLD BOOKS

The tracks pictured above are made by a
raccoon and a deer. You'll find them and
the whole story of each animal, observed
and photographed in the wilds, in Living
World Books. Each of these celebrated
books deals with a single species, observed
throughout the entire year. Habits and
habitat are fully described and illustrated

in each book with 100 spectacular photos.
Order on the money-back coupon.

1. WORLD OF THE

RACCOON
Leonard

Lee Rue, III

2. WORLD OF THE

WHITE-TAILED

DEER
Leonard

Lee Rue, III

3. WORLD OF THE

BOBCAT
Joe Van Wormer

4. WORLD OF THE

BLACK BEAR
Joe Van Wormer

5. WORLD OF THE

PORCUPINE
David F. Costello

6. WORLD OF THE

BEAVER
Leonard

Lee Rue, III

^,1^' 7. WORLD OF THE

. COYOTE
',. Joe Van Wormer

WORLD OF THE

WOODCHUCK
W. J. Schoonmaker

[
—— Money-back coupon »

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY N-3-67
East Washinglon Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Please send me postpaid the Living World
books whose numbers I have circled below. If
I am not entirely satisfied, I may return any
book in 10 days for full refund.

n close $_

5 6 7 8

-(Price 54.95 each)

(Pa., N. Y., Calif.,

|2"!_'

nd Tenn. add state sales

private and leasehold land for beef pro-

duction." Calaby's study and similar

ones made on other continents prove

that man and a considerable portion

of the native fauna can live side by

side if intelligent attention is paid to

proper land use. Serventy outlines such

a plan for action; he pleads for the

preservation noiv of large and small

tracts of natural bushland. He is a

practical optimist: '"We must face the

opposition, not with abuse but with rea-

soned argument. But with passion too.

because we believe that in the realm

of nature lies sanity and refreshment

for all. Our aim must be to convert,

to educate, until all can reach the stage

of sophistication where scenery, ani-

mals and plants are an essential part

of living, of true recreation."

Judy Tudor has long been my favor-

ite writer on the Pacific scene. No more
honest, witty, and penetrating writer

has so deftly chronicled the often

strange and tangled events of the South

Pacific islands. Keast has introduced us

to the physical aspects of these varied

islands. One will find no natural history

in Many a Green Isle, but Mrs. Tudor
lays bare man and nation and the po-

litical and economic motivation behind
the events of recent years in the Pacific.

In this volume. New Guinea, Fiji,

French Polynesia, and the Cook Islands

receive the major share of her atten-

tion. This book is required and delight-

ful reading.

Hobart M. Van Deusen is the Assistant

Curator, Archbold Collections, at The
American Museum of Natural History.

A Draught of Fishes, by F. D. Om-
manney. Thomas Y. Crowell, $6.95;

254 pp., illus.

EACH year commercial fishermen

catch between fifty and sixty mil-

lion tons of fish, more than two-thirds

of which is eaten by man. The most

serious deficiency in the world's diet

today is in its animal protein food—

a

component that in most places can be

provided economically only by the sea.

And so the search for new fisheries goes

on, especially around those undevel-

oped countries where, as it happens,

the lack of animal protein is most acute

and marine fisheries are least well de-

veloped. Dr. Ommanney knows well the

frustrating trials and tribulations that

accompany this kind of economic pro-

selytism. Finding exploitable stocks of

fish is less than half the battle; tradi-

tion and impecuniosity are the real ad-

versaries to be overcome. As officer in

charge of exploratory fishing in the In-

dian Ocean and the western Pacific,

the author had plenty of opportunity to

see a variety of fishes and men in ac-

tion, and he recounts his adventures

and misadventures with verve and
equanimity.

Interspersed among these vivid ac-

counts of commercial fishing around
the world is information on many as-

pects of the natural history of fishes.

Some, such as schooling, feeding, mi-

grations, and shark behavior, are of

obvious importance to fishermen; oth-

ers—protective coloration, pain and
sleep in fishes, and deep-sea life—are of

j

perennial interest to the layman. This 1

blending of personal experience, nat-

ural history, and practical fishery prob-

lems makes A Draught of Fishes dif-

ferent from any of the other popular

books on fish. Dr. Ommanney is to be
congratulated on the skill with which
he has made his volume into a sort of

popular primer on up-to-date fishery

biology without any textbook overtones,
j

.Tames W. AtzJ
The American Museum

Shell Collecting: An Illustrated
History, by S. Peter Dance. University

of California Press, $10.00; 344 pp.,

illus.

Many of the reasons for today's spec-

tacular rise in the popularity ofi

conchology are found in this charming
and detailed history of shell collecting

from the pre-Christian era to the twen-

tieth century. Known to the French as

La Belle Science and to the English as

the Queen of the Natural Sciences, the

study of shells, as well as the people

associated with the hobby, is enter-

tainingly dealt with by the author.

The excitement of the chase is in the

accounts of the voyages of Captain

Cook, Sir Joseph Banks, and Captain

William Bligh, all of whom were shell

collectors. Rare and beautiful shells

reached European markets during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

and many fabulous public auctions

were held in London, Amsterdam, and
Paris. Some cones and cowries fetched

sums exceeding a thousand dollars.

Most famous of the lady collectors

was the second Duchess of Portland'

(1714-1785), who amassed a huge col-

lection, was known to have breakfast'

occasionally with King George III, and
who finally ran herself into debt be-i

cause of her social and shell-collecting!

excesses. Dean of collectors was Hugh'

Cuming (1791-1865). who brought'

back thousands of new species from the)

South Seas and Philippines, and who
was unique in having personally picked

up two live Glory-of-the-Sea cones.

The thirty-five plates in this book

contain portraits of sixteen well-known

European collectors, such as Martin

Lister (1638-1712), Arthur Adam;
(1820-1878), and James Melvill (1845'

1929). Photographs of some of th^

choice specimens found today in the

British Museum show the beauty o:
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I jch species as the Imperial Harp, List-

I r's Conch, and the Prince Cowrie. An

I

ppendix lists the shell collections of
'

lientific importance and their present

ications. Mr. Dance has done an admi-

ible job of condensing and document-

iig a wealth of historical information.

R. Tucker Abbott
Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia

HE Life of the Forest, by Jack Mc-
ormick. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

i.95; 232 pp., illus. The Olympic
AIN Forest, by Ruth Kirk and Johsel

amkung. University of Washington

ress, $6.95; 86 pp., illus.

rHE first of these books, a recent

title in McGraw-Hill's "Our Living

'^orld of Nature" series, is particu-

rly suited for supplemental or as-

gned reading at the high school level.

It it is also readable coverage of the

ibject for almost anyone. The book's

ope is North America north of

exico. The forest community as a

rnamic ecotone is discussed at length;

ere is a section on the effect of the

asons on various forms of life and

le on the major forest region, as well

a miscellany of information in an

pendix, a short but useful glossary.

Id an index. Color is used abundantly

d usually well. The printing is good

d the book, being well bound in

ong boards, will withstand hard use.

A feature that appeals to me are

Dse diagrams that show seasonal

anges in the duration of daylight, the

atomy of a tree, and forest products,

nong the outstanding full-page color

olographs are a drumming grouse,

:innamon-phase black bear, sequoias,

d the Olympic Rain Forest.

In planning a book having textbook

vor, if the question were to arise

lether to fill a spot with something

inly colorful (to increase color-im-

:t on user or buyer?) or something

;h fewer reds (but which would
d to the information-impact), I

uld prefer the latter. For example,
' book has a double-page spread of

•umn in Vermont and, farther on,

jther of autumn in the Great

lokies. Both convey much the same
|ormation—the fall season within the

stern Forest Region. A map shows
Boreal (coniferous) Forest Region
be much bigger than the Eastern.

»re information coverage—although
er square inches of vivid color—
lid have been included if, instead of

umn in the Smokies, there had been
ne panorama of the Boreal Forest,

^gain, as regards this type of book,

re is probably no point in labeling

ch illustrations are "straight" shots,

ch are of unconfined tame animals
aving "naturally," which are of ani-

Men and Pandas
by Ramona and Desmond Morris, the authors of

Men and Snakes and Men and Apes

For years an almost legendary mys-
tery beast, a puzzle to zoologists,

and the object of sentimental vener-

ation, the panda has achieved in-

credible popularity. In the third book
of their fascinating series, the
Morrises explore the peculiarities of

the species, its bizarre eating
habits, its short but exciting history,

and the startling relationship of

panda to man. $7.95

"The book contains a wealth of

worthwhile information ... It should

certainly have wide appeal to the

intelligent general reader as well as

the specialist."

—James N. Layne,

Associate Professor of Zoology,

Cornell University

The Bird Watcher's
America

edited byOlinSewall Pettingiii, Jr.

In this handsome volume, forty-four

of our leading naturalists including

Sutton, Peterson, Cruickshank,
Krauseand Bodsworth, introduce
you to some of the best places to

find birds in the United States and
Canada. Each author, writing in his

own individual style, tells of one or

more of his favorite haunts and their

ornithological attractions. Every
chapter will thoroughly delight the

armchair bird watcher and arouse
in the adventuresome a new desire

to travel and seek for himself some
of the rich experiences of bird

watching. Illustrated. $7.50

At all bookstores, or send us the

coupon below.

'"''''.".V^"un„s

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 20th floor, 330 West 42 Street, New York 10035

Please send me:

n The Bird Watcher's America @ $7.50 D Men and Snakes @ $6.95

n Men and Pandas @ $7.95 D Men and Apes @ $7.95

After a 10 day examination I may return this book for full refund. My
payment includes sales tax where required.

Check enclosed Bill me D C.O.D.
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For everyone who
loved Elsa the lioness,

the stars of the film

Born Free
tell the exciting,

funny, wonderful story

of living with and learning

to love the wild

lions who played Elsa

and her friends for

the cameras in Kenya.

ON PLAYING
WITH LIONS
By Virginia McKenna

and Bill Travers
Illustrated with 107 photographs

A Helen and Kurt Wolff Book

$3.95 [^ HARCOURT, BRACE & WORLD

Jfamilj)

arms
Direct from England

genuinely embla-

zoned from old

records filed under

100,000 British & Eu-

ropean surnames. In relief

and full colour on immaculate OAK
WALL SHIELDS for mural decoration.

7"x6" $ 9.00 14" X 12" $25.00
12" X 10" $20.00 22"xl8" $40.00

postpaid. Your check is returned if the Arms
cannot be traced. School, Ship, Regimental

Shields, Trade Marks, etc., similarly repro-

duced. Write Britain direct. Dept. NH.

YORK INSIGNIA LTD., YORK, ENGLAND

BEECH CLIFF ?S[??s^

High Adventure in heart of

MAINE'S CANOE COUNTRY.
Small groups — Boys ages 14-17.

Base camp Mt. Desert, Maine nr.

Bar Harbor. Stimulating & Action-

filled trips—lakes, rivers, Allagash,

St. John (white water) inc. instruc-

tion in Swim., Survival, Nat. Sci-

ences, Archaeology, photog, 8 wk.
camp — 6'/2 wk. tripping. Exp.
Leadership — 14th Season. Write:

C. A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd.,

Concord, Mass.-617-369-4095

mals subject to physical restraint (such

as being confined in cages), and which

are thoroughly contrived. (There are

some readers who care about these

matters, although many could not care

less.) There are numerous fine pictures

that fall in the first category. Probably

the mountain lion burying a carcass

and the fox with a dead rabbit are

representatives of the second. The
fisher is an example of the third. As to

the fourth, what is the statistical like-

lihood of a photographer getting—in

focus, in color, with motion stopped—

a "straight" shot of a lynx pouncing on

a jumping hare? Even if—and it is in-

deed a big IF—the photographer did

succeed in beating the overwhelming

statistical odds against him, the result

appears to be phony. A photo showing

where a lynx had fed on its natural prey

is not difficult to take and, although less

theatrical, conveys the same biological

information just as effectively.

The Olympic Rain Forest is a differ-

ent sort of book. It contains a well-

written essay on the nature and beauty

of this largely still-unspoiled northwest-

ern wilderness and the impact on it of

man (with hope that this will not in-

crease). A forest that grows where

precipitation is heavy and relatively

constant is not a particularly colorful

subject. There are, however, eight

pages of color in the book. The first of

these, featuring a single large spruce,

conveys a hint of the physical dimen-

sions of this unique forest. The numer-

ous fine black-and-white photographs

are dark; a reader unfamiliar with rain

forests might think that they were

overinked in printing, but they are a

faithful rendering of a cloudy, wet en-

vironment where the light that does

succeed in penetrating is absorbed

more than reflected. These pictures are

mostly close-ups, as of ferns and of rain-

drops on leaves, and others are of mid-

dle distance. A few large photos of a

panoramic nature, which would have

conveyed a feeling of the over-all gran-

deur of these forested slopes, would
have been welcome.

Ralph S. Palmer
University of the State of New York

The Territorial Imperative, by Rob-

ert Ardrey. Atheneum, §6.95; 390 pp.,

illus.

IT
is now fashionable for writers to

use researches into animal behavior

as the subject of major treatises di-

rected toward the interpretation of hu-

man behavior. Scientists frequently are

enthusiastic supporters of such writers,

but unfortunately they cannot antici-

pate the disastrous misuse of their

work, so clearly exemplified by Robert

Ardrey in The Territorial Imperative.

Ardrey has grabbed onto behavioral

One Purple Martin devoi

think what 14 families can dol Martin
dwellers, we've designed ours to hold a whole i

They'll return year after year—invite them now.
' " for easy cleaninK. Moi

wood post. Of select exterior plywood,
for easy assembly and paint. 20M:" H. 16" W. 2G

$19.50 Ppd. Add $1.50 West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PI

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No,
Immediate Delivt

Money-Back Gtu

YIELD HOli
Dept. NH3-7 1

North Conway. N.H.I

HACKMATAC
CAMP FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

INTERESTED IN

SCIENCE AND NATURAL HISTORY

A wonderful spot for -youngsters y

years of age! Here in the beaut
Berkshires our special facilities c

expert staff is ready to help those

terested in natural history subje

Geology, botany, birds, conservoti

the sky, and all that lives in the ea
the air and water.

Swimming, riding, shop, crafts, d(

farm activities.

Eight week season only

• Write about your child to

GEORGE F. DILLMA
OTIS, MASS,

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS
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j

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail,!

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Ca^

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, 0;

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tan
Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), J

Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mand
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightin
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pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Wax
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or

j

Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Ani

Chess Sets.

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd., Wilmington, Del.



adies and theories (mainly those of

B ethologists) and has exploited them

order to convince himself and his

aders that man is instinctively aggres-

'e, evil, cruel, and a killer by nature

nan's behavior being dictated by his

olutionary history, in particular by

frahuman animals that show terri-

ial and aggressive behavior. Implicit

his use of the concept of territoriality

aggression. In a way, the author's

se of conscience in his manipulation
' research findings is the fault of the

entists. We have not sufficiently ed-

ited the lay public, particularly men
e Ardrey, to understand and to re-

set the limits of scientific discovery.

d so because of naivete and lack of

owledge, Ardrey can justify his

ses in selecting researches on terri-

iality and other behavior he consid-

pertinent, such as homing, to sup-

•t his arguments about man's hostile

1 aggressive biological nature. He
ries out his theme by citing case

dies of researches on the territorial

lavior of a number of birds and

mmals during the breeding season,

descriptions are beautiful; they

i lucidly, using eloquent phrases

liantly conjured to infer the human-
qualities of his non-human sub-

;s. For example, he glibly compares

simple and stereotyped behavior

terns of the planarian worm to the

iplex and highly plastic behavior of

1. After he describes the reaction of

anarian worm to a familiar feeding

and, he immediately moves on to

I's feeding preferences and sums up
argument with what studies of

larian worms can tell us about

let agriculture. He cites researches

iticklebacks, comparing their fight-

with that of prize fighters and small

s. The courtship of bowerbirds is

ted to human courtship, and terri-

ility in gulls is the acknowledge-

It

of "man's demand of privacy and
«." When an animal is non-terri-

il, its survival is threatened. Ard-

3 excuse for the decline of the

ipanzee is that they are non-terri-

il, consequently non-aggressive,

therefore unable to retain any
hold in their natural environment,

ements such as these show that the

or has shallow comprehension of

many-faceted and highly complex
actions of animals with environ-

t. There are many errors in inter-

ation of researches, although the

arches themselves may be presented

rately. His biggest and most seri-

jMjoroblem is his high jumping, when
aps from studies of animals that

' limited behavioral repertoire to

nalysis of man, whose behavioral

rtoire is vast, whose behavioral

icity has not reached its fullest

itial, and whose behavior is a re-

sult not only of biological inheritance

but also of his life experience and his

cultural heritage. Ardrey cannot equate

the behavior of man with the behavior

of infrahuman animals. He is unaware
of an important concept in biology, the

concept of levels of integration, suc-

cinctly stated by Novikoff in 1945, "new
levels of complexity are superimposed

on the individual units by the organi-

zation of these units into a single sys-

tem. What were wholes on one level,

become parts on a higher one. Each
level of organization possesses unique

properties of structure and behavior

which, though dependent on the prop-

erties of the constituent elements, ap-

pear only when these elements are

combined in the new system. Knowl-

edge of the [behavioral] laws of the

lower level is necessary for a full under-

standing of the higher level, yet the

unique properties of the higher level

cannot be predicted, a priori, from the

[behavioral] laws of the lower level."

Had Ardrey studied animals in terms

of levels of organization, he would have

been unable to write this book.

It's a pity that the end result of this

talented writer's personal tour de force

is not a real contribution toward the

popularization and recognition of the

importance of behavioral science in our

lives. Scientists need men like Ardrey
on their side. With his brilliant, per-

suasive style he could serve mankind
better by showing that researches can

give hope instead of despair.

Evelyn Shaw
The American Museum

New Guides

The Oxford book of Flowerless Plants,

by F. H. Brightman. Oxford University

Press, 110.00; 208 pp., illus.

A Field Guide to Western Reptiles and
Amphibians, by Robert C. Stebbins.

Houghton Mifflin Co., $4.95; 279 pp.,

illus.

The Wild Flowers of California, by
Mary Elizabeth Parsons. Dover Publi-

cations, $2.25; 425 pp., illus.

Seashore Plants of Southern Califor-
nia and Seashore Plants of North-
ern California, by E. Yale Dawson.
University of California Press, $1.75

each; 101 and 103 pp. respectively, illus.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.
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ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, 4tli to 7th Century
A.D., these terracotta lamps used by early
Christians were excavated in what is today
Southern Syria. With varied design^—some
have a cross motif—they make unique ar-
chaeological display pieces for home and
office. A superb all-occasion gift! As a gen-
uine "Gift from Antiquity" these lamps
will illuminate hours of stimulating and
thoughtful conversation. Mounted on walnut
base with parchment certificate of authen-
ticity $10.00

Lamps with cross motif (limited number
available) $23.00

FREE Gift Catalog!
. . . illustrating Jewelry^ Weapons, Coins,
Buddhas, Roman Gloss, Figurines and more!
ALSO AVAILABLE: ... 48 page catalog with
many antiquities in four-color illustrations.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-3E, 648 9th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036

Seo^'^
Free
Spring
Catalog

Just Off the
Press

Fully illus-
trated 100
pages of camp-
ing specialties,

fishing tackle,

clothing and
j
footwear for
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en. Featuring
practical out-

door items,
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J,
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ture.

L. L. BEAN, INC.

276 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

Fishing, Camping and Hunting Specialties

CATCH ANIMAL
RAIDERS!
Take them alive

and unhurt!
Foolproof HAVA-
HART traps capture squirrels, rabbits, wood-
chucks, mice, rats, opossums, skunks, animal
nuisances of all kinds. Take mink, coon without
injury to animal or pelt. Sizes for all needs.
Easy to use. No jaws or springs to break. Harm-
less to children, pets, poultry. Galvanized; many
in use 20 years. Write for practical guide with
trapping information.

HAVAHART
158-R Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and
price list.
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4-WAY "HUMMER" FEEDER
Hummingbirds, those jewel-like rascals, love to

play and sip 4-at-a-time at the one and only
"Hummy-Bird Bar"* (See actual photo). Other
birds or bees can't reach the sugarwater. Drip-
less, rustless, so easy to clean! The heart-

warming gift for yourself, family, friends (and
Hummingbirds!) for all occasions. Money back
guarantee. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 2i(t post-

age. In Calif, add 12«' tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N Apperson
St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042 (Makers of

the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for fun-loving
Orioles!

)

Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, sl<is, an(J camping

equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2067J SPORTS BUILDING

TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

.RROW
CANOE TRIPS

60 young men, ages 11 to 18. Five trip

groups placed according to age and ex-

perience. Seven weeks (six weeks Junior

Group). Separate Survival and Ecology

groups. Series of lake, white water, &
mtn. trips in Maine. Allagash, St. John,

St. Croix River, Grand Lake-Machias,

Katahdin. Base camp located on Grand

Lake, Maine.

Campcraft training. One week post sea-

son work camp. Quaker leadership.

FAMILY CANOE TRIPS
PLANNED AND OUTFITTED

Write: George N. Darrow
780 Millbrook Lane

Haverford, Penna. 19041

Phone: area code 215 Ml 2-8216

Suggested
Additional Reading

THE MYTH OF THE
SACRED COW

Man, Culture, and Animals: The
Role of Animals in Human Eco-

logical Adjustments. A. Leeds and

A. Vayda. American Association for

the Advancement of Science, Wash-

ington, 1965.

The Subsistence Role of Cattle

Among the Pakot and in East

Africa. H. Schneider. American

Anthropologist, Vol. 59, pages 278-

300. 1957.

Eat Not This Flesh. F. J. Simoons.

University of Wisconsin Press, Madi-

son, 1961.

DAWN RENDEZVOUS
ON THE LEK

Saga of the Sage. C. W. Schwartz.

Natural History, Vol. 59, pages 369-

373, 1950.

The Evolution of Bowerbirds. E. T.

Gilliard. Scientific American, Vol.

209, pages 38-46, 1963.

The Vanishing Sharp-tail. W.
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pages 167-171, 1946.

SURTSEY
Volcanoes. F. M. Bullard. University

of Texas Press, Austin, 1962.

Whirlwinds Produced by the Erup-

tion of Surtsey Volcano. S. Thora-

rinsson and B. Vonnegut. Bulletin of

the American Meteorological Soci-

ety, Vol. 45, No. 8, pages 440-443,

1964.

DEATH'S HEAD,
CHERUB, URN AND WILLOW

Graven Images: New England Stone-

carving and Its Symbols, 1650-

1815. A. I. Ludwig. Wesleyan
University Press, Middletown, 1966.

Over Their Dead Bodies: Yankee
Epitaphs and History. T. C. Mann
and J. Greene. Stephen Greene Press,

Brattleboro, 1962.

The New England Mind: From
Colony to Province. P. Miller.

Harvard University Press, Cam-

bridge, 1953.
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144-177 and 221-245, 1946.

Predation on Big Game in East
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out upkeep. Write for free 48-page Gre|

house Gardening Catalog #742.
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EASY TO DO
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EASY TO SELL . .

.

because your creations a

different — no two need
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spare time . .

.
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you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the
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MAIL
ORDER SHOPPINC MART

A selection of products available by mail for reocJers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

3" Astronomical Telescope

See the staj-s, moon, phases of Venus,
planets close up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-
nized and overcoated 3" diameter f/IO pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Equartorial
mount with locks on both axes. Equipped
with 60X eyepiece and mounted Barlow
lens. 3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod.

Included FREE: "STAR CHART": 272-
uage '-HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS";
"HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE"
book. S29.95 ppd. Order No. 85,050E.
Edmund Scientitic Co.. Barrington, New
Jersey 08007.

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor
Projects illustrations up to 3" x 3'/a"—en-
larges them to 35" x 30" if screen is 6V2 «.
from projector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-
rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug
included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not in-
cluded. Size 12" X 8" X 4'/2" wide. Weight
I ib. 2 ozs. Plastic case. $7.95 ppd. Order
stock No. 70,I99E. Edmund Scientific Co..
Barrington. New Jersey 08007.

4S^

Giant Surplus Balloons
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stopperi
for stcres, terrific tor amateur meteorolo
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation
" eat backyard fun. Exciting beach attrac
tio Amateui to

Made of heavy black rubber. Inflati
vacuum cleaner or auto air (

available helium for high
1

$2.00 Ppd. Order Stock
Edmund Scientific Co.. Ba

d temp.

ington. N.J. Edtr

New Model Digital Computer
e problems, tell fortunes, play games

I miniature version of giant electronic
n! Adds, subtracts, multiplies, shifts,
plements, carries, memorizes. Colored
tic parts easily assembled. 12" x S'/i"

W. Incl. step -by-step assembly dia-
ns, 32-p. instruction book covering
ation. computer language (binary sys-
) programming problems &. 15 experi-
ts. $5.98 Ppd. Order No. 70.683E.
lund Scientific Co.. Barrington. N.J.

Accurate Home Weafher Sfofion

Handsome "Weather Station" highly sen-
sitive to weather changes. Thermometer
accurate to ±2%; barometer to ±.025",
hygrometer to ±5%. Foretells weather
changes from 12 to 24 hrs. in advance. Per-
fect gift—excellent for teaching weather
phenomena. Mounted on wood-grained wall
panel IS'/j" x 5%". Meter cases heavily
metalized. High-precision dials in etched
aluminum. Full Instructions. $9.95. Order
No. 70,607E. Edmund Scientific Co.. Bar-
rington, New Jersey 08007.

Car of the Future Here Now?
One of most impressive science toys we've
seen. Low friction air car rides a fraction
of an inch over any surface, including water.
Graphically demonstrates same principles
that apply to Ford's and Curtiss-Wrights
new wheelless aircars. Sturdy red and yellow
plastic. 8" wide, 9" deep, 2" high with 4"
propeller. Operates on 2 flashlight batteries
(not incl.). 48" control line, battery case.
$2.98 Ppd. Order No. 70,307E. Edmund
Scientific Co., Barrington. New Jersey

Wff'n Proof-Gomes Of logic

Practice abstract thinking and math logic.
Developed by Yale prof. If you think learn-
ing should bo fun, try WFF'N PROOF
brain- to- brain combat! 21 games of pro-
gressive difficulty. Starts with simple games
mastered by 6-year-Dlds, ends with subtle
logic to challenge professional logicians.
SV2" X 53/4'- . -

Terrible Lizards—Monstrous Mammals
Explore the fascinating prehistoric world
of dinosaurs 200,000,000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed
in sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Brontosaurus.
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex. Wooly Mammoth—range in size from 2" to 6". Also inst. to
build your own dinosaur land and Wonder
Book. $5.00 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,8I7E
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington New
Jersey 08007.

ti *' i# n^

Crystal Growing Kit

Do a crystallography project— illustrate with
large beautiful ciystals you grow yourself.
Study &. demonstrate factors affecting
growth, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-
metry, etc. Incl. book "Crystals & Crystal
Growing" plus generous supply of chemicals

7 large display crystals (cle;

pie. blu green and red). t.50

think
ent puzzles to pri

and stimulate ability 1

Animals and geometric torms. Take them
apart and reassemble them. Lots of fun for
the whole family—young and old. Will test
skill, patience and ability to solve problems.
Order yours now. $3.00 Ppd. Order Stock
No. 70.205E. Edmund Scientific Company.
Barrington, New Jersey 08007,

Science Treasure Chest
Hundreds of thrilling experiments plus a
Ten Lens Kit to make telescopes, micro-
scopes, etc. Incl.: extra powerful magnets,
polarizing filters, compass, one-way mirror
film, diffraction grating, many other items,
$5.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.342E
Deluxe Chest: Above plus crystal growing
kit, electric motor, molecular set. and lots
more. $10.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.343E.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New
Jersey 08007.

^,

^

Ne
cket-Size Microscope, Telescope
Amazing 2-in-] combination of 50-

power microscope and lO-power telescope in
one precision instrument. No larger than a
fountain pen — extra sharp focus at any
range. Handy for sports (brings distant
objects 10 times closer)—explore fascinating
world of microscopic organisms. Imported.
$4.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 30.059E. Ed-
mund Scientific Co.. Barrington, New Jersey
08007.

icked

Gianf Free Catalog
pletely new 1967 Catalog 148 pages

early 4 000 unusual bargains,
cuing new categories Many new items.
)'s of charts, illustrations. Many hard-
get war surplus bargains. Enormous selec-
n of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars,
gnets, magnifiers, prisms, photo com-
lents, etc. For hobbyists, experimenters,
-kshops. Shop by mail. No salesman will
I. Write for Catalog "E" to Edmund
entific Co., Barrington. N.J. 08007.

New Hydropon,
Now grow orchids roses, tulips etc in
office, home or classroom WITHOUT SOIL
Portable hydroponic grower has automatic
feeding system — just flick switch 1 mm

lintenance. Planting bed
6" 21'.'

ies (not
I

instructioi
Vitalizer
supply).

Operates on 4 "D" batter-
pply of vitalizer

$39.95 Ppd. Order No. 80,094E
only (max. 16 week

id.)

No. 60.57IE. $1.95 Ppd. Edrr
Co.. Barrington. Nc

Brand new' Crystal-clear
viewing—7 power Every optical element is
coated An excellent night glass—the size
recommended for satellite viewing. Individ-
ual eye focus. Exit pupil 7 mm. Approx.
field at 1.000 yds. is 376 ft. Carrying Case
included. American 7 x 50's normally cost
$274.50. Our war surplus price saves you
real money. $74.80 Pstd. (tax included).
Order Stock # I544E. Edmund Scientific
Co.. Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

New Popular
Here are Edmund
toys and cunositie;
cost package Hour;
Perfect gift it.

Science Fun Chesr
i 9 top selling science
in one fascinating low-
of fun Bargains galore

eter, Bob-
cury Puzzle; 1

Burning Glass; Magnetic Dog & Spin-
Ball; Diffraction Grating; Pik-up

; Booklet. "Astronomy and You". $5.50
Order Stock No. 70.787E. Edmund

tific Co.. Barrington. New Jersey



Wilma Marsh was a"nurse"when she was seven.

Now she's a nurse...for real...at General Motors.

There was a big difference be-

tween playing nurse and Wilma
Marsh's first day as a nurse's

aide at St. Joseph's Hospital in

Flint, Michigan. When ordered to

give a patient a bath, she fainted.

Coming out of it, Wilma heard the

doctor's remark, "This kid is never

going to make it as a nurse."

That's when she made up her

mind. "Wilma will make it!"

That was some 12 years ago,

and Wilma has been in nursing

ever since. Upon graduation from

St. Joseph's she worked there

for about 10 years. Now she's

a full-time nurse at one of the

Buick plant's 12 medical stations.

Her work is providing on-the-

spot nursing service to employes
with medical problems. Like all

GM nurses, Wilma works under

a doctor's guidance. She is well

trained, capable, experienced and

dedicated to her profession.

Nurses like Wilma Marsh are

very special people at GM.

General Motors is people making better things for you.
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^Sadly, many of the photographic

ohservational records gathered by
,

late Harald Stumpke during his cc^

prehensive study of Rhinograderj

were lost with the annihilation of the,

land of Hi-yi-yi. It is fortunate h<

ever, that Dr. Stiimpke, who had b>

curator of the Museum of the Dar

Institute of Hi-yi-yi, had the foresi

to leave a copy of his only compie

work on the snouters with Gew

Steiner before embarking on his f^

voyage. It is from this book, Bau i

Leben der Rhinogradentia, transla

by Professor Leigh Chadwick, that

:

excerpt for April is taken. Profe^

Steiner is a zoologist who received

doctorate from the University of 1

delberg in 1931. His primary fielc

research is sense physiology.

Morton H.Levine recently retui

to the small French village of Ma(

for another field session in his st

of the isolation of the Basque pec

His research is sponsored by the

partment of Anthropology of

American Museum of Natural His

and by a grant from the National

ence Foundation. Dr. Levine, who

Senior Anthropologist and Assoi

Professor at Vassar College, rece<

a Ph.D. in anthropology from Harv

He has concentrated on the stud

art and culture, which was the sul

of his thesis and is also the suliject

book Dr. Levine is preparing for i|

dom House.

Carl Cans, author of "The Ch'r

leon," is Professor of Biology a'
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ite University of New York at Buf-

and is a Research Associate in the

partment of Herpetology at The
lerican Museum. He specializes in

imechanics, particularly the func-

aal anatomy of reptiles. For this

rk he combines his background in

chanical engineering (B. Mech.

g., N.Y.U.; M.S. Mech. Eng., Colum-

) with his knowledge of evolution-

biology (Ph.D., Biology, Harvard).

Gans has recently been a visiting

earcher at the Universities of Lei-

1, Tel Aviv, and Bristol.

ViLLEM Jan Tijmens is presently

•king at the Brooklyn Botanic Gar-

1 on a fellowship. Born and educated

;he Netherlands, Mr. Tijmens stud-

horticulture there, and later during

IS to England and the United States,

ce 1958 he has been a resident of

ith Africa where he is now a curator

he Botanic Gardens of the Univer-

of Stellenbosch. He is a member,
'. has been chairman, of the Institute

Parks Administration of South
ica. Mr. Tijmens has made biolog-

surveys of the Hottentots Holland
antains by helicopter.

7iLLiAM N. Tavolga is an ichthyol-

it specializing in the embryology of

ss, specifically their sound produc-

, about which he writes in "Noisy

rus of the Sea." A Research Asso-

e in Animal Behavior at The Ameri-
Museum, Dr. Tavolga is also Pro-

or of Biology at The City College
le City University of New York. He
done field work at the Lerner

Robert E. Hlorsberger

Marine Laboratory at Bimini in the

Bahamas and has written numerous
books, articles, and reviews. The sec-

ond volume of his book Marine Bio-

Acoustics is to be published this year.

Carlo T. E. Gay was born in Italy

and holds a diploma in Amaric lan-

guage from the Institute of Oriental

Language of Naples as well as a doc-

torate in economics from the University

of Naples. For 21 years he was affiliated

with an Italian steel company. In 1961,

however, he retired as an executive of

the company's North American subsid-

iaries to co-ordinate and pursue re-

search that was begun in 1956 on
Olmec culture in Mexico. Last year Dr.

Gay wrote an article on Olmec rock

carvings for Natural History; this

month he presents the "Oldest Paint-

ings of the New World."

Robert E. Morsberger is currently

Associate Professor of American
Thought and Language at Michigan
State University, and has recently re-

turned from two years at the University

of Nigeria. A member of the MSU/AID
advisory team there. Dr. Morsberger
served as acting head of the English

Department and concurrently headed a

committee to establish a University of

Nigeria Press. Dr. Morsberger has been

a national park ranger and is the au-
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James Thurber and How to Improve
Your Verbal Skills; he is presently

working on a series of historical nar-

ratives of nineteenth-century Ameri-

can adventures on the high seas.
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by Harald Stumpke

^%mong mammals the order Rhi-

nogradentia, commonly called snou-

ters, holds a unique position, to be

explained first of all by the fact that

these most oddly constructed ani-

mals have been discovered only

very recently. That hitherto they

have remained unknown to science

is because their native land, the

South Sea archipelago Hi-yi-yi, was

not discovered until the year 1941

and even then was only visited for

the first time by civilized Europeans

through a rare chance connected

with the war in the Pacific. In addi-

tion, this group of animals has par-

ticular significance because among

them are found principles of struc-

ture, modes of behavior, and eco-

logical types that are unknown

elsewhere, not just among mammals

but among vertebrates in general.

Discovery of the archipelago is to

be credited to the Swede Einar Pet-

tersson-Skiimtkvist who, after escap-

ing from Japanese imprisonment,

eventually landed on the island Hy-

dud-dye-fee.

The natives found by Skamtkvist

on his arrival in 1941 called them-

selves Hooakha-Hutchi. They have

since become extinct, but according

to Skamtkvist seem to have been

Polynesian-Europoid. It was impos-

sible to investigate their language

because a head cold introduced by

the discoverer destroyed these chil-

dren of nature inside of a few

months. Despite the presence of hu-

mankind this extraordinary archi-

pelagic world of organisms was

preserved, which is most astounding,

because almost all the terrestrial ani-

mals would have been destroyed if

they had been hunted more inten-

sively by the inhabitants.

The snouters are—as the name in-

dicates—all distinguished by the ex-

traordinarily developed snout, which

may be present singly, or in a greater

number. The latter condition is

unique among the vertebrates. Ana-

tomical investigations have shown

that in the polyrhine species the nasal

rudiment is cleft at an early embry-

onic stage, so that the rudimentary

individual nostrils that develop from

it have a holorhinous differentiation

—each forms a complete snout. To-

gether with the early polyrhinaliza-

tion there occur numerous extensive

alterations of the entire structural

plan of the head.

Inasmuch as in these rhinograde

animals—with the exception of the

genus Archirhinos (a primitive

snouter)—the nasarium serves as a

means of progression, the other ap-

pendages have lost their locomotor

functions. Correspondingly, the pos-

terior appendages are mostly more

or less reduced, while the anterior

appendages have been modified as

grasping organs for holding the food

or as little hands for grooming.

Whereas, then, the paired appen-

dages are less impressive features of

the general organization of the

snouters, the tail of the animal oc-

cupies an outstanding place, and in

its construction has developed mani-

fold and altogether aberrant types.

Thus one finds not only coiling tails

and lasso-like tails, but also in the

sclerorhines (the Proboscipedes)

the tail serves the more primitive

forms for jumping and the more ad-

vanced ones as a grasping organ.

In most snouters the body is cov-

ered with a fairly uniform coat, in

which no distinction can be made

between underfur and guard hairs.

At times the coloration of the coat is

magnificent. Famous above all is the

extraordinary luster of the pelt,

caused by the special structure of the

hair cortex. The bare spots—head

feet, tail, ears, combs of skin on the

head and especially on the snout—are

brightly colored at times.

The manner of feeding varies

greatly among the different families

and even within the same family or

genus. Yet this is hardly surprising

when one recalls that, besides a sin-

gle aquatic shrew, the snouters are

the only mammals of the archipelagc

and have thus been able to take pos-

session of all ecological niches. MosI

of the rhinograde animals, the aver

age size of which is indeed small, eai

insects. But in addition there are

also herbivores—especially fructi

vorous species—and one predaceou:

genus. To be mentioned finally a:

particularly specialized forms ar

the plankton feeders that live ii

fresh water, and the burrowinj

forms, among which are the tinies

vertebrates known.



Among the more perplexing developments

of the Second World War is the unforeseen discovery

of an outlandish order of mammals

t

ATchuhinos haeckelii
'rimitive Snouters

Jhus the snout is altogether unadapted to function as a locomotor organ andr^erely serves the ammal as a support when it is devouring captured prey "

The Primitive Snouter

The only living representative of
the primitive snouters is Archirhinos
haeckelii (Haeckel's primitive snout-
er). It still walks on four legs like

other mammals, and still lacks a
highly differentiated nasarium. Thus
the snout is altogether unadapted to

function as a locomotor organ and
merely serves the animal as a suppoit
when it is devouring captured prey
(see drawing left, animal in back-
ground)

. The habits of the primitive
snouter resemble in many respects
those of a shrew : whereas in the day-
time it sleeps in a simple nest under
roots, at twilight it emerges in search
of food. Then the mouse-sized crea-

ture with its thick head and enor-
mous snout may be seen running
about and chasing the huge cock-

roaches, large numbers of which
often are gathered around the ba-

nana-shaped berries that have fallen

at the foot of the Wisoleka trunks.

When it has caught an insect, the

primitive snouter falls swiftly on its

snout, the margins of which spread
quickly apart to form a broad sup-

porting surface. Viscous nasal mu-
cus provides a firm hold of the

ground. And now the greedy beast

brings the food very rapidly to its

mouth with all four feet. From afar

the feasting creatures betray their

presence with loud, chattering

squeaks. Once the meal is done they

reverse from their headstand just as

quickly, the margins of the snout are

rolled inward again, and the chase is
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resumed. Little is known as yet about

the reproduction of these animals,

as they occur only in the inaccessible

mountain forests of Hy-dud-dye-fee.

The Snout Leaper

There are several groups of snout

leapers, one of which, the Hopso-

rhinidae, lives on the ground. Their

hind limbs are vestigial and no

longer visible externally; the torso

is firmly encapsulated. The snout has

undergone a division into three seg-

ments. The forelimbs are mobile,

grasping organs. The tail no longer

subserves progression but is used for

securing food, which consists pri-

marily of amphipods, isopods, and

little hermit crabs from the high-tide

level. In consequence, the supporting

caudal soleplate has been modified to

constitute a pair of grasping tongs,

the claws of which have been formed

from modified or fused hairs, and in

cross section they present a histolog-

ical picture resembling that of rhi-

noceros horn tissue. With this tail

the snout leapers are most adept at

pulling their prey out of the narrow-

est clefts and hiding places. Their

leaps—which at ordinary speeds of

progression cover about one-and-a-

half body lengths but which, when

fleeing or pursuing a mate or rival,

may be ten times as great—regularly

are rearward (drmving top of page)

.

The jump can be guided to some

extent by slight movements of the

huge ears.

The snout leapers belong to the

most frequently encountered Rhino-

gradentia. Everywhere on the shore

they inhabit the stony coral patches,

the sands of the flood plains, or the

volcanic or sedimentary gravel beds.

It seems that the stronger males

maintain small harems and drive off

weaker males. However, the differ-

ences between the sexes are so slight

that field observation has not yet per-

mitted analysis of details of behavior

within the packs.

The Earwing

The earwing (Otopteryx volitans)
,

the only representative of its genus,

is by its structure readily to be rec-

ognized as a modified hopsorhine.

Actually this animal is distinguished

from its cousins only by the enor-

mous size of the ears and the differ-

entiation and strengthening, in cor-

relation with its flight ability, of the

musculature of the external ear. The

Snout Leapers Hopsorhinus aureus

"Their leaps—which at ordinary speeds

of progression cover about one-and-

a-half body lengths but which, when
fleeing or pursuing a mate or rival,

may be ten times as great—

regularly are rearivard. The jump can

be guided to some extent by slight

movements of the huge ears."

one other difference, its vestigial tail,

is a structural detail of little import.

In all other respects, Otopteryx is a

typical hopsorhine.

In Otopteryx the iridescence of

the pelt attains its highest expression,

so that the animals can be compared

only with tropical butterflies or hum-
mingbirds. Hence it is a magnificent

sight when with rapid strokes of its

ears the animal dashes close above

the flower-bedecked mountain mead-

ows in pursuit of dragonflies or of

Hexaptera, or climbs abruptly aloft

into the blue sky, there to wheel in

play with others of its kind. Most

enchanting of all are the newborn-

still scarcely able to hold their ears

out—that stagger about the flowers,

on the search for small insects. The

strangest thing about all this is that

Otopteryx flies backward, although

this too is comprehensible when one!

recalls that the flight of Otopteryx]

is derived from the gliding of thi

hopsorhines, which leap backward.:

Especially peculiar and character

istic is the takeoff and landing

the earwings. The animal, stand

on its flexed snout, first "cocks" its

ears (raises them vertically so that

they touch one another) , then flexes

the deutonasal joint even more

strongly, as in Hopsorhinus, after i

which the several phases ensue as in

the latter, with the difference that th(

t



jap is more vertical. Shortly before

(le jump reaches peak height, the

irs are powerfully depressed. The
' illy extended snout is spread wide

1 the autonasal region, and the ani-

;al flies. These individual phases

in of course be analyzed only by

igh-speed photography.

The process of flight itself is ex-

' eniely rich in variety: when an

lept insect is being pursued, or

iring playful flight maneuvers,

eat distances are traversed at

inding speed, with the ears beating

linterruptedly up and down at a

te of about 10 strokes per second,

uring searching flight, earbeats of

! ual frequency but of small ampli-

de alternate with short periods of

' iding. Along the slopes, in the usu-

ly breezy island winds, Otopteryx

io is able to soar at length. At all

ents it does not often go high into

e air. and for the most part re-

ains at altitudes under 20 yards.

ijlts method of landing is peculiar,

dng rendered difficult by the fact

at the snout must perform in a

luble capacity, both as a foot and as

I
J Steering tail: if an earwing wishes

i come to earth, it mostly ap-

Ij caches the landing place in a steep

|de, with the ears held somewhat

Ifrsad and nasad. When close above

h ground it suddenly adopts a ver-

'tal stance with the hind end some-

*(at elevated, which results in an
' rupt, temporarily upward arc dur-

!j; which the steering tail—the tip of

,1 snout—almost touches the earth.

( this position, in which the ears

J: strongly arched, the animal

\ ies forward for yet a short stretch

J 36 above the ground, losing alti-

, ;:e and velocity the while. Then it

ifildenly folds the nasal steering

jjichanism together, curves the

ihut ventrad, and after elevating the

A s to their full extent lets itself

ft
de elastically onto the snout, which

|i!|
now is stretched far caudad. This

ii> phase of the alighting process

J.
dn bears a great resemblance to

olpsorhines landing after a leap.

The way in which Otopteryx has
/ed the problem of locomotion—

ia|itn the morphological standpoint,

lost extraordinary solution—calls
a comparison with the other fly-

forms of the animal kingdom,
h the exception of the Rhinogra-
tia themselves, true fliers have ap-

red only four times ahogether:

the insects, the flying reptiles, the

birds, and the bats. Among these, the

insects, whose organs of flight are

supplementary additions not made at

the expense of terrestrial locomotion,

actually have found the most com-

plete solution. The bipedal gait of

birds likewise permits great mobility

both on the ground and in the air,

even though in actuality the wings

were "stolen" from the mechanism
for progression on land. Among the

flying reptiles and the bats the power

of flight arose at the cost of locomo-

tion on foot; therefore the two groups

were not and are not fully qualified

to compete with the others just men-

Earwings Otopteryx volitans

"Hence it is a magnificent sight

when with rapid strokes of its ear
the anmial dashes close above
the flower-bedecked mountain meadow
in pursuit of dragonflies . . .

or climbs abruptly aloft

into the blue sky, there to wheel
in play with others of its kind."

tioned. But in Otopteryx now the

situation is just as favorable as in

insects; the ears are actuafly sup-

plementary instruments of flight.

Nonetheless, Otopteryx, with the

high degree of limb reduction that

preceded flight, has been derived

from animals that were strongly spe-

cialized in a single direction—yet in

their nasal "monopody" they are

quite comparable to hopping birds.

In any case Otopteryx enjoys a clear

advantage over flying reptiles or

bats, for it is a most skillful leaper,

and the participation of the snout in

flight has not limited its usefulness

for terrestrial progression to the
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the arts of Central Asian nomads,

and their influence on the later arts

of Russia and Islam. Dr. John D.

Hoag, a noted art historian will

accompany the tour throughout.

Total cost is $3,650.50,

including air travel.

For

free informafion,

clip this coupon

and send to:

JAPAN AIR LINES CO., LTD.
"Explorer's Tour of Central Asia"

620 Fifth Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10020

_STATE Z:P_

same extent as has occurred with the

anterior limbs of these other groups.

Whether Otopteryx could hold its

own in sharper competition with con-

tinental animals is questionable. At

all events it has scarcely any enemies

in the islands. Neither the indigenous

Megaphone Birds nor the seabirds,

which are numerous from time to

time along the coast, can catch it in

flight. In agreement with this is the

fact that one rarely finds pregnant

specimens. The period of gestation is

at least as short as with the hopso-

rhines. Only a single fetus is carried

at a time. It is suspected that the fe-

males bear two yoimg per annum.

The earwings are not to be kept in

captivity, because they remain too

easily frightened, bruise the buttocks

in their wild leaps and attempts at

flight, and soon succumb to the infec-

tions that arise in the wounds.

The Miraculous

Flower-faced Snouter

To the genus of the flower-faced

snouters (Corbulonasus) belongs a

whole series of the most beautiful

Rhinogradentia that are known. All

of them are distinguished by short,

broad, petal-like snouts, set close

about the mouth and supplied with a

very simple epinasal and hyponasal

musculature that permits the animals

to clap together the tonically out-

spread snouts very rapidly whenever

an insect settles in the oral field.

As a typical representative of the

genus we choose the miraculous

flower-faced snouter (C. longi-

Cauda) , which lives colonially on

Mitadina in the meadows of Ranun-

culaceae of the more elevated moun-

tainous regions. Skamtkvist de-

scribes the sight of such colonies as

the most beautiful thing he saw on

Hi-yi-yi. The vividness of the colors

and the luster of the snouts are said

to be quite extraordinary, and the

characteristic spectacle of the ani-

mals' swaying on their tails in the

fresh sea breezes is enchanting. Evi-

dently, what pleases us most in these

curious creatures is, for the flower-

seeking insects, nothing more than

the presentation of hyperefFective

stimuli; in this sense too is to be in-

terpreted the buttermilk-like odor

that emanates from the open mouths

of the lurking cephalanthids.

In addition to the nasarium, one

of their striking features is the stiff-

ened tail, which may be as much ai

20 inches long. An interesting thin;

is how the caudal, or tail, structun

changes as the animal grows: th

newly born animals, which alread;

possess a fully developed nasarium

faU to the ground and climb up oj

the stems of nearby flowers. Havin

reached the top, they bite off aU th

buds, unfold the nasarium, and begi

to capture prey just as older spec:

mens do. Their still soft tail is th«

just about the length of the body ai

differs in no respect from a norm

mammalian tail. But it prompt!

grows in length, and in fact by meai

of elongation of the vertebrae. As tl

intervertebral articulations ankyloi

and the intervertebral sinews and li

aments also stiffen, the caudal md
culature degenerates. The tip of tl]

tail bears a much cornified epith'

Hum that eventually forms a sort «

pointed, plug-shaped horny cap. j*

soon as the tip of the tail reaches tl

ground, the animal that has climb<

up the plant stem starts to bore th

caudal plug into the ground, whiij

within four to six days it penetrat

to a depth of as much as 6 inch« |

Then the animal lets go of the pla

stem and henceforth is supported 1

its own tail, which continues

lengthen. The degree of caudal exte^

sion attained depends on the nut-

tional state of the animal, ai

proceeds more slowly when the latl

is well fed. An animal once firnr'

"planted" in this way can no long-

move from its location, but simjr

waits there for prey with folded ans

and open mouth. As mentioned, ti

mental capacities are slight. Mati;

takes place when it is windy: as t!

specimens are blown back and foil

on their tails and come into conta,

the desirous males take firm hold f

the females. The period of gestatii

is said to be but three weeks, and le

total duration of life is estimali

maximally at eight months. Grova

from birth to maturity requires pj

haps two months: from birth to c|

dal implantation 18 to 22 days.

EPILOGUE

Harald Stumpke's manuscript

waiting publication when it becai

known that, during secret tests

atomic explosions (about which e'

the press had heard nothing I . the

tire Hi-yi-yi Archipelago had b

annihilated through the oversigh



f Jme subordinate. As a result of tec-

inic tensions that had not been

nticipated, all the islands sank be-
'' 3ath the sea when the burst was set

GE some 125 miles distant.

At the time in question, an inter-

itional commission for study of the

chipelago was in session on Mairu-
li. Among those present were most

I
the scientists named to work at

e newly created Darwin Institute

Hi-yi-yi, situated on the lovely

stern bay of the islands and
ntaining the irreplaceable photo-

aphic material, the various prep-

ations and observational and
perimental records that were to

've formed the nucleus of a great,

rmprehensive treatise concerning

i archipelago and its geological.

historical, zoological, and sociologi-

cal peculiarities.

Thus it was most fortunate that,

shortly before his last voyage,

Stiimpke had undertaken to compose
a short exposition of the structure

and habits of the Rhinogradentia.

Toward preparation of drawings he
had supplied me also with some ma-
terial that he—one can only say, alas!

—took back to Hi-yi-yi with him.

Still it was in this way that at least a

part of the lifework of this modest
and deserving seeker after truth

could be preserved as a balanced
v/hole for science and for a broader
audience, and with it the knowledge
of a now vanished world.

Gerolf Steiner

Heidelberg, October, 1957

iculous Flower-faced Snouter Corbulonasus longicauda
,' vividness of the colors and the luster of the snouts
f.aid to be quite extraordinary, and the characteristic spectacle of
inimals' swaying on their tails in the fresh sea breezes is enchanting "
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the sounds of Nature
sound like
the sounds o£ Nature
'When recorded on the
UHER 4000 Report-

L

Whether you want to record the

mating call of South American
ants, or a thunderstorm over the

Himalayas, the UHER 4000 Re-

port-L will repeat it back to you
NATURALLY.
Performance-proven in the bitter

cold at the top of Mt. Everest, and
in the humid, torrid African jun-

gles, the UHER 4000 Report-L has

become the first choice of natural-

ists, explorers, adventurers, and
outdoorsmen the world over. With-
out regard for time or place, the

UHER 4000 Report-L is ready to

do the job — NATURALLY.
Want to know more about this out-

standing member of the First Fam-
ily of Tape Recorders? See your
UHER Dealer, or use the coupon,

and get the whole story.

MARTEL ELECTROKICS, Inc.

2339 So. Corner Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif., 90064.

Please send me at once literaturi

Martel product line.

Marston Bates

A Naturalist at Large

/Aggression has become a common
-Cm word these days. It has, of

course, long been thrown about in

discussions of international politics,

and clinical psychologists tend to find

aggressive impulses in everyone,

however meek he may seem. But the

word has now escaped from politics

and psychology into general discus-

sion, largely because of two widely

read books published last year: Kon-
rad Lorenz, On Aggression; and

Robert Ardrey, The Territorial Im-

perative.

Both books are concerned with the

possible (or probable) persistence of

innate (instinctive) behavior pat-

terns in the human animal, and at-

tempt to explain the peculiar ability

people have of being mean to one

another, especially as expressed in

that curious and uniquely human
phenomenon called warfare. I re-

viewed each of the books in strongly

favorable terms at the time of publi-

cation. I have read many other re-

views since then and continued to

think about the subject—and to talk

about it—and I find it difficult to re-

sist the chance to sound off again.

The critics have varied from en-

thusiasm to downright hostility, with

literary figures tending toward en-

thusiasm, and scientists showing a

whole spectrum of reactions—de-

pending, I suppose, on the particular

set of ideas to which they are com-

mitted. Scientists are not nearly as

impersonal and impartial as they like

to make out—after all, they are peo-

l^le, and they can be quite aggressive

when their particular intellectual teii

ritories are invaded.

Both authors have oversimplifie

and overstressed certain aspects o

animal behavior in the effort to mak
their points; each more or less admit

this in the course of his book. Bu
for some reason this seems to be nee,

essary to make people listen. Rach^

Carson did the same thing, on a quit

different subject, in Silent Spring. I

she were still with us, I suspect n

reader of Natural History woul

quibble with her about this. The ol

jectives of Lorenz and Ardrey seei

to me valid: to bring the discussio

of human nature out into the ope

and to try to look at the biologic;

inheritance that is surely still with u

The clinical psychologists have ha

too much of a monopoly on this ft

a long time, probably because the

are the most verbal of the scientis

concerned. Or maybe because the

are the most aggressive.

Evelyn Shaw took a dim view i,

the Ardrey book in last month's issi

of Natural History. And my goc

friend Ted Schneirla wrote wh
seems to me a somewhat grumj'

review of Lorenz in the DecemlDe

1966, issue. I hope I can still c;

him my good friend because I great

admire his work. But I also great

admire the work of Lorenz, Tinbe

gen, and some of the other peop

who call themselves "ethologist

(but why did they have to inve

such a word; why not just stui

animal behavior?). Sometimes,

an outsider, I think the diflerenc
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Here's your FREE guide to

ROCKHOUNDING

IN OREGON
Oregon is a rockhound's paradise

—fascinating fossils, semi-precious

stones, tliunder eggs, Indian arrow-

heads, and other geological oddi-

ties. This folder will tell you where

to find them. Send now for your

free copy. We'll also send you a

copy of our color booklet, "Oregon,

Cool Green Vacationland." Plan to

go rockhounding in Oregon soon.

So you're not a pro...

but the NikkOrmat FT is. if you were a professional,

you could probably guess exposures, estimate distances, and still get

good pictures. But that's the hard way.

The easy way is to eliminate the uncertainties. And that's the first thing

the Nikkormat FT does for you. it has a thru-the-lens reflex finder that

lets you focus and frame the picture exactly as you want it. Its thru-the-

lens metersystem shows you clearly when you're set for correct exposure.

And, because the Nikkormat FT uses the same interchangeable lenses

and accessories as the famous Nikon F, you can expect your pictures to

look professional even if you're not. Price is $269.50 with 50mm Auto-
Nikkor f2 lens. At your Nikon dealer, or write: Nikon Inc., Garden City,

N.Y. 11533. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

among the various schools of psy-

chological thought are more a matter

of words than of ideas—but then,

words seem to cause a great deal of

human misunderstanding.

As for Robert Ardrey, he has been

a successful dramatist. What busi-

ness does he have messing around

with animal behavior and the human
condition? 1 think he makes his own
best defense. The human condition

is a matter of concern for all of us,

and we had all better think about it,

talk about it, and—if we can—write

about it. I am astonished at Ardrey's

mastery of the relevant biological

literature. I don't think anyone can

quarrel with the animal-reporting in

either book: the difficulties start

when we turn from other animals to

the behavior of people.

Our anatomy and physiology is

not much different from that of other

mammals, except for our much-

touted big brain. If anatomy and

physiology have persisted through

the course of evolution from proto-

hominid to hominid, presumably be-

havioral characteristics have per-

sisted also. But they have become

deeply buried by the tremendously

increased importance of teaching

and learning ("extrasomatic inherit-

ance"), which result in what the

anthropologists call culture. Digging

through this cultural overlay to the

biological animal underneath has so

far met with almost total defeat. But

if we are to gain any understanding

of ourselves, we must keep on trying,

and I salute Lorenz and Ardrey for

their attempts.

On Aggression seems to me mis-

leading as a title for the Lorenz book.

I am told that he chose it himself and

carefully checked the English ver-

sion, so that Marjorie Wilson, the

translator, cannot be blamed for the

terminology. The German title is Das

Sogenannte Base. 1 don't think there

is any close English equivalent for

Bose—it is a sort of blend of anger,

maliciousness, evil. But the "so-

called" gives a much-needed biologi-

cal perspective: though I must admit

that "So-called Maliciousness" or

even "So-called Aggression" would

make a lousy book title.

The living world of our planet

forms an ongoing system that has

been working on the same principles

for some hundreds of millions of

years now. Life as we know it comes
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in packages that we call "individ-

uals," and the packages are of many
different kinds, "species." The system

includes mechanisms for such things

as the transference of energy and the

cycling of materials, for the diversi-

fication and development of species,

and also for the distribution, spacing,

and maintenance of interrelation-

ships among the packages. Some re-

lationships we call antagonistic, some

co-operative—but to ray mind this

reflects, not the way nature works,

but the way we think. In his book,

Lorenz has dedicated himself to

showing the adaptive value of one

kind of interrelationship among in-

idividuals of the same species—one

jof the relationships that we call an-

itagonistic, that we see as aggressive

behavior on the part of one individ-

ual to another. The trouble is that

when we call this aggression, we
:hink of it as bad; but if such be-

lavior promotes the survival of the

pecies—and much of Lorenz's book

s devoted to showing this—adjectives

ike "bad" or "good" are irrelevant.

It is another matter when we turn

o Homo sapiens. Our peculiarity is

hat we frequently kill one another

n the course of our antagonisms,

omething that is rare and accidental

n nature, although common enough
hen animals are confined in cages,

aorenz points out that ordinarily, in

he course of biological evolution,

ahibiting behavior develops along

'ith dangerous weapons like teeth

nd claws. In the rapid course of

lUman cultural change, weapons

ave outpaced behavioral controls,

ut if there is any simple biological

npulse underlying aggressive he-

avier in man, it has become warped

ito a tremendous variety of shapes

uring our cultural history.

I have come to think that "aggres-

;on," when used with reference to

lan, is a sort of wastebasket word
ito which we have dumped all sorts

!' garbage. What kind of shared

iiimal behavior could explain one

"unk slugging another in a bar, a

an impersonally pulling a lever to

^molish a city, a thief knifing his

ctim in the back, the burning of a

^retic, the massacre of Syrians, In-

ans. Christians, or Jews? These

ings are the consequences of cul-

ral attitudes, like those of the Ya-

mamo Indians described by Napo-

5n Chagnon in the January issue

of Natural History. If there is, be-

hind all of this, some animal impulse

gone berserk, it has proliferated into

an amazing variety of forms.

I agree with Lorenz that it would

be a great help if we could learn to

take ourselves less seriously. But I

am not sure that either of us knows

how to accomplish this. I know I

don't. I keep trying, but it is difficult

in the face of the headlines in the

daily paper.

Curiously, I have also recently

come to think that the word "terri-

tory" as used by biologists may cover

a variety of quite different things. I

say "curiously" because I have been

lecturing, observing, and writing

about it for years without any

qualms. It seems simple: an area de-

fended by an individual or group

against intrusion by other individ-

uals of the same species. If an animal

stays in the same region, but does

not defend against intrusion, the area

is called a "home range."

The idea of territory first gained

general currency as a consequence of

a little book called Territory in Bird

Life, published in 1920 by an am-

ateur British ornithologist, Eliot

Howard. Territorial behavior since

then has been studied intensively by

many people, observing many kinds

of animals in different parts of the

world. The ornithologist Margaret

Nice, in an article published in

the American Midland Naturalist in

1941, distinguished six kinds of ter-

ritory among birds : mating, nesting,

and feeding ground; mating and

nesting area but not the whole feed-

ing ground; mating station only;

immediate surroundings of nest

only; winter territories; and roost-

ing points. Are these all the conse-

quence of some single, basic drive?

It seems to me possible that the lek

behavior of male grouse described

by Paul Johnsgard in the March is-

sue of this magazine may be a dif-

ferent kind of phenomenon from the

behavior of a band of howler mon-

keys defending their patch of forest

from intrusion by other bands.

The situation among our relatives,

the primates, is especially puzzling,

which is no help when one attempts

to decide whether there is any basic

territorial drive left in the human
animal. Gibbon families are strictly

territorial. George Schaller {The

Mountain Gorilla) found that a

Overseas
Nature Tours
-1967-

For six years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention
to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-
priate. Here is the program for 1967.

- EUROPE -
MEDITERRANEAN: Height of spring from Por-

ugal to Turkey, stressing Mediterranean birds
and flowers. April 16; 4 weeks. (See next).
IRON CURTAIN: Little-visited areas of Turkey,

Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland, plus Russia from
Leningrad to the Black Sea. May 13; 4 weeks.

BRITAIN: Nature highlights of England, Wales
and Scotland at peak of bird nesting season.
May 27; 3 weeks.
SCANDINAVIA: Thrilling circuit of the Far

North: Norway's mountains, fjords and islands;
North Cape and the midnight sun; Lapland and
Sweden. Two departures—June 18 & 25; 4 wks.

ICELAND: Arctic wildflowers, nesting birds and
scabird cliffs against a weird background of vol-
canoes, geysers and waterfalls. Two departures-
June 4 & June 25; 2 weeks. Optional excursion
to Greenland after each tour.

- AFRICA -
SOUTH AFRICA: Southwest Africa, Kalahari

Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Kruger Park. July
22; 3 weeks. Connects with next.

EAST AFRICA: Rich bird & mammal regions
of Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda. Aug. 12; 3 weeks.

- SOUTH AMERICA -
COLOMBIA: Intensive bird observation in the

world's top bird country. July 15: 3 weeks.
PERU-ECUADOR: Birds of the upper Amazon

and Andes, including Machu Picchu & Bolivia.
Aug. 5; 3 weeks, plus optional Galapagos trip.

- AUSTRALASIA -
The foUovving 4 trips connect in sequence, re-
peating the highly successful South Pacific ven-
ture of 1965. Expert local bird leadership.
BIRDS OF MELANESIA: Fiji, New Caledonia,

New Hebrides, Solomon Islands and 2 weeks in
New Guinea. Sept. 9; 4 weeks.
AUSTRALIA WEST & NORTH: Perth to Darwin

and Alice Springs. Oct. 7; 3 weeks.
AUSTRALIA EAST & SOUTH: Barrier Reef,

Queensland, southern Australia and Tasmania.
Oct. 28; 3 weeks.
NEW ZEALAND: South with the spring from

Auckland to Stewart Island, including Mt. Cook
and Milford Sound. Nov. 18; 3 weeks, plus op-
tional 2-week botany trip up west coast.

- NORTH AMERICA -
ARIZONA: Richest part of U.S. for rare bird

species, desert flora. May 13; 2 weeks.
The following 4 tours constitute a connected

series visiting nature highlights of the Pacific
Coast from Mexico to Ahiska, emphasizing Na-
tional Parks, Forests & Wildlife Refuges. 2 wks.
each.

SIERRAS, San Diego to San Francisco; June 10.
CASCADES & COAST RANGE, San Francisco to
Vancouver; June 24. One-week interval for In-
side Passage cruise. ALASKA, including Glacier
Bay, Katiuai and Mt. McKinley; Julv 15. ALASKA
OUTPOSTS, the Arctic Coast cast of Barrow, the
Pribilofs and two spots in the Aleutians; July 29.

- COMING LATER -
ASIA: (1) India & Nepal; (2) Thailand &

Malaysia; (3) Philippines; winter 1968-69. Also
(4) Japan, May 1968. Three weeks each.

AFRICA: (1) No. Africa, Atlas Mtns.; (2)
West Africa, Senegal to Angola; (3) Central
Africa Sc Madagascar; (4) Ethiopia North. In
1968 and 1969; 3 weeks each. Also see above.

SOUTH AMERICA: ( 1 ) Chile & Tierra del
Fuego; (2) Argentina; (3) Brazil; (4) Vene-
zuela, Trinidad & Guianas. . . . Also see above.
MIDDLE AMERICA: Six routes in Mexico, in-

cluding Yucatan, two in Central America, two in
West Indies. Two weeks each; details on request.

NORTH AMERICA; ( 1 ) Florida; ( 2 ) Newfound-
land & Labrador; (3) Great Basin; (4) Rockv
Mtns.; two weeks each. And in 1969 a retracing

of the Peterson-Fisher "Wild America" route
from New England to Mexico to Alaska.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southern
Hemisphere: Easter, Pitcairn, the great far-

south bird islands, Antartica. Winter, 1968-69.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
leaderstiip. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425
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gorilla band tended to stay in a par-

ticular home range, but did not de-

fend this from intrusion by other

bands—although when two bands

happened to be close together, there

was no friendly interchange. Chim-

panzees, as far as I can judge from

recent studies (all of this field work

has been beautifully summarized in

a book edited by Irven DeVore,

Primate Behavior) are best de-

scribed as miscellaneous, with shift-

ing patterns of social behavior that

hardly involve either aggression or

territoriality. As for those protoho-

minids, one would have to have a

time machine to go back and find

out about their behavior. But how-

ever our remote ancestors really

acted, I think Ardrey has written

a thought-provoking book.

There have been many published

reactions to these books. One I par-

ticularly liked was written by the

British anthropologist Geoffrey

Gorer, in The New York Times Mag-

azine for November 27, 1966. Gorer

points out that there are a few com-

pletely non-aggressive human soci-

eties. "What seem to me the most

significant common traits in these

peaceful societies," he writes, "are

that they all manifest enormous gusto

for concrete physical pleasures—eat-

ing, drinking, sex, laughter—and that

they aU make very little distinction

between the ideal characters of men
and women, particularly that they

have no ideal of brave, aggressive

masculinity."

I wish I had thought of that. I

have been belatedly reading Claude

Brown's Manchild in the Promised

Land, about growing up in Harlem,

where both masculinity and aggres-

sion are rampant. It reads like a neat

demonstration of the Gorer thesis.

When I started out to write about

aggression this month I intended to

recount some of the events I have

observed in the "experimental rain

forest" that I described last month.

But I found myself getting onto the

general topic ofhummingbirds, which

are about as aggressive as an animal

can be. The inhabitants of my indoor

jungle obviously deserve a column

to themselves—maybe next month.

Marston Bates is a well-known author

who also teaches biology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. His column will

appear regularly in Natural History.
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NOISY
CHORUS

OF
THE SEA

Some fishes gnash their teeth,

others sound like foghorns—

the porpoise whistles and squeals-

crustaceans add to the clamor by clicking and

rasping. Through use of the spectrograph,

we now know more about the sounds of alarm,

feeding, mating, and reconnaissance

By WILLIAM N. TAVOLGA

In
recent years most people have

come to realize that the sea is

not the "silent world" of Jacques

Cousteau's well-known book on

undersea adventure. In reality, the

oceans are at least as noisy as, and

often noisier than, our average ter-

restrial environment. There are sev-

eral reasons for this. One of them,

as we shall see later, is the varied

and large amount of sound contrib-

uted by water currents and marine

animals. Another lies in the very

nature of the medium. Water is a

far better conductor of sound than

air because it is about a thousand

times denser; also it is virtually in-

compressible under normal circum-

stances. Consequently, more energy

is required to start the movement

of sound through water, but once

started, this acoustic energy will be

transmitted farther and much faster.

The velocity of sound in air is about

330 meters per second (1,080 feet

per second) ; in water it is almost

1,500 meters per second (4,920 feet)

,

and these figures are significantly

affected by changes in temperature

and pressure. In the oceans, since

salt water is denser than fresh, the

velocity may go as high as 5,050

feet per second—almost five times

greater than in air.

The transmission of sound through

sea water is further enhanced be-

cause much of the sound is conserved

by reflection. It is reflected from the

surface of the water (up to 99.9 per

cent of the energy is reflected back) ;

from the sea floor; and from the

interfaces formed by layers of water

that are at different temperatures.

One other fact must be considered,

however. We are not aquatic beings.;

Even with Scuba gear we cannot

match our air-adapted ears to under-

water sounds, and it is difficult foi

us to conceive what the marine en;

vironment sounds like. We must;

therefore, use artificial hearing aids

as it were, to translate for us.

Measuring the Sound

In addition to the frequency of i

sound, commonly called its pitch, w<

must know something of its intensity

or volume. This we express in unit

caUed decibels (abbreviated to dB)

Decibels are actually logarithmic va

ues, and it just happens that our sei

sory processes, including hearing'
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oUow some approximation of a log-
rithmic law. Our perception is such
aat when one sound seems twice as
3ud as another, the actual difference
lay be very large or very small, de-
ending on the absolute intensity of
;ie two sounds. One decibel is close

;) the minimum difference that we
san detect in the intensity of two
jiunds, but a one-decibel difference

1 a very soft tone is an extremely
nail difference in pressure, while

I

a loud tone it may be ten or a
.mdied times greater. A decibel,

I'erefore, is a relative measure and is

I

ways given in reference to some
"eselected zero point.

In human hearing, the reference
'>int is the lowest sound pressure
a frequency of 1,000 cycles per

'cond that the average human ear

can detect. By convention this pres-
sure is set at decibels. But for

underwater acoustics, where the
sensitivity of the human ear has little

significance, the reference is now
generally the sound pressure of one
microbar, also set at decibels. The
microbar is a small unit, equal to a
force of one dyne (about two mil-
lionths of a pound) acting on an area
of one square centimeter.

If we measure the sound pressure
in the sea under ideal weather con-
ditions, with no boats or noisy ani-

mals about, the ambient noise (ex-

pressed in decibels with reference to
one microbar) is about 15 decibels
below the reference point, or — 15
dB ^b. This background noise would
be produced by the friction of water
currents, just as a gentle breeze in

air might produce a slight rustling

sound. Such an ambient level in the
ocean would roughly compare to that
of a quiet winter night in the country.
The more usual situation, how-

ever, includes noise produced by
wave motion, by vertical and hori-

zontal currents, by water friction

against the sea floor, by the noise
of boats and ships, and, superim-
posed on all that, the noises of ma-
rine animals. The average level of
ambient sea noise becomes about 10
or 15 decibels above the one-micro-
bar reference level. This is compar-
able to a busy office with t>'pewriters

clattering, papers rustling, people
walking and talking, telephones ring-
ing, and the din of outdoor traffic.

The contribution of marine animals
is quite significant. It can add as



much as 20 or even 40 dB to the

ambient noise level and is often in

frequency ranges that interfere with

sonar gear, acoustic mines, and un-

derwater listening equipment.

We can always use words to de-

scribe a sound; in fact, words are

the only tool we have when no tape

recorder is handy. Unfamiliar and

unusual sounds tend to be character-

ized by words that give the reader

the general idea. For marine animal

sounds, the literature is full of such

descriptions as: grunt, foghorn,

squeak, blat, buzz, etc. These are all

highly subjective terms that may

bring different auditory images to

different readers. It is therefore nec-

essary to use more objective criteria:

usually the sound's duration, pitch,

and quality (timbre).

Quality is the most difficult to

describe because it depends on

the combination of harmonics that

are present—for example, the differ-

ence between a clarinet and a violin

playing the same note. Harmonics

are defined as frequencies that are

multiples, in cycles per second, of the

fundamental pitch. Thus a tone with

a fundamental frequency, also called

"first harmonic," of 500 cps might

have simultaneous harmonics at

1,000, 1,500, 2,000 cps, and so on.

Relative intensities of the harmonics

account for the different tonal colors

we perceive as timbre. A sound that

contains all the audible frequencies

at equal intensities is a "ivhite noise";

if it contains many frequencies that

are not harmonically related, it is

generally called a "broad-band

noise." Noises of the latter type fre-

quently occur in nature, and these,

too, vary in quality.

Sounds can, of course, be recorded

on tape and preserved this way for

comparison by the human ear, which

is probably the most sensitive audio

analyzer available. It is desirable,

however, to obtain a picture of the

sound, then describe it in visual

terms. The cathode-ray oscilloscope,

together with various meters and

filters, can serve to analyze and meas-

ure complex sounds, but there is now
an instrument that can perform many
measurements and simultaneously

provide a picture of the sound.

This is the sound spectrograph,

which does for sound what a spec-

troscope does for complex light. It

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

ipiiMigiaiipi

^ 4

BASELINE ,

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

TIME IN SECONDS

1.0 1.2

B

RELATIVE INTENSITY

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

TIME IN SECONDS
1.0 1.2

With pictures like these, the sound spectrograph shows what we hear. (A

Above the baseline is the fundamental frequency in high C from an organ

then come five harmonics, the remaining parallel stripes. (B) Sampling of sam

organ frequencies, but spectrogram here shows their relative intensities, whic

account for tonal color. (C) Repeatedly snapping one's fingers gives verticc

bars crowded with unrelated frequencies. Many marine animals produc

similar broad-band noise in other ways, such as by rasping or clicking.
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can sample a sound and produce a

graph showing all the component fre-

quencies, as well as their duration.

Even relative intensities of various

harmonics can be estimated from the

intensity of the blackening on the

paper. The instrument can provide

such measurements more accurately

by taking a sample of a few milli-

seconds of the sound and producing
a picture in which relative intensity

is plotted against frequency. A third

type of record that can be derived

shows changes in intensity with time.

It
takes some experience to read
a complex spectrogram, but a

few characteristics are easy to see.

In a spectrogram of a sustained tone,

as of a high C on an organ, the fun-

damental shows as a horizontal stripe

at almost 1,050 cps, and the har-

monics are a series of parallel stripes

at equal intervals. The foghorn sound
of a toadfish is similarly harmonic
{see spectrogram, pa^e 24) , although
its dominant component is a tone at.

about 250 cps (close to B just be-
low middle C) , with several har-
monics. By contrast, a short pulse,

such as produced by snapping the
fingers,. shows as a vertical bar con-
taining many closely spaced, unre-
lated frequencies. Such broad-band
sounds are similarly produced by the
clicking claws of crustaceans such as
crabs and pistol shrimp.

By means of additional electronic

manipulations, the spectrograph can
provide a variety of other displays,

all serving to describe, measure, and
characterize a sound, and enabling
1 visual comparison of different
rounds. (When used to studv human
speech, this type of machine can pro-
>'ide "voice-prints" showing individ-
Jal characteristics of human voices.)

The marine animals commonly
ecognized as sound-producers can
:)e broadly divided into three groups.

1) The invertebrates include crus-
aceans (crab, shrimp, lobsters) as
rincipal sonic forms; also some
.lollusks and a few other forms. (2)
['he vertebrate class of fishes in-

ludes many sonic species among the
; 0,000-odd known forms; perhaps a
lajority of these are at least poten-
al sound-producers. (3) Virtually
1 kno\\Ti species of marine mam-
als are sound-producers, princi-
illy the cetaceans (whales, dol-
lins. porpoises)

.

The Noisy Crustaceans

Most crustaceans can produce vari-

ous clicking or rasping sounds with
their claws, mandibles, and other

parts of their shell-encrusted bodies.

The sounds often accompany normal
locomotion, but there are many
species that produce sounds at other

times by specialized structures.
Among these is a large family of
tropical and subtropical snapping
shrimp, also called pistol shrimp-
not to be confused with any of
the commercially valuable shrimp,
which are virtually silent.

The snapping shrimp are a small,

secretive, and often colorful species

present in tremendous numbers in

coastal waters, coral reefs, and other

rough-bottom areas. The enlarged
chela of these shrimp is capable of
snapping vigorously enough to prop-
agate a strong, clicklike sound. Tens
of thousands of the little animals can
form a chorus that sounds like a
crackling, sizzling blast of static on
a radio; this background noise is

common in coastal areas of warm
seas throughout the world.

Many other invertebrates con-

tribute to such static. Some
crabs and lobsters possess specialized

rasping areas on their bodies and
appendages. The attachment threads
of some mussels are thought to pro-
duce a soft, clicking noise when the
threads are broken or pulled loose
by waves. And the parrot-like beaks
of squid and octopus produce a me-
tallic rasping noise when they feed.

The basic sound of invertebrates

is a click—a short pulse of noise. A
single click from the snapping
shrimp lasts about one millisecond,

and each contains frequencies over
a broad portion of the audible spec-

trum from 20 to 20,000 cps, and
perhaps higher. These pulses are
powerful: at a distance of a yard,
their intensity may reach over -|-50

dB /lb. Consequently, the din from
large numbers of shrimps can mask
the many other sounds of both natu-
ral and human origin.

We can only guess at the functions
of the crustacean sounds. Some may
be related to territorial defense;
others may serve as cues in repro-
ductive behavior; in many cases they
may be merely incidental to feeding.

There has been virtually no experi-

mental work in this area of inver-

tebrate behavior, and the field is wide
open for research.

Sounds From Fishes

Marine fishes produce three gen-
eral types of sounds: stridulations

(rubbing or rasping) , swim-bladder
vibrations, and hydrodynamic dis-

turbances.

The stridulations roughly compare
to the sound of crickets rubbing their
wings together. Such movement of
one rough surface against another
gives a rasping noise, a series of
short broad-band pulses. Many
species of fish produce them when
they gnash their teeth or rub patches
of denticles in the pharynx. Usually
the sounds come during feeding;
other times during fright or serious
difficulty, as when the fish is cap-
tured. There is some evidence that
such seemingly incidental sounds are
actually a primitive form of com-
munication. For instance, a fish hear-
ing these "feeding sounds" can as-

sociate them wth the presence of
food and respond accordingly. Japa-
nese researchers report that fish of
the same species have even been at-

tracted to the played-back recording
of such sounds.

By and large, however, stridula-

tory sounds are similar in most
species and do not seem to be highly
specific. Spectrograms often show a
predominant frequencv in the range
of 50 to ' 100 cps. this probably
represents the rhythm with ivhich the
teeth strike each other while rasping.

The most efficient and highly
evolved sonic mechanism in fishes is

the swim bladder. Originally, this

thin-walled, air-containing sac prob-
ably served to control the buoyancv
of the fish. It now has several other
functions. In many species it is

equipped with a set of specialized

muscles capable of vibrating at sur-

prisingly high rates (up to at least

300 contractions per second in some
species). For this drumming sound
the entire swim bladder with its en-
closed air serves as an underwater
loudspeaker of considerable effi-

ciency. Prominent producers of such
sound are members of the drumfish
family (family Sciaenidae) , includ-

ing croakers, sea trout, and sea drum.
Several species of sea basses (includ-

ing groupers), marine catfish, toad-
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fish, squirrelfish, and many others

also are drummers.

These sounds are basically har-

monic, with a fundamental frequency

varying from 100 to 500 cps, de-

pending on the species. Some are of

short duration, about 0.1 second, and

are repeated rapidly enough to give

a rattling or hammering effect. Often

a particular species can be recog-

nized by the pattern of these pulses.

The toadfish, on the other hand, pro-

duces a long, sustained call, lasting

about a half second and resembling

a distant foghorn (see "Foghorn
Sounds Beneath the Sea," Natural
History, March, 1960)

.

The biological significance of

many of these sounds remains

obscure. In a few cases, as with toad-

fish and drumfish, the drumming is

clearly related to spawning behavior

and comes only from males. In

others, as with groupers and squirrel-

fish, the explanation is territorial be-

havior—a resident animal sounds off

when approached by an intruder. But

there are also puzzling areas. Alarm
and fright often evoke sounds; just

as often, they halt the sonic activity.

This brings up a major problem in

studying the behavioral significance

of fish sounds. In captivity, the crea-

ture's sound production often ceases,

and it is difficult to set up controlled

experiments under field conditions.

Observations, visual and sonic alike,

are in themselves insufficient; experi-

mental studies are needed.

Now let us briefly consider the

third type of noise produced by a

fish. While swimming, it produces a

strong, local displacement of the

water. Such a hydrodynamic disturb-

ance is not strictly a sound according

to some definitions. But it represents

energy that can be detected by a hy-

drophone, and it possesses many phy-

sical properties of a sound. Because

its frequency is very low, it can even

sound like an earthquake or ex-

plosion. Hydrodynamic disturbances

are especially evident when the fish

abruptly changes velocity or direc-

tion. Fishes are definitely sensitive

to such displacements in the water,

and probably detect them by means

of their lateral line system, which is I

a series of bundles of hair cells lovJ

cated within pits or canals on th(^

The male toadfish emits a foghorn sound, which is part of spawning behavior^

For this call, the air-filled swim bladder serves as an underwater loudspeaker

The result, in spectrogram, is an orderly sound—fundamental frequency plui

harmonics. Narrow vertical lines are background noises from snapping shrimp

0.4 0.6

TIME IN SECONDS
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The spiny lobster contributes to the underwater din with characteristic rasping

produced by a filelike area at base of its antenna. Spectrogram shows: (left)

two raspings, ivith time plotted against frequency in cycles per second; (right)

intensities of the discordant frequencies that produce the unmusical sound.

head and along the sides of the body.

The lateral line system is sensitive to

minute displacements, so it is a de-

tector of ordinary low-frequency

sounds transmitted through water.

Most recent evidence indicates that

: marine fishes are quite sensitive to

i sound reaching to 500 or 600 cps

("Psychophysics and Hearing in

Fish," Natural History, March,

1964) . Above this frequency, their

sensitivity drops rapidly, and most

species are virtually deaf above about

1,500 to 2,000 cps. By contrast, man
hears best at about 1,000 to 2,000

cps, and his range extends at least

up to 10,000 cps.

The majority of fishes can also

detect sounds through the inner ear.

In this the swim bladder again plays

an important role. The body of a

fish has a density close to that of

the water it swims in, so a fish is

virtually transparent to water-borne

sound. Because the swim bladder is

filled wth air, it functions like a

microphone by responding to these

vibrations and transmitting them to

the inner ear.

The Marine Mammals

In contrast to fishes, cetaceans are

warm-blooded, air-breathing mam-
mals, and include a variety of forms,

commonly called whales, dolphins,

and porpoises. These produce sounds

that fall into two general categories

:

(1) short, broad-band sound pulses,

or clicks, and (2) sustained whistles,

squeals, and other cries.

Cetaceans are divided into two

groups. The larger forms are the

baleen whales, which feed upon

planktonic material. They belong to

the suborder Mysticeti. The smaller

species, all belonging to the suborder

Odontoceti—the toothed whales-

have well-developed teeth and are

hunters of food, primarily fish and

squid. In this predatory group are

a few relatively larger species (sperm

whale and killer whale) and some

smaller ones, such as the pilot whales.

Relatively small, too, are the por-

poises and dolphins. ( Although there

are technical distinctions between the

two, we shall follow the common us-

age of calling them either porpoises

or dolphins.)

As far as is known, all the species



Porpoise head is adapted for beaming sounds After t^ibrations from tubular

sac (a) bounce off concave forehead bone (b), they can move fom-rdas

follows- by reflection off sac (c); or, farther down, off sac (d); or off upper

file). Most of the sound is then focused by an acoustic lens, the od-saturated

"melon" (f) at top of head. For reception, the porpoise can use its lower ,aw

(g), which transmits to dense bone (h) surrounding inner ear (i).

1.2 1.6 2.0

TIME IN SECONDS

Two porpoise ichistles in succession: Each one starts as a high sound, quickly

dips in pitch, and then rises again. The separate, higher lines are hmmonics.

of toothed whales produce the

short, pulselike clicks. Sometimes,

each of these hroad-band sounds lasts

less than 10 milliseconds and con-

tains component frequencies ranging

well above human hearing—a range

of 100 to 100,000 cps is not uncom-

mon. The clicks come from a special-

ized vibrating organ found within

the complex of air chambers leading

to the blowhole. It has been shown

that these clicks are primarily in-

tended to locate objects by means of

the returning echoes. This highly ef-

ficient and accurate sonar system

rivals that of bats. Echoes from the

clicks give the marine animal much

information about its environment,

especially the location and type of

food that it is hunting.

For long-distance reconnaissance,
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the clicks are produced at a slow

rate. As the animal approaches a

target and the clicks increase to well

over 200 or 300 per second, their

succession begins to sound like a

buzz (often called the "rusty hinge"

sound I . Most research on this sonar

ability has been done with a single

species, the familiar bottle-nosed por-

poise or dolphin {Jurslops trunca-

tus). Because it is a particularly

docile animal, readily trainable to

perform circus-type tricks, it can be

studied and tested under various cap-

tive conditions.

The bottle-nose and other species

can increase the click rate to a fre-

quency so high as to sound almost

musical—especially when trained to

do this with their heads out of water.

Some observers have mistakenly

thought these sounds to be a means

of communication, indeed a lan-

guage. At least one experimenter has

even spent years trying to teach a

porpoise to speak English—with a

notable lack of success.

Along with clicks, most of the

toothed whales emit high-pitched

whistles and squeals, whose pitch

can vary from 1,000 to almost

20.000 cps. The mechanism here has

not been positively identified, but is

believed to reside in the larynx.

Such animals can emit clicks and

whistles simultaneously. The con-

tours of the whistles are variable,

and often characteristic for different

species. Some whistles have now

been associated with different emo-

tional states, such as alarm, fear,

mating. There is good evidence that

the sounds are communication be-

tween animals of the same species,

probably on the level of complexity

of dogs barking, perhaps even the

gibbering and other vocalizing of

monkeys and apes.

So far, research-limited to a few

species of smaller-toothed ceta-

ceans-shows the hearing ability of

these mammals to be remarkable.

The bottle-nosed porpoise, for ex-

ample, is extremely sensitive to fre-

quencies up to 50,000 cps, and can

even detect 120,000 cps. This range

of course, is far above a human':

audible limits. With the echoes, thf

animal can locate food and also avoic

collision with underwater obstacles

The hearing and sound-producin;

mechanisms a're both highly special

ized. A porpoise literally beams it

echolocating clicks. The deeply cor

cave forehead of its skull serves as

bony parabolic reflector to direct th

sounds forward. In addition, th

large bulging "melon" on the froi

of Its head is composed of an oi

saturated tissue acting like an acou

tic lens. This tends to beam the ou

going sound.

Likewise, it is now known th

the sound-receiving system is high

directional. The lower jawbon

contain long, narrow, oil-filled cha

nels; apparently, the sound is pick

up by the lower jaw, transmitt ,

through these channels, and thfii i-

layed, via the jaw hinges, to the boi-

encased mechanism of the inner e,.

Even the brain structure of a p'-

poise shows adaptations for acous;



sensitivity. The brains of cetaceans

are relatively large, and this enlarge-

ment involves the temporal lobes to

a great extent. These portions of the

brain are primarily concerned with

hearing and, probably in this case,

echolocation.

The large baleen whales, unlike

the toothed cetaceans, are not

definitely known to produce any

echolocating clicks, but they do give

a variety of sustained cries—mostly

at a fundamental frequency of below

400 cps. The sounds of a school of

humpback whales, for example, have

been familiar to generations of

whalers; sometimes they resemble

moans, groans, or the mooing of

cows. The function of these sounds

is unknown, but possibly, like por-

poise squeals, they are a means of

communication.

One species of whale, the finback,

which reaches a size of 70 to 80 feet

and a weight of 90 to 100 tons,

caused considerable perturbation

some ten years ago among personnel

manning various sonar listening sta-

tions along our Atlantic coast. With
the improvement of recording equip-

ment, it had become possible to de-

tect extremely low frequency sounds,

such as might be produced by large

surface ships or submarines. The new
equipment promptly began detecting

strong sound pulses at a frequency

of about 20 cps. Despite accurate

tracking, however, no visual contact

could be made either from investi-

gating ships or airplanes. The sounds

were extremely powerful and could

be detected over distances of several

miles. A cloak of secrecy was

clamped do^^n over these data by the

military on the off-chance that the

20-cycle pulses came from unknown
man-made vessels.

Eventually the culprit was identi-

fied as the finback whale [Balaenop-

tera physalus

)

, whose shy habits

made it difficult to sight while it was

emitting the sounds. One investiga-

tor proposed that the sound was

produced by the beating of the ani-

mal's huge heart. It is conceivable

that the contraction of a half-ton of

muscle could produce such a pulse,

but newer evidence supports the idea

that the whale produces them volun-

tarily, possibly as some form of

communication.

Within the past few years, another

group of aquatic mammals, although

unrelated to the cetaceans, has also

been found to produce underwater

sounds. These are the seals and sea

lions of the order Pinnipedia, closer

allied to terrestrial carnivores than

to the whales. Barklike and other

pulsing sounds have been detected

from several species, including the

California sea lion frequently found

in circus and aquarium shows. Al-

though confirming evidence is still

lacking, there are strong indications

that these animals use such sounds

for echolocation.

It is not really surprising that

marine animals in general show so

many adaptations that utilize the

acoustic channel for various beha-

vior patterns. The surprising aspect

is that only recently have biologists

come to appreciate this fact.

With underwater vision often

masked by turbidity, with the chem-

ical senses hampered by disturbing

currents and slow diffusion rates,

sound is therefore the most efficient

long-range mechanism for supplying

marine animals with necessary infor-

mation about each other and the rest

of their environment.

Meanwhile, technological ad-

vances over the past twenty

years have given scientists an acous-

tic window into the ocean, and ma-

rine biology now can enlarge our

knowledge of the behavior and dis-

tribution of marine life. This knowl-

edge is essential and basic to all

oceanographic studies, which are

growing in importance as it becomes

evident that future generations of

man will depend increasingly on the

seas for their food resources.

SOUNDS IN AIR SOUNDS IN WATER

TAKE-OFF OF JET AIRCRAFT AT ABOUT 80 FEET-

THRESHOLD FOR HUMAN AURAL DISCOMFORT AT

-

1,000 CYCLES PER SECOND

SINGLE PROPELLER AIRCRAFT AT 15 FEET

VERY NOISY BUSINESS OFFICE

LOUD HOME HI-FI SET

AVERAGE HOME RADIO

AVERAGE BUSINESS OFFICE

PRIVATE BUSINESS OFFICE -

QUIET RESIDENCE

QUIET WHISPER

THRESHOLD OF HUMAN HEARING AT

-

1.000 CYCLES PER SECOND
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NEARBY 25-HP OUTBOARD MOTOR

• FOGHORN BLAST OF A TOADFISH AT ABOUT 3 FEET

• VERY ROUGH SEA

CHORUS OF SEVERAL HUNDRED MARINE CATFISH

• NOISE OF SHIPS IN A BUSY HARBOR

STATIC-LIKE SOUND OF THOUSANDS OF
SNAPPING SHRIMP AT ABOUT 100 YARDS

CALM SEA

THRESHOLD OF HEARING FOR SQUIRRELFISH
AT 800 CYCLES PER SECOND

In this comparative chart of sound intensities the
reference point is set at decibels. It corresponds
roughly to sound of a loud home hi-fi set; also to
underwater clatter of thousands of snapping
shrimp.
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toy Carlo T. E. Gay

For years I had heard rumors

about cave paintings in a re-

mote valley of the Sierra Madre del

Sur, in the Mexican state of Guer-

rero. Information about the cave's

exact location was vague, and so was

the description of the paintings.

They were sometimes described as;

"witchcraft works," sometimes as

"hunting scenes."

As time passed and more precise

directions became available, it

seemed worthwhile to investigate the

Juxtlahuaca cave near the mountain

village of Colotlipa. My first survey

was made on July 26, 1966, with two

companions-Gillett Griffin, an artist

from Princeton, New Jersey, and En-

rique, the son of the cave's caretaker,;

Andres Ortega. The second survey

was made on August 25. The mate-

rial recorded during these two m-

spections included three paintings

and three line drawings, along with

various human skeletal remains and

fragments of pottery.

On the basis of style and iconog-

raphy, the paintings and drawings

can be identified as belonging to the

Olmec tradition, which flourished ir

Mexico during pre-Christian times

Elsewhere in Mexico the distinctiv(

art style of that tradition is mainl]

exemplified by monumental sculp

tures. ceremonial vessels, and excel

lent figurines. Consequently, th

Juxtlahuaca works came as a revela

tion. Deep inside the cave was evi

dence of a previously unknown aspec

of Olmec art tradition-the earhes

examples of large-scale painting

ever recorded in the New World.

Colotlipa can be reached by ca

from Chilpancingo, the capital (

Guerrero. A few miles south of th

town, on the highway to Acapulco

dirt road branches eastward at tl

village of Petaquillas. The road fo

lows'the winding course of a preci]

itous canyon, which leads to an an

pie valley flanked on both sides 1:

high, brush-covered mountains. He:

the road continues its easier

course, cutting through well-cull

vated fields and occasional cluste

of trees. Vegetation is especial

luxuriant around Mochitlan ai

Quechultenango, the largest comm

nities in the valley. Past Quechulte

ango the narrowing road comes to i



easily forded river. From then on
the trip proceeds smoothly to Colot-

lipa, 22 miles from Chilpancingo.

Colotlipa, which means "the scor-

pion above," is a neat, well-built vil-

lage on the edge of a small alluvial

plain where a group of valleys con-

verge at approximately 2,600 feet

above sea level. In this vicinity the

sierra largely consists of limestone

formations. Among several caverns
existing in the area, only Juxtla-

huaca has been explored and, ac-

cording to local report, is regularly

visited by the natives—in mid-Sep-
tember and Easter's Holy Week.
The cave is 31/2 miles north of

Colotlipa. The name Juxtlahuaca
means "beautiful blue-green valley"

and is derived from the name of a

nearby hamlet. The site can be
reached by two alternate footpaths

along the Rio Blanco. Both require
wading the small river at several

points, but this is not difficult except
lafter the late afternoon showers that

occur during the rainy season.

The walk is mainly through fields

and pastures. After an hour the en-

trance to the cave can be seen about
200 feet up the slope of a small
mountain that rises from the east

side of the river.

Except for a couple of kerosene
amps, a flashlight for emergencies,
ind some drinking water, no spe-

i^ial equipment is necessary for

Figure B
Flg-ure- A

I»AI]NXIIVG 1 The first painting seen in the cave, about
3,400 feet from its entrance, shows two figures possibly
engaged in an Olmec ritual of ancient Mexico. For their
relative size and positioning, see this issue's cover. They
have been separated on this page, and enlarged. Above is

the head-and-shoulders portion of dominant Figure A,
which is 5 feet 5 inches tall on the cave ivall. He is looking
down upon and may be exorcising submissive Figure B;
the latter is in a seated posture typical of Olmec art. The
colors used in the Juxtlahuaca representations were appar-
ently red and yellow ocher, as ivell as a carbonaceous black
(charcoal, bone, or soot). All of the cave works are still in
good condition, but calcite has obscured some painted
areas and some of the black has faded.
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rmAWING 3 DRAWIING 3

The composite reconstruction, above right, u

supplied to clarify details of these two works and

to show their relative positions on the wall of

the cave. Drawing 2: Possibly a preliminary

sketch, it portrays a serpent head partly obscured

by a superimposed feline head. Drawing 3 : 1 ront

view of a man, who is naked except for a loin-

cloth, reveals the ancient artist's appreciation

of the anatomical details portrayed.

PAIIVTING 3 PAIISTTIING 8

•x.

l\ \

Painting 2, right, was executed in a way that

suits the natural contour of a slab jutting from

the cave ivall. The cruciform-shaped tad of the

seven-foot "plumed serpent" may be a stylized

representation of a snake's rattle and button.

Above: Facing Painting 2, this picture's strange,

small animal apparently is leaping toward the

serpent. But the latter, because it rises higher

on the slab, dominates the scene.
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exploring the cave, which takes

about five hours. About a mile of the

cave has been accurately measured
by an architect from Chilpancingo,

with the help of Andres Ortega, and
markers at regular intervals give dis-

tances in meters. It is advisable, how-
ever, to be accompanied by Ortega
or his son. Both are excellent guides
and entertaining companions.
At the start the course is more or

less horizontal, and the visitor is

greeted by swarms of bats and giant

cockroaches. (It is best not to linger

in this section because a potentially

dangerous disease, histoplasmosis,

can be contracted in bat-infested cav-

erns.) About 600 feet from the en-

trance a small opening leads into a

series of progressively lower rooms,
separated by tortuous passageways
through which it is sometimes neces-

sary to crawl. Each room contains

stalactites and stalagmites, as well as

gracefully curving formations that

resemble draperies. Stately pillars

and precarious columns rise from
the floor to join overhanging forma-
tions; massive flowstones cover the

walls with frozen cascades colored
the most delicate pinks and creams.
Two thousand feet from the en-

trance is a small room, which the
map of the cave (page 33) desig-

nates Chamber of the Drum. Here, a

series of hollow stalactites of various
lengths and shapes hangs in front of
a natural cavity; when they are
tapped the resulting resonance re-

sembles that of a drum. Three red
spots are painted on the wall of the

niche, indicating perhaps that it had
some use in ancient times. Farther
on, the cavern becomes increasingly
larger until it opens into a huge hall

{see map: Hall of the Dead) where a
massive cave-in occurred at one time.

Nearby, we counted the skeletal re-

mains of three children and eight

adults. In each instance, part of the

skeleton is embedded in stalagmitic

crust. It is evident that many bones
have been removed. Of three skulls,

for instance, only those fragments
strongly adhering to the floor are

still in situ. A fourth skull is intact,

except for a recent break on one side.

Originally placed in a natural cavity,

it is now completely covered with a

thick, creamy colored layer of crys-

tallized calcite. Recurrent flooding
of this section of the cave during the

rainy season accounts for the de-

posit. (On our first visit the cavity

was dry; a month later the skull was
a foot under water.) It is possible
that the large hall and adjacent
rooms once served as a repository for
the dead.

A number of potsherds can also

be found in and around the same
area, usually well separated from the

bones. Most are fragments of undec-
orated vessels. The lower portions of
two flat-bottomed, cylindrical pots
are embedded in stalagmitic crust.

Nothing is left of a third vessel-
which had a rounded bottom—ex-
cept for a small fragment and a clear

imprint in the solid floor.

proceeding farther, the cave re-

-- sumes its horizontal course.

Beyond the 3,100-foot marker is evi-

ence of an ancient canal dug into a
layer of red clay that covers the

floor. Zigzagging about 250 feet

through rooms and passageways, it

TIXTLA Ji

IhCHILPANCINGO

'^.. PETAQUILLAS

leads to the first hall of the paintings.

It was probably dug to free this hall

from periodic flooding, and is la-

beled Drain Canal on the map. Part
of the length is still flanked by earth

removed by the diggers; in other

places, the earthen banks have been
obliterated. The canal, now filled

with stalagmitic crust in the upper
course, is no longer serviceable. It is

from two to three feet wide, but its

variable depth cannot be measured
without freeing the system of depos-
its and debris.

The first hall of the paintings (see

map: Hall of the Ritual) begins
about 3,400 feet from the entrance.

This room, measuring about 100 by
40 feet, has a low ceiling, an even
floor, natural cavities to the left, and
a compact wall to the right. This wall
is partially free of calcite deposits
and relatively smooth.

Painting 1 is my designation for

an extraordinary scene depicted on
the surface of this wall, about thirty

feet inside the hall. It portrays two
human figures, apparently engaged
in a ritual. To the right. Figure A
stands firmly on parted legs and
looks down upon Figure B, who is

sitting. Figure A, measuring 5 feet

5 inches in height, is garbed in a
polychrome shift, a black pelt thrown
over the left shoulder, spotted leg-

gings and gauntlets, and a plumed
headdress. The shift is patterned
with three red, horizontal bands sep-

arated by yellow ones bordered with
black. The pelt is completely black

' DURAZNO

lYOTLA

MOCHITLAN

QUECHULTENANGo'l

ALCOZACAN <

.^CQ

JUXTLAHUACA #
CAVE n

COLOTLIPA

'POTRERO
SAN ANTONIO

To reach Juxtlahuaca cave, the au-
thor traveled by way of Chilpancingo,
the capital of the state of Guerrero.

The black square on the inset repre-
sents the area in Guerrero (ringed sec-
tion) shown in detail on large map.
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Left: Chamber of the Drum. When
guide Andres Ortega taps these stalac-

tites, the resulting sound is amplified

by the natural wall cavity behind them.

Above: Calcite has crystallized around

this skull. It is one of the skeletal re-

mains found in the Hall of the Dead.

except for its spotted tail, which ap-

pears between the legs of the figure.

The tail seems to be that of a jaguar.

Its pattern of ovals and black spots

is repeated on the leg and arm cover-

ings of the figure. Why isn't the

rest of the pelt spotted? Perhaps it

was painted in after the figure was

completed and had to be a solid color

to mask the garment's polychrome

pattern. This assumption is possibly

substantiated by the faint traces of

red showing through the pelt.

The headdress is elongated, and

attached to its front is a red, cleft

device. A tuft of feathers held by

this device falls backward; one of

the feathers is upturned. Conceptu-

ally, this headdress is similar to

those worn by three of the figures on

Relief II at Chalcacingo, Morelos

(see NATURAL HISTORY, August-Scp-

tember, 1966)

.

Figure A has shoulder-length

black hair and a line of beard

around the jaw. A circular ear orna-

ment is indicated. Other details, in-

cluding the facial features, are indis-

tinct because an efflorescence of

calcite, seeping from above, runs as

far down as the chest. The calcite

has absorbed some of the colors, but
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the main elements of the representa-

tion remain discernible. If further

seepage is not checked, however, it

may eventually blur the entire figure.

Figure A holds a trident-shaped

implement in the right hand and, in

the left, a serpent, or serpent-like

staff. Both objects are extended to-

ward Figure B. A barely visible mo-

tif, shaped like an 8, is in front of the

trident, possibly indicating a more

complex original design. Both motifs

correspond to recognizable Olmec

signs occasionally found on clay

vessels, roller stamps, stone figu-

rines, and miscellaneous objects,

principally from central Mexico. A
trident sign can also be seen on the

belly of the reptile portrayed on Re-

lief V at Chalcacingo. According to

my interpretation, this sign is some-

times part of compound forms of

lunar symbolism. The same holds

true for the serpent motif.

The genus of the serpent held by

the figure is not identifiable because

it lacks details, other than black

spots along the belly line. On the

other hand, the polychrome design

of the shift can be compared with

the banded pattern of the tropical

king snake (Lampropeltis poly-

zonus) . The two patterns are sur-

prisingly similar, not only in color

but also in the relative position and

width of the bands. (It should be

noted that the black lines of the gar-

ment are somewhat faded, and show

even less in the photograph.)

Figure B, measuring 1 foot 9

inches in height, is seated, with arms

extended to the knees in a familiar

Olmec posture. Because the lower

area is blurred we have not been able

to establish whether the figure is

shown cross-legged or with its legs

folded under. 1

The body, in three-quarter viewj

is painted red, and appears to be

naked except for a wide, black sash

around the waist and an ornaraeni

at the neck. The face is in profile

and is black, except for its eye cavit)

and the tip of the nose, suggesting

the possibility that a mask is worn

A few strokes of black paint undei

the chin may indicate a beard. At

oval element on the side of the heac

may be an ear ornament.

The head, tilted slightly back, ii

covered with a black-and-re(

headdress. This curiously resemble

a hat, with the brim turned up ii

front. A faint line of color shouin:

behind the head gives the impressioi
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Beyond its entrance, Jiixtlahuaca cave
meanders 4,000 feet through passages
and halls. Then come the partly sub-
merged rooms of Subterranean Lake.

Ithough the artifact it, iiiissing, its

ear imprint remains—it probably was
round-bottomed piece of pottery.

SUBTERRANEAN WKEi'

4264

4182'

JUXTLAHUACA CAVE

CHAMBER OF THE DRUM

2296-

2460'

4100' ,

J PASSAGE OPENEC
/

,

THE EARLY 1930'

,' ,' HALL OF THE SERPE

HALL OF THE RITUAL

DRAIN CANAL

' a horn-shaped element attached

the headdress. (This detail was
)ticed only after close scrutiny of

e photograph, and will have to be
ecked on the painting itself.

)

Considered as a whole, Painting 1

a candid and direct pictorial state-

3nt, which can be identified as be-

iging to an early stage of develop-

,mt of the Olmec tradition. The
;tual significance of the composi-
jH is open to speculation. Figure A
pears to be performing a ritual

ircism upon Figure B. The latter

ght represent a spirit of the earth,

: unlike the Maya god Mam, the

;d god of the earth's interior.

Drawing 1 is thirty feet across the

1, directly opposite the painting,

s drawing is executed at eye level

the white surface of a natural
ar. It is partly concealed under
A's of calcite; the visible part is

proximately eight inches high.

f>ugh is left of this black line draw-
to suggest the possibility that it

resents a building surmounted by
arnamental crest. The perspective
;)bviously distorted. The curved
s slanting downward, below the
ilding," may be intended to de-
be a mound or platform. Inas-

h as the main structure is delin-

eated as a framework consisting of

posts and lintels, the drawing may
depict a temple structure of perish-

able material. There seems no reason
for its presence other than to empha-
size the ceremonial character of the

Hall of the Ritual.

Beyond the hall comes a series of

passageways; along their right-hand

side are Drawings 2 and 3, at a point

3,900 feet from the entrance {see

map: Gallery of the Drawings).

Drawing 2, which is 1 foot 4
inches high and 2 feet wide, portrays

a feline head partially superimposed
on a serpent head, both in profile.

The black line drawing, more or less

at eye level, is precise and descrip-

tive. The serpent, more realistically

portrayed than the feline, resembles

an ophidian of the genus Micrurus,
with short and permanently erect

fangs—characteristic, for example, of

the tropical coral snakes. Below the

animals are two incomplete circles,

each enclosing an irregular, poorly
executed checkerboard pattern. The
meaning of this design is obscure.

There is a possibility that a third

animal head was portrayed, above
and to the right of Drawing 2. How-
ever, the outline is indistinct and
does not show on the photograph.

Drawing 3, nearby and somewhat
larger (3 feet 6 inches high) than
Drawing 2, is directly to the left. It

portrays a male figure in front view,
but with his head turned toward
his right. Except for a loincloth, the

figure is naked. Unidentifiable ob-

jects are in both hands. The figure,

drawn in red, has an easy flowing
line and indicates an appreciation of

anatomical details.

Drawings 2 and 3 might be pre-
liminary sketches for incompleted
works. They seem isolated rather

than part of a compositional whole.
Free from any stylized form of con-
ventional representation, they are
another telling example of natural-

ism in Olmec art. Unfortunately, the

surrounding space is marred with the

initials of visitors.

The passageways lead to the Hall

of the Serpent, a spacious, high-

vaulted room 4,000 feet from the

entrance and apparently the farthest

point reached in ancient times. (Ac-
cording to Andres Ortega, communi-
cation between this hall and a sub-
sequent series of rooms, partly filled

with water, labeled Subterranean
Lake on the map, was established by
two of his brothers in the early

1930's.) Two large animals are de-
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picted here, on the right-hand side.

Painting 2 is a seven-foot "plumed

serpent" that covers most of the sur-

face of a large slab projecting at

right angles from the wall. Its form

is adapted to the natural contour of

the rock; consequently the serpent

is portrajed vertically, its head

thrust out in striking position. The

body and the tongue are painted red,

but details of the head are in black.

(The black appears almost brown in

the photograph because of inade-

quate lighting and the prevailing red

of the painting.) Both tail and

tongue have an unusual cruciform

shape. At the tail this may represent

a stylized rattle and button.

Details of the head are of particu-

lar interest. The mouth is almost but

not entirely closed, which occurs

naturally when a tongue is protrud-

ing. A small fang and a series of

reserve fangs are indicated. On top

of the head, there are six feather-like

elements, above a small, round eye.

There is a possibility that this design,

as well as the so-called flame eye-

brows, may have derived from cer-

tain snakes, such as the eyelash viper

[Bothrops schlegeli) , with a distinct

development of two or three supra-

ocular scales that form a spiny horn.

At the center of the head is a glyph-

ic element consisting of an Olmec

cross; an S-shaped sign with two

dots on either side, comparable to

the Maya "percentage" sign; and a

jagged design on the upper edge.

This element is accurately drawn, in-

dicating familiarity with conven-

tional Olmec symbols. Conceptually,

it is similar to a glyphic element on

Relief I at Chalcacingo. Also for

comparison, there is a striking like-

ness between this Juxtlahuaca ser-

pent and the rattlesnake portrayed

on Monument 19 from La Venta,

Tabasco. Furthermore, six red spots,

resembling the three found in the

Chamber of the Drum, are painted

on the edge of the slab, to the right

of the serpent. They may be the

painted equivalent of the cup marks

found on Olmec monuments.

Painting 3, on the main wall and

facing the nearby serpent, is 3

feet high and 4 feet 3 inches wide. It

depicts an unidentifiable animal,

possibly disguised as a feline, be-

cause, although painted red, it wears

a spotted pelt. The only identification

marks on the animal itself are two

black spots on an ear. The animal is

portrayed as if leaping toward the

serpent. But the serpent looms higher

and powerfully commands the scene,

leaving little doubt as to which is

symbolically prevailing in this myth-

ical encounter.

The colors used for the paintings

and drawings in Juxtlahuaca cave

were apparently red, yellow ocher,

and a black, possibly derived from

charcoal, bone, or soot. The pow-

dered pigments, probably mixed

with an adhesive agent, could have

been applied with a brush or pad.

Isolated red spots may have been

made by blowing color through a

tube onto a wet surface. All the

works are in good condition, with

the exception of those areas that are

covered with calcite efflorescence,

and some of the black areas where

the color has faded.

The repetition of serpent motifs

in the cave is particularly significant.

Here, for the first time, is convincing

evidence that the serpent played a

more important role in Olmec icon-

ography than is currently believed.

As a consequence it seems possible

that such problematic Olmec designs

as the "jaguar-dragon" represent

highly stj'lized serpent motifs rather

than jaguars.

On the basis of style and iconog-

raphy, there can be no doubt that

the Juxtlahuaca paintings and draw-

ings belong to the Olmec art tradi-

tion. If it comes as a revelation that

this tradition also included painted

works, it is not surprising that they

were executed in a cave. Normally,

people of early times did not live

deep in caves. But they did use them

for religious purposes, principally

because caves provided a semiarchi-

tectural environment; in addition,

the penetration into a seemingly in-

accessible domain intensified the im-

pression of magical power connected

with sacred rites. Apparently the 01-

mecs of the area sought an appro-

priate setting for their rituals, and in

A water-color copy of Painting 2 is

made by Gillett Griffin, a friend of the

author. This artist recorded the cave's

other art u-orks in the same way.
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the most remote recesses of the cave,

they found walls appropriate for

painting. There, in halls dimly lit by

flickering torches, the cave was con-

verted into a sanctum.

The geographic location of the

works is not surprising either. It has

been apparent for some time that

Guerrero, particularly the region

around the middle course of the Bal-

sas River, was an important center

of the Olmec tradition. As evidenced

by numerous accidental finds of vari-

ous kinds, there are at least three

locations in the general area of the

cave that have yielded Olmec re-

mains: TIapa, to the east; Olinala,

to the northeast; and Zumpango del

Rio, to the northwest, this last being

the nearest and the most productive.

That these finds have not in-

cluded permanent architecture

or large-scale monuments should not

negate the possibility that the local

Olmec tradition was in a formative

stage rather than the result of a

peripheral, later extension of the cul-

ture. Both the nature and location of

the Juxtlahuaca works, as well as

their style and iconography, bear

upon the dating. While a definitive

answer can be expected only after

further investigation, I am inclined

to believe that the paintings and

drawings were executed not later

than the florescent phase of the Ol-

mec culture, currently estimated to

have lasted from 800 to 400 B.C. This

does not necessarily mean that the

cave's human remains and pottery

fragments were contemporaneous

with the paintings and drawings;

they may very well pertain to an en-

tirely different period.

Regardless of exactly where the

Juxtlahuaca works belong within the

context of the Olmec tradition, it is

certain that they open a new and un-

suspected field of investigation. They
may eventually help clarify unan-

swered questions concerning the

Drigin as well as the role of Olmec
culture, which contributed so deci-

ively to the art and history of an-

cient Mexico.

Partly hidden under flows of calcite,

this picture is on the cave wall near
Painting 1 and may depict a temple.

If so, its perspective is distorted.
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Immense and sprawling, this female
Welwitschia plant has persisted

for centuries in its desert habitat.

The species is dioecious: that is,

male and female flowers are borne

on separate plants. The plant is

so weird ta.xonomically that it is

usually placed in its own order—
among the gymnosperms.

By Willem Tijniens

Typical Welwitschia country north

of the Orange River is vast, dry,

and barren. The karakul sheep that

are found here serve as an index

to the land's low productivity.

To support itself, a single animal
requires approximately 73 acres in

which to forage. The region, however,
's rich in another way—raw
diamonds. As a precaution against

wauthorized diamond hunters,

'irtually all travel in the Nomib
Desert is prohibited.

FROM AN ANCIENT
DESERT RELICT
Few plant species have attracted as many botanists from

around the world as Welwitschia bainesii. This gnarled,

ragged, extraordinary plant is endemic to the Namib Desert,

a desolate, windswept region that stretches along the entire

coast of South-West Africa and contains little more than sand
dunes and diamonds. The plant not only thrives in such a harsh

environment but attains remarkable longevity as well. Al-

though not comparable to California's bristlecone pine {Finns

aristata)—one of which has been assigned an estimated age of

4,600 years and is now recognized as the world's oldest living

plant—Welwitschia is a millennial species. I recently brought

several pieces of trunk from the large individual at left to the

United States for radiocarbon dating. Its age was established as

slightly more than a thousand years. The plant was a mere
seedling when William the Conqueror engaged his troops in

the Battle of Hastings. Such vintage is particularly striking

since the plant is not deciduous; its two leaves, split longi-

tudinally by wind (making it appear that many leaves are

present), are part of its original photosynthetic equipment.

Rainfall in the Namib Desert averages a scant two inches

per year, but there are occasional stretches of two and three

years when no rain falls at all. Under these circumstances

Welwitschia obtains moisture from a 20- to 60-foot-long tap-

root and from sea mists wafting in off the Atlantic. These are

sometimes heavy, especially in July, and undoubtedly enable

Welwitschia seeds to germinate. However, it is flowering, not

germination, that makes the plant troublesome to cultivate.

The seeds normally germinate within three weeks after having

been soaked, but it takes approximately twenty-five years for a

plant to produce its first flower. Hence, to successfully culti-

vate Welwitschia in a garden or greenhouse, a grower must
combine cheery optimism with an abiding patience. He should

also be young enough.
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TO MORE ELEGANT
FLORAL RARITIES
"This land of Cape of Good Hope in farthest Africa no

botanist ever had trod. Oh Lord how many, how rare and how
wonderful were the plants that on this single day presented

themselves to Hermann's eyes." So wrote Linnaeus on viewing

what the Dutch physician and botanist Hermann had collected

in 1680 in South Africa.

No one knows how many individuals of Mimetes hotten-

totica were in existence when Hermann visited the Cape. But

in December, 1965, a helicopter expedition conducted by the

botanic garden of the University of Stellenbosch in South Af-

rica located and photographed what is believed to be the only

surviving stand. Growing on a steep, misty slope in the cloud

belt of the Hottentots Holland Mountains was a meager pop-

ulation of scarcely three dozen plants. Significantly, no imma-

ture plants were found. The species, if these indeed are its only

remnants, is no longer reproducing. Precisely why is not clear.

The problem is that very few seeds are produced, and those

that do form either disappear (plucked, perhaps, by birds or

mice) or do not germinate. The insufficient seed production

possibly reflects a failure of cross-pollination. With so few indi-

viduals the chances of such pollination succeeding become

slim indeed. The species, consequently, may have slipped

below the numerical threshold required to maintain itself. The

only trouble with so tidy an explanation is that it is not even

known for certain whether Mimetes hottentotica is a cross-

pollinator. The plant is so rare that collections for life cycle

observations or cultivation experiments are prohibited. Col-

lecting specimens at this stage, it is feared, might push the

species over the extinction brink altogether.

It is estimated that the whole of South Africa has more than

16,000 plant species. Of these, 2,500 occur in a relatively
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Since only 36 of these plan

are known to exist, the fragil

delicately colored inflorescenc

of Mimetes hottentotica is rarely see

and more rarely photographei

Resembling tight clusters of kitche

matches, the styles—ranging froi

red through orange to yellow-

are individually surmounted by dari

tricornered stigmas. While, fun:

stamens nestle among the plant,

succulent leaves, which are coveri

with a silvery pubescence. The entii

plant, usually classed as a shru

has an average height of six fee>

Flowers of Leucospermum lineare-S

which look like bursting fireworks-

are shown on the following two page

Characteristic of the gerti

is a color change in the inflorescem

as it matures. Numerous style

still recurved in the flower at lej

fringe the composite heaa
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Leucospermum crinitum display
perfectly the generic character
of floral color change. Each
flower head is in a different phase
of maturation. The species grows in
the western section of the Cape but,
like L. lineare on the previous page,
it is also extensively cultivated in
both private and botanic gardens.

''he largest of all the South African
nembers of the protea family, Protea
ynaroides often produces flower
•eads that exceed a diameter of 12
iches. Its seeds must mature on the
\lant for at least a year in order to be
liable. Such a long time increases the
l?ed's exposure to danger in the wild;
also complicates cultivation.

narrow coastal strip fringing the southern tip of the African
continent. This area, south of a line running roughly from
Lambert's Bay to Port Elizabeth, contains the "Cape Flora

"

an assemblage of plants justly famous both because it is so
distinct from the rest of the African flora and because it has
definite family affinities with plants in Australia and South
America. Such affinities have often been used in support of
theories of continental drift. One aspect of these theories holds
that a land bridge, perhaps through Antarctica, had previ-
ously connected Africa and Australia. A new element in at-
tempts to explain the origins of this unique flora has recently
been added by a Soviet scientist. In a letter to the director of
the National Botanic Gardens at Kirstenbosch, the scientist
claims to have found pollen of a South African plant in Siberia

Putting aside the question of whether it originated in the
north or in a supercontinent to the south, the flora today is
showy, lush, and extremely diverse. For example, the Kogel-
berg Reserve-a vast tract covering some 60,000 acres in the
Hottentots Holland Mountains-boasts the greatest per square
mile concentration of plant species in the entire world The
abundance of certain families, notably the Iridaceae the
Ericaceae, and the Proteaceae, is also a characteristic feature
of the flora. The proteas in particular are prominent and in-
clude, with the exception of the Welwitschia, all the species
displayed in this article.

In spite of a general abundance, however, species like
Mimetes hottentotica continue to be threatened and require
special protection. A single anecdote will suffice to indicate
how solicitous South Africans have become to protect their
flora. A botany professor from a European university once
visited a Welwitschia plant in the northwestern corner of the
country. Fully cognizant of the enormous amount of time re-
quired to cultivate the plant, the professor decided to take a
shortcut. He simply uprooted a "young" plant, tucked it under
his coat, and proceeded to his hotel. After dining in his room
perhaps somewhat victoriously, the professor placed his new
prize on one of the room's two beds and placed himself on
the other for a good night's sleep. His rest was short-lived.
The authorities showed up in the middle of the night, having
been tipped off that botanic larceny was in progress. On sain-
:ng entrance, the authorities had to take but a^step to the in-
cnmmating evidence, which lay carefully potted in the middle
of the bed. The plant was confiscated and the professor ar-
rested. After several weeks in and out of courts and jails, and
after paying a substantial fine, the professor left the country-
embarrassed and, presumably, empty-handed.

Note to Gardeners

Packets of African seeds are distributed free to members of
the Botanical Society of South Africa. The society devotes
Itself to preservation of the native flora, and membership is
available at modest cost. On request, Natural History will
send further details to its readers.
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The Basques
Their language, their customs,

even their blood provide

evidence of a remarkable ivill

to preserve their identity

by Morton H. Levine

Despite the leveling effect of

modern communications, there

remain in Europe a few populations

that stand out from the surrounding

peoples in language or cuUure or.

both. In France, the Bretons speak a ^

Celtic tongue more closely related to

Welsh and Gaelic than to French.

The languages of the Lapps and

Finns have no connection with those

of the Scandinavians, and Hun-

garian is likewise unrelated to the

neighboring Slavic, Romance, and
!

Germanic tongues. These alien Ian-
j

guages are islands of the Ural-Altaic

language family of Asia in a sea of

Indo-European. The most distinctive

linguistic-ethnic enclave in Europe,

however, is that of the Basques,



who live in the southwest of France
and northwest Spain. Numbering
fewer than a million, the Basques
speak a language that has never been
linked to any larger family. Many of
their customs go back to the Middle
Ages or earlier. And their biological

character, as revealed in the unusual
frequencies of certain blood types, is

equally distinctive.

There are two mysteries about the
Basques that have aroused consider-
able interest. The one that has stimu-
lated the most widespread specula-
tion concerns their origin. Where
did the Basques come from? When
did they arrive in their present
hearth ? With what other people are
they afFdiated ? The other mystery is

how, despite continuous contact with
strangers, the Basques have been able
to persist as a people apart during the
two thousand or more years they have
occupied their present homeland.
The curiosity about the Basques is

well deserved. Their vigorous dances
and traditional music, their oral lit-

erature now preserved in printed col-
lections, their architecture, their
well-documented values and customs
all underline the difference between
Basque culture and that of the adja-
cent French and Spanish popula-
tions. And their history is equally
colorful. It was through the Pyre-
nean mountain passes of the Basque
country that the battle between Char-
lemagne and the Saracen invaders

flowed back and forth ; the Basques
proudly identify themselves as the
mountaineers who cut off the rear
guard of Charlemagne's army and
brought on its destruction.

Although they are now among the
most fervent communicants of the
Roman Catholic church, the Basques
stubbornly resisted Christianization
and added a heroic chapter to
the history of martyred missionaries
before they embraced the faith. Even
after Christianity was formally es-

tablished among the Basques in the
eleventh century, this savage people
continued to trouble both civil and
ecclesiastical authority. And even to-
day, the Basque practice of Catholic
ritual retains pre-Christian elements.

The Basque country lies astnd. thr nesternmost Pyrenees. Here the farms ofMacaye, arte of two villages studied, extend up into the hills. The yoked cattle,above, are still the principal beasts of burden among Basque farmers.
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It was only recently that church au-

thorities succeeded in suppressing

the exuberant firing of a volley of

rifle shots inside the churches during

the celebration of Corpus Christi.

Even so. the procession of the Host

still includes a squadron of the youth

decked out in military costume who
enter the church dancing to the ac-

companiment of impressive martial

music. While the origins of this un-

usual element in the celebration are

not entirely clear, it is thought to de-

rive from the ancient Basque custom

of performing a dance in honor of a

dead warrior chief.

It was neither their colorful his-

tory nor their mixture of ancient

and modern custom that first evoked

my interest in the Basques. Nor was

it solely that their language, Eskuara,

is apparently unique. This has long

been known—even the Romans called

attention to this queer tongue. More
recently, however, another peculiar-

ity of the Basques came to light,

which, along with the several other

distinctive characteristics of these

people, pointed to them as a prime

subject for anthropological study.

This was the revelation that two com-

mon blood types were, respectively,

less prevalent and more prevalent

among the Basques than among
other Europeans—and to a marked
degree. In 1937 it was revealed that

European Basques showed a much
lower occurrence of type-B blood

than their neighbors. Subsequent

studies showed them to have less

than 3 per cent of this blood type,

compared with more than 8 per cent

for the English and Belgians, almost

15 per cent for Germans, and more
than 17 per cent for Italians. A dec-

ade later, beginning with a study of

Argentine Basques, it was established

that Basques everywhere have a

much greater incidence of the Rh-

negative blood type than any other

people in the world. In one such

study, for example, the Basques

yielded almost 30 per cent Rh-nega-

tive compared with 17 per cent for

non-Basque French. These biological

discoveries indicate that the Basques

have married among themselves to a

considerable extent. Thus their in-

marriage. their unique tongue that

remains their primary language to

this day. and their retention of so

many ancient customs all evoked the

question : How have these people

been able to retain their identity for

so many centuries, dating back at

least to Roman times?

The will to preserve their identity

is nowhere more striking than among
the Basques of North and South

America where they may well be

more numerous than in the home-
land. I observed this in visits among
Basques in the western United States

both before and after my three-year

study of this question in the French

Basque country. In 1960 I studied

the marriage patterns of a Basque

communit)^ in Idaho with the collab-

oration of Clifford Sather, a Reed
College student. A few years earlier,

a team from the University of Ore-

gon had noted a significant drop in

the characteristic blood-group fre-

quencies for this population, indicat-

ing considerable intermarriage with

non-Basques. We did, indeed, con-

firm this substantial mixture with

non-Basques over three generations.

But more impressive than this antici-

pated result was the extent to which

the Basques assimilated their non-

Basque marriage partners culturally

as well as biologically. Everyone, re-

gardless of origin, referred to him-

self as Basque. Clubs were organized,

there were frequent folklore festivals,

newly arrived relatives from Spain

were teaching the children to speak

Basque, and young adults who had

never seen Spain aspired to visit their

ancestral homeland.

Last fall, after my return from

France, I visited a small colony of

immigrants, most of whom came

from one of the two villages I had

studied during the past year. This

was another confrontation with the

unquenchable desire of the Basque

abroad to remain Basque. They came

to a small California town at the so-

licitation of a French family to work

in a local bakery. Well paid, their

goal was to earn enough money to

return home and buy a farm or es-

tablish a small business. For the

farms of the Basque homeland in

France are small and unable to

support the typically large Basque,

family. Each of the families in this

colony of 30-35 people firmly in-j

tends to return to France in a fev

years. They all live within a radiu^ k

of three blocks of one another. The) lij

are content with minimal competence ii

in English and make no Americai

friends. Among themselves thej h

speak only Basque. And despite ac [

cess to most of the comforts of Amer
[jj,

ican life, they are not beguiled b;
njj

telephones, radio and TV, automc u,

biles, and central heating. Their lif
ijj

here is tentative, provisional, and er
||{{

tirely oriented toward that future c
(.-jd

which they dream—the day they ar uj^

once again in the Pays Basque.
[

|||,j

Here then are two examples of tb ii(,|

powerful impulse of the Basq

abroad to retain his identity. Thiniy
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The Basque love to dance and are famous for the saut Basque, or Basque jump,
when both feet are off the ground at once. In church on Corpus Christi day,

above, the congregation ivatches the entry of the youth in military costume—
a mixture of pre-Christian custom and Catholic ritual.

latest encounter was with first gen-

eration immigrants who truly expect

to return, even though for some this

may prove to be an illusion. Even

more remarkable, however, was the

earlier encounter with Basques who
were permanently uprooted. It was

actually this encounter with the

Idaho Basques that stimulated the

research I have been pursuing in Eu-

rope. There, too, one finds pressures

for the assimilation and ultimate dis-

appearance of the Basques as a lin-

guistic, cultural, and biological en-

tity—an isolate. But much of the

traditional culture remains, and its

recent evolution may be studied. The

language, at least in France, is uni-

tfersally spoken; one could, there-

fore, study the phenomenon of the

Basque isolation at a stage where the

ieterioration of this isolation is less

idvanced, and where nostalgia and

pride are not yet wholly a substitute

or reality.

WWhe Basque country lies astride

& the westernmost Pyrenees
'/fountains and along part of the At-

antic coast of France and Spain.

5asque place names are found be-

ond the present hearth, indicating

hat they once occupied a more ex-

insive area. More than half a million

lasques now live on the Spanish side

f the mountains, where the Pais

asco has become a major industrial,

lining, commercial, and shipping

3nter, as well as a region of farmers

and fishermen. Less than 200,000 in-

habit the socially, culturally, and eco-

nomically more homogeneous French

provinces. It was in the less complex

and more conservative Pays Basque

of France that I undertook the study

of Basque isolation.

A people may be said to be iso-

lated in one of two ways: either geo-

graphical barriers have cut them off

from contact with other peoples, or

they have cut themselves off from

their neighbors by cultural and lin-

guistic barriers. It is the latter that

appears to account for Basque cohe-

sion, even though they do live in a

mountainous region. For the Pyre-

nees in the Basque country are hardly

formidable, and they are intersected

by many passes through which the

Basques have long conducted a lively

traffic in contraband. Historically,

this section of the Pyrenees has been

a veritable highway between France

and Spain since pre-Roman times.

Indeed, the sole evidence for the

presence of the Basques in the area

between pre-Christian times and the

Middle Ages comes from the annals

of the Romans and others who en-

countered this savage folk. Thus, if

the Basques have remained an iso-

lated enclave, it has not been because

geographic barriers have denied

them contact with others.

Nor are the Basques an isolate in

the sense that they have never bor-

rowed anything from alien tongues

or foreign cultures. It is estimated

that the contemporary Basque vocab-

ulary contains three-quarters bor-

rowed words, going back at least to

Latin and probably to Celtic. If this

last be true, the Basques would have
been neighbors of the Celtic tribes

who occupied the Iberian Peninsula

before the Romans. As to other cul-

tural borrowing, many customs
identified today with the Basques
are not aboriginally Basque, but
are the retention of customs that

were widespread during the Middle
Ages and that have been retained by
the Basques while abandoned by
others. The colorful Masquerades
and Cavalcades that today seem so

characteristically Basque are but
their retention, in somewhat altered

form to be sure, of the medieval

miracle and mystery plays.

If this assimilation of alien lin-

guistic and cultural elements is so

much a part of Basque history, may
not their apparent isolation be il-

lusory? One of our aims is to answer
this question with some precision,

but even now we can partially re-

solve the seeming paradox of lin-

guistic and cultural borrowing on
one hand and isolation on the other.

Once we go behind the gross facts of

encounter with other people, borrow-
ing of words and adoption of alien

cultural elements, we find this: the

Basques may have adopted foreign

words, but their grammar and the

characteristic sounds of their lan-

guage have remained intact. They
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With stoic co-operation, almost all tvho

were asked gave their blood for the

analyses made during the study.

may have borrowed customs from
others, but they have also tenaciously

retained customs that others have

abandoned. They may have had con-

tact with other peoples but, as the

biological studies indicate, they did

not intermarry with them to a signifi-

cant extent. All this suggests that iso-

lation is a complex phenomenon
indeed. It is surely not an all-or-noth-

ing proposition. Few, if any, peoples

tave ever been absolutely isolated

for any length of time. Not only is

isolation a matter of degree, but it

has more than one aspect. Borrowing

words may or may not entail adop-

tion of strange customs, and neither

linguistic nor cultural adoptions nec-

essarily involves genetic borrowing.

Further, the rate of borrowing may
vary from one epoch to another, and
the presence of medieval cultural ele-

ments in present-day Basque culture

would indicate greater isolation since

the Middle Ages.

To study this phenomenon in the

field we were confronted with a

challenge: In order to study Basque

isolation, it would be necessary to

breach that isolation. My wife and I

visited the Pays Basque in 1962 to

reconnoiter the area and consult with

local experts and authorities on the

feasibility of the study I had in mind.

When the research design was devel-

oped in detail, we returned to the re-

gion and drove some 6,000 miles,

mostly back and forth through the

tiny westernmost province of La-

bourd, seeking two villages with no

more than 500 inhabitants each, both

supposedly "pure Basque." I sought

one in which the inhabitants had

little or no contact with non-Basques

as a rule and another where such

contact was common.
The search was complicated by

the requirements of size, appropriate-

ness to the research, and the need

for virtually guaranteed co-operation

from the three most important fig-

ures in any Basque village—the may-

or, the priest, and the doctor. It was

only toward the end of a very long

summer, and after many encounters

with the stony face of Basque reti-

cence, that we found the two villages

of Ahetze and Macaye where we were

to devote more than a year to the

field study of Basque isolation.

Ahetze is located in the gentle roll-

ing upland that overlooks the Bay of

Biscay coast, three miles along a

country road leading from the main
coastal highway between France and
Spain. Macaye is about twenty-five

miles inland, not far from the ancient

frontier between Labourd and the

central province of Basse-Navarre.

Like Ahetze, it is a few miles oil a

main highway and is reached over a

local road. Neither village would be

passed by the traveler on a through

journey, and both are reputed to be

pure Basque villages.

The differences between the vil;

lages are as significant as their simi

;

larities. Despite the increasing pene

tration of the interior by Frenclj

tourists during the summer. Ma}

caye's inhabitants encounter fe^

non-Basques. Except for a minimu:

of commerce—two groceries, thre

cafes, and several artisans—the has:

occupation is farming and herdinj

The two telephones in Macaye are i

two of the cafes.

Ahetze presents a different picturi

While farming and herding are tl

principal occupation, a significai

part of the community works in tl

industrial-commercial complex

Biarritz, six miles away, and B,

yonne, ten miles distant. In the i,

terior village of Macaye, where

small family holdings can no longj
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Blood donors ranged in age from 20
days to 90 years, but the younger ones
were the most cheerful and amenable.
The woman above watched all her
neighbors give before she guardedly
consented to donate.

jupport several generations of a fam-
ly, young people tend to emigrate.

Over thirty Macayards are currently

iving and working in the United
states. In Ahetze, the young people

•an work in the nearby urban zone
md still reside in the village. Thus,
Ahetze is penetrated by the culture of

he city and of the world beyond the

'ays Basque with its own people as

arriers. This is a community in tran-

ition, in the process of assimilation

ito the urban or at least sub-urban
orld. There were thirteen tele-

hones in Ahetze when we left, with
lore to come in the near future,

hetze and Macaye may only be sep-

ated by twenty-five miles, but it is

better measure of the distance be-

reen them to say that Ahetze is

/enty-five years from Macaye along
e road to urbanization.

iMK^ hen my wife, a student assist-, ant, and I arrived in the

jiys Basque in the summer of 1965
r the major part of the study, which
)uld encompass a field season of at

'ist a year, we brought an an-

opological shopping list of for-

'dable proportions. The general
n was to study each community
m the point of view of its social

|ucture, its biological makeup, its

ent history and, above all, from

j

standpoint of its relations with

the outside world. Thus, it was
hoped, we would be able to measure
the several dimensions of isolation.

To begin with, we made a com-
plete census of each village. We
sought the genealogy of each family

on both the male and female side for

five generations wherever possible.

The census would give us individual

life histories of a sort, but the geneal-

ogies were required to establish for

each village the geographic and cul-

tural radius within which they mar-
ried. Apart from personal histories,

we took the description and history

of every property holding in each
village, seeking the names of the past

four proprietors and their relation-

ship, if any, to the current owner.
All this data would give us a picture

of the population movement into and
out of the village over a respectable

period of time and would, above all,

pinpoint the origin of such immi-
grants as we found.

Then, we sought data on the web
of economic transactions in each vil-

lage. What kind of products are

brought into the village, how are they
obtained, and from where? What
part of the products of agriculture,

stock raising, and artisanship are put
on the market? How? And where?
In short, we sought data on the ex-

tent and intensity of economic ex-

change for each village.

Further, there were data to be gath-

ered on habitual and unusual travel,

on ownership of personal transporta-

tion (cars, bicycles, and so forth),

on subscriptions to newspapers and
journals, on memberships and affili-

ations in organizations of various
kinds, on radio and television owner-
ship, and even on the flow and desti-

nation of mail from the community
and source of mail coming into the

community. This was to give us the

cultural "reach" of the respective

communities, its range, and its qual-

ity. And, we wanted to examine the

extent of involvement with the out-

side world, to characterize the articu-

lation of individual villages with the

larger regional and national political

structure.

This was by no means all of the
shopping list. The populations of
these villages are first and last

Basque speakers, but not always. We
wanted to find out when people spoke
Basque and when French, and the ex-

tent to which the Basque language

was used as a means of guarding and
enhancing their separateness. We
wanted to learn about education and
child-rearing practices to understand
to what extent the present youth are

brought up with a High level of

Basque consciousness. In this con-

nection we elicited essays from the

school children of varying grades on
such topics as "The career I want to

pursue when I am an adult," "What
is a stranger," "What is a Basque."

Of all the things we demanded of

these two villages, perhaps
nothing was as exigent as that which
we needed to establish the biological

character of each village. We asked
for medical histories, data on infant

mortality, physical measurements of

almost the whole population, and,
finally, we wanted a blood sample
from as many people in each village

as possible. By the time we left, we
had taken four tubes totaling 40 cc,
from 730 out of the 960 residents

of Ahetze and Macaye. The age of
our subjects ranged from 20 days
to 90 years. The blood was taken by
the staff of the Centre Departemental
de Transfusion Sanguine at Biarritz,

which also performed the control

analyses for the A, B, 0, and Rh
blood types as well as medical analy-

ses of blood sugar and cholesterol.

The larger part of each sample was
packed in ice and shipped to the

Centre d'Hemotypologie of the
French National Center for Scientific

Research in Toulouse. Here the su-

perbly equipped laboratories made
some 68 analyses of genetic signifi-

cance and froze part of each sample
for storage and future analysis.

To come with demands like these

to any population depends a great

deal on support and advice. Our two
previous visits had acquainted us
with widely respected experts and
authorities in the Basque countrv
who gave us their endorsement with-

out reservation. The leading figures

in both villages, as well, did every-

thing they could to advise us on
procedure and prepare the people of

their communes. Perhaps the most
important contribution to our success

in penetrating the villages and ob-
taining the co-operation of this no-
toriously reticent people was their

own awareness of their status as the

survivors of an ancient people of un-
known orieins.
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In ihi- only cafe in Ahetze, these men
enjoy the aftermath of blood giving:

a repast with ivine from sponsors of

the study; children got chocolate.

Even so, it was not easy. Not

only are the Basques resistant to

strangers, but they are fiercely indi-

vidualistic and libertarian and do not

often co-operate en masse. After all

the introductions and endorsements

we could get, we still had to conquer

these villages house by house.

On one occasion, not long after

my arrival, I was standing on the

threshold of a Basque house and ex-

plaining the program of work to the

young matron. I was hardly through

before she asked, "Is it obligatory,

monsieur?" To which I replied,

"Nothing is obligatory, madame, not

even to talk to me." At which point

she invited me in to talk.

Our investigations, as might be ex-

pected, went beyond the original

plans. We also achieved a head start

on studies of Basque values, religion,

and ceremonial, and on Basque na-

tionalism, which is currently seething

in Spain and simmering in France,

in behalf of the unification of the

three French and four Spanish
Basque provinces into an independ-

ent nation. This will have to await

our next study. Meanwhile, sorting

and analyzing the data that relate

directly to the present research will

require many months. We now
have only some tentative conclusions

about the Basque status as an isolate.

First of all, it seems quite clear

that Basque isolation, to whatever

degree it may exist, is a function of

the will of the Basque people and

is not something that the surround-

ing non-Basques have imposed upon

them. The Basques are not outcasts.

The principal weapon deployed by

the Basques to guard their separate-

ness is their language. In the villages

I studied, it is always the language

of the household, the language of

intimac)% and the language spoken

before strangers when there is some-

thing to talk over or comment on

among themselves. They have, there-

fore, a means of maintaining their

privacy when non-Basques are pres-

ent. It is an option they use often.

The Basques love to say that it

is difficult, indeed impossible for

strangers to learn to speak Basque.

The cure of Macaye delighted in the

ancient and oft told story that the

devil tried for seven years to learn

Basque and hurled himself from a

bridge in vexation when, at the end

of that time, he had learned only

the words for "yes" and "no." These

admonitions about the impossibility

of learning the language were inevit-

ably delivered with a certain pride

and even pleasure. It finally occurred

to us that these widespread views that

held it impossible for a foreigner to

learn Basque were perhaps just an-

other expression of their resistance

to penetration.

There is even internal isolation

within the Basque country. It

has long been known that there

are more than twenty-five different

Basque dialects, some of them mu-

tually unintelligible. This in itself

bespeaks considerable segregation.

I also learned that, while there is

much contact between French and

Spanish Basques among scholars,

professionals, and politicians, there

is very little contact between the

broad masses of people.

Urbanization along the French

coast and the acceleration of tourism

are responsible for an increasing

penetration of the Basque enclave by

foreign elements. In addition, motor-

ized bicycles have made the Basques

themselves far more mobile. These

vehicles were introduced after the

Second World War, and the intensity

of travel between the interior and

the coast has increased steadily. Only

an analysis by generations of the ra-

dius within which marriage partners

are sought will tell us how much this

has broken down internal isolation.

Perhaps the strongest single con-

temporary force for the retention of

Basque cultural tradition is thje

church. All priests in the Basque

country are themselves Basques and

Basque speakers, and they encourage

the conservation of the integrity of

the local community. When the lit-

urgy is finally rendered in Basque,

following the mandate of Vatican II,

the conservative role of the church

will be enhanced.

Aside from what I learned about

their isolation and other aspects of

Basque culture and history, however,

I also gained a more precise appreci-

ation of what remains to be studied.

A systematic archeological survey of

the Bascjue country should be under-

taken in the near future. There is an

enormous gap between what we
know about Paleolithic times in the

region and that known about the

much later time of the Celts and

Iberians. Only archeology can satisfy

the question of whether the Basques

occupied their hearth since the Old

Stone Age or whether they came in

at some later time. This is the big

question of the "origins" of th

Basques. Perhaps they are indige-

nous as far back in time as it would

be useful to study. And, since Bas([ue

place names suggest they once occu

pied an area extending farther to the

north and to the south, they would

if they were the Stone Age inhabit

ants of this region, have been thi

decorators of caves like Altamira an

Lascaux. All this remains to bi

determined.

As to isolation, I am convince!

that the experience of penetratin

two Basque communities was

informative about their will and c;

pacity to remain apart as the precis

data described above. The anthropo

ogist. as the stranger par excellenci

an alien in the village, wanted

enter every house and ask for fami

histories and other kinds of inform

tion that would be hidden from a ti

collector, and in the end he asked fi

their blood. He finally got all thil

and many affecting signs of frieni

ship. But there are layers of intima

as stratified and profound as t

levels the archeologist digs. Only tl

first few of these have been reach

Sheep raising is still the mainstay I

the Basque economy. During the sut

mer months these sheep are herded^

high ground to graze.
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CHAMELEON by CARL GAIVS

From its grasping tail to its projectile
tongue, this grotesque product of
evolution is a complex of modifications,
which allow it to hide, glide, hunt,
and prosper in an arboreal environment

Virtually everything about a cha-

meleon is remarkable—the shape of

its body, its tail, and its head; the

head's display of weird crests, flaps,

and perhaps horns; and the anatomy
of the strange eyes and the equally

strange tongue.

The makeup of this animal in-

cludes few components that do not

show a high degree of modification

or specialization. But a zoologist is

not satisfied with a catalogue of

peculiarities. He knows that natural

selection favors any change that is

advantageous, so he wants to dis-

cover the advantages of these pecu-

liarities. In the life of a chameleon

they are complexly fitted to a distinc-

tive way of making a living in an

arboreal environment.

Any of several adaptive modifica-

tions may permit a lizard to live in

trees and bushes. It may specialize

for running, jumping, and even glid-

ing from branch to branch. It may
develop rapid flig'ht reactions, which
allow it to escape into the canopy or

into crevices in the bark when dis-

turbed. Since almost all lizards are

carnivorous, it may specialize in sur-

prise and capture its insect prey by
the stalk-and-dash technique.

But chameleons utilize none of

these techniques. Although these ani-

mals probably derived from more
typical, ground-living lizards, their

modifications occurred so long ago
and were so drastic that all authori-

ties now agree chameleons belong in

a group by themselves. More than

le turret-like eye stares ahead
prey while the other swivels to see
here is danger at the rear.

fifty species have been recognized,

and these inhabit an amazing variety

of habitats, from dry lowlands to

humid, high-altitude rain forests,

from Ceylon to the Mediterranean
and southward over most of Africa to

the Cape. In some situations they are

so astonishingly common that one
can pick them off the bushes almost

as if they were berries. Thus, their

departure from the structural and be-

havioral pattern of other lizards ap-

pears to have been part of a highly

successful adventure.

The key to this success lies in the

chameleon's adaptation to life on the

smaller branches and twigs of bushes

and trees, and more specifically, to

a slow-motion existence in this adap-

tive zone. Not only is this the kind of

environment w^here most of the spe-

cies are found, but it also provides

the best explanation for the assorted

chameleon characteristics.

A chameleon body, for example,

is short but high and compressed
laterally. Where the legs of other liz-

ards project laterally, those of cha-

meleons pass immediately down-
ward from the points of their girdle

attachments. As a result, the animal
can place all four of its feet in line

on the same twig. This permits it to

move along slender branches with-

out too much overlap on either side.

Of course, a tall, narrows' body
causes problems of balance. Few
twigs are both steady and horizon-
tal, and gusts of wind add to the dif-

ficulty. Therefore, it is not surpris-

ing that a leaflike body shape occurs
only in animals that can maintain
their stability by other devices. Cha-
meleons do so. They stabflize them-
selves both by their curved prehen-

sile tail and by the opposed toes of
their feet. Other lizards have pre-
hensile tails, but few can match the
grasping curve of a chameleon tail

when it rolls into a platelike coil

(not a corkscrew). When the ani-

mal is moving slowly or crossing a
wide gap between twigs, the tail is

first stretched out straight back, then
swung downward in a searching
movement. When a stem or small
branch is touched, the tail wraps
around it, grasping it firmly. This
grip can be remarkably strong. Cha-
meleons intent on catching prey have
been seen to slip, then complete the
capture of a fly while suspended only
by the caudal coil.

I he tail is not needed to support
the animal when it is walking slowly

along an ordinary branch; the feet

provide excellent support. The cha-

meleon has opposed digits, rather

than fingers and toes that spread
out in a radial pattern : the posterior

three fingers form the outside and
the anterior pair form the inside of

the hands; on the feet the two pos-

terior digits are on the outside and
the anterior three are inside. This
arrangement is less efficient for ma-
nipulation than the division of the

primate hand into thumb and four
fingers. Yet, since the motion of
chameleon hands and feet is re-

stricted to opening and closing, it

provides an excellent, foolproof clip

arrangement. This aspect is especi-

ally important because the chame-
leon apparently places its feet, like its

tail, by a kind of search, contact, grip
pattern; it does not always "watch
where it puts its feet."
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The general problems of footfall

pattern and of how each foot is

placed, of travel rate, and of tail ma-

nipulation lead to more questions

than answers. For instance, a cha-

meleon's progress along a branch

may be not only slow but erratic. The

animal is apt to rock back and forth

and wobble slightly from side to

side. This often gives the impression

of an elderly gentleman attempting

to maneuver a narrow walk after a

"night out with the boys." Other in-

dividuals move in a more constant

manner, but even so it is not clear

when the erratic movement cycle

may occur or what its meaning might

be. Some of the complexity of foot

placement may well relate to the cha-

meleon's lack of visual control; when

reaching out, while supporting it-

self on its hind legs and tail, an ani-

mal has been seen to grasp its left

foreleg with its right forefoot and to

hang there for ten minutes before it

disentangles itself.

I here is some presumptive evi-

dence that an entirely different as-

pect of the locomotor apparatus also

deserves some attention. The animals

may remain off the ground for days

at a time. During this period they

sleep resting on branches, a position

in which the feet must maintain their

grip. Chameleon feet, unlike the feet

of certain birds, lack an obvious

locking device that maintains the

grip mechanically. It is not clear

whether the chameleon's muscles

contain fibers that permit prolonged

contraction or whether the animal

solves its problem some other way.

The peculiarities of the body

shape also require further explana-

tion. Several factors may account

for this specialization. First of all, a

narrow body allows for placement of

the legs directly beneath the trunk

rather than to the sides ; this, we

have seen, is essential for travel

along single twigs. Also, narrowness

and tallness are useful when an ani-

mal has to pass between the leafy

twigs at the tips of branches. Perhaps

the most important advantage of the

curious shape is the modification of

the animal's outline when seen from

front or side, an aspect increased by

the various dorsal combs and similar

projections. This outline may reduce

the chance that the animal will be

recognized as a lizard by birds or

other sight-hunting predators.

Equally important, when the cha-

meleon itself hunts prey its slow-

moving shape allows it to profit

from camouflage—cryptic (conceal-

ing) coloration in various shades of

green and brown, markings that

resemble leaf ribs on the sides of

some chameleons, and radial mark-

ings on the head that effectively hide

the eyes of other species.

Obviously, we require some knowl-

edge about this creature's environ-

ment to interpret its color pattern

correctly. The literature contains

many denials that a particular color-

ation could possibly be cryptic, but

these statements were generafly ac-

cepted only until someone observed

the animal in the wild. The small

chameleons of the genus Rhampho-

leon, for instance, generally have a

brownish coloration and a short,

non-prehensile tail. These character-

istics suggest a non-arboreal exist-

ence, and field observations confirm

that the animals spend at least part

of their life on the ground. Some spe-

cies of this genus inhabit relatively

open country, where the scrub vege-

tation turns brown and loses its

leaves during the intermittent dry

season. During such periods the ani-

mals may be found under rocks.

I hen, too, the coloration of cha-

meleons is notoriously changeable.

The mechanism that induces such

changes is still being investigated.

We know, however, that the chame-

leon does not immediately change

color when, for instance, it moves

from a green to a brown background.

Thus, it is less efficient than the flat-

fishes, whose change of color is spec-

tacularly precise and swift. The cha-

meleon mechanism operates on a

more statistical basis; a general color

matches a particular portion of the

animal's environment. There are ex-

ceptions, of course. Some species

show specificity, and at least one

form shows variations in the females,

of whom about 80 per cent arej

basicafly green, while the rest are

brown. Notable exceptions also occur

when individuals are frightened, are|

otherwise disturbed, or are in arti-

ficial environments.

The head ornamentation of cha-

meleons should make them ideal

candidates for roles in horror movies

when the script calls for a prehis

toric monster. It is usually the Cen

tral American iguana that is used

—but the chameleon would be far

better casting. Its skull is edged with

sharp, projecting cornices and folds.

Some species combine these with

movable dermal flaps along the
j,

skull's posterior edges, while others ^
have one, two, three, or four pointed

|,|j

or leaf-shaped horns. The pointed
|^
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These photographs show that interactions

of chameleons are not limited

to menacing gestures when two meet
on the same branch. Far left, they

approach ivith bodies inflated,

using their tails as ivell as feet

to keep their balance. Next, they assault

with their horns while straining

to dislodge each other. Below, as it

falls, the loser grasps at a twig

with its prehensile tail.

horns have a bony core covered with

connective tissues, skin, and a con-

tinuously growing cap of keratin, or

horn. They are never shed, making
them the structural equivalent of cat-

tle horns, but not one of the standard

anatomy textbooks mentions them.

Even the classical, eight-volume Ger-

man Handbuch of comparative anat-

omy discusses only the horns of

mammals. This neglect in the ana-

tomical literature seems to reflect the

assumption by some zoologists that

such odd and variable structures can-

not have a function. It remained for

Dr. A. S. Rand, now of the Smith-

sonian Institution, to show that these

structures, which sometimes differ

between sexes, probably evolved as

devices for sex recognition and ter-

ritorial defense.

Dr. Rand's hypothesis agrees with

a number of miscellaneous observa-

tions in the literature—the kind of in-

cidental information that the zoolo-

gist must often use to help him plan

more effective experiments. It is

known that captive chameleons tend

to occupy specific sites on individual

oranches, to which they return in the

jvening. There are even reports con-

;erning interactions of individuals in

:he vicinity of such stations.

They tend to meet head on, to bob,

3uff, and display; but only recently

aave reports appeared of actual phys-

cal contact, even of fighting behav-

or involving the horns. Two males

nay approach each other on a

)ranch and, after a period of display,

nterlock their horns and strain to

lisplace one another. Moreover, it is

lear that chameleons are basically

msocial animals. They react nega-

ively to each other and, like many
ther lizards, tend to be disturbed by



Especially grotesque are the horned

species of chameleons. Their horns,

like those of cattle, are never shed.

crowding. The entire area of social

interaction between lizards, although

highly interesting, is only now re-

ceiving the attention of investigators.

Of added interest are the various

devices that make the animal appear

larger when viewed head on. In an

encounter between chameleons, flaps

back of the head are erected by mus-

cular action and the throat is in-

flated, as is the trunk of the rest of

the body. Some researchers conjec-

ture that inflation of the trunk is as-

sisted by the curious lung structure

found in most chameleons. Unlike

the relatively smooth lungs of other

lizards, the lungs of these chameleons

have a varying number of blind di-

verticula, or dead-ended tubes, that

project from the sides of the main

sacs and pass betw'een the other vis-

ceral organs. Inasmuch as no other

function for these diverticula is yet

known, it may be that their job is to

puff out the trunk.

The projectile tongue and the eyes

—its two main hunting devices—are

perhaps the most remarkable aspects

of the chameleon's equipment and

provide information that governs the

tongue action.

The bulging, cone-shaped eyes are

formed of modified and fused eye-

lids, with the eye proper peeking out

of the tip, and they are structurally

distinct from the eyes of other ani-

mals. Their action is as fascinating

as their structure. Aiming the eye is

not done by shifting the eyeball it-

self: the entire cone, with the eye at

its apex, swivels like a gun turret as

the animal scans its surroundings.

Most interesting, not only to the

casual beholder but to students of

vision, is the complete independence

of the two eyes. Because man is an

animal with stereoscopic vision, the

visual fields of his two eyes overlap.

We tend to assume this is also true

for the rest of the animal kingdom.

Even when we realize that the

left eye of a carp or of a garter snake

cannot possibly see any part of the

field seen by the right eye, the con-

cept of independence remains a bit

esoteric for most of us—until w^e ob-

serve the chameleon keeping a possi-

ble predator in hind view with the

right eye, while tracking the passage

of a fly past its nose with the left eye.

Actually, chameleons have the best

of both worlds: independent eye

movement and stereoscopic vision.

Although the stereoscopic field is

relatively small and lies immediately

in front of the animal's nose, this is

the zone into which the tongue may

be directed—the area in which range

finding is most important.

The entire apparatus is ideally

Tongue components are seen in four enlarged photo-

micrographs. First picture: (left) folded retractor

muscle; (right) dense mass of accelerator muscle;

cigar-shaped portion is cartilage-the hyoid horn-

within a hollow tendon. Slice shoicn in picture

above misses hyoid, shows more of the accelerator.
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itted to the needs of a slow-moving
3redator—an animal that can neither

un down its prey nor catch it in a

lurprise dash. But the chameleon is

tself preyed upon, and it relies on
nore than its cryptic appearance to

scape the attention of predators.

)ne eye can keep a lookout and delay

he attack upon prey until disturbing

'bjects have passed.

While the eyes of the chameleon
ipparently represent a departure

irom the visual systems exhibited

y other vertebrates, its projectile

mgue seems similar to those of

lany animals that use the tongue to

atch prey. But this resemblance is

iperficial; the principle is entirely

different, and its mechanism has

been a source of considerable con-

fusion over the past 150 years. An
important muscle physiologist of the

last century tried to explain the

tongue's method by a now-ques-

tioned hypothesis of muscle action,

and during the early 1930's three

scientists—a German anatomist, a

Netherlands physiologist, and a his-

tologist from India—arrived at three

totally distinct functional hypotheses

by limiting themselves, respectively,

to investigations of the anatomy, the

physiology, and the histology of the

tongue. None of the hypotheses is

entirely right or completely wrong;

their diversity indicates the difficulty

of the subject matter.

It is now possible to take strobo-

scopically exposed motion pictures

of the prey-catching process. By this

method we are shown the exact kind

and sequence of motions the animal

uses, allowing us to decide among
some of the conflicting statements in

the literature.

How does the chameleon protrude

the fleshy, sticky tip of its elastic

tongue, then fire at the prey so suc-

cessfully? Although the animal will

strike at close prey, its tongue can

easily shoot out as far as its body is

long, and even as far as the length of

its body plus its tail.

This tongue, with the hyoid struc-

ture that forms its basal support, and

with two important sets of tongue-

operating muscles, one at the front

and the other at the rear, is a com-

plex mechanism. In essence, here is

the sequence that ends with the cha-

meleon snapping the prey back into

its mouth.

First, of course, there is the visual

stimulus provided by the prey. This

starts the nervous response. The an-

imal's mouth opens slowly, as if be-

ginning to yawn, and the tongue

apparatus advances, somewhat like

an artillery piece on its carriage. The
"barrel" is a thin cartilage within

the tongue. The soft tissues of the

tongue tip form a cap over the front

end of this spikelike cartilage—the

anterior horn of the hyoid. When at

rest, its rearmost portion reaches be-

low and beyond the back of the skull,

where it is connected to a lever sys-

tem of other cartilages. When re-

sponding to muscular contraction in

that region, this hyoid horn, with the

tongue tip it carries, is lifted off the

floor of the mouth and moved out.

1 1 was once believed that the front

end of this horn first moves rapidly,

then stops, and that the tongue tip

continues outward under its own in-

ertia. But in 1934, using anesthetized

chameleons, it was found that di-

rectly stimulating the powerful

"ring"muscle at the tongue tip would
shoot it forth—even when the hyoid

horn was held fast in a vise. My re-

cently taken motion pictures, ex-

posed stroboscopically, have added
details. They show this sequence: the

mouth opens; the hyoid tip with its

w:z.

:

This is a cross section through the back ol llir loniiiw

proper. Densely packed fibers of tendon (light j are

next to crisscrossed fibers of the accelerator.

At the tip, glandular tissues provide sticky secretion

that helps hold prey to the tongue. In this horizontal

slice, the "dimple" seems to divide tongue in two.
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After a strike, the tongue's knobby

end begins its return trip. Thin portion

behind it is retractor muscle and

tendon. Part of firing mechanism's

hyoid remains out of the mouth.

covering tongue protrudes relatively

slowly (in from 1/4 to % second) ;

then the tongue darts forth. In less

than 1/25 second its flipping tip can

strike a relatively distant fly. So we

conclude that the hyoid horn cannot

provide the sudden acceleration;

rather, it brings the tongue out of the

mouth and positions it for the strike.

This has additional value. The

tongue must already be protruded,

for otherwise friction would slow the

flipping action. Secondly, protrusion

facilitates aiming, which seems to

require that the chameleon point its

head in precisely the correct direc-

tion of the target. And, of course,

pointing the head means that the an-

imal's protruding, centered tongue

win be aiming in the same direction,

ready to be fired straight out from

the mouth.

Meanwhile, the bizarre pair of

eyes are doing their work. One eye

keeps the prey in view and guides an

approximate corresponding adjust-

ment of the head; the other ranges

about, scanning other objects. Then

this second eye, focusing on the prey,

helps with a last-moment adjustment

of the head's aim.

A\fter aiming, how is the tongue

fired? Much is now known about the

mechanism that prepares the way for

the actual flipping. Anatomical stud-

ies show that the chameleon tongue

contains two important muscles

(drawing, right) . One is the accel-

erator, the powerful ring muscle,

mentioned previously, which shoots

out the tongue. The other is the ac-

cordion-shaped glossohyal, which

will later bring the tongue back with

the prey adhering to its tip.

The accelerator, shaped like a cov-

erins; knob around the front end of

the hyoid horn, and linked to it by
the folded connective tissues of a

tendon, accounts for the tongue's

club appearance there. This muscle's

fibers are peculiarly arranged. Most
of them appear to connect radially

to the relatively thick and inelastic

internal membrane of the muscle.

From here the fibers curve either left

or right, in small groups that cross

each other and go on to connect tan-

gent with the surface of the external

membrane.

We know now that the contraction

of this accelerator muscle exerts a

sudden, high pressure on the entire

surface of the tapering, slippery

hyoid horn. The result is different

from what one might expect—for eX'

ample, when one's fingers squeeze a

Prey-catching sequence: (top) thin

hyoid horn will carry the elastic

tongue out of the mouth; accelerator

will fire it; glossohyal will bring

it back. Next three sketches show
stages of the projectile action.
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slippery seed, the seed pops out. But

here the hyoid horn remains, the sur-

rounding knobby portion of the

tongue is projected forward at high

speed, and the tongue's inertia car-

piies it to the prey.

It is by shortening the outside

surface of the accelerator muscle that

:he crossed fibers cause compression

jf fluid inside this muscle, thereby

jroducing the required sudden high

)ressure on the tip of the hyoid horn.

(In other animals such internal pres-

;ures come from circular and heli-

ally arranged fibers—sphincters.)

There are two reasons why the cha-

neleon's peculiar muscle may be

idvantageous. First, the hyoid horn's

ngle of taper is relatively small; so

ipplying the pressure suddenly is

lot sufficient. The squeeze must con-

inue as long as possible—until the

yoid tip is left behind. Secondly,

he distributed rather than localized

iressure prevents binding that might

nterfere with forward movement of

he connective tendon. This second

onnection between tongue and hy-

d runs between the back of the

ccelerator cap and tip of the hyoid.

Jnlike most tendons, it is hollow;

hen the tongue shoots off the hyoid,

lis tube must be free to slide off

)o, then stretch, and turn inside out.

We now move to the soft tissues of

le tongue tip, which form the actual

prey-catching mechanism. They are

arranged in an involved pattern of

folds and ridges with multiple muc-
ous glands emptying into the inter-

vening spaces. When at rest, the

center of the tip's contact surface

looks like a dimple. The sides and

bottom of this area are only loosely

connected to the rest of the tongue

tip. When the tongue strikes a large

insect, this dimple flattens out and

comes into contact with the obstacle.

This contact, plus the mucus, sup-

plies the cohesive force that holds the

prey to the tongue on the return trip.

The return is handled by the other

major muscle of the tongue, the glos-

sohyal. Located just behind the ac-

celerator, it surrounds the hyoid

horn in an accordion-pleated pat-

tern. When the tongue is shot out, it

unfolds the glossohyal and carries it

along with the connective tendon, in

much the same way that one plays

out a coil of rope.

^After the tongue tip has reached

the prey, contraction of the glos-

sohyal begins; its backward pull

brings the tongue back onto the hy-

oid horn. This sequence has been

confirmed by physiological experi-

ments ; we no longer believe that the

glossohyal acts like an arm pulling

back on a bow string, and that relax-

ing it lets the tongue shoot forth.

The return trip is not entirely sim-

ple, however. The small muscle fibers

at the tongue tip play an important

role. They must produce a sure hold

on the prey because the return is both

slower and more complex than the

dazzlingly fast and direct outward

path. Motion pictures show that the

tongue is only gradually drawn back

onto the hyoid horn. Meanwhile, its

fleshy tip swings downward and
back, once or twice, like a pendulum.

How long this retraction process

takes obviously depends on the

weight of the captured food. In any
event only seconds after swallow-

ing its prey, the chameleon is ready

to fire its remarkable tongue again.

Projectile tongue in action: interval

between each of author's stroboscopically

exposed frames is 1/12 second. From
top, first three frames show chameleon

firing at a mealworm. In next two,

the tongue returns ivith dangling prey.



Beginning ivith this issue, "Sky Reporter"

presents two new monthly sky charts, specially

prepared by Helmut K. Wimmer, Planetarium

Staff Artist, from data provided by Dr. Thomas

D. Nicholson, Chairman of the American Mu-

seum-Hayden Planetarium.

THE MOIMTHLY STAR MAP
The "Sky Reporter" star map for each month shows

the stars that can be seen from latitude 40 degrees

north at about 9:00 P.M. during the early part of the

month. Rather than use separate symbols for stars of

different magnitudes, the map distinguishes among

brighter and fainter stars by the sizes of the images

used, in order to represent more closely the visual ap-

pearance of the sky.

The part of the sky shown on the star map matches

the sky that would be seen from the earth's surface

looking up. Thus the map matches the entire sky only

if held overhead, with north facing toward the North

Star (Polaris). In this position, the center of the cir-

cular map represents the zenith—the point in the sky

directly overhead—and the circumference of the map

represents the horizon, with the compass points of the

map matching those of the horizon.

A more convenient way to use the star map, how-

ever, is to hold it vertically in front of you, with the

compass direction you are facing at the bottom of the

map. Thus, if you face north, hold the map with north

at the bottom, and the stars on the lower half of the

map will match the stars that you are facing in the

sky. If you then turn to face east, roll the map around

so that east is at the bottom, to compare the stars on the

map (lower half) to those in the eastern sky. Because

it is best used this w'ay, the "Sky Reporter" star map is

sometimes called a "roll-around" map.

The maps are prepared for 9:00 p.m. during the

early part of the month, but they also apply correctly

at earlier times later in the month. The correct time

for which the map applies on any date may be found

from the appropriate line in the celestial events chart

for the month.

THE CELESTIAL EVEMTS CHART
The specially designed celestial events chart allows

you to locate the moon and the bright planets with

respect to the rising or setting sun. It shows you the

times of sunrise, sunset, and twilight, the rising or set-

ting times of the moon and the bright planets, and the

amount by w^hich the apparent sun is slow or fast on

mean time (also the sundial correction).

The locations of the sun, moon, and the bright plan-

ets are continually changing within the narrow belt

of the sky known as the zodiac. The narrow strip at the

top of the celestial events chart shows where the plan-

ets are located on either side of the sun on the 15th

of the month, and the dates and locations (with re-

6o

spect to the sun) of significant phases of the moon.

The hours corresponding to the positions of these ob-

jects on the chart are the times when they will be on

the observer's meridian (in the sky due south, at their

highest positions). The positions of these objects to

the left or right of the sun shows whether they will be

in the evening or morning sky, and approximately how

long after or before the sun they will set or rise. For

example, the first-quarter moon is shown at the 6:00

P.M. position, to the left of the sun. This indicates that

it will reach the meridian (being then in the southern

sky) at 6:00 P.M., and that it will be an evening ob-

ject, setting about six hours after the sun.

The lower portion of the celestial events chart is a

graph that indicates, by shading, the hours of night.

twilight, and day. The dotted and dashed lines, each ap-

propriately labeled, show the time during the month of

the events identified—sunrise, sunset, and twilight, the

rising or setting of certain planets, and the time during

the month for which the monthly star map is most ac-

curate. The times of these events may be found from

the scale at the bottom of the graph corresponding to

the date at the left- or right-hand margins.

The vertical curve (formed by sun symbols) near

the noon line on the graph indicates when the apparent

sun is slow (to the left of noon) or fast (to the right

of noon) on mean time. The correction to the sundial

may be found by using the scale at the center of the

graph to determine how fast or slow the apparent sun

is on any date during the month.

THE SKYIM APRIL

Venus (magnitude —3.5) is the brilliant planet seen

in the west from early twilight until after dark. The

crescent moon is near the planet on the evening of the

13th. Mars (magnitude -1.3) is at opposition on the

15th, and is nearest to earth on the 21st, about

55,850,000 miles away. It is visible all night among

the stars of Virgo, rising in the east about sunset, set-

ting in the west about the time of sunrise. Jupiter

(magnitude —1.7) becomes visible high in the south

at dusk, just to the right of the stars of Leo, and sets

in the west shortly after midnight.

The Lyrid meteor shower reaches maximum during

the morning of April 22, but meteors from the shower

may be observed during the early morning hours for

several days before and after that date. The single

observer hourly rate is about 15. The radiant is near

the bright star Vega, which will rise in the northeast

about 9:00 in the evening.

There will be a total lunar eclipse during the morn

ing hours of April 24, the date of the full moon. The

eclipse will be visible, at least in part, throughout mosi

of North America, but the moon will set along the

east coast before the umbral phase begins. Farther

west, however, where the moon remains above the hori-

zon longer, the beginning partial phase of the eclips«

and the total phase will be visible.

Thomas D. Nicholsor





NEXT TIME KAMP
THE ICO/^WAY!

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,

Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan,

Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,

Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale,

Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animals,

Chess Sets.

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd., Wilmington, Del. 19803

BEECH CUFF ?S[ja"
High Adventure in heart of

MAINE'S CANOE COUNTRY.
Small groups -Boys ages 14-17.

Base camp Mt. Desert, Maine nr.

Bar Harbor. Stimulating •&, Action-

filled trips-lakes, rivers, Allagash,

St. John (white water) inc. instruc-

tion in Swim., Survival, Nat. Sci-

ences, Archaeology, photog, 8 wk.

camp — 6'/2 wk. tripping. Exp.

Leadership — 14th Season. Write:

I C. A. Pulis, 6 Old Marlboro Rd.,

Concord, Mass.-617-369-4095
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Last Days of the Onitsl

by Robert E. Morsberger

The Niger, third longest river in

Africa (about 2,600 miles) has

been more a barrier than an aid to

transportation. Although seagoing ves-

sels have worked their way up it as far

as the confluence with the Benue and

then up the Benue to Makurdi in north-

ern Nigeria, most large ships dock at

Port Harcourt to the east and do not

penetrate the maze of waterways that

make up the Niger Delta. The Niger

so fragments and loses itself in the

delta that for centuries it was unique in

that its mouth, rather than its source,

eluded discovery. Today traffic up and

down the river consists mostly of fish-

ing craft, long log canoes, and passen-

ger transports propelled by oar or out-

board motor.

Most of the traffic in Nigeria goes

by road from Lagos and Ibadan in the

southwest either to Kaduna and other

cities in the north or to the relatively

prosperous and densely populated

Eastern Region, with its major cities

of Port Harcourt, Calabar, Aba,

Enugu, and Onitsha. Until the opening

of the bridge at Onitsha in January,

1966, the Niger was the major ob-

stacle to east-west traffic. No railroads

or bridges crossed it until several hun-

dred miles to the north, where the river

bends far to the northwest and cuts

across the Ibadan-Kaduna highway at

Jebba. (That bridge is one lane, and

a bridge across the Benue at Makurdi

also has a sohtary lane, which is used

in turn by the railway, droves of hump-

backed Fulani cattle going south, pe-

destrians, cyclists, and all automotive

traffic.) The only place where vehicles

could cross the Niger from west to east

was at the ferry between Asaba and

Onitsha, the major river town (popu-

lation 80,000), which claims to have

the largest market in tropical Africa.

Both goods and passengers trave

mainly by lorries, known throughou

West Africa as "mammy wagons.'

These are mostly Mercedes-Benz o

Morris trucks with wooden superstruc

tures built locally and decorated wit!

flashing eyes, flaming suns, and othe

dramatic designs. Across the front ove

the cab the vehicle's name is paintei

in large letters: The Senior Tarzar

Son of Whether, The Mark of Zorrc

No Condition Is Permanent, Salutatio

Is Not Love, Fear Women, Senio

Lover, True Sweat, Thruth [sic] 1

Money, Why Worry, Hosanna Simb

Simbo. Jesus the Light of Nations. Tli

Senior Glory Be to God, and Why N(

Fargo; or Igbo names such as Chuku

Di (God Exists) and Ife Sina Chi (

Originated from God) . The drivers ai

a tough and resourceful breed. The

have to be. Most Nigerian roads \\a.\

only one paved lane, if any, and veil

cles passing each other must swen

halfway off the tarmac (with tl

shoulder often eroded six inches «

more below road level) and bounc

along, half in the bush, until they c£

pull back on the paving. Except in tl

cities, petrol stations and resthous

are few and far between.

Many of the lorries are in such bef

up condition that travehng in them h

the appeal of Russian roulette. Wh'i

the transmission fails, the differenti

drops out, an axle breaks, or sor

other calamity occurs, the drivers ii

provise repairs on the spot. Branch

or palm fronds spaced along one hi

of the paving warn other motorists ttj

there is a broken-down vehicle ahe£

It is hazardous to follow too closely
^

hind a lorry grinding and belching

a steep hill, for many have fau

brakes; and if they cannot make 1

climb, they slide back down unl



Try

some of the crew can leap out in time
and place blocks of wood under the
wheels to halt the descent.

The lorries are heavily laden either
vith goods or with as many as fifty pas-
sengers, packed in as tightly as live

argo was on slave ships, or dangling
iver the tailgates. Lorries may take all

ransport material, all human cargo,
ir a mixture of both. Their main com-
)etition is from the ubiquitous taxis,

nostly Peugeot 7-passenger wagons,
linibuses, or diminutive Morris Min-
rs. Both lorries and taxis act as buses,
iking travelers anywhere from five to
|Ve hundred miles.

1 The Long Wait
All of these vehicles, plus private

Jrs, had to cross the Niger by the
|saba-Onitsha ferry. The ferry serv-
^e was as old as automotive transpor-

I

tion in that part of Nigeria-about
ro generations-and with the expan-
on of traffic in recent years, the ferry
as increasingly unable to handle the
ad. On the eastern, Onitsha side, the
ait was comparatively short because
e traffic dispersed, much of it mak-
g a circle tour to Jos and Zaria in the
'rth and back to Ibadan by the west-
n highway.

However, the pileup was incredible
the western Asaba side, where all

3 traffic from Lagos, Ibadan, Ife, and
nin waited to cross the river to the
stern Region. There were usually
'ra sixty to more than a hundred lor-
s lined up along the narrow, pot-
led road leading to the landing, and
en one could have flown to Nigeria
m New York or London in less time
n it took to cross on the ferry,
n the dry, "harmattan," season, this
|)roach is choked with red laterite
t; during the rains, it is a treacher-

It is indeed gratifying that every month more
and more elementary schools, high schools,
and colleges are buying Questars. Many
educators have realized that it isn't always
necessary to spend hard-won tax dollars to
build an observatory with a large, expensive
telescope in order to provide an astronomy
course. If you have $10,000 to spend, for
example, 10 Questars would furnish a whole
class in astronomy or general science with
superfine telescopes, with the added advantage
of being able to use them in the daytime for
safe solar work and nature study. Moreover,
today's fine plate-glass windows permit flaw-
less views of the heavens, except near the zenith
and for this a skylight might be utihzed. A
south-facing window will permit following of
the moon and many other important sky
objects.

Recently we received a letter from Mr. Curtis
W. Gable, an eighth-grade science teacher who
decided to experiment with his own Questar
in his classroom. He used it for teaching the
types of astronomical instruments and for
studymg the sun with Questar's safe, external
solar filter.

The students responded with such delight
and exuberance that a regular program involv-
ing other science teachers and approximately
200 students was developed. The course helped
to identify several students who proved to be
capable of high-quality work in astronomy.

This student interest led next to the forming
of an astronomy club which met several times
a month. Its wide range of activities included
a discussion of current events in astronomy,
a presentation of special reports on astronom-
ical subjects, the showing of 35-mm. sUdes
practice in the use of the telescope, and special
observation sessions. While club members
brought in their own telescopes, the Questar
because of its being so easily set up as an
equatorial, and because of its clock drive and
setting circles, was the most useful for teaching.
We were particularly interested in the in-

struction course each student was put through
before he was permitted to use the instrument
First he was given some typed pages of infor-
mation to read, which included a numbered
diagram of the Questar and a correspondingly
numbered list naming and describing the parts
of the telescope. Another page explained the
optical system, comparing it with conventional
telescopes. There were directions for locating
a celestial object, and, finally, a fist of club rules.
Group instruction in the handling of the

Questar was followed by the individual guid-
ance of each member. He was given several
' dry runs" in its use and was permitted to
touch only the control knobs. Great emphasis
was put upon keeping fingers off the optical
surfaces. The safety factor of the sun filter

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPF from q;7osSEND ONE DOLLAR FOR 40-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE mN^RTH
^^nlS*- ^^^'^ '° """^ °'' WESTERN HEMISPHERE $2 40 EUROPEAND NORTH AFRICA, $2.50, AUSTRALIA AND ALL OTHER PLACEs! $3 50

f^^LUABLE TEACHING TOOL
was particularly stressed, and any violation of
the safety rules resulted in dismissal of the
club member. Teaching was thorough, leaving
nothing to chance. Each club member had to
demonstrate that he had mastered the tech-
nical information and had skill in its use.

Mr. Gable says the results were well worth
the precautions; that with proper instruction
and strict discipline on the part of the owner
or teacher, groups of children can use the
Questar without damage to it or themselves.

Actually, Questar is a rugged little giant of
a telescope, so well built that it can stand
considerable abuse. Some have been out in
the schools now for nearly ten years and
occasionally one comes back for cleaning and
inspection. We seldom find anything seriously
wrong. Even one or two that had been dropped
sustained only minor damage. The drives will
show wear, just like the brakes on your carm proportion to their hours of use, but this
IS a simple replacement for which our charge
IS five dollars for each drive. Furthermore, we
have a special low-rate service charge for all
educational institutions, which the schools
nave found most reasonable.

If2,^oor Comfort With Questar

Time was when trying to see through a windowpane
with a fine telescope would have been out of the
question. But todays plate glass is so remarkably
plane parallel that anyone can have an observing corner
hkc this. The glass happens to be the double insula-
tion type, yet no distortion of image occurs at high
power, and the light loss is so negligible that we can
still see the companion of Polaris with a Questar.

B0;< 60, NEW HOPE, PENN. 18938
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L nanami oi people iiKe iviary \^ai nwctui

re trying to keep our promise to the Indians.

Jut they won't make it without you.
The Hopi Indians' village of

paulovi in Arizona sits on land

poor, infertile and inhospitable

it so far nobody has tried to take

iway from them.

Electricity has not yet reached

I Hopis. Water must be hauled

m three miles away. Jobs are few

i far away. Only poverty and des-

ir are close-by and in abundance.

Yet for the first time in genera-

ns, Mary Carnwath and people

e her are stirring hope among the

)pis.

Mary Carnwath works and
es two thousand miles away, in

anhattan. Her own daughter is

w grown-up, and through Save

; Children Federation she is spon-

ing one of the village girls, 8-year-

1 Grace Mahtewa.
The Mahtewas (two parents,

ree children, one grandmother

d a sister-in-law) live tightly

eked in a tiny rock and mud
use. The father who knows ranch

)rk but can't find any most of the

ar, isn't able to provide the family

th even the bare necessities.

Grace, bright.

to quit school as

soon as she was
old enough to do

a day's work. But,

„V because of Mary
irnwath, that won't be necessary.

The $12.50 a month contrib-

ed by Mary Carnwath is provid-

g a remarkable number of things

r Grace and her family.

Grace will have a chance to con-

tiue schooling. The family has

sen able to make its home a little

ore livable. And with the money
ft over, together with funds from

her sponsors, the village has been

)le to renovate a dilapidated build-

g for use as a village center. The
:nter now has two manual sewing

achines that are the beginnings of

small income-producing business.

's only a small beginning. More
loney and more people like Mary
arnwath are needed. With your

glp, perhaps this village program

Although contributions are de-

ductible, it's not a charity. The aim

is not merely to buy one child a few

hot meals, a warm coat and a new
pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-

ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed

for other American Indian children

—who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span

of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world

for $12.50 a month. Only a

small comer of it. But, maybe
that is the way to save the

Save the Children Federatil

registered with the U.S. State Df

ment Advisory Committee on

untary Foreign Aid, and a mer

of the International Union of C

Welfare. Financial statements

annual reports are availabl

request.

National Sponsors (partial list)

FaithBaldwin,Mrs.JamesBryant C

Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Far

Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federati(|
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

$12.50 MONTHLY $37.50 QUARTERLV

$75 SEMI-ANNUALLY $150 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP,

ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $

SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBL



is morass. The lorries were forced to

ait in line (indeed, they were so
mmed together there was no choice)

,

It automobiles could usually craw]
ist and get priority service, although
was always advisable to wire for res-

vations to the Asaba Inland Water-
jys office at least a day in advance,
ith luck, a car might cross in two or
ree hours, but lorries usually waited
1 to two days and sometimes as long
two weeks. On some memorable oc-

sions when ferries broke down, no
iffic could move at all, and not even
:s could get through.

There were two ferry boats, operated
' the Onitsha Inland Waterways and
I Asaba Inland Waterways. The
irge was sixpence per person, one
ind per car. and one pound ten shil-

gs for lorries. The ferries started op-
ting at 5:30 a.m. and stopped at

P.M. The river here is about a

e wide at high water, but the ferry
te was longer because Asaba is

gonally across-slightly upriver-
m Onitsha. Each round-trip cross-

,
including loading and unloading,

ially took about an hour, although
!n the current was particularly
ng, it carried boats rapidly over to
tsha, whereas the return- ferry
iht take a fuU hour struggling
inst the current. The larger craft
Id accommodate fifteen or sixteen
cles (depending on size and line-

', usually including four or five lor-

and the rest automobiles. The
Her ferry usually took two lorries
ieight or nine cars, so the maximum
ber of vehicles that could cross in

y, if both boats were working, was
It 100 lorries and 250 cars.

Hazards of Delay

It usually one of the boats was
en down, and occasionally both
laid up for repairs. Then the sit-

'n became unbelievable. Several
red vehicles of one kind or an-
• might be piled up at Asaba for
or even weeks, and the end of the
grew as fast or faster than the
moved forward. There is only

catering resthouse, small and of
quality. The other "hotels" are
better than shanties. Even when
nmodations were available, most
rs dared not leave their vehicles
se, as one said, "There be many
s who steal everything. If you
car, rogues steal tires, maybe
engine parts." Thus, drivers
d together at night to take turns
ng watch of four or five hours
while the others slept in their ve-

One driver commented: "But
bad. Many, many mosquitos by
Mosquito very harmful one-eat
U over so he get malaria." The
facilities at Asaba are inade-

quate-most of the diivers bought food
from vendors—and the sanitary facili-

ties are even worse. Although drivers
were usually braced for a two-day wait,
a prolonged delay was an ordeal for
even the most hardened.
When the jam was so great that not

even passenger cars could move, those
travelers with chauffeurs bailed out,
crossed the Niger by passenger boat,
and took a taxi from Onitsha to their
destination, leaving the drivers to
bring the vehicles on in due time. Once,
"due time" for a stranded driver was
two weeks.

Pileups and delays were caused by
factors other than malfunctioning fer-

ries. If a group of important politi-

cians drove from the west to the east
for a campaign or a major palaver, all

other traffic had to pull aside and wait
for them. And once when former Pres-
ident Azikiwe (better known as "Zik")
was taking a pleasure cruise up and
down the Niger, all boating across the
river had to stop.

ATLANTIC OCEAN

Even when the traffic was moving,
the crossing was a bit of an^adventure.
Lorries and cars jockeyed into position
on the steep landing, trying to edge
each other out and get aboard first, and
there was a deafening clamor of "Close
up, driver! Don't let that taxi cut in
front of you." "What does that idiot
think he's doing?" "Get back in line,

you imbecile!" Collisions were nar-
rowly avoided, but scraped fenders
were routine.

On Sales Resistance

All the time you waited on the land-
ing, you were harassed by swarms of
vendors hawking an incredible variety
of cheap wares. They practically
climbed in the window, urging in
voices charged with dramatic tension,
"See. master, these lovely limes. Here,
you take for only two shillings." "Mas
ter, quick, tell me which one of these
pens you will buy. Neither? But mas-

"They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver..

r

That's liable to happen to you when you first use
the RIVIERA ,n front of anyone. A wind up shave°
may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency
ype of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat
teries)^ After all, how can a hand-cranked shaver
rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job' And
how many times do you have to wind the darn thins
to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head
revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives
you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minute'
Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe, Now about
the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIERA
(named for its birthplace, Monte Carlo) is filled
with a huge mainspring made of the same Swedish
super steel used in the most expensive watch move-
ments. You crank the key just like a movie camera
(about SIX turns) and the RIVIERA shaves and
shaves and shaves. From ear to ear; from nose to
neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full shav-
ing speed right to the end-and long enough to do
the complete lob. Hard to believe, but really true.
A few more details: The surgical steel blades are so

y'o'u^w?i1 f^i'rh^Vh
""''""""^Iv self-sharpening,

rou will find that the more you use the RIVIERA
the sharper and the better it gets. The guard is so
unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pres-
sure IS unnecessary- You just touch the shaver on
your face and gently guide it in circular motions.
We could go on. But we don't expect to sell you
with words We just want to get you open-minded
enough to tie up $17 for two weeks. We'll give you
that long to put the RIVIERA to the test If it dis-
appoints you (if you want to return it for any rea-
son

,
send It back. Your money will be in the return -

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that thiswon t happen and that you will want to keeo vour
RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or in a perma
nent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that kind
of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it go,
P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric motor
but you save the cost of repairing it. The money
that It leaves in your pocket: the dependability
the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—they'll
give you the last laugh,

r PLACE YOUR ORDER HERE
,

'Mail to: HAVERHILL'S
1

526 Washington St., San Francisco, Calif. 94111 I

Please send me the RIVIERA Shaver I must be'
amazed and delighted or I may return it within '

two weeks after receipt for immediate refund I
I

understand that there is a one year's unconditional I

guarantee on parts and workmanship. I

a 1 enclose $16.95 plus $1,00 for postage and '

insurance. (Calif, residents add ly, sales tax.)'
D Bill Amer. Express Acct, # ll

Name
.

.

Address '

I
ffi' 13bt

averMl's
'

World )o bn'ng you Ihe Finest
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AIRLINE STOCKS WOW
Why These 5 Are Now Pinpointed!

For Superior iViarket Performance

Of the 14 leading Airline Stocks, 5 have been

selected for superior price performance in the 12

months immediately ahead— relative to all 1100

stocks under continuing appraisal by Value Line's

sixty research specialists. (Caution: 5 other Airline

Stocks are expected to perform significantly worse.)

These determinations have been made by Value

Line on the basis of the relative price/earnings ratios

of all 1100 stocks under its continuing supervision,

their relative growth rates, and the capitalization

rates normally applied to their cash flows. The de-

terminations, made weekly on high speed com-

puters, point to the value position of each stock

relative to all others covered by Value Line.

Value Line ratings are based on the belief, demon-

strated in experience, that stock prices will ordi-

narily adjust to their earnings within predictable

time periods—not always, but in such a high per-

centage of cases that you owe it to yourself to take

note of the Value Line ranks on any of the stocks

you intend to hold or sell or buy.

The 5 superior-ranked Airline Stocks appear to be

on their way to an average earnings gain of 40%
this year, according to Value Line estimates. More-

over, Value Line projections of the future of the air-

line industry over the next 3 to 5 years indicate a

growth rate even greater than in recent years.

The Airline Stocks, like others, should not be con-

sidered at all without careful analysis of value. If

you currently hold, or are considering the purchase

or sale of Airline Stocks—or any others for thai

matter—you should have Value Line's objective

analysis of the value factors that principally deter-

mine price in each case.

GUEST REPORT=

We will send you Value Line's

greatest risk-as a special bonu
Airline Stocks:

American Airlines

Braniff

Cont'l Airlines

Delta Air Lir

Research Report (

der the Guest Subs
1 the Airlii

•iption offe

revealing both the areas of greatest profit potentialities ond of

The 96-page Report includes full-page analyses of the following

Eastern Airlines

KLM Royal Dutch

Nafl Airlines

Northeast Airlines

Northwest Airlines

Pan American
Seaboard World
Trans World

United Air Lines

Western Air Lines

These Key Railroad. Shipping. Shipbuilding and Truck Stocks Are Among The 68 Others -also Covered In This Report

Atchison

Canadian Pacific

Chicago Milwaukee

Chicago & N. W.
Denver & Rio Grande
Erie-Lockawanna

Missouri Pacific

N. Y. Central

Norfolk & Wester
Northern Pacific

Pennsylvania

Reading Cc

Pullman, Inc.

Union Tank Car
Amer. Export Isb.

Bath Iron Works
Lykes Bros.

Moore-McCormack

U. S. Lines

McLean Trucking

Roadway Express

Ryder System
Specter Industries

U. S. Freight

Great Northern

Illinois Central

uthern Pacific

Union Pacific

Natomas
Newport News Ship.

t-r^n k.ir\A/ TDiAi c r^Ml V THIS GUEST OF- To take advantage of this Special Offer, fill out and mail coupon below

FOR NEW TRIALO VjiNLT FER, extended to
'^

persons who hove not had a trial subscription to Vol .

within the past six months, will bring_ you-for only S5, w. h

full monev-back auarantee-the Special Bonus Report PLUS

4 consecutive issues of The Value Line Investment Survey.

•"4 weekly issues of SUMMARY OF ADVICES & INDEX, clearly

showing for each of the 1100 stocks and 50 Special Situ-

ot°om under continual review its Value Line rankings and

• 4 weekl
penetrat
ket d

of SELECTION 8, OPINION, presenting

rating commentaries on significant business and mor-

>velopments, plus one "Special Situation" singled out

=„... month by our analysts as a non-recurrent opportunity

of'extraordinary appreciation potential . • . and three

"Recommended Slocks" each month, analyzed in depth as

• Tweetly i'sTjIs o°f'^RAT7NGS & REPORTS-96 fact-filled

pages each week with full-page analyses of 85 individual

stocks and 4 different industry groups, on the overage

. . with company-by-company statistics, charts.

unequivocal Vc .

• SPECIAL REPORTS
month) and
regularly issu

Line of
Iron!

funds transactio

:ions (one €

(quarterly).

Please send me the Bonus obove plus 4 complete weekly editions

of The Value Line Investment Survey. I enclose $5. CANH-12

Name (please print)

Address

City State Hip

THE VALUE LINE
INVESTMENT SURVEY

Published by Arnold Bernhard & Co., Inc.

5 East 44th Street,

New York, New York 10017
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lindblad Travel

announces 5 splendid

summer tours for

adventurers.

Lindblad Travel Inc. is a unique organization

specializing in unusual tours to unusual places.

Recently, Lindblad made history by leading

groups for the first time—to Antarctica, Easter

Island, and the Amazon jungles!

If you are more than superficially interested

in peoples and cultures, and would Wke to have

the summer adventure of a lifetime, glance

over the highlights of these five one-time-only

Lindblad tours. Then check your choice on the

coupon below, and mail it for a colorful bro-

chure with all the details. All prices are com-

plete from New York.

1. THE VIKING AGE-departs August 3, 21

days, $1395. An exploration of Scandinavia, led

by Birgitta von Heland, expert archaeologist

who has worked closely with the Swedish His-

torical Museum. Highlight: banquet and over-

night stay at Backaskog Castle.

2. LAPLAND, THE TOP OF EUROPE-departs

July 10, 21 days, $1395. An intimate look north

of the Arctic Circle, where the IVIidnight Sun

keeps temperatures in the mid 70's. Travel by

motorcoach and boat to the North Cape, fjord

country of Norway, and Swedish tundras car-

peted with rare flowers. Visit Lapp encamp-

ments. First-class hotels in capitals. (Prepare

to rough it.)

3. EXPLORER'S TOUR OF CENTRAL ASIA-de-

parts July 20, 44 days, $3650. Led by Univer-

sity of Colorado's Dr. John D. Hoag (Harvard,

B.A., Yale, Ph.D.). You circle from Moscow to

Irkutsk, Tashkent and Karachi to Beirut. "A
survey in the art of Central Asian nomads,

iore-Mongol, Mongol, and post-Mongol, and
their influence on the later arts of Russia and

islam," says Dr. Hoag.

}. THE LANDS OF THE PATRIARCHS-departs
August 24, 21 days, $1850. Led by Dr. Cyrus

1. Gordon (Chair of IVIediterranean studies at

3randeis) you retrace the route of Abraham
rom Turkey to Egypt and Judean mountains.

. COMING-DARWIN'S GALAPAGOS, V/ITH

CUADOR-departs in July, 1967. Cruise the

lalapagos Islands. Study flora and fauna under

uidance of Darwin Research Station.

.INDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

indblad Travel Building

33 East 55th Street

lew York, N. Y. 10022

lease send me your detailed brochure
n the Lindblad summer tour I've
tiecked:

IKING n PATRIARCHS D
UPLAND n GALAPAGOS Q
KPLORER'S D



SOME PEOPLE WILL

THINK YOU'RE CUCKOO

TO PAY $25

FOR "JUST" A CLOCK

They're the same people who don't mind living with

"the approximate" time or walking into a Five-and-

Dlme every six months to buy another new $8.95 wind-up

tick-tock.

Also, this clock is not "just" a clock. It is a most

elegant tabletop timepiece from West Germany with the

fotiowtng attributes:

There is the calendar. When you wake, you'll know what

day it is! (This sometimes comes in handy!) Around back

you will see no handle for winding ... no cord for

plugging-in. An ordinary flashlight battery powers the

mechanisms—for a good year or more. When it begins

to lose its juice, red appears under the number "12".

Now, about the alarm. It's not the alarming kind. Just

effective. Reveille begins with four short but insistent

signals. If you don't shut off the alarm, there will follow

a continuous bzzzzzzzzz that would stir Rip Van Winkle.

Furthermore, this timepiece is in excellent taste. Quite

handsome. Designed to "go" anywhere. You will think

so, too. The works of this TwelveMonth Clock are so

precise and perfect that you can adjust it to within two

seconds of being on-the-dot every 24 hours. It's a rare

wristwatch that can time itself to such a fine degree.

The usual Haverhill's 10-day money-back Guarantee ap-

plies (if you are not impressed in every way). Beyond

that, there is the Manufacturer's Warranty covering

parts and workmanship. This extends over a full year.

So if you can afford to indulge your appreciation of fine

Haverhill's goes to the ends of the earth

to bring you the finest things. This DIehl

TwelveMonth Clock is no exception.

things, this indeed is the timepiece that should bid you

"Good Morning" each day. This is also a pretty wonderful

gift to a son and daughter with early morning classes.

1 NO TIME LIKE THIS TIME

NH-4

1

Mail to: HAVERHILL'S
526 Washington St.,

San Francisco, Calif. 94111

Please send me the Diehl TwelveMonth Clock.
Satisfaction or refund guaranteed.

n I enclose check for $24.95 plus $1.00 for post-

age and insurance.

(California residents add 4% sales tax.)

D Bill Diners' Q Bill AmExp.

Acct. #

Searching fhe Wor/d

(HaveMls--
\^^ (o bring you Ihe Finest

precise exposure
control is no longer

a professional secret
Bright sky, dark subject? Tricky, tiigh-

contrast light situations like this make

precise exposure difficult, even for pro-

fessional photographers. But now, the

new Minolta SR-T 101 35mm single lens

reflex, with exclusive "Contrast Light

Compensator", measures exposure

through the lens for perfect control

under any light conditions. This

precision instrument assures .

superb picture quality with a world-

famed Rokkor lens. And with unmatched

handling ease, it's no wonder the ex-

perts at Modern Photography call the

SR-T 101 "a hard-to-beat combination of

quality and convenience". Prices start

under $270, plus case. See your Minolta

dealer or write for free literature to

Minolta Corp., 200 Park Avenue

,fc South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Ww-..,^- TO^'i^
Minolta

from the bank. Then the vehicle

plunged through the water, across the

widening gap, and up the trailing

gangway, wliich was then winched up.

There could be problems even after

the crossing began. One boat was so

overloaded that it lost a lorry over-

board in water so deep it could not be

recovered. On another occasion, one

ferry was out of operation and the

other was functioning on only a sin-

gle engine, which died in midstream.

The boat was adrift in the current for

five hours and was kept off sandbanks
only by small craft swarming around
to push it away.

As you disembarked at Onitsha,

the traffic was much lighter—usually

backed up no more than a block—andi
lined up along the steep descent next to

the river wall. Taxi drivers backed up
to the wharf to collect passengers for

Onitsha, Enugu, and Aba. As each ve-

hicle came aboard the ferry for the

return run to Asaba, boys sang out,

"Driver OK—oh!"

End of an Era

But for the last three years the

ferry's days have been numbered, and

its service has deteriorated accord-

ingly. A developing nation like Nigeria

cannot afford to have such a bottleneck

on a major transport route, and so its

six-year development plan included a

bridge to span the Niger at Onitsha.

This is a steel truss bridge, 1,100 me-
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ters long, its twelve spans supported by
concrete piers. It is long and low, and
gleams with aluminum paint. The road
deck is inside, rather than on top, and
there are three lanes, so that traffic on
the center one can be switched as

needed during the rush hours. Con-
struction took three years and cost six

and a half million pounds.
Toll for the bridge is less for cars

but iilightly more for lorries than on
the old ferry; consequently there
have been complaints. One African
newspaper correspondent felt there
should be a toll for cattle, which were,
he claimed, dropping enough dung on
the bridge to cover the entire Sahara:
"To share the bridge with them, in my
opinoin [sic'] is highly suicidal. Be-
sides, during the rains, the cattle dungs
[sic] could cause a lot of havoc to the
bridge users." But on the whole, the
regular drivers emphatically agreed
with William Anozie's statement in The
Daily Times: "The opening of the
Niger Bridge is of immense advantage
CO drivers and other regular users of
;he route. Sometimes at Asaba, we are
ittacked, but this will not happen
igain now that we do not have to wait
here any longer." Anozie, who drove
taxi for six years between Lagos and

)nitsha, claimed the damage to ve-

licles on the ferry was "appalling,"
lut "thanks to God we shall not ex-
lerienoe such again."

Naturally, the ferry operators were

disgruntled. Vendors can always find

another place to operate, but the Cala-
bar ferry at the Cross River is run ef-

ficiently by the Elder Dempster Com-
pany and has no use for the dilapidated
Onitsha boats. Probably they will be
moved up the Niger to Idah, where
there has been no service at all. With
the new bridge, transportation is im-
mensely improved, but a colorful part
of Nigerian history has come to a close.

Postscript: Since the second military
coup in July, 1966, and the Hausa po-
grom against Ibos, the Niger Bridge
has taken on strategic importance as
the only road across the river into the
Eastern Region. The bridge continues
to function normally except for a road-
block on each side, where police and
soldiers stop all vehicles and search
them for weapons and ammunition. The
coup has resulted in a widespread re-

patriation of Nigerians to their regions
of origin. Transporters are making
huge profits from refugees, primarily
Ibos returning to their homeland
and others migrating back to their

own villages for security, and fares

have become greatly inflated. Never-
theless, the bridge has alleviated the
delays, congestion, and hardships that
so often accompanied river crossings
in the days before January, 1966.

"IFith luck, a car might cross in two
or three hours, but lorries usually
waited up to two days and sometimes
as long as two weeks."

Illuminated Stand

MAGNIFIER
^IW

Magnifies,

Illuminates,

and leaves both
hands free.

Only $9.95 in better
stationery and
photo stores.
For a complete catalog
of Readers and Magnifiers, write
Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York 14602

BAUSCH&LOMB^

Share tneTiiriiis

01 Exploring f
Outer Space •

-^>-

All DYNASCOPES, including this
superb RV-6, 6-incli available
on easy terms!

Now It's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years' And
It s a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook Is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE - the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction Is guaranteed by a full-
refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Church St., Hartford, Conn.

'!> TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO
Dept. NH-74, 831 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 061
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City
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Books worth
keeping

PUBLISHED BY

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA PRESS

THE WILD TURKEY
Its History and Domestication. By
A. W. ScHoncER. The 500-year
story of the most valuable bird the
New World lias produced—from its

first discovery by Europeans to its

present distribution all over the
world. Illustrated. 640 pages. $10

THE GRIZZLY BEAR
Portraits from Life. Edited and with
an Introduction by Bessie Doak
Haynes and Edgar Haynes.
Drawings by Mary Baker. An ex-
citing record of encounters that
many naturalists and frontiersmen
have had with the majestic griz-
zly—now almost extinct—who was
once aptly called "Lord of the
Wilderness." $5.00

GOOD HUNTING
Fifty Years of Collecting and Pre-
paring Habitat Croups for the
American Museum. By James L.
Clark. World-wide adventures of
a man who has raised taxidermy
to the level of a fine art. Illus-
trated. $5.95

THE GREAT ARC OF THE
WILD SHEEP

By James L. Clark. Foreword by
S. Dillon Ripley, Secretary,
Smithsonian Institution. Scientific
facts and hunting lore of a fas-
cinating creature whose habitat is

an arc extending from North
America westward to the Middle
East. Illustrated. $6.95

THE BIRDS AND BEASTS
OF MARK TWAIN

Edited b>' Robert M, Rodney and
Minnie .\I. Brashear. Original
paintings and drawings by
Robert Roche. These brilliant
animal sketches—extracted from
Mark Twain's longer works—range
from satirical, Disneyesque por-
trayals of creatures "as human as
you be" to thrilling descriptions
of the sheer beauty of animal form
and movement. $4.95

Now at your bookstore
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A Puerto Rican Family
By Joseph Monserrat

La Vida, by Oscar Lewis. Random
House, $10.00; 669 pp.

THE lives of sixteen Puerto Rican

slum dwellers, the Rfos family, are

the subject of anthropologist Oscar

Lewis' latest book. La Vida, subtitled

A Puerto Rican Family in the Culture

of Poverty—San Juan and New York.

The book actually consists of two parts.

One is the tape-recorded narrative that

comprises the body of the volume. The
other is the introduction, which con-

tains the author's description of his

theory and method.

Any serious discussion of this book

requires that its two parts be studied

separately. The narrative, collected on

tape and edited by Dr. Levris, is a pow-

erful portrayal of the loves, hopes,

fears, and desires, the aspirations and

driving emotions of this single Puerto

Rican family. Few, if any, of the overt

details of this family's life are missed.

Nothing is left to the imagination.

Their weaknesses, as well as their

strength, are demonstrated. The ex-

treme and uninhibited articulateness

of this family is somewhat surprising

but not accidental. For, as Dr. Lewis

states, "The principal criteria in the

selection of families were low incomes,

relatives in New York, and a willing-

ness to cooperate in the study." One
presumes he means a willingness to

talk into his microphone about things

that most families, poor or rich, do not

so readily talk about; certainly not in

such vivid and uninhibited detail.

The recorded and edited autobio-

graphical stories of the Rfos family

read like a novel, more so than the au-

thor's best-known previous works. Five

Families, The Children of Sanchez,

and Pedro Martinez. The first chapter,

which establishes the setting in La Es-

meralda, the San Juan slum the Rfos

family lives in, is in fact a fictionalized

description both of the slum and the

"main characters" of the book. As a

novel. La Vida has all the necessary

ingredients that constitute a best

seller: sex, prostitution, and violence.

It is a "hot" book.

La Vida, however, is not a novel. It

purports to be a work of science—an
anthropological study of a Puerto
Rican family in the culture of poverty.

For this aspect of the book one must
turn to the introduction. Here, any
careful reader finds himself in a quag-

mire. Dr. Lewis is most difficult to pin

down. To grasp his words is to touch

quicksilver. His theory is pegged to

the assumption that "The intensive

,

study of life of even a single extended

family by the methods used in this

volume tell us something [my italics]

about individuals, about family life,

about lower-class life . . . and about the

history and culture of the larger soci-

ety in which these people live."

Granted it tells us something. But
what? He states that he has "tried to

give voice to people who are rarely

heard, and to provide the reader with

an inside view of a style of life which
is common in many of the deprived'

and marginal groups in society,

and then proceeds to caution, "I should

like to emphasize that this study deals

with only one segment of the Puerto,

Rican population and the data should

not be generalized to Puerto Ricaii

society as a whole"! This contradic-

tion, that the style of life he present;

is common but should not be general-

ized, becomes even more absurd wheri

later in the introduction he states

am suggesting the possibility thai

studies of the lower class may also re^

veal something that is distinctive of i

people as a whole." It's that certair

something again.

Dr. Lewis says, "the Rfos family ii pi

not presented here as typical . . . bui ij

rather as representative of one style o ^
life . . . the frequency distribution oi

this style of life cannot be determine( .,

until we have many comparable studiej ^,

of life in a Puerto Rican slum." Ho\) ij

true, except that earlier in the intro
iln,,

duction Dr. Lewis had told us, "Th
people in this book, like most otb

H
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YUCATAN
MONKEY

By B. F. BEEBE. Illustrated by

James Ralph Johnson. The rain

jungle of Yucatan and the ancient

Mayan city of Chichen Itza provide

the background for this authentic

story of a little spider monkey.

Both author and illustrator are well-

known naturalists. $3.95

ADVANCED CAMPING
TECHNIQUES

By JAMES RALPH JOHNSON.
Illustrated by the author. Expert

information on living comfortably

in nature's harshest environments;

for the outdoorsman, hunter, ex-

plorer, climber, or canoeist who

heads for country never seen by the

fair weather camper. $3.75

CHARLES WILLSON
PEALE: Son of Liberty,

Father of Arts and Sciences

By ROBERT PLATE. Illustrations

from Peale's own paintings. Inven-

tor scientist, soldier of the Revolu-

tion, and portrait painter of the first

seven presidents of the U.S., Charles

Willson Peale inspired the study of

natural sciences in America. This

fine biography reveals the man and

his accomplishments. $5.50

THE SCIENCE OF SALT

An Informal Introduction

to Some of the

Fundamentals of Chemistry

and the Chemical Industry

By ROBERT FROMAN. The story

of salt, from its geologic origins to

its multiple uses today, gives an ex-

ceptionally clear basic understand-

ing of chemical elements and proc-

esses. $3.25

At all bookstores

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC.

750 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

Puerto Rican slum dwellers I have

studied, show great zest for life, espe-

cially for sex, and a need for excite-

ment, new experiences and adven-

tures." First he can't determine the

frequency distribution, then he deter-

mines it with the subtle phrase "like

most other Puerto Rican slum dwellers

I have studied. . .
."

Dr. Lewis tells us that it was his

"dissatisfaction with the high level of

abstraction inherent in the concept of

culture patterns" that led him to "turn

away from anthropological community

studies to the intensive study of fami-

lies." For he says, "In describing total

culture patterns there is an almost in-

evitable neglect of the range of varia-

tion in custom and in behavior which

may lead all too readily to overdrawn

configurations that play up differences

between cultures and tend to ignore

the fundamental human similarities."

In other words, traditional anthropol-

ogy is guilty of going from the abstract

general to the concrete specific. I am
suggesting that throughout his intro-

duction, Dr. Lewis is guilty of going

from the concrete specific to the ab-

stract general, and doing it in such a

way that it is difficult to determine

where the starting and finishing points

of his generalizations are.

For instance, no mention is made of

exactly how typical the Rios' are of

Puerto Rican slum dwellers (except in

such generalized statements as, "like

most Puerto Rican slum dwellers I

have studied"), nor of how typical

slum dwellers are of Puerto Ricans,

nor how typical is this slum (where, he

states, about one-third of the women
have a history of prostitution) of other

slums. Unless he knows something he

is not telling us, and this implication

abounds throughout his introduction.

Dr. Lewis must face up to the charge

that his method appears shoddy, un-

scientific—even "unsocial-scientific."

Dr. Lewis asserts that he is aware

that his study "runs the risk of offend-

ing some Puerto Ricans. . .
." He says

that he is also aware that his findings

may be misinterpreted or used to jus-

tify prejudice. Yet far from carefully

assuring that misinterpretation does

not result, he has outfitted his volume

with a title that is sensational. La Vida,

originally entitled En La Vida by the

author. This title is derived from the

Spanish euphemism for a prostitute,

una mujer de la vida, "a woman 'in the

life.' " It appears to this reviewer that

a social scientist who writes a book

that purports to be an anthropological

study intended to tell us something

about the culture of poverty should

not use a title that cloaks a sordid

innuendo, intentional or otherwise. Un-

less, of course, the culture of poverty

is a study of prostitution among the

poor. Dr. Lewis does not claim this

Both in the introduction and in cor

respondence with this reviewer, Dr
Lewis states that the culture of poverty

(which he says should be more accu

rately called the subculture of poverty)

is found among multiproblem families

"My own work," he wrote this re

viewer, "has been focused on a specia

segment of the Puerto Rican popula

tion—namely, the people designated ii

social work as 'multiproblem families,

Indeed, the subject of my first bool

[of a series about Puerto Rico] 'Th(

Rios Family' . . . was one of

sample of 225 low income multiprob

lem families carefully selected at con,

siderable cost. . .
." Since it is obvious

then, that the study of the culture o!

poverty is not a study of prostitutior

one can only conclude that the autho

recognized such a title might sell mor'

books.

Dr. Lewis has been pioneering witi

new approaches for anthropologica

studies that no doubt will make a vak

able contribution to this and possibl

other fields. But, as he states, "Th

absence of intensive anthropologic;

studies of poor families from a wid

variety of national and cultural coi

text ... is a serious handicap in forn

ulating valid cross-cultural regular

ties. The model presented here

therefore provisional and subject 1

modification as new studies becon

available."

The author recognizes that the mod
of his concept of the culture of pover

as presented in La Vida is "provision

and subject to modification," meanir

therefore that it is incomplete and i

conclusive. He further recognizes th

this study can hurt thousands of Puer

Ricans since he is aware that his "fin

ings" may be misinterpreted or us(

to justify prejudice. From these U
concepts it must appear that Dr. Lew

is guilty of professional and social .

responsibility.

Joseph Monserrat is the Director

the Migration Division, Department

Labor, Commonwealth of Puerto Rii

Herculaneum, by Joseph Jay Dei

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, $6.9'

174 pp., illus.

IN this attractive volume, Joseph J

Deiss, American writer on ItalJ

subjects, tells the story of Hercu

neum, one of the sites destroyed by
\

eruption of Vesuvius in a.d. 79. 1,

author first became attracted to t

city while in Italy, gathering matei

for The Great Infidel, a book on i

Hohenstaufen emperor Frederick i

Although the author draws freely

other books about Herculaneum,
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thoroughly acquainted himself

the excavations and writes about

with feeling.

e book opens with a description of

ife that was so suddenly snuffed

hen Vesuvius submerged the town

sixty feet of volcanic mud,
upon cooling, sealed the town

preserved all its contents. Most
inhabitants, however, were able

ape. Nearby Pompeii, which was
ed with about twenty feet of hot

nic debris, is much easier to ex-

The rocklike nature of the fill

rculaneum makes excavation dif-

and only four complete city

s have thus far been uncovered.

te only a few of the public build-

lave been found. Clumsy robbery

eighteenth century destroyed

nly theater from antiquity that

have come down to us intact. The
ca was also an early discovery,

3me of the finest painting in the

Nazionale in Naples comes from

ills. More recently, two baths,

|)f the sports palaestra, the en-

to the forum, and the headquar-

the emperor cult have been ex-

d. It is the homes, however, with

ire and personal possessions per-

preserved, that give us an inti-

;Iimpse of the life of these peo-

ut in many respects we shall

know them as well as we know
leighbors at Pompeii. For the

phical evidence at Herculaneum

r slight compared to the thou-

if inscriptions found at Pompeii,

walls covered with election no-

ilentify the inhabitants of many
and at times even give their

tions, and notices about events

amphitheater fill us in on other

of life.

author writes with warmth, un-

ding, and enthusiasm about

[jneum and laments that so little

town has thus far been un-

. Those who have seen how
e to the air and elements has

I in the deterioration of the

: Pompeii would prefer, how-
lat available funds were ex-

first to preserve the priceless

; already uncovered.

WiLHELMINA F. JaSHEMSKI
University of Maryland

:rs in High Places, by Michael
Doubleday and Co., $5.95; 394
s.

)me years Michael Frome has

1 a conscientious reporter of

;rican scene, with books that

ited the reader to make a better

i-time use of his opportunities

ay travel. If it has been "jour-

it has been of a high order-
ing and pleasurably informa-

bis present volume he goes far

DlJl

"It reads beautifully. .

.

and contains a great deal of

information on animal behavi6r."
John Barbach

ANIMALS OF THE NORTH
by William O. Pruitt, Jr.

The subarctic taiga is the North of this fascinating
book by a naturalist-biologist with a gift for vivid
writing. The taiga is a brutal environment of barren
land and beautiful skies with a few plant-eating mam-
mals, fewer meat-eaters. Dr. Pruitt combines high
drama with solid natural history as he traces the life

cycles of moose, wolves, caribou, lynx and voles — and
the threat to them that man now poses.

With 13 black-and-white drawings by William D. Berry

At all bookstores • $5.95
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beyond this: here is personal involve-

ment as well as skillful reporting. He
journeys into our hazy, primitive,

southern Appalachian Mountains,

whose heavily forested ridges seem,

from almost any vantage point, to bil-

low on and on into a mystic infinity,

and he explores their recesses and be-

comes enamored. The result is a volume

of real excellence that tells much about

the region and its people, and some-

thing about the author.

As the title suggests, our concern

here is not so much with the natural

history and the floral phenomenon that

attract and hold the imagination of

millions of traveling Americans each

year, although these aspects are given

accurate treatment within the purpose

of the author. Here we are to enjoy the

colorful parade of human beings whose

lives have been conditioned by what

was, until recent years, one of the re-

motest of our pioneer settlements. Here

are the first historical occupants, the

Cherokees, brutally routed, dispersed,

and swindled in the white man's push

for occupation; the early settlers who

were willing to forgo comforts for the

possession of a proud and stubborn in-

dependence; the circuit riders and

traders and naturalists and the some-

what eccentric brethren who sought the

mountain fastness as a hideaway; the

ruthless lumbermen, logging the pri-

meval forest on the basis of cut-and-

move; and finally coming up to date

with the establishment of the Great

Smoky Mountains National Park, nobly

preserving what remains—and fortu-

nately there is much—of what the first

invaders of this wilderness saw.

There are still many of the old stock

living in the coves, fearful of the "reve-

nooers" who would despoil their stiUs,

shy of the stranger but hospitable and

of gentle courtesy; there are still many
residents whose memories were tapped

by Frome for a host of fascinating

stories of other days. The "hill people"

do not easily open their minds to the

visitor. It says much for Frome's art

and empathy that he could so draw

them out.

Freeman Tilden
Author and Naturalist

The Birds of Colorado, by Alfred M.

Bailey and Robert J. Niedrach. Denver

Museum of Natural History, 2 vols.,

$35.00; 895 pp.,illus.

STATE bird books have blossomed to

so great an extent that now one or

more can be sponsored by nearly all

the units of our commonwealth. Since

mapped boundaries are mostly politi-

cal rather than physiographic, recent

authors have shown a tendency to re-

late the ornithology of a single state

to that of its neighbors. Perhaps the ex-

ample was set by E. H. Forbush (1925

in a famous book that was frankly ei

titled The Birds of Massachusetts at

Other New England States, and th

well fulfilled its function.

The product of Doctors Bailey at

Niedrach, which marks a new apog(

of sumptuousness, follows the san

tradition and will serve a large ar(

of the Rocky Mountains and adjace:

lowlands. For both authors the volum

are a logical conclusion to more th

forty years of local field investigatio

natural history photography, museu

exhibition, and laboratory study. Tb
have teamed up also in several remot

parts of the world, but Colorado

home ground and first love, evidence

which seems to shine through their te

and pictures.

The position and structure of thti

state and its amplitudes of climate, pjj

cipitation, and plant life provide foij

rich avifauna. Four hundred thirty-ni'

species, plus sixty-four additional su

species, have been recorded frc

Colorado. The number of species ;

proximates that of New York St

where, however, the total is swelled

a long list of oceanic birds.

In wealth and quality of illustratid

The Birds of Colorado sets a new star

ard. The authors themselves are in t

forefront of wildlife photographers, 1

they have called upon thirty-odd i

their colleagues to offer readers a

lery of four hundred likenesses of bii

in the wild environment. The displj

notable for all groups, is matchless
'

birds of prey and shore birds. Phc

graphs not made by the authors

individually credited. The color plaij

are likewise memorable, their paintj

including twenty-one widely kno

American and Canadian artists, as w

as Peter Scott and D. M. Henry

Britain. Four hundred and two spec

of birds appear in these plates.

The structure of the text is admira

comprehensive. History of bird sti

in Colorado, geographical distributi

migration, orientation, the life zo:

and their plant-animal associations

adequately covered. There is an ele\

page list of Colorado plants, with

record of their lower and upper alt

dinal thresholds. Nor is the dire

increasing threat of pesticides o^

looked. The gazetteer and state i

are exceedingly helpful, and the w

is thoroughly indexed. The bij

ography cites 446 authors, and m
hundreds of references.

The abundantly annotated list of

orado birds comprises the bulk of

book. Aside from well-digested

piled matter, this includes a wi

of fresh and significant contributj

worthy of quotation at length. A sai
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exact reproduction of a rare faience statu-

te from the 26th Dynasty. Depicted with
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e Nile marshes, THOTH was inventor of
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iginal. THOTH statuette, 4" high, mounted
I a walnut base, makes an appropriate gift
r students and professional people.

'^T-? $7.95
Plus 35|! for postage and handling.

\LL HANGING-this intriguing Thoth figurine
also available mounted on velour in an
tiqued gold wooden frame 4V2" x 7Vi".
^T-7B $12.50

Plus 40(! for postage and handling.

'!^>-OG featuring life size reproductions from
ny famous museum cof/ecfions JO^

Aladdin's Treasures. Inc.
Dept. NT-4B • 648 Ninth Ave.
New York, New York 10036
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of poisoning in young children!

^F^ Protect your
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By John M. Kingsbury
rofessor of Botany, Cornell University

rhe best documentation of harmful
lants."-The New York Times
VIost useful guide to common poi-
3nous plants of North America."
Richard Evans Schultes, Harvard
niversity, in Economic Botany

$4.50 at bookstores, or mail coupon.

-10-DAY FREE EXAMINATION 1

.RINEHART AND WINSTON, INC. 8511602
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York, N. Y. 10017
e send me a copy of Deadly Harvest by
M. Kingsbury to examine for 10 days

• If I am not completely satisfied, I may
1 the book within that time and owe
ng. Otherwise, you are to bill me $4.50,
a few cents for postage and handling.

-Zip^

VE! Enclose check or money order with
:oupon and publisher will pay postage
landlmg. 10-day return privilege guar-

might be the text (plus truly thrilling

photographs) relating to the life his-

tory of the Black Swift, a previously
little-known bird that breeds in next-

to-inaccessible nesting sites.

Robert Cushman Murphy
The American Museum

Science and Survival, by Barry Com-
moner. The Viking Press, $4.50; 150
pp.

BARRY Coimmoner's Science and Sur-
vival is an uncommonly interest-

ing, thoughtful, and thought-provoking
book. Its purpose is to call attention to
the ways in which large-scale technol-
ogy has been developed and exploited
before its consequences have been
understood. His examples are first the
power failure in the northeastern states

in November. 1965, then iodine-131 in

the thyroid glands of children in Utah.
Thence he proceeds to the more gen-
eral problems of pollution of air, water,
and earth—thus of the whole known
biosphere-by carbon dioxide, by de-
tergents, by insecticides, by radioactive
fallout. He devotes major attention to

the possibility of nuclear war: its risks
and its probable effects.

Commoner next examines some pos-
sible factors that may have led us to

our present untenable position: secre-
cy, competitive struggles between na-
tions for political prestige, the erosion
(as he puts it) of the basic principles
of scientific discourse, the breakdown
of traditional scientific procedures. The
single weakness of the book is the in-

clusion of a chapter that includes,
among such factors, the present mo-
lecular style in biology. Meaningful
though his discussion of molecular bi-

ology may be for the sake of biology
itself, and I have much sympathy with
Commoner's criticisms of it, it is not
yet relatable to problems of society.

For solution, the author can do no
more than emphasize the need for an
approach that will apply the principle
of balancing risk against benefit, esti-

mations of which he sees as proper sub-
jects of scientific analysis. The per-
ception of present and future problems
by scientists, and the assumption by
scientists of the responsibility of in-

forming citizens as to the problems and
their putative solutions, are named as
possible alleviative measures. Com-
ro.oner believes that an attempt by sci-

entists to educate an informed elector-

ate, Margaret Mead's "new social
invention." may be the one invention
of our technological age that can con-
serve the environment and preserve life

on the earth.

Commoner himself has an unrivaled
ability to inform. His facts are indis-

putable, and documented; he is a mas-
ter of simple, declarative prose. This

PAINT AS YOU

LEARN-and

start framing

your work

this veiy

spring!

HOWA VAILABLCINENeUSH!
if-teaching
n Paris to

tv ready to

Here it is! The fabulous Martin-Barba.
course" that is turning Frenchmen
Provence into accomplished artists .

fill your weekends and holidays with ,.,.

This delightfully simple method lets you set your
own pace... learn rules the natural way-by paint-
ing! You'll marvel at the ease with which lighthouses,
bridges, summer friends, city scenes and natural won-
ders come to life on your canvas. You learn . . . How
to choose your best subfects for still life, landscape
flowers, portraits, nudes, marine and genre paint-
ings. How to make quick on-the-spot sketches. How
to master perspective. How to convey mood and mo-
tion . . . render trees, mountains, rocks, water ani-
rnals, people . . . reflections, rain, mist, stormy skies,
dawn, twilight, summer night . . . Techniques of
brushwork—and how to develop your own oriqinal
style. MUCH MORE!

FAST PROGRESS GUARANTEED!
Illustrated ORDER NOW!

THE HOLIDAY PAINTER
by J. Martin-Barbaz

$4.95 Postfree. lO-doy Money-back Guarantee

£M£R$ON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 199.R
251 West 19th St., New York, N.Y. 10011

6 to 12 power zoom

BINOCULAR
Scope's new, precision 6-12x30 zoom binocular lets you
instantaneously select the magnification power you need,

with a touch of the handy zoom lever.

Top-quality, fully amber-coated optics and Perma-Locked
prisms, assure permanent true-axis alignment. A single con-
trol wheel speeds focusing; adjustable eyepieces match
your individual eyesight.

Exclusive soft-rubber eyecups fold down for full-field view-

ing with eyeglasses. Patented Easy-Access case swings open
to hold the binocular securely, and ready for instant use.

Made to sell for $66.95 ... and now offered at substantial

savings in a factory-authorized Graduation/Fathers' Day
price reduction. See you r dealer, or write for catalog

of binoculars, tele- fsssj^ii^sq
„„..,, . /:SS^.s Only SCOPE BINOCU-

scopes, ritlescopes and utlt^xi; lars tear the nmrine

mirrnirnnP'; V^H// l^STING institute seal
llllLIOiCopes. ^-3v3-^ of approval.

SCOPE instrument CORP., PO
BOX1031U ,Wooclsi(ie, N.Y. 11377

Canada: Spencer SMcMullen
Ltd., Toronto 18, Ont.@ A BERKEY PHOTO COMPAN"
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arms
Direct from Eng/and

genuinely embla-

zoned from old

records filed under

100,000 British & Eu-

ropean surnames. In relief
r\iv

and full colour on immaculate OAK
WALL SHIELDS for mural decoration.

7"x6" $9.00 I4"xl2" $25.00

12" X 10" $20.00 22" X 18" $40.00

postpaid. Your check is returned if the Arms

cannot he traced. School, Ship, Regimental

Shields, Tr.ide Marks, etc., simil.irly repro-

duced. Write Britain direct. Dept. NH.

YORK INSIGNIA LTD., YORK, ENGLAND

MME JEWELRY
I
EARN BIO MONEY i

IH YOUR SPARE TIME! k

pS IS THE CATALOG

THAT MAKES IT ALL POSSIBLE!

EASY TO SELL
because your creati

different

he alike!

SELL your creations for 2 to 5 times :

as you paid for tliem. Make jewelry

spare time . .

.

This FREE CATALOG contains ev(
.

you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the

parts and by adding your spare time helps

\ou create easy saleable jewelry.

Start today . . . don't delay. Send for the

hobby-craft's biggest and best catalog. Get

your FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation - contains over 10.000

items . . . loaded with pictures.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG NOW !

.s^.

5^5

GRIEGER'S INC

TANG DOG

.
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cise with

;le exerciser .

.

minutes a day,

1 home.

FREE!
EXERCYCLE LITERATURE
THAT TELLS YOU ABOUT
THE REALISTIC WAY
TO GET ACTIVE EXERCISE.

D i would like to try an Exercycle in my own
home, at no cost. Call me for an appointment

at

D Please send me a copy of the Exercycle
illustrated review.

Namp
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Exciting new books... from VIKING

SURTSE\ T,.:...™ >„...»:

'An island is born!
For the first time in history the reader is treated to
a chronologically-documented account of the forma-
tion of land as it must have happened in the first
days of earth's struggle for existence. . . . The photo-
graphs are truly magnificent, those of the eruptions
exceptionally splendorous." —Library Journal

36 photographs in full color, 20 in black and white,
maps and diagrams $6.00

SURTSEY
The New Island
in the North Atlantic
by SIGURDUR THORARINSSON,
noted Icelandic geologist

"Pirates and pashas, scientists and fools.
An intellectual adventure with an enduring interest. The author, an
Australian Egyptologist, has a fine talent for animating some rather ob-
scure events in the history of Egyptian excavations . . . and should attract
that contemporary readership in search of antiquity."

—

Virginia Kirkus
Service. Egyptians, twelve centuries before the time of Christ, began look-
ing back at their own ancient history. This book is the improbable story
of mysteriously lost records and the exciting emergence of ancient
Egyptian history after Napoleon's Egyptian campaign. The narrative
continues to the time of Champollion's decipherment of the hieroglyphics
and Mariette's collections. Illustrated $6.95

THE DISCOVERY OF EGYPT
by LESLIE GREENER, author of High Dam over Nubia

Story and natural history

e blended in a vivid personal

;count of one of Africa's fab-

Dus and unfamiliar regions
(scinating reading . . . Eve Palmer was born and
lived most of her life in the Great Karoo desert.

! has explored the caves and found ancient paint-
s . . . discovered rare fossils on the plains . . .

iied the weird stone plants of the desert. Her
k is filled with the joy of life. . .

."

—WALTER HARDING, Chicago Tribune
Illustrated $6.00

The *-^Vv\
DISCOVERIfl
OF

EGYPT

THE PLAINS
OF CAMDEBOO

by EVE PALMER

THE PLAINS OF

Camdeboo

THE
VIKING
PRESS

625 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y.

10022



ORIOLE "FUNBAR"
This exclusive Feeder will attract many fun-
loving golden Orioles to your garden, patio or
balcony (see actual photo). Hang anywhere
and then watch the fun. Orioles are not only
beautiful, but "characters" as well. An unusual
gift any time. Rustless, so easy to clean! Money
back guarantee, full instructions. $4.95 plus 32»?

pp. In Calif, add 20c' tax. Sorry no COD's.
HUMMINGBIED HEAVEN, 6S18-N Apperson
St.. TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042. (Makers of the

'Hummy-Bird Bar."®)

Wholesale prices on fishing

tackle, and hunting equipment,

archery, skis, and camping

equipment.

FINNYSPORTS
2067J SPORTS BUILDING

TOLEDO, OHIO 43614

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

'^ Catches more !

Easy to use

!

Amazing HAVAHART trap captures raiding
rats, rabbits, squirrels, skunks, pigeons, spar-
rows, etc. Takes mink, coon without injury.
Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Easy to
use—open ends give animal confidence. No jaws
or springs to break. Galvanized: many in use
20 years. Sizes for all needs. FREE illustrated
practical guide with trapping secrets.

HAVAHART, 158-P Water Street

Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 4S-page guide and

Address-

City-

Suygested
Additional Reading

THE SNOUTERS
The Discovery of the Hi-Iay-Archi-

PELAGO. E. Pettersson-Skamtkvist.

Journal of Asian Geography, Vol.

322, No. 187, 1943.

The Evolution of Turbellarians: A
Review of New Aspects. D. Stulten.

Piltdown University Press, 1955.

NOISY CHORUS OF THE SEA
Acoustic Behaviour of Animals.

R. G. Busnel. Elsevier Press, Amster-

dam, 1963.

Underwater Acoustics Handbook.
V. M. Albers. The Pennsylvania

State University Press. University

Park, 1965.

Animal Sounds and Communication.

W. E. Lanyon and W. N. Tavolga.

American Institute of Biological Sci-

ences, 1960.

OLDEST PAINTINGS
OF THE NEW WORLD

Indian Art of Mexico and Central

America. M. Covarrubias. Alfred A.

Knopf, Inc., New York, 1957.

Excavations at La Venta, Tabasco,

1955. P. Drucker, R. F. Heizer, R. J.

Squier. Bureau of American Ethnol-

ogy, Bulletin 170, Washington, 1959.

Stone Monuments of Southern
Mexico. M. W. Stirling. Bureau of

American Ethnology, Bulletin 138,

Washington, 1943.

FROM AN
ANCIENT DESERT RELICT

South African Plants for Ameri-

can Gardens. S. V. Coombs. Fred-

erick A. Stokes, New York, 1936.

Families of Flowering Plants of

Southern Africa. H. P. Riley. Uni-

versity of Kentucky Press, Lexing-

ton, 1963.

THE BASQUES
A Book of the Basques. R. Gallop.

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London,

1930.

The ABO, MN AND RH Blood Groups
OF THE Basque People. M. Chalm-

ers, E. W. Ikin, A. E. Mourant.

American Journal of Physical An-

thropology, Vol. 7. No. 4. pages 529-

544, 1949.

THE CHAMELEON
Observations on the Life History

AND Behavior of Chamaeleo hoh-

NELii (Steindachner). H. R. Bus-

tard. Copeia, Vol. 4. pages 401-410.

1965.

The Mechanism of Projection of

THE Chamaeleon's Tongue. A.

Zoond. Journal of Experimental Bi-

ology, Vol. 10, pages 174-185, 1933.

LAST DAYS OF THE
ONITSHA FERRY

The Road. W. Soyinka. Oxford Uni-

versity Press, London, 1965.

BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS
Hummingbirds, colorful playboys of th
feathered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time for 1

years now from genuine "Hummy-Bird Bars"(
(Actual photo) . They love the real wood percht
on their private buffet. No other birds or bi

can reach the sugarwater. No drip or rust,^

easy to clean. Always a heartwarming giJ

Money back guarantee. Full instructions. $2^
plus 24(^ pp. In CaHf. add 12<'- tax. Sorry
COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN. 6818-1

Apperson St.. TUJUNGA. CALIF. 910^

(Makers of the popular Oriole "Fun-Bai
fun-loving Orioles!

)

Dubois, Wyoming 82513

in the

WIND RIVER MOUNTAINS:

for those who appreciate high wilderness,

wildlife, and silent trails: a small guest

ranch, newly opened. Exceptional set-l

ting. Log cabins. Fishing: two lakes, two

streams. Guests may also participate in

working ranch life, occasional evening

discussions, community activities. Li-

brary: nature, history, theology, fiction.

Gotland horses.

JUNE through SEPTEMBER.

Address unW May 75fh:

Mrs. M. M. Kahin
89 Irving St. • Cambridge, Mass. 02138

WILDLIFE CAMP
(in the mountains of West Virginia)

enables youngsters to go beyond
the superficial in learning about

the natural world.

Young persons with a special interest in natur
science will find the carao an exciting place
acquire ttasic information in ornithology, hotan

meteorology, entomology, and astronomy. Speci

projects are undertalten individually: Terra
iums. taxidermy, plant collections, insect col

lections, bird banding and wildlife photograplu

The ecological approach is emphasized.

SWIMMING, SQUARE DANCING,
\

OVERNIGHT TRIPS

Three two-week sessions limited to

less than 30 boys and girls

grades seven to ten.

For further information and brochure write

L. JOHN TROTT, Director

Burgundy Wildlife Camp

c/o Burgundy Farm Country Day School

3700 Burgundy Road

Alexandria, Va. 22303

8o



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

V" /
3" Aslronomicat Te/cscope

B the stars, moon, phases of

inets close up. 60 to 180 power,
ed and overcoated 3" diameter f/IO pri-

cyepie

ell. Equartorial
Eouii

ed Ba
s. 3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod,
luded FREE; --STAR CHART"; 272-
je "HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS";
OW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE"
k. $29.95 ppd. Order No. 85,050E,

Co., Barrington Ne

Made Opaque Pro/ecfor
itrations up to 3" x 3'/2"—en-
35" X 30" if screen is Iji/j ft.

included. (

eluded. Sii
I lb. 2 oz! „,_
stock No. 70,199E, Edmund Scientific Co,

Gionl VVeo/hi

"Balls of fun" for I.

for stcres, terrific for
gists. Create
Great backyard fun

ud he
netei

Bo//oons
kids, traffic stopper
r amateur meteorolo
ghborhood sensation

ting beach attrac
ooists

nd pjug Made of heavy duty
and tern

S2.0O Ppd.
Edmund Scie
Jersey 08007,

Order Stock No. 60,568E
ntific Co., Barrington, Ne

New Model Digi •al Computer
tunes, play games

ments. S5.08 Ppd
Edmund Scie "

Jersey 08007,
entitle Co., Barrington, Ne

,g^

^^
4ccura(e Home Weathe

"Weather Station'
'eather changes.

Json
to

Station

highly st

ges from 12 to 24
gift—excellent

omena. Mounted
I 151/2 X SJj"

:5»„. Foretells

...3 dials in etched
inum. Full Instructions. S9.95. Order
70,607E. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-
on, New Jersey 08007.

Car of the Future He I Now!

ly propeller. Ope
control line, batter'

ler No. 70,307E. E
Barrington, New

/ll'n Proof-Games Of logic

B abstract thinking and math logic
led by Yale prof. If you think le

to challenge professional
BVi" X 5I4" case contains lo

playing mats, timer & 224-p.
Ppd. Order Stock ,;60,525E. Ed
entitle Co., Barrington, New Jer

Terrible Lizards—Monstrous Mammals
Explore the fascinating prehistoric world
of dinosaurs 200,000,000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed
en sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Bronto:

book. S6 Book. $5.00 Ppd. Or

ly Mammoth
Also inst. to

and Wonder
Stock No. 70,8I7E

Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, ' N
08007. Jersey 08007

Crystal Growing Kit

crystallography project— illustrate with
beautiful crystals you grow yourself.

t & demonstrate factors affecting
h, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym.
'. etc. Incl. book "Crystals i Crystal

y* <*

ng" supply of chei

!, blue-gn
Order Stock No

play ystal
d n

70,336E,

(clel

cals

Barrington, Ni

d). $9.50
"dmund

Woocien Solid Puzzles
.
fascinating assortment of 1

stimulate
nals and gei

and 1

lility think
Take them

nbiB them. Lots of fun .„.
ine whole family—young and old. Will test
skill, patience and ability to solve problems
Order yours now. $3.50 Ppd. Order Stock
No. 70,205E. Edmund Scientific Company.
Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

Hundreds of thrilling

Chest: Above i

metric motor, mo
. $10.50 Ppd. Ordei

Chest
enments plus

70.342E Doci

Plastic Model V-S Engine
of funl Get thrill of building your

isily assembled engine from over 350
Then push starter and watch it run.
haft revolves, pistons move, valves
nd close in sequence with spark plugs,
everything but burn oil, 1/4 scale,
I in 4 colors. Same motor used in
uto-mechanic courses. Excellent, easy-

^
$10.95 Ppd.

ngton. New Jersey 08007.

Vo»»*?,

Gianf free Calolog
etely new 1967 Catalog. 148 pages
with nearly 4.000 unusual bargains,

ig new categories. Many new items.
' Many hard-

telei

i barga Enoi

tc. For hobbyists.
Shop by mail. No

te for Catalog "E

"Fish" With A Magnet
Go treasure hunting on the bottom
cinating fun &. sometimes profitable
line to our 5-lb. Magnet—nrop it ov
in bay, river, lake or ocean. Troll i

bottom—your "treasure" haul can

5-lb. Magne
othei

S50. Lifts over 150 lbs.
on land—much greater weights under water.
$12.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.571 E. Ed-
mund Scientifii; Co,, Barrington, N.J, 08007.

' Surpli

Big
ling—

7

An
nded for sateli

ual eye focus. E

field at 1,000 ydi
included. Araeric
$274.50

Binoculars

Brand new! Crystal-cle,
r. Every optical element
llent night glass—the si:

$74.!

376 ft. Carrying Case

- Pstd. (tax inc
Order Stock J1544E. Edmund Si
Co., Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

I ^" j

New Popular Science Fun Chest

Incl.: Radiometer; Bob-

nets: Burning Glas;
ning Ball: Diffrac
Ring; Booklet. "Ast
Ppd. Order Stock
Scientific Co., Ba
08007,

Mercury Puzzle; Cei

. $5.50
idmund
Jersey



Available light

photography
where there's no
available light

(or practically none.)

Here are four new high-speed, high-reso-

lution, automatic Nikkor lenses with which to

turn impossible lighting situations into pic-

ture opportunities. And in the most widely

used focal lengths, too: 35mm f2, 55 mm f1.2,

85mm f1.8 and 135mm f2.8.

You may have hardly enough light to see

by, but these new lenses will deliver results

with astonishing picture quality. Try them for

available light with color and for action shots.

NIKON INC., Garden City, N.Y. 11533. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Phi

Also try tnem m normal iigiu, ai i.uMi.a,

tures. You'll be amazed at their perfor:

under all conditions.

These new Nikkor lenses add mucl-

capabilities of the Nikon system. Th

designed for use with Nikon F and Nik

cameras. And they all couple to the

Photomic and Nikkormat FT meter s

You can see these lenses at your Nikon

Write for complete details.

-Optical Industries, Inc. (In Canada: Anglophoto Ltd., Mon
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Remember the day you discovered champagne.

that's S0irth Africa

Suddenly, you've found the good life your taste conamands A little bit

heady at first-but your senses adjust quickly to the bouquet of jacarandas;

the brilliance of stark sunlight and more stars than astronomers can count.

Then the feeling of sheer, unadulterated comfort in company with people

who speak your language and enjoy the prosperity of the most Western

republic east of Greenwich.
r~ ^

Cosmopolitan pleasures and a two-ocean beach 3000 miles lorjg. Great

game reserves where 200,000 antelope share their Texas-size freedom with

elephants and eland, giraffes and gemsbok. Ballet, road racing surfing golf,

game fishing-or lazy, luxurious relaxation under a sun that shines 357 days

a year. Subtle accents of the Orient from gourmet kitchens born in England,

France, Holland, Italy and Portugal.

That's South Africa. Overnight via twelve jet airlines from anywhere m
Europe; a week's cruise anytime from the Mediterranean. For as little as

$784 round trip from New York, on 14-21 day excursion fares. Ask any

travel agent, or send coupon, for "Sophisticated South Africa' portfolio.

South African Tourist Corp.

610 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. or

9465 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Please send free "Sophisticated South Africa"

portfolio in full color.

City State ZiP
j

Q Please include current airline schedules and fart |



eHasselblad system...
d a few re.asons why the scientific
ipplicationsof photography
;ience and industry are
erous and undisputed. It

d require many volumes
ir than this single page just

t, let alone discuss, these

cations. Both as a research

and a recording device
ography has certainly
id not only convenient, but
any cases of sophisticated

ntific and industrial
irch, invaluable.

)usly, the single most im-

nt feature of photography
ability to produce a per-

nt record of a visual hap-
ig. Something that may or

lot be visible to the human
That may occur at a speed
1 would not make it visible

3 human eye or that may
in a place where it would

2 convenient or even safe

human observer to be.

long been acknowledged
he single most superior
-a for most research pur-

is the single lens reflex

ra. Because all viewing
ocusing is through the
nd is completely free from
ax error, then regardless

: combination of supple-
ry lenses, extension tubes
ellows extensions used,
lage seen on the viewing
i is identical with the final

tunately, most of the
lens reflex cameras avail-

) the researcher use the
format and consequently
r from lack of image
when the negative is en-
to any degree. This prob-

overcome by the use of

square format as in the
blad system.

optics of Carl Zeiss lenses with
built in Synchro Compur shut-
ters allowing the use of both
flash and strobe at all speeds,
that the Hasselblad system does.

Here's what the Hasselblad Sys-

tem consists of. Firstly, the
500C, the standard camera in the

system*. It accepts all seven
lenses available for the Hassel-

blad, and is a single lens reflex

viewing camera. The 500C
always shows you exactly how
your final picture will turn out
on the ground glass screen,
in the same way a view camera
does. This allows you to concen-
trate on the setting up and com-
position of your picture, no mat-
ter what lens or accessories you
are using on the camera.

The lens, magazine, focusing
hood and winding knob of the

500C are all instantly inter-

changeable.

Next is the Hasselblad Super
Wide C. The camera that caused
a breakthrough in zVa square
photography. Equipped with a

38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss

and industrial photographer needs it.

Biogon f/4.5 lens, this camera
allows you to take pictures pre-

viously considered impossible.

The superb optics of the lens

assures perfect distortion-free

horizontal and vertical delinea-

tion, with sharpness of image
from corner to corner of the
negative area, even at full aper-
ture. Depth of field at an aper-
ture of f/22 is from 26 inches to

infinity.

The newest camera in the Has-
selblad System is the electri-

cally driven Hasselblad 500EL.
This camera automatically ad-
vances the film and cocks the
shutter, allowing a rapid series

of exposures to be made, either

by use of the camera release
or long release cords, timer or
remote radio control. The 500EL
accepts all the lenses and most
accessories available for the
500C. Obviously one of the ad-
vantages of this camera is that

the photographer is freed from
the actual mechanics of picture
taking and can therefore, de-
vote himself completely to the
subject.

The use of the 500EL with the
Hasselblad 70mm film maga-
zine, (up to 70 exposures on
cassette loaded 70mm film)
allows the photographer, work-
ing on a job where a large num-
ber of exposures are required,

to handle his work load much
more quickly and efficiently.

There are seven Carl Zeiss
lenses in the Hasselblad System,
40, 50B, 80, 120, 150, 250C and
500mm. Each lens has a built

Five different instantly intei

changeable film magazines are

available. These magazines
allow the photographer to make
12 or 16 exposures on 12C
film", 24 exposures on 220
film^ and 70 exposures on
70mm film. The magazines also

allow the choice of 3 formats

(21/4 square, 21/4 X 1%, 1% X 1%)
This allows not only for speed
of operation, but the conven
ience of being able to change
either film type or format in

mid-roll.

Completing the system is a
huge range of accessories that

includes extension tubes and
bellows extensions for close

up work, filters, transparency
copy holders, cut film backs,
eye level prism finders'^, sports
view finders, sun shades,
rapid winding crank', quick
focusing handles^, grips'^,

underwater housings, ring lights,

tripod quick couplingi-, micro-

scope attachments and carrying

cases.

We have purposely avoided dis-

cussing specific applications to

which the Hasselblad system
might be applied. Not only be-

cause of the limitations of the
space available, but because
the number of applications is

almost infinite.

Hasselblad systems are being
used today in many branches of

science and industry. And are
even a part of the NASA space
program. Shown below are just

a few parts of the system that
seem to have become particu-

arly popular with many people
engaged in some aspect of
science or industry.

in Synchro Compur shutter,
with automatic stopping down
at the moment of exposure and
manual preview for depth of
field checks. Every lens has
both M and x synchronization al-

lowing the use of flash and
strobe at all speeds up to
l/5Q0th of a second.

This description of the Hassel-

blad system has been neces-
sarily brief. If you would like a
Hasselblad catalogue or further

literature or if you have a spe-
cific technical inquiry write to

Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Rd.,
Linden, New Jersey 07036.

HASS£LBLAD
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Charles L. Hogue

ABOL

In his current article, "Witli NetS

Hand," Charles L. Hogue depaJ

from his normally scientific treatmij

of entomological subject matter to d

with the habit and history of ins,

collecting. Dr. Hogue has occupiec

number of research and teach

positions in his field, has authorec

score of articles, and is currently;

work on a new book. Insects of the
^

Angeles Basin. He is Curator of Eij

mology at the Los Angeles Coul

Museum of Natural History.

From its salt marshes to its sci

tured cliffs, the Cape Cod Natio

Seashore is well known to Barbj
Blau Chamberlain. From her tr;

ing as a geologist and from her sevt

summers spent on the Cape, &

Chamberlain has portrayed the

gion's geology with esthetic sensiti
\

and scientific scrutiny. Author

These Fragile Outposts, published;

the Natural History Press in I'l,

Mrs. Chamberlain now resides in S;i(

bury, Vermont.

In "The Changing World of

Cree," the lives of this Quebec t:|

are described by Norman A. ChaiI

director of the McGill-Cree Proji

the photographs are by Paul ConkJ
While he heads the five-year stud!

developmental change among the Cii

Dr. Chance also serves as Associ

Professor of Anthropology at Mc|
University in Montreal. He has
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id research in the southwest

3d States, Mexico, Puerto Rico,

Uaska. A book by Dr. Chance, The

1 710 of North Alaska, was issued by

Rinehart and Winston in 1966.

Conklin's photographs have ap-

d in major magazines, newspa-

and in several books. For four

he served as staff photographer

le Peace Corps. In addition to his

graphy, Mr. Conklin has written

al articles for various newspapers

magazines.

NRY L. Ullman maintains an ac-

'interest in both natural history

ihotography. In order to carry out

vations of the smaller animals,

IJllman has furnished one room of

(house with tanks and cages

iped with light and temperature

iols. "Another 'must' for this sort

ocation," says the author, "is an

standing wife." A graduate of the

irsity of Chicago, Mr. Ullman is

employed as a technical writer,

rticle on the Hawaiian frog is a

er taken from a book that he is

preparing on the natural history

several foreign trips, W. Gurnee
has taken pliotographs and has

ted data and artifacts for The
ican Museum of Natural History,

' he serves on the Board of Trus-

rhe photographs and information

Elephant Work in South India"

were gathered by Mr. Dyer in 1966.

The author is most familiar with

Africa, and a photo collection of Afri-

can scenes taken by him in 1963-64 is

on display in The American Museum.

In this issue, Richard E. Orville
and William C. Livingston bring

their training in atmospheric physics

and astronomy to bear on the problem
of explaining a common but compli-

cated phenomenon, the rainbow. Dr.

Orville has published many technical

articles on weather phenomena. He is

currently employed as a senior re-

search scientist at the Westinghouse
Research Center in Pittsburgh. Dr.

Livingston is an astronomer at the Kitt

Peak National Observatory in Tucson.
He is a specialist in solar magnetism
and photoelectric devices, and has au-

thored articles on these topics.

William Condry obtained degrees

in literature and French, and worked
as a teacher for several years before

turning to writing and lecturing. Mr.
Condry has composed broadcast scripts

and has written for several magazines
and newspapers. He has written a biog-

raphy of Thoreau, a natural history

and topographical study of Snowdonia
National Park in Wales, and a study of

wildlife in Central Africa. A devotee

of nature and conservation, in 1966

he achieved public recognition for his

outstanding work in connection with

the protection of the Red Kite of Wales.
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V\/ITH NET IN HAND
by Charles L. Hogue

^^ome people exhibit an irresist-

ible urge to acquire and classify

things—stamps, coins, buttons, or

bottles. But no one has ever explained

this curious instinct, and to many

people the impulse to collect insects

seems the most inexplicable of all

man's passions.

In an attempt to explain his pas-

time, the bug hunter may rationalize

that he is making a scientific contri-

bution, that he enjoys the chance to

be afield, or that he appreciates the

colorful patterns displayed by his

specimens. But while these explana-

tions may pertain to the motivation

of professional entomologists and

some nature lovers, they do not seem

to fully describe much of the collect-

ing that takes place.

Indeed, the new collector, in par-

ticular, appears to be motivated by

what may be called the "pigeon-hol-

ino- element," \\hich also seems to

play a part in the makeup of other

types of collectors. This element is

characterized by the inherent inabil-

ity to tolerate gaps and disorder in a

system of his own creation. His hun-

ger for orderliness is not satiated un-

til he has personally captured, named,

and arranged every recognizable en-

tity within his geographic reach.

Insect collectors, amateur or pro-

fessional, are happiest at the end of a

trip on which they have captured a

long-sought rarity, and are most dis-

mal after a long, dry period of inac-

tivity, when they have not had an op-

portunity to collect or arrange past

collections. Dismay is perhaps most

intense, and frustration most fre-

quent, when other pressures prevent

them from taking to the field to give

chase. In any event, collectors know

that they like to collect; most retain

the desire and practice the habit for a

lifetime.

While no single social stratum has

a monopoly on collectors, an inordi-

nate number are found among the

world's financiers, nobles, doctors,

ministers, and statesmen—probably

because these people have the time,

funds, and education appropriate for

such a pursuit. Typical of this group

were two members of the illustrious

Rothschild family of England. Lord

Lionel Waher, first son and suc-

cessor of Lord Nathaniel, developed

the zoolosical museum at Tring,

amassing over two and a half million

butterflies, the largest private collec-

tion ever made. Walter's brother

Nathaniel Charles, a banker by pro-

fession, once remarked, '"What I

would really like is to live in a nice

island or settle in Japan or Burmali

and be a professional bug-hunter."

At first interested in Lepidoptera, he

later settled on a lifelong study of

fleas and formed a collection of well

over 22,000 specimens. The Roth-

schild collections were eventually

Vladimir Nabokov, the author of LoUta and a practicing lepidoptcri

searches a Swiss meadow jar butterflies to add to his collectu
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explores some of the fact, and some of the fiction,

onnected with this unusual avocation

seded to the British Museum—Natu-
'il History. (For evidence of the

othschilds' continuing interest in

is area see "Mimicry," by Miriam
othschild, Natural History, Feb-

lary, 1967.)

Other prominent personalities of

e past and present—well known for

icomplishments other than those in

i tomological science—who were
Itten by the collecting bug include:

iivid Rockefeller of America's fi-

ncially famous family, an ama-
jr natural historian, benefactor of

le American Museum of Natural
story in New York, and an enthusi-

ic tiger beetle collector; Alfred

larles Kinsey, authority on human
cual behavior, who started his sci-

ific career as an entomologist and
I wasp collector; Count Pierre

ancois Marie Auguste Dejean,
:utenant General and aide-de-camp

Napoleon, who was an indefatig-

e beetle collector and added speci-

ns to his cabinet even during bat-

, including a few from the field of

iterloo ; Vladimir Nabokov, author
the popular novel Lolita, who has
lected butterflies and published ar-

es on their classification. In addi-

1, Neville Chamberlain, former
me Minister of England, and Ser-

Khrushchev, an engineer and son
he ex-Premier, have shown active

;rest in butterfly chasing.

?he preceding list should make it

;r that insect collectors are not all

aks or retarded adults indulging

child's play as is the practically

v'ersal layman's belief. Neverthe-

,
the appearance and dispositions

ome collectors are easily capable
aising eyebrows. W. S. Bristowe,

luthority on spiders, was once ar-

ed in the Louvre for taking a

II bottle of alcohol out of his

jcet to collect a specimen dangling

from the brim of his hat, and more
recently, a visiting professor of in-

sect physiology at UCLA was catch-

ing lawn skippers with a net for lab-

oratory experiments when he was
asked by a campus police officer to

"move on, please." One verse of a

long poem, describing a bug collector

of an earlier generation, serves fur-

ther to illustrate the point:

Well, true as I live, that old feller

just spent

His hull days in loafin' about
And pickin' up hoppers and

roaches and flies—

Not to use for his bait to ketch
trout.

But to kill and stick pins in and
squint at and all.

He was crazy's a coot, th' ain't no
doubt.

Annie Trumbull Slosson,
Uncle Jotham's Boarder

For sensitive collectors worried
about the impressions they present to

onlookers, English entomologists

Kirby and Spence long ago (1828)
offered the following words of solace:

With all your implements
about you, you will perhaps at

first be stared and grinned at by
the vulgar; but they will soon
become reconciled to you, and
regard you no more than your
brethren of the angle and of the
gun. Things that are unusual are

too often esteemed ridiculous;

and the philosopher whose object
is to collect and study the won-
derful works of his Creator is

often regarded by the ignorant
plebian as little short of a mad
man.

To the Apache Indians of south-
ern Arizona a man chasing insects

with a billowing white net was con-
sidered mad and quite harmless. This
belief is said to have saved the life of
August J. Kusche, an early commer-
cial collector in the area, who, pitied

but unabused, was allowed to pursue
his excursions in Apache territory.

Although Kusche's was a passive
application of the entomologist's
mantle, it has also been used aggres-
sively in the field of commercial espi-

onage. There are instances of unscru-
pulous mineral exploiters using the

collector's net and field dress as a dis-

guise to gain access to deposits other-

wise off limits to outside prospectors.

Although collecting is a hobby to

most, it forms a basis of enterprise
for some and a profession for many.
There have been several commercial-
ly minded insect enthusiasts who
have made a business of importing,
rearing, and gathering specimens to

sell to collectors. Perhaps the most
famous establishment dedicated to

this purpose is the Butterfly Farm in

the village of Old Bexley in Kent,
England. The Farm was established

in 1894 by L. W. Newman and is still

supplying specimens to collectors all

over the world. The Farm's most fa-

mous customer was Sir Winston
Churchill, who commissioned it to

naturalize several butterfly species on
his property at Chartwell to enhance
the beauty of the grounds. Presently,

a similar butterfly farm and mu-
seum is operated in East Durham,
New York, by Mr. Max Richter, and
several others have flourished for

brief periods in the past in various
parts of this country and elsewhere.

Many specimen dealers have "lost

their shirts" in the business, but at

least one famed individual literally

kept a shirt on his back through the

sale of butterfly wings. This was Rene
Belbenoit, successful escapee from
the horrendous French penal colony
Devil's Island. As a libere, he kept
alive by catching butterflies in the
Guinean jungles and selling their

wings to French officials in Cayenne.

7
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From varied fictional sources, es-

pecially Gene Stratton-Porter's A

Girl of the Limberlost, and from oc-

casional Sunday supplement articles

depicting John Doe, amateur ento-

mologist, standing before his dead

butterfly menagerie valued at many

thousands of dollars, many persons

have come to believe that insect rari-

ties may be worth untold sums to mu-

seums. Although eccentric collectors

have paid large prices for unique,

spuriously marked butterflies or

moth specimens, serious minded bi-

ologists are seldom financially able

or inclined to make such purchases.

It is frequently necessary for the mu-

seum curator to disappoint expectant

callers who ask, "I caught an odd

moth, which must be rare because I

can't find its picture in the encyclo-

pedia—how much is it worth?
'

Large, well-cared-for, and accurately

documented collections of an unusual

insect group may be of some value to

museums, however. Larger museums

in the United States and in Europe do

purchase many such collections.

Most scientific specimens, however,

have no real monetary value. Only in

taxonomic groups where there is a

popular interest—primarily butter-

flies and, to a lesser extent, beetles-

is there any market value.

Prices paid for specimens as col-

lector's items vary tremendously. At

the auction sales held for many years

at the Stevens' Auction Rooms in

Covent Garden, London, normally

marked butterfly specimens sold for

a few cents, but aberrant individuals

or rare species commonly brought

from £10 to £25 ($28-S70). These

rooms are said to have opened in

King Street in 1776, and during the

nineteenth and early twentieth cen-

turies bidding was often hot and

heavy and no less competitive than

auction sales of antiques or other

more popular items. Such auctions

are still held, as in the case of an im-

portant private collection of exotic

butterflies and moths ( the Rousseau-

Decelle Collection) recently adver-

tised for sale at auction in Paris.

Collecting is a necessary aspect of

the systematic study of any kind of

historical or natural item or class of

items. Specimens represent samples

of nature that are stored like library

books for reference and comparison,

and serve as material from which

hypotheses are made and extended to

living populations or assemblages.

The world's large insect collections

contain many million such speci-

mens. The largest resides in the Brit-

ish Museum—Natural History and

consists of approximately 28 million

insects. In America the greatest col-

lection is in the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, U.S. National Museum, and

comprises approximately 17.4 mil-

lion specimens. Other large collec-

tions in the United States are held

in The American Museum of Natural

History (nearly 14 million) , Califor-

nia Academy of Sciences (5 million)

,

and Harvard University (5 million)

.

Insect specimens, if properly pre-

pared and housed, will last indefi-

nitely. The durability of the insect's

body is due primarily to a hard and

resistant cuticle making up the bulk

of the exoskeleton. As a result there

are some very old specimens extant

Insects were captured with bat joule,

nets by early collectors pictured

in an eighteenth-century text.

in the world's museums. Of the 5,43

insects (and related creatures) intl

original Sloane Collection, whic

formed the beginning of the Biitis

Museum collections in 1753, ihei

now remain 2,300 in good conditio

pressed like herbarium plants. 0th'

special antique treasures among i

sect specimens in the British Museu

are the first insect specimens fro

America, collected in the seventeen

and eighteenth centuries, and Char

Darwin's material from the voya

of the Beagle (1831-36). Also

London, at the ofiices of the L

naean Society (Burlington Housf

are many of the original insects fi

studied and named by the famed s

tematic naturalist Linnaeus in t
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early 1700's. A butterfly (Bath

White) captured in May, 1702, in

Cambridgeshire remains in the Hope

Department of Entomology, Oxford,

probably the oldest mounted butter-

fly in existence. The oldest specimen

of any insect is purported to be a

dragonfly in the British Museum,

from Petiver's Collection dated 1700.

Large-scale collecting was done even

earlier, in preparation for the natural

history compendiums of Aldrovandi,

Gesner, and others during the Ren-

aissance.

Some of the earliest clues to the

habit and equipment of the early col-

lector are found in a folio published

in 1766 by Moses Harris, entitled

The Aurelian, which depicts and de-

scribes the British butterflies. The

frontispiece shows the curious appa-

ratus used to catch such flying in-

sects. This device, called a "bat

fouler" or "fly net," was designed to

snare bats or birds but was adapted

to the cause of the bug hunter. Early

illustrations show it among the en-

tomologist's preferred parapherna-

lia; the bag net (racket net or ring

net) universally used in modern

times was only a reserve weapon.

In the absence of appropriate

chemicals, the earliest collectors ex-

ercised much ingenuity in devising

ways of killing the specimens they

caught. The simplest procedure con-

sisted of pinching the insect's thorax.

Killing jars containing crushed laur-

el leaves (cherry laurel, Prunus laur-

ocerasus) were also used. The leaves

released prussic acid fumes (cyanide

&J#J

Uncle Jotham's boarder? This well-

equipped collector held his umbrella

under shrubs to catch falling insects.
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Explore

East Africa
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTI-

TUTE OF AMERICA is sponsoring a

montfi's tour of Ethiopia, Kenya and

Tanzania in November 1967 and an-

other in January 1968. Identical itin-

eraries will feature:

In Ethiopia

• Axum, the Holy City, with its im-

pressive churches and royal necropolis

• Gondar where seven kings of Ethio-

pia built their palaces • Lalibela with

its unique monolithic rock churches

and Coptic treasures • Lake Tana and

the Tisissat Falls of the Blue Nile

• Harar with its medieval walls and

colorful markets • Recent excavations

and the ancient Caravan Road in a set-

ting of spectacular beauty.

In Kenya and Tanzania

• Nairobi National Park and Tree-

tops • Game-viewing drives at Mara
River, Serengeti Plain, Lake Manyara

and Amboseli • Olduvai Gorge where

some of the oldest remains of prehis-

toric man have been found • Fabulous

Ngorongoro Crater with its herds of

wild animals.

Due to limited accommodations each

tour must be restricted to 21 persons.

The November trip will be led by Rich-

ard Howland of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution and the January one by Nora
Scott of the Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Both archaeologists are thoroughly

familiar with the area to be visited.

The price of the tour will be approx-

imately $2,800, including a $500
tax-deductible contribution to the Ar-

chaeological Institute which entitles the

donor to Life Membership. For a com-
plete itinerary with firm dates and rate

schedules, write:

THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL

INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
100 Washington Square, East

New York, N. Y. 10003

gas) and were the forerunners of the

modern cyanide jar. Other means of

killing a specimen included placing

it in a pill box and heating it over a

flame, plunging it into hot water or

spirits of wine (alcohol) , impaling it

on a hot wire or pin, and touching

aqua fortis (nitric acid) to it. Some-

times the insect was placed in a tum-

bler, which was then inverted on a

table. A bit of burning tinder was

slipped under the edge of the glass

soon filling it with smoke, which

stupefied the insect. One early Amer-

ican collector, Professor Peck, killed

minute insects by putting them into

the hollow of a quill stopped with a

piece of wood and holding it over the

flame of a candle.

Collections were kept in bottles of

spirit and in cabinets, or pressed or

crudely pinned in boxes, but the em-

phasis was on displaying a variety of

species rather than preserving an

adequate population sample to show

individual variation as is done today.

This is understandable since animals

were considered immutable varieties

in the biblical sense, Darwin's influ-

ence not having yet been felt.

Particularly in England, France,

and Germany, insect collecting has

long been a respected hobby, and its

popularity seems to rival that of some

sports. This has not been the case in

the United States. Membership in

amateur insect collectors' clubs may

serve as an index to the comparative

status of the hobby. Britain's Ama-

teur Entomological Society, catering

mainly to the London area, had about

800 members in 1963. In contrast,

the Lorquin Entomological Society

of Los Angeles (serving most of Los

Angeles County, an area roughly

comparable to London in population

and communication) had a member-

ship of only 100 in the same year.

Why insect collecting is not more

popular with Americans is hard to

understand. Perhaps this is an in-

stance of our alleged "cultural imma-

turity," perhaps an apathetic reac-

tion to the biologic abundance of this

country, as contrasted with the rela-

tive scarcity of flora and fauna in Eu-

rope. But despite the lack of wide-

spread popularity, the zeal of the

American bug hunter is equal to that

of any other. The collector's passion

remains undiminished by the cross-

ing of national boundaries and by

the presence of any prejudices

against his pastime.

'.'

That's liable to happen to you when you first us

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind-up shav

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergen
type of shaver (because it needs no cords or

teries). After all, how can a hand-cranked sh

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job?

how many times do you have to wind the darn t

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving
revolves at such a fast clip that it actually giv

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minut
Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now,

"

the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIEF

(named for its birthplace, Monte Carlo)

with a huge mainspring made of the same
super steel used in the most expensive wat(

ments. You crank the key just tike a movie came
(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves ai

shaves and shaves. From ear to

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full sha

ing speed right to the end—and long enough to i

the complete job. Hard to believe, but really tru

A few more details: The surgical steel blades ;

designed that they are continuously self-sharpenin

You will find that the more you use the RIVIEf

the sharper and the better it gets. The gu
unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pn
sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver

your face and gently guide it in circular motions.

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell y

with words. We just want to get you open-i

enough to tie up $17 for two weeks. We'll give y

that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it d

appoints you (if you want to return it for any

son), send it back. Your money will be in the retu

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that tl

won't happen and that you will want to keep yc^

RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or

nent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that ki

of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it i

P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric motr
but you save the cost of repairing it. The monf
that it leaves in your pocket; the dependabiliR

the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—thej|

give you the last laugh.

r PMCf YOUR ORDER HERE
Mail to: HAVERHILL'S " '

526 Washington St., San Francisco, Calif. 9411

Please send me the RIVIERA Shauer.

amazed and delighted or I may return

pt for immediate
understand that there is a one year's urn

guarantee on parts and workmanship.

n I enclose $16.95 plus $1.00 for postag

insurance. (Calif, residents add 4% salei
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icy and John Seletti aren't trying to save the worl(
a little piece of it.

bout a mile outside the Ko-
fillage of Ku Am there are a

lozen young, still-tender mul-
ttrees growing on a small hill.

Jay these trees and their suc-

1 leaves will be the heart of a
niage industry— a silk raising

rhat day is still many months
t it doesn't stop the village

om making daily inspection

fp the steep hill, just in case.

I case something miraculous
i

opened since yesterday. After i

rouldn't be the first miracle
j

Den in Ku Am. Everyone in

age knows the story of Chang
he daughter of the widow.
1 years ago Chang Book's

i of survival were as slim as

. Her father had disappeared
the family's flight from
Korea. Her mother, a seam-
ivorked a backbreaking day
)st of the evening to earn
onth. Barely enough to keep
i;om starving.

j

today that's all changed be- '

jn American couple named ''

are sharing a little of their !

tune with a girl to whom a
leans everything. Nancy,
id five-year-old Alexandra
.reNew Yorkers.They're not
Sly wealthy as the villagers

m believe. But, they're not
tier. Comfortable probably
!S them best. They have
ng they really need, but
n ten minutes and they'll

with ten things they want
a month would buy. Luck-
ihought of Chang Sook first.

)ugh Save the Children
ion, the Seletti's $15 a
i doing a remarkable num-
lings. First, Chang Sook's
:e needs and future school-
!ing taken care of. The fam-
ting help, too: Enough to

' lang Sook's mother to start

nit shop.

with all this, there is still

I ley left over. This money,

}

with money from other
: was borrowed by the vil-

art its precious mulberry
< meday silk raising will
5 ermanent increase in the
c ncome—and permanently

end the need for charity. That's
what Save the Children Federation
is all about. Although contributions
are tax-deductible, it is not a charity.

The aim is not merely to buy one
child a warm coat, a new pair of

shoes and a six month supply of vita-

min pills. Instead, your contribution
is used to give the child, the family
and the village a little boost that
may be all they need to start help-
ing themselves.

Sponsorsaredesperatelyneeded
for children in Korea, Viet-
nam, Latin America, Africa I

and Greece. You can select

the child's nationality. You
will receive a photo of the
child, regular reports on his

progress and, if you wish, a
chance to correspond.

Chang Sook writes to the
Selettis. She also sends small
homemade gifts to Alexandra.
And she tells them of her
dreams of becoming a nurse.

She'll probably make it. If she

does, the Seletti's investment in one
girl will be repaid a thousand-fold.

The Selettis know they can't

save the whole world for $15 a
month. Just a small corner of it. But,
maybe that is the way to save the
world. If there are enough people
like the Selettis. How about you?

National Sponsors (partial list)

FaithBaldwin, JamesBryant Cnnant,
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,
Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT06852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLY TO HELP A CHILD
D KOREA D GREECE D VIETNAM D LATIN AMERICA D AFRICA
a WHERE THE NEED IS GREATEST.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
n$15M0NTHLY D $45 QUARTERLY
D $90 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $180 ANNUALLY

I CAN'T SPONSOR A CHILD. ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF ^

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY -STATE- _Z IP-

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE INCOMETAX DEDUCTIBLE



Now you

don't have

to pay

«300 for

a fine

35mm
reflex

You can easily pay $300 (or more) for a

top-quality 35mm reflex camera. Now
Minolta puts one in your hands for less

than Si 55 (plus case). The Minolta SR-1

( Model V ) doesn't offer all the features of

our S335 reflex ... but it shares the

same advanced engineering, superb crafts-

manship and Rokkor lens quality. Major
features of the Minolta SR-1 (Model V)
include: 6-element Auto-Rokkor lens;

speeds to l/500th sec; microprism finder

and provision for an optional CdS meter.

The deluxe Minolta SR-7 (Model V) has

a built-in CdS meter and shutter speeds to

1/lOOOth sec. It's priced from under S200

( plus case ) . At your dealer or write for

colorful brochure and free technical bul-

letins to: Minolta Corporation, 200 Park

Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

economical

Minolta

SR Model V's

Marston Sates

A Naturalist at liargt

The door from the living room
into the "experimental rain for-

est," which I described in the March
column, has one of those Chinese

beaded curtains hanging behind it,

to prevent birds from flying through

into the house when the door is

opened. I got the idea from the walk-

through hummingbird exhibit at the

San Diego zoo. So far it has worked

perfectly, the birds apparently fear-

ing to entangle their wings in the

strings of beads.

When I take visitors out there, the

first thing that is likely to happen is

a thorough inspection of the stran-

gers by Brunhilde, a female Blue-

throated Hummingbird (Lampornis

clemenciae) . She has a habit of hov-

ering directly in front of their eyes,

which can be frightening for people

without eyeglasses. We have thought

of keeping a pair of plain spectacles

to lend such people, although she has

never really gone so far as to try

probing an eye. If the visitor is a

woman with a brightly variegated

dress, the colored spots are likely to

be carefully investigated, and Brun-

hilde is usually interested in a ring if

it has a brilliant stone. In the case of

a man with a sweater, she sometimes

tugs at fibers, as if testing possible

nesting materials, although I have

never seen her make any effort at

building a nest and have never been

able to figure out what type of

sweater will arouse her interest.

Each bird has a personal name, be-

cause each has a distinctive personal-

ity—a fact often stressed in the writ-

ings of Niko Tinbergen and Konrad

Lorenz, and often ignored by psy-

chologists studying the comparati^

behavior of different species of an

mals. Brunhilde got her name bi

cause she was sent to me along wil

two males of the same species by

friend in California, Robert Lasiev

ski, who had been studying hun

mingbird metabolism. Bob has no

moved to the other size extren

among birds—working with ostrich(

and emus. One of the two males w;

lame, and hence named Loki; tl

others logically became Siegfried ar

Brunhilde. Both males died within

year or so after their arrival, one b
]

cause of an injury to his bill (alwa^'

a hazard with hummingbirds), tl

other for reasons unknown. But thf

never did show much interest '

people or in anything else, except o

casional fights between themselves i

with other hummers in the room.

In writing about my birds, I w
almost inevitably sound anthrop

morphic, which is one of the cardin

sins of science. I have also been a

cused of teleology—the attribution

purpose. I am not sure whether th

is a sin, a misdemeanor, or a maj'

crime, but it is clearly reprehensibl

Neither of these vices has ever bot

ered me much, though I have oft

been scornful about the attitudes

other people toward animals—

t

classic case of ladies in mink cos

worrying about the treatment

white mice in laboratories, for

stance. (Does anyone worry abo

the hens cooped up in tiny cages

those modern factory-like establis

ments that produce millions

eggs?) I think it possible that r

Continued on po.



OIL STOCKS
TO WATCH NOW

The 'Little Fellows"^

Merit Special Attention

In an industry that abounds with "super-

giants" — nearly half the 40 leading Oil

Stocks covered by The Value Line Investment

Survey show annual sales of more than a
Billion Dollars — we expect the 12 months
directly ahead to be "The Year of the Little

Fellows."

Specifically, of the 18 Oil Stocks now ac-

corded ranks of I (Highest) or II (Above
Average) by Value Line for relative price

performance in the 12 months immediately

ahead relative to all 1100 stocks covered

by The Survey, all but four are in the under-

a-biliion-dollars category.

Moreover, some of these smaller members
of the Oil Group offer the biggest oppor-
iunifies for appreciation potentiality over the

next 3 to 5 years — ranging from 50% to

nearly 100% on the basis of Value Line's

estimates of future earnings as normally cap-

italized in the market. (In contrast. Value
Line research finds that some of the most
famous names in Oil may turn out to be
relatively disappointing during this period.

GUEST REPORT-
We will send you Value Line's comprehensive RATINGS & REPORTS on the Oil Stocks — revealing both the
areas of greatest profit potentialities and of greatest risk — as a Special Bonus under the Guest Subscrip-
tion offered belov^.

j

The 96-page RATINGS & REPORTS also includes full-page analyses of 44 other key stocks in the Natural
Gas and Coal industries.
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Mobil Oil

Murphy Oil
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Royal Dutch
Shamrock Oil

Shell Oil

"Shell" Transport
Signal Oil & Gas
Sinclair Oil

Skelly Oil

standard Oil (Col.)

Standard Oil (Ind.)

standard Oil (N.J.)

Standard Oil (Ohio)
Sun Oil

Sunray DX Oil

Superior Oil

Texaco
Tidewater Oil

Union Oil
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The Changing
World
of the

Cree
by Norman A, Chance

photographs by
Paul Conklln

'I- the Indians, adjustment to an encroaching civilization
involves learning new trades. Using the chain saw is

a relatively fresh experience for the Cree, but
It is only a first step. In the rapidly mechanizing forest

stry, as well as in the mines, more complex skills must
be learned quickly to compete with skilled whites.

I hree hundred miles north of Montreal, Canada, half-
way between James Bay and Lake St. John, 1,200
Algonquian-speaking Cree Indians of the Mistassini and
Waswanipi bands face a crucial decision. For centuries
the forested land, lakes, and streams of north central
Quebec provided these people with the three basic staples
of their economic life: fur, fish, and game. And for cen-
turies the seasonal pursuit of these staples determined
the tenor of Cree hfe. Each fall, small groups of related
famihes traveled by canoe to their hunting and trapping
territories, returning in the late spring to the "reserve,"
or reservation settlements, on Mistassini and Waswanipi
lakes. Winter required hard work and considerable social
solitude. Summer, on the other hand, was a time of rela-
tive relaxation, of dances, marriage feasts, tradins at the
local Hudson's Bay post, and other social events made
possible only by the temporarily increased population of
the reserve community. Until recently, social change was
perceived by the Cree to be a product of this annual cycle
rather than an expression of permanent, non-periodic
changes in their way of life.

The perception of the world varies with the culture
of the observer. In recent years, more industriahzed
Euro-Canadians have come to view the land, lakes, and
streams of the Cree in terms of large stands of marketable
pulpwood, valuable minerals, and the potential for de-
veloping extensive hydroelectric power. In 1966, a major
Canadian pulp and paper company constructed a multi-
million dollar mill and town near the Waswanipi reserve,
and the officials are now actively recruiting a labor force
of over 1,000 woodcutters and 300 millworkers. Copper
and other base metals are being extracted by large min-
ing companies. New roads have cut through old Indian
trapping grounds, and medium-sized towns like Chi-
bougamau and Chapais have risen on the site of earlier
Indian encampments.
The impact of these economic developments on Cree

Indian life is profound. Three years ago, the entire pop-
ulation of the Waswanipi band moved off their isolated
reserve in search of temporary or full-time jobs in nearby
lumber camps or with mining prospectors. Some families
have clustered in small extended kin-groups along a new
gravel road that links several frontier towns. Others have
migrated to white population centers.

The Mistassini Indians, on the other hand, have been
less mobile, although here too, increased numbers of
young men and women are moving off the reserve in
search of economic and social opportunities elsewhere.
Jobs are fairly abundant in the region, but they often
require a knowledge of the French language-a skill held
by few Indians. As a result of early Protestant missioniz-
mg, the Cree are affiliated with the Anglican church and
thus receive their education in Quebec's English-
speaking, Protestant school system.
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At present, many of the older Indians prefer to by-

pass the new employment opportunities available to

them in favor of more traditional ones. At Mistassini

Post, over 50 per cent of the men still engage in trapping

as their primary occupation. Fewer of the younger men
are spending winters in the bush, however, and those

who do often find their earnings are not sufficient to

buy the consumer goods and services they now desire.

H ere, then, is the crucial decision faced by the Mistas-

sini and Waswanipi Cree : Should they follow the hfe of

the traditional trapper, whose present income is viewed

as submarginal, requiring supplementary government

welfare "rations" and seasonal labor? Or, should they

look for work in non-Indian employment centers?

Many Indians would like to take advantage of a steady

cash income if they could continue to live on the reserve.

As the Cree become more restricted to a limited area,

the concept of their reserve—as opposed to land owned

by non-Indians—serves as a focal point of their identity.

Fear of losing one's distinctiveness as an Indian is often

expressed by those who migrate to the towns and cities.

Given the natural wealth of the region, one might

expect that proper vocational training would enable those

Cree wishing to remain on the reserve to exploit their

own land. This is not possible, however, since the Indian

reserves in this area were allocated as residential settle-

ments only; the amount of land available is too small to

exploit profitably. A few jobs are available on or near

the reserve in government-sponsored commercial fishing

and sawmill operations, but these positions provide ade-

quate incomes for only a relatively small percentage of

the expanding Indian labor force.

Under these circumstances, it appears that the eco-

nomic future of the Cree is of necessity closely tied with

that of non-Indian controlled industry. The extent of

economic growth will be largely determined by the level

of occupational skill attained by Indian workers and by

their capacity to adjust to steady wage labor. To assist in

this task the Indian Affairs branch of the Canadian gov-

ernment has set up vocational training programs for

Indians no longer in school; it has tried to stimulate

greater efforts toward community development and local

self-government in various Indian residential centers;

and it has provided improved family housing for those

remaining on the reserve.

The crucial test, however, rests with the young Indians

now coming out of school. The first five or six years of

the child's life are almost wholly Cree in character. He
learns the Cree language and family authority patterns,

and the traditional Indian norms and expectations ap-

propriate to his age and sex. His contacts with white

men are peripheral, perhaps watching summer tourists

take pictures at the Post, or visiting the Indian Agent's

office with his father.

For the past decade, however, children of parents re-

turning to the bush each fall have been sent to boarding
schools located in industrial towns far from home. Just

when the child reaches the age where he is prepared to

assume a responsible role in Cree family and social life,

he is placed in a modern residential school for Indians.

Many families migrate during the summer to live near

places where jobs are available. Eight people live

in this tent, which is pitched near a pulp operation.

Government housing, in some ways like middle-class

suburbia, is not particularly practical for subarctic

living, but the Indians accept it enthusiastically.



psn^

Limchtime for a Mistassini family. On the menu
are bannock, jam, sugar, and tea. It will be the

same tomorrow. It was the same yesterday.

Increasing non-Indian contact creates new consumer
demands. The suit, purse, clock, and radio would not

have been found in this tent a few years ago.
At left, this girl will leave for a distant residential

school when her family returns to the bush.
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A weekend on the Post is a time of celebration for

these youths who work for mining prospectors. They

enjoy a steady summer income and some, unlike their

fathers, will probably not return to the bush in winter.

Special status can be asserted by clothing such as the

moosehide jacket and the headdress. The latter is

a souvenir gift from a neighboring chief.

Getting a haircut on his mother's lap is an

emotionally rewarding experience for this boy. Close

body contact is a major feature of Cree childhood.



ire, instructed by teachers speaking a strange and ini-

lUy incomprehensible language, living in a large dor-
tory, and eating different food, the child spends nine
Dnths of the year. His teachers know relatively little

his Indian background and see their major task as
sparing him for life in a modern industrial society.

Each summer, when the child returns home, the con-
st is repeated. Contrasting the two worlds in which he
es he finds that his parents know as little about his
lool experiences as his teachers know of his home life.

e only individuals with whom he can discuss both
dds-the only people who have faced a similar prob-
'ti—are his age-mates.

bis type of discontinued learning, carried through pri-
ry and high school, places considerable strain on the
ing student's personal identity. To choose consciously
i way of life over the other, the Indian must either
!ct those with whom he has had emotional ties since
uicy or, conversely, those upon whom he has been
5endent for nine months of the year. In either event,
the time the Indian youth is ready to leave school, he
es an identity crisis. In school he has been taught to
rk hard and to make his own way in the modern
rid. If he returns home, he wiU be expected to follow
ny of the traditions of his Indian past, one of which
y involve allowing his parents to choose his future
rriage partner.

i^or the Mistassini and Waswanipi Cree, it is still too
ly to determine which path the majority of young
ians will take. Whatever the future holds, it will de-
;d partly on their abihty to understand better the worid
vhich they are becoming a part. And it will depend
the ability of others to assist the Indian in maintaining
'Use of self-respect in situations that often foster self-

)aragement through lack of understanding.

Although the old people are willing to agree that
things must change, they are the ones who
maintain and pass on the traditional Indian ways.



A pause during a dance is a good time to gossip

with visiting relatives. The Cree enjoy music;

it is an important part of their summer social events.

^-—

A wedding celebration would not be complete

without dancing. The fiddler plays strathspeys and

reels, which he learned from traders long ago.

Teen-agers organized the Little Beaver Club where they

dance and listen to popular music. The club

helps the transition between school and home life. The

future of the Cree depends on the youth, who must decide

whether to maintain the old ways or adopt new ones.





A
thin arm reaches seaward from

the Massachusetts mainland,

arcn'ed northward at the elbow and

ending in a clenched fist. Quiet bays

and sounds lap the inner part of the

arm, from shoulder to elbow. But its

outer stretch, the narrow land from

elbow to wrist, takes the full power

of the open sea along its eastern

shore. The arm is Cape Cod. And its

outer stretch, backboned by a glacial

moraine and swept by sea winds, is

the location of the new Cape Cod

National Seashore.

This outer Cape is a region of

mighty forces and endless change.

Headlands retreat and spits grow.

Shoals and bars may rise to form

land or melt away like phantoms.

I have seen a ten-foot section of land

on the outer shore vanish under the

awesome strength of a northeast

storm. But not far away I have also

seen one day's activity in the slow

creation of land from salt marsh.

This is the essence of the Cape

Cod National Seashore—this endless,

magnificent display of observable

geologic creation and destruction.

Whereas the great inland national

parks are, as far as men's lifetimes

go, finished geologic paintings, the

Cape Cod National Seashore is a

geologic sketchbook.

Last summer, when the tide was

rising, my husband and I launched

a light plastic rowboat on the Sea-

shore's salt pond at Eastham, and

rowed it through the channel and out

into Nauset Marsh. There we let it

float quietly where it would above

the strange world of the marsh. It

took us where we could not walk and

where a larger boat could not go. Its

gentle drifting did not disturb the

scurrying marsh life or the sharp-

eyed herons at the marsh edge, and

we, leaning over its sides, drifted

with it into another world.

Nauset Marsh, spreading out at

the foot of a glacial moraine, is a

transition zone like all of the Cape

Cod Seashore marshes. These are no

man's lands between sea and land.

They range from muddy tidal flats,

where you can go clamming, to

grassy salt meadows that the Pil-

grims once hayed. The salt meadows

undergo shallow sea invasions only
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Laid out originally by mile-

high continental ice sheets

and ever since consumed

and. at the same time, embel-

lished by the sea, Cape Cod

National Seashore is vibrant

icith daily geologic drama

by

Barbara Blau Chamberlain

occasionally. Small rodents and birds

even nest in them. But in the inter-

tidal zone where we rowed, the sea

rushes in every day, and most of the

life is sea life.

Each creature of the huge marsh

population, by the very processes of

living and dying, was fertilizing the

marsh floor beneath us. Additional

nourishment was arriving with the

incom-ing tide. Its waters brought silt

through the harbor from beyond the

protecting sand spit—silt that the

surf had raked out of the Seashore's

glacial cliffs. Marsh grasses catch

much of this new delivery. Here it

settles. And, infinitesimally, the

marsh becomes shallower. Eventu-

ally, if such raising of the marsh

floor can offset the effects of a slowly

rising sea level, the marsh will be-

come part of the land.

The Cape Cod National Seashore

has an outstanding combination of

biological and historical features,

and a surplus of natural loveliness.

These, like so many features of

America, seemed to cry out, for years

unheeded, for protection from the

all-consuming bulldozers of progress.

Back in 1935, the National Park

Service made a survey of America's

eastern seaboard. It found vast

stretches yet unspoiled, and it recom^

mended that twelve outstanding

areas be preserved as national sea-j

shores. One of these was Cape Cod's

outer beach area. But it was to be

another thirty-one years before thi

grand sweep of sea-molded shore anc

glacial upland would be protectee

from the building boom.

The tides that buoyed our boa

on Nauset Marsh, the endless daih

pulses against all Cape shores, are ai

intrinsic part of Cape Cod. But it:

actual creation resulted from differ

ent sorts of tides, long ago. Theii

rhythm was measured, not in hours

but in thousands of years. These wer

tides of glacial ice. It was som

30,000 years ago that they first ros

and only 10,000 years ago-just ye;

terday to a geologist—that they ebbe

for the most recent time.

Today, across the Seashore, pin

forests and bearberry heaths sprea

where there was once a mile-hig

sheet of moving ice. But the glacia

trail does not stop at the shore. Th

quiet waters of Cape Cod Bay fill th

vast basin that once held a bit of th

front edge of a continent of

stretching all the way back to Lai

rador. And on the Seashore's ocear

side rise the massive, thirty-mili

long glacial cliffs of sand, gravf

and rubble dumped by the ice

heights of a hundred and more fee

Streaked with rusty colors, overhun

at the crest with roots of unde

mined trees and turf, dotted wil

Bank Swallow homes, and apron*

at its base with talus, this is the i

constant, sea-sliced cross section

the Seashore's glacial framework.

Late in the Pleistocene, or gre

Ice Age, the Cape Cod glaciers beg.

to gather. A chilling world clima||

led to the formation of a massi'i

snowfield on the rocky highlands

Labrador. Ever increasing thickne

and compression turned the snow

ice, which eventuafly became so thi^

that, under its own weight, it spre;

Roiing sand dunes of Provincctou

hook wili frequently bury-and occ

sionally unbury-stands of trees.





Great Pond, one of the Cape's many kettle ponds, formed

when the hole left by a huge, stranded ice block [died idth

ground water. These ponds have steep sides and no outlets.

Nauset Marsh lies at the foot of a glacial moraine, protecte

from the ocean by a sand spit. A salt marsh, it has varie

plant and animal populations; its shellfish are abundan

The surf rakes incessantly into the cliffs of rubble an

till, the glacial framework of the Seashore. This region

average coastal erosion rate is three and a half feet a yea



slowly outward in all directions, like

soft dough. As it oozed forward,
branching around irregularities in

the terrain, its margins took on a

scalloped, or lobate, form.

Gradually, backed by overpower-
ing bulk, three of these lobes

spread down across southwestern
New England [see map, page 29).
They widened its valleys. They
scoured, scraped, and stripped its

rocky hills. Thousands of tons of

iNew England's soil and bedrock, in-

corporated into their bodies, traveled

southward with the glaciers.

As the ice moved, ground friction

5craped off part of its tremendous
jarthy cargo. This remained across

he ground as a veneer of glacial

ubble, or till, to mark the glacier's

)ath. Sometimes excessive frontal

nelting caused the ice to pause,
^hen this happened, an especially

.hick ridge of debris, or a moraine,
[;rew along its margins; for always
lew ice was pushing down from the
lorth and bringing new material. In
[be New England-New York region,

lie ice did not get beyond the lati-

ade of New York City and south-

!

astern New England. Of course,
:ere at its farthest southern limit,

lere was copious melting, and par-
cularly large moraines piled up.
Thus, at the end of the bitter

lacial years that had gripped New
ngland, new lands rose from off-

lore waters, with moraines for
ickbones. These included today's
ape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, Nan-
cket. and to the southwest. New
ork's Long Island. They are inti-

ately related, for the same ice lobes
lilt them all.

Each of these lands actually grew
ore by spurts than all at once. The
3 here, in its southernmost reaches,
IS in hostile territory, and the med-
iate temperatures and warm ocean
rrents teased its southern margins.
\ eral times its lobes advanced and

I
reated. Each southward sortie left

new blanket of till, fronted by
)raines, to mark its route.

Eventually, as a warmer climate
urned to the earth. New England's
iciers began to melt, to release the
id, and gradually to lose their

ntities in the seas. During their
t days, the Cape-Island lobes
?ered long enough to put the fin-

ishing touches on lands they already
had blocked out. They laid a final

layer on Martha's Vineyard and
Nantucket, then pulled still farther

north, as far as Cape Cod's present
outer arm. There one lobe helped to

build the moraines of Cape Cod's
inner arm, from shoulder to elbow,
while across the Bay it laid down
Plymouth Rock.

This lobe had an eastern twin, to

which it was joined on the north.

Together they reached down like

spread fingers, forming an angle be-

tween them that widened southward.
It was these ice fingers that built up
the outer Cape and the bulk of the
Seashore.

Most of the time, one lobe filled

the basin of Cape Cod Bay. The
other lay with its inner margin some
two miles off the Cape's present east-

ern shore. Of course, both were
mainly aground, since much of the

earth's water that ordinarily would
feed the sea, fed instead the vast

army of glaciers across the world's
higher latitudes.

The melting along the edges of the
New England lobes produced melt-

water rivers. These snaked their way
over what must have been a most
desolate sandy waste between the
lobes, and carried layer after layer

of rocky rubble from ice to land. The
glacial section of the Seashore is es-

sentially a thick stack of such layers;

you can see them in the eroding cliffs.

There are other signs of glacial

meltwaters in the cliffs, too. Every
few miles they dip down in what
Cape Codders call "hollows," low
sags that may reach clear across the

Cape as wide valleys in the land-

scape. In times of excessive melting,

glacial streams swelled to powerful
torrents, capable of deep erosion.

With their abrasive cargoes of earth

material, they gouged the landscape
like huge chisels. The Cape valleys

that they carved in the cliffs some-
times provide the only route to or

from the beach.

Some twenty ponds dimple the

Seashore landscape, each marking
the onetime site of a huge, stranded
iceberg. Such chunks broke from
the melting ice and in time melted
too, of course, but first they lingered
long enough to become covered and

EVAPORATION

The glacier carried everything from sand to huge boulders on its
journey south. As the ice retreated, it left glacial till behind.

STAGNANT, MELTING ICE

Each lobe of the melting ice sheet created a moraine from the bulk
of Its debris. Channels tvere cut by torrents of melttvater rivers, and
kettle ponds formed ivhere ice blocks had been stranded.
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Great Beach, the magnificent forty-mile-long, sandy outer beach, helps to protect

the crumbling moraine from the full force of the attacking surf.

Coastal erosion has been so great that this Marconi Area shelter, originally built

160 feet hack from the clif}, now enjoys a superb ocean lieic.

surrounded by gravel laid down 1

glacial streams. When the ice blocl

vanished, they left huge depression

or kettle holes, in the gravel deposil

After the land's return to normalc

ground water filled many, formii

today's kettle ponds and swamps, i

During the recessions of the ic

there were times when it drew ba:

far enough to open the floodgates

seawaters, which sui'ged over t 1

sandy glacial plains laid bare by ti.

ice. In the same way that the me-

water streams left rubble from tt

glacier across the land, the seawatf

;

laid down their o^vn layers of mari:

sands and clays.

This, then, is the framework of tii

Cape Cod Seashore— this layeriB

modified glacial moraine, perhsfl

some 20,000 years in the buildii.

We see little on the Seashore todi,j

aside from the actual ups and dowij

valleys and ponds of the terrain*

self, to call to mind its newborn (

pect. For it was a harsh land at fii:

all hardscrabble and barren of li!

Even while more northern regitJ

still had the weight of a dying glad

on them, however, the Seashore at
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tvas sprouting seeds and forming
soils. And in time the land grew
green and gentle.

rhe palpable glacial souvenirs that

make up the Seashore landscape

-glacial plains, sea cliffs, layers of

ill, kettle ponds, and hollows—are
)nly part of the Cape story. The sea

md the sea winds write the rest.

The newborn glacial outer Cape
esembled only vaguely the 10,000-

ear-old Cape we know today. When
he ice went, the sea arrived—and
he sea is insatiable. For 10,000 years

:s assault against the friable materi-

Is of the moraine has been incessant,

lut at the same time it has been
uilding, too.

The early outer Cape was much
ider and blunter. It reached sea-

ard some two miles beyond its

resent eastern shore. Not only its

lin wrist and great Provincetown
3t, but also the long elbow spits of

auset Beach and Monomoy are

orks of the sea. As these newer
jlditions grew—and they are grow-

Ig still—the central glacial outer

rape narrowed; for it was from
is that the ocean stole its raw
aterials.

Immediate by-products of the

a's early assault were the sandy
aches that still frame the Cape.
lie magnificent forty-mile outer

ach, with its central high-cliff

ckdrop, is the Seashore's prime
iison for being. Thoreau called it

b Great Beach: "A man can stand

bre and put all America behind
J, n." It is a buffer zone between
Wimbling land and open sea, depos-
i ry of the broken timbers of more
Im three thousand ships, part-time

Ime for hundreds of bird species,

1 ing laboratory of geology, witness

I history, and source of recreation

E 1 inspiration for millions.

But the beach is just a sideline in

t sea's dual job of destruction and
c ation. At the moraine's highest
stion in Wellfleet, there is a Sea-
s re public area on clifftop, with a

ngnificent view of the ocean's

a ndeur, built on a vivid example
3 its power.

This is the Marconi Area. Some
> y-flve years ago this site was
"i sen for Marconi's successful first

iisatlantic wireless station in

^ erica. Four great transmitter tow-

ers rose on a concrete platform; from
these a hallway led eighty feet sea-

ward across the plain. The builders,

taking care to be safely back from
the cliff, allowed about a one-hun-
dred-foot margin. Today the tower
platform remains, and from it you
can still follow the hallway seaward,

some twenty feet. But there you must
stop-at the cliff edge. If in 1902 the

hallway reached sixty feet beyond the

present cliff, and was still more than
one hundred feet back from the cliffs

of that time, it is clear that in little

more than half a century, one hun-
dred and sixty feet of moraine have
gone to the sea.

Considering that the cliffs here are
more than one hundred fifty feet

high, this is a colossal volume for the

sea to have dispersed in so short a
time. Yet it is still less than this re-

gion's average coastal erosion rate

of three and a half feet a year. And
since the attack has continued for a

hundred centuries, it is no wonder
that the outer shore has been driven

back two miles.

The moraine's earthy bulk is sub-

ject not only to daily winds and rains

but also to the full power of North
Atlantic storms. These sweep in

across hundreds of miles of open
water. They put on a splendid show,
driving the sea against the land and

undermining its very foundations.

The surf is a formidable assailant.

A storm wave may grow forty feet

high and five hundred feet long and
batter the land with a pressure of six

thousand tons per square foot. When
such a wave crashes into the cliffs,

it compresses the air held within pore
spaces of cliff debris. This bursts

loose like an explosion, and takes

entire sections of the cliff with it.

Those who live on the outer Cape
take as a matter of course the yearly

harassment of clifftop parking lots

and stairs down to the beach. They
know that even their lighthouses are

never permanently safe. Four times

Nauset Light at Eastham has had to

be rebuilt farther back, as the previ-

ous foundations toppled into the sea.

Cape Cod Light at Truro, where the

erosion rate is sometimes eight feet

yearly, stands on a dwindling tract

of land that has shrunk by seven

acres since it was bought in 1787.

The boundaries of the Seashore
today include all of the outer beach
and as representative a section of the

hinterlands as is practical. Its width
averages a mile in most places. At
the Seashore midsection, in Wellfleet,

the glacial foundations are thickest.

In one area the ocean cliffs rise as

high as one hundred eighty feet.

This central section is a high choppy

On Its way south from Labrador, the glacier became scalloped; individual lobes
flowed in different directions as shown by the arrows. The dotted lines indicate
where the ice stopped and deposited its debris as moraines.
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The marshes grow grass, the dunes

are tamed by vegetation, and the

Provincetown hook becomes larger.

upland, a wild country of bayside

heaths grading into oceanside pine

forests and stands of salt-stunted,

gnarled scrub oaks—nearly a century

old but only two inches across.

This is where Seashore boundaries

take the widest slice of the Cape,

cutting clear across from the outer

beach to Cape Cod Bay. The Bay is

the fisherman's world : of wharf and

weir; of far-out nets that are har-

vested daily, not by boat, but by

truck when the tide is low; of oysters

and quahogs and mile-wide tidal

flats spread out in front of wrack-

lined beach and glacial bluffs.

Herring River, a salt river, crosses

the Cape here and nearly ties ocean

to bay. There are several such rivers

occupying the broad channels that

glacial streams gouged across the

landscape. At the wide, salty mouth

of Herring River on the Bay you can

start with fiddler crabs and marsh

grass, travel up along the channel

through snapping turtle-bulrush

country, and end at its head in a

kettle pond, among deer and black

alder, nearly at the ocean shore.

Lower glacial plains flank the

massive midland section of the Sea-

shore on both ends. Those to

south are the mesa-like tablelan

of Nauset, eighty to one hundred it

high, and these give way, still farth

south, to a rolling belt of ced;

covered glacial hills. It is these tl::

form the backdrop for Nauset Mars

To the north, at the opposite e:

of the high central plains, the la

drops down and gives way to the lo.

rolling North Truro Plains. The;

end abruptly on their north in'i

blunt glacial hook. This is the end :

the glacial Cape.

This bluff, long known as Hii

Head, recently has been renami

Pilgrim Heights. For this is Pilgri

country. Several trails lead throui

woods and meadow, one to I'i

spring where the Pilgrims are I

lieved to have found their first N'

England water.

Once the entire Cape ended hi

where the glacial Cape ends tod'

The open sea carved this cliff, be-

ing against the Cape here as it n'

beats against its eastern shore. Th

,

Pilgrim Heights is actually a ii

cliff, stranded high and dry. Ocei

Herring River cuts behind the m{
aine in an ancient glacial chanrm

winding nearly across the Cape.



irrents have thrown up a sandy

im, which keeps the sea out and has

ilowed a lake and marshes to spread

It at its foot. In fact, such sea-laid

rrent deposits reach from here

ang the Cape's narrow wrist and

. the way to its tip at Province-

wn. This entire section of Cape
(d is sea-built land.

lor the vast volume of eroded de-

bris torn from the land does not

1 nain forever awash. The sea must
i ipose of it. And this is where new
lids rise from the old. As the sea

J|Ces back the glacial land, coastal

(j
Tents catch up much of the ma-

il ial. They carry it along the coast

si drop it where the land ends or

c mges direction. Whatever fine silt

I Dvincetown fails to snag continues
a und to blanket the floor of Cape
( 1 Bay. Already the Bay's tidal flats

a so shallow that, in places, daily
!' tides bare more than a mile of

B" floor.

Jut the great Provincetown hook,
f^iing entirely on the Seashore's

Uraine to its south, is the ocean's

^' comb's Hollotv, carved in these
-' s by a glacial river, is the area's

" route to the beach.

major contribution. It is still grow-

ing. As the sea attacks the outer coast

it sends its currents sweeping around

Provincetown, tacking sand onto the

spits that trail off from the hook.

The combination of speeding cur-

rents and shoaling sea floor has made
the coast behind Provincetown one

of the most treacherous parts of a

treacherous seaboard. There is a Sea-

shore lookout platform commanding
a view of the coast near Province-

town's Race Point. This section has

claimed more wrecks than any other

part of the Atlantic coast.

A sandy, exposed, and windswept

land, the sea-built part of the Sea-

shore is dune country. All of Prov-

incetown is dunes, some old and sub-

dued, others young and aprowl. The
town of Provincetown itself, outside

Seashore boundaries, is built on

dunes that were tamed long ago by
a net of vegetation. But outside the

town, all the way to the edge of the

sea, giant ripples of white, pristine

sand, some fifty feet high, roll like

slow, creeping waves over all before

them. Such dunes keep road crews

busy along the highway. Throughout

this wild, shifting country one can

spot stands of trees, either "partly

overcome and still holding on to life,

or as gaunt black skeletons, once



buried and now revealed again after

the dune has rolled on. It is magnifi-

cent country for roaming.

The outer Cape's sweeping geo-

logic epic of ice, sea, and wind is un-

matched elsewhere along the nation's

seaboards. When the Park Service

completes its acquisition of all

44,000 authorized acres, it will have

in its moraines and sand spits

marshes, dunes, ponds, and beaches

a gem of dynamic geology.

But it will have other, equally out-

standing features, too, for which ge-

ology has provided merely the stage.

The teeming life of Nauset Marsh
is only a tiny fraction of the Sea-

shore's unusually varied plant and

animal population. Cape Cod plays

a unique role as a wall between the

ocean's warm Gulf Stream and its

cold Labrador Current. This has giv-

en Cape offshore waters a wide di-

versity of southern and northern sea

creatures, with about a thousand

different species of sea life repre-

sented. Fishermen can have such

choices as striped bass or swordfish

belonging to warm waters, or cod

and halibut belona;in£ to cold.

Provincetown's hook feeds on the Sea-

shore's moraine to the south. Enclosed

lagoon is Pilgrim Lake.

As offshore the Cape's jutting lo-

cation enriches its marine popula-

tion, so onshore it serves as a way
station for thousands of migratory

birds. The Cape lies on a major
North American flyway. Of terns

alone, some eight thousand pairs

nest yearly on one tiny island near

the Cape elbow; and to keep bird

watchers busy the rest of the year,

more than three hundred song and

game birds are Cape natives.

If the Seashore's birds are abun-

dant, its plants are profuse. Many an

inland visitor has conceived of the

region as a barren sandbar and re-

ceived a delightful surprise on his

arrival. There are vast pitch pine

stands, sand-rooted beech woods, red

maple and white cedar swamps, salt-

marsh meadows fringed with fra-

grant bayberry and beach plum, and

in summer's full bloom, wildflowers

everywhere. Finding shelter in this

wide assortment of habitats are some
three dozen mammal species, from

tiny shrews to deer and harbor seals.

Of course the virgin forest is long

gone from the Seashore, as it is from

most of New England. Many of to-

day's trees were introduced, notably

the pitch pines. These were planted

by early Cape Codders to tie down

the windblown sands, and they have

served admirably.

But strange immigrants share the '•

Seashore with them. Indeed, this re-
|

gion is a sort of plant melting pot.

Plants that belong far to the north

and south live side by side. There are

golden heather, bunchberries, and

poverty grass, which came 10,000

years ago as part of the haze of green i

that fringed the glacier's margin

Then there are hoUies and sour gum
trees, for about the time the Normans
were invading England, Cape Cod
was invaded by a breath of southern

air and southern plants. Although

both northern and southern types

are rarely found on nearby main

lands, both have prospered on the

sea-tempered Cape.

Long before today's plant assort-

ment reached the Cape in its present

form, human beings were living or«

it. Some Seashore digging sites have

yielded archaic artifacts 2,000 to

7,000 years old. Long gaps in the rec-

ord follow. Then we find abundani

relics of the Nauset Indians, a trib

of Algonquians. All of Nauset Marst

once belonged to a sachem of this

tribe. Shell heaps here and therd

across the Cape are rich hunting

grounds for tools and arrowheads



Race Point, with its unpredictable

shoals and currents,' is one of the

Atlantic s most treacherous areas.

No one knows just how long the

Cape was known to Europeans, but it

was probably around the turn of

the seventeenth century that the

Cape Cod tourist business began.

Bartholomew Gosnold (who named
it), John Smith, and Samuel de
Champlain, perhaps Henry Hudson
and Verrazano, probed its coast.

Discovered and settled by sea-

farers, the Cape has always
:urned to the sea for its prosperity.

Today it turns primarily to the sea-

ind sand-seeking tourist. During the

:ighteenth and nineteenth centuries

t was to whaling and commercial
ishing. These left abundant mem-
iries scattered across Seashore
;rounds, from the magnificent homes
if the captains to the cemetery stones

ommemorating those lost at sea.

;
This outer Cape—land born of ice,

lea, and wind, setting for diverse

ilant and animal communities, and
ite of a long and sometimes dra-

liatic human history—is a world
nto itself. Now, with the establish-

jient of the Cape Cod National Sea-

iiore, representatives of these unique
i-easures are preserved where we
lay enjoy, but cannot steal, them,
or otherwise they might prove as
asily eroded by progress as are their

lacial frameworks by the sea.

It takes barely an hour to drive

ij
om end to end of the Seashore on
le Cape's wide highways. There are
)nie who do that and think they
ive seen it. But they haven't. No one
is. For the passing days and years
ave patterns across the face of
e Seashore and along its shores,

unique and changing, often

ephemeral, as the forms of a
ileidoscope.

You could spend a lifetime and
ver see it all—watching the give
d take of land and sea, feeling the
rf's power against the crumbling
ffs, seeing terns swoop for fish, ex-
iring the surf-edge world of shells,

bbles, and jetsam, or the piney in-
id world of kettle pond and cattail

amp. Or floating in a small boat
er the living floor of a tidal marsh.



Although some astronomers postulate that there may
be thousands of millions of planets in the universe, no

one has ever seen a planet circling another star. But

there is direct evidence of dark companions revolving

around other stars near the sun. Some of these compan-

ions are small enough to be called planets.

The list of these planetary systems is growing. A re-

view in the journal Icarus assigns dark companions to

6 of the 100 nearest stars. All 6 are within 18 light-years

of the sun.

The clearest case is that of Barnard's star, a 9th mag-

nitude red dwarf in the summer constellation Ophiuchus.

This star is just six light-years away and is moving

through space at 85 miles per second relative to the sun.

It appears to move through the sky at the rate of 10.3

seconds of arc per year.

But Barnard's star does not move in a straight line—it

wiggles. This wiggle has been checked on photographs

dating back to 1916. Peter van de Kamp of Swarth-

more's Sproul Observatory, who led the study, is sure

the wiggle is caused by an unseen planetary companion.

The force of gravitation exerted by the unseen com-

panion pulls Barnard's star first to one side of its path,

then to the other. By studying its effect on its parent

star, van de Kamp and his group have deduced some of

the companion's characteristics.

Its magnitude is about 30, too dim to be seen from

earth. In comparison, Jupiter would have a magnitude

of 24 as seen from Barnard's star. The companion re-

volves around the star at a mean distance of 4.42 astro-

nomical units once every 24 years. Its surface tempera-

ture is—350" F. Its mass is 1.6 that of Jupiter.

Five other such dark companions have been detected,

each by the wiggle it causes in the path of its star. In

every case these wiggles, called perturbations, are just

over the threshold of detection.

Perturbations can be observed only in the paths of

nearby stars that are moving quite fast relative to the

sun. Otherwise their paths among surrounding stars are

too slow and too short for any wiggle to be apparent.

Even without telescopes in space or on the moon,

additions to the list are expected. Van de Kamp worked

with a 24-inch refractor at Sproul. The new 61-inch as-

trometric reflector at Flagstaff is designed for just such

accurate work and may quickly lengthen the list.

TEIMTH MOON FOR SATURN
The first new natural satellite in 15 years has been

discovered circling Saturn.

First spotted by a French astronomer in December,

1966, the object was later identified on photographs

made at Flagstaff. It has been named Janus after the

two-faced god of mythology.

Janus is Saturn's tenth moon, a 14th-magnitude ob-

ject probably less than 300 miles in diameter. It whizzes

around the planet every 18 hours just outside the rings.

Its discovery was not an accident. The rings appeared

edge-on to earth December 17 for the third time in 1966.

This edge-on position minimizes glare from the rings,
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making this the best time to look for new moons. The
rings will not appear edge-on again until 1980.

NE\A/MOaN RISING
The full moon is about as welcome at most observa-

tories as a snowstorm. It not only blots out most of the

sky with its glare but it even hides its own features in

flat light. Thus the news that NASA is designing an

artificial moon 1.7 times as bright as the real one was

unsettling.

The NASA moon, a 2,000-foot mirror to be hung in

synchronous orbit, could be used to expose enemy po-

sitions, to illuminate search-and-rescue operations, to

provide lighting for blacked-out cities, and to provide

more light in polar regions.

Some biologists haVe reacted against it, arguing that

the artificial light could disturb the rhythms of plant

and animal life. There was similar alarm among as-

tronomers in 1963 when 480 million tiny copper wires

^\e^e placed in orbit in a radio communications experi-

ment. Their fears proved groundless, but a watchdog

committee formed then is meeting with NASA officials:

on the mirror project. John P. Wiley, Jr.

CELESTIAL EVENTS
Venus (magnitude —3.6j and Jupiter (magnitude

— 1.6) dominate the evening sky, appearing in the west

soon after sundown. Mars, red in color and about -0.9'

in magnitude, is in the southeast near the bright star

Spica as night begins, and sets well after midnight. Sat-

urn, a morning star, is not easily seen until late in May.

The shadow of the new moon of May 9 comes close

enough to the earth to produce a partial solar eclipse,

which will be visible generally throughout North

America. The moon, moving past the sun, will obscure

part of the sun from view. The moon appears as a dark,

curved disk encroaching on the sun from right to left.

In New York, the eclipse begins at about 8:20 A.M.,

EST, and about an hour earlier in each time zone west-

ward. The duration and magnitude of the eclipse varies

with location. At New York it will last about an hour;

farther north and west it will last longer.

The exposed portion of the sun during a partial

eclipse is every bit as bright as an uneclipsed sun. Do

not look directly at the sun, with or without optical aid.

during the eclipse. The safest way to observe the sun.

during an eclipse or otherwise, is to project its image;

with a telescope or pinhole, and to observe the projected

image. Thomas D. Nicholson

Hold the star jtuip so the compass direction you face it

at the bottom; then match the lower stars with those ii

the sky. The celestial events chart shows times of rising anc

setting of the sun, moon, and principal planets; times o.

twilight; and sundial correction during the month. Hori

zontal scale shous time; vertical shows dates. The top strii

locates bright stars, planets, and the moon within th

zodiac. The horizontal scale of hours shows time of mcridiai

(due south and highest) at midmonth and at significan

phases of the moon. l
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A Frog Comes
To Hawaii

Captain Cook discovered a Hawaii

without frogs. The six species of

frogs now found in Hawaii are all re-

cent introductions brought in largely

as experiments in insect control. Of

these imports, shy Dendrobates au-

ratus is the most dazzling—a green-

and-brown jewel from Panama.

The scientific name of this small,

land-based frog—the adult is about

one and a half inches long—means

literally "golden tree frog." Actually,

its "gold" is golden green, the rest

is more like richly oiled mahogany,

and auratus isn't truly a tree frog.

The colors of this gaudy animal

are a touch-me-not warning, for, like

the other members of his genus, D.

auratus has skin glands that produce

a highly toxic secretion. How toxic?

One report states that the Indians of

eastern Panama toasted the frogs

over a fire, then made a paste of them

and used it to poison the tips of blow-

gun darts. On the less dramatic side,

another researcher states that contact

with the species auratus in a collect-

ing bag is fatal to other frogs.

Dendrobates auratus was brought

to Hawaii in 1932 by David T.

Fullway and liberated in upper

Manoa Valley. This area is one of the

wettest sections of Oahu and, at that

time, supplied experimental grounds

for a group of biologists and agricul-

turists interested in subtropical vari-

eties of plants and animals. The frogs

are now well established in the valley,

and their future is apparently secure,

the more so because the area has

been set aside as a forest preserve.

These animals seem to prefer resi-

dence in abandoned gardens and old

stone walls. But in early morning

after a light rain, the frogs will leave

their crevices in the rock walls to
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forage in short grasses or on the

leaf-littered floor that they find in

the subtropical forest. H the day

continues dry, the frogs quit their

general feeding and move to the

fields of ginger and ape [Xantho-

soma robustum) where the broad-

leafed, fleshy grovrth maintains a

high humidity and a constant supply

of ants and other insects that browse

on decayed material.

In the quiet of a moonlit summer
evening, the adult male D. auratus do

their calling in soft, buzzing voices,

and mating ensues. At other times of

the year, or when the nights are dark,

the frogs are silent and seldom seen

The Japanese frog {Rana rugosa)

,

whose habitat overlaps that of D.

auratus, often sits in patches of win-

dow light with toads {Bufo marinus)

and geckos feeding upon insects.

Dendrobates auratus is completely

absent from these gatherings, yet

during the day, it frequently feeds

side by side with the Japanese frog.

Females of the genus Dendro-

bates, whose native habitat extends

throughout much of lower Central

America, normally deposit a single

egg at a time. Where this is done

seems to vary with conditions in dif-

ferent localities. Reports from Pan-

ama, for instance, indicate the eggs

are laid in small, moist or water-

filled depressions. When the eggs

hatch, the male becomes a nurse-

maid, carrying the tadpoles piggy-

back—usually one at a time—to a

permanent pool of water. Frequently,

the pool is in a hole in a nearby tree.

Similar behavior has been re-

ported in wooded areas of Hawaii,

where small puddles appear in rainy

weather only to dry up soon after-

ward. But in Hawaii there is also

The conspicuous pattern of colors u

hands-off warning that the skin glan

of diminutive Dendrobates auratus gr

forth a poisonous secretion. The adi.

above, is about IV2 inches long. Fing,

at right, shows the relative size ojm

big-headed, frail juvenile. Precedm
this stage it spent about eight weeksm
a tadpole in its nursery—water in if\

deep cup that is formed where the cc^i\

cave stem of an ape leaf joins the feiJn

of the plant. The picture below shoi

leaves of one ape plant at the ZeJ-

stems of another at the right.



The gaudy but shy little import from

Panama has adapted to its new habitat,

with help from the ape plant

by Henry L. Ullman

heavy competition among amphib-

ians for tadpole-rearing puddles,

which are quickly filled with egg

masses, especially those of toads.

This may explain why shy and rela-

tively small D. auratus more com-

monly uses another kind of hatchery

—depositing its egg in the cup at the

base of an ape plant, another intro-

duction from Central America.

This plant has a cluster of over-

lapping, concave leaf stems; in ma-

ture plants they may be as much as

three or four feet long. Each stem

forms a deep cup where it joins the

base of the plant, and a supply of

from two to four ounces of water in

this cup is periodically renewed with

water that drains down the stem from

the broad "elephant ear" leaves. This

reservoir serves both as hatchery and

nursery for the frog.

The breeding season, from May or

June through September, is also

the dry season in Hawaii. Even those

wet areas in which the frog makes

its home receive at best only scant

rainfall each day. The ape cups, how-

ever, are always filled, and during

the breeding season there is gener-

ally a tadpole in each of them.

The tadpole spends from seven to

nine weeks in the cup. During that

time it feeds on microscopic plant

and animal matter, also on larvae

and small insects entrapped by the

water. The tadpole stage ends in a

series of abrupt changes. First the

back legs sprout. Two or three days

later the tail is absorbed, the front

legs develop, and simultaneously the

color of the tadpole changes from a

uniform blue-brown to the character-

istic mahogany with blotches of

brisrht green.

The new frog, not much more than

a quarter of an inch long from snout

to tail root, is a big-headed, frail

duplicate of its parents, extremely

sensitive to sunlight and to "drying

out." It is now in the most vulnerable

period of its life; its only chance for

survival is under the fallen leaves

and decaying vegetable matter below

the ape plant nursery. Here it seeks

shelter from the elements and car-

nivorous insects, here it feeds on the

minute animal life that thrives in the

wet, loose substrate. When it emerges

six to eight weeks later, it is half-

grown and ready to begin the feeding

activities of an adult frog.

Many parts of the auratus life

cycle are still unknown, or can only

be inferred. The most obvious of

these unknowns concerns the newly

emergent frog's life on the ground.

How does it feed? How does it move

about? What are its specific ene-

mies? The grown frog's use of the

ape cup for a nursery also brings up

an environmental question. The ape

plant and this frog species have over-

lapping ranges in Central America.

Does D. auratus utilize elephant ear

cups in the same fashion back in its

home range? Or did it learn to do

this in Hawaii, thereby increasing its

chances for survival?

The colorful little frogs have not

spread through enough of Hawaii

yet to prove that they could help con-

trol farm insect pests. However, they

have reproduced well enough to pro-

vide another benefit. It had been

complicated and costly for American

zoos to obtain them from Central

America. But as long ago as 1957,

New York City's Bronx Zoo began

receiving them easily and cheaply by

airmail from Hawaii.
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Elephant Work
A traveler's account of the gainful

Except for sacred cows, probably

no animal has influenced life in

India in so many ways as has the

elephant. Still wild in some of In-

dia's forests, it is a status symbol

among Indians wealthy enough to

own any, and it is almost as vital to

the Indian lumber industry as the

internal combustion engine.

Hindus represent Ganesa, god of

wisdom and remover of obstacles,

with an elephant head. And on all

principal Indian feasts gaily capari-

soned elephants carry temple idols in

elaborate processions. In South In-

dia, such processions serve as occa-

sions for temples to display their

wealth, which is often measured by

the number of pipers and drummers,

the value and beauty of temple jew-

els, and the number and trappings of

the elephants. Indeed, if a village can

afford to, it may even rent a train of

elephants for an important event.

In the hills of southwest Madras

and eastern Kerala, a tremendous

timber cutting and reforestation

project is currently in progress. So-

called blocks, sometimes comprising

thousands of acres, are leased to pri-

vate lumber contractors who bring

in their own labor and equipment.

Literally hundreds of Indians work

in these operations : cutting, hauling,

and loading the enormous logs,

which are taken from a wide variety

of trees. The essential j ob of the ele-

phants is to move the cut timber to

loading areas from where it can be

trucked out.

I think the days my wife and I

spent here were among the most en-

joyable of our entire trip through

South India. Amid splendid moun-

tains and towering trees, some well

over a hundred and fifty feet high

and six feet in diameter, crawling

trucks hauled the logs over roads so

bad they seemed impassable. Over

everything—forest, people, trucks,

camps, and elephants—drifted clouds

of white dust. But most impressive

always were the working elephants.

Near Parambikulam these belonged

to private contractors; we found out

later that those owned by the state of

Madras were far better cared for and

in much better condition.

One morning, as we made our way

up the side of a steep hill just

outside Parambikulam, we heard

a high-pitched shout. "Elephants!

Elephants!" Practically everybody

in camp dashed over to look as three

cows and two big bulls slowly ambled

out from behind a cluster of jutting

rocks. Wild elephants were eliciting

more than usual concern this morn-

ing, it seemed. Our guide, Mr. Iyer,

explained: "Two nights ago a small

group of men and women was com-

ing home from a party. They were

walking on a forest path when, not

far from where we are this very

moment, they met a bull elephant

walking toward them. Two little dogs

ran barking at the elephant; this

made him mad and he went for one

of them. This little fellow, scared by

now, ran to his master for protection.

Everyone scattered as fast as they

could, but the elephant caught the

dog's owner and killed him instantly

by hurling him against a tree and

then stamping on him."

The preventive maintenance provided for the elephants engaged ^.

in timbering operations in Kerala and Madras includes pedicures, periodic

skin and dental care, and—naturally enough—regular baths.
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in South India
employment of Elephas maximus

by W. GURNEE DYER



Elci'hdiit tuod is iiifpiiied with exacting

care. The cards above each portion

bear data on the animals' age, condition,

and diet. The white powder is a mixture

of salt and minerals. At right, a mahout

feeds his elephant a ball of food,

ivhich is composed mostly of dhal and grain.

He ended his explanation with

considerable gravity, gazing fiercely

at the bulls: "Now we may have a

rogue to deal with."

It was finally decided that neither

of the two bulls was the one they were

looking for, and the two of them

loped unconcernedly back into the

bush, followed by the cows. Three of

the boys in our party, however, con-

vinced I ought to have a picture,

gleefully started after them and mo-

tioned me to follow. I had neither the

time nor the wisdom to refuse. Up

hill and down we ran, through tan-

gled vines and over rocks and fallen

logs. By the time we got within shoot-

ing range I was indelibly impressed

with the elephants' speed and agility.

Day after day, on this part of

our trip, jeeps took us into the

hills; sometimes Chief Forest Officer

Sivaranakrishna of Kerala—the most

talkative man I have ever met—ac-

companied us. Once he took us to a

ten-year-old teak planting. As older,

less valuable trees are harvested,

teak is planted throughout the re-

gion. Seedlings are started in nurs-

eries and subsequently planted eight

feet apart in the cleared areas. These

new stands get thinned at least four

times before the trees reach matur-

ity ; a healthy tree ultimately requires

some sixty square feet of living

space. In sixty or seventy years, lum-

bermen return to harvest the crop.

At this plantation, an experimental

. patch of Japanese mint {Men-

tha arvensis piperacens) grew vig-

orously under the young teak trees.

The plant—from which menthol is de-

rived—is a low creeping annual with

bright green leaves. Nearby, a small

and primitive distilling plant had

just been put into operation. As we

were about to leave, the young, en-

thusiastic boy in charge gave us a

tiny flask full of the oil. It was strong

stuff, much stronger than any alcohol

I had ever smelled.

Later in the day, near Parambi-

kulam village, we were temporarily

sidetracked, chasing the elephant

they all said was the "killer." -The

whole town turned out to yell, run

pell-mell for him, then throw stones

and beat a hasty retreat. What they

hoped to do was a mystery, as no

one had a gun. The bull walked off

a short distance before they all gave

up and returned to whatever they

had been doing.

Midday signaled time out for

lunch in the logging camps. We ate

with the foremen and contractor's

agents. Their food was delicious, and

we tried to remember Hindu man-

ners as we ate, without utensils, on

plates made of leaves. Hundreds of

curious workers gathered at the

doorway to watch us and comment

discreetly to each other.

Soon we were outside again clam-

bering over fallen logs and branches

to where elephants pushed and pulled

as the mahouts, perched comfortably

on their necks, gave their mounts

commands that were almost invisible

to an observer. Two men always I

worked with an elephant and its
j

mahout, tying thick ropes through

the holes that had been cut in the end

of each log. Then they held out the

ropes for the animal to grab with its

trunk, teeth, and tusks. With over-

sized timbers, two teams often

worked together.

One morning, before daybreak,

we left Parambikulam with

Range Officer Panniker of Kerala,

and drove to Topsil some eighteen

hilly miles to the east. Here, Madras

Range Officer Nair was waiting, so

off we went with him on a mountain-

ous run to the little village of Vara-

gala Ar (or means river in Tamil)

.

Rugged vehicles are an absolute ne-

cessity on all these forest roads and

even our jeeps had rough going over

the difficult sections. At Varagala Ar

the elephants are owned by the gov-

ernment of Madras and cared for like

thoroughbred race horses. Perhaps

twenty elephants were having their

bath in the river when we arrived;

this happens every morning and eve-

ning, before and after work. Then

they are taken to a "paddock" to be

completely inspected. Their feet are

washed with a stream of water under

hi"h pressure from a hand-operated

pump, and then oiled. Scratches,

cuts, and bruises are treated; finally,

each is tied to his special place and

fed. Huge, dark-brown balls of food,

about the size of a man's head, are

poked deep inside the elephants'

mouths. They seem to love this food

and wait patiently, swaying to and

fro with upraised trunks, until a

mahout arrives with a new supply.

At the center of the paddock, great

steaming pots of elephant food are

cooked. Along the wall, away from

the heat and smoke, narrow tables

hold rows of black, square blocks or

which sit little piles of white min

erals. Above each is a card bearing

an elephant's name and an abun

dance of data about its age and con

dition. Nair told me, "The ball

you've already seen being fed an

made of rice, raggee [millet], anc

other pulses like dhal, to which w
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The primary function of the timber elephant is to moic logs to loading areas
from where they can be trucked out. The strain of work is evidentm the stance of the elephant above. Occasionally, as below, teamwork prevails

add pinches of salt and various min-
erals. Each weighs a kilo, and a work-
ing or growing animal gets four or
five daily. Elephants never actually
work more than four hours but
sometimes they have to go long dis-

tances to and from the logging sites,

so the day can, indeed, be a long and
rigorous one.

"These elephants," Officer Nair
explained, warming to his subject,
"are very valuable to us in our work
here in the forest; they are better
than lorries in many ways. They
don't need spare parts, they don't
need roads to reach remote places,
and lorries can't produce little lor-

ries; but tame elephants can and
sometimes do have little elephants."
He added, "When they have young
we give the mother a five- or six-

month rest, not because she requires
it but to keep her calf out of the
way of the older ones when they
work. Most of ours are caught when
young, but we have not needed any
new ones this year."

At birth calves stand some three

- feet high and have a short,
rather stiil trunk not more than a
foot long. Females drop their calves
usually from September to Novem-
ber after a gestation period of about
twenty months, although, as Officer

Nair had implied, elephants rarely
reproduce in captivity. The young
are weaned when they are approxi-
mately six months old and then be-
come completely herbivorous. Most
Indian elephants do not reach sexual
maturity until they are about twenty-
five years old, and the life-span of
captive elephants is said to average
about a hundred years.

Indians speak of three classes of
elephants and grade them according
to size. First comes the Koomeriah,
especially large and well developed;
then at the opposite end of the scale,

the Mirga, which is badly propor-
tioned, leggy, and weak. In the mid-
dle is the Dwasala, just average in
size and ^veight—obviously the type
most often seen in the camps.

Walking toward the training area,
the range officer explained how wild
elephants are trapped. Pits about
twelve feet deep are dug and filled

with leaves to a depth of four or
five feet. When a young bull or
cow walks over the camouflaged hole
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it tumbles in and cannot climb out.

With the aid of older, trained ele-

phants, and using a ramp that has

been filled in at one end of the pit,

men with ropes bring the captive out

of its trap and escort it to camp. If,

as often happens, inadvertent prey is

taken—an elephant too old to train or

perhaps a different species altogether

—it is released.

Training is accomplished in stock-

ades and must be sensitively done,

to avoid ruining the elephant. The

training period lasts upward of six

months, although some elephants

learn more quickly. Young animals

are preferred trainees, of course.

They not only learn faster but they

live longer and thus render more

years of work.

At that moment, I saw a young

cow being put into the training stock-

ade—much against her will, it

seemed. She had to be hauled into the

cagelike structure with a great rope

around her neck while an enormous

old bull literally fork-lifted her from

the rear through the stockade door.

Inside she grew quite calm as the

mahout astride her neck put her

through her paces, rewarding her

with sugar cane as she obeyed each

command. Behind the stockade's

massive timbers a young bull under-

went more advanced training in log

shifting and in getting about tangled

undergrowth and fallen trees.

That evening we sat talking with

forest rangers and inevitably got

around to elephant stories. A range

officer said, "You know in many

ways they differ from other four-

footed animals. Babies nurse by suck-

ing with their mouths as do other

young, but the mother's teats are not

where they are in cattle or horses.

They're up under her arm pits."

Another added, "There are all

sorts of opinions on elephants' in-

telligence, but those who think them

stupid forget the cunning of 'rogues,'

and you can't teach an animal with-

out intelligence all the things our

elephants learn. Besides, it is well

known that if one gets on swampy

ground it gathers anything nearby

under its front legs so it won't sink.

There's nothing stupid about that."

We all murmured a polite assent,

and then the first officer told us

about the musths. It is common

knowledge among handlers that male

elephants have periodic fits of mad-

ness and that they are extremely

obstreperous and dangerous at these

times. A male in such a condition is

called a musth elephant. Liquid sup-

posedly oozes from tiny holes on

each side of the head near the temple

when such a paroxysm is in the offing

and is regarded by handlers as a

warning. The fits, as described,

sounded analogous to the rutting of

male deer and are probably also re-

lated to sexual impulses.

The first officer proceeded to cat-

alogue what he considered to be the

most salient facts on elephant anat-

omy and behavior. Fortunately, tea

arrived as he began, so we found

ourselves more comfortable than we

might have expected.

On the bottom of thick, straight

legs are pads of five toes all joined

together. Usually, four of the toes on

the hind feet have toenails, although

this can also be true of forefeet at

times; the latter are almost perfectly

round and larger than the hindfeet.

Elephants cannot run but can move

along at a brisk pace, nevertheless.

(Here he stood up and demonstrated

the gait—very effectively, I might

add.) They are also incapable of

any jumping action—because of their

massive weight and the musculature

and articulation of the leg—and so

cannot cross openings in the ground

six inches wider than their stride;

for a large individual, however, this

might be some six and a half feet.

The second officer shifted his

weight, leaned over, and poured him-

self another cup of Darjeeling tea.

The sounds that elephants make

seem to denote alarm, discon-

tent, or pleasure. In addition to its

trumpeting, the elephant gives an

alarm by emitting strong blowing

noises through its trunk and by

thumping it on the ground. When it

appears to be disgruntled or upset

it makes deep, throaty rumbles. But

high-pitched squeaks and squeals

emerge after a gastronomic treat.

Elephants have a well-developed

sense of smell and a delicate sense of

touch, especially at the tip of the

trunk. Stories in the timber camps,

the first officer averred, also assign

to elephants something of an emo-

tional delicacy. For example, the ani-

mals cry copiously when they are

moved to an ahogether strange en-

vironment or when a mahout has left

them. The attachment they form to

their mahouts is strong indeed.

There are no teeth in the front

part of their mouths except for two

incisors, which are difficult to see in

young elephants and adult females.

Males, or tuskers as they are called,

have ivory incisors, which grow

throughout life and which have been

known to reach a length of more than

eight feet.

The second officer added that King

George V had possessed a pair of

elephant tusks that measured eight

feet nine inches in length and

Aveighed one hundred sixty pounds.

The first officer continued. To

grind up the mass of fodder an ele-

phant consumes—from six to seven

hundred pounds per day—an adult

has six long molars on each side of

the upper and lower jaws; these con-

tinue to grow throughout its life

Only four functional molars are ex-

posed at one time—the front molars

on each side of the upper and lower

jaws. As they wear down, new ones

move from the rear to the front

replacing those that are badly worn,

The rest of the evening we heard

stories about the memories of ele-

phants—most of them highly exag

gerated, we thought. But trainers

mahouts, and range officers stil:

claim that there is a sound basis foi

much that has been told.

In another city weeks later, ar

Indian who had spent many yean

with elephants showed us an ancien

book, long out of print. One quota

tion, from a writer who lived cen

turies ago, had this to say: "He tha

hurteth them must take heed, for the;

never forget when any man dotl

them injuries until they be avenged

Many domesticated Indian elephants lead lives that are less rigoTou

than those of the timber elephants. This one-whose main ivork consist

of carrying portable shrines in religious processions-is th

private property of the temple in whose pool it freely drink
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The basic ingredients of a rain-

bow are well known—rain and

sunshine. But to understand the rain-

bow's appearance, it is necessary to

follow the path of a light ray through

a raindrop.

White sunlight enters the raindrop

at many places on its surface. De-

pending upon where the rays enter,

they are refracted into all the colors

of the spectrum, reflected at different

points on the inside surface of the

drop, and again refracted as they

emerge from the droplet in various

directions. The necessary amount of

deviation (measured between the

light rays' paths of entry and exit)

undergone by light rays in order to

form a visible rainbow is 138 de-

grees. Violet light is deviated slightly

more than this, and red slightly less,

because short waves of light (violet)

are bent, or refracted, more than

ong waves (red)

.

At an angle of 138 degrees (the

'angle of minimum deviation") sun-

ight undergoes maximum dispersion

into the separate colors of the spec-

rum, and in addition, will emerge

rom the water drop with the greatest

jossible concentration, so that the

;olors can be seen as a rainbow. The

)resence of many raindrops refract-

ng and reflecting the sun's light back

the viewer creates a sharp visible

pectrum, with the color red at its

ipper edge and violet on its under-

ide. Light rays that are deviated

Quch less than 138 degrees will pass

n through the drop and will not be

bserved {see diagram) . Rays that

re deviated much more will be

cattered back toward the viewer as

sible, but diffused, white light.

Occasionally, both primary and
scondary rainbows can be seen. The
ngle of deviation required to form
visible secondary rainbow is 231

egrees, resulting from the light

jys' point of entry and the fact that

iich of these rays undergoes two in-

rnal reflections before emerging

cm the drop. Since only a small

amber of rays experience this dou-

ble reflection, the secondary bow is

!f jmmer than the primary.

It is convenient to think of the

inbow arcs as forming concentric

rcles whose center is somewhere
ilow the horizon. The extension of

an imaginary line drawn from the

sun to the observer's eye passes

through the center of these imagi-

nary circles, or the antisolar point.

Thus, if the sun is high enough in the

sky, as at noontime, the antisolar

point is necessarily depressed far be-

low the horizon and the rainbow will

not be visible. Because of the unique

angular deviation of light rays nec-

Singlc Internal Reflection

Double Internal Reflection

Sunlight emerging from a raindrop

may appear to a viewer as a visible

rainbow, as difjused white light, or

may pass through the drop, unseen.

The raindrops' position, and their

refraction and reflection of light,

account for the colors a viewer sees.

essary to produce visible rainbows,

the angle between the imaginary line

and the line from the observer to the

arc of the rainbow will always be

42 degrees for the primary bow and

51 degrees for the secondary bow.

If visible, the secondary rainbow

appears outside of the primary bow
because of the great deviation of

its rays. Again, the blue rays will be

deviated slightly more than 231 de-

grees while red rays will be bent

slightly less. However, red will be

seen at the inner edge of a secondary

rainbow and blue at the outer fringe.

As shown in the diagram, the visible

rays of the secondary bow enter the

bottoms of water droplets and un-

dergo double internal reflection,

which reverses the order of the colors

seen in the primary bow.

A more subtle observation is that

the region between the two rainbows

is darker than the regions inside the

primary bow and outside the sec-

ondary bow. This is due to the action

of light rays entering water droplets

in these regions. On the inside of the

primary bow, once-reflected light

rays that are deviated more than 138

degrees are the only rays that can

reach an observer. Although these

rays are not sufficiently concentrated

to produce a visible spectrum, they

provide a diffused, white light that

reaches the viewer and ''lights up"

the area inside the bow. Similarly,

rays that are doubly reflected and

that undergo more than 231 degrees

of deviation illuminate the region

outside the secondary bow. In con-

trast, the region between the bows
does not reflect light to the viewer

and appears relatively dark.

A rainbow is a product only of the

proper angular relationships between

the sun, the raindrops, and the ob-

server. Despite the bow's "flat"

appearance, storm droplets at the

proper angle from the viewer back

up one another to give the bow a

dimension of depth. This depth will

make the rainbow colors brighter or

dimmer, but of course, cannot be ob-

served directly. If a viewer walks to-

ward a rainbow, he may pass the po-

sition of the raindrops that first di-

verted the spectrum to his eye, but he

will not be able to look up and see

the rainbow over his head. He may
still see a rainbow in the distance,

but this will be a new arc formed at

the appropriate angle from his new
jDosition.

Thus, chasing rainbows unfortu-

nately does not bring us any closer

to them. And for this reason, it still

remains impossible to verify the

existence of the proverbial pot of

gold at the rainbow's end.
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The
Kites

of

Europe
The Red and Black Kites

illustrate the varying fortunes

of the world's birds of prey

BY WILLIAM CONDRY
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The Black Kite (left) is currently

maintaining or increasing its popula-

tion, while the Red Kite (below) is de-

clining over most of its range.

Red Kites circle the mountain grass-

lands of central Wales, ivhere feiver

than sixty birds remain of a population

once widespread in Great Britain.

Today, because of ever increasing

human pressure, the future of many

of the world's birds of prey is in

jeopardy. The assault against them

may be unintentional—for example,

by the destruction of woodland,

marshland, or other habitats, or by

the massive use of poisonous insec-

ticides. Or it may be direct. Birds

of prey are destroyed to protect do-

mestic animals and poultry or, as

during every shooting season in parts

of southern Europe, many are she

down by "sportsmen." Europe, witl

39 diurnal birds of prey on its lis1

may seem rich in predatory bird;

but in reality a large number

these are local, marginal, or rar

species. Except for a few districts c

the extreme southeast and southwes

the skies of Europe are noticeabl

lacking in birds of prey.

The status of two closely relate

European species, the Red Kit



•' »

'ilvus inilvus, and the Black Kite,

ilvus migrans, seems especially

orthy of attention not only because

ey illustrate the varying fortunes

: many other birds of prey but be-

:use these particular birds have en-

yed a peculiarly intimate rela-

mship with man. These true kites

long to a large, worldwide family,

jeAccipitridae. which includes such

verse species as the African Fish

iigle; the European White-tailed

jigle; the American Bald Eagle; the

bred Brahminy Kite, or Red-

;cked Sea Eagle, of India; the

erglade Kite of Florida; the Mis-

isippi Kite; and several others.

[A glance at the distribution map
[jws that Europe is only a small

rt of the Black, or Pariah, Kite's

rid range, for the species is found
I across Asia to Japan. It is also

nmon in most of Africa and oc-

oies the northern half of Australia,

its specific name migrans sug-

ts, it is migratory in many parts

ts range and, being highly gregar-

s, it performs spectacular mass
tivements at the passage seasons.

l! outstanding characteristic, which
"kes it. along with the Red Kite,

u isual among birds of prey, is the

ftlessness it displays toward man.
Ejiecially in India and parts of

Aica it is notoriously bold, forag-
ir, in and around towns, ports, and
vi iges where it makes quick swoops
to natch up food from market stalls

and even from baskets carried on

people's heads. This highly devel-

oped opportunism is no doubt a re-

sult of its manner of hunting in more

natural habitats where it patrols at

no great height, rather in the style of

a harrier. It surprises small prey by

a lightning swoop and grab with its

talons, which are not at all massive,

but which are strong and wiry. Why
the Red and Black Kites have be-

come so familiar with man, while

Qther hawks have not, is presumably

due to their pre-eminence as "a

snapper-up of unconsidered trifles

[as Shakespeare described the Red
Kite]," combined with an ability to

digest a wide range of discarded rub-

bish. Being partial to the vicinity of

water, the Black Kite perhaps be-

came an intimate associate of primi-

tive man at the African lakeside vil-

lages of the most remote prehistory.

There it may have learned to pick

up rejected fish and offal just as it

does today. Although its thieving

habits have tried the patience of man
in four continents, its value to

human hygiene has long been recog-

nized, and it has been widely toler-

ated. It is only in comparatively re-

cent times, when man has begun to

undertake responsibility for the sani-

tation of his communities, that the

Black Kite is no longer needed to

dispose of carrion in such areas as

Europe and South Africa. Yet even

around many modern towns, such as

Lucerne in Switzerland, Black Kites

are still familiar lakeside birds on the

edges of the built-up areas.

,£^ Ithough it is a scavenger ap-

parently dependent on the proximity

of man, the Black Kite can be totally

independent, for it is a resourceful

hunter of living prey, taking small

birds and mammals, fish, frogs, liz-

ards, snakes, and other creatures. It

is sometimes attracted in large num-
bers by plagues of rodents and

swarms of insects such as locusts, and
is one of the leading African bush

fire opportunists—those birds that

hover above the advancing flames

and snap up insects trying to escape

from the fire. Of course, it also

gathers with vultures and Marabou
Storks at the carcasses of animals

rotting on the plains of East Africa.

When we learn that it will even eat

the nuts of the oil palm, we begin

to appreciate the species' adaptive

advantages. It has learned to forage

in almost every principal type of

land habitat in its vast range except

in tropical rain forest.

Gregarious whether migrating,

feeding, or roosting, the Black Kite

also tends to breed communally. Its

nesting pattern is not like that of

rooks or herons, which cluster in one

tree; rather, nests are spaced out over

a stretch of woodland so that each

pair is relatively isolated. Three eggs

form the average Black Kite's clutch

and—what is more significant—three

young are often successfully reared.

There is another important adjunct

in the survival of this kite, besides its

evident ability to breed and forage.

If clutches of eggs are destroyed, it

usually lays again; this is unusual in

most birds of prey.

Kites may live a long time. There

is one instance of a kite banded in

central Europe that was recovered

more than twenty-five years later.

This longevity, plus high fertility,

adaptability, opportunism, and the

absence of excessive persecution in

many areas of its range, explains

why the Black Kite is one of the few

birds of prey currently holding its

own, perhaps even locally extending

its range in Europe.

The success of the Black Kite ap-

pears the more striking ivhen we
consider the fortunes of its cousin,

the Red Kite. Both are large, long-

winged, buoyantly gliding hawks,

distinguished from all others in Eur-

ope by their long forked tails. Both

fly low when hunting and drop with

a quick swoop on a wide variety of

small food items. Both have learned

to exploit man's proximity.

Although somewhat larger and

presumably stronger than the Black

Kite, the Red Kite is steadily de-

clining almost everywhere, and in

Europe it is now far outnumbered

by the Black Kite. A proportion of

twenty to one has been suggested

even for southern Spain, where there

are more Red Kites than in most

European countries. Formerly wide-

spread and common in western

Europe, the Red Kite has been ex-

terminated in most of Britain and,

more recently, in Denmark and Nor-

way, although it has made a slight

attempt to return to Denmark in re-
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cent years. In Sweden it has become
rare, and in many other countries it

|

is losing ground. In Britain a pre-

cariously small relict population

holds on in central Wales. Other iso-

lated populations exist in fair but

locally decreasing nmnbers on the

Atlantic islands of Madeira, the

Canaries, and Cape Verde.

VV ith two closely similar species

living sometimes side by side, one

naturally wonders about interspecific

rivalry. But if this rivalry does

exist it is not connected with the Red
Kite's decline, which is simply the

result of having been far more per-

secuted than the Black Kite. This, in

turn, is presumably due, in part, to

the difference in habitat preferences

of the two species. For the Red Kite

is more pronouncedly a bird of farm

land and woodland where it has

come into more frequent conflicli

with gamekeepers. Always circling

over fields and forests, it has inevit-'

ably become an object of deep sus-

picion among the protectors ol

pheasants and partridges. Neai

farms the Red Kite has been con

victed of chicken stealing far morei

often than its black cousin. Para

mount in the Black Kite's greate]^

freedom from persecution is that, bcj

ing more of an insect eater, it canno;

winter in most of Europe and sq

spends half of every year in the com
parative safety of Central Africa)

In contrast, the Red Kite, winterin

in Europe and often faced with foot

shortages, is inevitably more temptef

to attack poultry. An easy bird t(

trap, the Red Kite has also un

doubtedly been made the scapegoa

for depredations that actually wer

caused by a whole galaxy of othe

poultry yard predators.

Man's hand was not alway

against the Red Kite. In the Middl

Ages it was as familiar a scavenge|

in some of the towns of Europe a

the Black Kite now is in the Tropici

In Wales, Red Kites formerly reared a

many as three young each year, but th

average size of the clutch has decline

since the early years of the century. I

its eggs or young are destroyed, the Re
Kite, Milvus milvus, rarely replaces th

clutch during the same nesting seasoi
«l



id was protected locally by law in

cognition of its services. It is pos-

ole that in those times the Red Kite

IS more of a town bird in north

id west Europe than the Black Kite

er was. The Red Kite's presence

London is attested by several con-

nporary commentators. In 1465

3 secretary to a Bohemian noble-

m visiting England wrote that he

d never seen so many kites as on

ndon Bridge, and that it was an

ense to kill them. In 1496 another

litor, the secretary to the Venetian

jibassador, remarked on the bold-

ness of the London kites, which he

saw snatching bread and butter out

of children's hands. He, too, men-

tions that there was a penalty for

killing the birds because, together

with ravens, they kept the streets of

the town free from all filth.

It is sometimes questioned whether

these kites of medieval London really

were Red, and not Black, Kites, but

there seems to be little room for such

speculation. Almost as if he foresaw

people's later doubts the English

herbalist William Turner (1515-68)

,

in his Spiritiiall Physic, having well

ftCK KITE

Black Kites generally raise three

young. This adaptive species, Milvus

migrans, will usually lay again if the

first clutch of eggs is destroyed.

described the Red Kite and its habits

added: "the other kind, smaller,

blacker and more seldom seen in

cities I do not remember ever to have

seen in England though very fre-

quently in Germany." Turner also

wrote in a letter to Conrad Gesner,

the German naturalist: "We have

kites in England the like of which I

have seen nowhere else. Our birds

are much larger than the German
birds [by which he meant Black

Kites] more glamorous, tending

more to whiteness and much greed-

ier. For such is the audacity of

our kites that they dare to snatch

bread from children, fish from

women, and handkerchiefs from off

hedges and out of men's hands. They
are accustomed to carry off caps

from men's heads when they are

building their nests."

By the seventeenth century the

status of the Red Kite in Britain and

on the Continent had changed from

that of a protected bird to that of a

pest. In English churchwardens'

The Red Kite is primarily confined to

Europe u'hile the Black Kite's range

includes most of Europe, Africa, Asia,

and the northern half of Australia.
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accounts we find frequent records of

payments for kite destruction. At

Tenterden in Kent, for instance,

bounties were paid for 318 kites

killed between 1677 and 1691.

"Kites" in this context can be taken

to include the Common Buzzard,

Buteo buteo, for the names of the two

species were often confused. As these

subsidies for the destruction of kites

continued to be paid in most of

Britain, the populations of these

birds inevitably began to shrink. Be-

fore the end of the eighteenth century

the kite had probably ceased to breed

in London, but it evidently continued

a little longer on the outskirts of

other British towns, for Montagu

in his Ornithological Dictionary

(1802) said that it "frequently re-

sorts to the environs of towns to feed

on offal." This is about the last

glimpse we have of the Red Kite as

a town-fringe bird.

By this time, shooting for sport

and gamekeeping were becoming or-

ganized. Gamekeepers, who were

evaluated on the basis of the number

of vermin they destroyed, were

widely employed throughout the

rural lowlands of Britain and conse-

quentl)^ kites soon became rare. In

the 1830's the war of extermination

was carried to the mountain country,

where grouse shooting had become

popular. On one Scottish Highlands

estate the destroyed vermin totaled

several thousand mammals and birds

in four years; this included 27

White-tailed Eagles, 15 Golden
Eagles, 18 Ospreys, 98 Peregrines,

63 goshawks, 659 buzzards, 462

Kestrels, 83 Hen Harriers, and 275

Red Kites.

B,iy 1865 A. G. More, summing up

the position in England, wrote: "The

kite has become so scarce that it is

impossible to distinguish between the

districts where it is quite extinct and

those where a few pairs may still

continue to breed." After 1870 .all

that remained of this formerly com-

mon species were two relict frag-

ments, one in central Scotland and

the other 300 miles away in central

Wales, two of the wildest areas of

Britain. Too few for gamekeepers to

bother with, the Red Kite now had
high rarity value and so came under

attack from collectors of eggs and
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skins. How they finished off the kite

in Scotland was fully documented by

the collectors themselves, men like

E. T. Booth who, in his book Rough
Notes on the Birds Observed During

Twenty Years Shooting and Collect-

ing in the British Islands, describes

how he waited by kites' nests and

shot both parents on arrival. Not

surprisingly kites probably ceased

breeding in Scotland before 1890.

In Wales, from the late 1880's on-

ivard, the collectors found themselves

opposed by a small but determined

group of people who considered that

so rare a bird as the Red Kite should

be given a chance of survival. A suc-

cessful appeal was made for the help

of local landowners, and since

some of these proprietors were in-

fluential over a wide area their sup-

port was invaluable. At least one of

them actually employed his keepers

to guard kites' nests night and day,

which was a strange reversal of a

keeper's normal function. Meanwhile

some of the leading British ornithol-

ogists were beginning to speak up for

kite protection. But since the orni-

thologists of that generation were

nearly all egg-collectors, they had

to surmount the difficult task of dis-

ciplining not only themselves but also

their fellow collectors. In 1910 a

leading British ornithologist, H. F.

Witherby, lamented the time and

money spent "in protecting ornithol-

ogy from ornithologists. The collect-

ing of 'British taken' eggs is a mania

and it can be called nothing else."

That difficult period was abruptly

terminated by World War I, which

diverted attention elsewhere. For

many dwindling predators the war

was a real lifesaver because, when it

ended, gamekeeping was never re-

sumed on anything like the pre-war

scale. In Wales, the buzzard and the

raven, which had become almost as

rare as the kite, then increased to be-

come the common birds they are to-

day. Although the Red Kite made

no such spectacular recovery, its

numbers stopped declining and

might have improved markedly if

the collectors had not persisted. As

The Black Kite's diet includes carrion

and discarded rubbish, as well as in-

sects, nuts, and a selection of small

mammals, birds, fish, frogs, and snakes.

it was, the population, perhaps 12 in

1900, was still not more than about

20 by the 1930's. By that time the

old method of guarding nests proved

too costly and too ineffective, anc

had been replaced by the payment oi

bounties to owners or tenants ol

woodland where Red Kites nestec

successfully. This method is still be

ing followed. During recent yearii

the Red Kite has been increasing

gradually, but not without frequen'

setbacks. Following more than usui

ally successful seasons in 1965 ant

1966, when 12 and 10 young wer(|

reared respectively, the present pop!

ulation, including a scattering o

non-breeding birds, has increased t(

between 50 and 55 individuals.

But the rate of increase is still ex

tremely slow. Early in this centurj

the existing pairs occasionally raisei

three young in a season; no know;

Welsh kites have done so for man
years. In addition, in marked cor



:rast with the Black Kite, Red Kites

rarely replace lost clutches. The

Droblem of lowered fertility has long

A'orried the Welsh kite's protectors,

md attempts have been made in the

jast (with scant success) to intro-

duce eggs and young of Red Kites

:rom Spain. When released, the

i^oung have apparently wandered off

"rom Wales, presumably toward

Spain, and it is doubtful if the eggs

ivere ever successfully hatched.

l^ooking for possible causes of

ow fertility in Welsh kites one soon

neets the much repeated suggestion

hat it is due to inbreeding, but there

s no way of proving that this is so.

rhere is also a possibility that the

'ood supply is inadequate, but here

igain there is no evidence. In the

)ast few years traces of a poisonous

nsecticide sheep-dip containing diel-

Irin have been found in the bodies

and eggs of Welsh kites, which evi-

dently ingested it along with car-

rion mutton or wool. Dieldrin is now
officially banned in Britain, but one

waits with trepidation to see what

new chemical hazard will next

threaten the birds of prey.

It is probable that other dangers

will arise in Wales. Every year sees

the mountain grasslands—the kites'

chief foraging ground—more and

more invaded by coniferous affores-

tation. There is also a current move-

ment to turn central Wales into a na-

tional recreation area, a development

that might well lead to increased dis-

turbance of the kites at nesting time.

In view of the modest success of

the kite in Wales, one may wonder

whether something could be done to

save the dwindling Red Kites of con-

tinental Europe. In theory this would

be possible. But it must be remem-
bered that a vast amount of time and

money has been devoted to that small

colony of Welsh kites. People have

learned over the years, as the result

of education, to take a generous and

personal interest in the welfare of the

kite and to pride themselves on being

the guardians of a rare and beautiful

species. It may well be that the cul-

tivation of this attitude in key locali-

ties in other parts of the world will be

necessary to save many of our threat-

ened birds of prey. As experience in

Wales has shown, it is a slow but

rewarding process. Lately there has

come a gleam of hope from the ex-

treme south of Spain where a nature

reserve has been created by the

Spanish government on the Goto

Dohana, an area rich in wildlife, in-

cluding both species of kite. One can

only hope that this represents a real

breakthrough and that an age of en-

lightenment in matters of bird-of-

prey conservation may yet come to

Europe in time to save the Red Kite

and other magnificent species.

'"S'm^*-
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She'll die...

unless you and we help her. She'll

die— and thousands more like her

of many different species will die—
unless money is made available for

the conservation and rescue projects

essential for the protection of Wild

Life in East Africa.

Help us to combat the increasing

menace of extinction for many

species of East African Game by

making a donation, by joining the

Society and by buying our unique

Wild Life Christmas Cards and

Calendars.

Yearly membership of the Society

($5.00) entitles you to receive free

copies of the quarterly magazine

"Africana" and enables you to buy

our ties, car badges and ladies'

brooches. The scientific journal

is also available.

In 1967 the Society needs funds

to finance urgent conservation

projects in Kenya, Uganda and

Tanzania. Will you help?

EAST AFRICAN
WILD LIFE
SOCIETY

P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya,
East Africa.

Please enroll me as a member.

I enclose %

Name

Address „

A N.iTURALIST continued from page 14

most unsuccessful public lecture was

before The New York Academy of

Medicine some years ago. I pro-

posed the formation of a "Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Para-

sites." They didn't think it was a bit

funny, though I still don't under-

stand the ethics behind the decision

as to which animals are to be nur-

tured, and which persecuted.

The widespread disapproval of an-

thropomorphism often puzzles me.

The scientist who gets upset by

"angry bees" will calmly write about

a "field of knowledge." Language is

built of metaphors, but they are ap-

parently only safe when long usage

has rendered them quite dead or

when they are in no way open to pos-

sible misinterpretation. I think, how-

ever, that Joseph Wood Krutch had

a point when he proposed, in his

book The Great Chain of Life, that

there was an equally dangerous sin

in "mechanomorphism," which con-

siders animal behavior to be ma-

chine-like. The latter sin is com-

pounded by a resulting awkwardness

in writing, but this never seems to

bother scientists much. To be scien-

tific in writing about Brunhilde, for

instance, I should have noted that "a

particular female of Lampornis cle-

menciae was observed to have a tend-

ency to orient toward spots of bright-

ly contrasting colors." Dull, but per-

fectly safe.

For me, the most dangerous sin of

all in reporting on animal behavior

—and perhaps the most common and

insidious—is one that doesn't even

have a name as far as I know. It is the

sin of thinking that some other ani-

mal lives in the same sensory world

we do. I spent many years studying

the behavior of mosquitoes, and 1

dedicated the book that resulted,

the Natural History of Mosquitoes,

to my first chief, the late Lewis

Wendell Hackett, "able exponent of

the importance of trying to see the

world from the point of view of the

mosquito." I never did have much

success at this: the sensory world of

the mosquito was so different from

mine that I could rarely be sure what

factors initiated or controlled a par-

ticular pattern of behavior. As far as

I know, for instance, we still don't

understand what leads a mosquito to

bite a particular animal, or how we

affect this when we prevent the biting

by smearing repellents on our skins.

ROMAN GLASS
PERFUME
FLASK

In Ancient
Palestine these
delicately
crafted, graceful

creations of
hand blown
glass were used
for precious per-

fume oils and
cosmetic un-
guents. Exca-

vated in what is today southern Syria,

these lovely flasks date to. the lst-4th

Centuries A.D., when the Legions of

Kome dominated the East.

A specimen of ancienf Roman glass

should be in every glass collecfion—

modern, antique or andenf. A truly

unique gift of unusual appeal.

SELECT Flask,

approx. 4" $23.50 ppd.
Average Flask, *,--/» j

approx. 3" $17.50ppd.
Booklet "Perfume Thru (he Ages" FREE

with each Flask.

Flask mounted on

walnut base $ 1 -00 GXtrO
Money Bock Guarantee

FREE Gift Cat-alog
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Weapons, Coins, Bud-
dhos. Lamps, Scarabs, Crosses, Figurines, and
much more! ALSO AVAILABLE: 48 page catalog
showing many artifacts in full co/or illuslra-

lions 50<
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More than just a microscopy
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Natural Science Books
for Young Readers 4*

WONDERS OF THE
MONKEY WORLD
Monkeys and Apes in the Wild

By JACQUELYN BERRILL

Author of Wonders of Animal Migration,

Wonders of t/ie Seashiore.

A fascinating, scientifically sound, well illus-
trated book about man's closest relatives in
the animal world, the monkeys and the great
apes that live in Central and South America,
the Orient, and Africa. Every species is pre-
sented and its life in its native habitat de-
scribed. Illustrated by the author.

Ages 8-12. $3.00

Send lor FR£E descriptive circular, DODD, MEAD'S
BOOKS. All the hooks of the "Wonders" series are
Write: DODD, MEAD & COMPANY, INC. 79 MadisonNew York, N. Y. 70076.

PLANTS
IN TIME

Their History and Mystery
By MARGARET COSGROVE

Tells the story of the evolution and develop-
ment of plants from their dim beginnings to
the present. Miss Cosgrove's presentation
ranges from seaweed to the most majestic
trees, from pond scum to the most delicate
and advanced lilies and orchids. Illustrated by
the author. Ages 8-12. $3.25

SCIENCE
included.

Avenue,

DODD, MEAD

oin this fascinating tour of the archeological
'onders of the IMiddle East—visiting Cairo the
lie Delta and Tell el Amarna in Egypt; biblical
nd later sites in Lebanon, Syria and Jordan-
rfa and Harran in Turkey; and Jerusalem'
asada and Philistia in Israel.

I retracing the steps of the Patriarchs, you will
sit sites quite off the beaten path, including the
3w-remote Aram Naharaim. The tour will not
liy visit the Lands of the Patriarchs—in Egypt.
Jrkey, Syria, Jordan and Israel—but will be an
1-the-spot seminar based on numerous new
scoveries bringing out points yet to be pub-
ihed. In addition to presenting the archeologi-
ii and historic sides of the question, Dr.
ordon will spell out its bearing on our'con-
mporary culture.

^'t now . . . send in coupon today

Archeological Tour to

the Lunds of

the Putrvdrchs
with Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon

21 Days $1,850.

August 26 to September 16, 1967
TWA—Trans World Airlines
Area Sales—605 Third Ave., N.Y.C. 10016

Tbo^Ah
""" "1^ descriptive folder and information

IfTePalfaThT ^^'^^-'^S'-' '°- <° ^"^ ^-rfs
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Address
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new! 110vac /12V dc

portable refrigerator
for office, parties, cabins, cars and boats.

Don't leave home without Her Highness, the

SNO-QUEEN. She's Real Cool and Unique!

Wherever you go from

your backyard terrace

to your favorite vaca-

tion lake or beach, Her

Highness can be right

there providing cool

cucumbers and ice

cubes! Since the SNO-

QUEEN uses either

110 V. AC or 12 V. DC

current, she will work

for you not only at home and in your office, but

even while traveling in your car or boat! You've

never seen the likes of her before. She's new and

in a class by herself.

A family should not be without SNO-QUEEN.
Take her along to the

ball game or on your

next outing. Your wife

shouldn't mind a bit.

Here's how the SNO-
QUEEN measures up:

Size (approx.): 15"w.x

12"d.xl3"h. Net Wt.:

16 lbs. Capacity: 0.4

cubic feet.

No office should be without a SNO-QUEEN either.

Especially in the sum-

mer when a cold drink

will win customers and

influence employees. At

$59.95 the Sno-Queen

is a fringe benefit

every office can afford,

(holds 25 sandwiches

and some cold ones!)

r-DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE COLD--|

I Mail to: HAVERHILL'S, 526 Washington Street I

I
SanFrancisco, Calif. 94111

|

I Please send me the SNO-QUEEN. If not de- I

I
lighted I can return it within 10 days for full |

I
refund. It is guaranteed for 1 year. |

I n $59.95 plus $3.00 for postage and ins. I

I
enclosed (Calif, add 4% sales tax)

|

I n Bill Amer. Exp. Acct. # I
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j
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I
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With birds and mammals, the sit-

uation would seem to be easier be-

cause the sensory systems are for the

most part related to our own. Yet

birds are hard to understand: I have

little feeling that I can know the hum-

mingbird point of view toward the

little world of my garden. The prob-

lem is stated nicely near the end of a

book by Stuart Smith and Eric Hos-

king, Birds Fighting. "The really

difficult part," they write, "is the in-

terpretation of results once they have

been obtained. How can one get be-

hind the bird's eye and learn what is

dictating the course of action ob-

served? . . . For the world of a bird,

though externally it may be the same

world as that in which we live, may

appear to that bird a vastly different

place from ours."

I started out to write about aggres-

sion and territoriality among the ani-

mals in my experimental rain forest,

and then got off on this digression

about scientific sin. With the green-

house, I think I have stumbled onto

a technique that may be useful in

many sorts of behavioral studies

—something intermediate between

caged laboratory experimentation

and field observation. My animals

are tropical species about whose hab-

its in the wild little is known; but in

the few cases where I can make com-

parisons, as in the instance of the

Blue Honeycreeper (Cyanerpes cya-

neus). carefully described by Alex-

ander Skutch in his Life Histories of

Central American Birds, behavior in

the greenhouse seems remarkably

similar to the behavior he observed

in coffee plantations in Costa Rica.

There are representatives of five

families of tropical birds in the ex-

1R

Overseas
Nature Tours

For seven years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the vi^orld. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and diiiicult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-

priate. Persons without specialized interests, but
with appreciation for the natural scene as opposed
to sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome,
and constitute part of every group.

This Year
Reservations for some 1967 tours are closed, but

the following have open places:

- ARIZONA -
Two weeks in the S.E. corner of the state, bird

observer's paradise, fairj'land of strange desert

flora and magnificent vistas, heartland of the

historic Old West. Meet at Tucson May 13.

Leader, Robert Ohmart, tJniversity of Arizona.

- SCANDINAVIA -
This has long been our most popular tour, com-
bining the mountains, fjords, coastal islands and
arctic phenomena of Norway with Lapland forests

and the lush beauty and birds of Sweden. Four
weeks, beginning June 24. Leader, Frank Oatman
of Te.\as and 3 years European residence.

- ICELAND -
Arctic wildflowers, strange nesting birds and
seabird cliffs against a weird background of

volcanoes, geysers and waterfalls. June 29 for

2 wks., plus optional 4-day Greenland trip.

Leader Dr. Messersmith, U. of M., plus Ami
Waag. - ALASKA -
Two 2-wk. trips from Ketchikan to Barrow, the

Pribilofs and Aleutians. July 15 and 29.

— SOUTH PACIFIC —
Feature of the year; many think it the greatest

trip of all. Si.t units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Four weeks in all, beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast

to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and
western Queensland. Oct. 7, 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,

Sydney & environs, Adelaide and the Murray
River valley, Melbourne and Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 28.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-

age of both islands, working south with the spring.

Geysers glow-worm caves, majestic Mt. Cook,
and Milford Sound. Nov. 18.

N.Z. BOTANY: Two weeks up the west coast

in a land of strange plant life and magnificent
glaciers. December 9.

HAWAII: Our Xmas party this year is at tlic

Volcano House, Kilauea Crater, followed by a

10-day bird-and-scenery tour of the islands,

-Coming Later-
We cover the wildlife of the world on a 3-yeai

cycle, visiting some areas annually. Let us senc

you a summary of these trips, or supply itmer,

aries and dates for regions that appeal to you
No. American tours 2 weeks each, overseas ;

weeks, set up in chains of 2 or more.

NORTH AMERICA: Ten different routes, includ

ing Texas Coast; Florida; western mtns.; Nfld.

Labrador; Arctic Canada; Alaska.

MIDDLE AMERICA: Seven routes in Mcxicc

covering all ecological zones. Also tours in Cen
tral America and the West Indies.

SOUTH AMERICA: Seven 3-week trips, fror

Colombia and the Galapagos to Tierra del Fuegc

AFRICA: Six 3-wk. routes from Atlas Mts. an,

tropical W. Africa to Ethiopia & Madagascar.

EUROPE: Six long-popular routes: The Cont
nent; Britain; Scandinavia; Iceland; the Medite:

ranean; and the "Iron Curtain" countries.

ASIA: Five exciting itineraries: The Near Eas

India and Nepal; Southeast Asia; the Philippine

and North Borneo; Japan.

SOUTH PACIFIC: Seven routes: Melanesia!; tvi

Australia tours; two N.Z. routes; South Si

Islands; and a new coverage of Indonesia.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southci

Hemisphere: Easter, Pitcairn, the great bii

islands and Antarctica. Winter 1969-70.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expe

leadersliip. We seeli out back-country routes, t

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene ai

the people. (Not recommended if you're strong f

night life.)

Bronzy (Metallura tyriantliina) is all

set to imbibe hummingbird formula.

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

i
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jf^Wdventure
Scope optics offer the

nature and astronomy

enthusiast a first-class

voyage through the

fascinating world around

us. And at remarkably

low prices. Custom built,

utilizing advanced optical

'lulas, Scope instruments look, feel and perform like

c ly professional equipment. Yet their superb quality is

n ;hed by their superlative values.

hi. microscope kits from $7.50. Terrestrial telescopes
'I $6.95. Astronomical telescopes from $48.95. It's never

.); I easier to watch the wonders of nature from a "front

J

seat." Write for our free catalog of microscopes, tele-

i es, binoculars and riflescopes.

> E INSTRUMENT CORP., P.O.L

1 031 X, Woodside,N.Y.U377|

^ .X Canada:Spencer & McMuller

I J Llil., Toronto 18, Onl.

y A BERKEY PHOTO COMPAM-

perimental area (which covers about

500 sq. ft.) : hummingbirds (Trochi-

lidae), honeycreepers and tanagers

(Thraupidae) , finches (Estrildidae)

,

manakins (Pipridae), and sunbirds

(Nectariniidae) . Unfortunately there

is only a single specimen or a pair of

each species (except for two male

Rivoli's Hummingbirds, Eugenes

fulgens) because I am afraid of over-

crowding. This makes it -difficult to

study "aggression" as defined by
Lorenz—fighting among individuals

of the same species. The two Rivolis

seem to get along together well,

which is unusual for hummingbirds.

I have rarely seen them fighting; on

the contrary, they often sit side by
side on an electric wire in the eve-

ning, catching the fruit flies that fly

toward the light.

There are seven species of hum-
mingbirds in the system, however,

and that gives me plenty of opportu-

nity to watch fights. I have been try-

ing to think of an appropriate adjec-

tive for these birds—aggressive,

nasty-tempered, belligerent. Maybe
belligerent is the best—closer to

Lorenz's bose than the English "ag-

gressive."

It would be difficult to prove that

hummingbirds are the most belliger-

ent of animals, but they would cer-

tainly rank high on any list. I have

sometimes thought that they could af-

ford to be nasty because they were so

beautiful. (There is a scientific gener-

alization for you!) More likely, they

have been able to develop relative

fearlessness because of their mastery

of the air. Other birds can fly faster

;

the Brazilian expert Dr. Augusto

Ruschi estimates the average speed

of hummingbird flight at between

five and thirty miles per hour, with

thirty as about the maximum. But no

bird can match the aerial acrobatics

of hummers, which I imagine enables

the adults to escape the usual hazards

of predation, at least in the daytime.

It is too bad that most of the 319

known species of hummingbirds live

in remote tropical American forests,

while most students of animal behav-

ior live in Europe or North America.

Only one species, the Ruby-throat,

reaches the eastern United States;

eleven species have been found to

breed in the western part of the coun-

try, but some of them only close to

the Mexican border—these figures

from Crawford Greenewalt's beauti-

ful book, Hummingbirds.

FUR REAL?
BEAR, TIGER, ZEBRA RUGS

Luxurious reproductions of prized big-

game skins. Silky modacrylic fur. Amazing-
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Adds ttiat exotic touch — economically.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back
if merchandise is returned within 10 days.
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he boundary line. Some visiting or-

lithologists were sure we had two
nales, but Spinach disproved this by
luilding a slipshod nest in the top of

Dracaena and laying two eggs—
/hich presently fell through the bot-

3m of the nest to break on the floor.

Hummingbirds are known to build

eat and sturdy nests, but they use

laterials such as spider webs for

inding. But spiders don't have a

hance in the Orchid Room with the

oneycreepers constantly on the alert

)r such tasty morsels. We have
rewn various sizes of tea-strainers

bout, hoping the birds would use

lem as bases for nest building. The
jneycreepers take to this, but Spin-

;h has so far scorned such gadgets,

ough there are intermittent lulls in

!r squabbles with Gamon, which I

tribute to sexual impulses.

Field evidence (summarized by
telka) indicates that humming-
rds are apt to set up a territory-like

fense of favored feeding areas, and
at females defend the nest area, but
ch arrangements are apt to be tem-
rary and shifting. It is interesting

Jt with my birds only the hummers
er pass through doors into strange

3as. Even when a door is propped
en for some reason, the other birds

stay at home. The greatest wan-
rer of all, however, is Brunhilde,

th whom I started this account. She
ss everywhere except through the

ided curtain, gets into fights in the

irse of her wanderings, but still

ms to hold her own, or at least be
lifFerent to status. Brunhilde is a

St remarkable bird.

iVe are trying to keep careful ree-

ls of events in this tropical garden
1 to avoid the assorted sins of be-

'ioral experiments and observa-
is. Several students are working
projects there, and maybe we will

(le up with some meaningful ideas.

: it is also fun: not only with the

ds, but with the marmosets, liz-

s, frogs—even the insects. Cock-
ches, though, have ignored the
ded curtain and have moved all

3ugh the house, to the consterna-
i of some of the human inhabi-
ts. There are hazards in having a
gle directly south of the living

m door.

'Ston Bates is a ivell-knoivn author
also teaches biology at the Uiii-

ity of Michigan. His column now
ears regularly in Natural History.

QUESTAR KEEPS YOU SAFE FROM ALLIGATORS
They may be tame as pussycats for all we know butwe prefer them at a goodly distance. If you too are
prudent or just want to remain distant to avoid
frightening timid animals, Questar will reach out
tor you and get fine closeup pictures, like this one
sharper pictures than a telephoto lens can produce'
For each Questar is a work of art a superfine

astronomical telescope, so exquisite in power of
dehiution that no man's hand can improve it Lestyou think these words extravagant, consider please
that Questar s optics cannot be mass produced nor
even adequately made by hand each time we try
fcach lens and mirror must be matched and "mar-
ried by aspheric hand retouching

Since no one can buy lens-mirror sets of such
qtiality in any market, we accept the grim need to
reject two of each three sets we make, and do not
deliver any Questars but the superfine. What hap-
pens to the rejects? We simply work them over in

another try for that unmeasurable perfection we
demand. When a lens becomes at last too thin we
toss It into discard with normal but philosophical
regret. Odd way to run a business? Yes indeed Butwe find It the only way to make the world's best
small telescope.
You have noticed that each Questar has a little

built-in wide-field finder 'scope, an erecting prismand an ocular which may be used above or in the
optical axis. No telephoto lens has these, just as

Snn^j?^"
support images that do not break down at

800 diameters. That's right, 800x. Questar is so fine
Its images never get fuzzy—you just run out of light
at such impracticably huge enlargements
You think this picture sharp? It really has only a

fraction of the detail that could be seen in Questar's
eyepiece, from some 60 feet away. Anv way voulook at It, the image our splendid little artifact deliv-
ers is not only beautiful, but often thrilling to behold

T/jis is our finest, the Standard Questar, which does everything we ask of it
without having to be first mounted on a heavy tripod ivith a pan head.
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Whoever collects

sea shells-

tor sells, buys,

exchanges, appraises

them)—wants

«w^ NOSTRAND'S

'— STANDARD

CATALOG

OF

SHELLS

Edited by Robert J. L. Wagner
and R. Tucker Abbott

GREATLY ENLARGED 2ND EDITION

WITH CURRENT MARKET VALUES FOR

$65,000 WORTH OF SHELLS!

Compiled by world-wide experts in

conchology and the result of years

of research and investigation, this

standard work is now expanded to

include:

• Revised dollars and cents price

ranges, showing both the minimum
you can now expect for imperfect

shells without collection data and

the maximum being offered for per-

fect specimens with full collection

data

• Three more major shell families

with hundreds of additional listings

to the ten families already given

• A unique classification system to

tell you quickly which species of

family you have

• The "Regional Quick Lists," now
geographically cover all the British

Isles as well as Victoria, Australia

• An entirely new section listing

many hundreds of shells of world

record size, with all specific data

• The cover and inside pages now
picture 46 shells in color, including

15 rare Marginellas

Clearly, this is a "must" volume in

this rapidly growing field. Illustrated

with 300 line drawings.
Paperback $5.95

Also—
AMERICAN SEASHELLS by R. Tucker

Abbott. Exquisitely illustrated ency-

clopedia. $15.00

p - 10 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION- -^

VAN NOSTRAND
Princeton, N. J., Dept. T-NH5
Please send me for

ten days free examination:

STANDARD CATALOG OF
SHELLS at $5.95

AMERICAN SEASHELLS at $15.00

Within 10 days I will remit purchase price,

plus small delivery cost, or return book(s)

and owe nothing.

NAME_

CH SAVE! Remit with order and we pay
delivery. Same return privilege guaran-

teed.

BOOKS IN REVIEW

The nature of reality
by Colin M. TurnbuU

The Savage Mind, by Claude Levi-

Strauss. The University of Chicago

Press, $5.95; 290 pp., illus.

ANY reader would be justified in ex-

pecting a book entitled The

Savage Mind to deal, among other

things, with totemism. Unfortunately

there are many, particularly in the

ranks of professional anthropology,

who would expect the subject matter

to be almost exclusively totemic; to

them this might even mean exclu-

sively the totemic system of the Aus-

tralian aborigines, which, by virtue of

being the most complex system

known, is too often mistakenly thought

to contain all that need be known

about totemism. There is little in this

book that will appeal to such tiny

minds, and its true value will escape

others who are similarly myopic. On

the other hand, those who would be

the first to proclaim themselves as

disciples of the author of this remark-

able book are equally likely to reap

but partial benefit if they expect

Claude Levi-Strauss, genius of French

anthropology, to be saying something

unduly complicated simply because

he is Claude Levi-Strauss.

The author has the strange reputa-

tion of having reduced human society

to mere mathematical equations, and

of being abstract in his thought, as in

his approach to anthropology, to the

point where he can pursue his own

thoughts only by means of computers.

It is somehow never allowed to

emerge that Levi-Strauss is not an in-

human machine, but a warm, incred-

ibly sensitive human being, with

emotions just as powerful as those of

anyone else. It might not be wrong

to say that he is also a dedicated hu-

man being, and the object of his

dedication is the true understanding

of man. Perhaps he would, to be per-

verse, insist that the object of his de-

votion was society rather than man,:

but this work shows a profound con-:

cern for, and understanding of, man

the individual, just as it tells us about

man as a social particle.

This is not to say that The

Mind is an easy book, for Levi-Straus^

is not given to facile generalizations!

As a true scientist he treats his sub

ject, and his readers, with respect. Hi

considers different points of view ant

conflicting evidence, and support:

every statement with fact. Any one o

us might find ourselves in possessioi

of facts that would lead us to disagre

here and there with some of the conclu

sions drawn or with some of the intei

pretations given, yet the bulk of th

evidence is clear and unequivocal

Levi-Strauss is not likely to wish t

see himself as a knight in shinin

armor, and his devotees would be sti

more dismayed at such iconoclasticisn

Yet, consciously or otherwise, he h£

devoted his life to the shattering of oi

ignorance concerning "savage man

a term that, with dry Gallic humo

he persists in using. The Savage Mi/i

continues the battle, undermining st;

further the ground upon which the!

stand who would dismiss primitr

man simply because of the super

cial strangeness of his ways and a

parent difference between his mode

thought and ours. The book is, ho*

ever, far more than an attempt to cle

up old misconceptions. It is an eloque

appeal for a positive approach, in whi.

we are urged to look to primitive c

ture for a better understanding of mi-

kind and of human society. It succee^

in this in an unexpected way, fori

will make the reader question 1^

whole nature of social reality. To sh'

usage of abstract terms in primit:

languages, Levi-Strauss cites a Chino

example: to render the statement
""

bad man killed the poor girl,"

Chinook would say, rather, "the m
1
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An historic first!

:.INDBLAD TRAVEL PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
A 3-WEEK NATURALIST'S EXPEDITION

TO THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS-
BIRTHPLACE OF DARWIN'S EVOLUTIONARY

THEORY-JULY 4-24, 1967

Dislinguished co-leaders and lecturers: Mr. Rolaryd C. Clement, II.)

Staff Biologist and Vice President of fhe National Audubon Soci-
ety. Mr, Guy Mountfort, (r.l noted Britisit naturalist and author.

Lindblad Travel, pioneer in tourist expedi-
tions to Antarctica and Easter Island, now
offers a remarkable new adventure for dis-
criminating travelers.

This unique expedition affords an opportun-
ity to study bird, animal and plant life in its

completely natural state - untouched by cen-
turies!

The volcanic islands of the Galapagos archi-
pelago, located on the Equator some 600 miles
off the coast of Equador, rose from the Pacific
an estimated three million years ago. It was
Charles Darwin's observations of unusual flora
and fauna on these islands that sparked his
world-shaking Origin of Species.

The processes of evolution can still be wit-
nessed more clearly in the unspoiled Galapa-
gos than almost anywhere else on earth.

Among the species you will see are Darwin's
finches, frigates, albatrosses, petrels, shear-
waters, boobies, mocking birds, flamingos —
and the flightless Galapagos cormorants and
penguins. Also, giant tortoises, marine igua-
nas and seals!

Your ship: the 5000-ton MS Navarino
(Chilean registry). All cabins are outside,
with portholes. We will cruise northward from
Lima through the "guano islands" in the Hum-
boldt Current, off the Peruvian coast.

Lindblad's all-inclusive price for this 3-week
experience of a lifetime is only $1,895 — plus
round-trip air fare to Lima from New York,
Los Angeles or Miami.
Time is short, so clip the coupon now for

all the facts. For immediate details, telephone
Lindblad Travel, Inc., in New York City at
(212) PLaza 1-2300.



•| THINK WE SHOULD BE SAFE AMONG THESE TREES'

NEXT TIME KAMP
THE ICO/VWAY!

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-5

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

badness killed the girl's poverty." This

is interesting linguistically, but it is of

even greater importance in terms of

social philosophy, and one wonders

whether the Chinook, or other primitive

peoples who show similar discernment,

do not have a better grasp of the es-

sence of reality than we do.

With regard to the thought of primi-

tive man, Levi-Strauss points out that

Neolithic man was already heir to a

long tradition of scientific thought.

Agriculture, the domestication of ani-

mals, pottery, weaving—all these things

and more cannot have been arrived at

by mere perception of natural phe-

nomena, only by a logical mental

process. The book proceeds to illus-

trate that process as it can be seen at

work in divers aspects of primitive

culture. Of these aspects, illustrative

of the process of primitive thought,

totemism is merely included as one that

in itself has no reality as a social in-

stitution, but rather as a system of

thought. Here is an example of how

the reader of this book not only will

discover more about how primitive man

thinks but will arrive at a better un-

derstanding of social organization in

primitive society. Levi-Strauss sees

totemism as a classificatory system,

rather than as an "institutional real-

ity." He does not see it merely as a

somewhat facile (and "primitive" in its

other sense) means of tying two worlds

together, but rather as a sensitive

appraisal of the similarity of certain

differences that exist in both nature

and in human culture. Differences and

distinctions of the kind so clearly sym-

bolized in totemic systems exist in the

practical world in which human soci-

eties are formed. Totemism expresses a

system for ordering these distinctions

and differences that can be transferred

to different levels. No society can sur-

vive in disorder. On the one hand, prim-

itive man recognizes disorder all

around him ; on the other, he perceives

a system of order in certain natural

phenomena. By transferring this system

of ordered relationships to the level of

his own experiences, he introduces sta-

bility, and resolves chaos.

Games, in primitive society, Levi-

Strauss points out, recognize the prin-

ciple of differentiation, and indeed in-

troduce inequality where previously

none existed by forcing a stable situ-

ation to the point where one side is

winner and the other loser. In the same

way primitive religion is concerned

with the same kind of distinctions and

differences, but it takes inequality and

reduces it to a great and all-pervading

equality, finally equalizing the greatest

and most obvious inequality of all, that

between the living and the dead.

Levi-Strauss sees myth as another ex-

ample of the concern of the primitive

Jfamilj]
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Direct from England

genuinely embla-

zoned from old

records filed under

100,000 British & Eu-

ropean surnames. In relief

and full colour on immaculate OAK
WALL SHIELDS for mural decoratiori

7"x6" $10.00 14" X 12" $28.0J

12" x 10" $20.00 22" X 18" $42.0^

postpaid. Your check is returned it the Arm
cannot be traced. School, Ship, Regimental

Shields, Trade Marks, etc., similarly repro,

duced. Write Britain direct. Dept. NH.

YORK INSIGNIA LTD., YORK, ENGLANI

|i INSECT-EATING
'l ^^ PLANTS

^^^^ "Insect-Eating Plant

reveals the amazing wonders of Venus's Fly Trai
Huntsman's Horns, Cobra Llllies. and other ola'

oddities that actually lure, catch and eat live insect

Eleven illustrated, authoritative chanters by natura

ists Lynn and Gray Poole describe the fascinatii

habits, culture and where to get these insect-eatii

botanical wonders and also give ideas for scien

fair projects. $4.00 postpaid.

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, lA

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Or e,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tana;r,
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Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandm
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The 400-foot Bolex
any people have told us that our Rex-4 I6mm camera
such great pictures, we hated to see them stop shoot-
iven if it was just to reload.

3 why we decided to create the 400-foot Bolex.

imply designed the Rex-5 so that it accommodated our
)0t magazine. And we did it without upsetting a hair of
recision and versatility of the traditional Bolex 16.

;t, we made 400-foot cameras more manageable.

lagazine is lighter and adds very little bulk or weight to
amera.

;eparate interchangeable take-up motor lets you carry

three or four extra magazines without breaking your back. (It

also lets you buy them without denting your wallet.)

Our electric grip makes "hand-held" filming easier on the
hands.

The 400-foot Bolex comes equipped with a sync-sound motor
and lightweight rechargeable power pack. You can also build
it into the most complete system you can buy. With prime
lenses from 10mm to I50mm. Macrotelephotos. A full range
of zooms, including automatic zoom. And anything else you
can think of. (You can even use it as a ioo-footer.)

Think about it. With the 400-foot Bolex, you might even plan
to film your next spectacular non-stop.

For free 16 page Industrial or Medical Bulletin and 16mm Bolex catalogue
write Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036.



new

approach

to the

wonders

geology

<«This admirably planned and illus-

I trated book 'suggests new ways to

look at familiar scenes' and supplies

the information from which the con-

cerned reader can better interpret to

himself the nature and history of

landforms. He also can learn to ap-

preciate the unique nature of nature's

work and to hesitate to spoil such

heritages as the Everglades or the

dunes of Lake Michigan or the

Grand Canyon."— Chicago Tribune

"Well written and superbly illus-

trated. There is a great deal of very

solid content and a wide range of

coverage." — Arthur N. Strahler,

Professor of Geomorphology,
Columbia University

"We propose to add the book to our

reference hbrary for use by our park

naturalist and seasonal park natural-

ists in the development of their over-

all appreciation of landforms."
- George H. Thompson, U.S. Dept.

of the Interior, National Park Service

(Cape Cod)

"A wonderful foundation book,

specifically for the nonspecial-

ist. Recommended for all

libraries."— Library Journal

ROCK, TIME
AND LANDFORMS
by Jerome Wyckoff

With 200 black-and-white

photographs; SO diagrams; glossary;

gazetteer and bibliography

At All Bookstores
or use the coupon

i -10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION--
HARPER & ROW
51 E. 33 St., New York, N. Y. 10016
Gentlemen: Please send me copy(ies)
of Rock, Time, and Landforms by Jerome
Wyckoff for 10 clays' free examination. Within
that time I will either remit S8.95 per copy, plus

mailing charges, or return the book{s) without
obligation.

Name-

Address-

City-

State, Zip

SAVE! Enclose payment and publisher pays
mailing charges. Same return privilege, of
course. 7608A

mind for ordered relationships. Myth

is not concerned, as has so often been

thought, with the explanation of nat-

ural phenomena. Rather it is concerned

with facts of a logical order, using nat-

ural phenomena to explain them.

For instance the many myths told

by the forest pygmies concerning the

relationship between elephants and

mice, or other small animals, are not

told because the pygmies are particu-

larly interested in elephants and mice,

let alone in trying to explain how ele-

phants and mice get along together.

The focus of interest is on quite an-

other plane. The facts are as follows:

In the forest there are villagers as well

as pygmies; the villagers are tall and

consider themselves superior; they fol-

low an economy that is directly in com-

petition with that of the pygmies. The

villagers cut the forest to plant their

fields; the pygmies need the forest as

it is in order to hunt. In his myths the

pygmy explains these facts by showing

that a similar situation exists in the

animal world and is ordered to every-

one's satisfaction. The large clumsy

elephant who destroys the forest in his

search for food is constantly being out-

witted by the smaller and more clever

animals; the smaller animals are con-

stantly able to avoid the larger ones,

THOTH-ancient Egyptian God of Intellecl-

in exact reproduction of a rare faience statu-

ettrfrom the 26th Dynasty. Depicted with

held of the sacred "Ibis" bird, inhabitant of

the NMe marshes, THOTH was inventor of

writing and patron of scribes and magicians.

ij=inri rrafted in lasting Terrastone, this stun-

ning repi ca has a Nile-blue glaze like the

Cr"|nal THOTH statuette, 4" high, mounted

on a walnut base, makes an appropriate gift

for students and professional people.

#AT-7 ^^^ „,.

57.95

Plus 35t: for postage and handling.

WALL HANGING-this intriguing Thoth figurine

is also available mounted on velour in an

antiqued gold wooden frame ^Vz x 7Vz

#AT-7B 512.50
plus Wi for postage and handling.

CATALOG fecfur/ng /Ife size reproductions from

;;^;;7-?5-mous m.seum col/eclions m
Aladdin's Treasures, Inc.

Dept. NT-5B • 648 Ninth Ave.

New York, New York 10036

and even to take advantage of them by

trickery. The pygmy sees, in the actual

situations around him, in the natural

phenomena he understands so well, the

patterns and systems of order that he

needs to solve his own human situation.

Primitive thought is not designed to

meet practical needs, but intellectual

ones. As a true scientific system oi

thought the one thing it wiU not tol-

erate is disorder. It is this passion foi

order, recognizing it as indispensable

for survival, that characterizes the

savage mind. This book shows the same

zealous devotion, reaching out into al

corners of social activity, lending coloi

and direction wherever it touches. Cusi

toras that before seemed strange nov;

appear as eminently logical and com,

prehensible; logic that before seemec

remote and isolated is shown to be im

manent and functional. The world Oi

the primitive is no longer remote an«

unreal, nor indeed primitive, let alon(

savage. It is immediate, dynamic, anf

very real; if savagery is to be found

it is more easily found in our own un

thinking attitudes toward a world w.

do not understand.

Levi-Strauss not only helps us t

comprehend primitive society, he help

us to respect it and, if we will, to lear:

'

from it. He writes with ease and eh
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ice and with an ever-present humor
t make his exposition, even at its

;t difficult, pleasurable as well as
thwhile. It is anthropology at its

:st, for it is written by an anthro-
ogist who is also human.

Colin M. Turnbull is the Associate
ator of African Ethnology at The
lerican Museum of Natural History.

VTASTic Trees, by Edwin A.
ininger. The Viking Press, $8.95;
pp., illus.

ised to think that gardeners' terms
^uch as "leggy" or "having wet

were the ultimate botanical
;ivalents of baby talk to Pekingese
Is, but when I pick up a book and
jl that plants that don't have their

I way will curl up and die. or that
iits that flower each day are over-
:;r and possibly oversexed, or that
Its grown in extra wet places have
control and have to be treated like

grown infants, my reaction is to

w the book out the nearest port-
and head for the rail. Living room
hiatric terms like indifference, shy-

, show-off, refusal to compete, un-
ained yearning, reluctance, and

Lindblad Travel, Inc. announces
)n the Inca Road " --a unique 26-day

exploration of Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and Argentina

New from Lindblad Travel: an
expedition to the Amazon Basin

and Mato Grosso,
led personally by Andre Raikowitsch

n this meticulously planned ex-
iditron, we will trace the ancient
uilization of the Incas and their
mquerors, the Conquistadores.

le golden relics and mummified
mams of the warriors illustrate
fascinating era dating back more
an 1500 years.

We will visit the descendants of
the Incas. Participate in their col-
orful fiestas. Observe their reli-
gious ceremonies. During the jour-
ney. Lindblad Travel will provide
for your every comfort. Cost com-
plete from New York: $1,835.00.

Departures monthly.

Mail the coupon now for the brochur.

Our guide, who has lived in the
interior of Brazil for 16 years,
recommends this excursion .not
for the timid nor the tourist- but
for the adventurous explorer.

You will leave the legendary Mato
Grosso and green Amazon jungle
(with animals found nowhere else)
carrying memories and photo-
graphs of a world known to only a
handful of men.

Highlight of our 20-day journey a
leisurely trip along the Araguaia
River in a "Safari Boatel" spe-
cially designed by Mr. Rakowitsch.
(Excellent fishing; bartering with
Indian tribes.) Cost complete from
New York: $2,135.00. Monthly de-
partures beginning in May.

Mail the coupon now for the
brochure.

LINDBLAD Travel Inc.

139_East 55 St.. New York, N. Y. 1 0022

IT-LT-3570^

Nl'

fend to

:

LINDBLAD Travel Inc.

139 East 55 St., New York, N. Y. 10022
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gregariousness are on facing pages of

the prologue and are being applied to

trees, not children, for heaven's sake!

Fortunately, I read Dr. Menninger's

book in my oflfice far from a porthole,

for in spite of tooth-grinding cuteness,

the book is fascinating. Some people

collect antique Chinese jades, others

save stamps, and there are many circus

buffs. Dr. Menninger is a tree buff and

has collected the gosh-darndest mass of

information on unusual trees that could

be imagined. His ecological foundation

is shaky, his plant physiological back-

ground is nil, and his understanding of

adaptation and evolution is "niller."

His enthusiasm is, however, immense

and catching. If you don't become a

tree buff too, you can't blame him for

a half-hearted effort.

In the course of evolution, many

strange things have lived and still live

on this planet; certainly the camel, the

giraffe, and man would be unbelievable

if described to an extraterrestrial visi-

tor. Unusual plants are equally com-

mon, and those that are trees—loosely

defined as tall, perennial, and woody-

might be expected to include species

with features that would surprise a

person who grew up around elms, oaks,

pines, and palms. Some of the adap-

"You can't go there, Bwana,"

said the guide, so naturally

R. C. H. Sweeney did . .

.

And Sweeney—a naturalist in East Africa since 1948—here tells of

his personal encounters with driver ants, bats, bombardier beetles,

crocodiles, pythons, bulbuls, geckos, "bush babies," and a host of

other creatures. "Sweeney is a naturalist who knows how to tell a

story superlatively ... his adventures and zestful pursuit of wild-

life are grand reading." -Publishers' Weekly

The Scurrying Bush
By R. C. H. Sweeney

Photos. $4.95, now at your bookstore

tations of trees discussed in this boo

are probably evolutionary adaptatior

to particular conditions; others ar

likely to be chance modifications th;

have neither positive nor negative su

vival value and merely occurred an

were perpetuated; still others may i

the long run be deleterious.

With the variety of plant forms
\

discuss, there are many ways in whiq

this book could have been organizei

Dr. Menninger has divided it in

thirty-four small chapters, each tree

ing a single, anthropomorphically base

plant group (odoriferous trees, trei

that shed their bark, etc.). Variab

numbers of chapters are grouped in

one of six major sections, again (

anthropomorphic grounds. Frankly,

think that this organization is belt

than any that a professional botan:

could devise.

The book is profusely illustrat

with photographs whose over-all qu;

ity is average, but which frequent

leave something to be desired in ten

of presenting sufficient detail to achid

complementary balance between te

and picture. It is regrettable that t

photographs are not numbered to

them to the text, and one must sear

for the plant being discussed; thisi

the first error that can be laid at ll

publisher's door. The index is ina^

quate; this is the second error of 1

publisher. The literature cited a

species names are arranged by chaptj

at the end of the book, just where tH

will be least used; this is the pi|

lisher's third error. The inadequ

citations will not allow the curij

reader to follow up his interest ij

particular plant, and this is likely

be the author's error.

To sum up: Fantastic Trees ii*

grand and glorious mixture of cute t

accurate writing about a tremends

number of trees with unusual str-

tures, habits, and locations; it is '•

viously the work of an enthusiao

hobbyist. The book is recommende(n

anyone who would like to win 1

1

bets in a barroom (what is the lar;'

seed in the world?), needs cockll-'

time chatter (did you know that ...

is intrigued by the bizarre and striU

in the plant world, or just likes ti

Richard M. Ki \

The New York Botanical Ga.m

I

The Life of the Desert, by Ann '

Myron Sutton. McGraiv-Hill Book

$4.95; 232 pp., illus.

To the tourist, heading away Im

the east, this book is a must, an(Oi

that matter, even dyed-in-the-wool ^ 'I'

erners would benefit from the ma.'''

knowledge within its pages. 'I'lie ^

thors, a husband and wife team of

tional Park fame, are gifted wrj
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ise abilities have enabled them to

:e on paper, in nine previous vol-

;s, concise facts of interest with the

R left out. The Life of the Desert

ers all branches of western life, en-

ipassing them in the mood of the

srt, which only those loving the area

Id interpret so understandingly.

hroughout the pages there is a con-

1 with conservation, not in the wish-

thinking category, but based on

s showing changes that have taken

ze and predicting others to fol-

. These run the gamut from the rap-

depleting underground water

es, through the plants, the animals,

on to overcomniercialism, which
already denuded thousands of

ire miles and ruined others by dis-

ing the balance.

'ith Myron Sutton's National Park
ling, and co-author Ann Sutton's

cground as a geologist, it is only

iral that lasting preservation of the

t wonders of our land should be
most in their minds. The appendix
tied "National Parks and Monu-
ts" graphically explains the unique
Jties of all those situated in the

Tts of the southwest, and this is

i entrancingly in capsule form.
;r appendix pages do the same with
poisonous animals, the endangered
ies, the lizards, and on down to the

•acteristics of desert soil. So this

t readable book, in the opinion
:his reviewer, imparts a wealth
nowledge and simultaneously be-

es a guidebook to the fabulous
s where the account can be seen
s true perspective.

le Life of the Desert is bound to

;e a wanderlust. But just in case
imstances beyond control prohibit

p, there are the photographs in

ous color, selected with such care
they are more than mere replicas

icturesque nature. They really do
ce to the life of these western re-

(. These, in combination with the
;:s and diagrams, give a complete-
that is not often found in the pages
ly book; if faults exist relating to

, inferences, accepted theories, or

j

typographical errors—they were
pd by this reviewer.

Lewis Wayne Walker
j

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum

list details the photographer or

source of illustrations, by page.

-M. Woodbridge
IS, National Park

"Ies L. Hoiiue
Paul Conklin
Barbara B. Chatn-
except 26-top,

idbridce Williams
iNH after Arthur
'hier

. M. W. Williamsi
B. B. Chamber-

NH after A. N.

top, M. W. Wil-

liams; bottom left, B. B.

Chamberlain; right,
John Jay Smith. Pictorial
Parade
32-33-Robert Perron
35-Helmut Wimmer
36-37-Henry L. Ullman
38-43-W. Gurnee Dyer
44— Ronnie Jaques
46-47-William Condry
except 46-left, Eric
Hosking
48-51-Eric Hosking
except 49-top. E. Hosk-
ing. National Audubon
Society; bottom, AMNH
after William Condry
54-University of
Michigan News Service

New light

on long-dead
gods

PAGAN

CELTIC

BRITAIN:
Studies in Iconography

and Tradition

Anne Ross

The gods, goddesses, and holy

animals of the Celts, and the

mysterious "Druid" places of

worship that still exercise a

strong hold on man's imagina-
tion, live again in the words and
pictures of this magnificent vol-

ume. Profusely illustrated with

line drawings and with 96 strik-

ing black and white plates, Dr.
Ross's study pulls together ar-

chaeological evidence and the

literary records of Celtic, Greek,
and Roman commentators to

provide an unparalleled view of

pagan religious practices in the

British Isles told against the
background of the social, eco-

nomic, and daily life of the
times. Large T/i" x 10" size.

$25.00 at better bookstores

COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

PRESS
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MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

Ml merchandise sold on a r^oney-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

.•r4t

3" Aslronomica/ Telescope

See the stars, moon, phases of Venus,

planets close up. 60 to 180 power Alum -

nizeil and overcoated 3" diameter f/10 pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Enuartorial

page •HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS ,,,

••HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE
book S29.95 BPd. Order No. 85.050E

Scientific Co.. Barrington. New

;\mericon Mode Opoque Pro/ector

Projects illustrations up to 3" x S'/s"—%"•

larges them to 35" x 30" if screcii is S'/j ft.

from projector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.

Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-

and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-

rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug

included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not iiJ-

eluded. Size 12" x 8" x 41/2" wide. Weight

I lb 2 ozs. Plastic case. S7.95 ppd. Order

stock No. 70, 199E. Edmund Scientific Co..

Gianf Weofher Ba//oc

"Balls of fun" for kids, traf

for stores, terrific for amateur
gists. Create a neighborhood
Great backyard fun. Exciting bi

tion. Amateur meteorologists UJ

ure cloud heights, win

Made of heavy duty ni

stoppers
Tieteorolo-

high
cl

available heliun. ... ....

S2.00 Ppd. ;60,568E. 16'

632E. Edmund Scientific Co.,

New Jersey 08007.

New Model Digital Compuf
Solve problems, tell fortunes, play _

with miniature version of giant electi

brain! Adds, subtracts, multiplii "'

plastic parts

Inflate with Oram
step-by-step assem

32-p. Instruction book
operation, computer language (bir

tern) programming problems & 1£

ments. $5.98 Ppd. Order No. 70,6

Edmund Scientific Co.. Barrington,

Jersey 08007.

Jersey 08007.

,g^

Accurate Home Weather Station

indsome ' Weather Station' highly

weathei „„„, meter
ometer to ±.025".

_ Foretells weather

cnanue» .. ui,. 12 to 24 hrs. in advance. Per-

fect oi"—excellent for teaching weather

phenomena. Mounted -- -""-< -="
changes Iron

metalized.

Mete
n.»..-i.,o-^— -als in etched

.,„,„ Full Instructions. S9.95. Order

No 70 607E. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-

rington, New Jersey 08007.

Cor of (he Future Here Now.'

One of most impressive science toys we've

seen Low friction air car rides a fraction

of an inch over any surface, including water.

Graphically demonstrates same principles

that apply to Ford's and Curtiss-wrigni s

new wheelless aircars. Sturdy red and yellow

plastic 8" wide, 9" deep, 2" high with 4"

propeller. Operates on 2 flashlight batteries

(not incl.). 48" control line, battery case.

S2.98 Ppd. Order No. 70.307E. Edmund
Scientific Co.. Barrington. New Jersey

WIf'n Proof—Games Of logic

Vactice abstract thinking and math logic.

Developed by Yale prof. If you think learn-

ng should bo fun, try WFF'N PROOF
irain-to-brain combatl 21 games of pro-

iressive difficulty. Starts with simple games

nastered by 6-year-olds, ends with subtle

logic to challenge professional logicians.

i'/r." X 5^4" case contains logic cubes,

er &c 224-p. book. $6
= 60.525E. Edmund Sci-

ington. New Jersey 08007.

Terrible lizards—Monstrous Mami
Explore the fascinating prehistoric

of dinosaurs 200,000.000 years ago,

fil

1 from 2" to 6". Alsi
and and VJj

Book. 'S5.00 Ppd. Order Stock No. 71

Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington,

Jersey 08007.

r 4 J*

Crystal Growing Kif

Do a crystallography project— illustrate with

large beautiful crystals you grow yourself.

Study &- demonstrate factors affecting

growth, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-

metry, etc. Incl. book "Crystals i Crystal

Gro»
to gri

purple. -.-

Ppd. Orde
Scientific
08007.

plu .

7 large
uuo supply of chen
isplay crystals (clear.

S9.50

Wooden So/id Puzzle

^inating assortment 0I

the whole family—young and old. Will test

skill patience and ability to solve problems.

Order yours now. $3.50 Ppd. Order Stock

No 70,205E. Edmund Scientific Company.
Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

Science Treasure Chest

ndreds of thrilling experiments

1 Lens Kit to make telescopes,

pes, etc. Incl.: extra powerful 1

arizing filters, compass, one-waj

1. diffraction gratinq. many othc

50 Ppd. Order Stock No.,

Stock No. 70,343E.

Plastic Mode) V-8 Engine

Hours of funl Get thrill of buildin/l

own easily assembled engine from Oi i

parts. Then push starter and watch 'l

Crankshaft revolves, pistons move. 1

open and close in sequence with sparka

Docs everything but burn oil. 'A '

molded in 4 colors. Same motor c
many auto-mechanic courses. Excellengi

to-understand "tech manual". SI0.9fl

Order No. 70,448E. Edmund Scientill.

Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

^^S?.
/^

Giant free Catalog

npletely new 1967 Catalog. 148 pages



ORIOLE "FUN-BAR"
exclusive Feeder will attract many fun-
g golden Orioles to your garden, patio or
ny (see actual photo) . Hang anywhere
then watch the fun. Orioles are not only
.iful, but "characters" as well. An unusual
iny time. Rustless, so easy to clean! Money
guarantee, full instructions. $4.95 plus 32(^

(n Calif, add 20('- tax. Sorry no COD's.
:MINGBIRD heaven, GSIS-N Apperson
:UJUNGA, CALIF. 91042. (Makers of the
us "Hummy-Bird Bar."(B))

aint Now—
Learn Later

T AS YOU LEARN
start framing your
this very summer!
available in English T^
fabulous Martin-

12 "self-teaching"
e that is turning
imen from Paris to

nee into accom-
i artists . . . ready
your weekends and
ys with creative joy.

tfully simple method
s you to learn by
ig! You'll marvel at

se with which light-

;, bridges, summer
i, city scenes and
1 wonders come to life on your canvas,
ated. Fast progress assured, money-back
jitee.

Order Now:
I THE HOLIDAY PAINTER
I

By J, Marlin-Barbaz
'ostfree' 10-Dav IVIonev-Back Guarantee
RSON BOOKS, Inc., Dept. 233-R
West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

Jeo^'^
Free

Spring

Catalog

L. L. Bean, Inc.

I
Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032

g, Camping and Hunting Specialties

Suggested
Additional Reading

WITH NET IN HAND
Butterflies. E. B. Ford. Collins, Lon-

don, 1945.

Collection and Preservation of In-

sects. P. W. Oman, U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Miscellaneous Publi-

cations. No. 601. 1958.

THE CHANGING WORLD
OF THE CREE

The Hunting Group-Hunting Terri-

tory Complex Among the Mistas-

siNi Indians. E. S. Rogers. National

Museum of Canada, Bulletin No.
195. 1963.

Naskapi. F. G. Speck, University of

Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1935.

CAPE COD
These Fragile Outposts. B. B. Cham-

berlain. Natural History Press, Gar-

den City. 1964.

The Outermost House. H. Beston.

Rinehart and Co., Inc., New York.
1949.

Cape Cod. H. D. Thoreau. 1865.

A Geologist's View of Cape Cod. A.

Strahler. Natural History Press, Gar-

den City, 1966.

The Great Beach. J. Hay. Doubleday
and Co., New York, 1963.

A FROG COMES TO HAWAII
Our Hawaiian-Hatched Panamanian
Poisonous Frogs J. A. Oliver. Ani-

mal Kingdom, Vol. LX, No. 3. 1957.

Notes on the Life History of Den-
drobates Auratus. T. H. Eaton. Jr.

Copeia, Vol. 2, pages 93-95, 1941.

ELEPHANT WORK
IN SOUTH INDIA

The Dynasty of Abu. I. T. Sanderson.
Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1962.

Elephants. R. Carrington. Chatto and
Windus. London, 1958.

COLOR THROUGH A RAINDROP
The Rainbow from Myth to Mathe-

matics. C. B. Boyer. Thomas Yosel-

off. New York, 1959.

Physics of the Air. W. J. Humphreys.
Dover Publications. Inc., New York,
1964.

The Nature of Light and Colour in

THE Open Air. M. Minnaert. Dover
Publications. Inc.. New York. 1954.

THE KITES OF EUROPE
Birds of Prey of the World. M. L.

Grossman and J. Hamlet. C. N. Pot-

ter, Inc., New York, 1964.

Changes in the Status of Birds of
Prey in Europe. I. J. Ferguson-Lees
British Birds, Vol. 56. No. 4. 1963.

Conservation and Predation Prob
LEMS OF Birds of Prey in Sweden
K. Curry-Lindahl. British Birds, Vol
54, No. 8, 1961.

The Rarer Birds of Prey: Kite (Mil
vus MiLvus). H. M. Salmon. British

Birds, Vol. 50, No. 4, 1957.

BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS
Hummingbirds, colorful playboys of the
feathered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time for 12
years now from genuine "Hummy-Bird Bars"®
(Actual photo). They love the real wood perches
on their private buffet. No other birds or bees
can reach the sugarwater. No drip or rust, so
easy to clean. Always a heartwarming gift!
Money back guarantee. Full instructions. $2.95
plus 24c pp. In Calif, add 12(f tax. Sorry no
COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N
Apperson St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042
(Makers of the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for
fun-loving Orioles!

)

CATCH INVADING CHIPMUNKS

Take them alive, unhurt!

Safe HAVAHART traps capture invading chip-
munks, squirrels, rabbits, mice, rats, sparrows,
opossums, skunks. Take mink, coon without
injury. Sizes for all needs. Easy to use—open
ends give animal confidence, (jalvanized. No
jaws or springs to break. Straying pets, poultry
released unhurt. Write for free illustrated guide
with trapping secrets.

HAVAHART, 158-M Water Street
Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and
price list.

Ten miies at sea, ten cool m



^ooks for added
Summertime
Pleasure

BIRDS BUTTERFUES AND
MOTHS _

_ ARTISTS
OF THE

OLD WEST

FAMILIAR GARDEN BIRDS OF AMERICA, by Henry Hill Collins, Jr.

and Ned R. Boyajian. The life histories of 75 familiar species written

in a relaxed narrative style with the latest information on attracting

and helping birds as well as explanations of how and where birds

mate, nest, eat, and sing. 309 pages. Full color paintings plus

black and white drawings. $7.95

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA, by C. Robbins, B. Bruun, and H. Zim.

A Golden Field Guide and probably the most complete ever pub-

lished. Includes 700 species from the Mexican border to the Arctic

Ocean with 2,000 illustrations. $4.95

SHELL COLLECTING, by S. Peter Dance. This first history of shell

collecting traces its development from Minoan times to the present.

It contains a wealth of previously unpublished information on col-

lecting, collections, books.and the people involved. Comprehensive

bibliography, appendices, and index, plus many illustrations. 385

pages. $10.00

CARIBBEAN SEASHELLS, by Germaine L. Warmke and R. Tucker

Abbott A unique guide and identification book for amateur conch-

ologists and students of Caribbean marine biology. Describes and

classifies over 800 species plus distribution maps, habitat notes,

and travel hints. Extensively illustrated. 348 pages. $8.95

you will

enjoy the
golden days
outdoors
even more
with these
companions
and guides

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS, edited by Norman Riley. Magnifict

color plates accompanied by detailed captions picture two hundl

specimens of the principal families of Lepidoptera. The text of t;

new and enlarged edition describes their nature and habits; m
show worldwide distribution. 126 pages. $10.95

ARTISTS OF THE OLD WEST, by John C. Ewers. Anyone planrg

a western vacation will want this vivid and authentic visual reed

of the Old West as seen between 1819 and 1893 by fifteen outst; I-

ing artist-explorers. They show Indians, buffalo, hunters, trapp^

gold seekers, and cowboys; plains, mountains, rivers, and wih

as they looked when the first white men came. The pictures, chc

for historical importance and reliability as well as their qualitii

art, are supported by an excellent text. 240 pages. 164 illustrati s,

including 35 color. $12.95

THE WHOOPING CRANE, by Faith McNulty. Survivor of the Ps-

tocene Age, threatened by modern civilization encroaching orRi

world, the whooping crane has so far been able to defy extinc

through the efforts of an oddly assorted lot of champions ofte

cross purposes. This award-winning book tells the whole sto'

these fascinating birds. 190 pages, illustrated with photos, '

ings, and maps. $4.95

Please send the books checked:

TITLE PRICE

FAMILIAR GARDEN BIRDS OF AMERICA $7.95

BIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA 4.95

SHELL COLLECTING 1000
CARIBBEAN SEASHELLS 8.95

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS 10.95

ARTISTS OF THE OLD WEST 12.95

THE WHOOPING CRANE 4.95

TOTAL ENCLOSED

PLEASE ADD 25« FOR EACH BOOK FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING.

MUSEUM MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO 15% DISCOUNT.

PLEASE ADD LOCAL TAXES WHERE APPLICABLE.

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE . —

Please send your checl< or money order fo

.

ZIP CODE

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

79TH STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024



How the Battle of theDam saved a
wildlife paradise
Dr centuries, Horicon Marsh has.

l;en a favorite stopping place

jir huge flocks of migrating

allards and Canada geese. '

undreds of species of fish

lid game make it a paradise

(r sportsmen and nature

>vers. \

]it Horicon Marsh is a

'radise we almost lost.

U^l

is "Curley" Radkc.
hen he talked about the
sh, you could hear
from Wisconsin to
White House."

1869, the area was
' ained to uncover more
lable land for farming. It turned

e once beautiful, living marsh into

arid wasteland where crops failed,

i);tural plants shriveled and died,

I d wildlife disappeared in droves.

J basic fact was also revealed: The
iirsh had played a vital role in

ature's master plan, providing ir-

lation, as needed, to surrounding

l| rests and plains. When Nature's

I lance was disturbed, floods and
< 3ughts plagued the land—a typical

1 .ult of man's misunderstanding of

1 iture's ways.

To mend the damage, a dam was
built. But due to conflicting in-

terests, the marsh was later

dramed again... then dammed
again— a seesaw battle that

J
lasted some thirty years.

The tireless efforts of pri-
'^

vate citizens finallywon
public support for res-

toration of the marsh

as the best use of the land

for the community.

A leader among them
was Louis "Curley"
Radke, a local resident,

who fought the battle

through 16 sessions of the Wiscon-

sin Legislature. Helped by the Izaak

Walton League, the Milwaukee Fed-

eration ofWomen's Clubs and many

others, Radke succeeded in getting

a petition signed by 115,000 inter-

ested supporters.

As a result,

Horicon Marsh
is today a 30,000-

acre Wildlife Ref-

uge, protected,
nurtured, and controlled by the

State of Wisconsin and the Federal

Government.

You and your neighbors are needed

to help decide the best use of the

land around you.

As a company long dedicated to con-

serving America's natural resources,

Sinclair would like to send you a

folder describing other cases where
private citizens have achieved results

that will benefit Americans for gen-

erations.Write Sinclair Oil Corpora-

tion, Room 2210,600 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York, 10020.

Drive with care

and buy Sinclair

\Sinclairi

to help Nature feed and
larsh.

Discover America by car— it's worth seeing and saving



Come on safari

to Alberta, Canada.

PHOTOGRAPHY: GEORGE SCHOFIELD

All of Alberta Is easily reached by car, bus, plane or train.

For information on travel and accommodation, contact
Canadian National Railways, Canadian Pacific Railways,
Canadian Pacific Airlines, Air Canada, Greyhound Bus Lines,

or your travel agent - or clip the handy coupon.

1
ALBERTA GOVERNMENT TRAVEL BUREAU

1 Highways Building,
Edmonton, E.-67
Alberta, Canada
I'd like to take a safari to Alberta. Please send info

NAME







This engineer is developing away
to send talk down a pipeline of light.

What's he doing at IBM?

The usual channels of long-distance communication, namely, wires, radio and
microwave, aren't looking so roomy these days.

At the rate we are transmitting talk, pictures, and information between our
cities and into space we may one day need new means of communicating.

One new means appears to be the laser.

A laser beam, in theory, can transmit more information than all the radio
channels currently in use.

The engineer in our picture is one of IBM's team which is inventing ways
to get information on the beam at one end and off at the other.

IBM's interest in the laser grows out of its interest in anything
that makes information more useful for people.

IBM has already demonstrated a laser device that can
shoot check-out signals directly into a launch vehicle

standing on the pad. Another IBM team is devel-

oping a laser for communicating with the astro-

nauts, earth to spacecraft, planet to planet.

It all comes under the heading of

making information easier to get, which
is step one in making it more useful. IBM



SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS MAKES THE MOST OF IT

Europe's bright spots are South African Airways

gateways to endless Summer. Indulge yourself in

London, Paris, Rome. Explore Lisbon, Madrid, Las

Palmas. Reach out to embrace Frankfurt, Zurich,

Athens. Then let yourself go in South Africa, the

all-seasons playground.

The two-continents adventure is a swinging jetstep on
South African Airways Springbol< Stratojets. Ten
Europe/South Africa departures each weel< include the

fastest London/ Johannesburg service. The $784 New
York/South Africa round trip fare, on 14-21 day

excursion tickets, saves you nearly $300!

That's the world's best per mile jet value, for service

aloft that is frankly for pampered people. Our menus,

touched gently with Kiplingesque accents, reflect the

Dutch-English-French kitchens of South Africa. Our
flight and cabin crews extend the outgoing welkom that

made Cape Town the "tavern of the sea" three

centuries ago.

Come spend the night with us soon. We'll give you a new
continent with your breakfast. Ask any travel agent for

free full color "Fascinating South Africa" portfolio.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS
3 East 48th Street,

New York, N.Y 10017

323 Geary Street,

San Francisco, Cal. 94102

SOUTH AFRrCAN RAILWAYS
655 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10021

Please send free "Fascinating South
Africa" portfolio.

City
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Ronald David Corwin, author of

"Dilemma of the Iroquois" has a

special interest in the problems of

minorities. A lecturer in sociology at

University College, a division of Syra-

cuse University, Mr. Corwin expects to

receive his doctorate in sociology from

Syracuse this summer. His masters

degree, also from Syracuse, was in

psychology. During the past legisla-

tive session, Mr. Corwin was research

consultant to the New York State

Senate Minority Leader. He had previ-

ously served as an assistant project

director for the Peace Corps, as an

interviewer for the New York State

Office of Education, and as a consult-

ant for the New York State Medical

Association.

Robert Cushman Murphy made his

first expedition to Antarctica in 1912

and his most recent in 1960. He has

led numerous other expeditions, mostly

at sea and to island groups, but also

to every continent except Australia.

Dr. Murphy has been connected with

The American Museum of Natural

History since his first job as an as-

sistant in 1906. He served as Curator

of Oceanic Birds from 1926 to 1942.

He is presently Lamont Curator

Emeritus of Birds and a Research

Associate. Dr. Murphy's publications,

both scientific and popular, number

more than 500, including many books.

He is a past president of the National

Audubon Society, the American Orni-

thologists' Union, and the Biological

Laboratory at Cold Spring Harbor,

and a fellow of numerous professional
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societies. Jean Le Corbeiller wrote the

spirited portrait of Robert Cushman

Murphy that introduces "Antarctica."

An editor with Natural History Press,

he is currently preparing a history of

The American Museum.

Thomas Eisner studied the strange

relationship of the caterpillar and the

sundew plant at The American Muse-

um's Archbold Biological Station in

Florida. His work was done with Julian

Shepherd, a graduate student at Har-

vard. Professor Eisner teaches and

conducts research at Cornell Univer-

sity on the physiology, biochemistry,

and behavior of insects. In addition,

he is acquiring a mean reputation in

the Ithaca area as a harpsichordist.

Author of numerous papers, Thomas

Eisner is a frequent contributor to

Natural History.

Philip C. Hammond, author of

the article on the ancient Nabataean

waterworks, is Associate Professor of

Mediterranean Archeology at Brandeis

University. He has long combined his

interests in religion and archeology;

he holds a doctorate in Near Eastern

Archaeology from Yale University and

an undergraduate degree in Biblical

Literature from Brothers College. Also

a graduate of Drew Theological Sem-

inary, Dr. Hammond is former Assist-

ant Professor in Old Testament at

Princeton Theological Seminary. He

has directed several archeological ex-

peditions and has published numerous

articles in both religious and arche-

ological publications.

Marc Riboud, who recently spen^

five months in China, believes, "The

best, and possibly the only way of dis-

covering China is to look at it." This

month we look at Riboud's photo-

graphs of the nomadic people of Inner

Mongolia, a little-seen autonomous

region of China. A noted French pho-

tographer, Marc Riboud has traveled

and exhibited extensively. He recently

won the Overseas Press Club Award

for the best photographic reporting or

interpretation from abroad for his new

book, The Three Banners of China.

Mr. Riboud joined Magnum Photos iri

1954. His wife, Barbara Chase Riboud,

a sculptor, often travels with him; her

diary is quoted in the text accompany

ing the photographs.

The Atlantic salnron is on the lis

of endangered species presented to tb

public by Secretary of the Interio

Udall. Anthony Netboy writes of thi

fate of this salmon in this month'

article and in a book. The Atlanti

Salmon: A Vanishing Resource? t

be published by Faber & Faber i

London this fall. Mr. Netboy is A'

sistant Professor of English at th

Portland Continuation Center of th

Oregon State System of Higher Ediic;

tion. He has worked for various hi

reaus of the United States governmen

specializing in popularization of sc

entific materials. In 1963, Mr. Netbc

first began his study of the Atlant

salmon in Europe with a grant fro

the Conservation Foundation in Was

ington. D. C.
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DILEMMA
I

By R. David Corwin

^\t the zenith of their influence

the Six Nations of the Iroquois dom-

inated the entire northeastern por-

tion of North America. Their con-

federacy was more powerful and

more politically sophisticated than

any other group of Indians above the

Mexican border. In the northeast

ihey had annihilated, expelled, sub-

jugated, aligned with, or absorbed

all other tribes. The core of Iroquois

power, however, was centered be-

tween Lake Erie and the Hudson

River, in what is now upper New
York State.

Here, remnants of the confederacy

linger. Here, therefore, we can focus

on an increasingly debated problem:

how to reconcile national policy with

the wrongs inflicted upon the Amer-

ican Indian and the rights he de-

mands. The treaties with the Iro-

quois are clear enough. The trouble

is that Iroquois quote them and non-

Indians ignore them. This, plus var-

ious differences in viewpoint, has

bred bitterness, and has also created

a dilemma for the Iroquois. If they

join the rest of society, that path

leads to their dispersal as a people.

If they do not join, that path leads

to the same end.

But first, who are these Indians?

The Iroquois Confederacy began

late in the sixteenth century with

three nations. While the Mohawks,

Oneidas, and Cayugas were forming

this bond, Tododaho, the legendary

Onondaga, was at the height of his

military power and defeated the

Senecas as well as the Cayugas. His

price for allying his Onondagas with

the confederacy was that the Senecas

also be admitted to its governing

council and that the Onondagas dom-
inate it. Later, in 1714, the increas-

ing pressure by American colonists

drove the Tuscaroras out of North

Carolina. They fled northward and in

1722 were admitted to membership

as the sixth nation. The Onondagas

remain dominant to this day. Their

reservation is capital of the con-

federacy: the chief of the Six Na-

tions must be an Onondaga, and is

given the glorified name Tododaho.

Throughout the years, of all the

Indian nations that Europeans found

Martin Seneca explains

his people's bond to their

land: '"Where would the

Irish be without Ireland?"

in the New World, only the Iroquois

Confederacy was never conquered.

Holland, England, and France even

sent ambassadors to this sovereign

government. Eventually, however,

events of the American Revolution

cracked the solidarity of the Iro-

quois. Most fought for the British,

but even those who aided the Ameri-

cans were to be counted among the

losers. The famous treaties of 1784

and 1794 required the Iroquois to

sell the Americans all of their lands

south and west of New York State.

They did, however, retain independ-,

ence as a nation and title to their

remaining lands "forever."

But New York wanted to force

these "hostile" Indians out of th^

state— it wanted their remaining

land. So New York accused the fed

eral government of usurping state's

rights. The Indians, for their part

played both ends, signing treaties

with the state and the federal

ernments. The over-all result is tha

jurisdiction over them in New Yorl

has sometimes been federal; occa,

sionally state and federal governj

ments have acted in concert; bu,

more recently, Indian affairs have

with few exceptions, been entireh

New York's responsibility.

When the treaty of 1784 wa
signed, New York's Indians retainei

title to. about 18,000,000 acres o

land. Now, due to outright sales

treaty violations, treachery fror;

within and outside the tribes, an

inability to defend their claims, tl^

Iroquois own only 77,000 acres, ani

fear losing even this land. In thi

they share with the nation's othe

reservation Indians a collectiv

dread of "termination."

Meanwhile, there is general coi

fusion and disagreement about tl

Iroquois' legal status. They then

selves are split on this issue. Tl

more' conservative group, the Lon
house people, insist they are citizei

of sovereign nations, independent
\

the United States. (Originally, £

Iroquois lived in communal dwe.

ings they called longhouses, but nc^

the longhouse is "the temple, tl'

center of the ancient religion, ai

the council chamber where practic

decisions are made.") The oth

group, more progressive and mosi

Christian in religion, see themselv

as citizens of both the United Stal

and New York State who poss«

special rights and privileges becan



The land is my mother. You cannot sell your mother"—

so these remnants of the once mighty Six Nations

cling to life on the Indian reservation.

But whether they welcome modern ways or resist them,

they face dispersal as a people

they are descendants of the land's

original "citizens."

These differences, however, are

dwarfed by an anguish shared by the

Iroquois in general. It concerns

termination of the reservations. The

land has deep meaning to them—
especially to the Longhouse people,

for whom it has religious signifi-

cance. The Indians predict that de-

struction of the land base will scatter

them, will demolish their culture,

nations, and people.

"Our forefathers' bones are in

;he land," say the Iroquois. They

3xplain that their responsibility is

:o preserve it for their children and

he yet unborn generations. Their

inxiety over termination is under-

itandable; they view American his-

ory as a land grab that still goes on.

n the past ten years they have lost

housands of acres to government

igencies for dam-building projects

ind the like. Even those progressive

roquois who look ahead to many
lenefits from the compensation

aoney will resist any governmental

ttempt to terminate the reservations.

The Iroquois learned from pain-

ul experience; today's reservations

re only a splinter of the past. With
he Oneidas the state's plan to scatter

le Indians to the west was very suc-

essful. After losing practically all of

leir holdings, most Oneidas moved
) Wisconsin. Similarly, the Cayugas
ent on to Ohio and Oklahoma. The
imaining four nations have also

;en their land base dwindle, and

j

lost of their people feel that, despite

I'isistance, in time they will lose the

3st. Of these, the most bitter are the

nondaga, in contrast with the

eneca, who also have the will to

[isist but are more flexible.

Keepers of the Wampum
Although Onondaga means "on

k hills," the reservation lies in a

valley just south of Syracuse. Still

the capital of the confederacy, its

6,100 acres are home for 1,100

Onondagas, plus some Mohawks,
Cayugas, and Oneidas. At first

glance it looks poor: many unpainted

wooden houses; an automobile

graveyard at one corner, industrial

dumping at another; yards cluttered

with jalopies, chicken wire, broken

toys. A deeper look, however, reveals

some distinctly modern homes, with

white picket fences and verdant front

yards dotted with shining ornaments,

a neat, relatively well-equipped ele-

mentary school for reservation chil-

dren, and even a small airport for

private planes.

But none of this makes the

Onondagas forget their leading role

in the confederacy's council. They
are the "keepers of the central fire"

and the "keepers of the wampum"—
belts of shells that carry the laws

written in symbols. (For many years,

however. New York has stored these

belts at its state museum, claiming

they are priceless and fragile.)

Among the many ancient rituals and

social patterns that the Onondaga
preserve are the false-face ceremony

(a rite for curing illness) ; the cere-

monious gathering at Onondaga of

Longhouse chiefs (still elected by
the clanmothers) ; the old stick-

throwing game of snow snake. Iro-

quois youngsters are taught the

Onondagas' ancient tongue. It is use-

ful later when the Indians want to

talk among themselves.

Near the center of the reservation

is a tombstone marking the remains

of Handsome Lake, the great Iro-

quois prophet. In the early 1800's,

he began exhorting the Indians to

control their drinking and other

imitations of the white man. Esti-

mates vary concerning the influence

of his "good message," but his teach-

ing still provides spiritual guidance

for many Iroquois. Across the road

from his tombstone is the wood-

en, white-painted Longhouse, with

benches along the inside walls. In

this rectangular building the Six

Nations Council is convened by to-

day's Tododaho, chief of the Iro-

quois Confederacy. His ancient name
means "he whose house blocks the

path," and some non-Indians think

the Onondagas are still obstinately

blocking the path—impeding prog-

ress, so to speak. The Onondagas
reply they are simply trying to pre-

serve and protect the ancient culture.

This clash has had its effect. Of all

Iroquois reservations, Onondaga is

the most tense and openly agitated.

Because "white men only talk to

us when they want something," the

Onondagas are wary about discuss-

ing their problems with a stranger.

But once they agree to talk they are

eloquent and candid. The following

is from my notes on one meeting:

"Meeting of the Chiefs' Council

in the Longhouse at 11:00 Sunday
morning. A typical church hour, so

Christian Iroquois would probably

not be there. I found twelve men and
two women in the room. One man
was standing and speaking Onon-
daga. (It sounds like chanting rather

than speaking.) After several minutes

he asked me to state my business,

which I did. The men began talking

quietly in small groups. After fifteen

minutes Louis Papineau, a Mohawk
married to an Onondaga, rose and

began to speak.

"He said first there should be a

'revision' of annuities, fixed by the

treaty of 1788. The Onondaga are

annually paid $2,430, plus salt, for

land taken from them. Last year this

amounted to a little over $2 per

capita, and will dwindle as the num-
ber of people on the reservation

grows. Others joined in. A young
Continued on page 60
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Marston Sates

A Naturalist at Large

One gets the impression, these

days, that everyone has be-

come aware of the environment. The

President makes speeches about the

quality of the environment; the

Mayor of New York has discovered

air (Los Angeles discovered it long

ago) ; and the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare has

started work in North Carolina on

a gigantic center for the study of

environmental health. There have

been endless committees, commis-

sions, conferences, and symposia-

all producing reports. I have a large

pile of the reports here in my study,

with titles like The Dynamic Spec-

trum: Man, Health and Environ-

ment; Environmental Quality in a

Growing Economy; Air Pollution;

Waste Management and Control;

An Ecological Approach to Envi-

ronmental Stress. There are dozens

more, but that should give the idea.

Of course the environment is not

new, nor is awareness of man's ef-

fect as an agent of environmental

deterioration. The classic book on

the subject, Man and Nature; or

Physical Geography as Modified by

Human Action, by George Perkins

Marsh, was published in 1864. It

was reissued in 1965 by Harvard

University Press with a historical

and biographical introduction by

David Lowenthal. Marsh's book was
widely read in the latter part of the

nineteenth century, and it had con-

siderable influence on the thinking

of many people. Among other

things, it led directly to the estab-

lishment of our Forest Service and

national forest reserves. Secretary

of the Interior Udall has well said,

that it marked "the beginning of

land wisdom in this country." The
book still reads easily, with an up-

to-date feeling except for occa-

sional anachronisms, such as re-

marks about malaria being caused

by bad air.

Yet our wisdom about the envi'

ronment, about the land we inhabit

sometimes seems not to have showi
much growth in the hundred yean
since Marsh published his book. Ir

fact, the current outpouring of re

ports, studies, plans, and laws could

be taken as an indication that eni

vironmental deterioration is reach!
|

ing crisis proportions. We seem Ui

require a crisis before starting tcjj

take effective action—which makei
one wonder about all this talk

man as a "rational animal."

Environment— I can remembel
when I thought it was a rather siml

pie idea. It meant the setting, th|i

surroundings, of an individual,

population, or a biological commul
nity. But the more I have though

about it, the more confused I hav

become, which is a not-unusual coi

sequence of concentrating on som
particular idea. One difficulty is thi

organisms and their environmeni

form interacting systems, modifyin

each other in varied ways. The tyj

of forest, for instance, that grows i

a particular region depends in pa

on the regional climate and soil; bi

the type of soil is also a consequent]

of the kind of forest (coniferou

hardwood, or what), and the pre

ence of the forest results in modii|

cation of the climate. These sorts
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relations have led ecologists increas-

ingly to try to think in terms of

ecosystems: of living organisms and

physical factors in the environment

forming parts of interrelated wholes.

When ive turn to man, then, Ave

would do well to think, not so much
about the human environment, as

about the human ecosystem. An in-

creasingly large proportion of the

earth's surface is being altered by
human actions—and this in turn is

coming to govern what men do or

can do. Ecologists. who tend to be

fond of big words, sometimes call

this man-dominated region of the

globe the "anthroposere"; or, fol-

lowing a Russian named Vernad-

sky, the "noosphere," the world of

the mind, which is coming to replace

the "biosphere," the world of life.

I dislike both of these words and

prefer to think about "the man-

altered landscape," though I do wish

I had a better phrase.

The human ecosystem involves a

particularly puzzling and complex

set of interrelations among its or-

ganic and inorganic components. I

first became fully aware of this when

I was asked, a few years ago, to talk

about "the environment" with one

of the national committees that had

been formed to consider our re-

source problems. I made a fairly

conventional sort of analysis in

terms, particularly, of the per-

ceptual environment (the aspects of

the world about us that we are able

to intercept and interpret with our

sense organs) and the operational

environment fthinss that affect us

physically even though we cannot

directly perceive them, such as

viruses and some kinds of radia-

tion). When I had finished. Peter

Murdock, an anthropologist who
was present, asked, "What do you

do about the supernatural envi-

ronment?"

This gave me pause. I had re-

cently spent some time on an atoll

in Micronesia where spirits were

very common. Thev were as "real"

to the people as, say, the sharks in

the lagoon—and far more impor-

tant because they could, if not prop-

erly propitiated, do a great deal

more damage, by calling up a ty-

phoon or causing an epidemic. We,
with our background of Western sci-

ence, knew that the spirits were not

really there; they were creations of

the minds of the people. But their

WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES

OF THE SOVIET UNION
A Nature Tour of the USSR—

the first of its kind.

July 30th to August 14th, 1967

Leader: Dr. Charles Vaurie, American Mu-
seum of Natural History and Mrs. Vaurie.

Dr. Vaurie has made several ornithological

journeys in the USSR and was, on two of

them, accompanied by Mrs. Vaurie who is

an entomologist at the American Museum of

Natural History.

Co-Leaders in the USSR: English speaking

Russian ornithologists will act as ornitho-

logical co-leaders in all places.

Advisory Committee in the USSR; Professors

Gladkov, V. E. Flint, Ivanov, Sludskyj and
Rustanov.

Itinerary: Harbor archipelagus of Helsinki in

transit-Lake Onega and northern taiga from
Petrozavodsk—Volga Delta from Astrakhan-

Tien Shan Mountains from Alma Ata—South-
ern Coast of Black Sea from Batumi
Caucasus from Tbilisi. Sightseeing in Lenin-

grad, Moscow, Samarkand.

The first group of this tour, leaving on July

23rd with Harold S. Peters and Mrs. Peters

as leaders, is fully booked.

All inclusive cost: US $1585.00 from New'
York.

Please write for participation, printed book-

let and bird lists to: Dr. Charles Vaurie,

American Museum of Natural History, 79tli

St. at Central Park West, New York, N. Y.

10024. After May 25th please to Dr. C.

Vaurie, c/o Treasure Tours Intl. Office of

Academic Liaison, 1010 St. Catherine W.,

Montreal, Que., Canada.

Organizers:

TREASURE TOURS INTERNATIONAL INC.

Office of Academic Liaison

1010 St. Catherine W., Montreal, Que.. Canada

AUSTRALIA
A NATURE TOUR
OF A CONTINENT

November 3rd to December 5th, 1967

Leader: Mr. David Stirling, Ornithologis
and Park Naturalist, Dept. of Conserva
tion of British Columbia, Victoria, B.C.

Canada. Mr. Stirling has visited mos
Australian national parks and hire

sanctuaries on extensive ornithologica
journeys.

Co-Leaders: Well known Australiai
field ornithologists: Arnold McGill, Ro^

Wheeler, Bob Brown, Billie Gill, Barrif

and Joanna Morgan. Co-organizers ii

Australia: L. H- Smith, National Park.

Authority, Melbourne and Dr. G. Vai
Tets, Canberra.

Itinerary: Kauai in transit from Hone
lulu-Hawksbury River Estuary one

Royal National Park from Sydney
Wyperfeld National Park, Healesvill
Sanctuary and Philip Island from Me'
bourne—Lake Alexandrina and Kangc
roo Island from Adelaide—Alice Sprinc
Todd River and Ayers Rock-Atherto
Tableslands from Cairns-Heron Islan.

on Barrier Reef — Lamington Nationc
Park, Raby Bay, Gold Greek, Fleay'
Fauna Sanctuary from Brisbane — tw
days birding on Fiji on return. Mo:
birds and marsupials will be seen i'

Australia; to the first comer to Austral!
almost every bird is a new bird.

Please write for participation, prints

booklet and lists of birds and marsi
pials to; Mr. David Stirling, 3500 Sail
bxiry Way, Victoria, B.C., Canada.

TREASURE TOURS INTERNATIONAL IN

Office of Academic Liaison

1010 St. Catherine W.. Montreal. Que.. Tana
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Weight only 24 02.

You can go for

miles. Machine
washable. All reg-

ular shoe sizes.

Color: Olive Ian /
$8.95 postpaid I

Shikari Knife
The Ultimate Hunting Knife— Uncon-
ditionally guaranteed — 5" hand-

crafted blade forged of high carbon

steel. Unbreakable handle. Hand-

made sheath with sharpening stone.

Wt. 9 oz. $27.50 Postpaid

Shikari Hat
The Original— tough, dur-

able, light weight fur felt.

Handsome — white hunte
style — genuine zebra
band. The finest fiel

hat you can own,
COLOR—Sudan Ta
Sizes 63,4 - IVs
$22.50 Postpaid

SEND FOR OUR FREE 80 PAGE COLOR CATALOG.
EXTRAORDINARY SAVINGS ON THE FINEST IM-

PORTED SPORTS CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
DIRECT FROM THE MARKETS OF THE WORLD.
Each unique, quality item is fully guaranteed.

Everything from spoitcoats. down jackets, sweat-

ers and slacks to knives, boots, luggage and

hundreds of other exciting items are available . .

.

exclusively at NORM THOMPSON OUTFITTER TO
SPORTSMEN THE WORLD OVER.

^t^ NORiM THOIMPSON ^t^
1805 N.W. THURMAN DEPT. 1A

PORTLAND, OREGON 97209

Quantity Item Name Size Price

n Please send free color catalog.

Check enclosed for

Name

influence on human behavior, as a

part of the atoll environment, was

undeniable.

Discussion of Murdock's idea

rapidly became general. We did not

believe that there were any spirits

lurking in the board room of the

National Academy of Sciences,

where we were meeting. But we

soon realized that the place teemed

with various ideas and attitudes that

the individuals present had acquired

from their cultural backgrounds—

we were really in no position to feel

superior to the Micronesians. I

think it was the botanist Ray Fosberg

who came up with the suggestion

that we should talk, not about the

"supernatural environment," but

about the "conceptual environ-

ment": the world of ideas that sur-

rounds every man and so greatly

influences his beliefs and behavior.

This brings us back to the eco-

system, to a special case of the in-

teraction of organism and environ-

ment. Our culture—which I presume

is the conventional term for our

conceptual environment— is devel-

oped by people, perhaps in part by

individuals, but more by the accu-

mulated traditions of groups. We
made it, but it in turn molds our

actions, our way of life.

Sometimes I visualize this most

easily in terms of clothing and hous-

ing. What we wear is determined by

our ideas of what we ought to wear;

only in such cases as space suits and

arctic garments has practicality won

over appearance. Many studies have

shown that from the point of view of

comfort and physiology, the ideal

clothing for the wet tropics is no

clothing. But even when we move

into this environment, we cling to

our ideas of propriety and find it

easier to change the climate with air

conditioning than to take off our

clothes. This is a particularly sore

point with me because I hate the

tight feeling of a necktie: yet on

the lecture platform or at a com-

mittee meeting, there I am, follow-

ing the laws of convention. At least

it enables me to make the point

sometimes about the compelling in-

fluence of the conceptual environ-

ment on human behavior and physi-

cal comfort.

Lynn White, Jr., Professor of His-

tory at the University of California,

Los Angeles, has published a most

thought-provoking article in the

"They laughed

when I wound u]

my shaver..!'

That's liable to happen to you when you first

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind-up sha

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergei

type of shaver (because it needs no cords or

teries). After all, how can a hand-cranked sh

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job?

how many times do you have to wind the darn t

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving hi

revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gi

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a 1

Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now, ab

the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIE

(named for its birthplace, Monte Carlo) is fil

with a huge mainspring made of the same Swed

super steel used in the most expensive watch n

ments. You crank the key just like a movie ca

(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves

shaves and shaves. From ear to ear; from no:

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full ;

ing speed right to the end—and long enough to

the complete job. Hard to believe, but really tr

A few more details: The surgical steel blade

designed that they are continuously selfsharpeni.

You will find that the more you use the RlVl!

the sharper and the better it gets. The gu

unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that
p,

sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver

your face and gently guide it in circular motion:

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell

with words. We just want to get you open-mi

enough to tie up $17 for two weeks. We'll give

that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it

appoints you (if you want to return it for al

son), send it back. Your money will be in the

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that

won't happen and that you will want to keep

RIVIERA for the office, club, cat

nent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that

of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it

P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric

but you save the cost of repairing it. The

that it leaves in your pocket: the dependabi

the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—th

give you the last laugh.

r PMCf YOUR ORDER HERE

'Mail to: HAVERHILL'S „
526 Washington St., San Francisco, Calif. 941

'please send me the RIVIERA Sha

I
amazed and delighted or I may returi

I two weeks after receipt for

I understand that there is a one year's uncondit

' guarantee on parts and workmanship.

] a I enclose $16.95 plus $1.00 for postage

I insurance. (Calif, residents odd 4% soles

I n Bill Amer. Express Acct. #_
I

'-'
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uisJiminez is starting 4th grade a little late,
hanks to the Smiths.
In the Colombian village of Soa-
ischool is a luxury that fathers of

1 the brightest, most ambitious
liren can't afford. So it didn't
irise anyone when Luis Jiminez
)ped out of school in the third
le. The big surprise— Soacha
it a little miracle— is that Luis

t back to school this year.
3etty and John Chabot Smith
2 it happen. Through Save the
dren Federation they're giving
a month to give Luis a chance
aver thought possible.

'Vho are these "miracle workers,"
5miths? If you met them, they
t tell you of their daughter's
. Or their son, who's working his
through law school. John might
about his work as a teacher of
ive writing. Or you might be in-
ted in their charming colonial
house in southern Connecticut,
(most paid for. The Smiths are
g way from being wealthy. Al-
ih you'd have a hard time tell-

lat to the people of Soacha.
Jntil the Smiths came along,
1 Soacha had any knowledge of

the outside world.
- ,^ r They knew a lot
* aboutdesperate

poverty, hunger
and hopelessness,

though.TakeLuis'

,, father, for exam-
. „ -•„ pie. His take-

home pay is $ 1

th. He has five children to feed.
'1 for Luis wasn't in his budget.
ut this was before the Smiths.
: Smith firc^ became interested

iren Federation
ihe worked for them last year.

1
after time she saw them do
;rs for people with the money
'ed from sponsors. Now the
s are sponsors. And their $15
Ith is doing wonders for Luis,
inily and even the village.
iJis is back in school. Luis'
1
has a small patch of land he
ever cultivated because he
'not afford seed and fertilizer.

ear he is growing corn. With
', there is still money left over.
•noney, together with funds
kher sponsors, was borrowed
It interest by the village to
new school.

3re money and more people (

e Smiths are needed to give

other children the boost they need to
permanently end their need for help.
That's what Save the Children Fed-
eration is all about.

Although contributions are tax
deductible, Save the Children is not
a relief agency.The aim is not merely
to buy one child a few hot meals and
a warm coat. Instead, your contribu-
tion is used to give the child, the fam-
ily and the village, the "seed money"
they need to start helping them-
selves.

As a sponsor you can select a
child in Latin America. Or a ^
child in Korea,Vietnam, Africa K
or Greece. You will receive a M
photo of the child, regular re- M
ports on his progress, and, if U
you wish, a chance to corre- IS
spond with the child and his K
family.

The Smiths know thev Wt
can't save the world for $ 1 5 a ^month. Only a small corner of U
it. But maybe that is the way M
to save the world. If there are fl
enough people like Betty and P
John Smith. How about you? w9

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State De-
partment Advisory Committee on
Voluntary Foreign Aid, and is a
member of the International Union
for Child Welfare. Financial state-
ments and annual reports are avail-
able on request.

Save The Children Federation-
Founded in 1932
National Sponsors (partial list):

FaithBaldwin,MTs.JamesBryantConant,
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,
Jerry Lewis, Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warn

ave The Children Federation
ORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

'ISHTOCONTRIBUTE$180ANNUALLYTOHELPACHILDir
KOREADGREECED VIETNAMD LATIN AM ERICADAFRIC
WHERE THE NEED IS GREATEST.

ICLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT
$15.00 MONTHLY Q $45.00 QUARTERLY
$90.00 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $180.00 ANNUALLY
;AN'TSP0NS0RACHILD. ENCLOSED IS ACONTRIBUTIONO

SEND ME MORE INFORMATION

ME_



precise exposure
control is no longer

a professional secret
Bright sky, dark subject? Tricky, iiigh-

contrast light situations like this make

precise exposure difficult, even for pro-

fessional photographers. But now, the

new Minolta SR-T 101 35mm single lens

reflex, with exclusive "Contrast Light

Compensator", measures exposure

through the lens for perfect control

under any light conditions. This

precision instrumentassures ^*

superb picture quality with a world-

famed Rokkor lens. And with unmatched

handling ease, it's no wonder the ex-

perts at Modern Photography call the

SR-T 101 "a hard-to-beat combination of

quality and convenience". Prices start

under $270, plus case. See your Minolta

dealer or write for free literature to

Minolta Corp., 200 Park Avenue

^ South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Minolta

TAKE A NEW

LOOK AT NATURE

New 1 Y-2." attached case

2-power magnifier

• You'll find yourself taking this little

magnifier everywhere you go, inside or

out. You get vivid, sharp 2-power mag-
nification with a lens of finest quality

optical glass. A protective case lets you
swing the magnifier in and out, keeps
the lens safe from damage in the field

or in your pocket. Made in America, it's

perfect for specimens, maps, all close-up

work at only $1.19 ! For complete folder

on Readers and Magnifiers, virrite Bausch
& Lomb, Rochester, New York 14602.

BAUSCH S^LOMB

More than just a telescope

More than just a microscope.

Emoskop:
a complete

vestpocket

optical/^

system.xc:.
We went to Wetzlor, Germany (world capital of fir

optics) to find such perfection at such a price. R
move the EMOSKOP from its fitted leather ca
and it is o 30-power microscope. A twist of the wri

converts it to a 2.5-power telescope (ideal for th

ater, field and sl<y) or a unique 2.5x telescope-loup
Another twist and you have a choice of mognifyir
glasses: 5-, I0-, or 15-powers! Q The perfect vei

pocket companion for exacting professionals and
scientists, and all those who wish to observe any
thing more closely and clearly. Q A most discree
opera glass. D If you make a fetish of quality, th

EMOSKOP will do you proud. Five coated lense;

fully achromatic, absolutely flat field. D Moder
Photography Magazine colls the EMOSKOP ".

. . th

only magnifier worthy of the name." D Haverhill'
guarantees your satisfaction without quolificatior

[NSTANT ORDER BLANK
Mail lo: HAVERHILL'S ^^'^

524 Washington St., San Francisco, Calif. 941 1

1

Send me Emoskop Optical Syslem(s) % $14.95*

I enclose check or M.O. plus $1.00 for post, and ins.

P Bill Amer. Expr. Accl. i .

(California residents add 4 ?; sales lax)

-^^.7(ffaverhills
~'

ching */ie V—/ World io bring you the f/nesf

issue of Science for 10 March 1967,

entitled "The Historical Roots of

Our Ecologic Crisis." He sketches

developments in the history of the

Judeo-Christian tradition that have

led to our present worship of science

and technology—and to the present

crisis in our relations with the rest 1

of nature. White feels that today's

patching and mending is. finally,

futile without some large change in

our attitude—in our religion.

"There are many calls to action,"

he writes, "but specific proposals,

however worthy as individual items,

seem too partial, palliative, nega

tive: ban the bomb, tear down the

billboards, give the Hindus contra-

ceptives and tell them to eat their

sacred cows. . . . What shall we do?

No one yet knows. Unless we think

about fundamentals, our specific

measures may produce new back
lashes more serious than those they

are designed to remedy." We need

in terms of my phraseology, to mod'

ify our conceptual environment.

In the meanwhile we are living—

and in the course of our summer
vacations we w'ill be traveling—in a

man-altered landscape that is the

consequence of our ideas. The su-

premacy of the automobile, the pat-

tern of highways and towns and)

cities, the forests that are gone and
those that are left as parks or re^

serves, the animals that are pro-

tected and those that are persecuted

—our whole ecosystem is shaped by
the concepts of our culture.

This ecosystem is curiously ne-

glected as a subject of scientific

study. Ecology and economics have

the same Greek root (from oikos,

the household). Yet when one looks

at the textbooks and college courses,

there is almost nothing in common,
When I wrote The Forest and the\

Sea back in 1960. I made the quip

that ecologists like to play the

game of pretending that man doesn't

exist, while economists, correspond-

ingly, like to pretend that nature

doesn't exist. Although there is an

increasing amount of communica
tion between the two groups, we

still have a long way to go before

we achieve any real understanding

of the problems of man and nature.

The ecologists are beginning to

discover the man-altered landscape

and I have attended a number oii

meetings on the subject—always geti

ting new ideas, and sometimes nev|

'4



and industrial photograpfier needs it.!

applications of photography

clence and industry are

erous and undisputed. It

!d require many volumes
3r than this single page just

;t, let alone discuss, these

cations. Both as a research

and a recording device,

ography has certainly

3d not only convenient, but

any cases of sophisticated

intific and industrial
arch, Invaluable.

Dusly, the single most im-

int feature of photography

i ability to produce a per-

3nt record of a visual hap-

ig. Something that may or

not be visible to the human
That may occur at a speed

h would not make it visible

e human eye or that may
r in a place where it would
le convenient or even safe

i human observer to be.

3 long been acknowledged
[the single most superior

tra for most research pur-

5 is the single lens reflex

ara. Because all viewing
•focusing is through the

'ind is completely free from
nax error, then regardless

e combination of supple-

; 3ry lenses, extension tubes

( mellows extensions used,

; nage seen on the viewing

r n is identical with the final

re-

rtunately, most of the
lens reflex cameras avail-

10 the researcher use the

1 format and consequently
sr from lack of image
y when the negative is en-

I to any degree. This prob-

> overcome by the use of

4 square format as in the

Iblad system.

optics of Carl Zeiss lenses with

built in Synchro Compur shut-

ters allowing the use of both

flash and strobe at all speeds,

that the Hasselblad system does.

Here's what the Hasselblad Sys-

tem consists of. Firstly, the

500C, the standard camera in the

system*. It accepts all seven

lenses available for the Hassel-

blad, and is a single lens reflex

viewing camera. The 500C
always shows you exactly how
your final picture will turn out

on the ground glass screen,

in the same way a view camera
does. This allows you to concen-

trate on the setting up and com-
position of your picture, no mat-

ter what lens or accessories you

are using on the camera.

The lens, magazine, focusing

hood and winding knob of the

500C are all instantly inter-

changeable.

Next is the Hasselblad Super
Wide C.The camera that caused

a breakthrough in 2% square

photography. Equipped with a

38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss

Biogon f/4.5 lens, this camera
allows you to take pictures pre-

viously considered impossible.

The superb optics of the lens

assures perfect distortion-free

horizontal and vertical delinea-

tion, with sharpness of image
from corner to corner of the

negative area, even at full aper-

ture. Depth of field at an aper-

ture of f/22 is from 26 inches to

infinity.

The newest camera in the Has-

selblad System is the electri-

cally driven Hasselblad 500EL.

This camera automatically ad-

vances the film and cocks the

shutter, allowing a rapid series

of exposures to be made, either

by use of the camera release

or long release cords, timer or

remote radio control. The 500EL
accepts all the lenses and most
accessories available for the

500C. Obviously one of the ad-

vantages of this camera is that

the photographer is freed from
the actual mechanics of picture

taking and can therefore, de-

vote himself completely to the

subject.

The use of the 500EL with the

Hasselblad 70mm film maga-
zine, (up to 70 exposures on

cassette loaded 70mm film)

allows the photographer, work-

ing on a job where a large num-
ber of exposures are required,

to handle his work load much
more quickly and efficiently.

There are seven Carl Zeiss
lenses in the Hasselblad System,

40, 50B, 80, 120, 150, 250i: and
500mm. Each lens has a built

Five different instantly intet

changeable film magazines are

available. These magazines
allow the photographer to make
12 or 16 exposures on 12C

film", 24 exposures on 22C

film^ and 70 exposures on

70mm film. The magazines also

allow the choice of 3 format;

(2V4 square, 21/4 X 1%, 1% X 1%)
This allows not only for speed

of operation, but the conver
ience of being able to change

either film type or format in

mid-roll.

Completing the system is a

huge range of accessories thai

includes extension tubes andi

bellows extensions for close|

up work, filters, transparency

copy holders, cut film backs
eye level prism finders'^, sports

view finders, sun shades
rapid winding crank', quick

focusing handles^, grips'"

underwater housings, ring lights

tripod quick coupling'-, micro

scope attachments and carrying

cases.

We have purposely avoided dis

cussing specific applications to

which the Hasselblad system
might be applied. Not only be

cause of the limitations of the

space available, but because
the number of applications is

almost infinite.

Hasselblad systems are being

used today in many branches of

science and industry. And are

even a part of the NASA space

program. Shown below are just

a few parts of the system that

seem to have become particu

larly popular with many people

engaged in some aspect of!

science or industry.

i Tiple fact is that there is

ijie camera system avail-

If oday which offers the
e ific or industrial photog-
il r the choice of camera
'i;, interchangeable film

Bines, accessories and at-

lents, plus the superb

in Synchro Compur shutter,

with automatic stopping down
at the moment of exposure and
manual preview for depth of

field checks. Every lens has
both M and X synchronization al-

owing the use of flash and
strobe at all speeds up to

l/500th of a second.

This description of the Hassel-

blad system has been neces-

sarily brief. If you would like a

Hasselblad catalogue or further

literature or if you have a spe-

cific technical inquiry write to

Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Rdi

Linden, New Jersey 07036.

HASStlBLAD



naturally
it's

UHER'
by
TnartGL

the sounds o£ Nature
sound like
the sounds o£ Nature
ivhen recorded on the
UHER4000 Report-

L

Whether you want to record the

mating call of South American
ants, or a thunderstorm over the

Himalayas, the UHER 4000 Re-

port-L will repeat it back to you
NATURALLY.
Performance-proven in the bitter

cold at the top of Mt. Everest, and
in the humid, torrid African jun-

gles, the UHER 4000 Report-L has

become the first choice of natural-

ists, explorers, adventurers, and
outdoorsmen the world over. With-
out regard for time or place, the

UHER 4000 Report-L is ready to

do the job — NATURALLY.
Want to know more about this out-

standing member of the First Fam-
ily of Tape Recorders? See your

UHER Dealer, or use the coupon,

and get the whole story.
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WE'VE GOT SO MUCH TO SHOW YOU
1. Icarex 35, a genuine break in the price barrier for precision 35 mm Single Lens

Reflex camera "systems." Witii interchangeable lenses and viewfinders, 2-way flash

jynchronization, depth of field preview and many other pro features. ($139.00)

2. Conlarex S, a new, semi-automatic addition to the famed Contorex series featuring

unique CdS metering behind the lens that gives combined advantages of spot and

integrated readings. Every operational control is visible in the viewfinder. Accepts

all elements made since first Contarex model plus new optical and mechanical

innovations. With Zeiss lessor f/2.8, 50 mm. ($519.00)

3. Smallest eleclronic flash that gives a velvet blast of light, indoors or out. Mefz
Mecablitz 160. ($57.95)

I. The world's first electronic exposure meter, Ikophot T. No moving parts, dial

lluminates when exposure readings are correct. Exceptional accuracy and speed,

'mpact resistant. ($64.95)

..' u . '- \ .^x'srs. ^ .-4 ''he>Lr>

THAT WE'LL HAVE TO MAIL THE REST!
This is a most happy dilemma brought about by our

having just too many exceptional products to tell

you about in one page.

Instead, we've prepared a special booklet that will

show you everything that was introduced at the

Photokina and MPDFA Photo Expositions of the very

latest happenings in precision, automatic and elec-

tronic photography. It's called, "Photography, from

Beginner to Pro" and is designed to make it very

easy for you to judge exactly what type and price

camera or accessory is ideal for you.

The booklet is FREE. Just fill in your name and

address, cut the self-mailer along dotted lines, fold

and mail.

It won't make it any easier to pronounce our name,

but it will show you every reason why it's worth the

attempt.

ZEISS IKON
VOIGTLANDER

cameras, lenses, projectors, electronic flash and accessories from 5 to 795 dollars.

Street:.

city:.

place

5c

Stamp

here

state:. .zip:_

ZEISS IKON-VOIGTLANDER OF AMERICA, INC.

DEPARTMENT NH
444 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10015

cut along dotted line, fold through center and mail for your booklet without cost or obligation.







About the Author

Ihere are days when a cool sea breeze seems to blow

through The American Museum of Natural History—

as if the Museum's walh had disappeared and the

Museum itself somehow stretched far below Manhattan

Island, past the Caribbean, and into the southernmost

reaches of South America. The breeze carries saltness

and openness and the cries of petrels and terns. It is on

such days that those of us who work in the Museum
know that Robert Cushman Murphy is about. If the

Museum's youngest visitors don't recognize, this tall

man with the unbelievably distinguished voice, the

Museum staff knows him very well indeed. One likes

to think that a legend may yet survive among the

Gentoo Penguins of South Georgia Island far in the

South Atlantic of a tall young naturalist from a

northern island—Long Island, Whitman's "fish-shape

Paumanok"—whose eye could spot a leopard seal faster

than they could themselves. But this was in 1913, when

young Murphy, fresh out of college, had joined the

whaler Daisy on his first field trip to the earth's south-

ern frontier. It had been a long journey, relieved by

wonderful observations and by long chats with Correia,

the Azorean ship's cooper. But at South Georgia, twelve

hundred miles east of Cape Horn, Murphy was in his

element. Where else could he eat fresh fish from the

stomach of a dolphin or spend days and days exploring

colonies of Wandering Albatrosses and Giant Fulmars?

There he was, a Brown varsity sweater under his dog-

skin coat, sitting in his tent on the Bay of Isles, aivait-

ing the next great splash as a berg broke off from the

glacier opposite him. And during lunch—an albatross-

egg sandwich—he could watch the white-capped Gen-

toos pace back and forth on the Jurassic shingle. He
had found his calling; for the next half century he

ivould be America's ambassador to the penguin, the

petrel, and the tern.

His far-seeing eyes have studied the flight of more
marine birds than have those of any other human
being. Decade after decade he has represented The
American Museum on the dour, rain-soaked coasts of

Ecuador, in the green, mineral-laden waters of the

Humboldt Current^ in the gray, storm-lashed endless-

ness of the South Pacific, and on uncounted islands of

southern oceans on which terns, sheathbills, and fla-

mingos alight to rear their young.

As the 1930's advanced. Murphy realized that he

was in possession of a priceless bit of understanding:

the oceans, which for the rest of humanity were one

vast body of salt water, for him were composed of a

multitude of distinct, clearly delimited habitats. Not

for nothing had he been born in the very year Victor

Hensen coined the word plankton. Murphy came to

know the oceans as groupings of wholly different life

zones with waters whose sharply differentiated tem-

peratures and mineral content formed the ecological

base of separate worlds of plankton. Each planktonic

community, in turn, supported a wholly individual

assemblage of marine birds. In his Oceanic Birds of

South America, he placed his favorite groups of birds

in their natural relations to their environment with a

grace and an understanding that opened up an entirely

new dimension of life on this planet.

In 1938 The American Museum appointed him

Curator of Oceanic Birds, recognizing his dominion

over the realm of zoology he had brought into being.

He continued his field work—in the 1940's he reported

to readers of Natural History on "The Lost World

of the Takahe," a gallinule that turned up as a "living

fossil" in New Zealand; in the 1950's he enthusiasti-

cally reported the survival of the Cahow, a Bermuda
petrel thought extinct since 1620. In 1960 he signed on

as zoologist aboard the icebreaker Glacier for service

in the Bellingshausen Sea in the Antarctic.

Today, in a museum he has done much to shape,

Robert Cushman Murphy's presence is still deeply felt.

He is eighty now, and still stands a little bit taller, a

little bit straighter than anyone else around. To a

reader of his Daisy journal, there is something star-

tling (but also deeply satisfying) about seeing him pass

by the bust of Daniel Giraud Elliot, a much admired

zoologist of the turn of the century, on the Museum's

second floor. It brings back a near memory that a bit

of page-turning soon confirms in his journal entry for

28 September 1912: "The chief draivback to a daf

below is that I have to stoop wherever I go and, indeed,

ivhenever I stand. I want to live up to my promise to

reach old age with the carriage and bearing of Daniel

Giraud Elliot."

As a species, ive take pride in being more upright-

in as many ways as possible—than other primates. A:

Dr. Murphy strides through the halls of The Americar

Museum, his eyes seem to see beyond all obstacles-

and they seem to reach for a distant horizon when
air and ocean meet and where sea birds in a clamoroui

and unlimited variety fill the air.

Jean Le Corbeille.
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THE URGENCY
OF PROTECTING LIFE

ON AND AROUND
THE GREAT
SOUTHERLY CONTINENT
by Robert Cushman Murphy

[>eyond doubt, the Antarctic is

le only facet of our world in which

lan has not yet lived long enough

) have had an overwhelming effect

pon the native ecosystem. Every-

here else he has transformed pri-

iordial conditions to such an ex-

:nt that we have only a vague idea

f what they once were. Man,

iroughout his latter cultural his-

iry, has shown that he is the sole

isatiable predator because, unlike

1 other animals, he takes his prey

ostly from motives other than

ose of personal survival. Places in

hich we can observe and experi-

ent in a primitive climax grow
arcer year by year, or day by day.

It in Antarctica they remain thus

r at our service.

The water and land enclosed with-

the Antarctic Circle are unique-

several ways. Their relationships

th both higher and lower belts of

titude are different from those of

rresponding areas around the

rthern end of the earth's axis,

uthward from the North Pole and
ctic Ocean, for example, there is

relatively rapid climatic transition

polar to subarctic, to cold-

inperate, to warm-temperate. In

3 Southern Hemisphere, however,

: have to forget the equivalent po-

ions of the two polar circles and
recognize that the antarctic en-

onment is actually three times

ger than the arctic environment.
The continental climate of high
itudes in the Northern Hemi-
5ere assures mild summers and a

rich diversity of plant and animal

life. Antarctica, on the contrary, has

a broad belt of oceanic climate sur-

rounding the lofty and frozen in-

terior. Instead of being closely

rimmed by land masses such as

Eurasia and North America it is by

far the most isolated part of the

world. The narrowest gap that sepa-

rates it from other continents south

of the Equator is the 700-mile reach

across Drake Passage, from the Ant-

arctic Peninsula to Cape Horn.

That Antarctica is by far the most

insulated area on earth is equally

meaningful. It is meteorologically

buffered from all other land by a

wide and permanently cold ocean

and an overlying ring of circling

winds. It has been well said that

Antarctica has "trapped" its own
cold—which is fortunate for air-

breathing life everywhere else.

Site of a present-day ice age

more stupendous than the northern

Pleistocene glaciation, Antarctica

thus far shows no sign of a coming

interglacial stage. The twin factors

of isolation and insulation seem to

forestall that. Melting of the load of

antarctic ice, which is 90 per cent

of all the ice in the world, would

raise the ocean level by at least 200

feet. But most glaciologists believe

that the six or more million cubic

miles of antarctic ice are not less-

ening, despite the recent worldwide

trend toward climatic amelioration.

Warming, indeed, may only supply

more moisture from the north to

swell the scanty antarctic precipita-

tion and thus add to the ice cap.

Russian glaciologists have found

reasons for concluding that antarc-

tic stored ice may be growing at a

net rate of nearly 300 cubic miles a

year. This possible, though not yet

proven, gain would result even

though immeasurable quantities of

ice are carried outward from the gla-

cial coasts in tabular icebergs, some

of which are as big as the state of

Connecticut. The principal effect of

such transport is to maintain status

quo by keeping the isolating and in-

sulating ocean as cold as possible.

The respective differences be-

tween plant and animal life in the

Arctic and the Antarctic are due,

therefore, to the continental controls

in the north and the isolation, in-

sulation, and peripheral oceanic

climate of the southern realm. In

Antarctica we find no widely varied

flora and fauna such as fill the lands

around the North Pole. A hundred or

more kinds of flowering plants

thrive to the north of the Arctic Cir-

cle, whereas there are only two small

and obscure species south of the

Antarctic Circle. In spring the Arc-

tic rings with birdsong. The land

birds of ' Greenland include eagles,

falcons, owls, ptarmigan, larks,

wheatears, fieldfares, pipits, wag-

tails, redpolls, buntings, and ravens.

The arctic mammals number lem-

mings, hares, ermines, foxes, wolves,

bears, caribou, and musk-oxen.

These—not to mention a counterpart

of the Eskimo—are all missing from

the south. The distinctions show us,
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as was long ago pointed out ty

Charles Darwin, that the periodic

extreme temperatures of polar win-

ter are less inimical to life than the

unrelieved chill of antarctic, and

even subantarctic, summer.

For food resources, the Antarctic

claims the richest of all ocean

waters, and despite the harsh cli-

matic threshold, it has produced

also a spectacular assemblage of

life above sea level. Virtually all

this life, however, subsists upon a

food chain that extends from the

sea. For higher animals, such as

birds and mammals, there is no

equivalent of the arctic food chains

that stem from terrestrial vegeta-

tion. Antarctic life is manifest in

enormous numbers of individual or-

ganisms, rather than in a wide

range of kinds. The penguins, the

hordes of flying seafowl, the seals of

the drifting and the fast ice, the

primitive yet highly specialized

arthropods, the extraordinary inver-

tebrates of pools that remain frozen

except for a few days in each year,

the lichens, mosses, and other cryp-

togamic plants-all are there to be

investigated by the methods of

many scientific disciplines.

We need all these life forms for

ecological, behavioristic, physiolog-

ical, sociological, medical, and

many other reasons. We need them

likewise for esthetic and humanistic

ends. Since the Antarctic is the

only fragment of the world that still

seems unsuited to what we euphe-

mistically call "development," let us

keep it as we found it.

Nobody any longer doubts the

importance of national parks, even

though New Zealand is probably the

only nation that has dedicated an

adequate proportion of its territory

toward such use. The Antarctic

should properly be regarded as an

international park, a concept that

would harmonize with agreements

already concluded among the coun-

tries that began joint exploration

and research during the Interna-

tional Geophysical Year.

In 1964 twelve nations, which

had earlier signed the Antarctic

Treaty and subscribed to co-opera-

tive endeavor, ratified a list of

"Agreed Measures for the Conserva-
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The rapacity of skuas, which feed on penguin eggs and young or infirm

penguins, has aroused some enmity among human visitors and icorkers

in the Antarctic. But the much maligned skuas are indigenous elements

of the native coastal ecosystem, unlike the man photographing the ponderous

itinerant elephant seals or the increasingly numerous research stations

along the Antarctic coasts and in the interior. Beloiv, an Argentine

research station huddles at an edge of the Antarctic Peninsula.

tion of Antarctic Fauna and Flora."

This was an important step, even

though the field was limited to land

and water beyond 60° south lati-

tude. This means that it does not

cover the many islands to the north,

along the Antarctic Convergence.

Even more regrettable, it excludes

whaling operations, which have long

been the most shamefully short-

sighted of overexploitations. More
than 46,000 whales, a toll four or

five times greater than the ocean

population can safely endure, have

been slaughtered in the Antarctic

within a single season. Also, seals on

high-seas ice receive no present pro-

tection under the "Agreed Meas-

ures." One seal, the crabeater, ap-

pears right now to be running the

risk of a commercial threat. A list

of specially protected species has,

however, been drawn up, as well as

a list of specially protected areas.

But the official designation of these

areas has been put off for further

consideration. The document recog-

nizes that protection of the limited

vegetation, and of the great bulk of

small animal organisms, can be

achieved only throug'h preservation

of the habitat.

These slow-moving international

intentions are commendable, as we
all realize. But the representatives

of the United States in Antarctica

should on no account wait for their

implementation. By precept and ac-

tion it is up to us to make sure that

the spirit of conservation prevails,

most of all on the periphery of the

continent, which harbors life for a

hundred miles back from the sea.

This means that the pumping out

of ships' bilges in coastal waters,

and the ill-considered use of explo-

sives, are no more tolerable in the

Antarctic than elsewhere. It means
that all resources are to be used

only for truly cultural purposes. It

means that life is never to be sacri-

ficed for sport or "trophies." It

means that colonies of penguins and
other seabirds are never to be re-

garded as centers of amusement. We
know too well that penguin popula-

tions decline if frequently and care-

lessly visited by groups of human
beings, and especially if they are

stampeded by helicopters. Even in

the course of carefully controlled

investigation of Adelie Penguins
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fFhat looks like the prodigious yawn

of a sleepy elephant seal is

actually the animal's threat display.

it has been learned that a bird

seized and held briefly for banding

may reveal the traumatic effect for

a week thereafter, perhaps discon-

tinuing the behavior appropriate

for its reproductive stage, or fail-

ing to seek food in the sea at the

normal time.

No one would want to deny work-

ers at an antarctic station the privi-

lege of watching penguins, but reg-

ulations should leave no doubt that

the opportunity is a privilege, sub-

ject to necessary restrictions. Now
that Antarctica seems inevitably

destined to become an austral sum-

mer tourist realm, the point needs

more stressing than ever before.

l,n short, a penguin colony cannot

be a circus—not if it is to remain a

penguin colony. Intentional dam-

age, such as vandalism, is less to be

feared than harm from well-inten-

tioned trespass. Those who have

spent patient weeks recording the

seasonal cycle of breeding animals

know this, to their sorrow. The same

devoted researchers know likewise

the murderous havoc that can and

does result from heedless maneuver-

ing of aircraft. At the Antarctic

Symposium held at Buenos Aires in

November, 1959, it was "conceded

that each season the resupply opera-

tions in support of Antarctic scien-

tific bases bring with them into the

Antarctic a number of persons,

members of ships' companies and

others, who possess a minimum of

interest in the natural life and its

conservation and who, if not super-

vised and controlled, have made and
will continue to cause serious dam-
age to the flora and fauna."

And the time is past, except in

emergencies, when we are entitled

to rely upon antarctic resources for

a significant proportion of station

or shipboard food. Marine inverte-

brates and fish are perhaps an ex-

rpjition. but eggs and seals are not.

Nobody need now complain because

three hundred tons of seals were

killed and cached as food for the

sledge dogs of a former expedition.

But today there are too many of us,

coming too often, to warrant such

a sacrifice. Let me quote from the

minutes of the fourth meeting of

the Special Committee on Antarctic

Research, assembled at Cambridge

in 1960. "In recent years the depre-

dations of expeditions upon this tra-

ditional food source have become

alarmingly heavy, and are now con-

tinued without respite from year to

vear. For example, near several sta-

tions the stocks of Weddell seals

have been so disturbed that breed-

ing rates have been affected and

scientific research rendered diffi-

cult. Animals are killed without re-

gard to age or sex, and even animals

marked in the course of scientific

studies have been taken. Without

biological research it is impossible

to assess the permissible annual

crop which the various seal colonies

would stand, but it is certain that

this figure is being seriously ex-

ceeded in many areas."

We now have better use for the

seals and, fortunately, decreasing

need of the dogs. Dogs seem to me
to pose one of the few threats of last-

ins contamination in the Antarctic.

Rats, established for the better part

of two centuries at some of the

low-antarctic islands, are incapable

of surviving in a feral state on the

continent. Dogs, however, constitute

a danger worthy of international

consideration. There are rumors

aplenty that parties from at least

two co-operating countries have al-

lowed their dogs to run free, with re-

sulting butchery of penguins. No
native antarctic animals are in-

stinctively wary of terrestrial ene-

mies. How could they be when they

have never known them?

It is not absurdly unlikely that

dogs might become acclimated in

Antarctica and take on the role of

arctic wolves. In February, 1958,

the Japanese were forced to aban-

don fifteen Karafoto huskies when

heavy ice prevented the relief vessel

Soya from approaching their sta-

tion, and a blizzard made recovery

of the animals by helicopter out of

the question. In the following

spring, two of these dogs were found

alive, and the information was head-

lined in Tokyo newspapers. The ex-

pedition leader radioed that when
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the advance party landed, "Taro"

and "Jiro" bounded forward, wag-

ging their tails. If was assumed that

the thirteen lost dogs had fallen

into crevasses, had been rafted out to

sea on ice, or had been devoured by

the surviving huskies.

When Sir Vivian Fuchs came

aboard U.S.S. Glacier off Margue-

rite Bay, in March, 1960, he told me
that he had lost one of his sledge

dogs near the base of the Antarctic

Peninsula. Sixty days later the tru-

ant turned up again at the ship not

simply in good condition but fat,

after journeying 150 miles across the

ice. Dogs and wolves are of the

same genus. Huskies and wolves are

as close in habitus as in heritage. It

is horrifying and not wholly chi-

merical to picture wild dogs surviv-

ing, breeding, and multiplying on a

winter diet of Emperor Penguins and

a summer diet of Adelies—for as

long as the birds lasted!

And what of other domestic or

laboratory animals? The importa-

tion of poultry into Antarctica was

stopped in July, 1966, but guinea

pigs and mice are still called for.

Such creatures could not become
feral, but they might introduce para-

sites and viruses to infect the indige-

nous fauna. If experimental animals

are necessary at national stations,

provision should be made for their

hermetic isolation and for incinera-

tion of their excreta and bedding.

1, he transfer of contamination

over long distances needs always to

be kept in mind. No chlorinated hy-

drocarbons, so far as known, have

been used within many hundreds of

miles of Antarctica, yet Drs. Sladen

and Reichel have recently detected

residues of DDT in the tissues of

Adelie Penguins and a crabeater seal

from Cape Crozier. Other biologists

have found the same substance in

fish of the antarctic family Noto-

theniidae. Not one of these species

ranges northward beyond the pack
ice zone. The DDT was doubtless

acquired by way of a marine food

chain, and ultimately from creatures

that ingested it thousands of miles

away, perhaps in the Northern

Hemisphere. Although the com-

pound in the antarctic animals was
in concentrations believed to be

insignificant, the circumstances

should still serve as a warning.

Few persons are free from prej-

udice, and prejudices spring as

freely from altruistic motives as

from any other. An example in

Antarctica is the enmity that the

skua arouses in the tender breasts

of men who come in the ships and

planes. Skuas devour penguin eggs.

They miss no opportunity to steal,

swallow whole, or tear to bits young

penguins at any stage of growth.

They hang around, ghoulishly,

every adult penguin that shows signs

of being ready to depart this life,

and at the favorable moment they

are quick to hasten its demise. (I

may add that the presence of indig-

nant human observers usually adds

to the skua's chances of doing such

mischief to "friendly" creatures.)

From an objective point of view, this

relationship between skua and pen-

guin is neither to be condemned nor

condoned. Penguins live on euphau-

sid shrimps; skuas on penguins. So it

has been, presumably, throughout the

latter half of the Tertiary and ever

since. To make it a moral issue by
clubbing skuas and smashing their

eggs is of no benefit to the penguins

or to anything else. A childish desire

to upset an ecological regime should

have no place in anyone who is to

head southward. We are down there

to learn the ways of nature, not to

reform them.

Many animals of the Arctic rear

large broods of offspring. This is

true, for example, of some of the

northern ducks. Among mammals
such as lemmings, the litters may fur-

thermore number several in a season.

A similar high rate of fertility is un-

known in the Antarctic, where the

fauna may be said to exist on a mar-

ginal basis of stability. Two addi-

tional influences tend to assure a

low reproductive rate, namely, the

uniquel)^ severe summer environ-

ment, and the fact that all the air-

breathing vertebrates take their ex-

clusively animal food directly or

indirectly from the sea.

Heavy snowfall, extreme frost,

storms, or winds that merely close

leads and clog coastal waters with

tight pack are always likely to

make prey inaccessible and thus, in

the case of birds, block the feeding

of the young. Scientific literature

teems with instances of how heavily

the hazards of weather are weighted

against the egg and nestling stages

of antarctic birds. Data from the

life histories of Emperor Penguin

and Snow Petrel suggest that an un-

successful annual breeding cycle

may be statistically more "normal"

than one in which a single chick per

pair of adults is reared to fledging

and departure. At the Argentine

Islands, off the western coast of the

Antarctic Peninsula. Roberts found

the mortality of Wilson's Petrel

chicks to be about 65 per cent. The

well-advertised carcasses of ancient,

desiccated, chiefly immature seals

at localities far inland show in like

manner how tardy departure, or

premature freezing and closure of

sea ice, can lead to aimless scatter-

ing, starvation, and death.

Other factors limiting exuberant

multiplication include both disease

and predators. The polar environ-

ment is regarded as singularly

healthful, and yet we know that

Aspergillus, a mold resjx)nsible for

respiratory infections in birds, is

liable to arrive with man's invasion,
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color photographs by

GEORGE HOLTON

Euphausid shrimp—these had ivashed up on a Deception

Island beach—are primary links in the exclusively marine

food chain of the Antarctic. They feed on diatoms and

are in turn fed upon by such higher forms as fish, birds,

and mammals. The scurrying penguins at far left are

Adelies. The Weddell seal, below, basks on

a beach in the South Shetland Islands.
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Exceedingly rare in the Antarctic, plant life is now accorded

a measure of protection in the few places where it is found.

In some areas, for example, it is illegal to ivalk on top of mosses.

Sun-bleached whale bones, the bleak remnants of an abandoned whaling

station, are scattered across a beach on Deception Island.
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if it is not already there. Maladies

grouped under the pathological

term "ornithosis" sometimes take a

heavy toll of bird life. Nor are the

seals free from unpredictable holo-

causts. A report by Laws and Tay-

lor describes mass deaths of crab-

eater seals during the season of the

year that should be devoted to pup-

ping. The mortality in a localized

population of about 3.000 animals

was estimated to be 85 per cent. The

proximate cause was a highly con-

tagious virus infection. It was lim-

ited in the area of its ravages and

also extraordinarily host-specific.

Weddell seals in the same vicinity,

but dependent upon dissimilar food,

remained healthy. The sickness of

the crabeaters was probably induced

by shortage of krill (euphausids)

,

but going back to prior causes, the

mortality was of climatic origin.

IViature antarctic animals are less

prone to catastrophic destruction

than are eggs and young. The lim-

ited data we have on longevity and

viability indicate that most of the

birds and mammals, once past their

vulnerable infancy, enjoy a notably

favorable life expectancy. No more
convincing support for this opinion

need be sought than the findings of

Roberts in a west Antarctic colony

of Wilson's Petrels. This author

ringed nearly all the birds of 23

mated and nesting pairs. At the next

breeding season, a year later, he
recovered most of his marked pet-

rels, linked with the identical mates
and occupying the identical burrows
of the previous year. In other words,

there was no evidence of adult mor-
tality among pelagic birds that, be-

tween reproductive periods, migrate

far into middle latitudes of the

Northern Hemisphere.

In such relative safety of adult

antarctic animals we find an expla-

nation of the very large numbers
that some of their populations at-

tain. Despite physical risks, preda-

tion by skuas, Giant Fulmars,
leopard seals, killer whales, etc., de-

A sprinkling of black-backed
Kelp Gulls (LsLTus dominicanusj
adorns an iceberg that floats

off the coast of Anvers Island.

spite proportional scarcity of re-

productive sites vis-a-vis the vast

extent of watery pasturage, we en-

counter in Antarctica some of the

most abundant of all species of

birds, as well as seal populations

estimated to number six million or

more individuals of at least one of

the six kinds. Why then, it would

be fair to ask, has conservation of

the antarctic fauna suddenly become

a matter of growing concern?

The answer is that in a long-

isolated realm of tenuous balance,

where broods are small (rarely

more than a single annual replace-

ment) and the dangers of imma-
turity extravagant, man, the new
interloper, is the straw that can

break the camel's back. We have

seen the signs already in the over-

exploitation of Weddell seals in the

neighborhoods of some stations.

Around the periphery of the Antarc-

tic, we have the appalling history of

fur seal destruction— all but total—

which is only now beginning to

mend because of the half century

of protection at South Georgia.

In the same outer oceanic ring

of islands we note with foreboding

that, although whales continue to

decrease, the improved techniques

of slaughter almost manage to main-

tain the scale of total return. The
former, drastic wiping-out of the

humpback has now been followed by
similar extirpation of the blue whale

stock. The percentage of blue whales

in the Antarctic catch is today only

a twentieth of what it was in 1930.

The finback, last of the unprotected

whalebone whales, is in turn paying

the costs. There is nothing to follow

except the sperm whale, which is

once again being harried through-

out the world's warmer oceans.

Man has himself become the cen-

ter of a potential demographic crisis

in Antarctica. Proliferation of his

occupancy and travel must be ac-

cepted. There may be a modest
withdrawal during some years, but

it appears certain that the remainder

of the twentieth century will be

mostly years of expansion in his

numbers, and that pursuit of scien-

tific information will be the main
reason for his presence.

An establishment like McMurdo,
the home of a thousand or more
human beinas in the austral summer

and of a couple of hundred in win-

ter, fairly bursts with conservation

problems, of which the disposal of

sewage, garbage, and other waste is

only the first. There is no subsoil

seepage, no rapid bacterial decom-

position, such as come to our aid

in the more familiar world. Each

season the biologists find that they

must go farther afield for their

ecological studies. Even the bottom

of Winter Quarters Bay is losing the

semblance of a "natural area."

With a dozen nations engaged in

antarctic research, overcoUecting

of organisms and unwitting repeti-

tion of studies that call for collect-

ing require weighing. Penguins, as

preserved specimens or as captives

for zoological parks, are much
sought after by different groups at

even single national bases. Fewer

examples, especially of killed birds,

might be made to serve the purposes

of several or many workers. Sladen,

Penney, Prevost, and others have

recently conducted penguin investi-

gations of great significance with

negligible sacrifice of life and mini-

mum disturbance of the colonies.

1, he task of perpetuating antarc-

tic life calls for long vision no less

than for immediate control meas-

ures. We are in need of scientific

forecasts such as only patient and

cautious study can supply. We can-

not preserve without an understand-

ing of the regime. Sound foresight

may then prevent us from making

the slight overdrafts on resources

that differ only in degree from the

gross overdrafts that we can al-

ready see. For whether we use many
times too much or only a little too

much of things we cannot create,

the result will still be depletion. We
are already wise enough to discard

the fallacy that a species is in no

danger because it is still common.
We need always to recall and heed

the brilliant maxim of Paul-Emile

Victor, made at the Antarctic Sym-

posium of 1960 in Paris, namely that

Antarctica represents a system of

immense capital, yet of onlv small

annual increment. If we fail to ac-

knowledge this, we may find that the

ecosystem can be wrecked even

more speedily than those of the tem-

perate regions.
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Lire on tne Sticky Sunde^^
An uncommon caterpillar flourishes in a bizarre niche—on the leaves of a carnivorous plant

"xvrhen an insect or other compar-W ably small animal walks or

flies onto a sundew plant, its death

is virtually assured. The plant is

carnivorous. The creature, on alight-

ing, becomes entangled and trapped

in a viscous, glandular glue and is

unable to struggle free. Eventually, it

succumbs, and before long its pro-

teinaceous remains are digested by

the plant. Appropriately known as

sundews because of the glistening

droplets of sticky secretion borne by

the stalked glands on their leaves,

these plants belong to the carnivor-

ous genus Drosera. Their method of

capturing prey is well known.

Unlike other plants, which com-

monly possess a multitude of insect

enemies that feed upon them, sun-

dews are remarkably free from in-

sect attack. The glands evidently

serve for defense as well as offense

and act effectively to prevent her-

bivorous insects from consuming the
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leaves. But in nature, rules are

rarely without exception, and the

glands do not provide absolute

protection. Some insects actually

have the surprising ability to live

and feed on sundew plants. One of

these is the caterpillar of the moth
Trichoptilus parvulus. I recently

had occasion to study this animal,

while staying at the Archbold Bio-

logical Station of The American

Museum of Natural History near

Lake Placid, Florida. A graduate

student from Harvard, Julian Shep-

herd, collaborated with me.

We had transplanted some speci-

mens of the southern sundew, Dto-

sera capillaris, to the laboratory

when we casually noticed one day

that the glands at the center of some

of the leaves had evidently been

chewed away. Moreover, small pel-

lets of what looked like fecal matter

littered the surface of the leaves. An
herbivorous insect was obviously

responsible, but at first we could

find it nowhere in the open. Only

when we searched in the evening'
|

did we locate several of the caterpil-i
'

lars, which, by then, were foraging

conspicuously on top of the leaves.

Strictly nocturnal in their habits, thej

animals remain in hiding beneath

the plants during the day and only

emerge to feed after dusk. h
Of the six specimens we found,

four were already fully grown (5

mm. in length) and near pupation

when first discovered. The other

two, which initially measured only

1.5 mm. and had probably hatched

within the previous day or two, were

observed for the remaining eight

days of their larval life. Since the

animals are virtually oblivious to

disturbance, we had no difficulty

studying them. We simply trans-



The pupa of Trichoptilus, above, is fastened to the floral stalk of a sundew
plant. Below, a caterpillar imbibes the secretion at the tip of a gland. Note

the caterpillar's bristles, ivhich may act as "feelers" serving to prevent the

animal from getting trapped by the adhesive, glandular secretion.

ferred them, together with their

plants, onto the stage of a stereo-

microscope and then watched to see

what they would do.

The principal food of the larvae,

certainly of the younger ones, is

the stalked gland itself. This is con-

sumed almost in its entirety. First,

the larva reaches upward and im-

bibes the droplet of secretion, then

it eats the glandular knob, and fi-

nally it chews its way downward
along the stalk. Only the very base

of the stalk is occasionally left in-

tact. It may take from ten to twenty

minutes for a larva to eat a single

gland. Having completed the job, it

moves to feed on an adjacent gland.

The entire central surface of a leaf

may be denuded in a matter of

hours. Oddly, the longer glands at

the periphery of the leaf are either

ignored or eaten last. This may have

adaptive value, since the outer

fringe of glands could effectively

shield the larva against foraging

ants or other small predators.

Older larvae also feed on glands,

but they may, in addition, eat the

blade of the leaf. By the end of eight

days of captivity, one specimen had
consumed several entire leaves and
deglanded a number of others. To
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our surprise we found that the lar-

vae will even consume the partially

digested remains of insects trapped

by the plant. This scavenging was

observed twice, and in each case in-

volved an older larva feeding on a

dead staphylinid beetle of about its

own size. No parts of the beetle were

spared; even the thick skeletal cap-

sules of head and thorax were com-

pletely consumed.

Although the larvae are ordinar-

ily grayish brown in color, the over-

all hue varies with the nature of the

gut contents, which are visible

through the semitranslucent body

wall. The younger larvae are usu-

ally reddish in color because they

are replete with the intensely purple

tissue of the glands and their stalks.

Older larvae tend to be greenish,

the color of the ingested leaf blade.

We were particularly curious to

see how the larva avoids be-

coming trapped in the secretion. At

first we thought that its integument

was endowed with some peculiar

non-adhesive properties, but this

turned out not to be the case. When
a small caterpillar was lifted with

forceps onto a close cluster of

glands, it stuck to the droplets and

had to be extricated. We soon real-

ized, however, that this was an un-

natural sort of experiment since

under normal circumstances the

body of the larva hardly ever

touches the secretion. The cater-

pillar's contact with the droplets is

restricted to the tips of the long

bristles that stick out from its body.

This in no way impedes the animal,

and the bristles are readily with-

drawn from the droplets as the larva

moves along. Whether the bristles

actually serve to "feel" the presence

of the droplets, thus enabling the

larva to crawl among them with

minimum risk of contact, is an in-

triguing possibility. Many insects

are known to have special sensory

cells at the base of bristles and do,

in fact, use such bristles as feelers.

Older caterpillars, by virtue of their

larger size, cannot avoid occasional

body contact with the secretion.

However, they are stronger than the

younger larvae and manage to break

away without difficulty.

With one exception, involving a
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larva that pupated on a blade of

grass, pupation always occurred

near the tips of the long, upright

floral stalks that grow from the cen-

ter of the plant. This site is clearly

an advantageous one, since the base

of the stalk is protectively encircled

by leaves and their glands. The
pupae, which are light-green in

color, hang head down from their ab-

dominal tips. Adult emergence takes

place ten to eleven days later. Tri-

choptiliLs parvulus is a member of

the Pterophoridae, or "plume"

moths. A fairly small representative

of the family, it otherwise conforms

to the typical appearance of mem-
bers of the group. It had hitherto

been caught only rarely. A few

specimens from Florida and one

from Louisiana were the only ones

known to exist in collections.

Although a number of insects are

known to be associated with pitcher

plants and other carnivorous spe-

cies, very few live on sundews. A
moth larva of the family Noctuidae

has been reported to feed on them,

but it apparently crawls only on the

glandless portions of the plant.

Certain Australian Hemiptera of the

family Capsidae suck the juices of

arthropods caught by sundews and

are said to move about the leaves

unhampered by the secretion. There

are other species of the genus

Trichoptilus, and at least one Euro-

pean representative feeds on sundews.

A good deal remains to be learned

about the life cycle of Trichoptilus.

One wonders how the female ovi-

posits on a sundew plant without

being trapped. She might, of course,

avoid capture by laying her eggs

beside the plant, rather than directly

upon it. However, the possibility

that she actually oviposits on the

plant need not be ruled out. In a

separate study we found that moths

are among those insects least likely

to be captured by sundews. The
detachable scales with which moths

are characteristically covered, and

which are known to protect them
against adhesion to spider webs

{see Natural History, June-July,

1965) , also prevent them from stick-

ing to sundews. When a moth flut-

ters into the plant, it simply loses

some of its scales to the viscid se-

cretion and then flies on. Adult

Trichoptilus must therefore be ca-

pable of approaching sundews with

at least some measure of impunity.

Indeed, it is conceivable that a pro-

tective coating of scales was an es-

sential preadaptation without which

this particular moth could never

have evolved its specialized associa-

tion with the sundew plant.



The adult form of Trichoptilus, above, has just emerged from the pupa. The
feathery appearance of the wings is characteristic of the moths of this family

(Pterophoridae) and accounts for their common name, plume moths. The
"feathers" are detachable scales that protect moths against entrapment in

sundew plants. At left, several glands and their secretions are beset with the

wing scales from a plume moth that fluttered against them.
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Desert

Waterworks

of the

Ancient

Nabataeans
Two thousand years ago,

a little-known people of the

Near East dotted the

landscape with a variety of

devices for the control and

conservation of the desert's

most precious resource

by Philip C. Hammond

Out of the barren reaches of the

southern Arabian Peninsula,

sometime at the beginning of the

fourth century B.C., swarmed a new
people—bands of nomadic stockmen,

miscellaneous collections of vaguely

related tribes and clans—who in a

period of three hundred years united

to become the commercial barons of

the entire Near East. The Nabatu, or

Nabataeans, as they are called in

classical sources, are first mentioned

by Diodorus Siculus, who cites a

skirmish with a Macedonian task

force sent out by Antigonus in about

312 B.C. Diodorus described the

Nabataeans as living in "many set-

tled villages ... a people beyond re-

count . . . with flocks and herds in

numbers beyond belief." Between

The Great High Place, a cultic cen-

ter equipped with cisterns, overlooks

the Nabataean capital city of Petra.
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that time and the middle of the first

century B.C., the Nabataeans had oc-

cupied Petra, the ancient capital of

the Edomites, and had gained con-

trol of the bitumen industry of the

Dead Sea and of the balsam groves

of Jericho. Later, the historian

Strabo (on the basis of data supplied

to him by Athenodorus, Stoic phil-

osopher and onetime native of Pet-

ra) pictures the Nabataeans as

tightly knit under a monarchial

government, assiduous in agricul-

ture, builders in stone, and dealers

in the luxury products of the ancient

world. During their sudden rise

from desert nomads to commercial

imperialists, these people acquired a

reputation as warlike expansionists

and as meddlers in the affairs of their

neighbors.

Throughout this era, the Nabatae-

ans developed a phenomenal hy-

draulic ability, manifested in numer-

ous water control systems that have

outlived their creators. Prior to

identification of their pottery some

thirty years ago, by George Hors-

field, Chief Curator of Antiquities

Many cisterns, cut from rock or fash-

ioned with mortared masonry, were
built by the ancient Nabataeans. Some
are still capable of holding water.

of Transjordan, the Nabataeans re-

mained obscure as a distinct culture.

All that was known of this nation

was obtained through casual literary

references. Strangely enough, the ex-

tensive waterworks constructed by

the Nabataeans were not linked to

them and instead were thought to be

the product of the Byzantines. But

with Horsfield's findings came the

ability to identify Nabataean sites

and hydraulic installations. This

knowledge, combined with further

research by the author, has made it

possible to trace Nabataean hydrau-

lic skill outside of their capital at

Petra. It is now possible to recognize

as Nabataean more than a thousand

installations, extending from Mada'
in Salih in Saudi Arabia to Damas-
cus in Syria, and stretching eastward

from the coast of southern Palestine

deep into the desert wastes. The

rock-carved remains of Nabatene's

capital, along with the lesser-known

site of Mada'in Salih, have long at-

tested to the Nabataean's skill in

stone carving. Eventually, in a land

of high cliffs and deep fissures, as

well as desert wastes, the stonecutter

became the engineer's ally, and the

abilities formerly devoted to tomb

facades and sculpture were diverted

to the production of runnels, diver-

sion channels, cisterns, and othe'

water control systems.

By
the first century B.C., the Nabi

taeans had secured the overlan

access routes of the world's riche

shipping, and had extended the

commercial power over all of soutl

ern Syro-Palestine. On the long trai

of the Sinaitic peninsula and i:

northern Arabia they functioned il

caravaneers, guidiijg their own an

other people's caravans through tl

waterless reaches. On the coast th('

served as middlemen, dealers for tl

shipping of goods by sea. Inland \

the north, their outposts providt

way stations and depots for overlar

transportation. Petra was the polil

cal and commercial center, fro

whose fastness the trade routes led

every direction to move such luxu:

products as copper, iron, purple r^

ment, embossed work, painting

molded images, spices, bitumen, bi

sam, frankincense, and myrrh.

To control and maintain this ei

pire, outposts, villages, and shippii

centers, which provided facilities f

the provisioning of the caravai

were established. These had to be fi

and watered. At the same time, Pet

became increasingly urbanized ai

her facilities more sophisticated,
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did those of the larger Nabataean

centers elsewhere. This tendency

toward urbanization and increased

population densities necessitated ad-

vances in hydraulic undertakings.

Furthermore, the commercial need

for outposts demanded that food pro-

duction in outlying areas be in-

creased and that the best use be made
of available water resources. In the

occasional oasis, this resulted in im-

plementation.^ of the natural springs

by means of wells, overflow cisterns,

runnels, and flow channels. In these

sites, stonework was improved by the

addition of cement and concrete to

the earlier plaster finishes of crude-

burned limestone and charcoal.

But in most of Nabatene, water

was not a perennial affair, even if

trade was. As a consequence, in the

near desert areas, simple implemen-

tation of existing flow was not possi-

ble. However, nomad ingenuity,

together with an ancient heritage of

water searching and a rapidly im-

proving technology, furnished a va-

riety of solutions to the problem of

providing water in the desert.

Terracing, for instance, slowed the

I runoff of rainfall, and as the water

seeped from one level to another,

vineyards and groves planted on the

terraces retained moisture while pro-

viding fruit and shade. Even today,

the remnants of Nabataean terrace

farms are visible, with El-Ji, just

outside Petra, a prime example. In

areas where deep ravines had been

eroded into the sandy soils, another

approach was utilized, that of block-

ing wadi (channel) mouths with

seepage dams, thereby cutting down
the force, and loss, of the torrential

flows that raced down the narrow de-

files during the rainy season. Wadi
farming became widespread, as the

number of such little dams and bar-

riers indicates.

In
mountainous areas, where cliffs

of sheer stone dotted the landscape,

fall-off points in the cliffs were en-

larged, natural basins below the cliffs

were dammed, and artificial catch-

ments were carved from the bedrock.

The inevitable plaster sealed these

installations, and where natural

shade could not assist in slowing

down evaporation, trees appear to

have been planted for that purpose.

At the top of the cliffs, high above

the catchments, one can still find

runnels, often merely crude channels

hacked out of the rock, meandering

to the wider, waterworn rim of a

natural fall-point. Today, most of the

catchment basins are choked with

weeds and other vegetation, attesting'

that the system worked.

Deeper within the desert, where

both wadi and cliff fall are absent,

still another means was used to trap

the precious rainfall of the wet sea-

son. There, huge, rectangular cis-

terns were hewn out of the bedrock

or built of mortared masonry. In

spite of evaporation losses, which

must have been tremendous, one can

still find the water-filled (and now
generally debris-clogged) cisterns of

the Nabataeans. Centuries of neglect

have only diminished their capacity,

not their basic worth. Some of these

were probably filled, during the dry

season, to accommodate desert car-

avans. Water could be brought to the

cisterns from perennial springs at

some distance by aqueduct or camel-

back, insuring a year-round supply,

and some were actually connected by

channels to such springs in the neigh-

borhood. Wells were also used, as

Diodorus notes in his account of the

cunning shown by the Nabataeans

living in the desert areas.

In most cases, the Nabataean hy-

draulic engineers applied a number

The essential features of original

Nabataean construction are preserved

in this rebuilt dam, ivhich protects

the gorge, or Sig, leading into Petra.
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of these individual solutions to a sin-

gle problem. Thus at Wadi 'Ain Qu-

deirat, in the Negev, not far from
Petra, they used a system of diver-

sion walls, an aqueduct from a per-

ennial spring source, cisterns, and a

27-foot-square reservoir, relying on

gravity feed to keep the system op-

erating. At Petra, likewise, such

multiple installations are much in

evidence. These, in combination with

dry farming agronomics, learned by

sheer trial and error, permitted clus-

tered sedentary settlement. Surface

exploration indicates that virtually

none of the sites in the semiarid re-

gions of the Negev and southern

Trans] ordania were occupied prior

to the Nabataean period (Lawrence's

"Byzantine" sites are generally Nab-

ataean), and that deterioration of

the systems took place relatively soon

after the political downfall of the

Nabataeans, beginning in a.d. 106.

A final means of water control in

these areas is the strangest encoun-

tered in either hydraulic engineer-

ing or Nabataean history. This is

the use of the so-called teleilat el-

'anab ("hillocks for grapes"). Scat-

tered throughout Nabataean semi-

arid areas are slopes covered by rows

of these small stone piles, or hillocks,

sometimes numbering in the hun-

dreds, whose exact purpose—and ef-

fect—still bafHes hydrologists. Build-

ing on local folklore and etymology,

some scholars in the field see them as

deflection systems, channeling water

to the cultivable areas lower down
the slopes. In support of this argu-

ment. Dr. Nelson Glueck, a leading

authority on Nabataean culture, of-

fers air photographs, showing the

resultant channels carved by rain-

waters—the most likely explanation

offered thus far.

I problems of water control were

complicated. More water was re-

quired than was necessary for either

nomadic or open village living, yet

at the same time, the urban concen-

tration of dwellings, public build-

ings, streets, and other fixed installa-

tions required controls against too

much water in the wrong place. Petra

presented a unique problem of water

control because of its physical loca-

tion. Entrance to the city was primar-

ily through a narrow defile, known
as the Siq, that twists and turns

through the eastern ridge, which

seals off the site on that side. The Siq

then broadens out to a comparatively

wide area (the Inner Siq) before

opening into the valley proper where

the ancient city was located. Its bed

within the city is a true wadi (Wadi
Musa, "The Valley of Moses"), a

relatively narrow water channel me-

andering between low, sandy hills on

each side, finally moving into an exit

cut through the western city ridge,

and emptying over precipitous drops

to the level of the Negev flats. Nine

months of the year the Siq system

was passable and completely safe.

During the rainy season, however,

the whole system could erupt into a

wild torrent bed.

Fed by ground waters to the east,

as well as by hundreds of natural

spillways on each side of the eastern

ridge, the channel could easily be

flooded by water crashing into the

Inner Siq and spreading over the

banks of the central urban wadi,

backing up there because of the nar-

rowness of the exit passage. Occa-

sional photographs of the Wadi Musa
in torrent have been taken in modern

times, illustrating the problem that

existed before the reinstallation of

flood controls (the original con-

trols fell into decay with the end of

the Nabataean-Byzantine settlement

of the area ) . Most tragically spec-

tacular was the torrent buildup that

engulfed a party of French tourists

not many years ago. Over thirty were

drowned by a forty-five-foot sheet of

water from a flash flood, which filled

Flood waters leave the rebuilt barrage

dam, enter a rock-hewn tunnel (in

background), and then floiv harmlessly

through channels into the city proper.

Open canal (top of photo), built dur-

ing Roman occupation, replaced more
elaborate systems of ceramic pressure

pipes constructed by the Nabataeans.



Part of Petra's water-supply system
included stone arches that carried

pipes over gorges and across the rough
surface of the El-Kubthu ridge.

The rocky defile, or Siq, serves as an
entrance into Petra. Before the barrage
dam tvas reconstructed, flash floods

occasionally filled the narrow chasm.

the Siq itself and overwlielmed the

party, carrying the bodies of the un-

fortunate victims out into the city

area and even into the exit wadi it-

self. This accident prompted the then

director of the U.S. Water Control

Mission, Mr. Oliver Fulsom, to re-

construct the essential features of the

ancient control system of the Naba-
taeans to insure tourist safety. This

involved clearing the debris-clogged

channel outside the Siq, which leads

to an ancient diversion tunnel, and
completely rebuilding a barrage dam
at the mouth of the Siq. This system

now stands very much as it was in

Nabataean times, and is a tribute to

Nabataean hydraulic engineering.

The season following reconstruction,

a flash flood (expediently prompt for

testing purposes) pounded harm-
lessly against the barrage dam, and
then tamely followed the ancient

channels to wear itself out in the pre-

cipitous gorges of the eastern ridge,

before it dropped again into the Nab-
ataean control lines leading back
inside the city. Additional refurbish-

ment of the erosion control walls of

those channels has since been done,

making the city safe for tourism, and
preserving the archeological treas-

ures of the still-unexcavated city

from further destruction.

In
ancient times, this particular con-

trol system was a great deal more
elaborate and appears also to have
been a part of the answer to supply-

ing water to the city, as well as con-

trolling its periodic superfluity. An
aqueduct led from 'Ain Musa, a per-

ennial spring of rather major size

four or five miles from the city.

When it reached the eastern Kubtha
ridge, it was carried by arches over

the Siq entrance to covered cisterns

cut into the bedrock of the mountain.
In conjunction with it, a system of

large, interlocking ceramic pipes led

along the Siq wall and around the

city proper. Neither the date nor the

exact extent of this system has yet

been thoroughly investigated, but on
the basis of my excavations in 1961
and 1962, one phase of it may rea-

sonably be dated to the reign of

Aretas IV (9 B.C.—a.D. 40) or ear-

lier. The remains in the Siq walls,

W'here the pipes were carried by ca-

nals cut into the rock, are badly dam-
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aged, but still recognizable. The
aqueduct arch over the Siq fell late

in the last century, but not before

sketches were made of it. Across the

mouth of the Siq, as was noted above,

the heavy barrage dam served both

water control and military purposes,

effectively sealing off Petra's front

door. The length of the Siq was pro-

tected, to some degree, by rock-cut

runnels leading into the cisterns on
El-Kubtha and probably by natural

spillway dams.

In front of the barrage dam, flood

w-aters were channeled into the

mouth of a rock-cut tunnel, about ten

feet square and one-quarter mile

long, leading to natural ravine chan-

nels in the heart of El-Kubtha ridge.

These ultimately opened into natural

wadi beds inside the city, whose sides

were protected against erosion by
dams. When the flow reached the bed
of Wadi Musa in the center of the

city area, further diversion, chan-

nel, and erosion control walls kept it

in check. The extent of this control

may be seen from the height of the

platforms on either side of the wadi

bed in front of the temple called Qasr

Bint Far'un. Although the bridge

that once joined the two parts of the

city over the wadi is gone, the height

of the remains above the present bed

indicates that the torrent height was
minimal, as long as the system was
in operation.

Petra's Main Theater, estimated to

have seated some 6.000 to 8,000

people, utilized a number of systems

to prevent it from flooding as a re-

sult of both rainfall and ground spill.

Since it was cut into the face of a

cliff, with some forty-five feet of

solid rock face behind it, natural

spill all around its orchestra arc was

considerable, not to mention the

buildup of water within the basin of

the auditorium, as a whole. A wide

rock-cut channel bounded the upper

gallery of the uppermost seating

rows, connected to runnels and spill-

ways outside the complex. The walk-

ways between seating sections were

likewise protected by rock-cut canals

leading outside. The topmost of these

had only simple spillways cut diag-

onally through its outer edge, rather

than well-cut drains. Such a jerry-

built solution reflects the class struc-

ture of the provincial theater-

modeled after the Imperial Roman
type—since only women and children

used the inferior upper seating area.

The orchestra floor was plastered,

thus sealing in any collected water,

but was sloped downward at an angle

of about 2.5 degrees, with runnels

cut into the stage front, draining off

into substage areas. The stage floor

was porous enough to permit general

drainage, except where it was laid-

directly on bedrock. In the latter

case, subfloor runnels were cut into

the rock surface.

Related to the Theater complex

was a series of pressure-pipe and

canal drains situated in front of it.

Stages of repair are evident here,

with two distinct consecutive pres-

sure-pipe systems followed by a rec-

tangular canal system. The first two,

stratigraphically, are Nabataean,

with the less elaborate canals stem-

ming from the Roman period of oc-

cupation at Petra following a.d. 106.

Hence the Theater, as well as the

Siq, shows a conscious, intricately

planned, and technically well-exe-

cuted water control effort.

The rise in sedentary population,

plus the tremendous influx of com-

mercial and other transients, created

the problem of coping with water

scarcity. Here, the desert heritage,

the remarkable stonecutting skill,

and the urgencies of commercial ex-

ploitation forced the development of

conservation measures on a grand

scale. Again, more than one solution

was often applied.

In the agricultural suburb of El-Ji,

terracing was the primary device

used, and the agricultural richness of

that suburb even today indicates the

thoroughness with which the method
was employed. Even where the mod-
ern area is fallow, local plant life

abounds, growing wild in great pro-

fusion and marking the site by its

striking greenness in the midst of the

tan, rocky landscape.

Mention has been made of the

piping system leading from the

spring, 'Ain Musa, whose remains

are no longer fully traceable. The
spring still flows at an extraordinary

rate and supplies the local area with

stock water, as well as a drinking sup-

ply. Likewise, the aqueducts, leading

the pipes over natural breaks into

the city, are now only piles of stone,

but the stubs of their imposts, often

set into bedrock, are still visible, es-

pecially over the mouth of the Siq.

The arched covers of the great rock-

hewn cisterns on El-Kubtha have

similarly fallen in, to choke the res-

ervoirs with debris. However, even

in such condition, greenery is still

found growing within them, indicat-

ing that the plaster that originally

sealed them still adheres to some de-

gree, after nearly two millennia.

Other, less elaborate but equally

large cisterns may also be found

spread around the site. Most spectac-

ular is the one on the western slope

of El-Mudbah. on whose top rests the

Great High Place, an ancient cultic

center. On the top of the same moun-

tain may be seen water conservation

systems connected with the Naba-

taean cult, in the shape of smaller

cisterns that constantly supplied wa-

ter for religious purposes.

Cisterns also occur near some of

the smaller springs, closer to the city

site, in Wadi Abu 'Ollegha and Wadi
Siagha. In the latter case, the peren-

nial spring is still strong enough to

provide Petra's only "stream"—

a

rather weak specimen today, but one

that once supplied a copious daily

flow, as still shown by the partially

ruined dam and storage basin at one

point along it. In both these spring-

watered areas, oleander and other

thicket growth is lush. The extent to

which cisterns were utilized in antiq-

uity, aside from the reservoirs noted,

cannot be determined with certainty.

In Wadi Siagha, at least, an aqui-

clude runs not far beneath the sur-

face, so that the whole defile could

have been put to use for garden farm-

ing, as well as for drinking and other

water needs. Judging from the size

of piping used in this system (nine

inches in diameter, with walls almost

one-half inch thick I the flow rate into

the city would have been enormous,

if the supply fed full capacity and

flowed without interruption. Since

gravity feed was employed, however,

this potential volume rate would not

have reached its maximum strength

in normal usage.

Only limited farming appears to

have been carried on inside Petra's

valley limits, and no distinctly agri-

cultural installations seem to exist.

Thus the major need for water was

household and industrial, with food

production decentralized to the
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icher slopes outside the Siq. Some
3ry farming could well have taken

jlace near the city, however, without

/isible remains present on the mod-
;rn surface. Large stretches of flat-

and, watered naturally by the cliff

ipills, as well as the hill slopes, could

rave produced fairly substantial

brops. Even though no agricultural

ools have been uncovered in excava-

ions to date, this does not preclude

mch garden farming, since wooden
jIows and non-metallic threshing and

larvesting tools could have been

ised, and these would have decayed,

eaving no remains.

The modern water control and con-

servation programs of the Syro-

'alestinian area owe a debt to the

incient Nabataeans. As population

ncreases began to be felt in the mod-
rn areas once under Nabataean con-

rol, water engineers and geologists

)egan to seek additional sources.

Vfter the initial surprise that wher-

ver water was found, fragraments of

fabataean pottery were always pres-

nt, conservationists began to re-

erse the order of their inquiry and

ook for the latter first. Often hidden

leneath the debris of centuries, Nab-
taean hydraulic installations some-

imes escape casual search, even on

scientific basis. But wherever the

fabataeans settled, their pottery re-

lains are found—and water, in some
orm, is not far off. Some of the sys-

;ms have been put back into modern
se by simple clearing of debris and
eplastering; other, more complex

ystems need modern modification;

ome are, of course, too rudimentary

Dr modern needs. All, in some way,

owever, provide data for possible

Bsetllement of areas that outwardly

ppear to be inhospitable. In the

fegev, especially, considerable use

as been made of the Nabataean her-

age of desert farming. In trans-Jor-

anic Jordan, ancient installations

ave also been reopened, or re-estab-

•shed to accommodate tourists. Thus
is that out of the dusty past a help-

ig hand has been stretched by the

labataean desert engineers in aid of

leir modern counterparts.

ainjall and cliff drainage collected

ehind this dam at El-Barid and served

; a water supply for caravans.
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The future authors of A Guide to the Natural History

of Mars (to be reviewed in this journal early in 1974)

are depending on astronomers to do a lot between now

and then.

In six years the Voyager will reach Mars and para-

chute a capsule of biological instruments to the surface.

We then hope to learn, finally, whether there is life there

after all. But first we must learn enough to insure that

the Voyager capsule is designed properly. Until we are

more certain of conditions on Mars, we will not know

what kind of life to look for.

Advances in ground-based instrumentation have

raised new questions. Are the polar caps made of frozen

water or frozen carbon dioxide? Are the dark regions

higher or lower than the bright regions? Are there

substantial quantities of water beneath the Martian

surface, and does this affect the surface?

Mars reached opposition in April—it came within

56 million miles of the earth. Earlier, 120 scientists had

gathered in New York to compare notes and to plan

new experiments. One of them. Dr. Gerard de

Vaucouleurs of the University of Texas, said he wel-

comed all the theories presented because they spur re-

search, but that an observer "knows too many facts to

accept a hypothesis."

According to De Vaucouleurs, almost nothing is

known about the dark regions of Mars. They are really

interspersed with nodules of bright material, and the

light from these dominates any observation. We do not

even know the real color of the dark areas.

The French-born astronomer, reporting on the Mars

mapping project he is directing, said that existing maps

are too contrasty and too schematic and do not indicate

the gradations between light and dark areas. The lines

are too straight, and our maps are not yet good enough

to land a capsule within 400 miles of a target.

Mars is now receding from the earth, and will return

to opposition only twice more before 1973. This will

occur in 1969 and again in 1971.

PROSPECTS FOR VENUS
Exobiologists have been encouraged to concentrate on

Mars in this decade, but it is beginning to appear that

Venus may not be so dry or so hot as was believed.

The first ground-based observations of water vapor

in the Venusian atmosphere have been reported in the

Astrophysical Journal. Groups at Kitt Peak in Arizona

and at the Lick Observatory in California have obtained

spectrograms of water vapor above the clouds of Venus.

The Kitt Peak group found the equivalent of a 125-

micron layer of water above the clouds. The Lick groups

estimated the water density as the equivalent of 60

microns. These are not deluge conditions, of course, a

micron being 1/25,000 of an inch; but it does confirm

that there is water.

Until about 1956, Venus was thought to have surface

temperatures comparable to earth's. Then microwave

studies, seemingly confirmed by the Mariner probe in

1962, indicated a surface temperature near 800° F. This

is far too high for the molecules necessary for life.

Chemists at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, how-

ever, have reported in the Journal of Geophysical Re-

search that chemical reactions in the atmosphere of

Venus may account for part of this intense radiation.

Electric discharges in the atmosphere, a product of the

reaction, could account for intense radio bursts and also

for the faint glow sometimes observed on the dark por-

tion of the planet.

If some of the microwave radiation does originate in

this way, then the surface temperature may be several

hundred degrees lower than 800° F.

AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS TO MEET
Amateur astronomers from across the country will

meet in Washington, D. C, during the long July 4 week-

end for the 1967 Astronomical League convention.

Meetings will be held at Georgetown University. Side

trips will be made to the Naval Observatory and the

Goddard Space Flight Center.

The Astronomical League is a federation of amateur

clubs and individual members. For convention informa-

tion write G. R. Wright, 202 Piping Rock Drive, Silver

Spring, Md. 20904. John P. Wiley, Jr.

CELESTIAL EVENTS
Bright planets continue to dominate the early evening

sky, as do the three bright stars of the Summer Triangle,

Altair, Deneb, and Vega, rising in the northeast early

at night. Venus and Jupiter appear in the sunset glow

and set soon after dark. Mars, in the south near Spica,

sets about midnight.

Until June 8, when they are in conjunction, Venus

is to the right of and below Jupiter; after that to

the left and above; and it is always the brighter of the

two. The crescent moon will be near the two planets on

June 10, 11, and 12, and again on July 9 and 10. Venus

reaches greatest easterly elongation on June 20, and is

most brilliant as an evening star on July 24. By late

July, Jupiter and Venus will be well separated.

Saturn is visible from about midnight on as it moves

from east to south. Mercury may be seen low in the

west before sunset during mid-June, and in the east be-

fore sunrise in late July.

The sun reaches the summer solstice on June 21 at

9:23 P.M., EST, when summer begins in the Northern

Hemisphere. The Delta Aquarid meteors reach maxi-

mum on July 29, although meteors can be seen for a

week or so before and after maximum.
Thomas D. Nicholson

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is at

the bottom; then match the lower stars with those in the

sky. The celestial events chart shows times of rising and

setting of the sun, moon, and principal planets; times of

twilight; and sundial correction during the month. Hori-

zontal scale shows time; vertical shoivs dates. The top strip

locates bright stars, planets, and the moon within the

zodiac. The horizontal scale of hours shows time when

objects are due south and highest at midmonth and at sig-

nificant phases of the moon.
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NOMADS
OF INNER

MONGOLIA
Six centuries have passed since the great Asiatic empire of Genghis

Khan began crumbling. Today, the descendants of his hard-riding

tribesmen are more peaceful, but many still insist on remaining a

nomadic people. These wandering herdsmen are found mainly in

Inner Mongolia and to a lesser extent in Outer Mongolia, farther north.

These two politically distinct lands comprise a geographical region

usually called Mongolia, which lies between Siberia and China proper..

This homeland of the great Khan's followers, and now of their

descendants, has remote mountain ranges and the Gobi Desert. Bui

it also includes the vast uplands of Inner Mongolia where, after harsh

winter, the springtime grass may grow three feet high in a month.

Here the nomads continue their tradition of raising large flocks of

sheep and goats for wool (they also have varying numbers of cattle,

camels, and yaks). This requires the Mongols to be constantly on the

move with their herds and carts, ever seeking water and greener

pastures. Other times, son joins father (as seen on the facing page)

for inspection tours of the herds, with both dressed identically from

crown of turbaned head to tip of boots—horsemanship starts early in

this "wild west" of the Far East.

The horses seem ridiculously small for an adult but serve an im-

portant purpose in the grassland culture. These tough little "Mongol

ponies" are used to drive livestock when the tiine comes to seek better

grazing, and this includes moving the herds of horses, which are raised

for sale as well as riding. The Mongol poriy must also provide fast

pursuit when his rider wants to cut a replacement out of the herd and

tame him to accept saddle and bridle. The chase is not always in a

straight line—the fleeing animal is adept at dodging the rider's lasso,

which is simply a noose at the end of a long pole {see photographs,

page 48). But the quarry's evasive tactics are matched by the rider's

skill and persistence. He belongs to "a stubborn, clever, strong people

used to very independent ways." This tribute to what she calls "Mongol

cowboys" is from diary notes kept by the American-born sculptor
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Mongol with his lasso pole and pony. Below: rider begins pounding through herd after the horse he wants for a replacemer^
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Barbara Chase Riboud, who accompanied her husband, the noted
French photographer Mar-c Riboud, to seldom-visited plateau sections

of Inner Mongolia.

The Ribouds found other ways in which the horse influences a

Mongol's mode of living. Fuel for the cookstove in his yurt—a tent

made of wood framework covered with thick felt—is a mixture of dried
horse dung and sheep droppings. For his traditional liquor, koumiss,
the nomad ferments mare's milk. And habitually he prefers life on
horseback—whether lassoing horses in his own peculiar fashion, or
when, cowboy-like, he simply disdains walking. But after a day's hard
riding comes relaxation in various ways—hard drinking, epic poetry,

or the wrestling gam,es that require changing his clothes to the tradi-

tional special leather jacket and extra-large pants.

Some of the nomads also belong to a mounted militia. For Mon-
golia, which in its entirety is about four times the size of Texas, is

not quite a pastorally peaceful land. It has become a region of ten-

sion, sandwiched bet^reen two foreign nations with increasingly hos-

tile versions of communism—the Soviet Union and the People's

Republic of China. Even before the current rivalry between the two
communisms, the mapmakers had to recognize that "Mongolia" re-

ferred to two separate governments. Outer Mongolia, with its million

people, is the 46-year-oId Mongolian People's Republic, a satellite of

the Soviet Union (and claimed by China). Inner Mongolia, somewhat
smaller but with a population over ten times larger, has been one of

China's three autonomous regions for the past twenty years.

The Chinese, an ethnically different people whom Mongols call "sons
of Han," have brought other than political changes to Mongolia. Back
in the sixteenth century, remembering their experiences with the con-

quering khans, they deliberately introduced Buddhist Lamaism, to

bring into its priesthood those Mongols who might otherwise become
troublesome warriors. More recently, the Han influence has taken
other directions, with the result that Inner Mongolia is no longer

entirely a nomadic land. Chinese have been crossing the Great Wall
into Inner Mongolia's less remote sections with their army, agriculture,

and industry. The town of Silinhot, for example, is no longer merely
a Lamaist temple and a few mud houses. Peitze Temple has lost much
of its influence and wealth; most of its monks have turned to secular

work. Silinhot is now a city of 20,000 people with a power station and
such small industries as a tannery and carpet factory.

Equally significant, "Hanification" and its communes have reduced
disease. As a result, the number of Mongols increases. But the number
of Chinese increases even faster, so the Mongols have become a mi-
nority in their own land—except out in the lonely grasslands.

There the Ribouds found nomad Mongols already under Chinese

influence, but nonetheless clinging to tradition. From Mme. Riboud's
diary: "There are eleven of us sitting in a Mongolian tent ... it is

round in shape and has a stove in the middle. . . . The tent has a fan-

tastic sense of permanence; thick rugs and a heavy covering on the

walls . . . red-lacquered tables. . . . The Mongolians in their quilted

robes, turbans, lined wind-burned faces; a twenty-seven-year-old

shepherd and his young wife, sloe-eyed and beautiful," who is in her
traditional dress and wears a colorful scarf tied around her head.

But these people, she learned, were following a herd of sheep and
a herd of cattle. They had been here five days; in ten more days they

would move with all their possessions to new grassland. And there the

portable yurt would be home—until they moved again.
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by ANTHONY NETBOY

tally last year, Secretary of the

nterior Stewart L. Udall gave Amer-
;ans a picture of the wildlife re-

i3urces of the nation. "Despite un-

recedented conservation in 1965,"

is year-end report stated, " we are

;ill losing the over-all battle to save

merica's endangered species of fish

ad wildlife from extinction." He
sted 78 species that are threatened

ith annihilation. Among them is

'ilmo salar, the Atlantic salmon.

It is hard for Americans who have
3ver seen these salmon in the river

: the marketplace, or tasted their

icculent flesh, to realize that they

ere once as numerous as the Pacific

ilmon are now in some rivers of

regon and Washington, or in Brit-

h Columbia and Alaska.

The Atlantic salmon is a member
: the Salmonidae family of fishes,

hich can be traced to a common an-

stor in the Pliocene Epoch. Orig-

ally, 5. salar inhabited nearly all

e suitable European rivers flowing

to the Atlantic and Arctic oceans,

om northern Spain to northern

orway and as far east as the Kara
.ver in Soviet Russia. In North
nerica they penetrated hundreds of

reams from Ungava Bay, in north-

ti Quebec, down to the Housatonic
ver, in New England. A landlocked

riety inhabited Lakes Ontario and

- from the sea, intent on spawning
[ssh ivaters where they themselves

born, salmon leap to overcome
nultuous hurdle in "their" river.

MELANCHOLY
FATE OF
SALMO SALAR
We not only overfished the Atlantic salmon
and polluted its rivers; we built dams it

could not conquer on the long voyage home to breed.

Today's remedies: Are they too little, too late?

Champlain and their feeder streams,

as well as several smaller lakes in up-

state New York and Maine.

The typical Atlantic salmon, upon
returning to its natal river after a

sojourn of one to three years in the

ocean, is a fairly large fish, silvery

and roseate, its lithe body tending to

turn coppery as it nears the spawning
stage. Its average weight in North
America is from fifteen to twenty
pounds, although larger specimens
are caught. Norway probably breeds

more large Atlantic salmon than any
other country, and these frequently

reach fifty to sixty pounds.

Salmon typically go through a pre-

cisely regulated and wondrous life

cycle. Born in a gravelly stream, the

young fish spends its first two to four

years in fresh water, usually in head-

waters of a rushing river. It feeds on
microscopic insect life, is trans-

formed into a tiny parr with red and
black spots (in this, salmon closely

resemble the trout family) , and then

acquires the distinctive silvery hue of

the smolt before embarking on its

oceanic quest for food. At this stage

it weighs but a few ounces and may
be four to six inches long.

We now know that fishes from
both sides of the Atlantic have a ren-

dezvous in western Greenland waters.

Here, in the last five years, salmon
have been netted on their feeding mi-

grations. Of more than 100 tagged

specimens netted, two came from
Maine. They had journeyed about

1,900 nautical miles, almost doubl-

ing their weight in fourteen months.

Salmon, as is well known, are

anadromous fish that will spawn only

in their natal waters. They return to

"their" river by a navigation method
that is unfathomable to man. In the

river they ordinarily do not feed—the
fat they accumulated in the ocean

will sustain them until they spawn.

Unlike Pacific salmon, all of whom
die after the terrible ordeal of mat-

ing, many Atlantic salmon, usually

the females, can recuperate and find

their way back to the ocean. A
spawned-out salmon is known as a

kelt. Many kelts return to the river

to spawn again—in some rare cases

even three or four times. The maxi-
mum longevity of the Atlantic sal-

mon is about ten years.

What is left of the vast hordes of

Atlantic salmon that inhabited North
America before the white man came
to its shores? Canada has managed
to retain substantial stocks, although

much reduced from eighteenth-cen-

tury levels, but south of the Canadian
border S. salar is barely hanging on.

No nation has frittered away this val-

uable resource as wantonly as has

the United States.

Salmon is the first fish mentioned

in the chronicles of North America.

About the year 1000, the Icelander

Leif Ericson and his followers re-

ported that they settled in a land

called Vinland, "where there was no
lack of salmon . . . either in the river

or in the lake, and larger salmon than

. . . ever seen before." Historians still

argue where these Vikings landed,

but it must have been within the
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range of S. solar, anywhere from

Cape Cod to the coast of Labrador.

After northeastern North America

was rediscovered five centuries later,

followed by colonization and growth,

the most renowned salmon river

below Canada was probably the

Connecticut. In this river, the largest

in New England, the fish wandered

as far as Colebrook, New Hampshire,

after scaling many impressive water-

falls. They bred in the Connecticut's

headwaters and in various tributar-

ies. They nosed their way past all ob-

stacles for 150 miles along the main

stem of the crystalline Merrimack,

which rises in the White Mountains,

and into the Pemigewasset and even

the subtributary Baker's River. Some
also frequented the Contoocook.

I n what is now Maine, the most

fainous salmon river was the Penob-

scot, almost as long as the Connecti-

cut and receiving the flow of numer-

ous affluents. S. salar also used to

ascend the pellucid Kennebec as far

as Carratunk Falls, and some hardy

individuals managed to hurdle this

16V2-foot obstacle to spawn in the

upper tributaries.

Summing up the situation south of

the Canadian border, Charles G. At-

kins, the leading nineteenth-century

American authority on the Atlantic

salmon, counted 28 rivers, not in-

cluding their tributaries, known to

have harbored regular runs of the

The homeward urge is powerful; so is

the river. Salmo salar gathers strength

before it enters the swirling waters.

salmon. Landlocked varieties pro-

liferated in Lake Champlain, Lake

Ontario, and their feeder streams.

Such abundance had its useful-

ness. The records show that salmon

was an important food for some In-

dian tribes—more important prob-

ably than the wild turkey of Puritan

fame. The red man taught the white

how to fish for salmon. Commonly,
the Indians spearfished at the falls

of the rivers where the salmon con-

gregated. Bellows Falls, on the Con-

necticut, was a favorite camping

ground for the Abnaki because of

the plentiful salmon, shad, and other

migratory fish that came up to this

point. At the confluence of the Con-

cord and Merrimack rivers was a

fishing station that antedated the

white man. And salmon were speared

by the hundreds at Amoskeag Falls,

where the river roared wildly over

granite ridges and, in the course of

the next half mile, fell 80 feet, throw-

ing up a ceaseless spray.

By the second half of the eight

eenth century the salmon industrj

was important in the Connecticu

Valley and elsewhere. Families alon;

the rivers would put in a winter'

supply of salmon by spearing them ii

the water or purchasing them fo:

about a shilling apiece. As the Colo

nial era came to a close, however, th

anadromous fisheries were alread

facing dangers. Only a few settle

ments, such as Machias, Maine, ha

the foresight to require bypasses a

dams and gaps in the fishing weirs

In time, many of the early dam
fell into disrepair and were abar

doned. But they continued to ol

struct the streams and made fish m
gration difficult or impossible. S

a disaster befell the Connecticut. I

1798 the Upper Locks and Can;

Company built a 16-foot dam at Mi
lers River, a hundred miles from tl:

sea. It had no bypass for fish. Late
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^competition: Salmon have slowed down
'.ere to jockey for position in their

'.omeward journey up a river in Canada.

other dams were erected down-
stream. Already by 1810, few anad-

romous fishes could be found in the

Connecticut. And when a solitary sal-

mon strayed into the river in 1872,

Saybrook fishermen, never having

seen such a fish, could not identify it.

The major trouble began, how-
ever, when industrialists seized upon
the waterpower of the New England
rivers for their cotton and woolen
mills, their woodworking, cutlery,

and gun plants. Salmon runs ceased

in the Merrimack about 1860. Some
years earlier, Henry Thoreau in his

leisurely journey down the Concord
and Merrimack rivers had already

noted that they were losing their fish

1
life: "Salmon, shad and alewives

' were formerly abundant here, and
taken in weirs by the Indians, who
taught this method to the whites, by
whom they were used as food and
manure, until the dam and afterward

the canal at Billerica, and the facto-

ries at Lowell, put an end to their mi-
gration hitherward; though it is

thought that a few more enterprising

shad may still be seen."

In Maine, the salmon rivers had
flowed through dense coniferous for-

est. But most of this was cut clear in

the middle of the nineteenth century.

The rivers fell victims to pollution

from logging debris and sawdust, to
'. log jams that sometimes stretched for

miles, to silt caused in streams by im-
proper logging practices, and to a

The white areas show original range of

Atlantic salmon; dashes indicate routes

to rendezvous in Greenland waters.

multitude of dams that impounded
water for small manufacturing oper-

ations. Later came the pulp mills,

which poured their slimy liquors into

the rivers, and the twentieth century

brought the hydroelectric dams built

without fish ladders.

By 1870 only eight of Maine's two

score rivers could support regular

runs of salmon. The fish were occa-

sionally seen in six others; in the rest

they were but a memory. Typical was
the fate of the Penobscot. In 1872 it

was still yielding 15,000 salmon to

net and weir fishermen. In 1947,

when salmon weirs were finally de-

clared illegal in Maine—a century too

late—the entire commercial catch was
only 40 fish.

I he same melancholy history was
written elsewhere. Rivers flowing

into Lake Ontario once possessed tre-

mendous stocks of 5. salar. The Jesuit

Fathers Le Moyne and Le Mercier

on their mission to the Onondaga
Indians in 1654 were astonished

to see their hosts come down the

Oswego in canoes filled mth fat,

silvery salmon. Some fifty rivers and
creeks on both sides of the lake

thronged with salmon. On the Amer-
ican side they were found not only in

the Oswego but also in the Genesee

and Salmon rivers and in smaller

streams draining into Lake Ontario.

The fish spawned in the rivers, left

them as smolts to spend their feeding

years in the lake, and returned to re-

produce in natal waters. So abundant
were salmon in the Finger Lakes re-

gion early in the nineteenth century

that farmers, it is said, hauled them
out of the Seneca River by the wag-

onload. They were also taken at the

mouth of the Oswego—before an Os-

wego-Syracuse canal rendered this

river unfit as salmon habitat.

Farther west in New York, visit

today's metropolis of Rochester and

gaze upon the Genesee River. You
can hardly imagine that large num-
bers of salmon were caught here 150

years ago. Prodigious shoals came up

every spring and summer, migrating

as far as the falls of the river. But in

1817 industrialist Elisha Clark built

a dam at Rochester, and it completely

blocked the river. As usual, he had

neglected to equip it with a fish

ladder. Subsequently, it is reported,

over 10.000 salmon were killed in the

vicinity of Rochester with clubs,

spears, and pitchforks as they strove

to reach their spawning grounds.

Eastward, in the region of New
York's Adirondacks, the species was

found in the St. Regis, Chateaugay,

Grass, and Salmon rivers, which flow

into the St. Lawrence River. At his-

toric Lake Champlain. which drains

north through Canada's Richelieu

River and into the St. Lawrence, the

cool, pure water of the lake, fringed

with forests, was ideal habitat for sal-

mon. Streams that feed into Lake

Grounded: This salmon went off course

;

to survive, it must thrash its ivay

back to the river's swimmable depth.
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Champlain are: from Vermont, the

Missisquoi River, which empties into

Missisquoi Bay at Swanton, Otter

Creek, and the Winooski River; from

New York, the Saranac and the Great

and Little Chazy rivers.

Tales of former salmon abundance

were still heard in the Champlain

Valley a century ago, when they

were already nonexistent in that

area (and would soon become extinct

in Lake Ontario, too). In 1872, for

instance, a Plattsburgh hotel owner

said his grandfather had seen shoals

so thick at the mouth of the Saranac

that "their capture by cartload was

an easy matter." Others told of sal-

mon-choked creeks that horses could

not cross.

What kind of salmon inhabited

Lake Champlain—sea-run through

the St. Lawrence or landlocked?

This question was long debated.

Then, about 1940, two Canadian

biologists examined a pair of mu-

seum specimens and found that

these fish had never been to sea; their

life history was the same as that of

the Lake Ontario salmon. They, too,

sometimes reached a size of thirty to

forty pounds.

The Lake Ontario and Lake Cham-

plain salmon stocks were destroyed

in these ways, according to Winslow

G. Watson, in his History of Essex

County: "The secluded haunts they

loved have been invaded; dams have

impeded their wonted routes; the

filth of occupied streams has dis-

turbed their cleanly habits; and the

clangor of steamboats and machinery

has excited their fears. Each of these

causes is assigned as a circumstance

that has deprived the country of an

important article of food and a

choice luxury."

Another question, whether the

Hudson River ever was a salmon

stream, has been argued hotly. Henry

Hudson is recorded as having seen

salmon leaping in the waters around

Sandy Hook and later as he sailed

past what are now called the Hudson

Highlands. But there are no records

of an Indian fishery in the river, nor

of any Colonial salmon fishing. And

Dr. S. L. Mitchill, pioneer New York

ichthyologist, declared that the

species was not adapted to the Hud-

son. Nevertheless, between 1873 and
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During its life', Salmo salar undergoes

a procession of changes. After the fry

stage it becomes a tiny, spotted parr,

then grows into a silvery-hued smolt,

which goes to sea for food. On its first

return to fresh water, the small fis.i

grilse. The two breeder fish '<

29-inch adults found in Maine's '<

obscot River. Note the distincx

hooked lower jatv of the male spec i



1876, the New York Fish Commis-
iion planted 150,000 young Califor-

lia salmon in the Hudson's head-

waters and nearly 150,000 in Long
'sland streams. Field and Stream for

fuly 5, 1877, reported that salmon
vere found in considerable numbers
)fl the mouth of the Hudson and
;ome were seen as far upstream as

lyde Park.

In 1880 a small planting of Atlan-

ic salmon fry was made in the Batten

Cill, which flows from Vermont into

he Hudson River near Troy. Some
if these were apparently taken on
heir return to the river in lo84.

'hen, between 1882 and 1886,
i00,000 Atlantic salmon were re-

;ased in the Hudson by the U.S. Fish

]ommission. Many grew to the smolt

tage and went to sea, returning two
r three years later weighing 10 to

3 pounds. Individuals were cap-

ared as far upriver as below Troy
am. This planting obviously pro-

uced results, but the dams at Troy,

fcchanicsville, and Thompson Falls,

icking efficient fishways, prevented
leir movement into the headwaters,

n 1905, small numbers were seen at

lechanicsville, where Dean Sage, a

ell-known angler, recorded they

ere caught "by hooks ostensibly

aited with pieces of pork and
ragged along the bottom until the

portsmen' at the other end could
;el them against a fish, when a hard
irk sometimes fastened the hook in

16 luckless creatures."

No subsequent plantings were
lade in the Hudson, so far as I can
iscover, and no permanent runs
ere developed.

' Meanwhile, the sea-run species

ere faring no better. Maine's rivers

ere dying one by one. In the 1880's,

Imon runs appeared regularly only

the St. Croix, Dennys, East

(achias, Machias, Penobscot, Sheep-
ot, Kennebec, and Androscoggin
vers. Between 1873 and 1889 an
'erage of 150,000 pounds were still

uvested commercially in these wa-
rs. By 1900 the total catch had
lien to 60,000 pounds. After a brief

surgence around 1930, mainly be-

use of restocking, the runs petered
It. Since 1950 the U.S. Fish and
ildlife Service has reported the an-

lal. commercial salmon catch in

aine at less than 1,000 pounds.
The same fate has befallen sports

fishing. At first, not many Americans
had the leisure or the money for this

activity. There were also lingering

effects of the Puritan's disapproving

attitude toward fishing as a sport. As
late as the 1860's, the pools of the

Aroostook, Union, and Dennys riv-

ers were known to a few fly fisher-

men; usually, however, the ardent

salmon angler had to go to Canada
to indulge his hobby. He continued

doing so when Maine's salmon rivers

began dying. In 1886 Henry P.

Wells, author of The American Sal-

mon Fisherman, could name only

three rivers where salmon fishing

was available: the St. Croix, Dennys,

and Penobscot. This compared with

over a hundred in eastern Canada.

The Penobscot offered the best

sport (though limited), and for the

next two decades salmon angling in

the eastern United States was virtu-

ally confined to this river, mainly at

Bangor pool. Fishermen also angled

on the St. Croix, and took some sal-

mon out of the Caribou pool on the

Aroostook, until the Tinker hydroe-

lectric dam blocked the river in 1906.

In 1904, when Dean Sage surveyed
the chances for salmon fishing, he re-

ported the Penobscot was "going
fast," the St. Croix was gradually

getting worse, and the Dennys had al-

ready faded out. In 1907, Boston
newspapers said the sport at Bangor
was doomed because of overfishing,

pollution by pulp mills, poaching,

and insufficient restocking. More-
over, weir fishermen in Penobscot
Bay were working night and day, at

every tide, without interference.

There was, of course, no closed sea-

son and apparently no regulation

whatever. Few salmon were caught

by anglers in Maine after this time,

except for the small landlocked spe-

cies found in some small lakes. By
1940 the Penobscot was virtually a

dead river. Its salmon were scarce;

fly fishing had ended at Bangor pool.

When rivers become barren it is

difficult to bring them back to life.

Usually the national interest in them
withers and ultimately dies. For in-

stance, there has been little or no at-

tempt to revive the sterile salmon riv-

ers of Portugal. France, Finland,

Spain, and Poland. In Spain, in 1942,

the government did ban net fishing.

turning the meager resource over to

the fly fishermen. But these efforts

have not improved the runs to any
measurable extent.

In the United States little interest

was shown in the Atlantic salmon's

fate until after World War II. (A glo-

rious opportunity had been missed to

rehabilitate some of the rivers during

the Depression, when public works
money and WPA labor were avail-

able.) Efforts to rebuild the Maine
salmon runs started with the organi-

zation in 1948 of the Atlantic Sea-

Run Salmon Commission, with head-

quarters at Orono, Maine. That state

has appropriated about $35,000 an-

nually for the rehabilitation pro-

gram, and the federal government
has joined in with several hundred
thousand dollars spent on moderniz-

ing the Craig Brook hatchery at

Orland, and paying its operating

expenses. Also, in 1959, Aroostook
County fishermen and the state legis-

lators teamed together to obtain

$45,000 of state money for special

work on the Aroostook River. And
funds have been contributed by
power companies and timber corpo-

rations for work on rivers they

helped to despoil.

Maine's program, ably directed by
Dr. W. Harry Everhart, of the sal-

mon commission, has concentrated

on restocking some of the most prom-
ising streams, removing obstruc-

tions, and building fishways. The riv-

ers are littered with abandoned
dams; at their mouths are fishing

weirs and traps, no longer used,

which impede the migration of fish.

The restocking began in 1954 and
has accelerated at eight selected riv-

ers: the Aroostook, Narraguagus,

Dennys. Sheepscot, Penobscot, Ma-
chias, Pleasant, and East Machias.

Also, various small projects have

been completed to facilitate the pas-

sage of fish or improve the flow of

streams. For instance, a Denil-type

fishway was built at Cooper Mills on
the Sheepscot River, thus opening

new spawning areas. The Dennys,

long plagued by low water during the

critical period when the salmon enter

the river, has been ensured a stable

flow, thanks to a water control dam
at Cathance Lake. Also, two fish

ladders were opened in 1965 on the

St. Croix River, and a third in 1966.

These will enable salmon, shad, and
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MAJOR OBSTACLE
(DAM OR NATURAL BARRIER)

FISHWAY-INOPERABLE

FISHWAY-OPERABLE

FISHWAY-PARTLY OPERABLE

I FISHWAY-PROPOSED

•mr WEIR

1^^ WATER CONTROL DEVICE

B HATCHERY

By 1968, if Maine's remedial program

is fulfilled, salmon will be able to

journey freely up the Penobscot River

alewives to migrate upriver to their

spawning grounds in the headwaters.

Pollution below the fish ladder at

Woodland, however, is still a prob-

lem. If it can be solved, a magnificent

international salmon river will have

been reclaimed after a century of

neglect. The fishway at Mathias

Gorge has been improved, and a

water control structure and fishway

erected on Pleasant River Lake.

As a result of all this work, small

runs of salmon have reappeared in

the Dennys, Machias, and Narra-

guagus rivers; also, to a lesser extent.

in the Pleasant, East Machias, and

Sheepscot. Fly fishing has been re-

sumed and attracts a small number

of anglers. Aggregate catches are ris-

ing slowly, and in recent years have

totaled 400 to 500 salmon annually-

a negligible harvest, of course, when

compared with those a century ago.

In 196.5 Congress passed the Anad-

romous Fish Act, designed to en-

hance the supply of salmon and other

anadromous species by making funds

and into its feeder, the Piscataquis.

This map also includes the St. Croix, a

segment of the U.S.-Canada boundary.

available to the states for five years

on a matching basis. For the current

fiscal year, Maine has been allotted

$135,000. Additional help may come

from the Land and Water Conserva-

tion Act. Dr. Everhart explains such

federal funds will be spent mainly

for fishways to revive the Penobscot's

salmon runs; it is hoped the fish will

be enabled to reach headwaters of the

Piscataquis and its tributaries. The

once flourishing East Branch may re-

open as a spawning and nursery area.

But it is hard to say how much

good all the belated efforts will do for

Maine's salmon. Many fly fishermen

already dream of taking salmon out

of Bangor pool again. Although the

Maine salmon commission issues op-

timistic statements, there is no hope

of restoring any salmon rivers in the

other New England states.

The question is often asked: Will

the Atlantic salmon ever reach any-

thing like its former abundance? The

reply of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service is: "Probably not, but wise

management may some day make

them more than the token resource

they are today."

The trouble is that S. solar was

brought to the verge of extinction be-

fore Americans developed a sense of

conservation. There were almost no

federal or state laws in the nineteenth

century to protect the freshwater fish-

eries. When efforts were begun to re-

store Maine's rivers in the 1940's, it

was already too late for any spectac-

ular accomplishments.

For perspective, how does this

compare with the future of our Pa-

cific salmon wealth? In the Pacific

Northwest, harnessing of the great I

salmon rivers for hydroelectricity

and other purposes did not begin

until the 1930' s. By this time federal

laws were requiring the installation

of facilities to safeguard the passage

of salmon and other anadromous fish.

But the fabulous Columbia River

runs, exploited since the 1870's, had

already been overfished.

Since 1937, when Bonneville Dam,

the first high dam on the Columbia,

was completed, the federal govern-

ment has invested about $150 million

in ladders and other fish-passage de-

vices at its dams on the Columbia and

Snake rivers, plus about $35 million

to build salmon hatcheries. Nor does

this take into account the many mil-

lions invested by public utility dis-

tricts and private power companies

in fish ladders at the hydroelectric

projects they buih; also the vas

sums supplied for maintaining al

these facilities and the huge salmon

research programs. In short, no

where in the world are such heroic

efforts being made to save a fishery

What are the results? The Colum

bia and Snake river salmon run

have been declining at a steady pac

in the past two decades, although th

runs of coho salmon have revive

recently. Grand Coulee Dam alon

cut off 1,1.50 linear miles of spawi

ing grounds—it was built withoi

fish ladders. And the once extensiv

upper Snake River runs are sadl

depleted because of defective fisl

passage devices installed at a priva'

power dam.

Meanwhile, new dams rise and pc

lution continues to harm the del

cately adjusted salmon in the low(
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Columbia and some of its tributaries

;

sustaining the over-all runs has re-

quired releasing tremendous num-
bers of hatchery stock. In addition to

familiar pollution there are prospects

for injuries of the kinds contributed

by atomic power plants. There is al-

ready the atomic plant at Hanford. A
half dozen other such large installa-

tions are planned along the Colum-

bia. And as it approaches almost

complete development for power pur-

poses it will no longer be a river, but

a lake extending from the Canadian

border to the end of tidewater. All

these radical changes in environ-

ment, combined with the need for

negotiating so many high dams, may
bring further losses to the salmon.

But everything is relative. What
happens to the Pacific salmon in the

foreseeable future cannot be worse

than the present, melancholy plight

of Salmo salar.

Simple fishway, right, helps home-
bound salmon to "step-around" a river

obstacle. Below, a poiver dam. on the

Piscataquis River has both old fish-

way and newly built, improved version.
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porlame relrigerator
for office, parties, cabins, cars and boats.

Don't leave liome without Her Higliness, the

SNO-QUEEN. Slie's Real Cool and Unique!

Wherever you go from

your bacl^yard terrace

to your favorite vaca-

tion lal(e or beach, Her

Highness can be right

there providing cool

cucumbers and ice

cubes! Since the SNO-

QUEEN uses either

110 V. AC or 12 V. DC

current, she will work

for you not only at home and in your office, but

even while traveling in your car or boat! You've

never seen the likes of her before. She's new and

In a class by herself.

A family should not be without SNO-QUEEN.
Take her along to the

ball game or on your

next outing. Your wife

shouldn't mind a bit.

Here's how the SNO-

QUEEN measures up:

Size (approx.): 15"wx
12"dxl3"h. NetWt.:

16 lbs. Capacity: 0.4

cubic feet.

No office should be without a SNO-QUEEN either.

Especially in the sum-

mer when a cold drink

will win customers and

influence employees. At

$59.95 the Sno-Queen

is a fringe benefit

every office can afford,

(holds 25 sandwiches

and some cold ones!)

r-DON'T BE LEFT OUT OF THE COLD--]

1 Mail to: HAVERHILL'S, 526 Washington Street
"

1
SanFrancisco, Calif. 94111

1 Please send me the SNO-QUEEN. If not de-

I
lighted 1 can return it within 10 days for full

I
refund. It is guaranteed for 1 year.

I n $59.95 plus $3.00 for postage and ins.

I
enclosed (Calif, add 4% sales tax)

I n Bill Amer. Exp. Acct. #
Name_

I

Address.

I

.Zip.
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Dilemma of the Ikoquois

Continued jrom page 7

man said the cloth given to Onon-

dagas is now only 11/2 yards long,

coarse and unsuited for clothing.

An elderly woman said she remem-

bered when it was 15 yards long.

The Onondagas want their annuities

updated, and their Indian Agent says

this is 'absolutely' impossible. A sec-

ond major issue is citizenship.

Papineau said the Onondaga are a

sovereign people : 'The United States

can draft us and tell us what to do

only because they have the guns and

we do not. . . . We do not vote be-

cause we are not citizens of the

United States—you cannot be a citi-

zen of two governments.'
"

There are also "secondary" prob-

lems. For example, the Indians can-

not get GI bill household loans or

FHA-guaranteed loans. They call

this discrimination: "We fight your

wars and then you do this." To this,

government spokesmen reply that

the Iroquois ignore the collective

ownership of the reservation land by

the council, not by individuals. It is

only "loaned" to specific Iroquois.

The situation is such that a loaning

agency could not foreclose, therefore

reservation Indians find it very hard

to get money for building or improv-

ing homes. It is also difficult to get

fire insurance, because of inadequate

protection against fire.

Attitudes toward the state did not

improve after some Onondaga land

was condemned for a flood-control

dam, with promises that it would

form a man-made lake where the

Indians could fish, canoe, and swim.

The dam was built ten years ago, but

the reservation still has floods and

the Indians deride the foot or so of

water behind the dam.

Relations with the local anti-

poverty program are also strained.

Manpower Development and Train-

ing has had some success, mostly

through the efforts of one man, now

departed. Project Headstart was

doomed right at the beginning when

its lecturer told a hall filled with

parents that the program was in-

tended for the child from a broken

home where the parents did not care

about education, could not help the

student even if they wanted to, etc.

The Onondagas are particularly

bitter about the symbols of state

power: the police and the Indian

Agent, who oversees the reservation

Overseas
Nature Tours

For seven years we have been organizing group

trios to investigate the natural history of burope,

Af?ic."and the rest of the world. Chief purpose

so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible However,

a full ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geology and archaeology ^Ij^re appro-

oriate. Persons without specialized interests, but

"with appreciation for the natural scene as opposed

to sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome,

and constitute part of every group.

-This Year-
Places are open on these remaining toius:

_ SCANDINAVIA -
Long our most popular tour combining Norway's

mountains, fjords, bird cliffs and midnight sun

with Lapland and lush Sweden. June 24, 4 weeks.

- ICELAND -
Arctic wildflowers, strange nesting birds and

seabird cliffs against a weird background ot

volcanoes, geysers and waterfalls. June -« tor

2 wks., plus optional 4-day Greenland trip.

Leader Dr. Messersmith, U. of M.

— COLOMBIA -
Special "request" trip for small group, making a

wide sweep around this extraordinarily interesting

country, including the Amazon Kiver corridor.

The world's top bird region, replete with other

back-country attractions. July 22, 3 weeks.

- ALASKA -
Two-wk. trip, Ketchikan to Fairbanks, July 29.

Continuing two weeks, Fairbanks to Barrow,

Nome, the Pribilofs and Aleutians, Aug. IZ.

- SOUTH PACIFIC -
Feature of the vear; m.any think it the greatest

trip of all. Six units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-

donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.

Four weeks in all, beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast

to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and

western Queensland. Oct. 7, 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,

Sydney & environs, Adelaide and the Murray

River 'valley, Melbourne and Tasmania. Three

weeks beginning Oct. 28.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-

age of both islands, working south with the spring.

Gevsers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt. Cook
and Milford Sound. Nov. 18.

N Z BOTANY: Two weeks up the west coast

in a land of strange plant life and magnificent

glaciers. December 9.

HAWAII: Our Xmas partv this year is at the

Volcano House, Kilauea Crater, followed by a

10-day bird-and-scenery tour of the islands.

— FLORIDA —
First 1968 tour: two weeks from Wakulla Springs

to Key West & Dry Tortugas. Tallahassee, Jan. 27

-Coming Later-
We cover the wildlife of the world on a 3-yea

cycle, visiting some areas annually. Let us seno

you a summary of these trips, or supply itmer

aries and dates for regions that appeal to you

North American tours 2 weeks each, overseas .

weeks, set up in chains of 2 or more.

NORTH AMERICA: Ten different routes, inchid

ing Texas Coast; Florida; western mtns.; Nfid.

Labrador; Arctic Canada; Alaska.

MIDDLE AMERICA: Seven routes in Meidcc

covering all ecological zones. Also tours in Cer

tral America and the West Indies.

SOUTH AMERICA: Seven 3-week trips, froi

Colombia and the Galapagos to Tierra del Fuegi

EUROPE: Six long-popular routes: The Cqnt

nent; Britain; Scandinavia; Iceland; the Meditei

ranean; and the "Iron Curtain ' countries.
^

AFRICA; Six 3-wk. routes from Atlas Mts. an

tropical W. Africa to Ethiopia & Madagascar.

ASIA Six exciting itineraries: The Near Eas

India and Nepal; Southeast Asia; the Philippini

and North Borneo; Ceylon & So. India; Japan.

SOUTH PACIFIC: Seven routes: Melanesia; ^<

Australia tours; t%vo N.Z. routes; South Si

Islands; and a new coverage of Indonesia.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southe

Hemisphere; Easter, Pi_tcairn, the great bi

islands and Antarctica. Winter 1969-/0.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups exps

leadership. We seek out back-country routes, 1

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene a

the people. (Not recommended if you're strong 1,

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
|

Box 222-a I
Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425 f
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(his home is near the reservation and
contains his office; he is also a fu-

neral director). The agent, Clifford

Hall, has commented that most prob-
lems between the Onondagas and the

state result from Indian "imagina-
tion." The Onondagas have one com-
plaint, however, that is symbolic as

well as real. When visiting Hall they

may not use the front door. He says

they have muddy feet: "They got to

come in the door they're supposed to

—the side door."

The agent's superior is the state's

Director of Indian Affairs, John
Hathorn. He denies that New York
has plans to terminate the reserva-

tion, although it is possible that with

construction of new roads and other

public works, the reservation will be
chipped away. That, of course, is

precisely what the Indians fear.

When their Indian Agent discussed
termination, he put it another way:
"If they behave themselves there

won't be any trouble."

The Progressive Senecas
The Seneca reservations at Alle-

gany and Cattaraugus, in the lower
western section of the state, are
i'astly different from other Iroquois
reservations. They have been differ-

snt for many years. In 1838, a land
scandal involving a land company
ind some bogus chiefs resulted in di-

vision of the Senecas into four reser-

vations. One is now part of the city

)f Buffalo; one is at Tonawanda. On
he other two, at Cattaraugus and
yiegany, the scandal led to a revo-
ution ten years later. A majority of
ion-ranking Senecas deposed their
•hiefs, separated church and state,

ramed a constitution providing for

; president and legislature, and
ransferred jurisdiction over major
rimes and serious lawsuits to the
tate courts. The new regime applied
or, and received, a charter from the
ederal government establishing a
elf-contained Seneca community
emoved from jurisdiction of the
eague Council, therefore function-
lly and emotionally detached from
le confederacy.

Revolutionary change of another
;ind began over a century later, in
.962. Now came Kinzua, which in

>neca means "fish on spear." The
ideral government, acting on an
rmy Corps of Engineers plan,

ought 10,000 acres of Seneca land
T a flood-control area behind the

H AUP I I I l\l I
Questar and the Beaulieu Super 8

I I MY L. I L//V, are a wonderful team

Our Sarasota photography buffs, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Davis, say that little giant,
the Beaulieu Super 8 " is a peach." It is

lighter than most 35 mm. cameras and
with the Questar C-mount adapter can be
attached easily behind the Questar with-
out additional support.
We have some experimental reels here

that they have taken showing men fishing
on a pier about 2,000 feet distant, rice
birds catching insects and gulls working
busily on the Gulf of Mexico shore, both
at about 500 feet, and, at the other
extreme, tiny sand crabs, no larger than
silver dollars, swarming at 30 feet. All
demonstrate Questar's remarkable resolv-
ing power even with distant moving
objects under difficult lighting conditions.
With equal clarity you can discern facial
expressions at 2,000 feet and the feather
detail of birds in motion. And, of course,
the close-up study of small animal or
iiisect life at great enlargement is a fas-
cinating possibility.

The pictures are taken on Eastman
Kodak Kodachrome II with an ASA
rating of 25. This is the only super 8
film available at present, but faster emul-
sions are promised for the near future.
The Davises found that exposures at

approximately 16 frames per second
proved satisfactory provided the subjects

were in bright light. At that rate the
shutter speed is 1/58 second. They point
out that the same conditions control the
success of telescopic photography with a
movie camera, as with a still camera. All
the light you can get and "good seeing"
are essential for both, as well as equip-
ment that is free from "ibration.

The Davises were pleased with the per-
formance of this completely automated
camera, for all purposes. They liked its

smooth, ultra-slow motion and acceler-
ated motion, its wide range of filming
speeds, its reflex viewfinder and behind-
the-lens meter, its interchangeable lenses
and its Angenieux zoom lens.

For the convenience of Questar cus-
tomers we can now supply the superb
Beaulieu cameras, and in our efforts to
find the smoothest head for panning, we
have discovered the Miller Fluid Head
which operates on a patented semi-
hydraulic principle and is completely free
of backlash. Its motion is really smooth
as silk and it can be adapted to any
standard tripod.

Beaulieu Automatic Super 8
with Angenieux 8 to 64 mm.
Zoom Lens $699.00

Questar C-mount Adapter 17.50

Miller Fluid Head, Model "D" 150.00

Queslnr, the world's finest, most versatile small telescope, priced from
$795. is described in our 40-page booklet. Send $1 for mailing anywhere
in North America. By air to rest of Western Hemisphere, Europe
and northern Africa, $2.50. Australia and all other places, $3.50.

TAR
BOX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA J8».18
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Whoever collects

sea shells-

(or sells, buys,

exchanges, appraises

them)—wants

VAN

NOSTRAND'S

STANDARD

CATALOG

OF

SHELLS

Edited by Robert J. L. Wagner
and R. Tucker Abbott

GREATLY ENLARGED 2ND EDITION

WITH CURRENT MARKET VALUES FDR

$65,000 WORTH OF SHELLS!

Compiled by world-wide experts in

conchology and the result of years

of research and investigation, this

standard work is now expanded to

include:

• Revised dollars and cents price

ranges, showing both the miniinum
you can now expect for imperfect

shells without collection data and
the maximum being offered for per-

fect specimens with full collection

data

• Three more major shell families

with hundreds of additional listings

to the ten families already given

• A unique classification system to

tell you quickly which species of

family you have

• The "Regional Quick Lists," now
geographically cover all the British

Isles as well as Victoria, Australia

• An entirely new section listing

many hundreds of shells of world
record size, with all specific data

• The cover and inside pages now
picture 46 shells in color, including

15 rare Marginellas

Clearly, this is a "must" volume in

this rapidly growing field. Illustrated

with 300 line drawings.
Paperback $5.95

Also—
AMERICAN SEASHELLS by R. Tucker
Abbott. Exquisitely illustrated ency-

clopedia. $15.00

p - 10 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION- -^

VAN NOSTRAND
Princeton, N. J., Dept. T-NH 6

Please send me for

ten days free examination:

STANDARD CATALOG OF
SHELLS at $5.95

AMERICAN SEASHELLS at $15.00

Within 10 days I will remit purchase price,

plus small delivery cost, or return book(s)
and owe nothing.

ADDRESS-

CITY

CH SAVE! Remit with order and we pay
delivery. Same return privilege guaran-
teed.

Allegheny River's Kinzua Dam in

Pennsylvania. This climaxed a crisis

that had been building for decades.

William N. Fenton, a leading au-

thority on the Iroquois, notes that

"Kinzua . . . has been on Seneca

minds since 1928, hanging like a

dark cloud above their homes and

lands, threatening to inundate the

best of the river bottoms and to

break up the community which

maintains their religious life; it

would flood the grave of their grand-

fathers and obliterate the sacred

places where their prophet Hand-

some Lake arose to preach."

Despite the Indians' charges that

their treaty rights were being vio-

lated, and the aid from their many
sympathizers, the government plan

went through. More than one third

of the Allegany reservation's 1,800

Seneca citizens had to be relocated.

For their land, the Seneca nation

received slightly more than $15 mil-

lion. The response of its Indians has

been dramatic. They had fought

vigorously to save Seneca territory;

having lost, they now turned much
creativity and skill to the effective

use of the funds. Beautiful com-

munity buildings were constructed

on both reservations, an educational

fund was established to provide as-

sistance to Seneca children, and in-

dustrial and recreational facilities

are being built or planned. Some
help has come from the U. S. Bureau

of Indian Affairs and committees of

svmpathetic citizens. Senecas are

grateful. But the main, driving en-

ergy is their own collective will. For

instance, the Nation's various com-

mittees have relocated families to be

displaced by the flooding into both

public and non-public homes: the 35

new public housing units at Cat-

taraugus, and 25 at Allegany, are at-

tractive middle-class suburban types.

Allegany's 30.469 acres straddle

the Allegheny River from the Penn-

sylvania border up into New York

and back to the border again. In-

dians on this reservation are not in-

sulated from whites as they are in

the state's other reservations. Some
small towns, plus almost the entire

city of Salamanca, lie within the

reservation. Salamanca people rent

the land cheaply from the Seneca

Nation on 99-year leases, which will

expire in 1991. Understandably, the

most serious concern at Allegany is

termination. A rider on the Kinzua

you
can't

buy
better

than a
®'

LJ iiJd i .-t--4J.'M.MJii .
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it's hard to berieve this beautifui caliinet is also a prac-
ticai clotiies liamper. Sorts laundry for you—top drawer
holds lingerie and other hand washing: big tilt-front bin
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ll'/2"D. $29.95.
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Actt ..ends
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Bill mandated the establishment of
a joint committee of Senecas and
some western tribes to meet with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and think
ahead to termination. Although the
Senecas are relatively progressive,
and most see termination as inevit-

able, but not necessarily desirable,
all wish it to be self-termination.

Martin Seneca, former president of
the Nation, says: "Termination
would abolish the Seneca people as
a nation because it takes away the
land base. Where would the Irish be
without Ireland?"

Indian independence is threatened
not only by the loss of land but by
economic weakness. What almost all

Indian communities need most is

capital. Accordingly, a committee of

Senecas and outside experts has
generated a program for converting
much of the Allegany reservation
into a living Indian museum called

"Iroquoia." The plans include a rec-

reational park with athletic fields;

sporting areas for canoeing and fish-

ing; and sleeping accommodations
for guests—all with a distinctly Iro-

quois motif. Iroquoia is at present
going through a feasibility study
funded by the Federal Economic De-
velopment Administration.

The plans can be viewed in the
community house at Allegany. Like
an identical building at Cattaraugus,
it was built with money from the
Kinzua compensation. A far cry
from the ancient longhouse, these are
sparkling buildings complete with
picture windows and thick rugs.

They function as the center of Sen-
eca activity, providing craft rooms,
libraries, gymnasiums, a cafeteria,

meeting rooms for the legislature,

and efficiently modern offices for the
growing Seneca bureaucracy—the
Nation's housing enterprises, reloca-

tion authority, educational founda-
tion, and cemetery commission.
Many of the enterprises housed in

each building were triggered by the

Kinzua events. Also with the money
as a base, the Nation has established

scholarships for sending Seneca chil-

dren (75 this past year) to college

as well as to business and vocational

schools. In the past, ambitious, well-

educated Indians have had to mi-

grate to urban areas. Now, Senecas
hope that a new pillow factory at

Cattaraugus will provide opportun-

ity not only for the college graduates

but also for less educated members

from Micro

to Astro
From micro to astro, there's an
infinite universe to explore with
the aid of a responsive Yashica
35mm single lens reflex and its

variety of interchangeable
lenses and accessories. Superior
design and construction, includ-
ing such options as thru-the-
lens exposure control, bring the
fascination of truly creative
photography within reach of all.

TL Super with thru-the-Iens expo-
sure, automatic f/1.4 lens, under
.$260; with f/1.7, under $225. J-7
with external CdS meter, automat-
ic f/1.4 lens, under $220; with
f/1.7, under $185. J-P with auto-
matic f/2 lens, under $140; with
preset f/2.8, 'under $110; clip-on
CdS meter, $25.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC . 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,
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$1,800 up.
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of their community. The factory is

expected ultimately to provide 150

jobs for the Nation. Again using

Kinzua funds, the Indians shared

costs with the pillow manufacturer.

FEDA helped by bringing electrical

power to the six-acre site. Concern-

ing this willingness to work with the

government, Martin Seneca noted

that reservation Indians elsewhere

have been reluctant to co-operate

with the state and federal govern-

ments, but relations between the Sen-

eca and the state are "grade A." He
went on: "Others do not take ad-

vantage of the state programs, of

voting and so on. They feel that non-

involvement will bring security. May-

be it is just the other way around."

The Cattaraugus reservation, ap-

proximately forty miles north of

Allegany, is home for 2,200 Senecas.

It has some lovely houses, but pov-

erty is evident, too. Portions of the

reservation are tranquil and beauti-

ful. In other areas, particularly the

western section, where the pillow

factory is located, one finds the

New York State Thruway, other ma-

jor roads, and numerous everyday

businesses similar to those in the

town of Salamanca. This region is

very active, but except for the sou-

venir shops, not very Indian. Non-
Indians at Cattaraugus rent land

from the Seneca Nation just as they

do at Allegany, and do considerable

co-op farming. (The Indians no
longer work the land, but at one

time they had impressive farms.)

Last summer, Martin Seneca rumi-

nated on prospects and saw growing

improvement. Over 50 per cent of

eligible Senecas vote; in a recent

election the Nation's vote was deci-

sive in choosing the representative

to the state legislature. A community
action committee is being formed to

generate ideas and projects for de-

velopment. Mr. Seneca explained:

"The need now is for highly skilled

personnel, such as doctors, lawyers

and accountants who are Senecas

and will handle the affairs of the

Nation. Until now, there was noth-

ing to attract educated people back

to the reservations."

Of course, he noted, if Congress

wants to terminate the reservations

it has the power—the army. In the

end it comes to that. The Onondaga,

too, seriously point out that the state

can assert its will only because of its

army. All Iroquois recognize the

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot awisy.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image

give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more than twenty different types. Tele-

scopes, too. See your dealer or write

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Oept. NH-E

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

Golfer, Yachtsman, Hunter, and
Sportsman. . .
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nature of the power relationships—

but they have developed different

strategies. For the Seneca, it is reluc-

tant accommodation; for the Onon-

daga, it is resistance. But despite the

difference in strategy, they share

basic desires. The Indians want to

^et what they can and keep what they

lave—a few special privileges, par-

:icularly tax-free land. And like any

jther group they want aid without

jontrol, benefits without costs, and

;ervice without paying more than

hey have already paid. But unlike

)thers, they feel theirs is a historical

ind moral right to all they ask.

The Future

New York State's Indian popula-

ion is growing, and except for a few

lundred on Long Island, all are

roquois. In 1930 there were only

i,500 Iroquois; today there are

.5,000 (10,000 of whom live on res-

Tvations) . The state, of course, pro-

ides them with many services—

ducation for their children, health

linics, welfare when needed, unem-
iloyment compensation, police pro-

sction, and so forth. In this respect

hey are treated more or less like

ther citizens. Moreover, they notice

lessening discrimination, largely as

result of positive fallout from the

ivil rights movement. On the other

and, high school students attending

le same schools as Onondaga chil-

ren report anti-Indian feelings

mong the white students. This in-

icates some overlap between the

:ruggle by Negroes and Indians for

leir rights. Both groups share com-
lon concerns: the need for demo-
atic pluralism, challenges of cul-

iral diversity, charges of police

irassment, racial discrimination,

id economic problems. But a politi-

il link with the civil rights move-

ent is improbable. Iroquois are

iti-Negro—they are not overtly

imonstrative, do not like people

iho are, and were never slaves. They
gard themselves as a class distinct

,om, and better than, Negroes.

I A common denominator at all Iro-

jiois reservations is, of course, the

[Cad of termination. Some whites

^ gue that without termination the

:
dians will languish on the reserva-

j)ns and more dependency will be

fed. But if projects like the pillow

3tory succeed, the reservations

ly experience an economic regen-

ation. Moreover, in a democracy
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A particular few own a LEICAFLEX®
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So you're not a pro...

but the NikkOrmat FT is. if you were a professional

you could probably guess exposures, estimate distances, and still get

good pictures. But that's the hard way.

The easy way is to eliminate the uncertainties. And that's the first thing

the Nikkormat FT does for you. It has a thru-the-lens reflex finder that

lets you focus and frame the picture exactly as you want it. Its thru-the-

lens meter system shows you clearly when you're set for correct exposure.

And because the Nikkormat FT uses the same interchangeable lenses
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look professional even if you're not. Price is $269.50 with 50mm Auto-

Nikkor f2 lens. At your Nikon dealer, or write: Nikon Inc., Garden City,

NY. 11533. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.
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important decisions should be made

by the people themselves. It is sig

nificant that some non-Indians agree

this should apply to the Iroquois.!^

For instance, at the height of their

battle with the State Power Author-j'

ity over some land, the Tuscarorai

Indians received significant and seri-!

ous support from people living iri

nearby towns. !

Also, a reservation Indian feel;

that if he is doing well, he is in a

friendly, comfortable environment

and the land is tax-free; and if un-!

employed, it is more pleasant to be

at Onondaga than on New Yorl;

City's Bowery. Finally, reservations

have a spiritual meaning for the

Indians. Edmund Wilson's superli

Apologies to the Iroquois quotes ar

Indian as saying, "The land is m)'

mother. You cannot sell youi

mother."

What about the argument by somi

whites that the real answer to India:

problems is education? This tradi

tional American faith in education il

in part justifiable; it was magnifi|

cently successful for many peopl^

especially the waves of immigrant^

But it is equally clear that faith i

education, per se, is being shaken b

experiences in our major cities tc

day. What we are learning is that a

individual cannot "bootstrap" will

out boots. For education to succee

the learner must see a payoff for h

efforts. It will take more than educi

tion in a vacuum to stir the mo
passive reservations.

This returns us to the contrast h
tween Seneca and Onondaga. Tl

Seneca have a serious measure

control over their own lives and ct

chart their future wdth some hop

For the Onondaga the situation

different. Their relations with tli

state are so poisoned by past expei

ence that their attitude is one of mi

trust and despair.

But in the end, for complete

different reasons, the Seneca and ti

Onondaga face the same dilemm

how to survive as a nation. The Se

eca feel that with successive genei

tions their better-educated offspri

may tend to leave the reservation a:

vanish into the larger society. T

Seneca's problem is how to avc

dissolving themselves. The One

daga, on the other hand, are dor

nated by a feeling of utter powerle

ness. Their problem is how to av(

being dissolved by outsiders.
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'What can take a sniff

of you half-a-mile

downwind and tell

the color of your

grandmother's

wedding .^t|^.

dress?"

Why
an ursus horribilis,

of course.

Horribilis — at times — a

grizzly can be. But, in spite of

his bad name, he has his most
un-grisly qualities as well.

Here, in what the noted

hunter-naturalist (and long-

time bear watcher) Andy
Russell calls a "mountain man's
war bag", are all the facts and
intriguing stories about the

grizzly's true nature —
surprisingly different from
popular belief.

Air. Russell reveals the

natural history of the bear, his

habitat and range, his habits,

his antics, his food, his life

cycle from cubhood to adult-

hood, and much about his

temperament and personality.

It's a 40 years' gathering of

fact and adventures in North
America's grizzlyland where
no two encounters are ever

alike because no two bears are

ever alike.

Actually — there's no better

way to get really close to a

grizzly.

by Andy Russell

32 pages of photographs shot

by Andy Russell & Sons

$6.95 • now at better bookstores

ALFRED -A- KNOPF
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BOOKS IN REVIEW

This evolving world
By Harry L. Shapiro

Understanding Evolution, by Her-

bert H. Ross. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

$4.95; 175 pp., illus. Paperback, $2.45.

Human Evolution, by Bernard Camp-
bell. Aldine Publishing Co., $8.95; 425

pp., illus.

IN the century that has elapsed since

Darwin there has been no diminu-

tion in either the interest or the re-

search in evolution. Each generation

has produced its classics in the field,

and in recent times the activity has

become so intense that the flow of gen-

eral books on the subject has increased

noticeably, particularly in certain seg-

ments of the evolutionary spectrum.

This is especially evident in human
evolution where fossil discoveries perti-

nent to man have been more abundant
in the recent past than in any other

comparable period of time. But much
of this increased production, both in

investigation and in the necessary sum-
marizing and stocktaking reports, has

been stimulated not only by the new
insights provided primarily by genetics

but also by recent research in a num-
ber of other biological fields.

Much of the earlier literature was
necessarily concerned with amassing
data that reinforced the general con-

cept of evolution and that demon-
strated the widest possible validity of

its principles. Those were the days
when evolution was fighting its way to

acceptance and when incontrovertible

evidence of the reality of this creative

force was perhaps more critical than
analyses of the detailed steps by which
it achieved variation and change. Any-
way, in retrospect it is hard to see that

much could have been accomplished
in decoding the mechanism—the how
of evolution— until essential advances
had been achieved by genetics, a sub-

ject scarcely known even in its most
primitive form in Darwin's day. The
gene as the ultimate source of biologi-

cal characteristics and the seat of

organic change, or mutation, was
recognized soon after 1900 when the

genetic principles of Mendel were re-

discovered, but not until population

genetics emerged as a special develop-

ment did the full impact of this n

discipline modify profoundly the ba
preoccupation of students of evoluti

For population genetics took as one

its principal tasks the analysis

microevolution by studying the gen«

dynamics of populations. And since

cutting edge of evolution is at t

level, the insights provided by this r

approach have both enriched ev(

tionary concepts and focused attent

on its functioning mechanisms.
The two books under review ref

these changes of orientation and m
else, besides. One, Understanding E

lution, by Herbert H. Ross, takes (

lution in its fullest sense for its the

The other, Human Evolution, by ]

nard Campbell, is limited to one sn

segment of evolution—man's. But 1:

are rich in the detail appropriate to

level from which they view their

spective subjects.

Understanding Evolution beg
with the universe and the origin of

own solar system. It describes thai

ture and origin of life and consicp

the various ideas and experiments 1a

throw light on the special conditJni

that made life possible at all—certal]

an extraordinary event. The di 'r

entiations, adaptations, and inciis

ing complexities that constitute evu

tion are rehearsed succinctly jk

broadly and with excellent coveragii

the limited space available. The p)c

ess that achieved 1,500,000 knowniv-

ing species of organic life, not colli

ing those that became extinct or tltsc

that are still not identified in thet'e-

maining terra incognita of the org lie

world, is startling witness of theiix-

traordinary adaptability of life. Mpl.

but not all, of the remainder ofihe

book is devoted to the mechanismiby

which this amazing diversity camito

be and its course through time. (lis

account closes with an examination ol

the way in which these various s[)iie.-

establish communities and interla'

tionships with one another.

Within so brief a compass Dr. pS'

has succeeded admirably in brinin)

together the essentials of the evoluM

ary process. He has avoided Ici



FOUR-LEGGED AUSTRALIANS

...AND

FRIEND

Dr. Bernhard Grzimek is the Director of the famous Frankfurt

Zoo. He is a fervent conservationist and a lover of animals, as

well as a great naturalist. His book and film Serengeti Shall

Not Die is one of the most passionate and effective manifestoes'

for wildlife conservation ever made.

His new book is devoted to the wildlife of Australia and New
Guinea—birds of paradise, egg-laying mammals, kangaroos so

tame they can be stroked, fantastic gliders, emus, wombats,
earthworms over six feet long, and many other strange wonders.
This rich and varied wildlife is described with scientific pre-

cision and human compassion. The photographs of animals in

their native habitats are strikingly beautiful, and combined with
a lively, informative text they make up a book that nature and
animal lovers will want to own. "This book covers the bush
country more comprehensively than Gerald Durrell's recent

Tzvo ill the Bush."— Virginia Kirkus

FOUR-LEGGED AUSTRALIANS
Illustrated with 90 photographs, 20 in full color.

Index. Bibliography. Charts. Graphs. 312 pages. $7.95

other Itnnks by Bernhard Grzimek

SUCH AGREEABLE FRIENDS Chronicles the author's love and
study of his favorite animal companions: a chimpanzee, a dachs-
hund, elephants, horses, a coypu, and a streetcar-riding wolf. "This
is superb nature writing."

—

Manchester Guardian. 37 photos. $5.00

WILD ANIMAL, WHITE MAN"A report on conditions of wildlife

in Russia, Europe and Canada. He describes the precarious status

of saiga antelope ... the ibex of die Caucausus . . . and a number of

others. This is an admirable book, beautifully produced."—Library Journal. 64 pages of photographs, 8 in color. 18.95

I

At your bookseller (or) nH-6

HILL & WANG
141 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y 10010

Please send me the Bernhard Grzimek books
checked

.
FOUR-LEGGED AUSTRALIANS $7.95

.
SUCH AGREEABLE FRIENDS S5.00

.
WILD ANIJL^L, WHITE MAN .$8.95

I understand that I can examine these books
for 10 days and return them in salable con-
dition for a full refund if I am not entirely

pleased.

City_ _Zip_

ri New York City residents add 5% sales tax
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A SAND
COUNTY
ALMANAC
With Other Essays on
Conservation from
"Round River"

Bv ALDO LEOPOLD, with
ifiustmtions hv CHARLES W.
SCHWARTZ, and a new preface

bv CAROLYN and LUNA
LEOPOLD. "It is a beautiful

job, and the addition of the

Round River essays was a splen-

did idea. To me, Leopold was
one of the wisest and most elo-

quently articulate of all our con-

servationists, and The Almanac'
was his testament. . . . More than

a classic — it is a basic and en-

during statement of principles

that should guide our whole con-

servation program. Besides— and
this makes it a rare achievement
— Aldo Leopold was a highly

gifted writer." — Hal Borland
$6.50,

Jv*t i
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THE OXFORD
BOOK OF

FLOWERLESS
PLANTS

By F. H. BRIGHTMAN, illus-

trated by B. E. NICHOLSON.
"Illuminates an unexpectedly
fascinating world to the reader

who, in his ignorance, may hith-

erto have thought that wild
plants with flowers were the only
interesting ones . . . The illustra-

tions . . . are masterly examples
of subtlety in colour and form.

. . . The detailed descriptions . . .

facing each illustration are well

and clearly written and will be
most helpful to plant hunters.

. . . Altogether an extremely at-

tractive, well-produced and
worthwhile book."
— Times Literary Supplement

$10.00

At all bookstores

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

New York

calities wherever possible, but even

when some are inevitable, his exposi-

tion of them is always clear and pene-

trable. His book makes a solid, reliable

introductory guide to this fascinating

and far from static subject.

Human Evolution is quite a difFer-

ent kind of book. Its scope is perhaps

closer to the average reader's interest,

for Dr. Campbell concentrates almost

entirely on the human family and its

primate relatives and antecedents.

Moreover, unlike most books on the

subject that have appeared in the past,

he gives only incidental attention to

the discovery of the fossil record and

to descriptions of the fossil remains

themselves. Thus he avoids what must

be rather tedious to the unconditioned

reader—the long, detailed discussions

of resemblances and putative relation-

ships between the increasing number
of hominid fossils. The state of the art

has reached the point where the broad

trend of human evolution is sufficiently,

well marked, even if the minutiae be

in debate, to allow him to stress other

aspects of the story—physical, physio-

logical, neurological, and behavioral—

that not only mark the change from

one primate ancestor to our own con-

dition but that also made this evolu-

tion take the direction it did.

Beginning with a brief survey of

certain general principles that are

basic in the new genetic orientation,

he proceeds to define and identify the

primate background that is essential

in understanding human evolution.

Each part of the skeleton, from head

to toe, is then described in its adap-

tive responses in the course of evolu-

tion. This approach makes the story

far more meaningful and more truly

dynamic than the standard methods of

the past. For the general reader, this

collection of many specialized techni-

cal studies, presented in extremely

clear terms, opens up an exciting new
appreciation of the significance of

many of the physical capacities of man
that we usually take for granted. The
marvel of the human hand—its ancestry

in the arboreal adaptations of our

primate ancestors, and its role in

furthering hominid and human evolu-

tion—is one example of the interlock-

ing physical modifications that mark
human progress. The changes in the

shape, form, and carriage of the head,

brought about by adaptation to a relax-

ation of masticatory pressures, growth

in brain size, and alteration in locomo-

tion, are clearly set forth. And, of

course, the necessary anatomical

changes that made the diagn6stic up-

right posture of man possible and its

consequences in man's continuing evo-

lution are examined in great detail.

But Dr. Campbell goes beyond the

anatomical aspects of man's evolution.

Travels in search

of vanishing species

THE

EMPTY ARK
by

Philip Kingsland
Crowe

M/
A strong plea for conserva-
tion: the fascinating; account
of three trips undertaken for
the World Wildlife Fund to

report on threatened species

in Asia, Africa, the Middle
East and South America.
Maps, photofcraphs ; introduc-
tion by HRH Prince Philip.

$6.95

SCRIBNERS f^

ANCIENT OIL LAMPS
over 1300 years old

From ancient Palestine, 4th to 7th Centu
A.D., these terracotta lamps used by earl

Christians were excavated in what is tod^
Southern Syria. With varied designs—soli

have a cross motif—they make unique ci

chaeological display pieces for home
ofTice. A superb afl-occasion gift.' As a
uine "Gift from Antiquity" these Ic

will illuminate hours of stimulating -,
thoughtful conversation. Mounted on wali^
base with parchment certificate of authe
ticity $10.|

lamps with cross motif (limited numb
lilable) $23.1

FREE Gift .Cataloq!
. . . illustrating Jewelry, Weapons, Coii

Buddhas, Roman Glass, Figurines and moi

ALSO AVAILABLE: ... 48 page catalog w
many antiquities in four-color illustration

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-6E, 648 9th Ave., New York, N.Y. IOC-

GEODES!
Lovely quartz-crystal lined hemisphen
from Mexico. Diamond-saw cut, approx

mately 3-inch diameter. Exceptional coi

versation piece, paperweight, etc. Whil

they last—$2. each, postpaid. B. Rothma^

138 Church St., Malvern, Pa. 19355.
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lemovable drawer (supply stand) holds all gear. Light,

irons, (olds to 34"L. 8"\V. for easy carrying or storage,

leadv to go in a minute I Of outdoor plywood and solid

,i„e.^asserabled. ready for finish. $28.95 Poii. COM-
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f Miss.
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lust Published

How 88,648
Heavy Smokers
Stopped Smoking
vfEW YORK—The Anti-Tobacco Cen-

er of America has just published a

)ooklet which explains how 88,648

leavy smokers (of whom many are

)hysicians) have stopped smoking

vithout straining their will power. This

looklet is available free of charge to

mokers. All you need to do, to obtain

t, is to send your name and address to

!'he Anti-Tobacco Center of America,

)ept. A-90-I, 366 Fifth Avenue, New
'ork 1, New York. This offer is open

/hile the supply of these booklets lasts.

CUPOLA KIT
Adds Charm a nd
Dignity to House,

Garage or Barn

Architect designed, full

size, with lovely arched
top, curved pagoda roof.

Handsome for show, prac-
tical for venting attic or

loft. And you'll never find

a better value. Of select

Simple
structions. Every-
thing included.
22'^Ai" sq. base.
38" high. Only

WEATHER-
VANE: Black
copper horse or

Calling upon the recent work in neurol-

ogy and the studies of primate behav-

ior in the field, he has brought into

the picture the enormously significant

effects of behavior, particularly organ-

ized, or social, behavior. The acquisi-

tion of language and the capacity it

gave man for complex types of group

behavior are shown to have played a

major role in the more recent phase,>.

of the story.

The discussion of the role of behav-

ior and the emergence of culture also

brings forward an aspect that has been

receiving more and more attention in

the last decade or so. This is the in-

creasing influence—feedback it you
like—of culture on man's own evolu-

tion. As man adapts to a changing and
increasingly complex culture, he is in

effect modifying the very environment

that, in turn, exerts pressure upon him.

He can be said to be unwittingly guid-

ing his own evolution!

Human Evolution makes good read-

ing, but it has its exasperations as

well. It is good because the author has

summarized admirably the current lit-

erature not available to the general

reader and has done so in an excep-

tionally straightforward way that

should present no obstacles. But I

suppose it must be a powerful tempta-

tion in writing a book of this kind to

try to dot all the fs and cross all the

i's, and when the evidence is lacking or

inadequate, to offer likely suppositions

that will contribute to a neat continu-

ity and a satisfying symmetry of cause

and effect. Dr. Ross in Understanding
Evolution falls occasionally into this

practice, but generally he makes it

clear enough that a bit of guesswork
is being offered. The whole field of ev-

olution with its distressing lacunae is

perhaps especially susceptible to this

rather disturbing habit. Dr. Campbell,

however, is freer in his assumptions.

Again and again he makes easy deduc-

tions for which there is no proof. And
even when these are labeled as "prob-

able" or "likely," they end up a few
paragraphs later as facts. Thus, al-

though Human Evolution makes good
reading and in its main theses is gen-

erally reliable, the cautious reader

should have a saltceller handy for some
of the speculations.

Dr. Harry L. Shapiro is Chairman of
the Department of Anthropology at The
American Museum of Natural History.

The Science of Geivis, by P. J. Fisher.

Charles Scribner's Sons, $7.95 ; 189 pp.,

illus.

GEMSTONES have always had a fasci-

nation for people, and the afflu-

ence of modern society has enabled not

only kings to count them among their

The
Appalachian

Trail
WILDERNESS ON THE DOORSTEP

By

ANN and MYRON SUTTON
Illustrated with photographs and maps.

'Tt was sheer delight and I

felt when I had finished as

though I knew the famous
Trail for the first time. ... It

is not only a good descrip-

tion of what the Trail is like

but woven into it is all the

history of the country
through which it runs. . . .

The book is a magnificent

achievement and should give

pleasure to many thousands."
—*SiGURD F.Olson, Director,

Isaac Walton League

Send for your copy now.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
NH-6

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washineton Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Send me postpaid a copy of TiiE Al'rAL.\CHI.\N

Trail by Ann and Myron Sutton. If I am not

completely satisfied, I may return the book
within 10 days for a full refund. I enclose $4.95.

(Cal., N. J., N. Y.. Pa., & Tcnn. add sales tax)

Check n Money order

Name

City-

_Zip_
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BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS"
Hummingbirds, colorful playboys of the
feathered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time for 12

years now from genuine "Hummy-Bird Bars"®
(Actual photo) . They love the real wood perches
on their private buffet. No other birds or bees

can reach the sugarwater. No drip or rust,_ so

easy to clean. Always a heartwarming gift!

Money back guarantee. Full instructions. $2.95
plus 24tf pp. In Calif, add 12(' tax. Sorry no
COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N
Apperson St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042
(Makers of the popular Oriole "Fun-Bar" for
fun-loving Orioles!)

TURTLEand^ TORTOISE
SOCIET'S' JOXJKKrA.X.

AHENTION!!
Herpetologists, biologists, conserva-

tionists, teachers, stuidents, fanciers

an(J collectors

Subscribe now to the only bi-

monthly Journal In existence de-
voteiJ exclusively to turtles and
tortoises of the world.

I

$5.00 par yr. U.S.A.

$S.SO par yr. Canada and Mexico
$7.00 per yr. alsawhere

P.O. BOX 45555
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90045

TREE
SEAT

Creates a center of charm, comfort, and old-time hospi-

tality in yard or garden. Fits elegantly around any tree

up to 2' dia. Beautiful hexagonal design, ruggedly built

of solid pine for years of heavy duty. 30"H. 61" overall.

Shipped in 12 sections, prime coated, ready for simple
bolt assembly and paint. $36.95. COMPLETE KIT: Easy
nail and bolt assembly. Simple instructions. $24.95.

Shpg. Chgs. Col.

SEND FOR NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES

E?;S^°°'" YIELD HOUSE
Guarantee Dept.NHG-7, North Conway, N.H.03860

possessions. Added to this, the increas-

ing availability of leisure time has pro-

moted the participation of tens of thou-

sands of people in the lapidary, or gem
cutting and polishing, hobby. This

being the case, there certainly is a de-

mand for a well-written, authoritative

book on the science of gems, a book

that could introduce the reader to the

record of gems through the ages—a rec-

ord as old as history itself. Such a book

should cover in considerable detail the

nature, formation, occurrence, and,

perhaps, the recovery of these precious

items, bearing in mind their essential

relationship to the more prosaic ma-

terials in the world. In addition, it

should enhance the reader's awareness

of the natural phenomena that are re-

sponsible for the particular character

of the different gems.

The cutting and polishing of stones

is certainly dependent on their physical

properties and as such should be de-

scribed, and perhaps a section on the

preparation of the finished product—the

manufacture of jewelry—is not entirely

inappropriate. Finally, such a book

would be immensely more useful to

both the gemologist and lapidarist if

it included comprehensive tables of

gem properties.

This might have been the prescrip-

tion used for the book here reviewed.

Unfortunately the finished product, al-

though not unpleasant to read, is super-

ficial, and the contents do a disservice

to the science of gemology. The title

"Jewels," under which this book has

been published elsewhere, is more ap-

propriate to the contents, which might

be considered suitable as a layman's in-

troduction to this subject.

D. Vincent Manson
The American Museum

The World of the Moon, hy Henry

C. King. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., $3.95;

125 pp., illus.

CAN anyone be found who knows

nothing about the moon? In the

midst of a great space race to place a

man on this, our one natural satellite,

the newspapers are filled with lunar de-

tails both old and new. The science

textbooks are increasingly calling

young students' attention to the moon
and beyond. Surely, all who are in-

clined to know what secrets the moon
may hold have already acquired a re-

spectable background of theories and

facts about the lunar world.

According to the introduction, The

World of the Moon is intended for those

who somehow had never thought of the

moon but now want a general survey

of current knowledge. Fortunately,

only the first few pages are suited to

this purpose. The author falls easily

into a style and level more suited to

his space-age audience. He reviews

ORIOLE "FUN-BAR
This exclusive Feeder will attract many
loving golden Orioles to your garden, pat
balcony (see actual photo). Hang anyi
and then watch the fun. Orioles are not
beautiful, but "characters" as well. An
gift any time. Rustless, so easy to cleai

back guarantee, full instructions. $4.95 plu

pp. In Calif, add ZW tax. Sorry no
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818-N App
St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 91042. (Makers i

famous "Hummy-Bird Bar."(gl)
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MAJOR OPPORTUNITY ?

MUSEUM ADMINISTRATIS

rhiladelpliia's Natural Science Museum s

looking for an experienced and vigorous -

ministrator. to take full charge of its ace

educational and exhibits programs and to P

plan a significant new natural science d

PREREQUISITES:

Ability to supervise diversified staff

Bachelor's degree (at least), preferabl.n

biology

With the above basic qualification fulfllledfo

shall be most influenced by the enthusiasm J(J

creativity of your ideas about the servic a
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th liveliness various reactions to the

)on throughout history and then set-

's down to the business of describing

nar piienomena: orbital motion of

5 moon about the earth; eclipses; the

les; the origin of the moon; selenog-

phy, or the identification and map-

ng of surface features; the physical

tare of the lunar surface material;

d finally, the nature of the artificial

tellite programs aimed at the moon.

In many ways, this little volume re-

mbles chapters on the moon found in

od college astronomy textbooks. Dr.

ng covers thoroughly the current

ite of our knowledge and, with re-

;shing candor, presents various sides

those issues where the experts can-

t yet agree. The text is often heavy

th facts, but nonetheless, flows quite

sily. Unfortunately, the lunar maps

ovided are quite poor and do not

ow all the features mentioned in the

St, and some of those shown are in-

rrect. Serious readers will want a

ich better map at hand. Also, Ameri-

n readers might be annoyed with

e many examples aimed at British

aders (solar eclipse paths for this

ntury are shown for Europe only).

The W^orld of the Moon should be

ilpful to those who want to know, in

3ar though non-technical terms,

iQut our celestial neighbor.

James F. Wanner
Eadham College

OTE:
In the section on comets in the

backyard Astronomer" for March,

67, it was erroneously stated that the

irvard College Observatory was still

s astronomical clearinghouse, as it

d been for many years. Since 1965,

wever, the official center for report-

y discoveries has been at the Smith-

nian Astrophysical Observatory in

.mbridge, Massachusetts.

Astronomers should communicate

y discoveries of new comets to the

ntral Bureau for Astronomical Tele-

ims at Smithsonian, using the high-

iority telegram address, RAPID
.TELLITE CAMBMASS. Observers

'ould indicate the precise time of

eir observation, the equipment used,

d their address.

lis list details the photographer or

ler source of illustrations, by page.

/ER-George Holton,
to Researchers, Inc.

^. David Corwin
-Arthur Swoger
19-Robert Custiman
-phy

-Philip Smith
24-George Holton,
ept

-top, David Linton
-AMNH after Robert
hman Murphy
-David Linton
iO-G. Holton
i5-Thomas Eisner
13-Philip C. Ham-
'd except map,
IH after Hammond
AMNH

47-50-Marc Riboud,
Magnum Photos, Inc.

52-James Thompson,
Annan Photo Features
54-55-Mitchell
Campbell except map,
AMNH after Anthony
Netboy
56— top two, Dept. of
Fisheries, Canada;
bottom, Courtesy of

Museum of Science,
Boston
58-AMNH after Maine
Dept. of Inland

Fisheries and Game
59-top, Dept. of

Fisheries, Canada;
bottom. Ken Gray

3 Guides That Tell You the Whole Story of

HOW TO TRAVEL BY FREIGHTER

ITfie World's A4osf Comp/efe Guide

To ihe World's Passenger-Carrying Freighters

Passenger- Carrying FREIGHTERS

Are the Secret of Low Cost Travel
Yes, for no more than you'd spend at a resort you can take a never-to-be-forgotten cruise to Rio and

Buenos Aires. Or through the West Indies or along the St. Lawrence River to French Canada. In fact,

trips to almost everywhere are within your means.

And what accommoilations you get: large rooms with beds (not bunks), probably a
private bath, lots of good food and plenty of relaxation as you speed from port to port.

Depending upon how fast you w.int to go, a round-the-world cruise can he yours for as little as
$25O-$.150 a month. And there are shorter trips. Fast, uncrowded voyages to England, France, the
Mediterranean; two or three week vacations up and down the Pacific Coast or elsewhere. Name the

port and the chances are you can find it listed in Travel Routes Around the World. This is the book
that names the lines, tells where they go, how much they charge, briefly describes accommodations.
Hundreds of thousands of travelers all over the world swear by it. Travel editors and travel writers

say: "To learn how to travel for as little as you'd spend at a resort, get Travel Routes Around the World."

It's yours for just $t, and the big lOB-page 1367 edition includes practically every passenger carrying service

starling from or going to New York, Canada, New Orleans, the Pacific Coast, Mexico, South America, England,
France, the Mediterranean, Africa, the Indies, Australia, the South Seas, Japan, Hawaii, etc. There's a whole
section called "How to See the World at Low Cost."

A big $1 worth, especially as it can open the way to more travel than you ever thought possible.

For your copy, simply fill out coupon.

2Nornnan Ford's Selection of

The Best Freighters in All The World

WHAT DO YOU WANT WHEN
YOU TRAVEL BY FREIGHTER?

• A real buy in a short trip?

• Or a longer journey via many exciting ports?

• Would you like to "island hop" around the Caribbean or the South Seas or to explore the Mediter-
ranean? Would you like to wander ashore at half a dozen West Indian islands or at Tahiti or Bali
or at the enchanted Spice Islands of the East?

• Would you like an exciting winter cruise at perhaps half of cruise liner fares? Or a journey com-
pletely around South America? Or to all corners of the Orient? Or would you like to know how you
can actually find a good, recommendable round the world combination of services for as little as
$1100-$I300?

Ask any traveler who's gone by freighter, and he'll tell you there simply is nothing else to compare
with this informal, lower cost way of seeing the world.

And for real value in freighter travel. Norman Ford, America's top travel expert, picks out for you
in his big book Today's Outstanding Buys in Freighter Travel, just those freighter trips which top all

the others for comfort, good food, low cost, and the like.

Today's Oulstanding Buys in Freighter Travel is a book of well over 85,000 words, jammed with
facts about the ships, iheir ports, prices, etc. Because it names names, tells which are the world's
outstanding freighter trips, it's your buyer's guide to getting your money's worth whenever you travel.

Remember, freighter travel is a real discovery, and it can save you real money. Wherever the world
might be calling you—Europe, the Mediterranean, South America, the Orient, or elsewhere—get the real
help of Today's Outstanding Buys in Freighter Travel. Send for your copy now—yours for only $2, a very
small sum for the whole new world this book will open to you.

Oh Your Guide To Life Aboard Your Freighter

FREIGHTER
DAYS

Freighter Days tells you everything you want to

know about your life on a freighter, from the

moment you cross the gangplank to your last day

on board, when you're wondering how much to tip

and who gets a tip.

You learn who does what on the ship, what the

ship's flags are saying, what the bells mean, etc.

Freighter Days details the preparations to make
to get the most fun from your trip, and it describes

everything from dozens of ways to spend your days

aboard the ship to such marine lore as what might

be the names of those huge birds who fly above
the ship when far out to sea, and enough other

facts to make you an "Old Salt."

So don't even think of boarding your ship with-

out Freighter Days, the guide that tells you how
to travel by freighter. IVlany, many drawings, yet

it costs only $1.50.

Mail to HARIAN PUBtlCATIONS

9 Forest Drive

Greenlawn (Long Island), N.Y. 11740

I tiave enclosed $ (casti, check
or money order). Please send me the
books checked tielow. You will refund
my money if I am not satisfied.

D Travel Routes Around the World—the
world's most complete guide to the
world's passenger-carrying freighters,

$1.

Today's Outstanding Buys in Freighter
Travel—Norman Ford's selection of the
world's best passenger-carrying freight-

ers, $2.

D Freighter Days—your life aboard your
freighter, $1.50.

n SPECIAL OFFER: All 3 books above
for $3.

Name
Address
City, State

& Zip
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POTTED BONSAI TREES $1.00 Each

Living trees (about 9") in pots with instruc-

tions for bonsai, dwarfing. Choice of: Jap.
Black Pine, Jap. IVIaple. Cork Oak. Dwarf Per-
sian Pomegranate, Mission Olive, Ginkge, Wild
Jap. Single Deep Rose Camellia (Shows No
Sakae) 5 yr. old spec, shown. Any of these $1
ea. ppd. or six for $4.99 ppd. Trees-Shrubs
Accessories catalog, 100 or free with any
order. Money back guarantee,

WESTARBOR
Box 486 GB

La Canada, California 91011

MARTIN
HOUSE

KIT

. 2,000 mosquit(One Purple Martin de
think what 14 families can do! Martins are apartment
dwellers, we've designed ours to hold a whole colony.

They'll return year after year—invite them now. Roof
and all apartments remove for easy cleaning. Mount on
2" pipe or wood post. Of select exterior plywood, ready
for easy assembly and paint. 20^^" H. 16" W. 26W L.

$19.50 Ppd. Add $1.50 West of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No.
Immediate Delivery
Money-Back Guarantee

YIELD HOUSE
Oept. NH6-7

North Conway. N.H. 03860

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl,

Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal

(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriole,

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanager,
Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan,
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin,
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingale,

Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Wood-
pecker, Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwing,
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).
Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animals,
Chess Sets.

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd., Wilmington, Del. 19803
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Suggested
Additional Reading

DILEMMA OF THE IROQUOIS
Apologies to the Iroquois. E. Wil-

son. Vintage Books, New York, 1959.

Indians and Other Americans. H. E.

Fey and D. McNickle. Harper &
Row, New York, 1959.

ANTARCTICA
The Antarctic. A. P. Crary. Scien-

tific American, Vol. 207, No. 3. 1962.

Quest for a Continent. W. Sullivan.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, 1957.

The Antarctic Today. A. H. and

A. W. Reed in conjunction with the

New Zealand Antarctic Society,

1952.

LIFE ON THE STICKY SUNDEW
Caterpillar Feeding on a Sundew
Plant. T. Eisner and J. Shepherd.

Science, Vol. 150, pages 1608-1609,

1965.

The Physiology of Insect Senses.

V. G. Dethier. John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., New York, 1963.

The Carnivorous Plants. F. E. Lloyd.

Chronica Botanica Co., Waltham,

1942.

DESERT WATERWORKS
OF THE ANCIENT NABATAEANS
The Nabataeans. J. Starcky. Biblical

Archaeologist, pages 84-106, Decem-

ber, 1955.

Deities and Dolphins. N. Glueck. Far-

rar, Straus and Giroux, New York,

1965.

The Antiquities of Jordan. G. L.

Lankester. Lutterworth Press, Lon-

don, 1959.

NOMADS OF INNER MONGOLIA
The Mongol Empire. M. Prawdin.

The Free Press, New York, 1967.

Chinese Journey. J. and G. Myrdal.

Pantheon Books, New York, 1965.

The Three Banners of China. M.

Riboud. The Macmillan Company,

New York, 1966.

MELANCHOLY FATE
OF SALMO SALAR

Salmo Salar's Future in Maine. A.

L. Meister. Atlantic Salmon Jour-

nal, FaU, 1965.

The Fisheries and Fishing Industry

in the United States. G. B. Goode
Government Printing Office, Vol. 1

Washington, D.C., 1887.

Fishes of the Gulf of Maine. H. B
Bigelow and W. C. Shroeder. TJ.S

Department of Interior Fishery Bui
letin 74, 1953.

A Week on the Concord and Merri
MACK Rivers. H. D. Thoreau. Hough-

ton Mifflin, Boston, 1893.

Ten miles at sea, ten cool miles from the
mainland's cacophony and crowds. Sea-
scape and skyscape undimmed and un-
morred by streetlights, neon, jukeboxes,
billboards.

Dramatic clifFs and shoreline, spruce
forests explored by seventeen miles of
trails. Peaceful. And beautiful. $12 to $22
a person daily, with meals. Brochure.

THE ISLAND INN
Box H, Monhegan Island, Maine

BEAUTIFY YOUR YARD

WOOD OR
METAL

TRASH CANISTERS
No more smelly, messy trash cans cluttering your Ian

scape. House them safely outdoors. Out of sight, __.

from animals and weather. Lift lid to drop trash i

open doors to pull cans out. Fill planter with poti

plants-place anywhere and view with pride. Holds ci

up to 28 gals. Weatherproof, wi

plywood. Built to last. _Easy
painted, for fin

cans. $29.95.
Heavy gauge green enamelled steel. Holds 1

singly or fit several together. 34"H. 22%"W. 21%"^
$12.95 2/ $24.95.

All ExpressCharffeaCollect
_

35i6"H. 45"W. 21"D. Holds

BEAUTII FREE CAIiAL
dly 1

lECES 1

YIELD HOUS
Include Zip No. Dept. NH6-7

Money-Back Guarantee North Conway. N.H. 03{

CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHUR

;inB HAVAHART trap captur
rats, rabbits, squirrels, sltunlts, pigeons, spi

rows, etc. Takes minlc, coons without inju
Straying pets, poultry released unhurt. Easy
use—open ends give animal coniidence. No ja

or springs to break. Galvanized: many in
20 years. Sizes for all needs. FREE illustra

practical guide with trapping secrets.

HAVAHART. 158 G Water Street
Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 48-page guide
price list.



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for reacJers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

3" Astronomical Telescope

See the stars, moon, phases of Venus,
planets close up. 60 to IBO power. Alumi-
nized and overcoated 3" diameter f/IO pri-

mary mirror, ventilated cell. Equartorial
mount with locks on both axes. Equipped
with 60X eyepiece and mounted Barlow
/ens. 3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod.
Included FREE: "STAR CHART"; 272-
page "HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS";

American Made Opaque Projector
Projects illustrations up to 3" x S'/a"—en
larges them to 35 ' x 30" i( screen is G'/a ft

from projector, larger pictures it screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diaarams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-
rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug
included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not in-
cluded. Size 12" X 8" x 41/2" wide. Weight
I lb. 2 02s. Plastic case. $7.95 ppd. Order
Stock No. 70,I99E. Edmund Scientific Co.,
Barrington. New Jersey 08007.

Gfonf Weather Balloons
Balls of fun tor kids, traffic stoppers

for stores, terrific tor amateur meteorolo-
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation.
Great backyard tun. Exciting beach attrac-
tion. Amateur meteorologjsts use to meas-
ure cloud heights, wind speed, and temp.
Made of heavy duty neoprene. Inflate with

Scientific Co.,

tdel Digital Computer
s tell fortunes play games
e version of giant electronic
subtracts, multiplies, shifts,
carries, memorizes. Colored
;asily assembled. 12'' x S'/a"
step -by -step assembly dia-
instruction book covering

puter language (binary sys-
Tiing problems &. 15 experl-"-" Order No, 70.683E.

::o., Barrington. New

^JS^

Accurate Home Weaffie Station
' highly sen-
Thermometer

iccurate to ±2%; barometer to ±.025",
lygrometer to ±5%. Foretells weather
hanges from 12 to 24 hrs. in advance, Per-
ect gift—excellent for teaching weather
henomena. Mounted on wood-grained wall
lanel IS'/i" x 5%". Meter cases heavily
ietalt7ed. High-precision dials in etched
luminum. Full Instructions. $9.95. Order
lo. 7O.e07E. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-
ington. New Jersey 06007.

Car of the future Here Now!
of most impressive science toys w

Operates on 2 flashlight batterii

$2.98 Ppd. Or
Sciontific Co.,
08007.

ontrol line, battel
ler No. 70.307E.
Barrington, Net

Wff'n Proof—Games Of logic

Practice abstract thinking and math logic.
Developed by Yale prof. |f you think learn-
ing should bo fun. try WFF'N PROOF
brain-to-brain combat! 21 games of pro-
gressive difficulty. Starts with simple gam
mastered by
logii to challei

ends 'ith subtle

& 224-p. book. $e

Terribte tfzorcJs—Monstrous Mammais
Explore the fascinating prehistoric world
of dinosaurs 200,000.000 years ago. New
kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed
in sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Brontosaurus,
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex, Wooly Mammoth
—range in size from 2" to 6". Also inst. to
build your own dinosaur land and Wonder
Book. S5.00 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,8I7E
Edmund Scientiftc Co., Barrington New
Jersey 08007,

«« US

"•lis|4

Crystal Growing Kit

D a crystallography project—illustrate with
irge beautiful crystals you grow yourself,
tudy & demonstrate factors affect! ng

upply of chemicals
display crystals (clear,
green and red). $9.50

Wooden Solid Puzzle*
Here's a fascinating assortment of 12 differ-
ent puzzles to provide hours of pleasure
and stimulate ability to think and reason
Animals and geometric foi

Lots of fun for
oung and old. Will test

lity Jo solve proble

Science Treasure Chest
Hundreds of thrilling experiments plus a
Ten Lens Kit to make telescopes, micro-
scopes, etc. Incl.: extra powerful magnets,
polarizing filters, compass, one-way mirror
film, dittraction grating, many other items.
$5.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70,342E
Deluxe Chest: Above plus crystal growing
kit. electric motor, molecular set, and tots

. $10.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.343E.
Barrington, New

Plastic Model V-S Engine
of fun! Get thrill of building you

Does everything but burn
melded in 4 colors. Same
Tianyauto-i
to-understa
Order No. . .

Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

Giant Free Catalog
'mpletely new 1967 Catalog. 148 pages
eked with nearly 4.000 unusual bargains.
.citing new categories. Miny new items.

s of charts, illustrations. Many hard-
get war surplus bargains. Enormous selec
n of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars,
ignets, magnifiers, prisms, photo eom-
lents, etc. For hobbyists, experimenters,
rkshops. Shop by mail. No salesman will
I. Write tor Catalog *'E" to Edmund
<entific Co.. Barrington, New Jersey

"Fish" With A Magnet
Go treasure hunting on the bottom 1 Fas-
cinating fun &. sometimes profitable! Tie a
line to our 5-lb. Magnet—drnp it overboard
in bay, river, lake or ocean. Troll it along
bottom—your "treasure" haul can be out-
board motor!
able: 5-Ib. Magnet

oth Tietal

surplus—Alni(
$50. Lifts over 150 lbs.

on land—much greater weights under water.
$12.50 Ppd. Order Stock No. 70.571 E. Ed-'"''""

"
, N.J. 08007.

War Surplus! American-Made 7x50
Binoculars

nund Scientific Co.,

ivings! Brand new! Crystal-clear—7 power. Every optical element is

An excellent night glass—the size
ended tor satellite viewing. Individ-

ual eye focus. Exit pupil 7 mm. Approx.
field at 1.000 yds. is 376 ft. Carrying Case
included. American 7 x 50's normally cost
$274.50. Our war surplus price saves you
real money. $74.80 Pstd. (tax included).
Order Stock i? i544E. Edmund Scientific
Co., Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

New Binocular-To-Camera Holder
Fits any camera for exciting telephoto pic-
tures. 35-mm camera with 7x50 binocular
brings distant objects 7 times nearer. Ideal
for long-range photos of wild life, ships,
people, planes, etc. Attaches easily. Use
any binocular or monocular—and camera

—

still or movie, color or black &. white. Gray
crinkle and bright chrome finish. ItK' long.
Full directions. $11.50 Ppd. Order stock
No. 70,223E. Edmund Scientific Co., Bar-
rington. New Jersey 08007.



Letters to the Editar
La Vida

As a former resident of Puerto

Rico (though not a Puerto Rican)

and a person fluent in Spanish includ-

ing idiomatic use of the language,

and as a student of anthropology

over many years—I take exception to

several of the comments Senor Mon-

serrat makes ["Reviews," April,

Natural History].

For one thing—not to go into great

detail—I do not agree that to the

general reader or even to the

Spanish-alert reader, the title La

Vida necessarily suggests the prosti-

tute. A common expression among all

Latins when confronted by some sort

of distress, is "Aie. la vida"—mean-

ing nothing more nor less than "Oh.

that's life for you!"

I do not see the great contradic-

tions pointed out by the reviewer,

that is, as he sees them: they are

qualifying rather than contradictory

elements in the study, as far as I have

been able to ascertain through peru-

sal of many reviews and parts of the

study itself.

I have been sent other reviews

from Puerto Rico—wherein a sort of

nationalism rather than a detachment

suitable to the reviewing of a serious

study—has taken over. In other words

—and in a way quite inevitably—the

review takes the book as a personal

affront to . . . Puerto Rican culture

as a whole—rather than as a study of

one part and a subsection of that

part.

This is an anomaly—personal and

indignant reviewing of a scientific

study. I think the magazine should at

least give the writer of the book a

chance to answer the statements of a

very (nationalistically ) prejudiced

reviewer.

Mrs. Maurice Kamen-Kaye
Tulsa, Oklahoma

The Snouters
I have to thank you for the publi-

cation of Dr. Stiimpke"s most inter-

esting observations on the Rhino-

gradentia (in the April issue of

Natural History ) . I believe you have

resolved a mystery that has long been

a subject of controversy in my
family.

Among the souvenirs of service in

the South Pacific sent home by a

relative who must even now be name-

less (he was an intelligence agent

who has since vanished in the course

of his professional duties) was a

hoop of soft yellow metal carefully

wrought into the likeness of a gro-

tesque beast. Where my kinsman ob-

tained this artifact, which might have

been a small bracelet or rather large

earring, he would never say. Mem-
bers of the family have expressed the

most diverse opinions of its prov-

enience and have professed to see in

it the more or less distorted likeness

of a veritable menagerie of crea-

tures. Now, however, we are all

agreed that the animal represented

is a hitherto unrecognized species of

Rhinogradentian. and that the article

so long in question must have been

the handiwork of an Hooakha-Hutchi

smith in Hi-yi-yi.

This agreement, however, raises

more questions than it resolves, li

the sculpture is in fact an accurate

representation of an actual animal,

can it be that the form of the piece

was dictated not by the desire to em-

ploy it as a personal ornament but

because such is, or was, the posture

in which the creature was commonly
seen? H so, for what reason would

any animal assume such an attitude?

Surely, to roll downhill! We have no

clue to the predator from which

escape was so imperative, but the

form of the feet of the "Hoop
Snouter" powerfully suggests the na-

ture of the slopes up which it must

subsequently scramble. They are not

only clawed, each is soled with what

appears to be a large suction cup

such as would give purchase on a

smooth wet surface. The glacial ice

and polished granite peaks of Hy-

dud-dye-fee must have afforded just

such a habitat. Moreover, the attenu-

ated nasarium of the Hoop Snouter

would seem to be well adapted to

plucking Glacier Roaches from their

crevices in the ice. (Alas that we can

not dispatch an expedition to Hy-

dud-dye-fee to investigate the possi-

bilities suggested by the structure of

this curious creature!

)

Realizing at last the rarity and in-

terest of this small sculpture, we were

resolved to donate it to The American

Museum. Resolution came too late.

A young cousin, who had received a

casting set for his birthday, had

melted it down, together with some

lead soldiers and a silver spoon, and

cast the metal into the mold of an

imaginary Martian. (Incidentally,

this brings to mind another point of

interest. If a model as competent as

this one was made in Hi-yi-yi, the

natives cannot have been quite the

"Children of Nature" that Petersson-

Skamtkvist supposed.) Lest all rec-

ord of the Hoop Snouter be lost, I

have made a sketch of it from mem-
ory which I hope you will forward to

whom so ever it should most properly

be of interest.

Alice Gray
Department of Entomology

The American Museum

On behalf of the National Organi-

zation for Snouter Ecology (NOSE)

,

I wish to thank you for bringing to

light the brilliant and little known

work of Harald Stiimpke.

Robert P. Baker
President, NOSE

Newark, New Jersey

You're putting me on—aren't you?

S. De Ruggiero

Lt., SC, USN
Oxon Hill. Maryland

[Yes. The snouters, alas, are crea-

tures of the imagination. Ed.]
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EAST AFRICAN WILD LIFE SOCIETY ^^.

CHRISTMAS CARDS • CALENDAR

Cards with envelope $.14 (Sh. 1/-) each. Add 10 per cent

extra for postage and packing for orders under 100. Orders

over 100, no extra charge for postage and packing, (surface mail).

(Reproduction of calendar illustration only)

Calendar $1.00 post free.

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT EAST AFRICAN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION



The town that gut u|i the fight

of its life—for its wildlife.

Man would die if it weren't for the life-

line that ties him into nature's cycle

with the plants, animals and tracts of

unspoiled land that support it all.

On the other hand, man is a multi-

plying, progressive being who needs

more and more homes, buildings,

roads and farms that use up the natu-

ral land.

The people around Naples, Florida,

fought right through the middle of

this dilemma. Their battlefield was
4,000 acres of land ^^:i isi^^jsK

and water at Rookery ' Mkf) BaJ |
Bay. This is a prolific Sanctuary' f
breeding ground for dedicated to |
the waters of the Gulf Mr. & Mrs. !

of Mexico, where Lester J. Norris ^^

sport and commer- , . i

cial fishermen get more fin and shell

fish than are caught on our West
Coast, Alaska and Hawaii combined.

Suddenly the area was a real es-

tate target. The word got out,

the alarm went up, and the

citizenry put up the battle

that saved the birds, fish and
other wildlife. It also proved

that America's real power
grows from grass roots.

There were Mr. and Mrs.

Lester J. Norris, who got

things going by working out options

on the land. There was Charles J.

Draper, who pulled the effort to-

gether into a businesslike organiza-

tion. George Vega, an attorney, got

his neighbors to sign a 50-foot long

petition to the County Commission.

A biologist named Joel Kuperberg
enlisted willing help from state and
private scientists. Nelson J. Sanford,

a prodigious fund raiser, outdid him-
self for the cause.

Many more people and many
ganizations joined in. Only pri^

funds were solicited. The Nat
Conservancy helped •

details on how to orgar

The National Audubo

.

ciety helped purchase L

first 1,600 acres and nii

maintains this tract. Son

'%. the sanctuary area willw

elude all 4,000 acresil:

wildlife and natiii

beauty undisturbed;

As a company long d,

cated to conserving natural resoui;

Sinclair would like to send you oji

examples in which private citii;

won similar battles. Write Sin

Oil Corporation, Room 2210,
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10(

Drive with care and buy Sinclair

DISCOVER AMERICA
BY CAR- IT'S WORTH
SEEING AND SAVING
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General Motors is people
making better products for people.

Phyllis Roe helps shorten long trips. With needle and thread.
Automation or no automation,

we could never get along with-

out sewing machines—and girls

like Phyllis.

There are too many things at

stake. Important things. Like
your riding comfort.

That's why Phyllis painstak-

ingly plies needle and thread to

car seat upholstery—to make
certain you'll never have to take

your lumps riding in a Chevrolet,

Pontiac, Buick, Oldsmobile or

Cadillac car.

Phyllis Roe's skilled hands
are typical of the personal
touches that go into the making
of every General Motors car.

Another reason why they're a
better buy. Especially from
where you sit.

Phyllis Roe, seamstress, Fisher Body plant, Tecumseh, Michigan

^
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with illustrations from the

Encyclopedia of World Art

and full details of the

advantageous budget

plan for Subscribers.

No stamp required.
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WHATEVER MAN HAS

CREATED THAT IS

BEAUTIFUL TO LOOK

UPON NOW AWAITS

YOUR DISCOVERY IN

THIS EXTRAORDINARY

SET OF BOOKS

Mail card for free Prospectus



Will you be one of the
privileged Americans

to share in this

unique experience?

AN EXTRAORDINARY PROJECT— far greater in scope and sig-

1- nificance than any other art publishing project ever seen

—

las caused great excitement among people with a serious in-

:erest in the cultural life of our time. It is the Encyclopedia
)f ^^'orld Art, embracing in 1 5 volumes of surpassing beauty
ill of man's greatest achievements in the \ isual arts through
:he centuries. To turn the pages of these prodigious volumes

. . to read, to learn, to explore their visual delights ... is an
xperience unlike any you have ever had before.

In hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared by the
nost eminent art authorities— and over 7,000 full-page plates

neasuring a full 9 inches by 12 inches in

ize— you will view rare treasures of re-

lowned museums and private collections

11 over the world. Not only paintings,

culpture and architecture—but every art

rem armor to textiles, ceramics to tapes-

ry, fashions and furniture, ivory, jade

:

nd stained glass, jewelry and silver, bas-

etry and feather work, is included here.

En^^clopecLaojWnrMy^rtr

The magnificent color plates alone, showing 2,000 art ob-

jects ( many of them never before reproduced ) , are a totally

new and striking achievement. They offer you the opportunity

to gaze upon a breathtaking succession of beautiful images

taken from 200 centuries of productivity.

The Encyclopedia of World Art is being made available to

subscribers on a unique plan through which you can conven-

iently budget your purchase over an extended period of time.

Send for free color prospectus

To learn how you may examine Volume I at leisure in your
home and, if you wish, become a subscriber to the Encyclope-

dia, mail the attached card. You will re-

ceive a handsome prospectus, illustrated

in full color, with complete details of

this incomparable art library and the

special budget plan available. There is

no obligation and no salesman will call.

If the card has been removed, write to

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. AY-106,

330 W. 42 St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
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THE PARK 8

This fictionalized account by a natural history editor

focuses on some of the factors that shape the form and

function of a metropolitan park system, and determine the

place of nature in an urban setting.

FROM THE LOG OF THE "TE VEGA" 24

Rolf L. Bolin

Originally a millionaire's yacht, the Te Vega has served in

a number of ocean-going roles. She is now a scientific ves-

sel. Rolf Bolin, former Chief Scientist of Te Vega Expe-

ditions, logs a typical voyage for the reader.

THE ADAPTIVE IBIS 32

Helen Hays

The Glossy Ibis, long known to nest only in the vicinity of

Florida's Okeechobee swamp, has recently acquired a num-

ber of new nesting sites along the East Coast.

MUSEO NACIONAL DE ANTROPOLOGIA
DE MEXICO 34

Shirley Gorenstein Photographs by Lee Boltin

Mexico's new museum of anthropology has been described

by Dr. Gorenstein as a masterpiece of stylistic harmony, an

artistic combination of Middle American artifacts (see

Olmec sculpture in cover photo) and architectural beauty.

100 TURTLE EGGS 46

Archie Carr

Are the one hundied eggs laid by a female sea turtle more

or fewer than are needed to insure the survival of the spe-

cies? His many years of observing these animals has shown
Archie Carr that this number is just about right.

SABLE ISLAND 54

Fred Bruemmer

Sable Island is an unusual place. In a photographic essay,

Fred Bruemmer presents a picture of the more outstanding

features of this mist-enshrouded island.
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THE AUTHORS
Rolf L. Bolin, author of "From

the Log of the 'Te Vega,' " notes that

a voyage aboard this ship places the

ocean-bound scientist in "intimate re-

lation to the sea." Similarly, a read-

ing of his article imparts a feeling of

being aboard this yacht turned scien-

tific vessel, rolling in the Pacific,

watching intently for various types

of marine life.

Dr. Bolin, Professor of Biology at

Stanford University and former Chief

Scientist of the Te Vega Expeditions,

has participated in many such excur-

sions. In addition to his current trip

aboard the Te Vega, a "graduate

school at sea" operating from Hop-

kins Marine Station in California, the

author's research has taken him from

Europe to the Solomon Islands, and

from Central America to the South

China Sea, searching the globe and

its oceans for biological data.

Author of "Museo Nacional de An-

tropologia de Mexico," Shirley

GoRENSTEiN is a Lecturer in Anthro-

pology at Columbia University. Her

research interests in pre-Hispanic

military and political organization

brought her to Mexico and gave her

the opportunity to observe the unique

Mexican museum during the course

of her summer research. In conjunc-

tion with her teaching position, Dr.

Gorenstein currently conducts ar-

cheological field work in the vicinity

of New York City. In 1965, she wrote

Introduction to Archeology, a book

now used by some eastern colleges

and universities as a class text.

The photographs for Dr. Goren-

stein's article were taken by Lee

BoLTiN, a frequent contributor to

Natural History. Mr. Boltin, whose

pictures have appeared in many
books and magazines, has had con-

siderable experience in photograph-

ing Latin American art objects and

archeological artifacts. He is the

recipient of many awards for pho-

tographic ability, including the Edin-

burgh Film Festival prize for his doc-

umentary. Way of the Navajo.

Since graduation from Wellesl

College, Helen Hays has turned h

attention to ornithology. She has co

ducted a considerable amount of fie

research and has assisted such not

ornithologists as Dr. Robert Cus

man Murphy. In the New York are

Miss Hays has worked on sevei

waterfowl surveys and has produo

a film on the Ruddy Duck at the J

maica Bay Wildlife Refuge. Currei

ly she is engaged in a study of ter

on Long Island Sound, in addition

her work as a research assistant

Cornell University's Medical Scho'

Much of what is now known of t

great green sea turtle is a result of t

work of Archie Carr. Since 195

Dr. Carr has devoted consideral

time to investigating the many m)
teries that surround the life of tl

gentle sea animal, and he has becoi

an outstanding authority on t

species.

In addition to being a Profess

of Zoology at the University of Fl(

ida in Gainesville, Dr. Carr is a F

search Associate of The Americ

Museum of Natural History. He h

published a number of books and ;

tides that combine careful, scienti

observation with an unusual sensit

ity for the workings of natural pre

esses. "100 Turtle Eggs" is such

article. It is taken from Dr. Car

newest book, So Excellent a Fishe,

be published this fall by the Natui

History Press.

Fred Bruemmer, a native of L
via, worked as a photographer a

journalist for Canadian newspapf

before turning to free-lance photc

raphy and journalism. Since 191

Mr. Bruemmer has pursued his (

reer as a writer-photographer in E

rope. North Africa, and Canada.

This month, this author's phoi

graphic essay tells the strange sto

of Sable Island, a crescent-shap

strip of sand off the coast of No

Scotia. Mr. Bruemmer's photograp

were taken during his recent visit

the mist-enshrouded island.
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THE PARK
A tale set in New York's Central Park focuses on the very real problems

of a city park system and the place of nature in an urban environment

I he morning of May 17, 1967, was

freshly cool and truly springlike, an

uncommon state of affairs in the city

of New York, where the transition

between winter and summer is some-

times abrupt enough to melt the Van
Cortlandt Park snow before skiers

reach the bottom of their slope.

Forty or so persons had gathered on

this Wednesday for a nature walk in

Central Park, to be conducted by the

curator and historian of the park,

Henry H. Reed. Later they would

listen to the first major public ad-

dress of the newly appointed Parks

Commissioner, August H. Heckscher.

The slow parting of winter had not

only tested the biological clocks of

the returning robins, it had also pro-

longed the annual burst of spring

energy, and the park was still bathed

in the delicate greenness typical of

mid-April, an appropriate setting for

the announcement of any policy

changes that the new Commissioner

might apply to the 37,000 acres of the

city park system.

In spring, it is easy to linger too

long at the edge of a pond or lake,

watching the mist rise and roll, and

on this morning, one young man
found himself separated from Mr.

Reed's group. He wandered across a

dewy meadow, onto a bridle path

that skirted the reservoir and led il

a different part of the 840-acre ffl

The landscape, originally laid m

more than 100 years ago by a g ei

team of park designers. Fredeo

Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux.tl

did an effective job of screening)!)

the surrounding city, and he ji;

dered if these men had foreseerl^

day when their first park wou1(K

main the only sizable patch of gi^P

cry poking through one of the la '

slabs of concrete in the world.

Although Central Park is the «

frequented park in the world fc ili

size, most of its 12 million anuj

visitors come on weekday aftern)ii



lartial list of "improvements" suggested

New York's Central Park since its in-

tion in 1858. Due to the abundance of

posals and the limitations of space, our
St was unable to show all improvements
their planned locations on the map

School for Industrial Arts and
Music Center
Exposition Building
Police garage

4. Opera house
5. Airplane landing field

6. Racetrack around park
7. Churches for all sects

8. People's Cathedral
9. Circus grounds

10. Statue of Buddha
11. Roadway to relieve (1923) traffic

congestion
12. Carillon tower
13. Recreation center for the elderly

14. Sports stadium
15. Amusement park
16. Graveyard

17. Housing project, 106th to

110th Streets

18. Drill ground
19. El station as monument to

elevated railroad

20. Marionette theater

21. Radio broadcasting station

22. Steamboat and sailing ship

23. Trenches in North Meadow as

war display

24. Huntington Hartford cafe

25. Garden for the blind

26. Building lots proposed by
Mayor LaGuardia

27. Metropolitan Museum of Art
28. Underground 30,000-car garage

I on weekends. Early in the morn-

, there are few picnickers, ball-

yers, concertgoers, or kitefliers to

seen. And while automobile traffic

always heavy during daylight

irs, the sunken transverse roads

I off much of the noise and lend to

relative solitude of the prenoon

losphere.

lilntering The Ramble, a walk

ough one of the park's most

vily wooded sections, he unex-

tedly came upon a gray-bearded

n with a pair of field glasses, gaz-

I

into a tangle of branches at the

I of a dead oak tree, where a barn
' rested—a rare visitor to the met-

ropolitan park. The presence of the

brown bird seemed to excite the

naturalist, for he did not avert his

gaze as the young man approached.

But after several minutes of watching

the chin-on-chest head-swiveling of

the owl, the nature lover turned si-

lently to the intruder and handed him
the glasses.

Adjusting the binoculars to his

eyes, the young man entertained him-

self for a few minutes by reading a

marvelous variety of human thoughts

into the expression of the bird. But

his period of anthropomorphic inves-

tigation was disturbed by the sensa-

tion that he himself was beins;

scrutinized by the bird watcher.

Quickly he lowered the glasses. His

suspicion was confirmed, for the

bearded man was intently studying

his face, in an apparent search for

some kind of understanding. "Thank
you," the young man said as he nerv-

ously handed the binoculars back to

their owner.

For long moments, the bird

watcher did not answer. Then, cau-

tiously, he gestured with one hand
toward the expanse of rocky ledges,

stately elms, and gray-green syca-

mores that surrounded them and

said, "They want to turn this into a

racetrack, you know."
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Slightly taken aback by what he
realized was an attempt to affect his

political point of view, the young
man nevertheless decided to ask who
"they" were.

"It doesn't matter ivho they are,"

the man said. "It may be a private

group or a branch of the city govern-

ment, perhaps a philanthropic mil-

lionaire, the Parks Commissioner
himself, or anyone who wants to

leave a lasting monument to his name
in the form of a 'project.' " He said

this last word with great disdain, as

if he had had frequent and unpleas-

ant encounters with enemies called

"projects."

"Do you mean that all those people

want to build a racetrack? Why
haven't I read about it in the news-

papers?" Thinking back a few

months to a news item he had seen,

he said, "I remember a battle over a

proposed police stable in Central

Park, some angry words between the

former Commissioner and his critics

who said that he wanted to add an

indoor polo field to the stable com-

plex. But that was some time ago. Is

this racetrack a new idea?"

"No, it's not new," the naturalist

replied, somewhat indignantly. "Al-

most every idea has been thought of

before, you know. And no matter if

it's a racetrack or a polo field,

whether it was proposed yesterday or

in 1900, or whether it's scheduled

for Central Park or Hyde Park in

London. The important thing to keep

in mind is that this is an unending

process that occurs wherever you

have people and land. These over-

tures are continually being made,

amazingly enough, by relatively

well-intentioned individuals ; that's

what makes them hard to resist!

Here," he said, pulling a long sheet

of paper from the pocket of his tweed

jacket, "look at this list of projects

proposed for this park in the last

hundred years."

The sheet contained the dates and

names of a multitude of "suggested

park improvements": an airplane

landing strip, a graveyard, a railway,

a 30,000-car parking lot, a stadium,

a racetrack, public cafes, building

lots, an art museum, a marionette

theater, an old-age recreation hall, a

school for industrial arts and music,

a radio station, a people's cathedral,

permanent circus tents, a statue of

Buddha, and numerous others. Some
of these were laughable. Some, he

knew, had indeed been installed in

the park. And some seemed-
though defunct—eminently worti

Finished reading, he looked inqi

ingly at the bird watcher.

"I know what you're thinkin

the older man said. "You won^
how I can oppose such institutions

old age, religion, Christian bur
and 'progress.' The answer is.

don't. But there are usually m
suitable alternatives to putting th

things in park space. Unfortunate

parks often represent the path

least resistance for all sorts of c

cial projects, from police stables

highways, from cafes to garb;

dumps. The land is free and unoc i

pied by buildings; there are no tasi

no encumbrances, or problems

relocation—very tempting. It's e^i

more tempting when a rich phil.i

thropist donates the money for i

pet project ... in advance. But a lii

must be drawn, and the way to dr^

it, of course, is to exclude all p.

posals that are not parklike."

"That sounds too simple. Just w] 1

is your notion of 'parklike,' for (

ample?"
j

"I can tell you how the designi

of this park viewed it," the man sa

putting his field glasses into thi

case. "They looked at a park asa

sanctuary from the city. They rec(-

nized, even then, that urban mi
needed some chance to withdr.i'

from his normal, harried envirc-

ment, to see some open country al

nature. They knew that many N
Yorkers without transportati i

couldn't retreat to the country.

"For such people, the parks wi

their country. And this is even trii

in 1967 than it was one hundr

years ago when the city's populati

was less than 15 per cent of what i1

today. That's why a park should

be permitted to become an extensi

of the city, in the form of buildin;

highways, and other pieces of t;

urban establishment. Yet, that's wit

is happening. Look at this."

The man pulled a map of Cent!

Park from another of his ma
pockets and showed it as they walkt.

On the bottom it read:

Some Park Acreages 1900 196(
j

buildings, parking, etc. 5 31

paved walks and drives 39 10!

open meadow 55 1(

"Now remember that list of p-
posals," he said. "How long will tit

list have become by 2067 or 216'

And even if a very small fraction f

those projects are accepted, justi

lO
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system, said Carnegie, allowed him to be more
productive, more directional (and therefore
more successful) than his toughest competi-
tors. Imagine what old Andrew could have
done with an XJE TE Memory Cell!

A recent university study of alumni who
succeeded in business, in professional work,
in government, revealed that the major com-
mon denominator of "money success" was
the knack of "organizing" information so
that (1) it didn't have to clutter up busy

thought channels, and (2) it could be re-
trieved immediately. Following a close second
was the ability to communicate facts and
Ideas accurately, quickly, simply, to asso-
ciates and especially subordinates.

In realistic terms of career advancement and
income escalation, don't you owe it to youc-

Corp., Laurel, Md.

I
'The Memocord just

Adv. Agency, Dei

—EARL BRKXN-. Huntington

self and your familv to at least try the
MEMOCORD XJE IS. It could be your
"secret weapon" of SUCCESS!

SEND NO MONEY! TAKE NO RISK!
INCUR NO OBLIGATION TO BUY!
Yes, you may have, use and enjoy a

brand new XJE H — for 15 days, with-

out hidden strings! — just by returning

tlie coupon below to: Norfolk-Hill, Ltd.,

35 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10014.

Norfolk-Hill, Ltd., Dept. NH-8
35 Ninth Ave. New York, 10014

Telephone No.

XJE IX units
reels, batteries,
if you order

^vit!t. tape,
instructions —and.
promptly, free monitoring
patchcord and ultrasensitive tele-
phone pickup). After 15 days' FREE
trial, I'll either buy it for only $79.95
plus shpg.-hndlg. or return it at your
expense. / hold a responsible execu-
tive, business or professional position
and have good local credit.

vT^ FREE EXTRAS, FREE DELIV., FASTER HANDLING
In 1 CHECK HERE, enclosing full payment, and -we wilt

*U.S. Post Offic



unique Nikon35mm
underwater camera
requires no housing

Water-proof, corrosion-resistant,

and pressure-proofed to depths

of 1 60 feet, the amphibious Nikonos
offers unique advantages for

underwater photography.

With its slight negative buoyancy
and over-sized controls, the Nikonos
handles more easily under water

than many other cameras do on land.

There is no bulky, unwieldy

housing to impede freedom of

movement. And, when not in use,

it can hang from the shoulder strap,

leaving both hands free.

The Nikonos is the first camera to

offer high-definition optics designed

expressly for underwater use.

The new 28mm UW-Nikkor f3.5

lens, for example, provides full

compensation for underwater color

aberration and distortion. It

interchanges with the 35mm Nikkor
f2.5, which may also be used
for above-water photography.

Price of the Nikonos is $159.50 with
35mm f2.5 lens. Accessories include

underwater flash and exposure
meter. At better camera and
sporting goods dealers, or write:

Nikon Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11533
Subsid. of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

NIKONOS
BY NIKON
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A combination of natural beauty and surrounding cityscape seen from ivithin the pc

small fraction, what will that do to

the amount of acreage in woods and

open spaces? You see, only people

and projects grow in number; the

size of the land stays the same."

He paused a moment, looking up

into the sky where a gull dipped

gracefully. "Of course, if man stays

around forever, that list will grow

infinitely long." He stood, thinking,

watching a woman pushing a car-

riage on the path ahead. Then he said

slowly, "Man is an increasingly ur-

ban animal. In this city, we have

proven that we can live relatively

sanely even under very compact cir-

cumstances. But we still have open

spaces and some reasonably un-

spoiled natural places to go to; at

least we have the awareness that there

are such places, if we need them.

Tomorrow . . . well," he said with a

quick smile, "maybe the truly civil-

ized society of the future will be the

one that does not insist on civilizing

everything by covering it with a layer

of cement."

They walked into an open field in

which there were several baseball

diamonds surrounded with wire

fences. "Even this." the bird watcher

said, "is an example of a special u

It denies other users access to
j

area. General open areas are t

ter, without formally laid-out fiel

without rusting fences, without e

scarred diamond after the games
through. Open meadows can accci-

modate baseball—infomial baselll

—but they can also be used by oths

for kiteflying or walking or picniy

ing. No one gets chased off."

The baseball diamond was, tri

,

one of the least attractive parts of e

park landscape, but the young na

had heard the "democracy in e

parks" argument before and kne\it

to be filled with controversy. He sd,

"But there are so many special us
;

tennis, riding, golf. . .
."

"And to refuse to cater to tliu

would deny some people their j>

reation entirely," the bearded nn'

agreed. "You're right, this is an a 'a

of compromise. So, we have to thJ

of all the alternatives. Tennis coil

can be built on the site of a den

ished building rather than in p
meadows; golf players can use

vate facilities; horseback riders

well, that's a hard one, but they c

occupy fifteen acres of this p:
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some time now Bolex has been making

selling (at ]4 to 'A less than any one

the best professional 16mm cine sys-

you can buy.

JE MAN OPERATION.-Bolex H-16
ras have become famous for their rug-

ess, dependability, quality optics and

weight, making them perfect for one

(Fig. 1) filming operations and elimi-

g the need for any kind of back-up

FIG. 1

.M CAPACITY.-The only thing that

: H-16 cameras could be faulted on

that they only had a 100 ft. film ca-

FT. MAGAZINE.-That's why we in-

ced the Bolex 400 ft. film magazine to

)th the H-16 REX-5 and the H-16
in the Bolex H-16 cine system.

NCHRONIZATION.-Used with the

constant speed motor (24 FPS) with

output for lip-sync on /4 inch tape and

natic built in clap-stick for easy syn-

lization, the 400 ft. magazine with
• the H-16 REX-5 or the H-16 M-5,
; the professional user in any branch of

; production, science, industry or edu-

1 unlimited versatility and scope.

E TWO BASIC CAMERAS.-The
REX-5 is a three lens turret camera
jffers reflex viewing and focusing on

id glass, allowing the photographer

ete control of composition, framing

jrrect evaluation of depth of field. The
M-5, built with economy in mind, is a

lens camera with viewing through a

/able optical finder mounted on the

f the camera. The H-16 M-5 takes all

ard "C" mount lenses or Pan Cinor

Ingenieux zoom lenses, both equipped

reflex viewing and focusing.

NSES AND ACCESSORIES.-There
) fixed focal length lenses from 10mm
Omm in the H-16 system, and 7 zoom
giving a wide range of zooming ra-

'om 5 to ! up to 10 to 1, including the

Switar 86EE, the world's first and

fully automatic 16mm variable focal

,1 lens, with zoom from 18 to 86mm.
accessories are available in the H-16

!n including motors, close-up attach-

i, grips, matte box, titler, light meter,

ng cases and both optical sound and

l/magnetic sound projectors.

MANY APPLICATIONS.-Because of its

ruggedness, compactness and light weight a

single operator can use the Bolex H-16 sys-

tem for any of the following applications:

Sports filming, including coaching and train-

ing films, for club and school use.

Medical photography, surgical and research

filming, Cin ep/ioto micrography.

Ad'vertising, promotioji and TV ^vork for both

studio and localioti shooting.

Travel and educational filming.

IVild life and nature photography.

Amateur film making.

Industrial filmi?ig, including training, record-

ing, research and 'work study films.

Memomotion and traffic fio'w studies.

Periodic industrial data recording.

Underwater filming, (luith housing).

Time lapse studies.

Remote control filming.

Instrumentation recording.

All types of sound work.

The H-16 REX-5 camera (Fig. 2), with

400 ft. magazine, 24 FPS constant speed

motor, detachable take-up motor on maga-
zine eliminating the use of old fashioned

take-up belts. The H-16 REX-5 offers reflex

viewing and focusing on ground glass. Vari-

able shutter. Filter slot. Accurate automatic

dual frame counters and registrator claw

for picture steadiness.

Shown on the camera is a Vario Switar

86EE zoom lens with automatic exposure

control and a zoom range of 18 to 86mm.
Maximum aperture f/2.5.

H-16 cine system

The H-16 REX-5 (Fig. 3) shown with-

out 400 ft. magazine. The camera takes 100

tt. film loads and has all of the traditional

Bolex features such as filter slot, variable

shutter for fades, dissolves and greater ex-

posure control, automatic loading and pro-

vision to accept the 400 ft. magazine if

desired. Lenses shown are Switar 10mm
f/1.6, 25mm f/1.4, 75mm f/1.9.

The Bolex H-16 M-5 (Fig. 4), with sin- I

gle lens mount, an extremely economical,

professional quality 16mm camera equipped

with such features as variable speeds, single

frame shooting, footage and frame counter,

unlimited film rewind and automatic
threading.

The H-16 M-5 (Fig. 5) can also be used

in conjunction with the 400 ft. magazine, 24

FPS constant speed motor and recharge-

able battery pack. This is an ideal set-up

for sports filming where a large film capac-

ity is desirable to avoid loss of action footage.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.-If you would

like a free 16 page School, Industrial or

Medical Bulletin and a Bolex 16mm cata-

logue write: Paillard Inc., 1900 Lower Rd.,

FIG. 3 Linden, N.J. 07036

'A division of Paillard Incorporated, manufacturers of Hermes office machines.



When it

comes to
serious
field,
vs^ork

there is

really
only one
choice.

Bausch & Lomb binoculars are built for

a lifetime of hard service... guaranteed

without qualification against defects in

materials or workmanship. Providing

unmatched optical quality and mechan-
ical excellence, they are an investment

of lasting value. Features include a dur-

able rubber body cover so tough only a

grinding wheel can remove it, hand-
lapped and diamond turned moving
parts, permanently correct prism align-

ment, optics never crystallize ordiscolor

orseparate andaZZ air-glass surfaces are

anti-reflection coated. Through the
years other manufacturers have tried to

miatch the optical acuity built into every

Bausch & Lomb binocular . . . none has
achieved it. Serious naturalists know
it. See for yourself. Available at better

stores everywhere. Bausch&Lomb,
Rochester, New York 14602

BAUSCH S. LOMB (^
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A misty morning in 'New YotIc City, looking southward over The Lake in Central Pi

which can be walked on and which

do not ruin the landscape. It's the ex-

tremes we must guard against."

This sounded logical but was cer-

tainly not a complete answer. The

younger man decided to pursue the

matter. "And what about you nat-

uralists and bird watchers?" he

asked. "You, for instance, have a

wildlife refuge within the city limits

—Jamaica Bay—that can only be used

for a few bird watchers. In terms

of people per acre, how democratic

is that?"

"Yes, it's too bad that more people

don't appreciate what can be seen in

the larger parks," the naturalist said.

"Of course, they can't appreciate

nature if they have no knowledge of

it. You can't value the chance to ob-

serve the links in an ecologic chain

imtil you have some idea of what

ecology means. Now that I think of

it, an education program might be a

worthy undertaking for the Parks

Department. On the other hand, I

don't suppose that the Department

can educate the public unless they

themselves understand and appreci-

ate what the parks have to offer. Nor

can they be expected to grasp the

biological importance of some of the

dangers to which park lands are ex-

posed. By the way, did you know

that the Parks Department has no

biologists on its staff?"

"No, I didn't."

Thoughtfully, the naturalist con-

tinued, "Perhaps that's why, until re-

cently, the Department never seemed

to worry about the pollution of park

shores with garbage fill, about de-

stroying irreplaceable natural fea-

tures in order to build golf courses

and highways. Perhaps that's it."

He turned to the young man. "You

see," he said, "anything that can

man-made is in relatively abundft

supply, even a golf course built

landfill that may take twenty years

settle before the topsoil can be put

place. But we have yet to learn h<

to build natural features. Once th^

are gone, they're gone forever. Th
are no known ways to replace th

save the operation of natural fore

and that takes a long time—four

five thousand years in the case o

salt marsh; millions of years foi

rocky coastline. Naturally, wh
these habitats are destroyed, the

companying flora and fauna peri

with them."

"But," he added, "New York C
is still fortunate enough to have si

eral large parks in which the natu

landscape remains more or less

tact. These are being used by st

groups ranging from grade school

the college level, ideal outdoor I

oratories representing a wide

of biological situations. Howevi

the craving eye with which p<

lands across the country are view

for the purpose of 'sanitary landfi'

that is, garbage disposal, makes i

wonder whether we will be reme

bered for our foresightedness 1

preserving the irreplaceable or Ij

our efficiency in getting rid of
]

cans and coffee grounds."

The bird watcher halted his wa

and his speech, long enough to p(

through his half-frame spectacles

a gray squirrel poised on the side f

a locust tree. Then he went on, sn •

ing, "Then there are those who val;

natural environment apart from

scientific and esthetic attribut

apart from its ecologic lessons a

its irreplaceable status. Some f

that man, who was shaped by n



I Today's Market

IS GENERAL MOTORS CHEAP?
IS AMERICAN TELEPHONE GOOD?
IS GENERAL ELECTRIC SAFE?
IS AMERICAN AIRLINES SPECULATIVE?
IS XEROX DEAR?
IS UNION CARBIDE A GROWTH STOCK?

When you try to put your finger on the meaning of these familiar

words, you find as often as not that it has changed. What is specu-

lative to your banker may be growth to your brol<er. What seems
safe to your father can sometimes smell of stagnation to your son.

Dear in one man's eyes is cheap in another's.

To chart your investment course by following such verbal am-
biguities is to court shipwreck. When you sail your precious cargo

of hard-earned capital into the unknowable seas of future time,

the first rule of prudence is

BEWARE the unmetered adjectives.
They are as treacherous as the Lorelei. Always take your bearings in numbers, never in lyrical evaluations. That is why

^ALUE LINE LAYS IT ON THE LINE FOR 1100 STOCKS EVERY WEEK IN NUMBERS
'Jben Value Line rates a stock I (Highest) for probable market per-

jrmance in the next 12 months, it means simply that this stock is

ne out of the 1100 slocks that will probably go up most in a rising

larket or down least in a falling market.

Every week in the year each of the 1100 stocks is rated in terms of

s probable market performance in the next 12 months:

100 stocks are always rated in Group I (Highest)

250 stocks are always rated in Group II (Above Average)

400 stocks are always rated in Group III (Average)

250 stocks are always rated in Group IV (Below Average)

100 stocks are always rated in Group V (Lowest)

By the same token when Value Line rates a stock II (Above Aver-

ge) for appreciation in the next 3 to 5 years, it means specifically that

lis stock is in that quintile of the 1100 which Value Line expects to

better than stocks rated III, IV or V, but less than those rated I, as

leasured from the current price to the average price 3 to 5 years from

ow.
And when Value Line grades stocks A for quality, it means plainly

lat 10 or 15 years from now those stocks can be expected to have

eld or increased their value better than stocks graded B or C.

SOME PERTINENT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
}. Why should anyone try to measure the unknowable future?

A. You should try to measure the unknowable future because you

are going to have to live in it, so you may as well go in as well

adjusted as possible.

). Has Value Line a crystal ball that can foretell the future?

A. No. But Value Line has made an intelligent and painstaking

effort to discern the future in the only way that it can be done,

namely through determination of probability.

). Are Value Line ratings— determinations of future probability in

specific time periods of forecast— always right?

A. No. They are not. There can be no certainty in the future. But

Value Line ratings have in the past been right much more often

than not, and by such a margin that it would be unwise for

even the most expert to go against them and it would prob-

ably be to their substantial advantage to go with them.

}. On what basis do you say that?

A. A computer play-back of the Value Line ranking system over a

period of 20 years has demonstrated the clear discriminating

ability of the method.

). How does Value Line go about determining future price probabil-

ity in one of your specific time periods, say 12 months?

A. By measuring the price-earnings ratio of each stock in relation

to that of 1100 stocks over the past 10 years, by measuring the

current price-earnings ratio of each stock against its own aver-

age price-earnings ratio for the past 5 years, and by measuring
the known growth rate of earnings against that of 1100 stocks,

and by grading them into five groups, rated from I (Highest)

down to V (Lowest). These ratings nave been found to be sta-

tistically valid determinations- of probable future price per-

formance within the specified time period of 12 months.

WHY NOT SEE FOR YOURSELF?
Inder this money-back guarantee, if the investment guidance you get

om the Value Line Investment Survey should fail for any reason to

ome up to your expectations, return the material you have received

jnd your money will be refunded. You may try the whole service on
|100 stocks and 50 industries for three months. This offer includes as a

1

BONUS
|ll the latest full-page reports on each of 1100 stocks and analyses of

ne 60 industries into which they are classified, indexed and bound in

urdy binders for your immediate reference. This Investors Reference

ibrary is sold nationally at $25. Then for the next three months you
'ill receive:

Full-page reports every week on each of about 85 stocks and their

respective industries. These new reports are to replace the similarly

paginated reports of three months earlier that are already filed in

your binder. Thus, the 1100 stock reports will be systematically up-

dated in your binder.

Weekly, a new Summary-Index giving you the current 12-month
ranks and the recent market price of each stock, also the Value Line

estimates of appreciation potential of each stock over a period of 3

to 5 years; and its Value Line quality grade.

Weekly, Selection and Opinion: An 8- to 12-page editorial section

In which you will find Value Line's:

Analysis and forecast of the national economy • Appraisal of the

stock market in general • Advice with respect to Current Invest-

ment Policy • Analysis of an especially interesting industry and a

selection of the best situated stocks in it • Especially Recom-
mended Stock of the Week • Special Situation of the month.

M Quarterly, a report on the activities of the leading mutual funds—

the stocks they are buying and selling.

Monthly, a report on the transactions in 1100 stocks by company
officers and directors.

Or, if you prefer, you may have a

FOUR-WEEK TRIAL FOR ONLY $5
—4 weekly editions of the complete Value Line Investment Survey,

including:

Full-page reports on a total of about 340 stocks and 12 industries.

Selection and Opinion section, including all the weekly Selection

and Opinion features mentioned under the $42 offer above.

Mutual fund buying and selling.

Insider transactions.

M Weekly Summary-Index.

fairness to regular subscribers, who pay $156 per year, we cannot

al<e the special low-rate $5 trial offer available to anyone who has

ready had such a trial within the past six months.

CHECK

HERE

D

D

THREE-MONTH TRIAL $42

Send me Iho complete Value Line service for 3 months,

plus the Investors Reference Library bonus, as described

above. If dissatisfied for any reason, I have the right to re-

turn the material and receive a full and immediate refund

of my payment.

FOUR-WEEK TRIAL $5

Send me the Value Line service for the next 4 weeks as

described above. If dissatisfied for any reason, I have the

right to return the material and receive a refund of $5. My
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lions of years of natural processes—

but who sometimes feels that he can

now do all the necessary shaping-

can be properly humbled by taking

an occasional look at the natural

world. You will even find people

whose values are so strange as to sug-

gest that the creatures in the parks

have some right to live, just as we

do, by virtue of the mere fact that

they have been doing it for millions

of years."

As they walked toward the Con-

servatory Gardens, where the new

Parks Commissioner was to give his

address, the naturalist looked at his

listener to see if his final words had

had any impact. "Perhaps all that I

have said is that there are many cri-

teria by which park use and park

users can be judged," he added.

The two of them crossed The

Mount in the north end of the park.

Looking down the east side of the

slope, they could see Commissioner

Heckscher addressing an audience in

the curve of the Conservatory Gar-

dens. They were late.

"That's a difficult job," the bird

watcher said, shaking his head. "And

Mr. Heckscher may have a particu-

larly rough time of it."

"How so?"

"He appreciates nature too much."

"That's a disadvantage?"

The bearded man thought for a

moment and said, "That depends

upon whom you are trying to deal

with. The naturalists will love him,

but I'm not so sure that the political

career of the Parks Commissioner is

enhanced by being a nature lover.

It's not dramatic enough. There's

nothing in keeping the parks clean,

in chasing poachers, or in conduct-

ing an ecologic survey that will make

a splash in the headlines. 'Projects'

make the headlines, a floating squash

court, an eight-story swimming pool

in Central Park, or a tree-trunk

painting contest, things that are only

superficially related to the real needs

and purposes of the park system.

"In fact, I sense a curious change

in the official conception of the Parks

Commissioner's function. This year,

for instance, the Commissioner has

acquired the additional title of Rec-

reation and Cultural Affairs Admin-

istrator. Now, recreation and cul-

tural activities are certainly legiti-

mate concerns of a metropolis, but I

Reflection of Quality:

Many people own
binoculars.

A particular few
own a TRINOVID"

The lighter, brighter,

pocketable binoculars

by the makers of the
incomparable

LEICA® camera.

3 models:
7x35,8x32, 10x40.

E. Leitz, Inc. ,468 Park Avenue South, N.Y.N.Y. 10016

harbor some fear that the attentic

they command will detract from tl

energies that the Commissioner

able to devote to basic park consi

erations. Furthermore, today's ei

phasis on culture, in particular, h

endowed that concept with some
the mystical virtues that we normal

reserve for motherhood, God, ai

country. This being the case, I doi

think it unrealistic to forecast a co

ceptual shift in the relative impc

tance of the Commissioner's vario

duties—a shift away from the co

cepts of nature and the natural scie

ces, toward the man-centered notio

of culture and the social sciencf

"I suppose that I could build som

what of a case for these beliefs 1

noting that the city budget this ye

contains a proposal for a multim

lion dollar stable complex in Centi

Park, but can spare only $30,000 f

horticultural expenses in the enti

borough of Manhattan. At any ral

it is an interesting trend that encoU

ages building in the parks but pr

vides pitifully inadequate funds f

the purpose of maintaining pa

landscape. No, a Commissioner wl

really attempts to do his job m;

find his wings clipped in more thi

one way."

They walked down the hill, arout

some beer cans in the path, and in;

the gardens. The Commissioner w
enlarging upon a Gertrude Ste

quotation, in order to describe tl

shrinking stronghold of nature in i

urban world. "There is no out thei

out there any more . . . except insof I

as we deliberately keep areas of n

ture safe from man's use and depi

dations. ... If structures and pav

ment take over the world entirel

if green places and growing thin

have no guarded life, then man w
go through the years deprived ai

lopsided. He will be poor, whatev

the gadgetry of afHuence aroui

him."

It was a good speech, the yom
man thought—aware, enthusiast!

and in tune—and he hoped the tu)

would be listened to by the city a

ministration. He turned to voice h

concurrence to his bird-watchii

friend, but the bearded man wl

gone. He glanced about the hedg

bordered gardens—nowhere in sigl

The naturalist had disappeared in

the landscape. You know, in t:

height of the noonday sun, he hi

vanished like a wispy spirit of tl

park. Jack Ho\

i6
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racy — one graduated in

Centigrade and the other in Fah-
renheit. Now, wherever you are

• and whether you
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in your mind or truly a case of

beastly weather. Gold-plated, with
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lined snap case. $9.95

anding design
and performance. Fits in the palm
of your hand. More powerful
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Novoflex teleptioto lens
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Ominous in mid-air, tiiis White-baclted Vul-

ture (Pseudogyps bengalensis) was photo-

graphed by noted British naturalist Eric

Hosking. He used a 400mm Novoflex lens on

a Contarex with Kodak Tri-X film and shutter

speed of 1/1000. Mr. Hosking praises the

"tremendous definition" of the lens and
calls the Novoflex Follow-Focus system
"ideal for this type of bird photography."

Colleagues on the expedition using lenses in

revolving mounts were unable to focus quick-

ly, he reports.
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turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-
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Marston Sates

A Naturalist at Largi

i^ometimes I have thought that I

missed my profession—that I should

have been a filing clerk. At least I

love to make catalogues and work out

systems of classification. On the other

hand, maybe it is just as well that I

don't have that professional status,

since my systems never seem to work

very well—which, of course, doesn't

keep me from trying. For years now

I have been attempting, off and on, to

find ways of analyzing the human
ecosystem. There is the problem of

trying to classify the different habi-

tats, from cemented cities to main-

tained nature reserves. And then

there is the problem of working out a

scheme of categories for the different

kinds of relationships that have come

to exist between the human animal

and other organisms. There are com-

plications, but one category is fairly

clear—food. Eating and being eaten.

Our prehuman ancestors, the pro-

tohominids, must have been integral

parts of the biological communities

in which they lived. The structure of

the biological community depends on

who eats whom—the transference of

energy from the producing green

plants, through the "key industry ani-

mals" that live directly off the plants

and the various predators and para-

sites that eat these, and so to the de-

composers who return the materials

of the corpses to dust. There are

many lines of evidence to indicate

that the protohominids were social

carnivores, living in hunting packs

able to cope with ever larger and

more diverse kinds of game as they

acquired tools and skills.

The role of the protohominids in

the community would thus be com-

parable to that of wolf packs, differ-

tl

ing considerably from that of the li

ing primates that we know, who a:

mostly vegetarian or insectivorous

general scroungers of whatever th(

can collect and digest. I suspect tl

protohominids were scroungers to

supplementing their meat diet wi
nuts, berries, tubers, grubs, eggs, ar

the like. They probably also did n<

scorn jackal-like scavenging

aversion to "spoiled" meat is a cr

tural trait not shared, for instance, I

the British upper classes, who lil

their game "high."

Man, or preman, was thus pro

ably more miscellaneous in his foe

habits than most predators, but h
primary impact on fellow anima

was surely as a carnivore. I like t\

statistics collected by Raymond Da
(published in Adventures ivith th

Missing Link, Harper, 1959) durir

his study of 7,159 animal fragmen

found associated with australopithi

cine fossils in a cave at Makapans,

in South Africa. He determined th,

these represented the remains of

least 39 large bucks of kudu an

roan antelope size: 126 mediuni

sized, wildebeeste-type antelopes

100 small, gazelle-like animals; anj

28 specimens of a tiny, duiker-lik

species. In addition, there were n

mains of 4 horses of extinct specie

6 chalicotheres ( an extinct type (J

tree-browsing creature), 6 girafff

(also of extinct species), 5 rhinos,

hippopotamus, 20 wart hogs, and 4

baboons. Bones of porcupines, hare

and water turtles were found alon

Marston Bates is a iveU-known authc

who also teaches biology at the Un

versity of Michigan. His column no

appears regularly in Natural Histor



le Hasselblad system . .
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id a few reasons why the serious photographer needs it.

ju're serious about your pho-

•aphy, (and you wouldn't be

ding this advertisement if

weren't), then you are prob-

I already the proud owner of

3 called "system" or a "sys-

I
camera." You like it, be-

se you like to do a lot of

oting, and you like the ver-

ility and freedom that the

item" idea can bring to your

tography. Probably the "sys-

i" that you have is 35mm
ight? And it's great because

can shoot lots of exposures,

1 print up your best shots,

you'd be the first to admit

: there's a big loss in image

lity when you blow up that

^m negative to "Exhibition"

it size. And did you ever get

i because you had a black

white film loaded and then

Df a sudden that chance for

eat color shot happened. Of

rse if you have two bodies,

I keep one always loaded

1 color, then you're in great

ape. ..do you have two
'ies? And did you ever get

d at your wife when she
nted to see the pictures

:hat weekend trip you both

k, then complained about
: size of the contacts?
so some of the things we've

itioned may be a little ex-

erated, but they do point out

w things that can happen if

own a 35. None of these

igs can happen if you own
Hasselblad System. You see

selblad is the one camera
:em that can do anything

: any 35mm camera system

do and at the same time

; you all the advantages of

ZVn square format. Plus the

•.selblad System of inter-

;ngeable lenses with built

Compur shutter and inter-

ngeable film magazines.

Here's what the Hasselblad Sys-

tem consists of. Firstly, the

500C, the standard camera in the

system*. It accepts all seven

lenses available for the Hassel-

blad, and is a single lens reflex

viewing camera. The 500C
always shows you exactly how

your final picture will turn out

on the ground glass screen,

in the same way a view camera

does. This allows you to concen-

trate on the setting up and com-

position of your picture, no mat-

ter what lens or accessories you

are using on the camera.

The lens, magazine, focusing

hood and winding knob of the

500C are all instantly inter-

changeable.

Next is the Hasselblad Super

Wide C. The camera that caused

a breakthrough in 2Va square

photography. Equipped with a

38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss

Biogon f/4.5 lens, this camera

allows you to take pictures pre-

viously considered impossible.

The superb optics of the lens

assures perfect distortion-free

horizontal and vertical delinea-

tion, with sharpness of image

from corner to corner of the

negative area, even at full aper-

ture. Depth of field at an aper-

ture of f/ 22 is from 26 inches to

infinity.

The newest camera in the Has-

selblad System is the electri-

cally driven Hasselblad 500EL.

This camera automatically ad-

vances the film and cocks the

shutter, allowing a rapid series

of exposures to be made, either

by use of the camera release

or long release cords, timei or

remote radio control. The 500EL

accepts all the lenses and most

accessories available for the

500C. Obviously one of the ad-

vantages of this camera is that

the photographer is freed from

the actual mechanics of picture

taking and can therefore, de-

vote himself completely to the

subject.

The use of the 500EL with the

Hasselblad 70mm film maga-

zine, (up to 70 exposures on

cassette loaded 70mm film)

allows the photographer, work-

ing on a job where a large num-

ber of exposures are required,

to handle his work load much
more quickly and efficiently.

There are seven Carl Zeiss

lenses in the Hasselblad System,

40, 50, SQB, 120, 150, 250C and

500mm. Each lens has a built

in Synchro Compur shutter,

with automatic stopping down

at the moment of exposure and

manual preview for depth of

field checks. Every lens has

both M and X synchronization al-

lowing the use of flash and

strobe at all speeds up to

l/500th of a second.

Five different instantly inter

changeable film magazines are

available. These magazines
allow the photographer to make

12 or 16 exposures on I2t

film", 24 exposures on 22C

film^ and 70 exposures or

70mm film. The magazines alsc

allow the choice of 3 format

(21/4 square, 21/4 X IVs, 1% X 1%
This allows not only for speed

of operation, but the conven

ience of being able to change

either film type or format in

mid-roll.

Completing the system i

huge range of accessories that

includes extension tubes and

bellows extensions for close up

work, filters'", transparency

copy holders, cut film backs

eye level prism finders"^, sports

view finders, sun shades'"

rapid winding crank', quick

focusing handles-*, grips

underwater housings, ring lights

microscope attachments and

carrying cases.

We are not suggesting that you'

need the entire system all at

once. But we do believe that the

quality of your photography
and the pleasure that you gel'

out of it, can be increased many
times over when you own si

small part of the Hasselblad Sysj

tern. (Such as those shown
below.) The Hasselblad System

is not cheap, but then if it wi

stop your wife complaining

about the size of your contact:

mightn't it be worth it?

This description of the Hassel

blad System has been neces
sarily brief. If you would like a

Hasselblad catalogue or further

literature or if you have a spe

cific technical inquiry, write to

Paillard Incorporated, 190Q
Lower Rd., Linden, N.J. 07036

HASSCLBLAL
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with this larger game. Fragments of

eggshells show that the australopithe-

cines were addicted to bird's-nesting,

and crabshells show that they did not

mind eating invertebrates.

So much for the food of the proto-

hominids. How about their being

eaten? It is diiEcult to get an idea of

the food habits of early man, but it is

far more difficult to estimate his role

as food for other animals. Hermann
Dembeck, in a fascinating book on

Animals and Men (Natural History

Press, 1965 ) , cites the opinion of both

L. S. B. Leakey and Herodotus to the

effect that man was probably not an

attractive prey for the big cats—

whether of living or extinct species.

"Perhaps the reason the race of man
survived," Dembeck says, "is due to

his repulsive smell and the bad taste

of his flesh."

That is not a very flattering

thought. Maybe the occasional lions

and leopards that take to man-eating

are simply lacking in discrimination.

Some species of crocodiles, at least,

take to people whenever they get the

chance. While on this subject, it has

been suggested that the rarity of at-

tacks on man by the big South Ameri-

can anacondas, perfectly able to swal-

low a calf, may be due to his up-

right stance which makes him seem

to the snake too big to be managed.

I have always heard that cannibals

consider fellow men to be a particu-

larly tasty kind of meat. Cannibalism

is also generally presumed to be an

ancient human habit, in part because

the long bones of the fossils of Pe-

king man were split open, and split-

ting could only be carried out by a

fellow man with a tool; other ani-

mals would gnaw the bones. Yet

Lewis Mumford, in his thought-pro-

voking new book The Myth of the

Machine (Harcourt, Brace & World,

1967) , uses this as an example of the

scholarl)' habit of jumping to conclu-

sions. He points out that "we have

no evidence to indicate whether these

creatures were killed or died a natu-

ral death. If we suppose they were

killed, we do not know if homicide

was the custom of the country, or

whether this was a particular case

.... Nor yet do we know if they were

killed by their own kind, by another

group, or by some more gigantic

predatory hominid of a vanished race

whose huge teeth were also found in

China."

But whatever its history, there is

no question that cannibalism has oc-

naturally
it's
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cuned within widely different cul-

tures in historic times, although

tribes have probably often enough

been accused of cannibalism on the

simple theory that "cannibal" and

"savage" were roughly equivalent

terms. Anthropologists have had a

fine time here with classification:

there are exocannibals, who eat only

enemies; endocannibals, who eat

only friends; various sorts of ritual

cannibalism: and the like. But this is

just another aspect of the fact that

man has been his own chief enemy
for quite a while.

Man may not, then, have been a

common source of food for any other

predator except possibly fellow men.

He has long provided food, however,

for many other kinds of creatures

—

the organisms we call parasites. He
supports a special kind of flea and

three species of lice, and contributes

to the food supply of a variety of

ticks, mosquitoes, and other biting

insects, as well as a considerable

fauna and flora of worms, proto-

zoans, bacteria, viruses, and fungi.

The parasitic way of life, in the text-

books, is often described as "degen-

erate." This has always puzzled me. I
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suppose as predators ourselves, we
admire other animals of this ilk, and

make the lion "king of beasts." But

personally, I had much rather be bit-

ten by a mosquito than by a lion.

I have been writing about man's

food relations—about eating and

being eaten—from the biological

point of view. I have been writing, in

other words, as though culture, ideas,

attitudes, and tradition did not exist.

But the behavior of Homo sapiens is

always modified by his conceptual

environment, and this must go way

back in time, perhaps even to those

australopithecines studied by Ray-

mond Dart and L.S.B. Leakey. Ideas,

however, leave few fossils, and we

can only guess at their influence on

the food habits of early man. With

living peoples the influence is obvious

and pervasive. I think one could say

that no known culture uses the food

materials present in the environment

strictly in terms of availability and

nutritional value. No culture is en-

tirely "rational" about food.

I remember once, in the llanos of

eastern Colombia, sitting around a

fire eating toasted ants—the sexual

forms that happened to be swarming

in great numbers at that time. They

had a pleasant, nutty flavor, and in

season were sold at the local movie

theater, serving the same function

(and having the same effect) as pop-

corn with us. I happened to remark

to my ant-eating friends that in my
country people ate the legs of frogs

—an idea that they greeted with hor-

ror. It was as though I had spoken

of some immodest sexual activity.

This may have been the beginning of

my interest in the curious parallels

between the cultural controls over

food and sex—finally resulting in a

book due to be published this fall

with the title Gluttons and Libertines.

There is no evidence, as far as I

know, that any of the food taboos

are based on factual observation of

ill effects (I am not classing the

avoidance of poisons as "taboos").

It is sometimes said that the Jewish

and Moslem taboo on pork has a

basis in the danger of infection by
trichina. But this looks like reason-

ing after the fact. It is more likely

that the taboo started as a reaction

against a heathen pig-cult that was

once widespread in the Mediterran-

ean region—only the worshipers of

false gods ate pigs. Sometimes it is

argued that the avoidance of pork

has a basis in the filthy, scavenging

habits of pigs, but chickens have

equally filthy habits (from our point

of view) and are eaten by peoples

who reject pork.

Frederick Simoons has written a

book on meat taboos in the Old

World with the title Eat Not This

Flesh (University of Wisconsin

Press, 1961). He points out that

chickens and eggs are about as

widely tabooed as pork, although by

peoples who have been less well pub-

licized than the pork-avoiders. This

taboo is particularly strong among
many African tribes. Chickens most

commonly are prohibited for women,

but in some tribes they may be pro-

hibited for everyone or for certain

ages and social classes. They are fre-

quently thought to be a cause of ster-

ility, but a variety of other reasons

may be given for the avoidance.

Chickens and eggs often have reli-

gious significance, and chickens may
first have been domesticated for pur-

poses of divination rather than for

eating. Cockfighting may also have

sacred aspects, though it appears to

be a trait of civilizations rather than

of primitive tribes.

We are apt to feel superior to peo-

ple who refuse to eat good food like

chicken on superstitious grounds.

But we have plenty of food taboos

ourselves. One of the strongest of

these is the taboo on eating dogs,

though in many parts of the world

dogs are raised for food, and in clas-

sical antiquity roasted puppies were

considered a great delicacy.

The strength of the taboo is shown

by an account given by Simoons in

his book: "A good illustration is the

recent case of Andrew O'Meara, a

United States Army officer, who
killed, skinned, and put a stray dog

on a spit in Peoria, Illinois, to dem-

onstrate means of military survival

to some friends. He was prosecuted

under an Illinois statute against

cruelty to animals, pleaded guilty,

and was fined the maximmn $200

permitted by the statute. An interest-

ing aspect of the case is that though

Lieutenant O'Meara killed the dog

with a sudden blow, and could have

pleaded innocent, he felt public pres-

sure sufficiently to plead guilty and

to accept by agreement the maximum
fine. The judge in the case received

crank letters and threatening phone

calls, one from as far away as Wash-

ington, D.C., to make certain that

he 'did his duty.'
"

Who says we are rational?
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As the ship slips westward under straining sails, or

suddenly notices that the gray-green water typical c

the California coastal reaches has been replaced by tl:

clear, deep blue of the open Pacific. This is water thi

has remained on the surface for a long time, movir

slowly with a far-circling current—the ocean's centr;

gyre. In an earlier, long-past period its burden of pho
phates, nitrates, and other nutrients had been incorp<

rated into burgeoning populations of diatoms and dim
flagellates. These tiny floating plants of the surfat

layers had, in their astronomical numbers, discolore

the sea; then they died and sank, leaving the surfac

waters an uncontaminated blue.

While sinking, the organisms were subjected to tl

complex chemistry of bacterial decay: they yieldc

their substance into solution in the sunless deptl

where no green plants can grow. At some distant plac

of upwelling along the margins of land masses, (

where ocean currents diverge, this deep water w
rise into the sunUt superficial layers, and the effeq

wiU be similar to those seen when a farmer fertilize

his fields. Under the influence of nutrients that ha^

once more become available, tiny floating plants w
again multiply at a fantastic rate. The water will b
come opaque green, as we saw it yesterday, or yello

or, perhaps, as red as tomato soup. The planktc

nets of oceanographers working in such an area w:

be clogged with microscopic plants, with herbivoroi

copepods that feed on them, and with carnivores thj

feed on the copepods. Fishes will abound, and trollir|

Unes will yield albacore or bonito, dolphin or barr;

cuda, the final links in the oceanic food chain.
i

The striking contrast between the color and tranj

parency of today's water and its appearance when v

sailed through it only yesterday provides the first le

son for the students on the Te Vega. The evident

of skimpy versus previously rich catches with tl

plankton net proves that we have left a comparative!

rich region for barren waters, and this is confirm^

by the limp trolling lines that trail astern, never snaj

ping taut to a hard strike. The facts, clear to anyoi

who has eyes to see, and interpreted by the seni<

scientists against a broader background than can I

observed at one time and place, bring home to ever

one on board the basic plan of the general nutrie:

and food cycle in the sea. This kind of teaching h

an impact that lectures and assigned readings aloi

could not even approximate.

Te Vega is a graduate school at sea, dedicated

research and training in biological oceanography. A
quired by Stanford University, this 135-foot, stei

hulled, two-masted schooner was converted in 19(

and is operated with funds provided by the Nation

Science Foundation. In the past four years she h

carried over two hundred researchers and trainees •

sea. During four eleven-week periods each year si

serves as classroom, research laboratory, field statia

and home-away-from-home for a scientific party cO,

sisting of three faculty members, ten graduate studeni

and two marine technicians, who have been recruiU



)m universities throughout the United States.

This is the latest in a succession of roles played by
: Vega. Back in 1930 she was built by Friedrich

upp in Germany as a yacht for a millionaire's wife.

Iter, she was bought by Cornelius Crane, the plumb-

? tycoon. In World War II the U.S. Coast Guard
•nmoned her to duty as a patrol ship (on one occasion

enemy submarine thought her too unimportant to

pedo). In 1956 she was featured in the Cinerama

me South Seas Adventure; in 1959 she became a

:ury cruise ship.

Today she is equipped for adventure of the scien-

c kind, investigating the life process in what we
I the oxygen-minimum layer off the Pacific coast of
' Americas. Fitted for a broad and varied program
study, she boasts wet and dry laboratories, loran,

leep-sea precision fathometer, sonar, hydrographic

i deep-sea trawling winches, bathythermographs,

nsen bottles (with attached reversing thermometers)

deep-water sampling, titration equipment, spectro-

7tometer and induction salinometer for water chem-

y, nets of many different kinds for biological

npling, gimbaled aquariums for laboratory observa-

n, and diving gear for invading the ocean itself.

\t must be admitted that a sailing ship is not the

al vessel for modern oceanographic work. Te
ga'^y beautifully tapered hull and wineglass cross sec-

1 restrict the space available for berthing, labora-

ies, and stowage, and her sail booms preclude the

lition of such space by building the deckhouses

her. The clutter of standing and running rigging

its the working room and restricts us to using

itively small and light gear. We are unable to mount
?e drums for long lengths of electrical cable that

uld permit time-saving, direct readings from in

I sensors. The 17-foot draft limits operations in

y shallow waters.

3ut there is one splendid compensatory feature. Te
ga's low freeboard places the scientist in intimate

ition to the sea; it is almost as if he were standing

its surface. He can see any organism in the upper

ers and can often reach out with a dip net and cap-

? it. He is practically part of the environment he

dies. Alumni of the cruises leave with a deeper

ling of intimacy for the multiform organisms of the

ad ocean, a more profound appreciation of the

nplexity of the milieu in which these live, and a

ater respect for the changing moods of the sea

n can come to those who work on larger and more
iern vessels.

before Te Vega was ready to assume her planned

vities in the eastern Pacific an opportunity arose

her to participate as one of the American vessels in

International Indian Ocean Expedition, a multi-

on study of that least known of oceans. Since this

vided a chance for operations in distant waters oth-

ise beyond Te Vega's reach, it was immediately
iped. As a result the ship roamed into many places,

h well known and almost unheard of: Pago Pago
Tikopia, Singapore and Kutaraja, Gan and Mau-

is, Mutsamudu and Mombasa. On their way to the



Indian Ocean the ship's scientists were already having

experiences and adventures far too numerous to re-

late. Perhaps a few gleanings from the wake of Te
Vega'i' passage will yield vignettes that impart some
impression of what it was like.

Bountiful Raft

We are in the clear, barren waters of the open

North Pacific, but just how barren are they? A small

blue oval, about an inch long, is noted floating on the

sea surface. It passes astern and out of reach, but soon

we see another. The long-handled dip nets are

manned, and before long we have on board a "by-the-

wind-sailor." This is Velella, a pelagic hydroid colony.

It consists of the principal individual, the buds for new
ones, and characteristic paraphernalia. We see thai

the oval is a transparent chitinous plate, which floats

raftlike on the surface of the sea, and from which a

plate of the same material rises perpendicularly toj

form a sail. Around the margin of the oval a fringe of

blue tentacles hangs from a band of blue tissue. The
underside has a large feeding polyp in the center and

is elsewhere covered by a complex mass of tiny,

brownish spheroid bodies—the buds that will later gq
free. A beautiful and intriguing creature indeed. We
continue fishing and specimens soon cover the watei

in one of Te Vega's aquariums.

As we sail onward Velella gradually becomes more
numerous and the individuals larger—we gain the im-^

pression that we are watching the population growi

older. The inch-long ovals that we first encountered

have been replaced by Velella in the prime of fife. The
ovals now reach an average length of more than three

inches, and are so abundant in some areas that we
estimate more than one per square yard. We note alsq

that if the long axis is considered to extend from north

to south, the sails invariably extend along a NW to

SE diagonal. The books state that this is not always

true, that some have sails extending from NE to SW^
and that this difference disperses the floating colonies

over the sea surface by sending them on different

tacks. If so, the wind has already done its work, sorting

out Velella and leaving us only those with sails on

NW-SE diagonals.

In our aquariums some of the specimens are now
dropping their brown spheroids, and we hasten to ex-

amine these under the microscope. The freed buds

turn out to be small jellyfish without any trace of ten-i

tacles: they are simply pulsating bells. Such modified

medusae cannot eat; their sole function during their

brief, independent existence is sexual. If the eggs and

sperm that they shed into the water should unite, each

resulting individual will then asexually reproduce the;

varied individuals of a new Velella colony such as the

one we first encountered. This method must be suc-

cessful, for Velella are spread over 400 miles of ouii

course, and we have no idea how far to the north and

south the population fimits fie. The number of Velella

must certainly be counted by the billions.
,

Continuing our course, we notice other organisms

that are associated with Velella. First we catch the
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lagic snail Janthina. The delicate shell is almost

ite, but the animal is the blue of the sea. Clinging

Velella or suspended from its own intricately fash-

led float of air bubbles imprisoned in mucus, Jan-

na becomes more and more common, and we soon

serve that there are two species. They differ not

y in the structure of their shells but in the shape

:he bubble floats. When irritated sufficiently by pok-

, the snails liberate a beautiful reddish-purple dye.

th this, it has been reported, Janthina narcotizes

lella before eating it. We detect no narcotization

; do find plenty of evidence that Janthina eats

lella with great gusto.

SText, the nudibranch Fiona is noted crawling

und on Velella. This shell-less snail, with feathery

ts of cerata covering its back, looks peaceable—and

't. We soon become aware that it is a voracious

ature, devouring the entire Velella with the excep-

1 of its raft, upon which Fiona then commits the

d indignity of depositing its eggs. Then we are

ire of still another predator, a small grapsoid crab

)ut the size of a sugar cube. It looks ridiculously

of place here in the open ocean, but judging by the

nber found, it feeds well aboard its living raft,

rhe final conspicuous member of the community is

ms fascicularis. This barnacle, with shells reduced

)aper thickness as an adjustment for the floating life,

les on Velella as a metamorphosing larva and is

n joined by numerous relatives. Eventually they

y form masses larger than a man's head, hundreds

ndividuals that extend in all directions from a gas-

taining communal float in which the original sup-

ting Velella seems entirely lost. These barnacles

not as shy as the coastal representatives of their

us, which withdraw into their protective shells at

sHghtest disturbance. Instead, the sea-faring bar-

les extend their feathery tentacles (actually modi-

legs) and try to engulf a probing finger—eloquent

ience that they must take advantage of whatever

d presents itself in this famine-prone habitat,

ly the time we leave Velella behind, we have a

ir concept of this animal community. It is wonder-

y simple, uncluttered by hundreds of species—and
ations in the environment do not confuse the pic-

:. First, we saw the youth of a population, consist-

of one dominant form, exploiting the sparse plank-

of the open ocean. As we sailed into older portions

he community we observed it developing into ma-
ty and then becoming subject to attack by several

Is of predators. As these increase in number, and
^elella becomes senescent, they eventually kill the

se that laid the golden eggs, thereby bringing ex-

tion to themselves.

Down in Coral Fairyland

Ve have come to Vanikoro, in the Santa Cruz Is-

Is (part of the Solomon Islands chain) . Now half

)zen of us, equipped with air tanks and breathing

aratus, with face plates and swim fins, cavort in

ect ease and comfort at a depth of forty to fifty

, while others from Te Vega snorkel in the surface

W'SOtpcmjereonace^ ^i

-fh^cjcU^ri^
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layers and await their turn to use the breathing equij

ment. Weightless in the clear, warm water, unworrie

about personal orientation, we glide slowly and almo;

without effort in any direction while the fantasti

panorama of the reef streams past our eyes.

Huge rounded monohths of coral ten feet in dian

eter appear soft and iridescent green until a probin

hand causes their polyps to retract; then the mass
;

suddenly stone hard and dark brown. Small fishe

inch-long gobies matching the polyps in color, scuri

over the hard surface as we drift by. Parrotfishes fee

on small coral heads, and the sound of their chisel-lii

teeth scraping shallow grooves in the coral sets oi

own teeth on edge. It also leads to the thought thi

chewing up rocks is a poor way of making a living.

Here rise rich gray vases of coral; there, fragij

golden-yellow platters, or shelves, jut out from vertici

walls. Beautiful shell-pink hydrocorals grow in tl

form of tiny grotesque trees, while great thickets c

branching white staghorn coral display bright bli^

tips on every branch. Relatively small Tridacr,

clams, only a foot or so in length, lie almost embedde

in the coral, but extend their mantle edges of motde

green and blue and brown out into the light so th<

the symbiotic algae living in their tissues can thrivi

Black sea urchins with foot-long spines prese^

needle-like hazards to the unwary diver. Tube worn

of various kinds display circles of brightly colored an

banded tentacles, which magically vanish in a flas

when disturbed by an approaching hand or even thj

passing of a shadow. Red or blue starfishes crawl ove

exposed surfaces; black crinoids, or feather stars, hie

in crevices and, when disturbed, swim away in gracj

ful slow-motion ballets.

It is tempting simply to drift slowly around in th

fairyland, observing its wonders, but we are here o

more serious business: our job is to make a collectio

of fishes from the reef. A few short years ago the ston

lacework and protruding fingers of the coral provide

such an efficient device for the destruction of ne-

and so perfect a refuge for the fishes that it was in

possible to collect an adequate sample of the ref

fauna. Now the producers of chemical insecticide

have come to the aid of the ichthyologist, and w
are able to do the job.

We find a place where there is a depression extenc

ing into the reef wall from the lagoon side. We ha\

selected the time of slack water, so in this holloi

the tidal current is now almost absent. Into one-quai

polyethylene bottles we have poured a black, oil]

concentrated solution of rotenone. Applying sudde

pressure to the sides of one of these squirt bottles senc

out a puff or sometimes a smoke ring of poison. Tl

area is then quickly obscured by a dense opaque clou

which reduces visibility to two or three feet. In th

way a diver lays down a lethal curtain in a half-circ

around the spot we have chosen.

Rotenone has a good reputation because this plan

derived poison is relatively harmless to birds an

mammals. For example, swimmers submerged in

feel no ill effects beyond a very slight puckering of tl



3S. With fishes, the effect is more striking because

itenone is a vasoconstrictor that affects the capillaries

. their gills. Within five minutes, fishes begin to reel

It of the cloud on drunken, erratic courses. Our chase

;gins. Some of us are surface swimmers, others are

vers, but we all carry short-handled dip nets for

looping up the specimens. We confine them to the

;t's long mesh bag by a half-twist of the handle, so

lat others can be pursued. The pace is furious—

;hes of all sizes, shapes, and colors are tumbling

'erywhere. When one of us finds his net is full, he

kes it to the diving boat, to be emptied into plastic

trbage cans containing the preservative Formahn.

hen he returns to the chase.

Different groups of fishes display different degrees
' susceptibiUty. First to be affected are the damsel-

;hes. These are soon followed by cardinal fishes, but-

rfly fishes, surgeonfishes, and many others. Eels are

nong the most resistant forms; some species require

ir using a second shot of rotenone and waiting more

an an hour before they crawl out of their holes. Long

ter the poison cloud has dispersed, the collecting

intinues. Swimmers scan the surface for fishes that

e floating and drifting away. Divers search the bot-

m for those that have sunk and accumulated in sUght

;pressions.

Our catch has been good: more than 150 species,

'e have collected a large series of many types of

lecimens, which helps us study the normal limits of

iriation among them. It is unfortunate that in secur-

g what we consider to be an adequate sample of the

implex fauna we have killed many more fishes than

; have been able to take. However, they have not

;en wasted, and the reef has not been seriously

arred. Long before we have finished our collecting

5 have been in competition with birds and with in-

ding fishes, crabs, snails, and other organisms from

Ijacent areas. Their objective is the unscientific one

eating up our specimens. At any rate, so great

the pressure of the teeming life of the coral reef

at within an hour of spreading the poison the fish

ipulation appears to be just as great, diverse, and

lorful as it was when we arrived. In practically no

ne at all, our disruption of the ecological balance

s been repaired.

On our return to the ship we face the tedious task

washing the catch, cutting a slit in the abdomen of

ch fish longer than a couple of inches so that the

eservative can enter the body cavity, and straight-

ing out each specimen for hardening. After about

rty-eight hours it will be carefully labeled, wrapped

cheesecloth, and packed away for dispatch to the

nithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center—for even-

ial dispersal to specialists throughout the world.

i

I
The Wandering Island

New Guinea lies below the horizon to the south.

lerefore, for us, it does not yet exist. We are alone

a flat blue mirror extending to the Umits of the

'iverse—or so it seems. An infinity of water and sky:

[that all that exists? Not quite. Far to the north a

s>



tiny speck of something is spotted on the horizon, and

Te Vega alters course to investigate.

Three-quarters of an hour later we are alongside

Isobel Bennett Bamboo Island, so named for its dis-

coverer. This is no fixed land mass. Rather, it is a

drifting islet with something more than fifty stalks oi

bamboo extending about twenty-five feet into the aii

and an equal distance down through the clear watei

to a large ball of earth and matted roots. This ball

acts as the sinker that keeps the entire complex erect,

As soon as we have tied up to our little island an

aggressive population of ants begins using the moor-

ing hne to invade the ship. We see here a mechanisn

for the marine transport of terrestrial animals, anc

are led to ponder the problems of zoogeography

Countless voyages by animals of all kinds on bits o:

drifting vegetation have ended in disaster as suitabk

food ran out or as the rafts became waterlogged anc

sank. Sometimes, however, the voyagers have strandec

on hospitable shores, and in this way they have beeii

able to occupy and exploit a new island, perhaps eveii

a virgin continent. I

Nor do only terrestrial forms expand their range ir

this way. Of many marine animals living along the

shore, depending for survival on the shelter providec

by the bottom, it is not unusual for some to become
associated with bits of debris. When these drift awaj

from shore, they transport their consorts off to distan

parts. We have often dipnetted bits of flotsam anc

thereby, all unknowingly, captured associated fishes o:

other organisms. For instance, some three weeks beJ

fore reaching the bamboo island we scooped up a bi(

of drifdng pumice that had undoubtedly been washec

out from Fiji, fifty miles away, by heavy rains. It wa!

about the size of a large grapefruit, jet black in color

and speckled with small white lepadid barnacles abouj

two or three millimeters long. Perched on the lowJ

density rock was a small shore crab off on a journej

to great adventures, but more interesting was th^

three-inch triggerfish that we acquired at the sam^

time. The fish was black and marked by white speck

just the size of the barnacles and spaced about as the>

were. After transfer to the aquarium the fish alwayi

stayed close to the floadng pumice and often pressec

directly against it. At such times it was practicall;

impossible to distinguish the fish at a distance of on(

foot, so perfect was its protecdve coloration. Then

could be no doubt that the pumice offered critical shel

ter, or that wherever it drifted the fish would be forcec

to follow.

And our little island? It has a large number of fishe

flitting through its misplaced tropical forest, and w^

decide that it would be a good idea to sample them

Out comes our gear and soon rotenone is being spreac

from one of our small boats. As the fishes begin theil

groggy gyrations we slip into the water to scoop then

up, but success will not be ours. Almost immediately

six-foot sharks appear from nowhere to dispute ou

claim to the fishes, and while some divers may ignon

the danger of sharks, we abandon the field. Lurking

around the drifting island, the sharks must have beei

frustrated innumerable times when the swarm of fishe

30



ught perfect refuge in the impenetrable thicket of

agh bamboo, and we have no desire to tempt them

th juicy human hams. We try to piclc up a shark as

insolation prize. But after twice having one on the

e and then unsuccessfully trying to bring it on board,

; leave empty-handed.

Probing an Indonesian Bay

Some 300 miles northwest of New Guinea the great

y of Teluk Kau cuts the Indonesian island of Hal-

ihera almost in two. We are near the head of the bay,

;king with our fathometer for the deepest water it

n find in a basin. The chart shows this basin sepa-

:ed from the deep water of the outer bay by a sill

It comes up to within 150 feet of the surface, and

; are anxious to examine the effects of this rise on

)logical conditions in the basin.

After a little probing locates a depth of 1,500 feet,

send down a series of Nansen bottles. As soon as

read the reversing thermometers we can see that

s station will not yield a normal temperature profile.

:re is no marked decline in temperature with increas-

; depth of the water, no differential of almost 33

grees Fahrenheit between the surface and the bot-

n, such as occurs on the outer side of the sill. In the

sin the temperature continues uniform below a

oth of 300 feet, and the total difference between

idings at the surface and those close to the bottom is

s than one degree.

Chemical analyses corroborate the temperature

:a and show how importantly the rising sill regulates

drographic conditions in the deep water of the basin,

inity, oxygen, phosphate, and silicate curves all dif-

from those of the open ocean; they show either

tical profiles or reversed trends.

Hydrographic conditions have a direct influence on

rine life. Before the chemical analyses are complete,

have made a haul with our bottom trawls and

)ught on deck a surprising mass of decaying vege-

le matter—but practically no animals. Only a few

all worms and some tiny isopods are burrowing into

debris. Yet on the other side of the sill, the bottom

:omparable depths is composed of clean green mud
1 supports a heavy population of mollusks, shrimps,

bs, and fishes. We should hke to spend weeks in-

tigating these intriguing contrasts. But our com-

ment in Singapore forces us to push on.

!

These brief sketches attempt to convey what the ex-

ience was like for graduate students aboard Te
ga. To really know what it was like you would have

have been with us: standing biological watch on

^k in the blazing sun or drenching downpour; doing

mical determinations while fighting for balance on a

ted, heaving deck: marveling at the fantasy of a

al reef with the aid of an aqualung; trying to con-

trate on a lecture while sweat dripped o§ your nose

i the note paper stuck to your arm; ogling the

"hes as they came up full of treasures from the dark

'ths; doing a thousand things that you will remem-

forever.
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The Glossy Ibis

has exhibited chan^

in nesting,

breeding, and habitat

that have enabled 1

to adjust to a variety

of Jiving conditior

by Helen Hays

Tk Maptire Ibis

In
1961 it was discovered that \i

Glossy Ibis. Plegadis falcinelsi

was nesting within the boundaries

New York City, just southwest!

Kennedy International Airport. T

species, which until recently had o

been found breeding in a relativ

remote area in southern Flori

quite suddenly took up residence

the shadow of one of the busiest t

ports in the United States. The ]N

York City nesting ground is now
northern limit of the bird's breed

range in this country and marks

culmination of a dramatic range

pansion by this species, which t(

place between 1955 and 1961.

Several times during the 1

1940's and early 1950's, consei

tionists had been concerned wl

severe drought conditions in Flor

forced many of the Glossy Ibis n

Lake Okeechobee to desert the ai

Their fears were apparently

founded because this was the

known breeding ground of tli

birds in the United States. Furtl

more, it was generally agreed t

the species was non-migratory in

Western Hemisphere, and it was

lieved that the drying of the OK

chobee marshes might seriously

duce the breeding population.
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The Glossy Ibis, however, exhib-

Ing an unexpected adaptability,

emed to solve its own problem. One
;st was reported in North Carolina

, 1940, and another in 1947, indi-

'.ting that certain individuals had

;en able to nest away from the con-

ntration at Lake Okeechobee. Then,

3tween 19S5 and 1961, the species'

pability of pioneering in new areas

is clearly indicated as breeding

liirs were reported in heronries at

Iveral localities scattered along the

.ast Coast, nortli of Florida. Birds

isting north of the Carolinas tended

migrate south in the winter, while

lose nesting in the Carolinas and

orida were apparently permanent

isidents. Following these initial re-

Drts. the Glossy Ibis continued to

;quire new breeding sites, and the

imbers of nesting birds observed in

ich of these aieas increased rapidly.

The sharp increase in nesting ibis

the New York City area is typical
' the rapid expansion of tlie species

all of its coastal nesting sites. In

)61, three nests were found in the

imaica Bay Refuge, where the ac-

impanying photographs were taken,

wo of these were in a heronry and

e third in a nearby marsh. The site

as not checked again until the

iring of 1965, when twenty pairs

sre spotted in the refuge and thir-

en pairs were reported a short

stance away.

On a brief visit in late May of

>65, I was able to locate two Glossy

is nests with eggs in the Jamaica

ly Refuge. On July 10, a more
reful search revealed a total of

cteen nests. Strangely, only one of

ese contained young ibis, while the

mainder contained still unhatched

gs. From what records were kept

. the species. July seemed a late

te for nests to contain unhatched

gs, particularly when at least part

the flock had obviously been breed-

l as early as May. An explanation

'ered for these late nests was that

:ds that had nested unsuccessfully

the early part of the season were

w making second attempts.

Ibis nests in the refuge are of two

)es. One is bulky and made of

my pieces of Phragmites, the tall

spy-topped marsh reed commonly
in in wetlands. The other is a plat-

:m of sticks, lined with a few reed

tops, on which the deep blue-green

eggs are laid.

In addition to building their own
nests. Glossy Ibis are known to uti-

lize stick nests built by other species.

The groves comprising the rookery

at Jamaica Bay are small and are oc-

cupied by dense populations of

Snowy Egrets (Leucophoyx thula)

and Black-crowned Night Herons
(Nyc.ticorax nycticorax) , both of

which build stick nests and begin

nesting earlier than the ibis. A dearth

of sticks probably forced some of the

ibis to use Phragmites for nesting

material and to occupy the stick nests

of other species, to v\ hich they added
a few wisps of Phragmites before de-

positing their eggs.

By
1966, the Jamaica Bay ibis,

undergoing a minor population

explosion, had constructed some
seventy nests, all of which contained

eggs by late April or early May.
Some of these were built on the

ground, the first time that this species

has been known to nest other than

in trees and shrubs. Since most of

these young hatched successfully, the

fifty new nests containing eggs, found
in July, suggest that many pairs

of Glossy Ibis nested twice within

the same season. This would explain

the dramatic increases in the species

in their newly inhabited coastal sites.

Young Glossy Ibis have black skins

and down; their bills are flesh color,

striped with dark bands; and there

is a white patch on the forehead. For
the first ten days or so they appear
lethargic, except when the parents

come to feed them. During this

period, the bodies increase in size

at a much greater rate than the heads,

giving them a ludicrous, lumpy ap-

pearance. At about two weeks of age.

they begin to walk about in the nest.

and at the same time begin to show
fear of human beings. By the fourth

week the birds are able to make
short flights, but still return to the

nest to be fed. Once the young are

able to fly well, they can be seen feed-

ing with the adult birds away from
the rookery.

Glossy Ibis, especially juveniles,

often wander great distances during

the post-breeding period. In 1956,

for instance, a young bird banded on
June 21 in a rookery on Hog Island,

Virginia, was recovered on Septem-
ber 17 at He aux Grues in the St.

Lawrence River, 850 miles north of

the banding site.

The species feeds on a variety of

animal life, including large insects,

\vorms, crayfish, frogs, and snakes.

That they do eat reptiles when avail-

able may explain why these birds

were appreciated by the ancient

Egyptians. The Glossy Ibis, as well as

the Sacred Ibis (Threskiornis aethi-

opica ) . probably helped keep the

gardens of the royal palace free from
dangerous snakes. The Sacred Ibis

was apparently revered by Egyptian
nobility, and many were entombed
with deceased Pharaohs. Occasion-

ally Glossy Ibis were also honored
with entombment, as recent findings

have shown.

Although no longer breeding in

Egypt, the Glossy Ibis is found nest-

ing in other parts of Africa, tropical

Asia, and southern Europe. The best

explanation of its appearance in the

Western world is that birds in flight

were carried across the Atlantic by
northeast trade winds, a phenomenon
that has played an important part in

the displacement of other species.

The Glossy Ibis was first recorded in

this hemisphere in 1817, when one
was collected in New Jersey. This
individual probably wandered from
the south, for Audubon and a num-
ber of other observers sighted the

bird in Florida shortly thereafter.

Not until the twentieth century were
there any reports of the species

breeding, when, in 1909, an Audubon
warden on Orange Lake in Florida

observed the first nesting pair. Only
a quarter of a century later, some
1,200 pairs were reported nesting at

Lake Okeechobee, a site that re-

mained the breeding ground for

Glossy Ibis on this continent until the

recent drought conditions threatened

the birds' existence.

In a period of a few years, the

Glossy Ibis has exhibited changes in

nesting, breeding, and habitat that

demonstrate that the bird can ad-

just to a variety of living conditions.

\^ith its continental range now ex-

tending from Florida to New York,

there is increased opportunity to

observe this species and to determine

the factors contributing to the popu-

lation expansion now taking place.
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When the National Museum of Anthropology opened

in Mexico City in 1964, anthropologists, who had been

invited from all over the world to preview it, declared

it to be a unique achievement. What was so striking was

that the anthropological objects, and the structure that

housed them, were united in a stylistic harmony—the

one enhanced the other, affording a reinforced appre-

ciation of each.

The museum is in Mexico City's well-known Chapul-

tepec Park, and the natural setting pennits the visitor

to clear his mind of the many other architectural styles

of the 400-year-old city. He is introduced to the new

style by the huge figure of an ancient deity standing

against the backdrop of a simple wall outside the mu-

seum proper. By the time he walks through the entrance

plaza and the lobby into the expansive courtyard, he is

immersed in the style. When he leaves the courtyard and

moves in and out of the exhibition rooms that surround

it, he understands that the style of the modern museum

is infused with the esthetic mode of past cultures and

ancient objects. The impact of the unity is profound.

The anthropologists, in applauding this new museum,

not only acknowledged the excellence of the architec-

ture, the clarity of the exhibition arrangements, the

variety and beauty of the artifacts, but they were also

deeply moved by the totality of the esthetic experience.

Why have the Mexicans been able to bring stylistic

harmony to their anthropological museum while others

have not? The answer lies in the history of archeology

and anthropology. When archeology became a discipline

in Europe in the nineteenth century, its aim was to re-

cover the ancient past. All of the past? Not at all. Arche-

ologists sought to understand the past of their world,

the Western world, and that past was then discernible
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The huge, imposing figure of Tldloc, the god of

rain and lightning and a major deity throughout Meso-

america, stands majestically outside the museum.

only in the civilizations of the ancient Near East, classi-

cal Greece, and Rome. The Paleolithic, Mesolithic, and

Neolithic cultures of the Old World were so distant in

time, so primitive in content, that they seemed uncon-

nected to European civilization, and their study was

relegated to the province of a special kind of arche-

ologist, the prehistorian.

At the same time anthropology was coming into its

own as a discipline. Its aim was to study non-Western

peoples. In the New World the study of the American

Indian led back quite naturally to the pre-Columbian

inhabitant of the hemisphere. And so the archeology of

the New World, ranging from the earliest man to the

complex civilizations of Mexico and Peru, was put into

the hands of the anthropologists. Then a curious line was

drawn by the archeologists of both the Old and the New
World. They ^vere themselves products of the Western

intellectual world, and they saw two cultural traditions:

one was directly antecedent to the Western world (that

of the ancient Near East, classical Greece, and Rome)
;

the other could only be defined as that which was not.

Two kinds of museums developed that reflected this

dichotomy: art museums and anthropological museums.

The art museums represented the Western tradition

from the earliest Old World literate civilizations until

contemporary times. The museum architecture, whether

revivalist or contemporary, expressed some aspect of

that tradition. A sense of harmony was achieved in the

historical relationships between the objects themselves,

and in the relation of the objects to the museum. But

what strange bedfellows turned up in anthropological

museums as a result of such an ethnocentric view;
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pebble tools of early man, feathered headdresses fi

the American Plains, wooden figures from West AfJ
and architectural models of the temples of New Wl
civilizations. This lack of relationship between %
objects was confusing, and the contrast of styles 11

ring. Moreover, these products of non-Western cultu

past and present, were housed in museums architecg

ally not unlike the art museums. This dissimila

between architecture and art reflected and maintai

the view: we of the Western world are looking at

of the non-Western world.

The marvel of the National Museum of Anthropol

of Mexico is that the same division between the

worlds is not made. The Mexicans have come to see tj

culture as the synthesis of two traditions : the pre-His

ic Mexican and the European. At the outset they c

to take from their old museum on Moneda Street d
the indigenous Mexican material. All other anthru

logical exhibits were left behind. The new museum a

to trace the indigenous Mexican tradition, from pas

present. A new distinction had been made, not bet^^

the Western and non-Western worlds, but between tl

worlds that have a historical and cultural connection
j

those worlds that do not. The force of this continj

is felt by the chronological arrangement of the mat^

from archeological past to ethnographic present and

the display of it artistically and architecturally so

there is no interruption in the stylistic feeling betv\

ancient and contemporary Mexico.
j

The architect, Pedro Ramirez Vasquez, in wri

about the museum delineated what were for him b

influential aspects of ancient Mexican architecture,

sees in his pre-Hispanic predecessors a sensitiviti

the landscape, and a feeling that architecture r|

achieve a harmonious relationship with it. He un|

stands that their architecture accommodated the

formance of great rituals: horizontal planes were i3i

to create the huge, open spaces where the celebr it

gathered, and vertical planes for the monumental sc
p

ture that linked heaven and earth. He is struck byb

use of facades as separate structural elements anc

the interplay of varying textures of stones. He fo

the park setting congenial. The landscape is respe

and incorporated into the building's design. The v

tation of the park frames the entrance plaza, and sc

tures have been placed in gardens before a backgrd

of lush, green plants—much as they stood long ago'

The building has a rectangular plan. Essentially tlit

is a large central courtyard, and around it are the eij

bition rooms on ground and upper stories. The laii

continues an ancient tradition in which an open sj

is bounded by enclosed rooms. The courtyard exen

lies the beautiful synthetic style of the museum. T
are two areas. One is unroofed and has a simple

with a huge bronze conch shell, an ancient symbol. 1

ing the day the light here is white and brilliant,

other is partly covered by an "umbrella roof." wl

floats above the upper story. The roof is cantilevi

from a monumental, bronze central column, which

tends through the circular opening upward toward

sky. Rainwater drains from the roof and falls thro'



e opening (water is piped tlirough artificially when

ere is no rain). It is cool and dark under the roof, and

inding anywhere in the shaded area one is touched

licately by the spray from the waterfall. The sharp

ntrast between the two areas of the courtyard mirrors

B contrast of the climate in parts of Mexico during the

iny season—the intense sunlight of the late morning

d early afternoon suddenly broken by the cooling

instorm of the middle afternoon. Because the visitor

ust walk through the courtyard to go from room to

cm, the natural world becomes an integral part of the

splay. The sun and the rain were central elements in

Bxican cosmology and the continuing tactile reminders

:he sunlight and the water—contribute to a powerful,

lotional appreciation of the religious sculpture,

ually approached only intellectually.

The facades of most of the walls are stark and straight,

iriety is achieved through the use of stones with

ghtly different tones of color. A part of the facade of

3 upper story is quite different. It projects beyond the

le of the wall and appears as a separate structural

tity; here the open stonework has a pattern that

langes depending upon the light and the position of

3 viewer in the courtyard. This concept of a super-

uctural facade comes from an ancient architectural

lidition that emphasized elaborate and intricate de-

igns, and while the modern form is simple, the idea of

Id wall ornamentation is continued.

ach exhibit room on the ground floor is divided into

parts. The entrance has a low ceiling and contains

ckground information on the artifacts. In the farther

:tion the ceilings are twice as high. Moving from the

laller section to the larger, the visitor has the sense of

ming suddenly upon the objects-of discovering them,

my artifacts are not in cases, and it is easy to walk

Dund sculpture and stand between objects. It is pos-

ile to be among them.

As soon as he enters the museum the visitor may go

an initial introductory hall for a slide lecture on

e-Hispanic culture in Mexico—from the earliest finds

the Spanish conquest. Two other introductory rooms
al, respectively, with anthropology as a discipline and
th an analysis of Middle American culture as a whole,

't, while the Mexicans are intent upon educating the

aitor, native and foreign, they have also made the

iseum a center of professional study. Within its walls

i! housed the National School of Anthropology (which
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it was nevertheless marked by variations in culture re-

flecting the considerable geographical diversity of the

area. Within short distances there were (and are) major

difEerences in landforms, climate, vegetation, soils, and

animal life. Indeed it has been suggested that the inter-

stimulation of these cultural-ecological regions may have

been responsible for the growth of urbanism and civili-

zation. The National Museum recognizes the unified

quality of Mesoamerican culture in its Mesoamerican

room, and the diversity in nine other rooms. Particu-

larly beautiful artifacts are found in six of these rooms

:

the Gulf of Mexico, Oaxaca, Maya, Teotihuacan, Tula,

and Aztec.

T.he early great ceremonial centers discovered in Mes-

oamerica were found in the Gulf of Mexico area. It has

been suggested that they served as the capitals of the

Ohnec civilization. The Olmec art style is highly dis-

tinctive and is characterized by a lack of superficial

adornment and the use of curved rather than straight

lines. An anthropomorphized jaguar motif and the de-

piction of infantile human traits pervade the style.

Sculptured faces {see cover photograph) typically have

a flat infantile nose, a heavy turned-down mouth, which

appears to be snarling or crying, and almost toothless

baby gums from which feline fangs may emerge. The

eyes are sometimes oval, sometimes oblique. Monumen-

tal heads and small heads and figurines show the range

and skill of these Olmec artists, who worked in basalt

and andesite, jade and serpentine.

The Zapotec and the later Mixtec cultures flourished

in Oaxaca. The Zapotec center of Monte Alban was on

a hill spur overlooking the vaUey of Oaxaca. The hilltop

had been leveled to create a plaza on which stood plat-

forms, pyramids, and temples. The danzantes, carved

figures—perhaps of sacrificial victims—were uncovered

at Monte Alban.

The lowland Maya had their centers in the Peten in

Guatemala, in the tropical forests of the Mexican states

of Chiapas and Tabasco, and in the Yucatan Peninsula,

British Honduras, and western Honduras. The Maya

ceremonial centers were essentially rectangular plazas

enclosed by pyramidal mounds and platforms on which

were set temples and palaces. These had superstructural

roof combs and facades with carved and stucco-sculp-

tured decoration. Arranged throughout the plazas were

intricately carved stelae and altar stones. The classic

Maya produced stone sculpture in the round, brilliantly

colored wall paintings of religious and political events,

and relief carvings in wood- and stone. Their pottery is

remarkable, even among Mesoamerican pottery, both

for the skill with which it was made and the beauty of

its colors and designs.

Central Mexico, which dominated much of the pre-

history of Mesoamerica, is given several rooms in the

museum, each dealing with a different major period.

Teotihuacan, flourishing in the first millennium after

Christ, was the first urban center in central Mexico.

The main ceremonial zone at Teotihuacan is marked by

two huge pyramids—the Pyramid of the Sun and the

Pyramid of the Moon—a long central avenue called the
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Street of the Dead, and a huge structure called the (

del, which contains the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, a

most Mesoamerican god. Mural paintings at Teotihu

depict gods, humans, and animals. Ceramic and s

heads are done in a simple, naturalistic style that h

curiously impersonal quality.

Tula, the city of the Toltecs, became the major ce

after the fall of Teotihuacan. Its main ceremonial p
is dominated by a colonnaded hall, part of a temple

stands on a terraced platform. The carved stone colu

of the temple depict warriors with their weapons. C

mon decorative motifs at Tula were figures of warr

skulls and crossbones, jaguars, eagles, and feath

serpents. The ceramics and stonework of the T<

period are less interesting esthetically than those

duced in other periods.

After Tula fell there was an interregnum in whi(

number of small city states competed for dominanc

central Mexico. Ultimately the Aztecs—who establis

their capital, Tenochtitlan, in A.D. 1325—won out.
'

ancient capital stood on the present site of Mexico (

and so the immediacy of the Aztec artifacts can be

not only because they are chronologically from the n

recent of the prehistoric cultures and from the timi

contact between the indigenous and European wot

but also because many of them have been found wit

only a few miles of the museum itself. Document

material from the sixteenth and seventeenth centu a

has permitted anthropologists to give fuller account:)!

the history and life of the Aztecs than of any ot

people of pre-Hispanic Mexico. Consequently, the re

devoted to Aztec archeology is quite different from

others in the museum. Here the plans and models of

city are supplemented by descriptions of political

civic life, the motifs in the stonework are descri

within the context of Aztec theology and ritual, .

Aztec influence throughout Mesoamerica is explainei

terms of wars, kings, and tribute lists.

The upper story of the museum is devoted to a mo(

display of the culture of the contemporary indigen

peoples of Mexico. Part of this culture consists of

viable remains of the pre-Hispanic past. Remnant:

the life of the pre-Hispanic farmer are still seen in

domestic ways, the economy, and the religion of

Indian peasant. Some of the ancient crops, mark

pottery, house forms, and rituals still persist. The p(

ant wife of today in her pole and thatch house, grind

corn on a stone slab, using a pottery griddle, and we

ing fiber mats is in these ways not so different from

pre-Hispanic ancestor. Nor is her husband, as he pla

his corn and beans and carries his crops to the bustl

market. The curing ceremonies retain their Indian 1

ments, and the list of implored Christian divinities

supplemented by the viable spirits of nature.

Thus contemporary Indian life is the bridge to so

of the past— if not the most noble part of the past, thei

least the most widespread. It was appreciation of the c

temporary Indian that led to the acceptance of Mexit

non-Hispanic past as a major segment of its herita

The National Museum of Anthropology is a monum
to this acceptance and to the pride it generates.



By design, the natural ivorld forms an integral element

' the museum. The surrounding gardens, for example,

contain pieces of sculpture, one of which, above,

can be seen from the exhibition hall. The main

courtyard and its reflecting pool are dominated

by a waterfall, ffl The central column supporting the

canopy is of sculptured bronze.



From the original in Teolihuacdn,

the museum has reproduced the dramatic jaqade

of the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the Plumed Serpent.
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a The figure at far left is a miniature

representation, in jadeite, of a turreted

temple. The piece was carved

in the Mezcala River region in Guerrero.

n The tiny Mixtec cup next to it

has a bright, sprightly hummingbird

perched on its rim. The cup was taken

from a tomb at Zaachila, which is in Oaxaca

just south of Monte Albdn.

"J To the right of the cup, again from

Guerrero, is a graceful onyx

tripod vessel.

o The' squat, but elegant, grasshopper came

from Chapultepec and was

fashioned from red carnelian.

One of the most significant displays

in the museum is the stark, impressive Olmec

group at the left. It had been recovered

from a ritual cache found buried

at La Venta, Veracruz, in an arrangement

similar to that shown here. Fifteen figurines-

some in fine jade, some in serpentine-

appear to be grouped together,

while a single figure stands

slightly apart. This figure is made of a

coarser stone and stands ivith its

back to one of the jade ax blades that

form a backdrop for the group.
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Turtle

by Archie Carr

Whhen a green turtle comes ashore

she lays roughly a hundred eggs.

Compared to the number of eggs

layed by wholly aquatic animals,

such as mackerel or lobsters, a hun-

dred is not very many, but it is more
than a lizard lays or a setting hen sets

on. The eggs are big, round, and
white, and they seem a great many
when you see them all together.

All sea turtles lay more than once

in a season. The usual green turtle

comes ashore at least four times dur-

ing her sojourn at the nesting beach.

She often lays a few more than a hun-

dred on her midseason trips ashore

and fewer on her first and last trips.

But the average is close to a hundred
per nest, and there is a great deal of

biology packed into that figure. The
biology is still mostly unknown, but

it is clearly there. The whole race

and destiny of the creature are prob-

ably balanced at the edge of limbo by
the delicate weight of that magic
number of eggs. One marvel of the

number is how great it is; but an-

other is, how small. When you think

of the unpromising future that con-

fronts a turtle egg and the turtle

hatchling that comes out of it, you
wonder why sea turtles don't give up
their stubborn, reckless old way of

leaving their new generation on
shore and instead carry one big, well-

tended egg in a pouch or release

myriads of turtle larvae to join the

plankton, to swamp the laws of

chance with teeming millions of

largely expendable progeny.

The answer is that the turtles

have already hit on the formula for

outwitting predators or, at least, for

surviving in spite of them. The form-

Copyright © 1967 by Archie Carr. To be published
by Natural History Press.

ula is simply one hundred turtle

eggs. For the green turtle, predation,

combined with the other kinds of

environmental resistance the race

must meet, is measured, in a manner
of speaking, as four hundred eggs

per season. Any fewer, and the pre-

dation prevails and the race wanes.

Any more, and the eggs are too

heavy to carry in one turtle's belly,

or too costly to fill with the right

amount of yolk.

Perhaps I should not have started

talking this way about turtle eggs,

because there is no end to it, really.

But I feel strongly that everybody

ought to know that the size of a com-

plement of turtle eggs is no mere ac-

cident and not simply the payload

that a lady turtle is able to swim
with. It is a number that is replete

with ecology and evolution. So many
factors are involved in setting it, in

fact, that I think it may be worth-

while to try to make an inventory of

them, to see how they work and how
they get so interwound with each

other that thinking about them
makes you finally feel that almost

everything the race of the turtle does,

or that happens to it, is to some de-

gree reflected in the number of eggs

the female drops into the hole she

digs in the sand.

A World Eager to Eat Them

Predation is the most obvious fac-

tor. If there were no predators there

surely would be fewer eggs laid. So

one reason the green turtle lays a

hundred eggs is that most of them, or

most of the hatchlings they produce,

and probably even a few of the

grown-up turtles are bound to be

eaten by predators. A fully grown
sea turtle has few important enemies.

Big sharks attack them once in a

while, and on shore jaguars and ti-

gers sometimes kill them. But the

main mortality is in the nest and

among the hatchlings. The whole

world seems against the hatchlings

both during their trip from the nest

to the surf and for an unknown time

after they enter the sea.

If you were able to get a complete

list of the aniinals that prey on turtle

eggs and young, it would surely in-

clude most of the carnivores and om-
nivores. both vertebrate and inverte-

brate, that live near a turtle-nesting

beach. The predators range in size

from ants and crabs to bears and

Bengal tigers. Some of them live

along the beach itself, some in the

coastal scrub. Some come from far

back in the interior, showing up for

the turtle season as the Siquirres

dogs at Tortuguero used to do, and

as the Rancho Nuevo coyotes do to

this day. At Tortuguero nowadays

the most important non-human pred-

ators are dogs and buzzards.

By chance or by adaptive arrange-

ment, a turtle nest is safe from most

natural enemies during the greater

part of the sixty-day period it takes

the eggs to hatch. The egg-eaters are

a menace while the eggs are being

laid and for a day or two afterward.

After that, however, there follows a

peaceful period when no animal

seems able to locate turtle eggs in the

nest. Why this is, nobody knows. But

then comes the time of hatching and

emergence, and because there is usu-

ally a strong peak in nesting inten-

sity there is also a peak in hatch-

ing intensity: for a few weeks there

may be little turtles by the thou-

sands on the beach. For them, the

danger begins when they have risen

together in the nest almost to the sur-

face of the sand. They lie there for a

while as if awaiting some signal—for

the thin crust over the nest to reach

a certain temperature, perhaps.

Whatever it is they wait for, it usu-

ally happens at night, most often after

midnight, and apparently most fre-

quently during or after light rain.

When they come out they waste no

time about it. Their trip across the

sand to the surf is fast as well as

direct. For the turtles of each nest,

this time of maximum peril in the life

of the species is not really a long time

at all. It is only a minute or two, or a

little longer if the way to the sea

should be blocked by many obstacles.

Still it seems to a human observer a

foolhardy violation of common sense

to leave young ones far back from

the sea on the hungry shore, behind

dunes or debris that, chances are, cut

off the way to the sea and hide it

from view. The little turtles come out

into a world eager to eat them.

They have to go fast and straight to-

ward the ocean even though they

can't see it, never saw it before, and

know of its existence only as a set of

signals to react to instinctively. It
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A uesling female gieeii lui lie lesls in the body pil she has excavated.

With her back legs, she digs the actual nest at the bottom of the body pit.

Below, she has probably already laid more than eight dozen eggs.

seems a little odd—the mother turtle

leaving the new generation in sucF

a predicament. Her doing it is cer

tainly one reason she has to lay sc

many eggs. Serves her right, yoi

might feel like saying; but befon
getting indignant you have to lool

at some other factors that the turtle

and the race behind her, had to take

into evolutionary consideration.

I have no doubt that, back in th(

days before turtles evolved the wa]

they are, if somebody had suggestec

to their race that they ought to hav(

fewer offspring and take better car(

of them—not leave them behind oi

land, but tend them in the sea, per

haps in the admirable way a porpois(

does—the ancestral turtles wouh
have been amenable. That this neve]

happened doesn't necessarily meai
it would have been impossible, tha-

natural selection could not possibl;

have built child-care into a ttirtle

.

What it means is that except for thi
j

recent ruin humanity has brough

them to, turtles are a satisfactory

product of natural selection, an(

despite seeming flaws, they are reall;

doing all right. They are a surviving

and thus evidently successful, ani

mal, in spite of what seems to a mai

the desperate plight of their younj

on shore. This just adds a bit mori

proof to the proposition that the hun

dred eggs a turtle lays is a packag

pregnant with meaning and history

In other words, ravening as the turtl

predators are, they have not killei

off the turtles.

But just swamping the predators

overflooding the menace of enemie

at the nest, on the beach, and in th

sea, is not, as I have said, the onl;

factor that keeps turtles laying a has

ketful of eggs at once. There ar

other, subtler ways in which man;

eggs laid together quite clearly ari

destined to produce more new ma
ture turtles than eggs laid singl

would produce. Some of these factor'

are hard to demonstrate, but a col

league, Harold Hirth, and I once sej

out to do so and we learned enoug,

to be sure that the nest of a sea turtl

is more than a hole full of indepenc

ent embryos or hatchlings.

The Synchrony of Hatching

Until recent years most people, i

they ever thought about the matte



W hen. ihey arc ready, tlie Iiatchlings

dig and squirm their way up to

the surface almost as a single unit.

at all, believed that in a turtle nest

the individual hatchlings, as they

emerged from the shell, dug their

separate ways up to the surface,

through the inches or feet of sand or

soil that make the roof of the nest.

People should have known better.

Anybody familiar with a sea turtle

beach knows that baby sea turtles

come out as a sort of small eruption.

For years it has been known also that

various kinds of fresh-water turtles

do the same thing, and that in some
nests the hatchlings stay in the nests

through the winter or through pro-

longed periods of drought and then

quickly break through to the surface

when they somehow feel that things

are right outside—or perhaps just a

period of rain or thawing makes it

mechanically possible for them to

break the drought-hardened or frost-

hardened roof of the nest. These

overwintering turtles are not separate

agents that just happen to have timed

their actions in the same way. They
are really a kind of little team, a

simple-minded, co-operative brother-

hood, each member of which is to

some degree better off because his

siblings are there. They all contrib-

ute, to small, vital degrees, to the job

of getting the group out of the group

predicament of being buried in the

earth. Then, after they get out they go

on working mindlessly together to

lower the penalties of being succulent

on a hostile shore.

This is not moonshine. It is ele-

mentary, fairly sound, and decidedly

fundamental natural history. You
can see it happening. Larry Ogren—

also a biologist—Harold Hirth, and I

were able to watch the things that go

on in sea turtle nests by digging up

to a nest from one side and replacing

the wall with a pane of glass, or by

simply reburying eggs at the usual

depth in a box of sand, lodging them

at one end of the box against a glass

pane. In a paper that Dr. Hirth and I

wrote we gave this account of what

we saw in nests of green turtles

:

The first young that hatch do

not start digging at once but lie

still until some of their nestmates

are free of the egg. Each new

hatchling adds to the working

space, because the spherical eggs

and the spaces between them

make a volume greater than that

of the young and the crumpled

shells. The vertical displacement

that will carry the turtles to the

surface is the upward migration

of this chamber, brought about by

a witless collaboration that is

really a loose sort of division of

labor. Although the movements

involved are only a generalized

thrashing, similar to those that

free the hatchling from the egg,

they accomplish four different and

indispensable things, depending

on the position of the turtle in the

mass. Turtles of the top layer

scratch down the ceiling. Those

around the sides undercut the

walls. Those on the bottom have

two roles, one mechanical and the

other psychological: they trample

and compact the sand that filters

down from above, and they serve

as a sort of nervous system for the

hatchling superorganism, stirring

it out of recurrent spells of lassi-

tude. Lying passively for a time

under the weight of its fellows,

one of them will suddenly burst

into a spasm of squirming that

triggers a new pandemic of work

in the mass. Thus, by fits and

starts, the ceiling falls, the floor

rises, and the roomful of collab-

orating hatchlings is carried to-

ward the surface.

So there is no parental care and no

teaching or guarding by any mature

turtle. The little survival team is not

trained or prompted by any coach,

nor does it consciously work toward

any common end. It is just a lot of

baby turtles getting restless and be-

coming annoyed with one another,

but in useful ways. Their petulance at

being crowded, jostled, and trod

upon makes them flail about aimless-

ly. It is the aimless flailing that takes

them steadily up to the surface.

To demonstrate the real utility of

this involuntary teamwork (or "pro-

to-cooperation," as such relationships

were named by Dr. Clyde Alice back

in the twenties) you only have to

bury single eggs at nest depth and

then keep track of their fate. Their

fate is dismal. In our tests, out of

twenty-two eggs that hatched singly,

only six of the hatchlings reached the

surface of the sand. All these were too

weak to continue across the sand to

the water. As more eggs are added to

the experimental groups, arrivals at

the surface increase, although maxi-

mum success was achieved by clutch-

es of eggs far smaller than the av-

erage one-hundred-egg clutch laid

by sea turtles. We found, in fact, no

increase in emergence-success in

groups greater than ten. A ten-turtle

team seems just as able to reach the

surface as a group of one hundred.

The Rewards of Being Many

There are other social advantages

in the big groups, however. These

have not yet been investigated care-

fully, but there seems no doubt that

the unconscious co-operation contin-

ues during the trip from the nest to

the surf. Once the hatchlings are cut

on the beach the bonds that integrate

the band of nestmates loosen, and

each hatchling is more completely

dependent on his own senses to take

him across the sand in the right way
to find the sea. Even here, however,

the hatchling that is one of a hatful

of nestmates seems to have a slight

advantage over one that comes out

alone. In tests with young hawksbills,

hatchlings that were allowed to crawl

singly across the beach stopped more

often than siblings released in

groups, and seemed to lie still longer

during stops and perhaps to orient

less surely toward the surf line during

bursts of travel. Single turtles, thus,
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are on the open beach longer and are

more likely to be caught by a ghost

crab or, if emergence has been by

day, to dry up. When a nestful of

hatchlings comes out all at once or in

a few smaller contingents, periods of

hesitations are fewer and shorter

simply because the turtles keep bump-

ing into one another. If a sprinkling

of hatchlings has stalled for a time,

and a nestmate comes charging up

from behind and touches one of

them, the one touched springs into

action, the action spreads, and the

whole group scrambles away toward

the sea as if you had wound them up

like toys and set them down together.

Here the advantage of being one of

a group is simply that each member
may remain less long sunk in recur-

rent spells of lassitude. There is also

some evidence that the path of mem-
bers of a big group of hatchlings

trends usually more directly toward

the sea than that of turtles traveling

separately. The main body of the

group is nearly always well oriented.

When a single hatchling stra)'s in a

way that takes him across the stream

of traffic, he usually corrects his head-

ing to conform with the group course.

These observations have been cas-

ual and are not supported by data.

They came back to mind clearly, how-

ever, when William Hamilton, of the

University of California, told me of

finding that migratory groups of

birds are able to guide themselves

better than birds migrating singly.

Such advantages are almost sure-

ly part of the reason that a green

turtle lays a lot of eggs instead of only

one. There are no doubt many more
reasons, even less easy to see at work

or to prove by statistics. There is

some indication, for instance, that

eggs heat up slightly from their

own vital functioning. Another zo-

ologist, John Hendrickson, found

the temperature to be higher in turtle

nests than outside, and so did Harry
Hirth at Ascension Island. By simple

rules that apply to volumes and sur-

faces, a big bunch of eggs should

warm itself more than a single egg

does, and being a little warmer may
be some help in incubation.

After the hatchlings enter the sea

they may regroup somewhere and

somehow gain more advantage from

being a group again. Nothing can be

said about this because nothing is

known about baby turtles once they

have entered the sea.

So far I have talked a good deal

about possible reasons why sea tur-

tles lay so many eggs, but have said

nothing about why they don't lay

more. The lowness of the number one

hundred has to be explained, too, be-

cause there are definite advantages in

producing a great many offspring.

I doubt that it is just an accident. A
number of factors are probably at

work to keep the number from rising.

One way to increase the number of

eggs would be to make them smaller.

To do this the amount of food for the

embryo would have to be reduced.

This would be bound to cut down the

size of the hatchling and thus to

turn it out into the world less well

equipped to scramble, to resist dry-

ing up, and then to do whatever is re-

quired of little turtles to get through

their first hidden year in the ocean.

An increase in the number of eggs

with no accompanying decrease in

their size would almost surely over-

burden the female. The female green

turtle may have to swim a thousand

miles to her nesting ground, and once

there, to fast throughout the period

of time it takes her to complete the

assembling of, say, four successive

sets of shelled eggs for the four nest-

ings of her season at the breeding

ground. Here again, nothing at all is

known about the amounts of energy

involved, but it would obviously be

pretty unreasonable to suggest that a

sea turtle should haul more eggs

around.

Even if the female turtle could

carry more eggs to the beach, she

would probably have trouble housing

the bigger clutch in a proper nest. A
proper nest is one with the right

conditions of temperature and hu-

midity, as well as one with a roof

thick enough to hide the eggs. The

nest a sea turtle digs is not just a pit.

It is an elegantly flask-shaped, slight-

ly lopsided chamber; the spherical

section communicates with the sur-

face by a narrow neck. From the care

with which the turtle adheres to the

standard pattern in making this cavi-

ty, and from observations of hatch-

lings emerging both from such bottle-

shaped natural nests and from

artificial nests of straight-sided cylin-

drical shape, there seems to be some

advantage in the flasklike conforma-

tion. In the natural nest the emer

gence-group appears to be a little less

troubled by heavy cave-ins that covei

them in loose sand, slow dowil

emergence, and break the group intc

smaller units that come out at differ

ent times or not at all.

One important function of the nes'

is to provide the eggs and young witl

a way to avoid desiccation, floodin

and temperature fluctuations. The

nest must be deep enough to damj
down the daily changes in weathe:

and to keep the eggs in continuous!)

moist, continuously warm sand, anc

yet not so deep that high tides in thi

sea flood it and drown the embryo;

in salt water. All these considerations

would seem by logic to be involvec

in determining the size of the nest

and logic also suggests that the siz(

of the nest to some extent influences

the volume of eggs that the race pro

duces. And yet if you watch a sea

turtle make her nest you might con

elude that the only factor influencins:

the size and shape of the nest is the

digging reach of the turtle that makes i

it. Every female sea turtle makes hei

nest just as deep as her back leg is
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ible to reach. There are two ways,

therefore, tliat she is able to control

the microclimate of the nest. One is

to choose the right beach, and the

right place on it; the other is to vary

the depth of the body pit, the broad

shallow basin that some sea turtles

make to rest in while nesting. The

nest proper is dug in the bottom of

the body pit, and the depths of the

body pits that green turtles make

vary markedly. This gives the turtle

the necessary leeway in locating the

nest at the most appropriate level,

despite her stereotyped insistence on

digging the nest down as far as she

can possibly stretch her back leg.

How sea turtles divine proper

beaches and nest sites is not known.

That they do divine them seems ob-

vious from the small number of badly

placed nests one finds, and indeed,

from the very existence of sea turtles.

To be continued in the next issue.

Young turtles, below, scuttle

to open water. Once the hatchlings

have found their way to the

sea, they embark upon a journey

whose course is a mystery.

Nn nnc liunirs ivhrrr the turtles c,o.
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Data from two interplanetary spacecraft indicate that

the earth leaves a 3.5-million-mile-long wake in the solar

wind.

The solar wind consists of charged particles stream-

ing out from the sun at about a million miles an hour.

The earth and its living organisms are protected from

most of these high-energy particles by the earth's mag-

netic field, which causes the solar wind to divide and

flow around the earth.

The wind divides about 40,000 miles out on the sun-

ward side of the earth. It streams past the earth outside

a magnetic cavity that is about 160,000 miles in diam-

eter. Then, at a point far "downwind" from the earth,

the flow of particles reunites and continues on its way.

The Pioneer VI and VII spacecraft found the tip of

this wake left by the earth's "magnetosphere" in the

solar wind. This point is about 3.5 million miles down-

wind from the earth.

RU CAMELOPARDALIS
Since it was first noticed in 1907, the star RU Camelo-

pardalis (familiarly known as RU Cam) has steadily

varied about 1.5 magnitudes in a 22-day period. It

appeared last year, however, that RU Cam, a circum-

polar variable, had stopped its familiar pulsating.

A check of plates at the Sonneberg Observatory in

East Germany revealed that between 1962 and 1965

the star had pulsated less and less. By 1966, it was vary-

ing by only 0.08 magnitudes.

If the star truly stopped pulsating in a mere four

years, it would be remarkable. For even if the cause of

pulsation were somehow suddenly turned off, it should

take at least a thousand years for a star—like a pendulum

—actually to stop pulsating.

The cause may be. then, that variations in both the

minimums and maximums of the star's variable bright-

ness curve approached each other so that they almost

met. If this is true, then the amount of variation can be

expected to start increasing again in a year or two. Thus

there is a close watch.

RU Cam is a Cepheid variable {see Natural His-

tory, October, 1966 1 . It lies in the coma of our Galaxy,

the nearly spherical arrangement of clusters and indi-

vidual stars around the main disk.

DUST CLOUD MOONS
It appears more and more certain that two clouds

of dust are circling the earth ahead of and behind the

moon.
Writing in Physics Today, J. Wesley Simpson reports

photographing the two clouds last year from a jet flying

at 40,000 feet (above 85 per cent of the atmosphere).

As the earth and moon revolve around their common
center of mass, there are five points of equilibrium at

which a particle could have a stable orbit in the earth-

moon system. Three of these are along the line connect-

ino; the centers of the earth and moon. The other two

are 60 degrees ahead of and 60 degrees behind the moo
as it circles the earth.

For hundreds of years, astronomers have predicte

that captured bodies might be present at these last tw

points. The dust clouds were observed by Kazimiei

Kordylewski in Poland in 1956 and first announced i

1961. Simpson and his colleagues made the first Wester

Hemisphere sightings in 1964.

The clouds range in magnitude from 5.5 to 6.5 an

under perfect conditions should be visible to the nake

eye. Their size varies from one to four degrees. The
are impossible to see when in or near the Milky Wa
or any bright object.

It is not clear just what the dust clouds are compose(

of. But as Simpson says, they may be "reservoirs o

interesting cosmic rubble" and could provide informa

tion about our local cosmic history.

John P. Wiley, J J

CELESTIAL EVENTS
In early August Mars is in Virgo, left of Spica; thei

it moves through Libra and, during September, int<

Scorpius. By late September, the reddish planet will b

near the star Antares, which it will resemble in magni
tude ( 0.9 ) and color. Mars is to the right until Septem

ber 23, to the left thereafter. On September 9, the near!

first-quarter moon will be between Mars and Antares

closer to Mars.

Venus is low in the west at sunset in early August

and a morning star in the east in September.

Saturn, these two months, is in the sky most of thf

night, from dusk (when it rises in the east), till dawi

(when it sets in the west). Now at magnitude 0.6, th(

planet is in Pisces, south of the western stars of th(

Square of Pegasus; it is brighter than any nearby star

Mercury is not now in a favorable position for viewing

The autumnal equinox, when the sun, moving south

arrives over the earth's Equator, occurs at 12:38 p.m.

EST, on September 23.

The annual Perseid shower reaches maximum on thi

night of August 12/13, but may be seen for severa

nights before and after. There is no moon to interfer(

with early morning observations.

Thomas D. Nicholsoi

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face i

at the bottom; then match the lower stars with those ii

the sky. The celestial events chart shows times of rising

and setting of the sun, moon, and principal planets; time

of twilight; and sundial correction during August an(

September. Horizontal scale shows time. The top stri}

locates bright stars, planets, and the moon within the zodia

for August; the bottom strip shows these for Septembei

The vertical scale shows dates; the upper half for Angus
and the lower half for September. The horizontal seal

of hours shows time when planets and certain stars ar

due south and highest at midmonth. The phases of th

moon shown are due south and highest on dates indicatea
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' mast of a sunken ship

rises like a cross above the

vater. Creeping sands

itually bury most of the

wrecks claimed by the island.

Buffeting, changing winds

and a stylus of stiff

dune grass conspire to draw

a dial in the soft sands

of Sable Island.

\jp--

arsh. >vinds,
an odd fauna,
.nd a stormy history
nniax>k curioixs

satole island
by Fred Bmemn:ier

2^ able Island is a sandy crescent of land far out in the

Atlantic, 150 miles east of Halifax, Nova Scotia,

oughly 30 miles long and barely 2 miles wide, it is the

cposed part of a 100-mile-long sand shoal, which

retches northeast to southwest. More than 400 ships

ive come to grief on the island's low, shifting shores

nee its discovery by the Portuguese in 1500, earning it

reputation as the "graveyard of the Atlantic."

The Portuguese visited the treeless, windswept island

yeral times in the years following its discovery and

'en mapped the island in 1505. They also released

ittle on it in a fruitless effort to convert some of the

land's sparse vegetation into protein.

In 1598 fifty French settlers bound for Canada were

sposited on Sable Island, while their commander,

e Marquis de la Roche, continued to the mainland

scout out a suitable settlement site. The island was

ready feared and famous as a wrecker of ships.

A storm drove the Marquis back to France, and when

ship finally returned five years later to retrieve the

settlers from Sable, only eleven were left. They had

survived by killing the feral cattle (remnants of the

Portuguese experiment), the seals, and the walruses,

then still numerous on the island.

During the next century, ships from Boston visited

the island fairly frequently, to rescue survivors of ship-

wrecks, to loot wrecks, and to kill cattle and walruses.

By about 1720, all the animals on the island except

the seals and some elusive foxes had been exterminated.

In 1738, Andrew LeMercier, pastor of the Huguenot

church in Boston, decided to establish a settlement of

French Protestants on Sable Island. As a start, he sent

a shipload of livestock to the island. But the pastor

could not or would not raise the penny-an-acre quit-

rent for Sable, and in 1753 he gave up the whole idea,

probably to the relief of his parishioners. "When I took

Possession of the Island," wrote LeMercier, "there was

no four-footed Creature upon it but a few foxes, some

red and some black. Now [1753] there are I suppose,

90 Sheep, between 20 and 30 Horses including Colts,
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Of New England origin, the island's wild horses are

short, stocky, and quite hardy. They live and

forage in herds, each with its own small territory.
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Since they share their home only with some horses soft sarul, or to scatter luxuriously aloni^ the shore.

and sparrows. Sable's seals have ample space

either to thump inland, leaving tracks in the

Mostly monogamous, a male seal, below, clasps

his female with both his flippers and his teeth.



the horses gallop away, their hoofs thudding on Sable's

sand. The horses are fully protected now. A law passed

by the Canadian government in 1961 states that "No

person shall molest, interfere with, feed or otherwise

have anything to do with the ponies on the Island."

ind and waves continually erode Sable's dunes:

over the centuries the entire island has moved many
miles from west to east, and has also, apparently, de-

creased in size. Government efforts at forestation have

been unsuccessful. Of 80,000 trees planted in 1901, a

single one remained a quarter-century later. But cran-

berries grow on the island, as well as marram grass.

yarrow, creeping roses, goldenrod, and stunted, wind-

flattened juniper bushes.

Under the protection of this low mantle of vegeta-

tion, a small, inconspicuous bird builds its nest in

Sable's dunes. It is the Ipswich Sparrow, named after

Ipswich, Massachusetts, where one was killed and first

identified by C. J. Maynard in 1868. In winter this sand-

colored sparrow is seen along America's Atlantic coast

as far south as Georgia, but in summer all Ipswich

Sparrows return to Sable Island, the only place where

they are known to breed.

In winter the beaches of Sable are home to one of

the largest breeding colonies of gray seals [Halichoerus

grypiis ) in North America. Most of the estimated 5,000

gray seals on this continent breed on small isolated

islands off Canada's east coast: Amet Island in North-

umberland Strait, Basque Island, off Cape Breton,

Deadman Island in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and on

the ice in George Bay, west of Cape Breton Island. A
small gray seal colony was discovered some years ago

on Nantucket Island.

Most of these islands are small and space is at a

premium. A powerful bull, weighing up to 1.000 poun
will stake out a portion of territory and defend it, a

females on it, against all rivals.

On Sable Island, however, there is plenty of spa

The seals scatter over a wide beach area, and most

them are monogamous. Bachelor bulls and immati

gray seals crowd together in groups of about 150 c

200, each at extreme ends of the island's east

west spits, far from the breeding colonies.

The first seals come ashore to calve on Sable Isla;

toward the end of December, and most pups are bci

between the 10th and the 25th of January. The pu

their furry white natal coats usually stained yellow tJ

by amniotic fluid, weigh about 30 pounds at bii

They thrive on their mothers' fat-rich milk (52 per c

butterfat) and balloon out to nearly 100 pounds

two to three weeks.

Because gray seals are vectors of codworm, a pa

site that does considerable damage to the fishing

dustry, the number of gray seals in Canada and

Britain, where they are considerably more numero
is now controlled by periodic culling. In 1967, 150

the 200 gray seal pups on Basque Island were kill

Sable is too remote and inaccessible, however, and h

seals are increasing slowly, so that the total number
gray seals on the island at the end of January was

timated at 1,500.

B.f\it Sable Island, lonely and remote, graveyi

of ships and cradle of seals, may soon be yanked i

of its isolation. Geologists think there may be oil .«

posits below its shifting sands, and large-scale drill

operations are planned both on the island and in

vicinity. The discovery of oil would probably be

final blow to Sable Island's strange fauna.

The debris of ill-fated voyages

regularly tvashes ashore on Sable Island.

A furry gray seal pup lies

by a half-buried pickle barrel.

With no one home to sweep, an aband*

house is invaded by a glacier of saM

The island's rain, snow, and sand stormM

constantly tax the works of i\





ARCHAEOLOGICAL
CHRISTMAS CARDS

For the first time, the Archae-
ological Institute of America is

offering a selection of cards fea-

turing ancient monuments and
works of art.

Each set of 20 includes 4 each
of 5 different subjects, printed in

full color on fine coated stock.

Each subject is identified and
dated; each card is inscribed
Holiday Greetings.

A mosaic of Magi in red, green

and gold; a blue Persian dome; a

Greek temple among pink olean-

ders; a Byzantine church lost

among mountains and the Lyre

Player from the Palace of Nestor

at Pylos carry your holiday mes-
sage. In addition, 20 notes without

greetings, showing two lively Pan-

amanian gold figures, are also

available.

Each set $3.75; if you order 5 or

more sets, $3.25. Use coupon be-

low for illustrated order form.

To: Archaeological Institute of America

100 Washington Square East, N.Y.C. 10003

Please send me your Christmas card order

form.

Name

Address

Zip

BACKYARD ASTRONOMER

The sun and double star
by James S. Pickering

The sun is a star that requires to-

tally different methods of observa-

tion than we have learned before. The
sun is relatively near to us and is thus

the only star whose surface we can see.

Its mean distance of 93 million miles

represents a light-travel time of slightly

more than eight minutes. The light

time from the second nearest star to the

earth is four and one-third light-years,

which, compared with eight minutes,

will give an idea of the relative dis-

tances.

The sun is dangerous. Its surface

temperature of about 10.000 degrees

Fahrenheit is the residue of a core

temperature of about 35 million de-

grees. And even though it is 93 million

miles away, it is still so bright that we
cannot look at it without hurting our

eyes. Anyone who has amused himself

by using a magnifying glass for focus-

ing the sun's rays to make paper burn

knows the sun's intensity. A telescope

is a tremendously powerful magnifying

glass. .lust as no one would put his eye

at the focus of the reading glass after

watching the paper burn, no one

should ever, under any circumstances,

attempt to observe the sun directly

through a telescope, field glass, or any

sort of optical instrument. The fierce,

concentrated energy of the sun would

seriously damage or destroy your eye

in a fraction of a second.

There are filters that may be used

safely, but here, too, I urge extreme

caution. Some eyepieces have safe fil-

tering devices that are ventilated to

permit the escape of the intense, con-

centrated heat as well as the light.

Since the habitual use of the finder is

dangerous, be sure to keep it capped

if you observe the sun by any means.

It is also good practice to reduce the

telescope aperture to about half of its

normal opening by making a cap for it.

This was described in the article deal-

ing with observation of the moon
(Natural History. January. 1967).

In general, it is safest not to observe

the sun directly in any way. Although

you will hear and read of various

devices and methods that make solar

observation safe, human error is always

present. Incorrect adjustments, forget-

fulness, or accident can produce tragic

results. Some observers advocate the

use of welder's glass placed over the

objective, but even welder's glass

been known to split unexpectedly,

the damage can be done before

observer can snap his eye away :

the ocular.

The Sun by Projection

The safest way to observe the si

by projection. Many telescope ma
provide a solar screen, usually a

painted metal plate that can be e:

attached to the telescope tube so

it is held beyond the eyepiece 1

light wire frame. Then when the

scope is pointed at the sun, the i

image is projected through the

scope onto this plate and can be si

examined. Or a piece of white c

board, preferably with a dull, mat

ish, may be held in position by h.

This is also the most sociable wa
observing since not only the telesi

operator but his friends and neigh

as well may look at the same time.

The farther the card or plate is f

the eyepiece, the larger the proje

To project the siin for safe and con

able viewing, place one piece of cardl

just beyond the eyepiece to receive

image and fit another piece over

outer end of the tube to shade the

fection screen and thus clarify the in,
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^ Timeless beauty
for you to on'n and give ...

SCULPTURE
1^^ *' Museum sculpture in replica from Brentano's. Recreated in Alvastone to rival the warmth and patina

^^ of the priceless originals. ST-539B Bust of Queen Nofretete. 8^4" replica on walnut base. $18.75 ($1.50 ship-

^^ ping and insurance). LW-2 Wedding Rings by Peter Lipman-Wulf, American contemporary. 7'/»" replica in green

f bronze finish. $17.50 ($1.50 shipping and insurance). Q MM-1 Isaiah by Moissaye Marans, American contemporary. 22"

replica of the bronze original on the facade of the Community Church in New York. $37.50 (shipping-express collect), p 41

Cycladic Woman. 14Vi" replica of the marble original in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. $9.50 ($1.00 shipping

and insurance). HE-1 James Joyce by Milton Hebald, American contemporary. 13Vi" replica of the artist's monument in Zurich.

535.00 ($1.00 shipping and insurance). PH-152 Bee by Gaston Lachaise. 5'/2" replica of the original in the Philadelphia Museum of

rt. Gold electroplate on marble base. $15.00 (75e shipping and insurance). NY-1 Library Lions. 6%" x (>Vz" scale models of the

nous pair guarding the New York Public Library. $15.00 the pair ($1.50 shipping and insurance).

JEWELRY
3IN JEWELRY from our collection. Gold washed or silver plated replicas of gold and silver coins from ancient Israel, Syracuse, Macedonia,

hens, and other realms. Thasos Coin. Originals in the British Museum, London. Gold washed replicas. Available as Q Necklace BR-IOON
50 Pin BR-IOOP $3.00 Bracelet BR-IOOB $3.50. Athenian Coin. Original in the Art Institute of Chicago. Silver plated replica with

lenian Owl. Available as Cuff links AIC-4CL $2.75. Athenian head, available as Pin AIC-3.4P $2.75 Hanging earrings AIC-3ES
15. Syracusian Coin. Original in the Art Institute of Chicago. Silver plated replica. Available as Q Cuff links AIC-5CL $2.75 Q Ear clips

O-SEC $2.75. Macedonian Stater. Original in The Walters Gallery, Baltimore. Gold washed replica with head of Apollo. Available as

r clips C-40EC $3.75 Hanging earrings C-40ES $3.75 Q Pin C-40.IP $3.50. With Macedonian chariot, available as Cuff links

41CL $3.75 Tie clip C-41TC $2.50 Ear clips C-41EC $3.75. Coins of Ancient Israel. Originals in the Jewish Museum, New York.

Iver plated coin replica available as Necklace JM-IN $3.75 Money clip JM-IC $3.75 Key chain JM-IKC $2.50. Silver plated

hekel available as Q Ear clips JM-2EC $3.75 Cuff links JM-2CL $3.75 Hanging earrings JM-2ES $3.75 Necklace JM-2N $3.25

^XCXZBmTLA.IH'O'S
booksellers to the world

Come into Brentano's or mail this order form to Brentano's 586 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036, Dept. NH-867
NAME

ADDRESS-
CITY -STATE- -ZIP_

For single item check box. For more than one of the same item write in the number desired.

Check or M.O. enclosed. [] Charge my Brentano's account. (25? postage on jewelry)
NYC delivery add 5% sales tax. Elsewhere add tax applicable.

Q) Please send me Brentano's sculpture catalogue (25e).

Catalogue free with purchase.



Car Desk
All-purpose desk for the car. Pockets hold
brochures, maps, travel accessories. A handy
way to jot down notes, Memos— for salesmen,
executives— for travel too! Doubles as an arm
rest, tray for eating. Smart, walnut-grained
Wasonite and red Tartan plaid with sturdy
chrome plated leg and frame— to fit all cars.

Spacious 12"x22" writing area.

$9.95, 2 for $19.00, 90?: PP

Air Cooled Car Seat
Built-in electric blower to circulate breezes
through seat and back. Keeps you cool and
dry on hot days. No installation. Simply plug
into cigarette lighter. Black with charcoal

Compo-Pedometer
How many miles do you walk? Set it to your
normal stride, clip it to your belt or slip it into

your pocket. Compass-Pedometer tallies your
walking score accurately, and lets you find

your way home. Operates on the pendulum
principle and registers as you walk. A fine

instrument, ruggedly engineered, precise and
trouble free. Money Back Guarantee.

$8.95, 2 for $17.00, 35?! PP

30-day money-back guarantee on all products,

n Interesting free catalog

EASTMAN COMPANY
Industrial BIdg., Sausalito, Ca. 94965
Quant. Item



L move around on the sun. They stay

ere they originally appeared, but as

; sun rotates they are moved across

: visible disk of the sun. The sun

ates in the same way that the earth

ates, counterclockwise as seen from

Dve the sun, or from left to right as

see the sun. In fact, man received

first hint about the sun's rotation

m the apparent travel of sunspots

OSS the sun.

rhe sun is now emerging from a

ispot minimum that covered parts

the years 1964 and 1965. During

3 period, known as the International

iet Sun Year (IQSY), there were

les when no spots could be seen, and

re were generally very few and very

all spots for much of this period.

w, however, the early spots of the

V cycle are coming into view and

1 build up to a new maximum in

i9. The first spots of a new cycle ap-

ir in the high solar latitudes, far

ive and below the sun's equator.

is cycle can be recorded with a regu-

solar observation program.

Double Stars

dost of the stars appear to be soli-

f when observed by the eye alone,

ually, about 60 per cent of the stars

the small segment of the universe

liable to us by all observational

hods are double or multiple. There

optical doubles, in which two stars,

lOugh not physically associated, are

aligned that they appear double,

n though one may be light-years

end the other. There are also true

:s of stars, those that revolve about

:nter of gravity common to both and

; are relatively near each other.

•se are binaries, many of which are

emote and so closely associated that

naked eye can perceive only one

It of light from the pair. Others,

more distant, can only be distin-

ihed as binaries because of the

bling of their absorption lines

n their light is passed through a

;troscope.

(any doubles can be identified as

1 by backyard telescopes. This

vhere Dawes's Limit is applied.

res's Limit says that a telescope can

irate the components of a double

1 to get the angular, or apparent,

iration by dividing 4.56 by the

ture of the objective. A 6-inch re-

or, then, should be able to split a

with an angular separation of

seconds of arc. This is close and
;ld not be hoped for under normal
(itions with the usual backyard
icope. In reality, if you can break

pair whose separation is less than

3onds of arc, you are doing well.

L lists of double stars, there are

Lily three items given. First is the

J

ration, or distance, which is the

jilar distance between the two com-

ponents. This is usually expressed in

seconds of arc even if the total is more
than one minute of arc. For example,

the separation of Alpha Capricorni, a

visual double, is given as 376", al-

though it could be translated into

6' 16". The second factor is the posi-

tion angle, usually abbreviated as P.A.

POSITION

N ANGLE

The position angle of a double star is

formed at the brighter star by the line

toward the fainter star and the line

toward the North Pole. It is measured up
to 360° from north past east and so on.

This is the angle between the north

point of the field of view of your tele-

scope and the fainter of the two stars.

The apex of this angle is the brighter

star. It is always measured eastward

from the north point. Finally, the date

when the two components were at the

listed position is also recorded, since

the stars are moving and this angle

will change.

Double stars whose two components
are almost equally bright are easier to

resolve than doubles with one star

bright and the other faint. For ex-

ample. Vega, also known as Alpha
Lyrae, is a double. The brighter star

is magnitude 0.2 and is separated

from its companion by 56.4 seconds of

arc. The companion, however, is mag-
nitude 10.5. and is thus inevitably

overwhelmed by the fierce intensity of

its brighter companion. On the other

hand, the two stars of Gamma Arietis,

in the autumn sky, are of magnitudes
4.2 and 4.4. Their angular separation is

8.4 seconds of arc, about one-seventh

that of Vega, but because the two stars

are so nearly of the same brilliance,

they can easily be resolved.

For observing close, difficult pairs,

choose a night that is clear, when there

is a minimum of twinkling in the stars

and. of course, when there is no moon
at the time you are observing.

Start out with a double that is com-
fortably above Dawes's Limit for your

telescope, and choose a double, if

you can. whose components are about

equal in magnitude. Try, for example.

Gamma Leonis in the outer edge of the

curve of stars known as the Sickle

above Regulus in Leo. Gamma is a

double with a separation of 4", and



New Science Books
from Scribners

Bewnd the

II 536 PUZZLES &

Harlow Shapley

BEYOND THE OBSERVATORY
The Dean of American Astronomei'S com-
bines philosophical views with modern sci-

ence in this lively look at man and the
universe. "One of the most stimulating and
provocative collections of scientific essays to

appear in recent years... a highly readable
style which will appeal to layman and scien-

tists alike... a highly personal book from a
most distinguished scientist..."

—Library Journal $4.50

Walter B. Emery
LOST LAND EMERGING
One of the world's great discoverers of the

past presents a record of archaeological ex-

ploration that reveals the romantic story of

Nubia, Southern Gateway to Egypt. "Emery
is one of the few truly outstanding excava-
tors of our century This book on Nubia
brings to the public an early chapter in his

career as well as his most recent work . . . His
account of the salvage of the Nubian region
is stimulating and provocative."

—WILLIAM K. SIMPSON, Yale University
Illustrated with over 100 of the author's own
photographs and drawings. $7.95

Henry Ernest Dudeney

536 PUZZLES AND

CURIOUS PROBLEMS
Edited and with an Introduction by
Martin Gardner, Editor, Mathematical
Games Dept., Scientific American

Here, in a single volume, are two classics by
the undisputed "Puzzle King", whose mathe-
matical problems have wracked the brains of

every civilized nation under the sun. Answers
and more than 400 of the original draw-
ings are included. "Addict or browser, bring
sharp pencil, sharper wit, and be prepared
for a long stay."

—

The Kirkus Service $7.95

at all bookstores

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS

the two components are magnitudes

and 3.8.

Gamma Virginis is another

test. It has a separation of about

and the two components are ne

equal in magnitude, 3.6 and 3.7. [

double is just about in the cente:

the wide spread of Virgo, about 10

grees above and 8 degrees west

Spica, the brightest star in Virgo.

Neither of these should give

much trouble on a good night. W
you have familiarized yourself

such standard fare, work out on otl

to find the limit of resolution of )

telescope and your eye. Try fai

pairs with a fairly good separation,

example, 2 Comae Berenicis has a

aration of 3.9", but it is faint. The
stars are 6.0 and 7.5 magnitudes,

problem here will probably be fini

2 Comae Berenicis in the first pi

Coma Berenices has no bright stars

is, in itself, an expanded open
ter. Start your search for 2 Co
Berenicis by picking up Delta Lee

the top star in the eastern triangl

Leo. Denebola is the far eastern i

of this triangle. When you have D
Leonis, slide eastward about 15

grees and you should be on 2 Co
Berenicis.

Now try Epsilon Bootis,

double that was named "Pulcherri

by the Russian astronomer Fried

Struve. Pulcherrima is the Latin su

lative of "beautiful." Here is a lo

double whose components differ

siderably in brightness, 3.0 and
magnitudes. Its separation is 2.8",

Epsilon Lyrae is a famous double-dc

Through a field glass, it appears

close double at top, above; with a

telescope, using a power of 100 or i

each of the components can also be
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landful of people like Mary Carnwath
trying to keep our promise to the Indians,
t they won't make it without you.
s Hopi Indians' village of

lovi in Arizona sits on land

r, infertile and inhospitable

far nobody has tried to take

from them.

ctricity has not yet reached

pis. Water must be hauled

ree miles away. Jobs are few
away. Only poverty and des-

; close-by and in abundance.

for the first time in genera-

/[ary Carnwath and people

are stirring hope among the

iry Carnwath works and
/o thousand miles away, in

ttan. Her own daughter is

own-up, and through Save
Idren Federation she is spon-

me of the village girls, 8-year-

ce Mahtewa.
; Mahtewas (two parents,

hildren, one grandmother
sister-in-law) live tightly

in a tiny rock and mud
Phe father who knows ranch

It can't find any most of the

I't able to provide the family

en the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had
to quit school as

soon as she was
old enough to do

\- :! a day's work. But,

.^V^/*5 because of Mary
th, that won't be necessary.

$12.50 a month contrib-

Mary Carnwath is provid-

markable number of things

e and her family.

;e will have a chance to con-

:hooling. The family has
le to make its home a little

.'able. And with the money
r, together with funds from
ionsors, the village has been
enovate a dilapidated build-

Use as a village center. The
low has two manual sewing
ts that are the beginnings of

I
income-producing business.

i' a small beginning. More
ind more people like Mary
;h are needed. With your
rhaps this village program

will produce enough money to end
the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de-

ductible, it's not a charity. The aim
is not merely to buy one child a few
hot meals, a warm coat and a new
pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-
ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed
for other American Indian children

—who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span
of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world
for $12.50 a month. Only a
small corner of it. But, maybe
that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough Mary
Carnwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with the U.S. State Depart-

ment Advisory Committee on Vol-

untary Foreign Aid, and a member
of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and
annual reports are available on
request.

National Sponsors (partial list)

FaithBaldwin,Mrs.JamesBryantConant,
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,

Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 05852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.
ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

n $12-50 MONTHLY D $37.50 QUARTERLY
D $75 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $150 ANNUALLY

I CANT SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'DLIKETO HELP.
ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $

D SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME
.

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. IN'COME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



WIDEN
YOUR
WORLD
OF NATURE
Just think of all the wonderful, tiny things

in nature you don't see. A really good mag-

nifier can open a whole new world for you

—even in your own back yard ! This one has

a lens large enough to use with both eyes—
3-7/8"x2"— and of the finest optical quality.

Of course, you will have many other uses for

it—map reading, looking at photographs,

deciphering small print— to name just a

few. Only $4.95 at optical, stationery, photo

stores and departments. For complete cata-

log of Readers and Magnifiers just write to

Bausch & Lomb, Rochester,New York 14602

Rectangular Reader by

BAUSCH S. LOMB (#)

African Desert Cloth'^ Shirts
Special favorites of Big Game Guides,
Explorers, Sportsmen, Professional
Gutdoorsmen the world over. Shoulder
epaulets hold binoculars, camera
straps, etc. securely. Soft, luxurious

100% long fibre Egyptian cotton Des-
ert Cloth launders perfectly. Long or

short sleeves. Catalog illustrates hun-
dreds of distinctive items not to be
found in stores (like our Digger hat
Bob Tavlor wears). FREE 116-page
catalog! 'This colorful, beautifully illu-

strated catalog has over 600 items of

interest to sportsmen, outdoorsmen,
fishermen, hunters, professional guides.

Send for your copy today!

^.^o^<:^ii-'^T=<->.<-a^ Expedition Outfitter

Dept. X3, Seattle, Washington 98122

a fine night and good luck are needed

to resolve it, but it lives up to its name.

One component is orange and the other

pale green.

After awhile, you should have a good

idea of the capabilities of your tele-

scope and your eyes, and with some

nights of good seeing, you can build

up an impressive list of doubles. There

are several stars that must be seen

from a purely esthetic viewpoint. My
own favorite here is Beta Cygni. whose

name, Albireo, sounds like a birdcall.

Albireo is the lower end of the up-

right of the Northern Cross in Cygnus.

It is easy to find, and its separation of

35" insures success in resolution. It is.

to me, the most beautiful of all the

doubles I know. Its components are

magnitudes 3.0 and 5.3. and their col-

ors are magnificent. One of the stars is

a royal blue and the other a pure gol

Don't miss it.

And finally, as a graduation exerci

in your course on double stars, go f

Epsilon Lyrae. This star is at the upp

apex of the tiny, almost equilater

triangle in Lyra of which Vega is tl

brightest member. It is the famo

double-double. The first separation

the pairs of this multiple star is 208^

Thus, this first separation can be easi

seen with a good field glass and, the

retically, with the eye alone, which ji

a Dawes's Limit of about 160".

second separation should be accoi

plished with an eyepiece that gives

power of 100 to 200 but even then!

will be difficult to see. The separati

of one of the pairs is 3" and that of t

other is 2". Try some of the doul;

stars in the following list.

LATE SUMMER OBJECTS FOR SMALL TELESCOPES

This is a list of objects that may be found in August and September.

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF LYRA

M-55
Epsilon

Zeta

Eta

18h

I9h

-1-33 =

-1-30°
-1-39.6°

-f37.5°

-1-39 "

Planetary nebula

Globular cluster
Double star

Double star

Double star

nail, pale disVRing Nebula. S

Rated mag. 9.

About mag. 8.

Double double. First separat
208". Next separation 2.8"

2.3". Difficult.

Mags. 4.3 and 5.9; separat
44".
Mags. 4.5 and 8.7; separat
28". Three more pairs in Ij

power field.

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF CYGNUS
About 5° west of Alpha Cygni (Deneb) is North American Nebula

but don't count on it. Richest part of Milky Way m northern sky.

21h 30m -H8.2° Open cluster Large and bright. Mag.

-1-38.4°

-f27.8°

4-38°

Open cluster
Double star

Double star

diar 32',

_ _. _. Cygni, mag. 7j

Albireo. Magnificent. Mags
and 5.3; separation 34.6. Re
blue and gold. '

Mags. 5.5 and 6.3; separa
27". First star to have dista

measured.

M-27

M-11

M-26

18h

18h 43m

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF VULPECULA
-1-22 6° Planetary nebula Dumbbell Nebula. Rated ma

Looks almost square m 6-in

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF SAGITTA
4-18.6' Open cluster Compact and bright.

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF SCUTUM
Whole region is rich; great star clouds.

— 6 3- Open cluster Wedge-shaped, compact. C

double in same field, mag.
— 9.5" Open cluster Condensed cluster in rich f

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF SAGITTARIUS

ind the Milk Dipper-a small dipper-like asterism whose handle extends

o the northwest. Sweep above and west to Mu Sagittarii. Use this star as

base of operations. There are 14 Messier objects in Sagutarius

IBh
18h
17h

16m
18m

59m
02m

29m
33m
54m

—19.3°
—24°
—19°

Open cluster
Globular cluster
Open cluster

1 ...t object, — to- -.

Omega Nebula. Not clearly!

fined. Dark streak across it,

Trifid Nebula. Hazy but brig

Lagoon Nebula. Beautiful,
bright, and exciting.
Large and scattered.
Finest globular. Rated mag.
Faint. Rated mag. 6.9. Wi
scattered.

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF CAPRICORNUS

M-30
Alpha

20h 18m —14.9° Double star

Very bright, mag. 8.

Naked eye double; mags. 4.5
3.8. Fainter star double; i

4 6 and 9; separation
Brighter star double; mags,
and 11; separation 7"; fai

component of this pair ._

double, 11.2 and 11.5 m:
separation 1".

Wide double. Mags. 3 an;

separation 205".

NGC 7009 21h Olr

IN THE CONSTELLATION OF AQUARIUS
—116° Planetary nebula Saturn Nebula. Bright, blui;

Mag. 8; diam. 30'.

—01° Globular cluster About mag. 6.3.

00° Double star Mags. 4.4 and 4.6; separatio
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NATURE AND THE CAMERA

LIMITED RELEASE-U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS

SNIPERSCOPE

INFRARED SET,..,
for scientists, gun collectors, naturalists

Built by American Optical Co. In excellent working
condition. Used by our troops for observing enemy
in total darkness witiiout being detected. Suggested
uses: medical research study of nocturnal animal
life, mineralogy, industrial and medical research,
crime detection. Rare item for gun collectors. Tele-
scope is 16%" long; clear aperture of lens is

50.4mm. A 5"-diameter filter is attached. Knob ad-
justs focus electrostatically; second knob adjusts
reticle intensity. Reticle also has vertical and hori-
zontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoulder
strap included. Complete unit includes Il"xl4"xl6"
chest, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube, 20,000V
power pack with canvas carrying case and shoulder
straps, IR light source, steel carbine bracket, pistol-
grip handle with switch control. Formerly highly
classified. Limited supply. Orig. Govt, cost, $800.
Shipping wt., approx. 30 lbs. Price $249.50

SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source
for sniperscope. Excellent for

.
many other 6V applications.
Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

$9.95. Two for $18.00

Prices F.O.B. Tucson, Ariz. No C.O.D.'s pfease.

C&H SALES CO.
P.O. Box 1572. Tucson, Ariz.

°' TRAVEL AGENT
""TOUR GUIDE

I'LL GIVE YOU this

RandlVlcNally World Globe

and exciting SQ-VQluD^e

Travel Library!

cm, big money, fun tc prestige

in Travel. Thousands big monc
a qualilicd men &
„—increasing at rate

:5% each year. Easy home-study plan trains

'el!-paid gla

ncy, airline, resort hotel, etc.—shows you
ic Travel Agent in your own area—

.ou can make big profits escorting

—discloses how you
. (No travel

) Send for big "TRAVEL
CAREER Krr"-20-Paee Book "Opportu-
nii.cs in Travel," giant full color World Wall
Map & Sample Lesson-ALL FREE!
Nosalesman will cjII. Mail c
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The Shakespeare Recording Society invites you to
take this "dream" performance of

hiomlet:
COMPLETE ON FOUR 12-INCH LONCPL

with trial membersliip ^^^^^ ^.^^^tf

Regular $23^^ Retail Value

. • Your choice of Stereo or Monaural

INCLUDED AT NO EXTRA COST
OMPLETE 134-PAGE TEXT OF HAMLET

Separately bound and pointed for

reading aloud, with original Second

Quarto and First Folio punctuation.

Annoted and edited by

Shakespearean scholar G. B. Harrison

Jessica Tandy

An exceptional opportunity to possess

one of the great plays of the English

language practically as a gift

For the first time... Paul Scofield, Richard Burton, John
ilgud. Rex Harrison, Claire Bloom offer you unbowdlerized
Shakespeare in the finest performances ever recorded
receive at once your full-length Richardson, Stanley HoUoway and

"dream" performance ofHAMLET many others among the greatest play-
four 12-inch longplaying records ers of our time,
only $1.95-mail the coupon below. A priceless gift for any home
is $23.80 retail value is yours with children
ctically as a gift to intrpduce y9u Educators will tell you there is no finer

introduction for any child to the glorieshe benefits of membership in the
kespeare Recording Society.

The "definitive" HAMLET
the most important role of his
;inguished career, Paul Scofield
:laimed star of Broadway's "A Man
all Seasons") gives us a Hamlet
renchant wit, iiifinite subtlety, and
liring grandeur. You are able to
ow, exactly as if you sat among the
'ers themselves, all the whispered
;tings, every outrageous pun, each
izied oath and softly uttered solilo-

. A flourish of trumpets . . . the clash
arms . . . and the bawdy, boisterous
Id of Shakespeare springs to life as
:ly possible even at the finest stage
duction.

! whole of Shakespeare—for those
'10 like their Shakespeare whole
last, lovers of the bard can own
nitive performances of all the works
Ihakespeare—even, if they wish, the
;e-known works many scholars
e not heard. No "excerpts" these,

"modern" abridgements for the
jamish. Here are full-length, fuU-
e, full-blooded dramatic produc-
s — recorded exclusively for the
kespeare Recording Society. Fea-
d performers include John Gielgud,
lard Burton, Jessica Tandy, Sio-
a McKenna, Edith Evans, Ralph

of living literature. Often, just such an
impetus as this will inspire your child

to new success in school today that
may help open the door to college
tomorrow.
Members pay only the Society's low

price—and save 33'/!%

Though Society recordings sell for up
to $23.80 per set at retail, members
pay only the low price of just over
$4.00 per record plus shipping and
handling. Your only obligation is to

accept as few as four plays over the

next two years from the many offered.

There is no extra charge for stereo,

SPECIAL BONUS: With every second
selection you accept after fulfilling

your initial membership commitment,
you will receive—free—a $5.95 record-

ing from the famed Caedmon "spoken-
word" library of great poetry and
literature.

Claim your complete HAMLET now
for only $1.95-retail value $23.80

Mail the coupon to receive your 4-

record set of HAMLET for only $1.95
plus shipping and handling. If not
completely delighted you may return
the shipment within 10 days for a full

refund. Your trial membership will be
cancelled without obligation. Mail the
coupon today.

thy name is

."Neither a bor-
rower, nor a lender be". .

.

"Brevity is the soul of
wit" . . . "To be or not to
be". . ."The lady doth pro-
test too much". .

.

Memorable poetry, memo-
rably performed! Perhaps
no other work of literature

last-act duel with poisoned
sword that rings down the
final curtain on this i

tal tragedy. And from first

to last you follow every
word of every scene with
the complete 134-page Di-
rector's Text. It

tated by Shakespearean
scholar G. B. Harrison, and

-except the Bible - has '".^'"''^'i
^"^

T'i''/""''
given so many great quota- full-length recorded play

lions to the English lan-

guage. And this unforgetta-
ble performance brings you
every memorable phrase —
complete—on four brilliant

longplaying records. (Your
choice of Stereo or Mon-
aural.)

Once more the ghost of
Hamlet's father seeks vio-
lent revenge as faithless

Gertrude takes to "incestu-
ous sheets" her husband's
murderous brother. Here is

the famous play-within-a-
play; the madness and sui-

cide of Ophelia; the perfidy
of Rosencrantz and Guil-
denstern; the tumultuous

All productions are re-

corded exclusively for
Shakespeare Recording
Society by Caedmon
Records. For each play,
leading directors who
are masters at creating
"motion in sound" join
forces with the finest

players of our time
to capture on records
award-winning per-
formances. Together
they provide the first-

night excitement of
theatre in your living
room.

Siobhan McKenna

I ALSO FREE
if you act

promptly

ASpecialSociety

Bonus Record:

Selected

Shakespearean
Songs and Sonnets

.

JOHN GIELGUD
reads the son-
nets. The songs
are performed
in Elizabethan
settings with
instruments of
that time.

12-inch 33V3
longplaying rec-

nrTK Shakespeare Recording Society
\b3^ 400 Community Drive, Manhasset. L.I.,N.Y.11030

Please send HAMLET ($23.80 retail value)
and bill me only $1.95 plus shipping and
handling. Also enroll me as a trial mem-
ber. I need only accept four plays in two
years at Society's low price of just over
$4.00 per record plus shipping and han-
dling. If not delighted I may return intro-

ductory shipment within 10 days for full

refund and my membership will be can-
celled without obligation.

D FREE BONUS - Selected Songs and
Sonnets by Shakespeare. JOHN GIEL-
GUD reads the sonnets. The songs are
performed in Elizabethan settings with r->

instruments of that time.
°f

Name 5

City. Zip-

I ^ktSS/^ Pfcase send records in D Stereo D Mono "j



A LINDBLAD
TRAVEL INC. TOUR

ON THE

Unique adventure for small groups. Combines

scenery and archeology in Colombia, Ecuador,

Peru, Argentina. Fiestas, pageants, ceremonies

of Inca descendants. 26 days, $1,835 complete

from New York. Monthly.

Clip coupon for colorful ires

brochure—14 pages.

I 1

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. nh b.'s/

Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022

Please send "On the Inca Road" brochure.

Address



Each marine specimen will appear

be right under your nose, because

e sensation of depth is lost. You can

How the subject easily by moving or

3ping the box, as long as you keep

e glass end completely submerged,

ne camera, being fixed in relation to

e bottom of the box. is always point-

g at the subject. Thus you can follow

crab stalking its prey, filming as you

), and include the capture and the

lining room" scene.

In tropical waters you may be for-

nate enough to discover a group of

idibranchs {see Natural History,

ugust-September, 1966), or even a

ngle one. Their graceful, undulating

otion. as they swim about nosing at

e seaweed and algae near the fringes

the pool, makes an excellent film,

lie colors of the nudibranchs are fan-

stic. Deep orange, enamel white,

right green; spotted or striped—they

e infinitely varied in color and design.

Perhaps you will come upon a star-

ih hiding under a rock. Dig up a

nail clam and drop it on the starfish,

ou may be able to film a scene of the

ntacles of the starfish as it opens the

am enough to insert its stomach and

ed on the succulent meat inside.

If you find a moving line in the

md, gently brush away the sand to

cpose whatever is underneath. The
lances are you will find an olive shell,

perhaps a murex, making its endless

ay along in the search for food.

A trip to a tide pool will reveal scene

ter scene in the daily lives of marine

eatures industriously going about

leir business. Many of these scenes

ay be captured on your film.

After each use, wash the waterbox

oroughly with fresh water, and dry

with a soft cloth. Pay particular at-

ntion to the removal of all the salt

ater, and dry both sides of the glass

' that the sea water does not etch the

irfaces and cloud them.

If the box has been stored for many
eeks or months without use, it may
irink to a point where it fails to hold

It the water. If this happens, fill the

)x with fresh water overnight to swell

e seams tight again before restoring

to service. Then dry the inside

oroughly before installing the cam-

a; use a lint-free cloth on the glass,

id be sure to remove all the water

om the seams and corners. It is frus-

ating to watch a trickle of water run

;ross the glass in front of the lens just

you are filming a particularly desir-

de specimen.

aul Villiaid is a free-lance writer,

kotographer, and naturalist. A fre-

lent contributor to Natural History,

r. Villiard has also written several

poks on a variety of topics.

The Hudson is a sewer

Lake Erie is a gummy swamp

I Grand Canyon is tlireatened

I Our wildlife is vanisliing

I Our air is noxious

Unless we change our ways and protect

our environment, the authors of

this cogent, timely book argue, man
himself will go the way of the

dinosaur. They give a blueprint for

survival based on personal, local

and national action. "A clear and clarion

call to do something about the way
the human race has been polluting the

air and waters and laying waste

the land of this planet."—john kieran

in the Sun
A Report on the
Deteriorating Quality of

the American Environment

By Robert Rienow and

Leona Train Rienow

$6.00, now at your bookstore

THE DIAL j^i
PRESS "T^

The first sustained and intensive study ever made

of a pride of lions

Pride's

Progress
The Story of a
Family of Lions

Text and 168 black-and-white photographs by

EMMY HAAS. Charlie and Princess have lived

in the African Plains area of New York City's

Bronx Zoo since 1960 and there raised three

families of cubs. Emmy Haas has devoted several

years to watching the lions with her camera's

eye and her own. "The results," says Joseph A.

Davis, Jr., Former Curator of Mammals, N.Y.

Zoological Society, in his Introduction, "are the

fascinating and beautiful photographs in this

book, and the no less fascinating verbal por-

traits of the lions and their family life." Pride's

Progress is both a captivating picture chronicle

and a scientifically valid "first" in its field.

AT ALL BOOKSTORES or use the coupon for

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION
1

Harper & Row
51 E. 33 Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10016

Gentlemen: Pie
Progress by Ei
ination. Within

ise send
nmy Haa
that tir

book(s) wthout obligatic

ne copy{ies) of Pride's
for ten days' free exam-

e I will either remit the
per copy or return the

City —

State, Zip

SAVE! Enclose payment and publisher pays mailing

charges. Same return privilege, of course. Slll-A
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Nothing
about our
flora and fauna
failed to fascinate this man.
He emigrated from England in

1 808 expressly to explore our
natural history. During his

brilliant career as a collector

and a scholar he made impor-
tant contributions to orni-
thology, botany, ecology, ge-

ology, and other fields. His
acquaintances ranged from
Audubon and Emerson to the

legendary Daniel Boone. He
rounded Cape Horn with
Richard Henry Dana, joined

the Astoria party in 1811 and
travelled with Wyeth's second
hazardous expedition along
the Oregon Trail. He lived
alone for months collecting
specimens in hostile Indian
country on the Missouri River,

nearly losing his life then, and
again, on a solitary three-year

journey in the Southwest. This
lively biography quotes exten-
sively from his own vivid de-
scriptions of new genera and
species, and of frontier scenes,

and resurrects Nuttall as a sig-

nificant figure in the scientific

life of the early Republic.
lUus. $11.95

Thomas
Nuttall,
NATURALIST
Explorations in

America, 1808-1841
Jeannette E. Graustein

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY PRESS

BOOKS IN REVIEW

Diary of an anthropologist

by Marvin Harris

A Diary in the Strict Sense of the

Term, by Bronislaw Malinowski. Har-

court. Brace, & World, Inc., $6.95;

315 pp.

WIDELY accepted as the century's

greatest ethnographic work, Bron-

islaw Malinowski's Trobriand Island

studies {Argonauts of the Western

Pacific, 1922; The Sexual Life of Sav-

ages, 1929; Coral Gardens and Their

Magic, 1935) powerfully influenced

current standards of ethnographic de-

scription. Compendious, yet marvelous-

ly detailed and unsurpassed for their

subtle presentation of the "native's"

point of view, Malinowski's ethnogra-

phies are essential to the understand-

ing of contemporary anthropological

theory. From their corpus of materials,

the main anthropological challenge to

the Freudian system arose. The Oedi-

pus complex, said by Freud to be the

universal and central feature of the

human personality, was held by Mali-

nowski to be greatly modified or pos-

sibly absent altogether among the

matrilineally organized Trobrianders.

Malinowski also made the inhabitants

of these islands ofE the southern tip of

New Guinea famous for the Kula. an

elaborate system of trading partner-

ships that governed the circulation of

insular products. Equally important to

anthropologists is his analysis of the

function of prestige in Trobriand

economic behavior and the contribution

of magic to the organization of work.

Indeed, there is scarcely a single facet

of the "universal pattern" for which the

knowledge of how the Trobrianders

"do it" is not a must.

The publication, twenty-five years

after Malinowski's death, of diaries

written during his stay among the

Trobrianders and neighboring peo-

ples promised to be an event of no little

interest. There are many questions con-

cerning Malinowski's field work about

which such a diary might prove illumi-

nating. We need to know more about

how he selected his informants, how he

got them to work for him, how he

scheduled his interviews with them. We
are curious about the extent to which
he supplemented his talks with ob-

servations of actual behavior, how
framed his working hypotheses, a

why he decided to emphasize cert

ethnographic subjects while negl

ing others.

These expectations are unfortun

ly not destined to be fulfilled. As Mi

nowski's student Raymond Firth

marks in the introduction, the diai

that have just been published "can

be ranked as more than a footn

to anthropological history." They
astonishingly barren of direct insi,

into Malinowski's professional pli

and procedures. They consist insti

almost entirely of expressions of

inner psychological turmoil that

beneath the brilliantly poised extei

of this supreme field worker.

It is soon clear that these are

inner thoughts of a man under gr

psychological stress, rather than

professional log of an anthropolo,

on a field trip. In theory, the substa;

should be no less interesting, for M
nowski was an extraordinarily gif

and educated man. Born in Poland,

obtained degrees in mathematics i

physics at the University of Crac

before enrolling in the London Sch

of Economics and commencing his

thropological career. In his acqui

command of English, he reserab

Joseph Conrad, a figure with whom
evidently closely identified. A brilli

conversationalist, tireless reader

poetry and novels, urbane in the gri

tradition of the Polish intelligentsiaJ

nonetheless elected to spend a c

siderable portion of his youth living

a tent with no one to talk to but Sti

Age villagers, an occasional pe

trader, and a grab bag of missionar

To be party to the inner thoughts

such a man under such conditil

might be an unusual privilege. .

once again, the promise remains un

fiUed. Much of the diary consists c

monotonous catalogue of psychology

depressions and recoveries, phys:

illnesses and the medications i

measures taken to restore phys:

health. Day after day, the boolc

dominated by terse entries alludin

despair, loneliness, longing, and de

wishes. Fevers, vomitins. diarrl

\



Are your

10 billion

"thought cells"

confused by

these pictures?

Illusion—the mind insists on seeing
tliese concentric circles as a spiral.

Goblet or profiles? Which do you see?
THE MIND features many interesting tests.

From chemical control of emotions to

I astonishing new ways of learning
Explore THE MIND for 10 days as a guest of the Hm Science Library

Ten billion "thought cells" are helping you to

read this page. And, as your mind yields up its

mysteries to science, those cells—which manu-
facture thoughts, dreams, sensations and feelings

—have been tracked down. Those which generate
damaging emotions and behavior are submitting
to chemical control. Those which aid learning
are being multiplied in their efficiency. The day
of the super-mind may be dawning.

All the new facts and exciting implications
in this field are presented in an extraordinary vol-
ume, The Mind, prepared for the general reader
by the Editors of the LIFE Science Library.

In The Mind you'll see revolutionary teaching
machines that assail all five senses at once—you'll
find intelligence tests to sample and you'll learn
how they're constructed—you'll see the world the
insane inhabit through the medium of their fan-
tastic paintings—reproduced in stark color—you'll
learn about "mind changing" drugs—and you'll

be amazed at the incredible teamwork of body
and spirit required in the making of music.

This conquest of inner space, the mind, is even
more exciting than our adventures in outer space.
To discover the scope of these findings, why not
borrow a copy of The Mind, without obligation?
Let this excursion into self knowledge be your
introduction to the LIFE Science Library. Pre-
pared with a unique combination of authority,
clarity, and visual drama. The Mind is typical of

this exciting series designed to simplify, unify,
organize and dramatize the world of science.

Even if your knowledge of psychology extends
scarcely beyond your ability to spell the word,
you'll be caught up in a world of wonders.

In The Mind, you'll learn about physical and
chemical possibilities which make standard psy-
chiatry seem pale. Chemistry is breaking new
ground every day. It has already largely replaced
shock treatment for the disturbed, and has made
some forms of brain surgery, such as prefrontal
lobotomy, a thing of the past.

EXAMINE IT FREE

These few words and pictures simply can't do
justice to this achievement. That's why we want
you to borrow a copy without obligation for 10
days. Then return it if you wish. Or keep it for
less than you'd expect to pay for such a lavish
book. In either case be sure your children see the
book. This series holds a special fascination for
people of all ages. Thanks to Time-Life's vast
facilities and large print orders, you pay only
$3.95 (plus shipping and handling). Then you wiU
be entitled to examine another volume free every
two months. But you make no commitments,
promise to buy nothing. For free examination of
The Mind, simply mail the coupon below or
write Time-Life Books, Dept. 4515. Time &
Life Building, Chicago, Illinois 60611.

More than 1,225.000 families
have already ordered volumes
from the Life Science Library

Size:

8V2"xll"
200 pages

35,000 words
Hundreds of

illustrations.

Among
the other

volumes in the

Science Library:

I
TIME-LIFE BOOKS. DEPT. 5408
TIME & LIFE BUILDING
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60611

Please enroll me as a subscriber to the Life
Science Library and send me Volume 1 (The
Mind) for a 10-day Trial Examination. If, at the
end of that time, I decide not to continue the series,

I will return the book, canceling my subscription.
If I keep the book, I will pay $3.95 (plus shipping
and handling). I understand that future volumes
will be issued on approval at two-month intervals,

at the same price of S3. 95. The 10-day Free Exam-
ination privilege applies to all volumes in the
Library, and I may cancel my subscription at any
time.

Name_

Schools and Libraries: Address orders to
Silver Burdett Co., Morristown, N. J. 07960

Eligible for Titles I, II Funds.
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Overseas
Nature Tours

For seven >ears we have been organizing group
trips to in\estigate the natural histor\^ of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention
to botany, geology and archaeology where appro-
priate. Persons without specialized interests, but
with appreciation for the natural scene as opposed
to sophisticated city life, are entirely welcome,
and constitute part of every group.

-This Year-
Reser\'ations for most 1967 tours are closed, and
many have been completed. Enthusiastic "veter-
ans" will testify to a fine spring season in North
America, the Mediterranean (where the famous
Goto Donana in Spain shared honors with the
Camargue, Corsica and Greece), Great Britain,
Scandinavia and Iceland. There are still openings
for the greatest series of all—the South Pacific,
Australia and New Zealand, where our autumn
is their spring.

— SOUTH PACIFIC —
Feature of the year; many think it the greatest
trip of all. SLx units; combine as you like;

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-
donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Foiur weeks in all, beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast
to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and
western Queensland. Oct. 7, 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,
Sydney & environs, Adelaide and the Murray
River valley, Melbourne and Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 28.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-
age of both islands, working south with the
spring. Geysers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Milford Sound. Nov. 18.

N.Z. BOTANY: Two weeks up the west coast
in a land of strange plant life and magnificent

HAWAII: Our Xmas party this year is at the
Volcano House, Kilauea Crater, followed by a
10-day bird-and-scenery tour of the islands.

- Program for1968-
We cover the wildlife of the world on a 3-year
cycle, visiting some areas annually. Here is the
expected program for 1968. North American
tours are 2 weeks each, overseas 3 weeks, and
are set up in chains of 3 or 4 trips, in case you
wish to stay longer,

NORTH AMERICA: Florida, Jan. 27. Texas-
Northeast Mexico, Mar. 23. S.E. Arizona, Mav 4.

Sierras, June 1. Cascades, June 9. Maine & the
Gaspe, June 29. Newfoundland-Labrador, July
13. Alaska in three 2-week stages beginning
June S or July 6, expanding the highly success-
ful series of 1967 trips.

MIDDLE AMERICA (2 weeks each): Yucatan,
Feb. 10. Mexico East Coast, Feb. 24. Mexico
West Coast. Mar. 9. Northwest Mexico, Mav 18.
Chiapas, July 13. Yucatan, July 27. Guatemala-
Honduras, Aug. 10. Costa Rica-Panama, Aug. 24.

SOUTH AMERICA (3 wks. each): Colombia
(world's top bird country, which we visit twice

yearly), Feb. 10 and Aug. 10; Guianas-Vene-
zuela. Mar. 2. .'\nd a series of tours around the

continent beginning with Ecuador-Galapagos,
Sept. 7.

EUROPE: The Europe program makes possible

manv combinations: Greece migration, Apr. 20.

South Europe, May 11. Mediterranean, Mav 11.

Nonvay, June 1 & June 23. Britain, June 1.

Balkans, June 1. Iceland, June 22. Russia,

AFRICA: South Africa, July 20. East Africa,

Aug. 10. Probably also two others of our 6-tour
Africa repertoire, including Madagascar.

ASIA: Japan, May 18. Next coverage of other
parts of Asia early in 1969: Philippines; Thai-
land-Malaysia; India-Ceylon; Himalayas.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southern
Hemisphere: Easter, Pitcaim, the great bird
islands and Antarctica. Winter 1969-70.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
leaderstiip. We seek out back-country routes, try
for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Net recommended if you're strong for
night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

rapid pulse, weak heart — against these

states there are countless prescrip-

tions of arsenic, quinine, calomel, Ep-

som salts, iodine, aspirin, walks on the

beach. Swedish gymnastics, and en-

emas. Another large portion of the text

consists of beautiful, but unenlighten-

ing, scenic descriptions — of the clouds,

the sea, the beach, the colors of the

sky. These too apparently fulfilled

some sort of therapeutic function, con-

nected with Malinowski's sex life. Con-

trary to legend and rumor, Malinowski

shunned sexual contact with the native

girls, despite their availability as de-

fined by both aboriginal and colonial

custom. He treated his sexual cravings

as a kind of disease — a threat to his

existence that had to be overcome by

a superhuman effort of the rational and

conscious will. To think about sexual

relations with women in general, or

women at random, was a betrayal of

the integrative forces of his personal-

ity. Again and again, he berates him-

self for his "lecherous thoughts." To a

certain extent these lecherous thoughts

concerned a desire to sleep with the

native women, an act that along with

masturbation and whoring, he de-

scribes as "sloshing in the mud."

Speaking of a particular adolescent na-

tive girl as having "an animal-like,

brutishly sensitive face," he cannot re-

press a "shudder at the thought of

copulating with her." There are two an-

tidotes for this sex-sickness in MaU-
nowski's pharmacopoeia. One is the

allegedly purifying effect of the unpeo-

pled horizons of land, sea, and sky. In

the "beauty of a landscape" he sought

to "rediscover woman's beauty," and it

is this discovery that liberates him

from "the fetters of sensual pleasure."

The second remedy is to concentrate

his desires for women in general upon

one woman in particular, namely his

future wife. Elsie R. Masson. Thus,

page after page of the diary bears wit-

ness to a Manichaean contest between

good thoughts of "E.R.M." and lecher-

ous thoughts about native girls and

missionary matrons.

Very little of this seems likely to en-

hance Malinowski's reputation as a

man or an ethnographer. To make
matters worse, there are repeated ex-

pressions of contempt for the natives,

often referred to as "the niggers," in-

cluding his best informants. At various

junctures, he confesses "a general aver-

sion to niggers," his need to run away

from them, and his wish that they

would cease to exist. Thus, the portrait

that emerges from the diaries is, to say

the least, extremely unflattering. Not

only does Malinowski reveal himself as

a hypochondriacal, puritanical, egotis-

tical, ethnocentric snob, but he appears

to be the very quintessence of ethno-

graphic ineptitude, blundering from

place to place, guided only by a cru

surmise of what it would take to 1

come famous. But it is this last featu

v/hich gives the lie to the whole se

portrait. We know from the testimo

of Malinowski's enduring works tli

the retching and complaining we
counterbalanced by prodigious feats

organized inquiry. Furthermore,

know from the profundity of his :

sights into Trobriand life that he couj

not have disdained the human relatic

ships, the daily give-and-take, so d

tinctive of anthropological field woi

Were there no other hypotheses, o

would be tempted to declare the

diaries the work of a clever but pt

verted enemy seeking revenge agaii

Malinowski for an ancient wrong.

There is a simple explanation, ho

ever, by which the contemptible litl

prig of the diaries may be reunited wi

the giant of the Argonauts. The diari

were obviously an important part

Malinowski's medical kit. Just as

doctored himself with quinine agaii

malaria, so he wrote in his diari

warding off the personal dissoluti

that threatens those who venture to ci

themselves away among a distant a
alien people. Malinowski's diaries t

us only as much about Malinowski
a man as we might learn were all of t

empty vials and packets of his medii

ments suddenly to wash up again

Port Moresby. In my opinion, Malino

ski's second wife, Violetta. has serv

neither her husband nor anthropolo

in bringing this melancholy fragme

into public display. Finally, it shoi

be noted that the whole enterprise

made even more unpalatable by 1

substitution of three dots for passaj

that in the original referred to what i

described as "extremely intimate

servations." If there was to be any

gard shown for Malinowski's privs

and his reputation, these diaries shot

never have been made public. But
the editors to presume to know whi

passages he would have first wanted

delete is an insult not only to Malinc

ski but to the reader as well.

Dr. Marvin Harris is Professor of /

thropology at Columbia University o

is presently writing a history of

theories of cultural anthropology.

The Life of the Cave, by Charles

Mohr and Thomas L. Poulson. il

GraivHill Book Co., $4.95; 232 ;

illus.

To date, most books dealing mi

caves, cave life, and spelunk

have either been oriented toward c,

dren or they are so highly techni

that any interested laymen would
immediately discouraged by the L

of interesting material. Charles M'
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Take any 3 books for only
when you enroll in the NATURAL SCIENCE BOOK CLUB

and choose your first Selection at a saving up to 40%!
(values to $38.20)

5871. THE LIVING WORLD OF THE SEA. William Cromie. Fascinating
story of the many strange creatures that live in the sea, with many
intriguing photographs. List $6.95. Member $5.75.

3493. AUDUBON'S WILDLIFE. Edited by Edwin Way Teale. Dazzling
collection of the master's birds and mammals, reproduced in fuU folio
isize, many in full color. List $15.00. Member $8.95.

7810. SEX LIFE OF THE ANIMALS. Herbert Wendt. Reproduction in
the animal world, from the amoeba to the elephant. Over 100 illustra-

tions. List $7.95. Member $5.95.

5957. MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA. Victor Cahalane. View of
the private world of the more than 1,500 mammals of North America,
including their breeding styles, feeding habits, life spans and more.
List $7.95. Member $5.95.

8807. THE YEAR OF THE GORILLA. George Schaller. Enthralling ac-
count of a unique expedition into the realm of Africa's mountain
gorilla. List $5.95. Member $4.95.

5553. INSECTS. Ross Hiitckins. A panoramic, intriguing view of the
little-known world of insects, their characteristics, social structure, and
often startling behavior. List $6.95. Member $5.75.

3355. ANCIENT SUN KINGDOMS OF THE AMERICAS. Victor von
Hagen. Brings vividly to life the long-vanished worlds of the

ancient Aztec, Maya, and Inca peoples. List $15.00.Member $S.95.

5383. HUMAN BEHAVIOR. Berelson & Steiner. Over 1,000 scientifically-

substantiated facts on almost every aspect of human activity—politics,
sex, race, religion, etc. List $13.25. Member $8.95.

5519. THE IMMENSE JOURNEY/THE FIRMAMENT OF TIME. Loren
Eiseley. Two classics that explore man in nature and the scientific evi-
dence for man's origins. (Dual Selection counts as one choice.)
List $7.90. Member $5.95.

5769. THE LANGUAGE OF LIFE. George and Muriel Beadle. A book
that finally makes genetics, one of the most fascinating and baffling
sciences, completely understandable to the layman. List $5.95. Member
S5.25.

3368. THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. Robert Orr. A vivid and lavishly illus-

trated survey of the incredible richness and diversity of the animal
world. List $9.95. Member $7.95.

S533. UNDERSTANDING ANIMALS. Gerhard Gronefeld. Absorbing
study of animal behavior, tilled with rare and vivid stories. Over 150
photographs, 24 in full color. List $7.95. Member $5.95.

3369. ANIMAL LANGUAGE. Huxley & Koch. An astonishing range of
animal sounds and their meanings, conveyed through words, nhoto-
graphs by YUa and an actual recording. List $6.95. Member $5.25.

8495. TWO IN THE BUSH/SAMBA AND THE MONKEY MIND. Two
delightful books by men who broke the barrier between animals and
humans. (Dual Selection counts as one choice.) List $9.45. Member $7.25.

As a Member, You Enjoy These Privileges:

f^ A wide choice of the most stunningly beautiful, richly informative books

on the natural world, ranging across such subjects as animal life and lore,

the phenomena of nature, the wonders of space flight, astronomy, explora-

tion, archaeology, and many others.

(^ Substantial savings of as much as 40% off the publisher's edition on every

book you select.

t^ A valuable free Bonus Book of your choice for every fourth Selection you
purchase. (Introductory offer counts as your first Selection.)

J-* No pressure to buy. Members pay no fees or dues. And you need accept

only as few as three more Selections during the next twelve months.

To enroll, use the Membership Application at the right to indicate the three

books you want for a price of only 99«'—along with your first Selection at the low

Member's Price (plus a few pennies for shipping). By mailing in the Applica-

tion, you'll begin to share in the advantages of membership in this exciting—

and unique—book program for people who are fascinated by nature.

Natural Science Book Club
Front & Brown Sts., Riverside, N. J. 08075

Please enroll me as a member and send the 3 books
whose numbers I have printed on the lines below.
Bill me only 99C plus shipping for all 3 books. Also
send me my first Selection as indicated, at the re-
duced Member's Price plus shipping.

As a member. I agree to accept as few as 3 more
Selections during the next 12 months at reduced
Member's Prices (savings up to 40^^). (A modest
charge is added for shipping.) Each month I will re-
ceive the Free Natural Science Newsletter describing
the forthcoming Selection and other available books,
along with a convenient form for requesting an Al-
ternate Selection or no book at all. I will receive a
jree Bonus Book of my choice with every fourth Se-
lection purchased.
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Gardens
Mr. and Mrs. Fredric Legler, tour escorts. De-

parts New York Feb. 26, returns April 25, 1968.

Da luxe accommodations. A la carte meals. A

superb luxury tour, limited in size. We visit

Rome, East Africa including Mount Kenya Sa-

fari Club. Iran. India as palace guests of maha-

rajas. Nepal, top of the world. Photogenic

Thailand, Cambodia to view Angkor Wat. Singa-

pore, Djakarta and lovely Bali, paradise of the

Pacific. Hong Kong for unbelievable bargains.

See Japan's cultural heart at Kyoto. Stay in

Hakone Park at foot of Mt. Fuji. Gaze in won-

der at exquisite shrines at NiHko, leave from

Tokyo. A brief rest at the Kahala Hilton Hotel

in Hawaii, then home to U.S.A. Cost of 60-day

tour complete, $5,200.

V/a Japan kir Lines

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.

Lindblad Travel Building

133 East 55th Street

New York, N. Y. 10022

Please send Gardens tour brochure.

and Thomas Poulson have produced a

book that will fascinate not only any-

one new to caves and their inhabitants

but the most able spelunker as well.

This book, the latest in the "Our Liv-

ing World of Nature" series, introduces

the reader to the fauna of caves with

an ecological approach, rather than the

usual pictorial biography of each ani-

mal. By relating all the animals to the

food chain, explaining their adapta-

tion to the environment, and interspers-

ing anecdotes throughout the text, the

authors have achieved a truly interest-

ing approach to the field of biology.

The Life of the Cave is accurately

and colorfully written, with an atten-

tion to reader interest that only a writer

who loves his subject can give. Both of

the authors are well known for their

work in speleology as well as biology;

Charles Mohr is probably the leading

man in cave exploration and study in

the United States today.

The illustrations alone are worth the

price of the book. Almost every illus-

tration is captioned with a concise

paragraph of explanation. The photo-

graphic representations are handled

with remarkable accuracy.

The ecologically oriented text con-

sists of four chapters, each dealing with

a particular facet of cave ecology, such

as food chain, adaptation to darkness,

etc. There is an appendix consisting of

lists of commercial and National Parks'

caves, scientific names of the animals

represented, an excellent glossary, and

a few pages entitled "How to Become

a Spelunker."

It is my opinion that most of the ap-

pendix is unnecessary, especially "How
to Become a Spelunker," but on the

whole, I feel that this book will be of

great interest to any novice to the woj

of caves and a refreshing and pleas|

addition to the most experienced

biologist's library.

J. Mark Odi'

University of Marylijfi

A Field Guide to the Birds of N;

Zealand, by R. A. Falla, R. B. Sibs

and E. G. Turbott. Houghton Mi^\

Co., $6.95; 254 pp., illus.

NEW Zealand, an isolated and ri

tively small commonwealth

long needed a first-class bird a

This one will be much used at hoj

and probably even more by consta:

increasing visitors to the Dominion!

The native land birds of the mj

islands and their many outliers con^i

tute a rather limited avifauna, but i(|;

of extraordinary interest because!

the high proportion of species, i

even of families, found nowhere e

The kiwis; the kakapo, or flight

parrot; and the supposedly extinct,

recently rediscovered, takahe—a bu.

flightless, purple moorhen—are th

examples.

In contrast, the water-bird life

New Zealand is close to the riches

the world. Eleven types of pengu

nearly all the albatrosses and pet

of the southern oceans, gannets, i

morants, grebes, ducks, skuas,

terns, and waders breed there, man)

spectacular variety and abundai

Furthermore, the islands lie at

southern end of the migration routei

numerous oceanic and wading bJ

from high latitudes in the North

Hemisphere.

The three authors, with all

whom the reviewer has gone afieic

C^U'CClna all (l5eacncombefA . . .

the one-and-only book on [

NOW
IN PRINT!

t<Beachcombing for Japanese Glass Floats"

Of All The Marine Treasures
washed ashore on sandy beaches, most

prized are the beautiful glass fishing

floats that arrive by way of the Japan-

ese Current .... with their fascinating

markings delicate colorings, myriad
designs, and strange origins . . .

With the help of this beautifully il-

lustrated clothbound book of over 200
pages and some 300 illustrations, you
can identify your own floats by their

color, their shape, their imprints and
trademarks . . . and find new ways to

use them to decorate your home or

your beach cottage.

In a unique photo sequence from Aomori City, Japan, you will see the

step-by-step manufacture of these lovely glass balls . . . and share author

Amos Wood's excitement when one of these beauties washes right up at

your feet!

^

Binfords & Mort
2505 S.E. 11th Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97242

Please send copies at $4.50 each:

"Beachcombing for Japanese Glass Floats,"

by veteran weekend beachcomber,
Amos L. Wood:

Name

Address-

City: . State- .Zip-

Payment enclosed-

Please bill my established account-



UNCLE HENRY'
IS HERE!

orld's finest pocket knife,

guaranteed

against loss!

mean "world's finest". Three blades
Razor-Blade Stainless'", hand-honed,
id-edged. Sharp enough to shave with
strong enough to skin a deer. Hand-

de by one of America's oldest cutlery
nufacturers. Staglon'" handle guaran-
d for the life of the knife.

;h "Uncle Henry" is registered in the
ler's name via serial number. Knife is

laced if lost within a year. Knife is also
itime-guaranteed against defective-
:kmanshii5 or material.

lJ:^j^:^.J.^c^^j.lM:^J.w.^^^c^
ipe From The Ordinary. " Et.

i iweateri, waterproof Dow
and women. Direcr British Im

€t^ NORM THOMPSON
1805 N. W. Thurman, PorMond, Ore. 97209 • Dcpl. A-10
Pleosc lend FREE cololog. O Entloied i> my check.

Pleose send Uncle <i"

Henry pocket knives.

MAKE JEWELRY p^gPiT

EASY TO SELL

.

because your creations a

different -

be alike!

SELL your creations for 2 t

as you paid for them. Make jewelry in yoi

spare time , ,

.

This FREE CATALOG contains ever>'thir

you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the

parts and by adding your spare time helps
you create easy saleable jewelry.

Start today . . . don't delay. Send for the

hobby-craft's biggest and best catalc

your FREE copy of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation - contains over 10.000
items . . . loaded with pictures.

ands z bin!

M^;i.ai.i:«t.i.i:«a:»«ciMi.i«.-[.i?ll^

GRIEGER'S mc. r.l."i"rATuo".«".

QoMc
QuHH

on a serene outer island

" a small, quiet inn . . .

ON THE ISUND OF MONHEGAN, MAINE 04852
lune-October • Dial 207-372-9689 • Folder H

their own bailiwick, rank with foremost

ornithologi.sts the world around. They
have been thorough, appreciative, and
bold. A striking instance of the last

trait is their elimination of numerous
specific names that are usually inserted

between genus and racial names. The
Chatham Island mollymauk, for ex-

ample, is properly a subspecies of an-

other and more widely distributed al-

batross. But the Chatham bird is of

such different appearance that it can

be readily distinguished in the field.

The authors therefore list it as Dio-

medea eremita instead of Diomedea
cauta eremita. For a practical, identi-

fying handbook, this is to be enthusi-

astically commended. It will help ob-

servers and not confuse experts. Miss

Talbot Kelly's drawings in color and

black and white are simple, direct, and
look like the birds. What more could

one ask? If a better book for its pur-

pose is ever done, it wiU probably be

by the same authors.

Robert Cushman Murphy
The American Museum

Etruscan Art, by Raymond Bloch.

Greek Art, by Frangois Chamoux.
Vols. I and II of "The Pallas Library

of Art." Nett) York Graphic Society,

$10.00 each; 103 pp. and 102 pp., re-

spectively, illus.

Two fine European scholars have

written concise introductory essays

on the ancient arts of Greece and
Etruria; excellent reproductions of

ancient works have been superbly

printed. Thus, another popular art

series is begun with the first two vol-

umes at $10.00 each. For whom are

these books intended? The editor, in

a prefatory note, speaks of the "edu-

cated reader." Now, an educated reader

is a euphemistic label for a state of

being somewhere between "egghead"

and "square." Why is this series being

published? To present, continues the

editor, "the manner in which societies

are fulfilled through their art." But

no society (least of all one of which

we have only the most fragmentary

evidence) can be fulfilled—be com-

pletely realized or manifest—in its art.

This reader is then left to his own
suspicions, which are that the books

are intended as handsome gift sugges-

tions for the coffee or end table. There

are several such art publishing ventures

today. They all share the fault of pre-

tending to high cultural ideals and
perpetuating the notion that the en-

thusiasm of casual acquaintanceship is

a viable substitute for hard-won famil-

iarity that breeds understanding, in-

sight, and perceptiveness. And, thus,

the popularized book is born as a cor-

porate endeavor: commission or reprint

in part a long essay, gather together

Discover Trinidad's

amazing world of

tropic birds, animals,

insects, and plants

A Naturalist

in Trinidad
By C.BROOKE WORTH
Illustrated by Don R. Eckelberry

Now you can visit the Trinidad the

tourist never sees, and even the natives

hardly know — the Bush Bush country.

Dr. Worth, a former member of the

Trinidad Regional Virus Laboratory
"writes vividly of so many things —
birds, butterflies, monkeys, insects,

snails, and bats — that one is treated

to a rich panorama of absorbing in-

terest. His essays abound with knowl-
edge, wonder, a sensitivity to nature,

and a sense of humor. Reading them
is the very next thing to having a con-

ducted field trip to the tropics."

— Joseph J. Hickey,
University of Wisconsin

You will be fascinated by Dr. Worth's
78-foot-high bird-net experiment, his

adventure with stingless, honey-pro-
ducing bees, and all of his other dis-

coveries and observations. You will be
enchanted by the drawings of famed
nature artist, Don R. Eckelberry, which
fully capture the strange and beauti-

ful creatures of this naturalist's para-

dise. But the best of the book lies in

the author's infinite delight in every
living thing.

Order Your Copy Now
John Kieran says: "A Naturalist in

Trinidad gives the reader all the

thrills of a visit to the wilder parts of

tropical Trinidad without the discom-
forts and hardships that the author
had to take in stride. I was fascinated

from start to finish." You will be, too.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY NH-1

East Washington Square, Phila. Pa. 19105

Send me postpaid a copy of A NATURALIST IN
Trinidad by C. Brooke Worth, illustrated by Don
R. Eckelberry. If 1 am not completely satisfied

I may return the book within 10 days for a
full refund.

I enclose $7.95 Q Check Q Money Order

Name .

Address-

City

State Zip-
-J
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How to Bonsai, 10^

potted trees and
trainable ornament-
als, special equip-
ment, supplies and
fine imported con-
tainers. All informa-
tion, lOt' or free

with any order.
SPECIALS: Dracae-
na indoor ornamental
tree (2-yr. old
shown), flowering
dwarf Pomegranate,
Desert Oak, Chinese
Ginkgo, Monterey
Cypress, Variegated
Chinese Juniper.
About 10", shipped
in pot. $1.00 ea.

postpaid. All or anv
six, $4.99 ppd. SPECIAL: Six assorted

Oriental and European pine and cypress,

$4.99 ppd. or . . . our Victorian special: six

different potting type palms, identified, $8.99
postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

WESTERN ARBORETUM
Box 48eGHG, La Canada, Calif. 9101

1

CATCH THEM
ALIVE

AND UNHURT!
Amazing HAVA-
HART trap captures
raiding rats, rabbits,
squirrels, skunks, pigeons, sparrows, etc. Takes
cats, mink, coon without injury. Straying pets,

poultry released unhurt. Easy to use—open ends

give animal confidence. No jaws or springs to

break. Galvanized; many in use 20 years. Sizes

for all needs. FREE illustrated practical guide

with trapping secrets.

^K^-fi— vrr Catches more

!

.^Vi"'/ * Easy to use!

HAVAHART
158-T Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562

'-"T7.r. „ .... 4y_page guide andPlease
price list.

NAME

I'^REE

53 0RlENTAt$-25!^7«[?^

Imported from strange lands of tlie mysterious

Far East — this valuable collection of 53 genuine

postage stamps from Borneo, Burma, Hong Kong,

Malaysia, Nepal. Siam, Sarawak, Singapore, Viet

Nam. etc. Supernatural Demon-God (half man, half

bird), ferocious wild beasts, ceremonial dancers,

weird oriental idols, many others. Guaranteed worth

over $1.50 at standard catalog prices—all tor 10(!

Also, tine stamps from our approval service which

you may return without purchases and cancel serv-

ice at any time — plus big FREE Illustrated Catalog.

Jamestown Stamp Co. C87NIV1 Jamestown. N.Y. 14701

some handsome pictures, and arrange

the material according to the dictates

of eye-catching layout. The author de-

scribes works that are not illustrated;

many works pictured are not mentioned

in the text. Scale, sequence, and conti-

nuity of illustrations are lost at the

drawing board. Works are illustrated

without showing the complete object.

Having made this dyspeptic cry

against the totalitarian rule of sales

and market in book publishing, one

must go on and recognize the positive

aspects of these two volumes. The
authors of the essays give excellent,

brief accounts of the two cultures in

terms of their art and architecture. The

development of style and taste over the

several centuries is boldly sketched at

a sprightly pace. The individual color

illustrations are as good as one could

hope for, returning to the works of art

a sparkle and liveliness that will be a

delightful surprise to many readers.

But brief essays about great ranges

of time and materials always run the

danger of engaging in generalizations

that do not bear close examination. For

example, the elegant decoration on

Etruscan bronzes is cited as testimony

of the "'Etruscan's joy of living." We
must remember, however, that such ex-

pensive works were not made for the

common market; indeed, these works

are preserved for us in the tombs of

the ruling upper-class Etruscan fami-

lies. Hence, while they may tell us

about the tastes and the attitudes of

the wealthy, they hardly inform us that

the great masses of the Etruscan cities

had a "joy of living." Certainly we
would not use the palace of Versailles

as a measure of an eighteenth-century

Frenchman's spiritual state.

Bernard Goldman
Wayne State University

The Maya, by Michael D. Coe. Fred-

erick A. Praeger, $7.50; 252 pp., illus.

DESPITE a widespread popular in-

terest in Maya archeology, there

has been a scarcity of adequate and

up-to-date reviews of the subject—for

the obvious reason that such are not

easily written. It is a complex field, re-

quiring an author who not only con-

trols a vast amount of information but

is aware of the most recent trends in

interpretation, and who also has the

ability to condense and summarize the

many complexities in a generally

understandable way. Dr. Coe meets

these requirements with ease, and this

book now takes first place on my list

of recommended reading on the Maya.

The book is designed to be an intro-

duction to the subject, but like most

of the books in the "Ancient Peoples

and Places" series, it is an introduc-

tion on a high level and requires some

application by the reader, or some
]

vious knowledge of Maya archeolc

to be fully understandable. A g

number of illustrations are inclu(

but many of these are of newly
covered or exceptional objects,

one would have to go elsewhere fc

look at many basic materials. The
to do this is provided, however, by

excellent listing of sources for fur^

reading. This is a book that will bi

great service to the really intere;

reader and will serve also as a good

vey for college courses in geni

archeology.

In any treatment of this kind, w
space is severely limited, an aii

must make a drastic selection of

materials he will cover and must so

times forge ahead through con

versial subjects without fully ideni

ing them as such. It would be possi

therefore, to discuss and criticiz

number of points, but, generally spi

ing, these are minor ones and do

mar the over-all excellence of the b'

There are also some editorial laj

that will create some confusion. 1

stated, for instance, that there are

great pyramids at Uxmal—the Tert;

of the Dwarf and the Temple of

Magician. These are two names fori

same building. Also, the great

court at Chichen Itza is 119 feet w
not 199 feet as stated.

I can only express my delight in

ing a book that can be recommen
with enthusiasm to anyone who wii

to discover what is being learned of,

ancient Maya.
Gordon F. Ekh<

The American Mus\

The Earth, by Carl 0. Dunbar. IFi

Publishing Co., $12.50; 252 pp., U

PROFESSOR Dunbar is one of

foremost teachers of geology in

time and has been noted for his clai

of thought and expression. Thesej

tributes have been carried over

this interesting volume on physical

historical geology.

An introductory chapter briefly

lines the development of thought

garding the nature of the earth anc

relationship to the universe from Gi

to modern times. This is followed

two chapters on the concepts of
j

logic time and the earth's place in

universe. The next three chapters fd

on the structure and composition ofi

earth (the Uthosphere, the hy<

sphere, and the atmosphere) . The i

jects contained in these early chapi

would be included in most textbc

on physical geology. The last par

the book utilizes principles develo

in the foregoing chapters to trace

history of the earth. Here again

author takes the traditional appro'

by beginning with the origin of

solar system. He then elucidates
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rmation of the earth, the atmosphere,

e oceans, and continents. Chapter 9

;als with the processes that have

ulptured the exterior of the earth.

A'o further chapters amplify the thesis

iveloped in chapter 9 by discussing

imatic changes and theories involving

ternal forces possibly responsible for

e formation and distribution of land

isses. The final chapter is a brief

ak at the fossil record; the account

so brief, in fact, that it is the least

[ective chapter. This is surprising;

ileontology is Dr. Dunbar's specialty.

With the exception of the chapter on

ssils, he has presented up-to-the-min-

e developments of geology including

iults of the Ranger Lunar program.

I the whole, the book is smoothly and

:erestingly written. As Dr. Dunbar
ites at the beginning, science jargon

reduced in order to bring forth as

;arly as possible the complex phe-

mena of the earth. As such, the book

II undoubtedly do yeoman service

• the interested teen-ager or general

ader. However, it is not a textbook.

There are some negative points that

im obligated to report. The chapter

fossils would have been far more
ective had it included illustrations of

3 fossils discussed. Curiously, Dr.

mbar did not mention some of the

;ent developments in the field of pale-

tology. He has omitted important re-

it discoveries of metazoans in the

ecambrian and some of the newer
d exciting concepts on the origin of

3lled metazoans in the Cambrian and
! origin of life itself.

Finally, the book would have been
re effective had there been a more
'Ughtful job of editing. For example,
page 225, one whole paragraph is

npletely out of context. "The pag-

it of life throughout geologic time is

ated in detail by Dr. A. S. Romer in

ume 4 of this treatise. . . .": no trea-

! is mentioned before or after the

-agraph, there is no reference to Dr.

mer in the bibliography, and in the

hor index Dr. Romer is cited on
;e 226 [not there]. Since the book is

jlished, and is primarily to be dis-

juted, in the United States, it is a

tier curious affectation that the edi-

(even though they appear to be
itish) choose British spelling for

;h words as center, color, and vapor.

Roger L. Batten
The American Museum

is list details the photographer or

er source of illustrations, by page.
tR-Lee Boltin 49-AMNH after Archie
-AMNH Carr
4-Michael B. 50-51-Archie Carr; 51-
ton right, Russ Kinne, Photo
1-Phil Lohman Researchers, Inc.
Arthur Swoi;er 53-AIVlNH
5-Lee Boltin except 54-59-Fred Bruemmer
,
AMNH after 60-64-AMNH after

ley Gorenstein James S. Piclsering
8-Archie Carr except 70-AMNH
top, Jane Burton, Erratum: June-July, p. 6,

Researchers, Inc. W. R. Keller

Superlative
EIGHT POWER
BINOCULARS...

hardly larger than
a pack of

cigarettes... 7 ounces . .

.

slip into a shirt pocket. They are

amazing, and nothing to carry.

Developed in Germany . . . "discovered" by us white on safari in Africa (whereupon
we also discovered that practically every white hunter in Kenya carries them). And
no wonder. 8-power, field of 354 ft. at 1000 yards, fully coated lenses, actually

superior to large costlier glasses, but only IV2" x 3%" x 4'/4". You can always
have them with you.

Try a pair for 30 days and if YOU don't find then
them for full credit.

(and a joy) return

Enclosed find n $92.50 for Orvis Binoculars with hard protective leather case Q $87.50

(returnable within 30 days for full refund at my discretion).

Please send copy of current catalog.

Name
If
£^ Address

.

Zip.

?

Share the Thrills

01 Exploring

ouier Space •
All DYNASCOPES, including this
superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs.who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4 " Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.
331 Church St.. Hartford, Conn. 06101

» TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. NH-77, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address-

City

ALindblad ^^^

journey of

adventure

and discovery
Follow in the wake of Captain Cook. New Zealand,

Australia, New Guinea and the Solomons. See

Maori war dances. Explore New Guinea villages

and attend unique courting ceremonies. Cruise

the Yasawa Isles of Fiji. An uncommon adventure

-34 days, $2,691.90 complete from the West
Coast. Frequent departures.

Clip coupon for free brochure
with day-by-day itinerary.

I 1

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. nh
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022

Please send free "South Pacific" brochure.

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss-

Addre:

State-

-City-

-Zip_
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4 THRILLING OFFERS IN 1 — ONLY 250
1. World's rarest stamp, value $100,000, reproduced on

scarce new postage stamp of Guyana — unique in history!

2. Gold and Silver Stamps: valuable collection of 25 in-

credible stamps, color-crafted in g(Jid or silver! Includes

Burundi (cannibal): fujeira (Queen Nefertiti): Antigua

(Winston Churchill); Cape Verde (Golden Towers); Uruguay

(John F, Kennedy); Qatar (Precious Round Coin Stamp), etc.

3. Fatiulous "Stamps on Stamps" — Qiwain (famous Penny

Black — world's first stamp) . , , other remarkable issues!

4. Complete U. S. Catalog — 786 illustrations. Also, other

thrilling stamps from our approval service, which you may
return without purchases (and cancel service any time) —
but all four offers are yours to keep!

Send name, address, zip and 25C - TODAY

H. E. HABRIS & CO.. OEPT. R107, BOSTON, MASS. 02117

CUNEIFORM TABLET
Reproduction of Mesopotamian temple
document from the Third Dynasty of Ur
lists deed of land and personal property.
Framed on velour background of Van Gogh
Blue or Sage Green.
#AT-37, in 71/2 • X 61/2"

wooden frame $10.50
Plus 45( for handling & shipping.

#AT-37B, unframed with
wall hook, ppd . $2.95

FREE: Brochure of other Framed
Reproductions.

for complete catalog of art and antiquity
reproductions, send 10<t.

Aladdin's Treasures, Inc.
Dept. NT-9B • 648 Ninth Ave.
New York, New York 10036

40 TIMBERED ACRES
$1650 TOTAL PRICE
WASH.-IDAHO-MONT.

$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern
Idaho, Northeastern Washington, and
Western Montana. In the heart of lakes

and big game country. All covered with

growing timber. Access, Title insurance

with each tract. This is select land

with natural beauty, recreational and
investment values. Your inspection wel-

comed. Write us for free list, maps and
complete information. We have tracts

of many types and sizes from which to

choose, Including Waterfront property

on Pend O'reille, Priest and Kettle Rivers

and on Hidden Harbor Bay of Pend O'reille

lake. Write to: Dept. GH

P.O. Box 8146. SBokane. Wash. 99203

Suffgested
Adtlitioiml Retiding

THE PARK
Forty Years of Landscape Architec-

ture. F. L. Olmsted. L. P. Putnam
Sons, New York & London. 1928.

Central Park—A History and a

Guide. H. H. Reed and S. Duck-

worth. Clarkson N. Potter. Inc.. New
York, 1967.

Central Park—Grand Design or
Catch-all? A map prepared by R.

E. Harrison. Greensward Founda-

tion of New York City. 1967. (Copies

available at lO':' each froin Friends of

Central Park. Planetarium Station,

P.O. Box 12. New York, N.Y. 10024.)

FROM THE LOG
OF THE "TE VEGA"

The Galathea Deep-sea Expedition.

A. F. Bruun. Macmillan, New York,

1956.

The Silent World. J. Y. Cousteau.

Harper Bros., New York. 1953.

The Living World of the Sea. W. J.

Cromie. Prentice-Hall, Englewood

Cliffs. 1966.

THE ADAPTIVE IBIS

Florida Bird Life. A. H. Howell.

Florida Department of Game and

Freshwater Fish, 1932.

Consolidation of Northvfard Ex-

tension of the Glossy Ibis's

Breeding Range. J. P. HaiLnan.

Bird-Banding, Vol. 30. pages 231-

232. 1959.

MUSEO NACIONAL de
ANTROPOLOGIA DE MEXICO

The National Museum of Anthro-
pology, Mexico. P. R. Vasquez, et

al. Harry N. Abrams, Inc., in assoc.

with Alexis Gregory, New York.

1967.

Sons of the Shaking Earth. E. Wolf.

University of Chicago Press. Chi-

cago, 1959.

Mexico. M. Coe. Frederick A. Praeger,

New York. 1962.

100 TURTLE EGGS
The Windward Road. A. Carr. Alfred

A. Knopf, New York, 1956.

The Green Turtle and Man. J. J.

Parsons. University of Florida Press,

Gainesville. 1962.

SABLE ISLAND
Geophysical Observations on the

History and Structure of Sable

Island. P. L. Wilmore. Transactions

of the Royal Society of Canada,

Third Series, Vol. 50, pages 13-20,

1956.

Sable Island. H. St. John. Proceed-

ings of the Boston Society of Natural

History, Vol. 36, No. 1, pages 1-103,

1921.

HANDCARVED
IVORY PAINTED BIRDS

$8.00 P.P.D. ea. 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Ow
Golden Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardln
(M or F), Bluebird, Pelican, Oriol

Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse, Tanage
Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swa'
Golden Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandari
Pheasant (M or F), Canary, Nightingali
Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk, Woo
pecker. Mockingbird, Robin, Waxwin
Bunting, Parakeet (Blue, Green or Rec
Also Ivory Figurines, Flowers, Animal
Chess Sets.

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd., WDmJngton, Del. 1981

BUFFET FOR "HUMMERS
Hummingbirds, colorful playboys of t
feathered world, have sipped 4-at-a-time f

years now from j?enuine "Hummy-Bird Ba
(Actual photo) . They love the real wood perch
on their private buffet. No other birds o:

can reach the sugarwater. No drip or rust,
easy to clean. Always a heartwarming gi:

Money back guarantee. Full instructions. $2.

plus 24c pp. In Calif, add 12f tax. Sorry
COD'S. HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 6818.
Apperson St., TUJUNGA, CALIF. 910
(Makers of the popular Oriole "Fun-Bai
fun-loving Orioles!)

ORCHID CACTUS, $1.00

Spectacular new/ fast growing hybrids. M;
nificent multiple 3" to 9" blooms. Tr

oranges, yellows, fiery reds, pinks. Christm
Cactus (Var. shown at left) about 6", $1.

ppd Orchid Cactus, (right) one hybrid of c

choice, $1.00 ppd. 6 different Christm

Cacti, $4.99 ppd. 6 diff. Orchid Cacti, (show

$4.99 ppd. Satis, guar. 40 pg. catalog

instructions, 10(S, free with order.

JOHNSON CACTUS GARDENS
Box 458, Paramount, Calif, 90723



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or AA. O.

UNUSUAL
VALUES

/ Telescope
of Venus,

_.. up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-
1 and overcoated 3" diameter f/10 pri-

mirror, ventilated cell. Equartorial

t with locks on both axes. Eguipped
60X eyepiece and mounted Barlow
3X finder telescope, hardwood tripod.

ded FREE: "STAB CHART"; 272-
"HANDBOOK OF HEAVENS":
W TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE"

S29.95 opd. Order No. 85.050E.
jnd Scientihc Co.. Barrington, New
y 08007.

American Alade Opaque Pro/ector

Projects illustrations up to 3" x 3'/2"—en-

larges them to 35" x 30" if screen is 61/2 ft.

from projector, larger pictures if screen is

further away. No film or negatives needed.
Projects charts, diagrams, color or black-
and-white. Operates on 115 volts A.C. cur-
rent ... 6 ft. extension cord and plug
included. Operates on 60 watt bulb, not in-

cluded. Size 12" X 8" x V/i" wide. Weight
I lb. 2 ozs. Plastic case. S7.95 opd. Order
stock No. 70.I99E. Edmund Scientific Co..
Barrington. New Jersey 08007.

Giant Weather Safioons

"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers
for stores, terrific for amateur meteorolo-
gists. Create a neighborhood sensation,
(areat backyard fun. Exciting beach attrac-

cloud
Made of heavy duty neoprer
vacuum cleaner or auto air
available helium for high
$2.00 Ppd. f60.568E. 16' di

e32E. Edmund Scientiflc C
New Jersey 08007.

se to
and temp. x 4%

Inflate with grams

New Model Digifat Computer
Solve problems, tell fortunes, play gamei
with miniature version of giant electronic

brain! Adds, subtracts, multiplies, shifts,

complements, carries, memorizes. Colored
plastic parts easily assembled. 12" x 31/2"

X 43A". Incl. step-by-step assembly dia-
32-p. instruction book covering

ents. S5.98 Ppd. Ordei

ind Flash Cannon
,nt noisemaker for sports,

d just plain fun produces
d loud bang. Completely

less—no gun powder, matches or recoil,

y operated. Beautiful reproduction of

ar Army 60 IVI M cannon in hefty cast
BUlv

I
hai

(about 400 shots)

,gS^

Car of the Future Here Now!
of most impressive science toys we'vt
Low friction air car rides a fraction

inch over any surface, includinfl water.

plastic. 8" wide. 9" d
propeller. Operates on 2 flashlight batterii

(not incl.). 48" control line, battery cas

restrial .

New Camera-To-Te/escope
Now you can inexpensively exte

of existing 35mm S.L.R
exciting long distance ti

tial photos. Exclusive a
standing need. Metric threaded
into T-adapter— I'/j" O.D. Par
slides into eyepiece tube of a
American astronomical telescopes

made of lightweight aluminum,
coating prevents undesirable

long Explore thi

shoulder. S6.50 npd. Ordei

fascinating prehistoric
200,000.000 years ago. Ne»

kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed
in sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Brontosaurus,
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex. Wooly Mammoth—range in size from 2" to 6". Also inst. to

build your own dinosaur land and Wonder
Book. S5.0O ppd. Order Stock No. 70,8(7E
Edmund Scientific Co.. Barrington. New
Jersey 08007.

ti *' *i *!

Crystal Growing Kit

crystallography project—illustrate with
beautiful crystals you grow yourself.

/ &, demonstrate factors affecting
;h, refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-

etc. Incl. book "Crystals &. Crystal
ing"

7 large
iicals

blu and red).

<^ < 7
Woocien Solid Puzzles

lere's a fascinating assortment of 12 difter-

nt puzzles to provide hours of pleasure
nd stimulate ability to think ,

nals nd gei

ble thel
forro Take them

of fu for
the whole family—young and old. Will test
skill, patience and ability to solve problems.
Order yours now. S3. 50 Ppd. Order Stock
No. 70,205E. Edmund Scientific Company.
Barrington, New Jersey 08007.

Science Treos
Hundreds of thrilling

Ten Lens Kit to maki

polarizing filters, comp;

e. S10.50 Pod. Ordei
lund Scientific Co.
ey 08007.

Giant New Space-Bird Kites
Terrific fun for kids of all ages. Kites
climb, zoom, glide. Wings flutter in bird-
like fashion. Will tow ice &. roller skaters,
small boats & rafts. No tails. No running
to jauncn. 3-D aero-space design. Made of

bright red. yellow, blue tear-proof acetate
cloth. Wing span 47", length approx. 33".
Easily assembled. 250 ft. cord &. instr. incl.

S3.98 Ppd. Order =70.091E. DELUXE
MODEL—5'/; ft. X approx. 47". plus 500 ft.

cord & reel. S6.95 Ppd. iOO.lOlE. Edmund
Scientific Co.. Barrington, New Jersey
08007.

«0»»'?.

Gianf Free Catalog

categories. Many
ts, illustratii

plus bargains

ts,' etc. "for"
liops. shop by i

"Fish" With A Magnet
3o treasure hunting on the uottom! Fas-
linating fun & sometimes prolitable' Tie a

5-lb. Magnet—drop it overboard
Troll it

bottom—your "treasure" haul can be out-

ables 5-lb. Magnet is war surplus—Alnlco
X Type— Gov't cost $50. Lifts over 150 lbs.
on land—much greater weights under water.
S12.50 Ppd. Orde "' ' ' ^ ~
mund Scientific C<

/or Surplus' American-Made 7x50
Binoculars

savings' Brand new' Crystal clc

'ing—7 power

ual eye focus. Exit pi

field at 1,000 yds. is 376 ft. Carrying Case
included. American 7 x 50's normally cost
$274.50. Our war surplus price saves you
real money. $74.80 Pstd. (tax included).
Order Stock S1544E. Edmund Scientific
Co.. Barrington. New Jersey 08007.

New I

Fits any i

ular-To-Ca I Holder
;iting telephoto pic-
vith 7x50 binocular

brings distant objects 7 times nearer. Ideal
for long-range photos of wild life, ships,
people, planes, etc. Attaches
any bii

still or
ular

bla



Meet America's

only marsupial

l.THE WORLD OF
THE OPOSSUM
By James F. Keefe
Photographs by Don Woolridge

The opossum's world is a violent one,

beset with dangers and difficulties. The

authors show that despite a less than

average endowment of strength, swift-

ness, brain power, or beauty, the opos-

sum copes remarkably well with the

pitfalls in his path. This new Living

World book, illustrated with nearly a

hundred photographs, portrays the

opossum from birth (when he weighs

about one-fifteenth of an ounce) to full

maturity.

Living World Books, under the editor-

ship of John K. Terres, follow the ac-

tivities of our native wild creatures

through the four seasons. Each book is

illustrated with approximately 100 pho-

tographs. Order The World of the

Opossum and the other Living World
Books with the money-back coupon

below.

2. THE WORLD OF THE
WOODCHUCK
By W. J. Schoonmaker

3. THE WORLD OF THE

PORCUPINE
By David F. Costello

4. THE WORLD OF THE

GREAT HORNED OWL
By G. Ronald Austing

and John B. Holt, Jr.

5. THE WORLD OF THE

RED-TAILED HAWK
By G. Ronald Austing

6. THE WORLD OF THE

RACOON
ByLeonardLeeRuelll

7. THE WORLD OF THE

COYOTE
By Joe Van Wormer

8. THE WORLD OF THE

WHITE-TAILED DEER
By Leonard Lee Rue III

9. THE WORLD OF THE

BEAVER
ByLeonardLeeRuelll

10. THE WORLD OF THE

BOBCAT
By Joe Van Wormer

11, THE WORLD OF THE

BLACK BEAR
By Joe Van Wormer — —i

^

- Money-Back Coupon
1

I J. B. IIPPINCOTT COMPANY NH-1
I East Washingron Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

1 Please send me the LIVING WORLD
1 BOOKS whose numbers 1 have circled

I

below. If not satisfied 1 may return any

books in 10 days for a full refund.

123456789 10 11

I enclose $ (Price 4.95 each)

Letters to the Editor

Name

Address-

City _Zip_

Chicken Welfare

In the May issue of Natural His-

tory, as I remember it, Marston

Bates stated in his column that no-

body had worried about the well-

being of chickens raised in these

large mass-production poultry farms

—or words to that effect.

Ho\vever, I must call attention to

the fact that my late colleague, Roy

Bedichek, with i\ honi I corresponded

at considerable length and whom I

never met, although we were both on

the University of Texas staS, has

worried about these chickens quite

considerably. His general thesis was

that since most of these hapless fowl

are kept in enclosures with a poultry-

wire bottom and cannot scratch the

substrate at all, they go crazy. He

went on to say that neurotic chick-

ens do not taste good and that their

eggs were influenced somehow and

that yard eggs from chickens raised

in a natural environment around a

small farm were much better than

those from the mass-production poul-

try houses.

Gordon Gunter

Gulf Coast Research Laboratory

Ocean Springs, Mississippi

Again, the Snotiters

The renewed interest in the snout-

ers prompted me to oifer you some

background about the origin

these fabulous exotic animals. I i

told by Dr. Traute Schroeder h

Dr. Steiner drew nasobems for

children in the postwar years w
no children's books were avaih

in Germany. One day his drawi'

were seen by his colleagues at

Zoologic Institute and they
]

suaded Steiner to publish them,

presented some of them at an In

national Congress where they m

taken quite seriously, in partici

by Eastern European nations,

parently some real publications

peared subsequently, until Ste

was forced to renounce his pa

Still, some continued to believe

this was a real thing.

Eberhard Passarge, ]V

Division of Human Gent

The New York Hosp-

Cornell Medical Cei

The mythical snouters, descri

in the April issue, provoked an

traordinary amount of fan mail,

creatures proved unusually provi

live to the fourth-graders at I

York's Ethical CuUure School, it

presented Natural History wita

small band of stuffed snouters, »

tured below. The animals are dcj

well. Ed.

82



wherever you've been

S0udlAfrica is something else
Forget the pith helmet, but bring

your dinner jacket, if you hke. South
Africa's cosmopolitan pleasures re-

flect the best ofAmsterdam, London,
Paris, Rome. Pack your golf, tenrus,

and surf gear, and cameras, by all

means. With sunshine 357 days a

year. South Africa's reserves and
3000-mile riviera yield masterful

slides and footage.

South Africa is your all-seasons

Summer place. A high, wide and
vigorous country that speaks your
language and enjoys your kind of

life. And invites you to be as busy
or lazy as your mood commands at

'cores of private country clubs—
anytime of the year. An overnight

jetstep on twelve airlines for $784
round trip from New York; $1074.20
from California. Or a great luxury

cruise experience. With hotel and
resort rates 20% below the Euro-

pean counterparts, and all-expense

14-21 day escapes from the every-

day under $1300.

Indulge yourself this year. Discover

South Africa. Ask your travel agent

for free full-color "Sophisticated

South Africa" portfolio, or send
coupon to either office.

South African Tourist Corp.
610 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020
9465 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212

Please send free "Sophisticated South Africa"
portfolio in full color.

Zip



The mani^o moved the earft

soyoucould heau* fhe birds sii^

^W^\
Dr. Wilson Gaillard knows that

birds do much more for you than

sing. They control harm-

ful insects and weed
seeds. They provide
food and sport. In fact,

they are essential to

the complex balance of

nature that keeps peo-

ple alive.

Most birds would
die if they couldn't

migrate, and they

must travel a precise

route. One such route goes right

through Dr. Gaillard's country
near Mobile, Alabama. There, on
Dauphin Island, song and game
birds from much of the U. S. feed

and rest on their way to or from
Central or South America. Often,

it's a 600-mile, non-stop flight.

But people began using up the

land on the Island, leaving less and
less food and shelter for birds. The
door to migration was closing.

That's when the Doctor and his

friends started moving the earth.

People and organizations got to-

gether, bought the necessary land,

hired earth-moving equipment,
scooped out stagnant swamp-beds.

changed them to fresh-water lakes

by sinking artesian wells. They
planted bird food, cleared under-

brush, tested soil, grew shrubs and
flowers, brought in pheasants, quail,

minnows, crawfish, crickets,

earthworms, and even bees for

pollination. They traded the

scooped-out soil as full pay-

ment for the excavating.

Any trees that had to be

cut were sold for lum-

ber. Now the birds are

thriving, and the

peoplehave a beau-

tiful park. Next
time you hear a bird

sing, it could be through the cour-

tesy of Dr. Gaillard and his friends.

Listen carefully and you'll get this

The Dauphin Island Sanctu-

ary represents theworkofthe
Alabama Ornithological So-

ciety, the Audubon Society,

Bellingrath Gardens, Dau-
phin Island Park and Beach
Board, 4-H Club, The Mobile
County Commission, Mobile
County Wildlife and Con-
servation Assn., Mobile Car-
den Club, State Department | '-•.

'

of Conservation and many '^j '

public-spirited individuals
""•-*'

.y>l6/.L
message: the wise

use of nature's gifts

...animal, vegetable

or mineral... is thei

responsibility of

every American, i

Each one of us

can help, prob-
ably more than
you suspect.

Sinclair has
long been dedi-

cated to conserving America's n.

ural resources and wants to encov

age private citizens to take a mc
active part in preserving our r

tional heritage. For a booklet c

scribing what others have done a

how you can help, write Sincl

:

Tour Bureau, 600 Fifth Ave., Ni

York, N.Y. 100.

Also include ycr

request for infi-

m a t i o n a b oit

touring to

scenic landmai

you wish to vij

Smlain

Discover America by car— it's worth seeing and savu
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A

APROPoaraN

wild new thing is abc

happen : the mad, mod see

about to witness the birth]

fantastic new magazine des

for greatness. Its name is A
Garde.

|

As its name imjj

Avant-Garde will be a forv

directed, daring, and wildl)

donistic magazine. It will r'

on every aspect of the ebu

new life-style now emergi^

America, and it will do so wi

put-ons and no inhibitions.

The pages ofAvant-(

will explode with biting satii

cisive profiles, audacious re

age, lush graphic art, conscj

ness-expanding fiction, andp:

that speaks. Avant-Gard(

cover Art, Politics, Science

every other subject of inter

readers of superior intellij

and cultivated taste. It will

bimonthly of:

—beauty, bringing to graphj

a transcendental new kind of

—truth, eschewing platitude

really telling it like it is; and
I

—love, unabashedly reveli

theOne UniversalUltimate (

In short, Avant-G

will be a hip, joyous, beai

new magazine. It will be the

of the Turned-On Generatic;

Perhaps the best \^|

describe Avant-Garde for
}

to list the kinds of articles i

print:



e Dead-Serious Movement to Run Allen
isberg for Congress

mage to Muhammad AH—35 Celebrities

;luding Marlon Brando, Jackie Robinson,
I Woody Allen) in praise of Cassius Clay.

ming: Synthetic (and Therefore Legal)
rijuana

dio Free America—A professor's plan
eady in motion) to establish a pirate radio
;ion off the coast of California.

B "Bust" of Charlotte Moorman—The
ed young cellist describes her arrest for

ing a concert hall recital "topless."

J CIA's Super-Salaried "Super-Spook"—
expose of an operative who is paid $1
lion a year to fink for Big Brother.

! Intellectual Companions of Jacqueline

nnedy

) Dylan's Suppressed—and Pithiest—Song
'ics

fador Dali: A New Dimension in Erotic

-Drawings created especially to celebrate

launching of Avant-Garde.

)rge Romney's Bizarre Religious Beliefs

ivard the Elimination of War—A little-

iwn exchange of correspondence between
stein and Freud.

derstanding Zowie—A glossary of
itched-On Generation jargon.

; Fugs—New York's most way-out elec-

aic raga-rock nerve-thrill company.

^astronomical Guide to the Year 2000

! Writing on the Wall—The emergence of
ffiti as a medium of social protest.

ve Over, Lady Chatterley—A preview of
2ral erotic classics soon to be published
his country for the first time.

: Prison Poems of Ho Chi Minh

ud-Media Art: The Pop World's Newest
rambled Oeuvre"

Love for 'Vou Is Stronger than Dirt—
: Madison Avenue dating scene as ob-
ed by Dan("How to Be a Jewish Mother")
:enburg.

ts at War—Bitter anti-war verse by GI's

'ietnam.

n Lennon as a Master of Prose

inious—and Perfectly Legal—New Ways
lund Abortion Laws

rett Dirksen as "The Wizard of Ooze"—
op Impression.

Emergence of Abstract Expressionist

rnalism—As exemplified by the L. A.
5 Press, N.Y. East Village Other, and
xeley Barb.

up Psychotherapy on TV

Tey Beardsley's Suppressed Erotic Works

I

portfolio.

jieneticist's Plea for State-Sponsored
iding of Supermen

lographic Film Festivals at Lincoln Cen-
)y 1970—Predictions by an underground
-maker.

In sum, Avant-Garde will

ia feast of gourmet food-for-

thought prepared by the avant-

garde for the avant-garde. It will

be the quintessence of intellectual

sophistication.

The creative director of

Avant-Garde is one of the most

fertile minds in American pub-

lishing today: Herb Lubalin, the

country's foremost art director (it

was he who designed the elegant

— and cruelly suppressed— quar-

terly Eros). In addition, the staff

of Avant-Garde includes several

of the most gifted artists, writers,

and photographers of our time.

In format, Avant-Garde

will more closely resemble an ex-

pensive art folio than a magazine.

It will be printed by costly offset

lithography on the finest antique

and coated papers. It will be

bound in 12-point Frankote
boards. It will carry no advertis-

ing whatsoever.

Avant-Garde will be

available by subscription only. It

will cost $10 per year. This is not

inexpensive, but we have a propo-

sition:

If you will enter your

subscription right «ow—before
Avant-Garde's first issue is sold

out—we will send you a whole

year for only $5. This is half

price!

As a Charter Subscriber,

you will also be entitled to:

—Buy gift subscriptions for only

$5.

—Renew your own subscription

for $5 forever, despite any subse-

quent price increases.

—Begin your own subscription

with Volume I, Number 1. This

is not to be taken lightly since first

issues of high-quality magazines

invariably become valuable col-

lectors' items.

Since this spectacular of-

fer will be withdrawn as soon as

Avant-Garde's first issue is sold

out, we urge you to act at once.

To enter your subscription, sim-

ply fill out the coupon below and

mail it with $5 to Avant-Garde,

now. 40th St., New York, N.Y.

10018.

Then sit back and pre-

pare to enjoy a completely unin-

hibited new magazine that really

blows the mind.

GRCE
Avant-Garde, 1 10 W. 40th St., New York, N.Y. 1001 8

I enclose $5 for a one-year subscription to the magnificent

new magazine Avant-Garde. I understand that I will be
entitled to all Charter Subscriber privileges and that I am
paying only half price!



^ancy and John Seletti aren t trying to save the wo
ust a littie piece of it.

About a mile outside the Ko-

rean village of Ku Am there are a

few dozen young, still-tender mul-

berry trees growing on a small hill.

Someday these trees and their suc-

culent leaves will be the heart of a

new village industry— a silk raising

farm. That day is still many months

off, but it doesn't stop the village

men from making daily inspection

treks up the steep hill, just in case.

Just in case something miraculous

has happened since yesterday. After

all. It wouldn't be the first miracle

to happen in Ku Am. Everyone in

the village knows the story of Chang
Sook, the daughter of the widow.

Ten years ago Chang Sook's

chances of survival were as slim as

she was. Her father had disappeared

during the family's flight from
North Korea. Her mother, a seam-

stress, worked a backbreaking day

and most of the evening to earn

$ 1 a month. Barely enough to keep

them from starving.

But today that's all changed be-

cause an American couple named
Seletti are sharing a little of their

good fortune with a girl to whom a

little means everything. Nancy,

John and five-year-old Alexandra

Seletti areNewYorkers.They're not

fabulously wealthy as the villagers

of Ku Am believe. But, they're not

poor either. Comfortable probably

describes them best. They have
everything they really need, but

give them ten minutes and they'll

come up with ten things they want
that $15 a month would buy. Luck-

ily, they thought of Chang Sook first.

Through Save the Children

Federation, the Seletti's $15 a

month is doing a remarkable num-
ber of things. First, Chang Sook's

immediate needs and future school-

ing are being taken care of. The fam-
ily is getting help, too: Enough to

enable Chang Sook's mother to start

a small knit shop.

And with all this, there is still

some money left over. This money,
together with money from other

sponsors, was borrowed by the vil-

lage to start its precious mulberry
farm. Someday silk raising will

mean a permanent increase in the

village's income—and permanently

end the need for charity. That's

what Save the Children Federation

is all about. Although contributions

are tax-deductible, it is not a charity,

The aim is not merely to buy one

child a warm coat, a new pair of

shoes and a six month supply of vita

min pills. Instead, your contribution

is used to give the child, the family

and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start help

ing themselves.

Sponsorsaredesperatelyneeded
for children in Korea, Viet-

nam, Latin America, Africa

and Greece. You can select

the child's nationality. You
will receive a photo of the

child, regular reports on his

progress and, if you wish, a

chance to correspond.

Chang Sook writes to the

Selettis. She also sends small

homemade gifts to Alexandra.

And she tells them of her

dreams of becoming a nurse.

She'll probably make it. If she

does, the Seletti's investment ir

girl will be repaid a thousand

The Selettis know they

save the whole world for $.

month. Just a small corner of it

maybe that is the Way to sav(

world. If there are enough pe

like the Selettis. How about yc

National Sponsors (partial list)

Faith Baldwin, James Bryant Com
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Far
Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,

Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Children Federatioi
NORWALK,CONNECTICUT06852

I WISH TO CONTRIBUTE $180 ANNUALLY TO HELP A 01
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lay's Market

IS GENERAL MOTORS CHEAP?
IS AMERICAN TELEPHONE GOOD?
IS GENERAL ELECTRIC SAFE?
IS AMERICAN AIRLINES SPECULATIVE?
IS XEROX DEAR?
IS UNION CARBIDE A GROWTH STOCK?

(EWARE the
They are as treacherous as the Lorelei. Always take your

.UE LINE LAYS IT ON THE LINE FOR
Value Line rates a stock I (Highest) for probable market per-

nce in the next 12 months, it means simply that this stock is

ut of the 1100 stocks that will probably go up most in a rising

t or down least in a falling market.
y week in the year each of the 1100 stocks is rated in terms of
ibable market performance in the next 12 months:

100 stocks are always rated in Group I (Highest)

250 stocks are always rated in Croup II (Above Average)

400 stocks are always rated in Group III (Average)

250 stocks are always rated in Group IV (Below Average)

100 stocks are always rated in Group V (Lowest)

he same token when Value Line rates, a stock II (Above Aver-
)r appreciation in the next 3 to 5 years, it means specifically that

ock is in that quintile of the 1100 which Value Line expects to

;ter than stocks rated III, IV or V, but less than those rated I, as

red from the current price to the average price 3 to 5 years from

when Value Line rates stocks I for Dependability, it means
' that 10 or 15 years from now those stocks can be expected to
leld or increased their value better than stocks rated II, 111, IV,

)ME PERTINENT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ly should anyone try to measure the unknowable future?

You should try to measure the unknowable future because you
are going to have to live in it, so you may as well go in as well
adjusted as possible.

i Value Line a crystal ball that can foretell the future?

No. But Value Line has made an intelligent and painstaking
effort to discern the future in the only way that it can be done,
namely through determination of probability.

Value Line ratings-determinations of future probability in
icific time periods of forecast— always right?

No. They are not. There can be no certainty in the future. But
Value Line ratings have in the past been right much more often
than not, and by such a margin, that it would be unwise .for

even the most expert to go against them and it would prob-
ably be to their substantial advantage to go with them.

what basis do you say that?

A computer play-back of the Value Line ranking system over a
period of 20 years has demonstrated the clear discriminating
ability of the method.

IV does Value Line go about determining future price probabil-
iin one of your specific time periods, say 12 months?
jBy measuring the price-earnings ratio of each stock in relation
to that of 1100 stocks over the past 10 years, by measuring the
current price-earnings ratio of each stock against its own aver-
age price-earnings ratio for the past 5 years, and by measuring
the known growth rate of earnings against that of 1100 stocks,
and by grading them into five groups, rated from I (Highest)
down to V (Lowest). These ratings have been found to be sta-
tistically valid determinations of probable future price per-
formance within the specified time period of 12 months.

WHY NOT SEE FOR YOURSELF?
;his money-back guarantee, if the investment guidance you get
le Value Line Investment Survey should fail for any reason to

p to your expectations, return the material you have received
jr money will be refunded. You may try the whole service on
)cks and 60 industries for three months. This offer includes as a

BONUS
latest full-page reports on each of 1100 stocks and analyses of
ndustries into which they are classified, indexed and bound in

When you try to put your finger on the meaning of these familiar

words, you find as often as not that it has changed. What is specu-
lative to your banker may be growth to your broker. What seems
safe to your father can sometimes smell of stagnation to your son.
Dear in one man's eyes is cheap in another's.

To chart your investment course by following such verbal am-
biguities is to court shipwreck. When you sail your precious cargo
of hard-earned capital into the unknowable seas of future time,
the first rule of prudence is

unmetered adjectives.
bearings in numbers, never in lyrical evaluations. That is why

1100 STOCKS EVERY WEEK IN NUMBERS
sturdy binders for your immediate reference. This Investors Reference
Library is sold nationally at $25. Then for the next three months you
will receive:

Full-page reports every week on each of about 85 stocks and their
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dated in your binder.
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Jerome Lettvin

A professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Jerome Lettvin finds cause for concern in his analysis of the

"tune in, turn on, drop out" culture of the American hippie.

A CONSEQUENCE OF TOGETHERNESS 24

Valerius Geist

The author's research on the mountain sheep indicates why

these animals have failed to extend their range and expand

their numbers on the North American continent.
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The oivl has long been a favorite subject for artists through-

out the world. With photographs and information taken

from a new book by Faith Medlin, this article pictures
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General Motors is people
making better products for people.

Building cars leaves Tom Foster
precious little time for his hobby. . . building cars.

Cars are Tom Foster's hobby.
He builds hot rods (and wins
awards) in his spare time. Which
he has very little of. That's be-

cause his job, building engines
for GM cars, is very demanding.
Tom Foster came to GM 27

years ago as an apprentice. He

i

soon became a foreman. Then
an instructor. Now he's Process
Engineer on engine blocks in

the Master Mechanics Division

of GM's Pontiac plant.

To Tom Foster, cars are more
than a profession. They're a way
of life. Which is one reason Tom

Thomas E. Foster, Process

Is so good at his job.

Self-made professionals like

Tom Foster—GM people who
take a special kind of pride in

cars— are just another reason

why you get a better buy in a
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,

Buick or Cadillac.
Engineer, Pontiac Motor Division, Pontiac, Michigan



THE AUTHORS
Jerome Lettvin is Professor of

Communications Physiology and a

Lecturer in the Department of Hu-

manities at Massachusetts Institute

of Technology. The American Mu-
seum of Natural History has chosen

Dr. Lettvin to deliver its annual

series of "Man and Nature" lectures,

which will be given in March, 1968.

The author of "You Can't Even

Step in the Same River Once" ap-

proaches his treatment of hippie cul-

ture with an extensive background

in psychiatry, obtained since his

graduation from the University of

Illinois Medical School in 1943.

Living in Cambridge, Mass., has pro-

vided Dr. Lettvin with the oppor-

tunity to observe one of the country's

thriving hippie communities.

Between 1961 and 1966, Valerius

Geist spent a total of forty-three

months in the home ranges of the

Dall's, Stone's, and bighorn sheep.

At one point, he remained afield for

twenty consecutive months in the

Cassiar Mountains of northern Brit-

ish Columbia.

During this lengthy period of field

research, the young zoologist suc-

ceeded in collecting a series of unique

observations of these sheep. He was

equally successful in befriending

them, for after being fed salt and

cookies, the sheep began to follow

Dr. Geist about the mountain. The
conclusions of his intensive study

and many of the behavioral obser-

vations made during this time are re-

corded in his article, "A Conse-

quence of Togetherness." Dr. Geist,

who obtained his Ph.D. from the Uni-

versity of British Columbia in 1966,

has also done field work on the be-

havior of moose and goats. His find-

ings have appeared in several scien-

tific journals. The author is now
involved in research at the Max
Planck Institute in West Germany.

While painting owls in the confines

of a museum. Faith Medlin became
curious about the varied ways in

which other artists in other cultures

had depicted this wide-eyed crea-

ture. This curiosity, she says, "led

to bird-watching in museums and li-

braries all along the northeast coast,

and to correspondence with sources

throughout the world." The outcome

of this indoor bird-watching w
Mrs. Medlin's book, Centuries

Owls, published by Silvermine Pu
lishers. This month's "The Owl ai

the Artist" is taken from that hoc

Mrs. Medlin graduated from the UJ

versity of Minnesota with majors

journalism and fine arts. She h|

worked as an artist and writer in sj

vertising agencies, and has travel,

widely in Europe, Canada, the Unit|

States, and in the Caribbean. M
Medlin now resides in Rowaytci

Connecticut.

"No One Knows Where the Turt

Go" is the second article of a tv

part series written by Archie Cai

Dr. Carr, famous for his work w
the green sea turtle, is a Gradu
Research Professor of Zoology at t

University of Florida and a Resear

Associate of The American Museui

Both articles in his current series

taken from his newest book, So Exc
lent a Fishe, published by the Natu:

History Press.

Gerald A. Jayne, nature photc

rapher and author of "On the Sna

River Lavas," has observed that c

of the major charms of the lava be

of the western United States is tl

they have been little changed by m
Thankfully, the beds cannot

profitably grazed, mined, or ti

bered, and thus, future exploitati

seems unlikely. In most cases th

the only influence on the lavas sii

their formation has been the natu

processes of erosion and plant s

cession, as described and pho

graphed by the author. Mr. Jay

an ardent naturalist, works as a co

puter programmer in Idaho.

Eric V. Grave, author of "Ch
chaos," is a staff member at the L
oratory for Cell Physiology

Columbia University, and supervi

medical photography at the Colu

bia Presbyterian Medical Center,

specializes in photography throi

a microscope, a painstaking busin

that may require hours of effort

order to capture a desired sequei

of events in the life of a microsco

creature. Mr. Grave's photomic

graphs have appeared in encyc

pedias, biology textbooks, and ii

number of nature magazines in t

country and in Europe.
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't Even Stei
RiverOnce
by Jerome Lettvi

An impassioned essay on the morality ai

philosophy of hippies (the pastor

fantasy/noble savage complex) and the lamentah

physiology of the psychedelic tr



'^After several attempts to write this

article, I have decided that, since a

good natural history of hippies is

easily accessible, as in Time, Ram-
parts, and a variety of other such

journals, I will address myself to the

moral questions that the hippie

movement has raised. This is an odd

subject for a magazine devoted to

nearly unprejudiced descriptions.

Since it requires more opinion than

fact, it reveals more about the author

than the material he handles. What
is worse, it imports value judgments

:hat, as everyone knows, have no

olace in science—even in footnotes.

[ say this now so that none of the

readers will think me so disingenu-

ous as to try to palm off personal

Diases as laws of nature. Clearly my
reatment of this topic is that of a

niddle-aged man who can't quite

;et with it.

Let us make a cut between hippies

nd eccentrics. How are they similar?

[here is a fine disregard of conven-

ional conventions. How are they dif-

erent? The eccentric is concerned

vith the world in some form or an-

other; the hippie is concerned mainly

yith himself.

This is a strong distinction that I

nake for the Cambridge scene where

work and teach. It may not be true

Isewhere. At first glance you cannot

distinguish one from the other in

larvard Square. But the eccentrics

ttend a few pot parties, try LSD once

nd then stay away from it, and are

mmersed in one or another branch

f learning or art. Hippies attend few

iscussions, colloquiums, or exhibits,

et hung up on psychedelic drugs,

nd dabble only with what evokes an

nmediate, capricious response. Ec-

entrics may turn hippie; so far I

now of no hippies turned eccentric.

The greatest immediate distinction

es in the language used. A predoc-

iral candidate in philosophy, an ec-

sntric last year, turned hippie and

as left Harvard. When I spoke to

im a few weeks ago, he talked in this

sin: "Like, man, there's nothing

The title is from G. de Santillana,

•loted in Siegboldt's Fragmente der Nach-
ichcnder. The same words are attributed

Cratyliis, the philosopher who communi-
ited by crooking his fifth finger. Accord-

's to Burnet, it teas Cratylus' comment
wn hearing Heraclitus' famous aphorism:
You step and do not step in the same river

vice; you are and are not."

here to keep me; like, you know, the

stuff doesn't turn me on anymore."

He was not merely acting, for I heard

him later talking to some of his

friends this way. The language does

not convey meaning so much as mood
(like bird calls) and changes from

month to month in its accepted vo-

cabulary.

At present, the common cause be-

tween eccentric and hippie is proper

hatred of the way things are, and the

common inclination is for personal

justice. But the first tries to under-

stand what, say, our government is

attempting; the other doesn't even

try. Both fly the same banner, "Make
love—not war," but the eccentric's

plea will carry a footnote, "Won't

you try to explain?"

I have met a variety of hippies

around Cambridge, yet cannot claim

to know them at all well. They are, for

the most part, amiable souls, and I

feel comfortable among them. For ex-

ample, I like going to be-ins and love-

ins. Someone hands me a lollipop

with hoc est corpus meum. Girls dress

at their most sensuous, offering the

erotic but not as ritual. They are

miniskirted to a fault; their men are

cunningly bearded. Groups form

spontaneously, break up easily, re-

form again. People do not polymerize

one to the next as at other parties,

instead the whole be-in flows through

itself like water. "Pure being," no
"becoming": the pastoral ideal, the

splendid innocence. So must have

been the Bacchanalia; but now not

wine, rather pot. Surrounded by soft

walls, a flute, a drum, and a guitar

weave reminiscence in endless fili-

gree; the walls sway with closed eyes.

The hippies I know act a Christian

ideal. They are generous and disinter-

estedly kind if you can get their at-

tention; they will give food, clothing,

anything that is needed if they have

it. They are not curious where one

comes from, who one is. Among them
the lame, the disfigured, the mental

defective can finally be at home. It is

a bittersweet joy to see the self-con-

sciousness of a cripple dissolve

among young people who make no
morbid inquiry, even tacitly with a

glance. That is why many Negroes

come from Roxbury to Harvard
Square; from Harlem to the Village.

Where liberals carefully won't notice

color, hippies simply don't. The lib-

eral is nervously pleased to see a

Negro boy dancing with a white girl

;

the hippie doesn't even see. It is much
better to be a part of than to be merely

accepted. In this way the hippies are

admirable.

They are detested by the universal

middle class because they seem to

have all the revolting appeal of what
Hollywood thinks early Christian

sects were like. (Love your immedi-

ate neighbor in the immediate; seek

the Godhead within your own spirit;

leave the world to the hands of the

demiurges who have made it as it is

;

there's a better universe next door.)

A man involved somehow in a ballet

with a questionable corps of govern-

ment or industry reserves his hatred,

not so much for the panning critic or

the impresario of another shoddy

troupe, but for that monster who will

not even watch the performance. The
average Californian is enraged by the

Haight-Ashbury people, and so he

gives body English to the lions that

enter the arena on the late, late show.

The hippies I know are also an-

archist, but not ideological. They are

what Kropotkin was writing about,

rather than what reads him. They
do not view society and the state as

evil; on the contrary, they will not

even conceive of these institutions in

the abstract. Oppression is a personal

thing: Mr. A is stomping on Mr. B.

They have cultivated an ignorance

of formal politics to the point where
they reflexly blank out any reference

to it. By stubbornly reducing the ac-

tion to what one man does to another,

they bring morals to bear on public

issues. In this way they serve as a

source of public conscience.

Hippies treat the world of artifacts

as we are told primitive farmers may
have treated the land—as a miracu-

lous and dangerous plenum yielding

not only good things like electric

guitars but bad things like guns.

Cities are a natural resource but are

booby-trapped by the fuzz.

The hippie is non-intellectual. I do

not mean this pejoratively, in the

sense that I would say the American
Legion is anti-intellectual: rather, he

has developed a lack of curiosity

about the world around him, how it

came to be the way it is, or what it is

going to be. A hippie cosmogony is

unthinkable. He doesn't flame to il-

lumine the world, instead he is turned

on passively, like a night-light. He
doesn't examine by reason but palps
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Weight 34 oz. $5.00
ppd.

2 for $9.00 ppd.

WESTERNER—

A 3-blade pocket
knife, sharpening
steel and handmade
belt sheath. Prob-
ably the most useful

)sed. Weight l^,

, $9.50 ppd.

For those rare moments when your stainless
needs resharpening, the best sharpener sold
anywhere in the world is our exclusive, por-
table German-made tungsten-carbide sharp-
ening steel. Only 4" long. $2.50 ppd.

Order your own stainless steel knife today!

You'll never settle for an ordinary blade again!

Send for our free 80 page cata-
log. Hundreds of direct imports—Double built down jackets, ttie

world's finest knives, African
jewelry and gameskins, British
country clothes, and a v;ide se-
lection of others. Sold only by
mail under complete money back
guarantee.

^t^ NORM THOMPSON ^t^
1805 N.W. THURMAN DEPT. S-2

PORTLANO, OREGON 97209
Quantity Item Name Price

D Please send free color catalog.
Check enclosed for

Name.

-Zip-.

with his guts, and this condition is

not forced on him, he has chosen it

freely. It is a deliberate turn to one

concept of the noble savage.

There are many subgroups of hip-

pies. The diggers are the socialist

or condominial type; they live in

bunches in large houses, sometimes

on farms. Teen)'-boppers are aston-

ishingly dedicated sensualists among
teen-aged girls. There is a kind of in-

tellectual hippie, who, like the doctor

in Chekhov's Ward No. 6, wills his

own down-going. There is also the rat,

or reconstructed hood, from Hell's

Angels in California or the Devils

Disciples in Massachusetts, who be-

comes a kind of proletarian Batman.

A fair number are non-psychedelic

hippies who achieve a simple and di-

rect amentia without the help of

drugs. Social scientists can supply a

much longer list; so can my daughter

and her friends. It is unnecessary.

The hippies of my acquaintance

would be more interesting to read

about than to know, like those early

African church fathers who experi-

mented in asceticism. I am disturbed

at relegating to them, as a class,

the garbageman's job of being a so-

cial conscience. For when I consider

those I know, one at a time, the mel-

ancholy notion is forced on me that,

for each, their actions and inactions

do not arise from reason or passion.

The hippie comes to his world view

by default and sustains it by depriva-

tion; so that his political virtue is

like the chastity of an anchorite. He
is not so much bohemian as conserva-

tive, and he is as dull as any exur-

banite but in a different way. At best

he has substituted his navel for TV;
at worst he has limited his freedom

of action more drastically than any

bourgeois. He differs little from his

counterparts in past decades but is

only more public now.

By simplifying politics into terms

of man-to-man relations, hippies ( and

their progenitors, the beatniks ) clari-

fy the dreadful nature of most politi-

cal acts. But this candor can come

about in several very different ways.

The way of Bertrand Russell or Linus

Pauling is through intellect guided by

incorrigible moral principles. An-

other way is through frustrated or

undeveloped reason, as with mental

defectives or children who expose by

unintended caricature what perverse-

ness underlies our conduct. It would

almost seem that to attain a childlike

view that sees through the Emperor's

ail coupon belo

FREE CATALOG
of these wonderful

CARTS!

So many ways

Better than a Wheelbarrow!

PhuA
So many

Other uses!

Cook Out!

Trash!

Groceries!

Firewood!

The TOWN and COUNTR
CART holds TWICE as muc
as an ordinary wheelbarro\
It easily carries up to 3(
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The weight balances c,

the axle — you don't carry
in your hands. Won't tip ove
SO much easier to pus
thanks to TWO BIG 20-inc
wheels! Rubber tires. Ba
bearings. Narrow enough

'

go through ordinary doo)
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i

Built by Vermont craft
men to last. Leave it oi
doors all year long if y<
wish. Hard use won't hurt i

Tight, welded all steel co
struction. Loose sand, dii

etc., won't spill out the side
Flat bottom keeps pot
pails, bottles, etc., fro
tipping over.
Look at just the few usi

shown and think how man
many ways this wonderful
handy Cart would save yc
time and work, and increa;
your enjoyment of yoi'

home, garden, grounds, ar
hobbies.
Honestly! When you'll

had this TOWN and COU]
TRY CART a week you
wonder how in the world y(
ever did without it! Makes
grand gift for someone wi'

a nice home, camp or sul
mer place!

Satisfaction guara:
teed. Use the Cart aroui
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months. Ifyou are notd
lighted, just send it bac
We will refund withoi
delay every penny of tl
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VERMONT-WARE
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I
Mail this coupon today!-
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catalog including attractive prices and
details of your trial offer.
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w clothes, one must choose between

jrring or spoiling one's faculties,

ppies have taken the latter course.

Most of the radicals who grew up

the thirties would, I think, sympa-

ze with the anarcho-socialist char-

;er of the hippie movement. They
\re lost the enemy capitalist or, at

st, cannot distinguish him so clear-

mymore, even by corporate names,

i are faced only by themselves,

)wn to an unenviable maturity and

isively enduring an ineffably cor-

)t society. But the full shame of

ir demoralization does not hit

m until someone like a hippie asks,

oesn't it hurt when you can look a

zi in the eye and say, 'Brother!

y
!

'
" It then seems spiteful, almost

:udian, to examine this much need-

conscience and find that it, too, is

iC. Yet I assert that the hippie

vement is dismal and dangerous

1 offsets its political value by the

sonal harm that it does. I want

discuss the causes and nature of

i movement insofar as it involves

ients, for hippies congregate

und universities or places where

ists live, and their ranks are

:lled in great part by students.

i.s to the causes : It is unnecessary

list the usual global sources of

pair that confront today's adoles-

ts. There is the war in Vietnam,

inequities that are visited on Ne-

es, the more widespread injustice

i our own government seems to

nsor abroad as at home. While
>e inform the disquiet of the stu-

t in high school and college, they

not the efficient causes of wide-

;ad retreat to the inner life as op-

sd to revolution. Instead, two
e intimate influences are the fol-

ing: The schools have become
inesses, rather than a refuge from
world; and ideas, as ideals, have

ame devalued. Let me illustrate,

ere, formerly, a child who be-

le interested in, say, mathematics.

Id pursue this discipline in its

I right as an amusement, as an

ipe from parts of the world, and
private matter, he now must treat

5 a basis for long-range competi-

, and to achieve excellence, he

5 not scale the heights alone but

r the backs of his competitors all

way. His reward—to listen to his

ructors—is, not the joy of under-

ding, but a secure position at the

;nse of his friends. This is the ter-

? burgherizing we have done in

nation under the guise of brins;-

So you have some
extra money to invest—

Maybe $500 ... or $5,000 ... or $500,000. The dollar amount
simply doesn't matter.

What does matter is what should you do with it now! Just how
should you invest it?

And that's where our Research Division comes in.

All you have to do is fill out the rest of this form, return it,

and then receive the very best suggestions our Research Divi-
sion can come up with in Hne with your funds, your objectives.

There isn't any charge. We don't feel that you're obligated
in any way.

Now then, got a pen or pencil?

Yes, I do have some extra money to invest— approximately
$ in fact.

I would like to see what your Research Division would sug-
gest, remembering that my objective is the one I have checked
below:

n I am most interested in securities that provide relative

safety of capital coupled with a liberal income return.

D I can afford to assume a little more risk and am interested

in common stocks that are attractive for income and capi-

tal appreciation. I would like to realize a current return of

about %.

D I can afford more risk and am primarily interested in good
quality growth stocks that have the potential of increas-
ing in value over the years.

D I am interested in attractive speculations and can afford to

assume the risks involved.

I understand there is no charge for this service, and that you
will mail your answers— in complete confidence and without
any obligation of any kind— to me:

NAME-

STREET-

CITY -STATE- -ZIP-

YOUR PHONE NO.-

All filled out? Then for the very best help we can give you,
simply put this in an envelope addressed direct to Harold F.

Wiley, Manager, Portfolio Analysis Department.

MERRILL LYIMCHi
PIERCE,U FEIMNER GiSMITH INC

MEMBERS N Y STOCK EXCHANGE AND OTHER PRINCIPAL STOCK AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES
70 PINE STREET, NEW YORK. N . Y, 10005



Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into

a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of

the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens
reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-

tems, built with all the quality and attention
to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC, 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377 DPT.Q

ing the system up to date. It is quite

true, of course, that some of the very

best students survive, for their pas-

sion for ideas can surmount almost

any obstacle. But others, put in this

kind of competition, lose out. Look

at the multiple-track systems in your

own local high schools, those saloons

of no further chance. There is no

room there for the cheerfully eccen-

tric scholar.

What are the rewards we hold out

to the lucky one who gets to college?

Looking at the ends to which we press

learning, can you say that these are

desirable? The youth casts about him

and sees no Leonardo or Galileo or

Bach but, God have mercy on us, you

and me: the most probable of his

destinies, gulls of our own cheats,

liquidating our principles for self-

interest: flat-footed narcissists, glued

to the idiot box as to a mirror and

dreaming only of the likely according

to the rules. Cocio, ergo sum. I am a

broker, therefore I am. As the Fugs—
a minstrel group—put it so well:

Monday, nothing; Tuesday, nothing;

learning, nothing; teaching, nothing.

It is not the poignancy of a despair

that implies a lost hope—it is the non-

being of Dostoevsky after the firing

squad ; death, frustrated like a sneeze,

dribbled out by installments. Where

ideally the universities ought to be

ivory towers in which to dream of

remade worlds, now they are, as per-

haps they always were, shops for the

training of apprentice nebbishes to

fit with the existing system. What is

there left to do but to escape inward

or to mature?

Then, too. we foul even the well-

springs of spirit by devaluing pos-

sible goals. For to what end does one

become a good musician or mathema-

tician? If we say it is not personal

glory or the tax-free money of a

prize, what is left? Is it that wonder-

ful, that transcendental kick you get

out of doing something well? Ah,

that kick! That revelation! How very

like an orgasm it is. Can't we really

bring mind to the same healthy and

open status that sex now enjoys,

where we have ceased tending in tor-

tured secret our hidden needs and

instead do it, and do it again, for

health? Come, it is not what you do,

it is the kick you get out of doing it.

If you cannot rise to your standards,

lower them for yourself. And you can

accomplish this by simple training.

The graduate of Wellesley, who, some
three years and a baby after gradua-

World-Time Alarm
Simply set this amazing timepiece to the d
rect local time wherever you are, then set t

rotating dial to match and tell at a glance 1

time anywhere in the world. Luminous har

with gold numerals. Available in tan, brovl

red or black. $10.95 2 for S21.00, 60« ,

Steam Engine i

This fantastic little 1/50 HP engine is a perfj

model of the famous English Boiler Engine
continuous operation since 1798. True to

boiler house, brass cylinder and piston, saf

valve and dome whistle. Antique varnish. Ri

like mad on drops of alcohol. Comes with f

and instructions. $14

2 for $27 50 plus $1 00 pc

Rock Polisher

The original Thumler's Tumbler puts a gle;

ing finish on rocks, glass pieces, coins, i

fishing lures and shell casings. A fascinat

hobby, a practical machine and great f.

'Handles six lbs. of rock or 50 30-30 casir

Complete, as illustrated, with motor, base, li

rels. Guaranteed 1 year. $19.95 plus $1.50,

2 sets ot 3 abrasives and prepolish

Rubber Tumbler liners, pair

Victors Official Tumbling Manual $1

Shipped with Tumbler or add 35< Postage i

30-day money-back guarantee on all pri

ucts, Calif, residents add 4% sales ta;

Please send interesting free catal

EASTMAN COMPANY
144 - 2nd St., San Francisco 941i

ZipCity

Playboy Key * Amer. Expr. Acc'nt S

Diners Acc'nt # or payment enclosed
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.n, writhes with ecstasy before a

: of pop art, did not inherit that

ent; rather she has spent four

rd years learning to delude her-

f, and having interned and ex-

ned in the discipline, can now turn

in an inexhaustible esthetomania,

ing from climax to climax, like a

dillsc on a winding road, tilting

loothly with the cant and inducing

ly the vaguest emotion-sickness in

r passengers. But not one of us who
ivels with her can cast the first

me, for we already cast both a

ig time ago. Now let us go back-

ge and talk, not gushing-like, but

dly talk to an artist.

Sir, why did you do it at all?

When you do something like this,

nplete it, you get a feeling—it's like

other feeling in the world. There

s the stuff to be put together, and

ly one person could have done it—

. It was I who was chosen by the

ds to produce this masterpiece, I

can only stand here humbly,

owing myself to be the chosen in-

ument through which it created it-

f. Look how beautiful it is.

But sir, why did you do it?

it had to be done. It was needed,

had to be there.

What did you get out of it?

f cant describe it. It's a feeling . .

.

completeness for this moment? . .

.

sudden new vision? . . . I don't

yw ; it's just a feeling.

\nd so the youth is brought to

pect that it is not the production

t is important but a complex sen-

ent occasioned in the producer

—

us call it a kick. It is the only an-

;r we can get if we insist on look-

for motives instead of seeing the

. This is how Freud has affected

• culture. The game then naturally

omes how to get one's kicks more
jiently, and it is then that you will

•t training to become an interior

orator or a nymphomaniac.
iVe have done our best to make
ps of schools and to make ignoble

1 goals of art and science. At this

nt Leary comes, Ginsberg comes,

hole raft of psychogogues, and in-

jCulate as any artist, unassuming

my mathematician, nobly savage

any Chingachgook, suffused with

3, inflamed with gentleness, they

y their seductive medley from
1st. Is it the kick you want without

ting anyone else? Is it that mo-
lt of truth when you cry "Let time

) now. This is it. I am as a God"?
;n shed this senescent world where

I

THIS YEAR, JET WITH US. JET ALONG WITH LAN ON
"ANOTHER UNUSUAL TOUR TO AN UNCOMMONPLACE."

EASTER ISLAND,
AT LAST!
NEXT MONTH. NEXT YEAR.
NEXT EASTER. ANYTIME.
12 Days, $1270 per person, incl. air fare from New York.
Convenient monthly departures.

You've been asking for it. Novi? LAN has brought the mysteries of far-
away, elusive Easter Island within easy, comfortable reach; by Boeing
Super-Jet to Santiago, Chile and off into the sunset, 2300 miles off the
South American mainland. Easter Island, site of the fabulous monoliths
and other archaeological wonders. Explore it by jeep, on horseback. Join
in authentic native feasts and dances. Easter Island. The ultimate travel
experience. At last. With LAN.

OUR NEXT TOUR TO ANTARCTICA
LEAVES ON JANUARY 5, 1968.
If you miss it, you can always catch the one after: On January 4, 1969

31 Days, $3500 per person, inch air fare from New York.

Come with us to the end of the world.
Tierra del Fuego. The Straits of Magellan.
Cape Horn. The wilds of Antarctica.

Glaciers, icebergs. Fascinating glimpses
of bird, plant, animal life. Unusual.
Uncommonplace. Unforgettable.

THE CHILEAN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE
THE AIRLINE THAT KNOWS SOUTH AMERICA BEST

ESTABLISHED IN 1929

For a copy of our new Easier Island .irul Anlarttica brochures,
visit your favorite travel agent or mail in this coupon.

NH 10-LLLAN/THE CHILEAN INTERNATIONAL AIRLINE
Tour Department—505 Fifth Avenue, New York 10017

Please send me the brochures I have checked: D EASTER ISLAND D ANTARCTICA
n Mr. Mrs. D Miss

ADDRESS
.

CITY STATE ZIP

I
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Overseas
Nature Tours

For seven years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as naany
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geolog>' and archaeolog\' where appro-
priate. Persons without specialized interests, but
with appreciation for the natural scene as opposed
to sophisticated cit>' life, are entirely welcome,
and constitute part of every group.

—This Year—
Reservations for 1967 have closed, and many
tours have been completed. Enthusiastic "veter-

ans" will testifv to a fine spring season in North
America, the Mediterranean (where the famous
Goto Donana in Spain shared honors with the
Camargue, Corsica and Greece), Great Britain,

Scandinavia and Iceland.

HAWAII: Our Xmas party this year is at the
Volcano House, Kilauea Crater, followed by a
10-day bird-and-scenery tour of the islands.

-Program forl968-
We cover the wildlife of the world on a 3-year

cvcle, visiting some areas annually. Here is the

expected program for 196S. North American
tours are 2 weeks each, overseas 3 weeks, and
are set up in chains of 3 or 4 trips, in case you
wish to stay longer.

NORTH AMERICA: Florida, Jan. 27. Texas-
Northeast Mexico, Mar. 23. S.E. Arizona, May 4.

Alaska in three 2-week stages beginning June
1, ex-panding the highly successful series of 1967
trips.

MIDDLE AMERICA (2 weeks each): Yucatan,
Feb. 10. Mexico East Coast, Feb. 24. Mexico
West Coast, Mar. 9. Northwest Mexico, May 18.

Chiapas, Julv 13. Yucatan, July 27. Guatemala-
Honduras, Aug. 10. Costa Rica-Panama, Aug. 24.

SOUTH AMERICA (3 wks. each): Colombia
(world's top bird country, which we visit twice

vearlv), Feb. 10 and Aug. 10; Guianas-Vene-
zuela, ^Ia^. 2. .4nd a series of tours around the

continent beginning with Ecuador-Galapagos,
in the Fall of 1969.

EUROPE: The Europe program makes possible

manv combinations: Greece migration, Apr. 20.

South Europe, May 11. Mediterranean, May 11.

Norwav, June 1 & June 23. Britain, June 1.

Balkan's, June 1. Iceland, June 22. Russia,

AFRICA: South Africa, July 20; Central Africa
& Madagascar, Aug. 10; East Africa, Aug. 31.

ASIA: Japan, Mav 18. Next co\erage of other
parts of Asia earlv in 1969: Philippines; Thai-
land-Malaysia; India-Ceylon; Himalayas.

- SOUTH PACIFIC -
Feature of the year; many think it the greatest

trip of all. Six units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides, New Cale-

donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.
Four weeks in all, beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast

to Darwin, plus the deserts at Alice Springs and
western Queensland. Oct. 5, 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,
Svdney & environs, Adelaide and the Murray
River valley, Melbourne and Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 26.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-
age of both islands, working south with the
spring. Gevsers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Slilford Sound. Nov. 16.

N.2. BOTANY: Two weeks up the west coast

in a land of strange plant life and magnificent
glaciers. December 7.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southern
Hemisphere: Easter, Pitcaim, the great bird
islands and Antarctica. Winter 1969-70.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert
leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended If you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

(discovery has all the abandon of a

forced move in chess: discard this

world where any good for yourself

obliges an evil to another. Do it your-

self. Make your own world. For the

only true creator is the solipsist; no

space but his sensorium; no time but

his will.

This is the seduction that was of-

fered to Faust. It is also the hell he

gets in consequence and the greatest

punishment there is—that he does not

suffer in it. This is the shopworn

temptation remaindered to the stu-

dents. Observe, says Leary, the ways

of your fellow who burrows for gold

and never gets it. Were he not happier

in rejoicing over angleworms? And
to what goal the gold? I mean, like

so what! You dig? Burrow to the in-

ner chamber, the holy of holies, and

you find a privy.

Leary is right, and I am right. But

the problem is not, it cannot be, how
does one get one's kicks and stay a

decent man? For then the answer is

Leary's—withdraw, drop out, let the

world only occasion, but never cause,

your perceptions.

The know-nothing argument a

hippie: Our troubles are seen

spring from too much play of the i

tellect, which suppresses those natur

instincts that fit us to each other ai

to our environments. Among such i

stincts are humaneness, pleasure

small things, introspective joy, etc,

in a word, the whole, fake pastoi

^^At this point Leary comes, Ginsberg comes, a ivhole raft

psychogogues, and inarticulate as any artist, unassuming

any mathematician, nobly savage as any Chingachgook, si

fused ivith love, inflamed with gentleness, they play thi

seductive medley from Faust."

fantasy/noble savage complex. 0:

as little children shall ye enter heav

To attain a state of grace you ne

to quiet your intellect, suspend yc

judgment, open up your guts, andj

the sun shine in. But now comple

ties intrude, distracting the spi

from unendurable turn-ons indi

nitely prolonged, deranging the c

with nightmares of reason. The b

pies take LSD to avoid them.

Leaving drugs aside for the r

ment, let us examine this temptat:

further—the "turn on, tune in, di

out." Suppose I were to come to y
a smiler with a knife, and remark:

the world too much with you,

friend? Come, let me lift the eye

so, and with a simple pass of the s(

pel I will now abolish all carina

course you will still be able to add S

subtract; of course you will still

able to make out, indeed better tl

ever
;
you will have every faculty 1

but you will stop caring." Why wo
you resist? I am sure I would;

me, caring and planning are in(

12



Ordco

{ANGE FINDER
Conceived by Dr. Luis Alvarez,
renowned physicist and in-

ventor of the GCA ground con-
:roI approach, this is an ideal
nstrument for golfers and
yachtsmen. Great for survey of
•Qugh terrain, and for anybody
vho wishes to measure dis-

ances from 6 feet to almost as
ar as the eye can reach—even
or certain astronomical obser-
vations. Measures in yards,
lautical or statute miles. $18.50,

OES TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH TO BRING YOU THE FINEST THINGS. UNUSUAL THINGS. UNEXPECTED. JUST-THE-THING THINGS.

Emoskop
VESTPOCKET
OPTICAL
SYSTEM

Semove the EMOSKOP from
ts fitted leather case and it's a
iOx microscope. A twist of the
vrist converts it into a 2.5x tele-

icope. Another twist and you
lave your choice of magnifiers:
)x, lOx, and 15x. Perfect vest-
jocket companion for the
exacting professional and scien-
ist. Five coated lenses, abso-
utely aplanatic and achro-
natic. Modern Photography
alls the EMOSKOP ".

. . only
nagnifier worthy of name."
%" X 3/4". $14.95

They laughed

when I wound up ^n
my shaver..!

That's liable to happen to >ou
when you first use the Rivier
in front of anyone. After all

how can a "wind-up" shaver be
more than a plaything or at

b^si an emergency type of
shaver? But, you will have
the last laugh! With one sin
gle winding (about six turns
just like a movie camera)
you will get a complete shave—the fastest, smoothest and
closest you ever had.

Hard to believe, but really true
Free yourself from electricity
and paraphernalia and treat your
self to the Riviera. Vs^'i it as >our
"number one" shaver or for of
fice. club or cabin. You will be
delighted. A mechanical marvel
from Monaco.

RONDO
CYLINDER
CLOCK

This "Meisterwerk" of horoloKy
from Pforzheim (Germany) is the
first truly new idea since the in-

vention of digital clocks nearly lit

years ago! Tachometer-type dials

provide quick "read-out." Illumi-
nated with "lights out" switch for
light sleepers. Three finishes: teak
(shown), natural pigskin, and blk.

sharkskin with brushed chrome
trim. S'V' high. 3%" diam. $34.

rid

vher.

hether 1

-eeze or broil, you can n
heck right away whether it's

eastly weather. Gold-plated, w
lack dials. In luxury red-!
tied snap case. $9,95

"TWELVE MONTH"
CALENDAR ALARM
This outstanding clock will run
one full year on one battery
cell. Elegant simplicity blends
with the most demanding dec-
or. Well modulated alarm.
Automatic calendar. Can be
regulated to 2 sees. /day. White
case, midnight blue illuminated
dial, sweep seconds, gold num-
erals and hands. Truly the
"clock of tomorrow." Haver-
hill's exclusive. $24.95.

A FREE GIFT FOR YOU. If your order (exclu-
sive of postage and sales tax) is for $30.00 or
more, and If check accompanies order, we will
send you a Floating Waterproof Lantern with
Automatic Warning Blinker. Indispensable for
boat operators, fishermen, motorists, etc
Regularly retails for $4.95.

HAVERHILL'S, 526 Washington Street, San Francisco, California 94111
Please senij me the following: Satisfaction, or refund guaranteed.

Quantity Item Atnount D Check enclosed.

n Bill Am. Express Acct. #

Q I am entitled to a free

Floating Lantern.

Subtotal $_

Sales tax 5% (Calif, res.) $„

Subtotal $_

Postage & Insurance $_

Total $_
gift, espe-Since the RIVIERA is

cially for servicemen
travelers please send one to the names
attached (with a gift card), NH-IO
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NOVOFLEX PUT

ERWIN BAUER

UP TO IT!

Instant-focus telephoto lens

catches cat-napper out on a limb

If you want to sneak up on a big cat nap-

ping, says celebrated wild-life photographer

Erwin A. Bauer, the safest (and surest) way is

to use a Novoflex Follow-Focus telephoto lens

system. This magnificent shot of an African

lioness was taken through a Novoflex 640mm
lens. It appears in Mr. Bauer's new book on

African animals to be published soon by

W. W. Norton.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

infinity— just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No

turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, includ-

ing interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and 16mm
movie and 2y4"-square reflex. Novoflex

lenses are noted for color correction, excel-

lent definition, superb resolving power and

highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420

Grand Ave., Englewood, N. J. 07631 NHIO.

HOVOFLEX
L Instant, continuous focusing

f from a distance

is yours with Novoflex

solubly connected. Furthermore, I

want to care about the world; that

part of me is human that loses bits of

itself when anyone else dies, that suf-

fers if someone else is hurt, that re-

members past pains of others and

plans to prevent pain occurring to

them again. Without it I become a

house pet, docked in spirit.

But it really doesn't matter if such

a mind-washing is done by a drug, a

knife, or the implacable will. Any
way of dissolving the tattletale gray

is as good as another. A prolonged

indifference to the complex and

abominable world can only become

self-reinforcing. The same loss of

degrees of freedom in action that we
see occurring in the conformist busi-

nessman—hemmed into his own sub-

urb and meeting on the street only

himself walking the other way, held

to the tracks that guide him from

office to office party to home to golf

links—in a word, that same poverty

of soul we recoil from in Babbitt,

afflicts the hippie also. The only dif-

ference is in the setting and the lan-

guage; the play is the same. By de-

liberately excluding himself from the

general scene, by turning his atten-

tions inward for the most part, by

attending only to the immediate, the

hippie is as constrained as the square

and becomes the right wing of the

way out.

At this point the hippie objects. It

is not, he says, as if I were blanking

my mind as the alcoholics do. Rather

I have turned the full power of in-

quiry onto myself, searching the ut-

most reaches of that unknown re-

gion. Deprived of outer freedom, I

have found inner freedom. If I can

stand revealed to myself, reflecting,

as I do, all the world in microcosm,

then I shall have achieved that under-

standing that you can only fumble

with, you who turn your attention

to those inaccessible others. Having

said which, he goes back to the lotus

position, adjusts the focus, the hori-

zontal lock, and the contrast on his

umbilicus, and contemplates deep

Oriental thoughts. Zen onanism.

But it is not obvious that intro-

spection reveals anything new, or

even reorganizes one's view of the

universe, except to silver the window

through which he looks. Certainly, in

the event, the man who is preoccu-

pied with himself seems to do very

little of interest for any one else-

after all, why should he? Nor does

he understand what is given him by

STAY PUT. . . or
creep up close

. . . this binocular focuses right down to
:

9 feet . . . lets you see nesting activities

as if you were little more than a foot away.

Yet its brilliance and sharpness of image
give you full benefit of its powerful optical

system at the longest ranges, too. It's the';

7X, 35 Triton ... the most popular all-

round binocular in Swift's complete line of

more thar* twenty different types. Tele-:

scopes, too. 'See your dealer or write!

for literature.

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Dept. NH-8

Boston, Mass. 02125
San Jose, Calif. 95106

A LINDBU\D TRAVEL INC.JOURNE

WITH LORD KINROSS TO THI

NORTH

^ AFRICAN

For the adventurous: unusual expedition tc

the "Barbary Coast". ..Tunisia and Morocco'

led by Lord Kinross, versatile journalisi

noted on both sides of the Atlantic. We wil

explore Tunis, Rabat, Marrakech, Fez, anr

ancient North African sites.

Departs April 23, returns May 14, 1968j

$1,350 including round trip air fare fronl

New York.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
NewYork, NevifYork 10022

Please send Sunset brochure.

Address-

State
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le world—what need has he for such

istractions? While such a move to

le inner search is not to be con-

emned by any first principles, it

rops the searcher from that in which

e are all engaged. The disengage-

lent is similar to the non-involve-

lent of spectators at a murder,

irdinarily, only a few specially

ifted people can maintain this pos-

ire adopted from some mysterious

ast. The settings have to be propi-

ous—an air-conditioned desert like

OS Angeles two decades ago—and

loney must be easy to get so that

ne need not want while not willing.

Besides the spread of the wasteland

id the generalized affluence, what

as changed the ability of a student

I drop out in the most general sense

js been the advent of psychedelic

rugs. The danger from these toxins

not what the medical profession

aims. The chances of going mad or

;tting permanent brain damage are

Ttainly there, but then what adven-

Te is not accompanied by danger?

fair number of scuba divers, moun-

in climbers, and astronauts are

lied off by what they do, and no-

)dy makes much fuss. Whoever
eaks out hazards a bad trip. So

hat? Pointing out such perils can

[ly whet one's appetite if one is

lung and ripe for any new experi-

ce. And the experience itself, as

is limned, is certainly attractive.

;fore we discuss it, however, let us

'te some difference between the

ndling of pot, LSD, mescaline,

\n, STP, etc., and the usual diffu-

im of narcotics. Heroin and other

ium derivatives are sold by pushers

prices kept artificially high by

ofiteers in the syndicate and sub-

iasury. Thus, nobody can afford to

ss them around as a gesture of

endship. The psychedelic com-
,unds are distributed by dealers at

tes kept cheap by the ease of manu-
pture and the speed with which new
isons appear (for example, the run

catnip in Los Angeles a few years

(0, and the oregano party in Denver
iig before anybody thought of

j)rning glory or bananas) . One can

jord to keep whole parties of

ends sent up on precious little. The
nerosity in dealing can overwhelm

u. Now pot comes dipped in LSD
a more interesting trip, and it's

t so that one can't be guaranteed a

re reefer in Harvard Square, what
ih the biochemistry students and
:ir damned philanthropy. Yet even

Out of the Past.,,
,.,into your home!

Ancient Art

REPLICAS

BYZANTINE CROSS

6th-7th Century A.D.
5'/2" X 6V2"

$9.75 ppd.

: Red or Brown
HEAD OF BUDDHA
Siom, 15th-17th Cent. A.D.

#AT-34, in 71/2" X 6V2" frame.
$12.95 ppd.

Velour colors: Red or Gold

from the

CUNEIFORM TABLET
Mesopotamia, circa 2000 B.C.
#AT-37, in 7V2" X 6y2" frame.

$10.95 ppd.
lors: Olivi -

GIFT BAZAAR

ola^d\n boase, Lt6-
648 Ninth Avenue . Now York, New York 10036

VENUS
Rome, lst-4th Cent. A.D.

#AT-44, in 5y2" X 12" frame.
$15.95 ppd.

colors: Red or Blue

GOLDEN



You ca\

for hours]

•omfortably„,,,_
oy with the optical quality built into these new

l^ttcon ultra-compact prism binoculars.

You need only try a pair once to see what we 'mean.

Because of their incredibly small size and weight, you will

be alt the more amazed by the full-field clarity and sharp-

ness they provide, and their brightness.

Choose the 6x18, 7x21 or 8x24 on the basis of magnifi-

cation power alone. They are all equally bright. Fact is, they

deliver as much perceptible image brightness in broad day-

light as the "brightest" glasses made.

You also enjoy the convenience of central focusing pJus

interpupillary and diopter adjustment, the durability of

moisture-proof construction and the peace of mind of a

25-year guarantee.

Prices start at just under $50

with zipper case and neck strap.

Write for details.

Nihon Ultra-Compact

Prism Binoculars
by th( rnaher of famous Nihon comeros

Nikon Inc. Garden City, N.Y. 11533 • Subsid. of Elirenreich Photo-Optical Indust., Inc (In Canada. Anglophoto Ltd „P.Q )

F?"

Six months at the South Pole!

The 18 I.G.Y. Scientists who wintered
at the .South Pole chose Eddie Bauer
goose Down Kara Koram Parkas and
Pants to withstand the coldest tem-
peratures ever recorded by man . . .

averaging 70° below Zero and reaching
extremes of 102° below Zero.

Eddie Bauer products are always
insulated with 100% new premium
quality goose Down (never with the
ordinary waterfowl downs). FREE 116-
page catalog! This colorful, beautifully
ilKistrated catalog has over 600 items
of interest to sportsmen, outdoorsmen,
fishermen, hunters, professional guides.
Send for your copy today!

,,^^^j£jiy^^a.<.<ji2A^ Expedition Outfitter

Dcpt. B4, Seattle, Washington 98122
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INSTANT
CAMERA
RELEASE

THIS HALF SCREWS ON

CAMERA
THIS HALF SCREWS ON

TRIPOD
They Click Together

or Apart Instantly

CHANGE CAMERAS OR

TAKE APART INSTANTLY.
Saves an immense amount of
time and foolaround. Puts cam-
eras back in exact same position.

Absolute precision, all metal, solid as a rock.
Fits on all tripods and all cameras from Brownie
to Bolex, Speed Graphics, all still and motion
picture (and also for tripod mounted lights).
Now in use by over 4000 grateful pros. Saves
those many nicks of time when the great shots
come and pass. Lifetime replacement guaran-
tee. TRI-LOCK SET (top & bottom), $14.95 ppd.
TRI-LOCK EXTRA TOPS (for cameras) $7.50 ea.
ppd. TRI-LOCK EXTRA BOTTOMS (for tripods)
$7.50 ea. ppd. Send check or money order (or
you may order C.O.D.) Satisfaction or money
back. Photo dealers inquire.

CORPORATION
Dept. AF

13217A East Whittier Blvd. Whittier, Calif. 90608
TRI-LOCK

if horse (heroin) were as cheap a

pot, there is some reason to suppos

that pot and LSD would stay pre

ferred. For horse really only affect

mood, and alcohol takes the edge o

the ambient, but the psychedelic

provide a show.

Briefly, what a trip gives is a cor

tinuously changing distortion of at

perception and perception. Not ont

do sensed forms alter in appearancf

they alter as well in the significanc

of their parts. Roughly, it is as i

metaphors and other figures of speec

directly apply to the observed world

So, for instance, a friend in the roor

becomes a demon, or is both ther

and not there at the same time, o

becomes part of you. The descriptio:

of such experiences is somewhat diff

cult to put in words because the ap

paratus of language is so geared t

"usual" meanings that strong reoi
. (

ganization of connotation cannot b,

expressed. At the same time th;

whatever is out there changes ind«

scribably, so too does whatever i

inside, so that the view you have c

yourself alters steadily also. Thus
trip is not a disorder or expansion d

consciousness (in the sense that to b

conscious implies you can bear wi

ness to others, literally togethe:

knowing) , but an aberration

perception and judgment. Such a

aberration clearly cannot be pre

duced by physically distorting d
vices such as funny mirrors at th

state fair. There are two major coi

sequences to such an experieno

First, the psychological processes th;

remain invisible because the worl

works as expected, now come int

view through being unreliable.

comparison may be had here with tl

blind spots of the eye (there ai

many more than you imagine) , whic

remain ordinarily invisible becaus

they move with the eye. Odd waj

have to be devised to bring them
1;

direct perception as lacunae, rathe

than discovering them through i

ference, such as the vanishing of

properly held black dot. Second, tli

miraculous nature of perception ij

self offers itself for wonder. The cole

red, the sound of the word Ted, tl^

concept of redness and a red objeo

become confused in the interestin

way that some philosophers claim t

suspect we have always used.

What could be more delightfi

than a television set that could shufi

forms and qualities in this way at th

turn of a knob? But the nearest \v



n come to it is in trying to distort

ir unaided vision, for electronics

e not yet so sophisticated. And so

! use stroboscopic lighting, super-

sition of projection images on real

ings, etc. ; in a word, all the kitschy

d campy and pop-arty techniques

at are sold by the various psyche-

lie shops. Anyone who has not

ien a trip cannot see what is

;ant; anyone who has taken a trip

n reminisce ; anyone who is taking

trip applies his distortion to this

itortion in the hope that he can get

itortion squared.

Now all this kinked viewing is not

Dad thing in itself. Certainly none

t the most rigid of people would

dst on staying jailed inside his own
ime of reference and spit at the free

irit that took off straight up. If this

re all, I think that I would be out

i up there too. But now we must,

happily, examine the true dangers,

which I will mention only two.

First, there is a reasonable ques-

n one might ask about the length

action of a drug and the side

sets. Let us forget all the jazz

out broken chromosomes or land-

; in the state hospital. Instead let

;ue ourselves in by looking at other

;ceptable" drugs. Suppose you take

ast-acting barbiturate, Seconal, to

a night's sleep, on the premise

t you wake up refreshed, all your
ulties with you. If someone ex-

ines your performance, however,

can see traces of derangement for

)ut 36 hours. If you take Seconal

htly, you will find a cumulative

;ct after a few days. Thus drug
^ion can sometimes outlast what the

irmacologist tells you is the time

drug stays in your system. But

re is never a very great protrac-

1 of effect beyond presence with

'oect to compounds that affect

nervous system unless a serious

nge has been wrought. So, for ex-

ple, after a single dose of wood
ohol, a man can go blind or crazy

become paralyzed. Now the sad

ig about LSD and mescaline and

[T, as opposed to pot, is that psy-

logical effects outlast by weeks,

sometimes months, the disap-

rance of the drug from the sys-

;. I have known some scholars

), after taking a single dose of

rning glory seed concoction and
ing a wild trip lasting for a day
wo, were literally unable to get

k to serious work for about three

iths, although they functioned

THE QUESTAR TELESCOPE IS A TALUABLE TEACHING TOOL
It is indeed gratifying that every month more
and more elementary schools, high schools,
and colleges are buying Questars. Many
educators have realized that it isn't always
necessary to spend hard-won tax dollars to
build an observatory with a large, expensive
telescope in order to provide an astronomy
course. If you have $10,000 to spend, for

example, 10 Questars would furnish a whole
class in astronomy or general science with
superfine telescopes, with the added advantage
of being able to use them in the daytime for

safe solar work iind nature study. Moreover,
today's fine platt-glass windows permit flaw-
less views of the heavens, except near the zenith
and for this a skylight might be utilized. A
south-facing window will permit following of
the moon and many other important sky
objects.

Recently we received a letter from Mr. Curtis
W. Gable, an eighth-grade science teacher who
decided to experiment with his own Questar
in his classroom. He used it for teaching the
types of astronomical instruments and for
studying the sun with Questar's safe, external
solar filter.

The students responded with such deUght
and exuberance that a regular program involv-
ing other science teachers and approximately
200 students was developed. The course helped
to identify several students who proved to be
capable of high-quality work in astronomy.

This student interest led next to the forming
of an astronomy club which met several times
a month. Its wide range of activities included
a discussion of current events in astronomy,
a presentation of special reports on astronom-
ical subjects, the showing of 35-mm. slides,

practice in the use of the telescope, and special
observation sessions. While club members
brought in their own telescopes, the Questar,
because of its being so easily set up as an
equatorial, and because of its clock drive and
setting circles, was the most useful for teaching.

We were particularly interested in the in-
struction course each student was put through
before he was permitted to use the instrument.
First he was given some typed pages of infor-
mation to read, which included a numbered
diagram of the Questar and a correspondingly
numbered list naming and describing the parts
of the telescope. Another page explained the
optical system, comparing it with conventional
telescopes. There were directions for locating
a celestial object, and, finany,ahst of club rules.

Group instruction in the handhng of the
Questar was followed by the individual guid-
ance of each member. He was given several
"dry runs" in its use and was permitted to
touch only the control knobs. Great emphasis
was put upon keeping fingers off the optical
surfaces. The safety factor of the sun filter

was particularly stressed, and any violation of
the safety rules resulted in dismissal of the
club member. Teaching was thorough, leaving
nothing to chance. Each club member had to
demonstrate that he had mastered the tech-
nical information and had skill in its use.

Mr. Gable says the results were well worth
the precautions; that with proper instruction,
and strict discipline on the part of the owner
or teacher, groups of children can use the
Questar without damage to it or themselves.

Actually, Questar is a rugged little giant of
a telescope, so well built that it can stand
considerable abuse. Some have been out in
the schools now for nearly ten years, and
occasionally one comes back for cleaning and
inspection. We seldom find anything seriously
wrong. Even one or two that had tjeen dropped
sustained only minor damage. The drives will

show wear, just like the brakes on your car,
in proportion to their hours of use, but this

is a simple replacement for which our charge
is five dollars for each drive. Furthermore, we
have a special low-rate service charge for all

educational institutions, which the schools
have found most reasonable.

Indoor Comfort With Questar

Time was when crying to see through a windowpane
with a fine telescope would have been out of the
question. But today's plate glass is so remarkably
plane parallel that anyone can have an observing cotner
like this. The glass happens to be the double insula-

tion type, yet no distortion of image occurs at high
power, and the light loss is so negligible that we can
still see the companion of Polaris with a Questar.

WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE SMALL TELESCOPE. FROM $795
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR 40-PAGE BOOKLET TO ANYWHERE IN NORTH
AMERICA. BY AIR TO REST OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE, $2.40, EUROPE
AND NORTH AFRICA, $2.50, AUSTRALIA AND ALL OTHER PLACES, $3.50. BOX 60, NEW HOPE, PENN. 1893S
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Reflection of Quality:

Many people own
binoculars.

A particular few
own a TRINOVID

The lighter, brighter

pocketable binoculars

by the makers of the
incomparable

LEICA® camera

3 models:
7x35,8x32,10x40

^Bitz' E. Leitz, Inc. ,468 Park Avenue South, N.Y.N.Y. 10016

^^ma

The career camera

Most men who've arrived in photography are Nikon users, as

are those on the way up. The exception is rare.

Quality has much to do with this. But more compelling, perhaps,

is the versatility of the Nikon F system—the responsive vitality of

the equipment in the hands of the user, which enables him to bring

its quality into play at the very moment of truth.

Whatever your career or career ambitions, if you are in earnest about

photography, the Nikon F system offers limitless capabilities upon

Which you can draw. See your Nikon dealer, or write for details.

Nikon F shown with new "center-weighted" Photomic TN thru-the-lens exposure systen

Nikon Inc., Garden City, New York 11533
Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc.

(In Canada: Angiophoto Ltd. P.Q.)

pretty well socially within the wee

Their complaint was that, with i,

spect to critical arguments, it was
'

if they had been clubbed with a du

mallet. Students at MIT who ha

taken only one dose of LSD haj

reported return trips to me, and, i

reviewing their school performano

I could see a significant change f

quite a while after. I except the

who went psychotic after one do

and speak only of those who did n

show any "bad" effects afterward.

The blunt fact is this: If someo)

came to a neurologist complaining

a disordered perception of the sc

had under LSD, the most probal

diagnosis would be an affection of t

temporal lobe of the brain, or t

temporoparietal region. Further,

the man said it was episodic (retu

trips), occurring for no obvio

reason, the neurologist would si

pect a focal lesion in that part of t

brain. Here, where we are assur

that the drug has been excreted, b

effects similar to those of focal lesio

persist, what is a neurologist

think? I shall not pursue this mat

further, but instead only remark tl

disorders in judgment and percepti

last for a long time after a dose

psychedelic drugs. Furthermore, tl

disorder may be such that the m
cannot judge he is disordered (li

the drunk who insists that he is sol

enough to drive home) . And tl

brings us to the second danger, t

psychological one. It is the more ii

portant.

Just suppose that you have be

exposed to an intoxicant that la;

for several days. One of the curio

facts about our nature is that we 1

come accommodated to a recent noi

and often act to protract it. We ha

those psychotics in a hospital

whom the doctor believes that th

may have recovered but do not kn^

it yet. These are the patients who \

cover miraculously after a sin^

shock treatment, for the induced a

nesia of shock lets the patient coi

out of his stupor remembering t|

more remote parts of his past fir

the more recent ones returning or

later ; so he can, as it were, place 1

remoter self in the same specie

present as the way he was yesterdi

Those of us who have gotten que

fears or odd reactions to particul

events know how rapidly an unr

sonable habit takes over. Like dev'

oping an aversion to shrimp afl

eating a spoiled one and getting ve



14lucky people
ill tour the
»gendary
lato Grosso in

Brazil this year.

You can be
one of them.

Seven limes during 1967,

/ an exclusive group of twelve
I excited travelers will board a

( sleek VARIG Airlines jetliner

and join the list of world ex-

plorers lured by Brazil's fabled

Amazon regions.

You can follow the trail to ad-
venture in jet-age comfort. Visit

' the mysterious Mato Grosso rain

forests — see strange animals found
nowhere else-meet friendly, jungle-
wise Indians who live in the Stone

And you'll enjoy delicious meals at

7 hotels and In the field, comfortable
immodations throughout the trip, and the
t air travel in the world. These special
ay tours were created by Lindblad Travel,
and VARIG Airlines.

r more information about the most
orable trip you'll ever take, send us
coupon below. And don't forget your
helmet.

^^^nwixu.

XRIG Airlines, Department LT-2 I

) Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017

ore information about the 1967 expedi-

ns into the Amazon Basin and Mato Grosso.

:u

sick. In exactly this "way, a man, ex-

23osed to protracted change in judg-

ment comes to prefer it, or tend to it,

like the sodden alcoholics one reads

about or knows, or like epileptics who
relish their auras with joyful fear

(see Dostoevsky). Especially if one

is self-conscious or hates the world

around him, is afflicted, rather than

challenged, by it, he much prefers,

and who can blame him, the less dis-

tinct form of his hostile surround.

What recommends alcohol or pot as

an intoxicant is that within a day

after the binge you can make a judg-

ment comparing how you were the

day before yesterday with how you

felt yesterday. On this basis you

can either decide to have it again

or not. But the choice is made with

your full faculties. In the case of

LSD or DMT or some of the more

protracted and frightening new com-

pounds, you do not have your judg-

ments returned so rapidly that you

can compare validly the imperfect

with the pluperfect view.

Thus it is that students, already

somewhat pressed, already subject to

the far less than idealistic tenor of

our schools and the nature of our

society, on taking such compounds
can become easily recruited to the

hippies, and, turning on, drop out.

It is this feature that makes

the hippie movements (as contrasted

with mere eccentricity) dangerous.

Hippies, in one form or another, have

always been with us; they are, in a

way, appealing, for they reflect the

beachcomber, the people of Tortilla

Flats, and all the other romantic pas-

toral types we all dream of being for

a while. But they have never before

had so strong a recruitment of the

young as now when they have the

judgment-dissolving drugs, the psy-

chedelics, coupled with the extraor-

dinary rearward force of a diseased

society. I admit that it is a moral

judgment on my part to say that it

is a better thing to confront the

world, terrible as it is, than to re-

treat from it to limbo. It is a matter

of free choice that a man should de-

cide between lethe and hell. But the

choice should be made on the basis

of fully informed comparison, and I

claim the drugs to be vicious because

their effects last so long as to bias

that choice. It is equivalent to asking

a lobotomized man, or a patient after

prolonged psychotherapy, aren't you
happier now? I hold stacking the

cards to be unfair and immoral.

CdS EXPOSURE METER

Reads brightest sunlight . . . candlelight

. . . even moonlight—PLUS microscope,

enlarging, "spot" and ground-glass too!*

Goss.en, makers of the famous Lunasix that amazed
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CHRISTMAS
CARDS

JLhe new catalogue of the famous

Metropolitan Museum cards — paintings

and drawings by Leonardo da Vinci,

Raphael, Titian, and the great Flemish

masters, goldsmiths' work in silver-gilt

and translucent enamel. Renaissance

angels, medieval sculpture and stained

glass in precious colors, Persian minia-

tures, tapestries in wool and silk, Victo-

rian Christmas illustrations, American

primitives, prints by Rembrandt and

Diirer, and a festive variety of designs

from Japan, India, Spain and ancient

Greece. ">? All of the cards are printed

under the direct supervision of The

Metropolitan Museum of Art in limited

editions and cost from 5 to 95 cents each.

They can be bought on/yby mail or at the

Museum itself. Mail the coupon below,

with 25 cents, for the 40-page catalogue—

also illustrating Museum jewelry, the

new Museum engagement calendar, and

other unusual Christmas presents.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

255 Grade Station, New York IO028

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of

Christmas cards, 2} cents enclosed. nh

A Naturalist at Large

Shin^in^ skin^aui
by Marston Bates

•nfach semester I arrange a semi-

m2^ nar of a dozen or so students

who meet one evening a week in the

living room of the house. I try to

select students with different inter-

ests, from different departments of

the university, with the idea of get-

ting to know a small but varied sam-

ple of the student body. We decide

on some topic for discussion during

the semester, but whatever the offi-

cial topic, two subjects—education

and sex—always come up, and always

generate heated arguments.

I suppose there is nothing new

about the interest in sex, although the

talk does seem to me more open and

general than it was in my own student

days. But the preoccupation with ed-

ucation on the part of the students

—with subject matter and methods

of teaching—does strike me as new.

Sure, we used to grouse about the re-

quirements and talk about professors

we didn't like, but I don't remember

any vocal rebellion about the system

or any serious discussion of alter-

natives. Now students, faculty, ad-

ministration, and the public in gen-

eral all seem to be deeply concerned.

This is partly a consequence of sheer

numbers, resulting in the complex

and impersonal "multiversity," and

partly the consequence of the post-

Sputnik pressures for intensified

training, especially in the sciences.

But my purpose here is to look not

at the general problems that have de-

veloped in our educational system—

for which I have no solutions—but

at the special case of the role of

natural history in high school and

college. I'll not try to define natural

history— its nature is reflected by the

contents of this magazine, which in-

clude aspects of anthropology, geol-

ogy, geography, and astronomy, as

well as biology. My specific conce

is with biology—with the approach '

the study of living things. My ii

pression from discussions with no,

science students confirms my o\

belief that the present emphasis

the teaching of biology is misplac

—giving far too little attention to S

tivities of living animals and plan

Biology has generally become

required subject in high scho

usually at the sophomore level. M(

colleges have adopted the princi]

of "distribution," meaning that eve

student should be exposed to a nu

ber of courses in the natural sciene

social sciences, and humanities, a

must at least have a certain level

skill in mathematics and some f

eign language. The idea is to devel

broadly educated citizens by

quainting them with a variety of c

ferent kinds of knowledge. T
mostly involves taking introductc

courses. It seems to me that int

ductory courses are designed for

purpose of discouraging interest

the particular subject—and that tl

are generally successful. The trout

of course, is that the instructors i

apt to be most interested in

minority of students who will pos

bly be future specialists in the fie

in question. The others presuma

acquire understanding through so

obscure process of contagion; h(

ever, I suspect the rate of infect

is not very high.

The situation in biology see

particularly dismal—an opinion t

I share with a large number of

colleagues, though we are far fr

agreement on what should be d(

about it. One difficulty is a basic s

among biologists themselves on

matter of where emphasis should

placed in teaching. The eminent p
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ontologist George Gaylord Simpson

has discussed this in an article in the

summer issue of The American

Scholar, under the title "The Crisis

in Biology." Simpson distinguishes

between "molecular" and "organis-

mal" biology: between the scientists

interested in the physics and chem-

istry of living processes and those

interested in the workings of the

organisms themselves.

This distinction is probably more

logical than the one I have long made
between the "skin-in" and "skin-out"

aspects of biology. I meant to separ-

ate the study of the way the parts of

an organism work from the study of

the whole animal or plant—its be-

havior, its place in the biological

community and in the evolutionary

scheme. The anatomist or physiolo-

gist may still be interested in seeing

how the parts go together to make
the whole organism, but the molecu-

lar biologists often seem to lose sight

Df the whole organism in their pur-

suit of chemical details.

The physico-chemical point of

liriew toward life has a long history,

but it is currently particularly fash-

ionable because of a series of unde-

liably important discoveries. The
nost notable and talked-about of

:hese concern the determination of

;he structures of the nucleic acids

3NA and RNA, which seem to lie at

he basis of heredity. But there is still

nuch to learn. Simpson quotes "one

)f the stormy petrels of biology" as

laying that to consider "that DNA is

he 'secret of life' is less true . . . than

hat life is the secret of DNA."
Teachers and textbook writers un-

lerstandably want to reflect the most

ecent developments in their subject,

iind this means, as Simpson remarks,

jhat "biology students may be taught

ecent and esoteric bits of bio-

i'.hemistry but not the systematics,

.)hysiology and ecology of organ-

sms." Plants and animals are still

;vith us, however; and it seems to

ne that the most important thing that

he ordinary student should get from

)iology is some understanding of the

ornis of life with which we share

he planet, and their relationships

imong themselves and with our spe-

ies. I don't worry about the future

pecialist, because in the long run

le will have to educate himself—the

eacher's problem in this case is to

ncourage him and to be available

nd helpful in whatever way he can.

I like to distinguish between edu-
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le paperbacks, I have, for the last

ree years, settled on Peter Farb's

ology in the "Life Nature Li-

ary." Like all of the "Life" books

is beautifully illustrated, and some-

ing I hope students want to keep.

Whether or not to use one of my
'n books remains an open question,

one time or another I have tried

le Nature of Natural History, The

'rest and the Sea, and Man in Na-

re, but I always have a guilty

nscience because I feel that the

idents get enough of me in listen-

g to the lectures—and besides, it

)ps me from making cracks about

ofessors who use their own books.

King Solomon's Ring, by Konrad
irenz, is a perennial favorite. It is,

they say, "anecdotal," but I can

plain the psychological theories

out animal behavior in lecture.

;orge Schaller's The Year of the

nilla gives them a special case of

deld study of one of the great apes,

d I try to sketch the other recent

idies of wild primates in lecture,

lis year I am trying Darwin's

tyage of the Beagle. It should give

;m a glimpse of geographical di-

rsity, some insight into the Darwin

rsonality, and a feeling for a natu-

history not yet permeated by
Dlutionary thought.

Each year I try one or two books

lave not used before. If the major-

of the students find a book dull,

\o not use it again, regardless of

personal opinion. I want the

iterial to be accurate, but I also

nt the reader to enjoy the experi-

oe. I am trying to give the students

appreciation of the scientific en-

prise through exposure to a few

sects of "organismal" biology. I do

t see how they can get this by
morizing the names for the ap-

adages of the crayfish, or even by
ing to master the chemical com-
xities of intracellular metabolism.

I like the remark made by Joseph

>od Krutch in his book The Great

ain of Life: "To proceed from the

section of earthworms to the dis-

:tion of cats ... is not necessarily

ilearn reverence for life or to de-

op any of the various kinds of

sling for nature' which many of

old naturalists believed was the

ential thing. To expect such

irses to do anything of the sort

as sensible as it would be to ex-

it an apprenticed embalmer to

erge with a greater love and re-

'ct for his fellow man."
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A Consequence

Of Tosfetherness

The inability of the North American mountain sheep

to disperse into neiv habitat stems from

the inheritance of social traditions

by Valerius Geist

During the last century, large

populations of bighorn sheep

grazed widely from central British

Columbia to northern Mexico, and

from the coastal mountains of Cali-

fornia to the Black Hills of the

Dakotas. But with the opening of the

West, the bighorns {Ovis canaden-

sis) dwindled in number and finally

disappeared from most of their

former range. Protective measures

enacted at the turn of the century

failed to reverse their fortunes, and

ever since they have existed only

in small, widely scattered bands.

Some of these relic populations have

occasionally increased in size, but

they have never recolonized the large

amount of former living space avail-

able to them. Although the ranges of

Ball's and Stone's sheep (0. dalli

and 0. d. stonei) are remote and less

vulnerable to human invasion, a sim-

ilar predicament exists for these ani-

mals. In short, the North American

mountain sheep appear to be incapa-

ble of dispersal.

In contrast to the sheep, moose

(Alces alces) and white-tailed deer

{Odocoileus virginianus) have made
spectacular acquisitions of new ter-

ritory and have succeeded in increas-

ing their numbers throughout most

of their North American range. Why
this differential success in acquiring

new living space between the sheep

and these ungulates?

We know that the former ranges

are still acceptable to sheep, for rein-

troduced populations have generally

done well. From twenty-nine reintro-

ductions made on this continent.

whose success can be evaluated today,

twenty-two have proven successful.

And the failure of others may have

been due to improper release methods

rather than to unsatisfactory range

conditions. However, reintroduced

populations behave much like the

natural relic populations. They re-

main small in number and generally

fail to spread far from the release

sites, although an occasional animal

may be seen a great distance from his

companions.

Nor are sheep physically limited

from dispersing. They are most ca-

pable migrants and in their travels

often swim lakes or rivers and cross

over rock rubble and cliffs. In late

winter they often travel from moun-

tain to mountain on frozen snow

crusts without breaking through.

They can go anywhere deer or moose

can. and manv places they cannot.

Apparently, sheep dislike entering

timber, and it is thought that wooded

valleys act as barriers to dispersion.

Bighorns, for instance, which had

become so tame that they followed

me at heel as I conducted my field

research, rarely went more than one

hundred paces into the timber before

they left me and returned to the open

slopes. Similarly, migratory routes

tend to take the shortest distance be-

tween mountains and to skirt forest;

yet, during regular, seasonal migra-

tions of natural populations, sheep

may cross miles of dense timber.

The North American sheep's fail-

ure to disperse away from established

ranges becomes the more unusual

when we remember that, on a world-

wide basis, sheep have distribute

over a great area. They are founi

from southwestern Europe, throug

Asia Minor, the Himalayas, centrs

Asia, eastern Siberia, Alaska, wester

Canada, the western United States

and Mexico. No other living bovi

equals, let alone surpasses, such a dis

tribution. Since sheep have sprea

through so vast a range, why are the

failing in North America today?

Between 1961 and 1966, fiel

studies of several natural population

of North American sheep suggeste

an answer to their inability to exten

their ranges. During this period, m
observations indicated that shee

maintain their areas of distributio

by passing on home ranges fror

generation to generation as a livin

tradition. Each generation of shee

inherits the home ranges of its elders

that is, they acquire the same habit

of living in certain areas at specifi

seasons, and of using the same migr;

tory routes. Exploration apparent]

plays a most insignificant part in' e:

tablishing the home range of an ir

dividual. Moose and deer, howeve

extend their areas of distribution vi

individual exploration. Neither tr;

ditions nor a means of passing thei

are discernible in the life history c

these two species.

If home range traditions are 1

exist, then there must be a continuoi

association between donors and r

ceivers,a condition satisfied by shee]

Moreover, sheep society provides fc

leadership by the elders, reinforce

acquired habits, and, by minimizir

disruptions in social life, provide
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The solitary moose and the gregarious mountain sheep have developed

different means of social behavior as a result of the habitats in which

each species evolved. As a juvenile, the moose leaves the family group

to take up residence in new territory, but the sheep remains a member

of a hand throughout most of its life, inherits the traditions of the group,

and fails to investigate the availability of new living space. The moose

is faring well in North America while the sheep is generally unsuccessful.
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Lambs are born into female bands containing young of both sexes.

Female sheep (above) remain with this band for life, acquiring

its home ranges and migratory traditions. At about three years of age,

males (below) leave the female bands and join groups of rams,

which have different, though equally stable, home ranges.

In areas where sheep are harassed by man, portions of the range

are given up and are never reinhabited by the animals.



no impetus for independent explora-

tion. A comparison between the

separation of mother and young in

moose and sheep is instructive in this

regard.

While the cow moose forms a close

relationship with her calf, the female

sheep and her lamb live in a rather

loose association. But in an abrupt

change of behavior, when the female

moose is about to give birth to an-

other calf she turns on her yearling

and drives it off. The life of the

young animal is changed suddenly

and violently. Within a few days it

changes from a social to a solitary

existence, for no cow moose will tol-

erate the yearling close by and the

bulls are little better. The calf is now
on his own, and begins the wander-
ings that eventually lead to the estab-

lishment of a new home range.

In
contrast, the young sheep expe-

riences no such upheaval. About
Dne week after birth, the lamb be-

gins to associate with other lambs
in a band. After it is weaned, the

)ond with its mother commences to

veaken, and the young sheep will

ollow other animals, preferably an

)ld, barren female, which may even

un and play with the youngster,

ilventually, the lamb loses all prefer-

:nce for its mother over other sheep.

The important feature of this sep-

iration is that the offspring is not

;hased away and thus does not lose

;ontact with other sheep. Of 283 big-

lorn yearlings observed between
ilay 15 and June 30, in 1964 and
965. 76 per cent followed some adult

we, 15.5 per cent followed an adult

am, 5 per cent followed a subadult

heep (two years old), 3.2 per cent

ollowed other yearlings. Only 1 per
ent were seen alone.

Observation of tagged or marked
heep has shown that females, but
lot males, acquire the home ranges
if the female band they are born in.

|)nly rarely do young females leave

iheir band and accept the traditions

'f another group. When after a pro-

onged absence I returned to my
^tone's sheep study area, I found
nown female sheep in the expected

Jcalities. They were feeding on the

ame slopes, resting in the same fa-

orite beds, and entering the same
aves they had frequented three years

revious. In fact they behaved so

much in the familiar manner that I

felt I had never been away from them.

Young males gradually break with

the movement pattern of their female

band, by joining male bands that

have other, equally stable home
ranges. In his third summer, when
the young ram begins to search out

male bands, he shows a weak, but
discernible, wandering phase. In July
and August, up to one third of all

such little rams may be seen alone,

or in the company of a companion of

equal age. After his third summer,
the ram is again a dedicated follower

of older sheep—and remains such till,

with increasing age, he gradually

becomes more independent and is

then followed in turn.

Generally the leader of a ram band
is an animal at least eight years old,

with long, massive horns. By follow-

ing these older sheep, the younger
rams get to know the wintering areas,

the salt licks, the rutting grounds,
the summer ranges, and the migra-
tory routes, which have been passed
on through the generations. In gen-
eral, by following the choices of their

leaders, younger males acquire those

habits that allowed their leaders to

grow old: habits that are constant

and predictable. Thus, it is evident

that sheep society is virtually de-

signed for the passage of habits.

Two-year-old rams can and do
stray into areas uninhabited by sheep,

yet they will not remain unless ac-

companied by other animals. If we
observe such a single, wandering ram
we will note that he often climbs on
elevated sites and scans the country
below. He calls loudly—which all lone

sheep do when traveling. These
young rams are apparently searching

for other sheep. If they do hit upon
unoccupied good habitat, they are

not likely to remain, for a habitat

without companions is simply not a

suitable place for a sheep to live.

Furthermore, young rams cannot
lead other animals into a newly dis-

covered range, for they have not yet

become leaders of a band. Thus, the

range extension performed by dis-

persing juvenile moose will not oc-

cur in mountain sheep.

Unlike moose or deer, mountain
sheep seem able to disperse only as

groups, if they disperse at all. We
have no direct data on this, save one
introduced population that moved.

as a whole, twenty-five to thirty miles

to a different locality, but field ob-

servations revealed a possible means
by which this might have been ac-

complished. In spring, groups of

young rams occasionally go on long
excursions into the valleys. Appar-
ently, the "group spirit" of such a

band is a strong enough factor to per-

mit the sheep to overcome their re-

luctance to enter even small patches

of timber. Thus, a band may leave

an inhabited mountain to visit a
nearby, unpopulated area, if inter-

vening timber is not particularly

dense. Once a visit has been made,
the rams are almost certain to return,

since they experienced the new
habitat in the presence of compan-
ions. However, these group excur-

sions can only occur if the sheep

population is large enough to provide
large bands of young rams that will

discover and retain the new range.

How is it that sheep have developed
one system of range establishment

and retention, while moose have
adopted quite different methods?
This question appears particularly

apt when we consider that sheep are

faring relatively poorly compared to

moose. The answer seems to stem
from the fact that the habitats of

these two species have shaped the

evolution of different social systems,

which in turn have determined the

means by which these animals ac-

quire living space.

Throughout much of its range in

America, the moose is found in

communities of deciduous shrubs and
trees, which follow in the wake of

forest fires. Such moose habitat flour-

ishes some years after a fire and al-

lows moose to build up large popu-
lations in response to the rich food
supply. As coniferous climax forests

slowly displace the deciduous species

on which the animals feed, the popu-
lations decline and vanish. Mature
timber, hot summers, and lightning

storms assure moose new living

space, albeit a rather temporary one.

Today, man-made forest fires and
logging operations play an important

role in the creation of new habitat,

although man's intrusion is a rela-

tively recent influence that probably
had little effect upon the animal's so-

cial evolution.

We find moose not only in the
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short-lived "burn habitat" created by

forest fires but also in small areas

with permanent shrub communities,

such as on rich alluvial soils along

watercourses—particularly in deltas—

and on south-facing mountain slopes

above timber Hne, as in northern

British Columbia. These limited lo-

calities assure a small amount of

permanent living space to moose,

where they can survive in the absence

of habitat created by forest fires.

Under these conditions, the prac-

tice of juvenile dispersion serves

an important function in maintain-

ing and extending the moose popu-

lation. Young animals wander out

on their own, chance upon burn

habitat, establish new ranges, and

become the ancestors of large popu-

lations that will remain in an area

until the habitat disappears. Since

the vast majority of moose habitat

is short-lived, traditions of range re-

tention would be useless to them.

Such traditions would return the

animals to increasingly poorer habi-

tat and finally to no habitat at all.

Moreover, sizable herds of moose-

needed to transmit such traditions-

could not be maintained on small

patches of permanent habitat. Moose

are large animals, and where a few

can survive, a dozen would eat them-

selves out of house and home. Thus,

if moose were to develop a social

tolerance for one another as sheep

have, the resulting "group living"

might cause their extinction.

Sheep habitat, whether in Cali-

fornia's Death Valley or beyond the

Arctic Circle in Alaska's Brooks

Range, is always characterized by

an open, mountainous landscape and

stable plant communities. Most sheep

are found on grasslands, which re-

generate themselves and do not van-

ish within a few sheep generations as

moose burn habitat does. Today

sheep habitat is usually found in

small, often widely dispersed patches.

These may be separated by brush

flats, glaciers, lakes, or wide belts of

timber in the valleys. Natural popu-

lations of sheep link such patches of

habitat via migratory routes inher-

ited from their ancestors.

The distribution of sheep tells us

that today's habitat is only the

remnant of much larger grasslands

that existed shortly after the glaciers

withdrew. In later millennia, forests

spread along the valleys and ascended

mountain slopes, thereby dividing

and squeezing mountain grasslands

into ever smaller patches. Much sheep

habitat vanished, but the remainder

was retained by the sheep's home

range and migratory traditions—the

animals continued to exploit all

available patches of habitat. Under

these conditions, there is no selec-

tion in favor of dispersing juveniles

since all the habitat they would

normally encounter is already oc-

cupied. By leaving adults and moving

off through miles of unsuitable ter-

ritory, juveniles would only increase

their chances of getting killed. In

relic populations that make long mi-

grations between patches of habitat,

selection will favor those animals that

remain in the company of others.

Any behavior that disrupts this asso-

ciation between young and old sheep

will be selected against. Traditions

of habitat retention are therefore de-

sirable for sheep, whereas juvenile

dispersal is not.

Upon the sheep's evolved habits of

range retention, however, must be

superimposed the recent intrusion of

man. After climatic and vegetal

changes had forced sheep to link

patches of suitable habitat by means

of migratory routes, the coming of

man destroyed many of these links—

as well as the sheep. Thus, in much

of North America, sheep now live in

scattered populations, despite the

presence of nearby habitat. But this

set of conditions is a man-made arti-

fact not previously encountered by

the species and to which it lacks a

meaningful response. When sheep

are exterminated or alienated from

certain mountains, the migratory tra-

ditions die out, for no surviving adult

will return to where it is harassed and

no young sheep will be led to it.

Once an area has been "forgotten"

by a population, sheep are then in-

capable of returning, even if the area

is close at hand. Furthermore, rein-

troductions appear to me as only a

partial solution. Once sheep are

stocked on an unfamiliar mountain,

the animals' lack of familiarity with

the new habitat tends to make them

cling to the immediate vicinity. Their

exploration is limited to open terri-

tory connected to the original area

of introduction. They rarely cross

timbered valleys and other barrieri

that may separate them from nearby

potential range. While in natura

populations, the males move off t(

their own areas; in the introducec

populations, they share the are;

(which may be a single mountain;

with the ewes. This limits the avail

able food supply via competition an(

prevents significant growth in num
bers. The ideal solution would neces

sitate a knowledge of access route

to nearby habitat, but this knowledg

does not exist. Thus, dispersal is ur

likely. The problem is further con

plicated if men inhabit nearby areas

for this will generally frighten shee

and restrict their activity to the ui

disturbed parts of a range.

Thus it seems that the evolutio

of the mountain sheep's means (

maintaining its population has no

prepared the species for coexisteno

with man. The contraction of suitablj

habitat following the glacial retrei

has brought about the traditions c

range establishment and migratioi

which have recently been disrupte

by human interference. If this Intel

ference persists, sheep face an unce

tain future. But if a means is foun

to re-establish migratory routes b

tween patches of available habitat,

believe the animals will overcon

their earlier setbacks.

Editor's Note: After forty-thn

months spent in the field researc

ing the mountain sheep. Valeri

Geist found that these animals wou

eat from his hand, follow him aboi

even play "hide and seek" with hir

This behavior conflicts with tl

rather stereotyped notion that shei

are wild and unapproachable. Hoi

ever, it suggests an answer to tl

problem mentioned in his article

the sheep's inability to spread in

new habitat from their establish(

home ranges. In a recent letter, D
Geist stated: "A little patience, ta

and delicacy can turn these shy ere

tures into pets, or even into a ni

sance. Although I have not yet tri

to lead a band of sheep into an ar

it does not regularly visit. I am su

it can be done. I believe they can

tamed and made to use salt licks th

are progressively moved into new te

ritory, thereby establishing migi

tory routes which would be follow

by succeeding generations."
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The mw\ and
The owl has fascinated mankind throughout the world and down

through the centuries. Sometimes this bird with the staring, inscru

table eyes has been worshiped as a lofty oracle or a patron saint.

But at other times and in other places, human beings have been

terrified by the creature that flies so silently through the night—

and then shatters darkness with its bloodcurdling voice. .So it

is not surprising that the owl has also been feared as a bird of

ill omen and an evil sorcerer, a bird that the Bible never casts in

a kindly light. For example: "I am a brother to dragons, and a

companion to owls (Job 30:29)." In her new book, Centuries of

Owls (Silvermine Publishers Inc.), Faith Medlin reveals many
other ways in which man has viewed the owl. The ancient Chinese

and the early Indians of Peru both noted that this bird with the

sharply hooked beak preyed on creatures, notably mice, that destroy

man's crops. Elsewhere it has played a leading role in delightful

folktales and fables. And the accompanying illustrations from the

book show how the bird has intrigued artists of all times and

climes, beginning with an engraving on a cave wall in southern

France at least 17,000 years ago. Since then, through Michel-

angelo to Picasso, owls have been painted, etched, engraved,

sculptured; they have appeared on vases, peace pipes, table-

ware; they have been portrayed with high embellishment

and, sometimes, artistic wit. We know more about owls

now than did Aristotle when he wrote of only the little

horned owl, listing one species as unpalatable and the

other as a food delicacy. By 1758, thanks to Linnaeus,

the list included nineteen eared owls and thirty-one

earless ones. We also know that owls do see in the day-

time, and some species hunt then. They can do this

because of a protective third eyelid that shields the

eye's highly sensitive retina. Mrs. Medlin goes on to

quote ornithologist Oliver L. Austin's denial that an

owl will keep turning its head to watch you until its neck

twists off. This is a backwoods spoof; the owl can twist

its head only 1 80 degrees. Besides, would the "wise old

owl" be so stupid as to twist off its own neck? This could be

called a moot question. On the one hand, we know that the

ancient Greeks highly respected the sagacity of the bird who
was a constant companion of Pallas Athena, goddess of wisdom,

but on the other hand, we have the modern fable written and illustrated

by James Thurber. He depicted the owl as a solemn dunce, puffed with vanity,

whom the other animals had unwisely elected God. When it came to pass that

he was leading them down a highway, the secretary bird warned him of

danger ahead. The owl blinked and asked, "To wit?" When the

secretary bird persisted, "Aren't you afraid?" the owl calmly

replied, "Who?" and continued to march his subjects down the

highway, right into a truck coming at fifty miles an hour.
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The owl sculptured on an Egyptian tomb

dates back to the Saite period, about 600 B.C.

It was believed such art had a spirit

that would be of use to the entombed person.
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The scholarly bird above was painted on a kotyle—

a measuring cup of ancient Athens, where owls

were believed wise. Below: This prehistoric

cave engraving in southern France shows
a Snowy Owl with its mate and fledgling.

Above: In China, this bird cast in bronze

was a foot-tall wine vessel used for

ancestor worship ceremonies 3,000 years ago.

Owning such an owl was a status symbol.
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Left: In pre-Columbian Costa Rica

the owl head became a savage mace—
a stone carving hollowed to fit over

a wooden club. Below: Less menacing

was this bird-and-vegetable water far

made by the Mochica Indians of Peru.

It has an owl head and a squash body.

Ancient Egypt had a "correcf way to

delineate the owl. It appears here

in a limestone relief fcirca 500 B.cJ
used as a model for a sculpture class.

Note that the body is in profile,

but the head is shown in full view.

Right: Very different in theme am
style is this "bully at bay"—proof tha

some artists relish showing the nighttimA

predator being harassed in daytimel

"Owl Mocked by Small Birds" is by Japanest

painter Kawanabe Kiosai (1831-1889)
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Above: Before New Ireland was colonized, its

natives used such owls in memorial fetes

for the dead. The bird is carved on a board

richly painted in various colors. Below: Many
fablers have translated Aesop; many artists

have lent a hand. In this woodcut from
R. Pynson's translation (circa 1500) the owl,

although stylized, is readily recognizable.

Michelangelo added an eagle-like

owl to his statue of "Night,"

represented as a reclining nude.

Under her knee, the sentinel keeps

a staring vigil over darkness

while the symbolic female slumbers.
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Below: Sioux warriors expected that a magic

symbol painted on their shields would not

only guard against enemy arrows; it would
also repel bullets from the encroaching

white man. Later, the practice became even

more symbolic; the protective owl here is

painted on a muslin "shirt" that covers

the shield carried at the Ghost Dance.

in owl of good cheer, the fanciful one
hown above is a salt-glazed

'eramic mug used for ceremonial
irinking at court. It was fashioned
nore than 200 years ago by an
irtisan of Staffordshire, England.
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Left: Aloof but commanding, this

is "Le Grand Hibou," a 30-inch-

high lithograph by le grand
innovateur Picasso. His owls

have also appeared in drawings,

paintings, ceramics, and sculpture.

#1
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Right: This modern
work—a meditative,

plump bird 20 V2 inches tail-

was carved in pine by Leonard
Baskin. Other works by the

Massachusetts artist include

demonic owls with fierce talons.

38

Left: Unlike any other is the bird

that the late James Thurber,

writer and cartoonist, drew for his

satiric fable The Owl Who Was God
—not to be confused with the owl
in the attic or other Thurber whimsies.

Copyright © 1940 James Thuib,
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by ARCHIE CARR
Part 11: 100 Turtle Eggs

NO ONE KNOWS WHERE THE TURTLES GO
Two of the stubborn prob-

lems of green turtle biology are

how the baby turtles find the sea, and

where they go during the months after

they enter the surf.

To worry about the former of these may seem

at first glance like nit picking. Why not suppose that

little turtles just look around and see the ocean out

;re and walk out to where it is? But the answer is not

it easy. The question has had a great deal of attention.

le water-finding process seems to be essentially the

ne in marine and fresh-water species, and zoologists

ve made extensive observations of the behavior of

tchlings of various species in an effort to decide what

; cues are that lead them to the water. All these studies

:m to agree that the main sense involved is sight, and

It some quality or quantity of the light out toward the

I is what leads the hatchlings in the right direction,

yond that, little has been learned, and saying the guide-

it is some aspect of the illumination over the sea is

t really saying much.

Sea turtles are among the most confirmedly aquatic of

reptiles. In body form, musculature, and behavior

•.y are drastically modified for successful life in the

ter. But they have retained one old reptilian feature

It ties them to the land. That is the shelled egg that has

be lodged on shore. The inconvenient, hazardous nest-

5 venture on land complicates life for both the female

tie and her young and is surely influential in deter-

ning how many eggs must be laid to insure survival.
yrighc © 1967 by Arclne Carr. Published by Natural History Press.

When a female turtle returns to the water after nesting,

she never follows her incoming trail, so she cannot be

guided back by the sign she laid coming in. When the

return must be made from a place where the water is

hidden by vegetation, topography, or debris, you have

to conclude that a fairly fancy guidance process is being

used. It also seems likely that the sea-finding ability of

the female going back after nesting and that of hatchlings

newly emerged from the nest must be the same, and both

probably differ fundamentally from the orientation of

the adult in its long-range migratory travel. A light-

compass sense and probably, in some cases, a true navi-

gation process are among the mechanisms that guide the

migrating turtle. In the trip from the nest back to the

water, however, orientation seems to be basically a tend-

ency to move toward a special kind of illumination or

away from the lack of it. The sea-finding feat and the

long-range navigation are probably composite sensory

processes in which a fundamental signal is repeatedly

supplemented or reinforced by local signs. Of the two,

the return to the sea is more easily studied experiinen-

tally, and it can serve as a helpful model for understand-

ing high-seas navigation.

The trip of little turtles to the water begins when they

break out of the nest. This may be located on unob-

structed beach sloping evenly toward a sea that lies in

full view. More likely, however, the location of the nest

gives the hatchlings a first view of nothing but sand and

sky. In either case the little turtles have to find the water,

and unless they are eaten they nearly always do. After a
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few short false starts they begin to

crawl and, almost at once, swing in

the general direction of the sea. They

move around, through, or over ob-

stacles, and go up or down slopes

with unswerving "confidence"' in

whatever sign it is that marks the

ocean for them. They can find it by

daylight or at night, in all weather

except heavy rain, with the sun or

moon hidden or shining brightly in

any part of the sky. The main guid-

ing cue is not yet understood. Later

I'll try to show how thoroughly it is

not understood and to tell of the

things being done to learn something

about it. Although sea finding quite

evidently involves light, it is cer-

tainly not a simple tendency to move

toward light. Otherwise the hatch-

lings would be expected to go directly

toward the sun or moon, which they

only rarely do. On the other hand,

they sometimes do get distracted by

an artificial light source, or even by

some especially intense patch of na-

tural light such as is provided by a

hole in cloud cover. Most often, how-

ever, they move confidently toward

the water, no matter what the con-

dition of the sky may be.

After the soft dune sand is left be-

hind and the turtles reach the hard

tidal flat, the main guidepost can be

supplemented by local signs. Besides

the fundamental light-response, a

chain of other signs and responses

may affect the course or speed of

the progress to water. White breakers

in strong moonlight and fiery surf

on phosphorescent nights bo'.h bring

accelerated effort. At night a lantern

beside the direct path to water often,

but not always, distracts a train of

hatchlings. and by day a shiny or

white object may do the same. The

hardness and smoothness of the

ground may appear to cause them

to move momentarily faster. When
they come to a strong seaward slope

the turtles may accelerate their pace

somewhat, and if a reverse change

occurs they slow down. If a log ob-

structs the way they move along it to

the end, and then at once turn sea-

ward again. No normal feature of

beach topography either disrupts or

replaces the response to the basic

signal, whatever it may be.

When sand wet by the highest

waves is reached, another surge of

speed and confidence is often shown.

and some of the turtles may even

break prematurely into short bursts

of swimming strokes. The touch of

the wet sand is evidently the cue

that brings on this premature change

of gait. When a wave slides up the

flat and lifts the turtles, the flying

swimstroke is instantly taken up by

all the hatchlings; during the time

that they are alternately lifted and

stranded by the coming and going

of the sheet flow, some confusion is

evident among them. As each wave

wash comes back, however, the

hatchlings begin swimming forward

toward the surf.

As the turtles reach deeper water

they keep swimming seaward, dash-

ing forward under water for a few

feet, emerging to breathe and look

around, then going down and mov-

ing ahead again. When they reach

the breakers their heads go down as

each crest grows white. Presumably

they dive for the bottom and go

under the plunge of the surf. This

stage of the journey has not been

observed closely, but a complex in-

nate behavior is bound to be in-

volved. In waves approaching shore,

the relation between translation,

plunge, and backwash, and between

these and the position of the step in

the bottom is complicated and vari-

able. It is not really known how a

turtle hatchling gets through a break-

ing wave. It is a normal obligation

for them, however, and the fact that

they do get through even the power-

ful surf of Pacific beaches suggests

that they have strong adaptive ad-

justments to wave dynamics.

Various field experiments and ob-

servations show that the orienta-

tion process in the sea-finding ability

of sea turtles is not based on com-

pass sense. That is, the little turtles

are not hatched out with an instinc-

tive urge to go north to get to the

sea, or south, if that should be the

way the water is. After blindfold

tests had virtually proved that the

hatchlings needed their eyes for

finding water, we carried out some

crude experiments with females that

had just nested and were therefore

ready to return to the water. These

were moved to various places be-

tween the sea and a lagoon that lay

three hundred yards away through

a coconut grove. In all the situations

in which the ocean sky was clearly

in view, the turtle went toward

when released. Nearer the lagc

shore, however, where trees hid

sky over the sea, the direction cho

shifted, and all the turtles tes

went into the lagoon. Likewi

hatchlings taken just before erne

ing from a nest at Tortuguero ,

the Caribbean, flown across Co
Rica to the Pacific shore, and th

released and allowed to emerge fr

an artificial nest back in the dun

went directly to the strange oce

even though it was completely h

den from their sight.

The ability of the female to fi

the water after nesting appears to

the same as the juvenile sea-find:

sense, and not a new capacity

quired later in life. This seems in

cated by tests with year-old turt

Tortuguero hatchlings, reared

ages of nine and fourteen mon
without seeing the ocean, found

water readily when released on

beach. Some of these had been k

under natural light at Tortugue

and others under artificial light

the laboratory at the University

Florida, where the period was sp

in two-gallon tanks in which swi

ming was limited. In some twen

tW'O trials w ith such turtles all foi

the sea without major setback, ev

when a variety of obstacles blocl

the course to the water and hid

from view.

It finally became obvious that

tie more was going to be learr

about the sea-finding sense by si

ply watching turtles of differi

backgrounds go back to the oce

under different conditions
weather, time and topograp]

More searching tests would have

be arranged, to show what featu-

turtles see in the beach landsca

and what kinds of light they fi

most attractive and most useful

signs for sea finding. According

Dr. David Ehrenfeld, of the Uniy

sity of Florida, began a series of i

periments in which he equipped t

ties with changeable-lens spectacl

The lenses were filters that let \

light of controlled wavelength
,

modified the light in other waji

diffusing it, depolarizing it, or simj

cutting down its intensity. In t

way he was able to begin analyzi

the natural light on the seashorei

a systematic way, using the turt
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lark arrows indicate the distribution of tag recoveries from green turtles

narked at Tortuguero, Costa Rica (1955-1959) , and show only the spread from
agging locality, not routes. Major currents are marked with white arrows.

'hemselves as indicators to show

Vhat features of the light may point

'he way to the ocean.

' Most of Ehrenfeld's early work

'fas done with adult females return-

ng to the sea after nesting. When
Ihe turtles were blindfolded—by put-

ling cardboard squares into the

Spectacles—they traveled in hesitant

ircles or blundered off on a course

'bat got them hopelessly tangled in

'he sea grapes and coco plums far up

'he beach away from the sea. So the

'xperiments clearly reinforced the

'onclusion we had arrived at some

inie ago: that green turtles rely

aainly on vision to find the water.

(t is, of course, possible that they

?lso can hear the surf or feel the

Vibrations caused by the pounding

breakers, or that they can smell or

taste water vapor or particles in the

ir; but all non-visual senses to-

gether, if used at all, are not ade-

quate to guide the turtles to the water

when they are blindfolded.

When the cardboard squares in

Ehrenfeld's turtle spectacles were

replaced by special filters that only

allowed some of the colors that make
up ordinary white light to pass

through, the turtles performed differ-

ently, depending upon the color they

were allowed to see. A filter that let

in light of green wavelengths seemed

to make no difference to them. They

crawled to the water as quickly and

directly as if there were no filters at

all. Blue filters caused a little trouble,

but the difference in performance

was so small that it probably was

insignificant. When the blue or

green filters were replaced with red,

however, the sea-finding ability

dropped markedly; the turtle took

a long time to reach the water and

often followed a devious route in

getting there.

At that point it could be con-

cluded that either there is something

about green and blue light that tells

the direction of the sea, or turtles

see better in green and blue light and

are simply using it in their inspec-

tion of the contours of the beach or

of other features not yet identified.

Another possible source of sea-

ward guidance is polarized light.

The effect of this has also been

studied by David Ehrenfeld. When
light is reflected from any smooth,

flat surface, such as the ocean or

a highway, or when it is passed

through certain transparent sub-

stances, a part of it is changed phys-

ically. It has been proved that this

changed, or "polarized." light can be

detected by honeybees and some

other animals and is used by them as

a celestial landmark in finding direc-

tion. To see whether turtles also

use polarized light, depolarizing

filters were placed in the spectacles.

The filters made no difference at all

in the ability of the turtles to find

the water. It seems pretty clear that

turtles do not rely on sea-polarized

light in sea finding.

In October, 1965, Dr. Nicholas

Mrosovsky, a British experimental

psychologist who has done a lot of

work with fresh-water turtles, came

to the research station at Tortuguero

to study the sea-finding problem in

a different way. Instead of altering

the natural light coming from the

environment. Dr. Mrosovsky chose

to supply the turtles with his own
light of brightness and colors deter-

mined by filters at the source.

Working on the beach with port-

able battery-operated equipment,

Mrosovsky gave baby turtles a

choice between heading in the direc-

tion of the sea or turning at right

angles to it in order to go toward a

colored light placed at beach level.

He found that blue and green lights

could compete with the light from

the sea in attracting the baby tur-

tles. Red light was considerably less

attractive. In another experiment

Mrosovsky allowed the hatchlings

to move toward either of two colored

lights. In these tests the turtles

showed a consistent preference for

blue or green light over red, even

when the red light was the brighter.

Continued on page 52
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n the Snake River Plain in southern Idaho lie the

lavas. From a distance, the beds appear dark, passive,

and lifeless. There seems to be no break in the unvary-

ing flatness of the terrain. But close up you can see that

scattered junipers and shrubs and bright patches of

lichens cover otherwise bare, black lava rock. The distant

impression of levelness is also soon corrected by the

numerous depressions, bulges, and fissures in the solid

stone. It is peaceful enough now, yet the birth of this

terrain must have been sudden and violent, as magma,

at a temperature of 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, erupted

through weak spots in the earth's crust to flow over the

ground, incinerating everything in its path.

Geologically recent lava beds are found in several

states west of the Rocky Mountains. Idaho's Craters of

the Moon National Monument, for example, contains

some of the most spectacular effects of volcanic activity

in North America.

One might wonder that plants could ever grow in an

environment as stark and harsh as that of bare basalt.

But by a well-known chain of events, a plant community

will establish itself in apparently unlikely places. The

only plant that can live on this newly solidified lava, and

thus the first one seen, is the lichen. This pioneer is a

symbiotic combination of algae and fungi, the algae pro-

ducing the necessary food by photosynthesis and the

fungi holding moisture. A lichen patch a few inches in

diameter may live for centuries and spreads very slowly.

One sees splotches of black, gray, orange, yellow, and

chartreuse crust-type lichen in the lavas, growing on

vertical as well as horizontal surfaces.

After a time, the wind Avill deposit small pockets of

soil from surrounding areas here and there in depres-

sions. Meanwhile, the chemical secretions of the lichens

speed the erosion of the lava, which is as hard and firm

as pavement. Moss then gains a foothold. One common
species grows in contiguous spheres about an inch in

diameter, the interiors of which hold soil particles that

the moss has surrounded and captured. If you visit the

lavas immediately after a shower, colors more vivid

than usual will accentuate both moss and lichens. And
you will also have the somewhat incredible experience

of hearing the mosses absorb water.

After more soil has been wind-deposited and erosion

has proceeded, other plants begin to take root. Most are

angiosperms, or flowering plants; but another flowerless

Onth

Snake River lava
by Gerald A. Jayil

plant, the fern, also makes an appearance. Since fei

are generally associated with moist areas, and since t

annual precipitation in the region of the lavas averaj

only eight to ten inches, the large ferns flourishing

the bottom of the deeper fissures seem out of place.

Sagebrush, that ubiquitous evergreen, invades

lavas from the neighboring desert. Rabbitbrush thri\

and, in late summer, colors the scene with fuzzy yell(

blossoms. Sweet-scented fern bush, with its finely lace

fernlike leaves, is found in the depressions and wic

fissures. Juniper trees, growing in a minimum of s(

sometimes sending roots down into a narrow fissu

often develop into grotesque and twisted shapes. T
female trees are heavily laden with dark-blue berries

staple for local birds and rodents. In spite of its sha

spines, prickly-pear cactus furnishes food for roden

During late June and early July, the waxy, yellow bl(

soms appear, along with a few red ones.

In June, the bright, semiparasitic early paintbru

springs up. Its color, varying from red to pink ai

orange, is actuaUy in the bracts rather than in t

blossoms. The stemless evening primrose presents a str

ing contrast when its large white blossom hugs neai

bare lava rock. One can find the yellow-blossom

cinquefoil, and if he is observant, the small, white bl(

som of starflower. Large numbers of biscuitroot a

onions blossom in midsummer.

Animal life in the lavas is elusive. In summer,

meadowlark might sing in a juniper. A flock of horn

larks may flit overhead; you need binoculars to see t

beautiful yellow and black markings of the males. Haw
often hunt over the area or glide in the thermal

drafts of a warm day. A mourning dove will startle

hiker, who may then find its nest with two white eg

under a slight overhang of basalt. Cottontails scur

about, as do jack rabbits and several species of groui

squirrels and mice.

One of the major charms of the lavas, in addition

the magic of its fiery birth, is that it has been lit

changed by man. Here is a near-wilderness area in t

midst of irrigated farmland and dry farms. It cannot

profitably grazed, mined, or timbered. Future exph

tation seems unlikely. Those of us who have learned

appreciate this strange land are glad that it is so ec

nomically barren. That way it has a good chance to co

tinue its succession undisturbed.

Lichens, moss, and ferns are thr

flowerless plants found on the lavi
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Chaos chaos
rhe giant amoeba

'eshapes its

lingte cell to detect,

levouVf and

ligest its prey

>y Eric V. Grave

^kne of the greediest animals of the

^microworld is the largest amoe-

i, known under various names:

ant amoeba, Pelomyxa carolinen-

s, and sometimes, because of its

rmlessness, Chaos chaos.

When food is scarce the giant

loeba is rather motionless, but still

3rt, with its bulges, or pseudopods

alse feet) , at rest. As soon as a

op of water containing a good sup-

f of paramecia is added to a slide

. which the amoeba is being ob-

rved, however, the listless lump of

otoplasm becomes visibly excited,

'en before the paramecia have a

ance to reach the amoeba, life

3ms to return to the pseudopods. It

probabl)' the commotion stirred up

the drop of water by the paramecia

It the amoeba, a very sensitive ani-

d, is able to perceive.

Although a giant among protozo-

s, it has no definite shape or size.

hen not extended, this amoeba may
no larger than 1 mm. in diameter;

etched out it can reach a length

5 mm., thus becoming visible to

; naked eye. Still, the whole animal

only one cell—a huge one as cells

—which is capable of performing

the functions necessary to sustain

life and to reproduce. It has ap-

)ximately 1,000 minute nuclei,

;h 20 microns (20/1,000 mm.)
ge. (They are too small to be vis-

e in the illustrations at left.)

When reproducing, the single cell

ides into two or more individuals,

can divide without any nuclear

mges; each new individual simply

lins some of the nuclei distributed

andom throughout the cytoplasm,

[f you watch an active amoeba
ier the microscope you will see the

cytoplasm in constant streaming, as

blunt processes slowly protrude here

and there. These are the pseu-

dopods, which serve the animal both

as means of locomotion and as tools

to capture food. How the amoeba
changes its shape—the mechanism
used in the formation or withdrawal

of pseudopods— is not known.

The giant amoeba belongs among
the rarer organisms of the animal

world. In general, to find it in nature

is purely accidental. Its appearances

are sporadic and have been reported

from North Carolina, Virginia,

Tennessee ; even from a shallow pond
in New York City, which, however,

has since succumbed to the triumph

of progress. Fortunately, man, whose
conscience is so heavily burdened
with the extinction of many animal

species, came to the rescue of this

protozoan. He took it to his labor-

atories, developed a culture medium
on which the animal thrives, and
created ideal living conditions for it

in sterilized dishes all over the world.

And why? Because this animal is

exceptionally suitable for research.

As a large protozoan, it is easy to

work with and lends itself to the

study of all kinds of problems of the

free-living cell. The specimen pic-

tured here was by no means collected

from a pond ; it came straight from a

refrigerator of the Anatomy Depart-

ment at Columbia University.

The giant amoeba will devour
other protozoans besides paramecia
if they are not too lively and vigilant

to be caught. But the paramecium in

the photomicrographs on the facing

page has a habit that makes it es-

pecially easy prey.

When placed on a slide contain-

ing a giant amoeba, the para-

mecia first swim about aimlessly, but
sooner or later one is bound to col-

lide with the amoeba. And this is ex-

actly the event the paramecium de-

pends on to find a potential source of

bacteria that may serve it as food.

Thus the Paramecium investigates the

situation. Unsuspecting, it probes
the soft body of the amoeba. It is this

thigmotaxis, the orientation through
contact and touch, that dooms the

Paramecium. The result of the prob-

ing is that the amoeba's appetite is

further stimulated. The streaming of

the protoplasm in the pseudopods is

accelerated.

The sluggish amoeba then becomes
quick and alert. If several paramecia

are probing at the same time, pseu-

dopods are sent out in all directions

and are even capable of catching the

victims simultaneously.

In the example shown in the photo-

micrographs, the amoeba seems to

grab the prey and to direct it toward

the body. In picture 3 new pseudo-

pods start a surrounding maneuver.

Up to the phase of picture 4 the para-

mecium, which behaves in a strangely

passive way, could still retreat. If the

prey does escape while there is still

time, the streaming inside the pseudo-

pods ceases abruptly and is soon re-

versed. In picture 5. however, its fate

is sealed. Two additional pseudopods

then reinforce the original one. In

picture 6 they fuse, forming a vacuole

from which there is no escape. Yet

for a long time the victim can be seen

swimming about in the vacuole,

vainly searching for an exit.

Having ingested its fill, an amoeba
rounds up. The movement of the

pseudopods stops. The animal de-

votes itself to the digestion of the

meal, which may sometimes involve

numerous victims. Picture 7 shows
part of an amoeba's body in which

five paramecia can be seen in various

stages of digestion. According to sev-

eral observers, the prey, after a few

hours, may be cut in half by the nar-

rowing of the vacuole.

The photomicrographs were taken

within a period of two minutes from
the first contact in picture 1 until the

formation of the vacuole in picture

6. All the magnifications are 160x,
except for picture 7, which is 460X.

The mode of feeding shown here is

actually a very common one in na-

ture. On a much smaller scale it hap-

pens in our own bodies. The leuco-

cytes, or white cells, in our blood are

amoeboid cells. When we suffer an

injury and subsequent infection,

these cells migrate to the site of the

lesion and engulf the invading bac-

teria in similar fashion.
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U.S. and Soviet space vehicles are scheduled to arrive

at Venus this month in new efforts to probe the secrets

beneath the cloud cover of earth's nearest neighbor.

The American Mariner V, expected to pass within

2.500 miles of the planet on October 19, will test the

atmosphere and determine if the planet has a magnetic

field similar to the earth's—a sign of a molten core.

The spacecraft will curve behind Venus (as seen from

earth) and disappear for a few minutes. What happens

to the radio signals from Mariner as they pass through

the Venusian atmosphere will be important evidence on

the composition and structure of the atmosphere.

The Soviet craft, Venus IV, is on a mission almost as

mysterious as its target. Of three earlier Russian at-

tempts, one missed the planet by 60,000 miles, one lost

radio contact with earth, and one inadvertently crashed

onto the planet. The United States explored Venus suc-

cessfully with Mariner II in 1962.

GALACTIC DUST
The clouds of dust that prevent us from seeing into

the center of our own Galaxy are themselves objects of

interest.

Astronomers have been able to measure the density of

the dust by calculating how much light it absorbs from

stars behind it. They have tentatively decided the grains

are elongated particles lying in the plane of the Galaxy

because the dust tends to polarize light passing through it.

Now three astrophysicists at NASA's Institute for

Space Studies in New York have begun taking the tem-

perature of the dust grains by measuring the radiation

they emit in the far infrared portion of the spectrum.

William F. Hoffmann, Neville J. Woolf, and C. L.

Frederick are making the measurements from balloons

at 100,000 feet because radiation of this wavelength is

absorbed by the atmosphere.

Resuhs of the first flight, reported in the journal

Science, place an upper limit on the temperature of 10

decrees Kelvin. Further refinement will make possible

an informed guess as to ^shether the dust is composed of

snow, ice. graphite, metallic needles, or rock dust.

The interstellar dust clouds are conspicuous to the

most casual observer. The Milky Way in Cygnus-high

in the western sky this month-is clearly divided by dark

lanes, the clouds of dust.

A NEV/ COMET
An Australian schoolmaster discovered the third new

comet of the year when it reached naked-eye visibility

after sweeping unseen around the sun.

Herbert E. Mitchell made the sighting near Bowen,

Queensland. Credit also went to independent discoverers

in Brisbane and in Cordoba, Argentina. Setting just after

the sun during July, Comet Mitchell-Jones-Gerber boasted

a tail 7 degrees long at maximum. (The full moon is

about half a degree wide.)

Moving southward through the sky at 2 degrees a day,

the comet was best seen from the Southern Hemisphere.

By the middle of August, it was at declination —30 c

grees. At least one amateur in the United States spotted

however, from a vantage point in Austin, Texas.

By the end of July, the comet's tail had shrunk to

degrees and the comet itself had faded to magnitude

John P. Wiley,

CELESTIAL EVENTS
Mars, Saturn, and Mercury are evening stars f

October. Mars appears low in the southwest at dusk,

the left and above the star Antares, in Scorpius, ai

quite similar in brightness and color to the star. Duri:

the month, Mars moves progressively farther east (lef

with respect to Antares. Saturn (magnitude +0.6 1 t

comes visible in the southeast after sundown, among t

faint stars of Pisces. Mercury may be found low in tl

southwest during evening twilight for the first two \vee

of October.

Venus and Jupiter are morning stars, rising in t

east before dawn and fading into the morning twilig!

Jupiter (magnitude —1.4) rises about four hours befo

the sun ; Venus ( magnitude —4.2 ) about two hours aft

Jupiter. In the early morning twilight Venus is below a

left of Jupiter. On the morning of the 29th, the wani

crescent moon will be between the two planets.

Two interesting events occur about midmonth. In 1

early evening of October 16, the nearly full moon iv

pass between the earth and Saturn, producing an occ

tation of Saturn that can be seen in the eastern part

North America. Two days later, on October 18, the f

moon of October, the hunter's moon, passes through t

earth's shadow, and a total lunar eclipse will be visil

throughout most of North America. The partial phi

of the eclipse will begin at 3:2.5 a.m., EST; totality,

which the moon will be completely immersed in eart

shadow, will last from 4:45 a.m. until 5:46 a.m., EST; a

the end of the eclipse will occur at 7:05 a.m., EST. Tin

will be one hour earlier in each time zone to the we

Meteors radiating from the constellation Orion m
be seen in the early morning hours, when the constel

tion is rising in the southeast, during the last two we(

of the month. Maximum of the Orionid shower shoi

occur on the 21st, but meteors from the broad strei

responsible for the shower often occur up to a we

before and after maximum.
Thomas D. Nichols

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is

the bottom; then match the lower stars ivith those in the .

near the horizon. The celestial events chart shows tijnes

rising and setting of the sun, moon, and principal plam

times of twilight; and sundial correction during the moi

Horizontal scale shows time; vertical scale shows dates,

top strip locates bright stars, planets, and the moon wit

the zodiac. The horizontal scale of hours shoivs time w
planets and certain stars are due south and highest at n

month. The phases of the moon shown are due south <

highest on dates indicated.

SO
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Important New Books

-if^*

n SKY ISLAND

Weldon F. Heald. This handsome
book presents a rich display in both
text and pictures of the author's "es-
cape to reality." It describes one of
the last real "wilderness" areas in the
U.S.—the Chiricahua Mountains in
southeastern Arizona where the au-
thor and his wife lived—and the re-

markably large number of plant and
animal ecologies all scrambled to-
gether in a range of conditions other-
wise encountered only in a journey
from northwestern Mexico to Cana-
da's Hudson Bay. Beautifully illus-

trated with more than 80 photo-
graphs and drawings. $5.95

D VAN NOSTRAND'S STANDARD
CATALOG OF SHELLS

Edited by Robert J. L. Wagner and
R. T. Abbott. Greatly Enlarged 2nd
Edition. Compiled by world-re-
nowned experts in conchology, this is

the standard work in the fiefd. It now
includes three more major shell fami-
lies with hundreds of additional list-

ings for the ten families already
given; a unique classification sys-

tem; revised current market values

—

with maximum and minimum ranges
—for $65,000 worth of shells; all the
British Isles as well as Victoria, Aus-
tralia, are now covered in the "Re-
gional Quick Lists." Illustrated with
300 line drawings and 46 shells pic-

tured in color. Paperback $5.50

D STUDIES OF BIRDS AND
MAMMALS OF SOUTH AMERICA

Axel Amuchastegui. Text by Dr. Hel-
mut Sick. "Amuchastegui," writes
Tlie London J/»ifi, "raises the orni-

thological art of Gould and Audubon
to a new power." "He has reached an
almost breath-taking pitch of virtu-

osity," comments Country Life. "His
mastery," says the Daily Mail, "must
be seen to be believed." This book
includes his most recent animal paint-

ings. 24 color plates, 12" x 9".

To December 1, $12.95;
Thereafter, $15.00

10 DAYS FREE EXAMINATION
VAN NOSTRAND
Dept. T-NH-10
Princeton, N. J. 08540

Please send me the books cTiecked. Within
10 days I will remit purchase price plus
small delivery cost,, or return the book(s)
and owe nothing.

ADDRESS.
CITY
SAVE! Remit with order and we pay de-
livery. Same return privilege guaranteed.

NO ONE KNOWS WHERE THE TURTLES GO Continued from page 43

In more recent experiments Ehren-

feld tried to see whether he could

find any grounds for choosing be-

tween two sea-finding hypotheses

suggested by his work with the ma-

ture turtles. Were they using some
quality of light from the sky to find

the sea, or were they relying upon

the silhouette of the land to supply

the information necessary to guide

their movements? This time he took

along a homemade, but very sensi-

tive, portable spectrophotometer ca-

pable of measuring the brightness

of the light of any visible color, and

coming from any particular portion

of the sky.

A testing arena was set up several

yards from the sea, on the site that

had been used by Mrosovsky for his

experiments. This was a circular

arena 42 feet in diameter surrounded

by a wall 18 inches high. Twelve

young palm trees were planted at

regular intervals around the arena.

The wall and palm trees were in-

tended to hide the tree line and beach

contours without blocking the light

from the sky. At various times

throughout the day and night,

Ehrenfeld moved his spectropho-

tometer out to the center of the test-

ing arena and measured amounts of

red, blue, green, and polarized light

coming from the sky over the sea and

over the land. Immediately after

taking these measurements he re-

leased batches of hatchlings in the

center of the arena and recorded the

directions they chose.

The results seemed to answer the

questions being tested. The spec-

trophotometer showed no consistent

differences between the light in the

sky over the sea and that over the

land, and the turtles in the walled

arena were surprisingly disoriented.

Some of them headed directly inland,

even when the ocean was lapping

against the far side of the arena wall.

Many did not bother to move at all.

When the wall and trees were re-

moved, and other batches of young
turtles were put into the arena, virtu-

ally all of them headed for the sea,

even though it was still not visible.

From these experiments it seems

that whatever the guidepost may be,

it is not located high in the sky, but

low over the horizon. The hatch-

lings do not raise their eyes to the

sky for guidance toward the sea. A
brief glance, or series of glances,

about the landscape is apparen

sufficient. Just what feature of 1

exposure or illumination provic

the guidepost has still not be

clearly determined. The tests g£(

some preliminary information '

the color vision of green turtlj

however. Although apparently rj

blind to any of the colors visil

to man, they seem, at least whi

on land, to be most sensitive

green light. All of the conclusio

reached so far are based on preliii

nary experiments and need furtL:

confirmation. Even this seemin
trivial aspect of sea turtle life w
have to have a great deal more stuc

Another puzzle in the natui

history of little sea turtles, and o

that surely hides factors of gre

importance in determining the si

of the egg complement, is the d

appearance of the young for thi

first year of life. At most of t

known nesting grounds the water

front of the beach is wholly uri

habitat for the hatchlings. The t

treme exposure to predation by tr;

eling bands of surface fishes, the la

of any conceivable source of fo

on the wave-washed bottom, and t

constant sweep of alongshore ci

rents all make the home waters

unlikely place for little turtles to st

in; exhaustive searching has fail

to find them there at any time afl

the hatching season.

It is, in fact, hard to see h(

enough hatchlings escape predate

to keep the race going. They ob;

ously do, however, and this anomj
may one day help the effort to tra

them during their first year of li

The negative results of a gn
deal of searching of the shores

]

the Caribbean, the Gulf of MexiJj

and the Atlantic coast of the Uniw

;

States have made me unwilling p

believe that little sea turtles men
follow shorelines when they mo
away from the nesting beach af'

hatching. Throughout this areai .

have systematically canvassed i t

fishermen for clues. Along th(

coasts, hundreds of miles of smi'

meshed nets are regularly set

dragged during the months of i

turtle-hatching season. Only wl

nets are used adjacent to the n(

ing beach are little turtles caug

That they are caught there pre

that they do not simply avoid n
,

elsewhere. That they are not cauj

3
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on other sections of the shore sug-

gests that they must move farther

out to sea.

Other facts support that assump-

tion. The coloration of the young

green turtle is unlike that of the log-

gerhead, hawksbill, and ridley. It

suggests that of free-swimming
pelagic fishes: dark above and white

below. This arrangement supposedly

constitutes obliterative coloration

for a creature that swims in the

upper waters of the open sea. The
white underparts make it less visible

to a predator viewing it from below

against the sky, while the dark back

merges with the dark depths of the

water to hide the turtle from water

birds overhead. The green turtle

shares this coloration with the

leatherback, which is the most

aquatic of all turtles and, indeed, the

most completely pelagic of modern
reptiles except the sea snakes or, per-

haps, the Loch Ness "monster."

The feeding habits of little tur-

tles kept in tanks may help one to-

visualize their habits during their

early life in the sea. The smallness

and weakness of their jaws must keep

them in places where bite-sized or

bitable food is available. In cap-

tivity they show a preference for

animal food over plants—at least

over the plants we furnish them. In

tanks no more than two or three feet

deep, they feed equally well at the

bottom or at the surface. In deeper

water, however, they have trouble

finding and manipulating food on

the bottom. In water four feet deep,

baby sea turtles of all kinds would

probably starve if fed only food that

sinks. The natural habitat of young

sea turtles, therefore, must be either

very close to shore—which appears

to be almost surely not the case—or

at the surface in some part of the

sea where there is a reliable supply

of floating food.

Theories to account for the dis-

appearance of little sea turtles are

in one way like those that seek to

explain how green turtles navigate:

they are all preposterous. The most

likely idea at present seems to be

that the hatchlings for a time be-

come plankton, that they drift more
or less passively in the open sea. If

this is the case, then it would seem
reasonable to look for them down-
stream in the current that washes

their natal shore. If on entering the

water the hatchlings just swim out

to sea for a certain distance and then

relax, they must be picked up by any
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alongshore currents that are there

and carried wherever the currents go.

The trouble with this theory is

that nobody knows where the cur-

rents go. The little longshore drifts

and eddies inside the major swirls

like the Gulf Stream are very sketch-

ily known, at least in the Caribbean.

If you look at a chart that shows

ocean currents, you see, off our tur-

tle beach in Costa Rica, arrows that

point to the northwestward. These

show how the equatorial current,

having just squeezed itself through

passages among the easternmost An-

tilles, flows on up between the Yu-

catan Peninsula and Cuba, and into

the Gulf of Mexico. It does some

circling there, and then funnels out

between Florida and Cuba and

emerges in the Atlantic Ocean again,

this time as the Gulf Stream. Look-

ing at such a chart, and figuring

from the trend of the major surface

currents of the region, it might seem

logical to search for the baby turtles

in the place where the current comes

close to shore in Yucatan or Cuba.

A great deal of searching has been

done there but no baby turtles have

been found. Most of our tag returns,

however, have come from localities

in, or not far out of, this main north-

westerly current. This may have

some bearing on the problem of the

disappearance of the hatchlings.

But what? A lot of returns come

from the other way too, from Pan-

ama and Colombia, and even from

Venezuela. But all of these tags are

from mature turtles. Both the north-

ern and the southern tag-recovery

sites are the grazing grounds of the

grown-up, herbivorous animals. I

have never seen a baby green turtle

on these flats anywhere, and nobody

I have talked with has seen one there.

So the lead that the current at first

appears to offer peters out, and you

have to go on back to Tortuguero

and take up the trail of the lost

hatchlings once again.

I told of some of the signs that

suggest that young green turtles are

pelagic—that is, that their habitat

is for a time the open ocean. There

are some objections to this notion.

The spry awareness little turtles have

of the untrustworthy character of

seabirds, and the obliterative effect

of their white bellies and black

backs could help explain how the

hatchlings avoid being eaten at sea.

But there would remain the puzzle

of knowing how they are able to find

anything to eat out there. There is

only one place I can think of where

at the surface of the open ocean

there might be a concentration o

small, soft-bodied, simple-mindec

animals that baby turtles could fine

with no more active finding powe:

than they appear to have. That plac(

is among the floating rafts of sar

gasso weed, which drift in tropica

currents and accumulate in vast vol

ume in the Sargasso Sea.

Sargasso weed, or gulfweed, as i

is also called, is the common nami

given to a number of species o

brown algae that grow on rock;

tropical shores. The plant has a long

stemlike portion with flat, leaflik

blades branching from it, an(

spherical floats as big as peas, whicl

help keep it up at the surface wher

the sunlight is. The plants brea

loose in rough weather and drij

about with surface currents. Unles

wrecked or thrown ashore by wav
action they live on indefinitely. A lo

of plants get caught in the Gul

Stream and are swirled into the cen

tral North Atlantic, where they ac

cumulate in the quiet center of th

current system that circles that pax

of the globe. This is the place knowj

as the Sargasso Sea. It is a region o

little rain and wind, a high evapora

tion rate, and clear, salty watei

which stands at a higher level tha:

that of the surrounding ocean.

It is estimated that some ten mil

lion tons of sargasso float in tha

tranquil sea. The weed accumulate

there, partly because more of

drifts in on the Gulf Stream tha

drifts out the other side on the equa

torial current, and partly by vege

tative reproduction. Algae wer
pioneers in the art of sexual reprc

duction. The sargasso algae, hol^

ever, are for some reason unable t

procreate sexually. They simpl

grow and reproduce by breaking oj

branches of themselves. The ind:

vidual plants probably never dif

unless they are smashed by waves

Rachel Carson suggested that som|

of the sargasso weeds in the Sargass

Sea today might have been seen b

Columbus. In his time the place wa

feared by mariners as a trap fo

ships. It was fancied to be a soli

field of clinging plants that hindere

the progress of ships. This was, c

course, an error of the times. Th

weed is not that dense. There :

quite a lot of it out there, howeve:

and together with the peculiar coi

ditions of climate and hydrograph

that prevail in the area, it makes tl.
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Sargasso Sea one of the distinctive

regions of the earth.

The Sargasso Sea is often referred

to as a biological desert. What the

people who call it that have in mind

is the generally skimpy plankton

and fish faunas in its water, which

is warm, clear, and poor in nutrients.

The sargasso weeds themselves, how-

ever, are by no means sterile. They

have a diverse fauna of small crea-

tures, most of which are strongly

adapted by evolution to life in a gulf-

weed raft. In fact, a sargasso raft is

an organized biological community

integrated by a variety of ecological

bonds. One only has to look at the

sargassum fish, for example, to see

the reality of the sargasso raft or-

ganization. The little fish is a classic

case of concealing form and colora-

tion. Sprigs of weed seem to sprout

from it, sargasso berries are painted

on its sides, and it even appears to

be encrusted with the same tracery

of small, limy worm tubes that deco-

rate real sargasso weed.

The raft fauna ranges in body

size from that of a multitude of tiny

larval creatures that live there to the

big, rambunctious dolphin, which

seems strangely drawn to lurk about

in the drifting weeds. There are

pipefishes there and sea horses, file-

fishes too, and various kinds of

crabs, octopuses, and sea slugs, all

molded by natural selection in ways

that let them find enhanced survival

in rafts of sargasso weed.

A big gulfweed, therefore, wher-

ever it may be found, is not just a

drifting plant. It is an integrated

company of different kinds of ani-

mals, vertebrate and invertebrate-

grazers, scavengers, and savage pred-

ators—to all of which the weed is

a source food, an asylum from at-

tack, or a buoyant craft on which

to cruise the warm currents of the

world. And because these are pre-

cisely the requirements of a baby

green turtle fresh through the surf,

and off to wherever it is they go. why

not suppose that they join up with the

sargasso fauna for a while?

Bob and Gene Schroeder of Isla-

morada, on the Florida Keys, have

kept hundreds of young green turtles

in live cars. When they throw sar-

gasso weed into the cars, the turtles

scramble busily about the weed, eat

some of it, forage through it for

hidden bits of the ground fish the

Schroeders feed them, and at night

sleep supported by the rafts. Only a

few sea turtle hatchlings have ever
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been found in sargasso weed. One

man found nine baby loggerheads

in one raft in the Gulf Stream off

Florida, and one or two loggerheads

have been reported in weeds on a

few other occasions. No green turtle

hatchlings have as yet been found in

sargasso, at least not by anybody

able to identify them, or excited

enough to tell about the discovery.

I ought to make it clear that I

have never been able to locate a

place, or anybody who knew of a

place, where little sea turtles of any

kind could be caught. Not even one

little sea turtle. I never even heard

rumors of the existence of such a

place, and this is very significant,

because all about the world fisher-

men are mostly zoologists at heart.

Hardly any other aspect of the lives

of sea turtles is left unmentioned in

their folklore.

While we are waiting for some-

body to find the habitat of young sea

turtles it would be helpful to be able

to mark hatchlings in a way that

would make them recognizable when

they reach maturity. It is, as I said,

not even known whether the big

female turtles that go ashore on a

given beach hatched out on that

beach a decade or more before. The

strong site tenacity the females

show in going back to a place for

repeated nestings makes it reason-

able to believe that they must have

been born where they themselves

nest. But this can be proved only by

recoveries of mature turtles that

were marked as hatchlings. And
though it sounds like a simple thing,

a permanent tag for a baby turtle is

frustratingly hard to devise.

The trouble is finding a mark
that will resist the changes a turtle

undergoes when it grows from a

three-ounce hatchling to a three-

hundred-pound adult. Holes punched

in the edge of the shell or flippers

fill in or erode through to the mar-

gin. Notches sawed in the shell-edge

open into wide emarginations as the

shell grows, and then disappear com-

pletely. Branding the upper or lower

shell makes a mark that might last

if the size of the turtles stayed the

same, but they grow so fast it soon

becomes impossible to tell the brand

from a barnacle scar or a coral

scratch or, later on, from the marks

made by the courting male. It is the

same with tatooing. You put on a

fine, clear, pigmented mark, and in

three months the particles of ink

have all spread apart or are hidden
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nder thickening upper layers of

hell or skin. And the fastening on

f mechanical devices is completely

upracticable. Any external tag is

oon either overgrown or popped off

y the increasing thickness of the

ssues it perforates. A radioactive

ig of some sort came to mind early

1 the sea turtle study. This was

uickly ruled out, however, because

f the risk of ill-feeling among peo-

le of the Caribbean, when they

lould learn of the plan to install

idioactive slugs in animals so es-

lemed as human victuals. It could

e done in a harmless way, but it

ould make for prohibitively bad

ublic relations in a project that

spends on pan-Caribbean goodwill.

When plans for radioactive mark-

g of hatchlings dissolved, the idea

E a magnetic tag came up. Why not

t a lot of tiny magnets made of

)me of the new alloys that make
ronger magnets than iron does,

id somehow install these inside

ousands of baby turtles? Of

lurse, nobody without a magne-

meter would be able to tell a tagged

rtle from an untagged one; but

ith the right detection apparatus, it

ight to be possible to walk about

nong turtles in a crawl, or belly

) in a fish house or turtle cannery,

on the deck of a Cayman schooner,

d pass the instrument over the

itside of the turtle and detect the

esence of any field of magnetism

at a magnet inside might be throw-

g out. The idea seemed promising,

was hard to figure a way to code

e magnets so that an individual

rtle could be recognized, but at

ast it seemed a way to identify a

jrtuguero hatchling, for instance,

you found it as a twenty-five-

lund Florida yearling, or if it

ould come ashore still later to nest

I Tortuguero Beach.

I looked around and had no trou-

3 locating an engineering com-

ny willing to furnish the magnets,

ley designed and made 20.000

autiful little magnets of a fancy

oy. They put them up like tiny

usages, in chains of ten, in tight-

ting tubes of Teflon. Each magnet

IS a thin, shiny section of wire,

ly eight millimeters long. It could

sily be injected into a baby turtle

inserting an ordinary hypodermic
edle and then pushing the magnet
through the needle with a sterile

. inger. They were lovely little

. ignets, and we stuck a lot of them
o baby loggerheads, green turtles.

- and hawksbills, and the turtles

seemed not to mind at all.

But this scheme went to pieces,

too, when the contractor called one

day to say that the magnetometer

he had designed lor the work had

turned out to be able to detect the

magnets at a distance of only five

centimeters. An instrument suffi-

ciently sensitive to detect the feeble

field of our tags would cost nine

times the original estimate, and even

with that, the turtle being inspected

would have to be given a very close

going-over. The body of a sea turtle

changes its form and dimensions

drastically, and the little magnets

seemed Hkely to shift about inside.

Finding one of them in a turtle the

size of a calf, which might be the

only marked turtle among twenty

other untagged ones, seemed just

too shaky a prospect to work hope-

fully toward. Especially when you

pondered that the detection was a

blind search for a grown-up hatch-

ling that had been one of a handful

tagged, among millions of its year-

group that got no recognition mark
at all.

I don't know what to make of the

fact that, as different as the habits

of the five kinds of sea turtles are

when they mature, the young of all

of them remain equally hidden from

view. I have talked mostly about

Chelonia in this article, but only be-

cause more is known about it than

about the others. The habitat of all

hatchling sea turtles is unknown. It

is a dilemma, therefore, whether to

theorize about five kinds of lost

hatchlings, or to try to trace them

down one by one. I suppose both

have to be done at once.

Wherever it is that hatchlings

seem to lose themselves, they cannot

be really lost. They must be in some
pretty good place which, although

not thought of by zoologists, is

nevertheless altogether reasonable

and proper for little turtles to be in.

Until that place is found, there will

be a big gap in the natural history

of sea turtles. There will be un-

known enemies of turtle hatchlings

out in unknown places, and unknown
ways to foil them. Famine and
storms will be out there where the

hatchlings are, and good things to

eat, too, and calm seas for foraging.

So long as this vital, vulnerable

stage in the lives of sea turtles re-

mains hidden from view, nobody
can hope to know why a sea turtle

lays a hundred eggs.
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The true story of

a couple who cared for and

protected parentless

baby elephants, rhinos^

bush pigs, and
a buffalo weaver bird in

an African wildlife preserve

Mature and the Camera

THE
ORPHANS
OF TSAVO
by Daphne Sheldrick

The wife of the game warden at

Tsavo East, the vast national park
located between Mombasa and
Nairobi, tells the fascinating story

of how her husband converted
8,000 square miles of trackless
bush country into a great wildlife

preserve. There they rescued and
cared for orphaned animals until

they were big enough to return to

the wild and fend for themselves.

"The animals didn't always behave
— the zebra ate the washing hung
out to dry; Samson, the young ele-

phant, turned on the outdoor water
tap and, since he didn't turn it off,

the Sheldricks' water bills were as-

tronomical; Gregory Peck, an in-

quisitive weaver bird, fell into a
pot of green paint. But usually the

assorted menagerie wandered
peacefully around the park head-
quarters where the Sheldricks
could watch their behavior and
come to know them as distinct per-

sonalities. David Sheldrick speci-

fied that the pets could go wild

whenever they wished; some of

them did, and a few returned for

visits. An attractive and under-
standing book about African ani-

mals." — Publishers' Weekly

Illustrated with 28 pages of

photographs in color and
black-and-white

$5.50 at your bookstore

DAVID McKAY COMPANY, INC.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Phatagraphiwug

hy Patricia Caulfield

iV hen I took up animal photography

a number of years ago, my ignorance

was such that I believed all the wonder-

ful pictures of wild animals that I had

seen were taken candidly: that is, to

photograph a tiger you walked through

his jungle with camera ready until you

encountered him. With any luck, I fig-

ured this would take about half an

hour. On confrontation, tiger would

perform like the MGM lion, striking

poses and emitting ferocious snarls.

After, say, fifteen minutes of photo-

genic posturing, tiger might stroll off

and occupy himself with tiger work,

such as climbing trees or chasing deer,

and the photographer, if tiger were

agreeable, would be able to tag along

and, in the highest tradition of photo-

journalism, document the action.

My confidence in the general appli-

cability of such an approach to animal

photography declined as my experience

grew. The first lessons were learned in

a situation that I now know was every

nature photographer's dream: a rescue

mission to remove animals from islands

in a lake that was created when a South

American river was dammed ("Suri-

nam Animal Rescue," Natural His-

tory, January, 1966). As the water

rose, the islands shrank, and the num-
ber of animals per square yard (and

mile) increased, along with one's

chances of finding them to photograph.

Even among the vastly greater than

normal number of animals, however, I

soon found that my documentary ap-

proach was not producing the pictures

I wanted. It worked for the big action

events, such as when deer or tapir were

flushed from islands by teams of men

and hunting dogs. And it worked wht
five canoes full of Bush Negroes co?

verged to gang an animal and hog-t!

it for removal to the mainland. Bi

these were action pictures of men worJ

ing with animals, not pictures of tl

animals themselves going about the'

usual rounds in their natural habita

When a team of highly competei

and widely experienced nature photo/

raphers appeared on the scene, I ws

rescued from my ignorance. Did the

spend every day in boats, hoping for'

random shot of a three-toed slot

clinging to a branch or a red howlf

monkey in flight through the treetop'

as I had been doing for weeks? The
did not. They stayed in camp and s(

up pictures using animals that wei

temporarily quartered there whij

awaiting transport to safety. They di

not waste their time in actual pursu)

of the big prey, for there was no guaj

antee that the boat one was in wouJ
be on the spot when a deer or tapir wf

captured. Instead, after the animal w;

taken they released it in the water nea

camp and filmed its recapture.

Following their lead, I was able t

take pictures of wild animals lookin

wild, but the technique was more thi

of a studio photographer than that of
j

journalist. The animals could not i

photographed in the jungle surroun(

ing the camp, which was on a still si

able island. Many of the smaller sp

cies were arboreal, and if you put the)

on a tree branch they would be up tli

tree and out of reach, both literaL

and photographically, within second

So instead of using a real, rooted tre.

we would cut down a small tree

6o



ush, plant it in the clearing like a

snce post, and place the animal on it.

'hen the fun would begin.

Most wild animals, large and small,

3ar man (and I can't say I blame

lem). Unless cornered or ravenous,

ven the big predators retreated from

s, so I was not at all surprised by the

ehavior of the smaller animals I was

orking with. Their only impulse was

) put as much distance as possible

etween me with my camera and them-

;lves. Without help, therefore, my only

ictures would have been of their backs

3 they fled to the opposite side of the

ee from where I stood.

The assistant's job was to determine

empirically and, sometimes, pain-

illy) an animal's particular fight or

Ight distance—the distance a wild ani-

lal will allow between itself and the

lemy without fleeing or fighting—and

eep it at bay. This worked fine with

iost of the arboreal animals I encount-

:ed (porcupines, tamandua, two-toed

oths, pigmy anteaters, opossums, and

) on). One exception was the three-

led sloth, probably the most phleg-

atic mammal in the world. Nothing

ould induce a three-toed sloth to

rike a defensive attitude, nor deter it

om stodgily hauling itself up to the

p of any suitable, vertical object, in-

uding oneself. The technique with a

oth was to start it at the bottom of

e tree, maneuver around taking pic-

res as it climbed, remove it from the

p, and repeat the performance. The
her exception was the red howler

onkeys, which, if released, would be

f and away across the clearing before

le could make a single exposure. The
dy way I could photograph these pri-

ates was to have someone hold them
to try for a candid shot as they fled

rough the trees.

If, then, it is so difficult to photo-

aph wild animals even under such

eal circumstances as a rescue opera-

)n, where the supply of subjects and
sistants is guaranteed, what is it like

pursue them in the unspoiled wild?

is usually more difficult and some-

nes impossible, depending on the

ibitat and the nature of the beasts.

Your photographic work with wild

limals will probably be in specific

pes of locations, and the photo-

aphic problems and possibilities both

shooting (because of the physical

ture of the region) and in camera
d film care (because of the differ-

ces in climate and method of travel)

11 vary, depending on whether you
e working in the Tropics or the

ctic; in swamps, jungle, or moun-
;ns; or in your own backyard. In

ture columns I'll cover the methods
ind other animal photographers have
and most valuable in the different

;ations, rather than organizing the
iterial for work with different ani-

mals. But first, here are some generali-

zations based on my own experience.

The most common and most effective

method of guaranteeing a supply of

wild animal subjects is to lure them
with a free meal. The technique works
equally well for tigers in India and
small animals and birds on a suburban
lawn. Relatives of mine who live on the

outskirts of Rochester, New York, in-

advertently attracted a large flock of

pheasants and a family of opossums,
to say nothing of numerous rabbits and
squirrels, with the accidental overflow

from a conventional bird feeder. Being
animal lovers, they started purposely
scattering feed on the ground to keep
them coming. Unfortunately, I was
there only for one evening and was not

forewarned of the action, so I had to

content myself with snapping a few
shots of the opossums feeding with only
the light of the bulb over the back door,

and using a 50 mm. lens on a 35 mm.
camera. On my next trip, FlI take along
a tripod and long lenses, set them up
in advance by the kichen window, and
work on some more formal studies of

suburban fauna.

Beyond suburbia, attracting animals
is more difficult. Distasteful though the

thought is, the bait for predators must
sometimes be live. The technique is to

pick a location with a good back-
ground, and tie bait there that your
subject is known to relish. Once the

predator discovers such easy prey he
will return for more, and by rebaiting

you can accustom him to the location.

Only after the habit is formed should
you commence shooting.

It is possible to stalk certain species
in some regions, and in general the

techniques for so doing are those of

the hunter: staying upwind, moving
stealthily, working from blinds, and so

on. Don't be disappointed, however, if

your results are less than outstanding.

It is considerably easier to shoot an
animal than to photograph it—after all,

you don"t even have to see much of the

animal to kill it.

It may come as a surprise—as it does
even to the most-advanced professional

photographers who specialize in areas
other than wildlife—that most of the
superb animal pictures you see are set

up in one way or another. The baiting
technique may be all that's involved
with the really wild animals. But many
of the "wild" animals you see in pic-

tures are not truly wild. They are the

tame or partially tame pets, or at least

possessions of, game wardens, animal
collectors, or simply animal lovers with
a taste for the exotic. More important
than equipment, materials, and photo-

graphic techniques, therefore, is get-

ting animal experts to help you. Park
rangers, game wardens, biologists, bird
watchers: follow their advice and enlist

their aid for better animal photographs.

Wings

in the

Meadow
This rare book recounts in

poetic detail the life his-

tory of a butterfly—his

birth, growth, metamor-
phosis, travels, adventures
and eventual death.

by

JO BREWER
Illustrations by

HENRY B. KANE

at all bookslores S4.95

To order a copy write to:

The American Museum of
Natural History

Central Park West at 79lli Street
New York, N.Y. 10024

(^
OUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY

A Glimpse

of Eden
". ..a beautiful book.
Evelyn Ames has done
something I have never
seen done before: she has
felt Africa first bang off.

She has heard the silence

. .
." Stuart Cloete

)

EVELYN
£<^

AMES

at all bookstores

S5.00
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n:lo matter how "unique" man may
think he is, he is still subject to the
same influences as other animals. And
that's what this absorbing book is all

about. In it, Jacques Lecomte illumi-

nates human behavior by exploring the
ways of the animal kingdom, that great
and mysterious world to which we
all belong.

Animals in Our World is a treasure
trove of amazing, little-known, fasci-

nating facts about animal life. For ex-
ample, the Empidae (predacious flies)

offer "wedding presents" to their brides
— often in the form of carefully
wrapped small insects. And to show
how animals attach themselves to what-
ever species they first know, the author
tells of the peacock, brought up with
giant turtles in the Schonbrunn Zoo,
who was supremely indifferent to the
charms of peahens but would spread
its tail and swoon with love at the sight

of a tortoise!

Entertainingly written, this study of
animal behavior in a natural setting
examines animal populations, breeding
cycles, feeding habits, and instinctive

behavior — as well as all the important
developments in the fields of ethology,
ecology, and entomology. It is an en-
grossing introduction to the commun-
ity of nature that also sheds revealing
new light on the community of men.

$4.95 at bookstores, or mail coupon.

—ll.i.>A«J:JdJi'fiMi;KJI.1JI—

.

8636201 NH-10 I

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
P.O. Box 2334, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017
Please send me Animals in Our World
by Jacques Lecomte to examine for 10 days
FREE, If I am not completely satisfied, I
may return the book within that time and
owe nothing. Otherwise, you are to bill me
S4.95. plus a few cents for postage and
handling.

Name_

Addn

City_

L
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n SAVE! Enclose check or money order
with this coupon and publisher will pay
postage and handling. 10-day return priv-
'lege guaranteed.

Boohs in Review

The Bialagy
af Philasaphy
hy June Oppenheinner

The Biology of Ultimate Concern,
by Theodosius Dobzhansky. New Amer-
ican Library, $5.00; 152 pp.

THEODOSIUS Dobzhansky, a distin-

guished biologist whose great con-

tributions are in the realms of genetics

as related to evolution, addresses him-

self in this well-written book to some

philosophical problems related to biol-

ogy. He emphasizes that the book "lays

no claim to being a treatise either on

philosophical biology or on biological

philosophy." Rather, it attempts to

present some biological facts, theories,

and ideas that may contribute to a dis-

cussion of certain philosophical prob-

lems. He does not define philosophy in

his own words (perhaps because of a

certain insecurity, he frequently ex-

presses his own ideas in the acknowl-

edged words of others), but he tends

to be sympathetic toward Bertrand

Russell's definition: "between theology

and science there is a No Man's Land,

exposed to attacks from both sides;

this No Man's Land is philosophy."

He recognizes that other definitions

of philosophy involve the construction

of a Weltanschauung, a word he be-

lieves to be untranslatable, and what

the book primarily accomplishes is a

formulation of Dobzhansky's own Welt-

anschauung. "Does my life and the

lives of other people have any mean-
ing? Does the world into which I am
cast without my consent have any

meaning? There are no final answers to

these Big Questions, and probably

there never will be any, if by answers

one means precise, objective, provable

certitudes. And yet seek for some sort

of answers we must, because it is the

highest glory of man's humanity that

he is capable of searching for his own
meaning and for the meaning of the

Cosmos."

During the course of his own quest

for some expression of the meaning of

life, Dobzhansky has drawn not only

on the materials of biology but also

on those of anthropology, and to some
degree from psychology. For justice to

be done to the book, it should be re-

viewed by a critic more conversant both

with technical philosophy and with ai

thropology than myself; I can spea

about it only from the point of view 1

a biologist with a much more limite

knowledge of this field than the autho

Dobzhansky makes no attempt in th

book to draw up a unified and orgai

ized system of philosophy; the book ,

really a set of six separate essays

more or less overlapping subjects. Tl

opening chapter on "Humanism ar

Humanity" is merely a brief introdu

tion to what follows, presenting son

definitions and clarifying the aims '

the book. Chapter 2, "On the Gods
the Gaps," discusses possible aspec

of explanation of gaps in our unde
standing of nature: religious versi

material views, mechanistic verst

vitalistic views are taken up historica

ly, and current opinions concerning r

ductionism and compositionism ai

explored from the point of view of en

bryology, genetics, and evolution,

well as of philosophy. Chapter 3, c

"Evolution and Transcendence," di

cusses inorganic, organic, and huma
evolution. Dobzhansky believes ph

nomena on the inorganic, organic, ar

human levels to be subject to differei

laws peculiar to those levels. He a

cepts that organic derives from ino

ganic and humanity from what pr

cedes it; he uses the phrase "evolutio:

ary transcendence" to define the a

tainment of new levels in evolutional

history. (The otherwise excellent refe

ence list fails to refer to Clifford Grol

stein's wonderful discussion of levels (

organization in Strategy of Life.)

The evolutionary origins of the hi

man mind present problems that ai

touched upon throughout the bool

Chapter 4, however, "Self-Awarenes

and Death-Awareness," dwells parti'

ularly on self-awareness as "one of tl

fundamental, possibly the most fund;

mental, characteristic of the huma
species ... an evolutionary novelty,

The fifth chapter, "Search for Meai

ing," takes up man as a social bein,'

but as a social being of a special kinc

not only as a member of a family but i

an ethical member of a society that hi

developed religious views as to tl;
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"a magnificent portrait"

NATURE'S
PARADISE

by

JEN and DES

BARTLETT
"This is a magnificent por-

trait of the wildlife of Africa,

a masterly presentation in

text and superb photography
of one of the world's most
exciting faunal regions.

"Nature's Paradise graph-

ically dramatizes the African

wilderness in all its variety,

ranging from the coral reefs

of the coast to the vast

plains, the dry thornbush-
dotted veldt, the bird lakes,

the jungle and the equa-
torial mountains."

— Roger Tory Peterson
Member of the

Board of Directors

National Audubon Society

36 color plates 276 photographs

$19.95 HMCo

meaning of life and that is now devel-

oping new views to supplant the older

ones. Sartre comes in for consideration,

as well as the old Christianity. The

final essay, "The Teilhardian Synthe-

sis," presents some of Dobzhansky's

views, occasionally critical, but on the

whole admiring, on Teilhard de Char-

din's attempts to reconcile science and

religion. Dobzhansky sees Teilhard de

Chardin as "one of the most profound

religious philosophers of our time."

Will posterity agree with him? It is too

soon to know.

To the benefit of the general reader,

the essays raise more problems than

they solve. Those relating to the origin

of true novelty in evolution, of con-

sciousness in particular, of creativity in

general, remain open. Dobzhansky is of

course at his best when he discusses

the mechanisms of evolution, where he

is surest of himself. But he is lucid

throughout, and he expresses himself

always in favor of man as a concerned,

and inspirited, being. Here is the

source of the "ultimate concern" of the

title—in a quotation from Tillich to the

effect that "ultimate concern is mani-

fest in all creative functions of the

human spirit."

Philosophy in one sense deals with

universals; this book is the result of

an attempt to deal with the develop-

ment of a personal credo rather than

a universal system of thought. What a

man thinks personally is perhaps of

greatest importance to the thinker him-

self. Dobzhansky begins his book with

a remark about Dostoevsky. "Dostoev-

sky makes his Ivan Karamazov declare:

'What is strange, what is marvelous, is

not that God really exists, the marvel

is that such an idea, the idea of the ne-

cessity of God, could have entered the

head of such a savage and vicious beast

as man; so holy it is, so moving, so

wise, and such a great honor it does to

man.' " Two pages later, Dobzhansky

states that "it is the ultimate concern

in man that Ivan Karamazov found so

strange and so marvelous. Man's nature

impels him to ask the Big Questions.

Every individual makes some attempts

to answer them at least to his own satis-

faction." This volume will be of great

interest to biologists who admire Dob-

zhansky's work in his own field and

who will be curious to see where he is

led by his incursions into others. The

author expresses himself as being obli-

gated in his thinking to Arnold Toyn-

bee, among others. I would venture to

predict that this book will be especial-

ly well received by readers who share

Dobzhansky's admiration of Toynbee.

Dr. Oppenheimer is Professor of Biol-

ogy at Bryn Mawr. Among her main in-

terests are experimental embryology

and the history of biology and medicine.

Man-Apes or Ape-Men? by Sir Wi
frid E. Le Gros Clark. Holt, Rinehai

and Winston, $3.95; 150 pp., illus.

THE author of this volume, Emerituj

Professor of Anatomy at Oxford, ij

one of the most distinguished student!

of human evolution. His share in rej

vealing the Piltdown fraud in 1953 iJ

well known, and he has long taken
|

leading part in interpreting those mos
valuable hominids of the earlier Pleis

tocene, the australopithecines. In thi,

compact and well-organized book h

presents the distillation of his thought

on these creatures, whom he consider

ancestral to man, and on the controvei

sies that have surrounded them sine

1925, when Dart made his celebrate^

announcement.

The initial debate over whether the,

were primitive hominids or merely urj

usual apes was settled long ago. ^
the present time the main argument

center around their taxonomic statu

and the relationships of the differen

australopithecine finds to each othei

Le Gros Clark comes down firmly oi

the side of the lumpers, rather than o

the splitters, and presents his reason

for believing that all the early Pleistc

cene hominids so far known in Afric,

can be considered australopithecines-,

widely ranging and by no means identi

cal groups of local populations, bu

nevertheless all assignable to Austr£|

lopithecinae. He chides some of hi

colleagues for failing to take grou,

variability sufficiently into account, fo

their tendency to exaggerate anatomj

cal details that in his opinion arj

trivial or irrelevant, and for the lamenj

able habit among many of creating nei

and unnecessary names for their favo;

ite fossils. ,

Probably none of the specialist

working in this field today will fail t|

disagree with one or more of Sir Wil

frid's points. He rejects the recent ore

ation of the Homo habilis category bj

Leakey and his colleagues and doubt

the reality of Robinson's Homo erectu

{es.-Telanthropus) at Swartkrans. Ui|

like several authorities today, he is nc

prepared to consider the australopithf

cines as members of the genus Homtj

He is also dubious about the claims fc^

australopithecines in the Far East. H|

willingly agrees that the australopithf

cines were tool-users and tool-makei

but is justifiably cautious about Dart,

"bone-tooth-horn culture." His opii

ions are presented in a firm but alwaj

fair and undogmatic fashion, and h;

ideas are well expressed, using neithf

jargon nor condescension. The book :

highly readable for students, for pre

fessional anthropologists, and for la;

men who want a clear but authoritati\

view of the present confused situatioi

The illustrations, both line drawing

I



,
photographs, are good and there is

;lpful bibliography. A chronological

le and a map of the sites discussed

lid have been useful.

Philip E. L. Smith
Universite de Montreal

E Shoshoneans, text by Edward
n, photographs by Leroy Lucas.

liam Morroiv and Co., $6.95 ; 96 pp.,

s. This Land Was Theirs, by Wen-
. H. Oswalt. John Wiley & Sons,

'5; 560 pp.

CK Hurley, the completely pro-

fessional boxing manager, once

aned, "God deliver me from ama-

s." I don't recall the events that

ng this plea for divine aid from the

mally hard-bitten fight manager,

after reading The Shoshoneans, I

ik I know how Hurley felt. Dorn's

has everything. Profound observa-

i.: "Everything in Nevada, we no-

I, as we go through it is nonexis-

i." Sensationalism: "You won't

eve this—there are towns in Nevada

ch have no dime stores!" Beauti-

y garbled summaries of scientific

tries: "Morris Swadesh, the lin-

it, by attention to the glottis, the

be between the vocal cords, has es-

'ited the time between the cleavage

languages. The languages of this

l:inent seem reduced to three. It

iht in the end be one art. It may al-

lly be one articulation." No one will

In much by reading Dorn's text, but

! reader who is in the mood for a

s nonsense can have a good time.

jesides, the text is clearly meant to

ncidental to the principal part of

book, several dozen photographs by

)y Lucas. To some extent, Lucas

caught up in the fun and games,

ihows us pictures of a junk yard, a

line pump, a movie theater in

ilock, Nevada, a sign advertising

s Auto Sales, and a poster urging

te for William Henry Harrison for

gress. However, when Lucas turns

amera on the Indians, he gives us

e sensitive studies of Indian faces

some interesting shots of modern
an ceremonies. The series of

OS on the Sun Dance is particularly

worthy. It is a shame that none

le pictures have captions, for they

not self-explanatory. How is the

!ral reader to know that the Indians

3d around a blanket beating time

wooden poles are playing a gamb-
game known as the "hand game"?
he Shoshoneans could have been a

I book. Lucas and Dorn want to

ent an honest and sympathetic pic-

of the Indians, and they have done
'best they can. But the text is aim-

and silly. The lack of the normal
for the reader—an adequate table

)ntents, a list of illustrations, cap-

gift
^suggestions

from the museum shop

for the ladies,..

An amethyst-eyed owl

of silver, and a cat

shaped of gold metal

inlaid with turquoise

blue stone. These pins

capture the timeless

appeal of favorite ani-

mals in a fresh, modern

design.
Owl pin .

Cat pin

for the men...

Handsome accessories

in amber. Sixty million

years of heat and pres-

sure transformed the

liquid gold of prehis-

toric forests into jewels

that often display em-

bedded fossils. Choose

cuff links and tie tacks

in either a clear amber

shade or an opaque,

marbled yellow.

le Tack . . . $5.00*

utf links . . . $12.50**

le set . . . $17.00**

Please add 25C postage and handling.

Please add SOf postage and insurance.

Members of The Museum are entitled to a 10^

Please add local taxes where applicable.

Please send your check or money order to

discount.

The American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York, New York 10024
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no special skills requiret

EASY TO SELL . . .

because your creations a

different — no two need
be alike!

SELL your creations for 2 to 5 times as much
as you paid for them. Make jewelry in your

This FREE CATALOG contains everything

you need . . . ALLOWS YOU to buy all the

parts and by adding your spare time helps

you create easy saleable jewelry.

Start today . . . don't delay. Send for the

hobby-craft's biggest and best catalog. Get
your FREE copv of GRIEGER'S CATALOG
now. No obligation - contains over 10,000

items . . , loaded with pictures.
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$1650 TOTAL PRICE
WASH.-IDAHO-MONT.

$50 Down—$25 month, in Northern
Idaho, Northeastern Washington, and
Western Montana. In the heart of lakes

and big game country. All covered with

growing timber. Access, Title insurance
with each tract. This is select land

with natural beauty, recreational and
investment values. Your inspection wel-

comed. Write us for free list, maps and
complete information. We have tracts

of many types and sizes from which to

choose, including Waterfront property

on Pend O'rellle, Priest and Kettle Rivers

and on Hidden Harbor Bay of Pend O'reille

lake. Write to: Dept. GJ

P.O. Bex 8146. Spokane. Wash. 99203

CATCH

ANIMAL RAIDERS!

Simple, safe HAVAHART traps catch raiding
rabbits, coons, cats, squirrels, pigreons, sparrows,
etc.. without injury. Straying pets, poultry re-

leased unhurt. No jaws or springs to break.
Galvanized; many in use 20 years. Open ends
give animal confidence. Sizes for all needs.
Write for FREE illustrated trapping guide and
price list.

HAVAHART
158-A Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562

Please send me FREE new 48-page guide and

tions, and an index—gives the book a

negligent air. For carelessly produced

books such as this one, the publishers

bear a major responsibility.

This Land Was Theirs, by Wendell

H. Oswalt, is a different kind of book

altogether. Oswalt seeks to instruct,

rather than to create a mood, and the

book appears to be designed for col-

lege classes in North American ethnol-

ogy rather than for a general audience.

It consists principally of brief eth-

nographies and histories of ten tribes

scattered over the United States and

Canada. The tribes are selected to

represent various culture areas. There

are the familiar Hopi of the Southwest,

the Iroquois of the Eastern Woodlands,

and the Tlingit of the Pacific North-

west, plus a few tribes that are not

nearly so well known to the general

public: principally, the Cahuilla of the

southern California desert, the Beothuk

of Newfoundland, and the Natchez of

the lower Mississippi River.

The book has a few noteworthy fea-

tures. History and ethnography are

combined to a greater extent than is

usual in similar books. The maps are

excellent. The most useful feature of

the book is the final chapter, which
discusses various topics that are funda-

mental to our understanding of the

place of the Indians in modern Ameri-

can society: What an Indian is (le-

gally), Indian status regarding citizen-

ship, population, urbanization, major
legislation affecting Indians, and cur-

rent governmental policies.

The book has one principal defect.

Aside from the maps, it has no illustra-

tions. It is impossible to present eth-

nography in any meaningful way with-

out the use of illustrations. How can

the reader possibly know what a Plains

Indian parfleche or a Northwest Coast

halibut hook look like? Oswalt might

imagine the difficulty he probably

would have in reading a college level

text on, say, invertebrates that con-

tained no drawings or photographs.

Despite the author's painstaking schol-

arship. This Land Was Theirs is just

another book about Indians. It fills no

major gap in the literature, and it does

its job no better than other, similar

books. But substantially the same text

with two or three hundred high-quality

drawings and photographs would be a

genuine contribution.

Stanley A. Freed
The American Museum

Biological Techniques, by Jens W.
Knudsen. Harper & Rotv, $12.00; 525

pp., illus.

IT
is often a simple thing to collect

a common plant or animal, but what

to do with it, how to preserve it, and
how to prepare it for study can be

quite another matter. Biological T\

niques is a compendium that outli

in general terms the methods of loj

ing, collecting, preserving, curatil

displaying, and illustrating represei]

tives of the biotic world, and somfj

the problems encountered when i

deavoring to accomplish these en

This volume will be welcomed by m
students of natural history who de:

an introduction to the many facets

biological techniques.

For the sake of convenience,

book may be divided into five pa

which cover—after the initial chaj

on introductory techniques and

lecting sites—plants, invertebrates

protochordates, vertebrates, scieni

illustration, and four appendixes

deal with display methods, slide n

ing, reagents and solutions, and
cotizing agents. Each of the chap

is designed to be a complete unit,

eluding bibliography, on the grou]

related groups covered.

To properly judge this book

must know for whom it is inten(

The author claims that it was wri
". . . for courses in biological

niques or museum techniques, am
meet the needs of those who are

volved in working with natural hisi

material." Unfortunately, it falls so

what short of its intended marl

seemingly inherent quality in n:

ambitious undertakings of this nal

Indeed, the reader will find many a

in great need of revisions, additi

and more detailed treatment.

There are, moreover, a few m
criticisms to be noted. The first

perhaps most important one is tha:

a few of the procedures outlined

too superficial to be of much vak
the specialist, and these instruct

may well lead the novice to virti

useless preparations. Of equal ini

tance are the decidedly large gaj

the literature cited, obviously an

portant aspect of any book of

nature. Such basic references as ^

staffe and Fidler's 200-page boo]

invertebrates, The Preservation

Natural History Specimens, Zo
Marine Microbiology, the Ame
Malacological Union's handbook
Hoiv to Collect Shells, Ridgway's

entific Illustration, and Zweifel'

Handbook of Biological lllustratioi

just a few of the many valuable soi

of information that should have

cited and included in one of the lis

references.

It should be emphasized that

text is definitely not the ultimate sc

for the serious student of a partii

animal or plant group, who will

have to resort to searching throng^

primary literature. And, in the

vein, this book is not intended foj
j

museum worker interested in pr^
j

ing public displays.

!.
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he author would have been well

ised to add a chapter or biblio-

phic appendix on photographic

hods, and perhaps a bibliography

ome of the journals that not infre-

ntly carry articles along the lines

out in this book. One of the many
a journals is The American Mu-
m of Natural History's Curator.

Jthough this book has some limita-

:s, these will not impair its value

general reference purposes, espe-

ly for beginners and for many
anced students of natural history

I desire information in areas other

1 their specialty. This volume is also

elcome companion to the recently

lished. multiauthored Handbook of

eontological Techniques.

Arnold Ross
The American Museum

N AND Pandas, by Ramona and Des-
ad Morris. McGraiv-Hill Book Co.,

^5; 223 pp., illus. The World of
; Polar Bear, by Richard Perry.
.versity of Washington Press, $4.95;

pp., illus.

LTHOUGH the zoo-based panda and
. the wild polar bear of these two
ks are very different, they both have
irmous human appeal.

- Men and Pandas is an intriguing ac-

count with many photographs. Not
"discovered" by scientists until 1869,

pandas are still a rarity outside of their

home in central Asia. The few that

reached the United States are now
dead, and the Chinese political situa-

tion prevents us from getting more.

Is the panda a bear or a raccoon?
This controversy of many years is re-

lated, blow by blow, and the learned

authorities for each side are named.
The authors conclude facetiously that

this bamboo eater (panda) is more like

the "old time bamboo eater newly
giantized than an old time giant re-

cently bamboozled"!
The book describes the animal large-

ly from the history of zoo specimens,
beginning with the capture of the fa-

mous Su-Lin by Mrs. Ruth Harkness in

1936. Only two pandas have been bred
in captivity—both in Peking. As re-

cently as 1966, millions of newspaper
readers followed the unsuccessful "love
affair" of London's female Chi-Chi who
was flown to Moscow but would only
engage in a snarling match with An-
An, one of Russia's two male pandas.
Panda toys, hats, bathing suits, and

postage stamps have illustrated the
panda's popularity. The authors ana-
lyze this appeal, panda-human relation-

DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT the art of Paleolithic man
in Turkey?

ABOUT the Maya pyramid at

Dzibilchaltun?

ABOUT a villa in Cyprus that some-

one built over a hoard of 2,484 silver

coins without knowing it.'

These are only three of the fascinat-

ing facts in the January issue of

ARCHAEOLOGY, the magazine
written by experts for the layman.

ARCHAEOLOGY keeps you in-

formed. A subscription makes a fine

gift, too.

Published Jan., April, June, Oct. by

the Archaeological Institute of
America. $6.00 a year (anywhere).

ARCHAEOLOGY Dep». NH77
100 Washington Sq. East
New York, N. Y. 10003

I enclose check/money order for $
Make checks payable to ARCHAE-
OLOGY.
Send ARCHAEOLOGY for ycar(s)
to:

Name
Address

Name on gift card..

Presenting the most sumptuous single-volume

guide to the entire animal world
How do flies and lizards walk on ceilings?

How do fish breathe under water? Do birds

migrate by instinct alone? Animals are indeed
fascinating to observe-but how much do you
really know about their lives, their homes,
and their habits?

Whatever your questions about animals
may be, you can now find the answers quickly
and easily in this thorough, authoritative,

and totally absorbing new book covering the

entire animal kingdom. Never before in one
volume has so much fascinating information

been assembled on so many living creatures.

Turn the pages of this beautiful Encyclopedia
and you are instantly caught up in an aston-

ishing world of nature unlike anything you
have ever seen. Over 6,000 different animal
species are presented in lifelike detail-from
microscopic varieties such as the amoeba to

giant mammals such as elephants and whales.
Over 1,000 true-to-life photographs show you
how animals live together, work together,
search for food, hibernate, defend them-
selves, and much, much more.

LAROUSSE
LOPEDIA
mm m.n tfsts

entire world of living creatures described and illustrated as never before •
fact-filled pages • more than 6,000 different animals presented by twelve

I 1r""%'"!.""'""''
' '^"'""^ '""strated with more than 1,000 photographs

• 100 m full color) representing the finest work of today's nature photog-
ers • simple easy-to-use format based on the latest system of zoological
|ificat.on, completely indexed for instant reference • uses everyday words,

Inll !
'"?"" • '"^"'""'^ »'/^ ^ ll'/4 • contains over 400,000 words

4U,000 words of picture captions.

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 W. 42nd St.,
Dept. NH-10, New York, N.Y. 10036

Please send me THE LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPE-
DIA OF ANIMAL LIFE to examine in my home
for 10 days FREE. Then, I will either remit the
Special Introductory Price of just $22.50 (plus local
taxes where applicable) or return the book and owe
nothing. If I remit now, McGraw-Hill pays delivery
costs.

Name

Address



FINISHED OR IN KIT

MAGAZINE
TREE

Just developed in <

tarry Magazine Tn

over 75 lagoz

jogs, newspapers, journals

-all shapes and sizes. Piik

them out, wrinkle.f

quickly, easily. It's

brand-new idea for ho

offi.

problem. 12"W, 13"D
30"H. Finely crofted ol

rich grained pine, hone

rubbed to o satin sheen

Hardwood spindles one

carry handle. Honey pine or maple, antiqui

pine or walnut finish. $16.50 Postpaid

COMPLETE EASY-DO KIT. Prefitted, drilled, sanded

ready to finish. Simple instructions. $9.95 Postpaid

Add S0|!! West of Miss.
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Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine
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FIX

CLOCKS,

WATCHES
FOR FUN and PROFIT

OFTEN AFTER OTHER experts hare thrown
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Tt-in.ihnok bv master craftsman K. tj. Marris

civM Vou the kind ot knowledge skilled watch-

makers learn in years ot apprenticeship.

OVER 200 ILLUSTRATIONS show how to in-

stall hands, dials, crystals, mainsprings, stems

rehou'se old movements in modern cases . . .

sp'eedib- cure many troubles by demagnetizing

"instructions cover every popular watch

and clock chimes, grandfathers, cuckoo, every-

day alarm and electric clocks. Handbook tells

you where to buy parts . . . where to send over-

How" work for repairs at vvbo.csale Prices as

business expands 1 Even how to pick up fine old

clocks at rummage prices, then restore for easy,

profitable sale! ^^_
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restoring cherislied timepieces. But see for your-
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Shipping Charges Collect.
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ships, and panda physical mainte-

nance. Desmond Morris is the Curator

of Mammals for the Zoological Society

of London, which operates the London

and Whipsnade Zoos. Interesting ap-

pendixes, a bibliography of nearly 150

titles, and an index complete the book.

The World of the Polar Bear is a

more sober, and more exciting, book.

To summarize the comparatively little

that is known about the polar bear, the

author has combed natural histories,

reports, diaries, and journals, as well

as literature on polar explorations. He
traces the earliest records of the polar

bear from the first century A.D. through

Eric the Red and Marco Polo to pres-

ent times.

The result is a remarkable collection

of experiences relating the life history

of the polar bear from birth to death;

its travels, cleverness, courage, and

curiosity. Many pages are devoted to

seals (the bear's most important food),

the bear's skill in hunting them, and

its relations with the walrus.

Is the bear dangerous to man? Perry

examines the horrendous accounts of

bear attacks, provoked and unpro-

voked, over the centuries and decides

that today, unless man is mistaken for

a seal, the polar bear is seldom a threat.

In analyzing the present status and

probable future of this mammal hunted

by plane, on land, and at sea, the

author is concerned that the few pro-

tective measures taken by some polar

countries may be too little, too late.

Richard Perry, the author, trained

in zoology at Cambridge University, is

a professional writer, an indefatigable

researcher, and a dedicated conserva-

tionist. He includes in his book a dozen

excellent photographs, an index, a

valuable bibliography, and a map.

Victor H. Cahalane
Zoologist and Author

Beyond the Observatory, by Harlow

Shapley. Charles Scribner's Sons,

$4.50; 222 pp.

FOR a long time Harlow Shapley's

lectures have educated, entertained,

and emancipated the minds of count-

less teen-age enthusiasts, amateur as-

tronomers, serious students, and pro-

fessional astronomers: this reviewer

has successively represented each of

these categories and still cherishes any

opportunity to hear his thoughts. Dr.

Shapley writes in the manner that he

speaks—a style that is informal, color-

ful, and compelling.

The collection of eleven essays pre-

sented in Beyond the Observatory is

primarily an outgrowth and develop-

ment of ideas dealt with in the author's

lectures to non-astronomers in recent

years. The subjects, as the title indi-

cates, go beyond the realm of astron-

omy. They touch on almost all scientific

subjects and social problems faci

man today as Dr. Shapley permits ''

latent ideas in his highly imaginati

mind to rise to the surface of recj

nition and fuse into something i:

strikes him as being worthy of fuj

explanation to himself and others. '

His discussion of the chemical (

ment argon throughout the ages '

earth is such a subject. Argon, the
}

that makes up one per cent of our'

mosphere. shuns all association w
atoms of other elements, thus rem&

ing aloof in our atmosphere since'

beginnings, in contrast to the nitrojl

and oxygen atoms—the main const!

ents of the atmosphere—which are c

tinually being exchanged with th

previously locked up in gaseous

solid molecules. But argon atoms hi

individually, always been a part of '

atmosphere; the author traces th

through history in amusing detail e'

as they are inhaled and exhaled'

famous persons from the past.

Dr. Shapley lets his mind soar ab

and about the ideas connected with

latest scientific discoveries, and ar

ipates further discoveries. In gene

this sort of beyond-the-fringe think

can lead to the early obsolescence

a book. In this case, the reader '

not be bothered by this, as it is the •

of thinking and the presentation 1

stimulate the reader, and much of Vi

Dr. Shapley says is sound reasonin

In the preface, the author admit

some overlap in the eleven essays;

does no harm, particularly if the re£

follows the advice of this revie'

namely, to spread the reading of tl

little gems of thought over at 1

eleven nights and to permit some t

during each day to savor, enjoy,

speculate upon the ideas that the

thor casts in rapid succession. Be

faithful to his prime, lifelong pre

sion. Dr. Shapley has provided a ;

ning thread of astronomy in this 1:

that would warrant its inclusion ir

astronomy collection, but the vol

is general enough so that the re;

wishing to broaden the scope of

science library will also want to ow
Sarah Lee Lippinc

Swarthmore Co

Peary: The Explorer and the ]\

by John Edward Weems. Houg.^

Mifflin Co., S6.95; .362 pp., illus.

Now that flights over the North ;

are a daily occurrence, it se

almost impossible to understand

excitement that surrounded its
'

covery" in 1909. There is. after

nothing there to discover—only

imaginary point in an ice-choked o

—but in those romantic days nati

prestige was at issue. President T

dore Roosevelt had written to Re

E. Peary. "I believe that you are d

most admirable work for America



setting an example to the young

1 of our day which we need to have

amid the softening tendencies of

time."

'eary was a typical explorer of his

e, a man driven by hunger for fame

convinced that he had been tapped

destiny. He believed that the

nerican" route, between Canada

Greenland, belonged to him and

; no one had a right to use it without

permission. He was a loner, raised

a doting mother after his father's

th before he was three; a civil engi-

r in the Navy, where his popularity

1 the establishment ranked some-

it low; and, when he finally did

;h the pole, he was fifty-two. In

rt, he was just the sort of person

would be eliminated in the first

ening for the vast governmental

ntific exploration organizations of

ly. His character and achievements

t, however, be judged in the con-

of his own time.

his new biography is an intro-

tion to such a study. It is short

sometimes superficial, composed

ely of quotations from letters,

des, and other memorabilia spliced

ther with bits of background. It is

able because the author had access

le vast collection of papers amassed

Peary and his family (who appar-

y saved everything ) —papers that

not yet been made public. These

ers are destined to be placed in

National Archives; when they are,

e will doubtless be definitive stud-

of Peary and his times, studies to

h this book is but the preface.

David Linton
Polar Photographer-Writer

Birds of Tikal, by Frank B.

the. Natural History Press, $7.50;

pp., illus.

ioSE of us who cross the border into

Mexico looking for birds have been

ight up on guides in which every

is illustrated, and we are shocked

ad there is no such guide to help us

h of the border. The continued and

3ntable absence of a color-illus-

;d field guide to Mexican birds has

:
been a source of annoyance to

thologists. and Frank Smithe's

; will at least go partway to fill this

W hile Tikal is in Guatemala, not

ico, its avifauna is so close to that

idjacent Mexico that only three

s are present at Tikal that are not

d in Mexico. Smithe's book con-

i illustrations of 107 species of

s, all of which were specially se-

':d because they have not been il-

ated before (which is often the

or because they are hard to

tify in the field. Having strug-

with unillustrated field guides in

ico recently, I was delighted to see,

L
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NEWW^ BOOKS

about the tropics,

the sub-arctic,

and the ocean's

depths
PEPPER,
A Puerto Rican Mongoose

By JAMES RALPH JOHNSON. Illustra-

ted by the author. A young mongoose is the

center of this story of wildlife in the cane

fields, cliffs, and jungles of Puerto Rico.

Filled with excitement, danger, and nature

lore, the story is based on the author's first-

hand observations in Puerto Rico.

Ages 10-14. $3.95

THE YUKON
By MARIAN T. PLACE. The story of the

great days of this wild river and its sur-

roundings, from its discovery in the early

1 9th century, through the Klondike gold

rush, and down to the present. Maps, in-

dex, bihlioszraphv. A Junior Literary Guild

Selection. An IVES WASHBURN Book.
Ages 1 1 up. S4.50

SEAWATCHERS
Oceanographers at Work
By WILLIAM BIXBV. Illustrated by John
Flynn. This accurate, up-to-date book
about deep sea exploration includes an ac-

count of a voyage on the research vessel

Chain, as its scientific crew investigates the

bottom, the currents, and the untapped re-

sources of the ocean. Ages 12-16. $4.25

David McKay Company, Inc.

750 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

LINDBLAD TRAVEL INC.

EXPEDITIONS TO

Departure Jan. 5, 1968 to Santiago, Chile . . .

then cruise to Tierra del Fuegc, southernmost

tip of South America, past Cape Horn, Explore

Antarctica, teeming with fascinating wild

flowers, penguins, seals, birdlife. $3,500 in-

cluding air fare from New York.

Jan. 2 and 30, 1968 departures, are a unique

travel experience. Explore New Zealand and

areas of Antarctica never before visited by a

group. $6,195 plus air fare.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. nh-1067

Lindblad Travel Building

133 East 55th Street
NewYork, NewYork 10022

Please send Antarctica brochure,

n via South America DviaNewZealand

Address-

State
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Just Published

How 88,648
Heavy Smokers
Stopped Smoking
NEW YORK—The Anti-Tobacco Cen-

ter of America has just published a

booklet which explains how 88,648

heavy smokers (of whom many are

physicians) have stopped smoking

without straining their will power. This

booklet is available free of charge to

smokers. All you need to do, to obtain

it, is to send your name and address to

The Anti-Tobacco Center of America,

Dept. A-90-M, 366 Fifth Avenue, New
York 1, New York. This offer is open

while the supply of these booklets lasts.

SUSAN BOOK
COFFEE TABLES
FINISHED OR IN KIT

Here Is The Loveliest

And Most Completely
Useful Table Made

Handsome swivel coffee table holds books,

record albums, magazines—all neatly arranged, titles clearly

Tisible. accessible from any seat. Skillfully crafted of rich

grained pine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey

tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both
16^4 "H. book area 12%"H. 36" dia. (holds 100 books)

539.95; 24" dia. (holds 40 books I 526.95. COMPLETE
KITS: Ready for tplick assembly and finish. Simple instruc-

tions. 36"—$26.95 ;
24"—$16.95. Express Charges CoUect.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

(f'"/fJ'P
No. YIELD HOUSE

Not Sold in Stores oept. nhio-7
Money-Back Guarantee North conway, N. H. 03860

for instance, a plate showing both

males and females of the similar-look-

ing Red-crowned and Red-throated

Ant-Tanagers.

The illustrations themselves are first

class, and H. Wayne Trimm is to be

congratulated on a fine job. Reproduc-

tion of the plates is excellent.

I mention the book's usefulness in

Mexico first, because I suspect its

greatest sales will be among those

wanting to see pictures of at least some

Mexican species. But the book is much
more than a supplemental Mexican

guide, and that is not its intent. Its pur-

pose, as the author tells us. is to aid

visitors to Tikal to identify the many
birds they see there, and to tell a little

about them. This book should go far

to satisfy their curiosity.

At Tikal, 281 species of birds have

occurred, and these are fully treated in

the text. Descriptions of each bird are

given, together with information on

voice, nest, eggs, and habits. While the

style of the text tends at times to be

somewhat rambling and anecdotal, it is

always interesting. The book goes far

beyond its avowed intent of enabling

visitors to identify the birds at Tikal,

and includes a wealth of information on

many of the tropical lowland forest

birds of Central America. A useful fea-

ture is the list of references given at the

end of the discussion of each species

telling where additional information

can be found. An introduction gives the

biological and historical background to

Tikal, and there are two useful maps.

My main criticism of the book is that

the author did not go on to finish the

job he started so weU, namely, to illus-

trate all the birds of the area.

However, this is an excellent book

both for the ordinary visitor to Tikal

and for the professional ornithologist,

who will find it a significant contribu-

tion to Central American ornithology.

G. Stuart Keith
The American Museum

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.

COVER-Willis Peterson
6-bottom left and
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Natural History
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38—top. Permission
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It's hard to belie
tical clothes ham. , _ , _ __ _,

holds lingerie and other hand washing; big tilt-fronl
holds family wash. Both have no-snag wood basket
teriors for proper venting. Both instantly removabh
easy emptying. Doubles as lovely bath table too—top 11

toiletries and such—drawer holds soaps, etc, Crafte
knotty pine in satin-smooth honey tone or maple, an'
pine or walnut finish. Handsomely louvered front, I

knobs. 30"H. 22"W. l|i2"D. $29.95.
Unfinished $26.95. Both Exp. Chgs. Col.
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UNUSUAL
VALUES

:ts close up. 60 to

I anij overcoated 3"
mirror, ventilated

/ TeJescope

phases of Venus
180 power. Alumi

eter f/lO pri

"STAR CHART'

Made Opaq
Projects Illustrations up to
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further away. No fi

!cts charts, dii
white. Operates
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parts (
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ng problems &. 15
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Wheel Barometer-Thermometer
tiful brass-finished aneroid instrument

accurate home weather station,
of" fun. No involved computations. Per-
gift. Obtain rough forecasts with di:
readings fri to

curate forecasts by ' _

^ yesterday's dial-hand positions.
ter table & additional adjustable
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Crystal Growing Kit
irystallography project—illustrate with
beautiful crystals you giow yourself.

Ol demonstrate factors affecting
refraction, piezoelectric effect, sym-
etc. Incl. book -Crystals & Crystal
g" |]lus generous supply of chemicals
# 7 large display crystals (clear,
blue-green, green and red).

#70,336E S9.50 Ppd.

EE CATALOG COUPON
:ND FOR FREE
MALOG
upletely new 196S
lalog. 148 pages

15?

lOO's
istrations.

plus bargair
scopes, microscopes, binoculars, mag-

c. For hobbyists, experi-
Iters, workshops. Shop by mail. No

nan will call. Write for Catalog
to Edmund Scientific Co.. Bar-

Ijton, New Jersey 08007.

Plastic Model V-8 Engine
Hours of fun: Get thrill of building youi
own easily assembled engine from over 35C
parts. Then push starter and watch it run.
Crankshaft revolves, pistons move, valve*

i with spark plugs.

olded
erything but bu
in 4 colors. San Tiot'oi

Wooden Solid Puizle$
Here's a fascinating assortment of 12 diftei

ent puzzles to provide hours of pleasui
and stimulate ability to think and reaso

skill, patii
Order yours now.
Order =70.205E S3. 50 Ppd.

"Fish" With A Magnet
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ur 5-lb. Magnet—drop it o'

bottor
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X Tyi

lb. Magnet is war surplus—AInico
-Govt cost S50. Lifts over 150 lbs.
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-To-re/escope Adapter
ely extend the use

of existing 35mm S.L.R
exciting long distance terrestrial

tial photos. Exclusive adapter ar

standing need. Pdetric threaded
O.D. Parallel shank
tube of all standard

al telescopes. Precision

T-adapter— I

',

slides into eyepiec

made of lightweigh

Overall dimensions— I

'/z" with max. width
of 1 34" across shoulder.
Stock #40,975E S6.50 Ppd.

film, diffraction grating, many other items.

Stock ?70.342E S5.50 Ppd.
Deluxe chest(inc. crystal growing kit).elec-

Jerrible Lizards—Monstrous Mammals
Explore the fascinating prehistoric world
of dinosaurs 200.000.000 years ago. Nevi
kit contains 24 authentic scale models (12
dinosaurs— 12 mammals) accurately detailed
in sturdy plastic. Incl.: Giant Brontosaurus.
fierce Tyrannosaurus Rex. Wooly Mammoth
—range in size from 2" to 6". Also inst. to
build your own dinosaur land and Wonder

Stock #70.8I7E S5.0D Ppd.

K
Qiant New Space-Ztid Kites

Terrific fun for kids of all ages. Kites
climb, zoom, glide. Wings flutter in bird-
like fashion. Will tow ice &. rolle.- skaters,
small boats & rafts. No tails. No running
tr, launch. 3-D aero-space design. Made of

bright red, yellow, blue tear-proof acetate
cloth. Wing span 47". length approx. 33".

Easily assembled. 250 ft. cord & instr. incl.

Stock =70.091 E Si-J8 Ppd.
Deluxe Model (5' 2' x 47") plus 400 ft. cord.
Stock =80.10IE SO. 95 Ppd.



Read this and solve the problem of

what to get "them" for Christmas.

Unique (no two alike), inexpensive

and lovely: Geodes from Mexico.

Diamond-sow cut for maximum
beauty, specially selected for spar-

kling, natural crystal formations. 3"

dia.-$2. each, three for $5.50. 4"

dio.—$3. ea., three for $8. Postpaid

and guaranteed. Also, special geode

assortments from $10. to $50.

shipped gift wrapped with your cord.

BARRY ROTHMAN
P.O. Box 537

Malvern, Pa. 19355
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Letters ta the Editar
Antarctica

The article entitled "Antarctica"

by Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy that

appeared in the June-July, 1967, is-

sue of your magazine was, in my
opinion, an outstanding contribution

to the conservation of Antarctica.

Dr. Murphy has brought to the at-

tention of your readers the para-

mount needs of conservation on the

White Continent. As a veteran of

three Antarctic expeditions, I have

long advocated a tolerance for wild-

life within the Antarctic Circle, and

I have been aware of the traumatic

consequences of the excessive band-

ing and wing-marking upon Py-

goscelis [Adelie Penguin]. I am
hopeful that the conservation mea-

sures in the Antarctic will be enforced.

Malcolm Davis

Consulting Biologist

National Wildlife Federation

Washington, D. C.

The Park
I don't think there is any serious

danger of the encroachments the arti-

cle ["The Park," August-September,

Natural History] stresses. I do

think crazy stunts, disorder, and

litter will ruin the park system if not

controlled. Some of the logic, if it is

logic, of the article baffles me. Why
heave a rock at Jamaica Bay which,

by the way, is by no means

inaccessible ?

Robert Moses
Chairman, Triborough Bridge

and Tunnel Authority

(Parks Commissioner of

New York City, 1934-1960)

I am grateful to Mr. Jack Hope
for his lively handling of a serious

and troubling subject in his article

"The Park" in the August-September

issue of Natural History. The war

to preserve open space in cities is

continuing and unending. Recently

the National Recreation and Park

Association passed a resolution call-

ing for a national crusade to end

park encroachment. Mr. Hope's arti-

cle and the illustration of the partial

list of "improvements" suggested for

Central Park since its inception pro-

vide fine weapons for this crusade.

I am glad Mr. Hope pointed out

there are no biologists in the New
York City Department of Parks. I

had recommended over a period of

years that the parks themselves be

under the supervision of an ecologist

and that the central staff consist of

biologists, botanists, horticulturists,

and conservationists. I have also

urged that an advisory committee be

constituted for the park system

which would include representation

from the major conservation organi-

zations in the city and from the New
York Zoological Society and the

various botanical gardens.

I was interested in his discussion

of waste disposal, which remains a

major problem in all cities. The

Planning Commission presently is

studying this matter, and the com-

prehensive plan for the city will in-

clude recommendations that may
help to protect marshland and

natural drainage areas.

The only quarrel I have with Mr.

Hope is the implied criticism of

recreation and cultural affairs as part

of the predominant operation within

parks. I believe that a good recrea-

tion and cultural affairs program

would protect and use the open space

and park lands correctly. I further

believe the Jamaica Bay Wildlife

Refuge could be developed in such

a way as to safeguard existing areas

and at the same time enable more

people in the city to enjoy this con-

tact with our natural environment.

Study of nature is one of the most

important parts of a good recreation

program. Such programs are im-

portant if the education which the

article proposes is to be effective, so

that there will be a large constituency

for the concept of natural open space.

The use of parks for meaningful rec-

reation programs makes them safe,

and fulfills important goals for the

health, welfare, and education of our

citizens.

I hope you will continue to bring

us more articles like this one. The

bulldozed hill, the uprooted tree, and

the burned-out underbrush are never

replaced. Once we have lost the few

remaining bits and scraps of natural

areas that remain in our city, i

once we have destroyed the anu

and plant life and the places for

grating birds, there will be no pi

left for the exploring child to to*

and see the world, and no places

adults to find refreshment, insp

tion, and peace. If we destroy

souls of our children, we destroy'

world, and if we destroy the nati|

world we do effectively destroy
^

souls of our children. i

Elinor C. Gugcenheii

Commissic

New York City Planning Commis;

We were glad to learn that the P

York City Parks Department has

cently engaged the Philadelphia f

of Wallace, McHarg, Roberts
|

Todd to conduct an ecologic surl

of Staten Island. Parks Departrr,

lands on the island constitute om
the few locations within the

i

where the natural environment

mains relatively intact.

The results of the Staten Isl

survey remain to be seen. Ed.

Sable Island

A scant two days after we ma
our August-September issue,

photograph below appeared in

New York Times financial sect

fulfilling author Fred Bruemm
prediction of the future of Si

Island. Ed.
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e Hasselblad EL
could be one of the most important research tools

stant surveillance of instrument Obviously, the remote controlevious advertisements we
discussed the many and va-

applications for which the

filblad System can be used
16 scientific and industrial

\. We would now like to dis-

a unique combination of

;elblad components and
; of the rather unique appli-

ns to which they can be

camera in question is the

;elblad EL, an electrically

n 21/4" square, single lens,

< camera, powered by one
vo rechargeable batteries,

battery good for lOOO ex-

res on a single charge. The
is wound on and the shut-

ocked automatically after

exposure. Exposures can

ade manually or by remote
rol, using either long re-

cables or a radio release.

Hasselblad EL accepts prac-

y all the accessories that

vailable for the Hasselblad

(the standard body in the

'Hasselblad System), includ-

'he 120-12 exposure maga-
ithe 220-24 exposure maga-
iand, of particular interest

the EL, the 70mm-70 expo-

jmagazine. The Hasselblad

;o accepts all seven lenses

able in the Hasselblad Sys-

from the extreme wide
Zeiss Distagon of 40mm

' length, 88° angle of view,

Tiaximum aperture f/4, to

'eiss Tele-Tessar of 500mm
:
length, 9° angle of view,

(Tium aperture f/8.

]i below are five particular

liverse applications for the

iral Instrument Recording

Hasselblad EL cameras
jlready proving their worth,

iJustrial and research insti-

over the world, as

!djng devices for the con-

banks and oscilloscope screens

on a 24 hour basis.

By the use of the EL with a lens

of the appropriate focal length,

and the 70 exposure 70mm film

magazine, banks of cameras,
using the Hasselblad remote
control timer, can make a num-
ber of exposures between 2 and

60 intervals for each of 3 time

ranges—seconds, minutes or

hours.

Thus, many valuable man hours

can be saved which would other-

wise be wasted making manual
photographic records.

Hydraulic Engineering

and Fluid Flow Research

The Hasselblad EL is particu-

larly suited to many forms of

fluid flow research and in the

solving of river current and flow

location problems. Banks of up
to 20 Hasselblad ELs are sus-

pended over a scale model of

the river bed or sections of the

ocean floor to be studied. By
floating numbers of white poly-

styrene balls down the model
and illuminating them by mer-
cury vapor lamps, a series of

tracks is formed on the nega-

tives against the black of the

river bed. By computing the

distance of the tracks against a

speed scale included in the pho-

tograph, flow speeds can be
calculated.

By using much smaller plastic

chips and the same photo-

graphic techniques, current pat-

terns are formed at mouths of

rivers, in bays and around struc-

tures In the river.

features of the Hasselblad make
it extremely useful for this kind

of work, and the use of either

the 70mm-70 exposure, or 220-

24 exposure magazine, allows

the researcher to make many ex-

posures before bringing the
camera down from the roof of

the building. And, unless the

building has an extremely high

roof, (in which case the 80mm-
Planar could be used) the
40mm Distagon will allow the

maximum area to be covered
by each camera.

Materials Testing

Other than the more regular

forms of material testing which
are usually carried out under
ideal laboratory conditions,
there are certain times when
photographs of fractures or

breakages of materials are
needed. Yet, the structures are

inaccessible to a photographer

e.g., the inspection of blast fur-

naces or large capacity wine
storage casks, both containing

large quantities of toxic gas. In

these instances, the lowering of

the EL into the structures to be
tested and the operation of the

camera by remote control, pro-

vides the solution to the prob-

lem. Once again, the use of the

70mm magazine is desirable if

numerous exposures are
required.

Because of the confined space
of the structures, the wide an-

gle lenses available for the
Hasselblad, the 40mm Distagon,

with its 88° angle of view, or

the 50mm Distagon, with its 75°

angle of view, would be most
useful.

Cave Photography & Speleology

A great deal of photography in

cave and cavern research and
its related sciences, palaeontolo-

gy, anthropology and prehistory,

is being done with the Hassel-

blad EL.

you ever buy.
Working conditions are usually

so bad — mud, water and of

course, constant darkness—
that film changes are not only

undesirable but usually impos-

sible. Use of either the 220-

24 exposure or the 70mm-70
exposure magazine will reduce

the number of film changes to

the absolute minimum. Be-
cause of the spacial limitations

of a cave, a wide angle lens is

indispensable. Either the 40mm
Distagon, with its 88° angle of

view, or the 50mm Distagon,

with its 75° angle of view, can-

not be bettered.

Aerial Photography

The Hasselblad EL is also
ideally suited for many phases
of aeronautical research. In

most aerial research photog-
raphy the camera is not
handled by a skilled photogra-

pher, but usually by a flight test

engineer or even, in the case of

a single seat airplane, by the

pilot himself. These people do
not have the time to be con-

cerned with manual operations

such as exposing, winding on
or changing film.

Flight instrumentation record-

ing by remote control operation

of the pre-focused Hasselblad

EL allows for the reconstruction

of flight conditions at pre-deter-

mined intervals during the test

flights.

Numerous accessories are avail-

able for the Hasselblad EL.

These are fully outlined in a 40
page illustrated booklet which
we would be happy to send to

you on request. If you also have
any particular problems of a

photographic nature, please ad-

dress your enquiries to our
Technical Director . . . Paillard

Inc., 1900 Lower Road, Linden,

New Jersey 07036.

HASS£IBIAD



How a labor union and a university helper
preserve a natural woodland treasure.

About 50 miles west
the steel and con-

crete of Man-
hattan's sky-

scrapers is a

priceless patch
of primitive

America
that is

essentially

the same today as it has been for

some 8000 years.

The William L. Hutcheson
Memorial Forest in New
Jersey is one of the few
remaining virgin forests

in the Northeast. Wild-
life abounds in hun-
dreds of species. Below
ground is a fantastic

world of insects and mi-

croscopic organisms, each
playing its own important
role in the life of the forest.

Nature has been working for

thousands of years to perfect this

"climax" community in which
trees, plants, animals and all the

creatures of the forest have reached
a state of harmonious balance with
their environment. Left undis-
turbed, this stabilized society will

continue to perpetuate itself cen-

tury after century.

In 1955, Thomas Mettler, whose
family had owned the property
since 1701, was urged to sell it as

a source of timber for

commercial use.

Aware of its unique
value, Mettler
held off on the
sale until public-

spirited resi-

dents of New
Jersey had time

to organize and es-

tablish it as a forest

preserve.

Thanks to the help

of private individuals and groups,

including members of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners, the forest was eventually

purchased and named in honor of

William L. Hutcheson, a past
President of the Union.
Under the direction of Rutgers

University, the forest is used as an

"outdoor laboratory" for Natu
studies. Through greater know
edge of this age-old woodland, m£
may gain insight into his own rel

tionship with Nature and unde
stand more fully his dependen
on the natural resources that nou
ish his spirit and sustain his bein

Sinclair has long been dedicah
to conserving America's natur
resources and wants to encoura
private citizens to take a more a

tive part in preserving our nation

heritage. For a booklet describii

what others have done and he

you can help, write Sinclair To^

Bureau, 600 Fifth Avenue, Ne
York, N.Y. 10020.

Also include your request f

information about
/--J

touring to ^r^ASmclan
scenic landmarksX ^-
you wish to visit. \ %^lr

Discover America by car— it's worth seeing and savin
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The rocks below are red and brown, set in deep shadows, but above, they

are buff and vermilion, and stand in the sunshine. The light above,

made more brilliant by the bright-tinted rocks, and the shadows beloiv

more gloomy by the somber hues of the brown walls, increase the apparent

depths of the canons, and it seems a long ivay up to the ivorld of...

open sky. and a long ivay down to the bottom of the canon glooms.

John Wesley Powell

V^
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Bolex H-16 cine syst

For some time now Bolex has been making

and selling (at Va to Yi less than any one

else) the best professional 16mm cine sys-

tem you can buy.

ONE MAN OPERATION.-Bolex H-16
cameras have become famous for their rug-

gedness, dependability, quality optics and

light weight, making them perfect for one

man (Fig. 1) filming operations and elimi-

nating the need for any kind of back-up

crew.

FILM CAPACITY.-The only thing that

Bolex H-16 cameras could be faulted on

was that they only had a 100 ft. film ca-

pacity.

400 FT. MAGAZINE.-That's why we in-

troduced the Bolex 400 ft. film magazine to

fit both the H-16 REX-5 and the H-16

M-5 in the Bolex H-16 cine system.

SYNCHRONIZATION.-Used with the

new constant speed motor (24 FPS) with

sync output for lip-sync on 54 inch tape and

automatic built in clap-stick for easy syn-

chronization, the 400 ft. magazine with

either the H-16 REX-5 or the H-16 M-5,

offers the professional user in any branch of

movie production, science, industry or edu-

cation unlimited versatility and scope.

THE TWO BASIC CAMERAS.-The
H-16 REX-5 is a three lens turret camera

that offers reflex viewing and focusing on

ground glass, allowing the photographer

complete control of composition, framing

and correct evaluation of depth of field. The
H-16 M-5, built with economy in mind, is a

single lens camera with viewing through a

removable optical finder mounted on the

side of the camera. The H-16 M-5 takes all

standard "C" mount lenses or Pan Cinor

and Angenieux zoom lenses, both equipped

with reflex viewing and focusing.

LENSES AND ACCESSORIES.-There
are 10 fixed focal length lenses from 10mm
to 150mm in the H-16 system, and 7 zoom
lenses giving a wide range of zooming ra-

tios from 5 to 1 up to 10 to 1, including the

Vario Switar 86EE, the world's first and

only fully automatic 16mm variable focal

length lens, with zoom from 18 to 86riim.

Many accessories are available in the H-16
system including motors, close-up attach-

ments, grips, matte box, titler, light meter,

carrying cases and both optical sound and

optical/magnetic sound projectors.

MANY APPLICATIONS.-Because of its

ruggedness, compactness and light weight a

single operator can use the Bolex H-16 sys-

tem for any of the following applications:

Sports filming, including coaching and train-

ing films, for club and school use.

Medical photography, surgical and research

filming, C in ep ho to micrography.

Advertising, promotion and TV ivork for both

studio and location shooting.

Travel and educational filming.

Wild life and nature photography.

Amateur film making.

Industrial filming, including training, record-

ing, research and ivork study films.

Memomotion and traffic fio^uj studies.

Periodic industrial data recording.

Underivater filming, (with housing).

Time lapse studies.

Remote control filming.

Instrumentation recording.

All types of sound •work.

The H-16 REX-5 camera (Fig. 2), with

400 ft. magazine, 24 FPS constant speed

motor, detachable take-up motor on maga-

zine eliminating the use of old fashioned

take-up belts. The H-16 REX-5 offers reflex

viewing arid focusing on ground glass. Vari-

able shutter. Filter slot. Accurate automatic

dual frame counters and registrator claw

for picture steadiness.

Shown on the camera is a Vario Switar

86EE zoom lens with automatic exposure

control and a zoom range of 18 to 86mm.
Maximum aperture f/2.5.

FIG.

'Adi

The H-16 REX-5 (Fig. 3) shown A

out 400 ft. magazine. The camera take

tt. film loads and has all of the tradit

Bolex features such as filter slot, var

shutter for fades, dissolves and greate

posure control, automatic loading and

vision to accept the 400 ft. magazi

desired. Lenses shown are Switar 1

f/1.6, 25mm f/1.4, 75mm f/1.9.

The Bolex H-16 M-5 (Fig. 4), wit

gle lens mount, an extremely econoi

professional quality 16mm camera equ

with such features as variable speeds, i

frame shooting, footage and frame coi

unlimited film rewind and autor

threading.

The H-16 M-5 (Fig. 5) can also be

in conjunction with the 400 ft. magazii

FPS constant speed motor and rech

able battery pack. This is an ideal

for sports filming where a large film c

ity is desirable to avoid loss of action foe

SEND FOR BOOKLET.-If you M

like a free 16 page School, Industri

Medical Bulletin and a Bolex 16mm
logue write: Paillard Inc., 1900 Lowe-

Linden, N..T. 07036

ion of Paillard Incorporated, manufacturers of Hermes office mac
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idd South Africa's Summer to Europe's Winter

isticated business and pleasure travelers know the un-

Tion attractions of Europe's uncrowded Summer-Side . .

.

h Africa. The excitement of vast game reserves. The sun

ng 357 days a year on 3000 miles of sub-tropical beaches,

day resort accommodations from $7 daily with meals,

y comfort and Summer pleasure of a prosperous, cosmo-
in, English-speaking country—just an overnight jet-step

from any of eight European cities aboard South African Air-

ways. And all of South Africa is nearly $300 closer this year,

on 14-21 day transatlantic economy class excursion fares. Isn't

it time you included South Africa's year-round Summer in

your Winter vacation plans—for only $265 more than a New
'Vork-Rome round trip? Ask any travel agent for your free

"Discovering South Africa" portfolio, or send coupon.

SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS
3 East 48th Street, New York, N.Y.
323 Geary Street, San Francisco, Cal.

SOUTH AFRICAN RAILWAYS
655 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Explore South Africa at low cost
on SARBUS and South African
Railways all-expense tours.

DURBAN/ CAPETOWN:
5 day motorcoach tour via

famous coastal "Garden
Route" from $100

JOHANNESBURG/ CAPETOWN:
Air-conditioned "Blue Train"
round trip with meals, berth

from $77
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Anthony ]. Wiener and Herman Kahn

Some forward-looking sections selected from "The Year

2000: A Framework for Speculation on the Next Thirty-

three Years," published this fall by The Macmillan Co.,

discuss man's probable future ecological predicament.

TRANCE CURE OF THE !KUNG BUSHMEN 30

Richard B. Lee

A magical ritual cures the sick and unites the members

of this hunting and gathering tribe of southern Africa's

Kalahari Desert in a common front against the external

sources of malevolence that threaten them.

GRAND CANYON 38

Brooks Atkinson

THE CANYON AND THE RIVER 50

William J. Breed

The significance and beauty of one of America's most nota-

ble and controversial resources are interpreted by an emi-

nent man of the theater, a geologist, and two photographers,

Patricia Caulfield and Ansel Adams (cover).

GEOMAGNETISM AND ANIMAL ORIENTATION 54

John D. Palmer

The irresistible urge of many animals to orient themselves

with the earth's magnetic field is a demonstrable fact—

a

fact that may play a significant role in the migration flights

of birds.

TRIALS OF A ZEBRA HERD STALLION 58

Richard D. Estes

The social behavior of the plains zebra stallion often leads

to intensive and spectacular battles.
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General Motors is people
making better products for people.

Jack Schweibold took off. And landed two world records.
When General Motors' Allison

Division developed a gas tur-

)ine for the Army that doubles
1 chopper's speed, range and
)ayload with half the engine
veight, it was test pilot Jack
Jchweibold's job to prove it.

Not only did he prove it, but

he set new world's helicopter

records for closed-circuit dis-

tance and longest solo flight

to boot. GM people like Jack
Schweibold won't settle for less

than the best from themselves.
Jack Schweibold,

Which is why you never have
to settle for less than the best
from General Motors.

And another reason why, for

example, you get a better buy
in a Chevrolet, Pontiac, Olds-
mobile, Buick or Cadillac car.

Test Pilot, Allison Division, Indianapolis, Indiana.

/



THE AUTJaOMS

Herman Kahn

Richard B. Le.

Anthony J. Wiener and Herman
Kahn are specialists in the fields of

science and public policy at the Hud-

son Institute. Mr. Wiener is a lawyer

and social scientist whose studies

at the Institute include international

crises, European political and mili-

tary positions, U.S. poverty and race

relations, arms control, and other

issues concerning the political, so-

ciological, and psychological aspects

of public policy problems. Previously

associated with Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

Wiener has also served as an in-

structor at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and Research Fellow of

the Society for the Investigation of

Human Ecology. Physicist Herman
Kahn is Director and principal

founder of the Hudson Institute. He
is a major consultant for the U.S.

government and for numerous scien-

tific and industrial concerns. For-

merly with the RAND Corporation,

Kahn has published widely and has

lectured throughout the world. The

authors are grateful to Morton A.

Kaplan, of the Institute and the Uni-

versity of Chicago, for contributions

to portions of their discussion.

Few primitive peoples are so

classic an example of the hunting-

gathering way of life as the Bushman

tribes of the Kalahari Desert. Rich-

ard B. Lee's interest in the ecology

and culture of hunter-gatherers took

him to Africa for seventeen months,

beginning in 1963, to do basic work

for his Ph.D. After receiving his doc-

torate from the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley in 1965 (his

earlier schooling was at the Univer-

sity of Toronto), Dr. Lee spent a

year as Lecturer in Social Anthro-

pology at Harvard. He is presently

back in the Kalahari for further

ethnological studies of the Bushmen.

Dr. Lee's wife, Nancy, who is a soci-

ologist, accompanied her husband

and is engaged in demographic stud-

ies of the !Kung tribe.

Brooks Atkinson was drama

critic at The New York Times some

thirty-five years, interrupted only by

stints as a war correspondent in

China and Russia during World War
II. In 1960 he retired as drama critic

to write a "Critic at Large" colum

His love for the theater is whol

equalled by his love for the out-c

doors, as evidenced by his passi(

for bird watching and a series

books and essays stringing back

1925, when Knopf published Skyli

Promenades, Atkinson's reflectio

on mountains and mountain clirti

ing. Natural History sent Mr. A

kinson to Arizona to "review" t

Grand Canyon—the review is a ra

and the Canyon got a four-star ratin

Since 1960, William J. Breed h
been Curator of Geology at t!

Museum of Northern Arizona

Flagstaff. During his college yeai

a Fulbright scholarship took him

the New Zealand Alps where he d

research for a master's thesis,

present, he is studying the Precai

brian formations and the Mesozc

Era of northern Arizona.

John D. Palmer is Associate Pi

fessor of Biology at New York Ui|

versity and has spent seven summ€
as researcher at the Marine Bioloj

cal Laboratory in Woods Ho;

Massachusetts. During 1963-64,

attended the University of Brist

England, as a National Scien

Foundation Fellow studying the

gratory habits of the protozo

Euglena (Natural History, Febi

ary, 1967). Dr. Palmer is present

engaged in research on biologic

rhythms and seasonal migratory 1

havior of various organisms,

pecially algae, crabs, and birds.

Richard D. Estes got to know t

plains zebra while spending two a

a half years in Tanzania's Ngorc'

goro Crater. His interest in the I

havior of animals has led him

write a field guide to the behavior

African mammals, soon to be pt

lished by Little. Brown. He is parti(

larly interested in the wildebeest,

which he is now finishing a docto

thesis and a book. His article

"Predators and Scavengers" (Nat

HAL History, February, 1967),

gether with this latest piece, ii

cates the thoroughness of his obsl

vations of animal behavior.
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The Dull Boy Who Became A Prodigy

LiVc t^^ • '" ^^"' "" "''^'^'"'^ ^"^'

Sr'P^-^^i^L .'/ trian clergyman, Karl Witte,^
I told a group of skeptical

friends: "If God grant me a

son, I shall educate him to be

a superior man — without knowing what

his aptitudes may be."

• Soon, a son was born but showed little

promise. The boy's own mother thought

him dull. Yet by the time young Karl was

six, his fatiier's efforts seemed to be work-

ing. At age 9, he entered the University

of Leipzig. At 14, he received his Ph.D.;

at 23, he became a Professor and went on

to a long and brilliant career.

• In Ireland, a man named Thompson

heard of Wiltc's methods and applied

them to his own sons. One became a cele-

brated engineer; the other became one of

the world's great physicists, Lord Kelvin.

• Early in this century, Leo 'Wiener —
rummaging in the back of a New England

library — found a German book describ-

ing Witte's methods. He, too, applied

them to a young son. The result: Norbert

Wiener — one of the greatest mathemati-

cians of all time, sometimes known as "the

fatlier of Automation."

• Now, these same extraordinary child-

development methods are available to all

parents in the new book described below.

ow to give your child a superior mind
narkable new book tells how
:an add as much as 30 points

MX child's effective I.Q. . . .

you can help him move
d in school and be more sue-

ul in an education-conscious

i.

L THE COUPON below and the

lublishers will send you a copy P
VE Your Child A Superior
for free home trial. Properly

this new book can help your

achieve the kind of success in

1 and in later life which, right

you probably do not think is

3le.

example, before your child is

^ears old, this book will help

or her) read 150 words a min-

add, subtract, multiply and

. . understand fractions and simple

ra . . . even handle abstract concepts and

)ret them creatively.

t of all, your child can achieve this

success without being pushed and with-

terference with a happy, normal, well-

ted childhood.

a book \\\ic this is so badly needed

', schools are giving fast-learners every

e to move ahead to more interesting

Meanwhile, other youngsters (who
be fast learners) are being crowded

'slow" classes — losing precious time

1 never regain — simply because no one

ook the time to develop their abilities

It's why — a few years ago — two well-

n child-development experts, Siegfried

rherese Engelmann, decided to bring

iccessful ideas of Karl Witte up to date,

they tried out their methods on chil-

Today they're playing word games.

Before he's five, he can be reading ISO words a minute.

dren of average intelligence, the results were

nothing short of thrilling.

Now, they have written a book describing

these methods. Give Your Child A Superior

Mind provides a planned program of home
instruction that any parent can start using

immediately. It will enable you to do for your

child what Karl Witte, over 100 years ago,

did for his "dull boy who became a prodigy."

You will learn:

1. How to teach your child to read. The
secret is knowing how to take advantage of

your child's natural hunger for words: Games
to teach the alphabet. 11 basic rules that

make book reading easy. How to anticipate

mistakes, correct them smoothly. How to

encourage spare-time reading.

2. How to help your child streak ahead
in Math. Here is where simple pre-training

can have the most dramatic results ... es-

pecially when it's explained in the simple

everyday terms of a child's world. For exam-

1 follow this book's program of

ig — your child at Age 5 should

e to do all this:

5. Understand
concepts like

Right-Left,

Before and
After, If-Then

6. Solve algebra

equations

like this:

d approxi-

ely 150
-ds a minute

I columns
igures

time

tract,

itiply, and
de

4A- = 8

7. Scores high on
first I.Q. Tests

you don't get these results —
ay return the book for full refund.

From a famous
educator—

"I have never before

seen a book which
offers so detailed a

plan for action day
in and day out. It

should help greatly

to make the lives of

mothers and young
children more pur-

poseful and inter-

esting."

—Dr. George N.
Shuater

pie, if your child has ever seen you

break an egg, he has taken the first

step to understanding algebra. Before

Age 5 he can learn addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, fractions, basic

algebra, division. And it will be fun

for both of you.

3. How to give your child the
power of abstract reasoning. Un-
derstanding abstract concepts frees

your child from the dull grind of rote

learning. It enables him to express

sophisticated ideas far beyond his

years . . . and develop what will even-

tually be his most priceless posses-

sion —
• clear, original thinking.

4. How to increase your child's

effective I.Q. Research, here and

abroad, shows that a child's I.Q. may
be increased by as much as 30 points

before Age 5. This new book was not con-

ceived as an I.Q. "course." But the program

it contains will help your child achieve much
higher scores than he otherwise would . . .

in a natural, easy way.

Examine this new book free —
Unusual double guarantee of results

You may examine Give Your Child A Supe-

rior Mind, with this unusual double guar-

antee. Simply mail the coupon on this page.

When the book arrives, look it over for a full

30 days. Then, if you're not entirely con-

vinced that this book can show you how to

give your child a superior mind, you may
return it and owe nothing. If you decide to

keep it, you may do so for only $6.50 — and
you are still protected by the second, long-

range guarantee at bottom of this page.

At all bookstores, or mail coupon today

to: Simon & Schuster, Inc., Dept. 82.

New York, N. Y. 10020.

MAIL TODAY FOR 30 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION

SIMON & SCHUSTER, Inc., Dept. 82

630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10020

lew book Give Your Child
anvinced that it can show
intelligence and potential
lin 30 days and owe noth-
$6.50. plus mailing costs,

payment in full, long-range guarantee: Publisher agrees
t;o refund full purchase price under terms stated on this
page.

Print Name

please send me a copy of th
A Superior Mind. If I am not
me how to increase my child'

for success, I may return it w
ing. Otherwise I will send

City & State Zip Code

n SAVE POSTAGE! Check here if you enclose S6.50 as pay-
ment in full - then WE PAY POSTAGE. Same return
privileges with full refund guaranteed.



Important new books
(and an impertinent one) published for

The American Museum of Natural Histor

by The V^^uralJTtstory 'J^ess

A true story about some

"excellent fishe"

SO EXCELLENT
A FISHE
A Natural History of Sea Turtles

Archie Carr

A 1400-mile ocean voyage back to the land its ancestors

left a hundred million years ago — the sea turtle makes this

awesome pilgrimage during a remarkable life crowded with

bizarre events. Some of these events are made even more
bizarre by people like zoologist Archie Carr, who tag turtles

to follow where they go, and fit them with spectacles to find

out whether they can see where they're going. Mr. Carr,

author of High Jungles and Low, Reptiles, and the classic

The Windward Road, has spent over a decade studying the

sea turtle, from Tortuguero, Costa Rica to Ascension Island,

a dot of land between Africa and South America, which
World War II pilots had trouble finding with the aid of

navigation instruments, but which turtles are able to locate

easily. The results of his investigations — on Green Turtles,

Leatherbacks, Loggerheads, Hawksbills, and the long mys-
terious Ridleys —make SO EXCELLENT A FISHE, in

the words of Marston Bates, "a fascinating account that

should hold the interest of anyone curious about animal
behavior." Illustrated with photographs. $5.95 (less 15%
Associate Members' Discount).

How to recognize two billion years of history in

the palm of your hand

DISCOVERING ROCKS
AND MINERALS
Roy A, Gallant and Christopher J. Schuberth

A Nature and Science Guide to their Collection and Identification

A rock you might hold in your hand tomorrow could contain evidence

of a world once filled with dinosaurs or a continent once underwater.

Rocks hold the key to all the earth's past, in fact . . . and there couldn't

be a more fascinating hobby. This handbook has been written for

beginning collectors and for seasoned "rock hounds" of all ages. It

tells how, where, and what to collect, how to categorize and file

specimens, what tools and maps are needed, and contains two new
keys for easy identification. In addition to the hard facts of collecting,

the book provides a sound foundation in the science of petrology.

Illustrated with photographs, maps, charts, and tables. $3.95 (less

15% Associate Members' discount).



Save 15% on books published for The
American Museum of Natural History by

Tess

Please send me the following Natural
History Press Books, in the quantities

indicated. I understand I will have two
weeks after these books arrive to de-
cide whether or not to keep them; if I

SO EXCELLENT A FISHE
Regular price $5.95

member^ price, $5.06

^THE SNOUTERS
Regular price $3.95

members' price, $336

DISCOVERING ROCKS
.AND MINERALS
Regular price $3.95

rnembers' price, $3.36

wish, I may return them in that time
and owe nothing. Otherwise, I'll be
billed at the special Associate Mem-
bers' discount price, plus shipping and
handling costs, as payment in full.

GODS AND RITUALS
Regular price, hardbound, $6.95

members' price, $5.92

MAGIC, WITCHCRAFT,
AND CURING
Regular price, hardbound, $6.50

members' price $5.52

MYTH AND COSMOS
Regular price, hardbound, $6.50

members' price $5.52

NAME . . .

ADDRESS

.

CITY. . . . .ZIP Depl. 7-NH-ll
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mimal, vegetable, mineral: subjects of Natural History Press
ooks always range over the entire natural order of things. This
ear they even range into the siipernatmal, to include the mythi-
al, magical - and the entirely imaginary. Even in the last of
lese categories, though, the "science" is absolutely accurate,
nd the prose a delight to read.

ou may examine any or all of the books described on these
ages now, for two weeks, before deciding to keep them. If you
keep them, you will be billed at the special Associate Mem-

;rs' discount. Mail the postpaid insert card today. Or write-
he Natural History Press, Dept. 7-NH-ll, 501 Franklin Avenue,
.arden City, New York 11 530.

Ik. fishy story about some fabulous mammals

rHE SNOUTERS
ORM AND LIFE OF THE RHINOGRADES
larald Stiimpke

1 1941, a Swedish prisoner of war escaping from
ipanese imprisonment landed on the then-unknown
land of Hy-dud-dye-fee in the South Sea archi-
slago of Hi-yi-yi. While there, he made one of the
lost startling scientific discoveries of the twentieth
intury — and one of the most startling ever to hit
le pages of this magazine. So startling, in fact, that
:e story (along with the startled reactions of Natural
istory readers) was reported on the front page of
e New York Times.

be discovery, of course, was that of an entirely new
der of mammals, the Rhinogrades, commonly
lied Snouters, whose chief characteristic - a big
)se — is used variously as a catapult, landing gear,
id insect trap. If you read the short article about
e Snouters, you will certainly want to read the
mplete Snouters papers of Stiimpke (alias Gerolf
einer). If you haven't, you should start now — for,
the Hartford Courant advised us, "You cannot ex-
iguish the Snouters . . . They have already migrated
. from the land of Spoof into the safe and lasting
id of Affection." Illustrated by the author. $3.95
:ss 15% Associate Members' Discount).

Varieties of primitive religious
experience in American Museum
Sourcebooks in Anthropology

Under the general editorship of Paul Bohannan, American
Museum Sourcebooks in Anthropology are compiled from
the writings of leading anthropologists, and are designed for
both the student and general reader. They offer a wide range
of ethnographic fact and a coherent foundation for anthro-
pological theory.

GODS AND
RITUALS
Readings in Religious
Beliefs and Practices

Edited by John Middleton
Analyzes beliefs in the super-
natural, various kinds of ritu-
als, the spread of new reli-

gions, and religious reactions
to rapid social change. $6.95

MAGIC,
WITCHCRAFT,
AND CURING
Edited by John Middleton
Sorcery, oracular consulta-
tion, divination and many
other forms of "witch-doc-
toring" are described, not as
exotic bugaboos, but as they
affect people in their every-
day lives. $6.50

MYTH AND
COSMOS
Readings in Mythology
and Symbolism

Edited by John Middleton
The ways in which people
think of their society and the
world in which it is set are
studied in terms of beliefs,

concepts, and symbols. $6.50

(All prices less 15% Associate Members' discount).



Excerpts fram ^*The Year2000*'
A^MMthawBy «/. fViewger tBnd Merwnan Kahwi

Mn The Year 2000, we described a

"basic, long-term, multifold trend"

that has increasingly characterized

Western societies in recent centuries

and seems likely to continue for some

time. Processes such as economic and

technological development, each fa-

cilitating the other, have become
routinely—one might even say inex-

orably—cumulative. It is notorious

that as a result the rate of change of

many aspects of social life has be-

come exponential; nor is it likely

that many of the changes that are in

process will begin to decelerate dur-

ing the next thirty-three years.

To speak, to use tools, and to pass

on learning; to put energy sources to

human use; to gather food, fuel, and

clothing for winter; to save, invest,

plan, build, and innovate in order to

decrease dangers and insecurities and

to increase the power to change

natural things to suit one's purposes:

in sum, to render nature subject to

human will—such have been the re-

sults, if not the goals, of eons of striv-

ing. Success in this sense seems to

be at hand. As we approach the be-

ginning of the twenty-first century,

our capacities for. and commitment

to, economic development and tech-

nological control over our environ-

ment seem to be increasing without

foreseeable limit.

These accomplishments are the re-

sults of persistent and concerted ef-

fort and intelligence, and on the

whole they are occasions for sat-

isfaction. To increase economic de-

velopment is to increase the avail-

ability of at least some of the things

that people need and want. To de-

velop technologically is to increase

the capacity to achieve at least some
human purposes that are widespread

and legitimate. Clearly it is worth-

while to overcome the deprivations of

economic scarcity and the dangers

and frustrations of impotence before

the forces of nature.

Yet the capacities of our culture

and institutions to adapt to so much
change in so comparatively short a

time may be a major question; the

stresses in domestic societies and in

the international system may not be

political or ecological situation ii

some costly or even irrevocabl

manner.

While it is usually desirable t

solve old problems even when th

solutions themselves give rise to ne'

problems, it has become increasingl

clear that our technological an

even our economic achievements ar



Man, technology, and nature in the twenty-first century—a discussion

based upon an important new book

Itralization of administrative or

itechnological systems; the creation

of other new capabilities so inher-

ently dangerous as seriously to risk

[disastrous abuse; and the acceler-

lation of changes that are too rapid

lor cataclysmic to permit success-

ful adj ustment. Perhaps most crucial,

lohoices are posed that are too large,

plausible the prevalent rhetoric to the

effect that technology is about to

open gates either to heaven or to hell,

that technology now presents man
with some simple and decisive choice

between immolation and Utopias.

The latter may sometimes be hard to

tell from "brave new worlds"; evils

may not be stark and obvious, but

Some Likely Innovations in the Last Third of the 20th Century

.. Widespread use of computers for in-

ellectual and professional assistance
translation, teaching, literature search,
nedlcal diagnosis, traffic control, crime
letectlon, design, analysis, and, to some
egree, intellectual collaboration)
Extensive genetic control for plants

nd animals, development of new and
seful species
. New techniques for preserving or
Tiproving the environment, based upon
ew understanding and concern for the
cosystem
Human "hibernation" for short pe-

iods (hours or days) for medical pur-
ses

Great development of new drugs,
Electronic devices, and other stimuli af-

icting emotions and thoughts; to in-

ude control of memory, learning,
itigue, relaxation, alertness, personal-

y, perceptions, and fantasies
Flexible penology without necessarily

sing prisons (by use of new and per-
aps pervasive methods of social sur-
3illance, monitoring, and control)

7. Use of nuclear explosives for excava-
tion and mining, generation of power,
creation of high-temperature—high-pres-
sure environments
8. Extensive and intensive centralization
(that is, sharing) of personal and busi-
ness information in high-speed data
processors
9. Some control of weather and/or cli-

mate
10. Other (permanent or temporary)
changes—or experiments—with the over-
all environment (e.g., the "permanent"
increase in C-14 and temporary creation
of radioactivity by nuclear explosions,
the increasing generation of CO2 in the
atmosphere)
11. Cheap and widely available central
war weapons and weapon systems, new
methods for lethal chemical and biologi-
cal warfare
12. New kinds of cheap, convenient,
and reliable birth control techniques
13. General and substantial increase in

life expectancy, postponement of aging,
limited rejuvenation

jmplex, important, uncertain, or

)mprehensive to be safely left to

iillible humans.

1 We would not wish to arrest the

ocess of technological advance-

ment, perhaps not even slow it down,
ir it is valuable. There is a wide-

jread response to problems of tech-

Ijlogy, in which the artifacts

emselves become the targets of hos-

|ity ; surely it would be more useful

criticize human choice, in which
chnology plays but a passive, in-

rumental role. Nor do we find

subtle, slow acting, uncertain, and
well distributed among all the avail-

able options.

Our purpose, then, is not to view
technological and economic pros-

pects of the next thirty-three years

with alarm; to try to arouse a hu-

manistic reaction against the forces

of change. We are, on the whole, opti-

mistic, but we wish to call attention

to one of the problems that is already

becoming discernible and that could
—if social responses are not adequate
—lead to very bad results. Specifical-

ly, we are referring to some ways in
which technology might come be-

tween man and nature so as to change
man's relationship not only with his

ecosystem but with himself and his

society.

Increasing wealth and leisure and
improved technology are unlikely to

have the exclusively beneficial results

that are often naively assumed today.

A principal danger in the situation

is that a series of decisions can be
taken separately for good reasons and
yet produce an ultimate condition
that—had it been foreseen—no one
would have wanted.

Practically all the major tech-

nological changes since the begin-
nings of industrialization have
resulted in unforeseen and unwanted
consequences that were not taken into

account at the beginning of the proc-
ess. Most obvious has been the
"fouling of the nest": the ecological

damage done by the accumulation of
the waste products—oxides, isotopes,

dirt, and junk—of industrial society.

Although this is part of the price we
have willingly paid for economic
progress, too many of the costs of
previous pollution and depredation
of resources now seem likely to fall

on current and future generations.

Another dramatic example is pro-

vided by the advances in public

health that helped to bring about the

population explosion, primarily by
dramatically reducing infant mortal-

ity in countries with very high birth-

rates. The ultimate cost of this

medical progress in terms of human
suffering in much of the underde-
veloped world (doomed to remain
underdeveloped unless it can reduce
population growth) may eventually

far exceed the suffering that would
have occurred without such progress.

Yet people are unwilling to give up

II
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medical progress or to refuse it to

populations where too many babies

are born; indeed, most would judge

such action immoral.

It is likely that ways will continue

to be developed to prolong human life

by means of artificial organs and

even, perhaps, through computerized

substitutes for damaged (e.g., senile

)

portions of brains. This raises

very starkly several ethical issues,

including the possibility of dehuman-
izing people. While each advance in

the capacity to prolong lives is wel-

comed for good reason, ultimately

there is a danger of blurring the dif-

ference between human and non-

human entities. If this occurs it

becomes plausible that a dehuman-
ized view of partly human beings

(and, by extension, of all human
beings) will be adopted. As hu-

manoid equipment is evolved, main-

tained, and repaired for various

special purposes, it may come to seem

appropriate and reasonable to "phase

out" this equipment as those pur-

poses change. What begins as an ex-

pression of the value of the individual

human life could easily become a

step toward the treatment of men as

objects, manipulatable or even dis-

posable as social purposes dictate.

*

The possibility of a serious invasion

of privacy by the government (or

by private individuals) is raised by

the rapid progress toward centralized

data processing for government,

business, and personal record keep-

ing. This is clearly a serious problem,

and while some discussion has in-

volved apocalyptic language, we

agree that without adequate safe-

guards some of these warnings may
prove justified. Indeed it is possible

that such problems will be raised not

as a by-product of normal commer-

cial and governmental operations,

but because there has been special

design and procurement of systems

for the surveillance, monitoring, and

control of individuals.

It is already possible to monitor

conversations by the disturbances

they produce on windowpanes and to

photograph documents through win-

dows and at great distances. Then, it

is not difficult to imagine the large-

scale "bugging" of future conversa-

tions, which could then be rapidly

scanned by computers. These com-
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ly from them.
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ir away. Only poverty and des-
ire close-by and in abundance,
et for the first time in genera-
Mary Carnwath and people
er are stirring hope among the

lary Carnwath works and
two thousand miles away, in

lattan. Her own daughter is

jro\yn-up, and through Save
hildren Federation she is spon-

:
one of the village girls, 8-year-
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le Mahtewas (two parents,
children, one grandmother
sister-in-law) live tightly
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The father who knows ranch
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^

v^ old enough to do

I
a day's work. But,
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f ' ''wm
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puters would be capable of detecting

certain special interest criteria (use

of ivords such as bet, kill, black

power, oppose, revolution; signs such

as angry gestures, threatening voice

tones, etc.) indicating whether or not

the conversations should be recorded

for further analysis. TV monitors

both indoors and out may become
common as the techniques become

cheaper. It may turn out that only

those with enormous resources will

be able—and then only partly and

perhaps only by bribery or political

manipulation—to avoid some moni-

toring or to interfere with transmis-

sion of the data. At the minimum, if

the monitoring exists, new code

languages will develop in efforts to

evade some of the consequences.

One standard cliche of the litera-

ture of social planning emphasizes

that complex societies are more vul-

nerable to disruption than simple

societies. The complex society has

greater instantaneous and long-range

flexibility, but less useful redundancy

and more bottlenecks that could af-

fect it. Thus it may be more affected

by major interruptions that over-

whelm its instantaneous or short-run

adjustment capability before the

long-range flexibility has a chance to

work. Unlike the simple society, the

modern industrial society is highly

differentiated and therefore requires

great integration in order to function.

A disrupted complex society at least

under some important conditions,

may not be able even to sustain the

low level of productivity that is nor-

mal to a simple society.

Greater wealth and improved tech-

nology give us a wider range of al-

ternatives; but once an alternative

has been chosen, much regulation

and imposed order is needed. Thus,

geometric increase in the complexity

and organization of modern life will

necessitate corresponding, even if not

directly proportional, increases in

the scope and complexity of human

and organizational controls. One

need not assume the triumph of the

police mentality, or the intrusion of

motivation that denigrates human

dignity, to foresee this. Each restric-

tion will have its valid and attractive

rationale, which may even be liber-

tarian. Federal safety regulations for

automobile manufacturers and tests

for drivers today increase the "free-

dom" of the license-holding driver to

drive in safety. Coercive treatment

for the mentally ill raises the proba

bility that they will be able to lead

freely constructive lives. Therapeutic

abortions, through the death of the

fetus, increase the freedom of the

mother. And the biological adapta-

tion of man to his ecological niche in

an extremely complicated and over-

populated society will increase his

freedom to live a satisfying and use-

ful life.

We have, of course, omitted the

crucial qualification, under the ex

istent conditions. It is still possible

that the terminus of the process ma}

be inconsistent with anything we

would regard as freedom or dignity

or even human. The evolution of so

ciety may produce the devolution o1

man. The adaptability ( and superior

ity) of man has heretofore consistec

in his lack of specialized adaptatior

(as in the case of the lesser animals)

Man may, in the not too distan

future, be adapted in a specializec

sense, while society through the con

trol of genetic science maintains iti

general adaptability by fitting men tc

the varying tasks that time and en

vironment provide. (Thus, as Mortoi

A. Kaplan put it, "the survival of th(i

fittest may be replaced by the fitting

of the survivors.")

It would be clearly erroneous t(;

compare man to the lemming, bu:

every known animal species on whicl

experimental overcrowding has beer

carried out is dysfunctionally disor,

ganized. Rules governing mutual ad,

justment will inevitably be ver;

stringent, and there will be a stron;

emphasis on adjustment (other-di

rected orientations) in place of in

dividualism. Resort to drugs, other

worldly religions, delinquency

crime, and mental disease (as way

of "opting out") could increase sig

nificantly, requiring medical, socia

and criminal sanctions to prevent o

contain those forms of disturbanc

that are excessively dysfunctional.

The consequences of dislocation

and mistakes in the production, logis

tics (distribution )
, and control func

tions of business and government ar

likely to be so huge that the facilitie

for coping with them must take pre

cedence over civil liberties or privat

pursuits and property. The blackoi

of the east coast in 1965 only suj

gests what can go wrong in the ft

ture. (That particular disturbanc

need not have occurred with prope

control systems, but that is the pro!
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lem. On the one hand, there could

be extremely sophisticated and pru-

dent system designs or. on the other,

there could be extensive supervision

to avoid the possibility of relatively

far-fetched disasters. I Needs for con-

trol and surveillance will develop to

utilize ( or as Parkinson might say,

"expand to fill" ) the technological

capabilities that are present in the

system. Technological developments

will, in addition to meeting environ-

mental requirements, produce needs

to satisfy technological capabilities.

As always, the central government

would so likely be swamped by the

problem of keeping the system func-

tioning properly that it would be

concerned only with marginal and

immediate problems rather than with

long-run, basic issues. In any event

there may be no rational or moral

feasible solution that does not reject

the whole of modern technology or

condemn billions of surplus humans

to death or deprivation. The twenty-

first century would no more be able

to return to the world of the twentieth

century than we can return to the

solden age of Greece.

A he Faust legend is a metaphor for

a central predicament of modern

man. We are interested in it primarily

as it gives rise to insights concerning

the consequences of the multifold

trend characteristic of our culture.

For the moment let us set aside the

differences in treatments of this leg-

end by several authors, or the same

author at different times, as well

as divergent critical interpretations.

The most popular literary treatments

—those by Marlowe and Goethe—do

provide at least poetic insight into

the problems we have been raising.

Marlowe's version is more faithful to

the early folk tale, but Goethe's ver-

sion possesses that poetic ambiguity

and complexity that raises the legend

to the level of archetype or myth. In

both versions. Faust sells his soul to

the devil in order to acquire knowl-

edge, power, riches, and women-
typical sensate goals.

ra
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The object of pragmatic, empiric

(sensate) knowledge is to contri

rather than to comprehend nature

to understand it instrumentally an

manipulatively, rather than emphat

cally, normatively, or mythicall

Such knowledge is a tool, not for tl

philosopher, but for homo faber, ma
the maker or doer, who gambles wit

fate (Fortuna, or chance, is a won
an I to seize those rare opportunitii

that might never recur. Faustij

man, or homo faber, is secular, pr

fane, and sensate, rather than the

logical, philosophical, or theoreticE

The medieval play emphasizes tl

distinction between the sacred an

the secular, between the body an

the soul. During performances of tl

play, or puppet show, Faust woul

often be prompted from the stage (q

even from the audience) , "Repen]

repent, it is not yet too late." A
though he replies to the audience,

'

have made a bargain and I will sti(

with it," he nonetheless vainly a

tempts to repent in the death seen

The lesson is clear: one may pay to

high a price for worldly power, an

after the penalty is apparent, repen

ance is too late. The myths of Pr

metheus and Icarus—and even tl

apple of the tree of knowledge— e:

pressed similar misgivings about tl

potential consequence of striving f(

prowess with which to transcend hi

man limitations and to subjugate tl

forces of nature. When Faust builc

a new area in which people can find

new life, in which swamps ai

drained and dikes built to hold bac

the sea, he rejoices that dikes ca

never be perfect, since "Freedom an

life are earned by those alone wb
conquer them each day anew."

Faust is not immoral but amora

He is indifferent to the fate of thos

who stand in his way rather tha

brutal; the brutal actions in the pla

are performed by Faust's agen

without Faust's knowledge. Howeve

lest the reader think that Faust woul

have countermanded this brutalit;

there is one episode in which an ol

couple is ruthlessly evicted from the

property by Faust himself eve

though their property is not essenti;

to his scheme. They are in his wa;

and like a force of nature, he brusht

them aside.

We are far from suggesting thi

the processes once presented by tl

basic multifold trend can be ova

come. Janus, looking both back^^aJ

i6
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and forward, must be the most dis-

illusioned of all. Few of us are likely

to return to the naive optimism of

the Enlightenment, to the rational-

istic confidence in historical prog-

ress that is still dying slowly in both

East and West, slowest of all in the

U.S., while it continues to gain new-

adherents in the developing nations

and in new nationalistic Communist

groups. Some of the social trends,

technological innovations, and levels

of economic development that fore-

cast a nightmarish twenty-first cen-

tury are almost surely not reversible

by any means short of holocaust.

Yet, if the cycle cannot be stopped,

if the warring elements cannot be

eliminated ( as indeed they could not

without the elimination of man) , we

can perhaps hope that they can be

moderated. Just as the economist

hopes to avoid not all the phenomena

of business cycles, but only their ex-

treme troughs and depressions, so

perhaps we can hope with adequate

knowledge and intelligence to con-

trol the extreme dips and rises of the

cultural cycles. If man may never be

completely in control of his fate, per-

haps at least he may rise to partial

control.

We share the prevailing human-

istic view that man's increasing capa-

bility to alter his environment (not

only the outside world but his own
physiological and intrapsychic situ-

ation as well ) amounts to '"progress."

It would be no more desirable than

feasible to attempt to permanently

halt the processes of technological

and economic development, or to re-

verse them. Yet our very power over

nature threatens to become itself a

force of nature that is out of control,

as the social framework of action

obscures and thwarts not only the hu-

man objectives of all the striving for

"achievement" and "advancement"

but also the inarticulate or ideologi-

cal reactions against the process. In

the last decades of this century, we

shall have the power to change the

world even more radically than has

already been done, but probably we

will not develop much ability to re-

strain our strivings, let alone under-

stand or control the results of these

changes. But if we cannot learn to

cope with the dangerous responsibili-

You caw
bird for hours
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ties of our technological success, wi

may only have thrown off one se

of chains—nature-imposed—for an

other, ostensibly man-made, but in <

deeper sense, as Faust learned, als(

imposed by nature.

If there is any single lesson tha

emerges from the above, it seems ti

be this: while it would certainly h
desirable and might even be helpfu

to have a better grasp of how socia

action may lead to unanticipated o

unwanted results, this is not like!

to be sufficient. Given man's vastly in

creased power over his environment

and the unprecedented opportunitie

for centralization of social contrc

that follows, the effects of socis

policies—planned or haphazard—ar

likely to increase drastically, and th

consequences of mistakes are likel

to grow correspondingly disastrou;

While all decisions are in a sense i:

revocable, this existential fact mu!

be appreciated increasingly as it bi

comes an ever more dominant aspei

of policy decisions.

Of course, it will be worthwhile 1

try to improve our understanding <

policies and their consequences, bi

the problem is ultimately too difficul

and these efforts can never be ei

tirely successful. Almost the on'

safeguard that then remains is to ti

in general to moderate Faustian in

pulses to overpower the environmen

and to try to decrease both the cei

tralization and the willingness to Ui

accumulating power, or to arranj

matters—somehow—so that th

power is placed in the hands of pei

pie who will respect its disastroi

potential and will not centralize

further. What is necessary is an u
flagging respect for the world as v

find it and for dissent and diversit

even for ornery individual stubbor

ness, in spite of the mounting ir

pressiveness of the technical-ration

structure that bourgeois, sensate s

ciety is building. Above all, the

must be a concern for perpetuatir

those institutions that protect fre

dom of human choice, not only f

today's individuals and the plur;

istic social groups that would wa
their views represented, but more ii

portant, for those who will follow

—those who in the future may e

perience their problems different

and would not want to find that i

have already foreclosed their choic

and altered their natural and soc:

world irretrievably.
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A Naturulist's Wife at Bay

A Harde Uncauntahle
hif N€uicy Bell Bates

In his second column of "A Natural-

ist at Large," the Boss remarked that

with the setting up of the "garden"

and the arrival of hummingbirds

and honeycreepers, of Heloi'se, the

iguana, and of assorted monkeys

"the household has never been the

same." At that time, we of the house-

hold readil)' and delightedly agreed

with him. We were thinking of the

pleasure of seeing a red hibiscus

flower blooming against the back-

ground of midwinter snow or the joy

of feeling a hummingbird's tiny feet

on our lingers at feeding time. We
did not realize that, as a chapter in

Marston's book Coral Island pro-

claims, there are "Flaws in Paradise."

Anyone playing God in a small

way, even in only 500 square feet of

space, is bound to have failures in

setting up a balance between flora and

fauna. And with these failures—such

as the necessary departure of the

overheavy saimiri monkeys and the

overfecund cotton rats, the death, for

a variety of reasons, of birds, lizards,

and turtles, the utter disappearance

of several finches and a large number

of bright little frogs from Colombia,

and the truly tragic loss to all of

us of Bronzy, tamest and most charm-

ing of the hummingbirds—we have

learned by trial and error. Bronzy got

caught in a small jar and was not

found in time—hummingbirds can

live only about five hours without

feeding. We still remember him with

great affection. If only he could have

called to us!

On the other hand. Heloise has

been rescued from what seemed the

final stages of starvation by force

feeding, the marmosets were rejuven-

ated by extra vitamin D, as suggested

in Gerald Durrell's book Menagerie'

Manor, and Ethel, the honeycreeper,

has hatched two eggs—although bothj

nestlings died within ten days—andj

is now brooding her fifth or sixth!

clutch in the tea strainer by the door.!

Successes and failures: we of thai

household have followed them all

with interest and sympathy. With one

exception. I refer to the invasion, as

the garden has grown, of a host, a|

horde uncountable, of cockroaches.

Hidden in the soil of plants from

Florida or the packing that brought

reptiles safely from Colombia, the

egg cases of several species must

have landed in comfortable places

about the garden, there to hatch and

start this process. Fine and dandy,

if, like the birds, monkeys, and

Heloise, they would have remained

in the garden to add to the natural

fauna of this "experimental rain for

est," but they didn't and they don't

We have long been accustomed tc

houseflies and fruit flies, but cock

roaches are something else again.

In an article in Harper's for De
cember of last year, Dr. Howarc

Evans extolls the wonders of '"The In

tellectual and Emotional World o;

the Cockroach" and claims that

structurally unchanged since befon

the advent of man, they are not onh

tremendously adaptable but als(

trainable. He heartily commends th

cockroach, although he says, "H
must, of course, be met on his ow
terms, in his own world." With hi

world and mine overlapping mor

and more, this phrase has come t

Mrs. Bates is the author of "East of th

Andes and West of Nowhere."
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In their native haniiat...

And in awe-inspiring color — that's
how two of America's greatest pho-
tographers, Eliot Elisofon and Mar-
vin Newman, captured 22 different
species of Africa's Animals during
the filming of ABC-TV's thrilling,

four-hour special program, Africa.
Now their photographs, together
with a fascinating, scientifically-

accurate text, are in one of this
season's handsomest books — a per-
manent pictorial record of one of
television's finest achievements.

AFRICA'S ANIMALS
With 80 pages in full color,

§3.95 at all booksellers
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have a sinister meaning for me <

time goes on. Dr. Evans is most we
come to try to come to terms wit

our cockroaches; we have space I

spare and would put him up indei

nitely. Could they be trained to la

their eggs in moist sand as he sa'

one species do in a Florida state pari

or don't we have the egg-buryin

kind? Most probably not, for thei

are 3,500 species now in existence (c

which "fewer than five percent hav

been studied in any detail," to quot

Dr. Evans again) and our luck ha

surely brought us the kind that neve

thought of such a thing.

The article, incidentally, is fasc

nating, if somewhat discouraging, t

the housewife put at bay by th

roach's agility, fertility, and ingeni

ity. In this house they do not simpi

drop their egg cases on the floo:

where at least we might destroy soir-i

of them ; they hide them under alari,

clocks, behind books, in the dark n
cesses at the backs of kitchen dray

ers, in the basement, and even in th

living room, judging by the populj

tion explosion there.

Surely it is unnecessary to descril

the feelings of a middle-class, middl

aged, midwestern housewife whe
confronted with cockroaches m
only in her cupboards but in the te;

kettle; not only in the bread box bi

in the refrigerator! True, my hous

keeping is casual and intermitten

guaranteed to make the efficient fe

smug and the inefficient feel at eas,

perhaps even superior. But in spi

of this, during all the previous yea

in our house we had encountert

only one cockroach. Now the plai

reminds me of the town of Hamel
before the arrival of the Pied Piper

Symbol as they are of dirt, diseas

and sloppy housekeeping—though

might add here that experts find the

less unclean than many other typ

of vermin—roaches are the only crei

tures of which I have a real horrc

to which my reactions are instani

,

neous and violent. Rats, mice, snak(
j

lizards, spiders, chiggers, mosqi
,,

toes, wasps, even lice—which we
j

found on my head at about the a, =

of ten and combatted, somewb \

drastically I thought, with kerose ,

—almost all creeping things are to i
,i

"nature's creatures." But not coc
^

roaches. But then it seems to me th
j

almost everyone has a horror .

something special: some people do;
;j

mind roaches but can't stand spidei
,,

some go in deadly fear of wasps
j.



ees. Lizards must be high on the list,

o high that it is forbidden by law

3 sell them in pet shops in Detroit.

used to wonder if anyone had tried

3 catalogue or categorize the various

lings that people are afraid of. Well,

ccording to the book entitled Men
nd Snakes, by Ramona and Des-

lond Morris, a survey of this sort

'as done in England in April. 1961.

nd repeated in October, 1962. using

V and a national newspaper to ask

le questions, "Which animal do you

ke most? Which animal do you dis-

ke most? Which animal topic would

ou inost like to see dealt with in

iture animal programmes on tele-

ision?" I find it interesting that

jckroaches are not on the list of the

p ten dislikes at all, but that while

lakes topped the list by a vast ma-

)rity, spiders came second. I now
3 about asking my friends the first

vo questions, but in my anecdotal

ay can only report that reptiles do

em to hold first rank, with snakes

ore feared than lizards. Even Mar-

on has often remarked that he is

ire if he were bitten by a snake he

ould die of fright!

This last fact is a comfort to me
fighting what must be an "imprint"

the Lorenzian sense, for how else

explain this terror, this completely

itomatic revulsion that seizes me
hen a large roach lands upon me?
fter all, I was brought up mostly

Florida where all these beasties

)ound. I also had a big brother who
It June bugs down my neck or

ittery moths in my hair, as big

others often do. My reaction to this

as to set out to learn not to fear

em. to hold them in my hand, to

el the flutter of a moth's wings or

e rasp of a June bug's legs. Why
en can't I hold a gentle, harmless

ckroach? This challenge has gone
imet during many years in Florida

d in Colombia, S.A. Will it now
me to pass that I shall overcome

Y weakness in Ann Arbor, Michi-

? For surely it is a weakness un-

brthy of a naturalist's wife!

Just the other day Marston handed
3 a book by John Rublowsky, en-

|led Nature in the City, with the re-

irk that the chapter on "Crawling
lings" might be of interest to me.

1
1
was, if perhaps not in the way he

tended. It only increased my feel-

u of being engaged in an endless,

ing battle against these representa-

es of "one of the oldest life forms
the world." Our huae old house is

HOFFRITZ ANGLE RAZOR. The
head of this superb German razor is set on
a precise angle to slice your beard smooth-

ly and effortlessly without the chop-chop
action of ordinary square razors. For a

true, extraordinary close Master-Barber
shave this classic instrument cannot be
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Equipped with felt tipped striking
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#36 $5.00, 2 for $9.50. 35<t postage.

DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT. Remarkable
new flashlight does not use batteries and
never needs recharging. A precision, miniature
built-in Dynamo generator produces powerful
beam of light with gentle squeeze of the hand.
This ruggedly constructed instrument is exten-

sively used. by European police and military

because of its absolute reliability. With ordi-

nary care should last a lifetime. #500 $8,95,
2 for $17.00. 35^ postage.

ALOE BACK-SCRUBBER.
Even the most fastidious bathers

will appreciate the pleasures of

Aloe, finest quality natural bath

brush in the world. Mounted on a 33
inch belt... scrub and massage ev-

ery inch of your back. Aids blood
circulation, gives skin a healthy,
tingling after-glow, and provides
vigorous exercise during your morn-
ing shower. #410 $5.00, 2 for $9.00
plus 35^ postage. (Not illustrated:

#405 Aloe Wash glove-mitt $3.00, 2
for $5.50 plus 35i postage.)

SWISS ARMY KNIFE. Classic fa-

vorite, only 3/4" long, possibly the

finest pocket knife ever forged. Com-
manding break-resistant red enamel
bearing the official crest of Swiss Army.
Contains: 2 blades sharp enough to

shave, can opener and lifter, reamer,

Phillips and regular screw drivers, file,

hole punch, scissors, saw, toothpick,

tweezers, wire stripper, Lanyard schack-
le. #136 $16.95, 2 for $32.00. 35(f post.
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NOBODY HERE BUT us CHICKENS..:
(AND NOVOFLEX)

George Laycock catches rare prairie chicken mating dance with instant-focus telephoto lens

Famous wildlife photographer George Laycock took this dramatic shot of Greater Prairie Chickens
busy courting. He used a Novoflex 400mm lens at f/8 with Kodak Tri-X film and shutter at 1/500 sec.

Author of "Sign of the Flying Goose" and "The Alien Animals" (Doubleday), Mr. Laycock reports that

the Novoflex Follow-Focus system "worked excellently . . . made it simple to maintain sharp focus."

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to infinity —
just by squeezing the unique pistol grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and 640mm) can be used

^^with a single grip. No turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Available for over 50 major camera
^|h^ brands, including interchangeable-lens 35's, Sand 16mm movie and 2V4" square reflex. Novoflex

^^^^^ lenses are noted for color correction, excellent definition, superb resolving power and
jj^^^H highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420 Grand

I^^^IP Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631, Oept. NHU.

NOVOFLEX
Instant, continuous focusing from a distance is yours with Novoflex
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an ideal habitat for these creatures

that thrive in warm dark places. We
can almost hear them munching nol

only on our food and that of the pets

but also on our books, on the pajjers

in our files, on soap and wool and

even shoe polish. Leave an open pack,

age of cigarettes too long in the same

place and the cigarettes are riddled

with tiny holes where the paper has

been chewed. Leave the dregs of youi

wine on the living-room table at nighl

and in the morning it will be crowded

with the dead and the dying. Any'

thing missing or mislaid is blamed

on them these days. Who took

Ethel's first nestling from her nesl

at the age of three days? Who cleans

up the turtles' tray each night, when,

having only three, we put out enough

food for six? Who, indeed, made ofl

last week with §25 from my wallel

and half a bottle of bourbon?

So far, we seem to have two species

in the house, although no doubt there

are several others in the garden (re^

member, 3,500 species in all!) will

ing and able to find their way where:

others have blazed the path. The less

objectionable, though more in evi

dence, being not nearly as coy anc

nocturnal as the others, is the small

narrow, light-grayish kind—Blattelh

germanica is the scientific name-
otherwise known as Croton bug

Much worse is Periplaneta ameri

cana; it zooms about like a miniaturi

bat, particularly when pursued hi

one of us armed with a spray bomb
And when these land on me, I whinm
like a wounded horse. When you ste]

on them they crunch. And as ;

hostess, what does one say when i

guest, or perhaps one of the semina

students sitting on the living-roon

rug, recoils and points and says

"What is that?" My embarrassed am
apologetic explanations are variousl

received, to the obvious glee of th

head of the house, who sits hj, als

on the floor, of course, and grins. K\

ter all, he likes cockroaches. It wa
interesting, perhaps downright corr

forting, to have him admit not Ion

ago that even he was somewhat take

aback, on going into the garden i

night after the lights had been off fo

a while, to find a wall-to-wall carpe

ing of roaches

!

Of far greater comfort, howeve

is the fact that the other members c

the household feel as 1 do. Marstoi

devising an ingenious inethod ('

trapping roaches alive, was at first a

for returning them to the garden. Bil
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the rest of us would have none of

that; they are either flushed down the

drain or squashed and thrown out.

Since Marston's traps proved so

effective, I shall describe them.

Simply take a laboratory finger-

bowl—or any smooth-sided, wide-

mouthed container—and grease the

inside walls. Oil, butter, bacon fat,

almost anything slippery will do (ex-

cept vegetable shortening—it seems

too solid
)

, and with a bit of pet food,

hamburger, or almost anything as

bait you can attract the monsters in

to where they cannot climb out nor

yet have room to take off in flight. We
have caught as many as thirty in one

bowl hidden overnight. At first we
took great care to hide these traps

lest the three cats and two dogs who
share the house with us get there

before the roaches. But when we be-

gan to find roaches drowned in

glasses of wine or beer left overnight

in the living room it occurred to us

that here might be the ideal bait, for

the pets, unlike most of the people

around here, are non-alcoholic. And
then in a bulletin on The Principal

Household Insects of the United

States, written in 1896 by L. 0. How-
ard and C. L. Marlatt, we found a

specific recommendation of stale beer

as bait. Both authors were close

friends of my father; indeed Dr. Mar-
latt was "Uncle Charles" to me. In

the section on remedies Dr. Marlatt

gives a number of trap designs, all

on the same principle of enticing

roaches in to where they cannot get

out. Being liberally supplied with lab

bowls, roly-poly highball glasses, and

widemouthed jars, we have been

running experiments in the garden

using various materials as bait, and
can now report that beer has it all

over red wine, white wine, and

bourbon and water, even though, as

Marston remarked, "It was the very

best wine." Pet food still runs beer a

close second, but the advantage of

beer is that the creatures drown,

while with the non-liquids they have

to be killed, which is always an un-

pleasant and somewhat guilt-produc-

ing process. Unless, of course, one

has aggressions to get rid of.

At this point, our readers are

probably wondering why on earth we
don't tear the place apart and spray

every nook and cranny, every pos-

sible hiding place. Well, that's quite a

large order in a seven-bedroom house

with three floors—no, four if you
include the attic, a repository for the
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belongings of numberless people

over numberless years—and in nearly

every room, bookshelves crammed
to overflowing. Or why not call in

an exterminator? Ah, but remember,

we have a jungle in the house, or

right next to it: a small bit of rain

forest, a tiny "ecosystem," a living

work of art. It is quite possible that

just one cockroach escaping the ex-

terminator might carry the garden's

doom on his prickly feet. I remember

well, after reading Rachel Carson's

Silent Spring, how we welcomed the

presence of fruit flies in our cups

of wine, even were pleased to see

houseflies and ants as proof that

there was no DDT about. We re-

member the robin someone picked

up from his lawn and brought to us

that died in convulsions as we held

it. Robins still seem scarce around

here the first days of spring; they

do not wake us at dawn as they

used to. Such dreadful poison would

not take long to go from roaches to

fruit flies and through them to the

hummingbirds. So now when we do

spray, it is with great circumspec-

tion, using compounds that contain

no DDT and not in the rooms adjoin-

ing the garden. I must admit, how-

ever, that this is a fragile principle,

and that in the heat of the chase, some

of us have—and not seldom—pursued
an enemy over the forbidden line into

the dining room and the living room.

It is so easy to forget at such a time.

Some months ago, Archie Cowan,

Associate Professor of Wildlife Man-
agement (wild life indeed?), came

by to view the garden and over a few

drinks informed us that he had a very

fine, white silicate powder that had

such a desiccating effect that when
merely walked over by roaches it

dried them up in a matter of minutes.

It was also harmless to most other

animals. His offer of a sample was
quickly accepted, and when it arrived,

we immediately put it to the test. The
reaction, while not instantaneous,

was quite spectacular. Within a few

hours roaches came staggering out

from everywhere, a great many,

oddly enough, from behind the door-

gong on the kitchen wall. And for a

while there seemed to be a lessening

of the invasion, with dried corpses

turning up in the most peculiar

places. But the process of sprinkling

powder around at stated intervals is

a tedious one, demanding more c

ganizational ability and consisten

than I am capable of. Besides, yi

don't get the spectacular results, t

visual impact of a whole bowlful

the enemy drowned in stale be(

Blessings on you, Uncle Charles, nc

dead these many years, for that bul

tin written in 1896!

And so, with spray bombs, t

white powder, and above all wi

beer, the battle goes on, for we knc

that in the garden the legions a

growing to the point where ev

Marston's co-operation is no long

in doubt. He is afraid the roach

may eat up all the rotting fruit tl

breeds the fruit flies that feed t

hummingbirds, the frogs, and lizar(

There was a time, not so far ba{

when he mentioned several times tl

someone in the Entomology Depa
ment at the University's Museum
Zoology had offered him road
from Madagascar as big as m
turtles, and as he said this, a sort

speculative, almost wistful gleg

would come into his eyes.

It is, however, a constantly chaw

ing situation, for not only are '!

finding the Periplaneta to be defini
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ly driving out the Croton bugs, but
we of the household are showing
definite signs of adaptation as well.

Now, of an evening when a few come
crawling out of the stove at the onset

of cooking, provided they are small

enough, I can coolly squash them with

a finger, saying "Die!" in triumphant

tones, and count them as they are

dropped into the garbage pail. It has
also become easier to step on the

large and crunchy kind, possible to

look closely at a huge one in a trap,

even to touch an antenna, or to pick

up the occasional desiccated corpse.

But let one land upon me and the

old revulsion sets up the immediate
and violent reaction. Only recently,

encountering a large Periplaneta half

drowned in the sink, I determined it

was now or never, and with a pair of

tweezers picked him up. With a surge

of courage I held him tightly between
thumb and forefinger. And I looked
him in the eye, let his one feeler wave
about in a feeble dying way. Inter-

esting he certainly was, the head so

tiny and hidden compared to the

rest of him, his brown covering with
its curious markings even handsome
in a way. But not lovable, not inter-

esting enough to me just yet to escape

death. However, as they say in Span-
ish, Poco a poco se anda lejos ("little

by little one goes a long way") ; and
who knows, I may yet come to accept

these flaws in Paradise casually.

Lest this tirade tend to discourage

anyone from building a bit of tropical

rain forest in the "intemperate" zone,

let me insist that the price we have
paid for it is far outweighed by the

joy that the jungle in the house has
given us. We've grown accustomed to

the warmth, the sounds, the smells of

the tropics coming to us when winter

is outside. Most of the birds, the

monkeys, and the iguana have per-

sonal names—Heloise and Brunhilde

have already made their public ap-

pearance in these pages—and Ethel's

never-ending maternal urge has us all

fascinated. Is this latest clutch fertile,

as the past three have not been ? If she

hatches, will they live as the first two
nestlings did not? We are just as

anxious as Marston is to add the call

of tree frogs to the chorus in the

garden. And even the "invasion" has
provided the excitement of a cam-
paign, a few pseudoscientific experi-

ments, and a great deal of laughter.
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The reviewers for Natural History's

annual survey are members of the staff

of The American Museum with the ex-

ception of Richard M. Klein of The

University of Vermont and Deana T.

Klein of St. Michael's College. The
books reviewed are those that deal with

the biological and earth sciences, as-

tronomy, and anthropology and are in-

tended for junior and senior high

school students.

Reprints of this year's survey will

be made available without cost to

teachers and librarians who write us

on their official letterhead and include

a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Others wishing reprints may obtain

them at the cost price of 20 cents each.

Requests should be sent to: Reviews,

Natural History, Central Park West
at 79th Street, New York, N.Y. 10024.

Anthropology
There are certain qualities that any

book for young people should have. If

the book is intended to instruct, it is

not absolved from literary considera-

tions; on the contrary, the standards

should be even higher. Such books

should create an interest in the sub-

ject and hold that interest throughout.

They must be authentic. This goes be-

yond mere accuracy of fact: it involves

accuracy of judgment, honesty of pre-

sentation, and imagination based upon
a secure academic foundation. Science

books should also be presented in a

scientific manner, and not be a mere
miscellany of data, however accurate

that data may be. Without order there

can be no understanding, only be-

wilderment or, even worse, boredom.

Given the requisite qualities, a science

book written for young people should

be an exciting and worthwhile experi-

ence for any reader.

Any book dealing vritli a scientific

subject is fair game for this review,

even if it does not set out to be an

academic book. Some, written plainly

with interest rather than instruction in

mind, however, may turn out to be
far more acceptable than those written

specifically as an educational tool.

There are examples of each among this

year's books that deal with one or an-

other aspect of anthropology.

The Innocent Assassins, by Fred A.
Salazar with Jack Herschlag (Button,

$5.95), is primarily an adventure book

dealing with a recent amateur explora-

tion of Brazil. As an adventure book

it is barely passable, and I would have

no great quarrel with it, but the author

claims to have discovered and under-

stood the people and cultures that

crossed his path. Yet he plainly can

see only in terms of, and in relation

to, his own values, so that although he

tells us "we had observed their work

and play, shared their joy and sorrow,

we have watched them go off to war,

walked with them through the jungle,

fished and hunted with them," he con-

tinues this passage with the incidental

throwaway that he even "learned some-

thing of their language"! Two pages

later, and doubtless with a vocabulary

enriched by as many new words, "Little

by little we pieced together the story

of Waica courtship and marriage."

Now if the author had merely described

what he saw and offered his own
opinions there would be no quarrel. He
might even have inadvertently pro-

vided some information from which a

sensible young reader could have

drawn sensible conclusions. But to pre-

tend, while on such an adventure and
without proper training, to be able to

arrive at conclusions concerning the

nature of human society is ludicrous.

And to try to authenticate the conclu-

sions given by claiming to have "lived

and hunted" with the people concerned,

as though this were all that was needed

to make an anthropologist, would be

hilarious if it was not so dangerous.

On the other hand. Raven's Cry, by

Christie Harris (Atheneum, 13.95),

does not pretend to be any more than

a novel, telling of life among the Haida

at the end of the eighteenth century.

As such it catches the interest and

holds it, while at the same time in-

troducing, almost by sleight of hand,

many very real and pertinent anthro-

pological observations. Social institu-

tions such as the potlatch, totems,

family structure, and trade are brought

into the picture like the sweetest

sugar-coated pills, and anyone reading

this book is, whether he likes it or not,

going to emerge not only interested

but informed. Yet the book is utterly

without pretense. If I say I wish it had
been better illustrated, I say it in the

constructive hope that next time it, or

its successor, will be. But even without

any illustrations it would stand on its

own as a science book.

Some of the books that assume a

scientific format would barely passj

even as novels, and the facts are

colored by opinions made with totally

inadequate scientific backing. The First

Farmers, by Leonard Weisgard (Cow-

ard-McCann, $3.64) , has a good format

and imaginative illustrations, and

promises well, yet seems written with

insufficient understanding. There is

much gross oversimplification and

statements of opinion that suit the au-

thor's argument well enough, but

which simply cannot be proven and,i

most likely, are not in the least true.

The old notion that early hunters werei

"at the mercy of nature" is once againl

propounded, to show how bright and-

independent the farmers were, as|

though either a new biological species

had suddenly evolved or as though

hunters suddenly stopped being hunts

ers and became farmers. The author

sets forth with remarkable determina-i

tion a hypothetical division of labor,

which again is a gross oversimplifica-

tion, and such oversimplifications beJ

come plainly boring. Any young readei

would be far more interested to know

the truth, which is that we really have

no proof whatsoever about how hunters

became farmers and how they lived

We have lots of evidence, much of il

conflicting. Why not give the younj

reader this evidence and a push in th(

right direction (as seen by the author)

and let him make up his own mind

Even the illustrations cannot be relieq

upon. To represent a digging stick ano

to be "scientific," the author (or artist)

has inserted a wedge that, on somi

digging sticks, must have prevented th

weight from sliding when the stick wa'

being used. Unfortunately, the wedgf

is upside down and would merely helj

the weight on its downward way.

A number of books are neither goo'

nor bad, but just warm up the same oh

food, which, I fear, is going to begi;

tasting somewhat stale. Exploring th

World of Archaeology, by P. E. Cleatd

(Children's Press, 13.95), is the be;

of these—well illustrated, with good a

lusions to, and comparisons with, th

contemporary world. It deals with di

ferent cultures from both Old Worl
||

and New, and with historic invention J

such as writing. It is intelligent an

lucid, yet somehow it is not new, an'

assumes that young readers could n^
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ike anything deeper than a general

iirvey. However, as a survey it is good.

The Morning of Mankind (New York
raphic Society, $4.95 ) and To the

ock of Darius (Holt, Rinehart &
/inston, $3.95) are by the same au-

lor, Robert Silverberg. The first is

nusual only for the welter of undocu-

lented and unexplained illustrations,

am all in favor of letting the reader

nd out something for himself, but

venty-seven illustrations on one and
half pages is asking too much, and
icplanatory captions saying "tools,"

3arvings," or "symbols" do not help a

:eat deal. On the other hand. To the

ock of Darius is a chatty eyewitness

ography of an archeologist, and al-

Lough the device is pretty transparent

at times painfully so—it is a book that

ight well get a young reader inter-

ted in a subject that could otherwise

; unbearably dull, namely the de-

phering of cuneiform writing.

I The Adventure of Man, by Arthur S.

regor (Macmillan, $4.50), starts with

•ehistoric monsters and ends up with

morrow, and all of this in so short

space seems to be cheating the young-
sr of something, somewhere along the

le. The generalizations are neces-

rily so broad as to be meaningless.

There are a couple of the usual pic-

re books. Shirley Glubok's The Art
Ancient Peru (Harper & Row,

'.50) is a series of reasonable photo-

aphs of the kind of pieces we see

ustrated in dozens of other art books,

venture stories, or travel posters. But
those other contexts they have more
int. Here they are in black and white,

ith a text that adds almost nothing
our understanding of what they

e or what their significance is. The
st one can say for this kind of book
that it is easy to look at and the

lor of the paper is mildly imagina-
e; it is all right for anyone who likes

look at pictures, but it should not
submitted as a science book.

From Bush to City, by Marc and
elyne Bernheim (Harcourt, Brace &
arid, $4.50), however, ranks much
;her because the photographs, al-

')ugh less "arty," all tell something
iit, if not self-evident, is clarified

the ample text. It deals with con-

Inporary Africa and can certainly

d to an interest and understanding
something of that vast continent.

Dne book, written by a professor of

3 arts, is particularly disappointing

because with the authority at his dis-

posal, and a sound idea, the presen-

tation lets him down. In Mounds,
Towns and Totems, by Robert Myron
(World, $3.95), there are quite inade-

quate illustrations of the fascinating

mounds described, and the information

is amassed in each chapter as though
all authentic data had been swept up
off the floor, briefly reclassified, and set

out in print without further thought. In

order, in one chapter, such data con-

cern death, housebuilding, farming,

hunting, spear throwers, tobacco smok-
ing, metalworking, pottery, pipe types,

engraved stone tablets, and physical

types. The author plainly has a mass of

information at his disposal, and all of

it is usable; he also has the zest and
interest in his subject that would make
a first-class book, but this is not it.

There are only two really good books.

Elizabeth Bartlett Thompson's Africa:

Past and Present (Houghton Mifflin,

$5.00) is historical more than anthro-

pological, yet I include it gladly be-

cause it helps us to comprehend human
society and human behavior. The au-

thor, furthermore, plainly has an un-

derstanding of anthropology, and the

book loses no opportunity to use this

understanding to explain the why and
wherefore of historical events. The
book is immediately interesting; it does

not try to deal with the whole sweep of

history but picks on the essential

moments, tempting the reader to go off

on his own and find out more. It is

written with a sureness and confidence

that is a fine contrast to the weakness
that always betrays itself by dogmatism.
This book poses as many questions as

it answers, and is not afraid of ad-

mitting the present limitations of our
knowledge. Excellent photographs are

throughout ; they help make the points

in the text and are not mere decora-

tion. The whole book is a pleasure.

The other, and only other, really

good book is Land of the Mayas: Yes-
terday and Today, by Carleton Beals
(Abelard-Schuman, $4.95). For once
the subtitle is important. This is a fine,

sensitive book with good illustrations

that, together with the text, bring the

subject to life. In good, descriptive

narrative style the author, like the au-

thor of the volume Africa: Past and
Present, immediately plunges the
reader into the subject, catching and
holding his interest. Yesterday and
Today are skillfully blended; the

ruins come strangely to life peopled
with present-day Mayas, and the peo-

ple of today, living a simple rural

life, gain a touching dignity from the

ruins of their past. Above all, the book
is written with a simplicity that in no
way detracts from its authority.

These two are the best books of the

lot, there is no need to say more about

them. It is a pity there were not more
of the same standard, for then I could

the more easily ignore the rest.

We might end by a final word of

warning against Lyn Harrington's

China & the Chinese (Nelson, $3.50),

which could pass as pure propaganda
for the Republic, but not as a book
that can claim to be in the least way
interesting or authentic. It is charita-

ble to suppose that it is written out

of ignorance, but that only makes it

all the more dangerous. It exhibits all

the worst qualities for a book designed

to educate the young. It is pretentious,

dogmatic, and utterly uncritical. For-

tunately, I think, most of our young
are bright enough not to accept such
facile brainwashing.

Colin M. Turnbull

Astronomy
In the next few years men will be

walking on the moon. Many of the

readers of today's astronomy books for

young people will participate in vari-

ous ways in its exploration, and as citi-

zens paying for their efforts, the rest

of us should have a reasonable knowl-
edge of the nature of the moon. We
should be able to understand the rea-

sons for such a literally far-out pro-

gram. Responsible books introducing
the moon to young and old alike

should be encouraged. Two of the

astronomy books reviewed this year
concern the moon but are not sufficient

to serve the purpose I have just

suggested.

The Moon in Fact and Fancy, by
Alfred Slote (World, $3.95). is inter-

esting from a thematic point of view.

According to a descriptive paragraph
at the back of the book, Mr. Slote is

experienced in telling youngsters a
good story. In this book the author tells

legends about the moon and alternately

balances them with astronomical
knowledge. While I cannot vouch for
the authenticity and accuracy of the
legends gathered from all over the

Continued on page 66
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Trance Cure of the by Richard B. Lee

IKUNG BUSHMEN
"Bushman medicine is put

into the body through the back-

bone. It boils in my belly and
boils up to my head like beer.

When the women start singing

and I start dancing, at first I feel

quite all right. Then in the mid-
dle, the medicine begins to rise

from my stomach. After that I

see all the people like very small
birds, the whole place will be
spinning around and that is why
we run around. The trees will be
circling also. You feel your blood
become very hot just like blood
boiling on a fire and then you
start healing. When I am like this

{telling the story] I am just a
person. The thing comes up after

a dance, then when I lay hands
on a sick person, the medicine in

me tvill go into him and cure
him."

The speaker, whose words I have
translated, is a Bushman. The !Kung
Bushmen, a non-Bantu, click-speak-

ing (the exclamation point stands for

a click sound) people of the Kalahari
Desert in Botswana, are one of the
last peoples of the world to maintain
1 hunting and gathering way of life

-until 10,000 years ago, the univer-
sal mode of human organization.

\ccording to the Bushman belief,

;ach tribe and race in the world has
I distinctive kind of medicine. The
3antu medicine consists of witch-

:raft and sorcery. The European
nedicine is contained in pills and in

lypodermic syringes. The Bushman
nedicine, or n/um, is a physical sub-
tance that lies in the pit of the
tomach of the n/um kausi, or
medicine owner." Medicine was
iven by God to Bushmen in the be-

nen, as well as men, have power
lire. A medicine woman, behind,
s her subject into trance.

ginning, but men can transfer medi-
cine from one body to another; this,

in fact, is the main reason why Bush-
man trance dancers cure by laying
on of hands on patients or subjects
and by rubbing sweat. Normally
medicine lies dormant. It is neces-

sary to dance in order to heat it up.

In their view, dancing makes the
body hot. When the medicine reaches
the boiling point, the vapors rise up
through the spinal column, and when
the vapors reach the brain, the
dancer enters trance.

The dance ordinarily begins in the

evening when a handful of women
light a central fire and begin to sing.

The dancing circle has a tight, sym-
bolic organization. In the center is

the fire, representing medicine,
which must be kept burning through-
out the all-night dances. Surround-
ing the fire and within the circum-
ference of the circle, the women sit

shoulder to shoulder facing inward.
The women are primarily singers,

dancing only occasionally. The men
dance in an outer, circular rut,

stamping around and around hour
after hour, now clockwise, now
counterclockwise. Beyond these two
tight circles of singers and dancers
sit the spectators—the children and
those dancers who have paused and
are temporarily resting.

The songs are sung without words,
in the form of yodeling accompanied
by syncopated hand clapping. There
is a generally known repertoire of

about ten named songs, each com-
memorating game animals or natural

phenomena, such as the giraffe, rain,

God, and mongongo nuts. Each has
a recognizable tune and associated
dance steps. However they do not
attempt in the dance to imitate the
behavior or locomotion of animals.

Phase I—Working up
Chaxni Chi {"dance and song")

Soon after the women begin sing-
ing, some of the men enter the circle

to dance. They maintain a tightly

hunched posture, arms close to the

sides and semiflexed, there is a parsi-
mony of movement, and the body is

held stiff from the waist up. Short,
heavy footfalls describe complex
rhythmic figures built on quarter-
and eighth-notes and formed into
five- and seven-beat phrases. Arti-
facts of the dance include chains of
rattles tied around the ankles, a
walking stick to support the torso,
and an indispensable fly whisk.
A dance lasts from five to ten min-

utes, with a short break followed by
another dance of equal length. The
women determine the beginning and
end of each number and the choice
of songs. For the first two hours of
dancing the atmosphere is casual,
even jovial.

Phase 11—Entering a trance
n/um n/i n!uma
{"causing medicine to boil")

Several of the dancers appear to

be concentrating intently; they look
down at their feet or stare ahead
without orienting to distractions

around them. The body is tense and
rigid. The footfalls are heavy and the

shock waves can be seen rippling

through the body. The chest is heav-
ing, veins are standing out on the
neck and forehead, and there is pro-
fuse sweating. This phase lasts for
thirty to sixty minutes.

The actual entrance into trance
can be gradual or it can come sud-
denly. In the first instance the trancer
staggers and almost loses balance.
Then other men, who are not in

trances, come to his aid and lead him
around in tandem until the trancer
shouts and falls down in a comatose
state—called "half-death" by the
Bushmen. The sudden entrance is

characterized by a violent leap or
somersault and an instant collapse
into the half-death.

Phase ni~Half-death
Kwi ! ! {"like dead")

Now the trancer is stretched out on
the ground outside the dance circle.

While the others continue dancing
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some men ^vork over the trancer.

They rub his body with their hands

and with their heads so that the body
is kept warm and made to shine with

sweat. The trance performer is rigid,

arms stiff at the sides or extended.

His body may tremble, and he moans
and utters short shrieks.

Phase IV—Active curing

n/um ("medicine"

)

The culmination of the trance epi-

sode occurs when the performer rises

up to move among the participants

and spectators to "cure." The tech-

nique used is laying on of hands. The
performer's eyes are half-closed. He
rubs the subject with trembling

hands and utters moans of rising in-

tensity, punctuated by abrupt, pierc-

ing shrieks. The trance performer

goes from person to person repeating

this action, ensuring that every per-

son present is treated. He may break

off curing to dance for a few minutes.

This appears to reinforce the tranced

state and to forestall a premature

return to a normal state. If there is a

sick person present at the dance each

trance performer will make a special

effort, often giving ten or fifteen

minutes worth of treatment to this

one individual.
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W hen trance dance begins, above, the

mood is more social than sacred.

Later, below, it groivs more serious

as men, some with magical ankle

rattles, ivear a groove in the sand.

Phase V—Return to a normal state

The active curing phase lasts

about an hour, after which the trance

performer usually lies down and

falls asleep. It is common for medi-

cine men to have two trance episodes

per night, one about midnight and

the other just after dawn. The dance

continues all night, reaching a peak

intensity between midnight and 2:00

A.M. when the maximum number of

medicine men are in trance. It slack-

ens off in the predawn hours and then

builds up to full strength again at

sunrise with a renewed round of

trances. The dance continues until

midmorning and usually terminates

by 10:00 or 11:00 A.M. Some memor-

able dances, however, continue

throughout the day and into the fol-

lowing night, terminating thirty-six

hours after they have started. What
makes these marathon dances pos-

sible is the change-over of personnel.

Although there are always ten to

thirty people actively participating in

the dance, individuals are constantly

'/^.
^Lm
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tering and leaving the circle in

ur- to six-hour shifts.

Apart from a male initiation cere-

jny, called choma, which takes

ace every four or five years during

s winter, the Bushmen have no

remony that is tied to the annual

cle, such as the first fruits rituals of

; Australian aborigines. The Bush-

jn dance at all seasons of the year,

nter and summer, with no discern-

e changes in frequency. There are,

wever, marked differences between

jarate Bushman camps in the fre-

ency of occurrence of dances,

lall camps of fewer than twenty

ople hold dances about once a

)nth. Large camps with forty to

:ty people dance about once a

ek. At one camp, which had a rep-

ition for fine music, dances

curred as often as four nights a

ek. There is some indication that

; Bushmen prefer to dance at the

le of the full moon, but I could

icover no reason for this prefer-

ce beyond the simple fact that the

light is better. A dance is a major all-

night aff'air that involves the major-

ity of the adult members of the camp.

It is worth noting that the dance is a

social and recreational event as well

as an opportunity for trance per-

formance. Many of the younger men
dance for no more profound reason

than to show off their fancy foot-

work. There is a juxtaposition of the

sacred and the profane in the dance,

with the intense involvement of the

trance performers contrasting with a

background of casual social chatter,

laughter, and flirtation.

A dance will spring up spontane-

ously if the informal organizers can

talk up enthusiasm for it. Three kinds

of circumstances favor its initiation:

the presence of meat in a camp, the

arrival of visitors, and the presence

of sickness in a camp.

The trance phenomenon of the

Bushman is a culturally stereotyped

set of behaviors that induces an al-

tered state of consciousness by means

of autosuggestion, rhythmic dancing.

intense concentration, and hyper-

ventilation. These exertions produce

symptoms of dizziness, spatial disor-

ientation, hallucinations, and mus-

cular spasms. The Bushmen were

never observed to use any drug or

other external chemical means of in-

ducing these states. The social func-

tions of the trancers are to cure the

sick, influence the supernatural, and
provide mystical protection for all

members of the group.

The key symbols and metaphors

that are found in the Bushman
trance complex are the concepts of

boiling, fire, heat, and sweat.

Boiling (ra.'um—to boil) refers not

only to the boiling of water on the

fire but also to the ripening of plants.

Water, like medicine, is dormant
when cold, but powerful when hot.

Similarly plant foods are dormant
when young and unripe but become
nutritionally potent when ripe. Thus
there is a symbolic association of

boiling water, cooked meat, ripened

berries, and activated medicine.

Sometimes this metaphor is ex-

tended, in a joking manner, to nubile

maidens who have reached men-
arche. These young women are now
considered "ripe" for intercourse

and impregnation.

Fire {da) is the source of heat

{khwi) for boiling water, cooking

meat, and for activating medicine.

The central fire symbolizes medicine,

and rubbing of live coals on the

body, which is often done, was in-

terpreted by one informant as a

means of rapidly incorporating the

sources of medicine. Another in-

formant interpreted fire rubbing as

a means of heating up internal medi-

cine. These two views are not neces-

sarily contradictory. Trance per-

formers use the same word (da) to

describe both the central dance fire

and the fire within their own bodies,

which heats up the medicine.

Sweat (cho) is the most important

of the trance symbols for it is the pal-

pable and visible expression of medi-

cine on the surface of the body.

Sweat is symbolically equated with

the steam rising from boiling water

and with the vapors that rise from
the medicine boiling in the pit of the

stomach.

The production and transmission

of sweat is the key element in the

curing ritual. Illness is lodged at
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sites on the body of the sick person

and can be driven out by the implant-

ing of medicine.

There is an important contrast to

be made between Bushman sweat

symbolism and that of the sweat

lodge and sweat house religions of

North American Indians. In these

rituals sweating is interpreted as a

means of purification of the body.

The perspiration, therefore, carries

the negative or harmful substances

out of the bodv. The Bushman belief

specifies the opposite—the sweat is

itself the positive and life-giving sub-

stance. In the sweat house it is neces-

sary for the patient to perspire in

order to be cured. In the Bushman
case only the curer must sweat in or-

der for the medicine to be effective.

The act of curing involves the lay-

ing on of hands, and the rubbing of

medicinal sweat onto and into the

body of the sick person. If the patient

complains of chest trouble, the

curer's attention will be focused

there; similarly with other com-

plaints located in specific organs, the

curer will w ork on the afflicted part.

In this ritual it is not necessary for

the patient to enter trance in order

for the cure to be effective. Often

three or four curers will work simul-

taneously or in shifts on the body of

a sick person. Thus there is no con-

cept of individual responsibility if

the- cure is successful or unsuccessful.

A demand of payment for the curer's

seivice is not a common feature

among the Bushmen, although some
curers do receive payment w hen they

are called in to give treatment to

neighboring Bantu peoples.

In addition to healing, another

class of powers attributed to the

trance performer is the ability to see

the ghosts of ancestors, to see at a

distance, and X-ray vision.

Spirits of the dead may be respon-

sible for causing sickness. The ritual

curer in trance is able to see the shade

hovering at the edge of the dance

circle. These shades are invisible to

all but the most experienced curers.

Having diagnosed the source of the

illness the curer then pleads with the

ghost to make it go aw ay. The follow-

ina; chant is used:

Why do you bother this one? ]

Go away and don't trouble us;

We love this man.

What have we done to you?
J

Some trance performers claim

ability to see distant scenes. On
occasion a performer stopped curi

walked to the edge of the circk

firelight and facing north descri

the scene at a Bantu village fc

miles away. On another occasio

performer pointed to the horizon ,

announced that trouble was corn

fiom the west. (As far as I kno'

never materialized.) This po^ver

commonly attributed to trance
]

formers, although I rarely obser

it to be exercised.

X-ray vision takes the form of

termining the sex of infants in uU

I lack a statistically significant s

pie of these predictions ( only

births occurred during the st

period), so I cannot judge the e:|

tiveness of this technique.

The Bushmen believe that, in;

past, a few of the very powe

curers had the ability to transf^
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A (lancer, Hearing a sardine key

1 his ear, works into trance in the

ckwise sequence beginning at far

left. Near "half-death" in the

ond photograph, he is guided by

a fellow dancer until he collapses.

I few moments later, he rises from
his comatose state and transmits

"medicine" by the laying on of

hands. He treats his assistant first,

then a woman and her child.

mselves into lions and to stalk the

iert in search of human prey. Lions

iinarily do not attack men, and
Iters occasionally drive lions off

sh kills in order to scavenge the

at. On the several occasions when
on has attacked a man, the Bush-

n attributed the attack to a human
er-turned-lion. Since such inci-

its occur perhaps once or twice in

ecade, there is little reinforcement

the belief in the malevolence of

nee performers.

t is instructive that, apart from
; belief, all of the !Kung folk be-

s about trance performers assign



to them a benevolent, positive, and

socially constructive role.

This positive evaluation of the

trance performer's role is most

clearly demonstrated in the offering

of mystical protection. It is the per-

former's duty to lay hands on all who

are present at a dance, including

men, women, children, and young

infants. Thus one sees the curers

moving around the dance circle and

through the spectators, treating each

individual in turn, even though there

is no sickness in the camp.

The !Kung Bushman trance com-

plex resembles in some ways the

classic shamanism of Siberia and

native North America. Both the

Bushman and the shaman complexes

emphasize individual trance as a

means of activating extraordinary

healing powers. In addition the

trance complex as a system of ex-

planation of misfortune has some

correspondence to the institution of

witchcraft found in many non-Euro-

pean societies. However, the Bush-

man case differs from shamanism

and witchcraft in critical areas.

The well-known distinction be-

tween the shaman, whose powers de-

rive from direct contact with the

Dawn breaks on an intensive

round of trance curing, ivhich

has lasted the entire nisht.

supernatural, and the priest, who

learns a codified body of ritual

knowledge from older priests, is

blurred in the Bushman context. Un-

like the shaman who contracts di-

rectly with the spirit world, the

Bushman trance performer derives

his power from within the social

body itself.

The Siberian shaman, to take one

example, is a lone figure whose

power comes from "spirit posses-

sion." This supernatural contract-

he has entered into a pact with the

supernatural—tends to alienate the

shaman from his community, and it

is significant that the shamanistic

role serves as an outlet for emotion-

ally unstable individuals. In Ameri-

can Indian societies, such as the

Pawnee, the shamans as a group are

set off from the community in a for-

mal fraternity of medicine men. In a

number of African societies the sha-

man may assume the role of an

authoritarian prophet figure and

may gather a considerable following

around him. In all these cases the

medicine men are collectively and

individually regarded by the laity as

awesome and potentially dangerous.

The Bushman trance performer,

by contrast, maintains strong social

ties with the community. Indeed, re-

cruitment and training of performers

forges bonds of affection between the

novice and his mentors, and between

the curers as a group and the rest of

the community. The Bushman curers
i

do not form an exclusive minority of

unusually gifted men, nor are they

organized into a secret society with

special access to the mysteries. The:

ability to enter trance and cure is.

possessed by half of the adult menj

(and by a number of the women) . j

This close identification of the

trance performer with the commu-

nity at large becomes evident when

we consider the logic underlying the

Bushman conception of the sources

of healing power and the sources of

misfortune. The Bushmen regard the

healing power as being derived fromi

other living men. Illness and misfor-i

tune, however, are brought mainly

by the spirits of the dead and other

forces external to the living. In other

words they seek within the social

body for benevolent powers, but pro-

ject the blame for malevolence to

forces outside of the social body.

Such a conception of health and disi

ease serves to bind together the living

in a common front against hostile

external forces.

Societies in which sorcery, sha-i

manism, and witchcraft are preva<

lent divide good and evil into a radi-

cally different projective system. In
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ese societies, malevolence springs

om within the social body as well

from without. Witches, sorcerers,

id wizards are all conceived of as

'ing humans who (willfully or not)

use harm. To combat this malevo-

ice, the individual may resort to

services of another sorcerer

mpathetic to his cause. It is true

at in witch-oriented societies not

evil is defined as coming from the

ing. However, the logic of the sys-

m leads inevitably to such features

good and bad shamans, good and
d sorcerers, and a spiral of magi-

1 attack and counterattack.

When misfortune strikes a mem-
r of a witch-oriented culture, he is

;ely to seek its source among the

ing members of the community,
many cases the prime suspects are

; individual's close relatives. The
stility that is an inevitable by-

oduct of interpersonal relations is

IS translated from the profane into

realm of the sacred. Nevertheless

hostility must be absorbed

gely by the social body. The Bush-

in, simply by attributing misfor-

le to an external source, have

olved a projective system that dis-

rates, rather than intensifies, inter-

•sonal hostility.

It would be misleading to allow

reader to draw the conclusion

that all the problems of social living

are resolved by the Bushmen in the

trance performance and its associ-

ated system of explanation. Although
the role of "witch" is not an institu-

tion of Bushman society, there is a

prevalent belief that a living man can

(willfully or unknowingly) cause

harm to others by neglecting to pro-

pitiate his ancestors.

I cite a case in which two old men,
Kumsa and Neysi, had been feuding

with each other over a period of

years. Once, when Kumsa became ill,

he complained that Neysi was indi-

rectly the source of his difficulty.

This accusation of witchcraft took

the following form.

Neysi has spoken ill of me. His an-

cestors have overheard these words
and now they have come to bother

me. Why can't Neysi control his

ancestors?

In order to clear himself of the

charge, Neysi was required to come
to Kumsa's bedside and to plead pub-

licly with his offending ancestors to

leave Kumsa in peace. In this ritual

of reconciliation Neysi used an in-

cantation that is similar to that used

by a trance performer when he sees

a ghost hovering at a dance.

This territory here is ours to share.

Now the ghosts should just go

away and let this man live in

peace. . . . Because of my words
the ghosts are trying to kill

Kumsa. Now I say—Kumsa is my
child. Ghosts! Go away!

However, this incident was an iso-

lated occurrence; by far the more
common attribution of malevolence
was to a ghost who was acting en-

tirely of its own volition—uninflu-

enced by human manipulation.

In conclusion, the attainment of a

trance is a co-operative enterprise

involving both women and men. The
trance performance itself is charac-

terized by a lack of secrecy and a

high degree of mutual aid. The psy-

chological rewards of the trance

experience are available to a high

percentage of the adult men of the

community. All members including

women and children enjoy the bene-

fits offered by the mystical protection

of the curer. The socially positive

evaluation of the trance performer's

role in society is congruent with the

Bushman belief that misfortune

springs largely from the dead, and
not from the agency of living men.

The ! Kung Bushman trance perform-

ance can be regarded as a drama in

which the stresses and tensions of

social life are transformed into a

common struggle against the ex-

ternal sources of malevolence.

'•^'^:^^
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GRAND CAIVYOl!
toy BROOKS ATKIINSOIV

From the lofty platform of the South Rim, the

Grand Canyon looks transcendently beautiful.

Against the radiant blue of the Arizona sky it draws up

out of the depths of the inner gorge and sweeps across

the distant plateaus like an intricate composition in blue

—pastel blue in the limestone lintels that form the flat

horizon; dark blue in the hidden trench where the Colo-

rado River noisily wears a track through the earth's crust.

Beauty is in the eye of the beholder, and millions ol

people throughout the world know that the Grand Canyon

is uniquely beautiful. But the beholder must also acknowl-

edge the Grand Canyon's indifference. The dimensions

are too vast to be assimilated into a human scale. The

canyon is 217 miles long. It is, at places, a mile deep.

The time values are even more overwhelming. The canyon

contains rocks two billion years old. One of the latest

organic events that took place there occurred ten million

years ago when the Colorado River, still classified as a

"young river," started flowing through its present channel.

To a mammal that stands only five or six feet high and

traditionally reckons its years at threescore and ten, these

figures ai^e beyond understanding. In the Grand Canyon

time is unlimited, a phenomenon that we can hardly

comprehend.

We can, nevertheless, soothe our shattered egos by one

piece of rationalization. Although modern men with scien-

tific training are the last of the mammals to enter the

canyon, they have gotten the most out of it. They have

used it as if it were a gigantic laboratory. By exploring

it—always with difficulty, often with danger—they have

succeeded in making legible a vivid chapter in' the history

of the earth. So far, men have been at their best in the

canyon—inquiring, persistent, disinterested. What they

have learned is pure knowledge, beyond price and im-

mime to materialistic manipulation. Up to the present

time, that is, for promoters with nothing except material-

istic motives have a plausible scheme for turning the

Colorado River into a source of revenue. Even the Grand

Canyon is not exempt from human greed.

By the geologic clock, scientific research ir

canyon has taken only an instant. Lieutenant Jose]

led the first geologic expedition there 109 years ag

tematic knowledge of the canyon began even late

than a century ago—when John Wesley Powell,

of science as well as adventure, led a party of b(

through the canyon for the first time in history ai

removed it from folklore and mystery. Looking

upturned rocks of the gorge he knew the significf

what he was seeing. "The book is open, and I cai

it as I run," he remarked when he was camping

beach (which is still there) at Bright Angel Creek

he named). The open book he was reading is the

of almost half of the lifetime of the earth, for tha

record that the Grand Canyon preserves. Evcj

about the canyon is remarkable. But nothing is m
markable than the intelligence with which scienti

laymen have used it.

Like a poem, the Grand Canyon is. It does no

anything, in the way that the Washington Monume
or the faces on Mount Rushmore do. But the sci

the naturalists, and again the laymen have found

in things that have great significance—grace note;

song of the earth. Every clump of eroding lim

every streak of vermilion shale, every ripple ma
mud crack, every Cottonwood growing beside a sp.

creek, every cluster of yellow rabbitbrush, ever,

of agave rising out of a circle of bleached leaves

arid heat of the desert, every raven gliding O;

depths of the canyon, and every violet-green s

racing across the rim and along the rock walls—

e

significance because enlightened men have und

its place in the ecology of the region. Between th(

and South Rims and the cottonwood grove of P,

Ranch, a half mile back from the Colorado Rii

Grand Canyon includes all stages of climate from

to Canada. It is a natural encyclopedia.
|

Intelligent use of the canyon has come late

boundless history because we, as a species, hai



ve it as it is. You can not improve on it. The ages have been at

k on it, and man can only mar it. Theodore Roosevelt

y struck some sort of working compromise with

of nature. In 1826 a fur trapper who penetrated

canyon described its high places as "horrid"

—

ative word that had been used to describe moun-

or centuries. In 1858 Lieutenant Ives made one

nt that has been held up to ridicule ever since. "It

ntended by nature," he wrote in his report, "that

orado River, along the greater portions of its

and majestic way, shall be forever unvisited and

rbed." His use of the word "majestic" suggests

was not emotionally sterile, as is commonly as-

but that he regarded the difficulties of travel as

le. He could not foresee the complex and breath-

ss transit of today.

as Major Powell who changed everything eleven

ars later. A realist as well as a geologist, which

deed be the same thing, he cleaned out the last

; of the medieval point of view. We owe a great

this indomitable man not only because of what he

red but because of what he felt—his enthusiasm

3 creative as his knowledge. Now the Grand Can-

he center of a civilization of its own. Every year

wo million people, American and foreign, visit it;

Vo thousand run the river in rafts or boats that are

lan Major Powell's, Every day fifteen or twenty

ride mules down the Bright Angel Trail—ten

own sharp grades—to the little pocket of nearly

civilization called Phantom Ranch; they return

t day up the fearful grades of the Kaibab Trail.

he canyon about two hundred Havasupai Indians

'. raising grain, fruit, and vegetables on a small,

plain, where Havasupai Indians have lived for

:Ve hundred years. They preserve a simple culture,

ley supplement by providing a few services and

Irs for the tourists.

Throughout the year scientists and naturalists keep

poking into the corners of the canyon in search of new
facts or facts that confirm previous speculations. Since

the canyon is so vast, these intrusions are hardly more than

mobile specks on a measureless surface. But they show

the extent to which men have managed to penetrate into a

wild, inhospitable bowl that is like a sullen presence and

that extorts exhaustion and thirst from all who use the

hot, sandy, crisscross trails.

Since some of the Grand Canyon is a national park, and

some of it a national monument, most Americans assume

that it is—as it should be—inviolate. But when a dollar

can be made, a way can be found to debase anything. The

Colorado River is already dammed in several places.

Commercial exploiters, routine politicians, and the Bu-

reau of Reclamation, which has a heart of cement, would

like to build at least one more dam that would control

both the volume and the current of the river and, in one

plan, back up water into the monument. For the Colorado

River, which has been grinding its serpentine way through

rock for ten million years, can be tamed into a sluggish

stream or stagnant backwater. Since a dollar can be made
this way, the arguments sound higli-minded and plausi-

ble, and it is claimed that most tourists looking down from

the rim would never know the difference.

But men with no respect for their country's heritage

and no imaginative understanding of the nature of life

should not be permitted to tamper with this living work

of nature. The Colorado River is the sovereign engineer

of the canyon and has had more experience than the Bu-

reau of Reclamation. By studying the varied evidence of

the canyon, geologists and archeologists have achieved

something of priceless value: they have defined a true

perspective on human life. We now have some idea of

where we stand in the scale of universal values.

The true perspective on human life does not include

tampering with the Grand Canyon for temporary profit.

Against the blue grandeur of this immortal canyon, the

acquisitive instinct of human beings is contemptible.



All winter long, on its mountain-crested rim, snow falls, filling t

gorges, half burying the forests, and covering the crags and peaks w\

a mantle woven by the winds from the waves of the sea-a mantle

snow. When the summer-sun comes, this snow melts, and tumbles doi

the mountainsides in millions of cascades. Ten million cascade broo

unite to form ten thousand torrent creeks; ten thousand torrent cree

unite to form a hundred rivers beset with cataracts; a hundred roarv

rivers unite to form the Colorado, which rolls, a mad, turbid strea

into the Gulf of California.

Quotations from John Wesley Powell

Photographs by Patricia Caulfield
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ding down a short distance, a beau-

ul view is presented. The river turns

arply to the east, and seems enclosed

a wall, set with a million brilliant

ms. What can it mean? Every eye is

gaged, everyone wonders. On com-

7 nearer, we find fountains bursting

im the rock, high overhead, and the

ray in the sunshine forms the gems

lich bedeck the wall. The rocks

low the fountain are covered with

)sses, and ferns, and many beautiful

mering plants.



^^
There is an exquisite charm in our rii

today down this beautiful canon,

gradually grows deeper with eve

mile of travel; the walls are symmeti

cally curved, and grandly arched; oj

beautiful color, and reflected in t

quiet waters in many places, so as

^ almost deceive the eye, and sugge

the thought, to the beholder, that

is looking into profound depths. }

are all in fine spirits, feel very gay, a

the badinage of the men is echo

from wall to wall.







3 gorge is black and narrow below,

I and gray and flaring above

wn in these grand, gloomy depths

glide, ever listening, for the mad

ters keep up their roar; ever watch-

, ever peering ahead, for the nar-

V canon is winding, and the river is

sed in so that we can see but a few

idred yards, and what there may be

ow we know not; but we listen for

Is, and watch for rocks, or stop now

i then, in the bay of a recess, to ad-

^e the gigantic scenery.
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tell the Indians that I wish to spend some months in their country

iring the coming year, and that I luould like them to treat me as a

iend. I do not tvish to trade; do not luant their lands. ...I tell them that

I the great and good ivhite men are anxious to know very many things;

\at they spend much time in learning, and that the greatest man is he

ho knows the most. They ivant to knoiu all about the mountains and the

illeys, the rivers and the canons, the beasts, and birds, and snakes,

hen I tell them of many Indian tribes, and luhere they live; of the Eu-

)pean nations; of the Chinese, of Africans, and all the strange things

lout them that come to my mind. I tell them of the ocean, of great

vers and high mountains, of strange beasts and birds. At last I tell

lem I tvish to learn about their canons and mountains, and about them-

ives, to tell other men at home; and that I want to take pictures of

jerything, and show them to my friends.
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The volcanic lavas and sediments

laid down during the Early

Precambrian (1) were folded and

metamorphosed as molten material

invaded from below/ (2). The high

mountains thus formed eroded aw/ay

and new layers of sediments accumu-
lated, which were then injected with

molten material (3). Fault-block

mountains formed as these layers

were broken and tilted (4). Erosion

reduced the mountains to a plain,

leaving as remnants only ridges (5).

The deposition, with erosional

intervals, of two major sedimentary

layers followed (5). Most of the

second layer, the Mesozoic, eroded

away and only a thin covering

remained (7). The Colorado River

established westward drainage in the

Cenozoic and began to cut into,

and expose, the older rocks (8). The
dominant process of this era

has been erosion, although vo;canic

activity in the last million years has

left scattered peaks and cones.

In
other areas of the world the

story of the past is incomplete,

the rocks buried or removed b)' ero-

sion, or so distorted by natural forces

that their relationship with time is

no longer decipherable. But at Grand

Canyon a vast reality floods the scien-

tific mind, compels it to explain, to

re-evaluate old geologic theories and

test new concepts. The most direct

statement about the Grand Canyon

is at once the most profound: this

mighty trench reveals two billion

years of earth history.

Many a geologist has scrambled

along remote trails tracing and

measuring rock units up and down

and from one end of the canyon to

the other, recording minute details

of the layers, and searching for fossils

and other clues to earth history.

From the limestones, sandstones,

and shales of Grand Canyon, the im-

prints of ancient seas, deserts, and

deltas emerge. Details of the rocks

—ripple marks, mud cracks, raindrop

impressions, and cross-bedding—de-

fine long-vanished shorelines, streams

and their mountain headwaters, and

compose a durable record of chang-

ing climates and evolving landscapes.

At the bottom of the canyon, where

one can see some of the oldest rocks

in the world, there is no evidence of

life, although rocks of similar age in

Canada contain primitive life be-

THE
CANYON
AND THE
RIVER by William J. Breed
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lieved to be bacteria or algae. Next

in ascending order, the Early Pre-

cambrian rocks have yielded jelly-

fish-like fossils and banded algae.

Many diverse types of fossils are in

the Paleozoic rocks—trilobites (prim-

itive crustaceans much like horseshoe

crabs), primitive armored fish, am-

phibian and reptile tracks, and primi-

tive gymnosperms such as conifers

and ferns. The Mesozoic rocks of

the Navaho Reservation contain

tracks and bones of huge dinosaurs

and other reptiles and amphibians;

in the upper layers are found angio-

sperms—the flowering plants that are

dominant today. The Cenozoic rocks

of the canyon contain mammal
bones, and the most recent deposits

show evidence of man's presence.

The story of evolution is thus beauti-

fully unfolded as one progresses from
the older to the younger rocks.

Despite the canyon's geologic read-

ability, one question has not been

fully answered, even after 100 years

of speculation and study. Precisely

how was this huge chasm cut into the

rocks of the Colorado Plateau? The
earliest answer was suggested by

John Wesley Powell in 1869. His idea

was that the river originally flowed

over a lowland, long before the pla-

teau area was uplifted. Folding and

faulting caused the land to rise, and

the river, keeping pace with the up-

lifts, cut Grand Canyon somewhat as

a knife would cut a cake if the cake

were lifted upward against the blade.

This theory, so beautifully simple and

easy to explain, lost its validity when
later geologists discovered that the

folding and some of the faulting that

raised the plateau occurred long be-

fore the river existed.

To circumvent this difficulty, sev-

eral geologists, including the famous
William Morris Davis of Harvard

University, reasoned that the river

must have begun its course upon a

covering layer of sedimentary rocks

that had buried the folded and faulted

structures. Renewed uplift of the area

then gave the river gravitational im-

petus to cut through and expose the

old, underlying structures. This

theory of superposition was widely

held for many years, but evidence to

support it, in the form of remnants
of the supposed sedimentary cover,

has never been found.

The Colorado River begins in the

Rocky Mountains, which have been
in existence at least since earliest

Cenozoic time—some 65 million years

ago. \et the river below Lake Mead,
w here it forms the border of Arizona,

is less than 10 million years old. This

age, suggested several decades ago by
Dr. Chester Longwell, was confirmed
in 1964 by measurements of the po-

tassium-argon ratio in rocks from
volcanic eruptions that covered the

earliest known sediments deposited

by the Colorado River along its lower

course. Such an enormous discrep-

ancy in the ages of the Upper and
Lower Colorado needed to be re-

solved in any theory that presumed
to explain the history of the river and
the cutting of Grand Canyon.
The latest attempt to reconcile con-

flicting bits of evidence from differ-

ent parts of the Colorado Plateau is

expressed in a hypothesis conceived
by a group of 21 geologists who met
at the Museum of Northern Arizona,

Flagstaff, under the chairmanship of

Dr. Edwin D. McKee, during the

summer of 1964. Their idea is that

two river systems existed independ-

ently on the plateau during most of

Cenozoic time. The eastern system,

called the ancestral Upper Colorado
River, flowed southward from the

Rocky Mountains, but came into Ari-

zona only as far as eastern Grand
Canyon, where it turned southeast-

ward and flowed into New Mexico.
The other system, the Hualapai,
flowed westward from a great domed
area, the Kaibab Plateau, that sep-

arated the two systems. As a waterfall

will gradually consume the ledge

over which it flows, the headwaters
of the Hualapai system cut back
through the dome until the system
reached and captured the ancestral

Upper Colorado. The two systems

were united to form the modern Col-

orado River, whose rushing waters

then flowed westward across Arizona

and cut deeply through the domed
area, forming Grand Canyon.

A unified picture of earth history

at Grand Canyon is slowly, obdurate-

ly coming into focus—a feat that

would be consummately difficult to

achieve in less exposed segments of

the earth's crust.

About 35 million years ago,

the drainage pattern in northern
Arizona was determined by the Kaibab
Plateau, which separated the generally

eastward-flowing ancestral Upper
Colorado River from the westward-
flowing Hualapai drainage system
(upper diagram). Lake Bidahochi was
formed when a land uplift blocked
the river's flow. Headwater
erosion gradually extended the
Hualapai drainage eastward until,

about 10 million years ago, it captured
the Colorado and caused its waters
to flow westward (lower diagram). The
river subsequently carved deeply into

the Kaibab Plateau, forming Grand
Canyon; sediments, meanwhile,
filled Lake Bidahochi.
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Scientists from 43 different countries met in Prague at

summer's end to exchange notes at the International

Astronomical Union.

International politics intruded briefly when Soviet

astronomers offered a map of the far side of the moon
containing 228 new names. American astronomers im-

mediately argued that name assignments should wait for

improved maps that will become available as a result of

the Orbiter 5 photographs. A showdown was averted

when Dr. Aleksander A. Mikhailov, director of the Pul-

kovo Observatory, agreed to designate craters and other

features by number until better maps from several coun-

tries are prepared.

Perhaps the most intense scientific excitement at the

conference was caused by discussions of interesting

hydroxyl emissions received by radio telescopes, which

seemed to meet criteria for signals of intelligent origin.

Hydroxyl is a molecule composed of a single atom of

hydrogen and one of oxygen. Although it exists in space,

it is almost impossible to work with in a laboratory be-

cause it reacts immediately with anything with which it

comes in contact.

While the possibility of intelligent origin was by no

means discarded, Dr. I. I. Shklovskii of the Soviet Union

offered the alternative explanation that the unusual

hydroxyl emission was the result of clouds of dust and

gas condensing into new stars.

Intensive observations are planned of all known hy-

droxyl sources within our Galaxy, with emphasis on a

search for variations in the emission patterns that may
indicate the source of the signals received by the radio

telescopes.

EXPLORING IN INFRARED
Serendipity does not occupy the same exalted position

in physics textbooks as, say, the laws of thermodynamics,

but scientists welcome this phenomenon as warmly as

anyone else.

Astrophysicists piecing together the story of stellar

evolution have long sought very cool stars in the first

stages of contraction. Such cool objects characteristically

radiate most strongly in the infrared portion of the spec-

trum, and this is where the search has gone on, with the

aid of electronic detectors in all parts of the world.

Cool stars have been located with this method, but the

evidence now indicates that in nearly all cases the radia-

tion that they give off is being reddened by passage

through extremely dense clouds of dust, which reinforces

the cool signal received and makes the stars themselves

appear cooler than had been thought. This effect has given

astronomers new measurements on the density of the dust,

a key ingredient in the formation of new stars.

This finding has led to the belief that the light from
some stars is being reddened by interstellar matter that

52

remained around the star after it was formed. Astrono-

mers now feel that these clouds will condense in turn into

planetary systems like ours.

A search for stars in the making thus appears to have

resulted in the discovery of planets in the making. No
one seems to be complaining.

John P. Wiley

CELESTIAL EVENTS
Morning skies present the best planet display this

month. Just before dawn, Jupiter is high in the south

among the stars of Leo, and Venus is well up in the east,

by far the brightest object in the sky, except when the

moon is present. Mercury may also be seen in the morn-

ing sky with relative ease between the 10th and the 25th,

when it will be in the southeast near the bright star Spica.

Observers with keen eyes, and those with optical equip-

ment, should try looking in the morning sky for the planet

Uranus, about sixth magnitude, near the bright planet

Venus. Uranus will be to the left of Venus during the first

week of the month; just above Venus on the 7th (too close

to be seen without optics) , and to the right of Venus there-

after.

In the evening sky. Mars appears low in the southwest

and Saturn high in the east after nightfall. Mars sets soon

after dark, but Saturn remains visible almost until dawn.

The Leonid meteor shower is expected to reach maxi-

mum at about 1:00 A.M., EST, on November 17. The

shower normally produces 15 to 25 meteors per hour, and

considerably less on the nights before and after maximum
occurs. The Leonid meteors are often very bright,

though the presence of the moon on November 17 will

detract from the display.

This famous shower produced an unusual display of

meteors and fireballs last year, observed generally

throughout the western United States, the first such dis-

play from the Leonids since 1866. In past years when this

shower has been outstanding, far better than normal

showers were seen in the years before and after the great

storms. Thus it is quite possible that this year may also

produce an exceptionally heavy, perhaps spectacular, dis-

play of meteors.

Thomas D. Nicholson

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is at

the bottom; then match the lower stars with those in the sky

near the horizon. The celestial events chart shows times of

rising and setting of the suji, moon, and principal planets;

times of twilight; and sundial correction during the month.

The horizontal scale shows time; vertical scale shows dates.

The top strip locates bright stars, planets, and the moon
within the zodiac. The horizontal scale of hours shows the

time ivhen planets and certain stars are due south and high-

est at midmonth. The different phases of the moon shown are

due south and highest on the dates indicated.
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Dy the first century A.D., the

Chinese had already learned that if

they suspended an elongate piece of

lodestone by a string around its cen-

ter, one end of the stone would al-

ways point approximately north.

Thus was born the first "leading

stone," or compass—one of the most

important and useful navigational in-

struments ever devised by man. The

compass needle's penchant for north

is, of course, an ineluctable response

to the magnetic "lines of force" that

emanate from and encircle the earth.

On discovering that many kinds of

animals (birds in particular) were

able to navigate over the surface of

the earth, some of the more imagina-

tive zoologists began to wonder

whether these animals might possibly

possess some equivalent of the mari-

ner's compass within their bodies.

As preposterous as such an idea

might have seemed, the desire to

solve the mystery of animal naviga-

tion was great enough to entice

several investigators into examining

this possibility.

Each year more than 100 species

of birds in the United States alone

migrate to and from their wintering

grounds located mainly in the West

Indies and Central and South Amer-

ica. Many of these migrants fly thou-

sands of miles on their round-trip

voyage. For example, the Golden

Plover flies non-stop at about 60

mph for a distance of 2,400 miles;

only two ounces of body fat are

burned during the whole trip. (If a

man could build an airplane that

would work with the same propor-

tional efficiency, it could fly eight

times farther than normal on a tank

of fuel. ) A more extreme example is

the Arctic Tern, which undertakes an

annual circumpolar migration be-

tween the Arctic and Antarctic, a

round-trip of up to 22,000 miles.

One of the striking features of

these long-distance migrations is that

the birds may have specific destina-

tions, and barring incapacitating

mishaps during their rigorous flights,

navigate precisely to a desired area.

How they are able to do this has

puzzled scientists for years.

The eyesight of birds is very good,

and they certainly use this sense to

follow major topographical land-

marks on the surface of the earth. It

has been shown, for example, that
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Geomagnetism

and Animal

Orientation

by John D. Palmer

Do the guidance systems of

animals respond to the

earth's magnetic forces?

homing pigeons must first make,

short sorties, and then longer ones,

in order to memorize the neighbor-

hood before they are able to make
long-distance return flights. Experi-

ment has shown that once this task

has been accomplished, some birds

are capable of homing from 500

miles away in a single day. When
a locale has been learned it is re-1

membered for a considerable period

of time. Should the countryside be

altered by a cover of snow, however,

the birds often lose their way.

But there is much more to bird

navigation than learning to recognize!

landmarks. The first southerly emi-

gration of newly hatched birds is to]

a wintering area never before visited.

While it is quite possible that these!

naive birds simply accompany older

ones that have made the journey be-

fore, this is not necessarily the case.'

In experiments where young crows.

Blue-winged Teals, and White Storks

were held captive until all the ex-]

perienced adults had emigrated!

banding and recapture experiment^

proved that these inexperienced birdsl

also reached the wintering ground'

when finally liberated. Certainly, at

least in these tested species, knowl-i

edge of the migratory route must be!

hereditary.

It has recently been shown that!

birds also have an inborn ability toi

use the sun as a celestial guidepost in

their flights. Starlings, for instance,

can maintain a northerly orientation'

at midday by flying directly away
from the sun shining overhead in the

Southern Hemisphere. Because the'

sun is not a stationary reference

point, the starling must continually

correct for the sun's movements
across the sky to maintain a northerly

orientation : it must keep the sun to

its right during the morning hour^

and to its left during the afternoon.'

This necessitates that the birds knoW
the time of day, a chore performed by

their biological clocks (Naturau
History, March, 1966).

This time-compensated sun-com-i

pass orientation adequately explains

much of the directional orientationa)

ability of birds during daylight, but

many species migrate at night. Ob^

servers scanning the night skies with

telescopes have reported seeing thouJ

\



ands of birds in a short period of

me. Eight o'clock to midnight and

our to six in the morning seem to

e the peak times for nocturnal flight.

Nocturnal migrants use the stars

) guide their flights. This was bril-

antly shown by Franz Sauer, work-

ig at the University of Freiberg,

'ho found that warblers would as-

jme the proper migratory headings

1 cages under the night sky, or even

1 a planetarium. By orienting to

:ar patterns, these birds headed

orth in the spring and south in the

ill. They had been raised by hand

1 the laboratory and had never seen

le night sky before, showing that

leir star-compass was innate.

fisual clues, sun-compass, and

;ar-compass orientation explain

lany of the navigational capabilities

f birds, but major problems still re-

lain unanswered. For instance, mi-

rating birds sometimes fly through

re densest fogs, staying on course in

Dite of the zero visibility. These

irds are certainly not using celestial

r terrestrial landmarks for guid-

tice. Laboratory experiments have

lown that some migrating birds are

apable of maintaining the proper

ligratory orientation in a closed

oom with no view of the sky—sug-

esting some sort of "sixth" sense,

lut when placed in a steel-lined

oom, the same birds lost their ability

D orient, which indicated that the

Drees responsible for migratory

rientation may have been inter-

epted by the metal shield. Man's

henomenal success in exploiting the

roperties of the compass in naviga-

on compelled some investigators

3 study the possible use of geomag-

etism by orienting birds.

Skeptics were quick to point out

fiat there is no known receptor in

rganisms that responds to magnetic

lelds. Since environmental stimuli

such as light and sound) are all

snsed by specific receptors (the eyes,

ars, etc.), one might conclude that

: magnetoreceptor would be neces-

ary. The criticism is slightly prema-

ure, however, for this obstacle need

ot be faced until it is learned

/hether or not an animal is suscep-

ible to magnetism. In passing, it

light be interesting to point out that

lagnetic fields can be "seen" by

man. If a man is placed in complete

darkness in a rapidly alternating

magnetic field, a luminous glow

called a phosphene is recorded by the

retina of the eye.

Because of its several unique prop-

erties, the geomagnetic field could

provide birds possessing a "living

compass" with all the information

necessary to find a particular goal.

Geomagnetic lines of force emerge

not only from the North and South

Poles but also from most of the sur-

face of the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. In addition to the rela-

tively constant north—south orienta-

tion of these geomagnetic lines of

force, a second important property is

the differences in the angle of incli-

nation of the field emanating from

the surface of the earth. Actually the

earth's magnetic field is parallel to

the ground only over the magnetic

equator, an imaginary line roughly

parallel to the geographical Equator.

At the magnetic north and south

poles the magnetic lines of force are

vertical. As one travels from the poles

to the equator the field gradually

changes from vertical to horizontal.

This change can be demonstrated by

mounting a balanced compass needle

on a horizontal axis so that it is free

to turn on a vertical plane in response

to the angle of inclination. This angle

differs over the face of the continent

;

for instance, it is 50 degrees in

Florida and 75 degrees in New York.

These properties stimulated biolo-

gists to postulate that the birds might

use the horizontal (directional) vec-

tor of the magnetic field in choosing

the general direction of their migra-

tory flights, and search out the prop-

er angle of inclination of the vertical

vector to locate a particular geo-

graphic region in which to land.

w.ihile early experiments failed to

show any role of terrestrial magnet-

ism in bird orientation, in 1947 a

line of positive evidence was de-

veloped by Dr. Henry Yeagley, a

physicist at Penns)dvania State Uni-

versity. Using homing pigeons Yeag-

ley attached tiny bar magnets to the

wings of half his birds and sham
magnets to the remainder, and re-

leased them as much as 100 miles

from their home loft. The minute

magnets, moving rapidly up and

down during flight, caused unnatural

oscillating magnetic (and electric)

fields to pass through the test birds.

At the conclusion of the experiment a

greater number of the birds pro-

vided with sham magnets returned

to the loft than magnet-bearing

birds—suggesting that the orientation

of the latter was disrupted by the

presence of the magnets.

The scientific world in general,

and ornithologists in particular, were

quite excited by these findings, and

several investigators immediately at-

tempted to match them. Unfortunate-

ly, these men (and Yeagley also in

a later experiment) were unable to

reproduce the original results.

Mnimal psychologists, using the

classic methodology of their disci-

pline, have also attempted to study

the effect of magnetism on living

organisms. In 1954, Drs. Arthur

Orgel and James Smith, then working

at Florida State University, subjected

homing pigeons to mild electric

shocks periodically transmitted

through a metal grid on the floor of

their cage. In the first experiment a

warning light was flashed on seconds

before the current was allowed to

surge through the cage. If the birds

happened to be running in the cage

when the light was switched on, the

experimentalists did not follow with

the shock. After many repetitions the

birds made the association between

the warning light, running, and the

avoidance of the painful shock. When
the birds reached near perfection in

avoiding the shock, a new warning

stimulus—the sound of an electric

buzzer—was substituted for the flash-

ing light. The pigeons quickly

learned the meaning of this warning

also. In the culminating experiment

the warning signal was again

changed, now to a 5 gauss magnetic

field (about 25 times the strengtl'.

of the earth's magnetic field) created

by switching on an electromagnet ad-

jacent to the cage. In spite of a

more extensive training period the

birds did not learn to avoid the elec-

tric shock, indicating that they were

never able to sense the presence of

the magnetic field. While this experi-

ment does not duplicate any condi-

tions that exist in nature, it does

seem to indicate that birds do not
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have the capacity to respond to mag-

netic fields.

B.because of the plethora of inquisi-

tive ornithologists and lay bird en-

thusiasts, essentially all of the early

work on the magnetic-compass basis

of animal navigation focused on bird

orientation. Birds display many com-

plex behavioral patterns, and it

would be expected that separating re-

sponses to magnetism from the myr-

iad of other responses they display

might be quite difficult. Possihly the

experimentalist should turn his atten-

tion instead to a "lower." less com-

plex animal in hope of separating an

orientational response to magnetism

from the rest of the animal's overt

behavior.

A breakthrough in these attempts

came in the summer of 1960 when a

group of zoologists under the leader-

ship of Dr. Frank Brown, then work-

ing at the Marine Biological Labora-

tory on Cape Cod. were able to

demonstrate a real influence of weak

magnetic fields on the directional

orientation of an organism. As an

experimental subject, these investiga-

tors chose the slow-moving mud
snail. Through a set of ingeniously

devised experiments they were able

to show that this sluggish animal

could actually distinguish between

different magnetic intensities and was

also aware of the direction at which

magnetic lines of force passed

through its body. This discovery

should have marked the beginning of

a major revolution in the field of ani-

mal orientation: at the time, how-

ever, the scientific community was

geared to discovering only how ani-

mals knoivn to navigate (specifically

birds I might use magnetic fields.

Therefore, this brilliant discover)'

received only mild enthusiasm.

Using a technique essentially sim-

ilar to Brown's. I undertook the job

of extending this t\-pe of study to

another organism. An ideal experi-

mental subject should be relatively

simple in bodv organization, large

enough for ease in handling and ob-

ser\'ation, and small enough to main-

tain in large numbers in the labora-

tory. We therefore chose an aquatic

alga called Volvox, a direct descend-

ant of one of the first forms of life

to inhabit the earth. At maturity, it
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is just visible to the naked eye and is

constructed of approximately .50.000

gelatinous-sheathed cells arranged in-

to a hollo^\' sphere filled with diffluent

mucilage. Each cell bears two flagel-

la, a single red eye, and enough
chlorophyll to undergo photosynthe-

sis. Every cell acts as a tiny oarsman,

with its flagella beating in exact syn-

chrony with its neighboring cells.

The name comes from the latin vol-

vere (to roll) , which is appropriately

from a due southerly course, a polai

grid numbered between —8 and +c
was inscribed on the bottom of th(

s\ater-filled container just outside thf

exit. As each J'olvox crossed the out

er perimeter of the polar grid, thf

sector it passed through was recordec

by an observer watching the escape

through a microscope. After severa

thousand Volvox were permitted tc

emerge during repeated experiments

an average path was calculated anc

In the author's experiment, the paths of Volvox (arrows) emerging from an

enclosure changed significantly in response to the presence and orientation o)

a magnetic field created by a nearby magnet (dashed lines).

descriptive, for Volvox rotates on an

invisible anteroposterior axis, always

leading with the same end forward.

This organism reproduces by form-

ing daughter colonies within its

womblike interior, a feat that has

caused several natural philosophers

to point out that this lowly organ-

ism is the simplest one in existence

that undergoes pregnancy.

The design of our experiment was

exceedingly simple: A tiny corral,

just large enough to restrain about

100 J'oliox. was constructed with a

single exit (see drawing, above I . The

exit was directed toward the mag-

netic south pole : the Volvox were al-

lowed to escape one at a time and

their initial choice of direction was

obsened. To measure their deviation

found to be approximately due south

To study the role of the earth'S:

magnetic field, the next logical step

would be to screen out this force and

compare the paths taken by the Vol

vox in this condition with the results

obtained in the earth's natural field

However, while it is possible to re-

duce greatly the earth's magneto-

static field with rather sophisticatec

equipment, a practical biologist musi

resort to another method. We there-

fore slightly augmented the natura.

magnetic field surrounding the cor

ral by placing a bar magnet near it

The magnet ivas placed either paralle

to the earth's field at a distance st

that it produced a magnetic field o!

5 gauss or at right angles to th«

earth's field. Equal numbers of Vol

vox were allowed to escape in each o:

these conditions.



Any statistically significant differ-

ences among the average paths taken

in each condition could be attributed

to the presence, absence, or orienta-

tion of the magnetic field, since these

were the only variables among the

three experimental conditions. When
the experiment was completed, it was
found that the imposed magnetic

fields did influence the initial orien-

tation of the Volvox. Those in the 5-

gauss field in condition II turned sig-

nificantly to the right of those in

condition I, and those in condition

III turned twice as far to the right

as those in condition II. Therefore,

in some as yet unknown way, these

tiny motile algae altered their initial

srientation in the experimental mag-
letic fields. The response is certainly

i behavioral one and not a physical

attraction or repulsion of the alga

jy the magnetic field.

For Volvox or for any other organ-

sm to use the geomagnetic field in

lirectional orientation it must be

iware of the angle of the horizontal

'ector of the geomagnetic field pass-

ng through its body. For example,

I bird flying in a northerly direction

^ould have to keep the geomagnetic

ines of force passing through the

ong axis of its body, rather than at

ight angles to this axis.

Because of the design of the ex-

leriment it is possible to conclude

hat Volvox (and possibly other

rganisms) f?oe5 have the capacity to

ise a magnetic field for directional

rientation. The difference in aver-

ge paths taken by Volvox in condi-

ons II and III (in magnetic fields

f essentially identical intensities

riented at right angles to each

ther) indicates that Volvox can
isily distinguish between the two.

Whether or not the geomagnetic
eld is actually used to guide the

A'imming activity of these organ-

ms is not known, but certainly the

ipacity to use the field is present,

hat Volvox can use magnetic fields

1 spatial orientation may indicate

lat the ability to respond to mag-
3tic fields was instilled in organisms
)on after their inception on earth,

id if useful for survival, that this

ipacity may have been passed on to

igher organisms—such as birds.

Further information about the re-

sponses of organisms to the geomag-
netic field was obtained in 1962 at

Dr. Frank Brown's laboratory at

Northwestern University. In an ap-

paratus similar to that described for

Volvox, he tested the common flat-

worm, Planaria, in the geomagnetic

field, without the addition of mag-
nets. He first observed a series of

worms crawling due north, then

rotated his entire apparatus 90 de-

The angle at which magnetic lines of

force pass through a bird's body may
aid in determining flight direction.

grees at a time so that it first faced

west, then south, and finally east; he

then observed the emergence of an

equal number of worms in each of

the major compass directions. When
the worms' initial orientation was
north or south, they veered—on the

average—to the right of straight

ahead, and when the apparatus was
directed east or west, they turned

counterclockwise from an initial

straight path. These differences in

orientations clearly indicated that the

worms were aware of whether the

geomagnetic lines of force were pass-

ing through their bodies parallel or

at right angles to their long axes.

To measure the precision of the

planarian's ability to distinguish
among different angular orientations

of magnetic fields. Brown performed
the following experiment. He directed

his entire apparatus to the north and
rotated a bar magnet beneath the

apparatus, 15 degrees at a time, be-

tween north and west. An equal num-
ber of flatworms ivere allowed to

crawl over each of the magnet place-

ments and their average paths com-
pared. Other worms (the controls)

were measured in the earth's field

only. As the orientation of the mag-
netic field was altered from north to

west, the planarians turned progres-

sively more counterclockwise at each
new setting, showing that they had
the ability to resolve angular differ-

ences as small as 15 degrees.

In the last few years a great deal

of work has been done on the initial

orientation of several organisms in

magnetic fields. In addition to snails,

Volvox, and planarians. similar mag-
netic responses have been demon-
strated in the protozoan Paramecium,
the fruit fly, and a European beetle.

In fact, every animal tested—using
this type of experimental design—has
been shown to alter its initial orien-

tation in experimental magnetic
fields, suggesting that this type of re-

sponse might be common to most
animals. Unfortunately, no further

work has been done on the role of

magnetic fields in bird orientation.

The loss of orientation ability of
birds in a steel room, but not in a
wooden room, suggests that some en-

vironmental force—possibly the geo-

magnetic field—plays a role in bird
orientation. Recently two Russian
biologists, Drs. El 'Darov and Kholo-
dov, of the Academy of Science in

Moscow, have compared the amount
of spontaneous activity in five species

of captive perching birds both in, and
in the absence of, a very weak mag-
netic field. In ah cases the amount of
activity increased—in some cases by
more than 87 per cent—when the

birds were subjected to the magnetic
field. This discovery emphasizes the

role that magnetic fields play in the

lives of birds, but the exact nature of
this role has not yet been resolved.

It is quite possible that the proper
experiment has not yet been designed
to separate orientational responses to

the geomagnetic field from other be-

havioral responses. Hopefully, a final

answer will be forthcoming as a re-

sult of further experimentation.
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TRIALS OF A

ZEBRA HERD STALLION
by Richard D. Estes

Late afternoon, as the herds begin to return from pasture to spend the night

on the short grass of the central plain, is the time for play and fights.

Great troops of the common plains

zebra, Equus burchelli, are made up

of little herds. There are bachelor

herds and family, or harem, herds

composed of females and young.

Each family is owned by a single

stallion, and the herds are semi-

nomadic, although limited in range

by their dependence on water. The ex-
|

elusive, continuing ownership of a

harem and nomadic habits are un-

usual among hoofed animals.

In probably the majority of them,

adult males are attached to a piece

of ground, and enjoy possession of

females only as long as they remain

inside the territory. This system is

typical, for instance, of antelopes, the

largest group of hoofed animals. An-

other system is represented by cattle

(subfamily Bovinae) : males are non-

territorial and herds commonly in-

clude more than one bull, arranged

in a definite hierarchy with one mas-

ter bull dominating the rest. All sorts

of variations on either theme may
be found in the different subfamilies

and tribes of ungulates, but it is hard

to find another system exactly like the

plains zebra's even within its own
family, the Equidae.

Horses, asses, and zebras are so

closely related that crosses have been

made between nearly all eight species,

and taxonomists lump them in one

genus, Equus. Their displays and



eneral behavior are very similar,

'^et they seem to differ widely in so-

ial organization. In free-ranging

rue horses [E. caballus) it seems

fiat stallions own both a harem and

territory. This was the conclusion

f Robert Schloeth, who studied the

imous semiferal horses of the

amargue, in southern France; and

'red Bruemmer, writing of Sable

sland "wild" horses and Dartmoor

onies in a recent Natural History

rticle (August-September, 1967)

,

lentions that "Each herd has its own,

nail territory and rarely roams

uther than a mile or two." Accord-

ig to John King, even the Grevy

sbra, E. grevyi, the rarer, larger, and

lore finely striped species from

orthern Kenya, Ethiopia, and So-

lalia, is territorial. He found the

iggest stallions alone on large terri-

)ries up to a mile in diameter. But

e also found mixed herds containing

lore than one adult male.

Perhaps wild-ass society comes

earer the plains zebra's system than

s presumed closer relation. A. J.

annikoff describes the onager, E.

emionus, of Mongolia living in

trge, mobile troops of 300 to 600,

omposed of small family herds, each

;d by a stallion. On the other hand,

erds of the Nubian wild ass, E.

sinus, are said by F. Bourliere to be

id by females, and to be joined by

males only in the breeding season.

Just how much of this variability

is real, and how much is fancied, is

hard to say. Unfortunately very little

attention has been paid to equid so-

cial behavior in the past, and now
only the plains zebra is still found in

anything approaching its former

abundance. The systematic study of

its behavior in the wild was first un-

dertaken a few years ago, in Seren-

geti National Park and Ngorongoro
Crater, Tanzania, by Dr. and Mrs.

Hans Klingel of Braunschweig Uni-

versity. It seems likely that the great

herds of wild (actually feral) horses

that once roamed our western plains

lived much the way common zebras

of the African plains live today. But
probably we shall never know.

Working mainly with Ngoron-
goro's largely resident population of

about 5,000 zebras, the Klingels im-

mobilized a total of 124 animals,

mostly herd stallions; for individ-

ual identification they branded, ear-

tagged them, and clipped their manes
and tails. By photographing the other

members of a marked animal's herd

(each zebra has a unique stripe pat-

tern) , the Klingels were able to keep

track of about 500 animals and to

gain great insight into their social

structure and population dynamics.

They found that a family, or

harem, contained from one to six

mares and their offspring, up to a

maximum of about fifteen animals,

and that herds were remarkably

stable in composition. Only nine

females disappeared from the known
families in a period of two and a half

years, of which two turned up in

other herds (others probably fell

prey to lions or hyenas) . During the

same period, only five of the marked
herd stallions lost their harems. In

each case the entire herd was taken

over by another stallion—the herd

itself remained intact. As a rule only

the young become separated, males

when they are one to three years of

age, fillies often when they first come
into heat as yearlings or two-year-

olds. Although breeding continues

year-round, 85 per cent of the births

occurred from October to April.

Given an approximately equal

natal sex ratio, the harem system

results in a large surplus of males.

These may stay single but, like most

gregarious ungulates, usually form

bachelor herds. Competition for fe-

males is so fierce that bachelors are

not ready to become harem masters

until they are at least five to six years

old, even though they reach puberty

about as early as females. It is easiest

to start a harem by abducting a filly;

otherwise it is necessary to fight a

winner-take-all battle with the herd

stallion, which, as indicated by the

Klingels' data and the fight pictured

here, is the hard way to go about it.

The herd stallion in this case hap-

pened to be one the Klingels had
marked. He was branded with the

letter S on the right ham, had a yellow

tag in the right ear, and in addition,

his mane and tail had been shorn,

giving him somewhat the look of a

small (600-pound) polo pony.

Shortly before five one July after-

noon, I drove near a big concentra-

tion of wildebeest (the species I was

studying) and zebra, to watch them

move out from the marshland green-

belt, where they had grazed all day,

to the central plain, where they would

spend the night on short grass. Game
is most active, and one is most likely

to see fights and play, in the last

hour or two of daylight; in fact I

had photographed a zebra fight here

just the day before, and now, no

sooner did I arrive than I spotted

another one, involving S. There were

at least four stallions following his

herd, attracted by one mare who was

in heat. To judge from the mud and

bloodstains on S and the other

stallions, fighting had been going on

among them for a whole day, possibly

longer. The bout I filmed covered sev-

eral miles of ground, and was still

in progress when darkness fell more
than two hours later. It was so excit-

ing, I nearly wrecked my Land Rover

racing over boulder-strewn fields

rather than miss any of the action.

The zebra stallion's willingness to

take on all comers in defense of his

harem is a most impressive display

of determination and stamina. If

every rival he faced was starting out

completely fresh, probably it would

call for more endurance than flesh

and blood could provide. Fortunately

for him, though, the rivals also fight

with one another. But this is not

enough to explain why the herd stal-

lion almost always wins. His winning

simply illustrates the principle that

right makes might.
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A stallion, above, performs Flehmen.

Called "testing" by horse breeders, it is

related to an olfactory urinalysis

whereby males of most hoofed

animals determine the reproductive

status of females. Males

test the urine of every female but

are stimulated sexually only by the

Sexual Arousal and the Challenge of a

scent of one near estrus. At a place

ivhere a female in heat has

urinated, three excited stallions,

above, center, jostle and kick. Above,

right, the owner of the interesting

female, a stallion branded with

an S on his right ham, demonstrates

ownership by repeatedly defecating

with tail held stiffly erect. Such

scent marking, now perhaps mainly

a visual threat display, suggests

that the plains zebra, like some
other equids, once defended fixed

rather than movable property.

Confronted by a persistent and
aggressive stallion (note

flattened ears), right, S
patrols in step with him, guarding

his harem. The interloper

dashes past S toward the harem.

As S overtakes him, center, right,

the challenger unleashes a mighty

kick that barely misses. They
circle, at far right, neck ivrestling

and trying for a grip with their

long, wicked incisors.
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The Fight Is Joined and

Intensified

as Mares Watch



The combatants clash

on the crest of a hill, left, as a

territorial gnu bull looks on.

S hangs on his rival's neck as he

tries, unsuccessfully, to bring

him down. Neck wrestling again,

at bottom left, both animals are

lumsy ivith exhaustion, their mouths
agape as much to pant as to bite.

The challenger grabs at S's hind

leg, below, center; to counter,

S drops to the ground. They both

circle on their knees, each trying

for a grip on the other's hock.

far right below, as S tries to stand,

the other presses against him,

but S manages nevertheless to

struggle free and rise. S's mares,

at right, are absorbed spectators.

The harem followed wherever

the stallions went, keeping

them always in sight.

:^.a^^itm•^^lctmi-



Defeat,

Resurgence, a

'* a Third Pa

Intercedes



ter more circling, the challenger

\ecures a grip on S's hock, top left.

S rolls on his side, left, arid lies

'.s his rival grinds away. The only

mnd is quick, stentorian panting.

leasing S, the challenger runs back

kes over the harem. But S gets up

and runs after him, limping only

slightly. Above, S comes up

(far right) and cuts between his

right foreground) and the harem.

In turnabout, right, S tries for

same hock grip. Below, S (on left)

gains respite as another stallion

zngages the first rival. Resighted

month later, S still had his herd,

having stood off all challengers.



Handcarved Ivory Painted Birds
$8.00 P.P.D. ea.: 2" long.

Wood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl, Golden

Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal (M or F), Bluebird,

Pelican, Oriole, Kingfisher, Penguin, Titmouse,

Tanager, Goldfinch, IVIallard (M or F), Swan. Golden

Eagle, Bald Eagle, Mandarin, Pheasant (M or F),

Canary Nightingale, Sparrow, Canvasback, Hawk
Woodpecker, Mockingbird. Robin, Waxwing, Bunting,

Parakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

(I T^^
Unpainted Ivory Animals—

2V4" long
$9.00 P.P.D. ea.:

Camel, Walrus, Kangaroo, Polar Bear, Fox, Rhi-

noceros, Hippopotamus, Elephant, Lion, Tiger, Deer,

Bison, Seal, Dragon.

Ivory Horse, 2"-5.00,

Ivory Shell, 2 '-5.00,
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*They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver.."

That's liable to happen to you when you first use

the RIVIERA in front of anyone. A wind-up shaver

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency

type of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat-

teries). After all, hov* can a hand-cranl<ed shaver

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job? And
hov< many times do you have to wind the darn thing

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head

revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives
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son), send it back. Your money will be in the return
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RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or in a perma
nent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that kind

of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it go
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be reviewed, it might be useful to note

the criteria used to evaluate them. Al-

though professional scientists should

put accuracy first, there is little need

to stress this point. At the level of a

child's book, there is no excuse for

sloppy handling of the facts. We believe

that the primary requisite for a child's

book in any science is eye appeal. Chil-

dren respond quickly to really good

pictures, drawings, diagrams, and type.

Most of the books under consideration

have, at best, pedestrian illustrations,

detracting greatly from their capacity

to excite the interest of the reader.

To our surprise, good, clear, straight-

forward writing is the exception. Chil-

dren aren't looking for clever writing—

indeed, in a science book, the child is

thrown off stride by wordplay. Ante-

cedents must be precise, sentences

should be declarative, and exclama-

tion points should be scrupulously

avoided! The "isn't nature wonderful"

concept can send a perceptive child to

pornography before he is old enough

to appreciate it.

Pedagogues may argue that facts

tend to get in the way of imagination

and that a book should set a child to

dreaming. We, on the other hand, be-

lieve in facts, lots and lots of facts.

Illustrations should amplify facts;

chapters should be arranged to present

facts in a sequence that makes sense

to the reader. Facts can expand hori-

zons, generate excitement, and send the

reader away bursting for more.

Two of the books published this

past year should have fulfilled these

criteria. Michael Gabb and Michael

Chinery coauthored The World of

Plants, a volume in the English "Foun-

dations of Science" series (Ginn,

$5.25). Jean Vallin is the author of

The Plant World, the second volume
in a series called "Basic Biology"

(Sterling, $3.95) . The contrast between

the two books is striking. Gabb and

Chinery 's book is organized into logi-

cal sections dealing sequentially with

how plants live (physiology), the

structure of plants, reproduction, clas-

sification, and non-flowering plants—

with codas on bacteria and on unusual

ways of plant life. The writing is dull,

but accurate: the book is profusely

illustrated with some of the worst

drawings we have seen, in the most

garish colors imaginable. It is too

technical in some places and skimpy

in others. While Vallin's book is ar-

ranged rather haphazardly in terms of

logical development of the topics, the

writing is sprightly, the facts are

simply presented, extensive, and accu-

rate. The photographs and the colored

line drawings are delightful. If the

child can be induced to first read Vallin

and then Gabb and Chinery, he will

have a firm plant science foundatio

But, don't let him read the books

reverse order.

Margaret Cosgrove's Plants in Tin

(Dodd, Mead, $3.25) is a difficult bo.

to categorize in terms of reader au(

ence. The text is too simple for 1

year-olds, but the material is too d
ficult for 9- to 11-year-old childre

The author is addicted to the use I

quotation marks and gets a mite cu

at times. The illustrations are general

poor and of limited utility. The boi

just doesn't jell, probably because

the age—text discontinuity. Nevertb

less, it has sufficient factual material

warrant a mild recommendation.

A Tree Called Moses, by Laura Ni

son Baker (Atheneum, $3.50), is i

adventure story with a sequoia as i

hero. This fictional 2.500-year-old tr

had a rigorous and harrowing life, bi

still stands in spite of the vicissitudt

from fire to man, that a tree is heir 1

The drawings are plentiful, accural

and illustrate the trends of the sto

line. It is a great story for an 8-year-o]

Plants without Leaves, by Ross
Hutchins (Dodd, Mead, $3.50), shou
have considerable appeal for the old

child who already has an interest

plant science. The author has writti

in a clear, chatty style and has illij

trated the book with beautiful phol

graphs of many of the plants discussi

in the text. Taxonomic categories a

only rarely mentioned; rather, tl

book successfully presents a wealth

factual material about those primiti

plants that lack true leaves. The e^

phasis is on those that are useful

harmful to man, or that have son

special features. The chapter on ^

fungi is basically restricted to tl

higher fungi—those that the child

most likely to have seen. There is

short chapter on the slime molds ai

three chapters on lichens. This ei

phasis on lichens, the symbiotic ass

ciation between algae and fungi, is oil

of the charming portions of the booj

Hutchins writes about the ecologic

range of these plants and their ec

nomic value. The final chapters inclui

a discussion of the two groups of tl

bryophytes—liverworts and mosses

and the horsetails. There is a brl

bibliography and an index. The authi

has taken all but two of the phot

graphs used; he is to be commend^
for them. Although the text is simpi

written, these photographs alone m;

m.ake the book of interest to adults.

Richard M. Klein, Deana T. Kle:

Earth Sciences
It is interesting to glance at tl

titles of the books reviewed for youn

sters each year and speculate abo



ir relationship to the fields receiv-

;
the most publicity. Last year, eight

of the sixteen books that I reviewed

ited to water and water pollution.

s year, of the ten books that were

ired, three are on this same subject.

I sense, this is encouraging because

nay reflect a continuing concern

h our water problems. Four of

new books are in the general area

oceanography, and again this re-

ts growing interest in the activity of

i newer and more rigorous field.

books of a geographic nature and
: biography complete the list.

'he best of the three books about

er and related problems is Our
luted IForld, by John Perry (Watts,

)5). This was the most readable of

group because it is calmly and

lothly written and includes the per-

al experiences of a writer who
roughly knows his subject. Perry

great objectivity and does not in-

ge in the diatribes that pollution

blems frequently generate. His

ements on how people are going

ut solving the problems are partic-

rly well presented, giving alterna-

s and a knowledgeable account of

economic and social aspects. His

c into the future, while chilling, at

(t prepares us for what is to come.

.11-in-all this is a first-rate and highly

jmmended book about a subject that

s not lend itself well to organization.

'he Water Crisis, by D. S. Halacy,

(Button, $4.95), is a scholarly and

urate essay on water. The author

iously did much careful research,

the resultant book is factual and

1 presented. All books on this sub-

cover much the same material and
almost identical examples. I sus-

t that this may be the result of

ilar source information and a limi-

on of the subject itself. This book
ows a familiar format, discussing

increased use of water, which en-

ders an increased number of pol-

on problems. The introduction is

owed by a very good chapter on

peculiar properties of water and
' these work for and against man.
ns and their problems, water con-

ation, and desalinization follow.

concluding chapters are concerned

1 the future, and here he discusses

sual sources of water. The book
ers from too many boring statistics

repetitive statements and exam-
i, but it is, nonetheless, a good refer-

B book for the school library,

he last book on water, Rivers, by
William Harrison (Messner, $3.95),

I sharp contrast to the other two. It

'ell conceived and well illustrated,

there are many errors of fact, ex-

;rations, and misconceptions that

Another great bird photograph dem-
onstrates the resolving power of
Questar which reaches out to capture
distant wild life in such sharp detail

that it might be but a few feet away.
In the cover shot at left, the arrow

points to the little blue heron caught
in a dramatic pose on the dock. It is

200 feet from the Questar Field Model
shown in the foreground with the

Nikon camera attached and mounted
on the Linhof Heavy Duty Profes-

sional Tripod.
Exposure 1/125 sec, on Plus-X film.

Below, the Nikon F Photomic-T cam-
era is attached to the Standard Questar,
which is fully mounted to be used on any
sturdy table or other handy flat surface
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The right-angle viewer on the camera is

extremely convenient with this set-up.
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mar the effort and cause me to place

the book on the not-recommended list.

Mr. Harrison is an accomplished and

gifted writer, and my criticism is aimed

at some of the more scientific and tech-

nical aspects of his discourse. Perhaps

the blame should be laid at the pub-

lisher's door, for had he sent the manu-
script to qualified reviewers, par-

ticularly in the fields of geography,

geology, and biology, the results might

have been better. Finally, the editor did

a rather poor job of rooting out incon-

sistencies, and repetitive statements.

Two books. The Ocean Adventure,

by Gardner Soule (Appleton-Century,

$5.95), and Science Beneath the Sea,

by William M. Stephens (Putnam,

S3.29), are entirely devoted to ocean-

ography, or to use Soule's term, ocean-

ology. Oceanology is a combined effort

of science and engineering to tackle

problems of the study and use of the

sea. I am certain these books are har-

bingers of a flood to come. As with

books written on the same subject, both

cover much the same ground and use

the same examples and illustrations,

such as the deep-sea "monsters," new
types of submarines, man's life under

the sea, the Thresher disaster investi-

gation, the U.S. Navy submarine tri-

umphs under Arctic ice, and Mohole.

Science Beneath the Sea is designed

for the younger faction of our age

group. Mr. Stephens, who is connected

with the Institute of Marine Science,

University of Miami, is not a scientist.

The book. I think, suffers in conse-

quence. There are absurd statements,

unwarranted conclusions, and story-

telling. For example, he says, referring

to Lower Paleozoic seas, "At about the

same time [as the extinction of the

trilobites] carnivorous fishes and oc-

topuslike creatures (ammonites) came

into being, and life began moving

ashore." First of all, the trilobites lived

200.000,000 years longer than he indi-

cates. Furthermore, his inference that

the time the shallow water forms came
into being is Silurian is incorrect. Ac-

tually shallow water forms lived near

shore back in the Precambrian.

On the whole, the book is well organ-

ized and has excellent photographs and

diagrams. I am not sure why authors

of children's books feel compelled to

present facts in a way that may be

misleading. In the chapter "Mining
and Farming the Sea," Mr. Stephens

says that animals concentrate trace

elements—snails, for example, will con-

centrate iron in their radulae. The im-

plication is that some day we will be

able to recover iron from this source.

What he does not say is that snail ra-

dulae are extremely rare and disbursed

sporadically throughout the ocean sedi-

ment, and that only a few species have

such concentrations. Thus, it is obvious

Christmas
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at the economics of recovery would
ohibit any possible use of this

.ouree."' I cannot place this book very

gh on the list.

Mr. Soii]e"s The Ocean Adventure is

) bargain either in terms of good ju-

nile-oriented writing. I found that

16 author has taken fascinating topics

id converted them into dull reading,

lie main problem is his method of

icumentation. He includes in the body

the text endless lists of things, such

who made submarines, their prices

id specifications. It would have been
itter to place them in the appendix,

e uses much space in the early part

the book for eyewitness quotes,

any of which could have been para-

irased by him or. better yet, not used

all. Mr. Soule indulges in the same

It of misleading statements that Mr.
ephens did in discussing mining of

e sea. He says that the abyss (6,000

et deep or more) is covered by lime

ed in cement making, the implica-

in being that here we have a treasure

)ve for future cement. He does not

y that vast quantities of lime exist

very shallow, untapped waters all

er the world, which would be infi-

tely cheaper to recover.

The best chapters, in my opinion,

late the undersea adventures of the

bmarines Nautilis and Skate. They
e well written and suspenseful, but

sn here they would have been better

d the author told the story rather

an used long quotes from the partic-

ants. The best part of the book is

i full bibliography.

If you are compelled to buy a book
the field of oceanography, try to wait
- something better, but in the mean-
le the Stephens book is one notch up
pm The Ocean Adventure.

Islands of the Deep Sea, by Albert B.

rr and Robert S. Hopkins (John

y, $2.96), is recommended by the

blisher for young people in the 12

15 age bracket. I would place the

es at 11 to 13. I have included the

'lew because the book is unique in

/ering islands of the open ocean. The
lume is an interesting potpourri

topics related to coral atolls. Chap-

s deal with the origin and discovery

atolls, how plants and animals came
populate them, man's life and hard
res on them, and something about

; archeology of the islands. The book
not strictly about coral atolls since

discusses Easter Island. On the

ole, because it is a small volume, the

atment of the subject is somewhat
Derficial. It seems a pity that the au-

irs did not feel impelled to give more
ails of Darwin's theory of atoll for-

tion and some of the fascinating al-

nate hypotheses.

I'ln spite of the usual minor inaccura-

cies and the absence of a bibliog-

raphy, I recommend it for the adven-

ture-oriented reader.

Waves, Tides, and Currents, by
Elizabeth demons (Knopf. $3.75). is

obviously pitched for the younger set,

10 to 12 years of age. However. I have
reviewed the book because it is excep-

tionally well done. Elizabeth Clemons
has thoughtfully put together this book
starting off with a general discussion

on the character of the tide. She deals

very adequately with waves, their origin

and character, the damage from tidal

waves and tsunamis, and finally with

the nature of research on currents,

tides, and waves and how they are being

utilized to the advantage of man.
Throughout the book she makes the

reader aware of the tide's effects on the

shore and the people living on it.

This is a well-written, logical, and
accurate piece of writing—my favorite

book of the set on the oceans.

Rock, Time, and Landforms, by
Jerome Wyckoff (Harper & Row,
$8.95), is a logically developed thesis

based on explaining landforms as prod-

ucts of geologic processes and forces.

In our new generation of frequent and
extended traveling, this book will fill

an important need—that of answering

the question that perceptive travelers

will ask regarding why that mountain
(or stream or sea coast) is where it is

and why it has that shape.

A concluding chapter develops the

newer theories on the formation of con-

tinents, islands, and sea bottoms. This

is not a book to curl up with but rather

one to take on a trip
( particularly if

you live near eastern New York State,

the source of many of the author's

examples) or to use as a reference.

The illustrations are excellent, but

some are lacking scales, and in the text

it would have been helpful to have a

reference to an illustration when dis-

cussing an example. It also would have
helped to have more alternate hypoth-

eses; for example, the author states

that there is a controversy about
whether or not peneplains are real but

fails to clearly state the opposing con-

cepts. The editor has perpetrated an

annoying problem, perhaps for the sake

of lay-out design; it is irritating not

to have numbers on each page, particu-

larly if index references are cited. In

general, a good book for the school

reference library.

The Yosemite Story, by Harriet E.

Huntington (Doubleday. $3.50). is a

beautifully illustrated and interesting-

ly written account of Yosemite 'Valley

from its discovery to its creation as a

national park. It is more than just a

history of discovery, however, for the

author discusses its creation, geog-

raphy, and geology. As with the Wyc-
koff book, a copy of The Yosemite
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"a magnificent portrait"

NATURE^S
PARADISE

by

JEN and DES

BARTLETT
"This is a magnificent por-

trait of the wildlife of Africa,

a masterly presentation in

text and superb photography

of one of the world's most
exciting faunal regions.

"Nature's Paradise graph-

ically dramatizes the African

wilderness in all its variety,

ranging from the coral reefs

of the coast to the vast

plains, the dry thornbush-

dotted veldt, the bird lakes,

the jungle and the equa-

torial mountains."

— Roger Tory Peterson
Member of the

Board of Directors

National Audubon Society

36 color plates 276 photographs

$19.95 HMCo

Story would be a nice addition to the

kit of a traveler in the valley. The au-

thor does a good job of development

but she obviously is out of her element

in the more technical aspects of her

story. As one example, she states

"These sediments along with sand,

mud, etc." failing to know that sand

and mud are sediments. The best chap-

ter in my opinion is on the glacial his-

tory of Yosemite. By and large a gen-

erally good book and recommended.

The final book being reviewed this

year is Charles Darwin, written by

Arthur S. Gregor (Button, $4.75) . This

is a well-executed and interesting book.

It is impressive because it gives not

only a fairly well-balanced picture of

Darwin—man and boy—but more im-

portantly, a clear, uncluttered state-

ment of Darwin's scientific contribu-

tions. There is a fine essay dealing with

On the Origin of Species, plus Dar-

win's follow-up books, including the

Descent of Man. The final chapter

brings the theory of natural selection

up to date by introducing the genetic

theory to account for inherited varia-

tion—the one gap in Darwin's original

theory. This is followed by a good state-

ment of Darwin in retrospect today, in-

cluding the impact of the theory on

social order and new direction. There

is one weakness in the book, which is

not Mr. Gregor's fault. The actual in-

cubation of the theory following the

voyage of the Beagle is not satisfactor-

ily developed— it really can't be, for

Darwin's autobiography itself (used

as a chief source by the author) is

vague. I highly recommend this book

for the alert student.

Roger L. Batten

Invertebrate
Biology

The availability of serviceable, but

inexpensive, Japanese microscopes

must be largely responsible for the

array of books on microscopy that have

recently appeared for young people.

Leeuwenhoek is certainly the man of

the year, with one full-length biography

devoted to him and descriptions of his

discoveries in three other volumes.

Discoverer of the Unseen World, by

Ahna Smith Payne (World, $3.75), is

a well-researched biography of Antoni

van Leeuwenhoek, illustrated with lack-

luster drawings. Surely a clear illus-

tration of one of Leeuwenhoek's micro-

scopes or reproductions of some of his

drawings would be more valuable than

a sketch of his house. Extensive quotes

from Leeuwenhoek's letters to The

Royal Society form the most interest-

ing part of this book and emphasize

the amazing range and accuracy of this

pioneer observer, who used only his

"A lively and engrossing

animal book."
—Associated Press
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Wildlife watching is one

adventure that everyone

can still enjoy. Let this

book be your passport

and your guide-

Everything the observer needs to know
about American wildlife: where and
when to find it—how best to see it—how
to photograph it

Whether you live in the neighborhood of
Central Park, near the Yukon or in Cin-
cinnati—in Big Sur country, on the Gulf
of Mexico, in Arkansas or in New England
—you spend your life in a veritable zoo of

native wildlife, both exotic and familiar.

From tiny shrews and finger-length jump-
ing mice to the puma, the moose and the

whale, the mammals of North America
offer a limitless variety to the perceptive

and knowledgeable observer.

Even without stirring from your own lo-

cality, you can study and enjoy dozens,
perhaps hundreds of examples of this na-
tural treasurehouse of fascinating species.

Lists no project
that cannot be carried out

jState by state, region by region, Roger
|Caras tells you exactly what you can ex-
,pect to find at any given time of the year,
[and tells you exactly what to look for. For
sxample: "The river otter ranges through
ill Canadian provinces . . . most of Alaska

. . . some part at least of each of the origi-

nal forty-eight states There are many
animals on this continent rarer and more
dramatic, but none will give you greater joy.

. . . Look first for a body of water, prefer-

ably a stream of fair width. A stream that

has high, sheltered banks, small pools, and
some fast-flowing water between will be
ideal. Look for regular 'puUing-out* places

. . . rolling spots . . . slides . .

."

In 63 chapters—one for each classification

of mammals on our continent—NORTH
AMERICAN MAMMALS opens up a

whole new world for the observer in just

such practical terms.

The special excitement
of nature observation

As Mr. Caras points out, only we our-
selves and not our wild animals are aware
of the passage of time. To the squirrel,

the deer, the gopher, the fisher and the bat,

the processes of life have not changed in

more than a hundred million years. When
you observe wildlife, you are watching an
endless parade—one too little understood,
too little appreciated in our day. This book
will deepen your understanding and bring
new meaning to your own life as it relates
to "the great chain of being."

A visual feast

Profusely illustrated, with 138 photo-
graphs, 152 charts and diagrams—includ-
ing track patterns—NORTH AMERICAN
MAMMALS could stand on its own just

as a picture book for the nature lover.

Here text and illustration are closely woven
for clarity and sequence— you see what
you are reading about as you turn the
pages. Here's what JOSEPH A. DAVIS
of The New York Zoological Society has
to say: "Knowledge of our wild animals
has to be come by the hard way, because
there are few truly helpful books avail-
able. Here, at last, is such a book. It will

increase your chances of finding and ob-
serving mammals successfully — if you
yourself are prepared to contribute pa-
tience and time to the enterprise. Armed
with the information Mr. Caras gives, you
can enjoy some of life's most rewarding
experiences."

A handsome, oversize volume.
...13 appendices, full index.

.580 pages

Order now at a special pre-Christmas sav-
ing. The coupon will bring you a book for
only $17.95. Regular retail price is $19.95.
There is no risk; you may examine the
book for ten days before deciding to keep
it—but act fast, the ofl'er expires on De-
cember 31, 1967. Mail the coupon today
to your bookseller or to Meredith Press,
250 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y 10017.

I

To your bookseller or

MEREDITH PRESS I

250 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 "

I
I enclose check or money order for $17.95 I

" for my copy of NORTH AMERICAN '

I MAMMALS. I may examine the book for I
I 10 days and, if not completely satisfied, re- I

I

turn it in saleable condition and receive a >
full refund. I

_State_ -JZip.

NH
I
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Introducing...

a new nature series

far bays and girls

ages 8 to ID

THE THIHTEEIV
MDOMS
by Jean Craigbead

George

A significant moment in the life

cycle of one animal is dramatized in

each hook of the series. The crea-

tvire's life during the rest of the year

and the wildlife and foliage of its

habitat are discussed as well.

The first three titles are:

Tbe ^^-

MoonoftbeDWLS
Illustrated by Jean Zallinger

Tbe ^^

McoM of tbe BEARS
Illustrated by Mac Shepard

TEieMoDUDftbe
SALAMANDERS
Illustrated by John Kaufinann

Each volume $3.25

THOMAS Y. CROWELL
COMPANY

201 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 1000,3

own carefully constructed single-lens

microscopes in his work.

Microbes in Your Life, by Leo

Schneider (Harcourt, Brace & World,

$3.75), is an informative, clearly writ-

ten book about microscopic life dealing

with algae, protozoans, fungi, bacteria,

and viruses. The abundant illustrations

truly complement the text. There are

detailed drawings of many of the forms

described, which would be useful for

the beginning microscopist working on

his own, and also diagrams illustrating

techniques in bacteriology and virol-

ogy. The book begins with a chapter

that briefly outlines the history of the

microscope and describes current in-

struments. (Here is a clear drawing of

one of Leeuwenhoek's microscopes that

was not to be found in the Payne
volume.) This is followed by a short

section on the chemistry of living

things that is useful for an understand-

ing of photosynthesis and cellular res-

piration, subjects presented later in

the book. Even though this volume

deals with somewhat sophisticated ma-

terial, it is not beyond the scope of

interested junior high school students

and is highly recommended.

fFindow on the Unknown: A History

of the Microscope, by Corinne Jacker

(Scribner. $3.95), serves very well to

introduce the somewhat older student

to a serious study in the history of

science. The format is not childish. Sug-

gestions for further reading and foot-

noted references encourage additional

study and help the beginning scholar

get started on library research. There

is a glossary of terms and a chronology

giving the highlights of microscopic

discovery that should be useful for

quick references. The book is well in-

dexed. Illustrations add to the text and

are particularly useful in clarifying the

discussion of optical principles. Miss

Jacker makes good use of quotes from
the original writings of many of the

key figures in the history of micros-

copy, thereby adding to the interest

and flavor of the text. However, the

book is not without minor errors. For

example, papillae are not necessarily

taste buds of the tongue, although

taste buds are examples of papillae;

and the Chamber micromanipulator is

no longer in use all over the world, but

has largely been supplanted by more
modern, easier-to-use instruments that

operate on difperent principles. Never-

theless, this book is warmly recom-

mended for the biologically sophisti-

cated high school student.

Another book dealing with a similar

subject is Seeing Near and Seeing Far,

by L. J. Ludovici (Putnam, $3.49). I

found this book not nearly so interest-

ing as the Jacker volume although it

does have the added feature of describ-

ing the development of the telescope.

SPECIMENS TAKE ON

A NEW LIGHT WHEN

SEEN THROUGH

THE ILLUMINATED

10X CODDINGTON
^) MAGNIFIER

Bausch & Lomb's Illuminated
Magnifier permits you to examine

specimens under illumination at

ten times their actual size . . . and it's

as convenient as carrying a pencil.

This lightweight magnifier is oper-

ated with penlight batteries and is

equipped with a pen clip. Priced

at just $7.50 (without batteries).

For information on all magnifiers

write Bausch & Lomb, Rochester,

New York 14602w
BAUSCH & LOMB^

BWHi
liHi'l-fitiliiVr^

GAMES for THINKERS

Can you solve

- Ihis problem? .

to play WFF 'N PROOF is more than 2C

- Is sfotement No. 3 true? .

71 m^Q^L

These unique kits have been specially de-
signed by university professors for those
who enjoy brain-to-brain combat.

. Please send me:

$6.50_WFF 'N PROOF
The Game of Modern Logic

^EQUATIONS: $3.50_
The Game of Creative
Mathematics

^ON-SETS; $4.50
The Game of Set Theory

^CONFIGURATIONS: $4.50
Number Puzzles and Patterns

.PROPAGANDA: Game $5.50
_REAL-Numbers Game $1.75
.WFF: Beginners Logic $1.50
_TAC-TICKLE $1.25

Total $

(Prices include postage and handling)

Address

City State Zip

lefund and return privileges guaranteed!
Dealer Inquiries Invited

li-liliiWliliMilililliMEBl
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An exceptional

new book

[iMAtS.OF

By AXEL POIGNANT

KANGAROOS of several spe-

cies, possum, bandicoot,
wombat, dingo, platypus,

ant-eater, emu, cassowary, kooka-
burra, and cockatoo are among
the exotic animals exhibited in

this exciting book.

Two hundred pictures-modern
photos contrasted with early
sketches and woodcuts-combined
with text describe the fantastic

and incredible animals and birds

of Australia. One of the most
definitive books on the subject.

$7.50

A most welcome
new edition

Edwin Way Teale's

THE LOST WOODS
Adventures of a Naturalist

A ride into the woods at the age
of six with his grandfather led

Edwin Way Teale to' an enduring
interest in natural history.

The adventures that resulted make
up these memorable chapters.
Their pages carry you into the
heart of a cloud, into the forests,

and under the sea. The reader
shares wonderful and delightful

experiences with the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author.

64 pages of photos. $5.95

^'^'^^DODD, MEAD"

The description of optic principles is

unclear in many places, and the book
is overly concerned with dates, not all

of them accurate (or did Edward Cul-
pepper live to the age of 127? ). There
IS an index that is adequate for names
and entirely inadequate for subjects,
which it also professes to cover.
The Life of Animals Without Back-

bones, by Michael Gabb and Michael
Chinery. is a volume in the "Founda-
tions of Science Library" (Ginn, $5.25).
This is a strange volume that seems to
have been put together from a series
of isolated articles. The result is a book
where some subjects are repeated sev-
eral times in different sections, while
others are inadequately treated. For
example, earthworm reproduction is

described on page 51 and again on
page 127. What good is it to say that
the round mouth snail is not a pulmon-
ate but is related to the winkles when
winkles are nowhere described in the
book? A "tree of life" that mainly fea-
tures vertebrates has no place in this
work. The only example of neoteny
given is that of the vertebrate Amby-
stoma. Of three illustrations showing
cell types, only one shows invertebrate
cell types-the other two deal with
human cells and plant cells. Despite
these difficulties this book does impart
considerable information about the an-
atomy, physiology, and life history of
invertebrates. The organization is the
main stumbling block. Besides, how
can you call coral an "animal without
any hard skeleton"?

L. H. Newman's Man and Insects
(Natural History Press, $5.95) is a
beautifully illustrated, information-
packed volume that should have wide
appeal to high school students and
adults. Anatomy, physiology, and life

history are dealt with in the beginning
of the book, but the main portion of
this volume is devoted to economic en-
tomology. As the story unfolds, the
reader is amazed at the many ways in
which insects touch our lives. I found
the chapters "Insects Carry Plant Dis-
eases" and "Insects and Weed Con-
trol" particularly interesting. I was
also unaware of the demand for arti-

ficially raised insects and found the
section on insect breeding very infor-
mative. Surely there is something in
this book to interest almost everybody
and a great deal for the individual with
a curiosity about insects.

Madeline Cooper

EXAMINE 24 DAYS FREE!

Vertebrate
Biology

Authors of children's science books
have taken up the conservation cause.
More than half the books I reviewed
this year are concerned with animals i

Learn to Paint

in Only 24 days
Amaze yourself, your friends

THE HARTLEY COURSE IN OIL PAINTING
GUARANTEES YOU WILL PAINT PICTURES
SKILLFULLY ... OR YOU PAY NOTHING!

Here at last is a complete step-by-step learn-at-
home course in oil painting especialltj designed for
beginners by famous artist, Paul Hartley. The
Hartley Course starts you painting canvases right
away and in 24 days or less you may do oil paint-
ings_ you 11 be proud to hang or give as gifts. You
don t need tident-just the desire to naint.

NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT!
This IS NOT just a book-or "paint-by-numbers"
game-but a home instruction course that uses
methods proven at Paul Hartley's school wheremen and women with little or no "talent" dis-
covered the satisfying thrill of oil pamting in
liist days.

HOW TO PAINT IN OILS-EVEN IF YOU
/'CANT DRAW A STRAIGHT LINE '

Here s how the Course works: You turn to the first
of Its 24 large illustrative plates . . . and to LessonOne m Instruction Book #1 (there are three)
which deals with the first plate. Follow directions
on which brush to use, how to hold it, how to
paint darks, lights, middle-tones, etc. . . . Whenyou re through with Lesson One, youTl be able toachieve-on your ovvn canvas and in your own
style-the painting shown in that first illustration.
1 lien you go to the 7iext illustrations and the next

A REWARDING SPARE TIME HOBBY
1 on can take as much time as you like to complete
the Course. But even if you just spend a couple ofhours a day oii it, you'll be a real painter in as few
as 14 days! The combination of pictorial illustra-
tion and step-by-step instruction is swift and easy
-gives you everything you need to know to createeach eltect-how to mix and apply colors, use per-
spective, get shadows and reflections, etc. Every-
thing you need to know is told you simphj and
clearhj~,ust as if Paul Hartley himseU were stand-ing at your elbow every moment, coaching you.
AT u.

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
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nommg! Mm\ the coupon below to start you oflE
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Photo by Dorothy Dingley

ROGER TORY
PETERSON

is the first recipient

of the

ARTHUR A. ALLEN
AWARD

given in recognition

of distinguished service

to ornithology

Some thirty-five years ago, Dr.

Peterson conceived a daringly

new concept in field guides to

birds wliicli lias since enriclied

the lives of milHons of people

in America and Europe. As
the world's best-known field

ornithologist he is more re-

sponsible than any other per-

son for generating the global

interest in birds that prevails

today.

The famous Peterson

Field Guides include

A Field Guide to the Birds
$4.95

•

A Field Guide to
Western Birds $4.95

•

A Field Guide to Birds
of Texas and Adjacent

States $4.95

•

A Field Guide to Birds
of Britain and Europe
(with Guy Mountfort and

P.A.D. Hollom) $6.00

The Arthur A. Allen Award is

given by the Cornell Laboratory of

Ornithology in memory of the emi-

nent ornithologist whose early sci-

entific studies developed significant

lines of research and whose teach-

ing inspired many of his students to

make ornithology their profession.

Al your bookstore

Houghton Mifflin Company

whose populations have slipped to a

dangerously low level; these animals

are on the brink of extinction. It is

particularly important to have books

on conservation available to the young

adults of today since they will have a

profound influence on man's future en-

vironments. They must understand the

problems and the choices: building a

new dam and destroying a canyon,

erecting new houses and demolishing

a forest, constructing an airport and

eliminating a game sanctuary. The

choices are not easily made, nor are

the problems easily solved. But before

any plans toward conservation can be

formed, it is essential to know about

the affected animals—their require-

ments for living space and food

sources, their life histories, reproduc-

tive rates, and population fluctuations.

Certainly none of us wants to have

only concrete highways, telephone

poles, and artificial lights as substi-

tutes for the redwood reaching sky-

ward, the quail running across a field,

or the osprey soaring effortlessly over

a pond. The need for conservation is

recognized by those who know that na-

ture can exist without man. but that

man cannot exist without nature.

One book. A Vanishing Thunder, by

Adrien Stoutenburg (Natural History

Press. 13.50), is after the fact-the

animals have become extinct. It is a

warning, an example of how a "let

George do it" attitude can lead to the

untimely end of a species. The book,

beautifully written and highly read-

able, is truly a poetic inscription on the

gravestones of a number of bird spe-

cies. A sense of tragedy permeates the

pages as the birds' lives are recounted:

their habits, migrations, and interac-

tions with, and destruction by. man,

the predator. The author tends to over-

look an important species eradicator,

however, the occupancy by man of the

territory where the birds lived.

This omission is not made by Roy
Pinney in Wildlife in Danger (Duell,

Sloan and Pearce. $.3..501 . although the

writing style is pedestrian and the book

appears to have been hastily organized,

resulting in some sloppiness in the

order of points. Throughout. Mr. Pin-

ney emphasizes that, in addition to pre-

dation by man. the loss of a species

is due to man-made changes in the en-

vironment and that pollution, use of

insecticides, and other harmful prac-

tices are more deadly than any weap-

ons. There is a long list of vertebrates

whose populations are low. truly in

danger of extinction, and a selected

group including the manatees, bears,

sea otters, and cranes are treated in

detail. The theme of each description

is the animal's former abundance and

its present numerical impoverishment.

Mr. Pinney applauds the protection

the sounds of Nature
sound like
the sounds of Nature
'When recorded on the
UHER 4000 ReportL

Whether you want to record the

mating call of South American

ants, or a thunderstorm over the

Himalayas, the UHER 4000 Re-

port-L will repeat it back to you

NATURALLY.
Performance-proven in the bitter

cold at the top of Mt. Everest, and

in the humid, torrid African jun-

gles, the UHER 4000 Report-L has

become the first choice of natural-

ists, explorers, adventurers, and

outdoorsmen the world over. With-

out regard for time or place, the

UHER 4000 Report-L is ready to

do the job — NATURALLY.
Want to know more about this out-

standing member of the First Fam-

ily of Tape Recorders? See your

UHER Dealer, or use the coupon,

and get the whole story.
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IE PRAEGER
^CYCLOPEDIA OF ANCIENT
lEEK CIVILIZATION
RRE DEVAMBEZ et a/. A comprehensive,
-volume reference work that provides a
nplete picture of the Greets civilization,

-e than 750 lucid, self-contained refer-
es delineate mythology, philosophy, art,
ences, warfare, cities — the glorious
lavements as well as the everyday life of
Hellenic world. 492 pp., 400 ///us. $15.00

IE BURIED CITY
cavations at Leptis Magna
oduction by RANUCCIO BIANCHI BAN-
JELLl. Text by ERNESTO VERGARA
"FARELLI and GIACOMO CAPUTO. Photo-
phs by FABRIZIO CLERICI. Illustrates
it has been discovered to date in the city
Leptis in modern Libya, a port which
/ed as an important link in the Roman
pire. "Close to 300 maps, drawings, color
;es, and halftones are included, affording
Bmarkably evocative conception of how a
g-buried city is brought, almost magically,
n the dark past into present light."—The
V Yorker. 406 pp. $22.50

NOVGOROD THE GREAT
Excavations at the Medieval City
Directed by A. V. Artsikhovsky
and B. A. Kolchin

Compiled and edited by M. W. THOMPSON.
The work carried out at Novgorod by Russian
archaeologists is considered one of the major
landmarks in the development of European
archaeology. In this first coherent and unified
picture of the finds to appear in English,
M. W. Thompson reviews and explains the
results of the excavations. Over 100 illus.

$13.50

ON THE ROYAL HIGHWAYS
OF THE INCA
Archaeological Treasures of
Ancient Peru

By HEINRICH UBBELOHDE-DGERING. Avivid
picture of the art and day-to-day life of an-
cient Peru is presented through dramatic
photographs made by the author on his four
major expeditions to Peru. His commentary is

both a superb introduction to the great Inca
civilization and a demonstration of how the
archaeologist learns from what he finds. 311
pp., 294 gravure illus. $17.50

New titles in the ANCIENT PEOPLES AND PLACES SERIES

flE PARTHIANS
iLCOLM A. R. COLLEDGE. The author de-
ibes how the Parthians came south from

I Central Asian steppes to inherit the east-
I conquests of Alexander the Great and how
)ansion westward brought contact—then
iflict — with Rome. He presents Parthian

in all its variety: its system of govern-
nt, language, law, coinage, customs, and
momics. 224 pp., 75 photogs., 46 line
iwings, maps. $7.50

VGAN SCANDINAVIA
=i. ELLIS DAVIDSON. One of the most sur-
ging and impressive aspects of paganism
Scandinavia is the resilience of certain
ibols, especially the house of the dead,
ship, the ax, the spear, and the horse.

. Davidson traces this recurrence and its

iious and social significance from the
e of the first hunters through the Viking
. 208 pp., 68 photogs., 25 line drawings,
3- $7.50

MERGE
A Civilization of the Sudan

P. L.SHINNIE. The significance of the Meroitic
civilization, which left a rich heritage of art
and architecture, has only recently been re-
alized. Professor Shinnie reconstructs the
history of this vital African civilization from
sites and artifacts found in excavation, and
offers a provisional assessment of the largely
undeciphered Ivleroitic language. 229 pp., 84
p/iotogs., 57 line drawings, 6 maps. $7.50

ROMANIA
DUMITRU BERCIU. Romania's geographic
location at the crossroads of Europe, to-
gether with the nature of the terrain, have
opened this country to a succession of dif-
ferent tribes and peoples. Professor Berciu
surveys this meeting and melding of peoples,
from the early prehistoric pebble cultures to
the emergence of the Dacian civilization.
224 pp., 73 photogs., 54 line drawings, 10
maps. $7.50

Complete catalog available on request.

FREDERICK A. PRAEGER
ubsidiaryof Encyclopaedia Britannica •111 Fourth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003

NORWAY
ANDERS HAGEN. This is the first book in any
language since 1926 to deal with Norway's
broad and complicated prehistory. Based on
a generation's archaeological discoveries,
Norway presents a new view of the country's
past from the time of the first inhabitants
through the Iron Age. 205 pp., 75 photogs.,
68 line drawings, 7 maps. $7.50

FREDERICK A. PRAEGER
111 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10003
Please send me, postpaid, the books
checked below. I enclose $ .

n check n money order.

Encyclopedia of Greek
Civilization, $15.00
Buried City, $22.50
Novgorod, $13.50

, Highways of the Inca, $17.50
. Parthians, $7.50

Meroe. $7.50
Norway, $7.50

Nan-



Share the Thrills

01 Exploring f
Outer space •
All DYNASCOPES, including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available
on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DrNASCOPES® 4

" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and
your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

'» TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

Dept. NH-79, 331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Address.

City
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Christmas
Animals magazine is the ideal Christmas
present for all those interested in nat-

ural history and wildlife. Animals Is ac-

knowledged throughout the world as one
of the leading journals, covering all sub-
jects from detailed studies of animal be-

haviour to wildlife conservation.

Each month Animals contains at least 16
pages of superb colour reproductions plus

many other pages profusely Illustrated In

black and white, and many exclusive re-

ports on little known or very rare animals
from correspondents in almost every
country In the world. Backed by an ad-
visory editorial board which Includes Sir

Julian Huxley, Peter Scott, Ian McTaggart
Cowan, Roger Tory Peterson, Edwin Way
Teale and Fairfield Osborn, Animals mag-
azine is the only monthly which regularly
Includes articles on Mammals, Birds, Fish,

and Insects.

Take out a long term subscription for your
friends now and save money. Rates are:

1 year $ 9.00 including post & packing
2 years $16.00 including post & packing
3 years $21.00 including post & packing

The magazines are mailed direct from the
publishers in England, but for all sub-
scription orders, or for further details,

write to:

Animals Magazine
133 East 55th Street

New York, N. Y. 10022
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that polar bears are now receiving from

the Russian and Canadian govern-

ments, and he urges the creation of a

world wildlife conservation program by

the United Nations. The book is illus-

trated with ordinary photographs. It's

too bad that it isn't more attractive

looking and better written; its message

is too important to be overlooked.

When I first picked up Animals of

the North, by William O. Pruitt, Jr.

(Harper & Row, $5.95), I assumed
from its title that it would be a stand-

ard work on animals that live in or

near the Arctic. Instead, to my delight,

it turned out to be a fresh approach to

the science of ecology, excellently writ-

ten. The book compares favorably to

an exciting novel. The author traces

the life of several animal types (and a

tree) by following the vicissitudes of

an individual moose, lynx, hare, or

caribou. One not only learns of their

daily patterns but also, through the

deft writing that intertwines these ani-

mals with other organisms, discovers

where they fit into the intricacy of

nature. Each organism is examined as

part of the ecosystem. Mr. Pruitt de-

serves accolades for explaining be-

havior in terms of changing internal

and external conditions rather than

resorting to the easy way—calling it in-

stinctive. Unfortunately, a few descrip-

tions, such as how a lynx kills its prey

and proceeds to eat it or how Indians

butcher a moose, are gruesome, and

some readers may be upset by the

bloodiness. In counterpoint, one senses

the lushness of these majestic regions

and the author's deep pain when he

sees the land torn apart as man seeks

wealth from within the earth. The
book's message comes clearly and

sharply across: the demolition of one

part of an ecosystem resonates to all

other parts, and even though the ani-

mals are "conserved," the uprooting of

trees and the destruction of meadows
result in the untoward death of many.

It is one of the most intelligent pleas

for conservation that I have read.

Dorothy E. Shuttlesworth's The

Wildlife of South America (Hastings

House, $4.50), part of the "Hastings

House World Wildlife Conservation

Series," is divided into sections deal-

ing with fossil types of South America,

the early peoples, the scientific discov-

eries of Humboldt and Darwin, the

fauna of the Galapagos Islands, and

some living vertebrates. Essentially a

survey, it sketches the remarkable va-

riety of animals that live in the forests

and plains of this vast continent. Both

P. K. Crowe, who wrote the Foreword,

and Mrs. Shuttlesworth stress the im-

portance of education in bringing con-

servation about, and although the book

is written primarily for North Ameri-

can readers they recognize that South

Praise forJAN yoORS'

The Gypsies
Margaret Mead: "Absolutely de-

lightful."

Sir Herbert Read: "Beautifully

evokes a way of life in which
freedom and independence still

survive."

N. Y. Times Book Review: An ex-

citing first hand impression of

life in a Gypsy camp forever on
the move. A most valuable and
original contribution."

Price $5.95
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merican children must also be edu-

ited toward this goal. It is timely

;cause South Americans still have

ousands of square miles of untouched

nd and with careful planning can

ill conserve much of their natural

;ritage. One can only hope that the

lok's plea will not be ignored. There

a bibliographic list on South Ameri-

,n animals and on conservation.

Bears are among those animals whose
ipulations are approaching the dan-

rous point of no return—not only be-

use of the hunter but because their

cessary living space is being elimi-

ted by population expansion. Phyllis

;teen's Bears Around the World

]oward-McCann, $3.49) is an excel-

it book, with strong emphasis on the

nservation of bears. Tlie book is di-

ied into two parts: tlie first is a gen-

ii description of biology, evolution-

s'
origin, appearance, size, range,

rmancy, family organization, mother-

b relations, etc. The second part has

joldilocks touch as the author treats

3 big bears, middle-sized bears, and
tie bears, identifying them species

species, with pertinent geographic

tails and specializations. Legends
d folktales are interspersed with the

:tual details. The book is well or-

nized, reads easily and clearly, has

excellent index, a comprehensive
iding list, and should serve as a good
"erence source. The photographs

; of fair quality.

The World of the Black Bear, by Joe
n Wormer (Lippincott. $4.95). fits

o the hackneyed-mediocre category,

ually these "Living World" books
i built around excellent photo-

iphs. In this case the photographs
; only good, and they seem to have
fered in reproduction, for they look

t and fuzzy—was it done to resemble
irs more closely? When Mr. Van
jrmer talks of his personal experi-

:es he's in good form; he gets into

uble when he tries to explain be-

vioY. Following the standard pattern

this series, the book is divided into

; four seasons, with discussion of

biology of bears based on seasonal

:ivities. The author covers reproduc-

n, development, feeding, etc. Obvi-

=ly several activities cover more than

3 season, and this points up the awk-
rdness of treating certain details

der seasonal headings.

Black Duck Spring (Button, $4.95)

ongs among the conservation-

ented books. The author, Bruce S.

ight, and the illustrator, James G.

ason, have produced a captivating

ry, written as if related by a black

:k. The duck traces its peregrina-

ns from Nova Scotia to Chesapeake

y, telling of the hazards of being shot

of not finding food, of its interac-

is with other animals, and of rearing
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the ducklings. Although he has used

a duck to tell the story, the author, who
feels great compassion for these hap-

less birds, has carefully kept it from

becoming humanistic. I think he will

stimulate even the most indifferent per-

son to think about conservation.

John Ripley Forbes has written an

exciting biography. In the Steps of the

Great American Zoologist, William

Temple Hornaday (Evans, $3.25).

Hornaday, whose life spanned the time

when museums and zoos came of age,

prepared for exhibition the many ani-

mals that he collected for museums and

was also director of a zoo. An active

conservationist, in the early 1900's he

wrote of his fear that our wildlife was

in extreme danger of extinction and

predicted the death of many species.

Unfortunately, his predictions are com-

ing true. The book has a section on

animal watching, identification, and

how to set up a small zoo at home-
many young readers will find this sec-

tion extremely useful.

Africa is represented by two books,

both very good. In The African Ele-

phant (Golden Press, $2.95), Rennie

Bere relates his personal experiences

and observations while he was working

in Uganda National Park. The writing

is highly agreeable, and the factual

information is adroitly handled. What
might have been dry statistics in an-

other book becomes fascinating and

fresh knowledge in this one. The au-

thor describes relationships with other

animals, sound production, use of ele-

phants in warfare, and man's hunger

for ivory tusks. Maps show distribution

of elephants and the populations in

different regions. While elephant births

are not frequently witnessed, the author

had the good fortune to be present at

such an occasion and to see the partic-

ipation of the non-pregnant cows. All

in all, this is a well-written book, with

a most attractive cover and splendid

photographs skillfully placed in rela-

tion to the text.

In the same series is The African

Lion, by Mervyn Cowie (Golden Press,

$2.95). It, too, is a handsome book,

similar in format to The African Ele-

phant, and is based mainly on observa-

tions made in African national parks.

The author puts the lion in perspective,

not as the ferocious king of the beasts,

but as a carnivore that, in order to sur-

vive, can only eat other animals. Ini-

tially, Mr. Cowie is ambivalent in his

sympathies regarding the lion. The
ambivalence may derive from fascina-

tion on the one hand, and fear on the

other. Lions are troublesome and ma-

rauding pests—especially when they

discover access to a domesticated cattle

range. However, later he does make a

plea for conservation and hopes that

the book will help people to better

See Page 9
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understand and to respect this stately

animal. It does. There is considerable

detail about the daily life of the lion,

the family organization, the interac-

tions with other animals, the lion and
witchcraft, and how lions may become
man-eaters. It is unfortunate that here

and there the story is marred by be-

havioral misinterpretations. Nonethe-

less, its positive contributions outweigh

the errors—over-all, a spellbinding
book with superior photographs. There
is no index in this book or in The Afri-

can Elephant.

Small Mammals Are Where You
Find Them, by Helen Damrosch Tee-

Van (Knopf, 13.50), is a short refer-

ence book on the small mammals one
is likely to see near suburban or rural

homes. The book is attractive, and a

readily accessible source of thumbnail
sketches of squirrels, woodchucks, bats,

moles, chipmunks, mice, muskrats,

skunks, and so on. With each species

the author gives anatomical dimen-
sions, a map of their range in the

United States, food habits, habitats,

sound production, locomotor behavior,

reproduction, and number of young
born. Her drawings show her sensitivity

for animals and their facial expressions.

The World of the Woodchuck, by W.
J. Schoonmaker (Lippincott, $4.95), is

based on a not very impressive collec-

tion of photographs of woodchucks
and other animals that live in the same
ecological area as the woodchuck. The
book begins in a somewhat disorgan-

ized way and the writing style is unin-

teresting. The interpretations of be-

havior are sometimes sophisticated,

sometimes naive. The story follows the

"Living World" format and delves in-

to the general biology of the wood-
chuck with the author's personal ob-

servations interspersed. There is a two
and a half page bibliography and a

mediocre index.

Home is the Sea: for Whales, by
Sarah R. Riedman and Elton T. Gus-
tafson (McNally, $4.50), is probably
one of the most comprehensive books
on cetaceans, namely whales, dolphins,

and porpoises, available to high school

students. It adequately covers cetacean

physiology, diving abilities, external

and internal anatomy, sound produc-
tion, communication systems, ecology,

migrations, many recent researches and
discoveries, distinctions between dol-

phins and porpoises, and dolphins and
dolphin-fish. The authors have careful-

ly avoided making cetaceans, particu-

larly those famous dolphins, humanis-
tic in their communication systems.

There are lists of common and sci-

entific names, various vital statistics,

and references. The illustrations are

deftly placed and the drawings well

done. In a few spots, such as the de-

scription of baleen and its straining
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mechanism, additional illustrations

would have helped a somewhat obscure

text, but by and large, it is a clearly

written and informative presentation.

P. J. Hare's book The Skin (St.

Martin's. $3.95) is a good example of

the difficulty one faces when trying to

keep one body system separated from

the others. Although his beginning is

a little fuzzy (I am not certain about

the points he was trying to make in the

first chapter) he soon points out the

interrelationship of skin with other sys-

tems, and the reader accepts the fact

that comprehension of skin function

needs understanding of the body's

physiology. The book covers hair,

scales, nails, fur, feathers, sweat

glands, pigments, temperature regula-

tion, camouflage, water and salt bal-

ance, secondary sex characteristics,

and secretions. It is competent and the

author presents the material well. I

believe, however, that a knowledge of

basic biology and simple histology will

be essential to understand some illus-

trations and the text.

Millicent E. Selsam's book How Ani-

mals Tell Time (Morrow. $2.95) is

about animal rhythms, covering daily

activity rhythms, tidal rhythms, lunar

cycles, and seasonal cycles. The lan-

guage is simple and straightforward;

complex materia] is explained in a

clear and precise fashion. The author

illustrates the major topics with ex-

amples from the many experiments that

have been carried out on this subject.

The experimental stories of how
rhythms are set in fruit flies, of the

time sense in bees and how it func-

tions in feeding, of the control of

rhythms through nerve tissue in the

cockroach, of rhythms in the body's

biochemical activity, plus many other

examples, are covered in the book. The
illustrations, simple black-and-white

drawings, complement the text. It's a

splendid book on a current research

topic—and without any errors! There

is a good list for further reading. It is

highly recommended.

Animal Appetites, by George F.

Mason (Morrow. $2.95), is an almanac

of facts about eating preferences and

quantities consumed by animals rang-

ing from insects to whales. Everything

is given short shrift as the author skips

from animals living in deserts and

swamps to those living in prairies, tun-

dras, and mountains. Pond life is

covered, but the ocean is missing. The

style of writing is chatty, and the text

consists mainly of the author's own ob-

servations plus some material from

libraries. It's brief and it's dull.

The Life of Animals with Backbones,

by Michael Gabb and Michael Chinery

(Ginn, $5.25), is a splendid example

of what not to do in books. The poten-

tial subject matter is vast. The choices
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compact, tits smartly into home, apt., office, cottage.

2I"W.. I9"D., 36"H.—open 38"W., Of knotty pine in

honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut liquor re-

sistant finishes. 549.95.

EASY HOME KIT; Louvered doors complete. Ready to

assemble and finish. Simple instructions. $34.95.
Shipping Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES-
COMPLETE OR KITS

™,onev Baok Guarantco YIELW HOUSE
^??udczS. No. Dcot NHll-7, No, Conway. N.H, 03860

Suggested
Additional Reading

EXCERPTS
FROM "THE YEAR 2000"

Brave New World Revisited. A. Hux-

ley. Harper & Row, New York, 1960.

Privacy and Freedom. A. F. Westin.

Atheneum, New York, 1967.

The Historic Roots of Our Ecologic

Crisis. L. White, Jr. Science, Vol.

155, No. 3767, 1967.

Controlling the Mind-Controllers.

D. Krech. Think, July-August, pages

3-7, 1966.

Some Problems of the Extreme
Utilitarian Position. Ethics, Vol.

70, pages 228-232, University of Chi-

cago, 1960.

TRANCE CURE
OF THE !KUNG BUSHMEN

!KuNG Bushman Religious Beliefs.

L. Marshall. Africa, Vol. 32, pages

221-252, 1962.

Trance and Possession States. R.

Prince (ed.) McGill University Press,

Montreal. 1967.

The Harmless People. E. M. Thomas.

Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1959.

GRAND CANYON
Grand Canyon. M. D. Beal. KC Pub-

lications, Flagstaff, 1967.

Evolution of the Colorado River

IN Arizona. E. D. McKee. R. F. Wil-

son, and C. S. Breed. Museum of.

Northern Arizona Bulletin, Flagstaff,

1967.

Grand Canyon. J. W. Krutch. Double-

day Anchor Books, Garden City.

New York, 1962.

The Exploration of the Colorado
River. J. W. Powell. Doubleday An-

chor Books. Garden City, New York,

1961.

GEOMAGNETISM
AND ANIMAL ORIENTATION

Biological Effects of Magnetic

Fields. M. Barnothy. Plenum Press,

New York, 1964.

Guideposts of Animal Navigation.

A. Carr. D. C. Heath & Co., Boston,

1964.

Bird Migration. D. R. Griffin. Double-

day & Co.. Garden City, New York.

1964.

TRIALS OF A
ZEBRA HERD STALLION

A Field Guide to the Reproduction

of the Grant's Zebra and Grevy's

Zebra. J. M. King. East African

Wildlife Journal, Vol. 3, pages 99-

177, 1965.

Notes on the Biology of the Plains

Zebra. H. Klingel. East African

Wildlife journal. Vol. 3, pages 86-

88. 1965.

ENJOY PLANTS
YEAR ROUND
Plants thrive year-round in

this attractive Indoor Greenhouse
that provides ideal natural grow-
ing conditions. Clear plastic top
gives maximum light, adjusts
for ventilation. Automatic water-
ing through fibreglass wicks from
reservoir below sturdy planting
base. Perfect gift for beautiful
displays in home or office, green-
house measures 2' x 2' x 18".

Ideal for nature and plant en-

thusiasts and classroom studies

too. Greenhouse $15.95 postpaid.
Fluorescent Hght $9.95 ppd.
Automatic Timer $9.95 ppd.

Armstrong Associates, Inc.

Box 127-N • Basking Bidge, N.J.

filed letter',

elopes, checkbooks, cancelled checks, cards,

note paper, stamp books, etc. File drawer holds a
thousand 3x5 cards plus file tabs. Long drawer stores

pencils, tape, stamps, clips, etc. Hand crafted pine

nd finish. Simple instructio
75(! Ea. West of Miss.

1.95. Both Ppd, Add

YIEED HOUSE
North Conway, N. H. 03860

Paint Now—
Learn Later

PAINT AS YOU LEARN
—and start framing your
work this very summer'
Now available in Engliili

— tlie fabulous Martin
Barbaz self-teaching
course that is turning
Frenchmen from Pans to

Provence into accom
plished artists . . . ready
to fill your weekends and
holidays with creative joy
Delightfully simple method
enables you to learn b\

painting! You'll marvel at

the ease with which hght
houses, bridges, summer
friends, city scenes and —
natural wonders come to lite on your canvs

Illustrated. Fast progress assured, money-bai

guarantee.

Order Now:
THE HOLIDAY PAINTER

By J. Martin-Barbaz
$4.95 Posffree 10-Day Money-Back Guarant

EMERSON BOOKS, INC., Dept. 385-
251 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011



Just arrived

from Scandinavia

right in time

for Christmas

SKIING TROLL—This green-pelted,
red-mittened folklore imp bubbles over

with cheer. Hand-carved in rustic

style in Norw/ay. 7V2" high. $14 plus

$1.50 postage and insurance. Limited

quantity.

PEWTER ACCESSORIES
Four examples of the Norse talent for

working the traditional luster of fine

pevi/ter in fresh, modern lines.

A. CANDLESTICKS—The sheen of spun
pewter effectively combined with a

carved texture. 4V2" high, felted base.

$18.50 pr. plus $1.50 postage and
insurance.

B. ASHTRAY—^A runic calendar in relief

makes an unusual, decorative motif.

Accompanying booklet identifies and
gives the meaning of the ideographic

symbols. T'/j" long, $12.50 plus $1.00

postage and insurance.

C. BRACELET— Authentic "stick peo-

ple" intaglio design reproduced by
sand casting from 3000-year-old Nor-

wegian rock carving. Solid pewter "cuff"

adjusts to size. $7.50 plus $.50 postage

and handling,

D. LETTER OPENER—A single shaft of

elegantly proportioned pewter. Simple,

functional, beautiful. 8V/ long. $6.50

plus postage and handling.

Members of the Museum are entitled to

10% discount. Please add local taxes where
applicable,

order to . .

.

and send your check or money

The Amferican Museum of Natural History

New York, New York 10024



MAIL
ORDER SHOPPING MART

A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O

Popular Sci

Edmunds i

nets; Burning Glass Magnetic Dog & Spin-
ning Ball: Diffraction Grating, Pik-un
Ring: Booklet. ' Astronomy and You"
Stock No. 70.787E $5 50 Ppd

New, low-Cosf Gem Tumb/er

;ome a rockhcund! Fascinating tiohby

. loads of fun. inexpensive, easy. Make
eiry of all kinds—deccrative book-ends.

to

beautiful
nbler w/coni

duty motor
many times its price Full instructions

Stock No 70 874E $10 75 Ppd
6 lb ROCK ASSORTMENT (10 TYPES)
Stock No 70 r ~

'S9 00 Ppd

Versatile White Modeling Plastic

Perfect for figures, forms, shapes, product
&. tool designs, negative molds, model mak-
ing, etc. Easily shaped by hand, tools. Can

" ' Perma-
F. for

15-30 minutes in oven—no kiln nor plaster
molds needed. Requires no curing. Won't
shrink. Acquires permanent, non-brittle

hardness when shaped & baked. Can then
nded. painted, em-

bossed. Smocth, non -sticky,

not stain or stick to skin. 3 lbs.

Stotk No. 60.656E 3 lbs. $4,50 Ppd,
Stock No. 70,9C9E 10 lbs. $11.50 Ppd,

Pockef Mefer Shows Wind Speed

Useful to all oiitdoorsmen, especially s

ors, shooters, fliers, golfers. Light-wei
Pocket Wind Meter accurate to withi

MPH. Two scales— low and high
,
2-10 MPH

Gmnf 4-Foot 'Fun Ball'

balls of fun" at beach, pool, back-
tc. Terrific decoration for garden
-wonderful for gifts, prizes. Kids

Accurate Home Weather Slati

Handsome "Weather Station" highl

sitive to weather changes. Therm
accurate to ±2%; barometer to d|

hygrometer to_ ±5%. Foretells

de of tough vinyl with 10 brilii:

alternating red blue white
nge Quickly inflated with air mattress
auto tire pump Handy carry hang loop

colorful,

green &

feet

from 12 to 24 hrs.

t—excellent for teachim
na. Mounted on wood-gr;
5'2" X 5^4" Meter cas

d High precision dials

m Full Instructions

70 &07E 3

Big Boom & Flash Cannon
Perfectly safe giant noisemaker for sports,
games, the 4th and just plain fun produces
brilliant flash and loud bang. Completely
harmless—no gun powder, matches or recoil.
Easily operated. Beautiful reproduction of

regular Army 60 MM cannon in hefty cast
iron. "Ammo" is pulverized Bangsite com-
bined with water in cannon producing harm-
less gas. Cannot be ignited by hottest flame
or heaviest concussion Incl. ammo for 200
shots, instr Wt 2^4 lbs.

Stock No 70 898E $5 75 Ppd.

4V4 Astronomical Telescope

See craters on moon i

stars Up to 270x Ne
tonal mount. f/IO mii

ngs of Saturn double
vibration free equa-
or corrected to be*ter
ives theoretical lim-

New Hydopon
3w orchids ros .

ime or classroom WITHOUT
grower has

ritch
Portable .. . _

feeding system — just flick :

a day. Minimal maintenance. Pranti
6^' X 21 '/a". Operates on 4 "D"
ies (not incl.). 9-week supply of V(

instructions.

Stock No. 80,094E ... $39.9
Vitalizer Concentrate Only (Max.: I'

Stock No. 60,57IE $1.9

Merry-Go-Round of Sparkling Colors

Fascinating beacon light produces 60 rain-
bow-like color changes every minute. Con-
tinuously revolving red. green, blue and
amber fresnel lenses add unusual sparke and
life to home, business, plant. Perfect for

patios, game rooms, cntranceways, store
windows, lobbies, etc. Acts as burglar de-
terrent since beacon looks like alarm sys-
tem when running indoors at night. Hefty
gold anodized aluminum case— 10^4' x &'
diam. Enclosed II0-II5V A.C. &0-cycle
motor. lOO-hr. 25W bulb. lO-ft. cord & plug.
Stock No. 80.099E $21.00 Ppd.

COMPLETE AND MAIL TODAY
I
SATISFACTION

I GUARANTEED
' ^ ''"'*'''''"?'" ^ '" ' a i'»'^''">» ''>i^m>»-'i'Ji'^u ""^

> OR YOUR
MONEY BACK

I PLEASE SEND Q
I

GIANT FREE

CATALOG E (Please send check or M.O.)

Now! New Psychedelic Jewelry

Exciting, stimulating, way "in"! Fantastic
color, depth and pattern changes caused by
slightest movement. Almost like fireworks,
color spectacular, shower of shooting stars

—

all rolled up in one . . . and set in motion.
Impossible to describe—must be seen to be
believed. Large selection of l"&2',''z" diam.
sizes. Sample items below. For more, write
for info.

Stock No. I887E
Earrings (pierced) $3.00 Ppd.

Stock No. PI875E
Pins (set of 4) $2.00 Ppd.

Stock No. PI880E
Bows (set of 2) $2.00 Ppd.

Stock No. PI877E
Tie Tacks (set of 4) $2.00 Ppd.

Now Transpa

Spectacular new technique polarize,

to achieve amazing illusion of mo;
transparencies, signs, displays, etc

priced kit has all materials for 5.

effects — turbulence, hubbies, rai

rotation, blinking. Simply select

type desired, cut to fit, remove backl

Stock No. 70,950E $10.0
ADVANCED KIT— 10 PHOTO Ml
EFFECTS

Stock No. 70.949E
gas, water, steam — light i

through optical instruments.
etc. Con

.****

1 148 PAGES

I MORE THAN 4000 Name_

I UNUSUAL AtJdres

I
BARGAINS

City__

I

I

I float to earth. Fully controlled— IJ t

I
lays to choose from. Launch aga

I No chemicals, expl " "

I
ber sling provides

! chute, rocket body
I pad. sling and i

I Stock No. 70.845E

Giant Rocket & Space Capsules

:hute-equipped Rocket and Space Cap-
to 600 ft., then with 2 parachutes

Extra strong
" sule and p

ute. launcl

Cor of the Future Here Now

ORDER BY STOCK NUMBER • SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER • MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.
300 EDSCORP BUILDIIMC^
BARRINGTON, NEW JERSEY 08002
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XMAS
GIFTS!

Astronomical Telescope

stars, moon, phases of Venus,
)se up. 60 to 180 power. Alumi-
overcoated 3" diameter f/IO pri-

entilated cell. Equartorial
cks both

nted Barlow
finder telescope, hardwood tripod.
FREE: "STAR CHART': 272-
ANDBOOK OF HEAVENS";
"0 USE YOUR TELESCOPE"

American Made Opaque Pro/ecfor



"No small-hearted city. . .could have

established it or made the sacrifices

necessary to maintain it." That's what

Frank Lloyd Wright said about the

vast and wonderful system of forest

preserves now bordering the city of

Chicago.

Sacrifices there certainly were, par-

ticularly during the frustrating years

of struggle by public-spirited citizens

to gain official approval for acquiring

land for parks and playgrounds.

Dwight H. Perkins, a Chi-

cago resident with no po-

litical power or special

influence, was one of the
j:

prime movers in the cm-

sade to educate the publi(

on the importance of preserv-

ing the forest areas in Cook

County. Perkins and

his friends en

listed the

support of

newspapers,

talked to

officials and leading business men,

printed and distributed thousands

of leaflets, even conducted walking

tours of the woodlands ^ f »^B'T> V
outside the city to give

f
'

/ J *
'

'I

more people a first-hand { i^'/Ml'^*^""

knowledge of the natural /'A. iL^f"^^

beauty that could be pre-
->»-'**'"*<

served for themselves and

future generations.

Although many Chi-

cagoans were impressed -

and in favor, an incred-

ible number of legal

and official roadblocks thwarted

the program time and again.

I
Public Acts were passed, then

'' defeated, rewritten and defeated

again by wrangles over technicali-

ties that went on for 20 years.

Eventually, however, the For-

est Preserve District of

Cook County, Illinois

was firmly established.

As a result, today

Dwight H. Perkins

Chicago has more wild land -wl

easy reach of its citizens than any li

large city in the U.S.—a pricelei

that frees the city d\

from his straightjacl

cement to breathe di

and restore his spi

the woodlands at th

of the street.

Sinclair has long

dedicated to conse

?" America's naturi

sources and wants 1

courage private citiz!

take a more active part in prese

our national heritage. For a b(

describing what others have don

how you can help, write Sinclair

Bureau, 600 Fifth Avenue, New
N. Y. 10020. Also include your n
for information about touring t

scenic landmarks you wish to vis

Discover America \Si/ICh
by car—it's worth \ ^
seeing and saving. \-,...____
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roo good to give? Maybe. Unless its someone you inii

the world of; someone who's known the taste of pictt

taking and loves it; wants to do more of it, only bett

No one? How about yourself?

The incomparable Nikon F Single-Lens Reflex

used by more professionals than any other.

Key to the world's most comprehensive 35mm
system. The earnest camera for the man in

earnest about photography. Prices start at $306.

The new Nikkormat FTN Single-Lens Reflex

with self-compensating thru-the-lens meter

system. A distinguished member of the Nikon

family. Uses the same superlative lenses and

accessories as the Nikon F. For the man on the

way up. Prices start at under $270

The Nikonos Amphibian 35 takes pictures under

water to depths of 160 feet without a housing.

Waterproof, corrosion-resistant, impervious to

heat, cold, mildew.fungus— virtually indestruc-

tible. Under $160 with f2.5 lens.

The Nikon Super Zoom-8 Automatic Movie

Camera with powered 5-time f1.8 zoom lens;

automatic thru-the-lens exposure control
:
thru-

the-lens focusing and viewing; variable speeds;

remote control; single frame; battery operation

and, most of all, Nikon quality. Under $270.

OTHER "GOODIES" FOR THE NIKON

The Nikkormat Autofocus Slide Projecto

ultra-sharp Nikkor lens; new brilliant Q-l!

automatic, manual and remote operatior,

rotary and straight trays; retractable
[^

cord; completely self-contained. Under

The newNikon Ultra-Compact Prism Bin0|

in 3 magnifications (6x18, 7x21 and 8x2

equally bright, lightweight and attracti\

bright in daylight and as sharp as the bri)

glasses you can buy. Prices start at unde^

While the spint of holiday giving is w,th you-how about Yourself? See your Nikon dealer, or wr^e ^o^^^^her information.

Nikon division/Ehrenreich PhotoOptical Industries, Inc., Garden City, New York 11530 (In Canada: Anglophoto, Ltd., P.Q.



ica,

on or off

the beaten path.

This season we're offering two distinctly different kinds of adventures: "Africa 1968",

or people who have never experienced the excitement of a land, sea and air safari to and

hrough Africa. And "Africa, South of the Equator"; a safari to the uncommon and out-

f-the-way for experienced African tourists, only.

On "Africa 1968" you'll fly from New York to England aboard a Pan Am jet. You'll

lave time to bargain-hunt and see the sights of exciting London before you board a luxu-

ious Union-Castle* liner at Southampton. Then Las Palmas (Canary Islands), Cape

own. Port Elizabeth, Durban, Hluhluwe and Kruger Game Parks where you can photo-

raph herds upon herds of lion, elephant, buffalo, kudu and impala. On to Johannesburg,

Plundering Victoria Falls, cosmopolitan Nairobi, not-to-be-believed Treetops Hotel, Am-
oseli National Park, Lake Victoria, Murchison Falls and Entebbe. From Entebbe you'll

ly to Italy for a Roman Holiday before your Pan Am jet returns you to New York. The

Dtal cost of this 42-day adventure is $2187 for Feb. 27 departures. $2297 for June 25

epartures. Both prices include all transportation, hotels, meals, sightseeing, gratuities—

lore than you would ever expect.

On "Africa, South of the Equator" you'll jet from New York to Lisbon aboard Alitalia

Urlines. There wUl be time to sightsee leisurely, shop and visit Estoril before flying to

ohannesburg. Then off to Southwest Africa and the castles of Windhoek, the Herero

'ribe of Okahandja, the mineral mines of Tsumeb, the bottomless crater lakes of Otjikoto

nd Cuinas, the great herds of game at the Etosha Pan Reserve, the Bushmen paintings

a the caves at Swakopmund, the artesian wells in the Valley of Auob River, and the lions

if Kalahari Desert. To the Republic of South Africa and Aughrabies Falls, Cape Town,

he flower-lined streets of Pretoria and the magnificent mountains of the eastern Trans-

I'aal. To Kruger Park and the wealth of wildlife surrounding the Shingwedzi River. To
Ihodesia and the Lost Empire of the Monomotapa, the'Slave Pits'of Inyanga. Then back

'D Cape Town for a luxurious cruise to England aboard a modem Union-Castle liner,

topping at Las Palmas. And from London you'll return to New York aboard a powerful

'an Am jet. The price of this fabulous 62-day adventure leaving New York August 21,

4847.30. All inclusive, same as above.

I

We really can't tell you enough about either of these extraordinary journeys

|n one ad. Or about our luxurious, modern Union-Castle liners. If you would like

'nore information, see your Travel Agent or mail this coupon for free brochures.

British Registry

Canadian Pacific,

General Passenger Agents

for Union-Castle Line.

Dept. NHD
581 Fifth Avenue,

New York City 10017

Gentlemen:

Please send me complete

information on:

n Africa 1968

D Africa, South of the Equator

Name.

Street.

City-

state. .Zip.
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KINDNESS AND CRUELTY IN GREAT BRITAIN 6

Gerald Carson

A century and a half of dedicated work by the Royal So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals is only one

side of the coin ivhen it comes to the treatment of animals.

Bearhcdting, fox hunting, and cockfighting also character-

ized this aspect of British social history.

THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF ELIOT PORTER 26

An interview by Patricia Caulfield

A conversation with one of the foremost photographers of

the natural world reveals some of the thoughts and tech-

niques of the man behind the camera.

PLEISTOCENE OVERKILL 32

Paul S. Martin

In this geochronologist's opinion, man, not climatic change

or any other natural force, caused the extinction of more

than 100 large North American mammals during the

Pleistocene Epoch.

WAR: THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF
ARMED CONFLICT AND AGGRESSION 39

R. L. Holloway, Jr., Napoleon A. Chagnon, Andrew

P. Vayda, Anthony F. C. Wallace, Sol Tax, Alexander

Alland, Jr., Frank B. Livingstone, and Margaret Mead

The major contributions of the American Anthropological

Association plenary session on war, just held in Washing-

ton, D.C., are brought together in a Natural History

Special Supplement.

LIVING DOORS 71

William S. Creighton

An eminent entomologist discusses ants whose bodies are

specially designed to block entrance into their nest colonies.

EASTER ISLAND 74

William Mulloy

Without the aid of borrowed ideas—the usual means by

which advanced cultures rise—the Easter Islanders devel-

oped a civilization whose complexity remains a mystery.

WHEN WILL WE CHANGE THE WEATHER? 82

Bernard Vonnegut

Can we ultimately learn the secret of controlling the

weather? The man tvho developed silver iodide cloud seed-

ing explores the progress and the prospects.
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General Motors is people
making better products for people.

Jim Renneil is murder on motors. For your protection.
You would never dream of

doing the things to your car that

Jim Renneil does to his engines.

Like running them wide open 29
hours straight on a dynamom-
eter. Which is like driving your

car up a mountain all day. Pull-

ing a heavily loaded trailer.

It's only one of dozens of
grueling tests skilled techni-
cians, like Jim, throw at GM en-

gines before they're approved

for production. To make sure
they'll take anything you can
ever throw at them. It's another

way we protect your investment

in each Chevrolet, Pontiac, Olds-

mobile, Buick or Cadillac car.

Jim Renneil, Dynamometer Operator, General Motors Engineering Staff, Warren, Michigan.
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THE AUTHORS

'^^

Bernard VonneguC

At his 150-acre place near Miller-

ton, New York, Gerald Carson has

written several books that deal with

social history and popular culture-

most recently, The Polite Americans,

published by William Morrow in

1966. Mr. Carson received an M.A.

from the University of Illinois and

has since become affiliated with such

scholarly groups as the Organization

of American Historians and the

Manuscript Society. He is a member
of the advisory board of American
Heritage and a contributor to The

New York Times Book Review.

Eliot Porter is one of America's

foremost nature photographers
whose published works—particularly
"In Wildness Is the Preservation of

the World" and Summer Island—aie

rapidly becoming photographic clas-

sics. Patricia Caulfield, who con-

ducted the interview with Porter,

was formerly Executive Editor of

Modern Photography and now de-

votes her time to a camera column in

Natural History and to free-lance

articles on photography.

Paul S. Martin is among that

small group of men from the fields

of geology and biology who are con-

cerned with the Pleistocene. He re-

ceived his Ph.D. from the University

of Michigan and is presently an

Associate Professor of Geochrono-

logy at the University of Arizona.

Among his major interests are Pleis-

tocene pollen analysis, biogeogra-

phy, and extinction. Dr. Martin has

recently coedited and contributed to

the book Pleistocene Extinctions:

Search for a Cause, published by
Yale University Press.

A man with a sense of humor as

large as his reputation among his

colleagues, William S. Creighton
has published some fifty technical

papers on the habits and taxonomy
of ants. His comprehensive mono-

graph The Ants of North America

has been a standard reference

since its publication in 1950. Dr.

Creighton attended Roanoke College,

Princeton, and Harvard University,

where he received the D.Sc. in 1930.

A Research Associate in Entomology

at The American Museum of Natural

History, and an Emeritus Professor

at New York's City College, Dr.

Creighton has now turned his atten-

tion to the habits of arboreal ants,

especially those of the southwestern

United States.

It would be difficult to find an'

archeologist busier than William
MuLLOY. His work in the field dates

back to 1936 when, as an undergrad-

uate at the University of Utah, hei

worked on summer "digs." Dr. Mul-;

loy has since become an authority

on the archeology of the northern

Plains. He completed his Ph.D. at

the University of Chicago in 1953

and is now Professor of Anthropol-

ogy at the University of Wyoming.
Bernard Vonnegut has been a

Senior Research Scientist at the At-

mospheric Sciences Research Center,

State University of New York ati

Albany, since January, 1967. He wasi

previously with Arthur D. Little,
|

Inc., the General Electric Research)

Laboratory, and the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, where he^

had earned his Ph.D. and where he'

subsequently worked as a Research!

Associate in the Meteorology De-

!

partment. Recently, Dr. Vonnegut
J

has devoted his attention to the

mechanisms that cause thunder-

storms to become electrified and to

electricity's role in thunderclouds.

In bringing our readers the major

proceedings of an important and

timely plenary session on war, the

editors of Natural History feel the

magazine has achieved a journalistic

milestone. We feel so for two rea-

sons. First, this magazine was chosen

to be the session's official publisher,

!

an honor doubly significant because

the session itself is a milestone. Per-

haps for the first time a scholarly

and scientific organization has

chosen to formally examine, from its

unique and relevant perspective, so

contemporary and so controversial

a phenomenon as war. The second

reason is that publication of the

main contributions was timed to vir-

tually coincide with their actual

presentation in Washington, D.C.,

on November 30, 1967. Ordinarily,

months intervene between such ses-

sions and their publication. '

For this special publishing ar-

rangement Natural History is in-

debted to the organizers of the

plenary session: Marvin Harris,

Morton Fried, and Robert Murphy
—all of Columbia University.



e Hasselblad system . .

.

d a few reasons why the serious photographer needs it.

I're serious about your pho-

phy, (and you wouldn't be

ng this advertisement if

/eren't), tlien you are prob-

already the proud owner of

called "system" or a "sys-

camera." You like it, be-

e you Wke to do a lot of

ing, and you like the ver-

ty and freedom that the

2m" idea can bring to your

igraphy. Probably the "sys-

that you have is 35mm
ht? And it's great because

an shoot lots of exposures,

print up your best shots,

ou'd be the first to admit

here's a big loss in image

:y when you blow up that

1 negative to "Exhibition"

size. And did you ever get

because you had a black

/hite film loaded and then

a sudden that chance for

at color shot happened. Of

e if you have two bodies,

<eep one always loaded

:olor, then you're in great

)e...do you have two
s? And did you ever get

at your wife when she
ed to see the pictures

3t weekend trip you both

then complained about
size of the contacts?
some of the things we've

oned may be a little ex-

ated, but they do point out

things that can happen if

iwn a 35. None of these

; can happen if you own
asselblad System. You see

ilblad is the one camera
n that can do anything

my 35mm camera system

lo and at the same time

'ou all the advantages of

4 square format. Plus the

siblad System of inter-

geable lenses with built

)mpur shutter and inter-

;eable film magazines.

Here's what the Hasselblad Sys-

tem consists of. Firstly, the

500C, the standard camera in the

system*. It accepts all seven

lenses available for the Hassel-

blad, and is a single lens reflex

viewing camera. The 500C
always shows you exactly how
your final picture will turn out

on the ground glass screen,

in the same way a view camera
does. This allows you to concen-

trate on the setting up and com-
position of your picture, no mat-

ter what lens or accessories you

are using on the camera.

The lens, magazine, focusing

hood and winding knob of the

500C are all instantly inter-

changeable.

Next is the Hasselblad Super
Wide C. The camera that caused
a breakthrough in avi square

photography. Equipped with a

38mm, 90° angle of view Zeiss

Biogon f/4.5 lens, this camera
allows you to take pictures pre-

viously considered impossible.

The superb optics of the lens

assures perfect distortion-free

horizontal and vertical delinea-

tion, with sharpness of image
from corner to corner of the

negative area, even at full aper-

ture. Depth of field at an aper-

ture of f / 22 is from 26 inches to

Infinity.

The newest camera in the Has-

selblad System is the electri-

cally driven Hasselblad 500EL.

This camera automatically ad-

vances the film and cocks the

shutter, allowing a rapid series

of exposures to be made, either

by use of the camera release

or long release cords, timer or

remote radio control. The 500EL
accepts all the lenses and most
accessories available for the

500C. Obviously one of the ad-

vantages of this camera is that

the photographer is freed from

the actual mechanics of picture

taking and can therefore, de-

vote himself completely to the

subject.

The use of the 500EL with the

Hasselblad 70mm film maga-
zine, (up to 70 exposures on

cassette loaded 70mm film)

allows the photographer, work-

ing on a job where a large num-
ber of exposures are required,

to handle his work load much
more quickly and efficiently.

There are seven Carl Zeiss

lenses in the Hasselblad System,

40, 50, 80B, 120, 150, 250C and

500mm. Each lens has a built

in Synchro Compur shutter,

with automatic stopping down
at the moment of exposure and
manual preview for depth of

field checks. Every lens has
both M and X synchronization al-

lowing the use of flash and
strobe at all speeds up to

l/500th of a second.

Five different instantly inter-

changeable film magazines are

available. These magazines
allow the photographer to make
12 or 16 exposures on 120
film", 24 exposures on 220
film^ and 70 exposures on
70mm film. The magazines also

allow the choice of 3 formats

(21/4 square, 2V4 X 1%, 1% X 1%)
This allows not only for speed

of operation, but the conven
ience of being able to change
either film type or format in

mid-roll.

Completing the system is a

huge range of accessories that

includes extension tubes and
bellows extensions for close up
work, filters^, transparency
copy holders, cut film backs
eye level prism finders'^, sports

view finders, sun shades"
rapid winding crank', quick
focusing handles^, grips,
underwater housings, ring lights

microscope attachments and

carrying cases.

We are not suggesting that you
need the entire system all at

once. But we do believe that the

quality of your photography
and the pleasure that you get

out of it, can be increased many
times over when you own a

small part of the Hasselblad Sys

tem. (Such as those shown
below.) The Hasselblad System
is not cheap, but then if it will

stop your wife complaining
about the size of your contacts

mightn't it be worth it?

This description of the Hassel-

blad System has been neces-
sarily brief. If you would like a

Hasselblad catalogue or further

literature or if you have a spe-

cific technical inquiry, write to

Paillard Incorporated, 1900
Lower Rd., Linden, N.J. 07036

HASS£IBIAD



Kiwt€litess attil Cruelty i#i Greut Britain
by Gerald Carson

Hoiv the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals spoke up

for those ivlio could not speak for themselves . . . and touched the conscience of the Western world

-I he British enjoy the reputation of

exhibiting an exceptional compassion

for animals and concern over their

welfare. The evidence of solicitude is

totally convincing. A widow at Hal-

berton, for example, shares the wine

and wafer with Pip, her terrier, at

Holy Communion. On animal Sun-

day, the Sunday nearest to the Feast

of St. Francis ( October 4
)

, many
worshipers bring their animal friends

to divine service. All are reported as

behaving decorously, seeming to

know that they are in a holy place.

6

The holiday of swan-upping, when
the swans on the Thames are counted

and marked, is still celebrated ac-

cording to hallowed tradition. The
Earl of Cranbrook exercises bats in

his bathroom, and the Medical Ofiicer

of Portsmouth has suggested the in-

stallation of artificial lampposts in

the city's streets and parks as a dog

amenity. Retired colonels write fur-

iously to the newspapers from their

clubs about the trade in worn-out

horses, the abuse of pit ponies in the

coal mines, the continued tolerance

of the steel trap in Scotland. At the

end of the road toward mercy the

active humanitarian necessarily en-

counters, on philosophic grounds, the

vivisection question and vegetarian

dining; and he must maintain his

equanimity when accused of being a

busybody, a crank, or both.

Government statisticians estimate

that there are four million dogs in

Great Britain, more than six million

cats, and about nine million caged

birds, altogether equal to about one-

half the human population of Eng-
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^y SWIFT

NEW 4X HUNTSCOPE
Brand new — and brilliant . . . and
just in time for Christmas! Swift's

spectacular prismatic, 4X spotting
scope gives all the "see" power of

powerful binoculars, but none of the

weight. A mere 5.1 oz., only Vh"
tall. Attaches to coat lapel button

hole, or clips to belt. Like expensive

binoculars, has Porro prism and 3

lens Kellner ocular system with hard

coated optics for brilliant image.

Fixed focus from 50' to infinity. Easy

to estimate range with Swift's Range-

Finder reticle. Wide field of view of

44 ft. at 100 yards. Nitrogen gas-filled

body is waterproof and shatterproof.

An ingenious gift idea: $19.98.

AUTO ALTIMETER
A unique and versatile gift. Precision

made to mount in car, light plane or

glider — or removed from mount for

hiking, hunting, mountain climbing.

Accurately registers altitudes from
to 10,000 feet. Easy to adjust. Attrac-

tive dove gray case. With swivel

mount and easy to follow instructions

for mounting and use. Size 3%" x

1'/2". 1 lb. Gift-boxed. $8.95.

FALCON
An excellent gift choice. Swift's new
6X,25 Swift pattern binocular is in-

credibly compact, weighs only 15 oz.,

with tightly-packed dimensions of

3"/i6" X A->/u" x 2V;«". Yet, it delivers a

brilliant image in its 420' field of

view while focusing down to 12 ft.

for right-on-top birding. Beautifully-

rounded contours give firm grip. The
new Falcon includes: Internal focus-

ing for weatherproof, sealed optics

... 3 lens Kellner ocular system . . .

slotted Porro prism . , . Retractable

eyecups for easy viewing with eye-

glasses . . . tripod adapter . . . ultra-

violet ray inhibitor with hard coated
lenses and many other great Swift

features. With handsome case. Gift

boxed. $60.95.

DELUXE
Indoor-Outdoor

THERMOMETER
A prize gift that will

give enduririg, valuable

service. Twin thermom-
eters on a block of solid,

hand-rubbed mahogany.
Trimmed with gleaming
aluminum and anodized
to a golden finish.
Armored capillary tube

permits mounting away
from window. Spring
anchors outside sensing

capsule in correct posi-

tion for greatest accu-

racy. 12y4" X 2" X 1". 12

oz. Gift-boxed. $9.95.

TRILYTE
Give Swift's newest and the world's

most compact 7X,35 binocular.

Weighs only 18.7 oz. and is small

enough to tuck in a pocket. Revo-

lutionary "H" shape is due to use of

roof prism, air-spaced objective

lenses and 5 Erfle-type ocular lenses.

Big 5 mm exit pupil makes it ideal

for boating. With a 393' field at 1,000

yards, the Trilyte offers a panorama
of unsurpassed brilliance and image
clarity. Focuses down to 14' for

closeup bird watching. Easy viewing
with eyeglasses. Ultra-Violet ray inhib-

itor with hard amber coated lenses.

Dustproof and weatherproof. Com-
plete with handsome, rectangular

case. Beautiful gift box: $149.95,

SWIFT INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Boston, Mass. 02125 - Dept NH-12 - San Jose, Calif. 95112

Write lor descriptive literature and lull mlormalicyn on these exceptional ideas ior holiday

SPORTSTAR
Even looks sporty — and will look

great under anyone's tree. Note the

contoured lines for firm, snug, steady

grip, A 7X,35 beauts' with impressive
425' field of view, A welcomed gift

from the widely acclaimed Swift

Pattern line. A splendid, all-around

binocular with enduring performance.
With handsome, rectangular, V-slot

case. Gift-boxed. $70.95.

MARLIN — Ideal tor marine and field

use. This exclusive Swift pattern glass

has the same smooth contours for

steadiest grip. A 6X30 binocular, it pro-
vides a tremendous field of view (472'

at 1000 yards.) Complele with luxury,

V-slot case. Gift-boxed: $69.50.



Capable of the

Most Sophisticated

Photography

A Yashica 35mm single lens reflex will

grow on even the most unsophisticated
amateur. Like it or not, he will develop into

a most sophisticated photographer, whose
work clearly will show all the earmarks of

the professional.

Small wonder, since Yashica single lens

reflex cameras with 20 interchangeable
lenses and accessory equipment comprise
one of the most popular of professional sys-

tems, built with all the quality and attention

to detail demanded by men (and women)
who use cameras for a living. Withal, they
have a basic simplicity that make them
easy to operate and a pleasure to use.

See the complete system at your dealer's,

or send for the catalog.

YASHICA
YASHICA INC., 50-17 QUEENS BOULEVARD,

WOODSIDE, NEVi^ YORK 11377 DPT.Q

land. The British read some twenty-

eight weekly or monthly periodicals

about animals and support not only

the venerable and still-vigorous

Royal Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals but also the

League Against Cruel Sports, the

Fauna Preservation Society, the Na-

tional Society for the Abolition of

Cruel Sports, the Council for Justice

to Animals and Humane Slaughter

Association, the Universities Federa-

tion for Animal Welfare, the Home
Rest for Horses in Hertfordshire, the

Catholic Study Circle for Animal

Welfare, the British Jack London

League, the Royal Society for the

Protection of Birds, the Battersea

Dogs' Home, the Tail Waggers' Club

of Great Britain, the Bird Lovers'

League and. to round off this partial

list, the Canine Defense League.

Yet the English, who would be

shocked by anyone molesting the pi-

geons in Trafalgar Square, who knit

warm woolen jackets for pets and

spend meager pensions for dog food,

also incite greyhounds to tear hares

apart, beat badgers to death with

spades, and smear the faces of ad-

vantaged boys and girls with blood

from the tails of massacred foxes in

a kind of upper-class puberty rite.

King George V, who loved parrots,

butchered partridges. Thinking about

animals is strangely compartmental-

ized—fox hunters are revolted at

cruelty to circus animals, bird shoot-

ers denounce deer hunters, and loyal

members of the R.S.P.C.A. eat pate

de foie gras.

Nor is the law less illogical. Beat a

cat and go to prison. Chase and kill

a fox and become, conceivably, mas-

ter of the fox hunt. These anomalies

are not, of course, peculiar to the

English character, but may be ob-

served in all humankind who love the

animals that are popular and esthet-

ically pleasing but bjpass difficult

questions relating to the treatment

of less-appealing forms of sentient

life. A Mr. Bloor, of Slough, recently

shot or drowned 700 sparrows in his

back garden. "The blighters," Bloor

said, "they're a nuisance."

I he sense of kinship with animals,

the basis of the best feelings human
beings have about other creatures, is

of comparatively modern growth.

There are two opposing ways of

thinking about the animal world. The
older view is anthropocentric, em-

LuUnrL Ordinarv

WATER BUFFALO

MOC-WELLINGTON
• New Sport Boot of revolutionary
design . . . Stitched Moc-toe

• Rare Rugged Supple Water Buffalo

• 9" Sllp-on with heel-hugging last

• Spring Steel Arch for all day
comfort... Easy on, easy off

• Armour's wear treated sole
outwears regular soles 2 to 1

• Scuff proof leather sheds water

• Takes brilliant shine and keeps it

• Fully lined in luxury calfskin

Finest boot of its kind. Available only

from Norm Thompson. Men's whole
and half sizes 6-13, B & D widths.

$30.00 pair postpaid. Money-back
guarantee. Color: Gunstock Brown.

EXTRAORDINARY FREE COLOR CATALOG

BO pages of unusual items for men and women.
World's finest sportswear, outdoor clothing.

Imports, exclusives—many made from our own
designs. Each item personally selected as fin-

est value of its kind. Order by mail. Every item

has our world-famous unconditional guarantee.

Norm Thompson
1805 N.W. Thurman, Portland, Ore. 97209

Dept. 'J-Z

D Please send pair Wellingtons in

following sizes and widths

D Please send FREE catalog.

Q Enclosed is my check for $



Modern solid-state equipment permits vividly

realistic recordings to be made at any location. In

the past, music of specific historical periods has
been recorded stereophonically in its appropriate

architectural setting. Now music which originated

at a time no longer remembered can also be

recorded wherever it is performed.

Because AR speaker systems are designed to

reproduce recorded sound faithfully and without

coloration, they are frequently chosen for monitoring

and evaluation of scientific and commercial
recordings. Used with stereophonic tapes or records

made in the field, AR speaker systems permit the

music of distant cultures to be brought to schools

and homes with the fullest degree of realism

now possible.

Folk music recordings from all parts of the world for the Nonesuch
Explorer Series, as well as classical recordings are checked for

musical and technical quality by staff musicologist Jason Farrow
and coordinator Teresa Sterne in the New York office of Nonesuch
Records. AR loudspeakers are used.

AR: Vfherever objectivity in sound reproduction
is required

sk falls on the island of Bali as two hundred
72015, Music From The Morning Of The World.

len chant a story from the Ramayana. Recorded by David Lewiston in stereo; Nonesuch Records

AR speakers are priced from $51 to $250; turntable, $78; amplifier, $225. Our guarantee

(for 5, 3 and 2 years, respectively) covers materials and labor of repair, witfi no service

charge, reimbursement of freight costs both ways and the cost of a new carton if

needed. A post card or note to us will bring a catalog in return, and, if you wish, detailed

measured data on the performance of any AR product. Write for nearest deafer's name.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141 Afc



Novoflex telephoto lens

captures Pakistan vulture

Ominous in mid-air, this Wfiite-bacl^ed Vul-

ture (Pseudogyps bengalensis) was ptioto-

graptied by noted British naturalist Eric

Hosking. He used a 400mm Novoflex lens on

a Contarex with Kodak Tri-X film and shutter

speed of 1/1000. Mr. Hosking praises the

"tremendous definition" of the lens and

calls the Novoflex Follow-Focus system

"ideal for this type of bird photography."

Colleagues on the expedition using lenses in

revolving mounts were unable to focus quick-

ly, he reports.

The Novoflex Follow-Focus system gives you

one-hand, instant focusing from close-up to

infinity—just by squeezing the unique pistol

grip. Any of three lenses (280, 400 and

640mm) can be used with a single grip. No
turning or twisting of the lens barrel. Avail-

able for over 50 major camera brands, in-

cluding interchangeable-lens 35's, 8 and

16mm movie and 7}k" square reflex. Novo-

flex lenses are noted for color correction,

excellent definition, superb resolving power

and highest brilliance. Ask your dealer about

Novoflex or write Burleigh Brooks Inc., 420
Grand Ave., Englewood, N.J. 07631, Dept. NH12.

NOVOFLEX
Instant, continuous focusing

from a distance

phasizing an authoritarian position

that this is man's world and that the

gap between Homo sapiens and the

lower animals is unbridgeable. The^

other stresses the analogies in phys-

ical structure and in psychology be-

tween man and the beasts. If man
alone can feel compassion, open a

gate, or understand geometry ; if only

man blushes—"or needs to," as Mark
Twain once remarked—it is also true

that we share with our furred and

feathered companions on this small

planet a wide range of emotions and

the common predicaments of hunger

and thirst, disease and death.

There is some, but not much, hu-

manitarian comfort to be found in

Bible texts. The references that ap-

pear humane often have in view some

other object than the relief of suffer-

ing. The Church's doctrine has been

that animals lived, not for themselves,

but for the convenience of men.

Kindness for its own sake, then, was

supererogatory. But there was always

a heartening gap between theology

and the operation of the folk mind.

The medieval knight stubbornly

loved his hawk, the king his menag-

erie, the prioress, as Chaucer tells us,

her "smale houndes." These loyalties

were unstudied and specific. Not until

the eighteenth century did humane

feelings become generalized enough

to include genuine concern for any-

body's—or nobody's—animal.

In medieval hagiography the saints

are described as having a special re-

lationship with birds and beasts, and

it was popularly supposed that the

lower creatures could detect and re-

spond to holiness. Thus we have the

charming legend of St. Pachomius,

in which the holy man is pictured as

summoning crocodiles to ferry him

across a river, much as one would

hail a taxicab. When St. Francis of

Assisi preached to the birds, in the

well-known story, they flapped their

wings and chirped in spiritual ec-

stasy. St. Kentigern of Glasgow

"caused a wolf to come and draw the

plough in place of the ox which it had

killed," and a wolf carried St. Froi-

lanus' baggage for him. The Celtic

saints seem to have been especially

diligent in humanitarian labors. St.

Nannan, for instance, established a

flea sanctuary in Connaught, and

a hermit of Brittany "showed a most

tender regard for the physical, and

even for the moral, welfare of the

lice which infested his hair shirt."

better-built

PRECISION
TRIPODS
Iteep 2^1
sharp lenses -^T4

'

ii

Linhof builds rock-solid, lifetime steadiness

and durability into every tripod. See the complete lin

at your dealer or write for brochure.

I,I1«-G- PHOTO CORPORATION I -.

Share the Thrills

0! Exploring f
outer space •
All DYNASCOPES, Including this

superb RV-6, 6-inch available

on easy terms!

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs. who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose from a Full Range Of
DYNASCOPES® 4

" Starting at $49.95

Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your

pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories. Prices begin as low as $49.95, and

your satisfaction is guaranteed by a full-

refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-

fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co.

331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

'9 TIVI Registered U.S. Pat. Office

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO.

Dent. NH-8a,331 Church St., Hartford, Conn. 06101

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

I

Address-

J
City



i eye . . . preposterously perceptive

and eight times sharper than man's.

Not because it's telescopic,

but because it has superb

optical resolution.

And so with binoculars . .

.

it's not how closely you

look at things, but

how well you see them.

The Dialyt 8 X 30B supports

a new philosophy

in optical systems,

giving you the clearest

and widest angle of vision,

with or without eyeglasses,

That's what makes it the

"eagle" among binoculars.

ZEISS
THE GREAT NAME IN OPTICS

IKmal

Send for free booklet "Selecting the Right Binocular" 444 Fifth Avenue • New York, New York 10018



Snob.

It should be. It's sure . . . it's simple. Aim . .

.

push the button ... and you're a movie camera

whizz. Your bantamweight Braun/Nizo gets the

exact picture you see under any shooting cir-

cumstance. Real "pro" worl<. You don't have

to tell your admiring friends the Braun/Nizo

Super 8 does the technical work. Enough to

make a snob? Our West German craftsmen

don't think so. They put extra breeding into

every single Braun/Nizo S8-T. That accounts

for the exclusive F1.8 Schneider-Variogon 8 to

1 power zoom lens, special behind-the-lens

CdS electric eye, end-of-film indicator, cross

hair viewfinder. And the added extra, the

attached pistol grip that operates either grip

down or folded back. Let your Braun/Nizo

dealer demonstrate what distinguishes this

Super 8 mm. snob. Less than $360. For a 5 to

1 power zoom, see the S8-L. It has the same

wonderful features. Less than $270.

BflBun

Nizo
For full color brochure write

Nizo International Corp., 1 Park Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 1 001
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"ne of the strangest aberrations of

anthropomorphic thought was the

curious legal phenomenon of the

beast trial. Summonses were issued

with great formality to bugs and

beasts, calling upon them to cease

and desist from practices adjudged

by men to be bad on the penalty of

being cast out of the church, banished

from the district, or executed. Domes-

tic animals, whose identities were

known, were tried by civil courts.

Mice, ants, weevils, caterpillars, rats,

eels, or sparrows, who were noisy or

unchaste during the sermon, were

brought before the ecclesiastical au-

thorities. As late as 1771 a case was

pressed against a dog in Chichester.

Turtledoves were excommunicated in

Canada in the late years of the seven-

teenth century and ordered to depart

forthwith, which they did, since

doves are migratory.

In one respect we may take serious-

ly this naivete in prosecuting ani-

mals. Animal justice, however fan-

tastic it was, did imply, even if faint-

ly, that if beasts had duties under the

law, they also had rights in the hu-

man community. And this much may
be said in explanation: men were

treated no better than animals. More
than two hundred capital offenses

were still on the statute books at the

beginning of the nineteenth century.

The dog occupied a preferred posi-

tion in the affections of the English,

for it was essential to the pursuit of
,

game. John Bunyan complained that
j

an Englishman would rather go for
|

a walk with a dog than with a Chris- i

tian. The cat had few friends in the
j

seventeenth century. It was reputed to
|

be the companion of witches and was
|

expendable when a hunter was train-
j

ing young dogs. Cats were killed, too,
j

because they looked like the owl, sym-

1

bol of death. On Shrove Tuesday, a I

day of merrymaking just before
j

Lent, the yeomanry practiced throw-

The by no means isolated inhumanity of Tom Ncto—tlie culpnt flogging the

horse—has not gone unnoticed A passenger with a conscience discreetly

records the number of Tom's cab. This is the second etching of 18th-century

British illustrator William Hogarth's series, "The Four Stages of Cruelty."



ag sticks at a cockerel, tied down so

nly its head was visible. If its legs

fere broken, it was mounted again

n improvised splints so the sport

ould continue; and sometimes at

ihrovetide the game was played with

ats. At Beverley, in Yorkshire, dur-

ag a fair, a shepherd succeeded in

ating a live tomcat and pronounced

limself "neither sick nor sorry."

But for centuries the great national

port of the lower orders, and often

i the upper classes too, was the bait-

ng and worrying of chained, de-

enseless bulls and bears by English

lulldogs. Shakespeare recognized the

lopularity of the sport in The Merry
Fives of Windsor, when he has Slen-

ler say: "Why do your dogs bark

o? be there bears i' the town?"

John Gay, also, refers to the parade

hat preceded a baiting to drum up

I crowd: "Led by the Nostril walks

he muzzled bear."

A variant was bull-running, a rec-

eation closely resembling the gaunt-

et of the American Indians. It was an

innual feature of life in the lusty

own of Stamford, Lincolnshire, a

;ala event for more than seven hun-

Ired years, in which a great con-

;ourse of townspeople harried a

rantic bullock while mastiffs tore off

lieces of its flesh. Only energetic ac-

ion in the nineteenth century by the

I.S.P.C.A., the Home Secretary, a

roop of the 14th Dragoons, and
welve constables from London put

in end to the riotous scenes.

Baiting was stoutly defended on
he grounds that it was vigorous and
nanly, that it accustomed men to

loodshed and fitted them to fight the

rench. There is here an interesting

nstance of the survival of sympathet-

c magic in the notion that the spec-

ators at animal fights would acquire

he courage and tenacity of the bull-

log. The bear gardens were finally

ibolished in 1835. Cockfighting con-

inued, universally popular with all

evels of society, since it was a first-

ate gambling sport.

The squirrels twirling treadmill

:ages outside shops, the dogs re-

juired to turn a spit, the annual frolic

)f clubbing a ram to death by the

I'oung gentlemen of Eton College, the

shipping of pigs to make their flesh

nore tender, or cutting up collops of

iving salmon—these, too, were the

commonplaces of a rude age. Per-

orming animals were conditioned to

io cute tricks by methods best not in-

THIS YEAR, JET WITH US. JET ALONG WITH LAN ON
"ANOTHER UNUSUAL TOUR TO AN UNCOMMONPLACE."
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BUSHNELL
Feathcrlight II

7x35

SQUINT-PROOF!
FOR GLARE-FREE

FUN IN THE SUN!
New Bushnell, built-in, ultra-violet fil-

ters block reflected rays that cause

glare from snow, sand, sea or haze . . .

the glare that tires your eyes and
makes you squint. Look for the electric

blue color in Bushnell front lenses to

be sure you're getting freedom from
eye strain and fatigue, plus, Bushnell's

brilliant, tru-color image. See your deal-

er today! Bushnell binoculars with

squint-proof, ultra-violet filters come in

18 models and three different price

ranges: Customs, Featherlight ll's and
Ultra Visions. Prices start at $49.95.
Other Bushnell Binoculars

Start At $24.50.

SQUINT-

PROOF
POCKET EDITION
A full power, full feature binocular that

goes everywhere your pockets do . . .

but don't be fooled by its small size

. . . the new Custom Compact offers

features of larger, more expensive bino-

culars, plus ultra-violet filters. Built so

strong and rugged they were used in

Gemini Space Flights. If you're an out-

door sportsman, put a Custom Compact
in your pocket and buy one to slip into

milady's purse. 6 power $64.50.

7 power $69.50.

FREE! GIFT IDEA CATALOG!
Write for Bushnell's FREE
24-page color catalog, full of

exciting gift Ideas. Tells how

to select binoculars. Then

see your Bushnell dealer!

0Rushnell
N6 Bushnell Building, Pasadena, Calif. 91107

quired about—the dog taught to mim-

ic a man deep in liquor; the horse

that could pick up gloves, count by

pawing, or urinate on command.

iWeanwhile the new science found in

animals something interesting to be

carved up or taken apart, sometimes

for the advancement of knowledge,

often just for kicks. Vivisection fas-

cinated a public that found it racy to

inspect the quivering viscera. After

the Restoration, English hosts with a

dilettante interest in cadavers enter-

tained the "beautiful people" of the

epoch with a dish of tea and a dem-

onstration of the new air pump, while

they suffocated rabbits, guinea pigs,

birds, cats, sheep, and dogs without

pity. Robert Boyle, inventor of the

pump, was the age's hero. Poisons,

purposeless blood transfusions,

drownings, all had their place among

these extravagant cruelties. One can

only say of them that cruelty had cli-

maxed and could go no further. Out

of all the puppies so casually

drowned in warm milk, cut up, and

poisoned, one good, at least, can be

recognized : It became clear to all that

there was a close correspondence be-

tween man's body and the lower

beasts', and that man was a good deal

nearer the brutes and less near the an-

gels than he had formerly supposed.

The first sign of a happier turn in

the hxmian—animal relationship ap-

peared when the "natural philoso-

phers" abandoned their mechanistic

theory that the entrails of a mammal
were analogous to the springs of a

watch. John Locke completed the rout

of the mechanists by pointing out

that they had insisted animals were

without feeling "only because their

hypothesis required it."

The French Enlightenment, intro-

ducing the concept of brotherhood

and natural rights, made it possible

to include the animal kingdom in the

social arrangements of men. A new

mood of humane feeling toward ani-

mals was observable, especially in the

lives and works of English poets and

essayists. One finds it in William

Cowper, who loved his hares so ten-

derly and wrote of his old cat, Puss,

"I knew at least one hare that had a

friend." Burns saluted a mouse as

"fellow-mortal," and James Thom-

son, pacing in his lodgings on a wet

Sunday, reflected with agitation upon

the captive birds and beasts in Regent

Park, exclaiming, "How they must

3
UIMCOMIViaiM
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\A/ING SAFARI
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" Blake, Shenstone, Coleridge,

ind Wordsworth raised their voices

n the new protest against abuse of

mimals, while Hogarth's powerful

;artoons presented graphically his

lonclusion that cruelty to animals

;orrupted those who practiced it. The

bndness of Jeremy Bentham and Dr.

iamuel Johnson for their cats pro-

ides a genial footnote to literary

listory. Pope summed up the philo-

ophical position when he launched

lis epigram

:

"Has God, thou fool! work'd solely

for thy good,

Thy j oy, thy pastime, thy attire,

thy food? . .
."

The evangelical churches, too, in

urning away from the theological

[uiddities of the liturgical faiths,

timulated a new lenity for other

orms of life than our own. When a

ittle girl, grieving over the death of

ler dog. Nix, inquired, "Will there

|)e dogs in the other world?" Martin

^uther sympathetically replied : "We
i;now less of what that other world is

ike than this little one knows of the

mpires or powers of this world. But

iif this we are sure, the world to come
yill be no empty, lifeless waste . . .

^jod will make new heavens and a

lew earth. All poisonous and mali-

ious and hurtful creatures will be

Vanished there, all that our sin has

uined. All creatures will not only

lie harmless, but lovely and joyful,

|o that we might play with them. The
ucking child shall play on the hole

if the asp, and the weaned child shall

liut his hand on the cockatrice's den.

jVhy, then, should there not be little

.ogs in the new earth, whose skin

iaight be as fair as gold, and their

air as bright as precious stones?"

"he shift in temper was slow and
esitant, as with all great turning

lovements. When a vicar of the Es-

iblished Church ventured in 1772

3 preach from the verse in Proverbs,

A righteous man regardeth the life

f his beast. . .
.' his unhappy pa-

ishioners could only conclude that

ither their priest had turned Meth-

dist or was touched in the head. And
\i 1809, when Lord Erskine, the

,ord Chancellor, presented a bill to

revent malicious and wanton cruelty

3 a restricted list of domestic ani-

lals—the horse, ox, sheep, and pig

-the dome of the rotunda of the

[ouse of Lords rang with catcalls

nd cockcrowings. Even so, the bill

Given to Vertigo? Then use ex-
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POWER ZOOMSCOPE!
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precise exposure
control is no longer
a professional secret

Bright sky, dark subject? Tricky, high-

contrast light situations like this make

precise exposure difficult, even for pro-

fessional photographers. But now, the

new Minolta SR-T 101 35mm single lens

reflex, with exclusive "Contrast Light

Compensator", measures exposure

through the lens for perfect control

under any light conditions. This

precision instrumentassures

superb picture quality with a world-

famed Rokkor lens. And with unmatched

handling ease, it's no wonder the ex-

perts at Modern Photography call the

SR-T 101 "a hard-to-beat combination of

quality and convenience". Prices start

under $270, plus case. See your Minolta

dealer or write for free literature to

Minolta Corp., 200 Park Avenue

^ South,NewYork,N.Y. 10003.

Minolta
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From Port Everglades, Fla., Jan. 13
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"Haverhilts

passed, only to die in the House of

Commons.

Wet men did come to look upon the

universal spectacle of animal misery

with a more sensitive imagination.

The middle classes, unaccustomed to

the blood of the hunting field, were

perhaps more open to the idea of an-

imal protection than those in stations

above or below them in the social

hierarchy. And they were already re-

sponsive to progress in other categor-

ies such as slavery, factory legisla-

tion, and improvement of the condi-

tion of debtors, orphans, and sailors.

There was movement in such matters

as prison and legal reform, the better

care of the insane, and aid for the

mass victims of catastrophes. Men
reached the compassionate view by
various routes. And some of the hu-

manitarians were fierce indeed in

pushing their gentle aims. As the

American historian Professor Crane

Brinton remarked, "Robespierre him-

self was a notably humane person."

Lord Erskine, who took his dog

with him to legal consultations,

owned a goose and two leeches, and

published a pamphlet on the agricul-

tural services of rooks, later joined

in another legal effort in behalf of his

animal clients, generally known as

the "Martin Act," introduced in the

House of Commons by Richard Mar-

tin, a Protestant Irish member for

County Galway, nicknamed "Human-
ity Dick" by George IV. This bill,

too, was narrowly drawn, to frag-

mentize the opposition. It applied

only to the larger domestic animals.

But it did get through, accompanied

by raillery and cries of "Hare!

Hare!" Martin's Act received the

royal assent on July 22, 1822, enter-

ing history as 3 Geo. IV, cap. 71.

This was the first such measure

passed by any parliament in the

world. Martin made many efforts

later to widen the law's application,

but all were defeated by clever parlia-

mentary tactics on the part of those

opposed. Yet honor enough remains

for the man who established it as a

legal principle that animals have cer-

tain minimal rights. Other men car-

ried on, and amendments were suc-

cessfully added in 1835, 1849, 1854,

and after. Many attractive anecdotes

still survive regarding Dick Martin.

The combination in his person-

ality of urbanity and wit, of pas-

unless you and we help her. She'l

die— and thousands more like hei

of many different species will die —

unless money is made available foi

the conservation and rescue projects

essential for the protection of Wildi

Life in East Africa.

Help us to combat the increasing

menace of extinction for many
species of East African Game byi
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Society and by buying our unique!
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Calendars.
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($5.00) entitles you to receive free

copies of the quarterly magazine

"Africana" and enables you to buy
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brooches. The scientific journal
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In 1967 the Society needs funds

to finance urgent conservation

projects In Kenya, Uganda and
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EAST AFRICAN
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P.O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya,
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J enclose $
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.ion and staying power, made him

he very pattern of the typical Irish

gentleman.

Jl wo years after the passage of the

Vlartin Act the S.P.C.A. came into

)eing, a private society exercising

)olice powers and with national au-

hority. The need had been recog-

lized for an organized effort to

ducate and publicize, to enforce the

aw and seek its improvement. Some-

hing of the sort had already been

ried in Liverpool, but it had faltered

md disappeared. In 1824, then, a

;mall group of persons of good will

oward animals, including Dick Mar-

in, of course, and William Wilber-

brce. the philanthropist, who had

vorked successfully for the abolition

f slavery in the British Empire in

[807. gathered at Old Slaughter's

3offee House in St. Martin's Lane,

amous as a resort of painters and

iculptors. Out of this assembly came

he S.P.C.A. The magistrates of Eng-

land viewed the Act of 1822 with pro-

essional torpor, and the demand for

iction from the public was less than

;ompelling. The social atmosphere is

suggested in a comic song of the day

:

"If 1 had a donkey wot wouldn't

go.

D'ye think I'd wallop him? No, no,

no!

But gentle means I'd try, d'ye see,

Because I hate all cruelty."

The first years were difficult. At

3ne time the Hon. Secretary of the

5.P.C.A.. the Rev. Arthur Broome,

»vas thrown into debtor's prison be-

;ause the Society could not meet its

iibligations. which the most recent

historian of the R.S.P.C.A. describes

with British understatement as "a

Most unfortunate position for a

i^lergvman of the Church of Eng-

id." The Society fought on many
"ronts with slender resources. It set

Dut to ameliorate nauseous condi-

Lions at the Smithfield cattle market,

Dunish cat-skinners and the abusers

Df dogs as draft animals, outlaw the

dog pits, alleviate the misery of cab,

;art, and van horses, and activate the

magistrates to do their duty.

[Fortune smiled in 1835 when the

Duchess of Kent and the then Prin-

cess Victoria allowed their names to

be added to the list of lady patron-

!sses. In 1840. after Victoria had be-

j-J A \/ r ^ I I
kj f Questar and the Beaulieu Super 8

I I r-W u I C/lV. are a wonderful team

Our Sarasota photography buffs, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Davis, say that little giant,

the Beaulieu Super 8 " is a peach." It is

lighter than most 35 mm. cameras and
with the Questar C-mount adapter can be
attached easily behind the Questar with-

out additional support.
We have some experimental reels here

that they have taken showing men fishing

on a pier about 2,000 feet distant, rice

birds catching insects and gulls working
busily on the Gulf of Mexico shore, both
at about 500 feet, and, at the other
extreme, tiny sand crabs, no larger than
silver dollars, swarming at 30 feet. All

demonstrate Questar's remarkable resolv-

ing power even with distant moving
objects under difficult lighting conditions.

With equal clarity you can discern facial

expressions at 2,000 feet and the feather

detail of birds in motion. And, of course,
the close-up study of small animal or
insect life at great enlargement is a fas-

cinating possibility.

The pictures are taken on Eastman
Kodak Kodachrome II with an ASA
rating of 25. This is the only super 8

film available at present, but faster emul-
sions are promised for the near future.

The Davises found that exposures at

approximately 16 frames per second
proved satisfactory provided the subjects

were in bright light. At that rate the

shutter speed is 1/58 second. They point

out that the same conditions control the

success of telescopic photography with a

movie camera, as with a still camera. AH
the light you can get and "good seeing"

are essential for both, as well as equip-

ment that is free from vibration.

The Davises were pleased with the per-

formance of this completely automated
camera, for all purposes. They liked its

smooth, ultra-slow motion and acceler-

ated motion, its wide range of filming

speeds, its reflex viewfinder and behind-
the-lens meter, its interchangeable lenses

and its Angenieux zoom lens.

For the convenience of Questar cus-

tomers we can now supply the superb
Beaulieu cameras, and in our efforts to

find the smoothest head for panning, we
have discovered the Miller Fluid Head
which operates on a patented semi-
hydraulic principle and is completely free

of backlash. Its motion is really smooth
as silk and it can be adapted to any
standard tripod.

Beaulieu Automatic Super 8

with Angenieux 8 to 64 mm.
Zoom Lens $699.00

Questar C-mount Adapter 17.50

Miller Fluid Head, Model "D" 150.00

Questar, the world's finest, most rersalile small telescope, priced from

$795, is described in our 40-page booklet. Send $1 for mailing anywhere

in North America. By air to rest of Western Hemisphere, Europe

and northern Africa, $2.50. Australia and all other places, $3.50.

QUESTAR
BOX 60 NEW HOPE, PENNSYLVANIA 18938
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'They laughed

when I wound up

my shaver.."

That s liable to happen to you when you first use

the RIVIERA in front of anyone A wind-up shaver

may seem a plaything. Or at best an emergency

type of shaver (because it needs no cords or bat-

teries). After all, how can a hand-cranked shaver

rotate fast enough to do a clean and close job? And
how many times do you have to wind the darn thing

to finish one shave?

One answer at a time: The three-blade shaving head

revolves at such a fast clip that it actually gives

you seventy-two thousand cutting strokes a minute!

Compare that to your $30 TurboDeluxe. Now, about

the winding. The palm-shaped body of the RIVIERA
(named for its birthplace, IVIonte Carlo) is filled

with a huge mainspring made of the same Swedisfl

super steel used in the most expensive watch move-

ments. You crank the key just like a movie camera

(about six turns) and the RIVIERA shaves and

shaves and shaves. From ear to ear; from nose to

neck, without slowing down. Maintains its full shav-

ing speed right to the end—and long enough to do

the complete job. Hard to believe, but really true.

A few more details: The surgical steel blades are so

designed that they are continuously self-sharpening.

You will find that the more you use the RIVIERA
the sharper and the better it gets. The guard is so

unbelievably thin (5/100 of a millimeter) that pres-

sure is unnecessary. You just touch the shaver on
your face and gently guide it in circular motions.

We could go on. But we don't expect to sell you

with words. Vtfe just want to get you open-minded
enough to tie up $1? for two weeks. We'll give you

that long to put the RIVIERA to the test. If it dis

appoints you (if you want to return it for any rea

son), send it back. Your money will be in the ret

mail. Obviously, we have reason to believe that thi

won't happen and that you will want to keep youi

RIVIERA for the office, club, cabin or in a perma
rent place in your bathroom cabinet. It's that kin(

of a thing. Once you've tried it you won't let it go

P.S. You not only save the cost of an electric motor,

but you save the cost of repairing it. The mone]

it leaves in your pocket: the dependability

the good, fast, clean shaves that you'll get—they'l

give you the last laugh.

WRITE OR PHONE

Mail to: 526 V^ashington, San Francisco 94111
Phone: (415) 981-5688

D Send me the RIVIERA shaver. I enclose

$19.50 ($18.50 plus $1 for post. & ins.).

t may return it within two weeks if not

amazed and delighted. 1 yr. guarantee for

parts and workmanship. (Calif, residents

add 5%).

n Bill Amer. Exp. Acct. # ,

Name-

Since the RIVIERA is an ideal gift, espe-

cially for servicemen, outdoorsmen and
travelers please send one to the names
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come Queen, she permittecl the Soci-

ety to add the important prefix

"royal" to its name, and the Queen

herself, when the R.S.P.C.A. wished

to establish a Queen's Medal, care-

fully sketched a cat into the group of

animals shown on the proposed de-

sign. The association with the royal

family has continued ever since and

given the Royal Society great lever-

age. Branches soon were added. The

pattern was copied in Ireland, Ger-

many, France, Austria, Belgium, Hol-

land, and, considerably later, in

America. The R.S.P.C.A. assisted in

the formation of a parallel organiza-

tion in 1884 for the protection of de-

fenseless children. In this matter the

United States was in the lead, for the

New York Society for the Prevention

of Cruelty to Children had forined

a decade before this, also as an off-

shoot of animal humanitarianism.

The activities of the R.S.P.C.A.,

now in its 143rd year, have varied

according to circuinstances, the so-

cial milieu, and technological

changes, such as the virtual elimina-

tion of the work horse by the internal-

combustion engine. Humanitarian

activities have a high visibility—

a

built-in publicity factor—which the

R.S.P.C.A. has recognized in its pub-

lication program, its work with the

younger generation, and in such ap-

pealing affairs as the colorful "Sands

Parade" of donkeys and ponies on the

beaches of Somerset in August and

the traditional London Cart Horse

Parade. This event goes back to 1885

when it was initiated by the Baroness

Angela Burdett-Coutts, one of the

striking figures of the Victorian age.

Though the era of the horse has

passed, the parade continues to be

held—and televised!

For more than a century the Brit-

ish have been perplexed by a nagging

difficulty—how to curb cruel ainuse-

ments while exempting fox hunting,

the ancient diversion of the upper

crust so colorfully commemorated in

nostalgic hunting prints. The official

policy statement of the R.S.P.C.A.

disapproves of hunting, a term that

in England means pursuing animals

with horses and dogs. Foxes are ex-

cepted on the ground that they must be

controlled for the sake of agriculture,

and alternative methods, in the opin-

ion of the Royal Society, cause more

suffering than does hunting. Many
Britons dispute both these positions.

So much heat has been generated by

LIMITED RELEASE-U.S. GOVT. SURPLUS

SNIPERSCOPE

INFRARED SET(M3,
for scientists, gun collectors, naturalists

Built by American Optical Co. In excellent working
condition. Used by our troops for observing enemy
In total darkness without being detected. Suggested
uses: medical research, study of nocturnal animal
life, mineralogy, industrial and medical research,
crime detection. Rare item for gun collectors. Tele-
scope is 16%" long; clear aperture of lens Is

50.4mm. A 5"-diameter filter is attached. Knob ad-
justs focus electrostatically; second knob adiusts
reticle intensity. Reticle also has vertical and hori-

zontal adjustments. Canvas carrying case and shoulder
strap included. Complete unit includes Il"xl4"xl6"
chest, telescope with RCA 6032 image tube, 20,000V
power pack with canvas carrying case and shoulder
straps, IR light source, steel carbine bracket, pistol-

grip handle with switch control. Formerly highly
classified. Limited supply. Grig. Govt, cost, $800.
stiipping wt., approx. 30 lbs. Price S249.50

r ei^a* SNIPERSCOPE BATTERY
Rechargeable 6V power source
for sniperscope. Excellent for

many other 6V applications.

Approx. shipping wt., 15 lbs.

59.95. Two for $18.00

Prices F.O.B. Tucson, Ariz. No C.O.D.'s please.

C&H SALES CO.
P.O. Box 1572, Tucson. Ariz.

LINDBLAD TRAVELING,

announces an

EASTER ISLAND

EXPEDITION
Explore unique Pacific

civilization on remotest

island in the world.

Temples, towers, caves,

gigantic statues. Explo-

ration by jeep or horse-

back of stirring sites,

escorted by famous

archaeologists. Swim-

ming, fishing, Polyne-

sian feasts and dances.

13 days, $1,280 including round trip air

fare from New York. Departures monthly.

I
LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. NH-1267

I
Llndblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street
New York, New York 10022

I
Please send Easter Island brochure.

I Mr.

I
Ivlrs.

I IVliss

I

I

Address

1 State
I

-City.

-Zip-



this issue that at a recent annual gen-

eral meeting of the R.S.P.C.A., heav-

ily attended by fox-hunting members,

the gathering ended in wild disorder

and the police were called in. A Miss

Gwendoline Barter refused to leave

the platform and was forcibly—but

gently—removed by the police while

she went limp in the manner pre-

scribed for other occasions by the

Direct Action Committee. Catcalls,

slow handclaps, cries of "Shame,

Shame" and "Resign, Resign," came
from dissident members opposed to

fox hunting, and the chairman con-

fessed that he would rather be at

home looking at his roses. Subse-

quently, the Council expelled several

antihunting members.

Many observers believe that the

end of blood sports is in sight. Both

coursing hares and hunting carted

deer are still legal, but the former is

in decline because of the introduction

of the mechanical rabbit, and the last

deer hunt extant, the Norwich Stag-

hounds, has announced that it will

hunt tame deer no longer because of

lack of support. Since the stags were

no longer killed, unless by inadvert-

ence, the sport had probably ceased

to be fun.

%Vhen one notes the marked hu-

mane feelings of millions of people

in the United Kingdom today, it

might appear that the humanitarian

cause is won. Yet a cursory glance at

the wide-ranging activities that con-

tinue to engage the attention of the

R.S.P.C.A. discloses how much re-

mains to be done. Although vivisec-

tion is the particular interest of spe-

cialized societies, the R.S.P.C.A. is

actively concerned with the black

market in stolen animals and the con-

duct of laboratory experiments if

they cause pain. It has effectively op-

posed the rodeo. The handling of

food animals remains a problem, in-

cluding the sticky question of ritual

slaughter. The Society acts with con-

servation groups in enforcing the

Protection of Birds Act and in meet-

ing the new peril to sea birds from

waste oil discharged from ships.

R.S.P.C.A. convictions continue to

cover a broad range of animals, in-

cluding horses, ponies, donkeys, cat-

tle, sheep, pigs, dogs, cats, poultry,

birds other than poultry, tortoises,

monkeys, and ferrets.

Today the Society prefers to em-

phasize its positive role in promoting

Reflection of Quality:

Most people own a camera.

A particular few own a LEICAFLEX®

by the makers of the J fetJLcZd-*'camera

E. Leitz, Inc., 468 Park Avenue South, New York, N. Y. 10016

A tropical planf of Southern Africa supplies the resilient fibre

into which our luxurious Aloe brush yarn is spun.

From this marvelous natural yarn, Aloe wash mitts,

living brushes and slippers are meticulously knitted and woven.
Even the most fastidious bathers will appreciate the superior qualities

of Aloe products. With ordinary care. Aloe will give many years

of pleasurable and useful service. Aloe has been recognized by European
Spas for generations as the finest bath brush in the world. Here introduced

to the USA for the first time. . . .

Aloe Bath-Beach slipper

Wear ANYTIME: Beach, shower, poolside, relaxing.

Wet or dry, this slipper

Ever comfortable.

Specify size M-L-XL,

man or woman.
$6.50 2 for $12.00

I wear and look better with age.

Aloe Living Wash-miff

A jumbo 7x5 Aloe wash
mitt is double reinforced

and practically indestructable.

Hold firm, lather

yf/e\\, and rub vigorously for a
delightful after bath feeling.

$3.00 2 for $5.50

Aloe Living brush

A vigorous wash-massage
reaches every inch of

your back. Aids blood

circulation, gives skin a

healthy, tingling after glow.

Aloe bristles are mounted
on a 33 inch manila belt.

$5.50 2 for $10.00

30-dav money-back guarantee

J. D. BROWNE
Kentfield, Calif. 94904



Chief Steward Lindstad says:

"Cruise with us

to summer next

winter AfHCa
•So. America

Cruise
...Norwegian style

M. S. SAGAFJORD

Jan. 10 from N.Y.« Jan. 13 from Port Everglades

82 DAYS • 20 PORTS • FROM $2,800'»

Here's the most unusual cruise in years!

Come sail away with us next January to

summery lands in the Southern Hemisphere.

Aboard our beautiful flagship Sagajjord

you'll be happily pampered Norwegian

Style as we steer a unique course to many

fascinating, seldom-visited areas. From

New York to; Port Everglades, Cape

Verde Islands, Dakar, Monrovia, St.

Helena Island, Luanda, Cape Town,

Durban, Lourenco Jlarques, Madagascar,

Tristan da Cunha, Buenos Aires, Monte-

video, Falkland Islands, Punta Arenas,

Strait of Magellan, Cape Pilar, Valparaiso,

Easter Island, Callao Cfor Lima), Balboa,

Cristobal, New York.

*Mininnim, subject to availability

SAFETY INFORMATION

M. S. Sagajjord, registered in Norway,

meets International Safety Standards for

new ships developed in 1960.

SEE YOUR
TRAVEL
AGENT

29 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10005

Tel: (212) 944-6900

CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND • SEATTLE • MONTREAL
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WIDEN
YOUR
WORLD
OF NATURE
Just think of all the wonderful, tiny things

in nature you don't see. A really good mag-

nifier can open a whole new world for you

—even in your own back yard ! This one has

a lens large enough to use with both eyes

—

3-7/8"x 2"— and of the finest optical quality.

Of course, you will have many other uses for

it — map reading, looking at photographs,

deciphering small print — to name just a

few. Only $4.95 at optical, stationery, photo

stores and departments. For complete cata-

log of Readers and Magnifiers just write to

Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, New York 14602

Rectangular Reader by

BAUSCH S. LOMB (V)

kindness. But, with 143 years of ex-

perience behind it, the R.S.P.C.A. has

become, necessarily, a connoisseur of

animal crime. Cat thieves, it knows,

work at dusk. Most violations of an-

imal rights by adults entail ignor-

ance, indifference, or neglect—often

simply the omission of an act. The

tortures that turn the stomach often

are carried out by children. Psycho-

paths continue to abuse animals. Two
defendants at Mossley, one a juven-

ile, recently pinned a kitten's ears

together and suspended it by a piece

of wire in the deep-freeze compart-

ment of a household refrigerator.

An old effort continues, to awaken

in children a response to the animal's

point of view—anthropomorphism in

reverse. The R.S.P.C.A. reviews films

containing animal scenes. Unnatural

tricks are scrutinized with particular

care, where there may have been suf-

fering in training or, interestingly

enough, where the animal's dignity

may have been violated. Problems of

the future include some old ones that

won't go away—the unwanted animal

and overpopulation of dogs and cats.

Difficult new questions arise from the

appHcation of intensive methods of

animal husbandry, such as the bat-

tery system of producing eggs and

broilers and the "sweatbox" for turn-

ing out fat but neurotic pigs. Space

travel promises a new martyrdom for

animals, and a new dilemma for those

humans who need no urging from

Wordsworth to agree:

"Never to blend our pleasure or

our pride

With sorrow of the meanest thing

that feels."

Undaunted, a dedicated RSPCA'er

wades in to save a goose in distress.

i>>^K^--.h£% f?f f\'-'\ -

COLLECT NATURE MEDALS! I

Members receive two brome 2 7/8" art medals a

year. . . each one a miniature work of art in

imperishable metal created by a leading American

sculptor. As a member you may order any of more

than 75 past issues,- more than half the series are

nature subjects/ Start your collection now... a

decorative, educational, and artistic supplement to

your natural history interests.

Membership $12.50 per year.

THE SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS
32S E. 45th St., Dept. 34, New York, N. Y. 10017

Hold The World In Your Palm..witl]

M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM $16.95
So startlingly different are the de
formance of the M.V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM that

you won't really believe it until you
use it yourself. With its standard objective

the M.V. is an 8x, wide-angle (8.2), 24mm mc
nocular telescope— more powerful than mos
field glasses and binoculars. For an even large

field, just quick-change objectives and you hav

a 6x. su 'ide-ang!le (11°), 18 tele scope

_ The prismatic, fully coated optics are of th

same uncompromising quality that you expec

from the finest Japanese cameras— crispnes!

brilliance and complete planarity. As a

added bonus, the objectives may be used as 3

and 5x wide-field magnifier/loupes, of unex-

celled definition and clarity. Weight 33/4 ozs,,

length only 3'/.". Comes with handstrap and
soft. flat, zippered case that fits snugly in gen-

tleman's pocket or lady's purse.

,
INSTANT ORDER BLANK

1

I HAVERHILL'S, 526 Washington, San Francisco, 94111 I

' n Send the MIYAUCHI M V. MINISCOPE SYSTEM
' w/case & exchange objectives. Satisfaction, or

' refund guaranteed. Check for $16.95 plus $1 for

post. & ins. end. (Calif, rcsid. add 5% tax-)

I Q Bill Amer. Exp. Acct. #_

I Phone (415) 981-5688 (Haverhills



landtul ot people like Mary Carnwath
i trying to keep our promise to the Indians.
Lt they won't make it without you.
le Hopi Indians' village of

ulovi in Arizona sits on land

or, infertile and inhospitable

far nobody has tried to take

y from them.

ectricity has not yet reached

bpis. Water must be hauled

hree miles away. Jobs are few
ir away. Only poverty and des-

re close-by and in abundance.

it for the first time in genera-

Mary Carnwath and people

sr are stirring hope among the

[ary Carnwath works and
two thousand miles away, in

attan. Her own daughter is

jrown-up, and through Save
hildren Federation she is spon-

:
one of the village girls, 8-year-

race Mahtewa.
he Mahtewas (two parents,

children, one grandmother
1 sister-in-law) live tightly

id in a tiny rock and mud
, The father who knows ranch

but can't find any most of the ^

sn't able to provide the family

iven the bare necessities.

Grace, bright,

ambitious and in-

dustrious, would
possibly have had
to quit school as

_g^ -^ soon as she was

<ji» old enough to do
•P- a day's work. But,

„V^ because of Mary
/ath, that won't be necessary.

tie $12.50 a month contrib-

Dy Mary Carnwath is provid-

remarkable number of things

ace and her family,

race will have a chance to con-

schooling. The family has
ible to make its home a little

livable. And with the money
rer, together with funds from
sponsors, the village has been
D renovate a dilapidated build-

r use as a village center. The
now has two manual sewing
nes that are the beginnings of

11 income-producing business,

ily a small beginning. More
Y and more people like Mary
vath are needed. With your
perhaps this village program

'^T'lm

will produce enough money to end
the Hopi's need for help. That is

what Save the Children is all about.

Although contributions are de-

ductible, it's not a charity. The aim
is not merely to buy one child a few
hot meals, a warm coat and a new
pair of shoes. Instead, your contribu-

tion is used to give the child, the fam-

ily and the village a little boost that

may be all they need to start helping

themselves.

Sponsors are desperately needed

for other American Indian children

—who suffer the highest dis-

ease rate and who look for-

ward to the shortest life span
of any American group.

As a sponsor you will re-

ceive a photo of the child, regu-

lar reports on his progress and,

if you wish, a chance to corre-

spond with him and his family.

Mary Carnwath knows
that she can't save the world
for $12.50 a month. Only a

small corner of it. But, maybe
that is the way to save the

world. If there are enough Mary!
Carnwaths. How about you?

Save the Children Federation is

registered with theU.S. State Depart-

ment Advisory Committee on Vol-

untary Foreign Aid, and a member
of the International Union of Child

Welfare. Financial statements and
annual reports are available on
request.

National Sponsors (partial list)

FaithBaldwin,MTs.JamesBiyantConan
Joan Crawford, Hon. James A. Farley,

Jerry Lewis, Henry R. Luce,
Frank Sinatra, Mrs. Earl Warren

Save The Children Federation
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06852

I WISH TO SPONSOR AN AMERICAN INDIAN CHILD.

ENCLOSED IS MY FIRST PAYMENT OF:

$12.50 MONTHLY D $37.50 QUARTERLY
n $75 SEMI-ANNUALLY D $150 ANNUALLY

1 CANT SPONSOR A CHILD, BUT I'D LIKE TO HELP.

ENCLOSED IS A CONTRIBUTION OF $

n SEND ME MORE INFORMATION.

NAME

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE



Overseas
Nature Tours

For seven years we have been organizing group
trips to investigate the natural history of Europe,
Africa and the rest of the world. Chief purpose
so far has been to see birds, including as many
rare and difficult species as possible. However,
a full ecological picture is sought, with attention

to botany, geolog>' and archaeology where appro-
priate. Persons \\ithout specialized interests, but
with appreciation for the natural scene as opposed
to sophisticated cit>^ Ufe, are entirely welcome,
and constitute part of every group.

—Winter Program—
DEC. 23: HAWAII. This year's Xmas party is at

The Volcano House, Kilauea Crater, followed by
a 10-day bird-and-scenery tour of the islands,

with attention to plant Hfe. Space available.

JAN. 21: FLORIDA. The wilder portions of the

State from Tallahassee to Key West. Remarkable
bird coverage; moderate cost. Two weeks.

FEB. 3: YUCATAN. Tropical birds, plant life &
archaeological treasures at Chichen Itza, Uxmal,
British Honduras and deep in the Peten jungle of

Guatemala at Tikal. Two weeks.

FEB. 17: COLOMBIA. Off the beaten track from
tropical jungle to the High Andes, in the world's

top bird country. Memorable experience. 3 wks.

MARCH 9: MEXICO WEST COAST. Acapulco,

Manzanillo, San Bias, plus Lake Patzcuaro & Pari-

cutin. Fine Birds; enchanting countr\-. 2 wks.

MARCH 23: TEXAS-NORTHEAST MEXICO.
Whooping Crane's teeming coastal migration,

plus exotic tropical birds & scenes of Alexico.

2 wks.

—Remainder of 1968—
We cover the wildlife of the world on a 3-year

cycle, visiting some areas annually. Here is the

expected program for 1968. North American
tours are 2 weeks each, oxerseas 3 weeks, and
are set up in chains of 3 or 4 trips, in case you
wish to stay longer.

NORTH AMERICA: Florida, Jan. 21. Texas-
Northeast Mexico, Mar. 23. S.E. Arizona, May 4.

Alaska in three 2-week stages beginning June
1, ex-panding the highly successful series of 1967
trips.

MIDDLE AMERICA (2 weeks each): Yucatan,
Feb. 3. Mexico West Coast, Mar. 9. Northwest
Mexico, May 18. Chiapas, July 13. Yucatan, luly

27. Guatemala-Honduras, Aug. 10. Costa Rica-
Panama, Aug. 24.

SOUTH AMERICA (3 wks. each): Colombia
(world's top bird country, which we visit twice

yearly), Feb. 17 and Aug. 10. And a series of

tours around the continent beginning with Ec-
uador-Galapagos, in the Fall of 1969.

EUROPE: The Europe program makes possible

many combinations: South Europe, May 9; Brit-

ain May 30; North Germany and Sweden, May
30; Balkans, May 30; Norway, June 22; Iceland,

June 22; Russia, June 22.

AFRICA: South Africa, July 20; Central Africa

& Madagascar, Aug. 10; East Africa, Aug. 31.

ASIA- Japan, May 18. Next coverage of other

parts of Asia earlv in 1969: Phihppines; Thai-
land-Malaysia; India-Ceylon; Himalayas.

— SOUTH PACIFIC —
Feature of the year; manv think it the greatest

trip of all. Five units; combine as you like:

MELANESIA: Fiji, New Hebrides. New Cale-

donia, Solomons and 2 weeks in New Guinea.

Four weeks in all, beginning Sept. 9.

AUSTRALIA WEST: From Perth around the coast

to Darwin, plus the deserts at Ahce Springs and
western Queensland. Oct. 5, 3 wks.

AUSTRALIA EAST: The Great Barrier Reef,

Sydney & environs, Adelaide and the Murray
River valley, Melbourne and Tasmania. Three
weeks beginning Oct. 26.

NEW ZEALAND: Comprehensive 3-week cover-

age of both islands, working south with the

spring. Gevsers, glow-worm caves, majestic Mt.
Cook and Milford Sound. Nov. 16.

N.Z. BOTANY: Two weeks up the west coast

in a land of strange plant Ufe and magnificent
glaciers. December 7.

WORLD CRUISE: Around the world in Southern
Hemisphere: Easter, Pitcaim, the great bird
islands and Antarctica. Winter 1969-70.

Come along! . . . Intimate, private groups, expert

leadership. We seek out back-country routes, try

for an experience-in-depth of the natural scene and
the people. (Not recommended if you're strong for

night life.)

Crowder Nature Tours
Box 222-a

Harpers Ferry, W. Va. 25425

A Naturalist at Large

Night and the Igu€Bna
by Marston Bates

ISo, we have cockroaches, as you

learned last month. Nancy continues

to trap them in the house, and I have

now started to trap them in the "gar-

den," or more elegantly, the "experi-

mental rain forest." There are

thousands out there; the walls and

floor crawl with them at night. 1 sus-

pect that they are responsible for

cleaning up the food left for the birds

and turtles: and they have multiplied

far beyond the ability of the lizards

and frogs to keep up with them.

I wish that 1 had kept a record

of this population explosion. Several

months ago, when we first became

cockroach conscious, the large Peri-

planeta and the smaller Blattella were

about equal in numbers. Now the

Periplaneta are overwhelmingly

more numerous. It looks as though

they had won in competition, and it

would be interesting to have this

neatly documented. We know all too

little about the nature of competition

among species—and here we had a

good chance to study it right under

our noses.

The cockroach proliferation has

led us to introduce possible preda-

tors. We have limited ourselves to

small lizards and frogs because of

danger to nestling birds, and these

animals may not be able to handle

the large adult Periplaneta. Our only

large lizard is an iguana named

Heloise—perfectly safe because igua-

nas are primarily vegetarian.

Heloise is also the oldest animal

inhabitant of the garden, having been

given me, along with Abelard, on

Christmas, 1964. Abelard arrived

with an injury and died within a few

days. Heloise. now that she has

grown, turns out to be a male, but

we are too used to the name to change

it for such a trivial reason.

We have become quite fond of

Heloise during the years she (he or

it) has lived with us. 1 am not at all

sure, however, that this feeling is re-

ciprocated. Heloise gives the appear-

ance, from her perch high in a bush

or on a greenhouse rafter, of looking

down on people, disdainfully. It is

said that iguanas become quite tame

and used to handling; but not

Heloise. I tried picking her up every

day for a month, but she never

learned to like this, always squirming

and scratching vigorously. She does,

however, go into a sort of trance

;

when I stroke her around the ears—

seemingly in blissful contentment.

Iguana watching is a very dull oc-

cupation, since the lizards remain

stretched out for long periods in

some comfortable place, rarely mov-

ing. They illustrate beautifully the

dictum of the British ecologist

Charles Elton that "All cold-blooded

animals . . . spend an unexpectedly

large proportion of their time doing

nothing at all, or at any rate, nothing

in particular." A graduate student

here at the university, Walter Mober-

ly, wrote his thesis on iguana be-

havior and physiology and spent one

summer observing wild iguanas in

Colombia. Like Heloise, they moved

only rarely and then only to forage,

to seek a better basking place, or to

escape a possible predator.

Iguanas are most common in for-

ests along streams, and when alarmed

they drop either to the ground or

into the water—Moberly saw them

drop as much as sixty feet, without

apparent harm. They can stay under

water for considerable periods of

time and seem to be good underwater

swimmers; this is their favorite

method of escape.

The vegetarian habit of iguanas is
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An

ornithological

Christmas

story—

THE
CHRISTMAS
BOWER
By Polly Redford

Illustrated by Edward Gorey.
When Uncle Willie decided to

be Curator of Birds at the Mu-
seum of Natural History instead

of making money in the Family
Store, the others thought he had
lost his mind. When they get

him to help out one day— no
one could foresee how hope-

lessly (and riot-

ously) biology and
merchandising were
to become entangled.

A delightful

tale, especially
recommended for

reading aloud by the
whole family. $3.95
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unusual among lizards. A friend has

told me of an iguana he kept for sev-

eral years that would eat mealworms,

but this is the only instance of such

a habit that I know of. Heloise scorns

mealworms, but she will eat canned

dog food and hard-boiled eggs. Igua-

nas in the wild have been observed

to eat carrion.

I find Heloi'se's taste in vegetation

quite unpredictable, except that she

tends to like plants with a milky sap

:

poinsettias and papayas, for instance.

I have several potted poinsettias that,

when they have a good growth of

leaves, I move into Heloise's room

as food for her. She also likes lettuce,

cabbage, and collards. A friend gave

me some seeds of Cannabis sativa

(hemp — or, if you will, marijuana)

left over from an experiment with the

hashish fudge described in the Alice

B. Toklas Cook Book. The seeds

germinated and started a healthy

growth, only to be demolished by

Heloise. She seemed, at the time, as

imperturbable as ever; if she had a

psychedelic experience, there were

no visible signs. Helo'ise also tends to

like flowers, even of plants that she

will not otherwise touch, such as

water hyacinths or water lilies.

Heloise lives in the Monkey Room
along with plants that she won't eat

and that monkeys don't damage. The

monkey population now consists of

two female cottontop marmosets

(Saguinus oedipus) named Margaret

and Dorothy. For a while I had three

squirrel monkeys {Saimiri sciureus)

.

Saimiris are about the gentlest of the

South American monkeys, and I had

hoped to be able to keep them under

more or less "natural" conditions to

study their behavior. But they proved

to be far too damaging: they would

tear up and break plants and kill

birds and lizards when they could

get them. I gave them to the Psychol-

ogy Department after they caught

one of my favorite hummingbirds.

Even the small marmosets can

be difficult. A hummingbird flew

through the door into their room the

other day and was half-eaten before

we discovered it. How they managed

to catch it I don't know. We now
have hung a beaded curtain between

the Monkey Room and the Orchid

Room, where most of the hummers
are, and we exercise great vigilance

to be sure we are not followed when

we go through the door.

I try to be discouraging whenever

people ask me about keeping mon-

CHRISTMAS
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A close personal look at
ancient man — and woman

THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF
THE ANCIENT WORLD
by Jean-Philippe Levy
Discusses the pre-monetary
world of the early Egyptians;
the advent of coined money at

Sardis, city of Croesus; the
growth of trade in Greece;
and the big-business world of
the Roman Empire. No com-
parable book showing the con-
nection between ancient civili-

zations and economics has
ever been published in Eng-
lish. $5.00

LETTERS FROM
MESOPOTAMIA
by A. Leo Oppenheim
A collection of strangely af-

fecting letters, written on clay

tablets between 2334 BC and
538 BC. They include corre-
spondence between relatives,

merchants, farmers, petty bu-
reaucrats — concerning gifts,

debts, favors, family squab-
bles, even what to do with a
lion. Illustrations and an in-

troductory essay put the mes-
sages into modern focus. $5.95

UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO PRESS
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:her large gray species, Hyla sep-

Urionalis, can almost always be

jnd in the same place for periods

several weeks before it shifts to

me new hiding place. For a while

is Hyla used the hollow in the end

a tree fern trunk; then it hid for

/eral weeks in a bromeliad growing

the same fern trunk; after this

took to a hollow in a brick. At the

Dment it has some new hiding place

at 1 haven't yet located.

This contrasts strongly with the

havior of a bright-green Mexican

ie frog, Phylloinediisa callidryas,

the same room. I do not see the

'lyllomedusa for weeks at a time,

It whenever I do locate it, it is in a

lierent place, all hunched up on top

a leaf and almost impossible to

ake out because it blends so per-

ctly with the foliage.

Biologists recognize territory as an

ea defended by an animal against

trusion by others of the same spe-

es, and home range as an area used

i an individual (or group) but not

sfended. It seems to me that Hyla

pteiiliionalis shows a third sort of

latial orientation, which might be

died "home base." The three South

merican turtles in the room show

milar behavior, each usually being

)und, day after day, in the same

lace. 1 presume these turtles, in na-

ire, dig burrows (as does the Flor-

la gopher turtle ) . Any animal mak-

regular use of a burrow would

ecessarily show home base behav-

)r. The protectively colored forms,

ke Phyllomedusa, do not need to

ave a regular hiding place.

I imagine that an animal with a

ome base would also have a home

ange, since it would need to have a

ood knowledge of local geography

) find its way to the same hiding

lace each day. The question then

ecomes, do animals, such as the

reen tree frogs, that show no regu-

ir home base have a home range to

hich they restrict their wandering?

don't know, but I suspect that 1

ave a better chance to find out in my
xperimental garden than I would in

he wild. I released a dozen green

lyla cinerea in the Mango Room the

'ther day with the idea of seeing how
hey deal with the space. They make
. great racket calling at odd times

if day, but they are hard to find. To
tudy them, I'll probably have to

tay up all night—with the roaches.

Will man go
the way of the

dinosaur?

PATTERNS
OF

SURVIVAL
By Lorus and MargBFy Milne

An investigation of tlie mysterious qualities that let one spe-

cies cling to life while dooming another to extinction. How do

man's survival patterns compare with those of less specialized

animals? Some of the clues to the future are already in.

Illustrated. $6.95

INSTINCT
AND
INTELLIGENCE

Behavior of Animals and Man

By S. A. Barnett

Examines the new, and often controversial, findings on animal

habits, including rites, territories and stress response—and

their human parallels. "Clearest, most interesting statement

on animal behavior that I have ever read."

—Rene Dubos, Rockefeller Univ. Illustrated. $6.95
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The Art

and
Technique

of Eliot

Porter
An interview

by Patricia Caulfield

The components of Eliot Porter's photographic style

are deceptively easy to list. First, his pictures

lack scale. Second, he rarely includes horizon lines

or sky. Third, his camera is more often aimed down
than up. Fourth, he uses foregrounds, not as

frames for backgrounds, but in complex relationships

with backgrounds, both grounds occupying the

entire picture area.

But to list what is different about Porter's pictures

is not to explain his art. What most distinguishes his

l^hotographs is his special way of seeing, rather

than subtlety of technique. The best way to understand

that way of seeing is to examine his work and

to read what Porter himself has to say. The following

interview took place this autumn in Gatlinburg,

Tennessee, where he was photographing the Smokies.

Q. Wasn't it in the late 40's that you began the

project that was ultimately published as "In Wildness

is the Preservation of the W orkV by the Sierra Club?

Did you intend that project to result in a book,

and how did you get started on it ?

Porter: I got started on a book on Thoreau because my
wife said, '"Your pictures remind me of Thoreau. Why
don't you do a book on Thoreau?" I didn't know much
about Thoreau, all I knew was that he had written

a book called Walden, so I obtained this book and read

it. I found it rather a chore at first, but later,

as I got into the swing of the idea, I started going

through a set of his journals with the idea of picking

out passages that could go with photographs. I pursued

the project from both ends. I read Thoreau and marked

passages I thought would make pictures that would

have the same feeling, and I produced pictures that

I liked and hunted for passages in Thoreau that I

thought would go with the pictures.

Q. How did you organize your time? Did you go to

New England on a number of trips in different seasons,

did you spend one or two years there, or what?

Porter: When I finally became seriously involved in

the Thoreau book, I made a point of going to New
England at all seasons of the year. I went in the early

and late spring. I was in Maine in the summer where,

while it was not Thoreau's state particularly, a lot

of the vegetation is the same as in Massachusetts.

I went to New England in the winter and several times

in the fall—with this particular project in mind-
over a period of years. Of course there were long

months in between i\hen I ^vasn't doing that. a\ hen I had

other things to attend to. I had a family in Sante Fe,

and I went on camping trips with my children ; I had

a darkroom to build and equip, and I did other kinds

of photography too in the Southwest, so that it wasn't

continuously Thoreau for fifteen years.

Q. It took a long time to get "In Wildness" published

—fifteen years—and Im sure it didn't take fifteen
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years for it to be more or less complete. What happened?

Porter: It probably did take all that time. I probably
started too soon to try and get it published. I

had enough pictures and enough quotations in the middle
50's, which I took around to many publishing houses.

They all said it would be too expensive. They would
sometimes keep it for a while and think about it.

but in the end they would reject it. And all the time

I was doing that, I was taking more pictures and
adding quotations and taking out others I didn't like

too well and changing the composition of the work.
So that all the time it was being rejected, it was
also being improved.

Q. When you are working on a project, about how much
time do you spend in the field?

Porter: It is usually a matter of weeks. For instance,

I went once in March to the Adirondack country and
to Vermont, and the pictures I got there were of very
early spring. The snow was still on the ground, but
there was a feeling of spring. The buds were beginning
to come on some of the trees. Then I went back a

little bit later in the season, when the snow was off

the ground and the first flowers were out and the

poplar trees had put out their catkins. When in the
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field I would photograph every day from early morning

until dark. It was very intensive work.

Q. At the time you take your photographs are you

pretty sure of what you're going to get? Are you ever

disappointed with the results?

Porter: Of course I'm sometimes disappointed. One
example was the results of my first trip to Glen

Canyon. Glen Canyon is an overwhelming place. I found

it very difficult to comprehend it, and on seeing

my transparencies I realized I had taken pictures of

fairly insignificant things on the trip. The pictures

just didn't seem to show Glen Canyon as I remembered it.

I think there is no photographer in the world who
isn't disappointed with what he does. If he were not

disappointed, he wouldn't be a very good photographer.

I still don't always get what I want, naturally.

Many of the pictures I take aren't as good as I hope

they will be, from two points of view. The concept

of the picture itself may not be good and the

execution may fall short. Perhaps I've taken it too

fast, without enough consideration. It probably would

be better if I took fewer pictures. Probably

would be better if everybody took fewer pictures.

Q. How many pictures do you take in a working day?

Porter: I can't say. I might take 24, I might take

more than that—4 x 5's these are. I might take

only 5 or 6, or 3 or 4 in a working day. I would be

trying to take pictures, looking for pictures, walking

or hiking or doing something toward getting a picture.

For instance, it's perfectly possible to spend a

whole day trying to get one picture. Working with

smaller cameras you usually take more pictures,

especially with cameras using roll film such as 120

or 35 mm. Just mechanically it's easier to take more

pictures. You take one exposure, then you say,

"Well I'll take another one just to be sure." Or you

take one at a slightly different angle. You don't

tend to do that with a 4 x 5 camera where you have to

move the tripod and refocus and adjust the swing

back and all the things you have to do.

Q. Do you always spend a considerable period doing

just one thing, photographing in the field, writing,

printing, or whatever?

Porter : I used to go off and photograph in the

spring and in the fall and sometimes in the summer and

then print all winter, making separation negatives

and transfer prints. I did this for many years.

Q. Do you always work on projects or do you sometimes

just go for a walk and take "idle" pictures? For

instance, if you're visiting a friend in another part

of the country do you take your cameras along?

Porter : Usually not, no. I might have a 35 mm.

camera with me when visiting friends, and I probably

might take some pictures. I suppose everything is

a kind of project, yes. But I do like to take pictures.

For instance, I went to Greece recently, and that wa^
supposed to be a pleasure trip, but I took cameras

along and made a lot of pictures.

Q. Do you ever include people in landscapes?

Porter: Not if I can help it.

Q. There's a widespread attitude that they should

be included to give scale.

Porter: I rather like pictures that don't have any

scale at all. I think it adds to the mystery of the

picture and perhaps confuses the person who is

looking at it. He isn't quite sure how tall things are

and in his mind exaggerates or perhaps diminishes the

size of things if there is no one there to put him
straight. It adds to the drama of the picture.

Q. I wonder if one of the reasons you never include

people in your landscapes is that you prefer nature

without man in it?

Porter : Yes, I do prefer nature without man in it.

But I'm not averse to photographing signs of man's
occupancy. A lot of my pictures that Alfred Stieglitz

originally exhibited showed man's works. They showed
houses and buildings and sheds and fishermen's

docks and things like that. Summer Island has many
photographs that show man's occupancy, his presence.

Q. We were discussing the lack of scale in your

photographs, and I wanted to ask you about perspective

and the translation of three-dimensional subjects

onto a two-dimensional surface, as is done in paintings

and in photography. Are you conscious of how you do
this? Do you have any thoughts about how you use

and manipulate apparent depth, or about creating visual

tension between foregrounds and backgrounds? Do you
try to make subjects look two or three dimensional?

Unfortunately, communicating the question clearly

involves a painter's vocabulary, which I've forgotten.

Porter: That's all right. I don't have a painter's

vocabulary anyway. When I'm looking at a subject,

I prefer to look at a confused subject—an intricate,

confused subject. We'll say I'm looking at a woods—
as we were today— I often look at it with one eye.

I can hold my hands up in the form of a rectangle and

sight through one eye, and that helps very much to

see what you're going to get in the picture when you

finally set the camera up in the same place to do

the same thing. But looking at it with both eyes, you
then have the impression of three dimensionality,

and you may miss something that may be immediately

apparent when you look at it on the ground glass-

something that you don't like, (Continued on page 92)
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About ten thousand years ago, as

/-\_glaciers retreated into Canada

and as man moved southward at the

end of the last Ice Age, North Amer-

ica suddenly and strangely lost most

of its large animals. Native North

American mammals exceeding 100

pounds in adult body weight were

reduced by roughly 70 per cent. The

PLEISTOCENE
casualty list includes mammoths,

mastodon, many species of horses

and camels, four genera of ground

sloths, two of peccary, shrub oxen,

antelope, two genera of saber-toothed

cats, the dire wolf, the giant beaver,

tapirs, and others totaling over 100

species. Despite this fantastic loss of

large animals during the Pleistocene,

the most recent geologic epoch, the

fossil record shows no loss of small

vertebrates, plants, aquatic organ-

isms, or marine life.

One need not be a Pleistocene geol-

ogist to ask the obvious question:

What happened? To date there is no

obvious answer, certainly not one ac-

ceptable to any consensus of scien-

tists interested in the mystery. The

question of just what occurred to

by PAUL S. MARTIN
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bring about this unprecedented ex-

tinction continues to provoke a storm

of controversy.

Extinction, we know, is not an ab-

normal fate in the life of a species.

When all the niches, or "jobs," in a

biotic community are filled, extinc-

tion must occur as rapidly as the evo-

lution of new species. The fossil

record of the last ten million years

bears witness to this fact, for it is

replete with extinct animals that were

sacrificed to make room for new and

presumably superior species. But this

is a normal state of affairs from a

paleontologist's point of view.

However, the extinction that took

place at the end of the Pleistocene

did not comply with biological rules

of survival. Unlike former extinc-

tions, such as occurred in the Mio-

cene, Pliocene, and Early Pleistocene,

Late Pleistocene extinction of large

mammals far exceeded replacement

by new species that could easily have

been accommodated by the prevail-

ing habitat. The complete removal of

North American horses, for example,

represents the loss of a lineage of

grass-eaters, without the loss of the

grass! It left the horse niche empty

for at least eight thousand years, un-

til the Spaniards introduced Old

World horses and burros. Some of

these then escaped to reoccupy part

of their prehistoric range. Today,

tens of thousands of wild horses and

burros still live along remote parts

of the Colorado River and in the wild

lands of the West. Certainly nothing

happened at the end of the Pleisto-

cene to destroy horse habitat. What,

then, caused these animals, not to

mention mammoths, camels, sloths,

and others, to become extinct?

Liiike the horses, camels first evolved

in North America many millions of

years ago. They then spread into

South America and crossed to the

Old World by means of the Bering

bridge. Crossing in the opposite di-

rection were elephants, which soon

prospered in the New World, judging

by the abundance of mammoth and
mastodon teeth in Pleistocene out-

crops. From their evolutionary center

in South America came a variety of

edentates, including ground sloths

and glyptodonts, the former spread-

ing north to Alaska. But by the end

of the Pleistocene, the majority of

these herbivorous species had com-
pletely disappeared. Only relatively

small species within these groups sur-

vived—the alpaca and llama among
the camels of South America, and the

relatively small edentates such as ant-

eaters, armadillos, and tree sloths.

There was no obvious ecological

substitution by other large herbi-

vores competing for the same re-

sources. Too many large mammals
were lost, too few were replaced, and

there was too little change among
smaller plants and animals to accept

this extinction as a normal event in

the process of North American mam-
malian evolution.

One hypothesis commonly pro-

posed for the abrupt and almost si-

multaneous extinction of large

mammals is that of sudden climatic

change. We know that climates did

change many times in the Pleistocene

—a three-million-year period of re-

peated glacial advance and retreat-

so perhaps the great herds were deci-

mated in this way. A sizable group of

vertebrate paleontologists believe

that that is indeed what happened.

They maintain that with the retreat

of the glaciers the early post-glacial

climate grew more continental—sum-

mers became hotter, and winters

colder and supposedly more severe

than they had been during the time

of the ice advance. The result was an

upset in the breeding season, a lethal

cold sterility imposed on species of

large mammals adapted for repro-

duction at what came to be the wrong
season. Perhaps also the large Ice

Age mammals were confronted for

the first time with excessive snow
cover and blue northers, which even

today can kill thousands of cattle

and sheep in the High Plains. Paleo-

zoologist John Guilday at the

Carnegie Museum believes that accel-

erated competition occurred among
the large mammals before they could

readjust to the change in vegetation

and climate. They proceeded to ex-

temiinate their food supply and
themselves in a morbid togetherness.

Then, according to Guilday, the early

North American hunters who arrived

over the Bering bridge delivered the

coup de grace to the few remaining

large mammals after the great herds

were already sadly depleted.

But we have no evidence that the

large mammals were under competi-

tive stress, then or at any other time

in the Pleistocene. We know that they

had witnessed, and certainly sur-

vived, the advance and retreat of

earlier glacial ice sheets. And among
today's large mammals most are re-

markably tolerant of different types

of environments. Some large desert

mammals can endure months without

drinking; others, such as musk ox,

live the year round in the high Arctic.

Reindeer and wildebeest migrate

hundreds of iniles to pick their pas-

ture. Why should we believe that the

great mammals of the Pleistocene

were less adaptable?

JT urthermore, while climatic
changes had some effect upon exist-

ing fauna and its habitat, extinction

apparently occurred when range con-

ditions were actually improving for

many species. From the fossil pollen

record we know that mastodon and
woodland musk ox of eastern North
America occupied spruce forests ten

to twelve thousand years ago, a habi-

tat then rapidly expanding north-

ward from its constricted posi-

tion bordering the Wisconsin ice

sheet. And the western plains grass-
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EXTINCTION
DO

TIME OF MAJOR EXTINCTION
1. More than 40,000 years B.P. (before present)

2. 20,000-13,000 years B.P.

3. 13,000-11,000 years B.P.

4. 11,000-10,500 years B.P.

5. 10,500-8,000 years B.P.

6. 8,000-2.000 years B.P.

7. 1,000-400 years B.P.

^Path of Human Migration





land was extensive and spreading at

the time of the extinction of grazing

horses, mammoths, and antelopes.

Another objection to cold winter

climates as an explanation for ex-

tinction arises when one looks to the

American Tropics. There, far more
species became extinct during this

period than in the temperate regions.

More extinct Pleistocene genera were

found in a single fauna in Bolivia

than are known in the richest of the

fossil faunas of the United States.

However, the Tropics never experi-

enced the zero temperatures of North

America. This being the case, the cli-

matic change hypothesis cannot ac-

count for the large-scale extinction

in that part of the world.

Nor can it account for the extinc-

tion that occurred on the large is-

lands of the world, such as on Mad-
agascar and New Zealand, which did

not take place until less than a thou-

sand years ago. In the case of the

giant bird, Aepyornis. of Madagas-

car, and the giant moa from New
Zealand, carbon 14 dates indicate

that these birds did not perish until

long after the time of major world-

wide climatic upset.

Without doubt, the climatic dis-

turbances that affected North Amer-
ica during the Pleistocene proved

equally disturbing in New Zealand.

During the last glaciation one-third

of the South Island was ice covered

and the remainder of the island was
much colder than today. The subse-

quent melting of the glaciers brought

a worldwide rise in sea level and di-

vided the country in two. During the

post-glacial period intense volcanic

eruptions blanketed the North Island,

so that by 2,000 years ago large parts

of it were covered by sterile ash sup-

porting only dwarfed vegetation. In

fact, sheep raising failed in these

areas until cobalt and other trace

elements were added to the pastures.

Yet, some 27 species of moas appar-

ently survived the natural climatic

catastrophes of the Pleistocene and
disappeared only after East Polynes-

ian invaders, the predecessors of the

Maori, arrived sometime about or be-

fore A.D. 900. Thus, any credibility

the climatic change hypothesis may
have when applied to a single region

vanishes when the global pattern is

considered. Pleistocene experts gen-

erally believe that whatever their
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magnitude, major climatic changes

of the last .50,000 years occurred

at approximately the same time

throughout the world—the extinc-

tions did not.

My own h)'pothesis is that man,
and man alone, was responsible for

the unique wave of Late Pleistocene

extinction—a case of overkill rather

than "overchill" as implied by the

climatic change theory. This view is

neither new nor widely held, but

when examined on a global basis, in

which Africa, North America, Aus-

tralia, Eurasia, and the islands of the

world are considered, the pattern and

timing of large-scale extinction cor-

responds to only one event—the ar-

rival of prehistoric hunters.

5ome anthropologists, such as

Loren Eiseley of the University of

Pennsylvania, have challenged the

man-caused extinction theory on the

grounds that African megafauna did

not suffer the same fate as the large

mammals of North America. At first,

this appears to be a sound argument

since that continent now contains

some 40 genera of large mammals
that were around during the Pleisto-

cene. Africa's fabulous plains fauna

has long been regarded as a picture

of what the American Pleistocene

was like prior to extinction, at least

in terms of size and diversity of the

big mammals. During the million

years of hominid evolution in Africa,

it seems as if man and his predeces-

sors would have had ample time to

exterminate its fauna. And if. as I

believe. Late Paleolithic hunters in

the New World could have succeeded

in destroying more than 100 species

of large mammals in a period of only

1,000 years, then African hunters, it

seems, should at least have made a

dent on that continent's mammals.
It turns out that they did, for to-

day's living megafauna in Africa rep-

resents only about 70 per cent of the

species that were present during the

Late Pleistocene. Thus, while the pro-

portion of African mammals that

perished during the Pleistocene was
less than that in North America, the

loss in number of species was still

considerable. In addition to the large

mammals that now inhabit the Afri-

can continent, an imaginary Pleisto-

cene game park would have been
stocked with such species as the ant-

lered giraffe, a number of giant pigs,

the stylohipparion horse, a great

long-horned buffalo, a giant sheep,

and an ostrich of larger size than is

known at present. In Africa, as in

America, the wave of Pleistocene ex-

tinction took only the large animals.

The African extinction has also

been attributed to climatic and clim-

ate-related change. L. S. B. Leakey'

would explain extinction of the giant

African fauna as the result of

drought. If so, the drought strangely

did not affect nearby Madagascar.

On that island, barely 250 miles from
the African shore, extinction of giant

lemurs, pygmy hippopotamuses,
giant birds, and tortoises did not oc-

cur until a much later date, in fact

not until within the last 1,000 years.

A<Lfrican big game extinction ap-

pears to coincide in time with the first

record of fire, or at least of charcoal,

in archeological sites. In addition,

most extinct fauna is last found in
]

many locations associated with the '

distinctive stone tools of Early Stone

Age ( Acheulean ) hunters. If fire was
used in hunting, man-caused extinc-

tion becomes easier to understand,

because fire drives necessarily in-i

volve large amounts of waste—whole
herds must be decimated in order to

kill the few animals sought for food.

Perhaps fire became a major weapon
in the hands of the Acheulean big

game hunters enabling them to en-

circle whole herds of animals.

In any event, African extinction

ended during the period of the Early

Stone Age hunters. This fact raises

the possibility that the cultures that

succeeded the Acheulean developed

more selective methods of hunting

and may even have learned to harvest

the surviving large mammals on a

sustained yield basis. Even during
the last 100 years, when modern
weapons have reduced the ranges of

many species, there has been no loss

Although the musk ox disappeared

along the migratory path taken

by Stone Age man, glacial ice sheets

effectively sealed off portions

of the animal's range and protected

it from the nomadic hunters.

With the retreat of the glaciers,

the species spread westward through

northern Canada and into Alaska.
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of whole genera of terrestrial mam-
mals, as occurred during the time of

the early hunters.

The case of Australia also supports

the hypothesis of man-caused extinc-

tion. On that continent, no evidence

of extinction, without replacement by

other species, can be found until after

men had inhabited the island, at least

14,000 years ago. About this time,

various species of large marsupials

perished, including the rhino-sized

Diprotodon and the giant kangaroo.

About 12,000 years ago, when the

Paleo-Indians swept into North

America across the Bering bridge,

through unglaciated Alaska, and

down the melting ice corridor east of

the Cordilleras, we can be confident

that they were old hands at hunting

woolly mammoths and other large

Eurasian mammals. In contrast, the

New World mammoth and other spe-

cies of big game had never encoun-

tered man, and were unprepared for

escaping the strange two-legged crea-

ture who used fire and stone-tipped

spears to hunt them in communal

bands. Probably the New World

fauna of the time was no more sus-

picious of man than are the fearless

animals that now live in the Gala-

pagos and other regions uninhabited

by men. In any case, radiocarbon

dates indicate that North American

extinction followed very closely on

the heels of the big game hunters.

The Paleo-Indians easily found and

hunted the gregarious species that

ranged over the grasslands, deserts,

or other exposed habitat. As the hunt-

ers increased in number and spread

throughout the continent, large an-

imals whose low rate of reproduction

was insufficient to offset the sudden

burden of supporting a "superpreda-

tor" soon perished.

E.jarly man may not have been able

to avoid killing the herd animals in

excess. To capture any members of a

bison or elephant herd, it was neces-

sary to kill them all, for instance, by

driving them over a cliff. Even when
big game became scarce and small

animals became more important in

the human diet, the pride and pres-

tige associated with killing an ele-

phant may have continued. This, in

fact, seems likely, judging from the

prestige associated with the unneces-
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sary killing that persists even today

within our o\vn society. By virtue of

his cultural development, man be-

came a superpredator. less suscept-

ible to the bioloaicjl checks and

balances that apparently pre\ ent such

predators as Arctic foxes from an-

nihilating their prey, the Arctic hare.

If the overkill hypothesis is valid,

how did any large mammals manage
to survive? There are several expla-

nations. Some species, such as tapirs,

capybaras, deer, white-lipped pec-

caries, anteaters, and tree sloths, took

refuge in the vast forests of tropical

America. In temperate regions, soli-

tary moose and bear also found ref-

uge in wooded areas, perhaps ivith a

few small herds of woodland bison,

at the time when soon-to-be-extinct

species of giant bison were being an-

nihilated by Folsom hunters on the

plains. Mountain sheep found protec-

tion on the roughest desert ranges

while mountain goats escaped only in

the northern Rockies.

Xhe musk ox, that conspicuous and
easily hunted game animal of the

open tundra, was wiped out in Eu-
rasia, but in America it escaped

through a piece of paleogeographic

good luck. Since parts of the Cana-
dian Arctic Archipelago and Green-
land were untouched by glaciation,

tundra habitat was available through
the Pleistocene for this species and
for barren ground caribou. Some of

these animals remained in the "safe
region" north of the continental ice

sheet, a zone unknown to the early
hunters. They thus escaped the fate

suffered by most species located
along the path taken by nomadic
hunters as they pushed into Alaska,
down western Canada, across the

northern United States, and into New
England. The Keewatin and Lauren-
tian ice sheets provided a barrier to
the early hunters whose distinctive

spear points and other artifacts are
unblown in the eastern Canadian
Arctic. With the final mehing of ice,

less than 6,000 years ago, the Green-
land musk oxen were at last exposed
to the New World Indians and Es-
kimos. But the wandering superpred-
ators—the Paleo-Indians—were no
longer present. The Eskimo had the

good fortune, or good sense, to har-

vest musk oxen on a sustained yield

basis, and the species was able to

spread westward through northern

Canada, ultimatelv recovering part of

its Alaskan range. If the woolly mam-
moth had also occupied the Green-

land refuge, it too might have sur-

vived the Pleistocene.

Can the overkill hypothesis be dis-

proved by future experiments or dis-

coveries? To discount the hypothesis

one need simply identify a major

wave of extinction anywhere in the

world in the Late Pleistocene prior to

man's arrival. To date, such evidence

has not been found. Quite the oppo-

site, in fact, since the chronological

sequence of extinction follows closely

upon man's footsteps—occurring first

in Africa and southern Asia, next in

Australia, then through northern

Eurasia and into North and South

America, much later in the West In-

dies, and finally, during the last 1.000

years, in Madagascar and New Zea-

land. The pattern shows that Late

Pleistocene extinction did not occur

in all locations at the same time, as

it would have if there had been a sud-

den climatic change or perhaps a

cataclysmic destruction of the earth's

atmosphere with lethal radiation

caused by cosmic ray bombardment,

another common h)'pothesis. Since

no synchronous destruction of plants

or of plant communities is known, the

long-held belief that climatic change

caused extinction lacks credibility.

I do not pretend that the overkill

hypothesis explains how, why, or

even how many early hunters were

involved. It seems reasonable to as-

sume that fire and fire drives were a

major weapon: possibly plant poi-

sons were used in the Tropics. To the

objection that too few spear points or

other Stone Age artifacts have been
found in the Americas to prove there

\vas a sizable prehistoric human pop-

ulation, one may assert, tongue in

cheek, that too few fossils of Pleisto-

cene ground sloths, mammoths, cam-
els, and saber-toothed cats have been
found to prove there was a sizable

prehistoric population of them either.

The obvious difficulty with the "spear

point" argument is that even the best

fossil localities, with or without arti-

facts, do not yield data that can be
reliably converted into population es-

timates. The case for overkill is best

presented as a "least improbable hy-

pothesis," and is not based on exten-

sive knowledge of how prehistoric

hunters may have carried out their

hunting. Nor is there much hope that

we will ever learn more of their tech-

niques than the little we now know.

The essence of the argument is based

upon the simple matter of Late Pleis-

tocene chronology. In no part of the

world does massive unbalanced faun-

al extinction occur without man the

hunter on the scene.

Xo certain comfortable concepts

about pristine wilderness and ancient

man, the implications of this hypoth-

esis are startling, even revolutionary.

For example, that business of the

noble savage, a child of nature, living

in an unspoiled Garden of Eden until

the "discover\" of the New World
by Europeans is apparently untrue,

since the destruction of fauna, if not

of habitat, was far greater before

Columbus than at any time since. The
subtle lesson of sustained yields, of

not killing the goose that la\s the

golden eggs, may have been learned

the hard way, and forgotten, many
times before the twentieth century.

A related conceptual mistake, if the

hypothesis holds, may be the long-

held opposition of range ecologists

to the introduction of exotic large

mammals in America. Part of the op-

position to the introduction of alien

species is based on the idea that na-

tive North American mammals are

already using all the available brows-
ing and grazing space that could or

should be occupied in this country.

But remembering the numerous spe-

cies of the Pleistocene, it is difficult

to imagine that native mountain
sheep, bison, antelope, deer, and elk

occupy all available niches in the

American ecosystem. The concept
of game ranching, of keeping both
cattle and native game species on the

same range in order to make max-
imum use of pastures, is catching on
in Africa. Since our own ranch indus-

try is essentially a monoculture of

either cattle or sheep, perhaps it's

time to take a fresh look at the un-
filled niches on the American ranges.

Domestic livestock, wild game, and
the range itself may well benefit from
a greater diversity of fauna and a

partial restoration of the complex
ecosystem that was America for mil-

lions of years, until man arrived.
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In response to a petition circulated at the 1966

annual meeting of the American Anthropological As-

sociation, an effort was made to have the 1967 ses-

sions deal with contemporary issues of critical im-

portance. No topic seemed more important to—yet

more neglected by—anthropologists than war, its

causes and consequences. The contributors to this

special symposium, which was organized by anthro-

pologists Marvin Harris, Morton H. Fried, and Rob-

ert C. Murphy, were not asked to reach conclusions

for or against any particular ethical or political posi-

tion and do not necessarily share any single view of

the social responsibility of anthropologists with re-

spect to the study of war.

The articles in this supplement are brief versions

of longer papers presented on November 30, 1967,

at the American Anthropological Association meet-

ing. These papers, and a complete record of the dis-

cussion they elicited, will be published by the Natural

History Press in 1968. Ed.

Human Aggression: The Need

for a Species-specific Framework

by R. L. HoUoway, Jr.

As this paper is being written, there is a surround-

L ing aura of violence, for it is summer, 1967,

and violence is literally everywhere. Has there ever

been an era without violence, and is not violence a

natural penumbra of the human condition? History

indicates that violence and conflict have always been

a concomitant of human existence, although tlie tem-

pos have been both adagio and allegro.

My task here is to compare the aggressive com-
ponents of man's behavior with that of other animals.

Academic and public interest in this theme is pro-

nounced. A rasli of biologically oriented books has

been placed before the public: Konrad Lorenz's On
Aggression, Robert Ardrey's The Territorial Impera-

tive, and The Institute of Biology's Symposia, The
Natural History of Aggression. The major issue is the

very nature of human aggression. Is it irmate—an

instinct—or is it learned? Do animal studies provide

us with illuminating frameworks to further our un-

derstanding of human aggression or not? Do we
need a theory of aggression that is specific to human
beings? Can anthropology, particularly the study of

human evolution, give us any insights on these im-

portant questions?

Most discussions on the nature of human aggres-

sion have tended to gravitate between two poles : ( 1

)

aggression as direct (sometimes identical) instincts

inherited through evolution from other animals, and
(2) aggression as purely learning or cultural condi-

tioning. Neither viewpoint seems to fit the human
case, or that of any other vertebrate animal. Propo-
nents of both extremes have usually ignored evidence

from many disciplines that aggression, however de-

fined, has both physiological and learning compo-
nents involved in its genesis and expression.

Aggression is most often defined as "behavior

whose goal is the injury of some person or object"

(Berkowitz, 1962, 1965), which stems mainly from
the treatise by Dollard et al. (1939) on aggression

and frustration. Scott (1958) uses the word to refer

to fighting, or the act of initiating attack. Buss ( 1961

)

defines aggression as a response that delivers noxious

stimuli to another organism. Note that neither Buss's

nor Scott's definition inclxtdes any reference to intent.

As human beings greatly concerned with aggression,

its genesis, and, hopefully, its control, we concern

ourselves very much with intent. But whether other

animals engaged in aggressive actions harbor intents

in the manner we are accustomed to is an unanswer-

able question. It is feasible that actions may occur

that do not contain aggressive intent in terms of in-

jury, but that are interpreted as such. On the other

hand, it is pointless to deny that much aggressive

action has the intent of injury behind it. The reason

for discussing this aspect of definition is, not to quibble

whether this or that instance of defined aggression

was intended on the part of the actor, but instead,

to point out one tricky aspect of studying aggression.

Interpreting an action as aggressive depends on an
appraisal of the cue functions or environmental

stimuli that help to activate an animal to aggression,

as well as on the internal state of the animal in terms

of its readiness to action and its appraisal of the out-

side cue or stimulus.

While we generally think of aggression as mal-
adaptive, it is obvious that under certain conditions

aggression is an asset to ah animal, as when it pro-

longs life and increases the opportunity for passing

genes to the next generation. Animals are often

threatened both by members of their own species as

well as by those of different species. Man is hardly

an exception, and it should occasion no surprise that

he is biologically capable of perceiving threats to his;

existence and reacting aggressively to such threats.

All this would be of only minor importance if

there did not appear to be a recrudescence of the

idea that humans possess an instinct toward aggres^

sion and warfare. Both Lorenz and Ardrey have

tried to establish aggression as an instinct in man. An
instinct is generally understood to be a quite specific

response pattern—invariant in its development, mat-

uration, and expression—that occurs to some quite

specific cluster of stimuli from the environment. As
such, it is regarded as an innate, genetically deter-

mined pattern, which comes about without reference

to, or in the absence of, learning. The success and
increasing sophistication of the ethologist school has

focused on the innate and relatively fixed action pat-

terns of numerous animals, and elaborate studies

R. L. HoUoway, Jr., assistant professor at Columbia,

specializes in physical anthropology, particularly the

evolution of brain and behavior.
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have attempted to demonstrate the almost "key-in-

lock" relation between certain stimuli and fixed ac-

tion patterns of motor sequences. The example of

male stickleback responses to the red belly of another

male is well known. In addition, there has been a

great deal of success in interpreting such behavior

patterns and the environmental releasers within the

framework of adaptation and natural selection. It is

particularly this latter emphasis, the adaptiveness of

behavior in the ecological context, that augurs such

optimism for the ethologists in their study of animals

other than man.
But does man have any instincts? Particularly,

does he have an instinct toward aggression? If under-

stood in the usual sense of a fixed invariant pattern of

action duected toward some definite invariant cluster

of stimuli, there appear to be precious few, if any,

examples of instincts in man, and no evidence for an

aggressive instinct. There is neither motor nor sen-

sory constancy, jn the ethological sense, for human
aggression. The range of stimuli that can produce

acts of aggression for man is enormous, as are the

ways in which he can manifest his aggression. Red
feathers, blue gewgaws, green turf, butyric acid, white

eyelids, the exposed neck, and white tails have been

identified for various animals. What are the critical

sign stimuli for the human that act to release stereo-

typical adaptive responses? What are the invariances

of the cue functions in the human environment, not

mediated by symbols, that help to release specific

motor patterns built up through evolution by natural

selection? The sordid history of man attests well to

the fantastic plurality of stimuli that can be cooked

up to elicit aggression. But how "natural" are they?

Like all animals, man has evolved biologically,

but, unlike many animals, social adaptations were of

supreme importance in his evolution. Selection oper-

ated not only on his aggressive tendencies but also on
the rest of his social behavior. Man is capable of

co-operation, empathy, sympathy, sacrifice, defer-

ment of gratification, exceedingly strong bonds to oth-

ers closely related to him, and extraordinary ties with

numerous symbolic constructs involving religious,

ideological, and material matters. In other words,

man's evolution has involved a complex number of

interacting variables, and we cannot hope to under-

stand him or his evolution without reference to the

social matrix involved in his adaptation.

Need for An Expanded Framework

Looking back at the definitions of aggression, we
see that they are mainly drawn from works of a high-

ly experimental bent. I think that our understanding

of human aggression must encompass more than the

laboratory demonstrations compatible or dependent

upon the definitions given. This is hardly meant as a

slight to the empirical studies of aggression under-

taken by numerous psychologists, sociologists, or ani-

mal behaviorists. We need a theory of human aggres-

sion, and such efforts toward a theory will rely heav-

ily on empirical studies that are able to delimit and

vary external and internal variables in their study of

human and non-human aggression. It is argued here,

however, that we need a species-specific framework
of aggression, and such a framework must integrate

the aggressive components of man's behavior with

the rest of his social, psychological, and biological

matrix. Man is the only animal with language and
an adaptation based on the sharing and use of arbi-

trary symbol systems. As Lenneberg (1967) has so

well argued, the organization and development (on-

togenesis) of his brain are unique or, to phrase it bet-

ter, species-specific. His development and behavioral

expression are species-specific too; also, man is in

constant interaction with his peers, himself, a mate-

rial, world, symbol systems, strangers, and enemies.

Non-human animal studies suggest that almost all

animals are capable of aggression, but there seems

to be fair agreement that animal aggression is far from
constant, and that the stimuli evoking aggressive re-

sponses are discrete and mostly hmited to matters of

sex and territory. There seem to be no animals who
attack for attacking's sake, except when hunting for

food, as in the felids, or when challenged by members
of their own species for territory or mates, or by
predatory species. As Lorenz and others have point-

ed out, most anirhals enjoy the possession of beha-

vioral mechanisms that inhibit further attack or in-

jury, for example, the wolf, which bares its neck to

inhibit the onslaught of its opponent. Perhaps there

are postures and vocalizations that have an inhibit-

ing or appeasement function in man, such as the

averting of eyes, cringing, tears, etc., but it is obvious

that these need not offer any guarantees against fur-

ther aggression or injury from an opponent. In the

human case, moreover, the many stimuli that can

evoke aggression are exceedingly varied and com-
plex, and aggressive tendencies can last long beyond
the emotional state of anger and can continue to oc-

cur even in the absence of the attitude of hostility.

The major framework in psychological thought re-

garding human aggression revolves about the "frus-

tration-aggression" hypothesis offered by DoUard et

al. in 1939. There is little doubt that frustration is a

major stimulus for provoking aggressive responses,

but it is debatable whether the original formulation

that all aggression stems from frustration, or that ag-

gression always follows frustration, is accurate (Ber-

kowitz, 1962, 1966).

Several studies of primate behavior (DeVore,

1965; Schrier et ah, 1965) show that monkey and

ape offspring are highly motivated toward play and

contact with peers, adults, and inanimate objects, and

are highly curious—observations that apply to man
and other young mammals. Through play and mock
combat, the young animals learn skills of social in-

teraction and, eventually, their position in domi-

nance terms relative to their peers. They enlarge

their sphere of knowledge about their environments,

and part of this enlargement is the outcome of ag-

gressiveness. Also, behavior changes with maturation

—the so-called critical periods of birds, sheep, dogs,
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etc., are familiar examples. In the human case, a

child acquires different behavioral patterns as he

passes from birth to adolescence. The language abili-

ties, starting at about one to two years, are a good

example of species-specific patterns of neural and be-

havioral development. These also require a pecu-

liar human pattern of social and emotional nur-

turing for their healthy development. Associated, in

part, with the specific neural events that accompany

development, are patterns of psychological develop-

ment that center about the construction of the child's

ego, his moral sense, his reality picture and abiUty

for concrete and abstract thought, his pleasure in con-

troUing his body from proprioceptive impulses, and

his aggressiveness. As definitions of the child change

through a constantly interacting feedback process of

his own development and the manner in which adults

and other peers perceive and treat him, so do the de-

mands made upon him change. It is in this area that

frustrations are practically impossible to avoid—they

are structured into the process.

Goodenough (1931), for example, found definite

developmental patterns of expression and control of

rage during the course of child maturation. In gen-

eral, as the brain grows, so does the child's reality

picture of the world, his expectations of the behavior

of parents and peers, and his control of rage. In

early stages, rage is sudden and explosive, but quick

to subside and easily forgotten. With maturation, the

thresholds for such expression rise, but once exceed-

ed, the rage and anger are longer in duration and
subsequent brooding or hostile periods are prolonged.

These changes point to neural and ego variables, in-

volving components of inhibition and facilitation, as

well as an enlarged capacity for sustaining particu-

lar memories.

Other authors have studied children's aggression,

and there seems to be wide agreement that aggres-

sion increases during the early years, reaches a peak,

and then tapers off as social control factors and the

child's realization of deferment of gratification by the

environmental surround comes into effect. It is worth

stressing what SchUder pointed out some time ago:

many of the destructive elements of child play are

natural concomitants of learning and are often ac-

companied by a constructive aftermath as well.

There is another aspect to human behavioral or-

ganization, particularly at the social structural level,

that must enter into any framework of human ag-

gression. The cohesion of human societies depends

on mutual co-operation on economic tasks, and these

require different degrees of role affiliations. A man
often has three roles—father, husband, and worker.

If the social structure has additional complexities, the

roles proliferate, and the complexities and contingen-

cies of each role enlarge. Roles depend on tasks, and
roles place commitments and burdens upon people.

The human, animal, because of the social adaptation

it undoubtedly gained through natural selection, is

perhaps unique in that it has plural role responsibili-

ties, each attended by symbolized, arbitrary codes

for conduct. These provide a natural structure both

for beneficial adaptation to varying difiScult environ-

ments and for the production of frustrations.

As animals, humans are highly egoistic, emotion-

al, and dependent. Their closest relative, the chim-

panzee, evokes the greatest amount of empathy
among human observers. Moods, personal attach-

ments to objects and other peers, infants, dominant
males, etc., are a common theme in the primate lit-

erature, and these emotional components seem par-

ticularly heightened as one approaches man. In other

words, we have here what might be called a "senti-

ment structure," which figures in the species-specific

patterns of human behavior, both socially and indi-

vidually. The task is to define this structure, under-

stand its components and their interactions, and place

it in an evolutionary, adaptive framework. This is

why our framework of human aggression must be en-

larged; why we must reject any simplistic incantation

of direct instincts.

It is largely tlurough his sentiment structures that

man is capable of frantic antics in response to di-

verse symbol clusters, is able to fan up and main-

tain associations, and can be manipulated by those

who understand too well what man needs, and what
frustrations are most capable of diminishing the in-

dividual's evaluation of himself. These considerations

lead me to the formulation that human aggression is

an outcome, in part, of natural selection for height-

ened sentiment structures, focused about self-identity

and a co-operative social structure. To achieve his

co-operative abilities, social structuring has required

selection for greater degrees of affect, or emotion,

interplay than in other animals. These are necessary

for other-commitment, which develops through self-

commitment. The structures, social and symbolic,

that permit his adaptations and the execution of

shared tasks to insure his existence, also insure frus-

tration, pain, and group conflict. In short, groups

mean conflict. Conflict is structured into existence by
the very fact of group identifications. Aggression may
be defined as the imposition of the self (either indi-

vidual or group identity) on others (individual,

group, object, abstraction).

Human Evolution and Aggression

It is impossible to do more than speculate about

human origins and make educated guesses about the

mechanics and dynamics of early human adaptations.

But speculations might nevertheless lead to some
critical thinking and dialogue about the nature of

man and how he came to be.

It is convenient to start with what seem to be rea-

sonable conclusions of some important variables in-

volved in the early evolution of man.

1. An enlarged and more elaborate central ner-

vous system, particularly the cerebral cortex, which

grew from roughly 500 cc. 1.75 million years ago

to roughly 1,500 cc. at the present.

2. A diminution in sexual dimorphism between

male and female with respect to structures used ag-
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gressively, such as canines; but an increase of di-

morphism in terms of fat, muscular development, and

shape. Possible increased dimorphism of behavior.

3. Full-time sexual receptivity of the female, and

domestication of the male, or, if not actual domesti-

cation in early stages, a division of roles, with the

male hunting and procuring high protein food sources.

4. An increased time of infant and child depend-

ency, because of a prolonged growth period.

5. Some cognitive reorganization dependent upon

expanded and reorganized brains, and a shift in the

nature of social relations, resulting in toolmaking and

the use of arbitrary symbols for language.

The evolution of man was not only comprised of

an evolution of the body and individual behavior, but

of the coadaptation of behavior, i.e., social structure.

The evolution of such structure was essentially a

strategy to engender co-operation for survival. Thus,

one strategy would have been to select for those

neurological and behavioral constellations that served

to increase social, or "afSliative," desires. This could

have occurred through concomitant selection for agen-

cies (primarily perceptual and neural) that made
inhibitions against ' intragroup aggression stronger.

One such agency would have been an enlarged cortex

capable of a more complex scanning of both mate-

rial and social stimuh. Language also functions in

social structuring. It is a device to describe and cata-

log or teach about environments; it is also a mech-

anism capable of heightening emotions, allaying am-

biguities, and reducing distortions of perception.

The reader might wish to rebel at what has been

stressed thus far—the emotionality sector over that

of the more rational, intellectual attributes of bigger

and better brains during human evolution. The re-

lationship between bigger brains and increasingly

adaptive behavior, in terms of appraising environ-

mental complexity, learning, memory, etc., seems

fairly straightforward. But the role of emotions—or

better, arousal—is less well understood. Experi-

mental evidence makes clear that there are optimal

levels of arousal of the organism associated with the

appreciation of cue complexity and task perform-

ance. This relationship is known as the "inverted U
function" because there exists an optimal state of

arousal, mediated through the reticular formation

and possibly the limbic lobe, which facilitates intellec-

tive functioning. Too much or too little arousal results

in a drop-off in perceiving cue complexity and task

performance.

Surely, in the evolution of the human animal, nat-

ural selection did not militate against the ability to

appreciate cue complexity (the many and ever in-

creasing attributes of the physical and social environ-

ments) or task performance. The complexity and so-

phistication of stone tools during the Paleolithic (con-

comitant with brain size increase) attest to this.

These reasons suggest that natural selection favored

the development of a large cortex to handle environ-

mental complexity and task efficiency, at the same

time selecting for optimal arousal patterns. Such se-

lection for arousal patterns very likely also meant
selection that resulted in temperamental differences,

thus adding another sector to the complexity of the

social environment. If the adaptation of early man
lay heavily in the social realm, as suggested here, in-

creasing inhibitive controls would have been highly

beneficial. In other words, not only was intellect en-

hanced but also the abihty to get along in groups

through positive affects, in part based on more op-

timal arousal mechanisms, which would also have

been advantageous for such intellectual functions as

task concentration.

Let us now examine intellectual functioning and

the brain with respect to natural selection:

1. Selection for larger brains was also selection

for an increase in the ability to sustain any ongoing

activity requiring (a) concentration, (b) time length-

ened at task, (c) inhibition of non-relevant cues (se-

lective perception).

2. Such selection also meant selection for ability

to perceive more complex cues or stimuh.

3. Such selection meant an increased memory
storage potential, through more parts and more con-

nections, plus some possible biochemical changes in

terms of coding experience.

4. It seems likely that such selection also meant

selection for co-operative abilities, requiring facilita-

tion of attention, and inhibition of second-to-second

monitoring of other actors' personal qualities, as

found particularly developed in some of the most ag-

gressive of the terrestrial primates, the baboons and

macaques.

What is required of a brain to do all of these?

(a) Elaboration of arousal mechanisms to keep

the cortex "tuned," involving the ascending reticular

formation, thalamus, and cortex.

(b) Probable inhibition of lower centers, such as

the hypothalamus and limbic lobe.

(c) FaciUtation of memory by increased storage

through more parts and connections; increased per-

manence of memories (possibly through chemical

coding) ; increased facOity of recall, mediated through

increase of neural parts; and, a symbol system or

language.

We can now ask a central question: would an in-

crease in positive affects or sentiment structures help

in any way to achieve intellective improvements

through evolution? I suggest that the social nature of

man and the social adaptations were facilitated by an

increase in the emotional sector, associated with what

has been loosely termed as sentiment structure, where

these facilitated both the task of co-operative enter-

prises and the long-term care of the dependent child

with its increasing brain growth.

But what of aggression, particularly human aggres-

sion? The hypothesis I offer here is as follows: Hu-
man evolution has been the evolution of a paradox.

The evolution of the brain and social structure, as

well as symbol systems, has also meant an attending

increase in frustration and aggression. The meaning

of symbols in the adaptive evolutionary sense is at
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least, twofold: they aid in cognitive optimization, and
also, they mediate the social controls necessary to

stem what arises out of the human condition—frus-

tration and aggression. The same symbolism that

enhances sentimental bonds between kinsmen and be-

tween symbolically defined groups outside of biologi-

cal relationships (clan, tribe, state, nation, ideology),

brings in its wake its antithesis: extra-group aggres-

sional tendencies. Role differentiation and intra-

group commitments generate frustration. Man is up
against himself—he is up against social structure, he
is up against culture. These are his costs as well as his

gains. Each man is killed and deadened many times

over in the course of his life.

And what of warfare? Warfare at. the level of

mass societies cannot be explained by this frame-

work or by recourse to individual psychology. This

framework does provide a basis, however, for under-

standing how states can utilize the aggressive com-
ponents of man's nature for their own ends, and how
hostilities at all levels can be perpetuated through
time. The framework does not explain revolutions

either, but does provide a reference system for un-
derstanding the absolute necessity of providing all

with a chance to realize their full human potential,

including the important sector of self-valuation and
opportunity for self-participation in any culture.

Yanomamo Social

Organization and Warfare

by Napoleon A. Chagnon

Chronic warfare, and its associated ideals, perme-
ates various aspects of Yanomamo culture. It

may even be said that aggression is the theme of the

Yanomamo way of life, the charter for which seems to

lie in their myth about Moon. While studying these

Indians in the humid tropical forest of southern Vene-
zuela and adjacent portions of Brazil, I was repeat-
edly told how Moon, whom they call Peribo (in some
cases, Periboriwa), had the habit of visiting earth to

eat the souls (noreshi) of children between pieces of
cassava bread. Two brothers, Uhudima and Suhirina,
took oifense at Peribo's activities and decided to shoot
him with their arrows. Uhudima tried first. But he
was the poorer shot of the two brothers, and missed.
Then, when Peribo reached his zenith, Suhirina shot
one bamboo-tipped arrow into his abdomen, causing
him to bleed profusely. Peribo's blood spilled to earth
and immediately changed into the first men (Yano-
mamo). It is because man came from the blood of
Peribo that he is inherently fierce and wages constant
war. Such is the explanation given by the Yanomamo.

There are about 10,000 of these Indians. Their
villages, between 100 to 125 in number, contain from
40 to 250 inhabitants and are scattered widely over
the immense tribal territory. Sustained contact with

this tribe began in 1950 when a member of the New
Tribes Mission located, and moved into, one of their

villages on the Orinoco River. However, most of the

Yanomamo contact with outsiders has occurred since

1958. Even now, many of their villages have never

had outside visitors, although most probably have ac-

quired steel tools via the Yanomamo trading networks.

The culture of these Indians is surprisingly uni-

form from one end of their territory to the other, ex-

cept for variations that exist in details of mythology,

language, and material culture. Although the sixteen

months I spent in direct contact with the Yanomamo
were largely confined to the Mavaca-Orinoco drain-

age areas, I did visit all the dialect areas with the ex-

ception of the southern area, some members of which
I met on the Mucajai River. So, while my generaliza-

tions are probably valid throughout, they can apply

specifically only to the central and western dialect

areas until the projected further field work is done.

Furthermore, the generaKzation about aggressive-

ness has a specific limitation. Only fierce men came
from blood. The Yanomamo turn to another origin

myth to explain the creation of cowards and women.
In this myth the legs of one of the first beings, Kana-
boroma, became pregnant. One of the legs generated

women. The other leg generated cowards. In such

fashion the Yanomamo can explain or justify mytho-
logically why most of them are fierce, and why some
prefer to run rather than fight.

The Yanomamo place a high value on bellicose be-

havior; all men are obliged to demonstrate their ca-

pacity to behave, fiercely. This usually takes, the form
of the stronger pushing the weaker around: threats,

intimidation, shouting, chicanery, duels with fists or

clubs, and, frequently, just bluffing. Many, however,

display their ferocity in the relatively harmless (at

least to them) beatings that they administer to their

hapless wives. This punishment is for real wrongs or

imagined ones, such as a slow response to a commaiid
or being too sassy. More severe punishment is meted
out if the woman has been caught in the act of having

an affair or sometimes if the husband merely suspects

that the wife has had an affair. One man hit his wife

in the mouth with a glowing brand of firewood, an-

other cut his wife's ears off with a machete, two men
shot their wives with barbed arrows, and so it goes.

The Yanomamo consider it quite appropriate to dis-

play their ferocity by venting anger on their defense-

less wives, the implication being that they will be
equally fierce with male competitors. Younger men
admire their married superiors for beating women,
even flock to them and bask in the aura of renown.

The propensity to display ferocity (waiteri) begins

early in the socialization process. Young boys are en-'

couraged to strike their elders, then are rewarded for

doing so with approving laughter by their parents. A
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child, only four years old, has already learned that the

first outlet for his displeasure should be to strike his

father—or any one else immediately available—in

the face. Everybody, including the target, praises him

for his waiteri.

Yanomamo treat their sons with great indulgence

because males are considered to be superior and more

desirable than females: they will grow up to be fierce

warriors and defenders of the group. Men prefer to

have a son for their first child, and should the wife

deUver a daughter, the new baby is often killed at

birth. The Yanomamo also kill male infants, but only

if the mother already has a nursing child. They be-

lieve that if this child has survived the hazards of neo-

natal life, of which there are many, his further chances

for survival should not be jeopardized by obliging him

to compete for milk with a new sibling. The net result

of the infanticide practices is that there are more males

than females in the population. (In some villages the

sex ratio may show a 30 per cent excess of males.)

Inasmuch as successful, fierce men usually have two

or more wives, the consequence is that some men will

be forced into prolonged bachelorhood. This gives rise

to keen competition among men for the available

women, imposing pressure on all the competitors to

behave aggressively in the pursuit of mates. Yet an-

other factor complicates the demographic situation.

The Yanomamo prohibit coitus with a pregnant

woman or a woman who is nursing a child. This situa-

tion is aggravated by the fact that women nurse chil-

dren for three years or so. The Yanomamo, therefore,

quite understandably do not hold rigorously to the

taboo on lactation coitus. Nevertheless, men with sev-

eral pregnant of lactating wives are usually no more

gratified sexually than ordinary bachelors, and like

the latter, such married men tryst with the wives of

covillagers. This results in bloody club fights.

Thus, in the interest of raising warriors who will

make the group invincible against enemies, the

Yanomamo get themselves into a demographic situa-

tion that leads to even more aggression, a sort of social

pathology for which the cure is more of the same.

An essentially unstable village life is one of the

consequences of this syndrome of competition for fe-

males in an arena where aggression and ferocity is the

surest way to success. In small villages containing, say,

40 people, the situation is not nearly so volatile; kin-

ship roles and incest taboos are capable of regulating

personal behavior more or less smoothly. But as vil-

lages grow in size they become more heterogeneous

in their composition. Accordingly, they include more

women of the appropriate kinship category available

for sexual haisons. This makes sexual affairs more

common, which, in turn, makes club fights relatively

frequent in larger villages. The fighting becomes so

chronic that a larger village fissions into smaller

groups after reaching a size of about 100 to 150 peo-

ple. If the village is actively engaged in wars, the

threat from enemies may inhibit the fissioning for a

while, but it cannot prevent it altogether.

The attitudes and values associated with ferocity

also carry over into the intervillage political realm.

Here it is considered part of policy to bully and coerce

weaker neighbors so that they will provide women.

Small villages are obliged to enter into military alli-

ances with neighbors for purposes of defense, but the

principals in an alliance can never trust each other.

The allies confront each other with the hope of re-

maining at peace but meanwhile are intent on gaining

the upper hand in the marriage exchanges that will

take place between them to cement the alliance.

Hence, each is obliged to demonstrate to the other

that it is fierce and capable of maintaining its sover-

eignty. This explains why feasts between allies fre-

quently end in prearranged duels, for in such fashion

the groups can generate some solidarity by sharing

food while also displaying their respective capacities

for defending themselves.

In this connection, each village has an informal

group of men who are considered to be the wailed.

These "fierce ones" dictate policies of the village in

regard to raids on other groups; the younger, less in-

fluential men are then required to follow through and

execute these policies, reluctant though some of them

may be. In terms of a village's capacity to conduct

war successfully, the more fierce ones it contains, the

better it can defend its sovereignty. For example, a

village was forced to abandon its garden and migrate

to a new area because "all the -fierce ones were killed

by the enemies" and nobody else in the community

was capable or interested enough to prosecute the war

against these enemies.

Each village, in addition, has at least one recog-

nized leader, or "big man" (pata dodilmvd). His

position is determined, in part, by the size of his kin-

ship group and by his military achievements and

demonstrations of ferocity in fighting. Some villages

have two such headmen, arising from the two domi-

nant political gi-oups that are bound to each other by

marriage ties extending over several generations.

The headman has another funcdon. He is the most
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influential jman in his kinship group and, accordingly,

has much to say about how its women are disposed

of in marriage. Most headmen are brilliant politicians

in this regard. With gain in mind, they give their sis-

ters and daughters—or withhold them. Hence, mar-

riage in Yanomamo society, which can be considered

to be the disposition of scarce and valuable resources,

is at once an economic and a political phenomenon.
Yanomamo social organization in fact can largely be

considered to be the structural patterns resulting from
marriage-exchange practices.

Before discussing these patterns let us see how
concepts of aggression permeate still other aspects of

Yanomamo culture. To begin with, there is the Yano-
mamo concept of the cosmos. It has four layers, of

which the first is "the empty layer." Man (again re-

member that Yanomamo were the first people

created) lives on the third layer, which itself origi-

nated when a piece of hedu, the place of the souls of

dead men (layer 2) fell down. More recently, another

piece of hedu broke off and fell to earth (layer 3),

where it struck the village of Amahiri-teri and kept

on going, carrying the village down to layer 4. The
people of Amahiri-teri have no meat because their

part of the jungle and the game it included was not

carried down with them. They must therefore rely on
eating the souls of men on the earth layer. This is why
a constant struggle is waged between men on earth

and the spirits sent by the people of Amahiri-teri.

In addition, supernatural struggle is conducted

right on earth among enemy villages. Each has sha-

mans who control and manipulate a number of small

demons (hekura). These are sent against enemies to

eat the souls of children and thereby weaken the

enemy by causing death in his village.

The Yanomamo also believe that each individual

has an animal counterpart, an alter ego, that lives in

some distant part of the jungle. The mutual lives are

coextensive and coterminous—when either the man
or the animal dies, the corresponding partner also dies.

Thus, when Yanomamo hunt and kill certain animals

they are also killing their enemies, for some of the

animals killed surely correspond to an enemy in some
distant village.

Despite all the pressures on men to behave fiercely,

many men, particularly the younger ones, are fright-

ened and reluctant to participate in raids. But their

fierce elders intimidate them into participating, for a
group that refuses to defend itself soon earns the repu-

tation of being timid and will fall prey to the incessant

demands of its stronger neighbors for women. I ac-

companied one raiding party partway to its destina-

tion. Several of the young men wanted to turn back
before we were an hour away from the village, alleg-

edly because they had sore feet or malaria. The leader

of the raid gave them a stern lecture on cowardice,

which brought them back into line. But the leader

himself, a man of some 35 years, had also been re-

luctant to go on the raid. He was obUged to do so,

however, by the entire system of pressures from his

allies, some of whom had recently begun demanding

Typical village bordered by food-growing garden.

women from his group because it appeared to fear its

enemies. In the interests of the village, he had to raid:

the members of a village that had recently killed his

brother, not so much for personal revenge, but be-

cause his group was acquiring the reputation of being

cowardly and unwilling to defend itself.

Yanomamo society is, so to speak, embedded in

the kinship system and its attendant practices associ-

ated with obtaining wives. By means of the kinship

system one's role in society is fixed by the particular!

kinship role he plays with respect to all others around i

him. The kinship term emphasizes the person's social I

role—a Yanomamo uses the same term for his father

and his father's brother; his mother and mother's

sister are also merged into a single category. This sys-

tem and its taboos are carried so far that among the

six primary kinship categories to which a female can

belong, a man is obliged by marriage rules and incest

prohibitions to marry into only one category. This is

called a prescriptive marriage requirement, and per-

mits anthropologists to make a definitive model of the

entire social structure. The category that meets this

particular requirement corresponds to our notions of

cross-cousins (cross-cousins are father's sister's chil-

dren and mother's brother's children). Yanomamo
men call their female cross-cousins suaboya and are

obliged to marry a woman who is suaboya.

One of the cardinal features of the Yanomamo mar-
riage system is that a group must give a woman back
to the group that earlier provided it with one. For a

tribe of Indians whose language contains only the

numbers 1, 2, and more-than-2 , the Yanomamo keep

extremely sharp books on marriage exchanges. For

example, three villages have six major lineages. Over
several generations of marriages these six lineages ex-

,

changed 181 women. One lineage gave 74 women
and received 79; another gave 61 and got 60 back.

Now let us move to the crux of our discussion, the

effect of warfare on Yanomamo social structure. Mar-
riage, of course, is one of the most important com-
ponents in determining primitive social structure.

Consequently, to understand the effects of warfare we
must examine the historical relationships among vil-

lages that are currently exchanging women in
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marriage. We will begin with a group of people now
known as the Bisaasi-teri (among Yanomamo, the

group and its village take their name from the "gar-

den" that surrounds the village).

Before the turn of the century, members of this

group of Indians were located north of the Orinoco

River at a site called Konata; therefore they were then

the Konata-teri. They were driven from their village

by a cluster of villages to their north, and had to take

refuge with an ally at the site called Wareta. They
left Wareta about 1910 because their hosts were de-

manding women from them in return for protection,

and because their hosts had gotten into war with vil-

lages to the east. Their new home, Namowei, was
occupied only about 10 years: a new war with their

old enemies forced them to abandon this site and
settle at Hahoyaoba, about 1920. The soD here was
poor, so they moved across the Orinoco to Patanowa
about 1925. By now, however, the group had grown
so large that internal fighting was frequent, mostly

over sexual affairs. Patanowa fissioned and the two

resulting villages ultimately began fighting each other.

The trouble grew so intense that one of the groups of
Patanowa-teri fled to Shihota about 1943. But the

fighting continued, so the occupants of Shihota fled to

Kreibowei, about 1949. Here, they entered into

friendly contact with the village of Iwahikoroba-teri

and began cultivating an alliance with them. But these

people were already allied to the Mowaraoba-teri,

mortal enemies to the people of Kreibowei.

A feast was arranged for the latter at Iwahikoroba-

teri in 1950. Actually, it was an ambush and massaci:e.

Fifteen men were treacherously murdered by the hosts

and the hosts' allies, and Kreibowei women were ab-

ducted. The survivors took refuge in the occupied vil-

lage of Mahekodo-teri, on the Orinoco. From here

they raided their treacherous enemies and worked at

clearing a new garden, Kobou. They moved to the

latter garden as quickly as possible, because their pro-

tectors, the Mahekodo-teri, were suspected of plotting

a second massacre—a rumor that later received some
substantiation. Kobou was just a temporary site from
which the more suitable locations of Monou and
Barawa could be colonized; these were too far away
to reach in a single, long move. The group split in the

process of abandoning Kobou, again the result of

numerous internal fights over women. The site of

Monou is presently occupied by the Monou-teri;

Barawa was abandoned about 1959, when foreigners,

who possessed steel tools that the Barawa-teri wanted,

arrived at the mouth of the Mavaca River to set up a

malaria control station.

After abandoning Barawa, its Indians split into two
groups, each locating on opposite sides of the Mavaca
River. These are the Bisaasi-teri; they are now on
good terms with each other and have not yet become
independent villages.

Meanwhile, the Bisaasi-teri and Monou-teri allied

themselves in 1960 with the Paruritawa-teri in order

to get revenge on the Mowaraoba-teri for their treach-

ery in 1950. The Paruritawa-teri were related to the

culprits but were not on intimate terms with them.
They managed to persuade some of the Mowaraoba-
teri to come to a feast in 1960. Those who came were
summarily murdered by the combination of the

Monou-, Bisaasi- and Paruritawa-teri, and the women
were captured. The Paruritawa-teri were themselves
racked by internal fights over women, so they
fissioned into two villages. But geographically and
logistically, these two villages were at a disadvantage

—they were at the receiving end of most of the re-

venge raids for their complicity in the 1960 treacher-

ous feast and had to rely heavily on the military

support of their new allies, the Bisaasi-teri and
Monou-teri. The latter two groups used their political

advantage wisely and coerced them out of women.
The net result is that a relatively stable alliance pat-

tern has emerged, finking aU four of the villages that

conducted the second treacherous feast. However, this

alliance shows a temporary imbalance in the recipro-

city of women. It favors the politically and militarily

dominant pair, Bisaasi-teri and Monou-teri.

The significance of the relation between warfare
and the resulting politics of alliance formation based
on women exchanges can be seen in the accompany-
ing table, which compares marriage types and fre-

quencies in two of the villages just discussed. The
term prescriptive refers to suaboya types of marriage.

Incestuous marriages involve men who are related to

their wives in some way other than suaboya. Alli-

ance/abduction marriages lump together cases of

marriage between a man and a woman who came
from a different village; in Patanowa-teri, these are

mostly abductions while in Lower Bisaasi-teri they are

prearranged transfers that use women to stabilize alli-

ances. Finally, the three "unexplained" marriages are

those involving individuals whose descent groups have
only recently entered into protracted exchanges and
where the spouses do not yet stand, genealogically

speaking, in a suitable marriageable relationship. The
Yanomamo would, however, consider them as legiti-

mate marriages of the prescriptive type.

Marriage types in two related villages

Patanowa-teri Lower Bisaasi-teri

Prescriptive 37 7

Incestuous 4 1

Alliance/Abduction 8 9

Unexplained 3

It is immediately apparent that the marriage prac-

tices in the two villages differ significantly from each

other. The reason that the Patanowa-teri have man-
aged to marry more in fine with the rules is because

their village, having more than 200 people, does not

have to estabUsh military alliances based on intervil-

lage marriage exchanges. It is militarily a sovereign

group. Lower Bisaasi-teri, on the other hand, contains

only 51 people. Obliged to make aUiances with its

neighbors, it has to tolerate some disregard of the

marriage rules.

This shows that the mifitary vulnerability of small

villages and the existence of chronic warfare alter the
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frequency of certain types of marriages in Yanomamo
society. To the general reader this might mean no
more than a decrease in "inbreeding." But to students

of social anthropology there are a number of interest-

ing theoretical consequences.

One school of thought, for example, maintains that

a marriage alliance system can be called prescriptive

only if men are obliged to marry a woman of a specific,

single category. I have presented this point of view.

The changes in relative frequency of marriage types

brought about by the defense needs would not be con-

sidered as producing a change in the kind of social

system itself. The villages concerned would still ex-

emplify a prescriptive system of marriage alliance be-

cause neither the marriage rule nor the kinship pattern

has changed. The statistics on marriage types would

be considered to show only some interesting func-

tional relationships between marriage and warfare.

An alternative school of thought maintains that a

society may be characterized as having a prescriptive

marriage alliance pattern only when a high proportion

of the marriages, close to 100 per cent, follow the

marriage rule. Data in the table would mean, in this

view, that two genetically related villages of the same
tribe have different kinds of social systems since fre-

quency of marriage type is used to distinguish one
kind of system from another. This is a logical, but

perhaps absurd, conclusion to draw from the above

data, given that statistical runs are all important in

determining types of social structures.

It can be seen that warfare affects Yanomamo soci-

ety in multiple ways. As with the Plains Indian

societies of the American West, the social organization

and many other aspects of the culture reflect the total

commitment of the society to the warfare motif. This

commitment is expressed in individual attitudes, and
its effect on social structure, in the evolution of primi-

tive societies to modem ones, has probably been great.

Hypotheses

About Functions of War
by Andrew P. Vayda

In analyzing the functions that war may have, we
are trying to show the systemic antecedents and

consequences of organized armed conflict. More spe-

cificaUy, analyzing the possible functions of war in-

volves us in considering hypotheses that propose that

war constitutes a counteracting response made by a

system when a variable or activity within the system

has been disturbed from its proper, desired, or ac-

ceptable state. In other words, the "function" attrib-

uted to war in these hypotheses is the maintaining of

one or more variables or activities in a certain state

or within a certain range of states.

That war should have functions at aU is, of course,

in itself a hypothesis, and alternative hypotheses, for

example, that war is a non-functional pathological

condition of society, have often been presented. One
reason to examine the particular hypothesized func-

tions of primitive war is to help provide a basis for

assessing the more general hypotheses about whether

war is, in some significant way, functional. Such an
examination may also have practical implications for

the prevention of war. If we should indeed find that

war constitutes a counteracting response made by a

system when a variable within the system has been
disturbed, we can then try to prevent war either by
seeking to eliminate the disturbances whereby the

variables are moved from their proper, desired, or

acceptable state or by looking for alternatives to war
as a counteracting response to the disturbances.

My primary focus in this article wUl be on the

functions of "primitive war"—organized armed con-

flict between members of the relatively small, state-

less societies traditionally studied by anthropologists.

Functions of primitive war. Hypotheses presented

by various writers are concerned with the functions

of primitive war in maintaining or regulating certain

economic variables. According to these hypotheses,

war breaks out between groups when the inequalities

in their possession of, or access to, certain economic

goods or resources reach a certain magnitude. Such
hypotheses are "functional" ones if they go on to state

that the effect of the warfare is to reduce the inequali-

ties to an acceptable level. Examples are hypotheses

that say that the distribution of camels among Be-

douins and of horses among Plains Indians is regu-

lated when groups with too many animals become the

victims of stock-raiding by enemy warriors (Sweet,

1965a, 1965b; Vayda, Leeds, and Smith, 1961).

With respect to certain primitive people who are not

pastoralists, similar hypotheses have been presented,

but with land, rather than camels or horses, as the

redistributed resource. Meggitt (1962, 1965) offered

such a hypothesis with reference to the Mae Enga, a

horticultural people of the New Guinea highlands,

while I have offered it as applying to the warfare of

various primitive people who have in common the

practice of swidden, or slash-and-bum, agriculture

(Vayda, 1961).

Similar to these hypotheses relating to economic

variables are certain hypotheses about the regulation

of demographic variables. In these, the "resources"

that are redistributed as a result of warfare are hu-

mans, especially in some cases, those belonging to

some particular age or sex category. Autonomous lo-

cal groups are small enough in much of the primitive

world to be subject to considerable fluctuations in

size, sex ratio, and age distribution as a result of

chance variations in natality and mortality. The tak-

ing of war captives is one possible means of counter-
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acting the imbalances resulting from such chance
variations, and the capture of women in particular is

mentioned in the traditional accounts of primitive

warfare in various parts of the world (Davie, 1929).

The redistribution of land as a result of primitive

war can, of course, equally be seen as a redistribu-

tion of people upon the land—a victorious group's

movement into a vanquished and dispossessed en-

emy's former territory. Should there be no place to

which the vanquished can flee, the answer to prob-

lems of local population pressure may, it has been

suggested, be heavy battle mortality rather than

simply dispersal or redistribution. This familiar Mal-
thusian hypothesis, attributing to war the function

of reducing population pressure through effects on
mortality, receives some support from accounts of

primitive warfare in such regions as New Guinea. I

know of one New Gruinea local group of some 300
people that was literally decimated in a single cam-
paign, and there are other reports of entire village

communities, both in New Guinea and elsewhere,

that were exterminated in fighting (Bureau, 1959;

Krzywicki, 1934).

Another hypothesis in the study of primitive war
is one of deterrence, or "preventive war": warfare

undertaken by a group to avenge insult, theft, non-

payment of bride-price, abduction, rape, poaching,

trespass, wounding, killing, or some other offense

committed against its members deters members of

other groups from committing further offenses. Put-

ting it in more explicitly functional terms, we can say

that when some such variable as the number, fre-

quency, or magnitude of the offenses committed

against a group exceeds a certain value, then the

group goes to war, and thereafter, at least temporar-

ily, the number, frequency, or magnitude of offenses

committed declines. The hypothesis focuses attention

on what has been called "fighting for revenge" among
primitive societies. The reports on numerous soci-

eties of swidden agriculturists in various parts of the

world (see references, Vayda, 1960), and even on
some of the simplest societies of hunters and gatherers

(Hobhouse, 1956), often emphasize the role of fight-

ing in helping to satisfy aggrieved peoples' desire for

revenge. However^ the possibility of deterrence—the

part that the fighting may play in maintaining the in-

tegrity of groups and their possessions—clearly needs

also to be considered.

Hypotheses about functions of primitive war in

regulating psychological variables have often been
presented. The notion that primitive war may operate

to keep such variables as anxiety, tension, and hos-

tility from exceeding certain limits is implicit in the

statements of anthropologists who speak of primitive

wars as "flight from grief" devices (Turney-High,

1949), as "enabling a people to give expression to

anger caused by a disturbance of the internal har-

mony" (Wedgwood, 1930), and as serving to divert

intrasocietal hostility onto substitute objects (Murphy,

1957, citing Coser, 1956). Some support for such gen-

eralizations is provided by native informants' descrip-

tions of the antecedents of wars in which they or their

ancestors have been involved. A good example is an

account given to Whiting (1944) by one of his in-

formants in the Sepik District of New Guinea. The
man said he had organized a raid because his wife

had made his "belly hot with anger" by taunting him.

Whiting presents this as an illustration of aggression

being generated within a group and then finding an

outlet against another group. I obtained a number of

similar accounts in 1963 in the' course of field work
among the Maring-speakers of the Bismarck Moun-
tains in AustraUan New Guinea (Vayda, 1967).

So far, I have, for the most part, presented each

hypothesis as being concerned with the regulation of

a single variable. It should, however, be noted that

there also are hypotheses concerning the relation be-

tween functions in the regulation of one variable and

functions in the regulation of another. Thus, a m_ore

elaborate hypothesis than those previously given

would be the foUowing: (1) a diminishing per capita

food supply and increasing intragroup competition

for resources generate intense domestic frustrations

and other in-group tensions; (2) when these tensions

reach a certain level, release is sought in warfare with

an enemy group; (3) a result of the warfare is reduc-

tion of the pressure of people upon the land, either

because of heavy battle mortality or because of the

victorious group's taking its defeated and dispersed

enemy's territory; (4) the reduced pressure on the

land means that the diminution of per capita food

supply and the increase of intragroup competition

over resources are arrested, and that domestic frus-

trations and other in-group tensions can be kept with-

in tolerable Umits. According to this hypothesis, psy-

chological, demographic, and economic variables are

all being regulated, with the regulation of one variable

being dependent upon the regulation of another.

Comparisons with civilized war. Most of the fore-

going hypotheses have often been stated (even if not

proved) with respect to warfare among state-organ-

ized societies also. This is so, for example, in the case

of the hypotheses about functions of war in the regu-

lation of population size, population dispersion, inter-

societal offenses, tension or aggressiveness, and in-

equalities in goods or resources. It should be noted,

however, that some hypotheses about primitive war
have a prima facie inapplicability in the study of

civilized war. A case in point is the function of regu-

lating the sex ratio. We would not expect this to be

significant in civilized warfare, for we know that when
numerous people are settled over an extensive terri-

tory under a single government, adjustments of any

local demographic imbalances can be handled within

the larger sociopolitical unit through movements of

people. Reciprocally, some possible functions of civi-

lized war are hardly to be expected in the warfare of

primitive societies. Thus, any functions dependent on
the subjugation and subsequent economic exploita-

tion of enemy populations cannot obtain in the truly

primitive world where neither food production nor

political mechanisms are sufficiently developed for
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the support and control of economically exploitable

classes of laborers or slaves (Hobhouse, Wheeler,

and Ginsberg, 1915; Nieboer, 1900). Similarly, the

frequently encountered hypothesis that attributes to

civil or intrasocietal war some functions in checking

or stopping abuses of political power cannot apply to

primitive societies in which no persons or groups

are sufficiently strong to significantly abuse power.

It is true that intrasocietal wars in Polynesian chief-

taincies prior to European discovery (Sahlins, 1963)

and in African kingdoms (Beattie, 1959; Gluckman,

1963; Worsley, 1961) may have functioned to check

abuses of power, but these societies, with their elabo-

rate hierarchies of authority, are not truly primitive

in terms of poUtical criteria, even if the trait of writ-

ing, sometimes regarded as the diagnostic of civilized

status, was not part of their cultures.

Tests of the hypotheses. Two things need to be

emphasized: first, we have been describing hypothe-

sized, and not necessarily empirically validated,

functions of war, either in general or as practiced

by particular societies; second, there is nevertheless

a possibility of empirically testing the hypotheses.

Adequate tests would require much more exten-

sive data than have hitherto been employed. At the

least, we would need more and better data on the

pre- and post-war values of the variables that are,

according to the hypotheses noted, being regulated.

Some of the needed data on primitive war would
be difficult to obtain. For example, to test the hy-

potheses about the regulation of psychological varia-

bles, it would be useful to have motor and projec-

tive tests and measures of hormonal levels, galvanic

skin response, and the like applied to primitive war-

riors before and after fighting—but I know of no
practical way of making such tests and measure-

ments. Moreover, the procedure of seeking support

for the hypotheses by using data on the rise and fall

of suicide rates or similar variables that may be re-

garded as indexes of psychological disturbance or ten-

sion has little utility in studying primitive societies.

Such a procedure can work to some extent when, as

in the case of French society (Faris, 1955), quantita-

tive data on the pertinent variables are available from
a large population for more than a century, but the

data obtainable from small, primitive societies with-

out written records can hardly be expected to be sta-

tistically adequate.

Nevertheless, useful data may still be obtained to

test some of the hypotheses about the functions of

primitive war, particularly those hypotheses that deal

with the regulation of economic, demographic, and
sociopolitical variables. Thus, native informants in

New Guinea, the Amazon, and similar regions where,

until recently, primitive warfare was being practiced

can stiU provide not only war histories but also the

following: accounts of recent boundary changes or
other land transfers; accounts of births and deaths in

a group and of migrations into or out of it; and ac-

counts of aU the ofi'enses committed by particular

groups against one another during at least the last

forty or fifty years. Furthermore, the ecological in-

vestigations necessary for defining pressure upon the

land may still be undertaken in these regions. In the

continuing work of a number of us in New Guinea, we
are doing what we can to obtain such data, and it is

to be hoped that field workers in other regions will

make similar efforts before all the informants with

memories of the relevant events have died.

Psychological

Preparations for War
by Anthony F. C. Wallace

War is the sanctioned use of lethal weapons by

members of one society against members of an-

other. It is carried out by trained persons working in

teams that are directed by a separate policy-making

group and supported in various ways by the non-

combatant population. Generally, but not necessarily,

war is reciprocal. There are few, if any, societies that

have not engaged in at least one war in the course of

their known history, and some have been known to

wage wars continuously for generations at a stretch.

Because war is apparently perverse, being both

painful and sought after, people frequently give psy-

chological explanations for it. Those who think about

it with resignation, or \vith favor, conclude that mak-
ing war is part of human nature, Uke making love;

others are equally convinced that nothing so evil can

be explained except as the result of social or psycho-

pathology. In this discussion, however, we shall not be

concerned to answer the ultimate question, but a more
limited one: What, if any, psychological preparation

is required for a society to enter a war?

The State of Mobilization

The principal psychological preparation for war is

the training of all members of the society to partici-

pate efficiently in a social process that I shall call

mobilization. I do not refer here simply to mihtary

mobilization in the modern sense of calling up re-

servists and drafting hitherto uncommitted men and

resources to a war, although that is one instance of

the larger phenomenon. Rather, I refer to the fact

that all human societies, and the societies of many of

the higher primates below man, are observed to exist

alternately in two states. In one of these, lone indi-

viduals and a variety of subgroups occupy themselves

in resting and in diversified and complexly co-ordi-

nated economic, sexual, educational, and other activi-

ties. In the other state, the population arranges itself

precisely into three well-defined groups—the policy-
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makers, the young males, and the females and chil-

dren—and the entire society co-ordinates its activities

under the leadership of recognized authority toward
the achievement of a single task. The former state I

shall call the relaxed state; the latter, the mobilized

state; and mobilization is the process of transforma-

tion from the relaxed to the mobilized state.

Among the lower primates, the baboon troops de-

scribed by DeVore, Washburn (1963), and others

are the most obvious example of this alternation of

states. In the relaxed state, the troop is dispersed: an

aggregate of individuals and small groups engaged

in feeding, grooming, sleeping,_sex, and play. In the

mobilized state—which is assumed while the troop is

traveling—there is an exact partition of the troop into

three groups, which occupy different and traditional

positions in the line of march: the lesser males are at

the front arid rear, where they can confront chal-

lenges from predators; the dominant males and fe-

males carrying infants are in the center; and the other

females and juveniles surround the central group.

Similar formal traveling, hunting, and defensive dis-

positions have been described for a number of other

social species. The capacity to mobilize is a wide-

spread feature of animal behavior.

In man, the mobilized state, and its contrast to the

relaxed state, has also been described in detail for

many societies, although the large size and complex-

ity of human groups often obscure the generaUty of

the distinction. Gearing (1958) clearly conceptual-

ized the difference in Cherokee culture between what
he called the structural pose of peace and the struc-

tural pose of war and described the institutional ar-

rangements associated with each. These two struc-

tural poses for peace and war, in similar institutional

form, are assumed by a number of North American
Indian tribes. One thinks also of the elegant and rigid

arrangements of camp circle and police developed by
the Plains Indians when they were hunting buffalo.

In band and tribal societies generally, travel, hunting,

and war require the state of mobilization. But in

modern societies, characterized by urbanism, the na-

tion-state, and complex and powerful technology, the

alternation between the relaxed state and the mobi-
lized state in matters of transportation, food getting,

civil defense, and so on must proceed on different

schedules for different institutions and localities. The
whole nation still mobilizes only for a revitalization

movement (a movement whose aim is to reform and
reinvigorate a culture) and for war.

The Process of Mobilization

In order for a society to shift from the relaxed to

the mobilized state, the population must receive a re-

leasing stimulus, in response to which everyone
promptly disposes himself according to a plan. Obvi-
ously the stimulus must be broadcast in order that all

members of the population receive it quickly, cor-

rectly, and simultaneously. For a small band, most of

whose members are always within earshot of one an-

other, this is relatively easy. But the larger the group,

the more difficult it is to prevent the communication
from being distorted in transmission, from reaching

individuals at different times, and from being seri-

ously delayed in reaching some. Hence, as a society in-

creases in size and as its territorial boundaries enlarge,

cultural innovations are required that will ensure

speed and reliability in communication of the releas-

ing stimulus and any associated instructions. This re-

quirement has probably prompted many tribal and
early urban societies to invent special language codes,

systems of graphic symbols, broadcast devices, and
roads and other transportation methods, and to train

men in the arts of precise memorization of messages
and of rapid and careful travel.

It is also obviously desirable, although not neces-

sary, that the releasing stimulus not merely ehcit a

disciplined response but evoke a motivational system

appropriate to the action to be taken. Here the so-

ciety enters into a kind of conspiracy with itself to

combine the alerting signal with symbolic content that,

given a certain distribution of modal personality vari-

ables, will arouse maximum desirable emotion. The
releasing stimulus is therefore apt to be—particularly

in the case of mobilization for war—-a report that a

certain kind of event has occurred to which people

with that character type will respond with anger, de-

termination, fear, or whatever affective state is de-

sired by the communicating group. For Iroquois Indi-

ans, this symbolically arousing stimulus was always a

report that a kinsman had been killed and that a sur-

vivor demanded revenge. For twentieth-century

Americans, the symbolically arousing stimulus is apt

to be the report that helpless Americans or their aUies

are being held prisoner or are under attack, and must
be rescued.

It is important to note, however, that this embellish-

ment of the releasing stimulus is not, and cannot be,

necessary to ensure mobilization. A population is

composed of persons with a variety of character

structures and personal motives, many with limited

inteUigence and others suffering from greater or lesser

degrees of psychopathology, and mobilization must
proceed independent of private motive. Hence, atroc-

ity stories, scare reports, and the like are never ade-

quate to ensure mobilization; indeed, in some situa-

tions, such as medical emergencies, they appear to

interfere v.'ith it. Thus the intensity of the emotion
aroused must not be so high as to preoccupy the per-

son being mobilized; the symbol must function more
as a rationalization for personal sacrifice than as a

stimulus toward unrestrained violence or flight.

Training for Mobilization

It is apparent that the shift from the relaxed to the

mobilized state must be taken by people who have al-

ready learned what to do in response to the releasing

stimulus. In all societies this learning probably occurs

very early in life, and very largely without didactic

instruction, in the course of the child's living through

the alternating states of relaxation and mobilization.

He learns, while acquiring the language, and by con-



stant observation and participation, the difference be-

tween the two states and the nature of the three main

status groups characteristic of the mobilized state.

And as he grows older, he is trained more and more

explicitly to recognize the releasing stimulus, to take

orders, and to play specific roles in one of the groups.

One critically necessary feature of this learning is

the development of a readiness to move from a situa-

tion characterized by considerable personal freedom

and democratic, consensual decision making to a hier-

archical and authoritarian structural pose. In many
band and tribal cultures there is Uttle in the way of

coercive authority exercised in the making of deci-

sions during the relaxed state but a very high degree

of it in states of mobilization. Thus, among the Iro-

quois daily life in the village was largely managed by

tradition, supplemented by consensual decision when

alternative policies had to be chosen, and children

were generally given a great deal of freedom. The
Iroquois were famous, at least among European ob-

servers, for their intolerance of personal constraint.

But when a war party mobilized, the participants

suddenly assumed a posture of rigorous discipline un-

der the command of a captain who had unquestioned

and absolute authority during the military mission.

At the end of the expedition, however, this authority

terminated, and the captain's influence after that de-

pended entirely on the willingness of other citizens

to take his advice in council.

How the early Iroquois trained their children to be

able to switch structural pose is not clear from the

records available to us now. But a great deal of infor-

mation is at hand to reveal how our own children are

trained to switch poses. A classic example is the school

fire drill, which, in addition to improving the chances

of evacuating a school quickly in case of fire, provides

a general model of how to mobilize in an emergency.

At the sound of the alarm, the physical disposition

and social relationships of the children abruptly

change from the relaxed order characteristic of class

or play group to the exact discipline of the fire drill

Hne of march. Similar training in mobilization is given

in athletic activities and in popular literature and
film, where the training takes the form of play and

spectator sport. The principle that is communicated
in such exercises, apart from their specific utility, is

that when the mobilization signal is heard, automatic

obedience to recognized authority is required and as-

sumes priority over other motives.

The Impersonality of War
So far, we have discussed the phenomenon of mo-

bilization as the central theme in psychological prep-

aration for war. But what of the fear, suspicion, and
hatred of "the enemy," traditionally believed to be
prerequisites for war, that are often invoked by the

releasing signal? It is my contention that far from
being necessary, these attitudes are almost irrelevant

to war except as rationalizations. Human beings gen-

erally reserve their settled fears, suspicions, and ha-

treds for those closest to them: kinsmen, neighbors,

and colleagues. Today's enemy in war is yesterday's

stranger and tomorrow's ally. The psychological target

of lethal weapons in war is an abstraction rather than

a person (as the saying goes, "I have nothing against

you personally") ; hence any member of a society that

at the moment happens to be classified as an enemy is

apt, in one way or another, to be fair game (with "no

hard feelings," of course). Few soldiers ever person-

ally kill anybody; those who kill often do not actually

see what they hit; and most never push a button, pull

a trigger, or throw a grenade in combat.

War is never really total; its aim is never the abso-

lute annihilation of the enemy and all his works; death

and destruction are limited by more or less arbitrary

restraints concerning the weapons to be used, the

treatment of prisoners, civihans, and non-military

targets, and the goals of military action. Thus, being

removed from hate, war is also relatively free of guilt.

This is not to say that some persons may not displace

domestic hate upon foreign enemies by psychiatri-

caUy familiar mechanisms of defense, nor that be-

reaved persons, or those who have suffered personal

threat or injury, do not experience, at least for a time,

a very personal hatred. But such feelings are not a

reliable indicator of efficiency in combat, where an

ability to maintain cognitive orientation and a com-

mitment to task-completion in noisy, fatiguing, and

dangerous surroundings may be much more important

than a high level of primitive urges to fight-or-flight.

Nor can war usefully be regarded as essentially an

outgrowth of mass hysteria or mass movements, al-

though some wars, and some events in most wars, are

affected by such contagious enthusiasms. A reli-

giously dedicated population, for instance, is likely to

be easy to mobilize and difficult to defeat. But the

action of a mob in sacking a building or in lynching a

neighbor is almost the opposite of war, for it is di-

rected toward the materiel and persons of one's own
community, and by definition is carried out without

communication of the releasing signal by authority.

Thus, in our own technologically sophisticated so-

ciety, it is readily apparent that it is possible for half

of the national budget and a substantial proportion of

our young men to be mobilized to fight an enemy
seen by few and rarely recognized even when seen.

Lethal weapons are employed by technicians who
never set eyes on their human targets. Nor can the

other side claim a much more personal focus of their

military activities. War is an extremely impersonal

business conducted by persons whose private motives

—apart from the motive of efficient participation in

the state of mobiUzation—are highly diversified.

The Interests Served by War
We have, so far, discussed the psychological prep-

arations required for a people as a whole to conduct

war effectively and have argued that little more is re-

quired than a population trained to respond affirma-

tively to the mobilization signal and to carry out or-

ders from recognized authority. But what determines

the commimication of this signal?
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The signal must be given by a person or group rec-

ognized as having the responsibility to do so when the

situation requires it. This, in contemporary industrial

societies, is apt to include at least some of the persons

who will make policy during the mobilization state,

but in general it is not necessary that the body that

gives the signal for war be the body that directs the

conduct and arranges the termination of the war. It

is obvious enough that this signal will be given when
an authorized person perceives that a threat exists to

the continued functioning of the system that cannot

be met by the society without shifting to the mobilized

state and using lethal weapons against members of

another society. When the society is under physical

attack itself, the danger is obvious, and war may be

the only alternative to abandoning hope of maintain-

ing, or returning to, the traditional form of relaxed

state; it may even be the only alternative to destruc-

tion. But sometimes even when no serious attack is

threatened, the authorized body communicates the

releasing signal, the society mobilizes, begins to use

lethal weapons, and initiates an extremely costly and,

sometimes, fatal conflict.

I have already suggested that war is often perverse.

It is well known to pacifist and soldier alike that many
wars are unnecessary, disastrous, even catastrophic

mistakes. They do not serve the purpose, whatever it

may be, for which the society has mobilized, and they

cause immense suffering and damage. The sense of

moral outrage that such events arouse does not carry

us far, however, in. trying to understand how these

disasters happen. Political witch-hunting and accusa-

tions of psychopathology and criminal conspiracy may
simply obscure the facts. In one minor war whose in-

ception is very well documented—the Black Hawk
War between the United States and the Sac and Fox
Indians in 1832—the record clearly shows that the

responsible policy-making bodies on both sides were

not in favor of war. An irresponsible insistence by an

Indian faction on crossing the Mississippi River to

join forces with a religious prophet, and lack of disci-

pline in an Illinois militia detachment, precipitated

the first firing of guns, and a sequence of events fol-

lowed mechanically that resulted in the death, from

disease, starvation, and bullets, of several hundred

Indians and whites. The critical event was a misun-

derstanding. The Indians, disillusioned with their

prophet, attempted to surrender to the militia before

a shot was fired in order to gain free passage back

across the Mississippi to their tribal territory. The
militia were drunk, had no interpreter, and were un-

accustomed to discipline, and fired on the peace

party. In the ensuing melee the militia were defeated

by the Indian warriors, who then fled with their

women and children in an effort to escape across the

river by a different route. But. the use of lethal weap-

ons on a"tnilitia detachment automatically set in mo-
tion a sequence of communications that resulted in

the mobilization signal being given by the Presi-

dent of the United States. The Sac and Fox council,

however, refused to broadcast their signal, and the

fighting was restricted to the east bank of the Mis-
sissippi; the Indian territory across the river was not

attacked.

Such examples could, of course, be multiplied ad
nauseam. The point they illustrate is that unwanted
wars—and most wars are now unwanted—occur as a

result of a perversion of administrative process rather

thaii as a result of popular foUy. The types and sources

of such perversions are complex. In some cases, the

psychopathology of administrative personnel is evi-

dently responsible (the case of Nazi Germany is the

best example of this type). In other cases, responsible

and intelligent administrators attempting to act in the

best long-term interests of their society are precipi-

tated by misinformation, communication failures,

and a rigid, poorly designed system of decision mak-
ing into unnecessarily mobilizing the society for war.

From this point of view, it would appear that the

administrative structure of any society—and every

society has an administrative structure at least latent

during the relaxation phase and active during its mo-
bilization phases—is extraordinarily vulnerable to

perversion in regard to war decisions.

The Prevention of War
There are few people who take the position that

all war is a mistake or is morally wrong, and who
refuse therefore to mobilize for war on behalf of their

society in any role and under any circumstance what-

ever. Most pacifists refuse to kill personaUy but sup-

port mobilization in other ways. Generally speaking,

organized opposition to war is opposition to a war
that is believed to be morally wrong or, practically, a

,
mistake. These opponents of war are willing to fight if

mobilized in what they regard as a good cause. None-
theless, despite the rarity of true and radical pacifism,

there are few persons in industrial countries today

who would deny that preventing war from occurring

is a task of paramount importance. It has come to be

recognized as one of the principal unsolved problems
of mankind.

Short of universal pacifism or the inclusion of all

countries in one state, the means of preventing war
would seem to lie in the invention and diffusion of

more effective political and administrative processes.

It is, to put it crudely, a problem of developing a

number of interrelated "fail-safe" systems that will

reduce the probability of mistakes (in technology, in

intergroup relations, in communication, and in per-

sonality function ) from precipitating a war while other

means of resolving conflicts of interest are being em-
ployed. The kind of fail-safe devices to which I refer

are not merely sophisticated electronic systems, which

control the weapons themselves. They are also princi-

ples In human relationships that, making use of what
we already know about human beings, minimize the

likelihood of any society perceiving itself as being in

a situation of external threat so dire that war or de-

struction are seen as the only alternatives. Not all such

intersocietal threats are economic and military; per-

haps the most dangerous threats of all are threats to
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self-respect and threats to interfere with local revitali-

zation movements.

It is not very likely, in the immediate future, that

universal disarmament or a single world state will

come into being. Nor is it desirable, even if it were

possible, to eUminate the principal psychological prep-

aration for war—training for mobilization—for so-

cieties must be able to mobilize for other purposes,

even if not for war. And it is irrelevant to propose

that undeluded, non-hating, freely loving young peo-

ple be raised and nourished, for they will be the best

fighters of all. If the last century has taught us anything

about human nature, it is that good persons can do

impersonal evil and that war does riot require hate.

Conclusion

In conclusion, my argument may be summarized

briefly as the assertion that the main process of pre-

paring a people for war is simply training them to

participate obediently in mobilization for concerted

action in emergencies. War does not require training

a people to hate an external enemy. Since training for

mobilization is unavoidable, and the elimination of

intergroup hostihty would be irrelevant, it is clear that

the prevention of war will not be accomplished either

by eliminating its basis in psychological preparation

or by improving human nature. Rather, the problem

of ensuring peace must be approached by the innova-

tion of political and administrative safeguards that

guarantee that alternative processes of conflict resolu-

tion are not interrupted by war-by-mistake.

War and the Draft
by Sol Tax

In
addressing questions of policy in our society, my
task as an anthropologist is not simply to express

my citizen views, however well founded in special

knowledge; nor simply to serve up warmed-over
expertise of colleagues in the most relevant disci-

plines. Rather, I begin by putting the issues in an-

thropological perspective, by examining the process

of decision making relevant to United States man-
power procurement, and thus pose new questions for

laymen and experts ahke.

Large questions of war and peace require the very

broad perspective provided in most of this sympo-
sium. My question is relatively small. In the U.S.A. in

the late 1960's, should government force some per-

sons to become soldiers, and if so, which persons?

Given the practices of ( 1 ) taking property from all

people (taxation, applied uniformly, either absolute-

ly or relative to ability to pay) or from a few for pre-

sumed social necessity (eminent domain, etc.); and
(2) taking life or liberty from persons deemed danger-

ous to society, after "due process of law"—the issue

then becomes : should government take life and liberty

from selected innocent persons for the pubUc good?
Bypassing the special case of an emergency in

which the prospect of destruction is immediate and

visible, the question is whether individuals should be

drafted into military service when the danger is not

overwhelmingly apparent.

"The draft" is a system of military manpower pro-

curement that can be put into perspective by describ-

ing three others, which I caU the "Spartan," the "war-

rior caste," and the "voluntary" systems. In the Spartan

system, at least all male citizens are born to be

warriors, trained from childhood and hopeful of get-

ting their chance for glory. This system is character-

istic of tribes in whose cultures war is important. In

the traditional Navaho society, for example, all of

the able-bodied population were potential warriors.

After the age of seven, boys were subjected to rigor-

ous physical-fitness training. Their diet, exercise, and

sleep habits were carefully scrutinized. An indoctri-

nation was begun that would result in a fierce pride

in masculinity. To the Navaho, masculinity was al-

most synonymous with accomplishment in battle.

This indoctrination also instilled the group paranoia

necessary for continuation of the system. "If you sleep

late, the enemy will come and kill you. If you are

awake, you can face your enemy and die like a man."

The approach of the enemy was always felt to be im-

minent. Dissent from the system did not exist. The
big day in the life of a Navaho boy was when he was
allowed to join a war party. If the boy had done well

• in his training, usually this occurred between the ages

of seventeen and twenty.

The warrior caste system is characteristic of larger

societies, in which a special geographic subdivision

or else a class of society supplies the standing army.

The warrior caste itself tends to have a Spartan sys-

tem, with ideals of bravery and glory instilled with

military training from childhood. An examination of

the traditional system of the Kerala in India will serve

to illustrate how this system functions. The militia is

a leisure class. All retainer Nayar boys are inducted

to the king's service at the age of seven. They train in

gymnastics and swordsmanship for nine years. When
they "graduate" they receive their arms from the king.

They remain in military training until they are obliged

to leave the king's service and to succeed to the head
of their matrilineal property-group to manage lands.

The third alternative is a voluntary army, which
in peacetime is small and "professional," and in

emergencies is swelled either by sufficient increase in

volunteers or by recourse to the draft.

Any discussion of means of recruiting military per-

sonnel is complicated when one makes the usual dis-

tinction between officers and soldiers and both their

means of recruitment and the psychology and conse-

quences of their service. In the Spartan type, to speak

either of "volunteers" or of "conscripts" is meaning-

less; all non-Spartan societies, whatever their mili-

tary system, might in emergency add to their strength
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either volunteers or conscripts, or both. There are

societies, however, in which the central system is the

draft. In surveying the Human Relations Area Files,

one finds the draft so common in feudal-type societies

that one is tempted to call it the feudal system.

Although feudal societies have had military castes, gen-

erally they also have recourse to the draft. For exam-
ple, in traditional Burma the standing army was fur-

nished willingly by one geographic location; however,

all citizens were eligible for the draft. When the king

issued a draft call, he gave quotas to his underlords,

who in turn divided up their quotas among local of-

ficials, who were then free to obtain the needed num-
ber of men in any way they chose. Usually, a local

oificial issued the first call to the rich, who he knew
would bribe their way out of it. He could then use

this money to pay off his own superiors if for some
reason he could not meet their demands. The men
finally sent were those who could not get out of it by
some means, fair or foul.

The pressing of people into service by force may
be called conscription ( as opposed to ascription in the

Spartan and the warrior caste societies). Systems of

conscription could be classified in many ways—to in-

clude everything from permanent enslavement to

brief military periods of training or service in public

works. For example, the Russian czars conscripted

citizens for twenty years as compared with our two
years;, but I gather that the Russian conscript as-

sumed that it was for life, or at least that he would
find it diflBcult to return except as an old dependent.

The problem in our country seems to be that while

on one level there are inequities in the system of Selec-

tive Service that are difficult to resolve, there is also

impatience with the draft system as a whole. This

suggested to me that I had better analyze the current

situation in the United States in light of our own
evolving cultural values precisely as I would hope to

do in a hitherto undiscovered culture in the New
Guinea highlands.

It has been said that Vietnam is the most unpopu-
lar war in our history. If this is true, we might hy-

pothesize that it conflicts with some traditional Amer-
ican values. Therefore I set up a chart to check this

hypothesis. The first thing I needed to do was to check
my history to see just how popular other U.S. wars
had been. The second thing I needed to do was to

isolate the various American values that have led us

into war in the past and to see how these operated in

the various American wars. The result was the chart

I call "American Wars : Motives, Reasons, and Popu-
larity," see page 56.

As I see it, there have been basically three reasons

why we have gone to war: (1) Our national security

was in danger. (2) We wanted to acquire land or

economic gain. (3) We were provoked to fight for

some rationalized form of idealism. In regard to the

last, three rationalizations appear most clearly. One
of these I have called the missionary spirit. This can
be characterized most clearly by the World War I

slogan, "Let's Save the World for Democracy." An-

other of these rationalizations degraded our opponent
to something less than human. This was a very strong

factor in our annihilation of the American Indians

—

they were said to live like beasts, and therefore de-

served to be treated Uke beasts. Still another was
characterized by the feeling that our opponent was
not taking proper care of his charge (be it govern-
ment or land) and that we could either do a better job

or needed it more anyway.
Arbitrary value judgments must be made in com-

pleting such a chart. Should one treat the popularity

of the war at its outbreak? It's conclusion? Or in

total? I chose the last. Should one treat the real rather

than the purported threat to our national security? I

chose the former—which of course called for a num-
ber of other judgments that might be very shaky.

Where I saw no basis for judgment, the space is blank.

Therefore, the reader should feel free to rearrange

the figures on my chart to his heart's content or to

add some. Which brings us to the question of what the

numbers represent. Rather than try to state the abso-

lute amount of dissent over any war or the absolute

amount of avarice that provoked the war, I rate the

wars only relatively. Therefore, what the figures say
is that the greatest threat (rated 12) to our national

security occurred in World War II and the least threat

( 1 ) to our national security is occurring now in Viet-

nam; that the greatest natiotaal unity in favor of a war
occurred during the Colonial Indian wars (12), etc.

Remembering all the limitations of this chart, and ad-

mittedly there are many, what kinds of generalizations

can we make from it? Three things stand out:

1. National unity is high, and the war popular,

when either or both measures of interest (security,

expansion or economic gain) are high. Thus the In-

dian wars and World War II were most fully accepted.

It should be noted that the most idealistic and most
popular of our wars were the Indian wars. And yet,

in retrospect, these seem most immoral to many in

the twentieth century, since the idealistic rationaliza-

tion that the Indian needed to be turned into a Euro-
pean (culturicide) is no more justifiable today than

the taking of the land.

The war with Spain was accepted even though na-
tional interests were not highly involved—presuma-
bly because patriotism was artificially whipped up,

and the war was won before it had dissipated. The
Korean war was also accepted (at least for its first

year) although our security was little threatened and
we had nothing economic to gain; this relatively suc-

cessful excursion in idealism was accepted partly in

hopes that through the United Nations (which sup-

ported the war) we might gain security.

2. Wars for territorial expansion or economic gain

—when national security is not also at stake—are

rationalized in the least ideaUstic terms and are not
accepted. Thus the War of 1812 and the Mexican
War. Again the Spanish-American War was a partial

exception. Cuba and Puerto Rico were popular addi-

tions to our territorial sphere. Not so the Philippines,

which were seen as too difficult and expensive to gov-
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em, and were thus always destined for independence.

3. Wlien there is doubt that the war serves our in-

terest (this is seen if no high figure appeaxs in either

of the two "interest" columns), it is only partly ac-

cepted. The war in Vietnam and, in lesser degree, the

Revolutionary War and World War I fall under this

i-ule. It is now time to review our current interests in

Vietnam in this light. It is said that we are fightmg in

Vietnam to protect our own national security against

the Communist threat and that if we do not stop the

enemy now, we will have to stop them later—in San

Francisco. But a great many Americans evidently

doubt the reaUty of the danger. And if the danger

seems to them not real and present, this may seem

rather a preventive war, putting us in the position of

the policeman who justifies shooting into a group of

teen-agers because statistics say that some percentage

of teen-age groups turn out to be dangerous. Against

this doubtful danger to our security, many Americans

weigh the destruction of the homes, fields, and the

women and children of South Vietnam.

When our national security does not seem to be in

danger and there appear to be no economic interests,

then idealistic rationalizations come into question.

Hence, many doubt our right to interfere, as well as

If the Vietnam war is not—relatively—extraordi-

narily unpopular, why are we having extraordinary

trouble obtaining manpower? The answer would seem

to be that this problem is not at all uncommon. Oppo-
sition to the draft is as old as American war itself. In

some cases, it has been a result of dissent over the na-

ture of the particular war. Those who feel that either

the draft or the war itself is unfair to them have al-

ways refused to fight. Whereas we have traditionally

harassed or prosecuted our pacifists, we have not un-

til recently had legal means to prosecute draft dodgers.

But if the draft is so unpopular, why do we con-

tinue to use it? Why do we not consider either of two

major alternatives to the present draft discussed at a

recent conference at the University of Chicago? One
proposal would incorporate the present draft into a

system of national service going well beyond military

functions and including a much larger segment of the

population; the other would aboUsh conscription and

establish a purely professional voluntary army.

Those of us at this conference who were—as.it be-

gan—uncommitted to any particular solution to the

problem of military manpower procurement were

particularly impressed by what we learned favoring

voluntary service. Two congressmen—one a Repub-
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The United States theoretically leaves international

decisions in civilian hands. The mihtary carries out

policies of the civilian President and the people,

through their representatives in Congress. Congress

must do its complex work through committees; com-
mittees have administrative staffs who provide con-

tinuity through changing elected administrations. The
executive branch also does its work through staffs

that continue from one administration to the next.

These staffs are continuing groups with lives and in-

terests of their own. Elections come and go; Presi-

dents and Congresses change; but the committees and

staffs remain and, as experts in their fields, educate

their new chiefs. We cannot assume that the military

is subservient to civilian control in our system until we
have examined the actual status relations among
these staff people. In dealing with the American In-

dians for example, the congressional staff is dominant

in determining policy (a worrisome fact because their

tradition dates back to the days when Indian affairs

were in the Department of War); but the Pentagon

staff people—often in uniform—may well be domi-

nant over congressional committee staffs.

The congressional committee staff of experts must

educate the new congressmen to what they conceive

to be the fixed "policy of Congress" (an often-used

phrase). How much of this policy of Congress with

respect to military matters comes from the tradition

in the Pentagon would depend in part on how techni-

cal and bureaucratic the issue; manpower procure-

ment could well involve a set of problems in which

the congressional staff people bow to their colleagues.

Any committee chairman and House minority

leader depend heavily upon, and work exceedingly

closely with, the committee staff. The chairman and

his counterpart (who change places when the ma-
jority changes) grow into their positions over the

years, advancing through seniority and interest in

this committee rather than in others of which they are

members. Indirectly through their staffs, as well as

directly, they co-operate with the related executive

office. In many cases there is the usual horse-trading

that is necessary in the arts of both politics and ad-

ministration. Congressional leaders—who get their

seniority through being continually re-elected—need

to provide facilities for their districts; it must be that

the large military budget makes co-operation espe-

cially easy between congressional committee leaders

and top Pentagon personnel. Since the congressional

committee is exceedingly influential—at least has vir-

tual veto power—in making legislation, its leaders in

large part are the filter through which policy passes.

The individual congressman may or may not have a

"national" point of view; he must—to achieve leader-

ship—be re-elected. It is his particular constituency

that he must please. If his district for any reason fa-

vors one policy or another, he tends to follow this pol-

icy, which may not reflect either the national opinion

or what others would think the national interest.

So it is not Congress but congressional committees;

not only these committees, but the traditions of their

staffs and the interests of their leaders and their small

districts that largely determine what laws are made.
There is another influential circumstance that may

bear upon any issues involving defense. Other things

being equal, the election of a war veteran is easier

than that of his non-veteran opponent; and support

of veterans' organizations is useful. Therefore, mem-
bers of Congress are disproportionately veterans; rare

is the election of a conscientious objector!

Thus, while the public may disapprove of the draft

system, it does not necessarily follow that their opin-

ion will be translated into law, given the modus oper-

andi of our Congress and congressional committee

system, and given the influence of the "Pentagon ra-

tionale," which persuades these groups. Having thus

traced the endorsement of the Selective Service sys-

tem to its source, the question must therefore be asked,

why does the Pentagon prefer the present Selective

Service system to any alternative?

Usually three reasons are given. The first and most

common has been that it is the only system financially

feasible for the military. The second is that they need

the mechanism for quickly swelling their manpower
resources in case of emergency. The third is that the

military would lose prestige, and hence, morale of its

personnel would lag if the system were abandoned.

Since all of these objections can be refuted (see The
Draft: A Handbook of Facts and Alternatives) per-

haps the compelling reason is structural. The military

is based on hierarchy and power; indeed wars could

hardly be managed without power applied within the

system and, of course, to the enemy. The power to

conscript is simply part of the power that any military

establishment should want.

It is precisely because the military depends upon
hierarchical authority and power, while a democratic

society stresses values of equality and freedom, that

our Constitution places the people over the military.

In the case of military manpower procurement, how-
ever, the Pentagon appears to rule, and the draft per-

sists despite the contradiction of our most sacred value

that innocent people should not be arbitrarily selected

and deprived of life and liberty without due process

of law.

If there were no alternatives to satisfy our need for

national security, this might be conceived of as a sim-

ple "necessary evil." But this is not the case! The two

major alternatives discussed above need first to be

explored.

The first emphasizes the value of equality in Amer-
ican culture. National service for all, perhaps women
as well as men, attracts many adherents. If we must

draft some, let us draft aU; and if we must serve the

military, let us also serve civilian society. The Peace

Corps abroad could be extended, and our domestic

problems helped at the same time that the idealism of

individuals could be served and strengthened and the

anomy of the large society qualified by work together.

The second alternative emphasizes the value of

freedom. End conscription altogether and depend

upon volunteers. Assume rather the patriotic ideal-
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ism of Americans; but make it financially possible for

them both to serve their country—for any period of

time—and to support their families and begin to save

for their children's education. The standing army

would be no less civilian because it is properly paid

like other civilians; the selection would be no less rep-

resentative of the population because it comes from

free-choice rather than from force.

In time of war a nation is in a state of danger and

less free than usual to discuss policies fully and ra-

tionally. At such a time the nation is particularly re-

luctant to dispute the military. The defense establish-

ment is therefore at its political strongest. If the war

goes well, one does not "rock the boat." If it goes

badly, it seems safer to strengthen, rather than to un-

dermine, the establishment. It is, therefore, not Hkely

that the judgment of the military on these basic alter-

natives to the draft will be upset while the Vietnam

war is in progress, nor surprising that Congress does

not seriously discuss them. Nor will basic alternatives

be fully explored in peacetime when they seem to

have no relevance. Thus for twenty years of our first

peacetime draft (the draft was re-established after a

brief lapse following World War II) it was not a pub-

lic issue, until we became embroiled in a questionable

war. Thus, the American people must choose a mo-
ment of peace—but one when a questionable war is

still fresh in memory—to discuss alternatives to a pol-

icy that violates our sacred values of both freedom

and equality.

War and Disease:

An Anthropological

Perspective

by Alexander Alland, Jr.

Warfare and disease are linked. The histoiical

record is crowded with associations between

war and the outbreak of major epidemics. The rea-

sons behind such associations, both biological and

behavioral, are far more complicated, however, than

is generally assumed. This article is an attempt to

clarify such relationships, particularly in the context

of the war in Southeast Asia.

While public health as a matter of policy is new to

most countries, all human groups, even the most
primitive, have made considerable behavioral and

genetic adjustments to the common diseases in their

environment. The genetic adjustments result from the

selective effect of disease on populations, and more
than one author has suggested that disease has been

a powerful agent in the course of human evolution

(Haldane, 1959; Barnicot, 1965). Behavioral ad-

justments to disease are of two sorts : preventive and
therapeutic. Effective therapeutic procedures require

conscious effort including both the development of

accurate diagnostic techniques and the discovery of

curative agents. In many, if not most, primitive and
peasant societies the diagnostic process is concerned

primarily with etiology. Disease may be linked to

transgression of the moral code, to social enmity, or

to supernatural power, with consequent treatment of

these "causes" rather than of the disease-producing

organism. Generally, primitive medical opinion fails,

to produce a consistent therapeutic orientation.

On the other hand, many non-Western societies do
have pharmacopoeias that are quite effective in the

treatment of local irritations and certain general

symptoms such as fever, aches, and pains. A few
good vermifuges exist, and of course, there are known
cases in which primitive or peasant remedies have

been demonstrated to contain powerful agents capa-

ble of ameliorating such serious conditions as malaria

(quinine) and heart disease (digatalis). In general,

however, "native" drugs have little effect upon spe-

cific disease agents.

I submit, therefore, that of all the adjustments that

a prescientific population can make to disease, the

most effective are genetic in origin or involve be-

havior that can be classified as preventive medicine.

The term "preventive medicine" is used here in a

special sense to include any medically or non-medi-

cally directed behavior that, in fact, has a positive or

disease-reducing effect on the epidemiological pat-

terns of a population (for example, bathing).

Many behaviors among prescientific peoples are

effective in combating or preventing disease. These
range from cooking procedures, which lower the risk

of intestinal parasite infestation, to customs that re-

quire individuals to defecate away from habitation

sites and trails. Quarantine for at least some infec-

tious diseases and avoidance of contaminated water

are also widely reported. This is not to say that all be-

haviors are positive in their effect. Indeed, many cus-

toms increase medical risk for particular groups. Cer-

tain subsistence techniques, for example, while they

represent an economic advance for a population,

nonetheless produce new routes for infectious agents.

Certain cultural practices that are relatively safe

under one set of conditions increase risk if the condi-

tions are changed. Small populations are less likely

than large populations to be subject to epidemics, and
nomadic groups are less susceptible to autocontami-

nation than settled groups, which live in constant

contact with their refuse. However, the sudden migra-

tion or displacement of populations from one ecologi-^

cal zone to another may expose them to diseases

against which they have no genetic protection.

In general, health patterns depend upon ecological

relationships between man, disease organisms, and
vectors, as well as upon reservoir populations. These i

must be considered as part of the behavioral frame-
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work rather than as part of the "natural setting" of a

population. Such relationships are always tentative

considering what man can do to his environment, and
there is much evidence to show that the natural set-

ting is rarely natural.

It is unfortunate that no studies exist that weigh

positive and negative behaviors against each other.

There is evidence, however, that disturbances of nor-

mal (meaning long term) ecological and/or behav-

ioral patterns usually lead to increased disease rates

and lowered viabiUty. This certainly suggests that the

net effect of socially established genetic and behav-

ioral adjustments undergone by prescientific societies

is, in fact, positive.

In sum, genetic and behavioral adjustments to dis-

ease are part of a general process of adaptation to

environment. Public health, particularly in prescien-

tific populations, depends upon such accommoda-
tions. I am convinced that the view of public health

outlined above is necessary if we are to understand

the dynamics of adjustment to disease and the effects

of war on such adjustments.

An example from European history has implica-

tions for the present situation of war in Southeast

Asia. I have chosen plague because ( 1 ) its occur-

rence is well documented, (2) its etiology is complex
but weU understood, and (3) it serves as a good
illustration of a severe, highly contagious disease that

is sensitive to ecological variation.

The agent of plague is the bacillus Pasteurella

pestis. It is a disease with a short incubation period,

florid symptoms, and a high mortality rate. Plague

has a complicated etiology involving wild and domes-
tic rodents and a flea vector, with the normal endemic

focus located in wild rodent populations (sylvatic

plague). Epidemics occur when the bacillus is passed

on to highly susceptible domestic rodents, which

rapidly die out. When this occurs their fleas are forced

to search out new hosts, the most common of which is

man. While there has been some dispute over whether

the European plague was a cause or an effect of social

disorganization, most authors today feel that the great

epidemics of the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries

were the outcome of Malthusian pressures and fol-

lowed social, political, and economic troubles. R. S.

Roberts (1966), a medical historian, writes:

"Plague was endemic for a long time ... as we
shall see, [it] was a disease which could become epi-

demic only at a particular stage of socio-economic de-

velopment, which demographers call 'oriental'.

"At the beginning of the outbreak, England was
much more densely populated than is usually thought.

From 1086 (Doomsday Book) the population seems

to have trebled from 1 .0 to 3.5 million. In the absence

of technical advance or import of foodstuffs, this

greatly increased population could only be fed by a

commensurate increase in the area of cultivated land.

The inclosure of waste land and the settlement of

new villages in the thirteenth century shows that this

indeed was done on a large scale.

"It was the social and economic crisis of the 1 340's

however, which seems to have created the necessary

conditions—rats brought into closer contact with man
in the search for food after bad harvests, movements
of populations after famines and epidemics, over-

crowding in certain areas, and a general decline in

health and resistance to disease."

Judging from Roberts and other sources the spread

of plague in England, and perhaps other parts of Eu-
rope as well, was facilitated by the destruction of

woodland, which was converted for agricultural pur-

poses. Such incursions into the native habitat of wild

rodents, the endemic reservoir of plague, brought

these animals into closer contact with the domestic

rat population. As I have noted above, domestic rats

are highly sensitive to plague, and as they die out, the

human populations among whom they live rapidly

pick up the infection. Probably the epidemic cycle

was completed when the natural habitat for wild ro-

dents was reduced to the point where it could no
longer support the reservoir population. In this case

it would appear that the partial destruction of an

ecological zone increased disease risk although fur-

ther incursions into the same zone eventually led to

an extinction of the endemic focus of the disease.

The parallel between this situation and Southeast

Asia is striking. Plague and other acute infectious dis-

eases exist in endemic focuses throughout the area.

The flood plains of the Mekong Delta support one of

the highest population densities in the world. In addi-

tion, the agricultural complex constitutes an ecologi-

cal niche quite apart from the wild mountain zone.

Until recently, Vietnamese from the plains were

afraid to venture into the mountains, often citing ex-

otic diseases as the cause of their anxiety.

Hygiene and public health measures are primitive,

but under normal conditions, severe epidemic out-

breaks are limited in their distribution and scope.

While the population is certainly not the healthiest in

the world, a delicate balance exists that has allowed

humans to survive and multiply in great numbers.

This is due in part to the incredibly productive nature

of the delta area.

Although epidemics of the plague have not oc-

curred for some time, the number of cases in Vietnam
has mounted steadily and sharply over the past

three years. On August 20, 1966, The New York
Times noted that the plague, at that time, had in-

fected 22 of 29 provinces stretching north of Saigon,

but that in 1961, plague was reported in only one of

those provinces. The same article presents the foUow-

ing statistics on plague incidence in South Vietnam:

1954-1962, less than 40 cases per year; 1963, 119

cases; 1964, 290 cases; and 1966, 4,453 cases. The
Rev. Do Van Quy, chief of the Pasteur Institute's

plague laboratory predicted that "This problem will

not be solved until the war is ended." Dr. Joe Stockard,

chief of the United States aid mission's preventive

medicine section said "now that the disease has be-

come so widespread a high incidence may be ex-

pected to continue for an indefinite period."

Extremely crowded conditions in the cities with
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overstrained and primitive sanitary facilities are no

doubt a major factor in the statistical increase. U.S.

and South Vietnamese authorities are aware of the

problem, at least insofar as it relates to cities, and a

program of rat elimination is under way. The dangers

inherent in such a program are minimized by the

existence of a relatively effective plague vaccine and

effective antibiotic therapy. Nonetheless, a case of the

plague in an American serviceman was considered

important enough to be included in the AMA News
for December, 1966.

Rat elimination is a rather quixotic pursuit in

Southeast Asia. The ability of rats to survive even in

the urban areas of the United States attests to their

hardiness. Rats flourish in the primitive sanitary con-

ditions in the slums and bidonvilles of Vietnam. It

would seem, therefore, that an effective antiplague

program should be more concerned with interrupting

the routes of infection from the endemic focuses to

the domestic rodent population. What has happened

may be the reverse! Defoliation and extensive napalm

attacks may have produced disturbances in plague

reservoir areas sufficient to increase the contact be-

tween wild and domestic rodents. While I must stress

that this is mere conjecture, such an explanation fits

well with current theories of plague epidemiology.

In addition, the fact that plague is virtually absent in

the Mekong Delta region for "reasons [according to

The New York Times] that scientists are unable to

explain" lends support to the theory that plague will

tend to break out more readily in regions where there

has been severe environmental disturbance. Until re-

cently the delta has experienced only limited warfare

and no major defoUation programs.

One major difference between the English plague

and the Vietnam situation is that in England it was
the EngUsh who changed their environment, while in

Vietnam it is we who are doing so. We are therefore

largely responsible for the potential consequences that

may now affect a large segment of the population. The
U.S. military can easily vaccinate its soldiers and a

good part of the urban population, but what of the

civihan village population, particularly in uncon-
trolled territory? According to Vietnam government
statistics only about a quarter of South Vietnam's

population has been immunized with plague vaccine

(The New York Times, Aug. 20, 1966).

Plague stands only as a model for what can happen
when a natural setting is disturbed. Such waterborne

diseases as typhoid and cholera, as well as various

forms of dysentery and intestinal parasites, constitnite

a constant danger in Vietnam. Even malaria is sensi-

tive to environmental changes that affect the breeding

grounds of vector mosquitoes.

The ecological situation in Southeast Asia, as in

any tropical area, is quite complex. This has two
major implications for epidemiology: (1) The cli-

mate, both warm and humid, provides a benevolent

setting for a wide range of infectious parasites. Or-
ganisms that would under other conditions have diffi-

culty surviving outside of their human hosts remain

viable for long periods in water supplies and in the

soil. (2) Disruption of the ecological balance within

either the settled and/or less densely populated area

can produce changes in both floral and faunal com'

position that, at the very least, are difficult, if not i

possible, to anticipate. Some of these changes an

bound to affect epidemiological patterns.

Extensive warfare in any part of the world has

ways had the side effect of producing severe impai

ment of public health facilities and of disiHipti

normal life patterns for civilian populations, whic

in turn, are often correlated with rising disease ratei

(Zinzer, 1934; Ackerknecht, 1965). The impositioi

of modern warfare on Southeast Asia, particularly

war that is fought principally against guerilla force]

with no distinct battle lines, creates serious probleiri!

for the health of the entire population. Taking tb

tropical ecology and the type of warfare into accounti

the following factors can be expected to affect epi-

demiological patterns.

1

.

With vast areas of the country under only tenu-

ous control, it is impossible to impose any effective

public health measures on the population at large.

Potential epidemics are difficult to check, and the

endemic focuses of disease cannot be wiped out.

2. Defoliation of forest land in guerilla-held terri-

tory drives wild animal populations into new areas,

increasing the risk of contact between animal reser-

voirs, potential domestic animal carriers, and humans.

3. The dislocation and relocation of large segments

of the population increase the possibiUty that groups

from different ecological zones will cross-infect each

other with exotic diseases against which they have no
genetic or acquired immunity.

4. Both relocation camps and cities become over-

crowded. Increased population densities and poor

sanitation, combined with inadequate diets, increase

the risk of epidemics.

5. Disruption of the local ecology and indigenous

behavioral patterns leads to the breakdown of exist-

ing barriers to disease.

6. The stress associated with relocation, lowered

nutritional standards, and cultural deprivation due

to changes in traditional life patterns is sure to lower

resistance to common diseases. Under such condi-

tions, normally benign diseases can become serious

health hazards for the population.

7. The increased disease risk produced in such

groups may last long after a return to normal condi-

tions. Wolf (1960) cites evidence that a prison-camp

'

experience can have a striking effect on the continuing
;

life chances of exposed individuals:

"A recently completed study of the effects of im-

prisonment on Americans during World War II

furnished revealing information about approximately

94,000 United States prisoners of war who were taken

in Europe. These men were imprisoned for about ten

months. Less than one per cent of them died before

liberation. In contrast, in the Pacific theater, about

25,000 Americans became prisoners of war. They re-

mained in prison four times as long as those captured
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in Europe, and suffered far more threats, abuse, and
humiliation. Their demoralization was often extreme.

More than one third of them died in prison.

"Six years after liberation, the fate of those that

survived the Japanese prison experience was investi-

gated. In the first place the total number of deaths in

the group during these six years was more than twice

the expected incidence for a similar group not so ex-

posed and three times as great as the group of United

States prisoners of war in Europe. Moreover, the

causes of death included many diseases not directly

related to confinement or starvation [italics mine].

Twice the expected number died of heart disease,

more than twice the expected number of cancer, more
than four times the expected number of diseases of

the gastrointestinal tract. Twice the expected number
died as a result of accidents. Nine times the expected

number died of pulmonary tuberculosis."

Now one might argue that the Vietnamese peasant

relocated to camp or city has had a more rugged initial

life experience and therefore is more immune to stress

than his American contemporary. One might also ar-

gue that life in Vietnamese relocation camps is not

comparable to life in Japanese prisoner of war camps.

It must be admitted that we do not know what effects,

if any, will appear in the incarcerated segment of the

Vietnamese population several years from now, but

published descriptions of the camps suggest that se-

vere stress is an everyday experience.

It is therefore possible that we are risking the health

of relocated and incarcerated individuals, possibly for

a long time to come. Furthermore, this concerns a very

large segment of the South Vietnamese population.

Over 600,000 people have become refugees from
American bombing and/or Vietcong attack. One hun-

dred thousand of these are in relocation camps while

the remainder are left to their own devices. This is

perhaps the first war in which a major segment of the

civihan population has been so uprooted for so long.

(One must include the Japanese occupation and the

war with the French along with the present episode.

)

8. The life risks of individuals not directly involved

in relocation or evacuation may also be increased. Ac-
cording to Wolf:

"The main point is that the great majority of the

clusters of illness occurred in the lives of the members
of every group (an experimental study of life stress in

civilian populations) at times when they perceived

their life situations to be unsatisfying, threatening or

overdemanding and productive of conflict, and they

could make no satisfactory adaptation to these situa-

tions. These situations were in general those which

arose out of disturbed relations with family members
and . . . associates, threats to security and status,

restrictions and limitations which made it impossible

to satisfy important personal needs and appetites."

This kind of dislocation certainly occurs in all war,

and even in normal circumstances, but the Vietnam
conflict, which has dragged on for so long, is particu-

larly contributory. The new weapons used in Vietnam
today, with the exception of defoliants, are merely an

extension, albeit a terrible one, of "conventional"

weaponry. But their vast destructive power, combined
with our efficient, varied, and numerous delivery sys-

tems, used over and over again, year after year, is

bound to have new and unhappy consequences for

the entire ecology of Vietnam and for the majority of

its civilian population. While I do not believe that the

United States has used or intends to use biological

warfare in Southeast Asia (it is perhaps of more stra-

tegic value for an area in which there is little or no
troop commitment), I submit that the kind of conven-

tional warfare that has been raging for the past three

years is, intentionally or not, a kind of covert biologi-

cal warfare. The continued imposition of stress

conditions upon an area with a delicate health balance

will, in a variety of direct and indirect ways noted

above, subject the inhabitants to the same type, if not

the same degree, of pathological devastation as that

brought about by overt action involving biological and
chemical agents.

The Effects of Warfare

on the Biology

of the Human Species
by Frank B. Livingstone

Warfare, however defined, includes many different

kinds of conflict. Even for the Mumgin, a tribe

of Australian aborigines, Warner (1930) Usts six dif-

ferent kinds of "warfare," and the great technological

changes in the last few hundred years have markedly

changed the nature of modem warfare. It would

therefore seem likely that few, if any, biological ef-

fects are common to aU these different warfares. "In-

tergroup aggression" is perhaps closest to defining my
subject since I will be concerned with both the possi-

ble effects of modem, "civilized" warfare on present

and future generations and the effects of past warfare

on the present composition of the human gene pool.

To be sure, warfare is a cultural phenomenon, but

genetic change takes a long time; our present genes

may be due to adaptations of our prehuman ances-

tors. Hence, the genetic and demographic aspects of

aggression in other animals may be of use in an analy-

sis of human aggression.

Several possible biological effects of the various

kinds of warfare come to mind, but it should be em-
phasized at the outset that some are only possibiUties.

Therefore this paper, and others like it, are specula-

tive for the most part. Wright's (1965) massive com-
pendium contains the available demographic statis-

tics on wars of the last few centuries—and there are

Frank B. Livingstone, who is a professor at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, concentrates on physical anthro-

pology and human genetics.
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many—but I know of no study that demonstrates with

any certainty a specific genetic change attributable to

warfare. For the most part I will be concerned with

the genetic and demographic effects of war; that is,

whether war has altered the gene frequencies of any

population or influenced the population's size.

First, and most obvious, the death rate of young

males is increased by warfare, and usually the death

rate of the rest of the population, particularly the

weak and very young, is increased. Presumably, due

to the same consequences of war, the birth rate should

decrease, and this often happens. But it is a fact that

the birth rate actually rose in England and some other

European countries during World War II, and such a

rise invariably occurs after a war. The frequency of

bu-th malformations also has increased during wars

(Stott, 1962), which seems plausible, since such re-

sults can be obtained by subjecting animals to simi-

lar environmental stresses during pregnancy.

With the introduction of atomic weapons, the

hazards of previous wars have been increased by the

deleterious effects of radiation. The numerous studies

of survivors of the atomic attacks on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki indicate an increase in leukemia in those

exposed to radiation (summarized in Neel, 1963).

There is an association between leukemia and chro-

mosomal damage, so it would be reasonable to assume

that the gametes, particularly the sperm, should also

be affected. But detailed studies of the offspring of

atomic bomb survivors produced little evidence for

genetic damage by radiation. Only one measure of

genetic damage, the sex ratio, appeared to be signifi-

cantly altered (Neel, 1963). However, children ex-

posed to radiation in iitero have a much higher rate

of mental retardation (Wood et al., 1967). The in-

crease in radiation by military operations and testing,

as well as the peaceful uses of atomic energy, has un-

doubtedly increased the mutation rates to deleterious

genes in the human species, but this effect of atomic

warfare seems to have been overestimated, particu-

larly by the press, political pressure groups, and in

novels such as Huxley's Ape and Essence. In fact,

evidence seems to be accumulating that changes in

food habits and the increased use of a multitude of

new drugs have had more effect in increasing muta-

tions. Recent studies on the effects of LSD on leuko-

cytes, for example, show enormous chromosomal
changes. If similar damage is present in the reproduc-

tive cells and if reports of the widespread use of this

drug among college students are true, this one drug

has probably caused more mutations than all the

atomic explosions thus far.

The last two World Wars have been responsible for

enormous numbers of deaths, but it is nevertheless

questionable whether they have had any permanent
demographic significance. Certainly the effects of war
on the birth and death rates have caused a decrease

in population. In the case of Russia during World War
I and the subsequent revolution, the deficit between
expected population and the actual figures was about

5,000,000 during the height of the fighting and fam-

ine; but the population had recovered by 1927 (Lori-

mer, 1946). In World War II approximately 9 per

cent of the U.S.S.R.'s and 5 per cent of Germany's
population were killed, while for England and France

it was only 1 per cent, and for the United States an

infinitesimal 0.2 per cent. When we consider that

these slaughters occur about once a generation, the

conclusion seems inescapable that they have no signi-

ficant effect on the population growth or size and do
not act as forces controlling the population despite the

enormity of the slaughter in round figures (for the

world it comes to about 5 1 ,000,000 in World War II)

.

For Europe and the United States, the economic de-

pression of the 1930's had almost as much effect on
the birth and death rates. Furthermore, Wright's

(1965) statistics show that the twentieth century has

been the most lethal both in terms of numbers and
percentages; so that during the Christian Era wanciM
has not been a major force controlling the size of hu-

man populations. Even today the number of young
men killed in automobile accidents in one year, which
is itself less than 0.1 per cent of the age group, is

greater than all the American deaths in the Vietnam
war through the summer of 1967. This limited partici-

pation of the population in wars, and the extremely

low percentage that is either killed or wounded, have

been characteristic of the United States since its birth.

I'm not sure that this indicates a lack of patriotism,

but it is a fact that when the Capitol was burning in

1814, only 0.2 per cent of the population took up arms

to save the country. Only in the Civil War did 10 per

cent of the population become engaged in fighting each

other, and 1.3 per cent was either killed or wounded.
Given the negligible effects of modern warfare on

the size of human populations, it would seem to follow

that it has little effect on genetic evolution. As Haldane

(1953 ) has emphasized, those forces that tend to limit

the size of the population have the greatest effect as

agents of natural selection. Aside from the effects of

ionizing radiation on mutation, warfare would most

likely influence the two other forces of evolution:

natural selection and migration. The two World Wars
have been major causes of the huge migration within

and from Europe (Kulischer, 1948). In this way war-

fare can account in part for the variability in genetic

characteristics among human populations. But ge-

netic differences, whether actual or postulated, must
be due to natural selection.

Natural selection changes the genetic characteris-

tics of a population by either a differential mortality

or fertility of the specific genotypes. In order to be an

effective agent of natural selection, warfare must thus

account for a significant amount of mortality or differ-

ences in fertility. Crow (1958) devised an index that

measures the amount of selection that can occur, but

this does not mean that it actually will. It is necessary

to show that different genotypes have different mor-
talities from the agent in question. The differences in

mortaUty or fertility are expressed by differences in

fitness, which is defined by geneticists as the individu-

al's or genotype's contribution to the next generation.
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The problem then arises as to the magnitudes of the

differences in fitness witliin the human species and the

differences caused by warfare.

The mortality figures I have quoted above indicate

that modem warfare could not have had much effect

on the ongoing evolution of man. Even if the selection

were maximum or only one genotype was selected out

by warfare, it could not change the fitness of a com-

mon genotype by more than perhaps 5 per cent. This

emphasizes the point that most genetic change takes

a very long time: with this amount of selection it

would take about 25,000 years to replace one gene.

The human species just hasn't been civilized that long.

I think a further implication of this analysis is that

the eugenists are unduly worried. It is frequently said

that modern war, by selecting the healthiest and most

inteUigent for combat, is selecting for deleterious

genes. First of all, however, the amount of possible

selection is small since the percentage of the popula-

tion killed in warfare itself is so minimal as to be inef-

fective. In addition, this percentage was highest during

the Civil War, for which Hunt (1930) estimates that

out of a total of 5,281,683 males in the North between

18 and 45 years old, 316,937, or 6 per cent, were

killed. But, as Hunt shows, only 4 per cent of living

Harvard graduates died in the war; so, if we assume

that Harvard graduates have more than average in-

telligence and behave in the same way as the popula-

tion, intelligence does not seem to have been seriously

decreased by the Civil War. On the other hand, in

World War I only 0.6 per cent of the male population

between 22 and 49 years old died, while 1 per cent

of the Harvard graduates did (Hunt, 1930). The
patriotism of Harvard graduates may have increased,

but the genetic effects of the war on the level of the

population's intelligence were surely minimal.

Although the genetic effects of modern warfare

may not be great, the same may not be true for the

second topic of this paper, the effects of past warfare

patterns on the present composition of the human gene

pool. Siiice warfare is so ubiquitous in the human
species, there may be common genetic characteristics

that have been selected by warfare. Human behavior

has included internecine fighting from the time of

Sinanthropus and, since Broom and Schepers (1946)

found an australopithecene skull with a large rock

embedded in it, perhaps as early as 2,000,000 years

ago. During the long time when man was a hunter,

the social organization of the entire human species,

and consequently the warfare patterns, were probably

quite similar. The warfare patterns among shifting ag-

riculturists also seem to be comparable throughout the

world, and most of the world's populations were at

this cultural level for some 5,000 years.

In contrast to modern warfare, the contmual feud-

ing among hunters and shifting cultivators seems to

have accounted for a much greater proportion of the

deaths and thus could have been a major factor con-

trolling the size of human populations. For the Mum-
gin, Warner (1930) estimated that in a population of

700 adult males there were 200 deaths from fighting.

I

or 28 per cent, whDe the accounts from New Guinea,

such as Pospisil's ( 1958) of the Kapauku or van Baal

(1966) of the Marind Anim, seem to indicate an

enormous toll from warfare. However, there seem to

be few quantitative estimates, although Bennett,

Rhodes, and Robson (1959) have recorded a death

rate from tokabu, or ritual killing, among the Fore of

New Guinea of 14 per cent for adult males. For the

Yantjmamo of the Amazon, a death rate of 24 per

cent among adult males from fighting has been re-

corded by Chagnon, although he thinks this is an un-

derestimate. Nomadic pastorahsts, such as the Indians

of the Great Plains, and many early empires also

seem to have very high death rates due to warfare.

Again there are few figures, but Wissler's (1936)

compilation of population estimates for the Plains In-

dians shows a deficit of 50 per cent for adult males in

the Blackfoot Tribe in 1805, a 33 per cent deficit in

1858, while during the reservation period the sex ra-

tio rapidly approached 50-50. Finally, for the Valley

of Mexico just prior to the Spanish Conquest, Cook

(1946) estimates that for a population of 2,000,000,

the annual death rate was about 1 1 5,000^ with 15,000

the result of warfare and subsequent human sacrifice.

Cook concludes for Mexico that the 15 per cent in-

crease in the death rate due to warfare was sufficient

to act as a major controller of the population. I think

the evidence from areas still inhabited by hunters or

primitive agriculturists who are not under the control

of a national power indicates the same conclusion,

and thus, by implication, that warfare has been a ma-

jor agent of natiual selection. Warfare could also have

been a major factor determining the dispersion of hu-

man populations at this cultural level, so that it would

have effects on the other forces of evolution. The pop-

ulation size and, consequently, the amount of genetic

drift, the amount of inbreeding, and the amount of

gene flow among groups are all affected by population

dispersion. In addition, cannibalism, which is also an

ancient human trait and a frequent practice in war-

fare, could have been a means of transmission of a

newly discovered group of virus infections that act

like inherited traits (Gajdusek, Gibbs, and Alpers,

1965). One, kuru, is found among the Fore tribe of

New Guinea and was originally thought to be due to

a single gene when it was discovered some 10 years

ago, but it is now known to be due to a virus. How-
ever, its transmission is still a problem, and cannibal-

ism is one possibility.

Nevertheless, despite these other means by which

warfare could influence the genetic evolution of man,

its major effect would presumably be by natural selec-

tion. So the question arises, selection for what? The

obvious answer seems to be fighting ability, which

would include both physical and psychological charac-

teristics. Either intragroup or intergroup conflict

within a species would probably lead to selection for

size and strength. For humans, as well as most ani-

mals, the strong, "silent" genotypes are given the most

opportunities to mate. Fighting in animals leads to

threat behavior; thus, threat features such as beards,
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manes, and natural warpaint in the form of brightly

colored faces are selected for and become exagger-

ated. Large body size, sexual dimorphism, and these

threat features tend to occur together, as in the ba-

boons, who have a rigid dominance gradient and more

intragroup conflict. Goodhart -(I960) has proposed

that beards and the distribution of body hair in man,

which is similar in all human groups, although the

amount of hair may vary, can be interpreted in terms

of threat displays. Beards cannot be explained by ch-

matic adaptation since women and children suffer as

much from cold; neither can axillary and pubic hair,

and they seem to be unexplainable in terms of any

other function. But they do seem to contribute to the

threatening appearance of an adult male.

Some of the body-size differences among human
populations may also be due to selection by intra- or

inter-group conflict. The Nilotic peoples of East Af-

rica and the Vikings of Scandinavia are among the

tallest human populations and do seem to have been

fighters to a much greater extent than the Pygmies of

the Congo or the Bushmen, who, however, did have

wars when they had the Kalahari to themselves

(Schapera, 1951 ). Of course, to be a selective factor,

success in warfare has to be related to size and strength

and not to abihty to ride horses, shoot poison arrows,

or sneak quietly through the jungle. In any case, war-

fare may have been one contributing factor to body-

size differences, but there were surely other selective

factors, such as climate or nutrition.

Finally, the problem as to whether warfare has se-

lected for any psychological characteristics, in par-

ticular aggression or bellicosity, raises the question as

to the future of warfare and its inevitability. This has

always been a popular topic for discussion and never

more than at present. Recently two books have ap-

peared that attribute to man an aggressive or killer

instinct (Lorenz, 1966; Ardrey, 1966). This view has

been widely publicized, implying that the solution

to the problem of stopping warfare seems to be to

divert this instinctive aggression to other pursuits, for

which there have been many suggestions. Sports seems

to be a favorite (Lorenz, 1966), but as Haldane re-

marked (1952), "sportsmen are not usually con-

spicuous as pacificists." Haldane's suggestion was "an

organized struggle against the natural forces which

are adverse to men," and recently the space race

(Storr, 1964) has been added to the kinds of com-
petition that are thought to be substitutes for war.

Implicit in these suggestions is the assumption that

innate aggression is the major explanation for human
warfare. If this is accepted, then it seems to imply fur-

ther that differences in the amount of warfare among
human populations are due to varying amounts of

this genetic trait. So we are back to the explanation

that the Plains Indians waged war because they- were
warlike. In the past this has not been a useful ap-

proach to the problem, but to reject this as an adequate
explanation of human warfare does not mean that

there are no genetic differences in behavior that are

due to selection by warfare. Obviously societies have

to recruit individuals for the roles necessary for the

society to survive. They do this by placing high value

on these roles, which leads to greater procreation

by the individuals who fill them. Thus, Lorenz (1966)

can be absolutely correct in his assertion that the

Plains Indians' behavior is unduly "aggressive" be-

cause of selection by warfare. But it still doesn't ex-

plain the presence of warfare. As a comparable exam-

ple for a known genetic trait, the sickle-ceU gene is

found in high frequencies in Africa because malaria

is endemic there, but it is not true that Africans have

survived in a malarious region because of their high

frequencies of the sickle-cell gene. The presence of

this gene has little effect on the average fitness or

reproduction rate of the population. And it also has

little effect on the transmission of malaria despite

Weisenfeld's (1967) recent effort to demonstrate

such an effect. Sickle-ceU trait carriers get malaria but

just do not die from it. In fact, there is some question

as to whether they produce more gametocytes (the

forms of the parasite infective to mosquitoes) than

normals and thus increase transmission of the disease.

Just as there may have been some selection in some
societies for aggression, there may also have been se-

lection at other times and places for the "instinct" of

non-aggression. But all human societies have had little

trouble teaching their members to kill other human
beings, and especially those of another society. And
contrary to resolutions by anthropologists, there

seems to be no moral revulsion involved. Man can be

trained to kill as easily as other animals. Accounts of

attacks by gorillas in zoos seem to indicate the same
lack of revulsion or "morality," but frequently there

seems to be no pleasure or viciousness either. Perhaps

the fact that man has been a carnivore for a consider-

able length of time can account for an ability to kill

efficiently, but other carnivores do not kill members
of their own species as man so often does. As.
Scott (1962) says, "The comparative physiology of

fighting behavior in animals yields the extremely im-

portant conclusion that the primary stimulation for

fighting behavior is external; that is, there is no spon-

taneous internal stimulation which makes it necessary

for an individual to fight irrespective of the outside

environment. The physiological and emotional factors

involved in the agonistic behavioral system are thus

quite different from those involved in sexual and in-

gestive behavior."

If we conclude with Scott that human warfare is

not due to any instinct, then we should be able to out-

fine the environmental conditions that lead to waiiare

and explain why man kills his own species in such

great numbers. Very simply, the major environmen-

tal factor is an unstable ecological community. When
it invades a new area, any animal population will in-

crease up to some optimum density and then fluctuate

around this value, which is approximately the carrying

capacity of the population's ecological niche. Any ani-

mal population that is still expanding in its range or

population is thus unstable, and this has been char-

acteristic of the great majority of human populations
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in the last few hundred years. Perhaps this is just an-

other way of stating a lebensraum argument for war,

but it raises the question: what happens when the

species runs out of lebensraum? In these ecological

circumstances, territoriality, the defense of which

leads to fighting, begins to control the size of the popu-

lation. The behavior associated with territoriahsm

evolves into all kinds of rituals, which establish win-

ners and losers with little loss of life. As Wynne-Ed-
wards (1962) points out, conventional competitions

substitute for contests over real rewards, and these

select for display characteristics of the competitors.

Society can be viewed as an organization that pro-

vides for conventional competition.

If we apply these concepts to man, I think that

much of human fighting has been found in unstable

ecological circumstances, such as the plains of North

America after the introduction of the horse. The head-

hunters of many parts of New Guinea and the Iban of

Sarawak also seem to be in unstable environments with

some populations expanding until recently. But the

elaborate conventions involved in headhunting or

coup counting, like the Geneva conventions, indicate

that cultures have evolved ritual competitions that

include killing members of the same society, by which

I mean those individuals subscribing to the same con-

ventions. This is quite different from the competition

of other animal species. It is probably due to the re-

cent evolution of man's conventions in the last 2,000

to 3,000 years, but it may also be due to man's unique

ability to symbol. Many anthropologists have said

that man is the only animal who knows he will die,

which also implies he alone knows a vanquished

enemy can return later—older, wiser, and bigger.

Man's ecology is different from that of other ani-

mals in another way. He alone seems to occupy many
different ecological niches, which have very different

behaviors and optimum population densities associ-

ated with them. Thus, one human population fre-

quently eliminates or displaces another one with a

different way of life. Among other animal species

there is frequently a considerable amount of fighting

among close ecological competitors, and much human
warfare has been due to competition between differ-

ent cultures for the same area. However, it is not

usual for one group of animals to replace another of

the same species. The fact that man occupies many
different ecological niches with different behavior as-

sociated with them has prompted Erikson (1966) to

refer to human cultures as pseudospecies. Ecologi-

cally, they do act like different species, which, I think,

is another reason for the great prevalence of fighting

among populations of the human species. Genetically,

of course, man is one species, and there are no present

circumstances where human populations seem to be

undergoing the process of speciation that results in

one area being shared by two genetically closed popu-

lations with different ecological niches. Indeed, the

opposite seems to be occurring. I don't think there is

any doubt that sooner or later all mankind will be

participating in a single world culture.

Most human ecological diversity has occurred since

the evolution of agriculture, which is still spreading to

some areas of the world inhabited by hunters. Hence,

taking the world as a whole, this ecological niche is

not at equilibrium. As our estimates show, warfare

seems to be a major factor controlhng the size of hu-

man populations among many primitive agriculturists.

On the other hand, and despite Warner's (1930) fig-

ures for the Murngin, the Australian aborigines seem
to have evolved a social organization that controlled

the size of the population without warfare. For the

most part the control of population in Australia, as

well as among the Bushmen, was by infanticide. With

a stable population all the territory was divided into

ritually owned home bases of patrilineal kin groups

whom no one would think of displacing by fighting.

Each family had on the average one son and one

daughter, who was exchanged by various systems for

a wife for the son. Among the Murngin and other

tribes, this was not a direct exchange but involved the

participation of many other kin groups. As Warner

(1937) points out, most of the fightmg was over

women who were not exchanged properly. But there

was little warfare over space. I see no reason why the

human species will not control its population in the

near future, but in a different manner, and evolve a so-

cial organization with non-lethal, conventional com-

petition for the regulation of behavior and territory.

Alternatives to War
by Margaret Mead

In this essay, I shaU consider together all forms of

warfare in which defined groups engage in pur-

poseful, organized, and socially sanctioned combat

involving killing each other and the willingness to die.

If a people have, as part of their cultural reper-

toire of behavior, articulated rules that distinguish in-

tragroup from organized extragroup killing, they will

be said to have the institution of warfare, whether

it occurs frequently or infrequently in practice.

I assume that warfare, as defined here, and the dis-

tinction between intragroup and extragroup killing

are social inventions without a specific biological ba-

sis (Mead, 1942, 1963a). I assume that we must

take into account man's capacity to use symbolic

means to define who is, and who is not, a member
of his own group, and that in man—in contradistinc-

tion to members of other mammalian species—there

are no built-in, culture-independent devices for rit-

ualizing intragroup fighting. Instead, the capacity to

symbolize makes it possible for men to define other

men socially in two ways : ( 1 ) as comparable to con-

specifics, and so inappropriate objects for killing, al-
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though often appropriate for physical combat,' espe-

cially between rivalrous males, or (2) as, effectively,

non-conspecifics, and either prey, predator, or rival.

The ethological literature on aggression and terri-

toriahty (Ardrey, 1966; Giorer, 1966a, 1967; Lorenz,

1966) seems to me to lack clear discussion of the

conditions within which other creatures, non-conspe-

cifics, are neither prey nor predator, but coincidental

rivals for the same prey or for the same hunting or

nesting territory or even highway. The occasionally

reported "battles" between troops of apes or mon-
keys, and the controversy over the claim that there

are yearly "battles" between eagles and storks during

their joint migrations over Turkey (London Times,

1967), would be cases in point. Territoriality, which

within a group reduces conflict, would, under condi-

tions of temporary or periodic crowding, result in

something that looked Hke the least organized form

of human group conflict and that might be theoretical-

ly regarded as the precursor of warfare. There is still

a strong case to be made against identifying the so-

cial institution of taboos on murder with any built-in

instinctual equipment for the recognition of conspe-

cifics. Nor can we safely assume any built-in aggres-

sive tendency to kill other human beings, or members
of other human groups who carry physical or social

indicators of belonging to another human group. I

would simply argue, as Gorer (1966b) does, that

man lacks these instinctual controls, and not, as Lo-

renz and Ardrey do, that warfare is an extension of

built-up aggression toward rivals for mates, territory,

or food. But I would add to Gorer's argument the

factor of symbolization in man, and argue that the

identification of an enemy suitable for warfare, in

which others are seen as non-human, is sociaUy anal-

ogous to other animals' identification of prey or pred-

ator. Conversely, those forms of warfare that are

sometimes identified as play—tournaments, conflicts

between individual "champions" of rivalrous groups,

American Plains Indians' warfare (Benedict, 1959),

with death low on the list of counting coup—can be

seen as analogies to those conspecific rivalries among
certain animals that do not have a^ their aim (but do
have as a by-product) the death of one or the other

of the two involved in ritual aggression, and which

under conditions of crowding (Calhoun, 1948) may
lead to murder.

This argument is still being pursued with inade-

quate knowledge of human culture by the etholo-

gists; there has been only preliminary experimen-

tation by the ethologists, and the invocation of

selected ethological examples by anthropologists. The
resolution of the argument is essential if alternatives

to war are to be scientifically considered. If the claim

of built-in biological aggression—as made by Lorenz,

as adumbrated journalistically by Ardrey, and as as-

sumed in many psychoanalytic discussions—were to

be substantiated, then the social measures necessary

to prevent warfare might include ways of modifying

the gene pool or radical changes in diet, which in turn

might, as Lorenz believes, have serious consequences

for the exercise of other valuable human character-

istics. In the present state of the evidence, there does

remain the possibility that certain types of aggression

may be "built into" some individuals. This would
leave open the possibility of differential distribution

of relevant genes in different populations—especial-

ly in very small populations—and the accompanying

possibility that such behavior can therefore be "read

in" or programmed culturally in many other human
constitutional types. Finally, there may be constitu-

tional types endowed with built-in controls against

lethal aggression, where not only conspecifics but also

living prey or predators are concerned. It may also be

that the production of a social environment in which

no living creatures were used as food or pets or work
assistants might be sufficient eventually to extinguish

the human capacity to kill living things, but alterna-

tively this might make it socially impossible to modu-.,

late and teach the difference between permissible and

impermissible killing either of other living things or of

other human beings (Mead, 1964).

For the purposes of this paper, however, we regard

warfare as a cultural artifact, which can be used by
any human group but is not specifically biologically

underwritten. It is a social invention (Mead, 1940)
\

in the same way that the wheel is a social invention,

with the probability that it was invented many times

by early man, in the course of the development of

language, tools, and social organization. And here

one further peculiarity must be mentioned: the dis-

tinction between tools and weapons. Tools are exten-

sions of the manual abilities of both sexes, although

restricted in some special forms to one sex or the

;

other, and weapons, designed for hunting, defense,

and combat, have usually been restricted to males.

With a few brief exceptions, social sanction has never

been given to the habitual use of weapons by women,
and women have been left to fight, when they fought,

with only their natural equipment—fingernails and

teeth, or temporarily adapted tools such as the digging

stick, the distaff, the rolling pin. This circumstance

has not been sufficiently integrated into the ethologi-

cal discussion. It is notable that all consideration of

females disappears when Lorenz (1966) reaches his

discussion of human aggression. One of the most in-

sightful treatises on the possibihties of innate aggres-

sion, William Golding's novel Lord of the Flies

(1955) creates an artificial society of boys in which

females are absent. It may be important to consider

that the biological bases of aggression in the two sexes

—in human beings as in other mammals—may differ

significantly and that the female characteristically

fights only for food or in defense of her young, and

then fights to kill, without the built-in checks on con-

specific murder that are either socially or biologically

present in males. Arming women, as has been done

in this century, may be a suicidal course.

If war is an invention, we can then examine the

functions it has served in the past. And in any discus-

sion of alternatives to war, as in any discussion of any

sequence of inventions, it is necessary to investigate
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whether the functions fulfilled by warfare in the past

are functions necessary today in modern society

—

and, if so, what other inventions can fulfill them bet-

ter. First, I think, we may insist that a functioning in-

vention will be used at least until rendered obsolete

either by another invention or set of inventions, by

the disappearance of the function it performed, or by

becoming dysfunctional. We can also argue that un-

less a better invention is found, a previous invention

will continue to be used as long as it fulfills some so-

cially recognized function. Recognizing the extent of

cultural lag in many cases, we also must reckon with

the continuation of earlier inventions even when a

better invention exists, as when human labor is in-

voked in the absence of machines, or when, during

warfare and revolution, people return to earlier tech-

nologies. It is unlikely at present that the knowledge

of warfare—as an invention—could disappear from

human knowledge. Therefore this knowledge has to

be reckoned with in any discussion of the possibility

of a warless world. The knowledge of methods of

nuclear warfare has to be regarded as a component

of modem culture in the foreseeable future, how-
ever much we ban tests or eliminate stockpiles.

Warfare is a known resource whose practice, im-

der a variety of conditions, may be functional : to re-

pel attack; to add territory, subjects, or fellow citizens

to own territory; to establish autonomy or freedom

from subordination; to provide targets cmtside the

country when the maintenance of power is threatened

from within; to provide sources of food or minerals;

and even, in some cases, to provide a market for mu-
nitions makers or an excuse for the maintenance of a

heated up economy that serves a group in power.

What then are the necessary conditions within

which this invention will not be used? One condition

is the recognition by all relevant groups that scien-

tific warfare would result in the complete eUmination

of the own group as well, and consequently of the

values that its members have been educated to de-

fend. We have in some respects approached this con-

dition today, as far as some of the leadership of the

industrialized blocs are concerned, but the perpetua-

tion of the willingness to go to war under nuclear

threat in most of the world, including the citizens of

those states whose leaders are best informed about

the consequences of nuclear warfare, soiggests that it

is very difiicult to convince people of the uselessness

of dying for something that would no longer be em-
bodied in other human beings.

Furthermore, the last ten years have demonstrated

that, as the world is currently organized, the threat of

nuclear warfare, and the accompanying relative im-

mobilization of the great powers vis-a-vis each other,

neither prevent the proliferation of other forms of

warfare nor decrease the violence within national

states that may become civil war. It is therefore neces-

sary to distinguish between (1) the immediate con-

sequences of the balance of terror, (2) the recog-

nition that warfare on a world scale is not only no
longer functional, as it has often been in the past, but

actually endangers the entire population of the planet,

and (3) the development of values that may in time

make it easier to discard war as a political tool. We
may also argue that the failure to use the invention of

nuclear warfare as a suflScient condition for the estab-

lishment of international order after World War II

was due to the absence of other necessary inventions

and alternatives to the political-economic arrange-

ments in this interconnected world.

Warfare depends upon the estabUshment of un-

equivocal and mutually exclusive identities and loyal-

ties, today represented by national boundaries. As
long as there exists the permanent definition of one's

own group, within which to kill is murder, as opposed

to groups whom it may be virtuous to risk one's life to

kill, warfare or the threat of warfare with its accom-

paniment of uncontrolled violence among smaller

nations, or subnational groups, can easily be invoked.

Various modifications of our present conceptions

of the nation-state are possible. The present defini-

tion predicates the state upon its absolute right and

continuing ability to n^ke war on other states. This

definition, supported by properly developed sanctions

and accepted definitions, could be changed to an em-
phasis on nationhood in which the identity and power
of each state are a function of the identity and power
of all other nations, as is the case where federations

succeed in blocking internal warfare and strengthen-

ing the security, well-being, and identity of each

group as a function of its membership in the larger

group. It is frequently argued that federations have

been dependent upon external enemies and therefore

are impractical forms to use as models for a single

world order. But internal order has been attained by

societies without the need of invoking external en-

emies, once social forms made possible the identifica-

tion of all members as equally human and exempt

from treatment as non-human. So slaves have been

freed, children released from the brutal domination

of parents and teachers, women given rights, and mi-

norities given full citizenship, as social identifications

have been altered in belief and in practice. If nations

were defined as owing their status to the existence

and prosperity of other nations, their security to the

security of other nations, and if emphasis were placed

upon interdependence rather than independence,

concepts of nationhood could replace nationaUsm.

Such changes in our present world organization would

involve altering the appeal of nation-states. That is,

we must find other ways to perform those organiza-

tional and identity-bestowing functions now met by
nation-states. Substituting multilateral responsibilities

for bilateral agreements is one way in which this

change could be promoted. A second structural de-

vice would be the development of multinationality,

but it seems unlikely that this would be adequate

without further changes in international structures.

But as long as nation-states are the building blocks of

international structures, regional organization or non-

localized power blocks will represent the weakness

inherent in their component parts. Any component in
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an overarching structure designed to eliminate war

must, by necessity, not make possible the total defini-

tion of members of another group as non-human and

suitable for kiDing. International organizations built

of nation-states, in whatever combination, are always

liable to return to warfare. For this reason the simple

federation model is not a feasible alternative.

If the model of a single hierarchical state is used

to represent a possible future world community, we
then have to reckon, not with the traditional view

of warfare in which the enemy are defined as non-

human, but with the cultural acceptance of the less

ancient, but equally well-supported social belief in

the rights of local, geographicaOy based groups vis-a-

vis superordinate groups governing larger territories.

This belief, which those who think territoriaUty is so

important trace to animal societies, is, however, also

subject to man's capacity to symbolize. The intrinsic

right to self-determination and autonomy of a local-

ized group can easily be extended to non-localized

groups conceived as more human—as against the less

human or the non-human other. Religious groups

have this capacity, and most of them have exercised

it, and divisions along hnes of racial identity, lan-

guage, custom, and political ideologies have proven

just as potent rallying points as geographical conti-

nuity. It is true that since the invention of the autono-

mous nation-state they have had to capture the state

mechanism in order to actually make efficient, social-

ly sanctioned war, so that the cultural appeals of nm-
tually exclusive geographical and ideological identi-

ties reinforce each other. But a scrutiny of history

suggests that the elimination of one without the other

wiU not be sufficient. The present demand for a the-

ology of revolution (World Conference on Church
and Society, 1967) is only another form of the old

demand for a theology of the divine right of kings and
the legitimacy of wars between nation-states in which

the priesthoods of. the same religion could each pray

for victory. Any form of world state within which the

components can rearrange their loyalties so that mem-
bers of other identifiable groups can be defined as

legitimate prey—and so non-human—or as predators

whom it is noble to fight and kill—and so non-human
—cannot be regarded as a social invention that can

actually prevent war. Ideas of revolution and holy

wars would continue to threaten its stability, just as

geographical loyalties would continue to threaten the

federation model.

Our organizational task, then, may be defined as

reducing the strength of all mutually exclusive loyal-

ties, whether of nation, race, class, reUgion, or ideol-

ogy, and constructing some quite different form of

organization in which the memories and the organi-

zational residues of these former exclusive loyalties

cannot threaten the total structure. The difiiculty of

arriving at such a conception only attests to the dan-

gerous hold of past -models on our imagination.

One of the principal contributions of anthropology

should be to distill from our available treasure house
of small and unusual social models—many of them

outside the single, narrow, and steadily converging

mainstream of "civilization"—new combinations and
new forms that wiU release us from our historically

limited imaginations. The proposals I am going to

make stem from a series of anthropological contribu-

tions to the subject of alternatives to war, in the speci-

fication of necessary conditions and the prefiguration

of new forms (Malinowski, 1948). Ruth Benedict

(1959) insisted upon the importance of institutional

arrangements rather than human motives as the es-

sential and modifiable elements in the consideration

of warfare. Gregory Bateson (1936, 1948, 1949)

brought warfare within the formulations of cybernet-

ics, self-perpetuating systems, and positive feedback

runaways, by combining Richardson's (1960) neg-

lected theory of an armaments race with the emerging

cross-disciplinary language of cybernatics (Foerster,

1950-56). Geoffrey Gorer (1949) has concentrated

on the importance of developing smaller, crosscutting

forms of group identification and on the relationships

between ethology and discussions of warfare. Alvin

Wolfe (1963) drew upon his anthropological training

in identifying an emerging form of acephalous con-

trol, against which rebellion or revolt was impossible.

As a prelude to more specific suggestions that uti-

lize all of these, I should like to discuss Alvin Wolfe's

model in some detail. In his paper (1962) he identi-

fied the new form of control over minerals in Africa

by overlapping membership of boards, which them-

selves had different geographical centers of influence;

the mineral industry, with board memberships reach-

ing from Brussels to San Francisco, and international

agreements on the subject of the controlled produc-

tion of industrial diamonds including Moscow, ac-

tually had superseded the power of either the former

colonial powers or the national governments of emerg-

ing African states. He showed how this acephalous

organization was one that could neither be joined nor

resigned from, based as it was on overlapping mem-
bership in which no one membership could be seen as

primarily related to the whole.

Another important point is that control broke down
as the Belgian Union Miniere tried to excise old forms

of nationally-based exclusive power, and disorders

in the Congo have been a continuing sequela.

Our new models for world organization can be

asked to meet the following negative requirements:

1. Absence of forms of organization that provide

any mutually exclusive self-identifications.

2. Absence of self-perpetuating, accelerating sys-

tems that involve positive feedback runaways.

3. Absence of the kind of hierarchical, linear, or

branching structures in which the component units

can be seen as of the same sort—and so opposed—or

as presenting organizational lines of fission.

As positive requirements they should:

1

.

Provide order, as well as prevent major wars.

2. Provide for the distribution of the essentials and

goods of life among all the peoples of the planet,

such that their common and shared species member-
ship is not violated and so accompanied by denial.



3. Distribute centers of power in organizational

functions that will necessarily be worldwide, such as

control of food, banking, communication, policing,

travel and migration, and protection of the natural en-

vironment, so that no two coincide geographically and

so that the structures expressing these functions are

dissimilar in such dimensions as size, internal rela-

tionship between organizational levels, number of

constitutent regions, etc., in order to reduce possibili-

ties of symmetrical conflict among them. No one of

these administrative structures should command other

than professional loyalties.

4. Establish the conditions for self-identification

with an initial, small, geographically located group,

within which all the component individuals could be

personally known, to underwrite each child's need
for identity and security. These needs have been well

spelled out (Erikson, 1963; Soddy, 1961).

5. Establish the conditions for a variety of mutual-

ly overlapping and non-exclusive identifications with

larger groups of many kinds, without any single or

overriding loyalty.

Finally there are conditions of order without which

it would be impracticable to discuss such new world-

wide arrangements. The non-fulfillment of these con-

ditions might seriously prolong the present state of

worldwide anarchy, small wars, and disorder. It will

be necessary:

1 . To continue to prevent nuclear war.

.2. To establish adequate technological and politi-

cal means to halt the rapid pollution and deterioration

of the biosphere.

3. To establish the technology and the ethics to

halt the present rate of population increase and re-

store it to a balance with food supplies and human re-

sources of maturity and skill.

4. To increase food production without intensify-

ing the present consequences in the destruction of the

biosphere.

5. To estabUsh a worldwide secondary spoken lan-

guage that will equalize the positions of speakers of

all languages, large and small (this means adopting

a poHtically negligible natural language), and some
form of glyphic and written communication that will

be independent of lexicographic considerations, hke
Chinese, but more formal, simpler, and easier to learn

and to execute (Benedict, 1948; Deutsch, 1966; Mead,
1948, 1963b, 1965; Mead and Metraux, 1965).

6. To find ways in which young males, in an in-

creasingly urbanized environment, can validate their

courage and physical competence as substitutes for

the validations once provided by exacting natural en-

vironments and war, in order to prevent the conse-

quences in urban violence that we are seeing all over

the world today.

7. To find effective but non-lethal ways to control

large masses of people.

We should, finally, build into all plans methods of

assaying the unanticipated by-products of taking

first steps in any given direction. Although general

systems theory—the sophisticated successor of cyber-

netics—has provided us with both a cross-disciplinary

and cross-ideological medium of communication, it

has not been self-conscious enough in allowing for

changes when it itself is applied. Our knowledge of

biological behavior of all sorts, and particularly of

human behavior, is so imperfect that long-term plan-

ning without allowance for multiple feedback often

does more harm than good.
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There are few animals that are free

from predators, and the protective

behavior that predation has brought

about varies endlessly. In many ani-

mals the attack of the predator is held

in check by counterattack on the part

of its intended victim or. if this is

impossible, by flight. Occasionally,

the best protection is afforded if the

intended victim neither fights nor

runs. This is true of certain protec-

tive behavior shown by ants in which

one member of the colony acts as a

door to the nest.

The technical term for such activ-

ity is phragmosis, which literally

means '"the state of a hedge." This

can be broadened to "the process of

being a barrier." But, while the sec-

ond version may be more under-

standable, it is a very partial defini-

tion of phragmosis. When an alert

football guard blocks a quarterback

sneak he has obviously been a bar-

rier, for he has placed himself so that

an oncoming opponent has not been

able to get past him. But phragmosis

is not involved here because the

guard has operated actively and in

the open. The definition of phrag-

mosis demands that the blocker must

do its job within a closely confining

area and that it must be inactive if

the blocking is to be successful. For

the best results it should not be ap-

parent that the blocker is there at all.

It follows that phragmosis is an un-

spectacular and passive business. The

concealed nature of phragmosis is,

in fact, one reason why it has been so

little studied. We do not even have a

proper term to apply to the individual

who is performing the phragmosis.

In ant colonies this function is re-

stricted to the nest-founding female

or the major worker (a large, wing-

less female without genital organs)

.

Since the individual engaged in

phragmosis must stand just within

the entrance of the nest, it is often

called a janitor. But an ant engaged

in phragmosis is both the doorman
and the door. Its responses determine

who may enter and leave the nest, and
its physical features are the basis on

which this determination rests. An
individual who is a door can function

effectively only if it fits the door-

frame; in the phragmotic ants the liv-

ing doors have been altered by the

processes of evolution to make them

^r7^^r7?^
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fit their frames with greater accuracy.

Most of what we know about

phragmosis has been derived from a

study of members of the genus Cryp-

tocerus or of members of the sub-

genus Colobopsis in the genus Cam-

ponotus. Other ants practice this type

of defense, but they are less well

know-n. Structurally the two groups

have virtually nothing in common.

Since each belongs to a different sub-

family it must be supposed that their

phragmotic responses evolved inde-

pendently and can only be considered

together because the same end result

is produced.

As far as is known at present, all

members of Cryptocerus and Colo-

bopsis nest in woody tissue. The con-

nection between this and phragmosis

should be clear if the nature of the

doorframe is considered. The shape

and size of any nest entrance con-

structed in soil is difficult to keep

constant. Yet it is vital to a phrag-

motic ant that the nest entrance be

of a constant shape and size if it is

to be sealed by a living barrier. On
this basis it would be expected that

ground-dwelling ants would seldom

practice phragmosis, and this is the

case. One of the very few that do so

is Camponotus ulcerosus. Although

this species nests in soil it avoids the

difficulty of a crumbling doorframe

by constructing a carton shield—

a

paper-thin sheet of vegetable matter,

cemented together with salivary se-

cretions—with an opening of the

proper size, above the opening in the

soil. With tree-dwelling species, the

situation is entirely different. Their

nests may be set up in wood so hard

and durable that there will be no ap-

preciable change in the nest entrance

during the life of the colony. It is

interesting to note that in the south-

ern United States and northern Mexi-

co the nests of phragmotic ants are

more often encountered in the ex-

tremely hard live oak trees than any-

where else.

If a nest-founding female of a

phragmotic ant picks a live oak as a

nest site, she will find that much of

her work has already been done for

her. The limbs of live oaks are ex-

tensively tunneled by the larvae of

various wood-boring beetles. These

usually construct unbranched pas-

sages several inches long, with a

blind inner end where the larva

pupates. After the beetle has become

an adult, it then burrows a new and

somewhat smaller tunnel to the sur-

face of the branch, where it then

exits. The operations of the beetle

larvae result in the death of the limb

in which they have been boring, and

by the time the ant reaches the limb

the bark has usually dropped off. The
openings made by the beetles are then

clearly visible. All that the nest-

founding female has to do is to select
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one and back into it. She does not

even need to clear the main passage

of waste materials left by the larva,

for the exit passage made by the

beetle will accommodate her and her

initial brood. Once the female has as-

sumed an occluding posture at the

mouth of the tunnel, the nest becomes

virtually impregnable and nothing

can get past the living door to de-

stroy the eggs deeper in the tunnel.

When the eggs hatch and the brood

matures, the maj or workers take over

the job of occlusion.

Having considered the doorframe,

let us now look at the door. In this

it is best to study the maj or worker

rather than the female, for our knowl-

edge of the worker's behavior is

much more complete. It was origin-

ally supposed that the phragmotic

patterns of Cryptocerus and Colobop-

sis were essentially the same, but as

more data came to light, it has be-

come clear that the two groups have

quite different phragmotic behavior.

It is often said that the head of the

major of Colobopsis is shaped like a

cork. This is not quite true, for the

smaller end of the "cork" is not cir-

cular in outline. But the simile calls

attention to the fact that the larger

end, consisting of the truncated part

of the head and the mandibles, is al-

most perfectly circular. The diameter

of this circle is somewhat greater

than the maximum width or height

of the thorax. It follows that if the

major of Colobopsis holds its head

so that the long axis of the head is

parallel to that of the thorax the ant

can, so to speak, hide behind the

front of its own head. Moreover, if

the major places the front of its head

in a circular aperture whose diameter

is slightly greater than that of the

head, almost all of the space inside

the aperture will be filled up. If the

aperture is the nest entrance, this ac-

tion will have effectively blocked ad-

mission to the nest of any intruder of

significant size.

It should be understood that even

with the best-fitting doorframe there

is always a slight gap between the

frame and the door. But this gap is

so narrow that when the major is in

the occluding position its head can-

not be moved enough to create a pas-

sageway between its rim and that of

the nest entrance. Therefore, when a
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minor worker of Colobopsis wishes

to enter or leave the nest, the occlud-

ing major is forced to back down the

passage to where it widens out

enough to let the minor squeeze past.

While the ant colony is actively for-

aging, the major of Colobopsis is

constantly moving back from the nest

entrance and returnina to it as the

flanged rim. At the rear of the head
the occipital angles project beyond
the disk like two triangular ears. Be-

hind these is the anterior margin of

a massive thorax, which is fully as

wide as the head. With the head in its

normal position the top of the thorax

is well above the level of the rear

border of the head. It is impossible

A minor worker of Cryptocerus

texanus awaits admission at the nest

entrance, which is blocked by the

major worker. As a major crouches

and moves jortvard, a space is

opened, thereby permitting entry.

minors pass in or out of the nest. But

when there is no traffic the door re-

mains closed.

None of this is true of the major of

Cryptocerus. Its head has not the

least resemblance to a cork. Seen

from above its most prominent fea-

ture is the cephalic disk, a saucer-like

oval area embracing most of the head

and outlined by a conspicuous,

for the major of Cryptocerus to use

the cephalic disk as the major of

Colobopsis uses the truncated surface

of its head, for if the head of the

Cryptocerus major is held with its

long axis parallel to that of the

thorax, the disk will be parallel tc

the roof of the nest passage. Insteac

the major worker uses the cephalic

disk in combination with the front o:

the thorax, which together form i

roughly oval barrier. The fit is no

as good as it is with the Colobopsu

major, but it is effective when usee

to block the oval nest entrance.

When it is in the occluding posi

tion the head of the Cryptoceru.



major slopes down from the thorax

like the blade of a sno^vplo\v. As a

rule the mandibles rest on the floor

of the nest passage, just inside the

entrance. When the minors wish to

enter or leave the nest the major
moves forward slightly and crouches.

The forward movement brings the

mandibles beyond the rim of the nest

the door is never completely out of

the frame, even during periods of

heavy traffic.

Thus, in these two genera the parts

of the insect that make up the barrier

are largely different, as are the reac-

tions that allow the passage of minors

past the barrier. The only feature

shared by the phragmotic patterns of

entrance, and when the major

crouches, the front part of the head

is depressed below the floor of the

passage. At the same time the thorax

is lowered enough to make a space

between it and the roof of the pas-

sage. Through this space the minor
passes. It sometimes happens that the

major rises again before the minor
has gone through the gap. When this

occurs the minor is pinned between

the major's thorax and the roof of

the nest passage. Oddly enough, the

major is usually in no hurry to re-

lease such minors, and they often

stay trapped until the door opens

again to admit another worker. Here

the two groups is the fact of occlu-

sion itself. It -would seem, therefore,

that the important thing is not how
the door is constructed nor how it is

opened, but that it will remain shut

\vhen the occasion demands. Since

the door is a living individual this

calls for some unusual behavior. This

can be best understood by showing

how it differs from that of tree-dwell-

ing ants that are not phragmotic.

Consider, as an example of one

sort of behavior, the responses of

Pseudomyrmex belli, which nests in

the hollow spines of bull-horn acacia

trees. The nest entrance consists of

a single, small oval opening quite

similar in size and shape to those

found in the nests of phragmotic

species. When a nest of belli is dis-

turbed, its members rapidly stream

out through the nest entrance and at-

tack the intruder with highly painful

stings. Thus, the protection of the

belli colony consists of an active and

aggressive response, which moves the

ants away from the nest entrance.

Another species, Pseudomyrmex
apache, exhibits an avoidance reac-

tion when the nest is threatened. It

usually nests in the abandoned beetle

burrows in live oak limbs. When the

nest is threatened, the workers of

apache ordinarily withdraw into the

burrow to avoid confrontation with

the intruder. Here again it should be
observed that the response involved

is an active one that removes the ants

from the vicinity of the nest entrance.

It should now be clear why the be-

havior of an occluding major of a

phragmotic ant is so remarkable—the
ant shows no obvious response to dan-

ger stimuli that produce great activ-

ity in other ants. This does not mean
that the major is doing nothing, for

the door remains in the doorframe,
blocking entry. On the basis of cur-

rent views of insect behavior this re-

sponse or, perhaps more accurately,

this lack of response is entirely auto-

matic. The ant cannot do other than
remain passive. But one sometimes
wonders if this view is not a little

too rigid.

The major of Camponoliis ulcer-

osus, mentioned earlier in this article,

generally a perfectly passive door,

may be used as an example. It blocks

the aperture in its carton shield to

perfection and remains in position

without movement while other ants

walk over its face, even workers of

Xiphomyrmex spinosus, ants that

make a habit of snatching food away
from ulcerosus workers. Most of the

time a worker of spinosus can walk
across the face of the occluding ulcer-

osus major and cause no response.

But occasionally the major, whose
jaws are fully exposed, will forego

its passivit)-. seize a spinosus worker,

and snatch it into the nest. The major
then resumes its blocking position

while the other members of the col-

ony finish off the trapped spinosus

worker. At times it seems too bad
that ants cannot smile.
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Easter Island
Stark monuments and ruins that clot

the landscape tell of a complex culture, which once

flourished on this isolated Pacific island

WK,

by William Mulloy

On Easter Sunday, 1722, a Dutch ex-

plorer, Jacob Roggeveen, landed on

a remote volcanic island some 2,200

miles west of the South American

coast. There, on the easternmost

island of Polynesia, which he named

Easter Island, the Dutchman found

an advanced society suffering from

violent internal conflict, its people liv-

ing to a considerable extent among

the ruins of their former spectacular

achievements. Monumental stone

statues had been pushed from their

pedestals and lay broken, while the

island inhabitants hid from one an-

other in caves. Roggeveen was no

doubt impressed by the huge sculp-

tures and the other signs of an ad-

vanced civilization, but. like other

European explorers who later visited

Easter Island, he did not feel that the

place had much economic potential

and consequently assigned it no sig-

nificance in his log.

So Easter Island, now well known

for its gigantic, brooding statues, and

for the mystery surrounding the ori-

gin and growth of its complex cul-

ture, was largely ignored for almost

one hundred years. Then, in 1805 the

schooner Nancy, out of New London,

Connecticut, carried away twenty-

two islanders for use as slaves, and

the Western world realized that the

island had economic possibilities that

appealed to its value system. With

time, the slave raids increased, and

between 1859 and 1862, Peruvian

raiders carried off about one thou-

Seven statues, each weighing

about sixteen tons, gaze from

the restored altar of Ahu Akivi.

sand people to work at guano mining

off the coast of Peru. As a result of a

protest lodged by the Bishop of Ta-

hiti, the few survivors of this crime

were returned to Easter Island. But

the returning islanders had con-

tracted smallpox, and the introduc-

tion of this disease to the island all

but annihilated the remaining inhabi-

tants. Thus, the once high Easter

Island culture, already torn by in-

ternal warfare, was dealt a death

blow by the slave raids. In 1877, a

visiting Frenchman reported that

only 111 islanders remained.

While the population of Easter Is-

land has now increased to about a

thousand individuals, the cultural

collapse took with it most of the clues

for answering a question of consid-

erable importance to anthropology:

How. on this remote ocean-bound is-

land, had such an advanced society

developed in the first place?

An elementary principle of culture

growth, documented by countless ex-

amples, states that culture is largely

a product of idea swapping. Complex

civilizations have developed where

large populations had outside con-

tacts, and where advantage could be

taken of ideas invented elsewhere. It

is no accident that the first civiliza-

tions developed in southwestern Asia

where Africa. Asia, and Europe meet.

Conversely, the ultimate simplicity of

human life is seen at the ends of the

earth among such people as the

Alacaluf and the Yahgan of Tierra

del Fuego, the Bushmen of the Kala-

hari Desert, and the Tasmanians.

These small groups live where for-

eign contacts have been rare and the

flow of ideas sharply restricted.

Easter Island is one of the more

isolated localities of the world. Sur-

rounded by the sea, it is outside the
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During the internal ivarfare that

wracked the small island, stone

statues were toppled and smashed to

destroy their supernatural power.

range, so far as we know, of sys-

tematic two-way Polynesian voyages.

It was probably discovered several

times by lost wanderers who could

not return to their original homes.

Although most of the culture, includ-

ing the language, seems to be Poly-

nesian, a few traits strongly suggest

that American Indians may have

made landings and settled on the

island. But more important than their

origin is the accomplishment of these

fearless seamen after they arrived,

for it stands as a real contradiction

of the "idea swapping" philosophy of

cultural development. Throughout

their history these people could have

received only minimal foreign stimu-

lation beyond ideas brought with

them. And with a population that

could never have exceeded three or

four thousand people, one would ex-

pect the most simple ways of life. Yet

The precise stonework found in the

remains of the Vinapu ceremonial

temple strongly resembles Inca

masonry of South America.

we find such hallmarks of cultural

complexity as written texts not

known to be related to any foreign

script, a political structure capable of

planning and co-ordinating public

works, an organized priesthood, and

a sophisticated interest in such celes-

tial phenomena as the equinoxes and

the solstices. In addition the islanders

developed a remarkable religious

building compulsion, which resulted

in about a thousand statues, some of

which weigh hundreds of tons, in ad-

dition to numerous other religious

structures. All this on so small and

remote an island understandably

evokes genuine astonishment.

H reliable radiocarbon date of A.D.

857, ± 200 years, indicates that a

human population had already ar-

rived on the island during the ninth

century. Since this date was obtained

from a large statue-bearing altar un-

likely to have been built among the

first activities of new arrivals, it is

probable that initial discovery oc-

curred much earlier. The first immi-

grants certainly devoted many years

exclusively to such basic problems as

the development of food and shelter

sources. Their economy was based on

fishing and the cultivation of such

crops as sweet potatoes, yams, ba-

nanas, sugar cane, taro, gourds, and

the paper mulberry so useful for mak-

ing tapa cloth. It is not known which

of these were brought by the first

migrants, but all were in use at the

time of first European contact. The

chicken and the kioe, or Polynesiar.

rat, were also present and used foi

food. The relative ease with whicb

food crops can now be grown best

explains the rapid development ol

what was to become by far the mosi

spectacular religious building com
pulsion in all of Polynesia. This re

quired an economy that permitted £

good deal of leisure.

The scattered distribution of the

religious structures indicates that the

people were widely dispersed alone

the coasts and adjacent interioi

areas. Local traditions relate that the

population was divided into semi-in

dependent kin groups of some sort

Each group seems to have had on(

or more religious structures, usuall)

large open-air altars. These were

variants of the well-known Polyncj

sian marae, locally called ahu. Al

though they varied greatly, the typi

cal form was a narrow dry masonrj

platform, at times as much as 650 fee,

long and 16 feet high, which som^
times had an elevated central sectioi

and lateral wings. This platform usu

ally had a sloping paved ramp buil

against one side. An artificially flat

tened plaza, where religious cer^

monies were held, frequently facet

the ramp. Beyond this was a row o,

long, narrow houses shaped like ovei

turned canoes, where, according t

tradition, members of the priesthooi

lived. These had thatched roofs ani



oundations of large, precisely cut

md fitted basalt blocks, which sup-

lorted the superstructure. En-

rances were lateral and opened on a

rescent-shaped area paved with

arge, rounded beach boulders, which

ormed a kind of porch. Some ahu
ilatforms were of relatively crude un-

ut masonry, while others had gigan-

ic blocks precisely cut and fitted in

technique strongly reminiscent of

nca masonry. Most ahu lay near

hores with plazas on the inland side,

'arther inland were domestic estab-

ishments and cultivated lands.

JUe do not know whether or not the

arliest of the ahu had statues on

[leir platforms, but at some point in

beir history statues began to be

laced on them, singly or in rows,

acing toward the plazas and thus

sually away from the sea. Through
ime they increased in size and styli-

ation until a highly uniform type de-

eloped. The classic statue reveals a

luman figure from the hips upward,

n\h a protruding abdomen, arms

leld stiffly at the sides, and hands un-

aturally turned toward each other,

leads are elongated, with pursed

ips and prominent, usually slightly

oncave noses. Earlobes are extended

nd often carved to represent in-

erted earspools. Sometimes, large

ylindrical headpieces, or topknots,

aade of separate stones were added,

iome, perhaps all, statues were

painted in several colors. Tradition

relates that statues represented an-

cestors and had supernatural power.

Within this general conception,

ahu ruins vary greatly in size and in-

dividual characteristics. Many have

been rebuilt several times; innova-

tions have been added; usually size

and height have increased. Perhaps

competition among kin groups pro-

duced the impressive structures. It is

likely that size and ostentation of fea-

tures increased with the numbers of

the groups that owned them.

Although some statues were of

stone obtained in a variety of loca-

tions, it would seem that early in the

statue-building period a single source

became dominant. This was the tuff

from the interior and exterior south

slope of the volcanic cone of Rano
Raraku in the southeastern part of

the island. Here intensive quarrying

was done, with statues being com-

pletely carved while still attached to

the rock. When detached they were

lowered down the side of the volcano

on their backs. Some were initially

slid into prepared holes near the base

of the talus and erected in these. Here
more than seventy still remain, of

which the tallest is 37 feet high. Near-

by are about thirty others lying most-

mr^H

ly prone. These may have been tipped

forward out of their holes in prepara-

tion for movement to ahu in other lo-

cations. Many others, presumably in

the process of transportation, lie

along roads in various parts of the

island. Remains of extensive quarry-

ing operations are also found above

the talus slope, where at least two

hundred statues can be seen in every

stage of preparation.

Everywhere in the quarry are the

discarded basalt chisels or picks that

were used in carving. Some might

have been laid down on the day

quarrying ceased. The number of

statues in various stages of comple-

tion suggests that many crews

worked at the same time. It is not

known whether each a/iw-owning

community sent its own representa-

tives or whether the carving was in

the hands of specialists, but in any
event, a large proportion of the is-

land's small population must have

engaged in one or another aspect of

the statue-building labor, judging

from the amount of work that can

now be found.

I he largest statue known to have

been moved to an ahu is almost 32

ONE MILE

AHU-nEUGIOUS ALTARS
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feet long and weighs about 90 tons—
a formidable transportation prob-

lem, even in 1967. On some sort of

sledge and with enough men such a

statue might have been pulled by

brute force. More ingenious methods

were probably used, but we do not

have unequivocal evidence as to what

they were. Islanders have a simpler

explanation—the statues walked to

the ahu with the aid of magic.

The problem of erecting the statues

on the ahu also required engineering

skill. It is highly probable that statues

were levered up in stages while a plat-

form of stones and earth was gradu-

ally built under them. This platform

was elevated toward the head until

the statue could be tipped into place.

In 1955, a statue about 16 feet high,

weighing close to 27 tons, was re-

erected in this way by Pedro Atan,

an Easter Islander. Atan said he had

been told of the method by his grand-

father and the latter's brother-in-law.

In 1960, seven somewhat smaller

statues were similarly re-erected as

part of the restoration of Ahu Akivi.

The previously mentioned cylin-

drical topknots were carved from red

scoria, which contrasted sharply with

the gray tuff of the statues them-

selves. The scoria was obtained from

a quarry at the volcanic cone of Pu-

napau near the west coast. The quar-

ry is much smaller than the one at

Rano Raraku, which suggests that the

idea of the headpieces was conceived

rather late in the statue-building

period. Like the statues, the topknots

were carved in place and rolled to

their ahu locations. Some of these

weighed over 10 tons, and raising

them in such a manner that they

would remain in position and not

topple the statue required a combina-

tion of delicate manipulation and

brute force. Probably they were

placed at the statue heads while the

latter were still horizontal, and raised

on an extension of the same earth and

stone platform.

Ht the southwestern corner of the

island lies the village of Orongo,

which occupies a spectacular location

on the narrow-crested western lip of

the crater of Rano Kau. To the west

is a steep cliff descending more than

800 feet to the sea where lie the three
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islets called Motu Nui, Motu Iti, and

Motu Kaokao. On the east an almost

equally steep slope descends some

650 feet to the almost mile-wide

crater lake of Rano Kau, which is

covered by a varicolored mat of to-

tora reeds solid enough to walk on—
a hauntingly beautiful setting.

Formerly, Orongo was occupied

during part of each September by

representatives of the various kin

groups. A ceremony was held that in^

volved, among other things, a con^

test in which the participants de^

scended the cliff and swam to the isle

of Motu Nui about a mile offshore,

The first to bring back an egg of the

manutara, or Sooty Tern, was de-

clared winner. His sponsor became

tangata manu, or bird man, and oc-

cupied a position of special cere-

monial importance during the follow-

ing year.

Orongo is the site of about 47

houses, which are constructed differ-

ently from those found elsewhere on

the island. The typical form is a nar-

row ellipse with walls made princi-

pally of thin stone slabs. Large roof

slabs are carefully corbeled and in-

terlocked to join at the center. Most

houses are built into slopes so that

one side is below ground level.

South of the village an extensive

area of basalt outcroppings is beau-

tifully decorated with large, excel-

lently executed petroglyphs done in

high relief. Many figures of the tan-

gata manu (man wearing a bird

mask) commemorate the egg race

winner's sponsor, and others depict

a local god called Makemake. The
one small ahu at Orongo has a kind

of sundial which marks the position

of the rising sun at the equinoxes and
summer and winter solstices. Cere-

monies were held here as late as 1866

or 1867, and we have more complete

information about these events than

of those associated with the ahu.

Although ahu, statues, quarries,

and the village of Orongo are among
the better-known ruins, there are

many other monuments and ex-

amples of architectural excellence,

artistic accomplishment, and engi-

neering skill. These range from ele-

vated tombs and crematoriums to cir-

cular, clustered enclosures in which

paper mulberry was grown; from
the hundreds of conical towers that

marked the boundaries of land owned
by adjoining groups to the masonry-

lined caves that were used as resi-

dences and refuges from hostile kin

groups. Scattered throughout the is-

land are the remains of thatched

dwellings and masonry chicken coops

erected during prehistoric times.

The house of the common man was
simpler than that of the priest and
was usually located inland, adjoining

agricultural areas.

Taken as a whole these and many
other structural remains tell of an

industrious population with a pros-

perous economy capable of produc-

ing significant amounts of leisure,

which could be devoted to time-con-

suming religious endeavors. This

architectural and artistic activity

reached its zenith about 1680, at a

time shortly before the first historic

contacts, when the available land sup-

ported an optimum population and

the economy had developed its great-

est productivity. These factors con-

tributed to maximum organization

and made it possible for Easter

Islanders to produce a remarkable

quantity of religious statuary and

architecture.

But an effective equilibrium be-

tween population and resources rare-

ly lasts long in any culture, and this

one was no exception. Perhaps in the

fate of the inhabitants of Easter

Island we see a preview in micro-

cosm of what may ultimately be the

fate of the whole of mankind. The
land and resources of the island were

sharply finite, and here the line be-

tween optimum population and over-

population was a thin one indeed. It

seems likely that this balance began

to deteriorate shortly before the first

European contacts, because of over-

population that resulted in competi-

tion for agricultural land and fishing

rights. Although ritual cannibalism H
may have been present earlier, it ap-

pears to have become a more prac

tical matter once population pressure

became intense. The groups carving

statues at Rano Raraku were prob

ably no longer safe and work at the

quarries ceased. The extensive un
finished work and the tools lying at

hand give the impression that labor

there halted suddenly. Perhaps all the

workers fled to the protection of their

kinsmen on a single day, thus termi-
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Petroglyphs of dancing "bird men"

are located at the village of Orongo,

near the crater of the volcano Rano

Kau (background) . In the quarry at

Rano Raraku, stone statues were

carved while still attached to the

underlying rock (below). They were

then cut loose, lowered down the slope,

and transported to other locations

throughout the island.

nating a stoneworking tradition that

had taken centuries to develop.

One of the characteristic goals of

the ensuing warfare was the over-

throwing of statues of enemy groups

and destruction of their ahu. Possibly

the ten or so kin groups, driven by

hunger and desperation, attacked

each other's monuments to destroy

their enemies' source of supernatural

power. Excavations were dug under

the statue pedestals, and as the figures

crashed down, the red scoria top-

knots rolled many yards inland.

Sometimes, basalt slabs were careful-

ly set on edge in front of the statues

so that when they fell they were sure

to break across the neck, and could

not be erected again. The islanders

still tell with intense emotion of de-

feated people hiding in caves who

were hunted down and eaten by the

victors. Once the older leaders and

the priests lost their power, and their

lives, all vestiges of order and securi-

ty vanished. Many people sought the

protection of the matatoa, the strong-

est of the island's warriors. Predatory

bands appeared. This warfare may

have lasted for more than one hun-

dred and fifty years (from about

1680 to 1860), with some groups

able to maintain their religious struc-

tures and organization intact much

longer than others. It continued until

well after European contact, for as

late as 1838 a visitor reported nine

statues still standing on two ahu on

the west coast. There are no reports

of statues standing on ahu after this

time. The only ones to be seen today

are the previously mentioned eight,

which have been re-erected in mod-

ern times.

Ularfare brought a serious cultural

decline. While evidence suggests that

the dead were once cremated, after

warfare began, many stone-lined

tombs were built among the fallen

statues and in the ramps and plat-

forms of the destroyed ahu. Other ca-

davers were simply laid out on the

ramps and among fallen statues and

covered with stones. As a result,

many destroyed ahu were almost en-

tirely covered with stones so that few

vestiges of their formerly impressive

masonry and architectural character-

istics remain visible. Some took on
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the appearance of long, sloping piles

of stone. New ahu were built of easily

piled small stones in new locations,

apparently to provide additional

burial places.

Upon this chaotic scene was super-

imposed the attention of the New
World slavers and whalers, who har-

assed the Easter Islanders for an ad-

ditional two-thirds of a century and

who wrote the final page in the his-

tory of the culture's destruction. It

was during this period that vast

amounts of knowledge concerning

the history and culture of Easter

Island were forever lost—information

that would have made clear the mean-

ing of much that is enigmatic in the

island's maze of ruins. The few peo-

ple left could maintain little of the

complex culture of earlier times.

Most of it was soon forgotten. All of

the priests who could read the script

engraved on thousands of wooden

tablets died as a result of the slave

raids. When systematic attempts were

made to find local people who could

read the tablets, the stunning dis-

covery was made that none were left.

The unique Easter Island written lan-

guage was lost, and despite nearly a

century of effort by several highly

trained linguists, the few surviving

wooden tablets remain undeciphered.

Thus, when Lay Brother Eugene

Eyraud of the Congregation des

Sacres Coeurs de Picipus arrived in

1864 he found a remnant population,

which had lost its priesthood and

most of the concepts that formed its

older religion. He noted little or no

religious practice of any kind among
them. Although he experienced diffi-

culties with the islanders, who stole

his supplies and treated him badly,

he persisted with missionary zeal and

established the first permanent Euro-

pean settlement in 1866. Within the

next few years the islanders were con-

verted to the Catholic faith and re-

main Catholic to this day.

Soon afterward, outside influences

began their slow intrusion, but the

island was again "forgotten" by the

Western world until the Norwegian

archeologist Thor Heyerdahl refo-

cused world attention on it with his

popular book Aku Aku. Subsequent-

ly, it has become evident that Easter

Island is a remarkable monument to

human capacity—a unique example

of what can be accomplished by a

Nearly completed statues stand

on the slopes of Rano Raraku,

ivhere they ivere abandoned

at the onset of Easter Island's

internal warfare (right)

.

Then, slave raids of the

nineteenth century destroyed

the only islanders who had

knowledge of the ivritten language.

As a result of this loss, the

script, carved into wooden tablets

(left), remains undeciphered.

tiny group of people forced to build

their lives with a minimum of outside

stimulation.

Increasing attention has been de-

voted to the preservation of monu-

ments and to further investigation of

the island's anthropological signif-

icance. Islanders are proud of their

heritage, and are apparently happy

to see the influx of tourists resulting

from recent interest in the island as

an outstanding example of achieve-

ment in isolation.

Ten years ago, an average of only

two ships per year visited this Pacific

outpost. Today, the first of several

planned hotels is already under con-

struction. An airstrip was recently

completed and a regular schedule of

tourist flights is in operation. It seems

that the islanders' long isolation is

at an end and that in the twentieth

century they are to become a part of

the world community. It is to be de-

voutly hoped that they will find min-

imal cause for regret.
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When fVill JVe

ChawBffe the HVetBtherj^
Man is trying to kill hurricanes, cure droughts, suppress lightning;

he even dares hope to change the outdoor temperature. The author, a leading researcher in

weather control, reviews the progress and explains the remaining problems

by Bernttrd Vonnegut

Much has happened since Ben-

jamin Franklin invented the light-

aing rod. It was perhaps the first

scientific control over an atmos-

oheric phenomenon, and certainly

ivas dramatically successful. Here

ivas a simple device—merely a good

metallic conductor of electricity,

rhrough it the electric charge gen-

jrated by the thundercloud was led

iown harmlessly into the earth. This

arevented damage to a building and

leath to its occupants. It tamed the

thunderbolt.

It was also the starting point

for many other attempts to control

weather phenomena. Cannon were

ired at ^vaterspouts to break them

dp; rockets and artillery shells were

lurled at clouds in hopes of provok-

ing rain. Metallic points were set up

in vineyards in the hope that elec-

:rical discharges from them \vould

3revent the formation of hail and

iave the grape crop. Other attempts

jsed electricity for producing rain-

:all. One way flew balloons tethered

:o metallic conductors that released

electricity into the air. Another sent

rp aircraft to release electrified sand

^articles into the clouds.

Some of these methods were based

Dn sound scientific principles and

may succeed some day. But poten-

tially useful or not, the results were

iiscouraging. In view of the stagger-

ing amount of energy involved in

weather phenomena, and the discour-

aginglv great area covered by a

iveather system, most scientists came

to believe it almost axiomatic that

iny attempt to influence the weather

was doomed to fail. They surrend-

3red such hopes as directing a storm

away from an already flooded area

and sending it to a region threatened

with drought; they abandoned their

ideas of abating tornadoes and hurri-

canes, or steering these storms to

where they could do no harm.

But just as weather is changeable,

so is the climate of scientific think-

ing. We now see more clearly the dif-

ference between what should be pos-

sible and what we can actually hope

to accomplish. In principle, we
should be able to control the weather

outdoors just as we do indoors, by
heating, cooling, humidifying, or

dehumidifying. But in practice, be-

cause the energies we command are

puny compared with those of nature

and because of the enormous equip-

ment that would be needed, the cost

of this kind of weather control would

far outweigh its benefits.

Therefore, when scientists began

to study the atmosphere intensively,

they soon recognized two require-

ments for any effective control of

the weather phenomena. They would

have to employ methods that were

more subtle and less expensive. And
they would have to learn to guide or

modify processes that already were

taking place naturally.

The new attitude led to more knowl-

edge about the physics of clouds. In

particular, when the atmosphere was

explored with new tools—balloons

and airplanes—a few scientists real-

ized that there are large-scale insta-

bilities in the atmosphere, and that

these might supply a way to control

weather. The phenomenon of super-

cooling is such an instability.

A dramatic example came in 1927,

when as Lindbergh flew over the At-

lantic, his airplane experienced icing.

This showed that the atmosphere

often contains large volumes of

clouds consisting of small super-

cooled water droplets that have not

yet frozen even at temperatures well

below 0°C.—the temperature we com-

monly but erroneously call the "freez-

ing point" of water. In Lindbergh's

case it was contact with his "Spirit

of St. Louis' that caused the droplets

to freeze.

Since then, we have become very

familiar with supercooling. Its im-

portance in weather processes was

first recognized by the Swedish scien-

tist Tor Bergeron, who showed that

if small ice crystals did form some-

how in supercooled clouds, they

would rapidly grow at the expense

of the supercooled water drops and

start falling as snow ; and if this snow
encountered warm air, it would melt

to form rain. W. Findeisen, a Ger-

man scientist, then proceeded from
Bergeron's theory to state that "in

time, human science will be enabled

to effect an artificial control on the

course of meteorological phenomena.

It can be boldly stated that at com-
paratively moderate expense, it will,

in time, be possible to bring about

rain by scientific means, to obviate

the danger of icing, and to prevent

the formation of hailstorms."

As we shall see later, the world

still awaits complete fulfillment of

that prediction. But only eight years

after Findeisen's statement, his words
were turned into much more than

mere prophesy by Vincent J. Schae-

fer, a scientist at the General Elec-

tric Research Laboratory. His basic

scientific discoveries led him to de-

velop cloud seeding, a technique that

made it possible for man to trans-

form, at will, large volumes of super-

cooled clouds into ice crystals.

What Schaefer discovered with the

supercooled clouds he created arti-

ficially in his laboratory's cold box
—an ordinary home freezer—was that
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Mun-niadc doiul: uulcr laijur in ihu

clear, supersaturated air above

a warm pond at Yellowstone Park is

cold enough to freeze hut doesn't—

the air is too pure. Then the man
lights a match. Water vapor quickly

condenses around particles of smoke

to produce tiny ivater droplets.

enormous numbers of ice crystals

could be produced if only a tiny

piece of dry ice (frozen carbon di-

oxide
) , or in fact anything colder

than about —40° C, was introduced

into such clouds. He and his labora-

tory associate Irving Langmuir ( who
had already won the Nobel prize in

chemistry ) calculated on the basis

of the laboratory experiments that

just a small amount of pulverized

dry ice should be sufficient to trans-

form a natural supercooled cloud in-

to crystals of frozen water. On No-

vember 13, 1946. Schaefer tried this

from an airplane. He dropped a few

pounds of crushed dry ice into a

supercooled cloud over Mount Grey-

lock. Massachusetts. Within a few

minutes after this "seeding," the

cloud, which was several miles long,

had been transformed from small

water droplets into small ice crystals.

1j angmuir once remarked that a

scientific discovery is much like un-

earthing the corner of a buried treas-

ure chest. If the discovery is valid,

its general features will quickly

emerge—just as the treasure chest,

once located, will soon disclose its

dimensions and contents.

Such was the case with cloud seed-

ing. Successful experiments were

soon performed with large areas, for

example when an airplane flew over

a supercooled cloud deck, seeding a

"racetrack" pattern forty miles in

circumference. To show results the

plane had merely to drop a few

pounds of dry ice per mile.

But there was more—sometimes a

cloud was unnecessary. An experi-

ment confirmed Langmuir's predic-

tion that a clear, cold atmosphere

could itself be already supersaturated

enough to form very tiny ice crystals

directly from the water vapor. These

crj'stals would then grow to form a

white cirrus-like cloud of larger crys-

tals. From transforming a cloud's

liquid droplets into ice crystals, sci-

ence had progressed to the point of

creating a cloud of crystals where

there had been no cloud at all.

Even before such early experi-

ments in the atmosphere, Langmuir
foresaw that the transformation of

supercooled water droplets and water

vapor into ice crystals should release
\

significant amounts of heat, the

underhing principle being that ice

needs heat to melt but water gives

off heat w hen it freezes. His calcula-

tions of the extent of this effect were

confirmed quantitatively by seeding

decks of supercooled stratus clouds,

the layered formations that often ex-

tend in a smooth unbroken sheet for

hundreds of miles in all directions.

As the result of releasing the latent

heat of fusion and condensation,

wherever such a cloud was seeded it

rose and boiled up several hundred

feet above the rest of the cloud deck.

This set up stirring motions that

mixed the ice crystals into the cloud,

and the seeded area grew laterally at

the rate of several miles per hour.

Here, too, was a step forward. It led

to the discovery that during condi-

tions of atmospheric instability the

additional heat produced by cloud

seeding could sometimes be enough

to give small cumulus clouds just the

boost needed to make them suddenly
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puff out greatly and even become
thunderstorms.

Meanwhile, another avenue for

seeding was being explored. The pur-

pose was to learn if crystallization

could be started merely by introduc-

ing particles of a foreign substance,

instead of providing localized tem-

peratures of around —40° C. A wide

range of smokes, dusts, and other

foreign particles were tried, but with-

out effect. I then found that micro-

scopic particles of certain com-

pounds such as lead iodide and silver

iodide did work very well, apparent-

ly because their own crystal struc-

tures closely resemble ice in the

arrangement and spacing of their

component atoms.

From this finding came the idea of

heating silver iodide with a flame to

form a smoke, which would then be

carried into the atmosphere by na-

tural winds and updrafts. With such

"iodide generators" it turned out

that a few ounces of iodide supplied

enough nucleating particles to cause

the formation of ice crystals in many
cubic miles of supercooled cloud.

The iodide particles were only 100

angstroms in diameter. When some-

thing so small initiates the formation

of an ice particle that then becomes

a snow crystal, the growth ratio beg-

gars the familiar illustration of an

acorn growing into an oak. If we
consider the iodide particle to be the

size of a pea, the resulting snow crys-

tal would be a hexagonal structure as

large as the Pentagon building. Fur-

thermore, this method of cloud seed-

ing does away with the need for

dropping the seed directly into the

clouds. The seeding can be done

wholesale by sending up enormous
numbers of nucleating particles from
seeding generators on the ground.

The early experiments, and all that

have followed, show beyond any

shadow of doubt that cloud seeding

works, and works every time. It

transforms supercooled clouds into

ice crystals. This has a big effect on

the cloud; it causes changes in such

variables as the temperature, the cir-

culation, the humidity, and the opti-

cal characteristics of the cloud. Even

the early experiments showed con-

clusively that cloud seeding could

open holes in supercooled stratiform

clouds; it could produce snow or

rain ; it could dissipate supercooled

ground fogs. But those changes

brought by seeding were so simple

and represented such a marked de-

parture from the behavior of the un-

treated part of the cloud that the re-

sults were easy to see and easy to

interpret. It is when attempts are

made to modify larger and more

complicated systems that understand-

ing the results of experiments be-

comes difficult indeed.

The problem boils down to this. If

we are to recognize the effects from

any method of weather control, such

as cloud seeding, we must first have

a good idea of what would have hap-

pened without seeding. And that is

very difficult because weather fore-

casts often fail to tell in sufficient de-

tail what will happen "naturally" to

large clouds and to storm systems.

Would the rain have come anyway?

Would the fog have disappeared

without human intervention? Would

the storm system have developed, col-

lapsed, or, as hurricanes frequently

do, roared off in another direction?

The best that scientists have been

able to do is repeat one experimental

seeding after another, assemble the

large amount of data, and try to fig-

ure out statistically whether it was

the seeding that brought results.

In some situations, such as when

seeding thin layers of stratiform

clouds, the treatment definitely in-;

creases precipitation by causing

snow to fall. Under other conditions

the precipitation may be reduced.

For instance, consider one of nature's

most efficient rain-making processes.

It takes place when a cloud's water

droplets come together and coalesce

to make raindrops, which fall to the

earth as rain at velocities ten times

faster than the rate of fall of ice

crystals. Obviously, seeding could in-

terfere with or even prevent this

much more efficient process.

There are further complications.

Under some conditions seeding can

cause large cumulus clouds to pro-

duce vast quantities of ice crystals

that drift downwind and remain in

the atmosphere. By doing so they re-

duce the amount of sunlight that falls

on the ground. Such loss of solar

heating can take place over very large

areas and thereby prevent the de-

velopment of other clouds that might

yield great quantities of rain.

Obviously, then, as with all human
pursuits, there is doubtless a right

way and a wrong way to control

weather by seeding. Depending on

the conditions, it is possible to seed

too early or too late, in the right

place or the wrong place, and too

little or too much.

It is also clear that because of the

difficulty, expense, and time involved

in analyzing the results of weather-

From cloud to rainbow: airplane will

seed half of cloud towering at far

left; 18 minutes after seeding, center,

untreated half is unchanged, the rest

has become broad, typically fuzzy

area of ice crystals; beneath

seeded part, below, rainbow is

shown arching alongside rainfall.
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modification experiments, we cannot

expect great progress overnight. Ex-

periments have had to be limited in

scope and objective, and have tried

only to increase precipitation or per-

haps dispel supercooled fogs over

rather limited areas, such as airports.

Valuable though such weather modi-

fication may be, it pales by compari-

son with the advantages of being able

to steer or to modify large-scale

weather systems. It is when we learn

to do this that we should be able to

divert large storm systems from po-

tential areas of flooding and direct

them toward areas threatened by

drought; to really tame lightning

and smash a hurricane.

Already we have begun taking

steps toward the large-scale control

of weather. As far back as the early

1950's. Langmuir directed an exper-

iment in which silver iodide seeding

was done once a week in New Mexico

to see if it would be possible to im-

pose such a periodicity on the weath-

er downwind. To the astonishment of

all, including Langmuir, a strong

weekly pattern developed not only

immediately downwind of the seeded

area but through almost two-thirds

of the nation. Over vast areas, week

after week, it rained once weekly on

the same day, and on other days the

weather was fair. Whether these re-

sults were merely a fluke or really a

result of the seeding is still debated

among scientists. Here is an un-

finished bit of research that must one

day be continued.

Also unfinished business, but re-

ceiving more attention, is the chal-

lenge to suppress the hurricanes

(called typhoons in the Orient) that

annually bring havoc and wide-

spread alarm. Even if man could do

no more than partly modify the be-

havior of these widely rotating tropi-

cal storms, the possibility is one that

cannot be neglected.

Here we are dealing with the

energy drawn from a convective

overturning of the atmosphere.

Warm, moist air from tropical seas

spirals toward the core, the calm

"eye," of the hurricane. This air, al-

ready turning slowly with the rota-

tion of the earth, gathers speed as it

nears the storm center, accounting

for the destructive winds. Before

reaching the center, however, it be-

gins moving upward and away

through a relatively small cloud

"chimney" that serves as the storm's

major energy cell—it is the connec-

tion between the inflow and outflow

of air.

The idea of modifying such storms

is based on what I have already men-

tioned: converting a cloud's liquid

particles to ice will suddenly release

latent heat of fusion ; and this in turn

may disrupt the storm's neat energy

pattern. Seeding experiments along

this line were first carried out under

Langmuir's direction. As part of

Project Stormfury they have con-

tinued in recent years under auspices

of ESSA (the government's Environ-

mental Science Services Administra-

tion). They have been inconclusive

so far; when seeding the hurricane

is accompanied by a weakening of its

intensity, we cannot be sure whether

this was caused by silver iodide crys-

tals or natural processes. But we go

on hoping that further experiments

will reveal ways to break up a hurri-

cane, lessen its severity, or at least

steer it away from land.

Beneficial though weather control

may be, we must be realistic. It can-

not provide the answers to some of

our more pressing problems. For ex-

ample, there is little hope that any

form of weather control will provide

an answer to the polluting gases and

particles we are releasing into the

atmosphere. Another example: we

may reasonably hope to see weather

modification increase the global pro-

duction of food, but it is hopeless to

expect that this increase will match

the rate at which population is in-

creasing. At best, weather modifica-

tion may perhaps provide a few more

years in which to cope with this ur-

gent problem.

At present, the most widely used

and most promising modification

technique is unquestionably the seed-

ing of supercooled clouds with dry
ice, silver iodide, etc., to cause or in-

crease precipitation. The final report

of the committee of the National

Academy of Sciences dealing with

weather control is largely devoted to

techniques for increasing rainfall by
this method, and to the encouraging

results from some of the efforts.

But cloud seeding can also be ex-

ploited for other purposes. Though it

cannot yet guarantee rain where and
when wanted, we do know it affects

cloud behavior. Consequently, it is

being used to dissipate supercooled

clouds over airports. And on the

basis of present knowledge, there is

little doubt that thinning supercooled

clouds or breaking them up could in-

crease the amount of solar energy

that reaches the earth. There is an

opposite effect that could also be

beneficial. By seeding the clear,

supersaturated atmosphere to pro-

duce an overcast of cirrus clouds, we
may be able to reduce the flow of

solar energy to the earth. In the day-

time this would slow down the "heat

engine" that produces the convective

clouds we associate with storms. At
night, artificial creation of a cirrus

overcast could slow down the cooling

of the earth by reducing the radiation

of heat back into space.

Although cloud seeding will un-

doubtedly remain a powerful tech-

nique, new methods are now under

development and may soon increase

in importance. In the light of modern
scientific knowledge, there is little



doubt that, as the Roman poet Lu-

cretius suggested, salt particles pro-

duced from the ocean play an

important role in the formation of

:louds and rain particles. Experi-

ments are now under way to see what

sffects can be produced by releasing

artificially produced salt particles in-

:o the air. These tests may lead to new
:echniques for changing the weather.

There is also an approach through

slectricity. This introduces the ques-

tion of just what a thunderstorm is;

the host of things we don't yet know
about lightning; the difficulty in

guessing when and where lightning

will occur in an electrified cloud. A
lively thunderstorm does not lend it-

self easily to investigation by the

physicist. But from observations of

such storms, from laboratory studies,

and from theoretical analysis we are

increasingly aware that atmospheric

electricity may not be so much the

product of falling rain as it is an im-

portant factor in the formation of

snow and rain; and in some clouds it

may even help determine the mo-
tions of the air.

Basically, we know, of course, that

the positive and negative charges in

the thunderstorm reside on a variety

of particles. And there is now evi-

dence that the updrafts carry posi-

tively charged particles while the

downdrafts carry negatively charged

particles. In any case, observations

continue to confirm Benjamin Frank-

lin's idea that the upper part of most

storms carries a preponderance of

positive charges while the lower

part is preponderantly negative.

When enough electric charge accu-

mulates, a process called "dielectric

breakdown" occurs suddenly. The
atmosphere, normally a poor con-

ductor, suddenly provides a conduct-

ing channel. The highly luminous

spark discharge formed in this ion-

ized channel is known as lightning.

It follows no single rule. Only
about 10 per cent of the lightning

discharges from cloud to earth. Most
lightning in the average thunder-

storm is within or between clouds. A
few exceptional strokes go upward
from the cloud into the clear air

above. Nor does it always require a

thunderstorm. Lightning may occur

in snow, dust, or sand storms. Light-

ning above the Icelandic volcano

Surtsey was associated with an erup-

For safer aviation, seeding can now
produce openings through layers of

supercooled clouds. From left:

looking down just before time of

seeding with dry ice pellets ; closer

view 13 minutes after seeding shows

early effect on the 600-foot-thick

altostratiis cloud deck; in next two

aerial photos a useful hole is ready

26 and 34 minutes after seeding.

A typical hurricane: ivarm, moist air

gathers speed while spiraling toward

the calm "eye" at center. Besides

photographing the capricious storms,

aircraft are being used to seed

them in hopes of taming their fury

or .sl<'eriii!i llictn (iiaiy from hind.

I
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In a thunderstorm, lightning flashes

between areas of positive and

negative electrical charges. The

drawing gives approximate idea of

where various researchers have

observed such regions of charge.

tion of high-velocity steam from the

crater. Lightning has also been seen

to form in the clear air around an ex-

ploding nuclear device. And the U.S.

Navy had an interesting surprise a

few years ago when one of its cam-

eramen photographed the result of

test-dropping a depth charge into the

sea. The underwater explosion sent

up a plume of water that, in turn,

triggered a discharge of lightning

from a thundercloud brewing above.

Weather scientists hope that light-

ning experiments now under way will

lead to techniques for artificially

modifying the electrical properties of

the atmosphere, thereby influencing

the physical processes in clouds. For

example, it is now possible, by at-

taching wires to a rocket and firing

the rocket up into a thunderstorm, to

trigger a discharge of lightning. A
similar approach, dispersing small

metallic needles into a cloud from an

airplane, may be a way to reduce the

charge of electricity in a thunder-

storm. It brings the hope of reducing

the energy of the tornadoes, or even

breaking them up, by firing long

wires into them. In effect, the wires

would short-circuit the electrical

charge the tornadoes generate.

Such are the hopes. But they bring

questions that will need answering.

What about the legal problems in-

volved in dumping snow here or

preventing rainfall there? We must

also consider technical problems. By
suppressing lightning we also sup-

press a natural agent that apparently

helps a cloud's tiny water droplets

coalesce into raindrops. Even the

thunder may be useful. Through
their expansion process the sound

waves provide momentary cooling

that may be as effective as artificial

seeding methods.

The great scientist H. von Hehn-

holtz summed it up nicely in 1875.

"Under the same sky in which the

stars pursue their orbits, as symbols

of the unchangeable lawfulness of

nature, we see the clouds towering,

the rain pouring, and the winds

changing . . . the most capricious of

all processes in nature, impossible to

bring inside the fence of its LAWS."
This is still true. At our present level

of understanding, atmospheric be-

havior fluctuates so erratically, with

droughts, floods, and unpredictable

extremes of temperature, that it is

continually anomalous, and if we do

produce a major change in the weath-

er, it is doubtful whether we would
be able to recognize it as man-made.
But if it is not yet certain that man

can modify the weather according to

plan, the fact is that he has been

doing so unintentionally for quite a

while, and with important effects on

his environment.

The planting of crops and graz-

ing have replaced vast forested

areas with fields and treeless plains.

These absorb and emit radiation

quite differently; they retain and

give up moisture differently. When
we strip vast areas of land of their

natural vegetation, as we have

learned to our sorrow, the dried

earth may blow off in the form of

dust storms that can cross an entire

continent and significantly reduce

the solar radiation that reaches the

earth. We know that raindrops and

snowflakes usually form on the at-

mospheric dust particles, so the dust

storms must appreciably affect the

precipitation process. Also, the elec-

trical charges generated by blowing

dust can sometimes become large

enough to cause lightning. If on a

large scale, the effects may very well

alter the weather.

Another inadvertent influence on
weather is man-made air pollution.

Even without scientific instruments

it is plain to see that smoke and smog
can appreciably reduce the solar ra-

diation that reaches heavily popu-

lated areas. Instruments reveal other

effects. For example, air pollution

often increases the particle popula-

tion of the atmosphere from perhaps

a thousand particles to more than a

hundred thousand particles per cubic

centimeter. Measurements show that

the advent of the nuclear age has pro-

duced significant changes on the at-

mospheric electrical variables.

Then, too, there is the discovery,

with possible important implications,

that the vapor and the automobile

exhaust from most gasolines, when
reacted with minute traces of iodine,

will generate enormous numbers of

very effective ice-forming nuclei,

probably lead iodide. It may also be

that at times the atmosphere natu-

rally contains enough iodine to pro-

duce large-scale cloud seeding, with

a corresponding effect on weather.

Because we cannot put our finger

on the exact weather changes pro-

duced by our activities is no reason

to doubt that such changes have oc-

curred—it is almost inconceivable



lat the enormous amount of gases

nd particles we pour into the atmos-

here should be without effect. The

ifiSculty is learning enough about

le atmospheric behavior to make a

;asonable estimate of how impor-

mt the man-made changes are.

This is why, although adequate

lols are certainly necessary for

eather control, they will not be all

e need. From practically all of our

cperience in controlling things—an

irplane, for example—we know that

juipment for modifying behavior

jquivalent to the plane's throttle or

)ntrol surfaces) is not enough; we

so require instruments to tell us in

stall what and how we are doing,

ven the best-designed plane would

3 a completely futile and dangerous

3vice if the pilot couldn't tell where

3 is and in what direction and how
1st he is proceeding—a situation

)mparable to our present fragmen-

iry, incomplete picture of what is

icurring in the atmosphere. Con-

nuing the analogy, an effective tech-

ique of weather control will un-

oubtedly require an elaborate sys-

:m that tells us minute by minute,

id in detail, what the many vari-

bles in the atmosphere are doing

id how our activities are affecting

lem. In the long run, the problems

E weather control will be insepar-

dIc from the problems of observing,

leasuring, understanding, and pre-

Lcting the behavior of the giant heat

igine we call the atmosphere.

There is good reason to believe

lat we not only can modify its be-

avior but that we have been doing

) for some time, probably on a

:rge scale.

Meanwhile, we are making a small,

at real, beginning. We are dissipat-

ig supercooled fogs over airports;

adence is coming in that indicates

e are successfully increasing pre-

pitation in some areas and in others

jducing the damaging effects of

ail. The complexities of going fur-

ler are so vast that it seems likely

rogress will come by small steps, not

y giant breakthroughs.

his started as a depth charge

St. But the erupting water in turn

iggered a discharge of lightning

•om a thundercloud brewing above.



This fall, for the first time, earthbound scientists, with

an electronic assist, got their hands on an actual sample

of the moon. Surveyor 5 lowered a six-inch black box on

a string to the lunar surface. A radioactive material in-

side the box emitted charged particles. Instruments in-

side the box measured the energy of the particles, which

bounced back after striking the nuclei of the surface

elements. The findings? In at least that part of the Sea

of Tranquillity where Surveyor landed, the moon is

composed of the same materials as the earth—basaltic

soil and rock of volcanic origin.

After preliminary analysis it was announced that the

moon certainly has been hot with volcanic activity in

the past and probably still is. The heat for the volcanic

activity could come from the decay of radioactive ma-

terials, gravitational compression, and the tides set up

on the moon's surface by the earth.

EMPTY SPACE
Evidence is mounting that not only is the earth plow-

ing through a cloud of dust that envelops the sun but

it is also carrying its own even more concentrated cloud

of dust along with it.

Estimates of the amount of dust in interplanetary

space have been made for some years from observations

of the zodiacal light, a luminous band that stretches

along the ecliptic from the point where the sun is under

the horizon at sunset or sunrise. This light is caused by

the reflection of sunlight from the dust particles.

Satellites have found the concentration of dust near

the earth to be several times that of the earlier estimates

based on the zodiacal light.

The particles are small, measured in thousandths of

an inch, but are numerous enough to add up to a large

mass. Studies of only the metallic dust from space found

in the ocean-floor ooze and in Antarctic and Greenland

snow indicate the amount of cosmic dust added to the

earth each year is on the order of 100,000 tons.

Our present knowledge of the dust was reviewed in

a recent issue of the journal Soviet Astronomy by N. B.

Divari of the Odessa Polytechnic Institute.

Divari says that one of the important questions con-

cerning cosmic dust is where it comes from. He points

out that there must be a constantly replenished supply,

because dust particles coming too close to the sun are

vaporized. Comets might be a major source of dust. Or,

do colliding asteroids furnish the larger portion?

The question of where the dust supply comes from
remains unanswered, he says, as does the question of

how the earth acquired its more concentrated cloud.

Meteoroid collisions near the earth may supply some
of the dust: there is evidence that the concentration level

rises when the earth passes through a meteor stream.

Divari argues, however, that neither meteors nor
simple gravitational capture alone can account for the

earth's cloud. Some of the dust may have originated

on the moon, he suggests.

Whatever the answers, the evidence is mounting ths

the "empty space" above the earth's atmosphere is an)

thing but empty. A better understanding of the dust an

its origins may lead in turn to an understanding of th

origin of the solar system itself.

John P. Wiley, J,

CELESTIAL EVENTS
The sun arrives at the winter solstice, its most southe:

ly position in the sky above earth, on December 2

at 8:17 A.M., EST, marking the beginning of winter i

the Northern Hemisphere. On that day also the su

crosses the sky on its lowest path and spends the shorte;

time above the horizon—for observers north of th

Equator, that is—resulting in the shortest day and tf

longest night of the year.

The 22nd is not, curiously, the date of the latest sui

rise and the earliest sunset, as can be seen from the cha:

at the bottom of the opposite page. The earliest suns(

occurs on December 8; the latest sunrise comes on Jai

uary 4. How, then, can the 22nd be the shortest day c

the year? Actually, if you time the total interval froi

the moment of sunrise to the moment of sunset, it i

But the times of sunrise and sunset are usually given i

local mean time, a uniform system not subject to tl

irregularity of local apparent time, which depends stric

ly on the sun's daily motion.

The morning sky, in December, still boasts the brigh

est planets, Venus and Jupiter. Venus is getting faintf

and appears lower at dawn each morning, as it mov<

farther away from earth, but it is still brilliant an

prominent in the east before sunrise. Jupiter now rise

somewhat north of east before midnight and moves int

the southwest by daybreak. It begins its retrograc

(westerly) motion among the stars of Leo on the 22n(

Mars still hangs low in the southwest in the ear]

evening sky, but sets soon after. Saturn is in the sout

(to the left of the gibbous moon on the 9th, to the rigl

on the 10th) at sunset and sets shortly after midnigh
The brightness of the moon will interfere with tl

observation of two meteor showers that reach the

maximum intensity during December—the Geminids

the 13th and the Ursids on the 23rd. The Geminic

should be the more rewarding of the two to watch.

Thomas D. Nicholso

Hold the star map so the compass direction you face is

the bottom; then match the lower stars with those in t)

sky near the horizon. The celestial events chart shows tim

of rising and setting of the sun, moon, and principal pla

ets; times of twilight; and sundial correction during tl

month. The horizontal scale shows time; vertical sea

shows dates. The top strip locates bright stars, planets, ar

the moon within the zodiac. The horizontal scale of hou

shows the time when planets and certain stars are due sou.

and highest at midmonth. The different phases of the mot

shoiun are due south and highest on the dates indicate

90
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The Art and Technique

of Eliot Porter

Continued from page 31

that distracts from the composition.

When you look at your subject with

one eye everything seems to fall into

this two-dimensional relationship.

Q. I've noticed that in your photo-

graphs you do something other pho-

tographers rarely do. With confused

subjects, with a foreground and a

background, you make both of them

sharp, yet perfectly meshed. You
have some very intricate photographs

of some yellow leaves in a brown
tree with a landscape in the back-

ground {see page 28). The tree cov-

ers the full format or nearly so; the

background is also all over the pic-

ture, filling the format. Most pho-

tographers would try to throw the

background out of focus and photo-

graph the tree or have the tree out of

focus in the foreground, punctuating

the over-all background landscape

with out-of-focus shapes. It would

never occur to them to hold both tree

and background sharp and make
them mesh perfectly, as you have

done. In your picture the background

is seen through the foreground, in-

stead of having the foreground at the

top or bottom of the picture, with the

background taking up the rest of the

picture. Both foreground and back-

ground cover the full format.

Porter: I think this is simply the way
I see everything. I must see it this

way. People often say that you don't

see things all in focus at once. Actu-

ally, if you could arrest the focusing

mechanism of a person's eye, you

would then put him in the position

of a camera that was focused only

on part of a subject, foreground or

background. But we have an ability

to refocus our vision from fore-

ground to background so rapidly

that we have the impression that

everything is in focus at once. That's

the way I see a landscape, with every-

thing in focus at once. Actually, it

has something to do with what inter-

ests me in pictures. I don't think

about this consciously. It's just a

matter of the way I see things and

subconsciously w ork. A pattern or a

very intricate scene in a woods or in

brushland, where there is a great

deal of vegetation, can often be or-

ganized into a vignette of the over-all

scene. A piece of it can be taken out,

and if the proper piece is taken, it can

be a satisfactory picture that has a

unity of its own. But there are pic-

tures with certain features that 1

don't like. One thing I don't like in

pictures, and which I try to avoid,

is having a very light object in the

lower foreground, a white stone or

leaves or something. It seems to me
the wrong place for a highlight. If

that's what the subject contains, I

try to select a point of view that

takes in either something below the

light object, so there's a dark strip

at the bottom of the picture, or I

eliminate the light thing entirely by
moving to another place, so I can

have some other aspect of the back-

ground that doesn't have this object

in the foreground. Sometimes, with

complicated compositions, it adds to

the interest of the composition if

there is a little confusion about what

plane an object is in. There is one

picture in "In Wildness" like that-

some dark trunks and some white

birch trunks. You can't tell at first

glance which trunks are in front and

which trunks are in back. This would

never occur if you had binocular

vision or with stereoscopic pictures.

It only occurs because the camera

has one eye, and when you look at

the camera version on a piece of

paper the three-dimensional quality

has been lost.

Q. Does this have anything to do with

the compositional convention of

lighter tones being in the back-

ground?

Porter: Not necessarily so, but with

aerial perspective, as with distant

mountain ranges, it does. That's the

way it appears in nature, because

of haze. I think a picture is more in-

teresting when there is a doubt in the

viewer's mind as to exactly what the

situation is. Not always, because you

don't want to confuse the viewers,

the audience, or cause trouble for

them. If you cause them too much
trouble, they won't look at the pic-

ture. If it's just a mess, they'll reject

it. But if there's just enough doubt,

it stimulates them to look at it longer.

And I think that's why a picture with

a very complicated set of objects in it

is sometimes more fun to look at than

one that is very simple. When I say

that I don't mean that I reject simple

pictures, because I also like pictures
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Handcarved Ivory Painted Birds
fS.OO P.P.D. ea.: 2" long.

A/ood Duck, Canada Goose, Quail, Owl, Golden
Pheasant, Blue Jay, Cardinal (M or F), Bluebird,

'elican, Oriole, Kingfisher. Penguin, Titmouse,
ranager. Goldfinch, Mallard (M or F), Swan, Golden

Eagle, Bald Eagle. Mandarin, Pheasant IM or F).

Canary, Nightingale, Sparrow, Canuasback, Hawk
A/oodpecker, Mockingbird. Robin, Waxwing, Bunting,

'arakeet (Blue, Green or Red).

^ma^mWf
Unpainted Ivory Animals—

2V4" long
59.00 P.P.D. ea.:

;amel. Walrus, Kangaroo, Polar Bear, Fox, Rhi-

loceros. Hippopotamus, Elephant, Lion, Tiger, Deer,

Bison, Seal, Dragon.

Ivory Horse, 2"-5.00, 3"-10.00, 4 '-20.00, 5"-30.00

Ivory Shell, 2"-5.00, 3"-10.00, 4'-25.00, 5"-35.00

St. George
And Dragon

2"-$10.00, 3"-$20.00,|

4"-$40.00, 5"-$65.00]

Fighting Elephants
1V2"-$10.00, 2"-$15.00, 3 "-$50.00

Hand Colored
Ivory Flowers

$35.00 P.P.D. ea.: 5"

high

Tulip, Pansy, Freesia,
Crocus, Lily of the
Valley, Rose Violet,
Narcissus, Montbretia,
Primrose

FAYE HAUER
2414 Larchwood Rd. Wilmington, Del. 19803

that are simple too. In some ways I

think pictures that are extremely

simple and that are at the same time

well conceived are perhaps the best of

all pictures. They're also the hardest

to do. It's hard to take a simple,

dramatic picture and have it really

contain something that has lasting in-

terest. If you can do that you have

really achieved something. It's al-

most like Chinese painting. You've

got things down to their elements.

And my pictures—my intricate sub-

jects—would be far from that.

Q. But you do take photographs that

are very simple indeed. The one

taken in the Adirondacks of the

black bush and tan grass in the snow,

for instance [which is on the cover

of this magazine]. It is all in line,

no form, no big masses, except the

implied form made by the lines of

bush and grass.

Porter: I like that picture, I liked

taking that picture. I just suddenly

saw it. But a lot of the pictures I

took in the Adirondacks were far

from simple. They're fun to take.

You can juggle things around until

you find just the right place, with

everything arranged so that when
you look at the finished product there

is no tendency for your eye to wan-

der out of the picture, which would

be the case if you felt there was some-

thing missing. On looking at a photo-

graph or a painting or any kind of

graphic art, if your eye isn't trapped

by what you see, and you start to

look for something that isn't in the

picture, the picture isn't a success.

Q. Do you have any favorite kind of

lighting?

Porter: I don't know as I do. I think

morning and evening light conven-

tionally is more interesting than

noon, certainly in landscape photog-

raphy it is. But you sometimes get

good crosslighting and good model-

ing of shadows even at noontime.

Q. But many of your photographs

seem to have been taken on heavily

overcast days or in complete shade.

Porter: Sometimes I think those con-

ditions are much better. Sometimes

bright sunlight makes the subject far

too spotty, with deep shadows and

brightly lighted areas. The color,

perhaps, is more saturated, but you

lose a sense of the form and struc-

ture and texture of what you're look-

0-kee-pa
by George Catlin,

edited with an Introduction

by John C. Ewers

The 0-kee-pa was a unique four-day

religious ceremony of the Mandan
Indians and Catlin's illustrated

account was an attempt to prove to

critics that he had not given

exaggerated reports of the self-

tortures he had witnessed in this

ceremony. Here is a centennial

edition of that important bool<,

complete with John C. Ewers'

appraisal of it as essentially sound
and a major contribution to

ethnography. $12.50.

Wilderness and
the American Mind
by Roderick Nash

A book of special relevance at a time

when what remains of the American
wilderness is being weighed in the

balance of public judgment, this is the

important story of the wilderness and
our attitude toward it from the first

push westward to the present day.

$6.50

Marsh's Dinosaurs
by John H. Ostrom
and John S. Mcintosh

The story of the first major discovery,

in Wyoming, of fossil dinosaur bones.

"Noteworthy records of one of the

most peculiar and important episodes
in the history of paleontology."
— Science.

"Enlightening and entertaining."

— GeoTimes. "Magnificent."— Earth

Science. $15.00

Yale University Press

New Haven and London
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Announcing a new
LIVING WORLD

BOOK

THE WORLD
OF THE FROG
AND THE TOAD
by George Porter

Profusely illustrated with photo-

graphs. Here are the living worlds of

the frog and the toad, beautifully

photographed and accurately de-

scribed in a book that follows every

stage of their development from in-

cubation to full maturity. George
Porter, who has observed thousands

of these creatures, gives a wealth of

valuable information on the places

where frogs and toads can be found

throughout the year, and how best

to keep and/or photograph them.

MONEY-BACK COUPON
NH-U

J. B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY
East Washington Square, Phila., Pa. 19105

Pie end id, iof
The World of the Frog and the Toad by
George Porter @ $4.95 each. Also send the

other Living World Book(s) I have checked be-

low ($4.95 each). If I am not entirely satisfied,

I may return any book or books within 10 days

for a full refund.

THE WORLD OF THE
n OPOSSUM D BEAVER
n WOODCHUCK n RED-TAILED HAWK
n BLACK BEAR D GREAT HORNED OWL
D PORCUPINE COYOTE
D BOBCAT D RACCOON
D WHITE-TAILED DEER

My check money order for $

is enclosed (Cal.. N. J., N. Y., Pa. & Tenn.
add sales tax).

Name-

Address

City

State- -Zip-

ing at, which is quite contrary to

what some people feel, I think. It is

generally believed that crosslighting

gives you much better rendition of

texture. Maybe it isn't texture that

I'm talking about, maybe it's sort of

the nature of the subject matter. For

instance, if you're photographing a

rock with lichen on it, it's better to

do it on an overcast day or in the

shade, not in bright sunlight— it comes

out more like a lichen on a rock.

Q. Who has most influenced your

work? Which photographers, writ-

ers, painters, and musicians, if any?

Porter : Let me start out with photog-

raphers. Alfred Stieglitz influenced

me very much of course. But before

Stieglitz, Ansel Adams' photographs

influenced me more than anything

else. Seeing his pictures, which was

before I even went to see Stieglitz,

was an eye-opener to me as to what

could be done with a camera, with

photographs in every respect—in sub-

ject matter and seeing, as well as in

print quality. It was a revelation. So

probably Ansel Adams comes first

and Stieglitz second. After that there

are many photographers whose work

has influenced me, I suppose—Roth-

stein, Lange, Evans. As far as writers

go, the nature writers—Aldo Leopold,

Joseph Wood Krutch, Loren Eise-

ley, Marston Bates, Archie Carr, Jack

Tomlinson—have influenced me.

Q. Have you been accompanied by

your family on any of your jaunts?

Porter : My wife accompanied me to

Greece and to Mexico. She hasn't

gone with me on my nature trips be-

cause she is a painter and she doesn't

know what she would do while I'm

off taking photographs all day long.

She would feel out of place, since she

doesn't paint landscapes, but still

lifes. I've taken my children on trips.

And I suspect they usually found it

rather boring.

Q. Was that after they were fairly

grown up?

Porter: No, I've taken them when
they were as young as eight. I've

gone ahead and photographed, and

they didn't know anything else, so

they just accepted it. I went to Yel-

lowstone once with two of them, and

I think they enj oyed that very much.

They loved seeing the bears. They
enjoyed the geysers and the camp-

grounds where we stayed.

Man is curiously ambivalent

about his environment.

At once a nature-lover

and nature-hater.

In his sophisticated, dazzlingly per-
ceptive book, Paul Shepard looks
through our eyes (human as op-
posed to those of the fish or the
fly) at everything in the world —
from 18th-century gardens and
19th-century Gothic ruins to 20th-

century paintings and parking lots.

And, having discovered what we
see, he tells us what we are.

PAUL SHEPARD'S

MAN IN THE
LANDSCAPE
A historic view of the
esttietics of nature

8 pages of illustrations

$6.95 • now at better bookstores
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A LINDBLAD
TRAVEL INC. TOUR

II

Unique adventure for small groups. Combines

scenery and archeology in Colombia, Ecuador,

Peru, Argentina. Fiestas, pageants, ceremonies

of Inca descendants. 26 days, $1,835 complete

from New York. Monthly.

Clip coupon for colorful free

brochure

—

14 pages.

I 1
LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC. NH 126

Lindblad Travel Building
133 East 55th Street

New York, New York 10022

Please send "On the Inca Road" brochure.
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Presenting 'The Last Paradises'—
a spectacular, coior-fiiied

pilotograpilic record of animals
you may never see again.

)r. Eugen Schuhmacher has

spent the past seven years

on the trail of rare animals

n every corner of the earth.

'The Last Paradises' is the

extraordinary text-and-

photograph record of his

remarkable achievement.

Hundreds of animal species

today are threatened with

the fate of the great aul<

and the passenger pigeon.

Dr. Schuhmacher has

photographed nearly ail of

;hem, in some of the v^/orld's

least accessible places—

a

colony of bald ibis in a

remote region of Turl<ey . .

.

a rare l<angaroo shinnying

jp a tree in New Guinea . .

.

emperor penguins in

McMurdo Sound.

Special! In addition to Dr.

Schuhmacher's main text

and captions, arranged by

continent, there is a section

written by four eminent

zoologists which provides

detailed descriptions of the

animals photographed.

160 astonishing, full-page

photographs—a// in full

color, printed in the finest

gravure and in a finely-

bound, oversized format

—

make 'The Last Paradises'

one of the handsomest

nature volumes ever

published.

"As President of the World

Wild Life Fund, the

publication of this beautiful

book gives me great

pleasure. It provides an

impressive photographic

record of species that are

in danger of extinction... and

will help in the fight for their

preservation."—PRINCE
BERNHARD OF THE
NETHERLANDS

During the first half of the

20th century, 50 animal

species disappeared from

earth—and the senseless

destruction is picking up

speed. Dr. Eugen

Schuhmacher, producer of

award-winning documentary

films in Europe, set out to

photograph the rarest of the

endangered species. To

appreciate his success, you

must see 'The Last

Paradises' yourself. It

includes some of the finest

color photography you will

ever see, as well as a

narrative that is filled with

fascinating animal lore.

Take advantage of a special

pre-Christmas saving of

more than 15%, and see a

copy for two full weeks

before deciding to keep it,

by sending the coupon today.

SAVE $2.95 BEFORE CHRISTMAS-
FREE EXAMINATION

To your bookseller or

DOUBLEDAY & COMPANY, INC.
Garden City, New York 11530 Dept. 7-NH-12

Rush me copies of THE LAST PARADISES immediately. 1 under-

stand I have two full weeks to examine them, and may return them
within that time and owe nothing. Otherwise, you'll bill me just

$16.00 per copy (a saving of more than 15% under the regular price

of $18.95) plus shipping charges as payment in full.

NAME ^

States and Canada
until December 31, 1967 and available only
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Did

earliest

man

originate

In

Africa?

BACKGROUND TO

EVOLUTION IN AFRICA
Edited by W. W. Bishop
and J. D. Clark

Discoveries of the last decade

are confirming Darwin's fa-

mous speculation about the im-

portance of the prehistory of

Africa and its role in the origin

of man, the development of ani-

mals and plants, and the
changes in land areas. This
book surveys the new evidence

gathered in Africa by palaeon-

tologists, geologists, archaeol-

ogists and other scholars — in-

cluding Dr. L. S. B. Leakey who
describes his much-discussed
mammalian finds from Miocene
and Pleistocene East Africa. A
bilingual book, the English pa-

pers are preceded by French
abstracts, and vice-versa. The
editors are, respectively, lec-

turer in geology at Bedford Col-

lege, University of London, and
Professor of Anthropology at

University of California in

Berkeley. $27.50

ATLAS OF

AFRICAN PREHISTORY
Compiled by J. D. Clark

The first atlas of its kind to

represent the whole of any con-

tinent. Eminently usable — con-

sists of twelve base maps of

ecology and paleo-ecology, with
38 transparent overlay maps
showing political boundaries
and cities, cultural distribu-
tions, fossil fauna, sites of fossil

man, and present-day discon-

tinuous distribution of certain

mammals and birds. Base maps,
for the most part on a scale of

1 :20 million, were drawn by Eve
Kemnitzer. $32.50

Both these books are published
with the aid of the Wenner-
Gren Foundation and under the
auspices of the Pan-African
Congress on Prehistory.

UNIVERSITY OF

CHICAGO PRESS
5750 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, 111. 60637

Boohs in Revietv

Frawn the Priwne^^al

ta the Pa^ed
by William O. Douglas

Wilderness and the American Mind,

by Roderick Nash. Yale University

Press, $6.50; 256 pp.

This book is a mandatory prelude to

any modern treatment of conserva-

tion problems. It does not purport to

tell us where we go from here. But it

reports in telling fashion how we got

where we are and the nature of the

forces that have driven us pell-mell

toward a leveling of the wilderness.

Public attitudes do determine public

policies, and these attitudes, which we
have obtained from Sunday school and
public school and folklore, persist as

powerful imponderables on which pub-

lic relations men for commercial in-

terests build their campaigns for

continuous invasion of wilderness
tracts and ceaseless exploitation of the

few areas of wildness that we have left.

The word wilderness has many
shades of meaning. In the Old Testa-

ment, wilderness is largely a piece of

wasteland. Today it means different

things to different people, apart from
its many figurative uses, as in connec-

tion with the megalopolis. The apart-

ment dweller in a trailer in a national

park thinks he is in the wilderness. A
piece of forest may be wilderness to an

urbanite. To others any inhospitable

or mysterious area is wilderness. A val-

ley with a road is not considered wild-

erness by some. By the act of 1964 a

wilderness must be of a certain size and
in untrammeled or primitive condition.

And so the definition changes, depend-

ing on the individual and his interests.

As the author says, the concept is that

of a spectrum that runs ''from the pri-

meval to the paved."

The multiplicity of the definitions ofi

wilderness reflects the wide variety of

views concerning it. And that is the

thrust of the book: a search through

the literature of the Western world for

attitudes toward the wilderness and the

various philosophies concerning it-

century by century, school of thought

by school of thought—and what people,

particularly we Americans, have done

about it.

By our Christian philosophy, leveling

the wilderness became almost a sacred

rite, for it represented forces of evil

where savages, wild beasts, and spirits,

all dangerous to Christian man, dwelt.

The destruction of the wilderness and

^*«
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WANTED: Executive Director for Arts and Science
Center. Nashua. N.H. Must have an interest in art
witli a creative and imaginative talent for programs,
exhibitions and promotion. A great opportunity to
plan for new building in a sophisticated clt.v 40
miles from Boston, the ocean, ski areas and lakes.
Salary is open. Send resume and references to Joseph
G. Sakey. Nashua Public Library, Nashua, Now
Hampshire.

COOK
BOOK

RECIPE
RACK

handsome, efficient

:enter. Cook-

sizes) fit in

top. twin
drawers hold

it's ner-
f e c t I y

charming either way! Polished honey tone knotty pine
or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. I7"H. I3"W.
8%"0. $13. 25 Postpaid.
COMPLETE KIT: Ready for easy assembly and finish.

Simple instructions. S8.95 Ppd. Add 50c West of Miss,

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

YIELD HOUSE
Dept. Nl

(Not s North Conway, 03860

The Holiday Painter

By J. Martin-Barbaz

PAINT AS YOU
LEARN—and start fram-
ing your work this very

season! Now available in

English — the fabulous

Martin-Barbaz "self-

teaching" course that is

turning Frenchmen from
Paris to Provence into

accomplished artists .

ready to fill your weekends and holidays with

creative joy. Delightfully simple method en-

ables you to learn by painting! You'll marvel

at the ease with which lighthouses, bridges,

summer friends, city scenes and natural won-
ders come to life on your canvas.

ILLUSTRATED • ORDER NOW!

$4.95 Postfree 10-Day Money-Back Guarantee

EMERSON BOOKS, INC., Dept. 405-R
251 West 19 Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

TV RUNABOUT

njoy TV any-
where, stores huge supply of maga-
zines, newspapers, etc., too. Hand
crafted of solid pine, rugged birch

legs. In honey tone pine or maple,
ntitiue pine or walnut finish. 29"W. 27"H. I4"D.
25',j" between legs). Shipped flat for economy—easy
ssemhiy. Only $26.95. Unfin. S23.95. Shpg. Chgs. Col.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PCS.
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No.
Not Sold in Stores
Money-Back Guarantee

YIELD HOUSE
No. Conway, N.I

its life became a good deed, for this

philosophy considers man to be above

all other forms of life. Was not St.

Francis denounced as a heretic for con-

sidering man as a member of a vast

community who should show reverence

to the other members, be they birds or

plants? Certainly the Puritans came to

these shores with those attitudes; much
of the settling of the lands to the west

of New England was done in this spirit.

Yet our people were not always unani-

mous even on the wilderness issue, and
voices began to be heard that found
values in wilderness other than trees

to convert into lumber, streams into

power and navigation, and valleys into

cities. The author has retrieved from a

largely lost stream of American
thought many of these schools of

thought.

The great turning point in American
thinking was certainly led by Thoreau.
though it came years later, and the

maturation of our appreciation of wil-

derness values arrived with Muir and
Leopold. There were many who put the

ideas of those men into specific pro-

grams of action, as the consciousness of

values other than dollars increased and
as the Puritan influence waned. Wheth-
er the majority of our people are any-

where near abreast of Thoreau, Muir,
and Leopold is doubtful. But the con-

viction that wildness holds the key to

preservation has become a powerful
force in the affairs of state, as evi-

denced by the Wilderness Act of 1964
and the so far successful efforts to save

the Grand Canyon from dams.
The book, in addition to tracing the

evolution of the attitudes of the West-
ern world, treats the highlights of

American efforts to establish parks,

forest preserves, and the like. It credits

Pinchot, Bob Marshall. Howard Zahni-
ser, Sigurd Olson, and others for heroic

work. It also covers a few lost causes,

such as Hetch Hetchy. And it has one
sentence at the end respecting the

threat of population pressures to the

small segments of wilderness that we
have left.

The book, in other words, bypasses
the critical burning issues of today and
tomorrow.

The contemporary forces of destruc-

tion are like ten thousand or more scat-

tered brush fires. One town is trying to

save from subdivision thirteen acres of

forest in its midst. Another is trying to

keep a river by its front door safe from
upstream sewage. A local group is try-

ing to prevent a road being extended

one mile into a heartland of wilderness

so that big trees can be cut. A pond in

New Jersey, a lake in Nevada, a river

in Washington, are doomed by engi-

neers and real estate developers. The
National Park System is bent on carv-

ing up its inner sanctuaries so that

Two distinguished oceanographers

present a dramatic, startling

new picture of the secrets of the sea.

Man has learned more about the
ocean in the last 20 years than in all

past history. This book unfolds for the
general reader the full sweep and
variety of the new discoveries in

oceanography — undersea mountains
higher than the Himalayas . . . gorges
deeper than the Grand Canyon , ,

.

revolutionary insights into how the
continents were formed and how life

began , . . dynamic currents,
mysterious wave actions, and
turbulent upheavals in depths once
thought to be silent and still.

By DAVID B. ERICSON
and GOESTA WOLLIN
66 drawings, maps, charts, and
diagrams by Ingrid Niccoll

$7.95 • now at better bookstores
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THE fi

ANKH

. . , a symbol and hieroglyph of "life,"

"living," and "life everlasting." To the

ancient Egyptians, the life of everything,

divine or human, depended upon posses-

sion of the Ankh.

Fitted with a wall hook, this life-size

Ankh reproduction comes in Egyptian

blue-green or gold finish,

#AT-45, Height 11" $8,00 ppd.

FREE Gift Catalog!

ALSO AVAItABLE: 48 page COLOR catalog
of GENUINE Antiquities, including Scarabs
Weapons, Jewelry, Coins and much more.

50<t

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept, N-12EA, 648 9th Ave,, N,Y. 10036
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DYNAMO
FLASHLIGHT

Remarkable
flashlight does not
use batteries and
never needs re-

charging. A unique
built-in dynamo

produces powerful
beam of light with

squeeze of the

hand. With ordinary

care should last a lifetime. Expertly crafted,

set in steel case. Sold only by mail on Money
Back guarantee.
$7.95, 2 for $14.75. and 25c postage.

J. D. BROWNE
Kentfield, Calif. 94904

Steam Engine

This fantastic little 1/50 HP engine is a perfect

model of the famous English Boiler Engine, in

continuous operation since 1798. True to life

boiler house, brass cylinder and piston, safety

valve and dome whistle. Antique varnish. Runs

like mad on drops of alcohol. Comes with fuel

and instructions. $14.98

2 for S27.50 plus $1.00 post.

Rock Polisher

The original Thumler's Tumbler puts a gleam-

ing finish on rocks, glass pieces, coins, also

fishing lures and shell casings. A fascinating

hobby, a practical machine and great fun.

Handles six lbs. of rock or 50 30-30 casings.

Complete, as illustrated, with motor, base, bar-

rels. Guaranteed 1 year. $19.95 plus $1.50 PP

2 sets of 3 abrasives and prepolish S2.98

Rubber Tumbler liners, pair 98((

Victors Official Tumbling Manual $1.98

Shipped with Tumbler or add 355; Postage

30-day money-back guarantee on all prod-

ucts, Calif, residents add 5% sales tax.

Please send interesting free catalog.

EASTMAN COMPANY n

1 44-2nd St.SanFrancisco,Ca.94105

Quant. Item

Name

City Zip

Playboy Key # Amer. Expr. Acc'nt #'

Diners Acc'nt # or payment enclosed D

more trailers and autos can be admitted.

This is the kind of stuff out of which

the present-day skirmishes are made.

Are all alpine meadows to be filled with

Hilton hotels?

Have we reached the point where the

Willamette River in Oregon or the Mis-

souri farther east is to be considered

essentially as a carrier of sewage and

industrial waste?

How far are roads and pavements to

reach?

Are there to be refuges for some of

our wildlife but none for man?
n there are to be refuges, how large

should they be to meet the population

pressures?

Primeval forests are mostly gone.

Can cutover, mutilated land be re-

claimed and restored in time for man's

varied recreational needs?

The book is not an impassioned plea

one way or the other. The author, so

far as one can tell from the text, might

be just as happy if all alpine meadows

were motel, cocktail, and dance hall

concessions. He does not take sides.

There is a suggestion at the end that

the pressure of people on wilderness

may be as devastating as the activities

of commercial interests. Those who fi-

nanced the project that resulted in Mr.

Nash's work may be, like the CIA,

forces of erosion and apologia. But the

book has integrity; those who read with

discerning eyes will have a measure of

the forces that the Establishment can

muster to destroy us.

William O. Douglas, Associate Justice

of the Supreme Court, is an ardent con-

servationist and author of the book "A
Wilderness Bill of Rights."

The Gypsies, by Jan Yoors. Simon and

Schuster, $5.95; 256 pp.

An intensely personal book. The Gyp-

_ sies either captures the whole-

hearted sympathy of the reader or

leaves him incredulous and bored.

There are those who will live, with Jan

Yoors, his childhood among these mer-

curial people, and who will understand,

feel, and love with him. Others will be

frankly disbelieving, unperceiving, and

unfeeling. For the latter I am sorry, for

even if the whole thing were an inven-

tion, which I do not for a moment be-

lieve. I would still recommend the book

in similar terms, for the perception and

the feelings are real and teach us much
about ourselves as well as about our fel-

low beings. Above all they teach us

about the Gypsies, and this nobody

with the least knowledge of gypsy life

could deny.

The author himself was not gypsy

born, but as a child joined a gypsy

band and wandered through Europe

TROUSER RACK
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and on Hidden Harbor Bay of Pend Oreille
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P.O. Bex 8146, Spokane. Wash. 99203
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rith the Rom, learning their language

nd their thoughts and beliefs. In de-

cribing the wanderings of the family

bat adopted him, Jan Yoors evokes the

lood he set out to evoke, with a charm

nd tenderness that are part of gypsy

ife itself. The sequence of events is

ften disjointed, with an occasional hia-

us, as when the wandering child is re-

timed reluctantly to his parents and

lie scene shifts from the wild freedom

f a gypsy camp to the constrained

lounds of a Belgian drawing room.

Mr. Yoors gives many hard and valu-

ble facts about gypsy organization,

^hicli corresponds significantly to

fie organization of other hunting and

lathering peoples throughout the

roild. The scale and scope of opera-

ions are somewhat different, but that

5 all. Instead of hunting on foot, in the

Lustralian deserts or the Congo forests,

lie Gypsies, it seems, may do their

;unting by cruising up and down Fifth

Lvenue in a Cadillac convertible. Mr.

foors deals more with the conventional

aravan than the Cadillac, but the lat-

er need not be as unromantic as it

eems. Even in such an unexpected con-

ext the Gypsy is still the same at heart,

nd treats all gaje, or outsiders, with

he same shrewd political acumen.

Whether they are dealing with the New
fork City police, or with the irate

lurghers of some rural European town-

hip, the Rom use the same tactics, se-

;ure in the inner knowledge of their

iwn superiority as human beings, con-

emptuous of the attempt to subject

hem to a law that is contrary to their

iwn, indignant and resentful of the

lumiliation to which they are submit-

ed by a people superior only in terms

)f physical force.

At a time when there has never been

;reater need for understanding of other

vays of life, The Gypsies has a special

'alue. It may be too much to hope that

he book will alleviate the lot of these

trange, scattered wanderers, but if it

lelps a few people to find something of

hemselves in others apparently so dif-

erent, it will have achieved much.

C0LI>J M. TURNBULL
The American Museum

Ay Friends the Wilu Chimpanzees,

ly Jane van Lawick-Goodall. National

reographic Society, $4.25; 204 pp.,

llus.

[t did not seem possible, but the Na-

tional Geographic Society has ex-

;eeded itself. The society, well known

or the excellence of its photographic

lisplays, has combined this excellence

mh an ingenuous and charming story

reitten by a young woman who spent

Imost seven years observing chimpan-

ees in the Gombe Stream Game Re-

erve in Tanzania, Africa. The result is

Joseph Wood Krutch

and the

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology

BiRd SoNqs In LrrERATURE
A 33V3 rpm high-fidelity record of bird songs and

the poems they have inspired from Chaucer to Eliot,

narrated by Frederick G. Marcham of Cornell University

Produced by Peter Paul Kellogg from the

Library of Natural Sounds of the Laboratory of Ornithology;

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

The songs of birds have been an inspiration to poets since

before the days of Chaucer, Shelley's skylark, Keats's

nightingale, scores of other birds — some familiar, some
little known — are celebrated throughout English and
American literature. Now, for the first time, thanks to mod-
ern techniques, we can hear on one record both the words
of the poem itself and the song of the bird that inspired it.

$6.00

NATURE'S PARADISE
by

Jen and Des

BARTLETT

"This is a magnificent portrait of

the wildlife of Africa, a masterly

presentation in text and superb

photography of one of the
world's most exciting faunal

regions.

"Nature's Paradise graphical-

ly dramatizes the African wil-

derness in all its variety, ranging

from the coral reefs of the coast

to the vast plains, the dry thorn-

bush-dotted veldt, the bird

lakes, the jungle and the equa-

torial mountains."

Roger Tory Peterson

Member of the Board

of Directors

National Audubon Society

36 color plates

276 photographs $19.95

For complete catalogs write to:

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
2 Park Street, Boston, Mass. 02107



The most complete
one-volume bird guide

to North America
ever published!

\ JimliM-'icai"

only $2.95
plastic-bound

All in beautiful color
By Chandler Robbins, Dr. Bertel Bruun

and Dr. Herbert S. Zim
liJustrated by Arihur B. Singer

Acclaimed in major reviews. Audubon
Magazine says, "This long-awaited field

guide is a welcome and impressive ac-

complishment. It... covers all of the birds

of North America north of Mexico. By
comparison, the famous Peterson field

guides are in two volumes, and the Pough
guides in three. The concise text is re-

markably apt, and is accompanied by
small but highly informative range maps.
...The illustrations, of course, make this

sort of book. Arthur Singer is one of our
most accomplished bird illustrators. . .

.

He has been remarkably successful."

Both Eastern and Western birds
— land and wrater— are included

in this 340-page guide with

2,000 illustrations I

GOLDEN PRESS INC.
I

MAIL COUPON FOR PROMPT DELIVERY
To your bookseller or:

GOLDEN PRESS, INC., Dept. FG-2
North Road, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12601
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My Friends the Wild Chimpanzees by

Jane van Lawick-Goodall, with photo-

graphs by her husband, Baron Hugo
van Lawick.

Jane's account (for some reason it

seems appropriate to use her first

name) is one to inspire admiration.

Initially set back by fever, she showed

audacity and courage by living in the

midst of these powerful and unpre-

dictable wild animals. She kept tena-

ciously at her task until she achieved

her goal, a long-term study of how
chimpanzees live in their home envi-

ronment. Although at first the chimpan-

zees fled at the sight of her, she

remained undaunted. A real break-

through came inadvertently through

the action of David Greybeard, one of

the fiercer animals. David approached

and snatched Jane's lunch banana one

afternoon; from that time onward the

camp made bananas available to the

chimpanzees, which soon learned to

visit regularly. The establishment of

this feeding area in the midst of chim-

panzee country permitted Jane to make
many more observations than would

have been possible if she were forced

to find the animals fortuitously.

Her observations mainly cover fam-

ily structure and social interactions,

such as male-male, male-female, fe-

male-female, mother-infant. Chimpan-

zees spend most of the day searching

for food, and a great deal of their

recorded behavior is concerned with

feeding activities. Some of the most

striking observations are of behavior

that is not widely known, for example,

the flamboyant and frightening rain

dances carried out by the males, the

catching and eating of monkeys and

baboons (chimps were thought to be

essentially vegetarians), and particu-

larly, the making and using of tools to

dig termites out of their nests. The

chimpanzees alter long grasses into

"fishing rods," insert these rods into

termite mounds, and withdraw them

with termites clinging to the tips.

Young apes learn how to make these

modified rods by the time they are three

(they reach adolescence at seven). I

was fascinated with this tool-fashion-

ing technique and I wondered how it

came about during the evolutionary

history of the chimpanzees, that is, how

did the animals first come upon the

method? I wish that Baroness van

Lawick-Goodall described more about

how the young learned to make and use

these tools. Perhaps as she continues

her observations she will be able to re-

port in greater detail on this subject.

The rain dance is a frenzied and wild

stomping apparently related to sudden

downpours, thunder, and lightning. It

is curious that these advanced animals

do not seek shelter when it rains. In-

stead, they sit in tree branches and

l^3B^»

AN INVITATION

for NATURAL HISTORY'S under

cover readers to come out in the!

open.

Are you reading NATURAL HIS-

TORY catch-as-catch-can? Getting

only tantalizing snatches while

visiting friends or lingering at the

library or doctor's waiting room?

Wouldn't it be satisfying to settle

down with your own copy and savori

it at your convenience each month?

AN OPPORTUNITY
Take a few seconds now to dis-

patch the order form and envelope

found at page 2, and the January!

issue will be delivered fresh off

the press directly to your home.

In addition to 10 issues of tren-

chant reportage of the life and earth

sciences, your subscription to

NATURAL HISTORY also bringsj

you Associate Membership in Th^

American Museum of Natural His-I

tory with these valuable benefits.

• Two gift books a year

• Discounts at the

Museum Shop

• Annual Report
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And the fee for all this
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A
Well-chosen

Gift

Speaks

Volumes ,x^

I'^Trt

Something splendid

to give a

favorite family

MDIAN ART IN SOUTH AMERICA,

y Frederick J. Dockstader. A com-

rehensive and superbly illus-

ated survey of the arts and crafts

f the Indian tribes from earliest

mes to the present. Includes

lany excellent, but little-known

'orks from the ancient civiliza-

ons of Ecuador, Colombia, and

enezuela; from the artisans of

ie Brazilian jungles; and from

rgentina, Chile, Uruguay, and

araguay. 220 pages, 50 color

lates, 200 black-and-white gra-

ure illustrations, maps, and bibli-

graphy. $27.50

!HE SHOREBIRDS OF NORTH
MERICA, Editor, Gardner D.

tout; Text by Peter Matthiessen;

aintings by Robert V. Clem; Spe-

ies Accounts by Ralph 8. Palmer,

oth an art book and a complete

jference book, this is the first

ork to cover the shorebirds of our

ontinent with such richness of

illustration, distinction of text,

and authoritative technical detail.

32 full-page paintings in six-color

lithography, plus numerous black-

and-white drawings. 270 pages.

$22.50

NATURE'S PARADISE, by Jen and

Des Bartlett. An unsurpassed

photographic study of the wildlife

and scenery of Africa, this book is

also a brilliant exposition of the

way in which the mammals, birds,

insects, fish, and reptiles are de-

pendent on their habitat and on

each other. 360 pages, 370 photo-

graphs (36 in color). $19.95

LOST HERITAGE OF ALASKA, by

Polly and Leon G. Miller. A vivid

narrative of the flowering and de-

cline of the art and culture of the

Northwest Coast Indians. It incor-

porates firsthand accounts by ex-

plorers Bering, Cook, Vancouver,

and early pioneers, as well as by

the Indians themselves. 289
pages, over 200 illustrations,

photographs, drawings, maps.

$15.00

THE LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF ANIMAL LIFE. Entirely up to

date, this is the most authoritative

and complete one-volume guide to

the animals of the world. Its ab-

sorbing, popularly written text is

magnificently illustrated by 1,000

photographs (100 in full color)

representing the best work of

famous nature photographers.

640 pages, fully indexed. $25.00

Members of The Museum are entitled to a
15% discount. Please add taxes where appli-
cable and 350 postage and handling.

The American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024
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moan, evidently uncomfortable, and

evidently getting soaked. However, the

mothers do envelop the young and pro-

tect them from the rain. There is a long

description of the eating of a baboon

and of the social interplay that takes

place among the apes when this baboon

is being consumed. In addition to the

many behavioral observations, Jane

describes her personal adventures and

misadventures. There are a few minor

points that I found objectionable, such

as using the word "stealing" when re-

ferring to an action by a chimpanzee

and several other details of interpreta-

tion, but they do not mar the general

high quality of the book with its espe-

cially outstanding photographs. The
color plates are magnificent, large, and

abundant. They are probably the finest

collection of chimpanzee portraits to be

found. The subjects are full of whimsy
and charm, and many readers will find

the young chimpanzees most engaging.

There is an excellent photographic

series on the range and diversity of fa-

cial expressions, on grooming activi-

ties, on baboons with chimpanzees, and

on gesturing behavior used in different

social situations.

It is a book that I can unreservedly

recommend to all readers.

Evelyn Shaw
The American Museum

Wings in the Meadow, by Jo Brewer.

Houghton Mifflin Co., $4.95; 187 pp.,

illus.

This is an unusual book, written by

an uncommon person: a non-pro-

fessional with boundless enthusiasm, a

gift for communication, and a respect

for science. It is written as fiction, in

somewhat the manner of Rachel Car-

son's Under the Sea Wind. That is, par-

ticular animals (in this case monarch
butterflies! are individualized and are

followed through their travails and

their moments of glory. There is also

a human. Mr. Stevens, who owns the

meadow and is rewarded and refreshed

by the activities of its denizens. The re-

sult is a book that holds one"s attention

as a straight account of life history

data would never do. There is drama,

suspense, and a generous dash of

poetry, all of it greatly enhanced by

Henry B. Kane's excellent drawings.

There have been other books on the

monarch butterfly, but none that are

likely to have the wide appeal of Jo

Brewer's Wings in the Meadoiv.

Mrs. Brewer is an amateur lepidop-

terist who writes for those outside the

circle of academic biology: yet there

is little here that is likely to offend the

professional. I did find myself inclined

to pencil a question mark in the margin

here and there, but in the final analy-

sis these did not add up to much. Pro-

fessional biologists need to face up to
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3262. AMATEUR ARCHAEOLOGIST'S
HANDBOOK. Robbins and Irving. Com-
prehensive guide for beginning "dig-
ger." covering every aspect of archae-
ology from conducting areal site sur-

preserving excavation finds.
Publishe $6.95.

4157. CUSTER WOLF/ NO ROOM FOR
BEARS. Roger Caras' story of a white,
renegade wolf that eluded hunters for
six years, and Frank Dufresne's fasci-
nating account of the life of bears.
Publisher's Price for the Set $10.95.
TiL'o books comit as one choice.

4177. DEATH OF THE SWEET WATERS/
BREATH OF LIFE. Donald E. Carr. Bril-
liant discussion of the growing prob-
lem of water and air pollution, their
prime causes, and what steps must be
taken to avert a national disaster. Pub-
lisher's Price for the Set S10.90.

Tico books cou7it as one clioice.

4181. DEER AND THE TIGER. George B.
Schaller. Fascinating and definitive re-
port on the rapidly dwindling animal
population of India—one which may
not endure into the twenty-first cen-
tury. Publisher's Price SIO.OO.

GG36. ORIGINS OF MAN. John Buettner-
Janusch. Comprehensive anthropologi-
cal investigation of man's evolution as
a sequence in the physical evolution of
the order Primates. Publisher's Price
$9.95.

4620. ESP: A SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION.
C. E. M. Hansel. First book to scien-
tificially appraise the mounting evi-
dence for psychic phenomena, partic-
ularly the "laboratory experiments"
that apparently make the case for
ESP. Publisher's Price S6.95.

5210. GUIDE TO MATHEMATICS FOR THE
INTELLIGENT NONMATHEMATICIAN. Ed-
mund C. Berkeley- An approach to
mathematics that anyone can under-
stand, covering definite and indefinite
numbers, calculus, variables, probabil-
ity, and much more. Publisher's Price
S6.95.

5500. IF THE SUN DIES. Oriana Fallaci.
Intimate, unusually candid account of

who ru
Wernhe
$7.50.

^"

5553. INSECTS. Ross E. Hutchins. Su-
perbly written account of what is per-
haps the most weird, beautiful, and

5554. IN SEARCH OF THE PRIMITIVE.
Lewis Cotlow. Sensitive and closelv ob-
served re-creation of the author's life-
time of experiences among native peo-
ples on four continents whose way of
life is fast vanishing under the 'on-
slaught of civilization. Publisher's Price
$8.95.

5583. INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNI-
VERSE. I, S. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan.
A unique international collaboration
between two world-famed astronomers
considers whether intelligent beings oc-
cupy worlds outside our own. Publish-
ers Price S9,95.

5636. INTRODUCTION TO ORNITHOLOGY.
George J, Wallace. Excellent introduc-
tion to the study of birds not only for
the serious student, but for the would-
be knowledgeable amateur as well. Pub-

8496. TWO IN THE BUSH/SAMBA AND
THE MONKEY MIND. Gerald Durrels
fascinating account of what is being
done to protect strange specimens of
wild life, and Leonard Williams' report
of his ten-year association with woollv
monkeys. Publisher's Price for the set
S9-45.

6934. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE STARS.
Henry C. King. Stunning visual and
scientific journey through the galaxies,
with ninety superb photographs gath-
ered from observatories and private

volu ; cho

lisher' Price $8.75.

5773. NUMBER: THE LANGUAGE OF SCI-
ENCE. Tobias Dantzig. "The evolution
of mathematical thought from the ear-
liest times to the latest constructions
is presented here with admirable con-
sistencv and in a wonderfully lively
style. •-Albert Einstein. Publisher's
Price $6.95.

5901. LOST WORLDS OF AFRICA, james
Wellard. Panoramic view of Africa from
pre-historic times to the present, with
emphasis on little-known peoples and
customs. Pubhsher's Price S5.95.

5961. THE MAMMALS: A Guide to the
Living Species. Desmond Morris, Treas-
ure trove of information about the ex-
citing world of mammals, with descrip-
tions of over 300 species and a photo-
graph of each. Publisher's Price $12,95.

6036. MAN'S PLACE IN THE DYBO-
SPHERE. Richard R, Landers, Explores
the realm of artificially created things
which behave in a lifelike manner—ma-
chines which are now self-sustaining,
self-regulating, self-repairing and self-
reproducing. Publisher's Price $5.95.

6401. NIELS BOHR: The Man, His Sci-
ence and the World They Changed. Ruth
Moore, First full-length biography of
the distinguished Danish phvsicist
whose contributions did so much to
usher in the atomic age. Publisher's
Price S6 95,

6436. THE NEW AGE IN PHYSICS, sir
Harrie Massey. Gives a clear under-
standing of the complex advances in
twentieth-century physics and the re-
sulting changes in our concept of mat-
ter. Publisher's Price $10.00.

6930. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO THE MOON.
Dinsmore Alter. Beautiful guide to lu-
nar topography as todaVs giant tele-
scopes see it-plus more than two dozen
new pictures of the moon's surface
made by Ranger. Survevcr. and Orbit-
er spacecraft. Publisher's Price $8.95.

4386. FANTASTIC TREES: Marvels and
Monstrosities of the Arboreal World.
Edwin A. Menninger, All about eccen-
tric trees that thrust their roots into
the an-, change their sexes, commit

;ide^and^ other strange doings that
, ^j botany.

7424. ROCK, TIME AND LANDFORMS.
Jerome Wyckoff. Explains how erosion
distortion of the earth's crust, and vol-
canism create the landscapes about us.
farming mountains and valleys, and
shifting whole continents. Publisher's
Price S8.95.

7810. SEX LIFE OF THE ANIMALS. Herb-
ert Wendt. Remarkable account of the
vast and often incredible processes of
reproduction in the animal world-from
the amoeba to the elephant. Over 100
illustrations. Publisher's Price $7.95.

7860. SMITHSONIAN TREASURY OF
20TH-CENTURY SCIENCE. Webster P.

8501. MARTIN GARDNER'S NEW MATHE-
MATICAL DIVERSIONS FROM SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN/536 PUZZLES AND CURIOUS
PROBLEMS. Two books offering a rich
collection of mathematical games and
puzzles—with solutions for the weary.
Publisher's Price for the set $13.90.

volu J cho

8600. WATCHERS OF THE SKIES. Willy
Ley. One of the most popular science
writers presents a stirring history of
astronomy from its earliest beginnings
to the present time, including all the
great astronomers and their achieve-
ments. Publisher's Price $8,50.

8807. YEAR OF THE GORILLA. George B.
Schaller. Exciting account of an expe-
dition to study Africa's mountain go-
rillas. Scores of dramatic photographs.
Publisher's Price $5,95.

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $37.80 WORTH
OF BOOKS ON NATURE FOR JUST $4.95

Natural Science Book Club
Front and Brown Streets, Riverside, N. J. 08075

Please enroll me as a Trial Member
plus shipping whose numbers I have c

."is a Trial Member. I need accept as few as 3 more Selections during the
next 12 months, always at reduced Member's Price plus shipping and Imay cancel Membership any time thereafter. Each month I will receive
a Newsletter describing the forthcoming Selection along with a con-
venient form for requesting Alternate Selections or no book at all
I also understand that I may choose a free Bonus Book for every 4 Selec-
tions purchased. (Introductory Offer counts as the first Selection.)

Three Books for just $4.95 (circle numbers):

3262 4620 5553 5901 6636 7860
4157 5554 5961 6930 8496 4177
5583 6036 6934 8501 4181 5210
5636 6401 7424 8600 4386 5500
5773 6436 7810 8807

GUARANTEE: If, after examining the volumes of your choice, you are not
completely saitsfied, you may return all books within 10 days and your
membership will be cancelled. Pay nothing-owe nothing.

L_.
Please be sure to indicate correct zip code.
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SEA
CAPTAIIV'S
BOOK CAGE
Fine furniture detailing.
den table and office desk.

. „ ^ ^

monograplis. (And cooks for limp cookbooks). Hardwood.
Bookstop adjusts. Choosi _ walnut, cherr;

finish. 19" X 9" x 9%" high. $19.95 ppd. Kit
& finish. $13.95 ppd

assemble

Two part catalog of furnishings unobtainable elsewhere

255: (1) Finished pieces & kits for STAK-UP hi-fl

records, books, room dividers, comer shelves: wall-hung

"collector's" shelves: unique stools: small tables:

free form and wide plank-sawn-from
nd sn fr.ii

-log table & bench

Include Gift Cards & Zip Nos.

WOODSHAPES / country furnishings

Box 58, laconic, Conn., 06079

ENJOY PLANTS YEAR ROUND
Plants thrive yiai-roun.l ill this attraitivc

Indoor Greenhouse that provides ideal nat-

ural growing conditions. Clear plastic top
gives maximum light, adjusts for ventilation.

Automatic watering through fiberglass wicks
from reservoir below sturdy planting base.

Perfect gift for beautiful displays in homo
or office, greenhouse measures 2' x 2' x 18".

Ideal for nature and plant enthusiasts and
classroom studies too. Greenhouse S15.9S
postpaid. Fluorescent light S9.9S ppd. Auto-
matic Timer S9.95 ppd.

Armstrong Associates, Inc.

Box 127-N • Basking Ridge, N.J.

A real rugged hard maple chair for all ages. Comfort-

able for "grown ups" (a spare party chair), and ideal

for rubbers, lacing boots. Seat 13" x IVi" thick. Choose

antique cberrv or maple finish, or combination with black

back. $10.75 ppd.. pair $18.95 ppd. For kit deduct $3.00

Matching taljle 30" x 24" $14.95 ppd. Kit $12.45.

Two part catalog of furnishings unobtainable elsewhere

and made in our own New England mill. 25*'.

Include Gift Cards <6 Zip Nos.

WOODSHAPES / counfry furnishings

Box 58, Tciconic, Conn. 06079

the fact that they almost never succeed

in communicating with persons that

have little or no biological training

(and this, unfortunately, includes prac-

tically everyone). As we continue to

ask ever more profound questions of

nature, we are going to need articulate

middlemen if we hope to keep the pub-

lic informed. Is there any point in ask-

ing the questions if we intend to keep

the answers to ourselves?

Howard E. Evans
Museum, of Comparative Zoology

Red Giants and White Dwarfs, by

Robert Jastrow. Harper & Row, $5.95;

176 pp., illus.

The content of this misleadingly

titled book is more aptly described

in the subtitle: The Evolution of Stars,

Planets and Life. It is probably the

most successful account yet published

for the layman of the continuous thread

of events that led from the beginnings

of the universe to the appearance of

man on this planet. Physics, chemistry,

biology—all these aspects of this beau-

tiful story of creation are explained so

clearly that one needs no particular

background in any of them to follow

what might, in less capable hands, be

baffling. Jastrow, who honed his ex-

planatory skills on the CBS network's

"Sunrise Semester" in 1964, is Director

of the Goddard Institute of Space Stud-

ies. His book, which is skillfully illus-

trated as well, can, should, and prob-

ably will be read by many people in

one sitting.

J. K. P., Jr.

PAPERBACKS
Travels and Traditions of Water-

fowl, by H. Albert Hochbaum. Univer-

sity of Minnesota Press, $2.95; 301 pp.,

illus.

The Fishes, by Url Lanham. Columbia

University Press, $2.25; 116 pp., illus.

The Insects, by Url Lanham. Colum-

bia University Press, $2.95; 292 pp.,

illus.

Song Birds of the World, by Oliver

L. Austin, Jr. Golden Press, $2.95; 318

pp., illus.

Water and Marsh Birds of the

World, by Oliver L. Austin, Jr. Golden

Press, $2.45; 223 pp., illus.

The Rat, by S. A. Barnett. Aldine Pub-

lishing Co., $2.95; 288 pp., illus.

This list details the photographer or

other source of illustrations, by page.

tOVER-Eliot Porter after William Mulloy

6-Courtesy of R.S.P.C.A. 82-85-Atmospherics,
12-The Bettmann Inc.

Archive, Inc. 86-87-top, U.S. Air

20—Courtesy of "Daily Force; bottom, U.S. Navy
Mirror" (London) 88-AMNH after Bernard
27-30-Ellot Porter Vonnegut
32-37-AIVINH after 89-U.S. Navy
Paul Martin 91-Helmut Wimmer
71-73-Wiiliam Creighton 96-Richard Claude

74-31—George Holton Zleman, courtesy of

except map, AMNH Yale University Press

PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
SCIENTIFIC EDUCATIONAL

Each scale model animal comes wit

descriptive booklet telling its stor>'

The Brontosaurus is 7" long, other
in proportion.

The set of 6—$2.95 postpaid.

ROYAL BRONZE CO.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 1001;

Museums please write for wholesale catalog

HOLDS 40 BOTTLES-4 DOZEN GLASSE
Now. the most versatile bar ever, for the biggest part
cozy twosome. Use it locked as a liquor cabinet, opei

self-service, or turned around for bartender ser

Hinges open to reveal 20 bottles of liguor. 20 bottle:

mix, nearly 4 doz. glasses, and all bar accessories,
iustable shelves, brass guard rails and fittings. Sii

compact, fits smartly into home, apt., office, cott!

2r'W.. I9"D., 36-H.—open 38"W., Of knotty pi

honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut liqu

sistant finishes. S49.95.
EASY HOME KIT: Louvered doors complete. Readj
assemble and finish. Simple instructions. $34.95.

Shipping Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES-
COMPLETE OR KITS

Mo„ev-Eac. Guarantee YIELD HOUSE
ept. 03

COLLECTOR'!

WALL
SHELVES

For your trei

urers, hobbis
curios from tn
els. Ideal bo
shelves over yc
desk. Hardwoi
Includes fasten

hardware. Choose antique walnut, cher:

maple finish. 25" ht. overall. 6'/2" x 3

$29.95; 61/2 " x 36" $31.95; 8" J

$31.95; 8" X 36" $33.95 all ppd.

Kits to assemble & finish deduct $9.'.

Two part catalog of furnishings unobtai

able elsewhere and made in our own N(

England mill 25ii^.

Include Gift Cards & Zip Nos.

WOODSHAPES / country furinshingj

Box 58, Taconic, Conn., 06079
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USAN BOOK
FFEE TABLES
NISHED OR IN KIT

re Is The Loveliest

d Most Completely
Jseful Table Made
iii(is(i[iM swnd mllu table liolds books

cord albiiiii'i. ithiga/ineb— all nedtl> arranged, titles clearly

siblc, accebbible from an> seat Skillfully crafted of rich

allied pine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey

ne pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Both

i'A"K book area 121/2 "H 30" dia (holds 100 books)

59.95; 24" dia. (holds 40 books) $26.95. COMPLETE
ITS; Ready for quick assembly and finish. Simple instruc-

ons. 36"—$26.95:24"—$16.95. Express Charges Collect.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG - 700 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

'^'"deZip No. YIELD HOUSE
fot bold in itores Dept nh12-7
io72ey-Back Guarantee North conway. n. h. 03860

'Insect-Eatinn Plants"

reveals the amazinc wonders of Venus's Fly Traps,
Huntsman's Horns. Cobra Lillies. and other plant
oddities that actually lure, catch and eat live Insects.

Eleven illustrated, authoritative chanters by natural-
ists Lynn and Gray Poole describe the fascinatlne
habits, culture and where to get these insect-eating

botanical wonders and also give ideas for science

fair projects. $4.00 postpaid.

SWEETSERVER
GIFT PACK

—lengthened feed

Designed for
exclusively

Protective hood.

-spill. unb"reakable polyethylene. Clieeriest

garden, patio accent. Full instructions.

HUMMINGBIRD HEALTH FOOD—Makes tested

enriched protein food added to sugarwater. Attract-

ing bright color, honey fragrant.

"HUMMINGBIRDS ARE FUN!" New, soft-cover,

ten subjects from Courtship to Sport. Photos, re-

search, anecdotal from our experience.

WOODSWORLD
600J Olive Springs Road

Santa Cruz, California 950E0

Stiggested
Additional Reading

KINDNESS AND CRUELTY
IN GREAT BRITAIN

Man and Beast. C. W. Hume. The Uni-

versities Feiieration for Animal Wel-

fare, London, 1962.

Valiant Crusade. A. W. Moss. Cassell

& Co.. Ltd., London, 1961.

Both Small and Great Beasts.

R. Hill. The Universities Federation

for Animal Welfare, London, 1964.

All Heaven in a Rage. E. S. Turner.

Michael Joseph, London, 1964.

PLEISTOCENE OVERKILL

Pleistocene Extinctions: Search

FOR A Cause. P. S. Martin and H. E.

Wright, eds. Yale University Press,

New Haven, 1967.

Elephant-hunting in North Amer-

ica. C. V. Haynes, Jr. Scientific

American, June, 1966.

LIVING DOORS

Ants: Their Structure, Develop-

ment and Behavior. W. M. Wheeler.

Columbia University Press, New
York, 1910.

Studies on the Habits and Distribu-

tion of Cryptocerus Texanus
Santschi. W. S. Creighton and R. E.

Gregg. Psyche, Journal of the Cam-
bridge Entomological Society, Vol.

61, No. 2, 1954.

EASTER ISLAND

Easter Island, A Stone Age Civill

zation of the Pacific. A. Metraux,

London, 1957.

Ethnology of Easter Island. A. Met
raux. Bishop Museum Bulletin No
160, Honolulu, 1940.

Archaeology of Easter Island. T,

Heyerdahl and E. N. Ferdon, eds.

Monographs of the School of Amer-

ican Research and the Museum of

New Mexico, No. 24, Pt. 1, 1961.

WHEN WILL WE
CHANGE THE WEATHER?

Watching for the Wind. J. G. Edin-

ger. Doubleday & Co., New York,

1967.

The Physics of Clouds. B. J. Mason.

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1957.

Weather and Climate Modification:

Problems and Prospects, Vols. I

and II. National Academy of Sci-

ences, National Research Council,

Publication 1350, Washington, D.C.,

1966.

Weather and Climate Modification.

D. L. Oilman, J. R. Hibbs, and P. L.

Laskin. A Report to the Chief,

United States Weather Bureau, U. S.

Department of Commerce, July 10,

1965.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
HUMfAINGBIRD-STYLE

for a really different Holiday treat this

year, give your family and friends genuine
"Hummy-Bird Bars"*. Watch jewel-like Hum-
mingbirds rest on real wood perches and
dine "family-style" 4-at-a-time (see actual

photo). Allows no other birds or bees, no drip

or rust, is so easy to clean. The gracious gift!

Guaranteed. Full instructions. $2.95 plus 24«

p.p. In Calif, add 150 tax. Sorry no COD'S.
HUMMINGBIRD HEAVEN, 681 8-N Apperson St.,

TUJUNGA, CALIF., 91042. (Our 72th ITear;

)r filed letters, la

small envelopes, checkbooks, cancelled checks, cards,
note paper, stamp books, etc. File drawer holds a
thousand 3x5 cards plus file tabs. Long drawer stores
pencils, tape, stamps, clips, etc. Hand crafted pine
in honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut
finish. I9'2"L. I2"H. 6"D. Only $14.50.

COMPLETE KIT. Sanded, ready for easy assembly
and finish. Simple instructions. $8.95. Both Ppd. Add

^SsM YIELD HOUSE
^Guln-a'iUee'^

North Conway, N. H. 03860

Catch 'em ALIVE 'n UNHURT

^M^/,'^^// HAVAHARTr
•es invadingOfficial HAVAHART trap cap1

squirrels, rabbits, coon, mice, ral

sances of all kinds. 17 different models to suit
your needs. Metal top and doors protect crea-
ture from bad weather, make trap rigid and
preserve it from damage by captive animal. Can
be set with one or with both doors open. No
jaws or springs to break. Unwanted animals,
straying pets and poultry can be released un-
harmed. Galvanized. Extremely durable, many
in use for 20 years. Write today for exclusive
4S-page guide to humane and efficient trapping
and price list.

HAVAHART
158-D Water Street, Ossining, New York 10562
Please send me FREE new 4S-page guide and
price list.

N AM E ^__
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RARE PERFUME
INSPIRED BY ANTIQUITY

Named after the Mediterranean
Island of Cyprus, where its

prototype originated, this per-

fume represents a classic tradi-

tion in the art of perfumery. It

was first introduced to Europe
in the 12th Century by the
Crusaders, who passed through
Cyprus on their way to the
Holyiand. CYPRIAN is a most
appropriate gift for holiday
time . . . anytime!

1 Dram Purse Flacon
$ 2.25 ppd.

V2 oz. Crystal Bottle

$10.50 ppd.

2 oz. Eau de Toilette

$ 6.25 ppd.

FREE Gift Brochure: Showing
other perfumes re-created from
ancient formulas; ancient jew-
elry and art reproductions; Gen-
uine artifacts and antiquities.

ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD.
Dept. N-12EP, 648 Ninth Ave., N.Y. 10036

He
hood tales are dramati
inch LP records. Youngsters read along in illustrated
books, learning diction and vocabulary. Gingerbread Boy,
Hansel and Gretel, Rip Van Winkle 60 other immortal
childhood classics included in 10 volume recordbook set.

Praised by parents and educators, ideal gifts ages 4 to
10. Complete lO-volume record book set, record holder,
$49.50 ppd.

Cooper Films and Records, Inc.

12 Walnut Street • Winchendon, Mass.

MARTIN
HOUSE

KIT

designed ours to hold a whole colony.
They'll return year after year—invite them now. Roof
and all apartments remove for easy cleaning. Mount on
2" pipe or wood post. Of select exterior plywood, ready
for easy assembly and paint. liQii;" H. 16" W. 26W L.

SI9.50 Ppd. Add Si. 50 West of Miss.
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—700 PIECES

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

Include Zip No.
Not Sold in Stores
Money-Back Guarantee

YIELD HOUSE
North Conway, N.H. 03860

L/ctters to the Editar

On Hippies

. . . This weird phenomenon, i.e.,

the "Hippies," is neither Natural

nor History, but rather an aber-

ration, sprung up overnight like a

toadstool. . . .

Is this any way to run a science

magazine?

Benjamin F. Miessner
Miami Shores, Florida

I enjoyed Professor Lettvin's arti-

cle in your October issue. It was a

fine piece of craftsmanship, if not a

work of art, and must certainly have

brought its author some of "that

transcendental kick you get out of

doing something well." Let me con-

gratulate you. also, on your editorial

courage and good judgment in

stretching conventional definitions of

natural history to include some of

what is transpiring about us in the

human environment.

Having searched the halls of the

Pentagon and other likely watering

places in vain for years, 1 know that

there is no such creature as the

modern historian. Perhaps, as other

species than man vanish, the gap will

in time be filled by the natural his-

torian.

Thomas E. Phipps
McLean, Virginia

Natural History arrived this

morning and I have just finished

reading your "You Can't Even Step

in the Same River Once." My heart-

felt thanks!

You have precisely and poetically

spoken for us and, I am sure, for

countless parents who battle the

moth—flame relationship which hip-

piedom and the psychedelic syn-

drome hold for our sensitive, intelli-

gent children. What you said, we
also said, but you said it so much
better! For us, fortunately, the chro-

mosomal break came in time and a

visit to Haight-Ashbury, en famille,

clinched our argument. But I wish

that every parent who has a child in

college, or will have shortly, could

read what you have said.

If there is some way that I could

get reprints of your article, I would

furnish them to every fraternity a

sorority, dormitory and roomi
house at Indiana University wh«

my husband is a professor of mic:

biology.

Mrs. Sherman Mint
Indianapolis, India

I am writing in regard to Jeroi

Lettvin's article on the hippies. ]

me begin by saying that these "be;

tiful people" are the future hope
a better, more enlightened wor
Dr. Lettvin states that they are i

interested in making a better socie

but are only involved with the

selves. Perhaps this is the solutit

since those people who are si

posedly interested in social welfs

have made the world what it is

day, because their self-interest (i

though perhaps unconscious) mi

come to the surface as must their •

sire for power.

The hippie is delving into hims

and finding the answers within, ]

fore he sets out to rescue the wo:

without. By being attuned to yo'

self, you can become more attun

to the life about you, and only tb

can you help others, unselfishly. L!

is a guide to the inner self, when us

for that purpose.

Why not put our faith in 1

"flower people," whose movement
worldwide, take their hand, and £

them to show us. the way ? Love\ ,

the only answer!

Eve Aun5
Mystic, Conned

100 Turtle Eggs

Please accept my congratulatic

on one of the finest articles I've a
in a long time in any publication

!

"100 Turtle Eggs" (Lain part;

by Archie Carr, is superb. He wri

with authority, conviction, a

charm—all without a hint of stu

ness that so frequently creeps ii

articles written by "men in the fieL

A word of advice from an a'

Museum member—pay him well ai

for heaven's sake, invite him hi

again

!

Charlotte T. Schwai
Cherry Hill, New Jer;

io6
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ij'Mers

In time for Christmas

^^^Mjh^^

BULLER'S BIRDS OF NEW ZEALAND
A NEW EDITION of A History of the Birds of New Zealand

by Sir Walter Lawry Buller

A/ith 48 full-color

"eproduCtionS of j. C. Keulemans' Long a classic of bird literature, Buller's A History of the

,. ^/^t^ luU^^^^^U^ Birds of New Zealand has been a collector's item for years.
ytone-plate lithographs rr -.

—j-^ „ „ , , ,f^
. .

The reason is obvious. Buller s personal accounts and

^rom the second edition. Keulemans' vivid plates accurately report the spectacular

^dited with the history of birds of New Zealand's volcanic hills and marshy shore-1-1 I I
lines. A skillful Maori linguist, Buller enriched his writing

Sach species brought up to date, ^^^^^ l^^o^l folklore and settlers' anecdotes. The text,

by internationally renowned reports The Boston Globe,"has more style than Audubon's

^rnithnlnpi^it F (" Tl IRRC^TT journal, and for naturalists should prove fascinating."

70 X 74V2, 300 pages $25.00

WATERFOWL IN AUSTRALIA
by H. J. FRITH With identification charts of birds in flight and on the

water, sonograms, distribution maps, and stunning illustrations in color

and black and white, a noted Australian naturalist and conservationist

presents a comprehensive report of this fascinating group of birds. The

magnificent Black Swan, the Green and White Pigmy Goose of the lily

lagoons, the Cape Barren Goose of the windswept Bass Straight islands,

as well as species found also in North America, and all other species

of Australian waterfowl are excitingly, scientifically, and pictorially

described. e'A X 9V2, 368 pjges $10.00

AUSTRALIAN BIRDS IN COLOUR
by KEITH HINDWOOD With names as colorful as their photo-

graphs— Painted Quail, Spotless Crake, Forest Bronzewing, Mistletoe

Bird— here are fifty-two birds to fascinate young or seasoned watchers.

An ideal text. Complete descriptions opposite each full-color illustra-

tion. Mr. Hindwood is a leading Australian ornithologist who has been

publishing scientific articles and books for over forty years.

7'/j X 6'/4, ri2 p.ises $3.95

from your bookstore or the EAST-WEST CENTER PRESS, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

for sportsman

or ornithologist
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A selection of products available by mail for readers of Natural History

All merchandise sold on a money-back guarantee. Order direct by Stock No. Send check or M. O.

GIFTS!
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\VhyTexans fought to give away
theirTreasure Island.

Padre Island is

still giving up
Duried treasure from

Spanish Galleons. But its real treasure

is its worth as a natural recreation

area, to draw visitors and vacationers

from all over the country. Texans

were always pretty well agreed on

that. What they disagreed on was how
to go about it. The Great State chose

up two sides.

One side wanted free enterprise

with no fences. They promised that

the island, all 117 miles of it, would

be developed in a sort of commercial

way, and wind up like some of the

large resort cities. The opposing side

said no, that idea would only build an

overgrown seaside amusement park.

This group believed that part of the

island, at least, should remain natural

and undeveloped;

that its bi

stretches of

white
sand, its

exotic
vegetation and its flourishing

marine life should be preserved in

its natural state for everybody, in-

cluding future generations. The
only way to carry out this plan was

to have Padre Island made a National

Seashore.

Both sides went along fairly nip and

tuck until Texas' Senator Yarborough

succeeded in getting Washington to

agree to its part in the National Sea-

shore. This put more fight into the

opponents back in Texas, who pro-

posed that Padre should become a

State, not a National Park, leaving

about half of the Island out of the plan.

But Governor Connally had prom-

ised Texas a National Seashore, and

he stuck by his guns. Support rallied.

A newspaper, the Corpus Christi

Caller-Times, carried the cause right

into South Texas, the hotbed of oppo-

sition. Largely through the work of

newspaperman Ed Harte, and a com-

mittee of private citizens in Corpus

Christi, the tide finally turned. Now
America has a beau-

tiful new Na-
tional Sea-

shore. The
biggest
yet!

1 are proud to have

you come and enjoy the near-

tropic sun, the swimming, the surf-

^ casting for man-size lunkers.

9 You're even welcome to poke

A^^^^^

Texans

;

around for bits of Spanish treasure.

(The fun is yours, but any treasure

goes to the government!)

What's true in Texas is true all over.

Officials want and need the help of

private citizens like Ed Harte and his

neighbors. This is why Sinclair, which

has long been dedicated to conserving

natural resources, encourages people

to take an active part in preserving

our natural heritage. For a booklet

describing what others have done

and how you can help, write Sinclair

Tour Bureau, 600 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y 10020. Also include

your request for

information about^

touring any scenic '

landmarks you may
wish to visit.

\Smclain

Discover America by Car—it's worth Seeing and Saving
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